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1980 -1981 
Academic Calendar 
FALL TRIMESTER 1980 
Financial Aid Application Deadline 
for Fall Trimester ... . . ..... . . ... . .. . . . .. .. . . Th, May 1 
Advance Registration .... . .. . ... . . ... . . July 15 - August 16 
Admission Application and ~redential Deadline 
1m Fall Trimester · . . . ........ .. .... . .. ... .. M , Augu~t 4 
Registration and Fee Payment for Advance 
Registrants Only' ... . . .. .. ... . .... .. .. . . .. W, August 27 
Open Registration and Fee Payment . . . . . . . . .. Th; August 28 
HOLIDAY - labor Day .. . .. . . .... ....... M, September 1 
Classes Begin (Blocks 1 and 2) . ..... ...... .T, ~ptember 2 
Add/Drop and Late Registration ... . .. . T-Th, September 2-11 
Block 2 (Adds Only) .. . ... . ..... . ..... T-M, September 2-8 
100% Refund Deadline (Blocks 1 and 2) .... . F, September 12 
5O~o Refund Period (total 
withdrawal only) . . ... ......... ... Sa-T, September 13-23 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 2) ... ..... . .. Sa, September 27 
Applications for Fall Trimester Graduation . 
(December) Due in Colleges . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. W, October 1 
Block 2 Ends ......... . . . .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. W, October 22 
Grades for Block 2 Courses Due in Registrar's Office 
From Faculty . . . . . .. .. . ... . .... ... Noon, F, October 24 
Student Status Reports (Grades), for Block 2 Courses Only 
Mailed to Students ......... . . . . .. ........ F, October 31 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 1) .. .... .... : .. W, October 22 
Classes Begin (Block 3) . . . . .. ..... . .. ..... Th, October 23 
AddlDrop and late Registration 
(Block 3) .... .... .. . ..... .. . . . .. . Th-W, October 23-29 
1000k Refund Deadline (Block 3) . ... .. ... .Sa, November 1 
50°&' Refu nd Period (Block 3 
totetl withdrawal only) . . . . .. . ... . .. M-W, Novembe( 3-12 
Ad\ance Registration for Winter 
Trimester ... . , . . . . . . .. . . . .. November 17-December 15 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 3) ... . . .. ... .. T, November 18 
HOLIDAY - Thanksgiving Recess Begins . . Th, November 27 
Classes Re<;ume . : ....... . ..... . . . ..... .M, December 1 
Financial Aid Application Deadline for 
Winter Trimester . . .... . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . M, December 1 
AdmissiO'n Application and Credential Deadline 
for Winter Trimester .... . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . M, December 8 
b Id of Fall Trimester (5:00 p.m.) . .. . . .. ... Sa, December 13 
Dinloma Date ........ . . .. . ...... .... Sa, December 13 
Gradp~ for Blocks 1 and 3 Courses Due in Registrar' ~ Office 
trom Facultv . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. Noon, T, December 16 
Stud!'nt Status Reports (Grades) 
Mail t'd to Students ... ... .. .. . . . .. .... .. T. December 23 
WINTER TRIMESTER 1981 
Advance Registration .. . . .. . . . November 17 · December 15 
Financial Aid Application Deadlin'e 
for Winter Trimester . .. , .. . .. . .. .... .. .M, December 1 
Admission Appl ication and Credential Deadline 
for Winter Trimester . .. . . . . .. . . ... •. . . .. M , December 8 
Registration and Fee Payment for Advance 
Registration Only .. ....... .. . . ..... . . . • W , January 7 
Open Registration and Fee Payment . . . .. . ... Th, January 8 
Classes Begin (Blocks 1 and 2).. . . .. ..... . • . M, January 12 
Add/Drop and Late Registration . ..... .. M·W, January 12·21 
Block 2 (Adds Only) . . . .. . .. . ... . . .. M-Sa, January 12·17 
HOLIDAY - Martin luther King's Birthday . . .. Th, January 15 
100% Refund Deadline (Blocks 1 and 2) ... . . . Th, January 22 
50"10 Refund Period (total 
withdrawal only) .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. January 23· February 2 
Applications for Winter Trimester Graduation 
(April) Due in Colleges . .. . .. . . . .... .. ....M, February 2 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 2) .. . . .. .. . .. . . . F, February 6 
HOLIDAY - Lincoln's Birthday . . ... . . .. .. . Th, February 12 
Financial Aid Application Deadline 
for Spring/Summer Trimester ..... . . . . .. . ....M, March 2 
Block 2 Ends ..... . ............... ... .. . . . . W, March 4 
Grades for Block 2' Courses Due in Registrar's .office 
From Faculty . . . . . . . . . . . , ..... . ..... Noon, F, March 6 
Student Status Reports (Grades) for BIQCk 2 Courses Only 
Mailed to Students . . . . ..... .... . .. . ....... F, March 13 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 1) . . ...... . ..... .W, March 4 
Classes Begin (Block 3) . . . . .. . ..... . . .. .. ... . Th, March 5 
AddlDrop and late Registration (Block 3) . . Th-W, March 5-11 
Advance Registration for Spring/Summer 
Trimester .......... . .. ... . ....... .. March 16 - April 13 

100% Refund Deadline (Block 3) .... . . .. .. . . . Sa, March 14 
50% Refund Period (Block 3 total 
withdrawal only) ........ . ...... . ... . . M-T, March 16-24 

Withdrawal Deadline (Block 3) ......... . . . .. . T, March 31 

Admission Application and Credential Deadline 
for Spring/Summer Trimester ... .. ...... .... . . M , April 6 
End of Winter Trimester (5:00 p.m.) ... . . .. . .... Sa, April 2S 
Diploma Date . . ........ . . . . . . . . .. ......... Sa, April 25 
Grades for Blocks.1 and 3 Courses Due in Registrar's Office 
From F-a('ulty ... . . ..... . ... . .. . . . . ... Noon, T, April 28. 

Student Status Reports (Grades) Mailed to Students .. T, May 5 
---
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SPRING/SUMMER TRIMESTER 1981 
Financial Aid Application Deadline for Spring/Summer 
Trimester ......... . ....... . ..... . . ... . .. . M, March 2 
Advance Registration ... .. .... . .. . . . ..March 16 - April 13 
~mission Application and Credential Deadline for 
Spring/Summer Trimester . . . ... . . . ....... . . .. M, April 6 
Registration and Fee Payment for 
Advance Registrants Only ..... . . . .. ... ...... W, April i9 
Open' Registration and Fee Payment . .. .. .. . ... Th, April 30 
Financial Aid Application Deadline for Fall Trimester. F, May 1 
Classes Begin (Blocks ....and 2) ..... . .. .... . . ... . . M, May 4 
Add/Drop and Late Registration . . .. .. .. . . . . M-W, May 4-13 
Block 2 (Adds Only) ...... .. ....... .. .. . . . M-Sa, May 4-9 
100" Refund Deadline (Blocks 1 and 2) .. .. . .. .. Th, May 14 
SO" Refund Period (total withdrawal only) ... F-M, May 15-25 
HOLIDAY - Memorial Day (observed) . .. . . .. . . . M, May 25 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 2) . ....... . ....... . F, May 29 
Applications for Spring/Summer Trimester 
Graduati.on (August) Due in Colleges .. . . . . . . . . . M, June 1 
Admission Application and Credential Deadline 
for Summer Session (Block 3) .. . . . . . .. ...... ..Th, June 4 
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY (for August 1980, December 
1980, 
and April 1981 Graduates) .. . ... ... . . . Sa &Su, June 6 &7 
Block 2 Ends .. . . . .. . .... . .. . ..... . . . . ~ . . . . . W, June 24 
Grades for Block 2 Courses Due in Registrar's Office 
From Faculty . . ........ . .... ..... . .. . . Noon, F, June 26 
Student Status Reports (Grades) Mailed to Students . Th, July 2 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 1) .. . ........ .. ... W, June 24 
Classes Begin (BI~k 3) .. . . .. ............ . ... Th, June 25 
Add/Drop and late Registration (Block 3) Th-W, June 25-July 1 
HOLIDAY -Independence Day (Observed) . . ..... F, July 3 
100" Refund Deadline (Block 3) .. . .... . .. . . . ... M, July 6 
50% Refund Period (Block 3 total 
withdrawal only) .... ..... . ....... . ... . ..T-W, July 7-15 
Advance Registration for Fall Trimester ... . July 15 - August 15 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 3) ... . ..... . . . . . ... T, July 21 
Admission Application and Credential Deadline 
for Fall Trimester . . .. . .. ... . ... . ..... . . . .. M, August 3 

End of Spring/Summer Trimester (5:00 p.m.) ...Sa, August 15 
Diploma Date . . ... . . . .... . .. . ........ . ..Sa, August 15 

Grades for Blocks 1 and 2 Courses Due in Registrar's Office 
From Faculty .. . . . ... . . .. ...........Noon, T, August 18 

Student Status Reports (Grades) 
Mailed to Students ... . . . .... . ... ... . .. . . ' .' T, August 25 
Pol icy"Statement 
It is the policy of Governors State Unlyerslty not to 
discriminate on the baSIS o f se in its student admls ions. 
educational programs and activities, Or employment polid 
as required by Title IX of the 19n Educational Amendments. 
Furthermore, it is the policy of Governors State niversity not 
to discriminate on the basis of phYSical or mental handicaps in 
admission or access to, or treatment or employment In its pro­
grams and activities as required by Section 504. Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973. 
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7 The Uni 
The University 

Governors State University is Illinois' response to the recent 
dramatic growth of the State community college system in the 
Chicago area. :State studies of community college graduates 
revealed that south Chicagoland needed a specially planned 
commuter university for community college graduates to con­
veniently pursue further studies. This university would need 
unique qualities: 1) innovative and flexible programs geared 
to the older, employed and work-oriented community college 
graduate; 2) open to any student with 60 units of college work 
and yet carefully planned to address the educational needs of 
minority students and of students who cannot afford high tui­
tion (losts. 
Governors State, a senior level University, opened the doors 
of its temporary warehouse facility to 700 juniors, seniors, and 
graduate students in September of 1971. In 1974, GSU moved 
to its permanent location, a remarkable educational facility in 
Park Forest South, Illinois. 
Mission 
Governors State· University primarily serves the south 
metropolitan Chicagoland areas as well as the five neighbor­
ing counties of DuPage, Kankakee. Kendall, Grundy, and Will 
by providing liberal arts, science, and professional ~reparation 
at the upper-division and master's degree levels. It offers a 
competency-based educational program related to the educa­
tional needs and societal concerns of the region. In addition to 
serving the needs of the new atypical student (mature, minori­
ty, economically disadvantaged), the University will broaden 
its concern to serve all citizens in the region who can profit 
from its programs. 
Increased attention to and involvement with the region's 
needs will enable the University to improve its programs and 
attract new clientele. This will require increased off-campus 
offerings. Focus, too, will be centered on the unique needs of 
rural areas south and west of the Uni\(ersity. 
Special concern will be given to the development of a 
cohesive, liberal education component for students for the 
purpose of insuring that GSU graduates are broadly educated, 
prepared for continued learning, and competent in their 
chosen professions. EmphasiS will be given to the health, 
business, public service, and education professions. 
The academic programs utilize both theoretical and experien­
tial modes of instruction, blend regional concerns with in­
dividual student needs, and require a high level of institutional 
support. The development of appropriate learning resources 
to support academic, research, and public service offerings ..:.. 
library, student services, learning assistance, advisement and 
adult re-entry programs - constitute an integral part 01 the 
University's mission. 
Accreditation 
GSU was accredited by the North Central Association of Col­
leges and Secondary Schools on April 9, 1975. 
University Organization 
Governors State University joins with Chicago State Uni 't'rsl­
ty, Eastern Illinois University, Northeastern IlIinoi Uni rsity, 
and Western Illinois University in being responsible to the 
Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities. That 
Board, along with the Board of Regents of Regen y Univ r­
sities (Illinois State University, Northern ill inOIS Unive Ity 
Sangamon State University), Trustees of Southern II lInol 
University (all campuses), Trustees of the University of lIIi ncll~ 
(all campuses), and the Illinois Community College Board (.til 
state community colleges), is responsible to the tat 
legislature and governor through the. Illinois Board of High r 
Education. 
The administrative chart on the following page links present 
University officers to our organizational scheme. 
University Governance 
According to the Board of Governors By-Laws and Governing 
Policies the faculty, staff, and students will develop a constitu­
tion providing for university governance wt}ich is consist nt 
with Board policy, and ensures democratic iiwolvement of th 
constituencies. In 1971, GSU adopted a' Constitution which 
provided for a University Assembly; in 1979 a new Constitu 
tion was developed. 
The 1979 Constitution calls for a Faculty Senate, a Stud nl 
Senate, and a Civil Service Senate - all to be as Isted by a 
Coordinating Council. The members of each Senate dre to be 
elect'eel from the appropriate membership group. Each Senat 
selects two members from the community, and one non­
voting member of the administration is elected by the Pre!>l­
dent to serve on each Senate; in addition, the President or the 
Provost serves as a non-voting member on the Faculty Senate. 
Each' Senate is charged with the responsibility of making 
recommendations to the President concerning policy matters 
relevant to its constituency. Such recpmmendatlons Will be 
consistent with Board of Gm mors Bv-Law~ aalld Uni erslty 
Policies arid Procedures. Matters agreed to in the BOG/AFT 
Agreement or which have been declared subject to negolta­
tion will not be 'considered by the Senates. 
Each Senate has an Executive Committee and other standing 
committees as deemed appropriate with the member~hlp 
group's function. For example, the Faculty Senate ha a Com­
mittee on Educational Policy, a Committee on ACild mic Pro­
gram Review, a Committee on CUrriculum, a Student Llf 
Committee and a Governance Committee. Th re .He thr~ 
University-wide committees: the Budget Committee. tht! 
Policy Monitoring Committee, and the Campus PhYO;I al 
Resources Committee. 
Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised go\'erns the IJm­
ceedings of all bodies created under the Constitution Pro 
cedures and operational' detail such a. condu ling 01 -I ­
tio.ns, frequency of meetings and the establi hmf:'nl of \ub­
committees are detailed. in each Senate's by-law. 
8 The University 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

PRESIDENT 
- -­ - - EX8CutiveAssistant ]
1-----+------1 to the President 
_---I '-___ 
Vice President for 
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The University 9 
Office of the President 	 academic unit has diviSion chairpersons elected by the (acuity 
of that division. 
The President is the chief academic and administrative officer 
of the University. The President shall have full power and 
responsibility within the framework of the general policies 
determined by the Board in the organization, management, 
direction, and supervision of the University and shall be held 
accountable by the Board for the successful functioning of the 
institution in all its departments, divisions, and services. In the 
discharge of these responsibilities the President shall utilize 
the approved University process of consultation with ap­
propriate campus constituencies. 
The offices of the President include the Affirmative Action Of­
fice and University Relations. 
The Office of University Relations 
The Office of University Relations reports directly to the Presi­
dent and the Executive Associate as a support unit for the en­
tire University community. Three major functions are per­
formed by the Office: 1) communications-public relations; 2) 
fund raising from private sources; 3) liaison with the Gover­
nors Stat~ University Alumni Association. 
Three Wings 
The University is composed of three Wings, each having 
generic responsibility for different institutional operations. The 
Wings and their responsibilities are: 
Adminlstrati\'e Wing. The Administrative Wing provides 
those resources necessary to attain excellence in academic 
programming and community services. By providing financial, 
personnel, ·physical, and security support to the educational 
programs of the University, the Wing is an integral part of 
GSU's academic gestalt. In particular, the Office of Vice Presi­
dent for Administration develops and supervises the ad­
ministrative systems of the institution, including resources pro­
jection, budget and fiscal management procedures, business 
operations, personnel matters, physi~al plant operations, and 
public safety matters. 
• 
Institutional Research & Planning Wing. This Wing is headed 
by the Vice President for Institutional Research and Planning. 
It is responsible for institutional research, facilities planning, 
and budget planning. 
Academic Wing. This Wing is headed by the ProvostNice 
President for Academic Affairs. It includes: the College of Arts 
and Sciences; the College of Business and PubliC Administra­
• 	 tion; the College of Human Learning and Development; the 
School of Health Professions; the Offices of Associate Vice 
President for Research, Dean of Student Affairs and Services, 
DeaQ of Special Programs, University Library, and Instruc­
tional Communications Center. 
The Academic Wing recommends and implements policies 
and practices pertaining to academic matters. 
Collegial Organization 
There are three Colleges and one School at GSU. Each Col­
lege is presided over administratively by a Dean. The School 
of Health Professions is preSided over by a Director. Each 
The College of Arts & Sciences (CAS) offers programs in the 

areas o( Fine and Performing Arts, Intercultural Studies, 

Lansuage and literature, Media Communications, the Social 

Sciences, Science, and Science Teaching. 

The objective of the College of Business and Public Ad­

ministration (BPA) is to present strong, theoretical, and 

pragmatic programs at the graduate and undergraduatE" levels 

which will prepare students for careers in business, education, 

government, or industry. 

The College of Human learning and Development (HLD) 

prepares students in the areas of Education, Psychology and 

Counseling, Communication, and Human Services. 

Programs in the School of Health Professions (SHP) are 

designed to prepare,professiohals in a wide variety of health 

fields and emphasize the preparation of people in the bac· 

calaureate and master's degree levels for careers in ad­

ministration, education, and practice. 

Teacher Education 

The following teacher education programs have been approv­

ed by the State Board of Education for certification of teachers 

completing the degree program at Governors State University. 

Elementary Education '(B.A. & M .A.) 

Bilingual/Bicultural Educatiol"\ (B.A.) 

Business Education (B.A. & M.A.) 

School Counseling (M.A.) 

K-12 Science Teaching (M.A.) 

English Education (B.A. & M.A.) 

·Educational Administration and 

Supervision (M.A. & Cert.) 
·Cooperative program with Chicago State ·and Northeastern 
Illinois Universilies. 
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Academic Wing 
Special Educational 
Resources 
University Library 
Students, faculty, and others in the GSU community have 
direct access to materials in the University Library, comprising 
over 170,000 volumes, 2,700 journal subscriptions, 263,000 
microforms, and 10,000 pieces of nonprint material such as 
filmstrips, records, slides, kits, games, videotapes, motion pic­
ture films, and audio and video-cassettes. In addition, students 
can borrow directly from six other university libraries in the 
Chicago area, using the GSU identification card. 
The library has quiet study areas, as well as special areas for 
using audio-visual' materials and computer terminals, plus a 
skylight lounge and a balcony lounge provided with current 
magazines and newspapers. 
A reference librarian is on duty at all times in the University 
Library, to help patrons in locating and using library materials, 
to answer specific questions, and to initiate interlibrary loan 
requests for materials not in the GSU collection, when the 
need arises. The reference lihrarian also helps patrons in the 
use of the special collections, such as the Federal Depositary 
collection of government documents, Illinois State 
documents, GSU archives, curriculum materials, and ttie 
model collection of juvenile materials. Computer-assisted 
reference service is also available to the library user. 
The University Library is located on the second floor of the 
central core of the University, and is open Monday through 
Friday including evenings, and all day Saturday. For more 
detailed information consult the published guide available at 
the library's Circulation Desk and Reference De k. 
Instructional Communications Center 
The staff of the Instructional Communications Center provides 
the necessary resources for instructional support of the GSU 
community and for the individualization of the learning pro­
cess. 
Working with the faculty members, an instructional developer 
from the ICC will design, produce, and/or organize instruc­
tional materials into individualized learning packages or in­
structional programs to be used in the classrooms. A talented 
production staff creates a wide variety of graphics, publication 
designs, photographs, 16mm or 8mm film productions, video 
'and audio tapes. Experienced technicians maintain and 
distribute throughout the University equipment such as por­
table videotape recorders, audiotape recorders and film pro­
jectors. 
The most modern communications media are available in the 
ICC. Two modern professional color television studios pro~ 
vide instructional television programs for the University. The 
electronic dissemination of audio and video recordil"\8s to thir-
Special fducationaJ Resources 11 
ty different' areas of the campus is provided by the ICC's com­
munications center. From these areas the students have easy 
access to any of the Center's A-V recordings. All the student 
need do is dial the appropriate distribution number. 
Up-te-date color and black and white photographic equi~ 
ment and darkroom facilities are also located in the ICC. 
Mono and stereo audio recordings are produced In the audio 
studio. Computer facilities are provided for instructional uses, 
such as learning packages using CAlor CMI instruction or 
computer simulations. Making full use of all these facililies. 
the ICC staff develop multimedia presentations of unsurpassed 
sophistication. 
Finally, working closely with the GSU academic programs, the 
ICC provides necessary training for students in the com­
munication arts and sciences. Students work in all areas of 
production. 
12 Special Programs and Continuing Education 
Special Programs and 
Continuing Education 
The Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education is 
administered by the Dean of Special Programs and Continuing 
Education and is responsible for organizing and administering 
those academic programs not administered directly by the 
Colleges, such as the Board of Governors Degree Program, 
the University Without Walls Program, and the Credit through 
Evaluation of Experiential Learning Program, for organizing 
and administering the Office of Community Services and 
Education, and for coordinating all off-campus courses offered 
for academic credit and all conferences and workshops of­
fered for credit and non-credit both on campus and oif­
campus. 
Office of Community Services 
and Education 
The Office of Community Services and Education is ad­
ministered by the Director of Community Services and Educa­
tion and is responsible for coordinating institutionally approv­
ed community services and community services performed by 
staff members as citizens. 
Office of Experiential 
Assessment 
Experiential Education at Governors State University encom­
passes those experiences a student may have outside the for­
mal classroom which are related to the student's educational 
and/or career goals: These experiences may be categorized as 
being of two types. First are those activities planned or 
organized to provide the student with experiences outside of, 
but related to, formal educational activities. These include 
practice teaching, field expt!riences, practica, internships, and 
cooperative education experiences. The second is the assess­
ment of prior learning by the academic staff to determine what 
learnings, related to the academic and/or career goals of a stu­
dent, have already taken place either in order that the student 
will not have to repeat learn"ing already attained or in order to 
. obtain academic credit toward a degree. 
The formal experiences are usually organized and supervised 
by the staff in those disciplines to which experiences are to be 
related. Internships, practica, and practice teaching are ex­
amples of these types of experiential learning. In addition, the, 
cooperative education coordinator in each College has 
responsibilities for locating appropriate learning experiences 
for students who wish or need job experiences which will 
reinforce their academic programs. Supervision and evalua­
tion of the experiences for credit is often shared by the 
cooperative education coordinator and the student's advisor. 
Assessment of prior nonacademic learning experience is pro­
vided at GSU through the Board of Governors B.A. degree 
program, the University Without Walls (UWW) B.A. degree 
program, or through the GSU CEEL (Credit through Evaluation 
of Experiential Learning) Program which assesses prior 
nonacademic learning for credit either toward the B.A. or 
M .A. degree. Students may also apply for admission using ap­
proved credit awarded based on prior learning in lieu of 
academic credit. Proficiency examination scores may also be 
used. During the past 5 years, in part through our association 
with the CAEL (Council for the Advancement of Experienflal 
Learning), Governors State University has received significant 
recognition as a leader and resource in the area of assessment 
of experiential education. Our processes and philosophies 
have been examined by outside groups, and numerous re­
quests for information have been received. 
Experiential education, and its assessment, represents a large 
component of the Board of Governors Program operation 
since 90% of the students in the program request and receive 
such assessment. Board of Governors students also tend to 
become involved in Cooperative Education and other ex­
periential learning options as well. 
While assessment under the Board of Governors Program is 
made on broadly based learning experience, under the GSU 
CEEL Program and the UWW program, experiences assessed 
must relate to the student's academic program. 
Continuing progress is the assessment of experiential learning 
results from the participation of GSU in CAEL Projects and 
from the centralization of assessment programs in the Office 
of the Director of Assessment of Experiential Education. 
University Without Walls Degree Program Governors State 
University's "University Without Walls" Bachelor of Arts 
Degree in an individualized, competency-based, non-credit 
experiential program that attempts to combine maximum 
specialization with an interdisciplinary competency-based 
liberal arts core. The high quality of the program is maintained 
through a management system that includes an admissions 
and advisory board, an advising team, and a graduation 
board. Each component of the system uses criteria that guides 
them in carrying out their mission. The product of GSU's 
UWW BA Degree is a person highly competent in an area of 
specialization and with broad knowledge and competence in 
the liberal arts. 
Admission to the program is administered by a team of five 
persons consisting of the director, -and a faculty member of 
each Collegial unit. CBPA, CAS, CHLD, and SHP. Judgment is 
made on the basis of criteria relative to self-motivation, self­
direction and maturity. The ultimate concern of the admis­
sions team however is the appropriateness of the program for 
the student and the institution's ability to serve the students' 
needs . 
Students are eligible for the UWW Program if they have com­
pleted 60 semester hours of academic work, 60 units of prior 
non-academic learning assessed as equivalent to college level 
work, or any combination of the two. A portfolio of prior 
learning is used to assess the nonacademic learning for col­
lege level equivalencies. Proficiency examination scores may 
also be evaluated for credit. 
The cost to the student is equivalent to full-time attendance 
but is not based on credits. This cost provides for administra­
tion and advisement of the program students and any formal 
course that the student desires to engage in at GSU. For the 
academic year 1980-81, the cost per Trimester for Illinois 
residents will be $303.00. Out-of-state students will be charg­
ed $909.00 per Trimester. 
Each student develops a Student Study Plan which is written in 
competency-based terms and includes the learning activities 
to be engaged in, the competencies to be mastered and the 
methods of assessment to be used. A terminal project' that pro­
vides the opportunity to integrate and demonstrate mastery of 
accumulated competencies is also required. When a student 
is nearing completion of his/her degree plan, he/she applies 
for graduation. 
A graduation board composed of the student's advising team, 
the director, two faculty members agreed upon by the student 
and the director, and a UWW student chosen by the perspec­
tive graduate is then selected and a date is set for meeting with 
the student. 
The board will recommend to the director whether or not 
they feel the student has satisfactorily completed his/her 
degree plan. Further work may be r~ommended. 
For information concerning Governors State University's 
"University Without Walls" contact Director, University 
Without Walls, Office of Assessment, Park Forest South, il­
linois 60466, telephone (312)534-5000, ~xtension 2515. 
BOG Degree The Illinois Board of Governors of State Colleges 
and Universities is now offering a special and unique type of 
Bachelor of Arts degree through its five universities designed 
to meet the educational needs of many adul!s. 
The program differs from collegial degree programs at Gover­
nors State University in that there is no defined area of em­
phasis, and the graduation requirements are not stated in 
competency-based terms. Thus, the program may be more 
general in nature and can be a desirable option for some 
students. 
In its basic design the program: 
1. 	builds in many options in a flexible manner for earning 
a Bachelor of Arts degree while maintaining high 
standards; 
2. 	 capitalizes on the strengths and unique characteristics 
of five public universities scattered throughout Illinois ­
Governors State, Chicago State, Northeastern Illinois, 
Eastern Illinois and Western Illinois; · ' 
3. 	recognizes that the traditional time table for higher educa­
tion is not appropriate for everyone, particularly 
those already in the world of work; 
4. 	 recognizes the growing geographic and career mobility 
of the American people; 
5. 	 recognizes that an intelligent adult will have acquired 
a large amount of education through experience and 
is designed to assess and recognize such experiential 
education. 
The Board of Governors degree is highly individualized. Each 
student will work closely and carefully with a counselor(s) at 
the campus(es) of his/her choice in setting up his/her own 
specific program . The program guidelines provide for the 
maximum allowances possible for previous credit earned for 
education beyond the high school. In addition to the option of 
credit based on the evaluation of prior non-academic learn­
ing, credit may also be obtained for instruction in non­
traditional forms such as television, independent and cor­
respondence study, and programmed learning sequences. All 
passing credits from accredited institutions will be accepted 
directly. Proficiency examination scores such as those obtain­
ed in the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) and the 
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ACT Profidency Examination Program (PEP) will also be 
evaluated for credit. Military training experience are 
evaluated for credit using the recommendations of the 
American Council on Education "Guide to the Evaluation of 
Educational Experiences in the Armed Services." 
It should be emphasized that a variety of techniques applied 
in a manner consi~tent with high standards may be utilized in 
fulfilling the requirements. To earn a Board of Governors 
Bachelor of Arts degree. the following are the requirements: 
120 total semester credits or equivalent 
40 semester credits or equivalent at the junior-senior 
level 
15 semester credits actually taken in any order at any 
combination of Board of Governors universities 
12 semester credits each for social science, natural 
science and humanities gained in any combination or 
under any approved method 
Selection of a particular Board of Governors institution 
to sponsor the degree 
A "c" average upon graduation 
Students entering the Board of Governors Degree Program at 
Governors State University are eligible for admission if they 
have completed at least 60 semester hours (or the equivalent) 
which may include credits based on prior learning. 
Additional information ·may be obtained from the BOG 
Degree Program Office. Applicants for this program must have 
the coordinator's approval prior to submission of their ap-, 
plication forms. Prospective students who have not com­
pleted 60 semester hours of college work, and who are apply­
ing for admission on the basis of credits for prior non­
academic learning experiences or credit based on proficiency 
examination scores should contact the BOG office at least 6 
months before their desired admission date. 
CEEL (Credit through Evaluation of Experiential LeamillJ) 
Program Governors State University recognizes the fact that 
many University students are mature and bring a wealth of e ­
perience to the academic arena. The University grants credit 
for prior learning and/or proficiency examination scores 
which are equal to or higher tl,an acceptable levels to a 
limited number of well-qualified students to be used for ad­
missions purpo~E'S or for cr dit toward an academic degree. 
An assumption is madl' that some students may acquirl' com­
petencies by nonacademic means, that is, through work, 
noncredit in-service training, and/or through a variety of learn­
ing experiences, and that t ese competenci are rei vant, 
useful and verifiable. The 80drd of Governors has given per­
mission to the University to provide credit for prior 
nonacademic learning experiences to 5 per ent of the total 
enrollment. 
To initiate the process. the student contacts an Admissions 
Counselor if he/she is .'pplying for admission, or his/her ad­
visor if application is being made for credit toward a degree. 
Application forms may be obtained from Collegial Office or 
the Office of A menl. An assessment fee of $25 is charged. 
The gathering of n essary documents and the study and 
a~Se5SmE'nt of th experiences by fa ulty are often time­
consun1lng. TherE'fore students skould begin the proc cit 
least six month before admls Ion is desired or dUring th ir 
first Trim~ter at GSU, if the credit is to be used for complellng 
graduation requirem nts. 
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Student Affai rs and Services 

The Office of Student Affairs and Services is directed by the 
Dean of Student Affairs and Services and includes the student 
support ~rvices of Admissions and Recruitment, Community 
College Relations, Facilities Scheduling, Financial Aid, Student 
Activities, Student Development, and the Registrar's Office. 
Student Affairs and Services provides programs and services 
which facilitate the student's admission and progress through 
the University, experiences which complement the academic 
programs, and opportunities for students to realize their full 
potential. 
Student Development 
The function of the Student Development Office is to provide 
programs and services which facilitate the personal, 
academic, health, and career growth and development of 
students from their entry to graduation. The office offers ser­
vices and assistance on an individual and group basis which 
faci litate the resolution of students' needs, prevent the occur­
rel)ce of potential problems and crises. and provide guidance 
and direction toward self-management. 
Student Development con~ists of seven interdepe~dent units. 
Center for learning Assistance This center offers assistance to 
students in the form of tutoring, self-instructional materials 
(SIM), and learning lab seminars. The Center offers help in 
skills such as mathematics, composition, research paper 
techniques, study methods, reading. and test taking. Tutors 
are also available in many course areas. 
Counseling Center Counselors are available to assist in resolv­
ing problems of educational , personal, or ~ocial concern, such 
as vocational indecision, or lack of information about the 
University. For vocational/educational counseling, the 
counselors administer and interpret tests for assessing in­
terests, abilities, and values. These services are available to all 
members of the University community. 
Testing Center GSU is a national testing center for the 
American College Testing' Proficiency Examination Program 
(PEP). In addition, information on other national testing pro­
grams, e.g., GRE, GMAT, LSAT, MAT, and ACT, are available. 
The Testing Center is a service unit which works cooperatively 
with other GSU units. Collegial te~ting programs are ad­
ministered through the Testing Center. Personality and career 
guidance instruments are administered for the Counseling 
Department. Aptitude and achievement tests are ad­
ministered for the Center for Learning Assistance. The U.s. 
and Illinois Constitution examination is also administered by 
this office. 
In addition to test administration, the Testing Center provides 
technical assistance in interpreting the score results and works 
cooperatively with other units in resolving career, counseling 
and learning-related concerns of the student body. 
All GSU related testi ng is provided without charge. All na­
tional testings (ACT-PEP, GRE, GMAT, LSAT, MAT and ACT) 
are paid for by the student at the testing company's rate. 
Health Insurance Applications and "information on optional 
health insurance are available in the Student Development 
Office. Assistance in filing claims is also available. 
Placement Office The Placement Office assists University 
students and alumni in preparing ior a job ~tlarch and securing 
career employment and summer employment. 
The Placement Office maintains .J current Career Library 
designed to inform interested students and alumni about 
available positions per tinent to the various curriculums. 
During each academic year, the Placement Office conducts 
free noncredit seminars wh ich are comprehensive forums em­
phasizing an ,:lwareness of employment positions, career 
qualifications, job ~arch techniques, the resume, cover letter, 
credentials folder and interview. 
Students are encouraged to visit the Placement Office for pro­
fessional advice on pr pining therr resumes, ~tilblishing a 
credentials folder and other topics related to employment. 
This service is available without charge. 
Women's Resource Center The Women's Resource Center is 
a drop-in service center that is designed to provide referral ser­
vices to women concerning legal, educational , social and 
medical resources. In addition, the Center offers support 
groups for women, a monthly "Brown Bag Lunch," and 
various programs, seminars and workshops on topics of major 
concern to women. 
Campus Ministries Council The Campus Ministries Council is 
a voluntary ecumenical agency organized by eight religious 
denominations during GSU's first full year of operation. The 
Council affirms that study about religion and religious values is 
valid and significant within the life of the Univer~ity. 
The Council sponsors professional and volunteer represen· 
tatives on campus whose goal is not to impose values or 
I:¥!liefs from outside the educational community, but to help 
elicit, examine and support the interests and concerns of 
s'tudents, faculty and staff within tht· University. 
The council fosters the integrity of indi\iciu.l1 and group 
religious commitments .' lts membership is open to all tradi­
tions, old and new. It maintains independent voice and action 
sUlce it pays for its own operation and receives no University 
or State funds. 
Activities: The' Campus Ministries Council offers competent 
and confidential pastoral conversations on religious matters 
and on any subject or issue ot concern to students, faculty or 
staff. Regular hours are posted. in the Student Services area, 
and specia l appointments at the convenience of the student. 
Each Wednesday at noon, the Council sponsors " Theology for 
lunch" on campus, an informal discussion led by community 
and university resource people on person.)!. social and 
religiOUS themps. These "brown bag lunch" meetings are 
open to everyone related to the University. as well as to the 
general public. 
The Council also sponsors occasional weekend . minars and 
retreats as opportunities for inquiry and reflection. These 
events are also open to all. with no religious affiliation re­
quired or implied. Themes h.lve included liberation, 
black/white relationships. thp arts. 
Membership: The Campus Ministries Council at GSU has the 
endorsement of the ASSOCIated Rabbis of the South Suburbs, 
First Church of Christ Scientist. Episcopal Diocese of Chicago, 
Blackhawk Presbytery, United Methodist C.hurch. and the 
United Ministries in Higher I:ducation. Funding for the 
ministry is provided by thc Roman Catholic Diocese of Joliet 
and the Lutheran Campus Ministry 0 1 Metropolitan Chicago. 
Community Relations: One of tht" f!lajor iundions of the 
Campus Ministries Council is to huild "dditionill bridges bet· 
ween the University and the religious seLlors of the <;ommuni­
ty. The council seeks to bring persons and groups from the 
community into helpful contact with higher education as of­
fered at GSU. And with equal !>eriousne ~ . it seeks to bring the 
University into meaningful exchange in the service of people 
in the community who share Ihe Council's concern for caring, 
growth and the quality of human life. 
Student Activities 
A comprehensive program of activities opt·n to all students 
has been designed to provide experience~ outside the tradi­
tional classroom to assist in the attainment of educational and 
personal goals. Administered by the Director ot Student Ac­
tivity Programs, program sources are available In the Student 
Activity area . 
Social, Cultural and Special Interest Prosrarnmins Students 
are encouraged to participate on committees that recommend 
programming. 
1. Contemporary Lecture Forum 
2. Classical Music Showcase 
3. Contemporary Music Showcase 
4. Video-tape Media Showcase 
5. Film Showcase 
Student Clubs and Organizations Students can form their 
own recognized organizatiqns or participate in established 
clubs and organizations. "Club Charter Forms" are available 
in the Student Activity Center. 
The INNOVATOR This is the student newspaper on campus. 
There are several paid student positions on the newspaper 
staff open to students who apply. Volunteer positions are also 
available to all interested students. 
Child Care Center The Student Activit ies unit operates a child 
care center program each Trimester. The Center is open for all 
students, faculty and staff. The Center provides children with 
structured activities and is licensed by the State of IllinOiS, 
Department of Children and Family Services. A hot lunch pro­
gram is available for all children using the Center. 
The Center is open from 8:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m., Monday 
through Thursday. and 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. on Fridays. The 
Center accepts children, toilet trained, ages 2 - 12. All parents 
must register their children at the beginning of each Trimester, 
if they plan on using the Center. 
Program Advisory Committee This committee, composed of 
students and staff, recommends special events to the Student 
Activity Office. Membership is open to all students. 
Student Government Students have the opportunity to in­
fluence policies which may affect their personal, social and 
academic experiences. Students are encouraged to become 
involved in the University governance through the Student 
Senate. 
The present governance body for the entire University IS com­
posed of a tudent senate, faculty !>enate and civil service 
senate. There .He 15 members of the student senate. Student 
senate elections will be held once a year. For more informa­
tion. contact the Student Activity Office. 
Intramural and Recreational Activities Students may par­
ticipate in the YMCA activities at a peclal rate of $1.00 per 
year. Special activities will be offered throughout the year on 
an intramural basis for students who wish to participate 
through the Student Activitie Program. 
Leadership Skill Oevelopm~nt Students are encouraged 10 
participate in the d i~ion m.king process of the University. 
Special workshops are offered for lttudents interested In cam­
pu~ student Il'adl'rshlp pOSitions. ThIS program Is coordinated 
by the Director ot Student Activities. 
Funding Support is provided to the following programs: 
Theatre Program. Womt>n's Re ource Center, Jazz Band. 
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The YMCA at CSU 

Through a special cooperative arrangement between Gover­

nors State University and the YMCA, a comprehensive recrea­

tional program exists for students, staff and. faculty at a very 

reasonable fee. Students holding the YMCA Activity Pass may 

use the gymnasium, pool, and handball/racquetball court at 

"open" times. Additionally, YMCA staff provide supervised 

programs in such activities as tennis, belly dancing, jazz 

dance, jodo, karate, volleyball, swimming, and other activit ies 

in wh ich an interest is shown. 

A special program of activities is available each session for dif­

ferent sports. 

During 1980-81 students· may obtain a YMCA Activity Pass for 

Sl.00/year. 

See the GSUIYMCA office in "F" Building for further details. 

Community College Relations 
Based on its mandate to serve students who transfer from · 
community colleges, Governors State University is committed 
to facilitating the transfer of such students and to offering 
capstone programs to community college programs. The mis­
sion of the Office of Community College Relations is to help 
meet these commitments. 
The Coordinator of Community College Relations maintains 
open and continuous communications with area community 
college administrators, counselors and faculty. The Coor­
dinator also serves in a liaison capacity between the com­
munity colleges and the University·. Requests for information, 
assistance, andlor support to or from the University normally 
come through the Community College Relations Office and 
are then referred to appropriate University or community col­
lege personnel. 
Services and activities provided by the Coordinator of Com­
munity College Relations include working with community 
college and University personnel in developing articulated 
associate degree and baccalaureate degree (2+ 2) programs 
and related joint recruiting pamphlets, bringing University and 
community college administrators together, assisting in bring­
ing University and community college faculty together for 
meetings or conferences, advising and assIsting students who 
are interested in careers in community colleges, serving as a 
resource person regarding GSU and its programs for com­
munity college students, counselors and others, and serving in 
a staff function to the University Director of Admissions and 
Student Recruitment. 
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Office of Admissions and 

Student Recruitment 

Information about admission criteria and procedures, 
academic programs, credential evaluation and counseling can 
be obtained in this office. Applications, transcripts and other 
credentials required for admission are forwarded to this office. 
Prospective students may call or come in any time during of­
fice hours without an appointment. This office is also responsi­
ble for planning, organizing and directing the student require­
ment program. The admissions counselor for international 
. students can help you with admission and application pro­
cedures, and forms necessary for the Department of Immigra­
tion and Naturalization Services. 
. Registrar 
The Registrar's Office is responsible for the official academic 
records of the University. All official transcripts are processed 
by this office. Other activities and services provided by the of­
fice include: registration, grade reporting to students. certifica­
tion of attendance and degree requirements, the preparation 
Qf the University's academic calendar. and the publication of 
each Trimester's Schedule of Classes and InformatIon Bulletin. 
Financial Aid Office 
The Financial Aid Office at GovernOI"5 State University ad­
ministers and coordinates aid funds from federal, state, 
University and pri ate sources. These funds are provided to 
insure higher education opportunities to eligible students. 
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Academic 
Procedures 
and Policies 
Admissions 
Office of Admissions and 
Student Recruitment 
Information about admission criteria and procedures, 
academic programs, credential evaluation, and counseling 
can be obtained in this office. Applications, transcripts and 
other credentials required for admission are forwarded to this 
office. Prospective students may call or come in anytime dur­
ing office hours with or without an appointment. This office is 
also responsible for planning, organizing and directing the stu­
dent recruitment program. The admissions counselor for inter­
national students can help you with admission and application 
procedures, and forms necessary for the Department of Im­
migration and Naturalization Services. 
Office hours are Monday and Wednesday from 3:30 a.m. until 
8:00 p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday from 9:00 a.m. until 8:00 
p.m.; Friday from 8:30 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.; and Saturday from 
9:00 a.m. until noon. 
Admission and Application Information 
Applications for admission are accepted in the Office of Ad­
missions up to one year in advance of the expected Trimester 
of enrollment. Students may apply and be admitted for the Fall 
Trimester (September through December); the Winter 
Trimester (January through April); the Spring/Summer 
Trimester (May through August); or the Summer Session (July 
and August). Application and credential deadlines are approx­
imately three weeks prior to registration for each Trimester 
and the Summer Session. Spt'cific deadline dates are publish­
ed in the Academic Calendar and in the Schedule of Classes 
for each Trimester. 
Classification for Admission 
Students are admitted to GOvernors State University in one of 
the following three classifications: 
Degree-Seeking Student (undergraduate or graduate) 
Student-at-Large (undergraduate or graduate) 
Special Nondegree Student (uridergraduate only) 
Degree-Seeking Students 
A student who wishes to pursue a degree program at Gover­
nors State University should apply as a Degree-Seeking Stu­
dent. These students are admitted to a specified degree pro­
gram and major and are assigneci an academic advisor at the 
time of admission. They are also eligible to participate in ad­
vance registration and are given registration priority. 
Criteria for Admission to a Degree Prosram 
Undergraduate Students will be admitted as undergraduates 
to Governors State University on a first-come, first-served 
basis within the programs of the respective Colleges/School. 
Persons are eligible for undergraduate admission if they: 
1. 	 Have earned an Associate of Arts (AA) or an Associate of 
Science (AS) degree from an accredited community or 
junior college; or 
2. 	 Have earned at least 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours 
of work from an accredited institution of higher education 
with at least a "C" average (2.0 on a scale of 4_0) in any 60 
semester hours or 90 quarter hours of the total collegiate 
hours; and 
3. 	 Were in good standing at the last institution attended; and 
4. 	 Have satisfied any collegial and/ot programmatic criteria 
for undergraduate study in a specialized field. Students 
should refer to the information related to their area of in­
terest in this publication for specific admission criteria and 
additional credentials required. 
Graduate Students will be admitted as graduate Students at 
Governors State University on a first-come, first-served basis 
within .the programs of the respective Colleges/School if they: 
1. 	 Have earned a bachelor's degree from an accredited 
college or university. 
2. 	 Were in good standing at the last institution attended; and 
3. 	 Have satisfied collegial and/or programmatic criteria for 
graduate study in a specialized field. Such criteria may in­
clude requests for additional documentation; letters of 
recommendation; a minimum grade point average at the 
undergraduate level and/or a minimal score on a graduate 
examination, a portfolio evaluation showing graduate level 
competency; and other evaluative data. Students should 
refer to the information related to thei r area of interest in 
this publication ior specific admission C!fjteria and addi­
tional credentials required. 
Board of Governors Bachelor of Arts lhsree 
Prosram (BOG) 
Students are admissible as undergraduates (only) to this pro­
gram on a first-come, first-served basis if they have a total of60 
semester hours or 90 quarter hours of academic work from an 
accredited institution or the equivalent, which may melude 
credit for prior nonacademic learning . 
,
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NOTE: If a student has left a previous college or university for 
academio reasons, he/she must wait six months before being 
admitted to the Board of Governors Degree Program. 
University Without Walls Bachelor of Arts Desree Prosram 
(UWW) 
Students may be admissible as undergraduates (only) to this 
. program if they have: 
1. 	A total of 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours of 
academic work from an accredited institution with at least 
a "C" average or the equivalent, which may include credit 
for prior nonacademic learning. 
2. 	 In reviewing applications, the UWW Admissions Com­
mittee wili seek students who have ­
-self-direction . 
-the ability to take initiative 
-organizational skills 
-the ability to deal effectively with uncertainty 
-the desire to use nonclassroom resources for learning and 
an ability to locate these resources. 
-an ability to identify educational goals 
-learning needs which are not met by other degree 
programs. 
Credentials/Procedures Required for 
Admission to a Degree Program 
Undergraduate 
1. 	 Complete an undergraduate application (available through 
the Office of Admissions). submit the application to the Of­
fice of Admissions prior to the application and credential 
deadline for the term in which enrollment is desired. 
2. 	Request that previous institutions attended forward to the 
Office of Admissions official transcripts reflecting all 
coursework attempted (including grades) and academic 
standing at the last institution attended . (These materials 
must be received prior to the applicationlcredential 
deadline.) 
3. 	Submit all additional documentation, if required, as 
specified by the degree program to which application is be­
ing made, to the Office of Admissions. 
Graduate 
1. 	 Complete a graduate application (available through the 
Office of Admissions), submit the application to the Office 
of Admissions prior to the application and credential 
deadline for the term in which enrollment is desired. 
2. 	 Request that previous institutions attended forward to the 
Office of Admissions official transcripts reflecting all 
coursework attempted (including grades) prior to the 
award of a bachelor's degree, all graduate level wor~ at­
tempted, and academic standing at the last institution at­
tended. (These materials must be received prior to the ap­
plicationlcredential deadline.) 
3. 	Submit all additional documentatior, if required, as 
specified by the degree program to which application is 
being made, to the Office of Admissions. 
Board of Cavemon BacheloT of Arts Desree 
Prosram 
1. 	 Complete an undergraduate application for admission 
(available through the Board of Governors Degree Program 
Office or the Office of Admissions). 
2. 	Have the completed aplication approved by the BOG of­
fice and submit it to the Office of Admissions prior to the 
application and credential deadline for the term in which 
enrollment is desired. 
3. 	 Request that official transcripts from previous institutions 
attended, reflecting all coursework attempted (including 
grades) and academic standing at the last institution attend­
ed, be forwarded to the Office of Admissions. (These 
materials must be received prior to the applicationlcreden­
tial deadline.) 
4. 	 If a portfolio is required prior to admission, portfolio 
• materials should be submitted directly to the BOG office. 
University Without Walls Bachelor of Arts Desree Pl'08ram 
All applicants to this program should have application 
material - including transcripts, a supplemental application, 
and a portfolio if assessment is required - on file no later than 
the end of October if applying for the Winter Trimester, the 
end of February if applying for the Spring/Summer Trimester, 
and the end of June if applying for the Fall Trimester. 
1. 	Complete an undergraduate application for admission 
(available through the Office of Admissions) and submit the 
application to the Office of Admissions in advance of the 
deadlines stated above. 
2. 	Complete a supplemental application (available through 
the UWW office) and submit it to that office for considera­
tion by the UWW Admissions Committee. 
3. 	 Complete a portfolio for assessment of nonacademic learn­
ing experiences (available through the UWWoffice), if you 
do not otherwise meet minimum admission requirements, 
and submit it directly to the UWyv office. 
Notification Resardins Admission Status 
Degree-seeking students will receive a Certificate of Admis­
sion from the Office of Admissions upon being admitted to the 
University and will be assigned an academic advisor. 
Students may be admitted conditionally. All conditions of ad­
mission are stated on the Certificate of Admission. Failure to 
meet stated conditions by the date specified will result in the 
student not being allowed to register for future terms and not 
being allowed to receive academic records from Governors 
State University. 
Students-at-Large 
Students who wish to enroll in courses at Governors State 
University, but who do not intend to earn a degree, may 
register as students-at-Iarge at the undergraduate or graduate 
level. Coursework completed in this status does NOT 
automatically apply to a degree program. The transfer of such 
courses is governed by policies established by the deans and 
faculty of each College/School. Students-at-Iarge are not eligi­
ble to earn any Governors State University degree. If at some 
later date a student-at-Iarge wishes to enter a degree program, 
formal application and admission to that program is required. 
Students-at-Iarge are not assigned academic advisors. They 
receive registration assistance from Counselors at the Office of 
Admissions. 
Note: Students-at-Iarge are NOT eligible for financiill aid. 
Criteria for Admission as 5ludent-at-large 
Undergraduate 
1. 	 An A~sociate of Arts or an Associate of Science degr,ee from 
an accredited institution, or 
2. 	 At least 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours of work, 
with at least a "C" average (2.0 on a scale of 4.0) from 
an accredited institution. 
Graduate A bachelor's or graduate degree from an accredited 
institution . 
Credentials/Procedures for Admission as a 5ludent-at-Large 
1. 	 Students-at-Iarge are not required to submit an application 
for admission prior to registration . 
2. 	 During open registration, or at any time during the 
Add/Drop period, persons wishing to enroll as students-at­
large should go directly to the registration area. At this time 
they will complete both the application and registration 
forms. 
3. 	 Students must bring their transcripts or diplomas to show 
that they meet minimum admission requirements a~ 
students-at-Iarge. (See preceding section.) 
All credentials will be returned to the student upon verifica­
tion of admissibility. Once a student has registered as a 
student-at-large or has previously attended GSU in a degree 
status, it will not be necessary to furnish evidence of ad­
missibility for subsequent registrations . 
Special Nondegree Students 
Students who have not completed 60 semester hours of col­
lege work, but who have had equivalent specialized ex­
periences, and wish to enroll in a course, workshop, seminar 
or other University activity for credit, are eligible to become 
special nondegree students. These students must petition for 
enrollment in the appropriate College/School for each 
separate term of enrollment; will be permitted to enroll only if 
space is available after eligible regular students are enrolled; 
may enroll for only two learning activities per term; and may 
earn a maximum of 15 credit hours in this status. Credit earn­
ed in the status cannot be used toward meeting minimum 
criteria for admission. 
Credentials/Procedures for Special Nondegree 
5ludents 
1. 	 Complete an undergraduate application, available through 
the Office of Admissions, specifying the course(s) in which 
enrollment is desired. 
2. 	 Complete and submit a petition form, available through 
the Office of Admissions, specifying the course(s) in which 
enrollment is desired. 
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3. 	 Request official transcripts of any collegial work attempted 
to be forwarded to the Office of Admissions. Admission 
will be conditional pending receipt of all official 
transcripts. 
Notification Regarding Admission 5latus 
Special nondegree students will receive a Certificate of Admis­
sion from the Office.of Admissions upon being admitted and 
will be assigned to the Dean of the College or the Director of 
the School/Program for advisement purposes. 
Special Admission Opportunities 
Petitions for Admission 
Students who are not eligible for admission, as defined 
elsewhere in this section, but who have earned a minimum of 
54 semester hours of credit, may petition for admission under 
policies and procedures established by the University and the 
Office of Admissions. Additional information regarding peti­
tions for admission is available through the Office of A~mis­
sions. 
Credit Through Evaluation of Experiential . 
Learning (CEEL) 
Students applying and/or admitted to any degree program at 
Governors State University, on either the undergraduate or 
graduate level,' may apply for assessment of credit for prior 
learning through this process. The assessment is done by port­
folio and can include, as well, credit assessed based on perfor­
mance on standardized examinations, such as the College 
level Exam Program (ClEPl. the Proficiency Exam Program 
(PEP), and others. This credit, if awarded, may be used to 
meet minimum admission criteria, or may be used to meet 
competencies required for the degree program. For a limited 
number of students it may be possible to be admitted to a 
graduate program without having been awarded a bachelor's 
degree. Persons interested in information regarding applica­
tion for admission or for credit under this program should con­
tact the Office of Admissions or the Board of Governors (BOG) 
Office of Assessment. 
Application for Readmission 
A reapplication and readmission to Governors State Universi­
ty, prior to registration, is req~ired in the following instances: 
1. 	 If it student has not been continuously enrolled as defined 
by Policy on Continuous Enrollment. If a student was on 
probation at the time of last enrollment, a petition is re­
quired with the application ~or readmission. 
2. 	 If a student has completed a degree (bachelors/master's) 
at GSU and wishes to re-enter as a degree-seeking student 
in another program. 
3. 	 If a student has been admitted as a student-at-Iarge or 
special nondegree Student and is seeking admission to a 
degree program. 
4. 	 If a studE'nt has been academically dismissed (suspended) 
from GSU . In this case the student may not enroll for one 
academic year (three Trimesters) and must petition for re­
admission at the time of reapplication. 
Transfer Credit 
After admission to a degree program, a student will develop, 
in conjunction with his/her academiC advisor, a Student Study 
Plan. This study plan will detail the requirements for the 
degree. 
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The t ransfer of credit toward the degree, at the upper divisIon 
or graduate level will also be indicated in the study plan. This 
decision to transfer credit toward degree requirements is 
made by the academic advisor. 
Ordinarily, an undergraduate student will complete 60 
semester hours of work on the freshman/sophomore level, 
and 60 semester hours of work on the junior/senior level to 
total 120 semester hours - the minimum number of hours re­
quired for a bachelor's degree. Normally, therefore, no more 
than 60 semester hours of freshman/sophomore level credit 
will be applied toward degree requirements. There is no 
course-by-course transfer of credit at·this level. Hours earned 
at the junior/senior level are transferred toward specific 
degree requirements on a course-by-course basis by the 
academic advisor. 
Transfer of graduate level credit towilrd requirements of a 
master's degree is done on a course-by-course basis by the 
academic advisor. A minimum of 32 semester hours of 
graduate credit is required for a master's degree. 
Both undergraduates and graduates must earn a minimum of 
24 semester hours of credit in residence at GSU to earn a 
degree from GSU. Board of Governors (BOG) degree-seeking 
students must have earned 15 semester hours of credit from a 
Board of Governors institution - also, up to 80 semester 
hours of freshman/sophomore level credit may be applied to a 
Board of Governors degree. 
Information for International Students 
Governors State University does not have a University Interna­
tional Student Office, and most special services traditionally 
offered by such offices are not available. The admissions 
counselor for international students in the Office of Admis­
sions is available to assist students in obtaining visas and legal 
documents, and to evaluate credentials. 
Since the University is a commuter institution, there are no 
dormitories or student housing facilities on campus. Students 
are responsible for arranging their own housing and transpor­
tation to and from the campus. Many students live in the im­
mediate area or in Chicago and commute either by car or train 
to GSU. RTA bus service is available to and from the Park 
Forest South ICG train station. 
Admission Requirements 
Academic Preparation To be considered for undergraduate 
admission, an international student applicant must have com­
pleted the equivalent of two years university-level work at an 
accredited institution of higher education in the United States. 
International student applicants to graduate programs must 
have completed an education equivalent to the baccalaureate 
degree from an accredited institution of higher education in 
the United States. The University will evaluate the applicant's 
credentials and make a determination as to the student's 
preparedness to 'enter and successfully complete the learning 
program for which application is made. 
Language Profic,iency Evidence of a satisfactory score on the 
Test of English as a Foreigh Language (TOEFL) is required of all 
students from countries whose native language is not English. 
Graduates must have a score of 550; undergraduates must 
have a score of 500. 
\ 
For international students not living in the U.S.A., i nlormation 
on testing dates and locations and the TOEFL Bulletin of Infor­
mation and Registration Form may be obtained at the 
American Embassies and consular offices of the United States 
Information Services, at United States educational commis­
sions and foundations abroad, and at binational centers. Ap­
plicants may also contact the Educational Testing Service, Box 
89, Princeton, New Jersey 08540, U.S.A., if they are unable to 
secure the TOEFL Bulletin and Registration Form in their 
native country. 
International students living in the U.S.A. can obtain this infor­
mation by contacting ETS in Princeton or by writing to the ad­
missions counselor for international students in the Office of 
Admissions at Governors State University. • 
Financial Statement At present, the University has no special 
scholarships or financial assistance plans for international 
students, and is unable to assume responsibi:ity for financial 
matters for international students. A prospective student must 
certify that adequate funds are available to fulfill financial 
needs for the length of time necessary to complete a full-time 
course of study applicable to a degree program . Estimated 
costs are listed on the Financial Statement for International 
Students. Further information can be obtained through the 
University Office of Financial Aid. 
Admission Application Procedures The completed applica­
tion for admission should be sent to the Office of Admissions; 
Governors State University, Park Forest South, Illinois 60466 
with the following documents and academic credentials: 
1. 	summary of educational experience form 
2. signed financial statement 
3. 	TOEfl score 
4. credentials for evaluation ­
a. 	 complete secondary school record, listing courses and 
examination results; 
b. 	 national examination results; 
c. 	diplomas and/or certificates; 
d. 	complete records of all college, university, or other post 
secondary work, listing courses taken and examination 
results, including diplomas and/or certificates; 
e. 	 college or university transcripts, if applicable. 
Official (original) documents must be furnished and accom­
panied by certified English translations. These records must be 
certified by an official of the educational institution issuing 
them , or by United States or local government officials. 
All credentials must be received by the Office of Admissions ilt 
least two months prior to the application deadline for the 
Trimester for which ' the student is applying. 
Federal Authorization 
This institution is authorized under Federal Law - ACT 101 
(A) (15) (F); 8CFR2143 - to enroll non-immigrant, alien 
students. 
Note: Additional information may be obtained through the 
admissions counselor for international students in the Office 
of Admissions. 
Registration 
For each Trimester, there are regular time periods during 
which students can register, pay fees, and/or change their 
schedules. 
Advance Registration 
Continuing degree-seeking students (as defined under the 
"Continuing Students" definition in this section), and new 
degree-seeking students admined prior to the Admissions' Ap­
plication/Credential deadline may advance register by com­
pleting the Advance Registration Form distributed by the 
Registrar's Office. College advisors' signatures are required on 
this form before it will be accepted by the Registrar's Office. 
By participating in advance registration, students supply the 
Deans with demand information used to make schedule ad­
justments. Although participation in advance registration does 
not guarantee seats in requested courses due to budgetary and 
space limitations, it nevertheless significantly increases the 
chances that students will be enrolled in the course of their 
choice. 
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Advance Registration Schedule 
Pick-Up and Fee Payment 
There is one day set aside, shortly before the beginning of 
classes, for those who have advance registered to come to the 
University to pick up their printed class schedule, make any 
adjustments, and pay fees. 
Open Registration 
On the day f9110wing Advance Registration Schedule Pick-Up 
and Fee Payment, there is one day of Open Registration which 
permits newly admitted students, students-at-Iarge, and others 
who did not, or were unable to, participate in Advance 
Registration to register for courses a.nd pay fees. 
Students who had advance registered but could not come to 
the University to pick up their printed schedules and pay fees 
on the day of Advance Registration Schedule Pick-Up and Fee 
Payment may use this day to complete the registration process 
and pay fees. 
Note: 1) At the end of this Open Registration day, any ad­
vance registrations not picked up will be cancelled. 2) 
Registration and official enrollment in courses is not complete 
until all fees have been paid. 
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Add/Drop and Late Registration 
For ten calendar days, beginning with the first day of classes, . 
any newly admitted or readmitted students may register 
and/or change their schedules. (If a student wishes to add a 
Block 2 course, only five calendar days, beginning with the 
first day of classes, are permitted for this purpose.) There is 
also a f!ve-day AddlDrop period at the beginning of Block 3 
courses. 
Student Enrollment Status 
The number of credit hours f<?r which a student is enrolled 
determines enrollment status: 
FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT - 12 or more hours in a 
Trimester or 6 or more hours in a seven and one-half week 
Block. 
THREE-QUARTER TIME ENROLLMENT - 9-11 hours in a 
Trimester or 4-5 hours in a seven and one-half week Block. 
HALF-TIME ENROLLMENT - 6-8 hours in a Trimester or 3 
hours in a seven and one-half week Block. 
LESS THAN HALF-TIME ENROLLMENT - Fewer than 6 
hours in a Trimester or fewer than 3 hours in a seven and one­
half week Block. 
As a general rule, students should plan to spend two hours 
outside of class for each hour spent in class. Thus, a class of­
fered for three credit hours for 15 weeks, requires of the stu­
dent six hours per week in preparation for the class. 
In classes that meet for seven and one-half weeks, additional 
preparation time outside of class should be planned. 
Students who are employed full-time should not consider tak­
ing more credit hours than they can handle during a 
Trimester. Most GSU students who are employed full-time 
take no more than two courses, or six credit hours, each 
Trimester. 
Registration for 
Students-at-Large 
Students who wish to enroll in courses at Governors State 
University but do not intend to earn a degree may register as 
students-at-large. Students-at-large are not required to make 
formal application to the University, and are thus exempt from 
the normal application deadlines. 
To be eligible to register, students-at-large need only to 
substantiate their academic level. Undergraduate students 
should demonstrate their qualifications for upper division 
1junior/senior) coursework by presenting a transcript or 
. transcripts showing 60 or more semester hours of 
undergraduate work or the award of an associate's degree, 
from a regionally accredited institution of higher education, or 
by presenting a copy of their junior college diploma. 
Graduates of other universities should demonstrate their 
qualifications for graduate level coursework by presenting 
transcripts reflecting the award of a degree, from a regionally 
accredited institution of higher education, or by presenting 
copies of their diplomas. (Credentials which are presented to 
certify admissibility will be returned immediately to the stu­
dent.) After a student has once registered at GSU, re­
substantiation of eligibility will not be required. 
Counselors in the Admissions Office will be available during 
normal office hours to assist students-at-Iarge in selecting 
courses which are available and which meet their needs and 
interests. In addition, a special table will be set up at registra­
tion to assist these students in registering. 
Students-at-Iarge may register on the Open Registration day, 
or may participate in the AddlDrop - Late Registration period 
without a late fee. • 
Note: Students-at-Iarge are NOT eligible for Financial aid. 
Caution: Coursework completed as a student-at-Iarge is NOT 
automatically applicable to a degree program. The transfer of 
such courses is governed by policies established by the Deans 
and faculty of each College. Collegial representatives will be 
available at registration to assist in the selection of the most 
beneficial courses. Students-at-Iarge are not eligible to earn 
any Governors State University degree. To earn a degree, the 
student must formally apply, and be admitted, to a degree 
program. 
Audit Registration: Students 
or Community Members 
Students or community members wishing to attend the 
meetings of a course without earning academic credit may 
register as auditors. Full instructions are contained on the 
special "Audit Registration Form" (blue) available in the Ad­
missions Office. 
Because the courses offered at Governors State University are 
primarily intended for students registering for academic 
credit, auditors may register only during late registration 
periods (se~Academic Calendar for dates), and pay only a 
$5.00 service fee (per course); no late fee will be assessed. 
Note: A change from audit registration to full-credit registra­
tion or vice-versa must be accomplished during the Add/Drop 
period. 
Special Registration Permission 
Special registration permission is required when a student 
wishes to enroll for more than 16 hours during any Trimester 
or ~ore than 9 hours in a single Block 2 or 3 (count half value 
of Block O. 
Special registration permission must be authorized in writing 
on the registration form by the Dean or authorized designee. 
University Hold List 
The University Hold list, administered by the Registrar's Of­
fice, is a means of identifying students with unsatisfied finan­
cial or academic obligations to the University. Students on the 
Hold list may not register and may not have their academic 
records r~leased. 
Withdrawals 
Students may withdraw (without academic penalty) from 
Block 2 and 3 (7V2 week) courses during the first four weeks of 
the Block in which they are offered, and may withdraw from 
Block 1 (15 week) courses during the first 8 weeks of the 
Trimester in which they are offered. Exact withdrawal dates 
are printed in the Academic Calendar listing in this catalog. 
No withdrawals will be processed after the stated deadlines. 
Requests for withdrawal must be in writing, using the Univer­
sity's Withdrawal form, and sent to the University Registrar's 
Office for processing. Any student not following this pro­
cedure is considered to be enrolled and is subject to the 
grading policy and requirements for course completion as 
stated in the syllabus for the course. 
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Definition of a Continuing Student 
A continuing students at Governors State University is defined 
as any degree-seeking student who has enrolled at Governors 
State University during one of the two previous Trimesters. 
1. 	Enrollment is defined as registration for academic credit 
or audit of one or more hours (noncredit programs! 
courses are excluded) . 
2. 	Degree-seeking students are subject to the curricular re­
quirements in effect at the time of their initial admission 
provided they maintain continuing student status. 
3. 	Degree-seeking students who must reapply for admission 
are subject to the admissions and curricular requirements 
in effect at the time of readmission. 
Academic Credit Reporting 
General Information Academic credit is reported in three 
ways: (1) Student Status Report, (2) Grade Resubmittal Form, 
and (3) Official Transcripts (issued per student request). 
Student Status Reports Approximately one week after ~he end 
of each Trimester, the Registrar's Office mails to j!ach student 
a Student Status Report indicating courses taken, grades 
received, credits earned and grade points. Also included in 
the report is a cumulative record for student work completed 
at Governors State University. 
Grade Resubmittal Forms In cases where "I" (Incomplete) or 
"M" (Missing grade at the time of grade processing) have 
been assigned to students for specific courses, a Grade Resub­
mittal Form is printed and distributed to the faculty im­
mediately after Student Status Reports are mailed. Upon com­
pletion of the coursework (at any time within 15 weeks after 
the Trimester has ended), the faculty submit the Grade Resub­
mittal Forms to the Registrar's Office. Once each form is pro­
cessed, the Registrar's Office sends one copy of this form to 
the student int:licating the appropriate letter grade designa­
tion. 
The "I" or "M" designation for a course must be changed to 
one of the assignable letter grades (see section on Grade and 
letter Designations) within 15 weeks after the end of the 
Trimester. If not changed by the deadline, the "I" or "M" will 
be automatically converted to a "U" or "NC" depending 
upon the student's grading option (see section on Grading 
Policy). 
This for~ is also used by the faculty if there is a grade change 
(i.e., "B" to "A"). 
Official Transcripts Official transcripts are issued by the 
Registrar's Office upon the student's written request. The first 
two transcripts are free; subsequent transcripts are $2.00 
each. 
Two types of transcripts are available to students. See the sec­
tion entitled "Grading Policy" for a description of these two 
types of transcripts. 
Transcripts are not issued for students with outstanding finan­
cial obligations to the University or for students who have an 
Admissions Office Hold. 
Desree Requirements General minimum requirements for 
graduation include: 
1. 	Completion of a minimum of 120 credit hours, including 
previously approved college work for a baccalaureate 
degree. Completion of a minimum of 32 credit 'hours, 
including previously approved college work beyond the 
bachelor's degree for a master's degree. 
(Note: A student earning both a bachelor' s and master's 
degree at GSU must complete a minimum of 152 credit 
hours, including previously approved college work.) 
2. 	Demonstration that all degree competencies have been 
(TIet, as defined in the Student Study Plan. 
3. Verification of "good standing" at the time of graduation. 
4. 	Payment of all University financial obligations. 
5. 	 Filing an application for graduation and paying the 
graduation fee. 
Note: Deadlines for submission of Applications for 
Graduation to 'the Collegial/Degree Program Office are as 
follows: 
Graduation Date: December April August 
Application Due: October 1 February 2 June 1 
6. 	Completion of at least 24 credit hours of coursework taken 
at Governors State University. This requirement applies 
to both undergraduate and graduate students. 
The Board of Governors Bachelor of Arts and University 
Without Walls Degree Programs have somewhat different 
degree requirements from those stated above. See the section 
in this Catalog on these two programs to determine degree re­
quirements. Other programs may have additional degree re­
quirements. See appropriate curriculum descriptio!,! section. 
Graduation 
There are three graduation dates per year: December, April, 
and August. Students intending to graduate should make ap­
plication for graduation, in consultation with their academic 
advisor, through their College or degree program in accor­
dance with established deadlines (see deadline dates above). 
Specific information regarding procedures for graduation can 
be obtained through the Registrar's Office. 
Commencement ceremonies take place once a year in June. 
Participation is optional. Diplomas are awarded only upon 
verification of completion of all degree requirements. 
Graduating students should contact the University Placement 
Officer regarding services available. 
Students intending to enroll in another degree program subse­
quent to graduation are required to reapply and be readmitted 
to that new program prior to any further registration activity. 
Change of Student Information 
Personal All changes in information (such as name, address, 
etc.) should be reported to the Registrar's Office on the ap­
propriate form. 
Academic Students wishing to change their College, Program, 
Major, or AdviSOf should complete Change of Student Infor­
mation Forms available in their Collegial/Degree Program of­
fices. 
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Financial Information 

In planning to attend Governors State University, a student 
should expect the following typical expenses for the academic 
year: tuition and general fees, $954.00 (undergraduate), 
$1023.00 (graduate); room $1300 (estimated); board, 
$2089.00 (estimated); books and supplies, $220.00. In addi­
tion, allQwances should be added to these figures for personal 
expenses, medical insurance, transportation, and extra 
charges for special curricula. 
Tuition and Fees 
Tuition Schedule 
Illinois Non-Illinois 
Resident Resident 
Undergraduate Tuition 
Full-Time (12 hours or more) $303.00 ...... 909.00 
Part-Time (per hour) ............ . 25.25 ....... 75.75 

Graduate Tuition 
Full-Time ................. . ... . 326.00 ...... 978.00 

Part-Time (per hour) ......... . .. . 27.25 ....... 81.50 

Fee Schedule 
Per per 7Yl week 
Trimester Block 
• Audit Fee (per course) ........... $5.00 ....... $ 5.00 

·Graduation Fee-BA ........... 10.00 ....... 10.00 

·Graduation Fee - MA ........ .. .. 15.00 ... . ... 15.00 

·Late Fee ................... . ... 10.00 ....... 10.00 

"Parking Fee ............ . ..... . .. 11.00 ... . ... 11.00 

Student Activity Fee .......... . ... 15.00 ........ 7.50 

Off-campus Fees ................... 10.00 per credit hour 

• Non-Refundable 
"Students. registering only for Block 2 must purchase a 
Trimester parking permit for $11.00; they may redeem the 
permit at the end of Block 2 for a $5.50 refund. 
Description of Fees 
Student Activity Fee These fees are placed in a special ac­
count called the Student Activity Fund. This fund is used to 
support co-curricular student activity programs. Some of the 
activities and programs receiving funding support are: 
Special Cultural Entertainment 
Student Government and Media 
Student Clubs and Organizations 
Child Care Center 
Intramural-Recreational Program 
Women's Resource Center 
Center for Learning Assistance 
Health Services 
GSU Jazz Band & Chorale 
GSU Theatre 
Collection of this Student Activity Fee is required by the Board 
of Governors for all schools in the system. 
Audit Fee The audit fee is assessed for students who wish to at­
tend the meetings of a course but do not wish to receive 
academic credit. 
Health Insurance Fee Participation in the health insurance 
program is no longer mandatory. Information on an optional 
health insurance plan is available in Health Services and Stu­
dent Development Offices. 
Late Fee This applies to students who register and pay fees 
after August 28 and to students paying tuition via the install­
ment method who do not pay the balance due on time. 
Off-Campus Fee All courses meeting off-campus require a 
$10.00 per credit hour off-campus fee in addition to the nor­
mal tuition fee. Any additional fees will be noted under the 
course title in the Schedule of Classes. 
Payment of Fees 
All registration fees must be paid prior to or during the 
academic term to which they apply. Students registering for 
twelve or more credit hours may take advantage of the install­
ment payment method. Fifty percent of tuition and all fees 
must be paid during registration. The balance of tuition must 
be paid not later than the Friday before the start of Block 3. 
Students must pay their tuition and fees as stipulated or their 
registration will be cancelled and all classes will be dropped. 
Residency Classification Rules 
To be considered a resident, a student must have lived in Il­
linois for a period of at least six consecutive months im­
mediately preceding the beginning of any term for which 
he/she registers at the University, and must continue to main­
tain a bona fide residence in the state. 
A person who is not a citizen of the United States of America, 
to be considered a resident, must have permanent resident 
status with the United States Immigration and Naturalization 
Service and must also meet and comply with all other ap­
plicable requirements of these regulations to establish resident 
status. 
Refunds 
100% REFUNDS In accordance with Board of Governors 
policy, students who drop courses during "the first ten calen­
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dar days after the first day of a Trimester or Block" will be en· 
titled to a full refund of tuition and fees. Refund periods are 
listed in the Academic Calendar. 
50% REFUNDS In accordance with Board of Governors 
policy, students who completely withdraw from the Universi· 
ty (that is, withdraw from all courses and terminate their stu· 
dent status) between the eleventoh and twenty·first day of the 
• 	 Trimester are entitled to a 50% refund of tuition and fees. Re· 
fund periods are listed in the Academic Calendar. 
Refunds are mailed via check approximately two (2) weeks 
from the request date. Both Visa and Master Charge refunds 
are processed for account credit within three (3) days of the 
request date. 
Payment Via Credit Card 
As a convenience to students, the University now accepts tui· 
tion and fee payment via Master Charge or VISNBank 
AmeriCard credit cards. 
Financial' Aid 

Purpose of Finandal Aid Program. To help defray the costs 

associated with obtaining a University education, the Finan· 

cial Aid Office administers and coordinates funds for disbursal 

to eligible students. The total costs for attendance are con· 

sidered when making iI financial aid commitment. In addition 

to its own funds, Governors State University participates in all 

federal programs including the Basic Educational Opportunity 

Grant Program. Residents of Illinois are also eligible to receive 

state scholarship and loan awards. The following assistance 

may also be available to eligible applicants. 

BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS 

Basic Grants (BEOG) are available to students with financial 

need. The higher the need, the higher the grant per academic 

year, up to a maximum of $1038 (79-80 Academic year). Year· 

Iy awards are divided and distributed to students via two 

checks each Trimester. You must be enrolled at least half 

time, 6 hours per Trimester, to receive a Basic Grant and at 

least 12 hours per Trimester to receive full payment. 

SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT 

Four years of eligibility of up to $1500 per year for at least a 

half·time undergraduate with demonstrated exceptional need. 

COLLEGE WORK·STUDY PROGRAM 

Hourly wages for up to 20, or exceptionally 40, hours per 

week employment at public (including GSU) and non·profit 

agencies, for at least half·time students in financial need. 

NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN 

Financial need is a criterion for these loans of up to $1500 per 

year for at least half·time students, to be repaid within 10 years 

of completion of education or serVice (military, VISTA, Peace 

Corps) at 3'fo interest on unpaid balances. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT EDUCATION PROGRAM 

Grants are available to law enforcement personnel at up to 

$150 per session. 

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION (G.I. BILL) 

Monthly income up to 45 months for veterans who have servo 

ed more than six months, amount determined by dependents 

and whether full or part·time enrolled. 

ILLINOIS STATE SCHOLARSHIP COMMISSION MONETARY 

AWARD 

Up to four years of tuition for eligible half·time undergraduate 

Illinois residents. 

ILLINOIS MILITARY SCHOlJARSHIP 

Tuition and fees for veterans who resided in Illinois prior to 

service, and who returned to Illinois immediately following an 

honorable discharge after at least one year of service. 

ILLINOIS GUARANTEED LOAN PROGRAM 

Eligible st~dents may borrow up to $2500 per year for edlfCa· 

tional expenses, to be repaid at 7% simple interest over a five· 

year period beginning one year after full·time enrollment 

ends. 

ILLINOIS GENERAL ASSEMBLY TUITION WAIVER 

Applications processed by state Senators' and Represen· 

tatives' offices in residence legislative district. 

DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION 

Tuition scholarship and partial support for books and living ex· 

penses, application processed by state DVR office. 
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ADULT AND SPECIAL EDUCATION SCHOLARSH IP 
Tuition waivers for eligible students specializing in adult and 

special education. 

COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD SCHOLAR­

SHIP 

Scholarship available to minority students currently at com­

munity colleges, but who intend to transfer to a senior institu­
tion. . 

GSU INSTITUTIONAL TUITION WAIVER 

Three types are available 

A for financially disadvantaged students. 

B for financially disadvantaged foreign students. 

C for extra-curricular talent (in athletics and recreation, 

leadership and service, communication arts, and creative, 
fine and performing arts) not restricted to those in financial 
need. 
GSU SHORT TERM LOAN 
Loans of up to $300; to be repaid within three months. For 
degree-seeking siudents in temporary financial duress who are 
currently enrolled. 
GSU EMERGENCY FUNDS 
Awards of up to $1 SO for exceptional circumstances, for 
students who could not continue to attend GSU without such 
assistance. 
I 
DR. CHARLES E. GAVIN MEMORIAL FOUNDATION 
SCHOLARSH I P 
Awarded to students on the basis of their service to mankind, 
as judged by prior voluntary experiences of applicant. 
STUDENT TO STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP 

Up to $1000 per academic year of monies donated by GSU 

students and matched by state funds, available to full-time, 

Illinois-residing, undergraduate students in financial need. 

INSTITUTIONA~ PART-TIME JOB 

Limited numbers of these are available to students with 

special skills and experience in needed areas. 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 

Limited Coop-Ed experiences are available at the University, 

all of which are coordinated through the University's 

Cooperative Education Office. 

AMERICAN LOGISTICS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP 

For an academic year; is a full tuition waiver or stipend award­

ed to the student who demonstrates the ability and desire to 

enter an area in the logistical field. For criteria for eligibility 

contact the Office of Financial Aid. 

COMMUNITY COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP 

Merit based scholarship annually awarded for two years to 

one Community College student from area participating com­

munity colleges. Will cover tuition and fees, books and sup­

plies and transportation expenses. 

Participating colleges: 

A Moraine Valley Community College 

B Thornton Community College • 

C Prairie State College 

o Kankakee Community College 
E Joliet Junior College 
F Olive-Harvey College 
G Kennedy-King College 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSH IP 
Graduate students must be accepted for admission into a 
degree program or currently enrolled at GSU. Since re­
quirements vary with each program, graduate students should 
contact the Dean of the College of their degree program. 
FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO THE HANDICAPPED 
Amount varies, determined by need, contact Financial Aid Of­
fice for further information. , 
SENIOR CITIZEN TUITION WAIVER 
Students who are 65 years or older, or are 60-64 years of age 
and are not working full time, or are retired. 
Students applying for financial aid are considered for all pro­
grams for which they are eligible. The amount of financial aid 
awarded is generally a combination of grant, loan, and 
employment, and is based on the financial need of the stu­
dent. Need is determined by subtracting the resources of the 
student and his or her parents' contribution from the total stu­
dent expenses. The parents' contribution is estimated on the 
basis of the amount of their income and assets as well as a 
consideration of taxes, unusual expenses, and other liabilities 
of the family. An independent, objective, nationally recogniz­
ed method of analysis developed by the American College 
Testing Service is used to evaluate the family's financial cir­
cumstances. All financial aid awards to students are determin­
.ed by the Office of Student Financial Aid. 
Procedures' for Applying for 
Financial Aid 
Students should apply for financial aid by submitting a Family 
Financial Statement (FFS) to the American College Testing Ser­
vice by the following dates: 
MAY 1 - Students who have completed financial aid applica­
tion files in the Office of Financial Aid before May 1, will 
receive primary consideration for financial aid, if they qualify. 
AUGUST 1 - Students who fail to complete their files by 
AuguSt 1 should not expect to receive a notification of an 
award until after the start of Fall Trimester, assuming that they 
qualify for aid and additional dollars exist. These students 
should make alternate arrangements for temporary financial 
assistances for fall, since they may not receive any dollars until 
late in the Fall Trimester or beyond. 
SEPTEMBER 1 - Students who fail to complete their files by 
September 1 should not expect to receive a notification of 
award,if they qualify, until late in the Fall Trimester or beyond; 
OCTOBER 1 Fall Trimester Deadline - Students who fail to 
complete their files by October 1 will not be considered for 
Fall ' Trimester assistance. Qualified students will be con­
sidered for wi'nter and spring assistance only, assuming dollars 
are available at this late date. 
DECEMBER 1 Winter Trimester Deadline - Students who fail 
to complete their files by December 1 will not be considered 
for Winter Trimester assistance. Qualified students will be 
considered for aid for Spring Trimester only. 
MARCH 1 Spring/Summer Trimester Deadline - Students 
who fail to complete their files by March 1 will not be con­
sidered for Spring/Summer Trimester assistance. 
The FFS may also be used to apply for the Basic Educational 
Opportunity Grant Program if applicable. The FFS m'ay be ob­
tained from a high school guidance office or by writing to the 
Office of Student Financial Aid. Students should specify 1028 
as the code number for Governors State University in the ap­
propriate section of the FFS. 
A letter explaining the award decision and giving information 
about aid offered will be sent to each student who applies 
prior to the deadline dates specified above. 
A student must reapply for financial aid each academic year. 
However, aid usually continues at the same level each year, 
unless a student's resources or his/her parent's expected 
contribution changes. 
To be eligible for financial assistance at GSU, a student must: 
A. 	 Be a citizen of the United States or be in the United 
States for other than a temporary purpose and intend to 
become a permanent resident. 
B. 	 Be admitted at GSU as a degree-seeking student. 
C. 	 Be at least a part-time student (6 hours each Trimester) . 
D. 	 Be in Academic Good Standing and making satisfactory 
progress in the course of study in which enrolled in order 
to retain eligibility. 
E. 	 Not be in default on a National Direct/Defense Student 
Loan, Guaranteed Loan, or Federally Insured Student Loan 
(FISL) borrowed for enrollment at GSU. 
Veterans Affairs 
Veterans Afffairs administers all veteran-related services and 
programs at Governors State and serves the student veteran by 
providing advising and counseling as well as the necessary in­
formation and certification regarding the various veterans 
benefits. 
The two most commonly used benefits are the Federal G.I. Bill .. 
program and the Illinois Veterans Scholarship, which may be 
used concurrently. 
The G.I. Bill is a federally funded program which provides 
educational benefits to veterans. The eligibility requirements 
include: 
1. 	 Veterans must have 181 or more days of active duty in the 
U.S. Armed Forces. 
2. 	 Veterans must use benefits within ten years of release from 
active duty. 
3. 	 Veterans must have been discharged under conditions 
other than dishonorable. 
The Illinois Veterans Scholarship, funded by the State of Il­
linois, provides veterans' scholarships to cover tuition and 
fees for eligible veterans attending state supported institutions 
of higher education. The eligibility requirements include: 
1. 	One year or more of active duty if discharged after August 
11, 1967 (less than one year if before that date). 
2. An honorable discharge. 
3. 	Illinois residency prior to entering military service and 
return to Illinois within 6 months after discharge. 
Other programs include the V.A. work-study program, V.A. 
tutorial assistance, discharge upgrading and liaison services 
between the veteran and the V.A. 
Veterans Affairs is located in the Financial Aid area. The office 
hours are 8:30-5:00, Monday through Friday. 
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Air Force ROTC Program 
Students at Governors State University can enroll in the Air 
Force ROTC program through a "Cross-Town" agreement 
between Governors State University, Illinois Illstirull! of 
Technology, and Air Force ROTC Det 195. Air Force 
Aerospace Studies are available to undergraduate and 
graduate students with at least two years of full-time study re­
maining. Interested and qualified men and women may earn 
commissions as Second Lieutenants in the U.s. Air force upon 
graduation and completion of Air Force ROTC Scholarships 
(paying full tuition and fees, aU textbook costs, and $100 mon­
thly subsistence allowance) are available to both 
undergraduate and graduate students. Those cadets qualified 
and selecting pilot training will receive 25 hours of free flying 
time during their last year in the program. 
Credits earned through the Air F.orce ROTC program will be 
evaluated for application toward a GSU degree within 
guidelines of the student's study plan and the relevancy of 
competencies attained to the student's degree rquir!:'111 Ilt ~. 
The courses in the program are taught on the campus of the il­
linois Institute of Technology. 
The two-year program consists of one paid six-week \Ulllm r 
field training encampment and the four-semester Prufesslonal 
Officers Course (POC). Participants are selected from qualiflt d 
volunteer applicants. Application for the program should l ,e 
made no later than the month of March prior to'GSl enroll­
ment in the fall. All successful applicants will be reqUired tu 
complete the six-week summer field training before enroll­
ment in the Fall Trimester. Additional information .1b(Ju l til" 
program may be obtained by writing: 
Department of Aerospace Studies 
AFROTC Detachment 195 (AU) 
Illinois Institute of Technology 
Chicago, Illinois 60616 
You may call (312)567-3520 
or visit: 
Detachment 195 
AFROTC (AU) 
3201 South Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60616 
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Academic 
Policies 
Grading Policy 
A policy for providing grades for academic work went into ef- ' 
fect beginning with the Fall Trimester, 1979. Grades provide 
academic evaluations desired and needed by many students. 
Grades are also the basis for determining academic standing. 
POLICY 
1. 	 At the completion of the work for a course, a letter grade 
will be determined by the instructor. The basis for each 
grade shall be clearly described 'in the course syllabus. 
Two options are open to the instructor: 
a. 	 Grades may be based on competencies achieved. The 
highest grade must clearly distinguish the added 
difficulty or complexity of the competencies required. 
b. 	Grades may be based on normative data as established 
for the program but not for specific sections of the 
course. 
2. 	The following letter grades shall be used: 
A- Superior performance or highest level of competency 
achieved. 
B - Above average performance or competency achieve­
ment of more complexity or difficulty than a "C" level 
competency. 
C - Average performance or typical competency achieve­
ment accepted for the course. However, individual 
graduate programs have the option of not accepting 
courses with this level of competency toward a degree. 
0- Achievement of competencies at a marginal level. 
However, individual programs have the option of not 
accepting specified courses of the program with this 
level of competency toward a degree. 
U - Unsatisfactory achievement of competencies as 
specified in the syllabus. 
•P (Pass) - Achievement of competencies as specified in the 
syllabus. This grade does not count in grade point 
computation. 
NC- No credit earned in a course taken under the Pass/No 
Credit grading option. 
Other codes may be used (e.g., I for incomplete, W for of­
ficial student withdrawal) to identify the status of the stu­
dent in the course. (See section on " Grades and Letter 
Designations. ") 
3. 	 Programs may request to use Jhe P~sslNo Credit grading 
option for all students for a specific course if the giving of 
grades can be demonstrated as a problem for the learning 
environment. The request must be approved by a 
University-wide committee as designated by the gover­
nance system. These courses will not be included in the 
grade point computation. 
4. 	An undergraduate student may choose to take any graded 
elective course on a pass/no credit basis up to a maximum 
of 12 credit hours. This option is not open when th~ stu­
dent is enrolled in a program that requires the specific 
course for graduation or the course is one of two or more 
that are listed by the program as meeting required program 
competencies for graduation. Grades shall be given by the 
instructor for students selecting this option and per­
manently recorded by the Registrar's Office. However, the 
grade will not be entered on the student's transcript but 
will be available if the student transfers to another program 
in whicr a grade is required. Courses taken on a Pass/No 
Credit option will not be included in the grade point com­
putation. 
5. 	 The completion of the work for a course shall be within 
these limit~ : 
a. 	The student has one Trimester after the end of the 
Trimester in which the course is listed to turn in un­
finished work, provided a reasonable amount of 
participation has been demonstrated during the course 
as specified in the course syllabus. Beyond that time, a 
student may petition, in writing, the College or School 
for an extension of time. Extensions will be granted only 
for extraordinary and compelling reasons that 
precluded the student's timely completion of outstand­
ing coursework. The same criteria of quality will apply 
for work turned in throughout the period during which 
work is accepted. After the deadline for submitting 
work has passed in graded courses, an incomplete will 
become a "U". A student taking a course on a Pass/No 
Credit basis will receive a grade of NC (no credit) after 
the deadline for work submission is passed. 
b .. Once a grade has been recorded by the instructor, ad. 
ditional work cannot be submitted to raise the grade. 
c. 	 A student may re-enroll in a course. After completion of 
the repeated course, the student's transcript will be 
expunged of previous attempts at the same course. 
(Contact the Registrar's Office for procedures to ac­
complish this.) The Student Academic Record Files will 
record all attempts at a course. Prior attempts at 
repeated courses will not be included in the grade point 
average calculations. 
6. 	A graduate student must maintain a "B" (3.0) average to be 
in good standing. An-undergraduate student must maintain 
a "C" (2.0) average to be in good standing. The academic 
standing shall be determined three times a year, after the 
deadlines for submission of grades for the Trimesters. 
Students cannot graduate if not in good standing. A student 
not in good standing for two consecutive Trimesters, while 
enrolled, shall be suspended for academic reasons for one 
year. The grade point average will be computed on the 
basis of A - 4, B-3, C-2, 0- I , and u-o. 
7. 	 Students may request either or both of two transcripts; 
a. 	 An official transcript listing work completed. 
b. 	 An official transcript listing all coursework registered 
for, corresponding grades or status, and grade point 
average. 
8. 	A period of transition is to be provided for students 
registered for coursework prior to the Fall Trimester, 1979. 
a. 	 A student registered for zero or more credit hours dur­
ing the Spring/Summer Trimester, 1979, can choose to 
remain under the existing grading policy of PassiNo 
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Credit as long as continuously enrolled or until gradua­
tion, and must remain under it if on academic proba­
tion. The existing good standing policy also shall apply 
for the same period. 
b. 	 All students admitted or readmitted for the Fall 
Trimester,1979, and thereafter shall fall under the new 
policy. 
9. 	 Any student wishing to change hislher grading option for 
a course (s) must do so by the end of the AddlDrop period 
for the Trimester in which the course (s) is offered. 
Grades and Letter 
Designations 
The following grade and letter 
Grade/Letter 
Code 
A 
B 
C 
D 
U 
P(Pass) 

NC (No Credit) 

I (Incomplete) 

E(Extended Incomplete) 

W (Withdrawal) 

V (Visitor) 

X(Withdrawal) 

R(Repeated Course) 

designations are used in academic credit reporting at Governors State University. 
Cornmentor 
Description 
Superior Performance 
Above Average Performance 
Average Performance 
Marginal Performance 
Unsatisfactory Achievement of 
Course Competencies 
Achievement of Course Compe­
tencies under the PassINo' 
• Credit grading option 
Non-Achievement of Course 
Competencies under the Passl 
No Credit grading option 
Converted to "U" or "NC" 
depending on grading option, if 
not removed by end of subse­
quent term' 
Converted to "U" or "NC," 
depending on grading option, if 
not removed by end of subse­
quentterm 
Student Initiated 
Audited Course 
Administrative Action 
Substituted for grade received 
when course was first at­
tempted.Student must complete 
a "Repeated Course Request" 
Form available in the Registrar's 
Office to expunge the first 
grade 
Calculated 
In GPAl 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
"No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Credit Hours 
Eamedl 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
NO 
NOTE: Partial credit for courses taken under the PassINo 
Credit grading is available only to students who have been 
continuously enrolled since the Spring/Summer, 1979 
Trimester. 
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Grad Points 
Grant' points are determined on the following basis: 
" r ( ivcs 4 points per credit hour 
B reet ilit's 3 points per credit hour 
C ren ives 2 points per credit hour 
o rec.eives 1 point per credit hour 
lJ receives 0 points per credit hour 
fade codes of P, NC, I, V, W, X, and E are not used in grade 
point computation . 
GTClde Point Average (CPA) 
Th., GP IS obtained by dividing the total number of grade 
pOInts II the total ,number of credit hours attempted with 
W tellS or I B, C, D or U. The Trimester GPA includes only 
tr o, ' I ' d d cuur;,es ior the term reported . The cumulative 
GPA is used in determining academic standing and includes 
all courses taken at GSU in which a grade of A, S, C, 0 or U 
was reported. Courses with grade codes of p, NC, I, V, W, X, 
or E(extended incompletes) are not included in the GPA com­
putation. 
Example of Grade Point Calculation 
Credit Hours Grade Points 
Course 1 3 A 12 
Course 2 4 I o 
Course 3 3 0 3 
The GPA is calculated on the 6 credit hours completed and 
the 15 points earned . Thus, the c.alcvlation is 15+6~2.50. 
Grade points earned upon removal of Incompletes will be in­
cluded in subsequent calculations of the cumulative GPA. 
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Academic Good Standing 
1. 	 Students enrolled under the grading policy effective Fall 
1979 should refer to the Grading Policy for definition of 
Academic Good Standing regulations. 
2. 	 A student registered for zero or more hours during the 
Spring/Summer Trimester, 1979, can choose to remain 
under the existing grading policy of Pass/No Credit as 
long as continuously enrolled or until graduation, and must 
remain under it if on academic probation. The existing 
good standing policy also shall apply for the same period. 
3. 	 Because of the transition to the grading policy, graduate 
students, continuously enrolled at GSU prior to Fall, 1979, 
who enroll for six or more hours of coursework under the 
graded option and continue to take other courses under 
the Pass/No Credit option, will have their academic stand· 
ing computed under both completion rate and grade point, 
average methods. To be in good standing, .graduate 
students must have a GPA· of 'at least 3.0 and a com· 
pletion rate of at least 75%. 
Undergraduate students, continuously enrolled at GSU 
prior to Fall, 1979, who enroll for twelve or more 
hours under 'the graded option and continue to take 
other courses under the Pass/No Credit option, will 
have their academic standing computed under both the 
completion-fate and grade point average methods. To be 
in good standing, undergraduate students must have a 
GPA of at least 2.0 and a completion rate of 75%. 
Credit Hour Completion Rate 
(For students continuously enrolled prior to Fall, 1979) 
Students are in academic good standing when they are main­
taining credit hour completion rates of 75°k or more. 
Definition of credit hour completion rate: 
Total number of credit hours from 
CREDIT HOUR previous Trimesters completed 
COMPLETION ____' _b~y_th_e_e_n_d_o:...f....:.a.:..n~y....:.T....:.ri_m....:.e::.st....:.e:...r__ 
RATE Total number total number of credit 
of credit hours hours from previous 
registered -minus- Trimesters dropped 
in previous during designated 
Trimesters drop periods 
(All completed course activity in the immediate Trimester is 
calculated in determining Academic Good Standing. Students 
will be notified on their Student Status Report.) 
Students must be in' academic good standing to graduate. 
Academic Probation 
(For students continuously enrolled prior to Fall, 1979.) 
Students shall be placed on academic probation when their 
credit hour completion rates fall below 75%. 
Any period of academic probation shall extend for two 
Trimesters, at most, beginning with the Trimester following 
the determination of probationary status. 
In order to return to academic good standing, students must 
attain a completion rate of 75% or more by the end of their 
period of academic probation. This may be accomplished 
either by completing outstanding credit hours (if permitted>. 
by completing a sufficiently high number of new credit hours, 
or both. 
Academic Suspension 
(For students continuously enrolled prior to Fall, 1979) 
Students shall be academically suspended from the University 
for anyone of the following reasons: 
1. 	failure to complete at least 25% of credit hours registered 
by the end of the'student's second Trimester; 
2. 	failure to attain a credit hour completion rate of 75'%. 
or more by the end of academic probation periods; 
3. 	falling below a credit hour completion of 75% for a third 
time. 
Students academically suspended from the University for any 
one of the above reasons may petition for readmission after 
one year from the date of suspension . 
Requirements for a Second Bachelor's 
Degree 
A student may earn a second bachelor'S degree at Governors 
State University by 1) applying and being admitted to the 
second undergraduate degree program; 2) earning a 
minimum of 24 credit hours in residency for the new program 
not to include credit hours earned toward the first degree; 3) 
completing all requirements of the second degree program as 
developed in consultation with a faculty advisor; and 41 satis­
fying the appropriate requirements of the laws of the Slate of 
Illinois. 
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University Policy on 
Student Records 
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 was 
signed into law by the President of the United States effective 
November 19, 1974. This federal law states that a written in­
stitutional policy must be established and a statement of 
adopted procedures covering the privacy rights of currently 
enrolled students be made available. 
Governors State University wishes to comply fully with this 
law and, therefore, accords every student all the rights which 
are dealt with under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act of 1974. No one outside of Governors State University 
shall have access to nor will this institution disclose any infor­
mation from a student's education records without the writte~ 
consent of the student, except to authorized personnel within 
the institution, to persons or organizations providing financial 
aid, to accrediting agencies carrying out their accreditation 
function, to persons in an emergency in order to protect the 
health or safety of students or other persons, to officials of 
other institutions in which the student seeks to enroll and to 
persons in compliance with a judicial order. When Governors 
State University receives a request for disclosure of the educa­
tion record from officials of other institutions in which the stu­
dent wishes to enroll or in compliance with a judicial order of 
subpeona, the student will be notified of such a request by 
mail at his/her last known address. ("Notice of Release of Stu­
dent Record" /FERP-7 and "Consent or Denial of Request for 
Release of Student Record" /FERP-3) All of the above listed ex­
ceptions are permitted under the Family Educational Rights 
and Privacy Act. 
Within the Governors State University community only those 
members, individually or collectively, acting in the student's 
educational interest are allowed access to student education 
records. These include members fro", the following units: Of­
fice of the Vice President for Academk Affairs, Office of Ad­
missions, Registrar's Office, Office of Financial Aids, al'­
propriate Collegial and Program personnel and other Univer­
sity personnel within the limitation of their need to know. 
Governors State University includes only the following in the 
category of directory or public information: name, major field 
of study, participation in officially recognized activities, dates 
of attendance, and degrees and awards received. Directory in­
formation pertaining to individual students, as defined above, 
may be released by Governors State University, at the discre­
tion of the Registrar's Office. A defi nition of directory or public 
information appears in the official schedule of classes each 
Trimester. During registration, students are given the oppor­
tunity to notify the Registrar that they do not want any direc­
tory information disclosed without prior written consent. All 
requests for disclosure of directory information must be made 
in person in writing to the Registrar. Directory information will 
never knowingly be disclosed for sales or political purposes. 
The request for nondisclosure of directory information will be 
honored by the University until otherwise notified by the stu­
dent in writing. . 
Governors State University maintains education records in the 
Registrar's Office, the College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration, the College of Arts and Sciences, the College of 
Human Learning and Development, the School of Health Pro­
fessions, the Board of Governors Degree office, and the 
University Without Walls office. The Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act provides the student with the right to 
physically inspect and review the information contained in 
his/her education records. The review must be done in the 
presence of a University repesentative. Requests for review 
must conform to the policies and procedures as established by 
Governors State University, and where necessary, interpreta­
tion of the education record can be provided by appropriate 
qualified University personnel. Students wishing to review 
their education records must present identification to the 
Registrar, to the Dean of the appropriate .College, o·r to the 
Program/School Director. ("Request to Inspect and Review 
Student Records" /FERP-1.J" Only records covered under the 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act will be made 
available as soon as possible but not later than forty-five calen­
dar days following the request. Original records may not be 
removed from any office where they are maintained. Students 
may have copies made of their education records as-permitted 
by law; however, certified copies will be provided only if 
there are no administrative holds on their records. Copies will 
be made at the student's expense at the current rates 
established by the University. 
Students may not inspect and review the following education 
records as outlined by the Family Educational Rights and 
Privacy Act: financial information submitted by their parents; 
confidential letters and recommendations associated with ad­
missions, empioyment or job placement, or honors to which 
the student has waived his right of inspection and review; or 
education records containing information about more than 
one student, in which case the institution will permit access 
only to that part of the record which pertains to the inquiring 
student. Students are not permitted to inspect and review con­
fidential letters of recommendation placed in the education 
record prior to January 1, 1975, provided they are used only 
for the purposes for which they were collected. Education 
records also do not include records of institutional, ad­
ministrative, and educational personnel which are the sole 
possession of the maker and not disclosed or revealed to any 
other individual except a temporary substitute, records of the 
Department of Public Safety, student health records. employ­
ment records, or alumni records. 
A student has the right to challenge the education record on 
the grounds that its contents are inaccurate, misleading or 
otherwise in violation of his/her privacy or other rights. To in­
itiate such a challenge, the student shall. within sixty days 
after he/she has inspected and reviewed the record in queli­
tion for the first time, file with the University office responsible 
for maintaining such records a written request for a hearing or 
correction, on the form specified by the University and pro­
vided by the Registrar's Office ("Requestof Hearing on or 
Correction of Student Record" /FERP-4.) Within thirty days 
following receipt of such a request the head of said unit, or his 
designated representative, shall review the records in ques­
tion and either (1) order the correction or deletion of the inac­
curate, misleading, or otherwise .inappropriate data as 
specified in the request, or (2) notify the student of the right to 
a hearing at which the student and other persons directly in­
volved in the establishment of the record shall have an oppor­
tunity to present evidence to support or refute the contention 
that the data specified in the request is inaccurate, misleading, 
or otherwise inappropriate. The student shall be given written 
notice ("Notice of Hearing on the Correction of Student 
Records"/FERP-5) of the unit head's decision and if a hearing 
is necessary, the student shall be notified not less than ten 
days in advance. The student shall have the right to attend the 
hearing, be represented by another person, including a lawyer 
at the student's expense, and to call witnesses in his/her 
behalf. The student shall be notified in writing ("Notice of 
Decision in Hearing on Student Record" /FERP-6) of the deci­
sion within ten days following the hearing. Such decisions are 
final. 
If the d~isions are unsatisfactory to the student, the student 
may place with the education records statements commenting 
on the information in the records, or statements setting forth 
any reasons for disagreeing with the decisions of the hearing 
panels. The statements will be placed in the education 
records, maintained as part of the student's records and 
released whenever the records in question are disclosed. 
Students who believe that the procedures relating to adjudica­
tions of their challenges were unfair, or not in keeping with 
the provisions of the Act may request in writing, assistance 
from the President of Governors State University. Further, 
students who believe that their rights have been abridged, 
may file complaints with the Family Educational Rights and 
Privacy Act Office (FERPA), Department of Education, 
Washington, D.C. 20201, concerning the alleged failures of 
Governors State University to comply with the Act. 
Academic Honesty: Using the Ideas 
of Others Appropriately 
Academic c:redit is granted at Governors State University 
when a student has demonstrated that he or she is competent 
in a given field by presenting evidence to demonstrate first­
hand knowledge. 
The following procedures are appropriate ways to use the 
ideas of others when submitting evidence of being competent 
in a given area: 
1. 	When someone else's work or scholarship is a part of 
material submitted to demonstrate competency, the 
source of the material should be given credit. It should not 
be stated or implied tharsuch material is a person's own 
work. 
(a)When using material from a publication (Le. book 
journal, article, film, etc.), that material should be en­
closed in quotation marks or otherwise set off, and the 
source of the material acknowledged. 
(b)When paraphrasing published material (i.e., using it 
almost word-for-word) the source should also be ac­
knowledged unless the information is common knowl­
edge in the field. 
(c)Unpublished data or ideas of another person should 
be utilized only with the consent of that person. 
(d)Unpublished data or ideas of another person should 
be utilized only with the instructor's permission to do so. 
(e)Material written by another person should be used only 
when acknowledging the author of the material. 
(f)Material should be P,repared jointly with one or more 
other individuals only with the permission of the instruc­
tor. The contributions of all individuals to this material 
should be clearly acknowledged when it is submitted. 
(g)Having someone else prepare material that is to be sub­
mitted should only be done with the instructor's per­
mission to do so. 
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2. 	 The same piecp of work should not be submitted for credit 
in more than one course without the permission of all in­
structors involved. . 
3. 	 Hypothetical data should be submitted only with the 
permission of the instructor to do so, and should be 
dearly labeled as such. 
4. 	One should refuse to make work available to another per­
son who intends to submit part or all of that work as if 
he/she had written it. 
These ethical guidelines are in no way intended to discourage 
people from studying together or from engaging in group pro­
jects, provided the guidelines are followed. 
Student Conduct Code 
Governors State University recognizes the basic rights and 
responsibilities of the members of the University and accepts 
' its obligation to preserve and protect those rights and respon­
sibilities. Further, the University must provide for its members 
the opportunities and protections which best serve the nature 
of the educational process. 
The Student Conduct Code governing the behavior of 
students of the University must insure the basic rights of in­
dividuals as well as reflect the practical necessities of the com­
munity. The Code must also prohibit or limit acts which in­
terfere with the basic purposes, necessities or processes of the 
University, or with the rights of its members. Finally, the Code 
. must reconcile the principles of maximum freedom and 
necessary order. 
Student conduct regulations which follow are set forth in 
order to give students general notice of prohibited conduct. 
These regulations are intended as a guide and are not intend­
ed to define misconduct in every circumstance. They apply to 
actions on University premises and at University-sponsored 
activities off campus. 
Prohibited Conduct 
1. 	 Use, possession, distribution, or being under the in­
fluence of narcotics or dangerous drugs, except as per­
mitted by law. 
2. 	 Furnishing false or misleading information to the Univer­
sity. 
3. 	 Possession or use of firearms, explosives, dangerous 
chemicals, or other weapons, except as permitted by law. 
4. 	 Assaulting, threatening, ' haraSSing, or endangering the 
health or safety of any individual. 
5. 	Willfully denying to any person freedom of movement or 
use of authorized facilities, or right of entrance or exit; or 
willfully impeding, obstructing, interfering with, or 
disrupting the performance of institutional activities or 
duties; or occupying the institutional buildings or other 
property after due and legal notice to depart. 
6. 	Willfully damaging or destroying property of the Universi­
ty. 
7. 	 Use, possession, or distribution of alcoholic beverages, 
except as permitted ~y institutional policy and state law. 
8. 	 Intentionally initiating or causing any false report, warn­
ing, or threat of fire, explosion. or other emergency. 
9. 	 Knowingly violating terms of any disciplinary sanction im­
posed in accordance with this code. 
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10. 	 Failure to comply with the directions of University of­
ficials, including campus police officers, acting in perfor­
mance of their duties. 
11. 	 Forgery, unauthorized alteration, or unauthorized use of 
any University document or identification card. 
12. 	 Unauthorized presence in or use of University premises, 
facilities, or property. 
VIolations of Law and Sludent Code "etulatiens 
Students may be accountable to both civil authorities and to 
the University for acts which constitute violations of local, 
state, or federal law and of this code. Disciplinary action at the 
University will normally proceed during the pendency of 
criminal proceedings and will not be subject to challenge on 
the grounds that criminal charges involving the same incident 
have been dismissed or reduced. 
Slnctions for VIolations 
The following disciplinary sanctions shall compose the range 
of official sanctions which may be imposed for violation of 
regulations. One or more sanctions may be imposed. Records 
of disciplinary action shall be recorded and kept by the Dean 
of Student Affairs and Services for three years following the 
last trimester of enrollment, except as noted under 
Disciplinary Suspension and Disciplinary Dismissal. 
Disciplinary Warning Disciplinary warning is a notice to a stu­
dent that previous conduct was unacceptable and that future 
breaches of conduct will be treated more severely. 
Disciplinary Probation Disciplinary probation is a trial 'period 
for a specific time dl!ring which a student must behave in a 
manner acceptable to the University. Terms of the probation 
shall reflect the purpose of the disciplinary sanction. 
Disciplinary probation status may affect qualification for 
awards, prizes, or student aid, when conduct acceptable to 
the University is a condition of such benefits. Violation of the 
terms of probation or of a further incident of misconduct may 
result in further disciplinary action. While on disciplinary pro­
bation, a student is encouraged to seek advice and counsel 
from appropriate University offices. 
Disciplinary Suspension Disciplinary suspension is an action 
which excludes the student from registration, class atten­
dance, and use of Unive~sity facilities for a specified period of 
time. Disciplinary suspension is recorded on the student's 
academic record during the period in effect and is permanent­
ly removed upon reinstatement. Upon termination of the 
period of suspension, the student shall be considered for 
registration in compliance with the academic good standing 
policy then in effect. Established proof of a further incident of 
misconduct, after the student is readmitted, may result in 
Disciplinary Dismissal. 
Disciplinary Dismissal Disciplinary dismissal is the 
withdrawal by the President of the University of the privilege 
of registration and class attendance with no promise (implied 
or otherwise) that the student may return at any future time. 
The privilege of the use of University facilities is withdrawn by 
this action unless specific permission is obtained from the 
Dean of Student Affairs and Services. Disciplinary dismissal is 
recorded on the student's academic record, to be removed 
only if and whim the student is reinstated. A student on 
disciplinary dismissal" may be readmitted only by action of the 
'President of the University. A student who has been dismissed 
is not eligible for readmission sooner than one year from the 
date of dismissal. 
~s of Privileps loss of privilege is the withdrawal of a 
privilege or use of a service for a specific period of time com­
mensurate with the offense committed. loss of privilege may 
be imposed separately or in addition to any other sanction(s). 
Restitution Restitution requires a student to pay for damages 
to or misappropriation of University property, or the property 
of members of or visitors to the University community. Such 
restitution may be 'charged to any student who alone, or 
through group concerted activities, organizes or knowingly 
participates in the events causing the damages or costs. 
Restitution may be imposed separately or in addition to any 
other sanction(s). 
Summary Suspension A summary suspension requires that a 
student immediately leave the campus. It may be imposed 
upon a student when the Dean of Student Affairs and Services 
has reasonable cause to believe the continued presence of the 
student on campus constitutes a substantial threat to the safety 
of himself/herself, or to other persons or property, or to the 
stability and continuance of normal University operations. In 
exercising such authority, the Dean may rely upon informa­
tion supplied to him/her by others. Any student summarily 
suspended who returns to the campus during the period of 
summary suspension may be subject to disciplinary dismissal. 
Permission to be on campus for a specific purpose must be 
granted in writing by the Dean of Student Affairs and Services. 
The hearing shall be held no later than five school days after 
the notice of suspension. Cases involving summary suspen­
sion are referred to the Student Conduct Committe4J!. Hearings 
held by the Dean on summary suspension will address the 
following issues only: 
1. 	 The reliability of the information concerning one student's 
conduct, including the matter of his/her identity. 
2. 	 WhetHer the conduct and surrounding circumstances 
reasonably indicate that the continued presence of the 
student on the University campus poses a substantial 
threat to himself/herself or to others, or to the stability 
and continuance of normal University functions. 
Office of the Dean of Sludent A.ffairs and Services 
The Office of the Dean of Student Affairs and Services shall be 
responsible for all administrative details involved in student 
·conduct. Reports involving student conduct, procedures for 
handling disciplinary cases, and the results of conduct hear­
ings shall be maintained in this office. . 
Conduct code violations which may result in a disciplinary 
warning, probation, loss of privilege and/or restitution shalt be 
heard by the Dean of Student Affairs and Services. Hearings 
conducted by the Dean will be governed by the following pro­
cedures: 
1. 	 The student shall be informed of the charges against 
him/her in writing at least five school days in advance of 
the hearing. 
2. 	The complainant(s) will not be required to participate, 
unless his/her personal testimony is essential to the dis­
position of the case. 
3. 	 Documentation and written statements will be admissible 
providing the student has access to them in advance and is 
allowed to respond to them at the hearing. 
4. 	The student may bring witnesses and an advisor with 
him/her to 'the hearing. 
S. 	 A summary of the hearing, including the decision by the 
Dean, will be made. 
If a student questions the fairness of the disciplinary action 
taken by the Dean, he/she shall be granted, on written re­
quest, a hearing before the Student Conduct Committee 
(unless this right has been waived by the student in writing) 
providing the request is received by the Chairperson of the 
Committee no later than ten school days after the disciplinary 
decision of the Dean. 
Student Conduct Committee 
The Student Conduct Committee will be a Standing Commit­
tee to hear conduct code violations which may result in 
disciplinary suspension, dismissal, summary suspension, and 
appeals from students whose cases were heard by the Dean of 
Student Affairs and Services. 
Membership The Committee shall be composed of seven per­
sons: four students appointed by the Student Senate and two 
alternatives, two faculty members appointed by the Faculty 
Senate and one alternate, and one administrator and one 
alternate appointed by the President. The chairperson shall be 
chosen from within the Committee. All members shall serve 
for two year, renewable terms. At least four members may ex­
cuse themselves from hearing any case in which they feel they 
could not render an impartial judgment. 
Procedures for Discipline Hearings 
Notice of Charges The student shall be informed of the 
charges against himlher in writing at least five school days in 
advance of the hearing to afford a reasonable opportunity to 
prepare for the hearing. The notice of charges shall state the 
specific provision of the Code of Conduct which the student is 
alleged to have violated, stating the time, date, and the place 
of the occurrence. The student shall also be informed of the 
hearing procedures and be given the opportunity to waive 
his/her right to a Committee hearing in favor of a hearing 
before the Dean of Student Affairs and Services. 
Conduct of Hearings 
1. 	The hearing shall be private (closed) unless the student 
charged requ~sts that it be open to members of the 
University community, and the request is approved by 
both the Conduct Committee and the Dean of Student 
Affairs and Services. 
2. 	The student shall have the right to be assisted by an ad­
visor of his/her choice who may: 
a. 	 Advise the student in the preparation and presentation 
of his/her defense. 
b. Accompany the student at all discipline hearings. 
c. 	 Advise the student in the preparation of appeals. 
3. 	 Students must inform the Dean of Student Affairs and Ser­
vices at least three school days in advance of the hearing 
if they intend to have legal counsel present. Counsel's 
function shall be restricted to advising the student 
whether he/she should answer questions and what he/she 
should not say, so as to safeguard the individual from self­
incrimination. In such cases, the University may also 
have legal counsel present. 
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4. 	On behalf of the University, the charges and evidence 
may be presented by the Dean of Student Affairs and Ser­
vices or his representative. 
5. 	 The student shall have the right to call a reasonable num­
ber of witnesses in his/her own behalf, who shall be sub­
ject to questioning by members of fhe Committee and the 
Dean of Student Affairs and Services or that individual's 
designee. 
6. 	The student charged shall 'have the right to question all 
witnesses. 
. 
7. 	 The testimony of unknown or unidentified witnesses 
shall not be admissible. 
8. 	The Committee may address questions to any party or any 
witness called by the parties, provided, however, that 
the student charged shall not be compelled against 
his/her wishes to testify or answer any question, and 
his/her silence shall not be held against him/her. The 
Committee shall limit the scope of the testimony to 
matters relevant to the charges a.nd the defense thereto. 
The Committee and/or the accused student may request 
that the Dean of Student Affairs and Services require 
the presence at the hearing of any member of the 
University community, including the accused person. 
The Committee and/or the accused student also may re­
quest the Dean of Student Affairs and Services to re­
quire the production of records or other exhibits. In the 
event any person, including the student charged and/or 
his advisor, shall disrupt the hearing, the Chairperson of 
the Committee may exclude that person and proceed 
with the hearing in his/her absence. 
9. 	The University shall have the burden of proof of 
guilt by a preponderance of the evidence. 
10. 	 No recommendation for the imposition of sanctions shall 
be based solely upon the failure of the person charged to 
answer the charges. 
11. 	A ta'pe recording shall be made of the hearings and a 
summary thereof shall be prepared by the Chairperson of 
the Committee. The tape recording shall be destroyed 
within two weeks after final disposition of the case 
by the University, except as may be directed by the Dean 
of Student Affairs and Services. 
12. 	The decision of the Student Conduct Committee shall 
be considered as a recommendation to be submitted in 
writing to the Dean of Student Affairs and Services. The 
Dean may accept or reject the recommendation of the 
Committee based on an independent review of the facts 
involved in the case. The decision of the Dean may be 
appealed by the student by submitting a written request 
for review to the Provost. The request must be received 
by the Provost within ten school days of the Dean's de· 
cision. The decision of the Provost is final and binding. 
Statement of Review: This policy is to be reviewed annually by 
a committee appointed by the Student Senate. 
Student Grievance Procedure 
General Policy 
It is the intent of the University to provide the right to a fair 
hearing to each student on a complaint or grievance arising 
during his/her tenure as a student at Governors State Universi­
ty. These procedures are designed to address complaints and 
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grievances including 'but not limited to allegations of 
discrimination by reason of race, sex, national origin, han­
dicap, religion, and other areas covered by Federal laws, 
guidelines and regulations. 
The student and the person(s) whose actions have given rise to 
the complaint must make every effort to resolve complaints as 
quickly as possible once they are identified. 
Any retaliatory action of any kind by any employee of Gover­
nors State University against any student of the University as a 
result ofthat person's seeking redress under these procedures, 
or cooperating in an investigation, is prohibited and shall be 
regarded as a separate and distinct grievable matter under 
these procedures. 
If prior to filing a grievance hereunder, or while a grievance 
proceeding is in progress, a student seeks resolution of the 
mattter in any other forum, whether administrative or judicial , 
the University shall have no obligation to entertain or proceed 
further with the matter pursuant to this grievance procedure. 
Definition of terms 
A. 	 Complaint 
A aissatisfaction expressed by a student because he/she 
believes that a policy, procedure, or practice has been 
violated and that the violation adversely affects him/her. 
Students must make every effort to resolve complaints 
by working informally through direct verbal contact, 
with the person(s) whose actions or inactions have caused 
the dissatisfaction . If the complaint cannot be satisfac­
torily resolved in the informal stage, the student may file 
a formal grievance in writing. 
B. 	 Grievance 
A written allegation filed with the Dean of Student Affairs 
and Services concerning a problem incurred by a student 
whereby he/she believes his/her rights have been in ­
fringed . Such a formal grievance is limited to specific 
allegation(s) of violation of rights of the student which 
remain after efforts at resolution in the informal complaint 
stage have failed. 
Matters of faculty professional judgment related to advising 
or teaching a class are not grievable under these pro­
cedures. Such matters are to be resolved at the collegial 
level through the appropriate Dean or Director, subject to 
appeal to the ProvostNPAA whose decision shall be final. 
C. 	Grievant 
Student at Governors State University who submits a griev­
ance relevant to these procedures. 
D. 	 Respondent 
A person(s) alleged to be responsible or who may be 
responsible for the violation alleged in a grievance. 
E. 	 Day 
Day means a day for which classes are regularly scheduled 
from Monday through Frid~y, excluding holidays and 
emergency closings. 
F. 	 Student Grievance Standing Committee 
A committee composed of seven voting members and 
seven altern;ttes from constituencies as follows: 
3 students in good standing 3 alternates 
3 faculty 3 alternates 
1 civil service staff 1 alternate 
The members would be recommended by the respective 
Senates and appointed by the Provost to serve staggered 
terms of one, two, and three years. In addition, the Provost 
shall appoint an individual to serve, without a vote, as 
advisor and secretary to the Committee. The Provost's 
appointee shall determine if the grievance involves issues 
of equal opportunity or charges of discrimination. If it is 
determined that equal opportunity or discrimination 
charges are involved, the Provost's appointee shall 
notify the Affirmative Action Officer who shall also serve 
as an advisor (without a vote) to the Committee. 
A minimum of five members, two of whom must be stu­
dents, must be present to conduct a hearing. Alternates 
serve only when a conflict of interest or absence from the 
University prevents a' regular member from hearing a 
grievance. 
G. 	 Student 
A person currently registered and enrolled in the Univers­
ity. 
H. 	Review Panel 
A three member Standing Panel selected from the 
Student Grievance Committee, at least one of whom must 
be a student, which reviews each grievance 
submitted to the Dean of" Student Affairs and Services 
and deiermines if the allegation is grievable. The panel 
makes its recommendation to .the Dean of Student Affairs 
and Services, outlining the basis for the recommendation. 
Panel members serve staggered terms of one year, two 
years, and three years. 
Informal Complaint Procedures 
A. 	 Any Governors State University student who believes 
that his/her. rights as a student have been infringed must 
initiate a discussion of the problem with the Dean of Stu­
dent Affairs and Services within twenty days of the event 
or circumstances giving rise to the complaint in order for 
it to be considered within these procedures. The Dean 
will refer the student to the respondent in an effort to re­
solve the complaint informally. 
B. 	If after discussion with the respondent the problem is not 
resolved, then the student must, within ten days of the 
discussion with the respondent, discuss the situation with 
the unit head (of the unit in which the incident occurred). 
The unit head will make a record of the occurrence, but 
not the substance of the meeting. He will send a copy to 
the Dean of Student Affairs and Services and the Affirma­
tive Action Officer. 
Every reasonable effort must be made in good faith by all 
parties to resolve the informal complaint satisfactorily. 
C. 	 If the discussion does not resolve the formal complaint 
satisfactorily, the student may within ten days of the discus­
sion file a request for a formal grievance with the Dean 
of Student Affairs and Services (file with the Provost if the 
Dean is the respondent) and the Affirmative Action Officer. 
Formal Grievance 
A. 	The request for a formal grievance is a written document 
and shall provide the follOWing information: 
1. 	 Name and address of grievant 
2. 	Nature and date of alleged violation 
3. 	 Names of persons responsible for alleged violation 
(where known) 
4. 	 Requested r~lief or corrective action (specification 
of desired relief shall be at option of the grievant) 
5. 	 Any background information the grievant believes to be 
relevant. . 
B. 	 The Dean of Student Affairs and Services will submit the 
formal grievance to the Review Panel (copy to Affirmative 
Action Officer) within five working days of receipt of the 
formal grievance from the student. The Review Panel will 
recommend to the Dean, within five working days of re­
ceipt of the grievance, whether or not it is grievable. The 
Dean will render a decision within ten working days of re­
ceipt of the recommendation from the Review Panel. If 
disapproved, the Dean shall respond to the grievant with 
the reasons therefore if) writing. (If the grievant requests 
his/her disapproval may be appealed to the Provost. The 
Provost's decision shall be final and binding.) If approved 
the Dean shall transmit the grievance within five days to 
the Chairperson of the Student Grievance Standing Com­
mittee. 
C. 	The Chairperson of the Committee will, upon receipt 
of the grievance, request needed documentation from all 
parties involved. Written documentation must be provided 
by concerned parties within ten days. This documentation 
is to be distributed to Grievance Committee members 
prior to the Committee's first meeting. (If the Committee 
does not receive all requested information, the Provost or 
his/her designee must be informed as to which information 
has not been received. The Provost will 'either require th~t 
the information be supplied or request an explanation of 
why it cannot be provided.) 
D. 	The Chairperson will send a copy of the grievance with 
all documentation to the respondent. The respondent 
will then have ten working days to make a written re­
sponse. The Chairperson will send a copy of the respon~ 
dent's statement to the grievant. 
E. 	 The Grievance Committee will meet within five working 
days of receipt of the response from the respondent. 
F. 	 Either side may call such witnesses as may be germane 
to the grievance. The grievant, at his/her own expense, 
is entitled to be accompanied by independent counsel 
who may not, however, speak on behalf of the grievant 
during the proceedings. If the respondent chooses, he/she 
may also elect to have counsel who may not speak on be­
half of the respondent during the proceedings. If either 
party is to be accompanied by counsel, the other party 
must be notified at least five working days in advance. 
At the request of either party, the hearing may be post­
poned for up to two weeks to allow for counsel to be 
present. 
G. Testimony shall be presented in the following order: 
1. 	 statement and witnesses from grievant· 
2. 	statement and witnesses from respondent· 
3. 	 questions from Committee members 
4. 	 rebuttal statement by grievant· 
5. 	 rebuttal statement by respondent· 
6. 	 questions from Committee members 
·Grievant and respondent must direct any necessary qu~s­
tions to each other through the Committee Chairperson. 
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H. 	An offical record containing all doc4ments and proceed­
ings of the hearing will be maintained by the secretary of 
the Committee. All copies of records distributed to the 
Committee members are confidential and will be collected 
by the secretary of the Committee at the conclusion of the 
hearing. The official record will be submitted to the Pres­
ident's Office. All such records will be held by the Pres­
ident's Office until they are destroyed. 
/. All hearings will be closed unless the grievant and the 
Chairperson mutally agree otherwise . . 
J. 	 Committee deliberations will be closed and will not be re­
corded. . 
K. 	 The Committee shall make every attempt to resolve the 
grievance within twenty working days of receipt of the 
grievance. 
L. 	 The Grievance Committee's decision must be based strictly 
on evidence presented at the hearing. 
M. The Grievance Committee's decision will pertain only to 
the resolution of the specific alleged violation and must be 
signed by the members of the Grievance Committee pre­
sent at the hearing. However, any member who disagrees 
with any part of the decision may submit a minority report 
which must be submitted concurrently with the Commit­
tee's report. The Committee's decision will be considered 
as a recommendation and will be submitted to the Dean of 
Student Affairs and Services. Copies of the Committee's 
recommendation will be sent to the grievant, respondent, 
and appropriate University officers no later than ten days 
afhir conclusion of the hearing. 
N. 	A copy of the formal record of the hearing may be pro­
vided upon request to the grievant. The respondent may 
request a ~opy which will be provided at his/her own ex­
pense. 
O. The Dean of Student Affairs and Services will consider the 
recommendation and render a decision to the grievant 
within twenty.working days of receipt of the recommenda­
tion from the Grievance .Committee. Copies of the Dean's 
decision will be sent to the respondent, Chairperson of 
the Grievance Committee, and appropriate University of­
ficers. 
AplIN!' 
If the decision rendered by the Dean is unsatisfactory to the 
grievant, the grievant may request a review by the Provost. 
The request must be made in writing within ten working days 
of receipt of the Dectn's decision. The Provost will render a 
decision within ten working days of receipt of the request, and 
.the decision of the Provost will be final and binding. 
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College of Human Learning 
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and ' Development 
School of Health Professions 
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The College of 
Business and Public 
Administration 
Programs 
Business Administration 
(B.A. & M.B.A.) 
Busi ness Ed ucation . 
(B.A. & M.A.) 
Public Service (B.A. & M.A.) 
The objective of the College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration is to present strong, theoretical, and pragmatic 
programs at the' graduate and undergraduate level which 
will prepare students for careers in business, education, 
government, or industry. The programs are designed with 
the understanding that students enrolled in the College of 
Business and Public Administration are pursuing manage­
ment careers in the public or private sector. Accordingly, 
the College offers rigorous programs which will challenge 
students and provide them with the preparation to assume 
positions of leadership and responsibility. 
Special Admission 
Requirements 
Specific admission requirements for each curriculum in the 
College of Business and Public Administration are listed 
separately in the descriptions of the various curricula. 
Graduate students are required to complete either the 
Graduate Management Admission Test or the Graduate 
Record Examination, depending upon their particular 
d~gree program. (See curricular admission information.) To 
obtain an Information Bulletin describing arrangements for 
taking the test, the nature of the examination, and scoring 
procedures, write to either: 
Graduate Management Admissions Test 
Educational Testing Service 
Box 966 
Princeton, NJ 08540 
or 

Graduate Record Examinations 

Educational Testing Service 

Box 955-R 

Princeton, NJ 08540 

Conditional Graduate Admission Graduate conditional ad­

missions are considered by the College. Conditions of ad­

mission are required of potential graduate students when (1) 

their undergraduate grade point average is less than a 2.5 (a 

petition and three letters of recommendation are also re­

Quired) (2) students from a nongraded school do not meet 

admission criteria, and (3) their bachelor's degree is from a 

nonaccredited school. Upon meeting the requirements for 
admission, the College will remove the condition(s). 
Competency Examinations The Quantitative Foundations 
for Business Administration and Written Communications 
Competency Examinations are required for all 
l!ndergraduate and graduate students. Specific re­
quirements for each curriculum are listed separately in the 
descriptions of the various curricula. 
It is advisable for students to review English and algebra 
before taking the two examinations. Students unsure oftheir 
status regarding these examinations, should contact the Col­
lege office. The test will be given each Trimester. 
NOTE: Examinations cannot be repeated . 
Special Procedures 
Academic Study Plans When all of the University re­
quirements for admission are met, a Certificate of Admission 
will be sent to the student. Students are advised to contact 
the Dean's office for completion of a Student Study Plan. 
Upon contacting the Dean's office, the student will be given 
an appointment with a BPA student advisor. Student Study 
Plans are developed by the student advisor located in the 
Dean's office of the College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration. The advisor will explain the program and will 
use the student' s transcripts to develop a study plan that will 
lead to the completion of the degree desired by the student. 
These study plans must be signed by the Dean or his 
designee. 
Registration ProceduJes The following procedures are to be 
followed in completing the registration process in the Col­
lege of 'Business and Public Administration: 
1. 	Consult the Schedule and select desired courses. Please 
refer to the individual Student Study Plan when making 
selections. 
2. 	 Complete an Advance Registration or Add/Drop form. 
3. 	 If necessary, secure written permission to: 
a. 	 Enroll in courses whit h require permission (e.g., inde­
pendent study); 
b. 	Carry an overload: (It is recommended that under­
graduate students carry no more than 15 hours and 
graduate students carry no more than 12 hours.) Per­
mission to take an overload must be obtained from 
the Dean of the College. 
4. 	Request approval of courses selected on the registration 
form from the Dean's Office. (Registration approval 
is obtained from the Dean's Office.) 
5. 	 C;tunF!nts will thp.n follow the Registrar's Office pro­
ceedures and hand carry their College approved forms to 
the Registrar's Office. Please note that Advance Registra­
tion forms are not complete unless a "receipt" from the 
Registrar's Office has been obtained. Registration will not 
be approved for students who do not have an approved 
Student Study Plan on file in the College office. 
Cooperative Education and Internships Cooperative 
Education will be available to all students with a limitation 
on academic credit. Undergraduate students will.be allow­
ed to earn a maximum of six credits out of the 120 hours re­
quired for a degree. Graduate students will be allowed a 
maximum of three hours toward completion of a degree. 
, [ I U I 	 , 
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All Cooperative Education or Internships will be coor­
dinated by the College of Business and Public Administra­
tion Coordinator of Coc>perative Education. 
Credit for Life Experience The College of Business and 
Public Administration does not grant Graduate credit for life 
experience. 
Readmission Students returning to the College of Business 
and Public Administration following Academic Suspension 
must complete a new Student Study Plan and comply with 
the current curriculum. Students suspended for a second 
time will not be readmitted to the College. 
Electives Because other academic units offer similar or some 
equivalent courses, all electives (graduate and 
undergraduate) must be approved by the Dean . or his 
designee. Students in the College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration are required to select their electives from their 
program of study (e.g., Business Administration, Business 
Education, and Public Service). This policy does not apply to 
the free elective portion of their specific program. 
Grading Policy (for College of Business and Public 
Administration degree-seeking students new at Governors 
State University for Fall, 1979 and subsequent Trimesters). 
1. 	 Students are required, in. all programs in the College of 
Business and Public Administration, to select the letter 
grade option for all courses required for a degree, unless 
the course is identified by the College of Business and 
Public Administration in the Schedule of Classes as a 
nongraded course - NGC (i.e., Pass/No Credit only 
courses); 
2. 	 Undergraduate students will be permitted to choose the 
PassiNo Credit grading option only in the free elective 
portion of their specific program. 
3. 	The Pass/No Credit option will be permitted for those 
students required to enroll in the Algebra and Com­
munications courses because of unsuccessful comple­
tion of the required College Competency Examinations. 
I~ependent Study I ndependent: Study is intended to pro­
VIde the more advanced student with the opportunity to 
study a topic of individual interest in a given discipline 
under professional supervision. Only the student who is 
prepared to devote considerable time and effort should 
undertake an independent study. The student con­
templating a course in independent study should first have 
in mind a definite area for investigation within the discipline 
with a specific supervising instructor. Before a student may 
register for independent study, written approval of a faculty 
member who has agreed to supervise this work must be 
secured. Approval of an independent study can be ex­
pected: if the faculty member has the time and the wish to 
supervise the student's work; and if the supervisor and the 
student can agree in advance on a suitable subject for in­
dependent study. The individual faculty member may 
choose which applicants to supervise. Decision will be 
determined by available time, professional interests and 
competence, and an estimate of an applicant's prospects for 
doing a suitable study. The Dean of the College must also ap­
prove the independent study. 
NOTE: Students who have not successfully completed the 
Competency Examinations in Quantitative Foundations and 
Written Communications or sucessfully completed the re­
quired courses will not be allowed to register for indepen­
dent study courses. Only seniors and graduate students 
completing their last Trimester should apply for indepen­
dent study. Independent study may be substituted for a re­
quired course only with the approval of the Dean of the Col­
lege. 
Limitations on Nontraditiona.1 Courses Students in the 
Business Administration Program shall take a minimum of 
30 graduate hours or 54 upper division undergraduate hours 
in regularly scheduled, in-class courses for fulfilling the 
degree requirements. Exceptions to this policy must be ap­
proved by the Dean of the College. 
Student Administrative Matters Student administrative mat­
ters (e.g., overload approvals, academic probation petitions, 
Applications for Graduation, Transfer of Credit requests, 
registration procedures, AddlDrop requests, Independent 
Study requests, etc.,) require permission of the Dean's Of­
fice. 
Student Course load - Undergraduate The normal course 
load for an undergraduate student is 15 credit hours during 
a Trimester. Permission to take an overload (more than 15 
hours) must be approved by the Dean of the College. 
Overloads will include any incomplete hours from prior terms. 
Student Course load - Graduate The normal course load 
for a graduate student is nine hours during a Trimester. The 
maximum course load the graduate student may take 
without obtaining permission is 12 hours. Permission to take 
an overload (more than 12 hours) must be approved by the 
Dean of the College. 
Transfer Credit - Undergraduate All transfer credit must 
be approved by the Dean or his designee. A maximum of 60 
credit hours will be accepted from universities or communi­
ty colleges. Undergraduate students will be expected to 
~omplete the major and/or option pottion of their program 
In the College of Business and Public Administration. 
An earned grade of "D" in upper level courses will not ·be 
transferred. Although students will not be required to repeat 
these courses at Governors State University, they will not 
receive credit toward their degree for transferred "D" 
coursework. 
Transfer Credit - Graduate A maximum of nine hours will· 
be accepted from another institution for graduate students. 
Graduate students will be expected to complete the 
graduate core courses for their particular program in the 
College of Business and Public Administration. After 
students have been admitted to the College of Business and 
Public Administration, additional transfer credit wm not be 
accepted from another institution unless prior permission 
was obtained from the Dean of the College. At the graduate 
level, "C" grades earned at another graduate institution will 
not be transferred for graduate credit. Credit earned more 
than five years prior to request will not be accepted. 
Certification 
State certification has ·been awarded to the Business Educa­
tion major. 
E 
Business Administration 
Program 
Undergraduate The College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration has designed its undergraduate Business Ad­
ministration Program to prepare students for careers in 
business, education, government, and industry. Since each 
of the functions of complex business organizations is inter­
related, the student is required to be familiar with the func­
tional areas of business. Therefore, all students are required 
to become familiar with the disciplines of accounting, 
economics, finance, marketing, and management and to ac­
acquire skills in the areas of statistics, computers, and quan­
titative methods. In addition, the undergraduate Business 
Administration Program offers, as part of its curriculum, an 
opportunity for students to pursue an in-depth study in one 
of the following options: Accounting, Computers and Infor­
mation Systems, Economics, Finance, Marketing, Personnel 
Management and labor Relations, Production Manage­
ment, Real Estate and land Economics, and General 
Business. 
PROGRAII. IUSINESS ADNINISTRATION 
OPTION: CONPUTER AND INFORIIATION SYSTEMS 
LEYEL. IACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATIONI 
A STUDENT NUST: II HAYE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE DR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT IIITH AN OYERALL ·C· OR BETTER 
&PA F~ AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIG~ER EDUCATIOH, AND 21 
IE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHCOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
IIEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA NAY PETITION FOR ADNISSION THROUGH 
THE OfFICE OF ADNISSIONS. STUDENTS SHCULO HAYE ACQUIRED A 
IASIC KNDIILEDGE IN THE MAJOR FIELDS OF HUMAN ENDEAYOR, 
INCLUDING THE AREAS OF SCIENCE 16 CR HRSI, THE SOCI.L SCIENCES 
19 CR HIISI, AND THE HUIIANITIES 13 CR HRSI, AS "ELL AS SUCH 
SPECIFIC COURSES EQUIVALENT TO ISEE NOTE "1 IPA 3201 'RINCI­
'LES Of IIICROECDNOMICS 13 CR KRSI, IPA 3202 PRINCI'LES OF 
NACRGECONONICS 13 CR !lRSI, IPA 3403 ALGEIRA I' CR HRSI, IPA 
'4D4 CALCULUS FOR IUSINESS I' CR MRSI, I'A '101 COMNUNICATIONS 
I I' CR HIISI AND IP' 3102 CONNUNIC'TIONS II I' ca HRSI. ALSO. 
STUDENTS SHOULD H'YE TAKEN COURSES COYERING THE FUNCTIONAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS OF IUSINESS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO (SEE
HOfE "'1 IPA 3101 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING I' CR HaSI. IPA '125 
IUSlNESS LA" I I' CR HIISI, IPA '402 INTRODUCTION TO CONPUTER 
.aUG"""MING 13 CR HRSI. IPA 3461 STATISTICS I I' CR HRSI. AND 
IPA '103 IUSINESS COllNUNICATIONS 13 CR HIISI. ADDITIONALLY. 
STUDENTS SHOULO HAYE TAKEN 9 HGURS OF ELECTIYES TD FULFILL THE 
REQUIREMENT OF AT LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS. 
OESAEE REQUIREMENTS I 
A STUDENT NUSTI II ACQUIRE A MINlNUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
IIHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST IE AT THE U"ER DIYISION 
LEVEL 14Z HOURS REQUIRED. I. HOURS ELECTEDI, 21 ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES FOR THIS OEGREE (NOTE. STUDENTS IIAY SU8STITUTE 
ACHIEVENENT Of COMPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON AP'ROYAL 
OF THE DEAN AND U'ON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROYEO STUDY 
'LAN.II 31 EARN AT LEAST '0 CREDIT 'HOURS ,T &DYERNORS STATE 
UNIYERSITY; AND 41 COM'LE1E SUCCESSFULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
FOUNDATIONS FOR IUSINESS AOIIINISTRATION AND THE IIRITTEN 
CONNUNICATIONS COMPETENCV EXANINATIONS lNOTE' STUDENTS NOT 
'ASSING THESE EXANINATIONS IIILL IE REQUIRED TO CDN'LETE IPA 
140) ALGEIRA AND IPA '101 CONNUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIRENENTSI. 
IteQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIYISIONI U HDUIIS I 
NANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING 8"3102 F S 3 HRS. 
PRINCIPLES Of fiNANCIAL NGNT IPU'OI F S 3 HRS. 
'RINCIPLES OF NANAGENENT IPU401 F S 3 HIlS. 
'RODUCTION NANAGENENT 1"3440 F S ) !IRS. 
STATISTICS II 1"3462 F S HIlS., 
'RINCI'LES OF NARKETING IPU501 F S 3 HIlS. 
INTERMEDIATE NACROECONOMICS .,A4210 F , HRS.,MANAGERIAL ECONONICS.ECON FIRN .PAU20 F S !IRS. 
IUSlNESS POLICY 1"4499 F S 3 HIlS. 
CO""'TER '~RANNING: COBOL IPU41Z 3 HIlS. 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS IPU415 F 3 HIlS. 
INT.o TO OPERATIONS RESEARCH 1''4460 F 3 HIlS.,COMPUTER SYSTEMS IPA4462 HIlS. 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL IP"463 F ) HIlS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPU OIYIS ION. I. HOURS I 
EL itT AT LEASJ 9 HOURS FROM 

COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 

Of IUSINESS AND PUILIC ADNIN-

ISlaATION, AND A'PROYEO IY THE 

OEAH. 

College of Busines and Public Administration 4S 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 

COURSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 

UNIYERSITY I'REFERAILY IN 

AREAS OUrSIDE OF IUSINESSI. 

AND A'PROVED IY THE DEAN. 

TRANSFER CREOIT--LOIIER DIVISIONI 1 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachlor of Arts 

in Business Administration 

is 120 hours 

NOTEISI\ 
• ALL OR MANY OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION COM'ETENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD IE CONPLETED AT THE CONNUNITY CaLLEGE 
LEYEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 6? CREDIT HOURS TRANSFERRED TO 
GOYERNORS STATE U_IYERSITY. 
•• IN THE IUSINESS CCRE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD NAKE EYERY EFFORT 
TO CONPLETE THE COURSES DESIGNATED IIITH ,. PRtOR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO GOVERNC_S STATE UNIVERSITY. 
F • FALL FO· FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EYEN YEARS M. "INTER 
110 • "INTER ODD YEARS liE. IIINTER EYEN YEARS S. S'RING-SUMNER 
SO • S'RING-SUN"ER DOD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUMMER EYEN YEARS 
••• NDT SCHEDULED DO· ON DEMAND •• MULTI-CDIIPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAN: BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
OPTION. ACCOUNTING 
LEVEL I BACHELOR OF ART S 
ADMISSION INFORIIATION. 
A STUDENT MUST: II HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 S~ESTER HOURS OF CREDIT IIITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR 8ETTER 
&PA fROM AN ACCREDITEO INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIONI AND Z' 
8E IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS lOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY 'ETITION FtR ADMISSION TNROU5H 
THE OFFICE OF AOIIISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAYE .CQUIRED A 
BASIC KNOWLEDGE IN THE IIAJDR FIELDS OF HUNAN ENDEAVOR. 
INCLUDING THE AREAS OF SCIENCE 16 CR HIISI. THE SOCIAL SCIE.eES 
19 CR HIISI. AND THE HUIlANITIES I' CR HRSI. AS MELL AS SUCH 
SPECifiC COURSES EQUIYALENT TO ISEE NOTE 'II .,A 3201 PRINCI­
'LES OF IIICROECONOIIICS 13 CR MRSI, IPA 3202 PRINCI'LES OF 
MACRDECONONICS 13 CR HIISI. IPA 3403 ALGEIRA I' CIt. HIlS •• .,A 
'404 CALCULUS FOR BUSINESS 13 CR HIISI. IPA 3101 CONNUMICATIONS 
I 13 CR HRSI AND IP' '102 COMMUNICATIONS II I' CR HIISI. ALSO. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAYE TAKEN COURSES COYERING THE FUNCTIONAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS OF IUSINESS THAT ARE EQUIYALENT TO ISEE 
NDTE ••11 I'A 'lOl FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING I' CR HRSI, IPA 'IZ5 
IUSINESS LA" I I' CR HRSI. IPA 3402 INTRODUCTION TO CONPUTER 
PROGRANNING I' CR HIISI, IPA 3461 STATISTICS I I' CR !IRS'. AND 
IPA '10' IUSINESS COII"UNICATIONS I' CR 'HIlS.. ADDITIONALLY • 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAYE TAKEN 9 HOURS OF ELECTIYES TO FULFILL TME 
REQUIREIIENT OF AT LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUSTI II ACQUIRE A MININUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS Of 
IIHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST IE AT THE U"ER DIVISION 
LEYEL 14Z HOURS REQUIRED. II HOURS ELECTEDII 21 ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES FOR THIS DEGREE INOTE. STUDENTS MAY SUiSTITUTE 
ACHIEVENENT OF COII'ETENCIES IY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON A"ROVAL 
OF THE DEAN AND U'ON INCLUSION IN THE STUOENT'S A'PROVED STUDY 
'LAN. I, 31 EARN AT LEAST '0 CREDIT HOURS AT GOYERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITYI ANO 41 CDNPLETE SUCCESSfULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
FOUNDATIONS FOR IUSINESS .OMINISTRATION AND THE IIRITTIN 
CONNUNICATIONS COM'ETENCY ·EXANINATIONS INOTE' STUDENTS MOT 
PASSING THESE EXA"INATIONS WILL IE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE I'A 
)403 ALGEIRA AND IPA '101 CON"UNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIRENENTSI. 
REQUIRED COUIISES--UPPER DIVISIONI U HDURst 
COST ACCOUNTING I 
PRINCI'LES Of FINANCIAL NGNT 
PRINCIPLES OF ...AGENENT 
PRODUCTION NANACeRENT 
STATISTICS II 
PRINCIPLES Of NARKETING 
INTERNEDIATE NACROECONONICS 
MANACERIAL ECONOMICSIECON FIRM 
.USINESS POLIcY 
COST ACCOUNTING II 
INTERNEDIATE ACCOUNTING I 
INTERNEOIATE ACCOUNTING II 
ADYANCED ACCOUNTING 
AUDIT CONCEPTS AND STANDARDS 
I'UUI 
IPAnOI 
IPU4DI 
1"'440 
. IPU462 
'''''01 
1"4210 
."4220 
1"4499 
1"'132 
1"'151 
'''3152 
1"4110 
IPA4140 
f 
f 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
f 
F 
S 
" 
S 
,II S 
" 
S 
" 
5 
" 
S 
II 
II 5 
II S 
" 
S 
S 
" 
S 
S 
" 
3,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
, 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS.
"5. 
"S. 
"S. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
"S. 
"S. 
HIlS. 
ELECTIYE COURSES--UP'ER DIVISIONI II HGURU 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROII 
COURSES OFfERED IN THE COLLECE 
OF IUSINESS AND 'UILIC AOMIN-
ISTaATION, 
DEAN. 
AND AP'ROYED IY THE 
46 College of Business and Public Administration 
ELECT AT l.EAST 9 HCuRS FRGII 

CouaSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 

UNIVERSITY IPREFERAILY IN 

AREAS OUTSIDE OF aUSINESSI. 

AND A'PROVEO IY THE DEAN. 

TRANSFER CREDIT--LOMER DIVISION' I 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Business Administration 

is 120 hours 

NOTECSII 
• 	 Al.L OR IIANY OF THE GENERAL EOUCATION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD IE COIIPLETED AT THE COIIIIUNITY COl.LEGE 
LEVEl. AND INCl.UDED IN THE 60 caEDIT HOURS TRANSFERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
•• IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD IIAKE EVERY EFFORT 
TO COII'LETE THE COURSES DESIGNATED IIITH II 'RIOR TO TRANS­
FERRING'TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
F • PALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE· FAl.l. EVEN YEARS ~. IIINTER 
lID • IIINTER 000 YEARS ME. MINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUNNER 
so • SPRING-SUIINER ODD YEARS SE· SPRING-SUIIIIER EVEN YEARSa, . NOT SCHEOULED 00. ON DEIIAND I. IIULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
'ROGRANI aUSINESS AONINISTRATION 
OPTION I FINANCE 
LEVEl.' BACHELOR Of ARTS 
ADIIISSION INFORIIATION' 
A STUDENT NUST. II HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
l.EAST 60 SEIIESTER HOURS OF CREDIT IIITH AN oVERALL ·C· OR lETTER 
SPA FROII AN ACCREDITED IN,TITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION; AND 21 
IE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
IIIETING' AOIII SS ION CRITERIA NAY PETITION FOR ADIIISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADIIISSIONS. STUDENTS SHGULO HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC KNDIIl.EOGE IN THE IIAJOR FIELDS OF HUNAN ENDEAVOR. 
INCLUDING THE AREAS OF SCIINCE 16 CR HRSI. THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
•• CR "51. AND THE HUIIANITIES IJ CR HRSI, AS ~ELL AS SUCH 
S'ECIFIC COURSES EQUIVALENT TO ISEE NOTE '1' IPA J2DI PRIHeI­
'l.ES OF MICROECONONICS IJ CR HRSI, IPA 1202 PRINCI'LES OF 
NACROECONDIIICS 11 CR ..51. BPA 140J ALGEIRA 11 CR ..SI. aPA 
J404 CAl.CUl.US FOR BUSINESS IJ CR ..51. IPA 1101 COIIMUNICATIONS 
I IJ CR ..SI AND BPA JIOZ CONIIUNICATIONS II 13 CR HRSI. ALSO. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN ceURSES COYERING THE FUNCTIONAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS OF IUSINESS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO ISEE, . 
NOTE ••11 BPA 1101 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 11 CR HRSI. IPA 1125 
IUSINESS l.AII I 13 CR "SI, I'A 3402 INTRODUCTION TO COM'UTER 
PROIAANIIING 11 CR ..SI. IPA 3461 STATISTICS I 11 CR HASI. AND 
BPA "0' IUSINESS COIlMUNICATIONS 13 CR HRSI. ADDITIDNAl.LY. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS OF ELECllVES TO FUl.FILL THE 
REQUIREIIENT OF AT LEAS' 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
DEGRIE REQUIRENENTS. 
A STUDENT IIUST' 11 ACQUIRE A IIINIIIUN OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
IIHICH AT LIAS' 60 CREDIT HOURS NUST IE AT THE U'PER DIVISION 
l.EVEL 119 HOURS REQUIRED. 21 HOURS ELECTEDI. 21 ACQUIRE THE 
CDllPETENCIES FOR THIS DEGREE INOTII STUDENTS NAY SUISTITUTE 
ACNIEVEIIINT OF CON'ETENCIES IY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF THE DIAN AND UPON INCl.USION IN THI STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
'LAN.I. 11 EARN AT LEAS' )0 CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY. AND 41 CDIIPLETE SUCCESSFUl.LY THE QUANTITATIVE 
.OUNDATIDNS FOR BUSINESS AONINISTRATION AND THE MRITTEN 
CONNUNICATIONS COMPETENCY EXAlIlNATIOhS INOTEI STUDENTS NOT 
'ASSING THESE EXAIlINATIONS WILL IE REQUIRED TO CONPLETE IPA 
J4DI Al.GEIRA AND IPA JIOI COIIIIUNICATIONS I IN ADOITIDN TO 
OTHER OEGREE REQUIREMENTSI. 
aEQUlaEO COURSES--U"ER DIVISION. J9 HOURS I 
RANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING 
PlUNCIPUS 01' FINANCIAl. IIGIIT 
IPAJl02 
IPAnOI 
F 
F 
II 
II 
S 
5 
J 
J 
"S. 
HRS. 
,allCCl'l.ES OF IlANAGEIlENT 
PRODUCTION IlANAGEIlENT 
STATI STICS II 
"'AJ401 
.,U440 
IPAJ462 
F 
F 
F 
II 
II 
II 
S 
S 
S 
3 
J 
J 
"5. 
"5. 
HRS. 
'RINCI'l.ES OF IlARKETING 
INTERIlEDIATE IIACROECDNONICS 
I'A"OI 
IP"21D 
F 
F 
II 
II 
S 1 
J 
MRS. 
MRS. 
MANAGERIAL ECONDMICS.ECON FIRM 
IUSIIlESS PCII.ICY 
.,A4220 
IPA4499 
F 
F 
II 
II 
S 
S 
1 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
INSURANCE , alS" MANAGEMENT 
ANAl.YSIS OF FINANCIAL STATENTS 
IPA4nO 
IPUJn 
F 
S 
3 
3 
HRS. 
MRS. 
FINANCIAl. IlARKETS IPA4180 F 3 HAS. 
INYESTIIENTS IPAU90 II 5 3 MRS. 
EUCTIVE COURSfS--UPPU OIVISIOIIi 21 HOURSI 
Iun 3 HOURS 
FINANCE. 
FRQII CD'-SES IN 
EUel AT &.EAST • HOURS FROII 
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLUGE 
01' IUS INESS AND PIlkIC ADIIIN­
ISlAA'ION. AND AP'ROVEO IY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT l.EAST 9 HOURS FROII 

COURSES OFFERED THRDUGHOUT THE 

UNIVERSITY IPREFERAILY IN 

AREAS OUTSIDE OF IUSINESSI. 

AND A'PROVED IY THE DEAN. 

TRANSFER CREDIT--LOMER DIVISION' I 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Business Administration 

is 120 hours 

NOTE lSI : 
• 	 ALL OR IIANY OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION COIIPETENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD IE COMPLETED AT THE CONNUNITY COl.LEGE 
LEVEl. ANI INCLUDED IN THE 6Q caEDIT HOURS TRANSFERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STAlE UNIVERSITY •• 
•• 	IN THE IUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD IIARE EVERY EFFORT 
TO COIIPLETE THE ' COURSES DESIGNATED ~ITH II PRICR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
F • FAl.L FO. FALL 'ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS M. IIINTER 
110 • MINTER 000 YEARS ME· WINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUIIIIER 
SO • SPRING-SUIINER DOD YEARS SE. SPRING-SU,,"ER EVEN YEARS 
S' • NOT SCHEOULED DO. ON DEIIAND •• MULl I-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAN. IUSINESS ADIlINISTRATION 
O'''ONI MARKETING 
LEVELl BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADIIISSION INFORIIATIDN' 
A STUDENT IIUST. II HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS OF CREDIT IIITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR lETTER 
SPA FROII AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION. AND 21 
IE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS HOT 
IIEETING ADIIISSION CRITERIA IlAY PETITION FOR ADIIISSIDN THROU&H 
'HE OFFICE OF ADIIISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
IASIC KNOWl.EDGE IN THE MAJOR FIELDS OF HUNAN ENDEAVOR. 
INCLUDING THE AREAS OF SCIENCE 16 CR MRSI. THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
I. CR HASI. AND 'HE 'HUIIANITIES 11 CR HRSI, AS IIELL AS SUCH 
SPECIFIC COURSES EQUIVALENT TO ISEE NOTE II. ePA 1201 PRINCI­
PLES OF IIICROECONDIIICS 11 CR HRSI. B'A IZ02 PRINCIPLES OF 
IIACROECONONICS IJ CR MRSI. BPA J401 ALGEBRA 13 CR MRSI. I'A 
1404 CALCULUS FOR IUSINESS 11 CR HRSI. IPA 1101 COIIIIUNICATIONS 
I 11 CR MRSI AND IPA llDZ COIIMUNICATIONS II I) CR MRSI. Al.SO. 
STUDENTS SHOUl.D HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVERING THE FUNCTIONAL 
AREAS AND SIlILLS OF IUSINISS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO ISEE 
NOTE .11. IPA JlO'I FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING n CR ..51. BPA 31Z' 
IUSINESS l.AII I 11 CR MRSI. I'A 3402 INTRODUCTION TO CONPUTER 
PROIRANIIING I) CR MRSI. IPA 1461 $fATISTICS I IJ CR MRSI. AND 
IPA 3lQ) IUSINESS COIlNUNICATIONS 13 CR HRSI. ADDITIONALl.V. 
STUDENTS SHOUl.D HAVE TAKEN 9 Hc;URS Of ELECH VES TO FUl.F IU THE 
REQUIRENENT OF AT LEAST 60 SEIIESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE REQUIREIIENTSI 
A STUDENT NUST. II ACQUIRE A IIINIMUII OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST IE AT THE U"ER ~IVISION 
LEVEL 14Z HOURS REQUIRED. 1. HOURS ELECTEDI. ZI ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES FOR THIS DEGREE INOTE. STUDENTS IIAY SUISTITUTE 
ACHIEVEIIENT OF COIIPETENCIES IY ALTIRNATE METHODS UPON A'PRDVAL 
OF THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.I. 31 EARN AT LEAST 10 CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; AND 41 CDIIPLETI , SUCCISSFULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
FOUNDATIONS FOR IUSINESS ADIIINISTRATleN AND THE wRIT'lN 
COII.UNICATIONS CDIIPETENCY EXAIIINATIDNS INDTEI STUDENTS NOT 
'ASSIII5 THESE EXANINATIDNS WilL IE REQUIRED TO CON'LETE I'A 
J40) ALGE.RA AND IPA JIOI CDIIIIUNICATIDNS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREIIINTSI. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION. • 42 HOURS I 
IIANAGERIAl. ACCOUNTING IPAJlOZ F 5 J ..5. 
,aIIlCI'l.ES OF FINANCIAl. II,"T 
PRIMCI'LES OF IIANAGEIIENT 
PRODUCTION NANAGEIIENT 
IPUJOI 
IPU401 
l'AJ440 
F 
F 
F 
S 
5 
S 
3 
J 
3 
"5. 
"5. 
..5. 
STAll STICS II l'U46Z F S 3 MRS. 
PRINCIPLES OF IIARKETI~ 
INTERIIEOIATE MACROECDNOIIICS 
IPAJ'OI 
IPA42 10 
F 
F 
5 3 
J 
HaS. 
HRS~ 
IIANAGERIAl. ECONONICS.ECON FIRM 
IUSINESS POLICY • 
CDNSIIIIER IEHAVIOR 
MAUTNG NGIIT' PRO , PRICE STRT 
llAa"ETING 1.1IGISTICS , DISTRII. 
ADVEanSING 
IPA4220 
IPA4499 
IPAJ'20 
BPA4530 
IPA4540 
IPA45'O 
F 
F 
F 
S 
S 
S 
S 
3 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
"5. 
"S. 
..5. 
MRS. 
..5. 
MRS. 
IlARaETING RESEARCH IPA4560 F 5 J "5. 
EUCTIVE COURSfS--UPPER DIVISIOIII 11 HOURSI 
EUCT AT &.EAST 9 HOURS FRDII 
COURSES OFFYED IN THE CDUKE 
01' IUS"IESS AND PIlkIC ADIIIN-
ISlAATION. AND APPROVED IY TH' 
DEAN. 
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ILiCT AT LEAST 9 ItOUIIS fliOIi 

CQUASES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 

UNIVERSITY IPR~fERAILY IN 

AREAS OUTSIDE Of IUSINESSI, 

ANO APPROVED IY THE DEAN. 

TRANSfER CREDIT~-LOWER DIVISION, I 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Business Administration 

is 120 hours 

NoTEU.. 
• 	 ALL OR MANY Of THE 'ENERAl EOUCATloN COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
tREOIT HOURS SHOULD IE COMPLETED AT THE COMMUNITY COLLE'E 
LEVEL ANO INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSfERRED TO 
GOYERNORS STATE UNIYERSITY. 
•• 	IN THE IUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD NAKE EVERY EffORT 
TO CONPLETE THE COURSES OESI'NATED MITH I. PRICR TO TRANS­
fERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
f • fALL fO. FALL ODD YEARS fE. fALL EVEN YEARS M. MINTER 
NO • MINTER ODO YEARS ~E. MINTER EVEN .YEARS S. SPRIN'-SUNNER 
SO • SPRIN'-SUNNER ODO YEARS SE. SPRING-SUNMER EVEN YEARS 
.1 • NOT SCHEDUlED 00. ON DENAND •• MULTI-CONPETENCY COURSE 
PRII&IIAN. IUSINESS ADNINISTRATIOII 
OPTION. ECONOIIICS 
LEVEL. BACHElOII OF ARTS 
ADNISSION INfORNATIGN' 
A STUDENT NUST, II HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS Of CREDIT MITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR lETTER 
'PA fRoN AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION Of HI'HER EoutATIONI ANO 21 
IE IN &DOD STANDIN' AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
NEETING ADNISSION CRITERIA "AY PETITION fOR AD"ISSION T..QU&H 
THE OffiCE Of ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC KNONlED'E IN THE NA~OR fiELDS Gf HUMAN ENDEAVOR,
INCLUDING THE AREAS OF SCIENCE 16 CR HRSI, THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
19 CR MRSI, AND THE HUNANITIES I' CR HRSI, AS NELL AS SUCH 
SPECifiC COURSES EQUIVALENT TO ISEE NOTE '" IPA ]201 PRINCI­
PLES Of NICROECONOMICS 13 CR "51, IPA J20Z PRINCIPLES OF 
NACROECONONICS IJ CR IlASI, IPA '.DJ AL'EIRA I' CR HRSI, IPA 
,.u. CALCULUS FOR IUSINESS 13 CR MRSI, I'A JIOl CONNUNICATIONS 
I I' CR HRSI AND IPA 31DZ CONNUNICATIONS II 13 C. HRSI. ALSO, 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVER IN' THE FUNCTIONAL 
AREAS ANO SKILLS Of IUSINESS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO ISEE 
NOTE •• ,, BPA ]101 fiNANCial ACCOUNTING I' CR IlASI, I'A 'lZ§
IUSINESS LAN I IJ CR MRSI. I'A ].DZ INTRODUCTION TO CONPUTER 
PRO&RANNIN' C3 CR HRSI, IPA 3..1 STATISTICS I IJ CR HRSI, AND 
IPA J10J IUSINESS CONNUNICATIONS 13 CR MRSI. ADDITIONalLY, 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS Of ELECTIVES TO FUlFILL THE 
REQUIREMENT OF AT LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS. 
DE&REE REQUIRENENTS. 
A STUDENT NUST. 11 ACQUIRE A NININUM Of lZD CREDIT HCURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS NUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL 1'6 HOURS REQUIRED + Z. HOURS ELECTEDI. ZI ACQUIRE THE 
CONPETENtIES FOR THIS DEGREE INOTE. STUDENTS NAY SUISTITUTE 
ACHIEVENENT OF CONPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
Of THE DEAN ANO UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PlAN. I I JI EARN AT LEAST JD CREDIT HOURS AT -&OVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY, AND., COMPLETE SUCCESSfULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
fOUNDATIONS FOR IUSINESS AURINISTRATION AND THE HRITTEN 
CoMRUNICATIONS CONPETENCY EaANINATloNS INOTE' STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EaANINATIONS MILL IE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE IPA 
J4e, AL'EIRA AND IPA J.Dl CoMNUNICATIONS I IN AOOITION TO 
DTHER oE'REE REQUIREMENTSI. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' 
",NA'ERIAL ACCOUNTIN' 
PRINtI .... ES Of fiNAM: IAl II&IIT 
PRINCIPLES OF NANAGiNENT 
PRODUCTION MANA'ENENT 
STATI STiCS II 
PRINCI....ES Of "ARKETING 
INTERRED I ATE NACROECONONICS 
N,",&ERIAl ECONOIIICS.ECON FIRN 
IUSINESS POLICY 
IIIIIII!Y AND IAllKING 
COMPARATIVE ECOMONIC SYSTENS 
ITHE HISTORY Of ECOIIONC THOU&HT 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIYISION. 
ELECT 6 HOURS FRoN COUIISES IN 
ECCllmRICS. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS fRON 
CoUIISES OFFERED IN THE CoLLE'E 
Of IUSINESS ANO PUILIC ADNIN­
ISTRATlotl, AND APPROVED IY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS fRON 
COURSES OffERED THllOU&HDUT THE 
UNIVEaSITY 'PREfERAILY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE Of IUSIHESSI. 
AND APPROVED IV THE DEAN. 
56 HCURU 
IP..,lDZ F M S J lIAS. 
1""01 F tI 5 J ..5. 
IPU.Dl F M S 3 lIAS. 
IPU• .u f II 5 ] ..5. 
IP..,..Z f II S ] liltS. 
1"]501 f II S ] lIAS. 
l"U1D F M ] ..5. 
I"UZD f M S 3 "5. 
F 	 M 5IP..." ] "5. IPUUD F S ] liltS. 
I"un 110 3 "5. 
IPAU.D fo ] HRS. 
Z. NOURU 
TRANSfER CREoIT--LOWER OIVISIONI C 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Business Administration 

is 120 hours 

NOTE lSI. 
• 	 ALL OR NANY Of THE 'ENERAl EDUCATION CoNPETENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD IE CONPLETED RT THE CONNUNITY CoLLE'E 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS T.ANSfIRRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
., 	IN THE IUSINESS COIlE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD NAKE EVERY EFFORT 
TO Co",LETE THE COURSES OESI'NATEo IIITH •• PRIOII TO TRAN5­
fERRIN5 TO GOVERNORS STAfE UNIVERSITY. 
F • FALL Fo. fRLL 000 YEARS fE. fALL EVEN YEARS M. IIINTER 
NO • MINTER 000 YEARS ME. MINTER EVEN YERRS 5 - SPRIN'-SURNER 
sa - SPIIIN&-SURNER ODD ¥EAIIS SE. SPRING-SUNNER EVEN YERRS 
••• NDT SCHEDULED 00. ON DENAND •• NULTI-Co..UENCY COURse 
PROGRAN' IUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
OPTION' PRODUCTION NANI;ENENT 
LEVEL' BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADNISSION INfORNA TlON' 
A STUOEN~ NUST, 11 HAVE ACQUIRED 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS Of CREDIT 
AN ASsa'IATES DE&REE OR AT 
MITH AN OVERRLL ·C· OR IET'ER 
&PA FROM AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION Of HIGHER EDUCATION, AND ZI 
IE IN &ODD STRNDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
NEETIN' ADNISSION CRITERIA NAY PETITION fOR ADNISSION THRGU&H 
THE OFfiCE OF RDRISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE acOUIREo A 
BASIC KNOIILEDGE IN THE NAJOR fiELDS Of HUNAN ENDEAVOR. 
INCLUDING THE ARERS OF SCIENCE 16 CR IlASIt THE SOCIAL SCIENtES 
19 CR MRS.. AND THE HUNANITIES I] CR MRSI, AS MELL AS SUCH 
SPECIFIC COURSES EQUIVRLENT TO I£EE NOTE .,. IPA JZDl 'RINtI­
PLES Of NICRDECONONICS U CR HIISI, I" 320Z PRINCIPLES OF 
NACROECURONltS IJ CR HIISI, IPA ].03 AL5EIRR I] CR MRSI, IPA 
3.U. CRLCULUS fOR IUSINESS I] CR HIISI, IPA 3.01 COMNUNICATION5 
I I] CR MRS. AND IPA 3.DZ CONNUMICATIONS II 13 CR HRSI. RLSo, 
STUDENTS SHOULD HRVE TAREN COURSES COVERIN5 TME FUNCTIONAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS Of IUSINESS THAT ARE EOUIVALENT TO lSEE 
NOTE ••,, IPA ]101 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTIN' I] CR IlASI. IPA 31Z5· 
IUSINESS LAM I 13 CR HRSI, IPA J.oz INTRODUCTION TO Co"PUTER 
'RO&R,""ING 13 CR MRSI ••PA ].61 STA11STICS I I' CR MRSI, AND 
IPA J10' IUSINESS CoNNUNICATIONS IJ CR HRSI. RODITIONALLY, 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS Of ELECTIVES TO FULfiLL THE 
REQUIREMENT OF AT LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS. 
DE&REE REQUIRENENTS.
A STUDENT NUST' 11 ACQUIRE A NININUN Of 120 CREDIT HOURS Of 
IIHICH " LEAST 60 CREon HOURS NUS1 IE " 1HE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL I.Z HOURS REQUIRED + 11 HOURS ELECTEol1 21 ACOUIRE THE 
CoNPETENCIES fOR THIS oE&IIEE INOTE' STUDENTS NAY SUIST1TUTE 
ACHIEVENENT Of CONPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE "ETHODS UPON APPROVAL 
Of THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.I; J. EAIIN "LEAST JO CREDIT HOURS AT &onRNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; RNO., CONPLETE SUCCESSfULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
fOUNDATIONS fOR IUSINESS RONINISTRATION AND THE MRITTEN 
Co""UNICATIONS CONPETENCY EaRNINRTloNS INDTE. STUDENTS NOT 
PASSIN' THESE EXANINATIONS IIILL IE REQUIRED TO CONPLETE BPA 
3.03 AlGEIRA RND I" Jaol CONMUNICATIONS I IN ROolTlON TO 
OTHER DE'REE REQUIRENENTSI. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION. 
NANA'ERIRL ACCOUNTIN. 
PRINCIPLES Of fiNANCIAL ","T 
PRINCIPLES Of NANA'ENENT 
PRODUCTION NANRGENENT 
SUTI STiCS II 
PRINCIPLES Of NARKETIN5 
INTERNEolATE RACRoECONONICS 
"AN"ERIAL ECOIONICS'ECON flRR 
IUSIIIESS POLICY 
NANUFACJURIN5 PROCESSES 
INDUSTRIAL E",IN'5 , NANA'ENT 
PRODUCTION' INVENTORY CoNTIOL 
IN1Ro TO OPERATIONS RESEAIICH 
REQUIRED ARER5--UPPER DIVISION, 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 CR HRS fRoN AIICIfIG. 
PERSONNEL NANA'E"ENT 
LAlOR RELATIOIIS 
ElItTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS fAGN 
COURSES OffERED IN THE COLLE'E 
Of IUSINESS AND PUIlIC ADRIM­
ISTRATlON, ANO RPPROVEo IY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LERST 9 HOURS fRON 
COURSES OffERED THROU&HOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY ,PREfERA.LY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE Of IUSINESSI, 
AND APPROVED BY THE DEAN. 
J9 HOURSI 
'''310Z f 
IPAUDl f 
IPU.Dl F
.,u • .u f 
.,".6Z F 
1")!IOl f 
.,A.210 f 
I"UZO f 
.,A.4" f 
.,AM.. f 
IP"A.....Q •I,......, f 
.,A...O f 
S 
5 
S 
5 
5 
S 
5 
5 
S 
S 
] "5.3 ..5., 
"5.J lIAS., MRS., 
"5., MRS., 
..5., MRS. 
] "5., 
"5., 
"5., MRS. 
3 HOURS I 
"UUO II 
IPUUl f 
1. HOURS I 
S 
3 
] "5."S. 
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TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: I 60 HOURS I 
Mimunim total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Business Administration 

is 120 hours 

NOTE lSI • 
• 	 ALL OR NANY OF TH~ GENERAL EDUCATION CONPETENCY COURSES ANO 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD IE CONPLETED AT THE CONNUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 63 CREDIT HOURS TJANSFERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
II IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD NAKE EVERY EFFORT 
TO COMPLETE THE COURSES DESIGNATED ~ITH I. PRICR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSIT,. ' 
F • FALL FO - FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS ~. ~INTER 
MO - MINTER 000 YEARS ~E - MINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUNNER 
SO - SPRING-SUNNER 000 YEARS SE. SPRING-SUNNER EVEN YEARS 
•• - MDT SCHEDULEO 00· ON DENAND I. NULTI-CDNPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRANI BUSINESS ADNINISTRATION 
OPTIONI PERSONNEL NANAGENENT AND LAlOR RELATIONS 
LEYELI IACHELOR Of AR T S 
AONISSION INFORMATION I 
A STUDENT NUSTI 11 HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE DR AT 
LEAST .0 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT MITH AN OVERALL ·C. DR lETTER 
GPA FROM AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION; AND 21 
IE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
NEETING ADNISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF lONISSIONS. STUOENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQuiRED A 
IASIC KMOMLEDGE IN THE NAJDR FIELDS OF HUNAN ENDEAVOR. 
INCLUDING THE AREAS OF SCIENCE 16 CR HlSI. THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
19 CR HIS.. AND THE HUNANITIES II CR HRSI. AS MELL AS SUCH 
SPICIFIC COURSES EQUIVALENT TO ISEE NOTE II' IPA 1201 PRINCI­
PLES OF NICROECDNONICS II CR HRSI. IPA 3202 PRINCIPLES OF 
~:O~~~~~~SF~: ~~S~:~S :~AC:~~S~~G:::AI!~IC~O~:~~ic:;:o~s 
I II CR HRSI AND IPA 3102 COMNUNICATIONS II II CR HlSI. ALSO. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVERING THE FUNCTIONAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS OF IUSINESS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO ISEE 
.oTE ••11 IPA 1101 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING II CR HRSI. BPA 1125 
IUSINESS LAN I 13 CR HRSI. IPA 3~02 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER 
PROGAANNIMG 13 CR HRSI. IPA 1~61 STATISTICS I 13 CR HRSI. AND 
IPA 1701 IUSINESS CONNUNICATIONS 13 CR HRSI. ADOITIONALLY. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS OF ELECTIVES TO FULFILL THE 
REQUIRENENT OF AT LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTSI 
A STUDENT NUSTI 11 ACQUIRE A NINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HCURS OF 
MHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS NUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEYEL 139 HOUIS REQUIRED. 21 HOURS ELECTEDI; 21 ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES FOR THIS DEGREE I.OTEI STUDENTS NAY SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIEVENENT OF CONPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE NETHODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUOENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.II I. EARN AT LEAST 10 CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIWERSITY. AND~' COMPLETE SUCCESSFULLY THE QUANTITATIVE
FOUNDATIONS FOR IUSINESS ADNINISTRATIDN AND THE HRITTEN 
CO~ICATIONS COMPETENCY EXANINATIONS INOTE. STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXANINATIDNS MILL IE REQUIRED TC CONPLETE IPA 
1403 ALGEIRA AND IPA 3101 CONNUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIRENENTSI. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' 39 HOURSI 
_GERIAL ACCOUNTING 
PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL N'NT 
PRINCIPLES OF NANAGENEMT 
PRODUCTION NANAGENENT 
STAn sncs II 
PRINCIPLES OF NARKETING 
INTERNEDIATE NACROECONONICS 
NANAGERIAl ECONONICS.ECON FIRN 
IUSINESS POLICY 
PERSONNEL NANAGENENT 
ORGANIZATIONAL IEHAWIOR 
LdIIIl RELATIONS 
COMPENSATION' INCENTIVE SYSTN 
.,An02 
SPAnOl 
IPA3401 
IPAJ~~O 
IPAJ~62 
.,Al501 
IPA~210 
IPuno 
IPU~99 
.,UUO 
"A~~OO 
"A~~21 
IPA~~23 
F 
F 
f 
f 
F 
F 
f 
F 
F 
f 
F 
S 
S 
S 
5 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
3 
3 
3 
3 
I 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HAS. 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HItS. 
HAS. 
ElECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION. Zl HOURS I 
ELECT 3 HOURS FRON COURSES 
NANAGENENT. 
IN 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FRON 
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF IUSINESS AND PUILIC ADNIII­
IStaATION. AND APPfOVED IY THE 
lEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FRON 
COURSES OffERED THltOUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY IPREFERAILY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE OF IUSINESSI,
AND APPROYED IY THE DEAN. 
TRANSfER tREDIT--LOVER DIVISION: I 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Business Administration 

is'120 hours 

NOTEISI. 
• 	 ALL OR NANY OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION CONPETENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD IE COMPLETED AT THE CONNUNITY COLLEGE 
LEYEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSFERRED TO 
GOYERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
., 	IN THE IUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD NAKE EVERY EffORT 
TO CONPLETE THE CCURSES DESIGNATED MITH ., PRIOR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO GOYERNORS STATE UNIYERSITY. 
F • FALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS II. ~INTER 
NO • MINTER ODD YEARS ~E. MINTE~ EYEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUNNER 
so • SPRING-SUNNER ODD YEARS SE· SPRING-SUNNER EYEN YEARS 
$, • NOT SCHEDULED DO· ON DENAND I. MULTI-CONPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM' IUSINESS ADNINISTRATION 
OPTION: REAL ESTATE AND LAND ECONDPICS 
LEVEL: BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADNISSION INfORMATION. 
A STUDENT NUST. 11 HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT MITH AN OVERALL ·C. OR lETTER 
GPA fRON AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HI5HER EDUCATION. AND 21 
IE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING 4DMISSION CRITERIA NAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OfFICE OF ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAYE ACQUIRED A 
I.SIC KNOMLEDGE IN THE NA~OR FIELDS OF HUNAN ENDEAYOR. 
INCLUDING THE AREAS OF SCIEllQE 16 CR HRSI. THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
19 CR HlSI. AND THE HUNANITIES in CR HIISI. AS ~ELL AS SUCH 
SPECIFIC COURSES EQUIVALENT TO ISEE NOTE .1. IPA 1201 PRINCI­
PLES OF NICRaECONONICS I' CR HRSI. ePA 3202 PRINCIPLES OF 
NA(JOECONONICS 13 CR HlSI. IPA J~03 ALGEIRA II CR HRSI. IPA 
3~0~ CALCULUS FOR IUSINESS IJ CR HRS •• IPA 3801 COMNUNICATIONS 
I IJ CR HRSI AND IPA 1.02 CONNUNICATIONS II IJ CR HlSI. ALSO. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVERING THE fUNCTIONAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS OF IUSINESS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO ISEE 
NOTE ••11 IPA 3101 fiNANCIAL ACCOUNTING 13 CR HRSI. IPA 1125 
IUSINESS LAM I 13 CR HlSI. IPA 1~02 INTROOUCTION TO COMPUTER 
PIOGRANNING 13 CR HlSI. IPA 3.61 STATISTICS I IJ CR HRSI, AND 
IPA 1703 IUSINESS CONNUNICATIONS II CR HlSI. ADDITIONalLY. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAYE TAKEN 9 HOURS Of ELECTIVES TO FULFILL THE 
REQUIREMENT Of AT LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTSI 
A STUDENT NUST. 11 ACQUIRE A NININUM Of 120 CREDIT HOURS Of 
HHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS NUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL 119 HOURS REQUIRED. 21 HOURS ELECTEDI; 21 ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES fOR THIS DEGREE INOTE. STUDENTS NAY SUISTITUTE 
ACHIEYENENT OF CONPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE METHCDS UPON APPROVAL 
OF THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.I; 31 EARN AT LEAST 10 CREDIT HOURS AT GOYERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITYI AND.I CONPLETE SUCCESSfULLY THE QUANTITATIYE 
fOUNDATIONS FOR IUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE MRITTEN 
CONNUNICATIONS CONPETENCY EXAMINATIONS INOTE. STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXANINATIONS .MILL IE REQUIRED TO CONPLETE "A 
3.03 ALGEIRA AND IPA 1101 CONNUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER OEGREE REQUIRENENTSI. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER OIWISION. J9 HDURSI 
NANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING IPA3102 F H 5 3 HItS. 
PRINCIPLES OF 
PRINCIPLES OF 
fiNANCIAL MGMT 
NANA5ENENT 
IPA'301 
SPU~Ol 
f 
f 
H
.. 
5 
5 
J 
J 
HAS. 
HAS. 
PRODUCTION MANAGENENT IPAM~O f M S J HAS. 
STATISTICS II IPAJ~6Z F H 5 J HAS. 
PRINCIPLES OF NARKETIR$ IPAl501 F M 5 3 HAS. 
INTERMEDIATE NACROECONONICS IPAU10 F II 3 HAS. 
NANAGERIAL ECONONICSIECON fiRM IPU220 F M 5 I HAS. 
IUSIIIESS POLICY IPU~99 f M S I HAS. 
LOANS' DISIURSENElnS! IIIIRT IPAl603 fO I HIS. 
SINGLE fANILY RESIDENTIAL APPR IPAl60~ FE I HAS. 
SALES TECH' REAL ESTATE IRKG "Al605 f J HIS. 
REal E~TATE PROPERTY NAIIAGEN' "A,"06 M 3 HIS. 
ELECTIVE CDURSES--UPPER OIYISION' Zl HDURSI 
IELECT I HOURS FRON COURSES IN 
REAL EST ATE. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS fROM 
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF IUSINESS AND PUILIC ADNIN­
ISTRATION, AND APPROVED IY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 

COURSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT ,HE 

UNIVERSITY IPREFERAILY IN 

AREAS OUTSIDE OF IUSINESSI. 

AND APPROVED IY THE DEAN. 

TR~fER CREOIT--LOWER DIVISION' I 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Business Administration 

is 120 hours 

110111511 
I 	 ALL OR MANY OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION CONPETENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD IE COM'LETED AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSfERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
II IN THE IUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD NARE EVERY EFFORT 
TO COM'LETE THE COURSES DESIGNATED WITH II 'RIOR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO COVERNORS STATE UNI_ERSITY. 
f • fALL FO· FALL 000 YEARS FE. fALL EVEN YEARS W. WINTER 
110 • WINTER 000 YEARS WE - WINTER EVEN YEARS S - SPRIN$-SUMMER 
so - S'RING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUNMER EVEN YEARS 
II • NOT SCHEDULED 00 - ON DEMAND •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM' IUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
"TION. GENERAL IUSINESS 
LEVEL. BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION' 
A STUDENT MUST. 11 HAVE ~UIREO AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS OF CREOIT WITH AN O_ERALL -C- OR lETTER 
GPA fROM AN ACCREOITED INSTITUTION Of HIGHEa EDUCATIONI AND 21 
IE 	 IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY 'ETITION fOR ADMISSION THROU5H 
THE OfFICE Of AOMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC RNOWLEDGE IN THE MAJOR fIELDS Of HUMAN ENDEAVoR. 
INCLUDING THE AREAS Of SCIENCE 16 CR HRSI. THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
19 CR MRSI. AND THE HUMANITIES 13 CR HRSI. AS MELL AS SUCH 
S'EClfIC COURSES EQUI_ALENT TO ISEE NOTE .,. IPA 3201 PRINCI­
'LES OF MICROECONOMICS 13 CR HRSI. I'A 3202 PRINCIPLES Of 
MACROECONOMICS 13 CR MRSI. I'A 3403 ALGEaRA 13 CR HRSI. I'A 
3404 CALCULUS fOR IUSINESS 13 CR HRSI. IPA 3801 COMMUNIC~TIONS 
I IS CR MRSI AND IPA 3802 CO""UNICATIO~S II 13 CR MAS.. ALSO. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAREN COURSES COVERING THE FUNCTIONAL 
ARERS AIIO SKILLS OF IUSINESS THAT RRE EQUIVRLENT TO ISEE 
NOTE ••,. I'A 3101 fINANCIAL RCCOUNTING 13 CR HRS •• a'R 3125 
IUSINISS LAW I 13 CR MRSI. IPR 3402 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER 
PaOlaRMMING 13 CR MRSI. I'R 3461 STATISTICS I 13 CR HRSI. AND 
IPR 3703 IUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS 13 CR MRSI. ADDITIONALLY. 
STUDENTS SHOULO HAVE TAREN 9 HOURS OF ELECTIVES TO fULPILL THE 
REQUIREMENT Of AT LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS.
A STUDENT MUST. 11 ACQUIRE R MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LERST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL 127 HOURS- REQUIRED. n HOURS ELECTEDII 2. ACQUIRE THE 
CDMPETENCIES fOR THIS DEGREE INOTe, STUDENTS MAY SUISTITUTE 
RCHIEVENENT Of COMPETENCIES IY ALTEaNATE METHOOS UPON RPPROVRL 
Of 	 THE DlRN AND UPON INCLUSION IN T"E STUDENT'S R'PROVEO STUDY 
PlAN•• , 3. EARN AT LERST so CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STRTE 
UNIVERSITY, AND 41 COMPLETE SUCCESSFULLY 1HE QUANTITATIVE 
FOUNDATIONS FOR IUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE WRITTEN 
COMMUNICRTIONS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS IMDTE. STUOE"TS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS WILL IE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE IPA 
3403 aLGEI.. AND IPA 3801 COMHUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER ~EGREE REQUIREMENTSI. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER OIYISION. I' 27 HOUIIISI 
MANAHRIAL RaOUNTlNG IPU102 f ' W S 3 l1li5. 
PaINCIPLES OF FINANCIRL MGMT IPU301 f W S 3 HillS. 
PRINCIPLES Of MANAGEMENT IPU4Cl1 f W S 3 HRS. 
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 1"3440 F W S 3 MRS. 
STATISTICS II l'U462 F W S 3 HIltS. 
PRINCIPLES OF MRRRETING 
INTERMEDIATE MRtROECOIDMICS 
..NAIIRIAL ECONOMICs.EtON fiRM 
IUSINESS POLICY 
IPU'OI 
IP,"ZlO 
IP,"220 
I"""" 
F 
F 
f 
F 
W 
W 
W 
W 
5 
S 
S 
3 
3 
3 
3 
HItS. 
HIltS. 
HIltS • 
HItS. 
elECTIVE COURSES--UPPlR DIVISION' I n HOURS I 
ELItT 5 ·UPPER DIVISION COURSES 
IAT LIAST 15 HOURS. APPROWlO 
IY Till DIAN. THE SELECT 11* CJF 
ADVANCED COURSES IN THE FUNC­
TIONAL AREAS OF IUSINESS IS 
USUlLL Y RICOMENOEO. 
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ELECT RT LEAST 9 HOURS fIlION 

COURSES MU*EO IN THE COlLEGE 

OF IUSINESS AND 'UILIC ADRIN­

ISIRATION. ANO APPROVED BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 

COURSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 

UNIVERSITY I'REFERAILY IN 

AREAS OUTSIDE OF IUSINESSI. 

AND A'PROVED 8Y THI DEAN. 

TRANSFER CREOIT--LOWER DIVISIONI C 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Business Administration 

is 120 hours 

NOTHS!: 
• ALL OR MANY Of THE GENEaAL EDUCATION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD IE COMPLETED RT THE COMMUNITY t OLLES! 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS T'ANSFERBED TO 
GO_ERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
., 	IN THE IUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD MRRE EWER' EFFORT 
TO COMPLETE THE COURSES DESIGNATED NITH I. PIIIICR TO tRANS­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNI VElitS ITY. 
F • fALL FO. FRLL 000 YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS N. WI.lei 
WO • WINTER 000 YEARS ~E· WINTER evEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMNER 
SO - SPRING-SUMMER 000 YEARS SE. SPRING-SUNMER EVEN YE AIS 
IS • NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON OENANO I. MULTI-COMPETENC' COuasE 
• 
Graduate The primary objective of the College of Business 
and Public Administration MBA program is to provide a 
quality professional graduate degree program which meets 
the needs of students and the standards of the business com­
munity. To this end, it emphasizes clearly defined instruc­
tional methods and a curriculum which reflects the growin8 
sophistication of this field . 
The program is designed with the understanding that the 
MBA degree is a professional management degree. The Col­
lege of Business and Puplic Administration offers a rigorous 
program which will challenge students and give them the 
tools and skills needed to assume positions of leadership 
and responsibility. 
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PR06' A": BUSINess AO"INISTRATION 
LEVEL' MASTER Of BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
ADMISSION INfORMATION. 
A STUDENT MUST. II HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE fROM 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION WIT~ AT LEAST A 
Z.5 CUMULATIVE GPAI ZI BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL 
ATTENDEDI 31 HAVE COMPLETED THE FOLLOWING PREREQUISITE CDURSE­
WORK' BUSINESS LAW 13 SHI, PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
13 SHI. fOUNDATIONS Of MANAGEMENT 13 SHI. CALCULUS FOR BUSINESS 
C3 SHI, PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING 13 SHI, fOUNDATIONS Of 
aCCOUNTING 13 SHI, FOUNDATIONS OF ECONOMICS 13 SHI, AND fOUNDA­
TIONS OF STATISTICS 13 SHI INOTE: STUDENTS HAV4NG DEFICIENCIES 
IN ANY OR ALL Of THE PREREQUISITE COURSEWORK May BE ADMITTED 
CONDITIONALLY UNTIL DEfICIENCIES ARE REMOVED.I: AND ~I TAKE 
THE GRADUATE MANAGEMENT AOMISSION TEST IGMATI PRICR TO ADMIS­
SION AND HAVE TEST SCORES S~T TO THE CFFICE CF ADMISSIONS 
INOTE. IF THE SCHEDULED TEST DATE IS NOT PRIOR TO ADMISSION, 
THEN THE STUDENT MAY BE ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY AND MUST TAKE 
THE EKAMINATION DURING THE fiRST TRIMESTER OF ENROLLMENTI. 
STUDENTS NOT MEETIN5 ADMISSION (RITERIA MAY PETITION FOR 
ADMISSION THROUGH THE OfFICE OF ADMISSIChS. 
DE5REE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT NUST. 11 ACQUIRE A MINIMUN OF 33 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS IZI HOURS REQUIRED, lZ HOURS ELECTEDI: ZI EARN A MINI­
IIJM Of H GRADUATE CREDIT HOUR S IN RESIDENCE AT GSU: 31 
ACQUIRE THE CDMPETENCIES SPECIFIED fOB THIS DEGREE 'NOTE: STU­
DENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE 
METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE 
STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN.II AND., COM'LETE SUCCESSfULLY 
THE QUANTITATIVE fOUNDATIONS fOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION -AND 
WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS INCTE' STUDENTS 
NOT PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS WILL BE REQUIRED Te COMPLETE 
..a 3~3 ALGEBBA AMD BPA 3B01 COMMUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER OE5REE REQUIRE"ENTSI. 
,REQUIBED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' 21 HOURSI.. 
ACtT5 FOR ADRIN'RATIVE CONTROL BPAIlOI F W 3 HRS. 
PaOBLEMS IN MANA5EBIAL ECONONC BPAIZOI F W HRS., 
PaoeLEMS IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMT BPAl301 F W S 3 HRS.,
'ROBLEMS IN ORGNl BEHAVIOR B"MOO F _S HRS. 
PROeLEMS IN PROOUCTION MGMT IPA'.~O F W S 3 HRS.,POLICIES' STRATE51ES AONN SCI BPAl499 f W S HRS. 
PRO&LEMS IN NARKETING MGMT BPAl501 f W HRS., 
,ELECTIVE CDURSES--5RADUATE LEVEL' lZ HOURSI 
ELECT AT LEAST IZ HOURS fROM 

ANOMS BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

COURSES OffERED THROUGH THE 

COLLEGE Of BUSINESS AND PUBLIC 

ADMINISTRATION THAT MEET PRO­

fESSiONAl AND lOR 'ERSONAL 

GOalS. 

Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Business Administration 

is 33 hours 

f • fALL fO. fALL ODD YEARS fE. fALL EVEN YEARS W. WINTER 

MD • WINTER ODD YEARS WE. WINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMMER 

so • S'BIN&-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE· SPaING-SU"MER EVEN YEARS 

... NOT SCHEDULED 00· ON DEMAND •• IIJLTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 

Business Education 
Program 
Majors: 

Office Administration (B.A.) 

Business Education (B.A. & M.A.) 

The primary objective of the Business Education Program is 
to provide quality education which will meet the needs of 
students who seek employment in education, government 
or business. The Bachelor of Arts degree program of studies 
has two majors: Business Education and Office Administra­
tion. The Master of Arts degree program has one major: 
Business Education. The program is designed to expose 
students to a strong theoretical and practical core of instruc­
tion which will equip those persons desirous of becoming 
superior teachers/managers with the skills and knowledge 
essential to successful employment. 
Office Administration Major Office Administration is an 
undergraduate major which focuses upon the role of the ad­
ministrative office within the business organization. or 
government agency. The administrative office is the com­
munication and control center of the firm. Thus, the office 
administrator or manager must possess numerous organiza­
tional skills. Among these are the ability to: 
-communicate effectively with peers, subordinates, and 
superiors 
-understand and anticipate human behavior 
-!relate positively with people internal and external to the 
firm 
-manage .and improve the flow of work in the office 
-motivate and evaluate employees 
-participate in office systems planning and cost reduction 
-improve and control sound records administration 
-supervise and coordinate management information 
systems 
-practice effective human relations 
-monitor the creation and distribution of office com­
munications 
-understand the nature and uses of office technology 
-demonstrate personal and professional commitment to 
the firm, employees, and community. 
Those in control of the office must be students and practi­
tioners of modern business management in order to suc­
cessfully meet these challenges. The growing complexity 
and interdependence of a dynamic business society, 
together with the ongoing technological changes require 
that those who manage the office be competent, enlighten­
ed, and prepared. Thus, the major provides students with 
the opportunity to acquire skills and knowledge essential to 
meeting challenges. 
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PROYAIU IUSlIIESS EDUCATION 
NAJOII. OFFICE ADMIIIISTIATIOII 
LUlL' MCHELOII OF ARTS 
ADIlISSIOII IIIFOIIIIATlOII' 	 .. 
A STUDEIIT IIUST. 1. HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGIIEE OR AT 
LEAST ,'O SEIIESTER HOUIIS OF CIIEDIT IIITH All OVERALL -C· 011 lETT Ell 
GPA FIIOII All ACCIIEDITED IIISTITUTIOII OF HIGHEII EDUCATIOII. AND 21 
IE 	III 50DD STANDIIIG AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTEIIDED. STUDENTS NOT 
IIEOINe ADIII5SIOII CltlTEIIIA IIAY PETITION FOil ADIII5S1ON THIIOU," 
THE OFFICE OF ADIIISSIOIIS. STUDEIITS SHOULD HAVE ACGUIRED A 
IASIC KIIOMLEDCE III THE NAJOII FIELDS OF HUMAN EIIDEAVOII. 
INCLUDIM5 THE AREAS OF SCIENCE 16 CII HIISI. THE SOCIAL SCIENtES­
t9 CII HIISI. AJlD THE HUNAIIITIES 16 CII HIISI. AS IIELL AS SlltH 
SPEtlflC COUISES EQUIVALEIIT TO ISEE NOTE •• : IPA ]201 PIINCI­
PLES OF IIICIOECOIIDNICS I] til HIlS.. IPA 3202 Pllllltl'LES OF 
IlACAoecOIlONICS U CR HIISI. IPA 3403 ALGElIIA U CA HIlS .. lPA 
3101 COMMUNICATIOIIS I 13 CII HIISI. AND IPA ]102 COIIMUNICATIONS 
II I] CII HIlS.. ALSO. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVEII­
ING THE FUNCTIONAL AIIEAS AND SKILLS OF IUSIIIESS THAT ARE 
EQUIVALENT TO ISEE NOTE ••1. IPA 3101 FIIIANCIAL ACCOUNTING I]
CII MRS •• IPA ]125 IUSIIIESS LAII I 13 CII HIISI. IPA 3402 INTIIO TO 
COIIPUTEII PIIOCIlANIIING I] CII HIISI. IPA 3461 STATISTICS I 13 CII 
HIlS •• IPA 31DJ IUSINESS toIIRUlIlCATIOIIS 13 CII HIISI. III ADDITIOII 
TO FULFILL THE IIEQUIIIENENT OF AT LEAST 60 SEIIESTEII HOURS. STU­
DEIITS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOUIIS OF ELECTIVES. 
DEGaEE IIEGUIIIEIIEIITS. 
A STUDENT ..,STI 11 ACQUIIIE A 111111_ OF 120 CAEDIT HOURS OF 
IIHICN AT LEAST .0 CIIEDIT HOURS IlUST IE AT THE uppell DIVISIOII 
LEVEL 110 HOUIIS IIEQUIIIED • 30 HOUIIS ELECTEDI. 2. ACQUIRE T"E 
COIIPETENCIES FOil THIS DECREE IIIOTE. STUDEIITS NAY SUISTITUTE 
AtHIEVEIIEIIT of COIIPETENCIES I' ALTEIIIIATE RETHODS UPOII A'PIIOVAL 
OF THE DEAII AND UPOII INCLUSIOII III THE STUDEIIT'S APPIIOVED STUD' 
PLAN." 3' EARll AT LUST 10 CREDIT HOURS AT /IOVEllNOIIS STATE 
UNIVEIISIT'. AIID~' COIIPLETE SUCCESSFULL' THE QUAIITITATIVE 
fOUNDATIOIIS FOil IUSIIIESS ADMINISTIATIOII AIID THE IIIIITTEII 
CONIIUIIICATIOIIS CDIIPETEIIC' EIAIIIIIATIOIIS IIIOTE. STUDENTS NOT 
'ASSIM5 THESE EIAIIIIIATIOIIS IIILL IE IIEQUIIIED TO COIIPLETE IPA 
3~OJ ALeEIIIA AND IPA 3101 COIIIlUIIICATIOIIS I III ADDITIOII TO 
OTHEII DEGIIEE IIEQUIIIEIIEIITS'. 
IIEQUIIIEO COURSES-UPPEII DIVISIOII' I 30 HOUIISI 
IlAIlAGEIIIAL ACCOUNTINe 
PRINCI'LES OF FIIIANCIAL RGIIT 
PRINCIPLES OF IlAIIAGEIIEIIT 
PRODUCTION !lANAGEIlEIIT 
.,nl02 
.,AnOl 
IPU"I 
"U~40 
; 
F 
F 
F 
II 
II 
II 
II 
5 
S 
5 
S 
3 
3 
3 
3 
HIlS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
HIlS. 
PRINCI'LES OF !lAIIKETING 
IUS INESS POL IC' 
OFFICE OIGANIZATIOII , IIAIIAGENT 
IIECOIIDS AOIIIIIISTIATION 
NUllAII IIELATIONS OF THE OFFICE 
OFF ICE SYSTEIIS 
.,A3501 
"A~" 
"AJ1D~ 
"A]10
.,AnOI 
'PA~102 
F 
F 
F 
F 
II 
II 
II 
II 
S 
S 
l 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
MRS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPEII DIVISIOII' I 30 HOUIISI 
ELEtT AT LEAST II HOURS fllOlI 
COUlSES OFFEIIED III THE COLLEGE 
OF IUSIIIESS AND 'UILIC ADIIIII-
ISlIIATION. AIID APPIIOVED I' THE 
DEAII. 
ELEtT AT LEAST 12 HOUIIS FIIOII 
CDUlSES OFFEIIED THIIOUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSIT' IPIIEFEIIAILY III 
AREAS OUTSIDE OF IUSIIIESS'. 
AND APPIIDVED I' THE DEAII. 
TRANSFEII CAEDIT--LOMEII DIVISIOII. I 60 HOUIIS 1 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Business Education 

with a major in Office Administration 

is 120 hours 

IIOTECSU 
• 	 ALL 011 !IAN' Of THE GENEIIAL EDUCATION COIIPETENC' COUIISES AIID 
ClEO IT HOUlS SHOULD IE COIIPLETED AT THE COIIIIUNIT' COLLECE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED III THE 60 CIIEDIT HOURS TRANSFERIIED TO 
/IOVEIINGIIS STATE UIIIVEISIT' • 
• , 	 III THE IUSllIESS COilE AIIEA STUDENTS SHOULD IIAKE EVEII' ~OIIT 
TO COIIPLETE THE COURSES DESIGNATEO IIITH I. PII all TO TIIAIIS­
FElliNG TO GOVEllNOIIS STATE UNIVERSIT'. 
-	 THE sotlAL SCIENCE COURSEIIOIIK !lUST INCLUDE AIIEIICAII HISTOII' 
011 &aVEIINIIEIIT. GEIIEIIAL PS'CHOLOG'. AIID A SOCIAL SCIEIICE 
ELECTIVE. 
F • FALL FO. FALL 000 'EARS FE. FALL EVEN 'EAIIS II· IIIIITEI 
110 • IIIIITEI ODD 'EAIIS liE. IIINTER EVE II 'EAIIS S· SPIIIIIG-SUIIIIEI 
SO. SftItH;-SUMMa ODD YEAIIS 51· SP..IIG-SUMEII EVEII YEARS 
II • NOT SCHEDULED 00· 011 DEIIAND I • ..,LTI-tONPETEIIt' COUIISE 
Business Education Major Business Education encompasses 
the preparation of teachers for the teaching of bUSiness, 
distributive, and office education. The business teacher to­
day must possess both fundamental and advanced 
knowledge and skills for teaching students to act effectively 
as citizens and consumers in contemporary society as well 
as choose and explore career alternatives, earn a living, and 
advance in their chosen vocations. Business teachers face 
the task of helping students prepare for present and emerg­
ing challenges and opportunities in business life., For this, 
business teachers must combine diligent and thorough 
preparation with sincere professional commitment. 
Business education now goes far beyond the basics of pro­
viding competent typewriting, shorthand, office practice, 
general business, and accounting instruction. It also in­
cludes data and word processing orientation and training, 
con:;umer and career education, and mainstreaming. 
Business educators can teach in junior or senior high 
schools, private schools, community colleges, business, in­
dustry, or government. Numerous nonteaching career op­
portunities exist. These range from entry level positions in 
office, accounting, and sales areas to business management 
opportunities in almost every field . Areas of particular need 
include secretarial, word processing, data processing, 
systems analysis, office management, public and private ac­
counting, and sales management. 
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• THE SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSIWORK NUST INCLUDE AMERI CAN HI ITaRY 
OR 8OVEA"MENf, CENERAL PSYCHOLOCY, ANa j SOCIAL SCllMCEPlDiRAR' IUSINESS EDUCATION ELECTIVE.RA~R. IUSINESS EDUCATION 
LEVEL' MCHELoR Of AUS 
. 
ADRl SSION INFORNATION. 
A STUDERT NUST. 11 HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DESREE OR AT 
LEAST .0 SENESTER HOURS OF CREDIT MITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR lETTER 
"A FRON AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HI&MER EDUCATION. AND Zt 
IE IN GOOD STANO IN' AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
REETIN' ADNISSION CRITERIA NAY 'ETITION FOR ADRISSION THROUGH 
THE OfFICE OF ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
IASIC KNa.LED'E IN THE NA~OR FIELDS OF HUNAN ENDEAVOR, 
INCLUDIN& THE AREAS OF SCIENCE C6 CR HASI, THE SOCIAL SCIENcES. 
C9 CI MRSt. AND THE HUNANITIES 16 ca HRSt. AS MELL AS SUCH 
S'ECIFIC COuaSES EQUIVALENT TO CSEE NOTE .t. .,A 3ZDI PRINCI­
'LES Of MICROECONONICS C3 CR KRSI, 8'A 320Z 'RINCIPLES Of 
NACROECONONICS C3 CR HaSt. IPA 3403 AL'EIRA 13 CR HRSt, 8'A 
JlOI CONNUNICATIONS I C3 ca HRSt. AND I'A 310Z CORMUNltATIONS 
II 13 CR HaSt. ALSO. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVER­
IN' THE FUNCTIONAL AREAS AND SKILLS Of IUSINESS THAT ' ARE 
IQUI.aLENT TO CSEE NOTE ••t. I'A 3101 FINANCIAL ACCoUNTIN' C3 
CR HaSt. I'A 31Z' IUSINESS LAM I 13 CR HRSt. I'A 340Z INTRO TO 
CGR'UTER PRO&RAMMING 13 ca HRSt, IPA 3461 STATISTICS I C3 CR 
HISt, I'A 3703 IUSINESS CONNUNICATIONS C3 CR HaSt. IN AODITION 
TO REET ADMISSION REQUIREMENT Of 60 SEMESTER HOURS, STUDENTS 
SHOULD HAYE TAKEN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION I' CR HASt AND 
AT LEAST 6 HOURS OF ELECTIVES. 
DE&REE REQUIREMENTS.
A STUDENT MUST. II ACQUIRE A NINIMUM OF lZ0 CREDIT HOURS OF 
MHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST IE AT THE U'PER DIVISION 
LEVEL 139 HOURS REQUIRED. ZI HOURS ELECTEDtl zt ACQUIRE THE 
CalPETENCIES FOR THIS DE'REE CNOTE. STUDENTS MAy SUISTITUTE 
ACHIEVEMENT Of COM'ETENCIES BY ALTERNATE NETHCilS UPON APPROVAL 
OF TNE DEAN ANO UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S A'PROVED STUDY 
'LAN.t; 3t EARN AT LEAST 30 CREDIT HOURS AT &OVERNOIS ' STATE 
UNIVERSITV. AND 41 CONPLETE SUCCESSFULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
FOUNDATIONS FOR IUSINESS ADNINISTRATION AND THE MRITTEN 
CONNUNICATIONS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS INOTE' STUDENTS NOT 
'ASSIN' THESE EXAMINATIONS MILL IE REOUIRED TO CoN'LETE.,A
3403 AL'EIRA AND IPA 3101 COM"UNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO ' 
OTHER DESREE REQUIREMENTSt. 
REQUIRED CoURSES--U'PER DIVISION' 36 HOURst 
NA~'ERIAL ACCOUNTIN' 8'A'IOZ F M S 3 HRS. 
PRINCI'LES OF FINANCIAL "'NT l'A3301 F M S 3 HIS. 
'RINCI'LES Of MANAGENENT 1PA3401 F M 5 3 HIlS. 
'RODUCTION MANAGENENT l'A3440 F M 5 3 HRS. 
'RINCIPLES Of MARKET IN' 1'A3501 f M 5 3 HRS. 
IUSI NESS POLICY l'A4499 f M 5 3 HIS. 
CONSUNER ECONONICS 
PRINCI'LES , 'RoeS IN aus ED 
NYHDS OF TC""G IASIC IUSINESS 
.,AU10 
l'A4I51 
l'A4U2 F 
M 
5 3 
3 
l 
HRS. 
HaS. 
HRS. 
FIELD EXPERIENCE. IUSINESS ED 
'RACTICUN IN IUSINESS EDUCAT'N 
.,A4I90 
IPA4891 
F 
F 
M 3 
6 
HIS. 
HIS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--U'PER DIVISI~N. 3 HOURst 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROM AMONG. 
"THOS OF TCHNG OfFICE SKL SU8J l'A4153 M 3 HRS. 
NYHOS OF YCHN& IKPNG , REL SUI l'A4I54 M 3 HRS. 
ELECTIVE CDURSES--UP'ER DIVISION. Zl HOURS I 
AT LEAST 6 CR HAS NUST IE 
EARNED IN THE AREAS OF EOUCA­
TI..AL PSYCttOLCGY AND SOCIAL 
FOUNDATI..S. THE S'EClfIC 
COURSES MILL VARY ACCORDIN& TO 
OfFERI",S IN HLD AND 
IY THE DEAN Of IPA. 
A"RoVAL 
ELECT AT LEAST 15 HOURS FRON 
U'PER DIVISION COuaSES. OF 
MHICH • HOURS RUST IE IN THE 
GENeRAL EDUCATION AREAS 
DESCRIIEO IN THE ADMISSIONS 
INFORNATION ABOVE. AND 
A"ROVEO IY THE DEAN. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LONER DIVISION. 1 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 
for a Bachelor of Arts 
in Business Education 

with a major in Business Education 

is 120 hours 
NOTElSI. 
• ALL oR NANY OF THE 'ENERAL EDUCATION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD IE CON'LETED AT THE COMNUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT Houas TRANSFERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
II IN THE IUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD MAKE EVERY EFFORT 
TO CON'LETE THE COURSES DESICNATED MIT~ " 'RleR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
F - fALL FO - FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS M - MINTEA 
MO - MINTER ODD YEARS ME. MINTER EVEN YEARS S. S'RING-SUHREI 
SO - S'RIMe-SUNNER ODD YEARS SE. SPRIN&-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
II • NOT SCHEDULED DO· ON DENANO •• MULTI-COMPeTENCY COUIISE 
PR05RAM' IUSINESS EDUCATION 
NA~I IUSINESS EDUCATION 
LEVELl NASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION' 
A STUDENT NUST. It NAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE DECIlE MITH 
AT LEAST A 2.5 CUMULATIVE "A fROM AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF 
HIGHER EDUCATION. zt IE IN GOOD STAND IN' AT THE LAST SCHOOL 
ATTENDED I 3t TAKE THE GRADUATE RECORD EXANINATION f'REt 'RIOR 
TO ADMISSION AND HAVE TEST SCORES SENT TO T~E OFFICE OF 
ADMISSIONS CNOTE. If THE SCHEOULED TEST DATE IS NOT 'IIOR TO 
ADMISSION. THEN THE EXANINATION NUST IE COM'LETED OURIN' THE 
FIRST TRIMESTER Of ENRDLLNENT.II AND 41 HAVE COMPLETED THE fOL­
LOMI", 'REREQUISITE COURSEMONK If CERTIFICATION IN SECONDARY 
EDUCATION IS DESIRED, PRINCI'LES AND 'ROILEMS OF IUSINESS 1DU­
CATION C3 SHI. STRATEGIES Of TEACHIN' IASIC IUSINESS 13 SHI, 
STRATEGIES Of TEACHING C3 SHI. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY f3 SNt, 
fIELD EX'ERIENCE (3 SHI, HUMAN IEHAVIOR AND INSTRUCTIONAL 
PROCESSES IN CONTEN'DRARY EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT C3 SHt. AND 
PRACTICUM IN IUSINESS EDUCATION 16 SHt C.OTE' STUDENTS HAY IN' 
DEFICIENCIES IN ANY OR ALL OF THE 'REREQUISITE COURSEMOIK NAY 
IE ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY UNTIL DEfiCIENCIES ARE REMOVED.t. 
STUDENTS NOT MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA NAY 'ETITION fOR aDMI S­
SION THRoU'H THE OFFICE OF ADMISSI~NS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS.
A STUDENT NUST. It ACQUIRE A NININUN Of 33. GRAOUATE CREDIT 
HOURS CI2 HOURS REQUIRED. Zl HOURS ELECTEDI, 21 EARN A NINI­
NUM OF 24 GRADUATE CNEDIT HOURS IN RESIOINCE AT GSUI 3t 
ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES S'ECIFIED fOR THIS DEGREE (NOTI' STU­
DENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVENENT Of CONPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE 
NET HODS U'ON APPROVAL OF THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE 
STUDENT'S A"ROVED STUDV 'LAN.II AND 4t CON'LETE SUCCESSFULLY 
THE QUANTITATIVE FOUNDATIONS fOR IUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND 
MlITTEN CORNUNICATIONS COMPETENCV EXAMINATIONS INOTE: STUDENTS 
NOT PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS MILL IE REQUIRED TO COM'LETE 
I'A 3403 ALGEIRA AND I'A 3101 CONNUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
,OTHER DE'REE REQUIRENENTSt. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' 12 _51 
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN IUS ED .,AlIDI F 3 HAS• 
RESEARCH IN IUSINESS EDUCATION IPAIIOZ M 3 HRS. 
METHODS OF TeM' IUS NDN-SKILL IPAlID3 f 3 HaS. 
HETHOeS Of TCH' IUS SKILL SUI~ .,AII04 M 3 HIS • 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' ZI HOURSt 
ELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRON 
ANONG COUIISES OFFERED THROUGH­
OUT THE UNIVERSITY IN THE AREA 
OF PHILOSO'HICAL AND SOCIAL 
fOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION. 
ELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRON 

AMONG COURSES OFfERED THAOUGH­

OUT THE UlIVERSITY IN THE AlE. 

OF _N BEMA'III8R AND INSt_­

TIDNAL PIIOCESSES IN CONTEM'o­

NARY EDUCATIONAL ENVI-.ENTS. 

ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FRON 

ANONG IUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

COURSES IN THE AREAS OF CON­

'UTER SCIENCE. ACCOUNTING. fl"'; 

NANCE, ECONOMICS. MANAGEMENT 

ANO/D~ MARKETING. 

ELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fRaN 
ANONG COURSES IN IUSINESS 
EDUCATION. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Business Education 

with a major in Business Education 

is 33 hours 

NOTE IS t • 
• IN ADDITION TO THESE THE STUDENT MUST HAVE ACQUIRED 24 
HOURS OF IUSINESS CONTENT COURSES TO fULfILL STATE REQUIRE­
NENTS FOR CERTIFICATION IN THE PARTICULAR AREAISt MMICH THI 
STUDENT ELECTS FOR TEACHING • 
• - FALL FO - FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS •• HINTER 

MO - MINTER ODD YEARS ME. MINTIR EVEN YEARS S - SPIING-SUNNER 

so • S'RIMe-SUNMER ODD YEARS SE. S'RING-SUMNER EVEN YEARS 

.. • NOT SCHEDULED 00 - ON DENAND •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 

Public Service Program 

Undergraduate The College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration has designed its undergraduate Public Service 
Program to prepare students in various aspects of public ser­
vice. Since public service encompasses the study of broader 
issues of societal decision making and management, the 
Public Service Program offers as part of its curriculum an op­
portunity to concentrate in one of the following options: Ad­
ministration and Public Sector. 
PRO~RAM' PUILIC SERVICE 
OPTION' ADMINISTRATION 
LEVEL. BACHELOR OF AITS 
AOMISSIDN INFORMATION. 
A STUDENT MUST. 11 HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DE~REE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREOIT MITH AN OVERALL -C- OR lETTER 
~A FROM AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCAIION; AND 21 
IE 1M ~ooD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL AllENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
NEETIN~ ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR AOMISSION lHROU~H 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
IASIC &HOWL EDGE IN THE MAJOR FIELDS OF HUMAN ENDEAVOR. 
INtLUOI~.THE AREAS OF SCIENtE OR MATHENATICS 19 CR HRSI. THE 
SOCIAL SCIENtES I. CR HIISI. AND THE HUMANITIES 16 CR HRSI. AS 
MELL AS SUCH SPECIFIC CDURSES EQUIVALENT TO ISEE IIOIE '1' 8PA 
'202 PRINCIPLES Of MACROECONOMICS 13 CR HRSI. IPA 3~03 AL~EIRA 
13 CR HIISI. IPA 3101 COMNUNltATIONS I 13 CR HRSI. IPA 3102 
COMMUNICATIONS II 13 CR HIISI. AND IPA 3.02 AMERICAN NATIONAL 
~YERNMENI. ALSO. STUDENJS SHOU.LD HAVE TAIIEN COURSES CD'IE"N~ 
THE FUNtllONAL AREAS AND SKILLS Of PUILIC SERVICE THAT ARE 
EQUIVALENT TO (SEE NOTE ••11 IPA 3..1 STaTISTICS I 13 CR HRSI. 
AND apa 3901 INTRODUCIION TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 13 CR HIISI. 
ADDllIONALLY. STUDENIS SHOULD ~a'lE TAIIEN 15 HOURS Of ELECTIVES 
TO FULFILL THE REQUIREMENT OF AT LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
DE~EE REQUIREMENTSI
A STUDENT MUST. 11 ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS Of 
MHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL I'. 
HOURS REQUIRED • 21 HOURS ELECTEDla 21 EARN aT LEaST 3D 
tAEDIT HOURS aT ~O'lERNORS STAlE UNIVERISTY; AND 31 ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENtIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DE~REE INOTE. STUDENTS .ay
SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF cOMPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE METHODS 
UPON APPROVAL OF THE DEAN ANO UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 
APPROVED STUDY PLAN.I; AND ~I COMPLETE SUCCESSFULLY THE QUAN­
TITATIVE FOUNDATIONS FOR IUSINESS ADMINISTRAIION AND THE 
MRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS INOTE I SIUDENTS 
NOT PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS MILL IE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE aPA 
,~O, AL~EIRA AND .,A3101 COMMUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO OTHER 
OE~EE REQUIREMENTS. I. 
REQUIRED CDURSES--UPPER DIVISION' 39 HOURS I 
puauc FINANtE 
INTERNATIONAL OR~ANIZATIONS 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEMS 
PUeLlC PERSONNEL ADMINISTRAT'N 
apU20!l 
IPA~901 
lPuno 
IPA~9JO 
F 
F 
F 
M 
M 
M 
II 
S 
S 
3 
3 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAMI INTERG'IT R 
PUILIC POLIC'I ANALYSIS 
"A~9~D 
aPA~960 
F 
F M 
S 3 
3 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
POLITICAL THEORY 
CRIMINAL JUSTiCE ORG ~ PROCESS 
IPA~910 
IPA~910 " F 
M 
M S 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
fiNANCIAL aCCOUNTING IPAnOl F M S 3 HRS. 
PRINCIPLES OF MICROECONOMICS IPU2Dl f M S 3 HIlS. 
PRINCIPLES Of MANAGEMENI 
INTRO TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
IPU~OI 
IPA3~02 
F 
F 
M 5 
S 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
ORGANIZATIONAL IEHa'llOR IPU~OD f M S 3 HRS. 
ELECTIVE COuaSES--UPPER DIVISION. 21 HOURSI 
ELECT AT LEAST 15 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFfEREO IN THE COLLEGE 
Of IUSINESS ANO PUILIC AD.I.... 
ISTRATION. AND APPROVED IY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM 
couaSES OfFERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY IPREfERAILY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE Of IUSINESSI. 
AND APPROVED IY THE DEAN. 
TUIISfER CREDIT-LOMER DIVISION'. I 60 HOURS I
-, 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Public Service 

is 120 hours 
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NOTEn.. 
• 	 ALL 011 MAllY Of THE GENERAL EDUCATION COMPETENt'l cOURSES AND 
CREDn HOURS SHOULD IE COMPLETED AT THE COIINUNITY COLLEN 
LEVEL aND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSfERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
•• 	IN THE PUILIC SECTOR CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD MAIlE E'IEA'I 
EffORT TO COMPLETE THE COURSES DESIGNATED WITH •• PRIOR TO 
TRANSfERRING TO ~OVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
f • FALL fO - FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEaaS M. MINTER 
MO • MINTER ODD YEaRS WE. MINTER EVEN YEaRS S. SPRING-SUMNER 
so • SPRING-SUMNER ODD YEARS SE . SPRIN~-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
IS • NOT SCHEOULED 00. ON DEMAND •• MULTI-COMPETENCY tcIUIlSE 
PROGRAM. PUILIC SERVICE 
OPTION' PUllLlc SECTOR 
LEVEL: BACHE LOll OF AR'S 
ADMISSION INFORMATIONI 
A STUDENT NUST: II HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT MITH AN OVERALL ·C· DR lETTER 
GPA fROM AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION Of HIGHER EDUCATION. AND 21 
IE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETIN~ aDMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR ADMISSION THIOU&H 
THE OFFICE OF AD.ISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIREO A 
aASIC .NOIILEO&E IN THE .AJOR FIELDS OF HUNAN EADEAVOR. 
INtLUDING THE AREAS Of SCIENCE OR MATHE.ATICS 19 CR HIISI. THE 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 19 CR HRSI. AND THE HUNANITIES I. CR HIISI. AS 
MELL AS SUCH SPECIFIC COURSES EQUIVALENT TO ISEE NOTE .1. IPA 
3202 PRINCIPLES Of MACROECONOMICS 13 CR HRSI. IPA 3~0' ALGI..A 
13 CR HIISI • .,A '101 CONIIUNICATIDNS I 13 CR HRSI. BPA 3102 
CORNUNICATIONS II 13 CR HASI. AND IPA 3902 AMERICAN NATIOIIAL 
GOVERNMENT. ALSO. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAaEN COURSES COVERING 
THE FUNCTIONAL AREAS AND SIIILLS OF PUILIC SERVICE THAT ARE 
EQUIVALENT TO ISEE NDIE ••11 IPA '~'1 STATISTICS I 13 CR HIISI. 
ANO .PA 3901 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 13 CR HIISI. 
ADDITIONALLY. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 1!1 HOURS OF ELECTIVES 
TO FULFILL THE REQUIREMENT OF AT LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE AEQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT NUST. 11 ACQUIRE A .INlMUM Of 120 CREDIT HOURS Of 
MHICH Al LEAST 60 HOURS MUST aE Al THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL 1'9 
HOURS REQUIRED • 21 HOURS ELECTEDla ZI EARN AT LEAST 30 
CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE UNI'IERISTYI AND '1 aCQUIRE THE 
COIIPETENCIES SPECifIED FOR THIS DHRn CNDTEI SlUMIfTS NA'I 
SUiSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES ay ALTERNATE METHODS 
UPON APPROVAL Of THE OEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDEIIT·S 
APPROVED STUDY PLAN.I; ANO ~I COMPLETE SUCCESSFULLY TNE QUAN­
TITATIVE FOUNDATIONS FOR IUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AII8 THE 
MRITTEN CONNUNICATIONS cdMPETE",Y EXAMINATIONS INOTEI STIIDENTS 
NOT PASSING THESE ExaMINATIONS ~ILL aE REQUIRED TO tONPLETE ..A 
'~D' ALGEIRA AND IPA3101 COM"UNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO OTHeR 
OEGREE REQUIREMENTS. I. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DI'IISIONI 2~ HOURS I 
PUIUC FINANtE IPAUD5 F M , HIlS. 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IPA.90. M S 3 HIlS. 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEMS 
PUILIC PERSONNEL AOMINISTRAT'N 
IPA~920 
IPA~93D 
F 
F 
M 
' M S 
3 
, 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAM. INTERG'IT R IPA~9~O F S 3 HIlS. 
PUILIC POLICY ANALYSIS IPA4960 F M 3 HIlS. 
POLITICAL THEORY 
CRIMINAL ~USTICE DRG ~ PROCESS 
"A~970 
IPA~9'O 
F 
F 
M 
~ S 
3 
3 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER OI'lISION' 15 HOURSI 
SELECT FIVE COURSES IAT LEAST 
15 HOURSI fROM ELECTIVE 
COURSES OFFERED IN PUILIC 
SECTOR FIELDS SUCH AS LOCAL· 
GOVERNMENT. CRININAL JUSTicE. 
OR GOVERNMENT AND POLITiCS. 
THE COURSES SELECTED IY THI 
STUDENT NUST IE APPROVED IY 
THE PR08RaM AO¥ISDa. 
ELECTIVE COuaSES--UPPER DIVISION. 21 HOURSI 
ELECT AT LEAST 15 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OfFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF IUSINESS AND PUILIC AOMIN­
IS1IIATION. AND AP'RO'lEO' IY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST • HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT IHE 
UNIVERSITY IPREfERAILY IN 
:::A:p~~~:EI~FT=~S~:::!I. 
54 College of Business and Public Administration 
STITUTE ACHIEVENENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE "ET"OOS UPON 
A"ROVAL OF THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION I. THE STUDE.T'S A'­TRANSfER tAfDIT--LOMfA DIVISIONI I 60 HGVRS I 
'ROVED STUOV 'LAMI; ~I COM'LETE SUCCESSFULLY T"E QUANTITATIVE 
fOUNDATIONS FOR IUSINESS ADNINISTRATION AND lHE WRITTEN CONMUN­Minimum total number of credit hours ICATIONS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS CNOTEI STUDENTS NOT 'ASSIN5 
required for a Bachelor of Arts THE EIANINATIONS ~ILL IE REQUIRED TO COM'LETE I'A 340' ALIE"A 
AND I'A 3101 COMNUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO OTHER OE5REEin Public Service REQUIREMENTSII AND 51 HAVE·EI,ERIENCE IN THE 'UiLIC SECTOR. 
ISTUDENTS MOT HAVING PRIOR CAREER EI'ERIENCE IN T"~ 'UiLIC 
SECTOR WILL IE REQUIRED TO COM'LETE A 3 CR HR INTIRNSHI' IN 
ADDITION TO OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTSI. 
is 120 hours 
NOTE lSI : 
t 	 ALL OR NANY OF THE IENERAL EDUCATION COMPETENCY COuaSES AND REQUIRED CDURSES--GRADUATE LEVELl I 2~ HDURSICREDIT HOURS SHOULD IE COMPLETED AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEIE 

LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSFERRED TO 
 CONCE'TS , ISSUES IN rul AoMN 1"1901 • ~ 5GOVERMORS STATE UNIVERSITY. MASTER'S RESEARCH 'APER "Al991 F ~ S 
COO'ERATIVE EDUCATION .,AIOOI • W 5tt 	IN THE PUILIC SECTOR CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD MA.E EVERY 

EFFORT TO COM'LETE THE COURSES DESIGNATED ~ITH •• 'RIOR TO 
 REQUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE LEVEL' 3 HIlURSITRANSFERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
SELECT AT LEAST 11 HOURS .ROM AMONI' 
SEMINAR IN PUlLIC 1U00ETING l'Al220 f ~ HIlS.5 ]F • FALL Fa. FALL 000 YEARS fE. fALL EVEM YEARS ~. MINTER SEMINAR IN AMER INST , VALUES ""910 F W ] HIlS. ~ • WIMTER 000 YEARS WE. WINTER EVEN YEARS s. S'RING-SUMMER SEMINAR IN URIAN GOVERNMENT .,AU20 • W S HIlS.so • SPRIMI-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE. S'RINI-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 	 ] SEMINAR IN RESEARCH "ETHQoS .,AI.'O • W ] HIlS.II • MOT SCHEDULED 00· ON DEIIMD •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COuaSE SENINAR IN 'UI ORGANITN THEORY .,Al940 F ~ 5 ] ..5. 
SENINAR IN 'UILIC 'OLICY .,A1960 • W 3 "5.SEMINAR IN PUILIC MANAIEMENT 1"1.10 f W 5 ] HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--&RAOUATE LEVEll 9 HlluaSI 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS .ROM 
COURSES IN THE UNIVERSITY THAT 
ARE A"RO'RIATE TO THE STU­
DENT' S PER SOICAL ANO/OR PROFES­
SIONAL IOALS. ELECTIVES MUST 
IE A"ROVEO IY AOVISIlR. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Master of Arts 
in Public Service 
is 33 hours 
NOTEes .. 
II 	STUDENTS WITH CAREER EX'ERIENCE IN tHE 'UILIC SECTOR MAY 
HAVE THIS COURSE ANO COM'ETENCY REQUIREMENT ~AIVEO IY THEIR 
'ROIRAM ADVISORISI • 
• • fALL fO. FALL DDD YEARS fE. fALL EVEN YEARS W. WINTER 
W • ~INTER 000 YEARS ME. IIINTER EVEN YEARS S. "lUNG-SU"'R 
so • S'RIMI-SUNMER 000 YEARS SE. SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
II • MOT SCHEDULED 00· ON OENANO t. NULTI-CONPETENCY COURSE 
Graduate The graduate Public Service Program prepares 
middle and upper level managers, in the public sector, with 
the techniques and methods of personnel work, budgeting, 
and organizing, among other functions necessary for further 
promotion. Therefore, supervisors and managers will find it 
advantageous to enroll in the graduate Public Service Pro­
gram to acquire a broader education in the area which can 
give them the perspective and base on which to build a suc­
cessful career. 
PROIRAM' PUILIC SERVICE 
LEVEL. MASTER Of ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION' 
A STUDENT MUST. II HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE OE5RIE WITH 

AT LEAST A 2.5 CUMULATIVE I'A fROM AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF 

HIlMER EDUCATION; 21 IE IN 1000 STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL 

ATTe.DEOI 31 TAKE THE IRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION I&AEI PRIOR 

TO ADMISSION AND HAVE TEST SCORES SENT TO THE OFfiCE OF 

AOMISSIONS lMOTEI If THE SCHEDULED TEST DATE IS NOT 'RIOR TO 

ADMISSION. THEN THE EXAMINATION MUST IE COMPLETED DUlINI THE 

FIRST TRIMESTER OF ENROLLMENT.I STUDENTS NOT M~ETINI AONISSION 

CRITER" MAY 'ETITION fOR ADMISSION THIIOUlH THE OFFICE Of 

ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE HAD CAREER EX'ERIENCE IN THE 

PUILI C SECTOR. 
OEIREE REQUIREMENTS' 

A STUDENT :MUST. 11 ACQUIRE A MINI_ Of 33 &AADUATE CREDIT 

HOURS IZ~ HOURS REQUIRED. 9 HOURS ELECTEOII 21 EARN AT LEAST 

2~ &AADUATE CREDIT HOURS IN RESIDENCE AT ISUI 31 ACQUIRE THE 

COM'ETENCIES S'EClfIEO fOR T"IS DE&REE INOTE. STUGENTS MAY SUI­
CBPA Coune Descriptions SS 
College of 
Business and Public 
Administration 
Course Descriptions 

BPHOOI 
CCCPE~ATIVE EDUCATION 
3 
DESIGNED TO COMBINE INDIVI~UAL CAREER COU~SELING AND WORK OUTSIDE 
OF THE CLASSROOM IN COMBINATION WITH INSTITUTIONAL LEARNING SET­
T1~GS. 
PRERECUISITES: 

PE~MISSION OF ADVISER AND CCOPERATIVE EDUCATION COORDINATOR. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRI~G/SUMME •• 

DOULOSON. 

BPAlIOI 

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 

3 

EMPHASIZES T~E BEGINNING ACCOUNTING CYCLE, AND INTEGRATES ACCOUN­

TIN' PRINCIPLES AND THEIR APPLICATICNS TO 8USINESS OBJECTIVES, 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT PREPA~ATICN, FLOW CF RESOURCES, NON-CURRENT 

ASSETS, THEORY Of LIABILITIES. EQUITIES. INVENTORY EVALUATION. 

DEPRECIATION METHODS. BUDGETING. A~D A DEVELOPMENT OF ACCOUNTING 

PRINCIPLES. EMPHASIS IS GIVEN TO FININCIAL ACCOUNTING INfORMATION 

USEFUL TO INVESTORS, ECONOMISTS. T~E GENERAL PUBLIC, AND OTHER 

EXTERNAL GROUPS. THIS IS A FOUNDATICN COURSE FOR FUTURE STUDY. 

PRERHUI SI TES. 

NONE. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMME~. 

RENOELSON, WINSTCN, NISSAN. 

8PA3102 

MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING 

3 

AN ANALYSIS OF MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING. AN EXAMINATION OF THE IN­

FO~MATION NEEDED FOR PLANNIN' AND CCNTROLLING, AND AN INVESTIGA­

TION OF THE MANNER IN MHICH ACCOUNTING CAN PROVIDE THE INFORMA­

TICN. EMPHASIS ON ACCOUNTING AS A MANAGEMENT INFORMATION TOOL. 

PROBLEMS STRESS THE TYPE Of fIGU~E INFORMATION RELEVANT TO MAN­

AGERIAL DECISIONS AND THE METHODS CF USING SUCH DATA. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA 3101. FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING OR ITS EQUIVALENT 'ACCOUNTING I 

AND III. 

FALL. WINTER. SPRING/SUMME~. 

SHEKIB, NISSAN. MENDELSON. 

8PA3125 

BUSINESS LAM I 

3 _ 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE AMERICAN LEGAL SYSTEM FOLLOWED BY STUDY Of 

THE fOLLOMING SUBSTANTIVE AREAS Of LAW' PROPERTY 'INCLUDING 

ESTATES AND TRUSTS AND LANDLORD AND TENANTI. CONTRACTS. AGENCY. 

AND PARTNERSHIPS. THE PRINCIPLES DISCUSSED ARE APPLICABLE TO PER­

SONAL AS WELL AS BUSINESS USE AND NONBUSINESS STUDENTS WANTIN' TO 

IECOME MORE KNCWLEDGEABLE ·CONSUME~S Of LAW· ARE ENCOURAGED TO 

ENROll. 

PRERECUISITES: 

NONE. 

fALL. SPRING/SUMMER. 

f INKLEY. 

BPA3126 
BUSINESS LAW II 
3 
A STUDY Of THE MORE TECHNICAL AND COMPLEX ASPECTS Of LAW IN THE 
BUSINESS ENVIRONRENT INCLUDING CCRPORATIONS, SALES. COMMERCIAL 
PAPE~. AND CREDIT. PRINCIPLES DISCtSSED ARE EXTENSIVELY TESTED ON 
THE CPA EXAMINATIC~. 
PItEREOUI SITES: 
8PA 3125. BUSINESS LAW I. 
WINTER. SPRING/SUM~ER. 
f I~KLEY. 
8PUI31 

COST ACCOUNTING 

3 

INCLUDES EXPOSURE TO A BROAD RANGE Of COST ACCOUNTING CONCEPTS 
AND THEIR TERMINOLCGY. MEASUREMENT AND ACCUMULATION Of COSTS WILL 
INCLUDE SUCH TOPICS AS DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS, THE RATIONALE 
IEHIND THE COST ALLOCATION PROCEDURES. COST-VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS, 
AND THE APPLICATION OF BURDEN. 

PRERE(;UI SITES: 

BPA 3101, FINANCIAL ACCOUNT IN' OR ITS EQUIVALENT 'ACCOUNTING I 

AND III 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

SHEK 18. 

BPA3132 
COST ACCOUNTING II 
3 
OffERS AN ADVANCED EXPOSURE TC COST ACCOUNTING AND DECISION­
MAKING CONCEPTS, OBJECTIVES AND TE~MINOL~GY ESSENTIAL TO THE COST 
ACCOUNTANT'S ROLE IN BUSINESS. TOPICS SUCH AS COST-VOLUME RATIOS, 
COST ACCUMULATICN fOR PRODUCT COSTING, JOB ORDER AND PROCESS cas­
TING, PERFORMANCE MEASU~EMENT, TRANSfER PRICING, INTERNAL ca.· 
TROL, SUIJECTIVE PROBABILITIES. CPA APPLICATIONS. AND OPERATIONS 
~ESEARCH ARE INCLUDED IN COURSE DESIGN. 
PREREQUISITES. 
8PA 3131, COST ACCOUNTING I. 
WINTER, SPRING/!UMMER. 
SHEKI8. 
8PA3151 
INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING I 
3 
DEALS WITH THE PROILEMS Of fiNANCIAL ACCOUNTIN' MEASUREMENT AND 
INCLUDES SUCH AREAS AS THE DETERMINATION Of PERIOOIC IN&OME. REV. 
ENUE RECO&NITION, COST ALLOCATION. fLOW Of fUNDS, INVENTORY VAL. 
UATION. DEPRECIATION THEORY. LIABILITY RECO'INITION. AND CORPO­
RATE EQUITY MEASUREMENT. COMMUNICATION Of ACCOUNTING DATA. FORM 
Of STATEMENT PRESENTATION. AND ACCOUNTING TERMINOL05Y ARE ALSO 
STUDIED. 

PRERECUISITES. 

BPA 3101. fiNANCIAL ACCOUNTING OR ITS EQUIVALENT 'ACCOUNTING I 

AND III. 

fALL. SPRING/SUMMER. 

NISSAN, SHEKIB. MENDELSON. 

BPA3152 

INTERMEDIATE ACCOUhTING II 

3 

CONTINUATION Of INTERMEDIATE ACCOU~TING I. 

PRERECUISITES' 

8PA3151. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING I. 

WINTER. SPRING/SUMRER. 

NISSAN. SHEKII. WlhSTON. 

BPA31lD 

ACCOUNTING THEORY 

3 

THIS CDURSE PROVIDES A fRAME Of REfERENCE FOR THE IASIC OBJECT· 

IVES. POSTULATES ANO PRINCIPLES Of fiNANCIAL REPORTING. IT I.. 

CLUOES THEORIES RELATING TO INCOME DETERRINATION. MEASUREMENT Of 

CASH AND OTHER RESERVE fLOW. A STUDY Of ACCOUNTING STATIMENTS AND 

THEIR fORM Of PRESENTATION HILL BE EMPHASIZEO. STUDENTS SHOUla 

HAVE COMPLETED INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING I AND II OR THEIR EQUIVA­

LENT. 

PREREQUI SI TES. 

BPA 3151, IPA ]152. INTERMEOIATE ACCOUNTIN' AND II. 

WINTER. 

SHEKIB. VELKOVITZ. 

BPA3201 

PRINCIPLES Of MICROECONOMICS 

3 

STUDY Of PRICE fORMATION. DEMANO. AND PRODUCTION OECISONS. Eaa­

MINES THE INDIVIDUAL ANO INTERRELATED IEHAVIOR OF CONSUMERS. 

fiRMS ANO INDUSTRIES. 

PREREQUISITES' 

NONE. 

fALL. HINTER. SPRING/SUMMER. 

MILLE~. D•• PETRO. LIEBSCHER.' 

. I 
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.,AUOZ 
pIINCI'LES Of NACIOECONONICS 
] 
STUDIES AND THEORIIES A80UT THE ECONO", AS A MHOLE, DEALING MITH 

ECONOMIC DATA AND 8EHAVIOR AT THE AGGREGATE LEVEL OF THE ECONOMY. 

EXAMINES INCOME, OUTPUT, EN'LtYMENT, 'RICES, ETC., IN TERMS OF 

ITS MEASUREMENT, DETERMINATION. AND POLICY IMPLICATION. 

PREREQU IS ITES. 

NONE. 

FALL, MINTER, SPRING/SUMMER.

MILLER, D•• 'ETRO, LIEISCHER. 

8Puno 

CONSUMER ECONOMICS 

3 

STUDY OF THE CHANGING ROLE OF CONSUMERS, T)MtCONSUMPTION OF GOODS 

AND SERVICES AND THE ALTERNATIVES ~'EN TO TH~CONSUMER IN THE EC­

ONOMIC ENVIRONMENT. 

PUREGUISITES. 

IPA 3Z01, 'RINCIPLES OF 'ICROECONO'ICS , IPA 3Z0Z, PRINCIPLES OF 

MAUOECONOMICS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

'IILLER. D. 

"uno 

NONEY ANO IANKING
, 
STUDIES AND THEORIZES AIOUT THE u.S. NONETARY SYSTEM IN THE AREAS 

OF NOllEY, INSTITUTlOIIS, AND 'DLICY. CDNCENTUTES ON ANALYSIS OF 

NONEY aND ITS FUNCTIONS, THE NECHANICS OF THE COMMERCIAL 8ANKING 

SYSTEN AND ITS DETERMINATION OF THE NDNEY SUPPLY, FEDERAL RESERVE 

SYSTEN'S FUNCTIONS AND 'OLICY INSTRUNENTS, THE IMPACT AND EFFEC· 

TIVENESS OF NONETARY 'OLICT ON T~E PUaLlC, COMMERCIAL IANKS ANO 

THE TREASURY, AND THE OYERALL IM'ACT ON THE ECONOMY. 

PURE;UISITES. 

IPA '201 'RINCI'LES OF NICROECONONICS, IPA '202 PRINCIPLES OF 

MAUOECONOMlts. 

FALL. SPRING/SUMNER.

pnRO. 

8PA3301 

PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL NANAGENENT
, 
DEALS MITH THEORY AND PRACTICE OF THE FINANCIAL NANAGEMENT FUNC­

TION IN PLANNING, RAISING, AIIO DIRECTING THE EFFICIENT ALLOCATION 

OF FUNDS MITHIN THE FIRN. 

PREUQUISITES. 

IPA '102 MANICERIAL ACCOUNTING OR ITS EQUIVALENT. IPA '201 PRIN­

CIPLES OF II,CROECONOIIICS.

fALL, MIIiTER. SPRING/SUllIIER.

KIM. IIAX, fLODIN. 

".,401
SEMINAR IN SMALL IUSINESS ADIIINISTRATION 
2 
THE PURPOSE Of THIS COURSE IS TO ACQUAINT THE SNALL IUSINESSMAN 

MITH SIGNifiCANT ASPECTS OF IUSINESS PRACTICES IN ORDER TO lETTER 

MANAGE THEIR OMN IUSINESS. . 

OFfERED IASEO ON DEMAND. 

COMIIUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

.,.,401 

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT
, 
A COMIINED INTRODUCTION TO CLASSICAL NANAGENENT, IEHAVIORAL 
SCIENCE. AND MAMAGEMENT SCIENCE. A REVIEM OF THE fUNDAMENTAL 
fUMeTIONS OF MANAGEMENT SO THE STUDENT CAN SEE THE INTERRELATION­
SHIPS IETMEEN PLANNING, ORGANIZING, DIRECTING, ANO CONTROLLING 
DiffERENT MODELS OF ORGANIZATIOIIAL IEHAVIOR. 10TH THE IMPACT Of 
ORGANIZATIONS UPON P"TICIPANTS AND THE INPACT Of PARTICIPANTS 
UPON ORGANIZATIONS MILL IE STUDIED. IT EXANINES THE NANAGEMENT 
~~~:~~:S~PPROACH TO SOLVING PRODUCTION AIID OPERATIOIIAL MAIIAGEMEIIT 
PUREQUISITES' 

NONE. 

fALL. MINTER. SPRIIiG/SUNNER.

KELLEY. TSOLAKIDES. 

.,.,402 

INTRODUCTIOII TO CONPUTER PROGRANNING
, 
PROGRARRING PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES fOR DaTA MANIPULATIOII IY 

THE CORPUTERI CONSTRUCT 1011 OF ALSORITHIISI fLOM CHARTIIiGI INSTRUC­

TION AND USE Of THE IASIC PROGRAIIIIIIIG LANGUAGE; INTROOUCTION TO A 

PROGRAIINING L..GUAGE. INTRODUCTIOII TO THE USE OF CANNED PROGRAIIS. 

PREREQUISITES_ 

IIONE. 

fALL, SPRING/SUIIIIER.

ISAAC. 

.,.,403 
ALUnA, 
DESIGNED TO PROVIDE EACH STUDENT MITH A SOLID CONIIAND Of THE 
IASIC IDEAS ANO TECHNIQUES Of ALGEeRA. MHICII IS NECESSARY FOR THE 
NORE AOWANCED IUSINESS COURseS. TO'ICS INCLUDE EQUATIONS OF 
LINES, SYSTEMS GF LINEAR EQUATIONS, POLYNONIALS, RATIONAL FUNC­
TIONS, AND RULES fOR EX'ONENTS. THIS COURSE, OR SATISFACTORY 
PERfORMANCE 011 THE QUANTITATIVE FOUNDATIONS EXANINATION IS Re-
QUIRED Of ALL UNOeRGRADUATe COLLEGE OF IUSINESS AND 'UILIC ADMIN­
ISTRATION STUDENTS. 
PREREQUISITES_ 

NONE. 

FALL. MINTER, SPRING/SUNNER,

ROCKE, MELLS. 

8'13404 
CALCULUS FOR 8USINESS 
3 
DESIGNED TO PRESENT THE IASIC CONCEPTS OF DIFFERENTIAL AND IN'E­
GRAL CALCULUS. THE COURSE IS NATHE'ATICAL. THE EN'ERING STUDEIIT 
IS EXPECTED TO ~AVE A SOLID C~IIMAND OF ALGE8RAIC AND GRAPHICAL 
IIETHODS. THEORT IS PRESENTED AND ILLUSTRA'ED MI'H EXAII'LES DIANII 
FROII 8USINESS AND ECOIIOIIICS. THE COURSE PROVIDES A FOUNDA'ION FOR 
IIORE ADVANCED COURSES IN IIANAGEIIENT SCIENCE AND OPERATIONS RE­
SEARCH. STUDEIITS MHO HAVE HAD CALCULUS PREYIOUSLY SHOULD IIOT 
REGISTER fOR THIS COURSE. 
PREREQUISHES_ 

IPA ]40', COLLEGE ALGEIRA. 

fALL, MINTER, SPRIIIG/SUIIIIER. 
. ROCKE, MELLS. 
IIP.,420 

'ERSONNEL IIANAGENE~T
, 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED FOR FIRST LINE SU'ERVISORS AND STUDENTS 
INTERESTED IN IECONING 'ERSDNNEL SPECIALISTS. PERSONNEL PLANNING, 
SELECTION, PLACEIIEN~ AND FOLLOM UP ARE VIEMED AS PART OF THE 
OVERALL MAMAGENENT 'ROCESS. GUEST S'EAKERS ARE UTILIZED EXTEN­

SIVELY AND THE COURSE CONCLUDES MITH THE OPPORTUNITY FOR THE 

STUDENT TO PRACTICE USING PERSONNEL TOOLS ANO IIASIC TESTS. 

PREREQUISITES.

IPA ]401, PRINCIPLES OF NANAGENENT. 

MINTEP. 

KELLEY. 

.,.,440 

PRODUCTION IIANAGENENT 

] 
A'PLICATIOIIS Of IIANAGEIIENT SCIENCE AND ANALYsis TO THE PRODUC'ION 

FUNCTIOII ARE DISCUSSED. EIIPHASIS IS PLACEO ON D'ERATIONS IIAN­

AGEIIENT TO PRODUCT DEVELO'IIENT, PLANT LOCATION AND LAYOUT. PRO­

DUCTION COST ANALYSIS. NQRK IIEASUREMENT, MORK SIIIPLIFICATION. 

SAFETY IIANAGENENT, AND QUALITY.COIITROL. 

PREREQUISITES­
IIPA ]461, STATISTICS I. 

fALL, MINTER, SPRING/SUNIIER.

TSOLAKIDES, HERZOG. 

.,.,441 

~AIIVFACTURING PROCESSES 

fUNDAIIEN'ALS OF IIANUFACTURING PROCESSES. MA'ERIALS ANO MATERIAL 

TESTING, PRODUCING AND PROCESSING FERROUS AND NON FERROUS METALS, 

IIETALLURGY AND HEAT TREATIIENT, FDUNORY 'ROCESSES AND CAS'ING, 

MACHINING AND fiNISHING IIETALS, IlEASUREMENT ANO INS'ECTIOII. 

PRERnUI $I TES_ 

IIPA '440, PRODUCTION "ANAGEIIENT. 

fALL. 

HERZIl'· 

8P.,446 

SAfETY MANAGEIIENT
, 
DEALS MITH ACCIDENT PREVENTION, SAFETY ADMINISTRATION, ANO SA.ETV 
'ROIL EMS IN CONNEtT ION WITH IIANUFACTURING AND MARKETING NEW PRO­
.DUCTS. HEAVY E"'HASIS ON THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEAL'H AC' 
OF 1.'0. 10TH LEGISLATION AND ENfORCEIIEIIT. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL 
STRESSES SAFETY IN All INDUSTRIAL SETTING. 

PREREQUISITES. 

IIPA 3440, PRODUCT 1011 MAIIAGEIIENT. 

fALL, MINTER. 

HERZOG. 

".,461

STATISTICS 

] 

COYERS THE IASIC TOPICS Of APPLIED STATISTICS INCLUDING THE SAII­

PLE HEAN ANO VARIANCE, RAIlDOII YARIABLES, ELEMENTARY fINI'E PROII­

AIILITY. 'HE IIINOIIIAL AND NORIIAL DISTRIBUTIONS, SAIIPLING. POIN' 

AND INTERVAL ESTIIIATIOII ANO HYPOTHESIS TESTING. 

PREREQUI 51 TES_ 

IIPA '40'. COLLEGE ALGEI~A. 

FALL. MIIITER, SPRING/SUII"ER.

ROCKE, MELLS. 
8PU46Z 

STAnSTICS II
, 
A CONTINUATION Of I'A '461, STATISTICS I. TOPICS COVERED INCLUDE 
ANALYSIS Of VARIANCE, REGRESSION. CORRELATION, NONPARAME'IC 
S'ATISTICS, IIVARIArE DISTRIIUTIONS AND CHI-SQUARE 'ESTS. STU­
DENTS MAKE EXTENSIVE USE Of , STATISTICAL COM'U'ER PACKA5E IN THE 
ANALYSIS Of DA'A AND A'PLICATIOII OF STATISTICAL TES'S. 
'RUEC:UISITESI' 

·IIPA ]461, STAnnlCS I. 

FALL, MIN'ER, S'RING/SUIINER.

ROCKE, MELLS. 
I J I I I 
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BPI1Ul 
FORTRAN PROGRA""ING 
1 
A STUDY OF FORTRAN PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE AMO ITS APPLltATIDN TO 

IUSINESS PROlLEM SOLVING. STUDENTS ~ILL MRITE PROGRAMS ANO SOLVE 

THEN ON BOTH IATt" PRDtESSING AND TIME-SHARED tONPUTER SYSTEMS. ' 

PRERHUISITESI 

IPA 3402. 

MINTER. SPRING/SUNRER.

STIFF. 

IPA3482 

tDMPUTER PROGRAMMING' tOlOL 

3 

PRESENTS THE FUNDAMENTALS CF tONPUTER PRCGRAMMING AND THE ANSI 

tOIOL tOMPUTER LANGUAGE. THESE FUNOAMENTALS MILL IE APPLIED TO 

VARIOUS IUSINESS ANO/OR ST'TIST'tAL SITUATIONS. THE tOURSE MILL 

ALSO tDVER DIStUSSION OF INPUT/OUTPUT DEVltES, SOFTMARE tONSIDER­

ATIONS. ANO IASlt FoRMS DESIG~. 

PRERECUI SITES. 

BPA 3402, INtRODUCTION TC COMPUTER PROGRAMMING. 

liINTER. 

SUFF. 

IPU485 

S'I STEil ANAl'S IS 

3 

THIS COURSE IS INTENDED TO PROVIOE THE STuOENT lilTH SKILLS THAT 

ARE IASIC TO SYSTE~S ANALYSIS, DESIGN 'NO IMPLENENTATION. TOP ItS 

TO IE tOVERED MILL INCLUDE: THE tO~tEPT OF SYSTEN. INTROOUtTION 

TO SYSTEN LIFE t'lcLE, SYSTEM LIFE tYCLE RANAGERENT, ROLE OF SYS­

TEMS ANAL 'ISIS; TOOLS AND TEtHNIQUES OF SYSTENS ANALYSIS; STUDY, 

DESIGN AND DEVELOPEMwT P~ASES; A~O S'ISTER PERFORNANCE DEfiNITION. 

PRERECuISITES' 

IPA 3402, INTRODUtTION TO tONPUTER PROGRARRING. 

FAll. 

IS"t. 

IPA3!Ol 

PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING 

3 

DEALS MITH THE NANAGERIAL APPROAtH TO MARKETING. INCLUDES A STUDY 

Of MARKETS, INSTITUTIONS, AND THE ENVIRON~ENTS IN MHICH IUSI­

NESSES AND NONBUSINESS ENTERPRISES OPERATE. 

PRERE'UISITES' ' 

IPA 3201. PRINtlPLES OF NltROECONOPltS. 

FALL, MINTER, SPRING/SURRER.

OLSON, SHAAIAN. . 
IPU520 
tONSUNER IEHAVIOR 
3 
THIS COURSE DRAMS ON THE IEHAVIORAL SCIENtES TO GAIN AN INSIGHT 
INTO tONSUMER NEEDS, MANTS, AND IEHAVIORS IN THE MARKET PLAtE. EM­

PHASIS IS PLACED ON HOM THE IUSINESSMAN CAN IUILD AN UNDERSTAND­

ING. Of THE ,INDIVIDUAL CONSUMER IN'C THE NARKETING DECISION­

MAKING, PLANNING AND tONRUI<ICATlON FUNCTlCNS. 

PRERE CU IS ITE S' 

IPA 3501, PRINCIPLES OF RARKETING. 

MINTER, SPRING/S~RER. 

OL SON, SHAAIAN. 

IPA3601 

REAl ESTATE PRINCIPLES AND PRAtT ICES 

3 

AN INTROOUtTORY tOURSE TO THE STUDY OF REAL ESTATE MHICH EXAMINES 

THE NATURES. OMMERSHIP, TRANSFER AND CON,ROL Of REAL PROPERTY IN­

TERES'S AND SELEtTED ASPECTS OF THE REAL ESTATE IUSINESS INCLU­

DING LICENSING, IROKERAGE, APPRAISAL, FINANCE, AND PROPERTY MAN­

AGEMENT. (SUCCESSFUl COMPLETION SATISFIES THE 10 HOUR EDUCATION 

REQUIREMENT FOR THOSE SEEKING TO TAKE THE ULINOIS SUPERVISORS 

LICENSE EXAR.' 

PREREGUISltES. 

NONE. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN A'IIO-Il. 

STAFF. 

IPA3602 

REAL ESTATE LAM 

3 

AN ADVANCED STUDY OF THE LEGAL ASPECTS OF REAL PROPERT'I AND REAL 

ESTATE BROKERAGE. ISuttESSFUL tOMPLETION SATISFIES THE -CONTRAtTS 

AND tONVEYANtING- AND -ADVANCED RE'L ESTATE PRINtIPLES- EDUCATION 

REQU'REMENENTS FOR THCSE SEEKING TO OlTAIN AN ILLINOIS IROKER'S 

LICENSE.' 

PRERHUISITES' 

NONE. 

NOT StHEDULED 1M AYIO-81. 

STAFf. 

IPA3603 

LOANS AND DISBURSEMENTS. MORTGAGES 

!DVANCED COURSE FOR THOSE ENGAGEO IN OR DEALING MITH CONSTRUCTION 

LOANS AND INTERIN FINANCING, OR MITH NOR'GAGE LOAN UNCERMRITING 

FOR ALL TYPES OF PROPERTIES. THE PRACTltAL PERSPEtTIVE IS ERPHA­

SIZED THROUGHOUT T"E COURSE INtLUOING THE FORMAL ASPECTS tUR­

RENTLY INS'ITUTIONALIZED. 

PREREQUISITES: 

NONE. 

FALL, ODD '1EAIIS. 

STAFF. 

IPU604 
SINGLE FANILY IES'DE.TrAl A"R.rSALJ . 
PROfESSIONAL STANDARDS AND PRAtTltESI RN DESIGNATION AND REQUlae­

MENTS; NATURE OF REAL PROPERT' AND VALUE, t'TY AND NEIGHlORMDDD 

DATA AND ANALYSIS; SITE DATA ANALYSISI HIGHEST AND lEST USE. 

IUILDING INSPEtTIONI THREE APPROAt~ES TO VALUE--tOST APPROACH, 

MARKET DATA APPROAtH, AND INtOME APPIOAtHI THE APPRAISAL RIPDRT-­

NARRATIVE AND FOR~ REPORTS; SPEtlAL TYPES OF RESIDENTIAL ,.OP­

ERTIES, tONDOMINIU~S. to-cPS. 

FALL EVEN YEARS. ' 

STAFF. ' 

IP13605 

SALES TEtHNIQUES , REAL ESTATE IROKERAGE 

3 

EMPHASIS IS ON THE PRAC'ltAL ASPECTS Of INNOVATIVE SALES PSYCNDl­
0&'1 TRAINING FOR THE SALES FORtE AND OTHER ASPEtTS OF OPERATIONAL 

PROlLEMS FACING THE MANAGEMENT Of , REAL ESTATE IROKERAGE IUSI­

NESS IN THE RESIDENTIAL AND CORMERtlAL FIELDS. EIPAND UPON THE 

PROtESSES ASSotIA'ED MIT~ THE LISTING, ASSESSING, SELLING AND 

FINANtlNG OF REAL ES'ATE. ' 

PREREQUI SI TES. 

IPA 3601, LOANS AND DISIURSEMENTS. MORTGAGES. 

FALL. 

STAFF. 

IPA36C6 

ARtHITECTURAL STYLES' TERMINOLOGY USE IN CONTEMPQaAAY A~tRltA 

3 

THE COURSE CATERS TO THE NEED CF IROKEIIS. SALESMEN, tELLERS, BUY­

ERS O' BUILDERS OF REAL ESTATE INPRDVEMENTS, RESIDENCES, OFfiCES, 

STORES, FACTORIES. IF YOU MANT TO IE tONVERSANT IN THE VEALTH OF 

DEstRIPTIVE TERMINOLOGY AND STYLE CF ARCHITEtTURE THEN THIS IS 

THE tOURSE IIEtOMMENDED. 

PREREGUI SITES. 

NONE. 

FALL, EVEN YEARS. 

SUFF. 

IPA3601 

tONSTRUCTION PROGRESS PLANNING AND COST ESTIMATION 

3 

CONSTRutTION ~ERRINOLOGY, ELEMENTS AND MATERIALS, THEIII MEASURE­

RENT, PROCESS Of PLANNING tCNSTRutTION SEQUENCES, STATISTltAL 

tOST DATA SOURtES. AND THE ELE"ENTAL COMPILATION Of ESTIMATED 

tDNSTRUCTIDN tOSTS FOR APPRAISALS ~D INITIAL DEVELOPMENT PROPOS­

ALS. 

MINTER, ODD YEARS. 

JSOLAIIIDES. 

IPAl101 

OFFltE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 

3 

DEALS MITH APPLYING THE PRINCIPLES OF NANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION 

TO OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE tASES; PLANNING THE OfFltE ENVIRONMENT, 

AND DEFINING THE SYSTEMS AND SUISYSTEMS OF TH! OFFICE. 

PREREQUI $I TES. 

NONE. 

FALL. 

NOR'DN. 

IPAllD2 

REtoRDS ADMINISTRATION 

3 

DEALS IIITH RECORDS CRUTlON, USE," ~AlNTI!NANC!, AlII) DEURUCTIONI 

RECORDS STORAGE FACILITIES, tLASSIFICATION OF REtORDSa DEVELOP­

MENT OF FILE PATTERNS, FORPS AND REPORTS CONTROL' PROTEtTIOR Of 

'lIT AL RECORDS. 

PREREQUISITES' 

NONE. 

FALL. 

MORJOII. 

IPAll03 

IUSINESS COMMUNICATION 

3 

OESIGNEO TO PRESENT A tDMP.EHENSIVE TREATM~T Of BASIC PRINCI­

PLES OF BUSINESS tDMMUNICATIONS, INCLUDING IUSINESS LETTERS, HI.­

ORANDA, REPOR'S, ORAL tOMMUNICATION, TEtHNICAL REPORT VRITINe, 

VERIAL AND NCNVERIAL COMMUNltATION. 

PREREQUISITES. 

IPA 3801, COMMUNltATIONS I OR EQUIVALENT. 

FALL, VINTER. SPRING/SUR"ER.

MENDELSON, "ORTON. 

8PAlIOl 
CDMMUN !CATIONS 
3 
DESIGNED TO IMPROVE THE STUDEN"S MRITING FAtILITY. IT IS STRUC­
TURED TO PROVIDE TRAINI~G AND EIPERIENtE IN THE COMPOSITION Of 
INFORMA'IVE AND EXPLANATORY ESSAYS, MITH THE GOAL OF IMPROVING 
COMPETENCE IN USEFUL liRITTEN EXPRESSION. 
PREREQUISITES' • 
NO~E. 
FALL, MINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

"ORTON, MENDELstN. 
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."!t02 

COII"UH leA HONS II 

:TUDY Of THE NUIIEROUS AND VARIED FOR"S OF WRITTEN AND SPOIEN CGI!­

IIUNICATION IN fIODERN IUSINESS. T",OUGH LECTURES. DISCUSSIONS ANO 

'RACTICAL EXERCISES. THE STUDENT wiLL IE IIADE AWARE OF THE III'OR· 

TANCE Of ALL AS.ECTS OF COIIIIUNICATION III CONTEII'ORARY IUSINESS 

ANO IIIDUSTRIAL A"LICATIONS. 

PRERECUISITES. 

I'A 3101 CORIIUNICATIONS 1 OR EQUIV.LENT. 

WINTEII. 

III011TON. 

l'A3I04 

REPORT AND TECHNICAL WRITING 

3 • 

'ROVIDES A COII'REHENSIVE COVERAGE OF IUSINESS REPORT WIlITING '110­
CEDUIIES INCLUDING GRAIIIIAIi ••LANNING. RESEARCH. IIETHODS OF DEVEL­

O'IIENT. OUTLINING. FORIIAT. ILLUSTR.TIONS. LANGUAGE. ANO STYLE. 

'REREQUISITES. 

I'A JIDI COIIIIUNICATIDN I OR ECUIVALENT. 

WINTER. DOD TEAIIS. 

IIENOELSON. NORTCN. 

l'U901 
INTIIODUCTICN TO 'UILIC ADNINISTRATION 
3 ' 

EXAIIINES THEORIES. HISTORY. AND CURRENT ISSUES OF ADNINISTRATION 

IN GOVERNIIENT. 

.REREGUISITES. 

NONE. 

FALL. WINTER. S'RING/SUIIIIER.

COLIT. DONALDSON. 

.,U9D2
AIIERICAN NATIONAL GOVERNNENT 
3 
EXANINIES U.S. GOVERNNENT INSTITUTIONS. THE INFORNAL 'RESSURES 
WHICH INFLUENCE THEN. AND THE 'OLICIES 'RODUCED IT THE GOVERNING 
'IIOCESS. 
PREREQUI 51 TES: 

NONE. 

WINTER. S'RING/SUNNER.

STOVER. 

I.A4DOI 
COO'ERATIVE EDUCATICN 
3 
DESI,"E~ TO CONIINE INDIVIDUAL CAREER COUNSELING AND WOIIK OUTSIDE 
OF THE CLASSROON IN CONIINATION WITH INSTITUTIONAL LEARNING SET· 
TlNGS. 
, PREREGIIISITES. 
'ERIIISSION OF ADVISER AND Coo'ERATIVE EDUCATION CooIiDINATOIi. 
FALL. WINTER. SPRING/SUNNER.

DONALDSON. 

.,A4010 
INDE'ENDENT STUDY. 
3 
INOE'ENDENT STUDY IS INTENDED TO 'ROVIDE THE lETT Ell STUDENT THE 
O'POIITUNITY TO STUDY A TO'IC OF HI! OWN CHOICE IN A GIVEN DISCI­
PLINE UNDEII 'ROFESSIONAL SU'EIIVISION. ONLY THE STUDENT WHO IS 
'IIE'AIIED TO DEVOTE CONSIDERAILE TillE .ND EFFORT SHOULD UNDERTAKE 
AN INDE'ENOENT STUDY. THE STUDENT CONTEN'L.TING A COUIISE IN INDE­
'ENOENT STUDY SHOULD FIRST H.VE IN NINO. DEFINITE .IIE. FOil IN­
WESTIGATION WITHIN THE DISCI'LINE III WHICH HE WISHES TO MORK. AIID 
.. INSTIIUCTOII WITH WHON HE VISNES TO WORK. 

'REREQUISITES. 

'ERIIISSION OF INSTIIUCTOR .ND DE.N. 

F.LL. WINTER. S'RING/SUIIIIER. 

ST ..', 
,'UD20
INDE'ENOENT STUDY. 

3 

S.IIE .5 1"4010. 

PREREClUISI TES. 

.ERIIISSION OF INSTRUCTOR AND DE'N. 

'.LL. WINTER. S'RING/SUIIIIEIl.

STAFF. 

1"4110 
• DV.NCED A6CDUNTI~' 

3 

• 'PLIC.TION OF ACCOUNTING .R.CTICE FOR AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE 

COIIPLEXITIES CON'RISIN' IUSINESS .ND FIN.NCE. CORPORATE COlli IN'­

TIONS AND THE S'ECIAL A"LIC.TIONS OF IIE.SUIIENENT AND REALIIATION 

'1lINCI.LES IN SUCH "ATTEIIS .5 CONSOLID.TIONS. CONGLONERATES. 

'OOLING Of INTERESTS. '~D INTERN.TION.L D'ER.TIONS. 

PRERI!OUI 51 TES. 

I" 3151. I" 3152. INTERIIEDI.TE 'CCOUNTING I .NO II. 

F.LL. S'RING/SUIIIIER.

wiNSTON. SHEKII. 

1"4121 
TAX ACCOUNTlN' 
3 
AN APPLIUTION OF A NANAGERIAL '''IIOACH TO TAX.1I0N T",OUCH .N 
EII'"'SIS ON T.X 'ROILEIIS .5 THET .FFECT THE IUSINESS ENTERPRISE 
AND ITS IUSINESS TRANSACTIONS. STUDENTS OIT.IN • 1110.0 ."RECI.­
TION OF THE T.X STIIUCTUNE ANO ITS IIOLE. lOT" .5 • COURSE OF REV­
EMUE AND .5 • DEVICE TO CONTROL THE ECONDIIY • 
• IIEIIEQU15lTESI 

eP. '101, FINANCIAL ACCOUN'I"C 01 1'$ lOUIVAlIN' •ACCOUNT INC 1 

.NO I U. 

F.LL. 

STAFF. 

1"4122 
T.X ACCOUNTING II 
3 
AN A"LICATIDN OF A IIANAGERI.L A"IIOACH TO T•••TION THROUGH AN 
EII'H.SIS ON TAX 'ROlLE 115 AS THEY A'FECT THE COIIPOR.TION AND IN­
DIVIDUAL. C.SES .NO 'ROILEIIS INVOLVE SUCH TO.ICS .5 IIULTI-COR'OR­
'TION 'ARTI.L .ND COMPLETE LIQUIDATION. REORGANIZ.TION. 'ERSONAL 
HOLDIIiG COII'ANIES••ENSION .ND 'ROflT SH.RING·. ETC ••ND INCLUDE 
SOliE THAT INVOLVE THE INTEIIREL'TIONS~I'S IETWEEN ENTITIES. 
PRERECUISITES' 
I" 4121. TAX ACCOUNTING I 011 'ERIIISSION OF INSTRUCTOR. 

WINTER. 

STAFF. 

.,.4140 

AUDIT CONCE'TS AND ST.NDARDS 

3 

DEALS WITH THE ST.NDAROS. CONCE'TS. O~ECTIVES. TECHNIQUES. RI!­

PORTS ••ND ETHICS 'ERT.INING TO THE WORK OF lOT" THE INDE'ENDENT 

.ND INTERNAL 'UDITDR. S'ECIAL 'TTE~TION GIVEN TO ST.TENENTS ON 

.UDITING 'ROCEDURES. ST.TISTICAL SAN'LING. AND ED' IN AUDITING. 

'RERECUISITES' 

1'.3101. FIN.NCIAL .CCOUNTING OR ITS EQUIVALENT IACCDUNTING I 

.ND III. 

WINTER. 

SNEKII. 

""150GOVERNIIENT.L ACCDUNTING. IUDGETING .ND FIN.NCE 
3 
A STUDY OF FUND .CCOUNTING USED IN GOVERNIIENT.L UNITS. HOS'ITALS. 
COLLEGES••ND UNIVERSITIES. INCLUDES THE STUDY OF lUOGETARY AC­
COUNTING ••"IIO.RIATIONS. ENCUIIIRA~CES. INTERN.L CHECKS AND AU­
DITS. YARDSTICKS FOil 'ERFORIIANCE .ND 'UiLIC FIN.NCING FOR EFFEC­
TIVE .ONINISTRATIDN OF THESE UNITS .NO ORGANIZ.TIONS. FOR STU­
DENTS 'URSUING • C.REER IN ACCOUNTING. EN'H'SIS IS ON FUND AC­
COUNTING ."LIC.ILE TO THESE INSTITUTIONS. THE STUDENT WILL IE­
COilE .CQU.INTED wiTH THE 'ECULIAR4TIES OF THE IUOGET.RY .ND AC­
COUNTING 'ROCESSES. 'RE'ARATION OF THE FIN'NCI.L ST.TEIlENTS. AND 
USING .CCDUNTING D.TA FOR FISCAL RES'ONSIBILITY. 
PREREQUISITES. 
BP. JlDI. 
S'RING/SUIIIIER.
SHElll. VELIIOVITI. 
l'U205 
'UILIC FIN.NCE 
3 
SUIIVEYS THE OEVELO'NENT .ND ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF GOVERNIIENT EX­
'ENDITUNES. aEVENUES. AND INDEITED~ESS WITH SPECIAL aEFERENCE TO 
ELECTED TAX AND 1U0GETARY 'ROILEIIS COllllONLY FACED IY .DNINISTR.­
TORS AND GOVEaNIIE~T ~FFICIALS. ' 
FALL. WINTEa. 
ST.FF. 
I'UZIO 
INTERIIEDI.TE II'CROECONOMICS 
3 
DEALS wiTH THE .GGIIEGATE LEVEL OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY. AN.LYSIS IS 
DIRECTED .T THE IIETHODOLOGY Of NATIONAL INCONE .CCOUNTS. DEVELO'­
MENT OF GOODS. MONEY AND LAlOR N.IIIETS ••NO THE III'ACT AND EF­
FECT OF 'OLICY INSTRUIIENTS. NODELS .RE USED TO DEVELD' THE INTER­
DE'ENDENCE OF N.RKETS IN ThE OETIIIIIINATION OF THE AGGREG.TE LEVEL 
Of EtDNOIIIC .CTIVITY. 

'REIIEQUISITES' 

IF. 3201 'RINCI'LES OF IIICIlOECONOIIICS. B'. J202 'RINCI'LES OF 

"'U'DECONDNICS. 
FALL. IIINTER. 

'ETRO. NILLER. 

B'A4220 

M.N.GERI.L ECONOllICS. THE ECONONICS OF THE FIRN 

3 

DEALS WITH THE ANALYSIS .ND THEORI!TIC'L CONSTRUCTS OF IIIRCROEtoN­

ONICS APPLIED TO IIAN.GEaIAL DECISION-NAKING CONSUIIER OEN.ND. 'liD­

aucTION AND COST ANALTSIS. IUSINESS IEHAVIOR AND II.RlET 'ERFORII­

AlICE. AND WITH RESOURCE IN'UT DECISIONS .ND GROWT" EQUILIIRIUII• 

'IIEREQUISITES. 

I" J201 .RINCI'LES OF IIICROECONOIIICS. I'A 3202 'RINCI'LES OF " .. 

CIlOECONOIIICS. l'A.404 C.LCULUS FOil IUSINESS. I'A 3462 STATISTICS

... 
F.LL. WINTER. S'RING/SUIIIIEIl.

L1EISCHER. 

IFUZ3D 

INTEIINATION.L ECONOIIICS 

J 

THEORT OF INTERNATIONAL TR.DE AND F.CTOR IIOYEIIENTS, INTERNATIONAL 

IIONET.RT REL.TIONS. IALANCE OF '.T.ENTS. FOREIGN EXCH.NGE NARKETS 

.ND THE DEVELD'~ENT OF ALTEIIN.TIVE I~TERN'TION'L NONEY STSTEIIS. 

THEORT OF TARIFFS AND CURaENT ISSUES IN U.S. TR.DE 'OLICY. 

'REREQUISITES' 

I" 3201. '1lINCI'LES OF "'CIIOECOND~ICS , I" J202. 'RINCIPLES OF 

NICIIOECONONICS. 

F.LL. 

SUFF. 
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8"4235 

COMPARATIVE ECONORIC SYSTERS 

3 

TE'CHES THE STUDENT TO OIFFERENTI'TE IETWEEN POPULAR POliTICAL 

lAIEl~ AND SETS OF FACTORS THAT ACTU'llY DISTINGUISH WORKING ECO­

NOMIC SYSTERS. 

PREREQUISITES. 

I'A 3201. PRINCI'lES OF NACROECONOPICS , IIPA 3202. 'RINCIPlES OF 

RICRDECONOMICS. 

MINTER. ODD YEARS. 

MilLER. lIEIlSCHE•• 

lPA4HO 

THE HISTORY OF ECO.CMIC THOUGHT 

3 

DEALS WITH THE ECONOMIC IDEAS THAT lEAD TO CONCEPTS AND TOOlS OF 

ANALYSIS OVER TIME. AND MITH ANALYSIS RELATED TO VIGOROUS ECONOM­

IC PROllEMS. COVERAGE OF NERCANTlllSR AND PHYSIOCRACY. AS MEll 

AS THE SUIISEQUENT LEADING FIGURES-SMITH. MAL THUS. RICARDO. MARX. 

Mill. "ARSHAll AND KEYNES. . 

PREREQUISITES. 

IPA 4210 INTERMEDIATE "ACRCECCNORICSI IPA4220 MANAGERIAL ECONOM' 

ICS. THE ECONDRICS OF THE FIRM. 

FALL. COO YEARS. 

PETRO. 

IlPA4365 

ESTATE PUNNING 

3 

COVERS I'SICS NEEDED fOR DEVELOPING AND UPDATING AN ESTATE PLAN. 

ITS CREATION. CONSERVATION. 'NO DISPOSITION. TOPICS INCLUDE. I­

DENTIFYING AND HARRONIZING liFE GOALS 'NO liFE STYLES. INVESTMENT 

OPTIONS, LIFE INSURANCE. GUARDIANS. IPS. TRUST. WilLS. 'NO THE 

NEMlY REVISED FEDERAL ESTATE AND GIFT TAX lAM. 

PREREQUISITES. 

NONE. 

MINTER. 

CHAVEl. 

IIPUHO 

INSURANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT 

3 , 

ANALYSIS OF THE NATURE AND SCO'E Of THE VARIOUS RISK EXPOSURES 

GENERALLY f'CING INDIVIDUALS AND 'ROfIT AND NON-PROfiT ORGANIZA­

TIONS. ALTERN'TE PETHDDS CF DEALING WITH RISK EXPOSURES ARE EX­

AMINED. INCLUDING THE USE OF INSUR'NCE AS A RISK-HANDLING DEVICE. 

TOPICS INCLUDE' PERSONAL RISKS. PROPERTY RlSKS. AND THIRD-PARTY 

LIAIILITY RISKS. AND THE N'TURE 'NO TYPES GF INSURANCE tONTRACIS, 

STUDENTS WilL LE'R~ TO APPLY RISK PANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES TO THE R 

PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL AfFAIRS. 

PREREQUIS ITES' 

NONE. 

FALL. 

CHAVEl. 

IPU375 

ANALYSIS Of FINANCIAL ST'TEMENTS 

3 

UTiliZES COMPUTER SIMULATION TO FACiliTATE UNDERSTANDING AND A'­

PLICATION OF CERTAIN TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS. SUCH AS 

FlOM Of FUNDS. fORECASTING. ANO DISCOUNTED CASH FlOM. 

'REREQUISITES.

8PA 3301 PRINCIPLES Of FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT. 

SPR ING/SUIIMER.

NI SSAN. MAX. 

IPU380 

FINANCIAL MARKETS 

3 ,

DEALS MITH ANALYSIS Of T~E FlDM Of FUN~S THROUGH FINANCIAL IN­

STITUTIONS AND M'RKETS WIT" THE 'URPOSE Of UNDERSTANDING AND 'RE­

DICTING MARKET CONDITIONS. AREAS T~ IE COVERED INCLUDE TYPES OF 

FIN'NCIAL INSTRUMENTS. TERM STRUCTURE Of INTEREST RATES. INVEST­

MENT POLICIES OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS. EFFICIENCY Of FINANCIAL 

MARKETS. AND THE EFfECTS Cf MONETARY 'NO FISCAL POLICIES UPON 

FINANCIAL ~ARKETS. 

PRERECUISITES. 

IIPA 3301 PRINCIPLES Of fIN'NCIAl M'NAGERENT. 

faLL. 
MAX. 
IIPU390 

INVESTMENTS 

3 

INVOLVES STUDY OF THE PRINCIPLES Of INVESTMENT SECURITIES MITH 

VARYING DEGREES Of RISK AND RETURN. TOPICS INCLUDE. INVESTMENT 

RISK. HISTORIC'l RISK-RETURN RELATIONSHIPS, VALUATION Of ALTER­

NATIVE FINANCIAL INSnUM.ENTS , TECHNICAL ANALYSIS. PROCEDURES Of 

THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY. FCRMULA I~VESTING, TA. CONSIDERATIONS, 

INVESTMENT COMP'NIES, AND PERSON'L INVESTMENT POLICY. 

PRERHUISITESI 

IIPA 3301 PRINCIPLES Of FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT. 

WINTER. S'RING/SUM~ER.

MAX. 
,"4400 
ORGANIZATIONAL IEHAVIOR 

3 

ANAlYIES THE IENAYIOR Of PEOPLE IN ORGANIZATIONS. DISCUSSES 01­
GANIZATIONAl MOTIVATION. lEADERSHI'. GROU' IIEHAVIOR. CONMUNICa­

TION. DECISICN "AKING AND tESIGN OF USE TO THE POTENTIAL MANAGER 

AND All MERIIERS OF THE ORGANIZATION. THIS IS AN E.TENSION AND 

INTENSifiCATION OF THE IEHAYIORAL PORTION Of 'RINCIPlES Of "AN­

AGEMENT. IIPA 3401 IWHICH IS A PREREQUISITEI

PREREQUISITES. • 

IPA 3401. PRINCIPLES OF MANAGERENT. 

FALL. WINTER. SPRING/SUMNER.

IIUCKENMYER. 

11"4421 

LAlOR RELATlCNS 

3 

INTRODUCES THE STUDY Of MANAGE"ENT-UNION RELATIONS AND THE 'RO­

ILEMS THAT ARISE fOR THE ENTERPRISE IN THE MANAGING Of THE UNION 

RELATIONSHIP AS PART Of THE PERSONNEL FUNCTION. CONSIDERATION IS 

GIVEN TO THE STRUCTURE. AlPS. AND CIJECTIVES OF THE UNION INSTI ­

TUTION' THE MANNER IN WHIC~ "'NAGENENT DEALS WITH UNIONS. MANAGe­

MENT STRUCTURE AND OIJECTIVES IN COLLECT lYE IARGAINING; THE RESO­

LUTION OF MANAGE"E~T-UNION DISPUTES, AND GOVERNMENT REGULATION Of 

COLLECTIVE GARGAINING. 

PREREQUI$ITES. 

IIPA 3401. 'RINCIPLES Of RANAGEMENT. 

fALL. SPRING/SU"MER.

SUFf. 

11"4422 

IEHAVIORAl RESEARCH IN IUSINESS 

3 

A COURSE DESIGNEO TO ASSIST STUDENTS WHO "AVE HAD ONLY A llMITIO 

IIACKGROUND IN RESEARCH AND STATISTICS. IT 'ROvIOES THE STUDENT 

MITH AN OPPORTUNITY TO 8ECOME fAMILIAR MITH THE LAMGUAGE Of 

RESEARCH AND THE PRACTICAL A"LICATION OF RESEARCH DESIGNS TO 

PRall EMS THEY MAY FACE IN THEIR DAilY MaRK. STATISTICAL TESTI" 

OF RESULTS FOR DIFFERENCES OTHER T~AN IY CHANCE IS INClUOEO. 

STUDENTS SHARE RESULTS MITH E'CH OTHER AND CDMIIINED PROJECTS ARE 

POSSIIlE. SINCE INDIVIDUAL ASSISTANCE IS OffERED. ENROllMENT IS 

liMITED TO NOT RORE THAN 15. 

PREREQUISITES. 

IPA ~461. ST'TISTICS I. 

SPR lNG/SUMMER.

KELLEY. 

1"4423 

COMPENSATION AND INCEMTIVE SYSTEMS 

3 

THIS IS A lECTURE-DISCUSSICN COURSE CONDUCTED ON A SEMINAR lAS IS. 

THE STUDENT Mill liE EX'OSED TO A MIDE RANGE Of PAY THEORIES AlD.. 

MITH SOME 'RECISE RETHODS Of IUllDING CDM'ENSATION SCALES. THI 

PAY SURVEY Mill IE INTRODUCED AND AN INDIVIDUAL 'ROJECT DEYEL­

OPED. THE COURSE Mill CONCLUDE MIT~ THE PLACEMENT Of COM'ENSATION 

'NO fRINGE IENEflTS IN A TIME Of OOUIIlE DIGIT INfLATION. 

PREREQUI SITES: 

BP' 3420. PERSONNEL "AN'GENENT OR I'A 4421. lAIOR RELATIONS. 

WINTER. 

IIUCKENMYER. KELLEY. 

IIPU424 
SELECTION AND PLACEMENT OF 'ERSONNEl 
3 
RECRUITMENT. SELECTION. Pl'CE"E"T 'NO EYAlUATION,OF HUMAN RESOUR­
CES. A METHODS COURse CONCENTRAT IN' ON THOSE "RTS Of THE PEUON­
NEl "ANAGEMENT PROCESS MHICH CAN LEAD TO AN EF.ECTIVE MATCHING OF 
PEO'LE TO ~IS. THE SCENARIO CAllS FOR THE ACTION TO TAKE PLACE 
IN TWO DifFERENT SETTINGS. ONE A MANUfACTURING PLANT, THE OTHER 
A SERVICE INOUSTRY. SAM'lE JOI S'EClfICATIONS MILL IE DEVElOPEO 
ANO ClOSEO CIRCUIT TY ROLE PLAYING Mill IE UTllIZIO. THE COURSE 
CONCLUDES MITH PROllEMS INHERENT IN 10TH SETTINGS SUITAllE 'OR 
fURTHER STUOY. 
PREREQU IS ITESI 
I'A 3420. PERSONNEL "ANAGE"ENT. 
MINTER. 
KELLEY. 
1"4425 

SUPERVISION 

3 

THIS COURSE COYERS MANAGEMENT "ATE_IALS SPECifiC TO THE SUPERYI­

SORY lEVEL OF "ANAGE"ENT. IT 'LSD tEALS WITH THE TY'ES OF PRoa­

LEMS WHICH ARE GENERALLY S'ECIFIC TO FIRST lEVEL SUPERVISION. THE 

ROLE Of THE FIRST LINE SUPERVISOR. THE STUOENTS Mill IE TAUGHT 

THE CONCEPTU'L IASIS Of GOCO SUPERVISION IUT. 'RIMARILY. THI 

APPLICATION Of GOOD SUPERYISING PRACTICES Mill IE EM'HASIZIO. 

S'RING/SUM"ER.

IUCKENMYER. 

""'440 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND MANAG~INT 

3 

INTRODUCES PRINCIPLES Of INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERIN5. COVERI.. SUCH 

TOPICS AS PRODUCTION ENGINEERING. YAlUES ANALYSIS. S'EClfl"­

TIONS. WORK MEASURE"ENT. SAfETY ENGINEERING. STATISTICAL QUALITY 
CONTROL. OPERATIONS RESEAaCH. SYSTEMS AN.LYSIS AND MATERIAL HA.o­
lING AND ENGINEERI.G ECONORY. LECTURES. TRAINING AIDS. SEL. 
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IMlt~UClION. AND PRCILENS. 

I'tIEIIEC:UI SITES. 

BPA 3~62. STATISTICS II. 

fALL. MINTER. SPRING/SUNMEI. 

HUlDC. 

IlPA~~H 
PRCDUCTION AND INVENTOIY CCNTltL 
3 
CONCEPTS AND METHODS FOR PLANNING. SCHEDULING AND CONTROLLING 
MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS. INCLUDING "ACHINE LOADING. APPLICATIONS 
fOR S~ORT-RUN PRODUCTION AhO CCNTI~UOUS PRODUCTION. INCLUDES A 
COVERAGE OF TOeLING. EQUIP"ERT. COSTING AND PRODUCTION OF MANU­
FACTURED AND PROCESSED PRDDUCTS. APPLICATIONS DF THE METHODS DF 
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE IN fDRECASTING CEMAND. SCHEDULING PRDDUCTION 
INO CONTROLLING INVENTDRIES. LINEAR PRDGRAMMING. MAlTING LINE. 
SIMULATIDN AND STATISTICAL TEC~NIQUES fOR CONTROLLING PRODUCTION 
OPERATIONS. 
PRUEQUI SI TES' 
IIPA 3~~D. PRODUCTION NANAGEMENT , ePA 3~62. STATISTICS II. 
FALL. MINTER. SPRING/SUMMEI.
HEIZDG. STAfF. 
IIPUUD 
INTRODUCTION TO OPERATICNS RESEARC~ 
· 3 
THIS COURSE IS .AN INTRODUCTION INTC THE AIEA Of OPERATIONS 
RE$EARCH. IT WILL SURVEY T~E FUNDA~EN'ALS OF QUANTITATIVE 

APPROACHES TO MANAGMENT DECISIONS. THE ENPHASIS CF THE COURSE IS 

ON RECOGNITION Of THE ELEMENTS OF A 'ROBLEN AND THEIR RELATION­

SHIP. OPERATIONS RESEARC~ TEC~NIQUES MILL BE USED TO SOLVE BUSI­

NESS PROBLEMS AT AN ELEMENTARY LEVEL. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA 3~62, STATISTICS II. 

FALL, IIINTER. 

TSOUKIOES. 

1"~~61 
LINEAR PROGRAMNING 
3 
PRESENTS THE BASIC MAT~ENATICAL NETHOOS FOR SOLVING THE LINEAR 
PROGRAM"ING PROILE". THE TRANSPaRTATIOM PROBLEM AND AN ASSIGNNENT 
PROIILEN. IN AOOITIDN, VARIOUS FORN~LATIDNS OF THE PROBLEM IIILL BE 
CONSIDERED AS WELL AS THE INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS. 
PRERECUISITES' 
BPA H03.COLLEGE ALGEBRA DR EXAMINATION. 

SPRING/SUMNER.

IIELLS. 

lPA4UZ 
CONPUTER SYSTEIIS 
3 
INTRODUCTION TO MODERN COMPUTER SYSTEMS. T"EIR HARDWARE AND IIASIC 
OPERATING SYSTEMS. HUNAN fACTORS INVOLVED IN. COMPUTING SYSTE" 
OPERATION AND M"NTENANCE Mill BE STUDIED. CHOICE OF COMPUTER 
SYSTENS. EVALUATION OF CD"PUTER SYSTE" PERFORNANCE. STAFFING COM­
PUTER INSTALLATIONS. CONPUTEI NETMORKS AND CONNUNICATloN. ETC. 
ALSO IIILL IE OISC~SSEO. 
PREREQUI SITES. 
NONE. 
MINTER. 
ISAAC. 
IPA4~6J 
INFORMATI.. RETRIEVAL 
3 
VARIOUS TECHNIQUES OF INFORNATloN STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL MODELS 
AND TECHNIQUES MILL IE INTRODUCED. TOPICS ALSO INCLUDE COOING AND 
CLASSIFICATION SYSTENS. ceRSTRUCTleN OF OATA ELEMENT DICTIONARIES 
AHO T"ESAURUS. RETRIEVAL EFFICIENCY, ETC. IESIOES looLEAN 
METHODS. OIFFERERT STATISTICAL TEC~NIQUES FOR INFORMATION RETRIE­
TRIEVAL MILL ALSO eE STUDIED. 
PREIlECUI SITES. 

NONE. 

FALL. 

ISAAC. 

8PA4~" 
BUSINESS POLICY 
J 
THE CAPSTONE COURSE OF THE UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS ADIIINSTRATION 
CUiRICULU", DESIGNED TC INTEGRATE T~E VARIOUS fUNCTIONAL AREAS OF 
IUSINESS AONINISTRATION THROUGH CASE DISCUSSION THAT APPLIES NAN­
AGENENT_ FINANCE. PRODUCTION. NARKETING. ECDNONICS. AND ACCOUNT­
ING PRINCIPLES TO SOLVING IUSINESS PRDBLENS. FOR UNOEIlGRADUATE 
CIlEDIT ONLY. TO BE TAKEN DUliNG THE STUDENT'S LAST DR NEXT TO 
LAST TRIIIESTER BEFOIlE GRADUATION. 
PREREQUISITES. 

LAST COURSE IN UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM. 

FALL. MINTER. SPRIRG/SUIINER.

JUDD. 

1"4530 

MARKE.IIIG MANAGENE"T: PROo~CT AND PRICE STRATEGIES 

3 

THIS COURSE CONSIDERS THE NEED TO GENERATE AND EVALUATE PRDOUCT 

AND PRICE STRATEGIES. TOPICS TYPICALLY INCLUDE NARKEI ANALYSIS. 

MARKET SEGMENTATIOh AND PCSITICNING. "ARKET MEASUREMENT AND fORE­

CASTING; PRODUCT LifE CYCLES. NEil PRODUCT. PRO~UCT LINE AND PoRT­

fOLIO DECISIONS; BRAND AND MAARANTY DECISIONS. PRICING fCR SEA­

SONAL DEMAND SHIFTS; PRICING TO DETER ENTRY OF RIVALS. PRICING 

FOR SEGMENTED ~ARKETS AND FOR MULTI-"ARKET AND MULTI-PROOUCI 

FIRMS; INTERNAL PRICING. AfTER-PRODUCT PRICING. PSYCHOLOGICAL 

CONSIDERATIOhS IN RETAIL PRICING_ LECTURES ARE SUPPLENENTED IV 

PROBLEMS. CASES. AND/OR A SIMULATICN EXERCISE. 

PREREQUISITES. 

BPA 3'01, PRINCIPLES OF ~ARKETING. 

MINTER, SPRING/SUNNER.

OL SON. SHAUAN. 

BPU'~O 
MARKETING LOGISTICS AND DISTRIIIUTICN 

3 

THIS COUISE DEALS MITH THE ROLE OF DISTRIBUTION IN THE NARKETING 

MIX OF PRODUCT. DISTRI8UTICN. PRICE AND PROMOTION. MITH ENPHASIS 

ON CHANNEL STRUCIURE AND LOGISTICAL DECISIONS • . TOPICS INCLUDE 

EXCHANGE AND MARKET INTE~MEDIAR1ES. TYPES OF CHANNELS ANO THEIR 

USE, ST~UCTURE OF ~ETAILING A~O MHCLESLING; SELECTIVITY AND THE 

DEGREE OF DIRECTNESS IN C~ANNEL DECISIONS. CUSTOMER SERVICE DECI­

SIONS. INVENToRV MANAGENENT. TRANSPCRTATloN NODES. MAREHOUSING 

DECISIONS. SalES fORECASTING. THE PETHOD OF INSTRUCTION CONSISTS 

OF LECTURES SUPPLEMENTED BY PRCBLE~S AND/OR CASES. 

PRE~EQUISITES. 

BPA 3'01 PRINCIPLES OF MAltKElI"G. B" 3~61 STATISTICS I. 

MINTER. 

OLSON. 

11,.""0AOVER TIS ING 

3 

CONSIDERS THE DEVELOPMENT AND INPLEMENTATIDN OF THE VARIOUS ELE­

MENTS OF THE MARKETING COMMUNICATI~NS PReGRAN. ADVERTISING. PER­

$ONAL SELLING, PUIILICITV. PUBLIC RELATIONS. AND SALES PROMOTION 

ARE EXANINED AS THE BASE FOR DEVELOPING EFfECTIVE POLICIES AND 

STRAIEGIES FOR CONNUNICATING MITH ~ARKETS. OPPORTUNITIES A~E PRO­

VIDED TO EXANINE T~E NAltKETING COMPUNICATIONS PROBLENS OF NONBUS­

INESS AS ~ELL AS BuSINESS ePERATIO~S. 

PRfRECUISITES. 

IIPA 3501. PRINCIPLES OF NARKETING_ 

fALL. 

STAFF. 

BPA456D 

NARKETING RESEARCH 

3 

A STUDY OF THE RESEARCH PROCESS AS AN AID TO PLANNING AND OECI­

SICN-MAKING IN NARKETING NANAGENENT. TOPICS INCLUDE THE ROLE OF 

RESEARCH AND INFORNATION SYSTEMS IN NAIIKETING PLANNING. DEFINING 

AND PLANNING RESEARCH NEEDS. OITAINING MARKETING INFORMATION. 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATICNS IN IDENTIFYING 

TARGEI NARKETS. PRODUCT AND ADVERIISING RESEARCH AND MARKET AND 

SALES ANALlS IS. 

PREREQUISITES. 

IPA 3501. PRINCIPLES OF NARKETING; BPA 346l. STATISTICS I. 

FALL. SPRIH5/S~PNER.
OLSON. 
1I"~606 
REAL ESTATE PROPERTY NANAGENENT 

3 

THIS COURSE DEALS MITH THE NANAGENENT OF RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES 

AND IS IN CONTENT EQUIVALENT TO THE ONE TAUGHT BY THE INSTITUTE 

OF REAL ESTATE 'ANAGEMENT LISTED IY 11 AS REN 301 AND AS A PRE­

REQUISITE TO THE CERTIFIED PROPERTY MANAGEIl DESIGNATION. 

PREREQUISITESI 

II" 3601. 

MINTER. 

STAFF. 

BPA"I01 

APPRAISalS. THE ECONOMIC VALUATION OF LAND 

3 

INTRODUCES PRINCIPLES APPLIED TO REAL PROPERTY APPRAISAL OF RES­

IDENTIAL. CONNERCIAL. INDUSTRIAL. AND fARM LAND. ALSO SERVES AS 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE APPLICATION OF THE APPRAISING PROCESS AND 

ETHICS UlOER MHICH THE PROFESSION CF REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS OPER­

ATES. COURSE CONTENT IS EQUIVALENT TO THE COURSE I-A OF THE ANER­

ICAN INSTITUTE OF lEAL ESTATE APPRAISERS. FOR A FEE STUDENTS EARN 

CREDIT TOIIARD PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION Of· N". 

PREREQUISITES. 

II" 3601. 

FAll. 

STAFF. 

1"460' 

CAPIIALIZATION 'HECRY , TECHNIQUES 

3 

RATIONALE OF THE INCoNE APPROACH; INCOIIE EXPECTANCY; THE RELA­

TIONSHIP OF INCONE AND ValUE; DIRECT AND STRAIGHT CAPITALIZATION; 

APPRAISal OF LEAS£ INTEREST; NORTGAGE-EQUITY CAPITALIZATION; ANO 
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AN INTRODUCTICN TO INVESTNE~T ANALYSIS A~D FEASI8ILITY. 

WI~TER ODD YEARS. 

STAFF. 

8PA4609 
UR8AN LAND INVESTMENT ANALYSIS 
3 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS COURSE IS TO CCM81NE THE SKILLS FROM FEDERAL 
INCoNE TAX ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MATHENATICS ANO THEN UTILIZE 
THESE FOR A FORNAL ANALYSIS OF REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS. THE COM­
PLETION OF THIS COURSE PLACES THE STUDENT'S KNOWLEDGE EQUIVALENT 
TO THE CONTENT CFFERED WIT~ CCURSE CI 101 8Y THE REALTORS 
NATIONAL MARKETI~G I~STITUTE. 
PRERECUJSITES. 
8PA 3601. 
W I MER. 
STAFF. 
8"4610 
URIAN ECONOMIC DEVELCPNENT 
3 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAND ALLoCATICh AND OTHER RESOURCES IN THE 
UR8AN ENVIRONMENT AS RELATED TC GLCBAL AND NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGES 
ACCOMPANYING GRCMT~ OR DECLINE OF YRBAN CENTERS. HIGHLIGHTS THE 
ROlE OF REAL ESTATE RELATED OCCUPATIONS I~ THE ECONOMIC PROCESS. 
PRERE(UI SITES: 
NONE. 
FALL. EVEN YEARS. 
1I EBSCHER. 
8PA4611 
UR8AN PROPERTIES APPRAISAL APPLICATICNS 
3 
PRACTICal APPLICATIONS CF COMPOUND INTEREST TA8LES; LEASE INTER­
ESTS AND THEIR VALUATION; RELATIONSHIPS CF INCOME AND VALUE; MAR­
KET METHODS OF RATE SELECTICN; MORTGAGE EQUITY TECHNIQUES; COST 
APPROACH APPLICATIONS; MARKET DATA APPROACH APPLICATIONS; AND 
RECONCILIATION OF VALUE INDICATIONS. HEAVY EMPHASIS ON CASE 
STUol ES. 
WINTER ODD YEARS. 
1IE8SCHER. 
8"4701 
HUNAN RELATIONS OF THE OFFICE 

3 

DEALS WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CREATIVE AND PRODUCTIVE POTEN­

TIAL OF EMPLOYEES MITH SPECIAL E",~ASIS UPON THOSE WITHIN THE 

OFFICE ENVIRoNNENT. 

PREREQUISITES. 

NOliE. 

WINTER. 

MOnO~. 
8PA4702 
OFFICE SYSTEMS 
3 
DEALS WITH THE RELATIONSHIPS IETWEEN THE VARIOUS OFFICE SYSTEMS. 
I.E •• RECORDS NANAGEMENT. 'ERSONNEL. ENVIRONMENTAL. DATA PRO­

CESSING. WORD PROCESSING. AND ACCo~~TIHG. 

PRERE(UISITES.

8PA 3701. OFFICE oRGANllATICN AND ~ANAGENENT; ACCOUNTING. 3 

CREDITS; DATA PROCESSING. 3 CREDITS. 

WI NTER. 

MORTON. 
8"4851 
PRINCIPLES AND PR08LEMS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION 

J 

DESIGNED TO ICQUAINT STUDENTS WITH THE EVOLUTION AND PHILOSOPHY 

OF BUSINESS EDUCATION. THE CURRENT STATUS AND STRUCTURE OF THE 

CURRICUlUM. AND THE EFFORTS BEING ~ADE TO SOLVE THE PROBLENS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

NONE. 

WINTER. 

NORTON. 

8PA4152 

METHODS OF TEACHING BASIC BUSINESS 

3 

DEALS WITH NETHODS ANO TECHNIQUES CF CREATING, FACILITATING. AND 

ADNINISTERING EFFECTIVE TEACHING. LEARNING EX.ERIENCES IN IASIC 

aUSINESS. 

PREREQUISITES. 

COLLEGE COURSE WORK IN ACCCUNTING. BUSINESS LAM, ECONOMICS; NAR­

KETING AN~/OR MANAGENENT. 

FALL. 

STAFF. 

BPA41" 

METHODS OF TEACHING OFFICE SKILL S~BJECTS 

J 

DEALS WITH METHODS. ARRANGEMENTS. CONTENT. OBJECTIVES. MATERIALS. 

STANDARDS. ANO TECHNIQUES CF TEACHING SHORTHAND, TYPEWRITING. AND 

OTHER OFFICE EDUCATION SKILL SUBJECTS. 

PREREQUISITES. 

TYPEWRITING AND/OR SHORTHAND. 

!lIIITER. 

NORTON. 

BPA4854 

METHOOS OF TEACHING aOOKKEEPING AND RELATED SUaJECTS 

3 

DEalS WITH METHODS ANO TECHNIQUES CF CREATING. FACILITATING. AND 

ADMINISTERING EFFECTIVE TEACHING-LEARNING EXPERIENCES IN 100K­

KEE.ING AND RELATED SUIJECTS. 

PREREQUISITES. 

ACCOUNTING. J CREDIT HOURS. 

MINTER. 

PERRITT. 

8"4190 

FIELD EXPERIENCE: IUSINESS EOUCATIC~ 

3 ,~ 

FIELD EXPERIENCE ENAILES STUDENTS TO EXPERIENCE THE ONGOING 0'­

FICE O'ERATIONS IN EDutATICNAL INSTITUTICNS AND TO HAVE ASSOCIA­

TIONS MITH PEO'LE IN DIVERSE ORIGINS. CULTURES. AD IELIEFS. LIM­

ITED TO UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN THE aUSINESS TEACHER EDUCATION 

MAJOR. 

PREREQUISITES. 

IPA 4.51 PRINCIPLES AND PROILEMS IN IUSINESS EDUCATloNI IPA 4.52 

STRATEGIES OF TEACHING IASIC IUSINESS. 

FAll. IIINTER. 

STAFF. 

a.",.. 1 

PRACTICUM IN IUSINESS EDUCATION 

6 P/NC

SYNTHESIZING EXPERIENCE FOR IUSINESS TEACHER EDUCATION STUDENTS 

ANO AN OPPORTUNITY TO GAIN NEW KNOWLEDGE AND INSIGHTS IN A SEC­

ONDARY SCHOOL SETTING••STUOENTS MUST APPLY FOR PRACTICUN NO LAT­

ER THAN 3 NONTHS 'RloR TO THE SEMESTER IN WHICH THE STUDENT PLANS 

TO ENROLL FO~ THE PRACTICUM., 

PREREQUISITES a 

epA 415. PRINCIPLES AND 'ROIL EMS Ih IUSINESS EDUCATIONI IPA4152 

STRATEGIES OF TEACHING IASIC IUSINESSI FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATIONI 

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. 

FALL. 

STAFF. 

"A4901 

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

3 

AN ATTEM.T TO UNDERSTAND THE CONPLEXITIES OF INTERNATIONAL 

AFFAIRS AND THOSE FACTORS THAT AFFECT INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS. WITH 

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE RCLE OF GoVERNNENTAL AND NON~VERN­

NENTAL ORGANIZATlo.AL MECHANISMS IN THE RELATIONS OF NATIONS. 

WINTER. SPRING/SUMMER.

KOFELE-ULE. 

1"4920 

LOCAL GOVERNRENTAL SYSTEMS 

3 

EXANINES LOCAL GOYERNNENT IN THE UNITED STATES. SPECIAL ATTENTION 

IS DEVOTED TO THE LEGAL BASIS AND fUNCTIONING OF LOCAL JURISDIC­
TIONS IN ILLINOIS. . 

PREREQUISITES. 

NONE. 

FAll. !lINTER. 

CULVER. 

1"4930 

PUBLIC PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATIGN 

3 

STuDIES AND EvALUATES .RINCI'LES. PRACTICES. AND .ROILEMS OF PER­

SONNEL AONINISTRATION IN GOVERNNENT. OROINARILV TAU&MT IY A COR­

IINATION OF LECTURES ANO EXEICISES. 

PUREQUlSlTESa 

NONE. 

FALL. WINTER. SPRING/SUMME•• 

COHEN. 

II'PA494O 
CONSTITUTIONAl LAWa INTERGOVERNNENTAL RELATIONS 

3 

USES U.S. SU.REME COURT DECISIONS TO EXANINE THE IELATIONSHI.S 

AMONG THE THREE IRANCHES OF 'HE FEDERAL GOvERNNENT AND IET.EEN 

THE FEDERAL GOVERNNENT AND THE STATES. 

'~EREQUISITESa 
NONE. 
FALL. SPRING/SUNMER.

STOYEII. 

1"4960 
PUILIC ,0LICY ANALYSIS 
3 
INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO CONCEPTUAL NODELS FOR UNOERSTANOING GOV­
ERNNENT POLICY NAKING AND INPLENEN'AlION AND PROviDES INFORMATION 
62 CBPA Coune Descriptions 
ABOUIT YAIIOUS COYEIIRelTAl 'ClICIES. 

'IEIEIUISITES' 

NOliE. 

FAll. IIINTEI. 

COHEN. 

1"4910 

POLITICAL THEOIY 

] 
INTIODUCES STUDENTS TO THE IIIITINGS OF SIGNIFICANT POLITICAL THE­

OIISTS. SUCH T .. EOIISTS AS 'LATC, A.ISTOTLE, LOC.E. HOliES AND 

10USSEAU AlE INtLUCED. 

'IIEIlEClUISITES' 

IIONE. 

FALL, IIINTEI. 

SUFF. 

""'910 

CIIIIINAL JUSTICE OIlGANllATIDN AND PIOCESS 

J 

STUDIES CUIIIIEN' STIUCTUIES AND 'IOCEDUIES of AIIEIlICAN CIIIIIINAL 

JUSTICE. SEVEIAL COIIPIEHENSIVE TIIEOIIES USEFUL FOil ANALYSIS AND 

IEfOll1l AilE 'IIESENTEO. 

'IEIIUUISITESo 

IIONE. 

FALL, IIINTEI. S'IING/SUMME•• 

GIIEEN. 

.,ASlOl 

FOUNDATIONS OF ACCCUNTING 

:LLDIIS STUDENTS TO STUDY TME CONCE'TS OF FIIIANtIAL AIIO MANAGEIlIAL 

ACCOUITING IIITH SOME IEGIEE Of DI'TH AND CIlITICAL ANALYSIS. DE­

VELO'S AN AIILITY TO "DIIISTANO. IIITEII'IIIT ANO .ANALYZE FINANCIAL 

DATA. IEtoME AIIAIE Of ACCOUNTING nSTEIlS AND CONTIIOL, ANO THE IE­

HAVIOI OF COST DATA. THIS COUISI S.TISfIES THE ACCOUNTING PIIEIEI­

UISITE IN THE MAliA 'IIOCIAII IN IUSINESS ADRINISTIIATION. 

'1IIEClUISITES: 

GRADUATE STUDENT STATUS. 

fALL, IIINTEI, S'IIIIG/SUMMEI. 

NISSAN. MINOELstN. 

""120CONTEIlPOIAIIV ACCOUNTIIIG ISSUIS AND PIIOILIIIS 
J 
DEALS IIITII lEADING, DISCUSSIONS, IISEARCH PIIOJECTS, ANa SOLVING 
'lOll EMS IN CUIIIIENT ISSUIS AND ACCCUNTING '1I0ILEIlS. SUIJECTS fOil 
IIESEARCM AIIO IIEAOINGS TO II 'lOY IDEO BV T~E 'IIOfESSOII. 
PIIEII ECiU IS IT ES' 
'EIIMISSION. 
5 PIli NG ISUlUlEil. 
VELIOVITZ. NISSAN. 
1"5121 
IIEALTH CAIIEo LEGAL AS'ICTS 

J 

DESI;NED TO ENAILE STUDENTS TO RECCGNIZE LEGAL IMPLICATIONS AND 

IIAMI.ICATIONS Of TIIEIR fUTUIII COIIOUCT I~ MEALT.. SEIIVICES ADIIIN­

ISTIATION IV INTIIOoutlllG IILATIYELV STAILE PIIINCI'LES OF ADIIINI­

STIATION LAII IIHICII FOIIM THE FOUNDATION O. DECISION-MA.ING 

'IIOCESSES IN TME HEALTH SEIIVICES AliENA. 

PllEilEaUI SITU. 

IIONE. 

FALL. 

FIIIIILEY. 

I"UJO 

ACCOUNTIIIG AND COM'UTEII IIITEIIIATID~ 
~TEII 'IOIIARIIING AND ACCOUNTING PIlINCI'LES !lILL IE USED IN 

SOLYI.. FINAICIAL AIIO MA..EIIIAL ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS. S'ECIFIC 

APPLICATIONS IIILL INCLUDE ANALVSIS Of '1IIfOIIIIANCE IIEPOIITS. IIIEa.­

EYEN. JOB-OIDEI COST, AIIO 'AVROLL. GINEIIAL SYSTEII ANALVSIS OF 

IASIC DATA PMICESUNG. PIOIUMIIIII&. AND ACCOUNTING IIECOIIDS AND 

THEil INTEIIATEO APPliCATIONS IIILL IE INCLUDED IN THE STUOV. 

'IIEIlEClUISITES' 

BPA J1Jl, COST ACCOUNTING I 01 I'A '102. IIANAGEIIIAL ACCOUNTING. 

NOT SCHEDULED III AVIO-Il. 

STAfF. 

""140 

ACCOUNTI.. fOR HEALTH SEIIVICI OllA~IZATIONS 
J . 

COYERS ACCOUNTING A"LICATION AS UTILIZED IN THE HEALTH SEIVICE 

IIISTITUTIOIIS, INtLUlING THE III'ACT Of '1IICE LEVEL CHANGES. IIAN­

AGEIIENT IN.OIIMATION SVSTEIIS. VAIIOuS A"LICATIONS OF INTERNAL 
CONTIOL. HOS'ITAL AIIO GOYEIIIIMENTAL AONINISTlATlON, VAI·IOUS AS­
'ECTS OF CDST FACTOIIS PIRTAIIIING Te SEIVICI OIIENTED INSTITUTIONS 
AND IESPONSIIILITY ACCDUNTINI IN SOME INDUSTIIIES. E.'ECIALLY DE­
SI~D fOIl SH' ilEAL Til ADMINISTIATIOII AND OTIIER STUDENTS DESII IIII 
SPICIAL ~LIDII III TillS alE •• 
NHEIUlSlTfS. 
SII' "EALT" AOIIINISTIATIDIl STUDINT 011 'IIIIIISSION OF INSTIIUCTOI. 
FALL. 
SIll.... 
1"5150 
ACCOUNTING FOI NCII-'IOFIT .NO 'UILIC SEIIVICE DIIGANIZATIDNS 
] 
OESIGIIEO PIIIMAIlILY '01 THOSE UNFAMILIAII IIITH IUOGETING 011 AC­

COUIITING AND IIILL SlIlYE .TO JtIU"NT THEM II ITH PUILI C IUDGE TlNG 

flOM TECHNICAL AND POLITICAL PIIOSPECTIVES. THE COUIISE IIILL AIIAL­

YZE THE FIIIANtIAL fACET Of PUILIC SEIIVICE OIGANIZATIONS. TIEATING 

IUOGETING ANa ACCOUNTING IS TIIO SIDES OF THE SAME COIN. 10TH AC­

TIVITIES IIILL IE STUDIED AS fORMS CF PLINNING. CONTROL ANO OPERA­

TION OF 'UBLIC SERVICE CRGAINIZATICNS. THE COURSE IIILL PROVIDE A 

GENEIIAL UNDEISTANOING Of THE lOLl Of PUBLIC BUDGETS IN POLICY· 

MAKING AND Of HCII THI 'OLITICAL ENVIRONMENT AFfECTS THE IUOGET· 

MAKING PIIOCESS. THE ACCOUNTING FOCUS OF T~E COUIISE IIILL BE ON THI 

USE OF COST ACCQUNTING AIID FUND ACC~UNTI~G IN PUBLIC ORGANIZA­

TlCNS. 

PIIEIIE'UI 51 TES' 

'UBLIC SEIVICE STUDENT OR PERMISSIC~. 

NO~ SCHEDULED IN IYIO-Il. 

SHEKIB. VEL.OVITI. 

BPA5201 

FOUNDATIONS OF ECC~OMICS 

] 
ALLOIIS STUDENTS TO STUDY THE CONCEPTS OF PACRO AND MICIIOECQHOIIICS 

AT AN ADVANCED LEVIL. THIS COURSE SATISFIES THE ECONOIIICS PRE­

REQUISITES IN T"E RIA '.CGRAM. 

PREREQUISHES: 

GRADUATE STUDENT STATUS. 

FALL. IIINTEI. S'.ING/SUMMER.

PETRO, MILLER. LIEeSCHER • 

B"52D2 

ECCNOMICS FOR TEACHERS 

] . 
THIS CONCENTRATED COUIISE IIILL 'IIOVIDE ELEMENTARY AltO HIGH SCHOOL 

TEACHEIS NITH •• aVEIlVIEIl OF THE CCNCEPTS IIOST ESSENTIAL TO ECO­

NOMIC UNDERSTANDING .NO hEL' THEil CEVELOP TEACHING MATEIIALS ANO 

STRATEGIES. THIS COURSE IS IIESTlIlCTEe TO ELEIIE"TARY AND SECUNO­

ARY EDUCATORS. 

PIIEIIEQUISITES: 

;ERIIISSIOM Of INSTRUCTC•• 

FALL. 

STAff. 

.,1520] 
ECONOIIICS FOR IUSINESS AND CONSUME. EDUCATOIIS 

J 

THIS COUII;E NILL ERPHASIZE SOliE IASIC ECONOIIIC CONCEPTS AS WELL 

AS IUSINEss STIIUCTURE. CONSUIIEII CIIEOIT. A.D INSURANCE. THERI 

IIILL IE GUEST S'EA.EIIS FIIOP IUSINESSES AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES. 

THIS COURSE IS INTENDED FOil CONSUMER .ND BUSINESS EOUCATOIISa AND 

IT IS IIESTRICTEO TO ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATOIIS. 

PREREQUISITE 5: 

'ERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR. 

IIINTE •• 

STAfF. 

1"5204 

TIlADE-OfFS: AN ECONOMICS COURSE fOil ELEMENTAllY TEACHEIIS 

] 
THIS COUIISE NILL REVOLVE AIIOUND THE FILM SERIES ·TIIADE-OfFS· THAT 

liAS PRODUCED FOR ELEMENTARV STUDENTS. LECTURES WILL EMPHASIZE 

THE CONCEPTS USED IN THE FILMS, AND THE TEACHERS IIILL DEVELO' 

LESSONS. THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTEt TO ELEMENTAllY AND SICONDAIIY 

EDUCATCRS. 

PIIERHUISITES. 

'ERMISSION OF INSTIlUtTOIl. 

IIINTER. 

SUfF. 

1P1520S 

ADVANCED CON SURE. ECONCIIICS FOIIUII 

l 
THIS COURSE IS INTENDED fCIl STUDENTS IlHO HAVE TA.EN THE -COlSUIIIII 

ECONOMICS FORUII.· IIHICH ~AS BEEN OffEIIEO SEVEIIAL TIMES AS AN ••_ 

TENSION COURSE. IT FEATUIIES AN IN~OEPTH STUDY Of CONSUIIER TO'ICS. 

IUSINESS. GOVEIINIIENT. AND CDNSUIIER LEADEIIS IIILL S'EA. AT SOME Of 

THE SESSIONS. THIS COUIISE IS IIESTIlICTED TO ELEIIENTAIIY AND 

SECOIDARV EDUCATO.S. 

'IEIIEQUISITES. 

CONSUMEI ECONOMICS FOIIU~; AND PEIIIIISSION Cf · INSTIIUCTOR. 

III"TER. 

STAff. 

ePAS310 

'DIIT.OLIO MANAGEMINT 

l 
COVERS THE CONSTIIUCTION. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION. AND READJUST­

MENT Of 'ORTFOLIOS. eOTH TIlIDITION.L 'OIITFOLID AND ANALYTICAL 

POIlTfOLIO RODELS NILL IE COVEIIED. 

PIIEIIEQUI 51 TES. 

I'A 4J90 INVESTMENTS. IPA 3461 STATISTICS I, , I'A 3462 

STATISTICS II. 

IlIIITEIl. 

MA •• 

CBPA Course Descriptions 63 
IIPA5UO 
ADVANCED fiNANCIAL NANAGEMENT 
] 
CONCERNED EXCLUSIVELY WITH THE EffiCIENCY Of THE COR'ORATE fiNAN­

CIAL HANAGER IN REGARD TO' fll S~RT-TERM SOURCES AND USES Of 

fUNDS, IZI LONG-TERM SOURCES AND USES Of fUNDS. AND f]1 STOCK­

HOLDER RELATIONSHI'S AND LONG-RANGE 'LANNING. 

'REREQUISITES: 

II'A ]]01 PRINCI'LES Of fiNANCIAL NANAGEMENT. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

NISSAN, fLODIN. 

11'15]30

fiNANCIAL INSTITUTICNS
, 
EXPLORES THE DEVELO'MENT AND ReLE Of fiNANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES IN 

THE SAVINGS-INVESTMENT PROCESS AND COM'ARES THE INVESTMENT A~/OR 

lOAN 'OLICIES Of THE MAJeR fINANCI'l INSTITUTIONS. 

PREREQUISITES'

"A]]OI, 'RINCIPLES OF fiNANCIAL MANAGEMENT. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AY80-'I. 

KIM. MA •• NISSAN. 

.,15,.0 

LifE INSURANCE 

] 
COVERS THE NATURE AND PURPCSE Of LifE INSURANCE AND HOM TO USE IT 

MORE ECONONICALLY AND EffECTIVELY IN BUSINESS OR fAMILY SITUA­

TION. ANALYIES THE PROCESS fOR DETERMINING THE PROPER AMOUNT AND 

TYPE Of COVERAGE NEEDED, ACTURIAL AND ECONOMIC IIASIS OF MAJOR 

TY'ES OF POLICIES GENERALLY AVAILAILE. AND PRO'ER USE Of IENFICI­

ARY DESIGNATIONS. SETTLEME~T C'Tloas AND CTHER POLICY PROVISIONS. 

'REREQUlnTESJ 

NONE. 

MINTER. 

CHAVEZ. 

.,A"'O
SECURITY ANALYSIS 
~EAlS MITH A"RAISING THE GRDMTH TRfNDS IN CORRORATIONS. INOUS­
RIES, AND THE ECCNDMY. IDENTifiES THE VALUATION CONSIDERATIONS. 

CONSICERATIDNS UNIQUE TO INDUSTRIAL. 'UILIC UTILITY SERVICE AND 

TRANS'ORTATION COM'ANIES AND SOLVING CASE PROIILEMS INVOLVING 

EARNINGS DETERMINATION, CAPITALIZATION .ATES, SECURITY SELECTION, 

AND SECURITY EVALUATION. 

'REREQUISITES'

IPA 4]90, INVESTMENTS' 8PA ]461. STATISTICS I. 

fALL. 

MU, 111M. 
IIPA'401 
fOUN~TIONS Of RANAGEMENT 
] 
THE ANALYSIS Of HUMAN IEHAVIOR IN ORGANIZATION, NANAGENENT fUNC­

TION AND THE A'PLICATION Of MANAGE'ENT SCIENCE TO THE 'RODUCTION 

'ROCESS ARE DISCUSSED. T~E STUDENT IS INTRODUCED TO THE ANALYSIS 

Of DRGANIIATION AS SYSTENS. THIS CCURSE IS DESIGNED fOR GRAOdATE 

STUDENTS MHO HAVE NOT TAKEN 8'A '401 AND I'A )440 OR THEIR EQUIV­

ALENTS. 

PREREClUISITES' 

GRADUATE STUDENT STATUS. 

fALL, MINTER, SPRI~G/SUNMER. 

8UCKENNYER. 

• 
B'A5402 

NANAGEMENT IIY 08JECTIVES 

] 

IASIC AINS AND GOALS OF A NANAGEMENT IY DIIJECTIVES SYSTEN ARE I­

DENTifiED AND A NETHODOLCGY fOR INSTITUTING AN NIO 'ROGRAM DEVEL­

OPED. AN MID PROGRAM WILL IE PREPARED IY EACH STUDENT IN AN AREA 

RELATED TO THE S'EClfIC ACADE'IC 'ROGRAN. 

PREREClUISI IES: 

lI'A5401, fOUNDATIONS Of NANAGEMENT OR PERMISSION. 

fALL. 

STAfF. 

11'&5406 
INSTITUTIONAL MAMAGEMENT, HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
] 
READING AND RESEARCH IN THE AREAS Of HEALTH-CARE ARE DISCUSSED, 

AS MELL AS DIRECT INVESTIGATION Of AN ADMINISTRATIVE 'RD8lEM 

fUNDAMENTAL TO HOS'ITAL-NURSING HO'E ADMINISTRATION. 

PRERECUlSITES' 

IIPA ]~Dl, 'RINCI'LES Of MANAGEMENT. 

fALL, S'RING/SUMMER.

KELLEY. 

.,A54D9 

STATISTICAL DATA PROCESSING 

] 
DEALS MITH THE SYSTEMATIC COLLECTION, ANALYSIS AND INTER'RETATION 
OF IUSINESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCE DATA. TO'ICS COVERED INCLUDE 
PRINCIPLES Of NEASUREMENT. CONCE'T Of STATISTICAL DESIGN Of EX­
'ERINENTS, SAN'LING METHODS. HANOLING NISSING DATA, EffiCIENT 
CODING, ANALYSIS USING 'ACKAGE PROGRANS ISPSS OR IIMOI. STUDENTS 
MilL ANALYZE DATA USING SPSS ISTATISTICAL 'ac«'81 ... IDCIAL 
SCIENCES•• "PROIIAMATElV 50t Of COURSE TI.e WJll Ie DeWOTID TO 

SPSS. 

SPRJNIi/SUNNEII.

STAff. 

IIPA5410 

fOUNDATIONS OF STATISTICS 

] 
THIS COURSE IS INTENDED TO PIIOVIDE THE GIIADUATE STUDENT IITM 

SUffiCIENT STATISTICAL IIACKGROUND fOil THE GRADUATE ' lOla'. 1M 

IUSINESS AOMINISTIIATION. TME TO'ICS COVEIIED AIlE A"ROX IA..fllY 

THOSE Of STATISTICS I AND II AND INCLUDE DESCRI'TIVE STI TI StICS. 

SAH'LING PROCEDURES, INTERVAL ESTIMATIONS. SIGNifiCANCE TfST.R5, 

CORRELATION, REIiRESSION, AND THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE. TME CDUaSE 

IS fAST-PACED AND INTENSIVE. SlUDENTS DESIRI", A MORE LEI SUlElY 

INT!tOOUCTIDN TO THE SUIJECT S~lD TAIIE STATISTICS I AND .J. 

PREREQUISITES. 

1IP1 340J. 

fALL. IIINTER. 

SUFF. 

IPAS411 

DATA lASE NANAGEMENT 

] 
INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO LAaGE DATA lASES AND fACTORS TO 81 CONIID­

ERED IN MANAGING THEM EffiCIENTLY. DEfiNITION OF DATA ELlM ..T., 

NETHOOS OF ANALYZING DATA lASE REQUIREMENTS. DATA IASI 'TRUCTual. 

ACCESS METHODS. filE STaUCTUlES ISIQUENTIAl. INVERTED, ANO LIIKIG 

lISTSI. PAIiING. DATA COMMUNICATIONS, PRINCIPLES OF DATA ADNINI S­

TRATIDN. DATA SECUaITY. ETC. MILL IE DISCUSSED. I. HIERARCHI CAL 

MODELS. 2. NETWORK MODELS.'. aElATIONAl ITAllEI HODELS. 

'REltEGUISITES. 

IIPA 446]. INFCaNATIDN RETaIEVAl. 

WINTER. 

ISAAC. 

.,AS41Z 

MANAGEMENT INfOIlMATIDN SYSTEMS 

] 
THE eASIC CONCEPTS Of OESICiN. OEVElD'MENT AND INPLENENTAtlal OF 

M •. I.S. IN ORCiANIZATIONS. THE STUDENT SHALL GAIN'" APPRKIIlION 

Of NODERN COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND INfORMATICN PllotESS.NG TICMMD­

LOGY. METHODS TO IDENTifY INfORMATION IIEQUIREMENTS. fACTOIII TO IE 

CONSIDEaED IN DESIIiNING aEPDltTINIi SYSTEMS, INfDIIMATION Sy.t.. 

STRUCTUltES, RELATIONSHIP IETWEEN INfORMATION STRUCTUltES ... 

OIlGANIIATIDNAL VARIAllES, ITC. wilL IE STUDIED. STUDENT SMAL~ 

DEVELOP AN INfORMATION 'ROCESSING PEIIS'ECTIVE Of DRGANIZ.t ..... 

STUO..T SHALL ALSO DEVELD' THE IASIC IIACKIiRDUND TO PARTICI.,t. I. 

ORGANIZATIONAL EffORTS TO DEVELOP AND NANAIiE INFORNATIDN .,.,'"•• 

PREREGUISITES. 

IPA 34115. 

fAll. 

SUff. 

11'15413 
MANAIiEMENT INfORNATlON SYStEMS fOR HOSPITALS, 
THIS IS A SPECIALLY DESIIiNED CDUltSE TO PROVIDE AN A'PRECIAT.a. TO 
STUDENTS Of .THE SCHOOL Of "ULlH PIIDfESS IONS OF THE !tOLE Of COfI­
'UTER-IASED INFORNATION SYSTENS IN THE CONTEIT Of IMPROV....T Of 
NANAliEMENT OF HOS'ITALS AND OTHER NEALTH-RElATED INST.TUTI..S. 
WINTEII. EVEN YEAIIS. 

SUff. 

.,15414 

INDUSTlIlAl ENGINEERING METHODS AND CONTIIDLS 

] 
STRUCTUltE AND THEORY Of INDUSTRIAL ORIiANIZATIONS, INDUSTR iAl AAH­
AGEMENT. ENGINEEIIINIi FOR PItODUCTION, VALUE ENGINEEIIINIi, .oR. 
MEASUREMENT. SAfETY ENGINEERINIi AND NANAIiEMENT. MATEIII'lS .A... 
liNG AND STORAGE. MICROANALYSIS Of STATISTICAL DUALIT' ce.T1Gl. 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH/SYSTEMS ANALYSIS. "'0 ENGINEEltING ECONaRICI. 
INTIIOOUCTIDN TO INDUSTIIIAL MICRaco'PUTEII SYSTENS. 
PREREGUISIIES' 

IPA'440 AND l'A'4.Z. 

OffERED lASED ON OEMANO. 
STAff. 
IPAS415 

ENGINEERING ECONONIC ANALYSIS 

] 
TECHNIQUES ANO A'PlICATIDN Of ECONDMlt ANALYSIS IN INliINIEII J .. 
AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCE. INTEREST fDIIMUlAS AND EQUIVALENCE. T.-. 
VALUE OF MONEY, DE'IIECIATION MUHODS. ECDNONIC ANALYSIS Of AUIl­
NATIVES. ESTIMATES AND DECISION NA.ING. DESI,"EO TO TEACH NDW 
ECONOMIC ANALYSES AilE DONE. AND MAKE EXTEMSIVE USE Of ILLUSTRA­

TIVE ElAMPLES. 

'IIEREGUISITESI 

IPA4440 011 IPA541~. 
OfFERED lASED ON DEMAND. • 
STAfF • 
IPAS41. 
PRDOUCTIDN PltOILIMS AND ANALYSIS, 
'IIEPROOUClION PLANNING OF THE MOST ECONONICAl METHODS. MACHI MES. 
D'ERATlDNS AND MATERIALS fOil TICE MAN"'ACTUltE OF A PRClClUCT. " 01­
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LERS INCLUDE THE ANALYSIS Cf THE ELEMENTS Of 'RODUCTION SCHEDUL­

ING AND CONTROL. IAlANCIN' MORK STATIONS ON 'RODUCTION LINES. AND 

SIKULATING 'LANT LAYOUT. 

PREREQUISITES. 

l'A]440 OR l'A5414. 

OffERED lASED ON DEMAMD. 

STiff. 

1P&5425 

COLLECTIVE laaGAINIM' 

] 
THE STUDY OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IS A"RDACHED THROUGH THE A­

NALVSIS OF TWO -MOtEL- SITUATIONS. III HANDICRAfT INDUSTRY AND 

CRAFT UNIONISN. AND III NASS-'RDDUCTION INDUSTRY AND INDUSTRIAL 

UNIONISM. VARIANTS ARE NOTED IN THE DISTRIIUTIVE. ElTRACTIVE. AND 

SERVICE INDUSTRIES AND AMONG 'RDFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS. 

PltEREQUISITESI 

I'A ]4lD. 'ERSONNEL MANAGE~ENT OR 'ERNISSION Of INSTRUCTOR. 

S'RING/SUNMER.

STAff. 

1P&5440 

ENERGY MANAGEMENT 

3 

OVERVIEW OF U.S. ENERGY ECONOMICS. 'OLICY AND CONSUNER CONCERNS. 

THE 'HYSICS OF ENERGY. 'ETROLEUM. NATURAL GAS AND COAL RESOURCES 

NUCLEAR POHER REACTORS ICONVENTIGNAL ...EEDERI AND NUCLEAR FU­

SION. ALTERNATE ENERGY SOURCES. IIOtONVERSION. WIND. 'HOTO­

VOLTAIC. SOLAR THERMAL. HYDRO AND CfOTHERMAL. NEW FUELS FROM 

COAL. INVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS FRON ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES. 

ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY. ENERGY ceNSERVATION. 

'REREQUIS ITES. 

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY. 'HYSIC'S OR CHEMISTRY. 

SPIt lNG/ SUMMEII. 

STAFF. 

"A54'O 
INTERNATIONAL IUSINESS 
] 
COVERS ENVIRONNENTAL ANO OTHER FACTORS INFLUENCING NATIONS AND 

THE INTERNATIONAL/MULTINATIONAL IUSINESS FIRNS O'ERATING WITHIN 

TMEIR IOROERS. TO.ICS INCLUDE. O'ERATIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL 

STRATEGIES. NATIONALISTIC VIEMS '"0 'ERS'ECTIVES. MONETARY AND 

FOREIGN EXCHANGE FACTORS AND CONSIDERATIONS. ECONONIC AND '0­
LITICAL IARRIERS AND RESTIlICTIONS. CROSS-CULTURAL AND INTERCUL­
TURAL DIMENSIONS AND 'ERS'ECTIVES. THIS COURSE INTEGRATES VARIOUS 
IUSINESS FUNCTIONS FROM AN INTERNATIONAL 'ERS'ECTIVE • 
• REREQUISITE 51 
IPA ]]01. PltINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT I l'A]401. 'RINCI'LES 
OF NANAGEMENTI l'A3l0l. 'RINCI'LES OF MACROECONOMICS OR 'ERMIS­
SION OF INSTRUCTOR. 

S'RING/SUMER.

CHAVEZ. 

.,Ann 
RETAILING STRATEGIES AND STRUCTURES 

3 

A STUDY OF THE S'ACE AND LOCATION THEORY USED TO NAXINIZE SALES 

OR PROFIT SUIJECT TO GIVEN CONSTRAINTS. SHORT-RUN AND LONG-RUN 

'LANNING STRATEGIES AaE EXAMINED. AN OVERVIEW OF THE FIVE FUNC­

TIONS OF RETAILING IffRSONNEL. O'ERATIONS. MERCHANDISING. ADVER­

TISING, AND .ROMOTION AND CONTROL I WILL IE STUDIED. 

OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

l'ASS]8
MERCHANDISE IUYING 
] 
A STUDY OF BUYING AND SELLING fOR A 'ROFIT. STUDENTS MILL 
DEVELO' A NERCHANDISE PLAN. INCLUDED IN THE ~LAN WILL IE fUTURE 
SALES. ESTINATED STOtK LEYELS. AND A IUOGET. VARIOUS 'LANS Of 
DEVELO'ING STOCK LEVELS WILL IE STUDIED. STOCK TURNS AND 'LANNED 
REDUCTIONS WILL ALSO IE INCLUDED. 
OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

STAff. 

I'U'" 

RETAILING O'ERATIONS AND MANAGENENT 

3 

A STUDY OF STORE O'ERATIONS WHICH INCLUDE NAINTENANCE, SECURITY. 

'ERSONNEL, WAREHOUSING, 'ACKAGING AND RECEIVINC. 

OfFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

STAff. 

.,&5540 

RETAILING POLICIES 

] 
A STUDY Of CURRENT TRENDS IN RETAILING. CASES NAY IE STAIDARD 
CASES IFRON A CASE 100KI OR A LIVING CASE FRON LOtAL RETAILERS. 
STUDEITS WILL IDENTIFY 'IIOILEMS FRON LOCAL RETAILERS AND DEVELOP 
'RQPOSED SOLUTIONS IE.G•• SHORTAGE AND STOtK CONTROL. IRANCH CON­
NUNICATIONS'. 
OFFERED lASED ON DENAHD. 

STAFF. 

.,&5542 
RETAIL LOCATION 'LANNING STRATEGY 
] 
DESIGNED FOR ANALYZING RETAIL LOCATION CONCEPTS AND CASE 'ROILENS 

FROM 10TH 'RIVATE AND PUILIC VIEWPOINTS, FOR GENERATING. EVALUA­

TING. AND RECONNENCING ALTERNATIVE COURSES OF ACTION AND FOR 

'RESENTING ANalYSIS WITH ORAL DEFE~SE. 

PREREQUISITESI 

I'A 3501. PRINCIPLES OF MARKETINGI 8PA4530. MARKETING MANAGEMENT. 

WINTER. 

OLSON. 

BP&5510 

~ALE\ ORGANIZATIONS 

CONCERNED WITH THE DESIGN. DEVELOP'ENT. AND ANALYSIS OF SALES OR­

GANIZATIONS. SALES OE'ARTMENT RELATltNS. PERSONNEL NANAGEMENT 

IN THE SELLING FIELD. SALES BUpGETS AND COST ANALYSIS AND THEIR 

IMPACT ON THE SALES ORGANIZATION. 'ALES TERRITORIES AND QUOTAS.

AND THE ROLE OF THE SALES ElECUTIYE IN COORDINATING AND CDNTROL­

ING TH~ NARKETING MIX. CURRENT ISSUES RELATED TO SALES ORGANIZA­

TIONS tILL BE CONSIDERED. THE METHCD Of INSTRUCTION CONSISTS OF 

LECTURES. CASES. AND WRITTEN RE'DRIS. 

'REREQUI SITES. 

I'A 3501. 'RINCI'LES OF MARKETING. 

FALL. S'RING/SUMMER.

SHAAIAN. 

.,A55lZ 

INDUSTRIAL NARKETING 

3 

PLANNING. ORGANIZING. AND CONTROLLING INDUSTRIAL NARKETING ACTIV­

ITIES. IT IS A STUDY Of INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES AND HOW 

THEY ARE NARKETED; CLASSIFICATION Cf INDUSTRIAL 'RODUCTS ANO CUS­

TONERSI BUYING PROCEDURES; AP'LICATIONS Cf NEW 'RODUCT DEVELD'­

MENT AND PLANNING PROCEDURES; SALES ENGINEERING; MARKETING RE­

SEARCH; 'RICING 'RACTICESI 'RCMDTICN AP'LICATIONS; LOGISTICS; AF­

TER SALE SERVICE AS WELL AS SIZE CCMPOSITION. AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Of THE DEFENSE NARKET. 

PltEREQUISITESI 

I'A 3501. 'RINCI'LES Of MARKEIING. 

HINTER. 

SHUIAN. 

1P&5510 

MARKETING fOR NCN-'ROfIT ORGANIZATIONS 

3 

EXAMINES MARKETING CONCE'TS AND TDeLS WHICH HILL HELP NONPROFIT 

ORGANIZATIONS MEET THEIR NEEDS AND T"E NEEDS Of THE VARIOUS NAR­

KETS AND 'UILICS THEY SERVE. STUOE~TS WILL A"LY THE CDNCE'TS 

PRESENTED IN THE COURSE IY DEVELOPING A MARKETING PROGRAM FOR A 

NON-'ROfIT ORGANIZATIO~. 

PREREQUISITES_ 

IPA 3501. 'RINCIPLES Of MARKETING. 

S,RING/SUNNER, ODD YEARS. 

STAff • 

.,A5909 

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: CIVIL LIIERTIES 

] 
USES U.S. SU'RENE COURT DECISIONS TO EXAMINE THE FUNfAMENTAL CIV­

IL LIBERTIES GUARANTEED TO THE AMERICAN PEO'LE. THE.E IS EMPHA­

SIS ON HOW THE COURT ACCCMMDDATES CONSTITUTIONAL DOCTRINES TO 

CHANGING 'UILIC VALUES. 

'REREQUISITES. 

NONE. 

WINTER. 

STOVER. 

.,A5910 

GOVERNMENT AND THE 'UBLIC 

] 
STUDIES THE CO"NUNICATION AND HUMA~ RELATIONS 'ROILEMS IETWEEN 

GOYERNMENT AND THE 'EO'LE IT SERVES. THERE IS EM'HASIS U'ON 

EffORTS TO ALLEVIATE THE PROBLEMS. 
'RERE QUI SITES_ 

IIONE. 

SPRING/SUNNER.

CULVER. 

.,A5911 

POLITICS AND ADMINISTRATICN 

3 
STUDIES THE POLITICAL ASPECTS OF T~E ADMINISTRATIVE 'ROCESS IN 
GOVER.MENT. THE ROLE Of IUREAUCRACY IN AMERICAN POLITICS. AND THE 
'OLICY MAKING FUNCTION OF 'UBLIC ADMINISTRATORS. 
'REREQUI SITES • 
NONE. ' 

S'RING/SUMMER.

DONALDSON. 

l'A591l 
'OLITICS OF THE ILLINOIS STATE LEGISLATURE 
] 
EX'LAINS HOW THE ILLINOIS GENERAL ASSEMBLY O'ERATES. THE COURSE 
FOCUSES ON 10TH TECHNICAL 'ROCEOURES AND THE 'OLITICAL CLIMATE 
SURROUNDING ISSUES. ORDINARILY, PAST OR PR ESENT MEMIERS OF THE 
ASSEMILY PARTICIPATE. 
PREREQUISITES. 
NONE. 
SP!l.ING/SUMMER. 
GREEN. 
IPA5913 
U.S. AND ILLINOIS ELECTIONS 

3 

STUDIES ELECTIONS 1M CHICAGO, THE SUBURIS, THE STATE, AND THE NA­

TION. CURRENT TRENDS ARE EMPHASIZED. AND ORDINARILY. PAST OR PRE­

SENT ELECTED OFFICIALS PARTICI,ATE. 

PREREC;UISITES: 

NOME. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AY80-81. 

GREEN. 

B'A5914 
SUPREME COURT IN A~ERICAN POLITICS 

3 

EXAMINES THE U.S. SUPREME COURT AS A POLICY HAKING INSTITUTION. 

STUDENTS LEARN HOW TC~SE QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DATA AIOUT 

JUSTICES AND DECISIONS TC UNDERSTAND HOW THE COURT MARES POLICY. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AY80-81. 

STOVER. 

BPA59lS 

COM'ARATIVE ADMINISTRATION 

3 

THIS COURSE WILL EXPLORE A NUMIER OF PROILEMS ARISING FROH AT­

TEMPTS IY GOVERNMENTS IN THE DEVELOPING CCUNTRIES OF THE THIRD 

WORlD TO INDUCE SCCIO-ECCNCMIC CHA~GE AND THE ROLE OF ADMIN­

ISTRATIVE IMSTITUtlONS IN THIS TRANSFORMATIVE PROCESS. AN ATTEM'T 

WILL IE MADE TC ISOLATE, DEFINE AMO EXAMINE IN SOME DETAIL THE 

IMPORTANT ISSUES OF PUBLIC AOMINISTRATICN THAT DERIVE FROM THIS 

PROCESS OF MODERNIZATION AND DEVELOPMEMT. SUCH AS, DEVELOPMENT 

POLICY FORMULATION, THE MANAGEMENT OF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS, 

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM, AND INSTITUTION-BUILDING. 

fALL. 

KOFELE-KAlE. 

l'A"2D 
URIAN FUTURES 

3 

EXPLORES FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR URIAN LIFE, AND STRATEGIES FOR IM­

PROVING CITIES Of THE FUTURE. ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE IMPACT OF 

POSSIILE RESOURCE SHORTAGES, AND TC POPULATION TRENDS. 

PRERECUISITES' 

NONE. 

WINTU. 

CULVER. 

B'A5921 

SUBURIAN 'OLICY ISSUES 

3 

STUDIES THE SUBSTANCE OF FEDERAL, STATE, AND REGIONAL PUBLIC 

POLICIES AS THEY AFFECT SUIURBAN COMMUNITIES, AND THE TECHNIQUES 

USED IY MUNICIPAL CFFICIALS TO DEAL WITH THESE ISSUES AND OTHER 

STRICTLY LOCAL ISSUES. ORDINARILV, PUILIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR 

EXPERTS PARTICIPATE. 

PREREQUISITES' 

NONE. 

FAll, IIINTER. 

COUV, STOVER. 

IPA5930 

POlITICAL ECONOPY OF GLOIAL INEQUALITY 

3 

EXAMINES THE COMPLEX PATTERNS OF INTERACTION AMONG NATIONS 1M THE 

INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM. RELATIOMSHIPS AMONG RICH AND POOR NATIOMS 

ARE ANAlVZED IN ORCER TO EXPLAIN GLOIAL INEQUALITY DEPENDENCE, 

AND UNDERDEVELOPMENT. 

'RERECUISITES. 

NONE. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

KDFELE-KALE. 

IPA5931 

PROBLEMS IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS I 

3 

EXAMINES THE IEHAVIOR OF PEOPLES AND NATION-STATES AT THE GLOIAL 

LEVEL IN ORDER TO IDENTIFV THE PROILEMS THAT THREATEN THE SUR­

VIVAL OF MANKIND AND SERIOUSLY UNDERMINE GLOIAL PEACE. 

'REREQUISITESI 

NONE. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AVID-81. 

KOFElE-K&lE. 

BP&5932 

PROILEMS IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS II 

3 

EXAMINES THE PUILIC DElATE CONCERNING MULTINATIONAL COR'ORAT10NS 

AND THEIR ACTIVITIES AIROAD; AND PROViDES INSIGHTS INTO THE OPER­
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ATION OF MUlTINATIONALS AND THEIR IM'ACT UPON TH IRD WORLD !COMDR­

IC S. 

PREREQU IS ITESI 

NONE. 

WINTER. 

ROFELE-KALE. 

IPA5933 

THIRD II0RLO IN PERSPECTIVEI AN INTERDISCIPLINARY SURVEY 

3 

THE COURSE WILL EXAMINE, FROM AN INTERDISCIPLINARY 'ERSPECTIVE 

AND WITH THE HELP OF DISTINGUISHED GUEST LECTURERS. THE IROAD 

RANGE OF PROILEMS CCNfIlONTING , THE THIIID WORLD IN ITS STRUGGLE TO 

ESCAPE FIIOM THE CYCLE Of POVERTY. ATTENTION WILL IE FOCUSED III 

ON THE MAJOR FORCES THAT HAVE CONTRIIUTEO TO THE UNOERDEVELOPMINT 

OF THIS SECTOR OF THE GLOIEI AND 121 ON EVALUATING SOME Of THE 

ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES AND MODELS RESOLVING THE CRISIS Of THIRD 

WORLD UNDERDEVELOPMENT. 

'REREQUISITESI 

NONE. 

FALL. 

ROFElE-KALE. 

IP&5940 

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

3 

THIS COURSE STUDIES THE LECAL PRINCIPLES UNDERLVING ADMINISTRA­

TION IN GOVERNMENT. TOPICS COVERED INCLUDE, DELEGATION. INSTITUT­

IONAL DECISION MAKING, TORT LIAIILITY. RELEASE OF INfORMATION. 

NOTICE OF HEARING lIAS, AND DISCRETION. THERE IS SPECIAL EMPHASIS 

ON CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES ARISING WITHIN THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROC­

ESS. 

PREREQUISITES. 

NONE. 

FALL. 

STIFF. 

8'&5950 

AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUCHT 

3 

STUDIES THE DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT ' FROM 

COLONIAL TIMES TO THE PRESE~T. SUC~ WRITERS AS THONAS JEFFER SON. 

JAMES MADISON, AIRAHAM LINCOLN. AND W.E.I. DUIDIS ARE INCLUDED. 

PREREI:UISITES: 

NONE. 

WINTER. 

STAFF. 

l'A598D 

PUILIC SAFE TV ADMINISTRATION 

3 

STUDIES THE ADMINISTRATICN OF PUILIC SAFETV DEPARTMENTS ESPEtIAl­

LY POLICE DEPARTMENTS. TOPICS INCLUDE ORCANIZATION STRUCTUIE. 

PERSONNEL, COMMUNICATION. COMMUNITY RELATIONS. AND RELATIONS A­

NONG POLICE AND FIIIE SERVICES. 

PREIIEI:UISITES. 

NONE. 

wINTER. 

SUFF. 

8P&5911 

HISTORY OF LAW ENFCRCEMENT TO 1119 

3 

SURVEYS THE HISTORY OF LAW ENfORCE~ENT IN THE U.S. fROM COL~IAL 

TIMES TO 1"9. IT DEALS IIITH THE ISSUES AND PROILEMS fACING EAlLY 

LAW ENFORCEMENT. HOW PEOPLE RE.CTEt TO AUTHORITY, AND THE DEVEL­

OPMENT OF ORDER AS AN ASPECT OF A'ERICAN SOCIETV. 

PREREQUISITE 5 I 

NONE. 

FalL. 

GREEN. 

IPA5982 

HISTOR' OF LAW ENFORCEMENT I 111'-1'00 

3 

SURVEYS THE 5ROWTH Of MODE~N AMERICAN POLICE DEPA~TMENTS. tHERE 

IS EMPHASIS UPON 19TH CENTUIIY SOCI'L, POLITICAL, AND ECONOMIC DE­

VELO'MENTS WHICH I"FLUENCED LAW ENfORCEMeNT'S IROWTH AND ACCEPT­

ANCE 'S AN INTEIR.L PART OF AMERIC'N LIFE. 

PREREQUISITES. 

NONE. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN A,aO-81. 

GRIEEN. 

IPA5913 

HISTO~Y OF LIM ENFORCEMENT' CHICAGG AND SUIURas 

l ' EXAMI"ES THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT Of LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE 

CHICAIO AREA. THERE IS SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE SOCIAL, POL I TI­

CAL, ANO ECONOMIC EVENTS WHICH H'VE AFFECTED THe PROFESSIONALILA­

TION Of POll ce II0AK., 

PREREQUISITES_ 

NONE. 

NOT SCHEDULED I" A'80-11. 

GREEN. 

r 
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.,,"'"LAM ENFORCERENT AND THE CONSTITUTION 
:I~INES THE LIMITATIONS ANO aEQUIREMENTS IMPOSED UPOH THE LAM 

ENfORCEMENT PROCESS BY THE CONSTITUTION. THERE IS EMPHASIS UPON 

TME U.S. SuPREME COURT'S INTERPRETATIONS OF THE 4TH, 5TH, 6TH, 

AND 14TH AME~DMENTS. 

PRUECUI SITES. 

NIINE. 

NDT SCHEDULeD IN AYIO-II. 

STOVER. 

.,A5985 

LAM ENFORCEMENT AND THE GHETTO 

] 
EIAMINES PAST AND PRESENT RELATIONS AMONG GHETTO DWELLERS AND 

POLICE IN AMERICA, AND THE CAUSES OF ANTAGONISM BETWEEN THE 

GROUPS. 

PREUQUIS ITES' 

NONE. 

FALL. 

GRUN. 

""916PATTERNS IN FORCEAILE RAPE 
] 
EIAMINES ASPECTS OF THE ORIME OF RAPE, INCLUDING PATTERNS OF 

ORIMINAL IEHAVIOR AND PUILIC ATTITUDES TOMARO THE CRIME. THERE IS 

SPECIAL A"ENTlDN ON THE SOCIAL ANt LEGAL REUTlONSHlp· IElIlEEN 

THE VICTIM AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. 

PREREQUISITES. 

NDNE. 

WINTER. 

GREEN. 

1"5917 
LAM AND ORDER I CRIME IN THE STREETS 

3 

STUDIES CRIMES AGAINST PERSCNS ANO PROPERTY WHICH OCCUR MOST 

OFTEN IN THE STaEETS. ISSUES STUDIED INCLUDE NEW THEORIES fOR THE 

CAUSE OF CRIME, POLICE REACTIONS TO CHANGING CRIME PATTERNS, VIC­

TIM AND OFFENDER BEHAVIOR, ATTITUDES TONARD LAW ENFORCEMENT. 

PREREQUISITES • 

NIINE. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

GREEN. 

l';AlOOI 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 

] 
DESI5NED TO COMIINE INDIYIDUAL CAREEM COUNSELING AND WORK OUTSIDE 

OF THE CLASSROOM IN COMIINATION WITH INSTITUTIONAL LEARNING SET­

TINGS. 

PREREQUISITES. 

PERMISSION OF ADVISER AND COOPERATIVE EDUCATION COORDINATOR. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRIN5/SUMMER.

DONALDSON. 

.,Al010 

INDEPENDENT STUDY.
, 
INDEPENDENT STUDY IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE THE BETTER STUDENT THE 

OPPORTUNITY TO STUDY A TOPIC Of HIS OMN eMOICE IN A GIVEN DISCI­

PLINE UNDeR PRO.ESSIONAL SUPERVISION. ONLY THE STUDENT WHO IS 

PREPARED TO DEVOTE CONSIDERABLE TIME AND EfFORT SHOULD UNDERTAKE 

AN INDEPENDENT STUDY. THE STUDENT CONTEMPLATING A COURSE IN INDE­

PENDINT STUDY SHOULD FIRST HAVE IN MIND A DEFINITE AREA FOR IN­

YESTI5ATION WITHIN THE DISCIPLINE IN WHICH HE WISHES TO WORK, AND 

RN INSTRUCTOR WITH MHOM HE WISHES TO WORK. 

PREREQUISITESI 

PERNISSION O' INSTRUCTOR AND DEAN. 

FALL. MINTER, SPRING/SUMMER.

SUff. 

.,"OZO

INDEPENDENT STUDY.
, 
SAME AS IPAI010. 

PREREQUISITES. 

PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR AND DEAN. 

fALL, WINTER. SPRIMG/SUMMER.

SUfF. 

1"1101 
ACCOUNTING fOR ADMINISTRATIVE COMTROL, 
GRADUATE LEVEL COURSE DESIGNED TO CffER AND IN DEPTH EXPOSURE TO 

PRotESS, INCLUDES ORGANIZING AND EVALUATING DATA FOR DECISION 

UNDER CDNOITIONS Of UNCEaTAINTY FOR MANAGEMENT CONTROL 

PREREQUISITES' 

ePA 'lOZ, MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING OR IPA 5101, FDUNOATIONS Of AC­

COUNTING OR IPA'l'l, COST ACCOUNTING I. 

FALL, MINTER. 

MINSTON, NISSAN. 

1"1120 

ACCOUNTING INfORMATION SYSTEMS
, 
A STUDY Of THE INFORMATION OIMENSIONS ·Of THE OECISIONMAKING PRO­
CESS THROUGHOUT THE ORGA~IZATION A~a THE ROLE ACCOUNTING PLAYS IN 

THE INFORMATION SYSTEM. EMPHASIS IS ON THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

WITHIN MHICH THE SYSTEM FU~CTIONS AND THE ACTUAL DESIGN AND IN­

PLEMENTATION OF AN ACCOU~TING INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT 

PLANNING. ORGANIZATION, AND CCNTROL OF SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP, PART­
NERSHIP AND CORPORATION. . 

PREREQUISITES. 

8PA '1'1, COST ACCOUNTING OR ITS EQUIVALENT. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-Il. 

STAfF. 

BP"130 

FINANCIAL REPORTING THEORY
, 
A GRADUATE LEVEL COURSE DEALING WITH THE PROBELMS Of FINANCIAL 

ACCOUNTING MEASUREMENT AND INCLUOI~G SUCH AREAS AS THE DETERMINA­

TION OF PERIODIC INCOME. REVE~UE RECOGNITION. COST ALLOCATION. 

fLON OF FUNDS. INVENTORY EALUATION. DEPRECIATION THEORY. LIABIL­

ITY RECOGNITION, AND CORPORATE EQUITY MEASUREMENT. COMMUNICATION 

Of ACCOUNTING DATA. fdaM OF STATEMENT PRESENTATION. ANO ACCOUNT­

ING TERMINOLOGY ARE ALSO STUDIED. 

PREREQUISITES. 

BPA 5101. FOUNOATIONS Of ACCOUNTING OR ITS EQUIVALENT. 

NOT SCHEDULED I~ AYIO-II. 

SHEKII. 

BPAIl40 

APPLIED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
, 
A GRADUATE LEVEL COURSE DEALING WITH THE APPLICATION OF ACCOUNT­

ING PRACTICE FOR AN UNDERSTANDING Of THE COMPLEXITIES BUSINESS 

AND FINANCE. CORPORATE COMBINATIONS AND THE SPECIAL APPLICATIONS 

OF MEASUREMENT AND REALIZATION P~I~tIPLES IN SUCH MATTERS AS CON­

SOLIDATIONS, CONGLOMERATES. POLLING OF INTERESTS. AND INTER­

NATIONAL OPERATIONS. 

PRERE'UlSl TES. 

BPA 11]0. FINANCIAL ~EPORTING THEORY I. 

NOT SCHEDULED I" AYIO-II. 

WINSTCN. 
8PAIl60 
PROBLENS I~ COST ACCOUNTING 
3 
OfFERS AND EXPOSURE TO A BROAD RANGE OF COST ACCOUNTING CONCEPTS 
ANO COST ACCUMULATION. ALSO PROVIDES AN EXPOSURE TO COST ACCOUNT­
ING CONCEPTS fOR DECISIO~ "AKING ANO TO TERMINOLOGV ESSENTIAL TO 
THE COST ACCOUNTANT'S ~OLE IN BUSI"ESS. 
PREREQUISITES'
BPA 5101. FOUNDATIONS Of ACCOUNTING OR ITS EQUIVALENT. 

fALL, 000 YURS. 

SHEKII. 

BPAI170 

AUDIT THEORY AND PHILOSOPHY
, 
DEALS WITH THE STANDARDS, CONCEPTS, OBJECTIVES, TECHNIQUES, RE­

PORTS. AND ETHICS PERTAINING TO THE WORK OF BOTH THE INDEPENDENT 

AND INTERNAL AUDITOR. SPECIAL ATTEhTION GIVEN TO STATEMENTS ON 

AUDITING PROCEDURES. STATISTICAL S.MPLING. AND EDP IN AUDITING • 

PREREQUISITES. 

8PA 5101. FOUNDATIOMS OF ACCOU~TIN' OR ITS EQUIVALENT. 

SPR ING! SUMMER. 

SHEKIB. 

11"1110 
PROBLEMS IN TAX ACCOUNTING, 
OFfERS AN APPRECIATION Of A MANA'E'IAL APP~OACH TO TAXATION 

THROUGH EMPHASIS CN TAX PROILEMS AS THEY AFfECT IIUSINESS ENTER­

PRISE AND ITS BUSINESS TRANSATIONS. STUDENTS OBTAIN A BROAD AP­

PRECIATION Of THE TAl STRUCTURE AhD ITS ROLE. IIOTH AS A SOURCE 

OF REVENUE AND AS A DEVICE TO CONTROL THE ECONOMY. 

PRERECUISITES' 

BPA 5101. FOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING OR ITS EQUIVALENT.

fALL, 

SUfF • 

IIP"190 

SEMI~AR IN AceCUNTI.G
, 
OEALS WITH THE STUDY OF THE DiffERENT RESfARCH METHODS AND ANALY­

SIS APPROPRIATE FO~ SOCIAL SCIENCE IN GENERAL ANO FOR THE FIELD 

Of ACCOUNTING IN PARTICULAR. STUDEhTS ARE EXPECTED TO CARRY OUT A 

RESEARCH PROJECT I~ DR RELATED TO ACCOUNTING. 

PREREalISITES. 

PERMISSION. 

NOT SCHEOULEO IN AYID-Il. 

NISSAN. 

IlPA8201 

PROIILEMS IN MANAGERIAL ECO~OMICS 

) 
APPLICATION OF "'CROECONOMIC THEORIES TO THE PROILEN OF MOST EF­
fICIE~T USE OF RESOURCES WITHIN ANa BETWEE~ ORGANIZATION. AND THE 
ECONOMIC SYSTER. IT UTILIZES MACROECONONIC THEORIES TO FORECAST 
THE FUTURE ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT, A~D IS A STUDY Of COMPROMISING 
TECHNIQUES TO REACH AN OPTINUM OF CIJECTIVES WHEN ALL INCLUSIVE 
MAIIMIZATION REMAINS ELUSIVE. IN T~IS RESPECT. THAN. MANAGERIAL 
ECONOMICS IS -TRAINING IN POLICY MAKING-. GRADUATE STUDENTS WHO 
ARE COMPETENT IN ALGEIRA AND THE USE Of DERIVATIVES IN CALCULUS 
AU ELlGllLE. 

I'IIEIIEGUISI TES' 

I'A 5Z01 'RINCI'LES Of MICROECONOMICS. I'A JZGZ 'RINCI'LES Of MA­

CROECONOMICS • • 'A 1404 CALCUlUS fOR IUSINESS. I'A J46Z STATISTICS 

II. 
FALL. IIINTER. 
lIE1SCIIE•• 
l'AlZlO 
LAlOR ECONONICS 

3 

ST,UO¥ OF THE OEVELCPMEhT AhO STRUCTURE OF THE LAlOR MOVEMENT. 

WAGE DETERMINATIO~. AND PUILIC 'OlICY TOIIARD LAlOR. 

PRERECU15ITES. 

IPA 3Z01 PRINCIPLES OF MICROECONOMICS. IPA 5ZGZ PRINCIPLES OF MA­

CROECONONICS. 

IIINUR. 

SUFF. 

IPAIZ 15 

ECONOMIC DEVELC'NEhT 

5 

DEALS WITH ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AS A 'ROGRESSIVE DIVISIOM OF LA­

lOR ANO I'IIOGRESSIVE TECHNOLOGICAL S'ECIALIZATION IN THE USE OF AN 

EVEN MORE WIDENING AND C~ANGING ARRAY OF RESOURCES. 

PREREQUISITES. 

I'A 4Z10 INTERMEDIATE NACRCECDNOMICS. I'A 4220 MANAGERIAL ECONOM­

ICS. THE ECONOMICS OF THE FIRM. 

SPUN5ISUMMER. 

LJ ElSCHER. 

.,..ZZO 
SEMINAR IN 'UILIC IUOGETING 
5 
THIS COURSE EXAMINES ADVANCED QUESTIONS A.OUT IUDGETING IN GOV­
ERNMENT. INCLUDING VARIOUS 1U0GETING SYSTEMS AND HOW TO PREPARE A 
REaliSTIC IUDGET IN THE PUILIC SECTOR. CONSIDERING REVENUES. 
EX'ENDITURES AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL AID. 
FALL. IIINTER. S'RINC/SUMPER.
STAFF. 
I'UZZ' 
MONETARY ECONOMICS 

3 

CONCERNED IIITH MONEY. MONETARY INSTITUTICNS AND 'OLICY IN A MOD­

ERN DEVELO'ED ECONCMY ••Y RELATING MONEY CENAND ANQ SUP'LY IE­

HAVIOR IN HOII MONEY AFFECTS T~E ECCNOMY. AND ITS IMPACT ON 

'OLICY. 

PRERECUISITES I 

ePA 5Z'0. MONEY AND IANKING OR 'ERP1SSION. 

FAll. DOD YEARS. 

'ETRO. 

1".,01 

'ROIl EMS IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

3 

COVERS THE 'ROILEMS FACED VITH THE FINANCIAL OFFICER IN THE MAN­

AGEMENT Of FUNDS IN THE IUSINESS FIRM. THE EN'HASIS IS ON THE 

DEVELO'NENT OF SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES TO IN'LENENT CA'TIAL EX'ENO­

lTURE POliCIES. SOLVE SHORT-TERN A.D LONG-TERM FINANCING 'ROI­

LENS. AND ESTAILISIt DIVIDEND 'CLICIES. 

'REREQUISITES • 

• 'A JJOI. PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIIL PANAGENENT , I'A 3461. 
STATISTICS I. 

FalL. S'RING/SUNNER.

KIN. MAX. 

"Anl0 

CONNERCIAl .ANK NANAGENENT 

3 

EN,"ASllES ON THE NEW DIRECTION IN ASSET. LIA.ILITY. AND C"TIAl 

NANAGENENT OF CDRNERCIAL IANKS. TO'ICS DIStUSSED INCLUDE. PORT­

FOliO STRATEGIES OF IANKHOLDI.G COP'.. IES. ENTRY INTO HIGH-RISK 

CDNNERCIAl FINANCING..... STOCK N.RKETS. AND OTHERS. 

'REREQUISITES. 

I'A 5301 'RINCI'LES Of FIN.NCIAL NANAGERENT. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-Il. 

FLCDIN. 

lPAU20 

ESTATE 'LANNING 

3 

COVERS IASICS NEEDED FOR OEVELO'ING AND U'DATING AN ESTATE 'LAN; 

ITS tlEATION CONSERVATION, AND DIS'CSITION. TO'ICS INCLUDE. I­

DENTIFYING AND ItARPONlllNG LIFE COALS AND LIFE STYLES. INVESTNENT 

D'TIONS, LIFE INSURANCE, GUARDIANS~I'S, TRUST. IIllL, ANO THE 

NEillY REVISED FEDERAL ESTATE AND GifT TAX LAW. 

I'IIEREQUISITU. 

NONE. 

SPRING/SURNER.

CHAVEl. 

."1]10

FINANCIAL NARKETS 

3 

COVERS ANalYSIS OF THE fiNANCIAL N.RRETS IIITH EN'HASIS ON UNDER­

STANDING AND 'REOICTING INTEREST R.TES AND STOCK PRICES. TO'ICS 

CUSTONARILY CONSIDERED INCLUDE' STRUCTURE ANO IEMIVIOR OF IN'ER­
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EST RATES. FLOW OF FUNDS ANalYSIS. O'ERATION OF THE SECURITY NAR­
KETS, PORTFOliO 'OlICIES OF FINANCIAL IksTITUTIONS. EFFECl OF 
NONETAIIY AND FISCAL POLICIES CN THE FINANCIAL NARKETS, CIPT IAL 
NARRET THEORY. IND NEASUREPENT OF PIRKET EFFICIENCY. 
PREREOUISITES I 
IPA 1101 'RINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL NANAGENENT. I'A 3201 PRINCIPLES 
OF NACROECONONICS. 

IIINTER. 

MAX. 
1""'0

I NVESTNENTS 

3 

STUDY OF THE 'RINCIPLES OF INVESTNENT IN SECURITIES WITH VARYING 

DEGREES OF RISR AND RETURN. TO'ICS INCLUDE' INVESTNENT RI5&.· HIS­

TORICAL RISK-RETURN RELATIONSHIPS, VALUATION OF ALTERNITIVE FI-' 

NANCIAL INSTRUNENTS, TEC~NICAL ANALYSIS, PROCEDURES OF THE SE­

CURITIES INDUSTRY, FORNULA INVESTI~, TIX CONSIDERATIONS, INVEST­

NENT CON'ANIES. AND PERSONAL INVESTNENT 'OLICY. 

'REREQUISITES: 

I'A 3301. PRINCI.LES OF FINANCIAL NANAGENENT , I'A 3461. 

SUTI sncs I. 
FALL. 
KIM. 
.,U360 

ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL STATINENTS 

3 

ENPHASIZES EXTERNAL ACCOUNTING RAT~ER THAN INTERNAL OR NANAGERIAl 

COVERS THE ANALYTICAL TOGLS .ND TECHNIOUES OF PINANCIAL AN.LYSIS,

THE lASES VHICH UNOERLY THE 'RE'.. ITION OF FINANCIAL STA­

TENENTS. THE DISTORTIO~ TO IIHICH INCONE DETERNINATION AND O' AS­

SET AND LIAIILITY PEASURENENT ARE SUIJECT, AND THE PROCESSES 'NO 

NETHODOLOGY OF FINANCIAL STATENENT ANALYSIS. 

.RERECUISITES. 

I'A 3301, 'RINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL PANAGENENT. I'A Jl'l. INTERNED­

lATE ACCDUNTING I, , 1'1 31'2. INTERNEOIATE ACCOUNTING II. 

FALL. 

NI SSAN. 

• ..1400 
'ROIL eNS IN ORGANIZATIONAL IEHAVIOR3 . 
STUDY OF OEVELO.NENT OF ORGANllATION THEORY AND CRITICal EXANINA­
TION OF ORG.NIZATION THEORY AND ITS VALUE FOR EXPLAINING QRGAN­
IlATION CHANCE AND PHENCNENA. 

'REREGUISITES. 

I'A 3401 OR I'A '401. 

FALL, S'RING/SUNMER.

lueKENRYER. 

..U404 • 
THE HISTORY AND OEVELOPNENT OF NANIGENENT THOUGHT 

3 

STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF CLASSICAL NANAGENENT THINKERS AND EValUATE 

PRESENT NANAGENENT THOUGHTS AND 'RACTICES. ALSO COVERED ARE ,"e

THEORETICAL AND SOCIAL FeUNOATIONS OF NANAGENENT THEORY: STU­

DENTS ARE EX'ECTEO TO REID AND CRITICALLY EVAlUATE SEVERal CUN­

TRASTING THEORIES. 

'REREQUISITES' 

IFA 3401. 'RINCI'LES OF NANIGENENT. 

FALL, IIINTER. 

IIUOIENNYER. 

1"1"01 
'ROIL ENS IN INTERNATIONAL NANAGENENT 

3 • 

lESSENS THE GAP IETIIEEN ACADEMIC EX'OSITION AND THE CON'LEXI'Y Of 

T"E CHALLENGES AND 'ROILENS ENIEOOEO IN INTERNATIONal NANAIININT. 

CONSIOER'TION IS GIVEN TO ORG.NIZATION STRueT,,"E. TECHNOlOGY AND 

SYSTENS. IEHAVIORAl SYSTENS, ANO APPLICATIONS. INSTITUTIONal DIF­

fERENCES ANO FUTURE CONCfR~S IN INTERNATIONAL NANAGINENT WILL 

ALSO IE EXANINED. 

PREREQUISITES'

I'A '490. INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL IUS INISS. 

SPRING/SUNNER.· 
StI""N. 
.. .. 410 
'ROIL ENS IN 'ERSONNEL NANAGENENT 
3 
INCLUDES III EXPLORATION OF THE VARIOUS THEORIES OF PERSONAlI'Y 
OEVELO'MENT ANO NOTIVATION, 121 A STUDY Cf FACTORS, 10TH INTERNal 
AND EXTERNAL TO THE ORGANIIATION AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON PIRSON­
NEl 'LANNING. AND 131 CURRENT ISSUES AND RESEARCH IN 'HE .REA Of 
PERSONNIL NANAIENENT. THE INSTRUCTION NET~OOS CONSISTS Of LEC­
TURES, CASES. AND IIRITTEN RE.ORTS. 

'RERECIU ISIlES. 

8,., 3420, 'ERSONNEL NANAGEPENT. 
SPRING/SUIINER.

KELLEY. 

....415 
'ROIL ENS IN INDUSTRIAL REL.TIONS 
3 
DEalS lilT" PROILENS ARISIN; FRON EP'LOYER-LAIOR RElATIONSHI •• 
NANAGEMENT'S THEORY, THEORIIS OF WORK, PROILEMS IN ORIANIZA'IDN. 
MAN.OWER NANAGENENT. AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS RESIARCH. 
'REREOUIS ITIS • 
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I'A '420. 'ERSONNEL ~NAGEMENT OR ePA 8400. 'ROIL EMS IN DAGANIZA­

TIONAL IEHAVIOR. 

IIINTER. 

STAFF. 

.,U440

PR08LEMS IN 'RODUCTION ~AhAGEMENT 

3 

I~LUDES ANALYTICAL NETHODS IN 'ROtUCTION. DESIGN OF PReDUCTION 

SYSTENS. THE NAJOR ECONO'IC 'RGILE'S CF PRODUCTION "ANAGENENT. 

NATHENATICAL 'ROGRAMNING. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. INVENTORY ANALY­

SIS. CERTAINTY MODELS. 

'REREQUI $I TES. 

ePA '440. 'RODUCTION NANAGENENT 011 I'A 5401 FOUNDATIONS NANAGE­

"ENT, 8'A'462. STATISTICS II. 

FALL. WINTER. S'RI~/SUN~ER. 

HERZOG. TSOLAKIDES. 

., .. 461 

STATISTICAL RESEARCH DESIGN 

3 • 

FOCUSES ON NET HODS OF 'LANNING AND ANALYllNG EXPERINENTS. ES'E­

CIALLY IN AN INDUSTRIAL CONTEXT. F'CTORIAL DESIGNS AND BLOCK DE­
SIGNS ARE EN'HASIZED. A NAJaR 'ART GF THE COURSE WILL IE SPENT ON 
STATISTICAL TECHNICUES FCR MAINTENANCE OF QUALITY STANDARDS. IN­
CLUDING CONTROL CHARTS AND LOT ACCE'TANCE SANPLING PLANS. AL­
THOUGH THE EXAM'LES USED ARISE IN INDUSTRIAL 'RODUCTIONS. THE 
TECHNIQUES ARE A"LICAILE IN CTHER AREAS OF ORGANIZATION AND 

ELSE....ERE. 

'REREQUIS ITES' 

IPA J44D. 'RODUCTION NANAGENENT , 8PA J462. STATISTICS liaR 

'ERNISSIDN. 

FALL. 
ROCKE. 
""462CDNPUTER SINULATIDN NDDELS 
J 
OEALS WITH THE USE OF CONPUTER NODELS TO STUDY ORGANIZATIONS AND 
THEIR 'ROILENS-TO IDENTifY AP'RD'RIATE POLICIES. RANDON NUNIER 
GENERATION. NONTE CARLO NETHODS. SINULATICN OF QUEUES. INVENTORY 
AND 'RODUCTION 'LANNING. ceR'ORATE NOOELS AND EVALUATION OF AL­
TE..ATE POLICIES. INOUSTRIAL DYNAMICS AND 'OLICY ANALYSIS. A"LI­
CATION Of SINULATION IN HEALTH SYSTENS/URIAN 'LANNING. STUDY OF 

SINULATIDN LANGUAGES IE.G. SIMSCRIPT. GPSS. OR DYNANOI ARE 

INCLUDED. 

'REREOUISITE5I 

KNOWLEDGE OF ANY ONE CDN'UTER PROGIIAMMING LANGUAGE' IPA3462. 

STATISTICS II OR PERNISSIDN. 

WINlER. 

ISAAC. 

8"8461 
"ATRICES AND LINEAR ALGEBRA, 
INTNDOUCES THE IASIC CONCE'TS OF LINEAR ALGE..A AND NATRICES IN­

CLUDING VECTOR SPACES. LINEAR TRANSFORNATIONS. SVSTENS OF EQUA­

TIONS AND THEIR SOLUTIONS. AND A"LICATIONS TO BUSINESS AND ECO­

NONICS. 

'REREQUISITES.

IPA J462. STATISTICS II AND IPA )404. CALCULUS FOR BUSINESS. 

S'RING/SUNNER. EVE~ YEARS. 

WELLS. 

.,U464 

'ROUIILITY 

J . 

TREATS 'ROIAIILIT, FRON THE STANDPOINT Of SET THEORY. THE AXIONS 

OF 'ROIAIILITY. THE CONNON OISTRIIUTIONS. RANOON VARIAILES. IN­

OE'ENDENCE EXPECTATIOM. IAYES' THECRIES ANO DECISION-NAKING UNDER 

RISK AND UNCERTAINTY. ­
'REREQUISITES. 

BPA '461. STATISTICS I AND IPA J404. CALCULUS FOR BUSINESS. 

WINTER. 

STAfF. 

.,U466 

APPLIED REGRESSION ANALYSIS
J. 
'ROVIDES AN INTRODUCTION TC THE THEORY Of NULTIPLE REGRESSION. 

CORRELATION. AND THE ANALYSIS Of V'RIANCE. THE ENPHASIS IS ON 

DATA ANALYSIS AND MODEL BUILDING WITH EXTENSIVE CONPUTER WORK EX­

P~CTEO. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE HAD STATISTICS THROUGH SIMPLE 

LINEAR REGRESSION IEfORE REGISTERlhG fOR THIS COURSE. 

PRUEQUISITE5I 

ePA J462. STATISTICS II. 

FALL. DOD YURS. 

ROCKE. 

1'114" 
DECISION THEORY 
J 
TO'ICS INCLUDE "OIAI~ITY. EXPECTED VALUE. SAM'LING. TREE DIA­

GRAMS. 'RIOR DISTRIIUT~ONS. POSTERIOR DISTRIIUTIONS. OPPORTUNITY 

LOSS. UTILITY THEORYI 'ROILENS INVOLVING 10TH DISCRETE AND CON­

TINUOUS ,.OIILIT, DISTRIIUTIONS ailE ADDRESSED. 

PREREQUISITES. 

I"A J461. STUIST,CS I; 1".,404. CALCULUS fOR BU.SINESS OR 'ER­
MISSION Of INSTRUCTOR. 
WINTER. EVEN YEARS. 
WELLS. 
.,..480 
PRDILEMS INo MANAGEMENT I~FCRUTIGN SUTE"· 

3 

STUDIES THE AP'LICATION GF THE CDN'UTER TO NANAGING THE INFOR­
QUIREMENTS AND SYSTEMS USE FtR T.. E INFOR~ATIDN STRUCTURE AS A 
QUIREMENTS AND SYSTEMS. USE FnR T~E INFCRMATIDN STRUCTURE AS A 

BASIS FOR THE MOST EfFECTIVE UTILIZATION OF THE COMPUTER. 

'REREQUISITES: 

IPA '402. INTRODUCTION Te CO~'UTER PROGRAMNING. 

WINTER. EVEN YEARS. 

STAFF. 

"U4'5 

SMALL BUSINESS ~ANAGEMEhT 

3 

INCLUDES AN EXPOSURE TO TECHNICUES .... ICH WOULD IE APPLICAILE TO 

THE OPERATION OF MCST SMALL IUSINESS. 

SPIIING/SUNNER.

STAFF. 
IIPA84'i1 
IUSINESS AND THE PUILIC INTEREST 
3 
STUDENTS EX'LORE THE RGLE Cf THE CCRPORATION IN NODERN SOCIETY' 
ITS RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE 'UBLIC. GOYERNNENT. AND THE ECONOMIC 

MELL-IEING Of THE NATION. INCLUDING ITS SOCIAL RESPO"SIBILITIES. 

THIS COURSE SHOULD IE TA~EN DURING THE LAST TRINESTER OF STU­

DENI'S PROGRAM. 

SPRING/SUMNER.

JUDO. 

l'U4"
'OLICIES AND STRATEGIES Cf ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCE 
3 
A CA'STONE COURSE OF THE GRAD~ATE !USINESS ADMI~ISTRATION CURRI­
CULUM. DESIGNED TO INTEGRATE THE VARIOUS CPERATING FUNCTIONS Of A 
IUSINESS. SHOMS THE BUSINESS AS A SYSTEM AND OENONSTRATES THOSE 
S"ECIAL COORDINATING S~ILLS AND KNCWLEDGE WHICH ARE NECESSARY AT 
THE UPPER-LEVELS OF AN eRGANIIATION. UTILIZES CASE ANALYSIS AND 
ASSIGNED RnDINGS. 
'RERECUI SI TESI 
LAST TRIMESTER OF STUOENT'S PRCGRA'. 
fALL. WINTER. S'RING/SU~~ER.
JUDD. IUCKENMYER. 
.,AUOl 

PROILEMS IN NARKETING MANAGENENT 

3 

EMPHASIZES RECOGNITION AND ANALYSIS Of MARRETING 'ROBLENS. GENER­

ATION AND EVALUATION OF ALTERhATIVE SOLUTIONS. AND OEVELO'NENT 

OF STRATEGIES AND PLANS Cf ACTION fOR I~PLEMENTING CHOSEN SOLU­

TION. 

'REIIECU IS IT ES' 

l'A3501. PRINCIPLES OF NARKETI~G. 

FALL. MINTER. 

OLSON. 

8"1520 
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 
3 
EXANINES THE ROLE OF MARKETING IN ECONOMIC OEVELO'MENT AND. 'ER­
HAPS. MORLO 'EACE AND UNDERSTANDING • COVERS SEVERAL CONTEMPORARY 
ISSUES IN INTERNATIONAL ~ARKETING ANONG WHICH ARE THE FOLLOMING' 
THE MORLDMIOE IN'ORTANCE OF INTERNATIONAL NARKETING. THE IN'ACT 
OF MULTINATIONAL ON THE WORLD ECONCMY. THE DIFFERENT WAYS OF 
ENTERING INTERNATIONAL "ARKITS. THE CULTURAL-'OLITICAL ENVIRON­
MENT OF INTERNATIONAL MAR.ETI~G. T~E IASIC ELENENTS' UNDERLYING 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AND INTERN.TION'L MARKETING NIX. THE fORNS OF 

ORGANIZATION USED IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETING. AND THE PRESENT 

STATUS ANO FUTURE OF CAREERS IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETING. 
PREREQUISITES • 

IPA 1501. PROBLEMS IN "AR.ETING MAhAGEMENT. 

S'RING/SUMMER.

SHUUN. 
B"A1801 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES III BUSINESS EO~ATICN 

3 

DESIGNED TO acQUAINT STUDENTS WITH THE MAJOR ISSUES IN SELECTED 

IUSINESS SUIJECTS. THE OPI~ICNS OF CURRENT IUSINESS EDUCATION 

LEADERS AND THE ISSUES AND TRENDS IN GENERAL EDUCATION AND 

SOCIETY IN RELATION TO BUSINESS SU!JECTS AN~/OR THE BUSINESS 

EDUCATION CURRICUL~M. 

PRUEQUI SI lES: 

NONE. 

FALL. 
NORTON. 
" ..102 
~ESEARCH IN IUSINESS EDUCATle~ 

DESIGNED TO ENAILE STUDENTS TO GAIN FAMILIARITY WITH IIETHOOS OF 

RESEARCH IN EDUCATION fOR IUSlhESS. EIAMINATION AND EVALUATION Of 

SIGNifiCANT RESEARCH STUDIES IN BUSlhESS EDUCATION. 

PREREQUISITES. 

NO"E. 

kINTER. 

MORTON. 

IPAB80) 

METH&DS OF TEACHING BUSINESS NON-SKILL SUBJECTS 

3 

DESIGNEO FOR fACILITATING EFFECTIVE LEARNING SITUATIONS IN THE 

TEACHING OF BUSINESS NON-SKILL SUBJECTS; PROVIDING OPPORTUNITY 

FOR AhALYllNG THE ORIGINS, ELEMENTS AND PATTERNS OF CURRICULUM 

PLANS, AND INTEGRATING CCMPCNE~TS CF INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS. 

PREREeulS ITE S. 

NONE. 

FALL. 

MORTON. 

BP"8D4 

METHODS Of TEACHING BUSINESS SKILL SUIJECTS 

3 

DESIGNED TO ENABLE STUDENTS TO ANALYlE METHODS, ARRANGEMENTS, AND 

TECHNIQUES OF CREATING, AD~INISTERING, AND fACILITATING EFFECTIVE 

LEARNING SITUATIONS IN THE TEACHING OF 8USINESS SKILL SUBJECTS. 

PREREC:UISITESI 

NONE. 

IIINTU. 

MORTOh. 

8PA8805 

SEMINAR IN BUSINESS EDUCATION 

3 

ADVaNCED STUDY OF CONCEPTS AND MET~OOOLOGY PERTINENT TO SELECTED 

ASPECTS OF IUSINESS EDUCATION. CURRENT RESEARCH AND PRACTICES IN 

THE FIELD IIILL IE USED EXTENSIVELY. SEE SCHEDULE fOR SPECIAL 

TDPICISI OF SEMINAR. 

PR ERE au I 5 IT E5' 

NONE. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

MORTON. 

IPAII06 

SEMINAR IN OFFICE EDUCATI&. 

') 
ADVANCED STUDY OF CONCEPTS AND METHCDOLOGY PERTINENT TO SELECTED 

ASPECTS OF OFFICE EDUCATION. CURRENT RESEARCH AND PRACTICES IN 

THE FIELD IIILL 8E USED EXTENSIVELY. SEE SCHEDULE FOR SPECIAL 

TOPICIS' OF SEMINAR. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

MORTON. 

B""OB 

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION CF COOPERATIVE 8USINESS EOUCATION 

Pt\OGUMS 

3 

DEALS IIITH OESIGNI.G AND IMPLEMENTING A TOTAL COOPERATIVE 8USI­

NESS EDUCATION PROGRAM INCLUOING CURRICULAI YOCATIONAL EDUCATION 

LAWS; IDENTIFYING aND SECURING TRaINING SITES, PREPARING AN Ef­

FECTIVE TRaINING PLAN; aND IMPLEME.TING EFFECT lYE PUILIC RELA­

TIONS. 

PRERec:UIS ITES' 

MONE. 

SPRING/SUMMER, DOD YEARS. 

STAff. 

.,Ula9 

INNOVATIVE METHODS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION 

3 

EXPLORES CURRENT RESEA.CH AND TEACHING PRACTICES RELATING TO THE 

DEVELCPMENT AND CLASSROOM USE OF IhOIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION, 

LARGE-GROUP AND SMALL-GROUP METHODS, AUOIO-VISUAL TECHNIQUES, 

GAMES AND OTHER MODES OF I"NOVATIVE INSTRUCTION IN IUSINESS ED­

UCATION. ASSESSES THE VALUE AND RELEVANCE Of INNOVATIVE METHODS 

IN IUSINESS EDUCATION. GUIDES MOOULE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 

ILAPS, SIMS, PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION, AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS. 

GAMES, TESTS. GROUP PROCESSES AND ICTIVITIES. ETC., FOR ACTUAL 

CLASSROOM USE. 

PREREc:UISITES • 

NONE. 

SPRING/SUMMER EVEN YEARS. 

MORTON. 

B""U 

ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION IN BUSINESS EDUCATION 

3 

DESIGNED TO DEVELOP COMPETENCIES FOR CONDUCTING IUSINESS EDUCA­

TION 'ROGRAMS; LEADERSHIP IN PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTA­

TIONI COORDINATING AND MIINTAINING PROGRAM STANDARDS. 

PREREQUISITES. 

NONE. 

SPRING/SUMMER, EVE. YEARS. 

STafF. 

1"1901 

CONCEPTS AND ISSUES IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

3 

THIS COURSE IIILL SERVE AS THE INIOCUCTQRY SEMINAR IN THE STUDY OF 
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PUBLIC 'OLICY AND AONINISTRATION. IT IS DESIGNED TO OEVELO' AN 

APPRECIATI&N FOR THE VOCAIULARY Of THE FIELD, TO INCREASE TH E 

STUDENT'S UNOERSTA.DING OF 'UILIC AGENCIES. AND THEIR ROLE HI THIN 

'HE AMERICAN OEROCRATIC STRUCTURE. TO DEVELOP AN AHARENESS Of THE 

CORE COURSES Hn .fOLLOIi IN THE GRADUATE 'ROGUM. AND TO DEVELO' 

AN INCREASED AIIARENESS AND UNDERSTANDING Cf THE INDIVIDUAL ROLE 

IIITHIN PUILIC AGENCIES. I"CLUDING 10TH OPERATIONAL AND ETHICAL 

ASPECTS. 

FALL. kINTER. SPRING/SUMMER. 

COHEN. COLBY. 

BPU'ID 

SEMINAR IN AMERICAN INSTIT~TIONS AhO VALUES 

3 

THIS COURSE EXAMINES NORMATIVE ISSUES AS THEY AELATE TO AMERICAN 

PUILIC ADMINISTRATION. 

PREREOUI SITES: 

NOhE. 

fALL, "INTER. 

GREEN. STOVER. 

8"8920 

SEMINAR IN URBAN GOVERNMENT 

3 

THIS COURSE EXAMINES ADVANCED QUESTIONS ABOUT THE fUNCTIONING OF 

UR8AN GOVERNMENTS IN AMERICA. 

PREREeUI SI HS. 

NONE. 

fALL, WINTER. SPRING/SURMER.

CULVER, GREEN. 

8"89lD 

SEMINAR IN RESEARC~ METHODS 

3 

INTROOUCES STUDENTS TO A VARIETY Of STANDARO RESEARCH METHODS. 

SUCH AS SURVEY RESEARCH. STUDENTS ARE ALSO TAUGHT HOII TO fOt\M RE­

SEARCH QUESTIONS. AND HO~ TO IE CRITICAL CONSUMERS OF RES EA.CH . 

FAU. IIINHR. 

KOFELE-KALE. STeVER. 

8P18'4D 

SEMINAR IN PUILIC CRGANIZATION THECRY 

3 

THIS COURSE EXAMINES ADVANCED QUESTIONS ABOUT ORGANIZATION THEORY 

AS IT APPLIES TO GoYERNMENT AND THE THIRD SEC'OR. HIGHLIGHTING 

THE DISTINCTIVE NATURE OF 'UILIC ORGANIZATIONS. 

FALL. HINTER. SPRING/SUMMER. 

COHEN, COLBY. 

1"1"0 
SEMINAR IN PUILIC POLICY 

3 

THIS COURSE EXAMINES AOVANCED QUESTIONS ABOUT PUILIC 'OLICY MAK­

ING IN AMERICA. 

PRUEQUI 51 TES: 

MONE. 

FALL. IIINTER. 

COHEN. COLlY. STOVER. 

8PA891D 

SEMINAR IN PUlllC MA"AGEMENT 

:HIS COURSE EXAMINES ADVANCED QUESTIONS AIOUT MANAGEMENT IN GOV­
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Course Index 

ACCOUN'ING AND CO~PU'E~ IN'EGRA'ION IPA 5130 

ACCOUN'ING fOR AOMINIST~A'IVE CONT~Ol IPA 1101 

ACCOUN'ING fOR HEALTH SERVICE O~GA~IZATIONS IPA 5140 

ACCOUN'ING FOR NON-P~OFIT AND PUILIC SE~VICE ORGANIZATIONS 

I" 5150 

ACCaUN'ING INFORMA'ION SYSTEMS IPA I1Z0 

ACCOUNTING THEORY IPA 3110 

AONINIST~ATION AND SUPERVISION IN IUSINESS EOUC.ATION IPA 1122 

ADMINISTRATIVE lAM IPA 5940 

ADVANCED ACCOUNTING IPA 4110 

ADVANCED CONSUMER ECONOMICS FO~UM IPA 520' 

ADVANCED FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT IPA 5320 

AOVE~TISING IPA 4550 

AlGEIU I,. 140J 

ANERICAN NATIONAL GOVE~N~ENT IPA 3.02 

AME~ICAN POLI'ICAl THOUGHT IPA '.50 

ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS IPA 1360 

ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS IPA 4315 

"'liED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING I'A 1140 

A"lIEO ~EGRESSION ANALYSIS I'A 1466 

A"RAISAlS! 'HE ECONOMIC VAlUA'ION OF lAND I'A 4601 

ARCMI'ECTURAl STYLES' TERMINOlOrv USE IN CON'EMPORA~Y AMERICA 

.,A 3606 

AUOI' CONCE'TS AND STANDARDS I'A 4140 · 

AUDI' TMEO~Y AND PHilOSOPHY I'A lila 

IEHAVIO~AL ~ESEARCH IN IUSINESS ePA 4422 

IUSINESS AND 'HE 'UlliC INTE~ES' I'A 14.1 

IUSINESS COMMUNICATION IPA 3103 

IUSINESS lAM I IPA 1125 

IUSINESS lAN II I'A 'lZ6 

IUSINESS POLICY .PA 44 •• 

CALCULUS FOR IUSIIESS ePA 1404 

CAPITAl UATION THEORY' TEC'-IGUES BPA 4601 

COLLEC~IVE IARGAINING IPA 542' 

CONRERCIAl lANK MANAGENENT IPA 1310 

CONNUMICATIONS I IPA 3101 

CONNUNICA'IONS II I'A 3102 

CON'A~A'IVE AOMINISTRATION IPA 5.15 

CON'ARA'IVE ECONONIC SYSTEM5 IPA 4215 

CONPENSATION AND INCENTIVE SYSTEMS I'A 4423 

CONPU'ER 'ROGRANMING! COIOl IPA 1412 

CONPU'ER SINULATIOM NOOElS IPA 1462 

COMPUTER SYSTENS IPA 4462 

CONCE"S AND ISSUES IN PUlllC ADNI~lSTRATION I'A 1901 

CONSTITUTIONAL lAM! CIVil lIIE~TIES IPA 5.09 

CONS'ITUTIONAl lAM! IN'ERGOVERNNEN'Al RElA'IONS IPA 4940 

CONSTRUCTION 'ROGRESS 'lANNING AND COST ES'INA'ION IPA 3601 

CONSUMER IE"AVIOR IPA 3520 

CONSUMER EtallllNICS I" IUO 

talTENfORARY ACCOUNTING ISSUES AID PRallENS I'A 5120 

COIlEMPORARY ISSUES IN IUSINESS EDUCATION IPA 1'01 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION . IPA 1001 

COOPERATIVE EDUCA'ION IPA 1001 

COO'ERATIVE EDUCA'ION I'A 4001 

COST ACtaUN'ING I IPA )1)1

CoST ACCOUNTING II IPA 1112 

CRININAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATIOI AID PROCESS IPA 4910 

DATA lASE NANAIEMENT IPA '411 

OECISION THEORY IPA 1461 

ECONONIC OEVeLOPMENT IPA Ill' 

ICONONICS FOR IUSINESS AND CONSUNE~ EDUCATORS IPA 5203 

ECONONICS 'O~ 'EACRERS IPA 520Z 

ENERGY NANAUIlEN' I,. ~40 

ENGINEERING ECONONIC ANALYSIS IPA 5415 

ISTATE PLANIING IPA 1320 

ES'ATE PLANNING ePA 4)65

FIILD laPERIENCE. IUSINESS EDUCA'ION .PA 4190 

'INANCIAL ACCOUNTING IPA 3101 

'INANCIAl IISTITUTIONS I'A 51'0 

FIIANCIAl NARKETS IPA 1110 

'INANCIAl MARKETS IPA 4'1. 

FINANCIAL REPORTING THEORY IPA 1130 

FORTRAN PROGRANMING IPA 1411 

FOUNOA'IONS OF ACCOUNTING I'A 5101 

FOUNtATIOIS OF ECONONICS I'A 'ZOI 

fDUNOA'IONS OF NAIAGEMEN' IPA '401 

FOUNDA'IONS OF STAllSTICS IPA '410 

GOVERNlEN' ANO lHE PUILIC I,. '910 

IOVERNNEN'AL ACCOUNTING, IUDGE'ING AND FINANCE IPA 41'0 

HEALTH CARE: lEGAL ASPECTS ePA 5121 

HISTORY OF lAW ENFORCEMENT: 1119-1900 IPA '9'2 

HIS'ORY OF lAW ENFORCEME~T TO 1119 IPA 5911 

H1STD~Y OF lAW ENFO~CEMENT' CHICAGO AND SUIURIS IPA 59'3 

HUMAN RElATICNS OF THE OffiCE IP' 4101 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. IPA 10ZO 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. IPA 1010 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. IPA 4010 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. IPA 4020 . 

INOUSTRIAl ENGINEE~ING AhD MANAGENENT IPA 4440 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING NE'HDDS AND CCN1RClS IPA ~14 

INDUSTRIAL MARKETING IPA 5512 

INFORMATION RETRIE~Al IPA 4463 

INNOVATIVE METHODS ,N IUSINESS EDUCATION IPA 1109 

INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMEhT. HEALTH ADNINISTRATION IPA 5406 

INSuaANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT IP' 4310 

INTERMEOIATE ACCOUNTING I IPA 3151 

IN'ERMEDIATE ACCOUhllNG II ePA 3152 

INTE~MEDIATE MACROECONONICS IPA 4210 

INTERNATIONAL IUSlhESS IPA 5490 

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS IPA 4Z30 

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING IPA 1520 

INTERNATIONAL ORGA~IZATICNS IP' 4901 

INTRODUCTION TO CDMPUTE~ '~OG~ANNING 'PA 3402 

INTRODUCTION TO OPERATIONS RESEA~C~ IPA 4460 

INT~ODUCTION TO PUlllC ADMINISTRAllCh IPA 3901 

INVES'MENTS IPa 4390 

INVESTMEN1S IPA 1350 

lAIOR ECONOMICS IPA 1210 

lAIOR RElATICNS IPA 4421 

lAW ANa ORDER: CRI~E IN THE STREETS IPA 5911 

lAW ENFORCEMENT AND 'HE CONSTI'U'IDN IPA ,.14 

lAW ENFORCEMENT AhD THE GHET10 IPA 5915 

liFE INSURANCE ePA 5340 

liNEAR PROGRANMING IPA 4461 

lOANS AND OISIURSE~ENTS' MORTGAGES IPA 160]

lOCAL GOVE~MENTAl SYSTENS IPA 4'20 

MANAGEMENT IY OIJECTIVES IPA 5402 

MANAGEMENT INfORMATION SYSTEMS IPA 5412 

NANAGEMENT INFORMA'ICN SYSTENS f~ "OSPITAlS BPA 5411 

NANAGERIAl ACCOUMTING IPA 3102 

MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS: THE ECONOMICS OF THE FIRM IPA 4220 

MANUFACTURING PROCESSES IPA 3441 

MARKETING FOR NeN-p~OFIT ORGANIZA'IONS IPA 5510 

MA~KETING lOGISTICS AND DIST~IIUTICN IPA 4540 

NARKETING MANAGEMEhT. PRODUCT AND PRICE SlRA'~GIES I'A 45)0 

MARKETING RESEARC" IPA 4560 

MASTER'S RESEARCH PAPE~ IPA 1991 

MATRICES AND liNEAR ALGEBRA IPA 146]

MERCHANOISE IUYING IPA "'I 

METHODS OF TEACHING IASIC IUSINESS IPA 4152 

METHODS OF 'EACHING 100KKEePI~G AND RELATED SUIJECTS IPA 4.'4 

METHODS OF TEACHING IUSINESS NON-SKill SUIJECTS I'A 110]

NETHDDS OF TEACHING BUSINESS SKill SUIJECTS .PA 1104 

METHODS OF TEACHING OFFICE SKill SUIJECTS IPA 4153 

NONETA~Y ECONO~ICS BPA 1225 

HONEY ANa IANKING IPA ]250

OFFICE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGE~ENT IPA 3101 

OFfiCE SYSTEMS IPA 410Z 

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRA'ION OF COOPE.ATIVE IUSINESS EDUCA110N 
PROGRAMS IPA .10' 

ORGANIZA'IONAl IEHAVIOR IPA 4400 

PATTERNS IN FORCEAIlE RAPE IPA '.16 

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT IPA )420

POLICIES AND STRATEGIES 0' AONINISTRATIVE SCIENCE IPA 14•• 

POLITICAL ECONOMY OF GlO.Al INEQUALITY I,A 5910 

POL IT ICAL THEORY · BPA 4910 

POLITICS AND ADNI~ISTRATION IPA 5911 

POLITICS Of THE ILLINOIS SlATE lEGISLATURE I'A 5.12 

PORTFCllD NANAGENENT IPA 5]10

PRACTICUM IN IUSINESS EDUCATION ePA 4191 

PRINCIPLES AND P~OllENS IN IUSINESS EOUCATION IPA 4151 

'RINCIPlES OF FINANCIAL NANAGEMENT .PA 3301 

PRINCIPLES Of MACROECDNO~ICS BPA 3Z02 

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT IPA J401 

'RINCIPlES OF NARKETING IPA ]501

'RINCIPlES OF MICROECONONICS IPA 1201 

PROIAIlllTY IPA 1464 

PROILEMS IN COST ACCOUNTING BPA 1160 

CBPA Course Index 71 
PROBLEMS IN FINANCIAL MA~AGENE~T I'A "01 
'ROBLEN' IN INOUSTRIAL RELATICNS B'A 1_25 
P~BLEMS IN INTERNATIONAL NANAGEMENT IPA B_OI 
PROBLEMS IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS I IPA 5.31 
'ROBLEMS IN INTER~ATIOhAL FeLITICS II BPA 5932 
PROBLEMS IN MANAGENENT INf~RMATION SYSTE~S BPA I_ao 
PRCBLENS IN MANAGERIAL ECOhOMICS 8PA B201 
PROBLENS IN NARKETING ~ANAGENE~T BPA B50I 
PROlLEMS IN ORGANIZATIONAL IE~AYIO' IPA I~OO 
'ROBLEMS IN PERSONNEL NANAGENENT 8PA a~20 
PROBLEMS IN PRODUCTION NANAGEMENT 8PA e~~o 
PROBLE~S IN TAX ACCOUNTING BPA IIBO 
PRODUCTION AND INYENTDRY CCNTRCl IPA ~~~, 
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT B'A 3~~0 
PROOUCTION PROBlE'S ANO ANALYSIS B'+ 5~16 
PUBLIC fiNANCE B'A ~Z05 
PUBLIC 'ERSONNEl ADMINISTRATID~ BPA ~9'0 
PUBLIC PCllCY ANALYSIS BPA ~'60 
PUBLIC SAfETY ADMINISTRATICN BPA 5910 
REAL ESTATE LA~ IPA 3602 
REAL ESTATE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES B'A 3.01 
REal ESTATE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT ePA ~t06 
RECORDS AOMINISTRATION IPA 3702 
RE'ORT AND TECHNICAL WRITING BPA 310~ 
RESEARCH IN BUSINESS EDUCATION I'A 1102 
RETAIL LOCATION PLA~NING STRATEGY IPA 55~2 
RETAILING OPERATIO~S ANO MANAGEMENT BPA 5539 
RETAILING POLICIES BPA 5!~O 
RETAILING STRATEGIES ANO STRUCTURES BPA 5537 
SAFETY MANAGEMENT IPA 34~6 
SALES ORGANllATIONS BPA 5570 
SALES TECHNIQUES , REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE IPA 3605 
SECURITY ANALYSIS IPA ~350 
SELECTION AND PLACEMENT Of 'ERSONNEL BPA ~~Z4 
SEMINAR IN ACCOUNTI.. I'A .1.0 
SEMINAR IN A-eRICAN INSTITUTIONS ANO YALUIS BPA 1.10 
SEMIN.R IN IUSINESS EDUCATION IPA ••05 
SEMINAR I~ OFFICE EDUC.TION I'A tB06 
SEMINAR IN PUlllC IUDGETIN' IPA .Z20 
SEMINAR IN PUlllC MANAGEMENT BPA 19TO 
SEMINAR IN PUILIC CRGANIIATION THEORY I'A 19~0 
SENINAR IN PUILIC POLICY IPA .960 
SEMINAR IN RESEARCH METHCDS IPA 8930 
SEMINAR IN SMALL IUSINESS ADNINISTRATION IPA '~OA 
SEMINAR IN URIAN GOYERNMENT I'A ••20 
SINGLE fAMilY RESIDENTIAL APPRAISAL BPA "O~ 
SMALL IUSINESS MANAGEMENT BPA 1_.5 
STATISTICAL DATA 'ROCESSING I'A 5~09 
STATISTICAL RESEARCH DESIGN I'A 1461 
STAll STICS I BPA '461 
STATISTICS II B'A '~'2 
SUIURBAN 'OlICY ISSUES I'A 59Z1 
SUPERVISION "A 44Z5 
SUPREME COURT IN ARERICAN POliTICS I'A 5916 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS IPA 3~'5 
TAX ACCOUNTING I I'A ~IZI 
TAX ACCOUNTING II I'A 412Z 
THE HISTORY AND DEVElO'MENT OF NANAGENENT THOUGHT I'A I~06 
THE HISTORY OF KOIlONIC TtIC","T ePA U~O 
THIRD MOAlD IN PERS'ECTIVE. AN INTEaoISCI'LINARY SURYEY 
BPA 59]]
TRADE-OFFS' AN ECO~ICS CDuaSE FCR ElENENTARY TEACHERS 
. lPA 5Z0~ 
U.S. AND ILLINOIS ELECTIONS I'A 591' 
URBAN ECONOMIC OEYElO'NENT IPA _610 
URIAN FUTuaES I'A ,9Z0 
UR~N lAND INYfSTNENT ANALYSIS I'A 6609 
URBAN PROPERTIES APPRAISal APPLICATIONS BPA 4611 

College of 
Arts and Sciences 

Programs 
Fi ne and Perform i ng Arts 
Intercu Itu ral Stud ies 
Language and Literatu re 
Media Communications 
Science 
Science Teaching 
Social Science 
The College of Arts and Sciences offers courses in language, 
literature, history, political science, international studies, 
photography, women's studies, film, radio and television, 
journalism, urban planning, human ecology, ethnic studies, 
science education, and environmental science. A unique 
feature of the College of Arts and Sciences, distinguishing it 
from traditional liberal arts and sciences colleges, is its em­
phasis on career preparation as well as liberal education. 
Dedicated to cultural enrichment and community service, 
the College sponsors jazz, electronic, symphonic, and 
choral concerts, plays, media productions, and visual arts 
exhibits. Workshops and symposia in third world studies, 
race, language and culture further enrich the intellectual life 
of the University and community. 
Certification 
State certification has been awarded to the English Educa­
tion Program in the Humanities/Soci~1 Sciences Division . 
Fine and Performing 
Arts Program 
Majors and Options: 
Music (B.A. & M.A.) 
Music Education (U & G) 
Music Theory/Composition (U & G) · 
Theatre (B.A. & M.A.) 
Visual Arts (B.A. & M.A.) 
This program brings together the areas of art, music, and 
theatre in an unique combination of program offerings, with 
each discipline maintaining its own identity and artistic in­
tegrity. ­
On the assumption that most of the students choosing the 
Fine and Performing Arts are committed to expressing their 
perception of the universe in some art form, it is felt that 
they must know their universe from a wide set of perspec­
tives. The Fine and Performing Ans Program, therefore, is 
College of Arts and Sciences 73 
committed to curricula which fulfill that need; at the same 
time, the program enables students to acquire the necessary 
skills ina discipline of their choice. Thus, Fine and Perform­
ing Arts provides a program which simult neou Iy 
broadens the student's perspectives and develop kill­
oriented competencies. 
Music Major The primary focus of the music curriculum is 
the investigation of 20th Century Music both popular and 
concert. Such a focus does not exclude music before 1900; 
the foundation laid in the first two years of music study pro­
vides an adequate pre·l900s background enabling the stu­
dent to move logically into an investigation of 20th Century 
Music. Where students. are found lacking in th is 
background, they are counseled into remedial noncredit 
courses, independent study, and/or first and second year 
courses offered by other institutions. 
With the understanding that the students will be practicing 
musicians in both the 20th and 21st centuries, needing 
varied musical experiences to function as knowledgeable 
musicians, the courses offered present all 20th Century 
musical developments. Therefore, the development of Blues 
is given the same scholarly treatment as the development of 
serial composition techniques. Since the degree of com­
prehension of any music is directly related to the amount of 
personal involvement, performing groups ate continually 
engaged in the performance of 20th Century Music. Courses 
are offered in theory, performance, history and literature, 
and methods. 
Options offered in the major are Music Education and 
Theory/Composition. 
PMSllAilI FIIIE AIID 'EAFOAIIING AIlTS 
IlAJOItI IlUSI C 
0"1011' IlUSIC HUCATlOII 
LEVELl IACHElOIl 01' AIlTS 
ADIIISSIDII IIIF000MAlICII' 
A S1UDEIIl IIIIS1' I • . HAVE ACOUIRED All ASSOCIAIES DE~EE OIl AT 
LEAST 60 SEIlESTER HOURS OF CAEDIT VITH All OVERALL ·C· OR lEITER 
G'A FROII All ACCAEOI1ED IIISTITU110II OF HIGHEI EOUCA110II , ZI I e 
III GOOD SIAIIDING AT lHE LASI SCHOOL ATTEIIDED I ) 1 HAVE ' MO VEAlS 
OF UIIDERGilADUA1E COURSEVOAK III EACH OF THE FOLLCVIIIG AR EAS_ 
MUSIC lHEORY C1Z-16 SHI, 'AIVATE SIUDY I~-' SHI. AIID EIISEIIILI 
'ERFORIIAllCE I~' SHII ~ I HAVE OIIE YEAIl OIl UIIDERC;RADU4TE 
COUllSEMDRK III IIUSIC HISTOAY C6-1 SHI AIID 'IANO C2-~ SHI; .1 
COII'UTE AIIO PASS IIITH A GIIAOE OF C. A NUSIC THECIAY 
'ROFICIENCY EXAMIIIAIIOM 'RIOIl 10 flRSl REGIS1RAlI0N. SIUDEIITS 
NOT MEETIIIG AOIIISSIOII CRITEIIA IIAY 'EllllDII FOR ADM ISSION 
lHllOUGH THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REOUIREIIEII1S. 
A STUDENT IlUSTI II ACOUIAE A MIIlIIlUM OF lZ6 CREDIT HDUaS OF 
VHICH AT LEASI 66 HOUilS MUST IE Al THE U"ER DIVISION LE VEL . 51 
IIOUIIS REOUIIlEO • 15 IIDUIIS SELECTED I; 21 ACDlna! THE 
CDII'E1ENCIES S'EClfIEO fOR lHIS DEGAEE. 31 ACQU IR! 'HE 
REQUISITE COLLEGIAL COIlPE1EIICIES. ~I EARll AT LEASI Z' CRIDIT 
HOURS At &SU. A SlUOENT IIAY SUISH1UlE _Ql IEWEIlEIIf Gf 
COMPE1ENCIES IV ALTERNAIE IIETHODS UPOII APPIOVAL O' ADVISOA AND 
U'ON INCLUSION III THE STUDEII1·S A"IOVED STUDY PLAN. 
AEQUIIlED COUISES--U'PER DIVISIOII. C .... HDUASI 
.,A"U ED MUSIC CAS516D I' S JII HIS • 
NATER IAt S OF MUSIC .. KEVIOAIID CAUZ1D f 1 MRS. 
MATERIALS Of MUSIC I' INTRD CAS!5"l I' Z MRS. 
MAT Of IlUSIC I' AIT Of IlUS IIDI CAS5"Z f Z MRS. 
AFRO-AMEilICAN IlUSIC CASS060 f 3 MRS. 
HIS10llV OF JAZZ CAS'''. V ~ HRS. 
ZOTH CEII"aY IIUSIC I CAS6D9D I' Z HIlS. 
20TH CEIITURY MUSIC II CAS6091 V Z HIS. 
NAT OF IlUSIC II' 201H CEllI lEC CAU.6l tI ) HIS. 
CHOIlAL IITHS , CONDUCT IIIG CAS!5110 V 4 HRS.. 
INSTRUMEIITAL CONDUCIING CASS.OG J HIS.•SP 'RDI III TCNG INSTR1.L IIUSIC CAS6Dl0 . f Z HAS. 
LANG paQC.CHILOIlEN , ADDLESCTS CAS6'50 I' S 1-3 HRS. 
SOCIAL FOUllOAHONS Of EOUC CAS1540 • f V ~ MRS. 
STUDENI lCHII5/DISEAVA·11I IIIISIC CAuno I' 1 HRS.,SIUDENT TEACHIIIG' IlUSIC CAS 1111 f .. HIS. 
IEQUIAED AREAS--U"ER DIVISIOII. C 1 HDURSt 
SELECI At LEAST • HOUiS flOll AIIONG. •• 
CSU CClIITEIlPOIlAAY EMSEMILE CAS'111 I' V S Z •• MRS. 
•• 
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2 ..SYIIItIOIIIC IMO tASSn9 f II 5 illS. 
'SU CHOuU CAUIIO F II 1115•2 •• 1115•"AU EIISEIIILI 	 CAU9Z0 f II 2 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fllOIl AIIO",I ,CIIIIIAL URA"'I'" tAS'lOO 5 HilS.,lilT OF MUSIC II, OllCHESTIIATION CAU96Z 11 1115. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--U'PEII OIVISION. 15 HOURst 
STUDENTS IIAY ELECT IIORE NUSIC EOUCATION HOURS fROIl A~NG. 
TEACH I'" ELENENTARY IIUSIC II CAS60'l f 5 Z HilS. 
ILEC MUSIC IN CLASSROOII IIKSP CAS60~O 5 2,] illS. 
.lA11 IIlT'LS fOil TEACHEII EDUC CAS6050 5 Z HRS. 
ELECT 2 HDUIIS fllOIl ART COUIISES 

OFFERED IIITHIN THE fiNE , PEII­
fOllIl I'" AR TS PIIOGRAN. 

ELECT 2 HOURS fllOlI THEATIIE 
COUlSES OFfEIIED III THIN THE 
FIIIE , 'EllFOIIIIING ARlS 'ROGRA~ 
ELECT II HOURS fROII COUIISES 

OFf Ell ED TIIIOUGHOUT THE UNIVER­
SIT' IE.cLUSIVE OF COURSES IN 

THE FINE' PEIIFORIIING AIITS 

fROGRANI. 

",..sFEII taEOIT--LOIiER DIVISION. • 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Fine and Performing Arts 

with a major in Music 

is 126 hours 

HOllIS.. 

II THIS COURSE IS OFFEIIEO FOR 1 CREDIT HOUR; STUDENTS IIUST 

ENIIOLL FOR THREE TRINESTERS, TlID OF WHICH MUST BE CONSECU­
TIVE. IIUSIC STUDENTS ARE STRONGLY ENCCURA'EO TO ENROLL IN 
THIS COURSE EACH TRIIIESTER UNTIL COII'LETING DE'REE 
REQUIREIIENTS. 
.. THESE COURSES ARE OFFERED FOR 1 CIIEDIT HOUR EACH; STUDENTS 
MUST ENIIOLL FOR ~T LEAST ~ CII MRS, TIIO CR HRS CF IIHICH NUST 
IE IN CONSECUTIVE TIIIIIESTERS IN THE SAllE COURSE. NUSIC 
STUDEIITS ARE STIIONGLY ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL IN ONE OF THESE 
COURSES EACH TIIIIIESTEII UNTIL CON.LETIN' DEGIIEE REQUIRENENTS. 
• 	 STUDENTS IIAY -TEST OUT- TO PIIOVE 'ROFICIENCY IN THESE 
AREAS. THE TOTAL NUIIIER Of CREDIT HOURS NAY IE REDUCED IY U' 
TO , CIIEOIT HOURS FOR STUDENTS SUCCESSFULLY DEIIONSTRATING 
'IIOFIC IENC Y. 
F - FALL FO - FALL 000 YEaRS fE - FALL EVE~ YEARS II. IIINTEII 
ID • IIINTEII ODD YEAIIS liE. VINTER EVEN YEARS S. S'"ING-SUIIIIER 
10 • S.RINS-SUNNER ODD YEAIIS SE. S'RING-SUIIIIER EVEN YEARS 
... IIOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DEIIAND •• NULTl-CON'ETENCY·COUIISE 
~III FINE AIID 'ERfOlllll'" AIITS 
1Il.lOlli IIUSIC 
..nOlI1 NUSIC EDUCATION 
LEVIL I "'STEil OF AIITS 
ADNISSION INFOIINATIONI 
A STUDENT NUSTI 11 HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE DEGREE .RON 
All ACtaEDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION. 21 HAVE AN UN­
DER"'ADUlTE "A OF 3.0 ON A ~.O SCALE FOR ALL COUIISEIIORK IN 
TME IIAJOII. 31 IE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATlEIIOED; 
., COII'UTE A 'ERFORIIAllCE AUDI1ION AIIO RECEIVE A QUALITY 
IIATIIIG OF ·1· Oil lETTER FIIOII THE NUSIC AUDITION CONIIITTEE 
ellOTll TNIS AUDITION IS USED TO DETERIIINE PLACEIIENT IN 
'EIIFDRllAlCE GROUPSI. STUDENTS NOT IIEETING AIOVE CRITERlA NAY 
IE ADIIITTED CONDITIONALLY .ENOING COII'LETION OF ANY 
DEfiCIENCIES DUIII", TNE FIRST TIIIIIESTEII OF ENROLLIlENT. THIS 
ADDITIONAL COURSElIDIIK IIILL NOT A"LY TOVARD DEGIIEE 
llIQUIIIENENTS. ALL STUDENTS IIILL ·IE ADIIITTED CONDITIONALLY 
'ENOI", 'ASSING A IIUSIC THEOIIY PROFICIENCY EXAIIINATION PIIIDR 
TO THI FIRST RE'ISTIIATION. THIS EXANINATION IS USED FOR 'LACE­
IlEIIl IN THEOIIY COUIISES. STUDENTS IIOT NEETING ADIIISSION 
aEQUIRENENTS IIAY 'ETITION ,011 ADMISSION THIIOUGH THE OFFICE OF 
AONISSIONS. 
DEGaIE IIEQUIIIEIIEIITS.
A STUDENT IIUST' 11 ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF .1 GIIADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS .31 HOUIIS IIEQUIIIEO + • HGURS ELECTEOI; 21 ACQUIIIE THE 
CONPETENCIES S'ECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREEI 31 ACQUIRE THE 
IIEQUISITE COLLEGIAL CON'ETENCIESI ., COM'LETE A GRAOUATI 
• IIO.IECT. 51 EAIIN AT LEAST 2. ,RADUATE CREDIT HOUIIS AT GSU. A 
STUDENT NA' SUiSTITUTE ACHIEVEIIENT OF COII'ETENCIES I' ALTEII"'TE 
IIElMDDS U'ON A"IIOVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE 
STUDENT'S AP.IIOWEO STUDY 'LAN. 
IIEQUIRED COURSE5--GIIADUATE LEVEL: 3D HOURSJ 
APPLIED NUSIC CASST60 FilS 2. HRS.2..",TBIALS OF NUSIC II INTRO CAS'951 F HRS. 
lilT OF NUSIC II ART OF NUS IIOT CAS5952 F HRS.2 ••,IUCI COfIPOSEIIS CAS5090 f HRS. 
20TH CENTUIIY IIUSIC II CAS609l II 2 illS. 
20TH CENTUIIY NUSIC III CAS609Z II 2 illS.,NAT OF IIUSIC II. 20TH CENT TEC tAU961 II HIlS. 
COUNTEllPOINT/fOllll
LIING .IIOCICHILOREN , ADOLESCTS 
SOCIAL fOUNDATIONS OF EDUC 
GRAD IIESEARCH SEIIINARI NUSIC 
CAUI.O 
CAS.,50 
CAU,.O 
CAsnoo 
F 
f 
F II 
II 
S 
~ 
3 II 
• II 
3 
HRS. 
illS. 
HRS. 
illS. 
GRADUATE .ROJECT IN • • • CAS9960 f II 5 ~ HAS. 
IIEQUIRED AREAS--611ADUATE LEVEL: 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FIION AIIONG' 
GSU CONlIII'OllUY ENSEIIIU 
SY",HONIC IAIIO 
GSU CHORALE 
JAil ENSEMILE 
1 HCURSI 
.. 
CAS·5tH f II 
CAS"19 f II 
CAUIIO F v 
CAU9Z0 F II 
S 
S 
31f HAS. 
] If HRS.
, .. HRS. 
3 ~. HilS. 
SELECT AT lEAST. HOURS fROII ANONG' 
CHORAL IITHS , CONDUCTING 
S' PIIOI IN TCHG INSTRT'L MUSIC 
CAU180 
CAS60l0 F 
II ~ 
2 
HilS. 
HRS. 
ADVAIICED CONOUCTING CAStO. 1 S J 1115. 
ELECTIVE COUIISES--GIIADUATE LEVEL ' • HOURS I 
STUDENTS IIAY ELECT ADDITIONAL IIUSIC EDUCATION COURSES 
fROM ANONG' 
TEACHING ELEMENTARY MUSIC II CAS60n f S 2 HRS. 
ELEC NUSIC IN CLASSROOll 
JAIl IIAT'LS FOR TEACHER 
illS. 
EDUC 
CAS60.0 
CAS6050 
S 
S 
2,3 
Z 
HRS. 
MRS. 
ELECT 2 HOURS FROII ART COUIISES 
O.FEIIED IIITHIN THE fiNE' PEII­
fORMING ARTS PROGRAN. 
ELECT 2 HOURS FROII THEATRE 
COURSES OFFEIIED IIITHIN THE 
F I ME .' PERFORMI NG AlIT 5 '"OGRAM 
Minimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Master of Arts 
in Fine and Performing Arts 
with a major in Music 
is 41 hours 
NOTEIS •• 
• 	 THIS COURSE IS Of FEllED EACH TRIIIESTER fOR 1 CREDIT HOUR; 
STUDENTS NUST ENROLL fOR AT LEAST TIIO CONSECUTIVE TERNS. 
IIUSIC STUDENTS AilE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL IN THIS 
COURSE EACH TRIMESTEII UNTIL OEGIIEE REQUIREIIENTS ARE IIET. 
•• 	THESE COUIISES ARE OFFERED EACH TIIIIIESTER FOil 1 CREDIT HOURI 
STUDENTS RUST ENROLL FOR AT LEAST TIIO CONSECUTIVE TERMS IN 
THE SANE COUIISE. MUSIC STUDENTS ARE ENCOUIIA'ED TO ENIIOLL 
IN ONE Of THESE COUIISES EACH TRIIlESTER UNTIL DEGREE REQUIIIE­
RENTS ARE MET • 
•• STUDENTS IIAY -TEST OUT- TO .IIOVE 'ROfIC'ENCY IN THESE 
AREAS. ALL 6RADUATE STUDENTS NUST HAVE DENONSTRATED COII­
'ETENCY IN THESE AIIEAS IEfORE IEING AOIIITTED TO CANDIDACY 
IN THE PII0611A111 GRADUATE STUDENTS NEEDING ADDITIONAL SKILL 
DEVELO'IIENT IN THESE AREAS ~ILL IE IIEOUIIIED TO TAKE NEEDED 
IIATEIIIALS OF IIUSIC ' I COURSES Ik ADDITI(N TO THE MINIMUM RE­QUIREMENTS. 
aa THESE COURSES FUlfiL THE COLLEGIAL COII'ETENC' REOUIIIEIIENTS. 
F • fALL FO. fALL 000 YEAIIS FE - fALL EVEN YEARS II. WINTER 
lID • IIINTER ODD YEARS liE· IIINTER EVEN YEARS S - SPIIING-SURIIER 
SO • SPRING-SUIIIIER ODD YEARS SE. S'RING-SUIINER EVEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DENAIID •• MULTI-COIIPIlENCY COURSE 
, 
PIIOGRAM. FINE AND PEllfORlIlNG AIITS 
II,",OR' NUSIC 
OPTION. IIUSIC THEORY AND COII'DSITION 
LEVEL' IACHELOR Of ARTS 
AOIIISSION INFOII",TIONI 
A STUDINT IIUSTI II HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SINESTER HOUIIS OF CREDIT IIITH AN OVEIIALL -C- Oil lETTER 
GPA FRaN AN ACCIIEDITED INSTITUTION Of HIGHER EDUCATIONI 2. IE 
IN GOOD STANDIN' AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED I 31 MAVE TIIO 'EARS 
Of UNDERGRADUAfE CDURSElIDRK IN EACH OF THE fOLLOIII", AREAS' 
NUSIC THEORY elZ-16 SHI. 'RIVATE STUDY e.-I SHI, AND ENSEMILE 
.EIIFORNAMtE e.-t ·SHI. .1 HAVE ONE YEAR OR UNDERGRADUATE 
COUIISElIOIIK IN NUSIC HISTOII' e'-I SHI AND 'lAND e2-~ SH.; •• 
CDIIPLETE AND 'ASS IIITH A '"ADE OF C+ A ~SIC THEORY 
'ROFICIENCY EXANINATION 'RIOR TO fillST IIEGISTRATION. STUDENTS 
IIOT IIIETING ADMISSION CIIITEIIIA MAY 'ETITION fOR ADNISSION 
T....UQH THE OffiCE Of ADNISSIONS. 
DEGREE IIEQUIRENENTSI 
A STUDENT NUSTI II ACQUIIIE A IIININUN OF lZ2 taEDIT HDUIIS Of 
IIHICH AT LEAST 6Z HOUIIS IIUST IE AT THE UP'EII DIVISION LEVEL 
•• 
'~6 HOURS REQUIRED • 16 HOURS ELECTED., 21 ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGIlEEI ,. ACQUIRE THE 
REQUISITE COLLEGIAL COMPETENCIESI.I EARN AT LEAST 2. CREDIT 
HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF 
COMPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON AP'ROVAL OF ADVISOR AND 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PL.N. 
REOUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' 
APPLIED IIUSIC 
IIATERULS OF IIUSIC I. IIEY BOAR 0 
IIATERIALS Of IIUSIC I' INTRO 
IIAT OF IIUSIC I. ART OF IIUS NOT 
AFRo-AIlERICAN MUSIC 
HISTOR' OF .IAU 
ZOTH CENTURY IIUSIC I 
20TH CENTURY IIUSIC II 
COMPOSITION/ELECTRONIC MUSIC I 
IIAT OF MUSIC II. 20TH CENT TEC 
ELECTRONIC MUSIC II 
CHORAL MTHS ~ CONDUCTING 
COIlPOSITION II 
INSTRUIIENTAL CONDUCTING 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION' 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROII AIIONG' 
GSU CONTEMPORARY ENSEIlILE 

SYMPHONIC 4AND 

GSU CHORALE 

JAZZ ENSEIlIL E 

SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM ANDRG,
C_AL ARRAN5IN5 
IIAT OF MUSIC II: ORCHESTRATIOR 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISIOR' 
STUDENTS NAY ELECT ADDITIONAL MUSIC 
COUR SES FROII ANDRG. 
SCORING FCR FILN , TV 
ELECT 	 Z HOURS FROII ART COURSES 
OFFERED IIITHIN THE FINE' PER­
FORIlING ARTS 'ROGRAII. 
ELECT 2 HOURS FRON THEATRE 
COURSES OFFEREO IIITHIN THE 
FINE , PERPCRMING ARTS 'ROGRAII 
ELECT lZ HOURS FROM COURSES 
OFFERED T~OUCMDUT THE UNIVER­
SITY (E.cLUSIVE OF COURSES IN 
THE FIMI , PERFORMING ARTS 
PR06RAII'. 
3. 	 HCURS I 
CAS5160 f II S 
ClU270 F 
CAS5951 F 
CAS5.52 F 
CASS060 F 
CAS5 ... II 
CAS6090 f 
CAS60.1 If 
CAnIO. F 
CA55.61 II 
CASU50 II 
CAS5710 II 
CAS51Z1 II 
Cl55900 F 
I HOUR5I 
CA55HI f II S 
CAS517. F II S 
CAS5aaO F II 
CAS5.20 • II 
CA55800 
CA~5'62 II 
16 	 HCURSI 
THEORYI.COII'OSITICN 
CAS5970 
3 • HRS. 
I HRS. 
HIlS.2 •••• MRS.2 ••3 	 HRS. 
HRS.•2 HRS. 
2 MRS. 
4 HRS. 
3 HRS. 
3 MRS. 
4 HRS. 
3 HRS. 
3 HRS. 
MRS.2 ••2 II 	HRS. 
HRS·•2 ••2 II 	~S. 
3 HRS. 
3 MRS. 
2 	 MRS. 
TRANSFER CREOIT--LONER DIVISION. (60 HOURS • 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts . 

in Fine and Performing Arts 

with a major in Music 

is 122 hours 

NOTElS.: 
I THIS COURSE IS OFFERED FOR I CREDIT HOUR. STUDENTS IIUST 
ENROLL FOR THREE TRINESTERS. TIIO OF IIHICH NUST IE CONSECU­
TIYE. NUSIC STUDENTS ARE STRONGLY ENCGURAGEO TC ENROLL IN 
THIS COURSE EACH TRINESTER UNTIL CCM'LETIR' DEGREE 
REQUIRENENTS. 
I. 	THESE COURSES ARE OFFERED FOR 1 CREDIT HOUR EACH; STUDENTS 
IIUST ENROLL FOR AT LEAST 4 CR MRS, TWO CR HRS OF IIHICH IIUST 
IE IN CONSECuTIVE T~INESTERS IN THE SANE COURSE. MUSIC 
STUDENTS ARE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL IN CNE OF THESE 
COURSES EACH TRINESTER UNTIL COMPLETING OEGREE REQUIRENENTS. 
.. STUDENTS NAY ·TEST OUT· TO ,aOVE PROFICIENCY IN THESE AREAS 
AND NAY SUISTITUTE ELECTIVES EQUAL IN CREDIT HCURS TC T"E 
AREAS OF 'ROFICIERCY. 
F • FALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS II. IIINTER 
lID • IIINTER ODD YEARS liE. WINTER EVEN YEARS s. S'RING'SUNIIER 
SO • S'RING-SUNIIER DOD YEARS SE· S'RING-SUNMER EVER YEARS 
•• • NOT SCHEDULED OD. ON DENAND I. ~ULTI-CDIIPETENCY COURSE 
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PROCRAIII FINE AND 'ERFORMING ARTS 
MAJOR: MUSIC 
OPTION' MUSIC THEORV AND COMPOSITION 
LEVEL' MASTER OF. A.IITS 
• 
ADMISSION INFORNATION' 
A STUDENT MUST. I. HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIONI 2. HAVE AN UM­
DERGRADUATE SPA OF 3.0 ON A 4.0 SCALE FOR ALL COURSEIIORa IN 
THE NAJORI 3. IE IN GOOD STANOING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTfROEDI 
4' COM'LETE A 'ERFDRMANCE AUDITION AND RECEIV' A QUaliTY 
RATING OF lETTER FROM THE IIUSIC AUDITION CCMMITTEE·1· OR 
(IIOTE' THIS AUDITION IS USED TO DETERMINE PLACEMENT IN 
PERFDRHANCE GROUPSI. STUDENTS NOT MEETING AIOVE CRITERIA IIAY 
IE AONITTED CONDITIONALLY PENDING COMPLETION OF AWY 
DEFICIENCIES DURING T~E FIRST TRIIIESTER OF ENROLLMENT. THIS 
ADDITIONAL COURSENORK IIILL NOT A'PLY TOIIARD DEGREE 
REQUIRENENTS. ALL STUDENTS IIILL .IE AOMITTED CONDITIONALLY 
PENOING PASSING A NUSIC THEORY 'ROFICIENCY EXANINATION 'RIOR 
TO THE FIRST REGISTRATION. THIS EXANINATION IS USEO FOR PLACE­
NENT IN THEORY COURSES. STUDENTS NOT NEETING ADMISSION 
REQUIREIIENTS NAY PETITION FOR .ONISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF 
AOMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTS. 
A STUDENT NUST. I. ACQUIRE A IIININUN OF 42 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS (33 HOURS REQUIRED + • HCURS ELECTED'; 21 EARN AT LEAST 
24 GRAOUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU, 3. ACQUIRE THE COIIPETENCIES 
SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE. 41 CQNPLETE • GRAOUATE PROJECT. 5. 
ACQUIRE THE REQUISITE COLLEGIAL COII'ETERCIES. A STUDENT NAY 
SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEIIERT ~ CONPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE NETHODS 
UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND U'OR INCLUSICN IN THE STUDENT'S 
AP'ROVED STUDY 'LAN. 
REOUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEll 
APPLI ED NUSIC 
NATERIALS OF NUSIC I. INTRO 
NAT OF NUSIC I. ART OF IIUS NOT 
ILACK CON'OSERS 
20lH CENTURY NUSIC II 
ZOTH CENTURY NUSIC III 
MAT OF NUSIC II. 20TH CENT TEC 
COMPOSITION/ELECTRONIC NUSIC 
CO_SITION II 
COUNTERPOINT/FORN
GRAD RESEARCH SENINAR' MUSIC 
GRADUATE 'RO.IECT IN • • • 
REIlUIREO AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL:
. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRDM AIIONG' 
.SU CONTENPORARY ENSEIlILE 

SYIIPHONIC lAND 

GSU CHORalE 

.IAU ENSENIU 

STUDENTS NAY ELECT AODITIONAL NUSIC 
COURSES FRON AIIONG' 
CHORAL ARRANGING 
NAT OF NUSIC II. ORCHESTRATION 
SCORING FOR FIlN ~ lY 
STUDIO REeCIIIDING TECHNIQUES 
ELEeT 	 2 HOURS FRON ART COURSES 
OFfERED III THIN THE FINE , PER­
FORNING ARTS 'ROGRAN. 
ELECT 	 2 HOURS FROM THEATRE 
COURSES OFFERED IIITHIN THE 
FINE ~ PERFORNING ARTS "''''''AN 
ELECT 5 HOURS FRDN COURSES 
OFfERID T~OUGHOUT THE UNIVER­
SIT' IEXCLUSIVE OF COURSES IN 
• THE FINE , PERFORIlING ARTS 

PROCRANI_ 

30 	 HOURS. 
CAsn60 F II 5 2 I MRS. 
CASS.,. F 2 •• MRS. 
CASS'U F 2 •• HRS. CAS50.0 F 3 MRS. 
CAS60.1 II 2 MRS. 
CAS60.2 II 2 KRS. 
CASst'l II 3 MRS. 
CASSIOf F 4 MRS. 
CASSIn II 3 MRS. 
CAS5140 F .. MRS. 
CAsnoo II 3 ..S. 
CAS9960 F II S 4 MRS. 
3 	 HOUR 51 
II 
CASnu FilS 3 II MRS. 
CAssn9 FilS I II MRS. 
CASS.eo F II 3 .. MRS. 
CASS920 FilS 3 II MRS. 
• 	 HOURS I 
THEORY/COII'OSITIDN 
CASSIOD 5 3 MRS. 
CAS5962 II 3 "5. 
CAUtlO S 2 MRS. 
CAU"1 II 1.... MRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of ~rts 

in Fine and Performing Arts 

with a major in Music 

is 42 hours 

NDTElSla 
I THIS COURSE IS OFFERED EACH TRINESTER FOR 1 CRIDIT HOUR • 
STUDENTS MUST ENROLL FOR AT LEAST TIIO CONSECUTIVE TEaMS. 
NUSIC STUDENTS ARE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO ENROlL IN T"IS 
COURSE EACH TRIlIESlER UNTIL DEGREE REQUIREMENtS ARE NET. 
I. 	THESE COURSES AaE OFFERED EACH TRINESTE, FOR 1 CRID.T HOUR. 
STUDENTS NUST ENROLL FOR AT LEAST TIIO CONSECUTIVE TERIIS IN 
THE SANE couaSE. NUSIC STUDENTS ARE ENCOURA.ED TO ENROLL 
IN ONE OF THESE COURSES EACH TRINESTEa UNTIL DEGREE REQG.aE­
NENTS ARE MET • 
•• STUDENTS NAY .TEST DUT· TO 'ROVE PROFICIENCV .N THESE 
ANEAS. ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS NUSI HAVE DEIIONSTRATED COM­
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HTENCY .N TNfSE ME.S IE,OIIE InK • .,..lnED TO CAIIOIDACY 
IN fNE .ROiRANI GRaoUATE STUDENTS NEEOI", ADDITIONAL SKill 
DEVElO'MENT IN THESE AREAS ~Ill IE REQUIRED TC TaaE NEEDED 
NATERIALS Of NUSIC I COURSES IN ADDITIGN TO THE NIN.NUN RE­
QUIREMENTS. 
, • FALL FO. FALL ODD ¥EAIlS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS ~. liNTER 
lID • liNTER ODD YEAIlS II!. liNTER EVEN YEARS S. S'RIN&-SUNNER 
so • S'RING-SUMER DOD YEARS SE. Sf"",-SUMNER EVEII YEARS 
II • NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DENAND • - MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Theatre Major Governors State University Theatre is com­
mitted to the principle that theatre is essentially a live 
action-oriented experience which is best learned by 
"doing" and is therefore characterized as production­
oriented. However, theatre theory and speech makes up an 
important part of the student's overall theatre production. 
Most of the skill development courses require participation 
in the production program. The GSU Theatre produces 
several major and studio productions each year. Casting for 
all major productions is open to the entire University and 
community with casting preference given to GSU Theatre 
students. 
~a FINE AND 'ERFOR~IIIG ARTS 
lIA"'a THEATRE 
lEVEL a IACHElOR OF ARTS 
AQNISSION INFORNATIONa 
A STUDENT NUSTa II HAVE ACQUIRED All ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS OF CREDIT 11TH AN OVERAll ·C· OR lETTER 
&PA flON AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION Of HIGHER EDUCATIONI ZI IE 
IN &000 STANDING AT THE lAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. A STUDENT SHOULD 
HAVE ,.IOR COURSEIIOR. INa INTRODU~TION TO THEATRE. STAGECRAFT. 
IEGINNI.. ACTING, AND PHONETICS OR VOICE ANO ARTICULATION. 
STUDENTS NOT NEETIII& ADNISSION CRITERIA IlAY 'ETITION FOR 
A..ISSION THROU6H THE OFFICE OF A..ISSIONS. 
DIIREE REQUIRENENTSa 
A STUDENT NUSTa I. ACIUIRE A NININUM Of lZ0 CREDIT HOURS Of 
IIHICH AT lEAST 60 HOURS NUST IE AT THE U••ER DIVISION LEVEll ZI 
ACQUIRE THE CON.ETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DE,"EEI JI ACIUIRE 
~E:~~I~C::D:; ~~~T~~:eI~Ft~=:T::J~:U::~~ ~S~~~~D:T 
Z HOURS IN MUSIC AND Z HOURS IN ART I 'I COMPLETE ALL OTHER 
lIARNI", EX.ERIENCES AeREED UPON IN THE STUDENT'S STUDY .lANI 
AND 61 IARN A NININUR OF Z' CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT NAY 
SUlSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF CON.ITINCIES IY AlTIRNATE NETHODS 
UPON A'PROVAl Of ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THI STUDENT'S 
A"ROVED STUDY 'lAN. 
1l1OUIIIED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION. it HOURS I 
THlA'RE HISTORY I CASUOO F I MRS. 
THEATRE HISTORY II CAS.IlO II J MRS. 
SURVEY OF IIESTERN ORANA 
SIaVEY OF IIISTERN ORANA 
ua-U' FOR STAGE 
ADVANCED ACTI", 
DIRICTING 
I 
II 
CAS6Z... 
CAS6ZU. 
CAS"40 F 
CAS..9l F 
CAS6Z00 
IE 
110 
II 5 
2,4 
Z" 
Z 
4 
I 
MRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
MRS.
",S. 
HQUIReD AaEA5--u••IR DIVISION' C n HGURS. 
SELKT " lEAST 6 HOURS NON ANONGa 
HISTORY OF S'AGE COSTURES 
KIIII DESIGN 
CAS60TO 
CAS6lZ0 
FD
.... .. 
) 
J 
MRS. 
MRS. 
MATBIALS DF STAGELIGtlTING CAS6lTO 
" 
I MRS. 
SllKT AT llAST II HOURS FRON ANONG' 
ORAL INTERPRETATION 
OIIATI AND AaGUIlENTATlON 
AClYANCED .UILIC S.EA.ING 
CAUZ" 
CASn" 
CAUT.. 
F 
II 
S 4 
J 
) 
MRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
IlACII ORATORY 
.NI ORAL COM IN IUS ,
RIADE•• S TMlATRE 
IND 
CASSO" 
CASna, 
CASnOI 
F II 
S 
S 
J 
) 
J 
MRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
'LAWRITI", I 
SUIRE. THEATRE .RACTICUN 
CAS62Z0 
CAS6Z60 
F 
S 
) 
Z-4 
MRS. 
MRS. 
'LAY PIIOD IN SECONDARY SCHOOL CAS6Zl0 S J MRS. 
MITISHl.:AICADIAN THEAftl EX'H CAS6ZIO . S Z-4 MRS. 
CRIATIVE DRANATICS I CASU.. F 4 HIlS. 
CHILOREN·S TOURING THEATRE 
ACTING STYLES , THEORIIS 
ADV VOICE , DICT STAGE/TV/FILl
CHlLOREN , 'ELEVISION 
CORP THIATRE , IRANA'NELOCIRANA 
CDNPARATlYI DR"'" TRAGIOY 
CCIMUIIICATI_S FOR ClsaN nACH 
CAS6111 
CAS64JO 
CAUTlJ 
CAnlll 
CASlZJO 
CASU" 
CA~I2" 
f 
f 
F 
F 
II 
" 
II 
" 
5 
Z-' 
I 
I 
J 
I 
I 
I 
MRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
EU£TlVE COURSU--U"ER DIVISIONI , " HGUllSi 
IlECT Z HOURS fRON NUSIC 
COURSES OfFERED 11TH IN THE 

FINE , 'ERFORNING ARTS .Ro&RA" 

ELECT Z HOURS FRON ART COURSES 
OFfERED IIITHIN THE fiNE , .ER­
fORNIN; ARTS .Ro&RAN. 

EllCT ZD HOURS FRON COURSES 

OffERED TMROUGHOUT THE UNIYER­

SITY TO fULFil DEGREE REQUIRE­

NENTS. 

TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION. I 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Fine and Performing Arts 

with a major in Theatre 

is 120 hours 

F • F~L FO. FAll ODD YEARS FE. FAll EVE~ YEARS W. ~INTIR 
110 - liNTER ODD YEARS WE. liNTER EVEII YEARS S· SPRIN~SUNNER 
so • S.RIN;-SUNNER ODD YEARS SE. S'RING-SUNNER EVEN YEARS 
II • NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON OENANO •• NUlTI-CO",ETENCY COURSE 
,.OI«ANI FINE AND 'ERFORNI", ARTS 
NA.RI THEATRE 
LEVEll IlASTER OF ARTS 
ADNISSION INFORNATION. 
A STUDENT MUST. 11 HAYE ACQUIRED A IACCAlAUREATE DE,"EE fRON 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIONI ZI.IE IN $DOD 
STANOIN' AT THE lAST SCHOOL ATTENDEDI JI HAYE AN UNDER,"ADUATE 
IlAJOR IN THEATRE OR DENONSTRATAILE AND DOCUMENTED .ROFESSIONAl 
EX'ERIENCE IN THEATRE ARTS. STUOE~TS NeT REETIN' THE THIRD 
CRITERIA NAY .ETITION TO THE GSU THEATRE FACULTY FOR 'ROVISION­
AL ADNISSION TO THE GRADUATE NAJOR. STUDENTS NOT NEETIN' 
ADNISSION CRITERIA NAY .ETITION FOR ADNISSIO~ TMRC~GH THE 
OFfiCE OF ADNISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTS.
A STUDENT NUST, 11 ACQUIRE A NININUN OF IZ GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS! ZI ACQUIRE THE CON'ETEIICIES SPECIF lEO FOR THIS DKREEI 
JI CONPLETE AT lEAST 9 CREDIT HOURS OUTSIDE THE NAJORI 'I 
COMPLETE A CON.REHENSIVE EXANINATION IN THEATREI 51 CO.'lETE A 
,"ADUATE .ROJECTI 61 CGNPlETE All OTHER lEARNING EX.IRIENCES 
AGRIED UPON IN THE STUDENT'S STUDY 'lAN, TI EARN AT lEAST Z, 
GRADUATE CREDITS AT 'SU AND II HAVE CON'lETED THE .REREQUISITE 
UIIOERGRADUATE COURSE .... OR IQUIVALENT IN CAS60TO, CAS6UD. 
CAS6Z91, CAS6JOD, AND CAS6Jl0. lNOTE. GRADUATE STUDENTS 
lAtalN; CDNPETENCY IN THESI COURSES IIlll IE RIQUIRED TO TAKE 
TNEN IN ADDITION TO GRADUATI DEGREE REQUIRENENTS.I A STUDENT 
IIAY SUiSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF CONPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE NETHODS 
UPON A'.ROVAl OF ADVISOR AND U'ON INClUSICN IN T~E STUDENT·S 
A••ROVED STUDY 'lAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--,"aoUATI lEVEL' ZJ HCURSI 
OR...TIC CRITICI511 US6Z90 
" 
) MRS. 
'RAO IIESEARCH SENINAlla THEATRE CASnZO F 4 MRS. 
THEATRE NANAGIMENT CAS fI III II J MRS. 
GRD SEN 'ECH THEATRE PROD-DTRS 
GRADUATE DIRECTING SININAR 
GRADUATE PROJECT IN • • • 
USIU}
CASIUG 
CAS"60 F II 
S 
S 
5 
4 
1-4, 
JIIS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
ElKTIVE COuaSES--GRADUATE lEVEL. • HCUR5I 
ELECT Z HOURS FRON ART COURSES 
OFFERED 11TH IN THE FINE , 
FORNIII& AUS .Ro&RAN... 
.ER­
ELECT Z NOURS FRON NUSIC 
COUlSES OFFERED IIITHIN THE 
'INI , .ERFORNING ARTS 'RO­
GRAN... 
IlKT 
FIRID 
, HOURS FRON 
FOR &aADUATE 
COUIISES 
CREDIT 
OF­
TMRO\I$HIIUT THE UNIVERSITY IEX-
ClUSIVE OF COURSES IN THE 
THIATRE MAJOR I. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Ma!iter of Arts 

in Fine and Performing Arts 

with a major in Theatre 

is 32 hours 

College of Arts and Sciences " 
"OTEfS •• 
., IF THE STUDENT HAS SATISFIED THE ART ANO ~USIC REQUIREIIENTS 
AT THE UNOERGRAOUATE LEVEL. THEY IIAY SUBSTITUTE OTHER 
ELECTIVES UPON APPROVAL OF ACAOEIIIC ADVISOR. 
F • FALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS M. MINTER 
Me • MINTER DOD YEARS ME. MINTEA EVEN YEARS S. SPRIN&-SUMIIER 
SO • SPRIN&-SUIIMER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SU~~ER EVE~ YEARS 
SS • NOT SCHEOULED 00. ON OEIIANO •• MULTI-COIIPETE"CY COURSE 
Visual Arts Major The Visual Arts major at Governors State 
University is based upon a definition of arts as "skill and 
technique" and "intellectual activity." Studio courses in 
sculpture,. painting, design, printmaking, drawing, and 
ceramics, provide instruction for skill and technique enabl­
ing the student to become a mature artist in command of 
materials and ideas, capable of expressing an individual 
view. Classes in art history treat art objects as historical 
documents related in subject, style, technique, and material 
to other works of art and interpret their content and purpose 
in light of the attitudes and circumstances in which the ob­
jects are created. 
PROGRAII' FINE AND PERFOR~ING ARTS 
IIAJaR. VISUAL ARTS 
LEVEL' BACHELOR OF ARTS 
AO~ISSION INFOR~ATION' 
A STUDENT ~ST' II HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE DR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT MITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR lETTER 
GPA FRO~ AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION; 21 BE 
IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHceL ATTENDED; 31 ~AVE 11-26 
SEMESTER HOURS MITH AT LEAST 1-' HOURS IN ART HISTORY AND 
10-16 HOURS IN STUDIO COURSES INCLU.ING DRAMING I , II. DESIGN 
I , II. AND STUDIO ELECTIVES. 
DEGREE REQUIRE~ENTS' 
A STUDENT IIUST' II ACQUIRE A NINIIIUII OF 120 CREDIT HDURS Of 
MHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS ~UST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL 
163 HOURS REQUIRED. 17 HOURS ELECTEDI; 21 EARN A IIININU~ OF 
26 CREDIT HDURS AT GSU; 31 ACQUIRE THE CO~PETENCIES SPECIFIED 
FOR THIS DEGREE. A STUDENT NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEYE~ENT OF 
COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROYED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' 6 HOURS I 
INT.DESIGN I. DRMG GRAPHIC IIIP CAS5710 M 2 HRS. 
ADY DSGN PRIN II, 2-0 DSGN CAssnl M 2 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION' 39 HCURS I 
SELECT AT LEAST 6-1 HOURS FRO~ PAINTING COURSESa II 
PAINTING COIIPOSITION CAS!i671 FE 2-3 HIlS. 
ADVANCED PAINTING' DRAVING CAS5700t ME 2-3 HIlS. 
PAINTING' DRAMING COMPOSITION 
PAINTING. SPECIAL PROILEMS 
CAS5701S 
CAS51l1 
VO 
so 
2-] 
2-6 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6-1 HOURS FROM PRINTNAKING CCURSES' II 
PRINTIIAKING' AOV PRTNKG PROC'S 
ADV PRTNKG I. MODOCUT TECH B'M 
AOV PRTIIKG II. COLOR REDUCE MO 
CAS 5660 
CAU662 
CAS 5663 
F 
F 
F 
]-6
2.] 
2.3 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
PRI"TIIAKING' ADVANCED STUDIO CASS666 M S 2 HRS. 
ADV PRINTMAKING. SERIGRAPHV CASS5DO 5 3-6 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6-1 HOURS 
SCULPTURE' IIETAL II 
SCULPTURE' FAIRICATICN 
FROII SCULPTURE CCURSES' " 
CAU"I ...... 
CASS631 S 
2-6 
2-3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SCULPTURE. 3-D MODO CAS5lZ0 FO 5 2-6 HIlS. 
SCULPuYRE. ART ~ETAL CAS5721 M 2-3 HRS. 
SCULPTURE' CERAIIICS CAS516D M 3 HRS. 
SCULPTURE. FilER. CLAY. IIETAL CAS"61 2 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FRO~ ANONG DRAMING CCURSES' 
LIFE STUDY. DRAMING CAS556D FE 2-6 MRS. 
ADVANCED PAINTI'" , DRAMING 
PAINTING , OIAMING COMPOSITION 
ADV DRAMING' LIFE STDY-ABST/EX 
CAS57DOI ME 
CASno .. MO 
CAS5702 FO 
2-3 
2-3 
2-6 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FRO~ A~ONG: 
ART OF AFRo-AIIERICANS CAS50:70 F 2-3 HIlS. 
ARTFORNS CASSO" V 3 HIlS. 
MODERN ART. GREAT ARTISTS 
ART SINCE 1965 
20TH CENTURY ART , AACHITECTUR 
CASSO., 
CAS"'6 
eAS"7Z 
FE 
ME
.... .. 
2-6 
2-6 
2-6 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROII AIIO"" 
THIRD MOlLO AESTHETICS 
NON-ME STERN ART SEIIINAR ••••• 
STUDIES IN MSTRN ART ISEMINARI 
CASSOIl 
CAS"92 
CASU'3 
V 
V 
] 
2-]
2-] 
"S.
"S.HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FRO~ AIIONGI 
P..IIITIVE ART 
ART OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC 
ART OF PRECOLUMBIAN A~ERICA I 
ART OF FIRST AIIERICANS IAII INI 
AFRICAN ART I. VEST AFRICA 
AFRICAN ART III CENTRAL AFRICA 
ART OF PRE-COLUIIIIAN AllER II 
ART ANO SOCIETY 
CAS5DIO 
CASSOIl 
CAS 5310 
CAS5311 
CAS5312 
CAS53U 
CAS"'" 
CAS55'O 
F 
F 
M 
V 
so 
so 
5 
S 
2-]
2-] 
2-]
2-6 
2-]
2-]
2-]
2-] 
"S.
"S.HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
"S. 
"S. 
"S. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 17 HOURSI 
ELECT 2 ADOITIONAL HOURS FROII 
COURSES IN IIODERN ART OR THE 
CULTURAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF 
ART. ICOIIPETENCIES 6 , .1 
ELECT IS HOURS FRO~ COURSES 
OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­
SITY OR THE COLLEGE CF ARTS 
ANO SCIENCES IEXCLUSIVE OF 
COURSES IN THIS ~AJOR.I 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOVER DIVISION' I 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Fine and Performing Arts 

with a major in Visual Arts 

is 120 hours 

NOTEISI' 
,. THE COIIIINEO TOTAL NUMIER OF CREDIT HOURS FOI C~IES 
SELECTED FRON THESE AREAS MUST IE AT LEAST 22 HOURS. 
S 	 CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED IIORE THAN ONCE IN A 
CURRICULUII ~AY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE REQUIREIIEIITS OF 
NORE THAN ONE CONPETENCY. 
F • FALL FD. FALL DOD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS V. VINTER 
va • VINTER ODD YEARS VE. VINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRINI-SUNIIER 
so • SPRINl-SUIIMER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SU~IIER EVEN YEARS 
SS • NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DEIIAND ,. MULTI-COMPETENCY CDURSI 
PIOGAAII. FINE AND PERFCIIIING AITS 
IIAJaR. VISUAL ARTS 
LEVEL. NASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFDRIIATION. 
A STUDENT NUST' II HAVE A BACCALAUREaTE DEGREE VITH A MAJOR IN 
VISUAL ARTS FROM AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION Of HIGHER EDUCATION' 
21 IE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDEOI 31 SUPPLY 
A PORTFOLIO OF 10-12 ORAMINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS OR SLIDES OF AD­
VANCED MORK; 61 SU'~IT A PROPOSAL OUTLINING AtADEIIIC GOALS 
MITH SUPPORTIN& RATIONALE AND PLAN OF STUDY. STUDENTS MDT 
MEETIN& AOIII$SION CRITIRIA ~AY PETITION FOR AOIIISSIO" THIOUIM 
THE OFFICE OF AVIIISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT IIUST. 11 ACQUIRE A MINIIIU~ OF 3] GRADUATE CREOIT 
HOURS 125 HOURS REQUIRED •• HOURS ELECTEDI 21 EARN A IIINIRUM 
OF 26 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSUI JI ACQUIRE THE 
CO~'ETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGIEEI 61 CDIIPLETE A IRADUATE 
THESIS OR PROJECT. A -STUDENT IIAY SUISTITUTE AtMllVEIIINl UP 
COMPETENCIES 8Y ALTERNATE IIETHODS UPON APPROVAL Of AOVISO. AND 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'_S APPROVED STIIOY PLAN. 
REQUIRED CQURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' 2 HOURS I 
GRADUATE PROJECT I-N • • • CAS9960 F V S 2 HIS. 
REQUIRED ARIAS--GRADUATE LEVEL. I n HOURS I 
,ROII ONE OF THE FOUR AREAS OF PAINTING. PRINTIIAKINI. 
SCULPTURE. OR ART HISTORY. THE STUDENT IIUST SELECT AT 
LE AS T 16 HOURS. 
PAINTING' 
PAINTING COM'OSITION CASS6n FE 2-] HIS. 
ADVANCED PAINTING , DRAVING CAS570n ME 2-] "5.PAINTING ~ DRAIIING COIIPOSITION CAS570l 110 2-] ..5. 
'AINTING. SPECIAL PROBLE~S CASSIn SO 2-6 "5.
PAINTING' AN ANALYTICAL APPRCH tASI050 FE 2-] "S. 
PAINTING' ANALYSIS' COMPOSIT. CASIOlO VE 2-J "S. 
GRADUATE PAINTING CONPOSITION CASIIOO 110 2-J HIlS. 
PRINTMAKING. 

PRINTIIAKING' ADV PRTIIKG PRDC'S CASS660 F J-6 "S. 
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ADY 'RTHK5 II MODDCUT TECH I'" 
A" '1ll...1i II: CDI.OII REDUCE 110 
.. IIITHAIU "'I ADVANCED STUDID 
ADY '1lINTMAKING. SElllliIlA'HY 
'IIIIITMAKINGI ;RADUATE INTAlil.lO 
CAS5462 
CAS 5463 
CA55464 
CAS"OO 
CASillO 
F 
F 
II 
II 
S 
S 
2,3 
2,3 
2 
3-4 
2,] 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
ICULPTUREI 
ICUL'TUREI NETAI. I UU"O f 2 HIlS. 
Z-4 HIlS • 
SCUL,TUIIE. FABAICATION . Un6]1 5 2-3 HRS. 
SCULPTUREI J-D IIOOD CAS5lZ0 fO S 2-4 HRS. 
SCUL'TUREI NEUL " CAU"I .. .... 
SCUL'UTIIE: AliT NETAI. CAUlll II 2,,3 HilS. 
SCUL'TUREI CEIIANICS CAnUD II 5 3 HIlS. 
SCUL'TUREI fllEII, CLAY, NETAL US"61 f Z HilS. 
StUL' II ;RAD SEMINAR 3-0 OS;. eASIOIOI S 2 HIlS. 
SCULPTUREI ;UDUATE STUDIO CASlin II 2-3 HilS. 
AlIT HISTOllva 
AliT OF Afllo-ANElllCANS CAS5Dl0. f Z-3 HilS. 
,IIINITIVE ART CAS5010. SO 2-3 HItS. 
ART OF THE SOUTH 'AClfIC CASSOIlI SO Z-3 HItS. 
RODEIIN ART. IiltEAT ARTISTS CASSO"I FE Z-4 HilS. 
ART Of PRECOLUMIIAN ANERICA I CAS53101 II 2-3 HRS. 
ART Of FIRST ANEIlICANS IAN INI CASnUI Z-4 HRS. 
AFRICAN ART I. IIEST AflllCA CAS53121 F 2-3 HilS. 
APRICAN ART II: CENTItAI. AFRICA CAS5313. F 2-3 HilS. 
ART Of 'IIE-COLUMIIAN AMEli II CAS53141 II Z-3 HItS. 
STUDIES IN IISTIIH AliT ISEMINARI CAS5SUI II Z-] HRS. 
ART SlIItE 19U CAS55941 liE Z-4 HItS. 
20TH CENTURY ART , AItCHITECTUIl CAS561Z1 .. II .. Z-4 HItS. 
STUDENTS NEEDING ADDITIONAL DEYEI.OPMENT OF DIIAIIIN; SKILLS 
HAY IE IIEQUIIIED TO CON'I.ETE ONE DR NOlIE Of THE fC1.1.01l1'" 
CQUltSESI • 
I.I.E STUD'I DRAIIIN; CAn560 FE Z-4 HItS. 
ADYIHtEO 'AINTINIi , DRAIII'" CAS51001 liE Z-3 HItS. 
ADY DRAIIIN;. LIFE STDY-AIST'EX CAS5l0Z fli Z-4 HIlS. 
STUDENTS NEEDIN; AOOITIOaAL DEVE~OPNENT IN DESlliN SKILLS 
HAY IE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE THE Fel.1.01llNG COURSE lOll THE 
EDUIVALENlIl • 
DESI,"I ;RAD DS;N. TIIO ONNSIIL CASIllO SE Z-3 HRS. 
SELecT AT LEAST 2 HOUIIS FROM AHONG : 
MIT Of AFRo-ANElllCANS CAnOTOI F Z-3 HRS. 
AlTFORMS CAnon II 3 HIlS. 
RODE.. ARTI IiltEAT ARTISTS cas50151 FE 2-4 HRS. 
UT SIIItE 19U CAn5941 liE 2-4 HRS. 
10TH CENTUIIY AliT , ARCHITEtTUIl CAS561Z• Z-4 HIlS....... 
SILK' AT LEAST Z HOUIIS fRON ANO'" I 
THIRD WORLD AESTHETICS CAS5011 II 3 HilS. 
HON-IlESTEIlN ART SENINAR ••••• CAS".2 F Z-3 HItS. 
STUlIES IN IISTItH AliT ISENINAIII CAS55". II 2-3 HItS. 
StUL' II IiltAD SEMINAIl J-O OSliN CASIOIO. S Z HilS. 
..ADUATE SEMINARI PAINTIN5 CUIUO S. Z MRS. 
IRAD SEMINARI '1lINTMAKI'" CASIZ50 S 2 HRS. 
IELICT AT LUST 5 HOURS FIIOM ANONIi I 
'RIMITIVE AliT CAS5010. so 2-3 HItS. 
ART Of THE SOUTH 'AClfIC CAnOl.. SO Z-3 HItS. 
ART OF PRECDLUMIIAN ANEIIICA I CAn310. .. 2-3 HRS. 
AlIT OF FIRST AMERICANS lAM INI CAS53UI S Z-4 HItS. 
AFRICAN AliT II IIEST AFRICA CAS53UI F 2-3 HRS. 
AfRICAN AliT III CENTRaL AFRICA CAlnUI F 2-3 HItS. 
ART O' 'RI-COLUMIIAN ANER II C.,5314. .. Z-3 HRS. 
ART AND SOCIETY CU5590 S Z-3 HItS. 
ILItTIYE CDURSES--;RADUATE LEYEL: I HOURS. 
fLItT 4 HOURS FIIDM COURSES OF­
.IRED FOR IiltADUATE CREDIT 
THltDUlNDUT THE UNIYERSIT, IEX­
CLUSIYE OF COURSES IN THE 

'R05RAMI TO FULFIL COLLElilAL 

CO..ITEIltIES. 
ILIeT Z HOURS FIIOII NUS It 

CIlURSES OFFERED IIITHIN THE 

FIHE , 'fRFOIIM IN; All 15 'IIOC;UM 

ELKT Z HOURS FRDN THEATIIE 
COURSES OfFERED IIITHIN THEfl. ,'ERFOIIIIU; AlllS PRoc;UN 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Fine and Performing Arts 

with a major in Visual Arts 

is 33 hours 

IIOTEI511 
• 	 ALL IiltADUATE STUDENTS NUST HAYE DEIIDNSTRATED COM'ETENCY IN 
ORAIII'" AIIO DESI'" IEFORE IEIN; ADMITTED TO CANDIDACY IN THE 
PR05ItAM& IiltAOUATE STUOENTS NEEDIN; ADOITIDaAL SKILL 
DEVELOPMENT IN THESE AREAS 1111.1. IE IIEQUIRED TO TARE OIIAWIN; 
a.o DESI'" COURSES I. ADDITION TO THE NINIMUII R~QUIIIEMENTS. 
I 	 UEon HOURS UUED FOIl COUUES LISTED HORE T"AN ONCE IN A 
CURRICULUM MAY .aT IE USID TO SATISF.' THE REQUIREMENlS OF 
MORE THAN ONE COMPETENC'. 
F • FALL FO • FALL DOD YEARS fE • FALL EVEN 'EARS II • IIINTER 
lID • IIIHTER ODD YEARS liE • IIINTER EVEN YEARS 5 • SPRIH5-SUNNER 
SO • SPRING-SUMMER DOD YEARS SE • SPRIN5-SUNNER EYEN 'EARS 
... HOT SCHEDULED DO • ON DEMAND " •• NUI.TI-CON'ETENCY COURSE 
IntercuItu ral Stud ies 
Majors and Options: 
African Cultures (B.A. & M.A.) 
Humanistic Studies (G) 
Historical Studies (G) 
Socio-Political Studies (G) 
Hispanic Cultures (B.A. & M.A.) 
Humanistic Studies (G) 
Historical Studies (G) 
Socio-Political Studies (G) 
The Intercultural Studies Program examines the socio­
political, historical and humanistic developments of the 
cultures of African, Hispanic and Asian peoples in American 
central urban areas and in selected developmental regions. 
Offerings are also included in international relations and 
languages. 
The focus of the program is interdisciplinary and com­
parative. The program's concern is to train students to 
evaluate and analyze "third world cultures," how they in­
teract with one another, and the degree to which they have 
been affected by Europeans. Students may prepare 
themselves for advanced study "in the profeSSional schools, 
as secondary and community college teachers, job­
upgrading where intercultural studies is useful, new careers 
in public service and advanced developmental area studies 
and international studies. 
African Cultures Major The undergraduate major in African 
Cultures studies the historical, humanistic and socio­
political problems of structures, institutions and processes as 
they affect Blacks and Latinos in American central cities. The 
undergraduate major may also concentrate studies on 
Black, Hispanic and Asian peoples in developing countries, 
and interregional areas. A core of courses team-taught by 
humanists, social scientists and area specialists are required 
to broaden the comparative perspective of students and to 
sensitize them to the problems of cross cultural interaction. 
Coursework is concerned with providing knowledge and 
skills for careers and understanding problems, policies and 
issues in urban, developmental or interregional setting. 
The master's degree examines the socio-political, historical 
and humanistic developments of Blacks, Hispanics, and 
Asians in American central cities and developmental areas. 
Within a conceptual/interdisciplinary framework, the stu­
dent declares an option in Socio-political, Historical or 
Humanistic studies. 
1'R0000AlU IIITEICUl TUflAl STUDIES 
HAJORI AFRICAH CULTURES 
lEVElI BACHELOR Of ARTS 
ADHISSION INfORNATI~NI 
A STUDENT HUST' 1. HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEHESTER HOURS OF CREDIT MITH AN OVERALL ·C- OR .ETTER 
5~A FRON AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION Of HIGHER EDUCATION; ZI.E 
IN GOOD STANOING AT THE lAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
NEETIN5 AONISSION CRITERIA NAY PETITION FCR AONISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTS. , 
A STUDENT MUSTI 1. ACQUIRE A NININUN OF lZO CREDIT HOURS OF 
MHICH AT lEAST 60 HOURS NUST IE AT THE uPPER DIVISION LEVEL 136 
HOURS REQUIRED. Z" HOUIIS ELECTED., 2. EARN AT lEAST Z" HOURS 
AT GSU, 31 ACQUIRE THE CON~ETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DE&REE. 
A STUDENT HAY SU8STITUTE ACHIEVEHENT OF CONPETENCIES IY 
ALTERNATE HETHODS UPON APPROVAL Of ADVISOR AND ~ON INCLUSION 
IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--U~PER DIVISIONI ~ HOUIlSI 
THIRD WORLD STUDIES CONFERENCE CAU300a M 1-3 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISIONI 33 HDURSI 
SELECT AT UA$T 6 HOURS FRON ANOIIIG. 
EDUC , DEVLPHT IN TH I RD MORlD CASSltS M 3 HilS. 
INTROD TO INTERCULTURAL STDYS CAS$2U. f 3 HilS. 
CULTURAL DINEN: GlOIAl INEQUAl CAsllzH M 3 HRS. 
THIRD MORlD-STUDIES CONFERENCE CAU30D. M 1-3 HAS. 
THIRD WORLD IN PERSPECTIVE CAS5302 f 3 HAS. 
POLITICAL ECON OF GlO,Al INEQl CAS5303 S 3 HRS. 
PHil FNDTNS 3RD WRlD SOCIETIES CAS53D~ .. 3 MRS......
....CONP NETH IN CROSS CULT PERSPC CASS3Zl... 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST 6 HOURS FRON A~.GI 
AFRICAN-ANERICAN HISTORY CAS~ZOD F , HIlS. 
AFRICAN HISTORY CAUD10 M 3 HAS. 
PRE-COLUNI AFRS IN NEM WORLD CAsson 3 HIlS. 
.LK MONEN IN AMERICAN HISTORY tAU170 f 3 HRS. " AFRICAN CIViliZATIONS CAS525Z f 3 HRS. 
CIVil RGTS NVHT: HISTORICAL A. CAUZIO M , HIlS. 
THIRD MORLD STUDIES CONFERENCE CAS5300. M 1-3 HRS. 
ASIM HISTORY CAUUO... 3 HAS..... 
AFRICAN HERITAGE IN lATIN ANER CAunc F 3 HIlS. 
CARI.IEAN HISTORY CAUlS. f HAS., 
AHERICAN NEGRO SLAVERY CAUlll F , HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST 6 HOURS FRON AHDNG: 
PRILHS Of NODERN'ZTN IN DEV CT tAU23. 5 HAS., 
MONEN IN AFRICAN CULTURES CAS525' M 3 HIlS. 
THIRD WORLD STUDIES CONFERENCE cunoo. M 1-3 HAS. 
NARRIAGE IN OTHER SOCIETIES CASn01 M 3 MRS.,fOOD, CULTURE AND HUNGER CAS5351 II II II HAS. 
CAlII.IUN CULTURES CAS536Z II II II 3 HIlS. 
RACE, lANG' CULTURE NORKS"OP cas.~.. S Z HAS. 
MULTIPLE PRO~ IN CONH RESEARCH CAsnu. F 3 HIlS.,URIANIZATlON IN DVLPNG NORlD CASll3Z II II II NIlS.,CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY CAU.... F HRS. 
CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY tASn1C 5 NIlS.,,PSlCHOLO&Y OF COLONIZATION CASIUE 5 HilS. 
INTRO TO INTERCULTURAL COHMUN. HLII6Z70 f 3 !IRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST 6 HOURS FRON ANDNG. 
~ITICAl ECON &LO'AL INEQULTY IPA5930 S 3 HRS. 
PRO.lENS IN INTERNAT'l POlT II 1"5932 M 3 HAS. 
READIN5S al POL/AHER POL SYS CAS5160 5 3 NIlS. 
POLITICS' SOCIETY CASUOl 5 3 HRS. 
Il POL LIFE IN AMERICAN CITIES CAS5ZZ0 II II II 3 HRS. 
AFRICAN POLITICS I CAS5Z~ II II II 3 NIlS. 
SOCIAL PRO.lENS I CASU" M 5 3 NIlS. 
THIRD NORLO STUDIES CONFERENCE tAU3OD. M 1-3 HilS. 
lAM' SOCIAL ~USTICE CAS"'" F M HAS., 
CON~ARATIVE HET_OPOLITAN SYSTN CAS535.. II II II l NIlS. 
AHERICAN fOREIGN ~ICY CAS"" 5 3 "RS. 
URIAN POL IT ICS CASnoo F 3 NIlS. 
ELITES AND AHERICAN DENotRACY CASlI30 II 3 NIlS. 
ANTHA~lGY OF ~ITICAl INSTITN CASll33 II II II 3 NIlS. 
SELECT AT lEAST 6 HOURS FROH AHGN&I 
INTRO TO AfRICAN LITERATURE CASSO... F 3 HAS. 
T"E HARLEM RENAISSANCE CASSO 52 .... II 3 NIlS. 
IUCit DRANA CAn100 5 3 NIlS. 
ILACit liTERATURE I CASSUO f 3 NIlS. 
IlACit LITERATURE II CAnuo M 3 NIlS. 
IlACIt MONEN IN LITERATURE tASSU3 fC 3 MRS.,THEOLO&Y OF THE T"IRD WORLD CASn" 5 HAS. 
CHINESE REll51DUS THCU&HT CASS..OO 3 HilS....... 
RACE, LAN5 , CULTURE NORKSHOP CAS".... S Z HilS. 
SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOURS fRON ANON51 
INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATIONS CAS...OO F M 5 

INTROD TO INTERCULTURAL STDYS CU52111 F 

CO", HET" IN CROSS CULT PEIIS" CAS53Z1. I. II I. 

NULTI~LE PRO~ IN CONN RESEARCH CAsn521 f 

ELEtT 'IVE toURSES--UPPEIl DIVISION: 
ELECT AT LEAST Z~ HOURS fitON AND. THE 'OLLOI... CDURSES 
011 	 OTHER COURSES AS A~PROWED IY AN AOWISORI 
AFRO-AMERICAN MUSIC CAS!06D F Z-3 MRS. 
ART OF AfRo-MERICANS CAUD10 f Z-3 NIlS. 
PRIHITIVE ART CAUDIO SO Z-3 MRS. 
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ART OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC CASSDll so ..s.
....ASIAN HISTORY 	 CAS5UO... "I•CHIIIESE HISTORY 	 tAS5J21 M ..s. 
ANEIlICAN UR8AN HISTORY CAU230 F M "I.ANERICAN HISTORYI 1'30'5 CAlU1D .. .... teaS • 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CAsnu f M "I.SOCIOLOGY OF POVERTY CAsn.3 M NIII. 
sotlOLO&Y OJ' SEX ROLES CASlI'l M NIII. 
CHINESE HISTORY' NODERN CASnlD f "s. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--lOWER DIVISIONI 60 HOURS 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Intercultural Studies 

with a major in African Cultures 

is 120 hour~ 

,
NOTEIS" 
• CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOil COURSES liSTED HORE TMAN ONCE IN A 
CURAICUlUH NAY NOT IE USED TO SATISfY THE REQUIIIEHENTS OF 
HORE THAN ONE COH~ETENCY. 
f. fALL FO. FALL COD YEARS FE. fALL EVEN YEAIIS M . ,.IWI .. 
• WO • MINTER DOD YURS liE. MINTER !VEN YEARS S. SPRIII6-S_ 
SO • SPRIN5-SUHHER ODD YEA.S SE. SPRIN5-SUHNER EVEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DEHAND •• NUlTI-COHPETENCY COURSE 
PRO&RAH. INTERCULTURAL STUDIES 
NAJOR. AFRICAH CULTURES 
OPT 1011' SDClo-POLITICAl STUDIES 
lEVEL' NASTEII Of AIITS 
AGHISSION INfORHATIO., 
A STUDENT NUST' 11 NAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUIIEATE DE&REI '!IOR 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION Of HI5HER EDUCATION' AND ZI IE IN 
5000 STANDI. AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDE.'. MDT 
HEETIN5 AOHISSIOII CRITERIA NAY PETITION FOR ADNISSION TNIDUIN 
THE OFFICE OF AOHISSIONS. 
DE&REE IIEQUIREHENTS: 
A STUDEHT NUST. 11 ACQUIIIE A HINIMUH OF 3Z &RADUATE ,aEDIT 
HOURU Z' UIIN A HINIIIIIII OF Z" 5RADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT SSUI 
AHO 3J ACQUIRE TH! COIIfIETENCIES SPECIFIED FOIl THIS DEUEl. • 
STUDENT HAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEVEHENT' OF COHPETENCIES IY AlTEa"'E 
HETHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR ANO UPON INClUSION IN THE 
STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
IIEQUIRED taURSES--&RAOUATI lEVEL' HOURS I 
THIRD WORLD STUDIES CONFERENCE C..530Da M l-I "s. 
IIEQUIIIED AIIEAS--GIIADUATE lEVEL I I Z" HOURS I 
SllECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROH ANON51 
EOut , DEVLPHT III THIRD MOIIlD CAn1" II 3 "I.THIIID WORLD IN PERSPICTIVE CASUOZ F J NIlS. 
POll TICAl. ECOH OF 5l0BAL INEQL CASnD,. S 3 NIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 "OURS fllOH AHD.5' ,COHP HETH I N CROSS CUll PEIISPC CAS53Z1. II I. II IMS. 
5R IIstH SEll. INTlIlCUL T STOS tASnOD f S 3 NIlS. 
&AADUATE READINGS IN • • • CAS9900 FilS 1-1 "5.GIIADUATE PIIO~ECT IN • CAS996D f M 5 I-I "S. 
SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOUIIS fllOH ANONGI 
.5.RESEARCH AFIlICAN-AHER HISTOIIY CAS500Z f 3 
AFIlICAN HISTORY 	 CAS5010I M J ..S. 
ILK IIONEN IN AHERICAN HISTORY CAS5UD F .s. 
AfRICAN CIVILIZATIOIIS CAS5252 F 3• ....
....EDUCATION OF HINORITIES IN US C"5Z" F I 
CIWIL R5TS HVHT' HISTORICAL All CASS2l0 M I ..I. 
THIRD MOIILD STUDIES CGllfEREIltI CAS5300. " I-I ..S. 
AFRICa. HIlITA5E IN lATl1I ANER tASnK F I ..I. 
CARII.EAN HISTORY . CASS3'" F I .... 
RACE RILA U.S"HIST PtRSPECT CASU.. 5 I "I.....AHERICAN NE5110 SLAVERY CAsnll f J 
SELECT AT LEAST J NOURS FIIOH AHON5. 
...... ....THI HARLEH REallSSAIltE CASS05Z 3 
THI AFRICAN NOYEL CASS053 II J ..I. 
lLACit LITERATURE I CAS5lZ0 F I "I.
... ·11 ....IUCIt LIT ERA TURE II CAI'130 I 
IUCIt MOIIEN III LITEIIATURE CAS5lJ3 '0 I ....
...... ....CHIIlESE IIELl510US THO....T CAS 5 .. 00 I 
can AUL OF AFIlICAN LlTERATUR CAsellF I IllS. 
CR n ANAL OF IUCit MER LIT CASallS F, "M I ..I. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FIIOH ANO.' 
IIOIIEII IN ...ICAN CULTURES CAS5255 " I teaS. 
THlaD WORLD STUDIES COIIFERENCE CASS300. II 1-3 
PRIUS NODERNITII IN DEVLP CTRY CASS3. I I .... 
LAII , SOCIAL ~USTICE CASI'., F II J .... 
FOOO. CIL TUllE AIID ~ER CAS"51 I .s.It.... "I. 
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CARIIIEAN CULlURES CA5'362 •••••• 3 "5. "05RAM' INTERCUlTURAL STUDIES 

ECONOMIC ANTHlOPOlOGY CAS'361 •••••• 3 HRS. MAJOR' AFRICAN CULTURES 

URIANIIATION IN DVlPNG ~O~lD CAS1132 •••••• 3 HIS. OPTION' HUMANISTIC STUOIES 

ANTHlPlGY OF POLITICAL INSTITN CAS1133 •••••• 3 HRS. lEVEL' HASTER OF A~TS 

ETHNICITY. CULTURE' 'OlITICS CASIll. F 3 HRS. 

ANTHRO OF lA~"OlICE , SOCIETY CASU15 ~ HRS • ADMISSION INFORNATION' 

CULTURAL ANTH. SPECIAL TOPICS CASI.OO F 3 HIS.
• A STUOENT MUST. 11 HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE OEGREE FRON 
CASlllC 3 HIS. AN ACC~EOITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION; AND 21 BE IN 
GOOD STANDING AT THE lAST $CHeOl ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
SELECT AT lEAST 6 HOURS F~ON AHONG. 
CULTU~Al GEOG~A'HY 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA HAY 'ETITION FCR ADMISSION ThROUGH 
AF~ICAN H1ST~Y CAS5010' ~ 3 HIS. THE OFFICE OF AOMISSIONS. 
~EAOINGS Bl POl/AHER POL SYS CAS5160 5 3 HIS. 
POLITICS' SOCIETY CAU201 5 3 H~S. 
WORKSMOP. 'UIlIC POLICY ANAlYS CAS5202 F 3 HRS. DECREE REQUIREMENTSI 
Il POL lIFE IN ANERICAN CITIES CAS5220 •••••• 3 HIS. A STUDENT NUSTI II ACQUIRE A HINIHUN OF 32 GRADUATE CREDIT 

SOCIAL CHANGE , PUBLIC POLICY CAS52.1 •••••• 3 HRS. HOURS; 21 EARN A NINlMUH OF 2. GRADUATE CREOIT H~URS AT GSU; 

AFIICAN POLITICS CAS525... II .. 3 HRS. AND 31 ACQUIRE THE COM'ETENCIES S'ECIFIEO FOR THIS DEGREE. A 

IOlITICAl etON OF GLOBAL INEQl CAS53031 5 3 HIS. STUDENT MAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COH'ETENCIES BY ALTERNATE 

COHP NET" IN CROSS CULT 'ERSPC CAS5321' •••••• 3 HIS. METMODS UPON A"ROVAl OF ADVISOR AND U'ON INClUSION IN THE 

CORPARATIVE URI. REDEVELOPMENT CAS5351 ~ 3 HRS. STUDENT·S APPROVEO STUDY 'lAN. 

CAlIIIEAN "ISTORY CAS5359' F 3 HIS. 

ANERICAN FOREIGN POLICY CAU319 3 HIS. REQUIRED COURSES--GRAOUATE lEVEL: HOURSI 

URIAN 'OL IT ICS CAS noD F 3 HIS. 

NINORITIES , URI III HKT 'ART. CAsn03 F 3 MRS. THIRO ~ORlD STUDIES CONFERENCE CAU300i! II 1-3 MRS. 

ELITES ANO ANERICAN OEMOCRACY CASIno ~ 3 HIS. 

URIAN HOUSING' lEGAL SYSTEMS CASl095 F 3 HRS. REQUIRED AREAS--CRADUATE lEVEL' 

SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRON AMO~GI 
CUlTU~Al DIHEN. GlOI~l IN EQUAL CAS52.. ~ 3 HRS. 
STUDlMTS ARE REQUI~Eo TO TAKE 1 HOURS OF ElECTIVE CO~RSE 
fLECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE lEVEl' I "OUASI 
PHil FNDTNS 3RD ~RlD SOCIETIES CAS53U..••••• 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOU~S FROH AMONG: 
COM' METH IN CROSS CULT PERS'C CAS53Z1' •• •• •• 3 !IRS. 
COURSES OR OTHER COURSES AS AP'RDVEo IY AN ADVISOR. 
IIORK. THESE ELECTIVES MAY 8E TAKEN FROH THE FOllO~I~ 
GR RSCH SEMI INTERCUlT STDS CASnoo f 5 3 !IRS. 
GRADUATE ~EAOINGS IN ••• CAS9900 F ~ 5 1-6 !IRS. 
AFRO-AIIERICAN MUSIC CAU060 F 2-3 HRS. GRADUATE PROJECT IN • CAS9960 F ~ 5 1-6 HRS. 
ART OF AFRO-AIIE~ICANS CAUolo F 2-3 HIS. 
'RINITIVE ART CAUOIo SO 2-3 !IRS. SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 

ART OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC CAS50li so 2-3 HIS. 
 RESEARCH AFRICAN-AMER HISTORY CAUOoZ F 3 HRS. 
ASIAN HISTORY CAU320 3 HRS. AFRICAN HISTORY CAUolo ~ 3 HRS. 
CMINESE "IST~Y CAS5321 II 3 !IRS. 
...... ILK ~OMEN IN AHERICAN HISTORY CAS5110 F 3 HIS. 
RACE. lANG' CULTURE ~KSHOP CAS65.9 5 2 H~S. AFRICAN CIVll~lATIONS CAS5252 F 3 !IRS. 
ANERICAN URIAN HISTORY CAS1230 F ~ HRS. EDUCATION OF MIMORITIES IN US CAS5219 F 3 !IRS. 
AMERICAN HISTDRYI 1930·5 CAS1210 •••••• !IRS. CIVIL RCTS MVMT. HISTORICAL AN CAnZlO ~ 3 HIS.••SOCIAL RESURCH AND EVALUATION CASn62 F ~ 4 HRS. THIRD WORLD STUDIES CONFERENCE CAU300' II 1-3 !IRS. 
SOCIOLOGY OF POVERTY CAS1593 ~ HRS. AFRICAN HERITAGE IN LATIN AHER CAS533C F 3 HIS.•SOC 10lOGY OF SEX ROLES CAS1I21 ~ 4 !IRS. CARIIIEAN HISTORY CAS5359 f 3 HIS. 
SEMINAR ON THE ILACK ~OMAN CASl200 F 2 !IRS. RACE RElA U.S.'HIST 'ERS'ECT CA553.. 5 3 HRS. 
CHINEse HISTORY' MODERN CASillO F 3 HRS. AMERICAN NECRO SLAVERY CAS5311 F 3 HRS. 
. SELECT AT lEAST lZ HOURS FROH AMONG'Minimum total "umber of credit hours 	 THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE CAS 50 52 •••••• 3 HRS. 
THE AFRICAN NOVEL CAuon II 3 HIS.required for a Master of Arts IlACK liTERATURE I CAS5120 F 3 !IRS. 

in Intercultural Studies ILACK lITERATU~E II CAS5130 ~ 3 HRS. 

IlACK NOHEN IN LITERATURE CAS5133 FO 3 HIS.
with a major in African Cultures CHINESE ~El1610US THOUGHT CAS5400 •••••• 3 HIS. 

CRIT ANAL OF AFRICAN llTERATUII CASI1lF F ~ 3 !IRS.
is 32 hours CRIT ANAL OF IlACK AHER liT CASlllG F ~ 3 HRS~MOTElS.. 

S CAEOIT HOU~S EARNED FOR COURSES lISTED MORE THAN ONCE IN A 
 SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG.CURRICULUM NAY NOT IE USED TO SATIIFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF READINGS Il POL/AMER POL SYS CAUl.o 5 3 HRS.MOaE THAN ONE COHPETENCY. 	 'OlITICS , SOCIETY CAS5201 5 3 HIS. 
1I0RKSHOP, 'UIlIC 'OlICY ANAlYS CAS5202 F 3 !IRS. 
Il POL liFE IN AMERICAN CITIES CAS5220 •••••• 3 !IRS.F - FAll FO. FAll 000 YEARS FE· FAll EVEN YEARS ~. ~INTER SOCIAL CHANGE , 'UIlIC POLICY CAS5Z.. •••••• 3 HIS.WO - IIIHTER ODO YEARS ~E. ~INTER EVEN YEARS S. S'RING-SUMMER AFRICAN 'OlITICS CAS525. • ••••• 3 HIS.SO - S'RINe-SUNHER 000 YEARS SE. S'RING-SUHMER EVEN YEARS POLITICAL ECON OF GlOIAl INEQL CAsn03 5 3 HIS • 
.. - NOT SCHEDULEO 00 - ON OEMANO • - HUll I-COMPETENCY COURSE COM' METH IN CROSS CULT PERSPC CAS5321' •• •• •• 3 illS.· 
COMPARATIVE U~I. REDEVELOPMENT CAUI51 II 3 !IRS. 
AMERICAN FOREIGN 'OlICY CASU19 5 3 HRS. 
URIAN pouncs CASnoo f 3 HRS. 
NINORITIES , URI l~ MKT 'ART. ·CAsno3 F 3 HRS. 
EL ITES AND AMER ICAN DEMOCKACY CAS7no II 3 HIS. 
URIAH MOUSING , lEGAL SYSTEMS CASIo" F 3 HIS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--G~AOUATE lEVEL' I MCURSI 
STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO TAKE 1 HOURS OF ELECTIVE COURSE 
IIURK. THESE ELECTIVES NAY Ie TAREN FROM THE FOllOlIlNG 
CDURSES ~ OTHER C~SES AS AP'ROVED IY AN ADVISOR. 
WOMEN IN AF~ICAN CULTURES CAU2!! ~ 3 !IRS. 
THIRD ~lO STUDIES CONFERENCE CAsnool ~ 1-3 HRS • 
..llMS HOlERN1TN IN DEVl' CTRY CAunl S 3 HRS. 
lA~ , SOCIAL JUSTICE CASS,.5 F II 3 \ HIS. 
1'000. CUL TURE ANO HUNGEA CAS5351 ••• ••• 3 HAS. 
CARIIIEAN CULTURES CAS5362 •••••• 3 HRS. 
ECOIIOMIC ANT!lROPOlOGY CAS53.1 •••••• 3 HIS. 
URIANIIATION IN DVlPNG ~ORlD CAS1832 •••••• 3 HIS. 
ANTHR'lGY OF POLITICAL INSTITN CAS1833 •••••• 3 HRS. 
ETHNICITY. CULTURE' POLITICS CASI114 F 3 !IRS. 
ANTMRO OF lAlI,POLICE , SOCIETY CASll15 ~ • HIS. 
CULTURAL ANTH' SPECIAL TO'ICS CAU.oa. F 3 HIS. 
CULTURAl GEOGRA'HY CASlllC 5 3 HIlS. 
AFRO-AMERICAN NUSIC CAU060 F 2-3 MRS. 
ART OF AF~o-AHERICANS CAS501o F 2-3 HIS. 
'RIMITIVE ART CAS5oao SO 2-3 HIS. 
ART OF THE SOUTH 'ACIFIC CAnoel so 2-3 !IRS. 
ASIAN HIST~Y CAnuo 3 HIS....... 
CHINESE HISTORY CAUUl II 3 !IRS. 
RRCE. LANG , CULTURE _KSNOP CAS65.9 s 2 HAS. 
ANERICAN URIAN MISTORY CAS72Jo F II • !IRS. 
1 
4 HIlS. 
~ HIlS. 
~ HaS. 
~ HRS. 
2 HRS. 
3 HIlS. 
ANERltAN HISTORY: 1930'S CU7Z70 U .. U 
SOCIAL RESEARC~ AND EVALUATION tAS7562 F II 
SOCIOLOGY OF POVERTY CA57593 II 
SOCIOLo&Y OF SEX ROLES CAUIlI II 
SENINAR ON THE ILACK IIONAN CASl200 F 
tHINESE HISTORY: MOO ERN tASlno F 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Intercultural Studies 

with a major in African Cultures 

is 32 hours 

NOTEI SI' 
CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES liSTED MORE ThAN ONCE IN A 
CURRICULUM NAY NOT IE USED TO SATISFY THE REOUI'EMENTS OF 
MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY. 
F • FALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVE~ YEARS II. IIINTER 
110 • IIINTER DOD YEARS ~E. ~INTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMMER 
so • SPRING-SUNMER DOD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED 00· ON DEMAND •• MUlTI-CO~PETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM' INTERCULTURAL STUDIES 
MAJOR: AFRICAN CULTURES 
OPTION' HISTORICAL STUDIES 
lEVEL ' MASTER OF ARTS 
AONISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: 11 HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCAl'UREATE DE5REE FROM 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF hiGHER EDUCATIONI AND 21 IE IN 
GOOD STANDING AT THE UST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FCR AORISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGR~E RlOUIRENINTS' 
A STUDENT MUST, II ACQUIRE A MINIMUN CF 32 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS I 21 EARN A MINIMUM OF 24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOU_S AT GSUI 
AND 31 ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FCR THIS DEGREE. A 
STUDENT NAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT CF COMPETENCIES IY AlTERNATI 
METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADviSOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE 
STUDENT·S APPRovED STUDY PLAN. 
REOUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE lEvEL, 
THIRD 1I0RlD STUDIES CONFERENCE 
REOUIREO AREAS--GRADUATE lEvEL: 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMCNG: 
EOue , OEVlPMT IN THIRD IIORlD 
THIRD NORlD IN PERSPECTivE 
SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOURS FRON ANDNG: 
COMP METH IN CROSS CULT PERSPC 
GR RSCH SEN. INTERCUlT STDS 
GRADUATE READINGS IN ••• 
GRADUATE PROJECT IN • 
SELECT AT lEAST 12 HCURS FROM ANONG: 
RESEARCH AFRICAN-AME_ HISTORY 
AFRICAN' HISTORY 
IlR IIOMEN IN ANERICAN HISTORY 
AFRICAN CiviliZATIONS 
EDUCATION OF MlMORITIES IN US 
CIVIL ACTS NVMT, HISTORICAL AN 
THIRD MORlD STUDIES COMFERENCE 
AFRICAN HERITAGE IN lATIN AMER 
CARlllEAN HISTORY 
RACE RElA U.S.'HIST PERSPECT 
ARERICAN NEGRO SLAVERY 
SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOURS FRON ANONG' 
THE HARLEN RENAISSANCE ' 
THE AFRICAN NOVEL 
ILACR liTERATURE I 
IlAca liTERATURE II 
.lACa VONEN IN liTERATURE 
CHINESE RELIGIOUS THOUGHT 
CRIT ANAL OF AFRICAN llTERATUR 
CAll AMAL OF IUCR AMER lIT 
SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOURS FRON AMONG' 
READINGS Il POL/AMER POL SYS 
POLITICS' SOCIETY 
IIORRSHOP. PUlllC POLICY ANAlYS 
IL POL LIFE IN ANERICAN CITIES 
SOCIAL CHANGE , PUILIC POLICY 
AFRICAN POLITICS 
POLITICAL ECON OF GlO.Al INEQl 
CONP RETH IN CROSS CULT PERSPC 
COMPARATIVE URI. REDEvELOPNE.T 
ANERlCAN FOREIGN POLICY 
UR.... POLITICS 
NlNORITIES , URI llA MRT PART. 
HOURS I 
CAU30DI II 
I 24 MOURSI 
CASSl95 II 
CAS53DZ F 
CAS53271 •• •• •• 

CAsnDO F S 

CAS99DO FilS 

CAS9960 FilS 

CAU002 F 
CAS5010 ~ 
CA5517D F 
CAS5252 F 
CAS5Z79 F 
CAS5210 II 
tA553001 II 
CAnnc F 
tAS5H9 F 
tA55361 S 
CAS5nl F 
CAS505Z •• , •••• 
tAn053 " 
CU5UO F 
CA55130 II 
CA55133 FO 
CAS'~OO •••••• 
CASUIF F II 
CA$"IHG F tI 
CA55160 S 
CA55Z01 S 
CAS5202 F 
CAS'220 •••••• 
CAS52~1 •••••• 
CAS'254 •• II •• 
CAS530J S 
CAS53271 •••••• 
tASS357 II 
CAS5379 S 
tAsnoo F 
CAU703 F 
1-3 MRS. 
3 
3 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HItS. 
3 HAS. 
3 HAS. 
3 HRS. 
3 HAS. 
3 HItS. 
3 HIlS. 
1-3 HIlS. 
3 HIlS. 
3 HIlS. 
3 HItS. 
3 HAS. 
3 HIlS. 
3 HIlS. 
3 HAS. 
3 HItS. 
3 HItS. 
1 HIlS. 
1 HAS. 
3 HItS. 
3 MRS. 
3 HRS. 
3 HIlS. 
1 HAS. 
3 HAS. 
3 MRS. 
3 HItS. 
3 HAS. 
3 HRS. 
3 MRS. 
3 HAS. 
3 HIlS. 
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ELITES AND ARER ICAN DEMOCRACY 
URIAN HOUSI II5 , LEGAL SYSTENS 
U 51110 
liAS.on F 
II J 
J 
..5. 
"5. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRAOUATE LEYEl, ': HQUIISI 
\ STUDENTS ARE REOUIREO TO TARE , HOUR S OF ELECTIVE COURSE 
tlORR. THESE ELECTIVES MAY IE TAKEN FR~ THE FOLLOWING 
COURSES OR OTHER COURSES AS APPROVED IY AN ADviSOR. 
IIONE. IN AFRICAN CULTURES CA55255 II 3 HIlS. 
THIRD ItORlO STUDIES CONFERENcE · 
PRILMS NOOERNZTN IN OEVLP CTRY 
CAS53001 
CAS5331 
II 
S 
1-] 
3 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
LAII , SOCIAL JUSTICE 
FOOD, CULTURE ...0 HUNGER 
CARI.IEAN CULTURES 
ECONOMIC ANTHAOPOLOGY 
URIANIZATION IN DVlPN' IIORlO 
ANTHRPl'Y OF POLITICAL INSTITN 
ETHNICITY. CULTURE' POLITICS 
CAS5U5 
CA55351 
CAS5J62 
CA55367 
CASlin 
CASU33 
CASIl7~ 
F
..
..
..
..
.. 
F 
II
..
..
..
..
.. 
•• 
.. 
••
••II 
3 
] 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
HIlS. 
HIlS•
" 5.HIl S. 
HIlS.
"5.HIlS. 
ANTHItO OF LAII'POLICE , 
CUlTURAL ANTH' SPECIAL 
SOCIETY 
TOPICS 
CASI175 
CASI400 F 
II 4 
3 
HIlS. 
HA S. 
CULTURAL 'EO&RA,"Y CASIlIC S 3 HIlS. 
AFRo-ANERICAN NUSIC CAS5060 F Z-3 HIlS. 
ART OF AFRO-AMERICANS CA55070 F 2-3 HIlS. 
PR IMlllvE ART CASSOIO SO 2-3 HIlS. 
ART OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC CAS5011 so 2-3 HAS. ASIAN HISTORY CAS5JZO •• 1 HAS. 
CHINESE HISTORY CAS5Ul II 3 HItS. 
ANERICAN URIAN HISTORY CAS7230 F II 4 HIlS. 
AMERICAN HISTORY' 1930'S CASl270 4 HRS. 
.... 

...... 

SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EvALUATION CAS7562 4 HIlS.F " SOCIOLOGY OF POVERTY CA57593 ~ HIlS. 
SOCIOLOGY OF SEX ROLES CAnlll " II 4 HIlS. CHINESE HISTORY. NODERN CASillO F 3 HIlS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Intercultural Studies 

with a major in African Cultures 

is 32 hours 

NOTEISI. 
1 CREDIT HaURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED . NORE THAN ONCE IN A 
CUllRICUlUN MAY NOT IE USED TO snuFY THE REOUIRENENTS OF 
NORE THAN ONE CONPETENCY. 
F • FALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EvEN YEARS II. IIINTER 
110 - IIINTER ODD yEARS liE. IIINTER EvEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMNER 
so • SPRING-SUIIIIER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUNNER EYEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED 00· ON DENAND •• NULTI-COMPETENCY COUIISE 
Hispanic Cultures Major The undergraduate major in 
Hispanic Cultures studies the historical, humanistic and 
socio-political problems of structures, institutions and pro­
cesses as they affect Latinos and Blacks in American central 
cities. Study is focused on understanding historical and con­
temporary factors that combine to give a profile of LatiD 
America and the Latino in the United States. 
Students are trained in intercultural relations and sensitized 
to the needs of the Latino communities in the urban areas. 
An integrated interdisciplinary core of courses team-taught 
by humanists, social scientists and area specialists are re­
quired to broaden the comparative perspe<;tive of students 
as well as to sensitize them to problems of cross cultural in­
teraction . 
The master's degree examines the socio-political, historical 
and humanistic developments of Hispanics, Blacks and 
Asians in American central cities and developmental areas. 
Within a conceptual/interdisciplinary framework, the stu­
dent declares an option in Socio-political, Historical or 
Humanistic Studies as in the African Cultures major. 
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....AlII I.TEflCULTUIIAL STUOIES ASIAII HISTOn tA55JZO ...... 1 "5. 
MAJORI HISPANIC CULTUIES CHINESE HISTORY CAUUl W 3 IIIIS. 
LEVEll MCHELOR OF AlTS AIlElICAN U.IAN HISTOR' CASTUO F W H'S. 
AIIE'ICAN HISTOR'" 1930'S CASlllO "5..... •• 
•
•SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CAST56Z F W "5.ADII!S~~::'~~F~;~!I~~'HAYE ACQUIRED AN ASSotlATES OEG'EE OR AT SOCIOLOty OF 'OVERTY CAsnn W • "5,•LEAST 60 SEIIESTE. HOURS OF CIEOIT IIITH AN OWE.ALL ·C· DR .ETTEI SOCIOLOG' OF SEX IDLES CASlIZl W l1li5.•GPA FIOII AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HI$MER EDUCATIONa ZI IE CHINESE HISTORY: IIOOERN CASU10 F 3 l1li5. 
IN &GOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHGOL ATTENOED. STUDENTS NOT 
IIEETIIII ADIlISSION C'ITE.IA !lA' PETITION fOl AOIlISSION THROUGH 
TME OFFICE OF ADIlISSIONS. TRANSFER CREOIT--LOWER DIVISION' I 60 HOURS I 
DllaEE REQUIREIIENTS. Minimum total number of credit hours 
A STUlEIIl IIUST. 11 ACQUI.E A "INIIIUII Of 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
IIItICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS IIUST IE AT THE UPPER. DIVISION LEVEL I3t required for a Bachelor of Arts 

MOUIS .EQUIRED • Z. HOURS ELECTED'I ZI EAlN AT LEAST Z. HOURS 
 in Intercultural Studies AT .sUI 31 ACQUI'E THE COIIPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEG.EE. 

A STUDENT IIAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEIIENT OF CDII'ETENtIES I' with a major in Hispanic Cultures 
ALTER.ATE IIETHOOS UPON APP'DYAL Of AOYISOR AND UPCN INCLUSION 
IN THE STUDENT'S AP'ROVED STUD' PLAN. is 120 hours 
NOTEI 51 : 
I CREDII HOURS EIRNED FOR COURSES LISTED IIO.E THAN ONCE IN AREQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION. 3 HClURSI CUR..CULUII M' NOT IE USED TO SAlrs", THE lIEQUllI1:lIEIfTS OF 
IIO'E THAN ONE COIIPETENCY.THIRD WORLD STUDIES CONFERE~E CAssnoa W 1-3 HRS. 
UQUIUD AREAS--UPPER DIVISION' U HeURSt F • FALL FO. FALL 000 YEARS FE - FALL EVEN YEA.S W- WINTE. 
l1li - MINTER ODD 'EARS WE. MINTER EVEN YEARS 5 - S'RING-SUIIIIERSILECT AT LEAST t HOURS F.OII AIIDII&' SO • SP'ING-SUIIIIER 000 YEA'S SE. SPRING-SU~IIER EVEN 'EARSEout , OEWLPIIT IN THIRD WORLD CAUI95 II 3 1tII.S. ••• IIOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DEIIANO •• IIULTI-CO~ETENC' COURSEINTROD TO INTERCULTURAL STDYS CAS5UlI F 3 H'S. 

CULTURAL DIllEN' 5LOIAL INEQUAL tASU•• W 3 HRS. 

THIRe MORLO STUDIES CDllFERENCE CASUOOI W 1-3 l1li5. 

THIRD MDRLD IN 'ERS'ECTIVE tAS53DZ f 3 l1li5. 

faLlTICAL ECON OF 5LOIAL INEQL CASn03 5 3 l1li5. 

'MIL FNOTNS 3RD ~LD SOCIETIES CAS5JO. H'S • 
•• .. .. 3 COIIP IleTH IN C~SS CULT PERS'C CASUZU II .. .. 3 "5• 
'ROllIAll I INTE'CULTURAL STUDIES 
IIA~I HIS'ANIC CULTURESSELICT AT LEAST t HOURS FROII AIIOII&: O'TION. SOClo-POLITICAl STUDIES
'RE-tOLUilI AFRS IN NEW WORLD CAUOll W 3 HitS. LEVEL' IIASTER Of ARTSLATINOS IN U.S.A. CAS50Z0 II 3 HRS. 

MISTOR' OF PUERTO RICO I CAUUI W 3 MRS. 
 AOIlISSION INFO.IIATION.MISTO.' OF PUE.TO .ICO II CAS5Z19 3 H'S. A STUDENT NUST. 11 HAVE ACQUI.ED A IACCALAU'EATE DEGREE FROIICIVIL .5TS IIWIIT. HISTORICAL AN tAUZlO M 3 "5.
APRICAN ME.ITA5E IN LATlN A~E' CAUUC F 3 "5. 
 AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HI'HER EDUCATION; AND ZI IE IN IOOD STANDING AT THE LAST 5CHGDL ATTENOEO. STUDENTS IIOTCAllllEAN HISTO.' CAsn591 F 3 "5. IIEET1N& ADIlISSION CRITElIA !lA' 'ETITION fOl ADIlISSION THROUSHLATIN AIIE.ICAN HISTO.Y I CAU390 f 3 H.S. THE OFFICE OF ADIlISSIOIIS.LATIN AIIE.ICAN HISTOR' II CAS5J91 5 3 HIS. 
SILKT AT LEAST t HOURS F.OII AIIOIIG' IEtREE REQUIREIIENTS.PSW:HOLDII' OF LATlIIIIS CAUlll F 3 "S. A STUDENT NUST: 11 ACQUIRE A MININUIl Of 32 5RAOUATE C.EOITFOOD, CULTURE AND IlUN5I. CAssnl sa 3sa •• "'5. HOURS. 21 EARN A MINIMUM OF 2. GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSUIRaCE. LAN. , CULTURE IIIIRIlSHO' CASU•• 5 Z "5. AND 31 ACQUIRE THE COIIPETENCIES S'EClfIEO FOR THIS OEG.EE. ADYNAMICS OF THE S'ANISH LAN. CAS66lJ 5 3 
.. sa .. 
"5. STUDENT IIAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEYEIIENT OF COIIPETENCIES I' ALTERNATESPAMISH 'MONETICS , CULTURE CAStU. 3 HIS... u .. IIfTHOOS UPON APPIOVAL OF AOVISOIt AND UPON INCLUSION IN THESPANISH LANtUA5E , CULTURE CAS6615 3 HRS. STUDENT'S A"'OVEO STUD' 'LAN.SPANISH LANlUA.E , LITERATU'E tA56Ut 3 HIS • .. .. .. 
CUI. TURAL 'EOtRAP", CAsnlC 5 3 "5. 'EQUIREO COURSES--GlAOUATE LEYEL: I HW.St
'SW:HOLDII' OF COLONIZATION tAUllE 5 3 "5. 
10110 TO INTERCIA. TURAL COMUN. HLD6Z10 F 3 HIS. TIII.O WORLD STUDIES CONFERENCE CAS5300 W 1-3 MRS. 
SELKT AT LEAST 6 HOURS ROil AIIO.... REQUI.EO AlEAS--GRAOUATE LEVEL' ZJ HDURStec-. leV OF LATlIIII COIlllUNln CASIIM .. U .. 3 "5.
'OLITICS , SOCIET' CASUOl 5 3 "5. SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROII ANONGIKOII DlV IN LATIN AIIE.ICA CAUZ.3 W J HRS. THIID MOlLO IN 'ERS'ECTIVE tAsnoz F 3 "5.SOCIAL PlOlLEIlS I CAU256 M 5 3 HRS. POLITICAL ECON Of GLO'AL INEQL CAU30U 5 3 l1li5.TH... MORLO STUDIES CONFE.ENCE CAS53001 M 1-3 HRS. 

LAM' SOCIAL ~USTICE tAU3" F M 3 "5. 
 SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS F.OII AIIOIIG.AIIeIICAN FOREI.N 'OLIC' CASUl9 5 3 H.S. CONP IInH IN CROSS CULT ,EtlSPC CAS53Zl II .. .. J ..S.!lULTI~E 'RO~ IN COIIII IESEAlCH CASlS5Z1 F 3 HRS. GA .SCM SEIII INTE.CULT STOS CAsnco F 5 3
.IAN POL nics CAsnoo f 3 HRS. .... GAADUATE READINGS IN • • . CA"900 · F M 5 1-6 ..5.ILITES AND AIIE.ICAN DEIIOCRACY CASlno M 3 HRS. GRADUATE 'ROJECT IN • • • tAS9960 F W 5 1-6 l1li5. 
IILKT AT LEAST t HOUIS FlOIl AIIO.... SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS F.OII AIIO~G:CRITICAL MIT. FOR LATIIIII STONT CAUl66 U 3.. II "5. PRE-tOLUNI AF.S IN NEM MORLD CAnOli II 3 "5.IDC FOI IILI...UAL STUDENTS CASJ150 3 HRS... .. II LATINOS IN U.S.A. CAUOZO M 3 "S.
... 'IADI'" FOR IlL IN. STONTS CAS31S1 F 3 "S. IIISTO.Y OF PUERTO RICO I CAS'UI II 3 HRS.eM.CAIIO STIUG4l&.E fCAUU' 3 H'S. HISTO.' OF 'UE.TO RICO II Cas'U9 5 3 "5.1IIIGI.DII' OF THE THI.D MOlLO CASS356 5 3 "5. AFRICAN HE'ITAGE IN LATIN AllER tAS53K F 3 "5.CIAII.EAM HISTO" CASn,.1 f 3 "5. CAlIIIEAN HISTOR' tAU359 F 3Mava OF IIEIICAN 'EVOLUTION CAs,n3 II "5.3 "S. RACE.ELA U.S.'HIST PE'SPECT tAU3.. 5 3 "5.sacIAL IIOWiL CASU., F 3 "5. LATIN AME.ICAN HISTOR' I CAuno F 3 "5.paoTEST , lEV IN LATIN All LIT CAsn.. J ..S. LATIII AIIE.ICAN HISTORY II tAUJU 3 HIS • WWlNTIETIl CENT LAT.AIIEI LIT. CASS391 •••• .. 5 3 HRS. 
COIIPAI THEIlES IN LITE.ATU.E CASU.. 3 HaS..... IS SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AIIOIIG: 
..... IN LAT All LITEIATURE tAS6621 II 3 "S. CON'ARATIVE LATIN AIIE'ICAN LIT CAun• 3 "S.ca.TICAL ANAL'SIS' LAT All LIT CA56t90 F 3 l1li5. .. sa II CIlICANO 51'UGGLE CASn35 f J "5.CHICANO ~ PUERTO RICAN ST'UGGL tAUU. 5 3 "5.saltT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROII AIIONG. THEOLOG' OF THE THIID MO.LD CAsn56 S 3 HIS. 
.....EIIDINT INVESTIIATIONS CAS.900 f M 1-. "5. SOCIAL NOVEL CASn., F 3 "5.IIITIOO 10 INTI.CULTURAL STD'S CASUlll f 3 HaS. PlOTEST , lEY IN LATIN All liT CAUJ.. II sa 3 "5.CDIIP IIITIl IN CIIOSS CULT PElSPC CASnzu .... sa 3 "5. INCOIIPA. THEMES LITE.ATURE CAsn99 3•• "5.IIUl.TlILE 'ID~ III COlli RESEAlCH tAnuZi P 3 l1li5. .. .... sa..CHINESE RELIGIOUS THOUSHT CASMOO sa 3 HRS. 
MONEN IN LAT All LITERATU.E CAS66Zl .. 3 "S.ELItTIVE COURSES--UPPE. DIVISION. Z. HDURSt CRIT AMAL OP LA'IN AllER LIT CASU 11 f II S 3 "5. 
ELKT AT LEAST Z4 HOURS· flOll AIIONG THE POLLONING Cuu.SES SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOU.S FROII AMONG. 
PS'CHOLOG' Of LATINOS CAUZTI F 3 "5.DR OTHER COURSES AS A'PiOVEO I' AN AOWISOl. SOC DIG' COGNITION/LATINO CUL CAS'U9 F 3 
.. .. •• 
"5.D'NAIIICS OF THE SPANISH LANG CAS66n 5 3 ..s. 
SPANISH PHONETICS' CULTU.E CAS661. 3II .. sa "5.S'ANISH LANGUAGE' CULTURE CAS6615 3 "5.
........ ICAM !lUSIC CAS50M F Z-3 "5. 
 S'ANISH LAIIGUAGE , LITE.ATU.E CAS66" U 3 "5... ..IAT OF APlo-AIII!R"ANS tASSOlO F Z-3 "5. UI.ANIZATION IN OVLPNG 1I0RLD CASl.U .. sa •• 3PRINIII¥! AlT CASSOIO so Z-3 H.S. "5.ANTHI'LGY OF POLITICAL INSTITN CASlin .. as •• 3 "S.M' OF WIlE sauTH PAtIFIC CASHll so Z-3 "5. ETHNICITY. CULTURE' POLITICS CASU1. F 3 "S. 
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AlfTIIIO ,. LA.uPOLlCE C soc I ElY CASIUS II IIIIS• • SELltT AT LEAST I IIIMlS FIOII AIIIIIIG' CULTURAL ANTill SPECIAL TOPICS CASI"DO , " ] l1li5. PRE-COLUIII AIlS IN NEil IlOILO CASSOU II I l1li1.CULTURAL &E05IAPIIY CASlnc S I IIIIS. LATINOS IN U.S.A. tASSOlO II ] .... 
INTIO TO INTERCUlTURAL COIIIIUN. IIU6270 F ] IIIIS. IIISTORY OF PUERTO RICO I CASSUI II I .S. 
IIISTOIIY OF PUERTO RICO II CASSU' 5 I IIIIS. 
SELECT AT LEAST • HOURS FROII AIION'I APRICAN IIERITAGE IN LATIN AllER CASUK F ] IIIIS.
POL IT Its C SOCIETY tASSZOI S ] 1111$. CAIIIIIEAN IIISTORY CAssn. F I IIIIS. 
IIORKStIII'1 PU8L1C POLICY ANAl YS CASUOZ , ] IIRS. RACE IIELA U.S.IIIIST PERSPF;FT CAU]6I S I IIIIS. 
ECON OEV IN LATIN AllER ItA CAUZ., II ] tillS. LATIN ANEIlICAN IIISTOIIY I CASS]90 F ] IIIIS. 
SOtlAL tIlAN'E , PUILIC POLICY CASSZ6I ] IIIIS. LATIN ANEIIICAN IIISTOIIY II CAUJ'l1 I l1li5....... 
SOCIAL PROILEIIS I CASSZ" II S ] IIRS. 

SOCIAL PROILEIIS II CAUZ" ] IIIIS. SELECT AT LEAST IZ MDUIIS FIIOII ANCIIG •
...... 
POLITltAL 1t0N OF GLOIAL INEQL CASuon S I IIIIS. CONPARATIVE LATIN AIIERICAN LIT CAS']]~ •••••• I "S.ANEIIICAN FOIEI'N POLICY CAun. S ] IIIIS. CII ICANO STRUG&L E CASS"S F ] .S. 
URIAII 'OLIT Its CAsnoo F ] IIIIS. CIIICANO , PUERTO RICAN STRU"L CASS"•• s ] "S.IlINORITIES , URI LII IIKT 'ART. CAsnOl F ] HIlS. TII!OLO&Y OF TilE TIIIRO IIORLD CASSI" S ] "S.EliTES AND AIIERICAN DEIIOCRACY CASliN II ] IIIIS. SOCIAL NO"EL CAst,.S F I "S.URIAN LAND ECONOMICS CASlln II J IIIIS. PROTEST' REV IN LATIN All LIT CASU" I.... .. "S.ADIIIN , 011'1 LATINO I CASllll F ] l1li5. C.,.... THEIlES IN LITERATURE CASU.. ...... I "S.
...... "S.ADMINISlIATION ORG' LATINO II CASIlU II ] l1li5. CIIINESE RELI'IOUS THOUGHT CAS~OO ] IIOMEN IN LAT All LITERATURE CA166Zl II 3 "S.ELltTIVE COURSES--GlADUATE .LEVEL. I HCURSI CIIIT ANAL 01' LATIN ANER LIT CASllIl F II S ] "S. 
STUDENTS ARE IIEQUIIIEO TO TAKE I HCURS OF ELECT lYE COURSE SElECT AT LEAST ] ItOUIIS 'ROil MONG. 
PSYCIIOLKY 1)F LAT INOS CAstZn F I "S.IIORK. TIIESE ELECTI"ES RAY IE TAKEN FRON T"E FOLLOIIING SOC OIG , CO'NITION/LATINO CUL CASnn F ] "5.GYNANICS OF TilE SPANI SII LA"' CASMn 5 I IIIIS. 
COURSES OR OTHER COUIISES AS APPROVED IY AN ADVISOR. SPANISII PIIONETICS , CULTURE CASMl" .. ] "S.........SPANISII LAll&UA'E , CULTUR E CAS6615 .. I illS. 
AP~AIIERICAN ~SIC CAS'060 F Z-] 11115. SPANISII LAN&UA'E , LITERATURE CAS66" .. .... , IIIIS. 
ART OF AFllo-AIIElllCANS CASSGlO F Z-] l1li5. URIANIIATION IN OVL'II' MORLO CASlnz .. .... I 
PRINITIVE ART 	 CASSOIO so Z-3 "5. ANTIIII'L'Y OF POLITICAL INSTITN CASl.n .. .... I "5"S.• AliT OF TilE SOUTII 'ACIFIC CASSOII SO "5. ETHNICITY, CULTURE' POLITICS CASIU~ F I "S.Z-JASIAN HISTOIIY 	 CAssno .. ..... 3 "5• ANTIIIIO OF LAII"OLICE , SOCIETY CASiUS II "S.CHINESE IIISTORY 	 CASS]Zl II 3 IIRS. CULTURAL ANTill SPECIAL TO'ICS CASMOO F ," "S.MERICAN URIAN HISTORY CASlZlO F II 6 "5. CUlTURAL 'EoaRAPIIY CAS.lIC , .S. MElICAN IIISTOIlY. 1.30·S CASlZlO ~ l1li5. INTRO TO INTERCULTURAL COIIIIUN. HL06270 F...... 	 , "5.SOCIAL RESEARCII AND EVALUATION CASl"Z F II ~ IIRS. 
SOCIOLoay OF POVEIITY CAn,,, II ~ HilS. SElECT AT LEAST ] NOURS FRON ANONG. 

SOCIOLO&Y OF SEll ROlES CAnlU II 6 ..S. I'OllTlts , SOCIETY CAS!lZOI S "S.
CHINEII HISTOIIY. IIOOERN CASIno F 	 IIOIKSIIOI" PUiLlC POLICY ANALYS CAS'ZOZ F IIIIS.
, "S. ECON DEV IN LATIN AIIERICA CASSZU II "S.SOCIAL CHAIIGE , PUILIC POLICY CASSZ"I ......Minimum total numbe·r of credit hours 	 "S.SOCIAL PROILENS I CASSZ" II S "5.
required for a Master oiArts 	 SOCIAL PROILEIIS II CASSZ!ll ...... IIIIS. f'OLlTlCAL ECON OF "-OIAL INEQL CAU]O] S IIIIS.in Intercultural Studies 	 AIIERICAN FOIIEIGN 'OlICY CAssn. 5 .... 
URIAN POL ITICS 	 CAsnDO F IIIIS.with a major in Hispanic Cultures 	 IlINOIlITIES , URI LIR IIKT 'aliT. CAS no] f "5.ELITES AND AIIEIlICAN OEIIOCIIACY CASliN IIis 32 hours URIAN LAND ECONOIIICS CASllll II "S."S.· AOIIIN , 011" LATINO I CASIIll f IIIIS. 
NOTEI 51. 	 ADRINISIIIATION OR" LATINO II CASlin II "S.
• 	 CREDIT HOURS EARNEO POll COUIISU LISTED IIOIIE TNN ONCE IN A 

CUIIIIICULUII NAY NOT IE USED TO SATIS'Y THE REQUIREIIENTS OF R.ECTIVE COUltSES--GlAOUATE LEVEL' , MDUII5I 

IIOIIE TItAN ONE CONPETENCY. 
STUDENTS AIlE IIEQUIIIEO TO TAKE , HOURS OF ELECTIVE COUItH 
F • fALL FO. f.LL 000 YEaaS FE. FALL EVE~ YEAIIS II. IIINTE. 1101111. TIIESE ELECTIVES RAY IE TAKEN fIIOII TIlE FOllOllI'" 

110 • IIIIITEII GOO YEAIIS liE. IIIIITE. EVEN 'EAIIS · S. SPRING-SURIIIII 

so • SPIII.....S.....E. 000 YEARS SE. SPIII.-SU....EII EVEN YEAIIS COURSES 011 OTHEII tOURSES AS APPIIOVEO IY AN ADVISGR. 
... IIOT SCHEOULEO 00. ON OEIIANO •• RUlTl-CO.ETINCY COIIIISE 
A'RO-AIIERICAN RUSIC CAS!I060 f Z-I "S. 
ART OF Af~AIIEIIICANS tAStolO F Z-J "S. 
PRIIiITIVE MT CASSOIO so Z-' "S. 
AliT Of THE SOUTII PACI'IC CASSO.I so I-I .S. 
ASIAN HIS1'OIIY tASSUO I "S... .. .. 
tHINESE IIISTOIIY tAS!JJZI II J IIIIS. 
AIIEIIICAN UIIIAN HISTO.' tASlUO F II 6 "S. 
AREIIICAN HISTOIIYI I.JO'S CASlno 6 IIIIS..... .. 
SOCIAL IlESEAIICH AND EVALUATION tASlI62 F II 6 IIIIS.
"oaRAIII INTERCULTUIIAL STUDIES 
IIA~I IIISPANIC CULTUIIES SOCIOLOGY OF POVEIIT' tASl'" II "S. 
..TlO.1I _ANISTIC STUDIES SOCIOLOGY OF SEX IIOLIS CASlIZI II " ,6 IIIIS. LEVEL' MSTER OF allIS tHINESE HISTOIIY' IIIIOEIIII CASU 10 F IIIIS. 
AOIIISSION INFOIIllAtlONI Minimum total number of credit hoursA STUDENT RUSTI II ItAVE ACQUIIIEO A IACCALAUREATE DECAEE FIOII 

AN ACtaEOITED INSTITUTION 0' 111'"111 EoutATIONI A.. 21 IE IN required for a Master of Arts 

4iOOD STANDIN' AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS IIOT 

IIEETI", A..ISSION talTERIA RA' 'ETITION 'OR AONISSION THROUGH 
 in Intercultural Studies 
THE OFFICE OF AOIIISSIONS. with a major in Hispanic Cultures 
is 32 hours 
OlekEE IIEQUIIIENEIiTSI

A STUDENT ~STI 11 ACQUIRE A IIINIIIIIIII 0' 'Z IIIIADUAlE Caton , ••All po. FALL 000 YlAIIS FE. FAll EftN YEAIIS II. IIINT" 

NDUIIS, ZI EAIIN A IIINIIIUN OF Z~ '"ADUATI C.EOIT HCUIIS AT 'SU, 110 • IIINTER 000 YEAIIS liE. IIINTEII EYEII YEAIIS S. SPlIMl-SUNIIIa 

AND " ACQUIRE TIlE CONPETEIltIES sPECI'IED FOR THIS DKIIEE. A SO • SPIIING-SUIIIIEII 000 YEARS SE. SPRIIiG-SUMER EVEII YIAIIS 

STUDIIIT IIA' SUiSTITUTE ACIIIEVERENT OF COIIPETEIltIES IY ALTERNATI ••• NOT SCHEOULEO 00. ON OIIlAND •• IIIILTI-CONPETENC' COUISI 
IIETHOOS UPON APPROVAL OF AOVISOII aND UPON INCLUSION IN THI 

STUDENT'S AP'1I0VED STUDY PLAN. 

REQUIIIED COUltSES--liltADUATE LEVEL' HCUIISI 
THI.O IIOIILO STUDIES CONFEIIINCE CASSIDO II I-I ..S. 
REQUIRED AIIEAS--&RAOUATE LEVELl I Z6 HOIlll51 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOUltS FIIOII ARONG. 
,. 
--: SI'I? c • 
" 
CULTYllAL OIIiENI SLOIAL INEOUAL CAsta.... II J IIIIS. 

PHIL ' ..TIIS JRO waLO SOCIETIES CAS!J'06 3 IIIIS.
.... .. 
SElECT AT LUST 2 HOUltS fllOlI AIION,I 
CQIIP IIITII IN CIIOSS CULT PEIISPC CAss,n .. .. .. J IIIIS. 
l1li IIstll SEIII INTERCULT STOS CASIlDO F S J IIIIS. 

CAAOUAT. IIEAOI",S IN • • • tAS"DO f II S 1-6 ..S. 

IIIIADUATE "OJECT III • • • CAS"60 f II S 1-6 HIlS. 
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..ala'"' INTEIICULTURAl STUDIES 
IlAJOIII HISPANIC CULTUIIU 

...UON. HISTORICAL STUDIES 

lE'El' ~STEII OF AIITS 

&OMISSlOII INFOR"ATlON' 
A $lUGEHT MUST. 11 NA'E ACQUIIIED A IACCAlAUREATE DEIREE FIION 
AN AC ca(D ITED INSTITUTION OF HI&HEII EDUCATIONI A~ II IE IN 
COOO ~TANDING AT THE lAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
NEETI~ AONISSIOII CIIITEIIIA NAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUCH 
THE OFFICE OF IDNISSIDNS. 
DesaEE IIEQUIRENENTS'
A STUDENT IlUST. 11 ACQU IIIE A NIN111UN OF 31' 'RAOUUE CREDIT 
HOURS; II EARN. NINIMUM OF 24 'RAOUATE CIIEDIT HC~.S AT GSUI 
AND 3 1 AtQUIIIE THE COMPETENCIES S.ECIFIEO FOil THIS DE'REE. A 
STUDENT NAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEVENENT OF COM.ETENCIES IY AlTE.NATE 
~THOOS UPON A••ROVAl OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE 
STUDENT-S A"RO'ED STUDV 'lAN. ' 
REQUIRED COURSES--aRADUATE LEVEL. 1 HoURSI 
THI.D WORLD STUDIES CDNfE.ENCE CASUOO W 1-3 HIlS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--&RADUATE lEVEL' I I. HOURS I 
SELEC T U LEAST , HOURS FIION AIIO"" 
lDUC , DEVl.NT IN THIIID VOIIlD CAUl.' ~ 3 HRS.,THIIID IIOIIlD IN 'EIIS.ECTIVE CASUDI F HRS. 
SllECT AT lEAST I HOURS FIION ANON" 
CON' NETH III CIIOSS CULT 'EIIS.C CAS"ll •••••• "5. 
GIl IIStH SEN' INTERCUlT 5105 CAS"OO F 5 tIIS. 
GRADUATE .UOINGS III ••• CA5'l1l0D FilS HRS. 
GRADUATE .RoJECT IN ••• CA5'l'60 FilS HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST IZ HOUIIS F.oN ANollli' 
'RE-tOLUNI AF.S III NEW MORlD CAnon v ] HIlS.,LATINOS IN U.S.A. CAUOID ~ HRS.,HISTORY OF .UEIITD RICO I CAUZII ~ HRS.,HISTORY OF PUEIITD RICO II CAUZI. 5 HRS.,AFRICAN HERITAGE IN lATIN AllER CAn'K F HRS. 
tARllieAN HISTORY CAun. F , HIlS. 
RACE IIElA U.S.'HIST .eIlS.ECT CAUJ61 5 3 HRS. 
lATIN AIIEIIICAN HISTORY I CAS539D F HRS.,,lATIN ANEIIICAN HISTOIIV II CAU"1 5 HRS. 
SllECT AT lEA~T , HOURS fRON ANON'" ,CON'ARATIVE lATI. ANERICAN liT CAS5"4 •••••• HRS. 
CHICANO STRUIi'lE CAS"" F HRS. 
CHICANO , 'UERTO RICAN STRU&&l CAS"'. 5 ,
,
, 
"5.THEOLOGY OF THE THIIID IIDRlD CASS3,. 5 HIlS. 
SOCIAL HOVEL CAS5'.' F HilS., 
,.OTEST , REV IN lATIN AN liT CAS5'...••••• , HIlS. 
CGNPAR THENES IN liTERATURE CAS".." •••• 1 HIlS. 
. CHINESE RELI'IOUS THOUliHT CAS'40D •••••• , HIlS. 
MONEN IN lAT AN lITE.ATURE CAS••II ~ HIlS., 
CRIT ...l OF LITIN A"ER lIT CASlllI F ~ I 3 HilS. 
SELECT U lEAST' HOURS FRON A1I06. 
PSVC HDLDliY Of lUllIOS CAuzn F , HIlS. 
soc IIR& , CO&NITION/lATINO CUL CAun. F , HIlS. 
DYNANIC 5 OF THE SPAIIISH lAN& CAU", S HRS., 
SPINISH 'HONETICS , CULTURE CAS6614 .. .... , HIlS. 
SPANISH L,",UA&E , CULTURE .... , HRS.CAS.." ..SPANIIII l,",UAGE , l ITERAlURE CAS6676 .. .... ,
, HRS.
....URIANllATION III DVl."G IIDlIlD CASlUZ .. HRS. 
ANTHR'L'Y Of 'olITICAL INSTITII CASlI" .. 3 HRS..... 
ETHNICITY_ CULTURE' POLITICS CAS.U4 F , HRS. 
ANTHRO OF LAVI'DlICE , SOCIETV CASln, v 4, "5.CULTURAL ANTHI SPECIAL TO.ICS CASl400 F ..S. 
CULTURAL 'IOIRA'HY CASlllC s HIlS., 
IIITIIO '0 INTEIICUlTUIIAl CORNUH. HlD6Zl0 F , HIlS. 
SELECT U lEAST , HOURS 'RON AIIOII&. 
'OLITICS , SOCIETY CAS5ID. 5 , "5.II\IU.SHO.' PVILIC POLICY ANAlYl CAUZDI F 3 "5.ECON DE' III LATIII ANERICA CASHU ~ , HIlS. 
SOCIAL CH,",E , 'UilIC .0l1CY CASSIn .. .... , HRS • 
SOCIAL .RoILENS I CASSZM .. S , HRS.,SOCIAL "DlLENS II CAS52ST I ..... HIlS. 
POLITICAL ECON OF GLOIAL INHL CASS'D' S HIlS., 
AMERICAII fOREIGII POLICY CAS5J19 5 , HRS. 
URIAII 'OLITICS cAinoo F , "5.NIIIOII I'IIS , URI llR NKT 'ANT. CASnDJ F ,J "5.EL n u AND AMERICAN DeMOCIIACV CAUllO .. HilS. 
URIAN LAND ECONONICS CAS.Ill v , HIlS. 
ADNIII , DIIG. lATINO I CASlllZ F 3 HilS. 
ADIIII.lSlIIATION IIRG' LATlIIO II CASIIl] v , HRS. 
ELEt'IVe COURSES--GIIADUATE lE'El. 5 HOUItSl 
, STUDE"'S AIlE REQUIRED TO TAIlE , HOURS OF elECTIVE COURSE 
IIORII. THESE ELECTIVES NAY IE TAKfll FROM ,HE FDLl~leM; 
CGURSES OR OTHER COURSES AS A"ROVED IV All AD'ISOII. 
AFlIo-ANElIlCAII NUSIC .CAUD6D F Z-3 HIlS. 
ART OF AFRo-INElIlCANS CASSDlD F Z-3 HIlS.
.RIIIITIVE AlIT CASSOIO SO Z-3 "5.AlIT OF THE SOUTH PICIFIC CAS50I. SO HRS. 
ASIAII HISTORY CASSIIO ...... Z-', "5.CHIIIUE HI STORY CASSJZI V , HRS. 
AIIEIIICAN UIII... HISTOIIY CASlUO F W "5.
" 
CUU10 II .... 4 HIlS. 
SOCIAL RtSIlltCH A .. l'AlUAlION "$1562 F' " 4 HIlS. 
soc IOLOII'I' lIP I'O'ER" CAU5" 
ARERIC.. HISlOR'. 1.JO·S 
W 4 HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY OF SE. ROLES CA57121 W 4 HIlS. 
CHINESE HISTORV. IIODEIlH CASIno F 3 HIlS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Intercultural Studies , 

with a major in Hispanic Cultures 

is 32 hours 

F • FALL FU. FAll 000 YEARS FE. FAll EVEN YEAIIS ~. WINTEII 
110 • IIIN1ER ODD VEAIIS ~E. ~INTER EVEN YEARS S. S'IIING-SU""ER 
so • S'RING-SURHER ODD YEARS SE. S'RING-SUNNEIl EVE" YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DEIIAND ,. NUlTI-CDMPITENCY 'OURSE 
Language and 
Literature Program 
Majors: 
English Education (B.A. & M.A.) 
Literature (B.A. & M.A.) 
Language (B.A. & M.A.) 
In this program students and faculty are engaged in the pro· 
cess of studying language and literature from a variety of 
perspectives, and examining the phenomena of language in 
all of its uses, ranging from empirical fact to the creation of 
works of the imagination. The intent of the program is to 
graduate students with a core of the knowledge and com­
petencies of the traditional English major, enriched by a 
focus on interdisciplinary studies. 
English Education Major Governors State University offers, 
through its English Education curricula, degrees which lean 
to certification in Secondary English. This major prepares 
teachers to meet the requirements of both the State of il­
linois and the City of Chicago. The English Education major 
is built upon the literature curricula, with the professional 
courses added. The~e are some variations in requirements 
to allow for certification and Chicago Public School re­
quirements. Students may become certified to teach English 
in the Secondary Schools by completing the requirements of 
the B.A. major in English Education. Students who enroll in 
the M.A. major, and who are not certified for teaching 
English at the time of their enrollment, must, if they desire 
certification, complete additional courses - courses which 
they normally would have completed had they been 
graduated in the B.A. Language and Literature Program, ' 
English Education major. 
'IID1iRANI UNGUA&E AND l ITEttATUIIE 
NAJORo ENGLISH EDUCATlCN 
lEVEll BACHELOR OF ARTS 
AONISSIDN INFURIIATIDN' 
A STUDENT NUST. II HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE DR AT 
lEAST .0 SEIIESTER HOURS WITH AN OVERAll ·C· OR IETTEII 'PI FRON 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION. II IE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE lAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDEIITS SHOULD HAVE 
ACQUIIlED CREDIT IN IASIC COURSES IN ENGLISH. THE HUIIANITIES. 
AND THE SOCIAL SCIEIICES. STUDENTS NOT NEETING AONISSIDN CIII­
lElIlA NAY .ITITIOII fOR ADRISSloN THROUGH THI OFFICE OF 
AON ISSIONS. 
DEQREE IIEQUIREIIINTS, 
A STUDENl NUST. 11 ACIUIIIE A "ININUN OF 1Z0 CIlEDIT HOUIIS OF 
VHICH AT lEAST .0 HOURS RUST Ie AT THE U.'ER DIVISION lEVEL 
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1~9 HOURS REOUIRED • II HOURS ELECTEDI. ZI EAR. AT LEAST Z~ 
CREDIT HOURS AT &SU. JI ACOUIRE THE CORPETEIICIES S'ECIFIED FOR 
'HIS DEGREE. A STUDENT RAY SUISTITUTE AtHIEVEREIIT OF 
tOR'ETENCIES IY ALTERNATE NET HODS UPON A,,.OVAL Of ADVISOR AND 
U'ON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S A"ROVEO STUDY 'L'N. 
REQUIRED toURSES--U"ER DIVISION' C ~J HOUIIS I 
SURV ENG LIT I' IEOWULF-I'TH t 
SURVEY Of ENGLISH LIT. II 
ANERltAN LITERATURE I 
ANERltAN LITERATURE II 
ILACK LITERATURE I 
ILAtK LITERATURE II 
SHAK ESPEAR E 
IIILE AS LIT IN SOCIAL CONTEXT 
WRITING 'RINCI'LES 
STUDIES IN THE ENCLISH LANG 
NETHOOS OF TEACHING ENGLISH 
LRNG 'ROt'tHILDREN , ADOLEStTS 
SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS Of EDUt 
STUDENT TEAtHING 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISIOII. 
SELEtT AT LEAST J HOURS fRON ANONCI 
ETHltS 
NORAL tHOltES IN tOMTEN' SOt 
SELEtT !.T LEAST 3 HOURS FROR ANONC' 
LANGUAGE. TEAtHING , LEARNING 
TEAtHING READING IN HIGH SCHL 
ELECTIVE toURSES--U"ER DIVISION' 
ELEtT AT LEAST 11 HOURS fRON 
tOURSES OfFERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY CEXCLUSIVE OF THOSE 
IN THIS 'ROGRA"' TO NEET THE 
LIIERAL EDUCATION AND tOLLEGI-
AL tOR'ETENCY REOUIRERENTS•• 
tASU60 F J If HItS. 
tAUl61 II J If HRS. 
tASUJO f IIIIS.J ..
..tASJJ~O II J HRS. 
tU51Z0 F J HRS. 
CAnno II 3 HRS. 
tAS6l70 II 3 HRS. 
CAS65~1 F II 3 MRS. 
CASUZO F W S J •• HRS. tAS6600 f Sf 3 MRS. 
CU65DO f 3 HRS. 
tAS6!1!10 f I-J HIlS. 
CASl540 F II HItS. 
CAS~OOO F W S !I HRS. " 
6 	 HOURS I 
tASJllJ F II J HIlS. 
CAS6!1~Z - S J HIlS. 
tAS6"60" •••• J HIlS. 
tAS6!160 S J IIIIS. 
11 HOURS I 
TRANSfER tREOIT--LOMER DIVISION' C 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Language and Literature 

with a major in English Education 

' is 120 hours 

1I0lEU" 
II THE tOURSE NUNIER WILL IE tH.NGED TO ALLOII 10TH GRADUATE 
AND URDERGRAOUATE STUDENTS TO ENROLL CtROSS-OVEal. 
•• 	ALL STUDENTS ENTERING THE LAIlGUAGE AND LITERATURE 'ROGRA" 
WILL IE TESTED FOR LEVEL Of IIRITING to"'ETENCY. THOSE STU­
DENTS IlHO TEST OUT OF THE IIRITING 'RINCI'LES COURSE NAY 
tHOOSE tAS6!110 OR ONE OF THE OTHER 1IRi1iNG tOURSES OFFERED 
TO SATISFY THIS tOR.ElINtY. 
F • fALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEII YEARS II. IIINTER 
110 • WINTER ODD 'EARS HE. IIINTER EVEN YEARS S. S'RINC-SURRER 
SO. S'RING-SUHRER 000 YEARS SE. S'RING-SUR"ER EVEN YEARS 
••• HOT StHEOULED 00. ON DERAMO I. RULTI-tO~ETENCY tDURSE 
'ROCRAR' LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
NAJOR' ENGLI SH EDUCATION 
LEVELl "ASTER OF ARTS 
ADRISSION INfORRATION' 
A STUDENT RUST, II HAVE ACOUIREO A IACtALAUREATE DEGREE FROR 
AN AttREDITEO INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EllUtATION. ZI IE IN &000 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. 31 HAVE AN UNDERGRADUATE 
NAJOR IN LITERATURE CNOTE. STUOEITS NOT REETING T~E THlaD tRI­
TERIA NAY BE AOMITTEO tOIDITIONALLV UNTIL DEFltlENtlES IN 
THEIR UNDERGRADUATE AtAOENlt 'RE'ARATION HAVE IEEN RENOVEOI. 
STUDENTS NOT NEETIIIG ADNISSION tRITERIA NAY 'ETITION FOR 
ADNISSIOM THROUCH THE OFFltE OF ADNISSIONS. 
DEcaEE REQUIRENENTS'
A STUOENT NUST. II AtGUIRE A "INIMUN OF J6 GRADUATE tREDIT 
HOURS OF WHltH AT LEAST 6 HDURS MUST BE IN GRAIlUATE ONLY 
COURSES. ZI EARN AT LEAST Z~ GRADUATE tREDIT HOURS AT GSU, JI 
AtQUIRE THE tOAPETENCIES S'EtIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE. A STUDENT 
NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVENENT OF tOR'ETElltIES IY ILTERIIATE 
NETHODS U'ON A,,.OVAL OF ADVISOR AND U.OR INCLUSION IN THE STU­
OENT'S A"ROVED STUDY 'LAN. STUDENTS SEEKING CERTIFltATIDN 
NUST. IN ADDITION TO AIOVE REQUIRE"ENTS. CON'LETE THE REQUIRE­
NENTS Of THE UNOERGRAIlUATE NAJOR IN ENGLISH EIIUC.TION AT GSU. 
NORNALLY THIS EITAILS 10-16 ADDITIONAL HOURS IN tON.ETENtIES J. 
10. AND 11 Of THE IAttALAUREATE NAJOR IN ENGLISH EDUCATION. 
REQUIRED tOURSES--GRAOU.TE LEVELl I. HOURS I 

BUtK LITERATURE I CAS!llZO F 3 HRS. 

ILACk LITERATURE .. 
STUDIES IN THE ENGLISH UNe 
RESEARCH TECHNIQUES 
GRADUATE READINGS IN • 
GRADUATE 'ROJECT IN • • • 
REQUIRED AREAS--CRAOUATE LEVELs 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS FRON ANONGS 
LITERARY tRITltlSN 

AESTHETICS 

SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FRON A"ONG,
NAJOR ENGLISH AUTHORS. SHAll 
NAJOR ANERltAN AUTHOR,FAULKNER 
NAJOR ANERICAN AUTMRsSTEINIECK 
N~JOR ANERICAN AUTHOR.TS ELIOT 
SELEtT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRON ARONCs 
LITERATURE' NEOltlNE 
LIT £ HIST' 1920'5 
LIT' HIST, NOOERN EUROPE 
BIBLE AS LIT IN SOCIAL tONTEXT 
SELEtT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FRO" ARONGI 
'LAY 'ROO IN SECONDARY StHOOL 
LANGUAGE. TEAtHING , LEARNIIIG 
TEACHIIIG READING IN HIGH StHL 
LIBRARY RES FOR tLASSRN TtHRS 
CAnlJO II J HRS. 
tAS6600 F SE J HItS. 
CAS65l0 F S 3 HItS. 
tAS.900 F II S 3 MRS. 
CAS9960 F II S 3 MRS. 
II HOURS I 
tAS6UO F 3 HItS. 
tAUZZD F 3 MRS. 
CAS6~90 5 3 • HRS. 
CASUIO F 3 • MRS. 
CAS6!111 3 • MRS. 
CAS6!11Z F ) • HIts. 
CAU53J S 3 HRS. 
tAS6!1Jl f ~ MRS.,tAS6!1" F MRS. 
tAS65U F W J HRS. 
CAS6Zl0 5 ) MRS. 
CU6~60 3 HRS •.... .. 

CAS6!160 S 3 MRS. 
tAS666Z 5 J HIlS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Language and Literature 

with a major in English Education 

is 36 hours 

NOTEes .. 
• 	 NAJOR AUTHORS tOURSES VARY FROR TER" TO TERN ACCORDING TO 
THE AUTHORCSI INtLUOEO IN THE tOURSE. E.G. -NAJaa ENCLISH 
AUTHORS' DltKENS.­
F • FAL~ FO. FALL 000 YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS II. MINTER 
110 • IIINTER 000 YEARS WE. IIINTER EVEN YEARS S. S'RING-SUNNER 
SO • S.RING-SUNNER 000 YEARS SE· S.RINC-SURNE. EVE~ YEARSS' . NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON OERAIID I. RULTI-tON'ETENCY tOURSE 
Literature Major The Literature major is centered in the 
humanities, yet also offers opportunities for students to gain 
skills in the tools of the trade: analytical skills in evaluating 
literature from a variety of approaches; linguistic skills in 
analyzing the evolution, function, and content of language; 
and interdisciplinary skills in relating language to the human 
condition. These skills are taught as the necessary condition 
to the full appreciation and understanding of works of the 
imagination as the incomparable record of humanity's im· 
mense journey. The study of literature is presented as 
perhaps the most personally enriching endeavor the private 
individual can undertake, a study which can and does affect 
all aspects of life. 
,.geRAN' LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
NAJORI LITERATURE 
LEVEll BAtHE LOR OF ARTS 
ADRISSION INFORNATIONS 
A STUDENT RUSTs II HAVE ACQUIReD AN ASSOCIAT,S DECREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SERESTER HOURS IIITH A. OVERALL ·C- OR lETTER G'A 'ROM 
AN AttREOITEO INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EOUCATIONI 21 BE IN COOO 
STANDING AT THE LAST StHOOL ATTE"OEO. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE 
ACOUlaEO tREOIT IN BASlt COURSES IN E"GLISH. THE HUNANITIES. 
AND THE SOCIAL StIENtES. STUDE"TS NOT NEETING ADRISSION CRI­
TERIA NAY 'ETITION FOR AONISSION THROUGN THE OFFltE OF 
AONISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTSs
A STUDENT NUST' 11 AtQUIRE A IIINtNUN OF 120 tRlOlT HOURS OF 
IIHltH AT LEAST 60 HOURS NUST BE AT THE U••ER OI'ISION L.VEL 
CJ) HOURS REQUIRED • Zl HDURS ELECTEOI. ZI EaRll AT LEAST Z" 
tREDIT HOURS AT GSUI JI AtQUIRE THE tOll'ETENtlES S'ECIFIED fOR 
TNIS DECREE. A STUDENT NAY sulST lTUTE ACHIEVENENT OF 
tDN'ETENCIES BY AtTERNATE NET HODS U'ON A.PROV'L OF ADVISOR ANO 
UPON INCLUSION III THE STUDENT'S ·A.'ROVED STUDY 'L'N. 
REQUIRED tOURSES--UPPER OIYISICHI. C -21 /IOUIlSl 

SURV ENG LIT Is IEOIIULF-IITH C t.SJ160 F J .. MRS. 
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, ..suaVET Of ENGLISH LIT. II CASU61 M HRS. GRADUATE READINeS IN • • • CAS9900 F II , .. HIlS . 
....ICAM LITERATURE I CAUUO F ] .. HIlS. GRAOUATE PROJECT IN • • • CAS9960 F II U' HIlS. 
UDICAM LITERATURE 'II CASJ1..o M 3 II HIlS. 
SHAKES'EARE CAS6no ' M 3 HRS. REClUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE LE~EL' 12 HCURS' 

IIILE AS LIT 1M 5DtIAL CDMTEXT CAS6541 F M HAS. 

MK ITIM& 'RINCI'LES CAS3l20 F II ] 
,
.. HAS. SELECT AT LEAST ] HOURS FROII AIIOIIG. 
I LITERARY CIIITICISII CAS6<H0 F HAS. 
IlHU IRED AREAS--U"ER DIVISIOM. 12 HOURS' AESTHETICS CASl220 F HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM ANDM&' SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROII AIIOM" 
THE HARLEII RENAISSANCE CAS5052 II II IS 3 HRS. INTRO TO AFRICAN LITERATURE CAS50"" f' 3 HRS. 
THE AFRICAN NOVEL CASS053 II 3 HilS. THE HARLEII RENAISSANCE CAS5052 II II II 3 HRS. 
ILACK LITERATURE I CU'120 F 3 HIlS. BLACIT LITERATURE I CAS5120 F 3 HAS. 
ILACIT LITERATURE II CAS'UO II ] HIlS. BLACK LITERATURE II CAS5l30 II ] HIlS. 
LIT Of IMMI&RANT CHILDREN CAS6410 f S ] HRS. LIT OF IIIMIGRANT CHILDREN CAS6UO F S 3 HilS. 
CHINESE CULTURE' UN' , LIT. CAS6UI II II II 3 HRS. CHINESE CULTURE. LANe, LIT. CAS6l5l II II •• 3 HAS. ASIAN-AIIERICAM LITERATURE CAS6T!6 F 3 HIlS. AS1AN-AMERICAM LITERATURE CAS6l56 F 3 HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST' HOURS FROII AMDM&' SELECT AT LIAST 3 HOURS fROII AHONG' 
ETHICS CASJn] F II J HRS. LITERATURE' IIEDICIIIE CAS65H S ] HRS. 
MORAL CHOICES 1M CONTEII' SOC CAS654Z S 3 HIlS. LIT' HISTI 1920'S CAS6!3l F ~ HAS. 
LIT , HIST. IIODERII EUROPE CAS6531 F ~ HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST ] HOURS FROM AIION" IIILE AS LIT III SOCIAL CONTEXT CAS6!U F II 3 HAS. 
LO&IC CAUll" S HRS •.. 
CDUNTER-'ROPA&ANOA CA564'0 F S ] HItS. SELECT AT LEAST 3 MOURS FROII AIIONG . 

LAR&UA&E. TEACHING , LEARMIM& CAS6460 II II II ] HRS. COUNTER-'ROPAGANDA CAS6~50 F S 3 HIlS. 

STUDIIS 1M THE ENGLISH LAN& CAS6600 F SE ] HRS. LAN&UAGE. TEACHINe , LEARNIMG CAS6"60 II II II 3 HAS. STUDIES 1M THE ENeLISH LANe CAS6600 F SE ] HRS. 
ELItTIVE COURSES--U"ER DIVISION. 21 HOURS' 
ELECTIVE COURSES--'RADUATE LEWEL' 6 HOURU 

ILECT 0-1' HOURS FROII COURSES 

OFFEaED THROUGH THE LITEIIATURE ELECT 6 HOURS FROII COURSES 
IIA ..... I OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­

SITY TO fULFIL DEGREE REQUIRE­

ELKT 12-27 HOUtIS FIIOII AIIONG 
 MENTS. 

COURSES OFFERED THIIOUGHOUT THE 

UMIVERSIT' IEXCLUSIVE OF THOSE Minimum total number of credit hours 
IN THIS 'RO&RAM' TO IIEET THE required for a Master of ArtsLIIERAL EDUCATION AND COLLE&I­
AL COII'ETENCT aEQUIREIIENTS. I in Language and Literature 

with a major in Literature 

TaMiSFER CAEDIT--LOMER DIVISIOM. I 60 HOURS , is 33 hours 
MOTEts. : 
Minimum total number of credit hours 
I MAJOR AUTHORS COURSE'S VARY FRell TERII TI. TEllII ACCORDING TO
required for a Bachelor of Arts THE AUTHOR.S' INCLUDEO 1M THE COURSE. E.G. -"AJaR ENGLISH 
AUTHORS' DICKEMS.­in Language and Literature 
with a major in Literature 
II A GIIADUATE STUDENT IIAY COIIIINE A READINGS CGUIISE IIITH Ais 120 hours eRADUATE PROEJCT, MITH THE CONSENT OF AOWISORI ' HOIIEVER, STU­
HOTEUII DEMTS MUST REGISTER FOR THESE COURSES SEPARATELY. 
• THE COIIIIMEO TOTAL MUIIIER OF CREDIT HOURS FOR ELECTIVES 
IIUST IE AT LEAST 21 HOURS. F • FALL FO - FALL DOD YEARS FE· fALL EWEll YEARS ~. III liTER 
., THE COURSE NUIIIER .ILL IE CHAN&ED TO ALLOII 10TH 'RADUATE lID • IIIMTER DOD YEARS ~E. IIIMTER EVEN YEARS S. SpIlING-SUIIIIER 
AND UNDERGRADUATE STUDEMTS TO EMROLL ICROSS-OVER'. SO - SPRING-SUMIIER ODD YEARS SE. S'RING-SUIIIIER EVEII YEARS I. - NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DEIIAND I. MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
•• ALL STUDEMTS ENTERIM& THE LAMGUA&E ARO LITERATURE PROGRAM 
.ILL IE TESTED FOR LEVEL OF IIIIITIN& COM'ETENCY. THOSE STU­

DENTS MMD TEST OUT OF THE IIRITIN& 'RIMCI'LES COURSE HAT 

CHOOSE CAS6'10 DR ONE OF THE OTHER MRITIN& COURSES OFFERED 
TO SATISFY THIS COII'ETENCV. 
f - FALL FO - FALL DOD 'EARS FE - fALL EVEN YEARS II - IIINTER 
lID - IIINTER ODD YEARS liE - IIIMTER EVEM YEARS S - S'RING-SUMMER 
so - SPRIN&-SUllIIEa DOD YEARS SE. S'RIMe-SUIIIIER EVER YEARS 
" - MDT SCHEDULED DO - ON DEIIMD I· IlULTI-co..nEMCY COURSE 
P«OCRAIII LANGUAeE AND LITERATURE 
"'JaR. LITERATURE 
LIWU IIIoSTEII OF ARTS 
ADIIISSION INfOIIIIATION' 
A STUDENT NUSTI I' HAVI ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE DE8IIEE FROM 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HleHER EDUCATIOM' 2' IE IN &ODD 
STANOlNe AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTEMDEDI 3' HAVE AN UNDEReRADUATE 
-A.... IN LITERATURE lHOTE. STUDEMTS MOT MEETIM& THE THIRD CRI­
TIltIA ItA, IE ADMITTED CONDITIDNALLT ·UMTIL DEFICIENCIES IN 
THEIR UNOER8IIADUATE ACADEMIC 'RE'AltATIOM HAVE IEEM IIEROVED'. 
STUDENTS NOT MEETIMe AONISSION CAITERIA MAY 'ETITION FOR 
AONISSIDM 1NROUCH THE OFFICE Of ADIIISSIOMS. 
DI8ItEE REQUIREIIEMTS'
A STUGIIIT MUST I It ACQUIRE A MIMIMUII OF ]J GRADUATE CREDIT 
\MaURS OF IIHICH AT LEAST 6 HOURS IIUST IE IN eRADUATE OMLT 

COUIISESI Z' EARN AT LEAST 24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT esul 3. 

ACQUIRE THE COM'ETENCIES S'ECIFIED FOR THIS DECREE. A STUDEMT 

RAT SUISTITUTE ACHIEVEII!MT OF COIIPETENCIES IT ALTERMATE 

METHODS UPON A'PROVAL Of ADVISOR AND U'OM IMCLUSICN IN THE STU­

DEMT'S A"ROYED STUDT 'LAM. 

IIEQUIIIED CDUIISES--GRADUATE LEVELl 15 HDURst 
"'Jaa ENeLiSH AUTHORS' SHAM CAS6",g S ] I HRS.
HAIDI ANEIIICAN AUTHDR.FAULKNER CAS651D F ] I HIlS. 

IIE SIAICtI TKMIQUES CAsnTO F S ] HIlS. 
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Language Major The Language major is designed to serve 
students with a special intere~t in the subject of language 
qua language, in its technical, psychological, and social 
aspects. The curricula for students are individualized and 
draw upon the resources of the entire University. The re­
quirements are essentially those of the Literature major, sup­
plemented by courses in linguistics. 
PRGCRA". LA~GUAGE AND LITERATURE 
"AJOR' LANGUAGE 
LEVEL. IACHELOR Of ARTS 
AD"ISSIO" INfORMATION. 
IECAUSE THIS CURRICULUM IS UNDERGOING EITENSIVE RE-EVALUATION 
AND SUISTANTIVE CURRICULAR REVISIONS. NO STUDENTS ~ILL IE 
ADMITTED TO THIS "AJOR DURING ACADEMIC YEAR 1980-81. 
PROGRA"' LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
MAJOR. LANGUAGE 
LEVEL. MASTER Of ARTS 
ADMISSION INfOR"ATION' 
IECAUSE THIS CURRICULU" IS UNDERGOING EXTENSIVE RE-EVALUATION 
AND SUISTANTIVE CURRICULAR REVISI~NS. NO STUDENTS ~ILL 8E 
ADMITTED TO THIS MAJOR DURING ACADEMIC YEAR 1910-11. 
Media Communications 
Program 
Majors: 

Mass Media (B.A.) 

Applied Studies (M.A.) 

The Media Communications Program 'examines the form, 
content and influence of such media as television, 
photography, film and print. Classes in journalism are also 
offered. Students have opportunities to develop writing and 
production skills as well as theoretical and practical 
knowledge of the processes, politics arid impact of media on 
individuals, groups and society. 
The program offers an unusual combination of creative, 
practical, theoretical and technical learning experiences. 
Within a broad and flexible program reflecting opportunities 
for study and careers in media, students prepare themselves 
for job-upgrading, new careers, or further study in media. 
The program is also responsive to the needs of teachers,. 
community leaders, and others desiring to better under­
stand the processes of media and their influence upon our 
lives. 
Mass Media Major The undergraduate major in Mass Media 
integrates theoretical and practical knowlecfge of media. In 
addition to classes in production, writing, aesthetics, 
criticism, and development (history or trends), students gain 
knowledge of the media/communications industry through 
formal coursework or, where possible, cooperative educa­
tion experiences working directly in the media industry. 
Students are encouraged to take at least three classes deal­
ing with one specific medium: history, analysis, or produc­
tion, and to take at least tw'o classes in other media outside 
any specialized media area. Photography students are ex­
pected to have a prior background or coursework and their 
own equipment. Production and writing sequences are also 
offered in television, journalism and film. 
PROGRAM. "EDIA CO"MUNICATIONS 

MJORI MASS MEDIA 

LEVEL' 8ACHELOR Of ARTS 

ADMISSION INfORMATION. 
A STUDENT MUST. 11 HAVE ACQU IRED All AS SOC IAT ES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS Of CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR 8ETTER 
SPA FRO" AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION. ZI IE 
IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED_ STUDENTS INTER­
ESTED IN tAKING PHOTOGRAPHY COURSES NUST HAVE TAKEN AT LEAST 6 
SE"ESTER HOURS OF IASIC PHOTGCRAPHY COURSES. STUDENTS SHOULD 
HAVE ACQUIRED CREDIT IN IASIC COURSES IN ENGLISH. HUMNITIES. 
SOCIAL SCIENCES AND COMMUNICATIONS. STUDENTS NOT MEETING AD­
MISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR A~ISSION THROUGH THE OffiCE 
Of ADMISS IONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS'
A STUDENT NUST. II ACQUIRE A MINIMUM Of lZD CREDIT HOURS Of 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS NUST IE UPPER DIVISION CREDIT (I' HOURS 
REQUIRED. 4' HOURS ELECTEOI. ZI EARN AT LEAST Z4 CREDIT HOURS 
AT GSUI 31 ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECifiED fOR THIS DEGREE. 
A STUDENT MAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT Of COMPETENCIES 8Y 
ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL Of ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION 
IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REIlIIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION. ( 15 HCURSI 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROM ARONG. 
WRITING PRINCIPLES CASUZO f W S I HRS. 
PHOTO. TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES CAU14!1 , 5 ,3 HRS_ 
FILII PROJECT I CASJnn f W 5 Z HRS. 
'HOTO' CAMERAWOR. I CAS!l410 f Z-3 MRS. 
PHOTO' CR ITICISN C&55412. f Z HRS. 
PHOTO JOURNLSN III.PHOTO ESSAY CAS!l45J 5 J HRS. 
NEOlA. WAITI'NG LAI I CAS.I10 II 5 J MRS.,JOURNALISN. REPORTING I CAS6Ill f MRS. 
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,MEDIAl WRITIN; FoR RADIO' TV CA56UO S HIlS. Applied Studies Major The graduate Applied Studies major
tELEviSION PRODUCtiON CA51000l II 5 l1li5. 
MEDIA WRT' LAI II: FEATURE/REV CAS7I621 F " 3 HIlS. of the Media Communications Program affords students op­
portunities to develop skills and knowledge in writing, pro· SfLECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fROM AMONG. 
HIlS.PHoTOI ADVANCED TECHN~QUES (ASU50 N 3 ducing, researching or teaching media communications for 
fiLM PPOJEtT I CUU151 f N S 2 MRS. 

f IlM P~OJEtT II CU311' f 5 2 HAS. careers in media institutions or for application within other 

PHOToI CRITICISM CAS54121 f 2. HIlS. 

PHOIO. CANRNK II--EQUIV STOS (AnU3 II 2-3 HAS. social structures (education, community organization, 

PHOTO. COMMERCIAL APPLICATION (A55420 F 3 HIlS. 
 government, industry). PHOTO I STUDIO APPLICATIONS (A55422 N 2 HRS. 

PHOTO' ARCHITECTURAL CAS'''23 2 HRS. 

MULTI-MEDIA PRODUCTICN I CA55425 N 2 HRS. 

MULTI-MEDIA PRODUCTICN II CA55426 5 2 HRS. 'RO&RAM. MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS 

PICTURE EDITING CAS5UI N 2 HRS. MAJORI A"LIEO STUDIES 

PHOIOI COLOR NORKSHOP I CA55430 f 3 HIlS. LEVELl MASTER Of ARTS 

'HOto, JOURNALISM I (AS5Ul f 3 MRS. 

PHOIOI COLOR NORK5HoP II CAS'433 5 3 MRS. ADMISSION INFORMATION' 

PHU IO tOR INSTRUCt'NAL SUPPORT CAS5439 SE 3 HIlS. A STUDENT MUSTI 11 HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE eEGREE FROM 
' HOlD ' AISTRACT TECHNIQUES (AS54U FO 3 HRS. AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION; AND 21 If IN 
PHO IO JOURNALISM II CA55452 N 3 HIlS. COOO STANDI"' AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS INTERESTED 
'HOTO JOURNlSM IV.PUBLICATION tA55454 F 3 HIlS. IN TAKING PHOTO&RAPHY COURSES NUSI HAVE EITHER MAJORED IN 
ORAMAIIC CRITICISM . CASU90 N 3 HIlS. PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL, OR TAREN 6 SEMESTER 
SURVEY Of N~STERN ORA"A I CAS6291 NE 2,4 HRS. HOURS Of IASIC PHOTOGRAPHY AND CCM'LETEO COURSES IN A~VANCED 
LIIERARY CRITICISM CA56410 f 3 HAS. PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES AND THEORY OF 'HGTOGRA'HIC 'ROCESSES. 
IELEVISION: AOY CGLON 'RoO CUUIO N 4 HAS. STUDENTS SHOUlD HAVE ACQUIRED CREDIT IN .ASIC COURSES IN EN;­
JOURNALISM' REPeRTIN' II (AS6112 N 3 HIlS. LISH, COMMUNICATIONS, SOCIAL SCIENCES A.o HUMANITIES. SlUDENTS 
MEDIA' WRITING fOR fILM CAS6939 liE 3 HRS. NOT MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY P!TllIGN fOR ACMISSIGN 
MEDIA' IROADCAST ~uRNALISM CAS6961 3 HIlS. THRQU;H THE OffICE Of AOM'SSICMS. 
MEDIA l ANIMATION CAS6962 II 4,6 HIlS. 
MEDIA. URIAN JOURNALISM (AS6~11 S 3 HitS. 
MtOIA TEAM fIELD 'ROJECT CAS691l 5 4 HRS. DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
TELEVISION 'RODUCTION CA510001 N 5 4 HRS. A STUDENT MUSTI 11 ACQUIRE A MINIMUN OF· 32 GRADUATE CREDIT 
tELEVISION' REMOTE CCLoR TECH CA51005 f 3 MRS. HOURS (11 HOURS REQUIRED • 21 HOURS ELECTEOI' 21 
MEDIA NRTG LAI II' fEATURE/REV CUl1621 f , HIlS. ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED fCR THIS OESREEI 31 
MEDIA PRODUCTION PRACTICUM CA51195 F II 2-1 HIlS. COMPLETE A MAJOR SYNTHESIZIN' GRACUATE 'ReJECT ••• , 41 EARN A 
SPECIAL 'RoJECTS IN••• CA51600 F N I-I MRS. MINIMUM OF 24 GRADUATE CREDIT IlOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY 
TELEVISION DIRECTING (A51960 f 4 HRS. SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES IY ALTER~ATE METHODS 
TV AND ITS USE IN THE CoMMUNTY HL06190 5 2 MRS. UPON AP'ROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 
IV FOR INSIRCTN , TRAINING I IIL06200 f II 2 MRS. APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVELl 2 HC-IlRSI 

5CLECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fROM AMONG' 
 GRAOUATE PROJECT IN • • • CAS9960 F N 5 2 ••• MRS.INDE'ENOENT INVESTIGATIONS CAS4900 FilS 1-4 MRS. 
MEDIA,THEORY , HIST fREE 'RESS (A55401 II 2 HIlS. REQUIRED AREAS--cRaDUATE LEYELI 9 HCUUIMEDIA SYM'OSIUM, ••• CUU94 F 2 MRS. 

COUNTER-'ROP"ANDA CASU50 F 5 3 HIlS. 
 SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM ANO",IfILM SEMINAR •••• U56140 F 5 3 HIlS., PHOTO' (AMERAIICIRIt I tAS5""O F Z-, .5.
'HDTo, HISTORY 	 C&56152 f MRS. PHOTO' CRITICISM CAS5412 F 2 HAS.fILMS AMO flLMNAKERS CAS6932 110 2 MRS. MULTI-MEDIA PRODUCTION I CASM251 II 2 HAS.FILMS AND FILMMAKERS II CAS6933 liE 2 HIlS. RESEARCH TECHIIIQUES (AS"701 F 5 , HAS.IRQADCASTIN' IN AMERICA (AS6960 II 3 HRS. JOURNalISM I REPOR TIN; I 'AS..11 F , HIlS.MASS COMNUNICATIONS LAN CAS6910 FO 2,4 MRS. MEDIAl IlAITI", FOR RADIO , TV CAS6930 5 3 HIlS.MASS COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CAS6911 II 2,4 HRS., fILMS ANO FILMMAKERS I (AS6932 I 110 2 HIlS.MEDIA AND SOCIETY (A510Zl F HRS. NEOlA. IlAITIN' FOR FILM CAS6939 liE 	 3 HIlS.TOPICS IN POPULAR CULTURE tASl052 2 HRS. MASS COMNUNICA'IONS RESEARCH CAS69H. N 2,4 HIlS.CHILDREN' TELEVISION (A51Ul F 3 HAS., REDIA IlATG LAB III FEATURE/REV . (ASH'Z F , HRS.MASS NEOlA AND POLITICS (AS1150 FE MRS. TELEVISION OIRECTI", tAS79601 F 4 HAS.CHICAGO MEDIA LABORATORY CA51190 II 2 HIlS. GRADUAtE FILM PADDUCTION I (ASn3n FilS 1-4 HIlS.NOMEN IN IHE MEDIA CAS1149 5 3 HIlS. CORNUNICATION RESEARCH H1.062101 F 5 	 , HIlS.PHOYOUAPHIC THEORY (A51140 II 4 HIlS.,fILM' TV DOCUMENIARY HL05620 F HIlS. SELECT AT LEAST , HOURS FROM AMON'. 
PHOTOI ca..IIK II--EQUIV STOS (A554U II 2-3 HIlS. 
PHOTOI COIIIIfIIC IAl APPLltATiON tAS54Z0 F , HIlS. 
ECTIVE COURSES--UP'ER 01V1510N. C 45 H~SI 	 PHOTO I STUDIO APPLICATIONS CASMZZ II Z HIlS. 
PHOTOI ARCHITECTURAL (A"423 5 2 HAS. 
ELECT 15-'0 HOURS FRCM COURSES MUlTI-NIOIA PRODUCTION I (A554251 II 2 HAS. 
LISTED AIOYE, MEETING THE RE- MUlTI-MEOlA PRODUCTION II CAS''''6 2 HIlS. QUIREMENTS Of THE MEDIA COM- PICTURE EOIU.' tA55421 II 2 . HIlS. 

MUNICATIONS 'ROGRAR. PHOTO. COLOR IIClMSHO' I tA55430 F I HIlS. 

PHOTO. JOURNALISM I tASSUI F I HAS. 

ELECT 15-30 HOURS fROM COURSES PHOTO I COLOR IIIIRKSItIIP II tAS5U3 5 I HAS. 

OFFERED THAOUGHOUT THE UNIVER­ PHOTO FOR INSTRUCT'NAl SUPPORT (ASS439 SE 3 HIlS. 

SITY CEICLUSIVE Of CCURSES IN PHOTO. AlSlRAtT TECHNIOUES tASS4"" FO , HIlS. 

IIITHIN THIS PRo;RAMI NHICH PHOTO· JOURNAliSM II tASS452 II , HAS. 

ADORESS THE COLLE'IAL COMPE­ PHOTO JOUN...SM .. IIPHOTO ESSAY tASS45' 5 , HIlS. 

TENCIES. PHOTO JOURNLSM IV.PUILICATION tASS .. 54 F 3 HAS. 

TELEVISION. AOV COLOR ,RQD CASn80 N 4 HIlS. 

JOURNAlISNI REPORTIN' II (AS"12 II I HAS. 

MEDIAl BROADCAST JOURNALISM tAS696l 3 HAS. 

I ANSFER CREOIT--LOIIER DIVISION: '60 HOURS I 	 1lE0IAI ANIMATION CAS6962 II 4,. HIlS. 
MEDIAl URIAN JOURNALISM U$6911 S 3 HAS. 
REOlA TEAM FIElD PIIOJECT CAS691' 5 4 HAS. 
TELEVISION PRODUCTION CAS1ODO II 5 4 HIlS.Minimum total number of credit hours TELEVISIONI RENOTE COLOR TECH CASlD05 F , HAS. 
required for a Bachelor of Arts NEOlA PRODUCTION PRAtTICUM CAS1195 FilS 2-1 HAS. 
SPECIAl PItO.IECTS IN ••• tAS1'00 FilS I-I HIlS.in Media Communications 	 TELEVISION DIRECTI", tASJ9601 F 4 HIlS. 
GRADUATE FILM PRODUtTl,* I CASlun F II 5 1-4 HIlS.with a major in Mass Media GRADUATE FILM PIIODUCTION .. CASU,4 F S 1-4 HIlS.is 120 hours 	 PHOTOI CAMERAMORK III CASISU 5 , HAS. 
PlClto;RAPHYI GRADUATE SEMINAR tAS15301 f II Z HAS. 
IIQ IEISI. 	 SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS FROM ANO",'
MEOIAITNEORY , HIST FREE PRESS CAS"'Ol N 2 HIlS. 
1 CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED MORE T"A" ONCE IN A NEOlA SYMPOSIUM' ••• CAS6394 F 2 HIlS.,CURRICUlUM MAY NOT IE USED TC SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF COUNTER-PROPAGANDA CAS.450 F 5 HIlS.,MoaE THAN ONE CORPETENCY. 	 RESEARCH TECIIUOUES tAS6nOI F 5 HIlS.,FILM SENINARI ••• CAS..40 F S HAS. 

'HOTOI HI STORY CA561S2 F I HIlS. 

•• tAlL FO. FALL 000 YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS II. IIINTER FILMS AMQ FILRMRRERS CAS69UI 110 2 HIlS. 

110 • NINIER 000 YEARS NE. IIINTER EVEN YEARS S. S'RING-SUMNER FILMS AND FILRMARERS II tAS6931 liE 2 HIlS.
,so • S'RIN;-SUMMER 000 YEARS SE. SPRIN'-SUMNER EVEN YEARS lROAOCaSTING IN ANERIca tAS6960 II HIlS. 
I •• NOT SCHEOULEO 00. ON OENANO •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE NASS CONMUNICATIONS LAII tAS6970 FO 2,.. NRS. 
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MASS COMMUNICATICNS AESEARC~ CAS697U M 2,~ HRS. 
MEDIA ANO SOCIETY CAS1021 3 HRS. 
TOPICS IN POPULAR CULTU'E CAS105Z S 2 HilS. 
CHILDREN' TELEVISION CAS1131 F 3 HRS. 
MASS MEDIA ANO peLITICS 
CHICAGO MEDIA LABC~ATORY 
tAS7150 
CAS 71 90 
FE 
M 
3 
2 
HRS. 
HAS. 
MOMEN IN THE MEOlA CAS7H9 3 HRS. 
CONTEMPORAAY ISSUES CA58030 F II 2 HRS. 
PHOTOGRAPHY: GRADUATE SEMINAR C&515301 F M ·2 HRS. 
GRAOUATE READINGS IN •• CAS9900 F M 1-6 HRS. 
GRAOUATE AESEARCH CAS9930 F M 1-6 HRS. 
FILM' TV DOCUMENTARY HLD5620 f 3 HRS. 
INTERCULTURAL VAR CO~MUN ASAC~ HLD6010 M _-6 HRS. 
COMMUNICATION AESEARCH HLD62101 F 3 HRS. 
ELECTIVE toURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL: I 21 HCURSI 
ELECT 7-13 HOURS FROM COURSES 
LISTED AIOVE. MEETING THE RE­
QUIREMENTS OF THE MEDIA CCM­
MUNICATIONS PROGRAM. 
ELECT I-l~ HOURS FRO~ COURSES 
OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­
SITY IEXCLUSIVE OF CCURSES IN 
MITHIN THIS PROGRAM I ~ICH 
ADDRESS THE COLLEGIAL COMPE­
TENCIES. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Media Communications 

with a major in Applied Studies 

. is 32 hours 
HOTElS " 
•••	IN LIEU OF A GRADUATE PROJECT. STUDENTS MAY ELECT TO TAKE 8 
ADDITIONAL CREDIT HOURS IBEYOND THE ~INIMU" 32 HOURS 
REQUIREDI OF MEDIA toMMUNICATIONS COURSES INCLUDING AT 
LEAST 3 CREDIT HOURS OF GRAOUATE RESEARCH. THE MINIMUM TOTAL 
NUMBER OF CAEDIT HOURS UNDER T~IS ALTERhATIVE IS ~D HOURS. 
1 	 CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED MOAE THAN ONCE IN A 
CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF 
MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY. 
F • FALL FO. FALL COO YEARS FE' FALL EVEN YEARS II. MINTER 
Me • MINTER ODD YEARS liE. MINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMMER 
SO • SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SU~MER EVE~ YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEOULED 00· ON DEMAND •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Science Program 
Majors and Options: 
Environmental Sciences (B.A. & M.A.) 
Ecology and Conservation (U & G) 
Environmental Analysis (U & G) 
Human Environment Planning (U & G) 
Environmental Management (G) 
Human Ecology (B.A. & M.A.) 
The instructional program in Science is designed to meet the 
needs of those who wish to gain a multi-disciplinary 
background in environmental science, which provides the 
breadth necessary to understand complex human/en­
vironmental issues and the depth necessary for productive 
action. The program is also for those who wish to continue 
their education in science with an emphasis on the applica­
tions of conceptual knowledge and practical skills to the 
solution of environmental problems. Scientists who wish to 
gain competence in recent developments in their disciplines 
and knowledge of the impact of environmental issues on 
their work and lifestyles will find this program appropriate. 
Environmental Science Major The Environmental Science 
major consi·sts'of curricular options which share a common 
set of core courses and a flexible, multidisciplinary option is 
provided for students seeking a broad exposure to en­
vironmental science as it applies to a variety of modern day 
careers. Options offered are: Ecology and Conservation, En­
vironmental Analysis, Environmental Management, and 
Human Environment Planning. 
PR05RANI SCIENCE 
NAJORI ENVIRONNENTAL SCIENCE 
LEVELl BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADNISSION INFORNATION' 
A STUDENT NUST, 11 HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS OF CREDIT MITH AN OVERALL -C- OR BETTER 
GPA FRON AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION; 21 BE 
IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDEDI AND 31 HAVE CON­
PLETED THE FOLLaMlNG LOMER OIVISION PREREQUISITE COURSE NORKI 
COLLEGe ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY 13-5 SHI, LIFE SCIENCE 18 SHI. 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 18 SHI. STUDENTS NOT HAVING COMPLETED THIS 
PREREQUISITE toURSE IIORK MAY BE ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY PENDING 
CONPLETION OF DEFICIENtIES MITHIN THE FIRST THREE TRINESTERS 
OF ENROLLNENT, IN ADDITION, COURSE NORK IN THE FOLLONING SUB­
JEtT AREAS IS REtONMENDED ANO NAY IE REQUIRED AS PREREQUISITES 
FOR CERTAIN GSU COURSES ITHESE MILL BECCME AN ADDITIONAL PART 
OF THE DEGREE PLAN, CVER AND ABOVE REGULAR DEGREE REQYIRENENTSI 
ORGANIC CHENISTRY. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY. CALCULUS, COLLEGE . 
PHYSICS, AND EARTH SCIENCE. STUDENTS NOT MEETING AONISSION 
tRITERIA NAY PETITION FOR AONISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF AD­
NISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTS' 
A STUDENT MUST' II AtQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
VHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS NUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL 151 
HOURS REQUIRED. 9 HOURS ELECTEOI, 21 ACQUIRE THE CONPETENtIES 
SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE I 31 DENCHSTRATE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE 
NININUN SCIENtE DIVISION MATH CONPETENCYI ~I EARN A NININUN OF 
2~ CREDIT HOURS AT GSUI 51 SATISFACTORILY CONPLETE A TERNINAL 
INTEGRATING EaPERIENCE ITIEI, PREF~AILY THROUGH CGOPERATIVE 
EDUCATION IINTEaNSHIPI IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCEI AND 61 SATIS­
FACTORILY COMPLETE ANY ADDITIONAL LGMER DIVISION REQUIRENENTS 
MITHI" T"REE TRINESTERS OF ADNISSION. STUDENTS NAY SUISTITUTE 
ACHIEVEMENT IIF COMPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE "ETHOOS UPON APPROVAL 
OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PUN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER OIVISIOH, 11 HCuas. 
ECOLOGY. BASlt PRINCIPLES 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSNENT 
STATISTICAL NETHODS' LECTURE 
STATISTICAL NETHS: SCIENCE LAI 
SCIENCE PRO&RA" ORIENTATION 
CASlUO 
CAS58l0 
tASll30 
CASnU 
CASH~ 
F 
F 
F 
M 
N 
S 
5 
] 
1 
2 
2 
1 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
illS. 
HAS. 
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a.tNlaED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION' 40 HOUIISI Minimum total number of credit hours 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS fROll AIIGHI required for a Bachelor of Arts 
C_putlER PR05IIAIIIIM5. IASlC CASJl40 filS a in Science CDRPUtE. PR05aANNG'fDRtRAN IV CAnlU f M S 3 
with a major in Environmental Science SELECt At LEASt , HOUaS fRON ARONG. 
ENER'Y, RESQUaCES , SOCIEty CAS,esO M 3 MRS. is 120 hours 
ENVI.ONMENtAL LAM CAS59!0 f 2-4 Has. 
f • fALL fO. fALL ODD YEA.S FE. fALL EVEN YEARS ~. MINtE. 
SELECt At LEASt , HOU.S f.ON AROII" lID • MINTE. ODD YEA.S liE. MINTER EVEN YEA.S S. SP.IM5-SUMME.,EIPE.NNlL DESI'N LAI , fiELD CASSUt M HAS. SO - S,.ING-SUIIIIER ODD YEA.S SE. SP.IN'-SUIIME. EVEN YEA.S 
ANtMROPOLO'Y fOR PLANNE.S CASn2S S 4 HRS. ••• MOT SCHEDULED DO. ON DEMAND •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COU.SE 
PLANNING MEtHODOLO&Y CAn022 II 4 HAS. 
SELECt At LEASt 4 HOURS fROII AIIONGI 
COOPE.AtIVE EDUCAtiON IN ••• CAS5650 f M S HAS.1-'READIM5S , INVEStl'AtIONS IN•• CASUOO f M S HAS.1-'SPECIAL PROJECts IN••• CASl600 filS HRS.1-' 
StUDENtS NUSt EARN At LEASt 21 CREDit HOU.S IY SELECt I'" I'IUKIRAM' SCIENCE 
MAJOa. ENVI.ONMENTAL SCIENCE 
AT LEASt 4 Of tHE 6 DISCIPLINA.Y GROUPS IELpM 'A-F •• O,TI.... ECOLO&Y ANO C...seRVATlON, , LEVEL' IACHELOR Of A.TS 
AFtEa AtOUI.IN' tHE MINIIIUM CREDit HQUaS REOUIRED IN EACH 
ADMISSION INfORMATION. 
GROUP SELECtED, ANY AEIIAINI'" C.EDlt HOURS IIUSt IE DIS­ A STUDENT !lUST. If HAVE ACOUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DE&REE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SENESTE. HOU.S OF CREDIT IIITH AN OVERALL ·C- DR lETTER 
tRIBUtED ARON' 2 O. RORE OF tHE SELECtED 'ROUPS. "A_~ROM AN ACCREDITED INSTITUI10N Of HI'HER EDUCATIONI 21 IE 
IN ~D STANDIN' At IHE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; ,. HAVE COMPLET­
..CUP A. SELECt AT LEASt 6 HOU.S F.OM AMONG' ED THE FOLLOIIING LOIIER DIVISION 'REAEQUISITE COUASEIID.K. AT 
COllllUNITY ENERGY PLNG. APPLCtN CASSZ9S 4 MRS. LEAST' SEMESTER HOURS EACH OF GENERAL IICLOGY ANe GENERAL 
ENVI.ON LAND USE PLANNING CAS'~D M , HRS. CHEMISTRY MITH LAIS, AND AT LEAST' SEIIESTEA HOURS OF COLLE'E 
5«OMtH IlANAGEMENT IIETHODOLOGY CAS61SS MD , HAS. AL'EIRA 'NOTE. StUDENtS NOt HAVIN' COM'LETED AIOVE P.EREOuISITE 
COMMUNITY ENEAGY PLN" fUNDIILS CAS6Z5S M 4 HRS. COURSEIIORK NAY IE ADMitTED CONDITIONALLY PENDIN' COMPLETI... OF 
PLANNIN' tHEO.Y CAS6400 f 4 HAS. DEfiCIENCIES IIltHIN tHE fiRSt THREE TRIMESTERS Of ENROLLMENT •• 
URI.PLA""INNDVATIVE TECHNIOUE CAS6599 M I MRS. STUDENTS IlHO HAVE COII'LETEO AN ARTICULATED AND A"RCVED -2.2­
URI , RGNL PL"" PAIN , PRACtS CAS1t40 F I MRS. 'RO&RAM IEtllEEN tHE C9LLE'E AND AN ILLINOIS CONIIUNITY COLLE'E 
ARE A"'lttEO DIRECtLY. StUDENtS NOt MEETI~' ADMISSION CRITERIA 
GROUP II SELECT At LEAST 6 HOURS fROM AIION'I NAY 'Etltl'" fOR AqMlSSION tHROUGH tHE OffiCE Of AOMISSIONS. 

IEHAV.OF ANIMALS. INtROOUCtlON CAS5'6D F 4 HAS. 

IIOCHEMIStRY' LAIORATORY CASS4DZ 5 1 HAS. IE&REE REOUIREMENtSs 

IIOCHEMIStRY. LECtURE CAS54D3 5 I HAS. A StUDENt MUSt. I. ACOUI.E A MINIMUM Of 131 CREDII HOURS Of 
IIOLO&Y OF lOCAL MAMMALS CAS5510 F , HAS. IIHICH At LEASt II HOU.S MUST IE AT THE UP'ER DIVISION LEVEL, 21 
ECOLO&ICAL MetHODS CASSIlO S 4 HAS. DEMONSt.AtE ACHIEVEMENt Of tHE MINIMUII SCIENCE DI'ISION MATH 
ENVI .....FLD StUDIESIIL PRAIRIE CAS'915 FE so , HAS. COMPETENCY, ,. ACOUI.E tHE COMPEIENCIES SPECifiED fCR THIS DE­
EVOLUtION AND MAN CAS614D FO SE '-4 HAS. &REEl 41 COMPLEtE A fiELD EXPE.IENCE PLACEMENt, AND 5. EARN A 
EXPERIMENTAL 10tANY CAS6160 F 4 MRS. MINIMUM Of l4 C.EOlt HOU.S At GSU. StUDENtS MITH LOIIER DIVISION 
LIMNOLOGY CAS6611 fE 4 NRS. DEfiCIENCIES IIILL IE REOUI.ED to tAKE ADDitIONAL CREDit HOURS. 
PLANt tAXORONY CAS6631 S 4 HAS. A STUDENT MAY SUIStltutE ACHIEVEMENT Of COMPEtENCIES IY ALtER­
MICROIIAL ECOLOGY CAS6130 F 4 HAS. NATE MEtHODS UPON AP'ROVAL Of ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN 
oaNIlHOLO&Y I CAS61.. II , MRS. THE StUDENt'S A".OVED StUDY PLAN. 

PLANT MlcaDENv...tS.SUMMEa PHEN CAS 1040 so 4 HAS. 

PLANt MlcaOENVRNtS'SP PHENOPHS CAS10S0 II 2 HAS. 

,u.t &IIOMtH , DEVELOPMENt CASl060 SE 4 ".5. .EOUI.ED CDU.SES--U'PER DIVISION. 5' HDURstSTREAM ECOLO&Y CASl150 fO 4 MRS. 
lEI,nMNn DESIGN UI , fULD CAS5429 M , MRS. 
IIIGUP C. SELECt At LEAn 3 HOURS FaOM AMO"'. StAtiSTICAL MEtHODS' LECtuaE CASTUD F 5 2 MRS.PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I CAS4600 F 31,4 MRS. STATiStiCAL MEtHS, SCIENCE LAI CAS1U2 F 5 2 HAS.PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II CASUOI II 304 Has. ECOLO&YI IASIC ,aINCI'LES CASJl50 M , HAS. ENVI ....MENtAL EARtH SCIENCE CASS..O S 2-6 HAS. IEMAV.Of AIIIMALS. INtRODUCtiON CASS360 f 4 Has.HOCHEMlnRY CAS6041 S 4 MRS. ECOLO&ICAL METHOOS CASSlIO 5 4 HAS.PHYSICS. INTERMEDIATE CAS6411 liE 2,6 HAS. EI'ERIMENtAL MtANV CAS6160 F 4 MRS.ME lEOROLO&Y CAsnll M 2,3 HAS. PLANT MICADIENVaMtS.s, PHEND'HS CAST050 M 2 MRS.MEDICAL PHYSICS CAnon M 4 HAS. 'LANT &ROIITH , DEVELO'MENt CAS1060 SE 4 Has. 
IIOLOh Of LOCAL NAMMALS CAS5510 f , HAS.GRaUP D. SELECt At LEASt 5 HOURS fROM ARONG' 'UNt tAXONOIIY CAS66Jl 5 4 HAS.CALCULUS faa IUSINESS IPU404 F II 5 , MRS. ORNI tHOLO&Y I CAS6199 II , HAS. LINEAa pao&a,""ING IPU461 S 3 MRS. 'LANt MIC.OENVRMtSISUMME. 'HEN CAS104D so 4 IIRS.DlffEaENtIAL EQUAtiONS CASSlOl ...... I HAS. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENt CAS'''O II , HRS. COMPUTEa pRQ&aAMMING.ADVANCEO CASl12t II 2.3 HIS. SCIENCE 'RO&RAM O.IENTAtION CASl440 f 1 HAS.STATISTICS' MULTIVAalAtE METHS CAUI40 5 3 MRS. COOPERATIVE EDUCAtiON IN ••• CAS5650 FilS 4 HRS. 
NATURE INTERPREtAtIONI'.IN'P.C CAS6190 fO SE , MRS.GROUP E. SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOUas fROM AMON'I 

Ala OUALITY aESEAaCH CAS5050 SO , MRS. aEOUI.ED AREAS--U"ER DIVISIONI 24 HOURSI
CMROMATo&a.TECHNOS ENVla.ANALY CAS5440 M HRS.
'-4,ELECtROCHEM TECHS ENVIRN STDY CAS5130 5 HAS. SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOU.S fROM AMONG.POLLUTION CONtROL TECHNIOUES CASTOIO 110 , HAS. CDMPUTEa 'RO&RAMMIN'. IASIC CASJl40 f II S 2
aADIDISOTOPE TECHNIOUES CASIllO S , H.S. CORPUTE. 'RO&RAMN&lfO.tRAN IV CASJ14!l f "S.II S 31 MRS.SOIL ANALYSIS CAS15tO fO 2-4 HAS. COMPUTE. 'PRD&aAMMIN'.AOVANCEO CAST12t II 2,3 HAS.5PlECTaOCHEM TECH ENVIRON ANAL CASIllO F 31,5 MRS. 
IIAtEa OUALITY RESEARCH CASlt61 S 6 Has. SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOU.S fROM AMOIIG' 
LlIIIOLOGY CAS6611 fE 4 Has. 
..OUP f. SELECT AT LEAST' HOUas FAOM, AMOM5. SUEAM ECDLO&Y 4CASTl50 fO H.S.ENYlaONMENTAl POLICY ANALYSIS , CAS5945 MO MRS.2"ANALYSIS OF VERIAL IEHAVIO. SHPi041 f 3 HRS. SELECT At LEAST 2 HOURS fROM AIIGIIG IIIEALTH PLANNING I SHPi540 II 3 HAS. IEHAV Of ANMLS-ADVANCED tOPICS CAS5410 SE 2 HAS.E'IDEII. PAIN' ANAL Of DATA SHP3taO ...... 3 MRS • MEtEOROLO&? CAS61Zl M a,', Has.HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION SHP4090 F M 5 31 HAS. ENVI.OMMIENTAL CHEMISt.Y CASTon f MRS.IM---.O&Y SHPU05 r Z MRS. SOILS IN ILLINOls CAST065 fE 3 MRS.HEARl'" SCIENCE SHPU10 F , HAS.,SPEECH PHYSIOLO'Y SH'4135 f , HAS. SELECT TIIO CQUaSES fOR 5 HOURS f.Oll AMON"ALCOHOLISM'IIOLO&.IASES IEHAV. SHP5405 MRS. IEHAV Of ANMLSIEltNOED fLO StD CAssnl 5 2,4 MRS.HEAL lH CUE ARO POLITICS SHP6lM S ,, MRS. IEMAV Of ANIILS.fIELO StUOIES CAS5604 II , MRS.HEAL1II CA.E SOCIOLO&Y SHP6atO , II S MRS. ENVlaON.fLO StUOIESllL ,.AlaiE CASS9U fE so " MRS.IILTH 5 ED' SPEC ISS COlli HLTH SH'6'5Z 5 2 MRS. NAtuaAL aE&uLA.Of 'OPULAtIONS CAS6"1 M 4 HAS.ORNnHOLO&? II CAS"DO 5 3 HAS.ELECllVE COURSES--U"ER DIVISION. t HOURS. 
SELECT At LEAST 2 HOURS f.OII ANONG.ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS f .... IENER&?, RESOURCES , SOC I ElY CASS.SO. II 3 HAS.COURSES OffEaED THAOU&HOUT THE ENVlaONMENtAL LAII CAS5930 f 2-4 HAS.UNIVE.SITY "aEfE.AILY OUTSIDE ENVlaOllMENtAL 'OLICY ANALYSIS CAS5945 110 HAS.tHE DIVISION oa THE COLLEGE., 2" 
THOU&H CAS1410 IS .ECOMMENDED. SELECT At LEAST 3 HOU.S f.OM AMONG. 
ENVlaOll LAND USE 'LANNING CAS5940 ,TaAliSfEa CaEDIT--LOIlEa DIVISION. '60 HOU.S • URI , R&NL 'LNG_ 'RIN , 'RACtS CASl940 f 
II , 
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SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROR A~CNG. 
THEORY OF QOIIUOGE CAS3171 f 3 HRS. 
ENERGY. RESOURCES , SOCIETY CAS5I501 II ) HilS. 
ETHICS AND ENVIRONIlENT CAS6010 F II 1-) HIlS.
EVOLUTION AND NAN CAS6I.O )-. HRS.FO Sf 
ELECTIVE COUIISES--UPPER DIVISION: • HCURS' 
ADDITIONAL COURSES RECONNENOEO AS CPTIONAL ELECTIVES. 
STUDENTS MAY ELECT ADDITIONAL 
HOURS FIION COURSES OFFEIIEO 
THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSITY THAT 
NIGHT INCLUDE CAS.500. CAS51.0 
CAS51.0. CAS6130, CAS11.0. 
CAS1)00. CAS1.ID. CAS15.0. 
CAS1600. CAS1.61.0R EQUIVALENT 
TRANSFER CREOIT--LOIIER DIVISION' I 60 HCURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Science 

with a major in Environmental Science 

is 137 hours 

HOTECS" 
• 	 OPTIONal. 
• 	 CREDIT HOUIIS EARNED fOil COURSES LISTED NORE THAN ONCE IN A 
CURRICULUN NAY NOT IE USED TO SATISFY THE REQUIRE~ENTS Of 
NORE THAN OhE COMPETENCY. 
F • FAlL FO. FALL 000 YEARS FE. FALL EVEh YEARS II. IIINTER 
Me • IIINTER ODD YEARS ~E. IIINTER EVEN YEAIIS S. SPRING-SUNNER 
so • SPRING-SUNNER ODD YEARS SE. SPIlING-SU~NER EVEh YEARS 
II • HOT SCHEDUlED 00· ON OENAND •• NULTI-CO~PETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAN. SCIENCE 
NAJORI ENVIRONNENTAL SCIENCE 
OPTION' ECOLOGY AND CCNSERVATION 
LEVEL. NASTER OF ARTS 
AD~ISSION INFORNATION: 
A STUDENT NUST: II HAVE ACQUIREC A IACtALAUREATE tEGREE FRON 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION Of HIGHER EDUCATION; Z' IE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. APPLICANTS FOR ADNISSION 
TO THE &RAOUATE ECOlOGY ANO CCNSERVATION CPT ION IIILL IE EXPECT­
ED TO NEET THE UNDERGRADUATE COMPETENCIES FOR THIS CPT ION. 
ORDINARILY APPLICANTS IIITH A IACCALAUREATE IIITH A NAJOR IN THE 
LIfE SCIENCES AND A NlNOR IN NATHENATICS OR THE PHYSICAL 
SCIENCES IIILL IE DIRECTLY ADNISSIILE TO THIS CPTICh. STUDENTS 
IIITH DEGREES IN OTHER .IELDS NAY IE AONITTED CONDITIONALLY 
PENDING CONPLETION OF UNOEIIGRADUATE LEVEL PREREQUISITES IN AD­
DITION TO GRADUATE LEVEL IIEQUIRENENTS. STUDENTS NOT NEETING 
AONISSION CRITERIA NAY PETITION fOR ADMISSION T~CUGH ThE 
OfFICE OF ADNISSICNS. 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTS. 
A STUDENT MUST: I' ACQUIRE A MININUN CF ). GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOUIIS; ZI DERONSTRATE ACHIEVENENT OF THE MININUM SCIENCE DIVI­
SION RATH CONPETENCY; )' HA.E ACQUIRED THE CONPETENCIES fOR A 
IACCALAUREATE DEGREE IN ECOLOGY AND CONSERVATION CR CONPLETED 
COURSE~R IN fiELD 11000GY. CHENISTRY. AND THE FOLLONING' 
CAS)I.O OR CAS)I.5. CAS3150. CAS5.~'. CAS5510, CAS5110, CAS5110 
CAS6631. CAS10.0, CAS1050. CAS1130, CAS11)Z OR THE EQUIVALENT 
AS APPROVED IY THE STUDENT'S AOVISOR AND/OR DEGREE CONNITTEE; 
., ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FeR THIS DEGREE I 5' 
PARTICIPATE IN AN ECOLOGY AND CONSERVATION GRADUATE SENINAR, 6' 
COMPLETE EITHER A RESEARCH TNESIS INVOLVING LABGRATORY/FIELD
IIORR OR A COOPERATIVE EOUCATION EXPERIENCE; 11 EARN A NININUN 
OF Z. GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT ~AY SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIEVEIlENT OF CONPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE NETHOOS UPON APPROVAL 
OF ADVISOR ANO UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN. 
REQUIREO COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' 31 HOURU 
BEHAV OF ANNLS:FIELO STUDIES CU5.0. II ) HIlS. 
EIPERNNTL DESIGN LAB' flELO C&55.2. II ) HIlS. 
IIOLOGY OF LOCAL MANNALS CAU510 F 3 HIlS. 
ORNITHOLOGY II CAS"OO 5 3 HIlS. 
PLANT IIICROENVRII1S:SUMMER PHEN CAS10.0 SO HIlS.•PLANT IIICROENVIIIITS.$P PHENOPHS CAS 1050 II Z HRS. 
NATURAL REGULA.Of POPULATIONS C&56111 II HIlS.•ECOLOGICAL IIETHOOS CU5II0 5 HIlS.•ENVIRON.FLO STUDIES:IL PRAIRIE CAS5915 FE SO ) HIlS. 
ECLGY , CONSRVTN GRAD SEMINAR CASl911 f II Z HilS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE LEVEL' I HOURS' 
SELECT AT LEAST • HOURS fROIi AHONG. 
LIMNOLOGY CU6611 FE HIlS.•STREAN ECOLOGY 	 CAS7150 FD HIlS.• 
SELKT AT LUST • 110l1li5 fROII A1I06. 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION IN CASS"O FilS I-I "S.
SPECIAL PR~ECTS I•••• US1600 FilS I-I HIlS. 
GRAOUATE THIS IS CAS9600 FilS I-I HilS. 

ELECTIVE COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL: I. HCURS' 
ADDITIONAL COURSES RECOIINENOEO AS OPTIONAL ELECTIVES: 
ELECT AN OPTIONAL NUNBER OF 

HOURS FRON THE FOLLOklNG 

COURSES. CAS5391. CAS5.10. 

CAS55)1. CAS5650, CAS5810, 

CAS59)0, CAS61.0. CAS6190. 

CAS10318 CAS1061. CAS1)00. 

AN~/OR CAse .... 

Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Science 

with a major in Environmental Science 

is 39 hours 

NOTE I 5': 
• 	 OPTIONAL. 
F • FALL FO· FALL 000 YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS II. IIINTER 
110 • NINTER 000 YEARS liE. IIINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUNNER 
SO • SPRING-SUNNER 000 YEARS SE. S'RING-SU~NER EVEN YEARS 
II • NOT SCHEDULED 00. DN DERAMD •• NULTI-CONPETENCY COURSE 
PltOGllAM. SC I ElitE 
NAJOR. ENVIRONIlENTAL SCIENCE 
OPTIO.. ENVIRONIiENTAL ANALYSIS 
LEVEL: BACHELOR OF ART S 
ADNISSIO. INFORNATION' 
A STUDENT NUST. I' HAVE ACpulRED A. ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEIlESTER HOURS OF CREDIT IIITH AN OWEIIALL ·C· 011 IE1TER 
GPA FRON AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION, Z, IE 
IN GOOD STANDIIiG AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED, AND 31 HAVE CON­
PLETEO THE FDLLOIiING LDIIER DIVIS lOR PREREQUISITE CDURSEMORR. 
AT LEAST I SENESTER HOURS EACH OF GENERAL CHENISTRY IIITH LA •• 
CALCULUS, ORGANIC CHENISTRY IIITH LAB. ANO • SENESTER HOURS OF 
ANALYTICAL CHENISTRY IIITH LAI INOTE. STUDENTS NGT HAVING THESE 
PREREQUISITES NAY IE AONITTEO CONDITIONALLY .E.OING CON'LETION 
Of THIS COURSEIIORK IIITHIN A YEAR CF ADNISSIONI. STUDENTS NOT 
NEETI.G AONISSION CRITERIA NAY PETITION FOR ADNISSION THRDU~ 
THE OFFICE OF ADNISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDE.T !lUST' II ACQUIRE A MINI_ OF 120 CREDIT IOCUR S OF 
""ICH 60 HOURS !lUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL 15.-'1 HOURS 
REQUIRED. )-6 HOURS ELECTED.; 2' ACQUIRE THE CONPe)tNCIES
SPECIFIED fOR T"IS OEGREE, I' DEIIGNSTRATE ACHIE.ERENT D' THE 
MINIIiUN SCIENCE DIViSION NATH COMPETENCYT 4' EARN AT LEAST 24 
CREOIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEVENENT OF 
COMPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE NETHCOS UPON APPROWAL OF ADVISOR 
AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUD' PLAN. 
REQUIRED CO~RSES--U'PER DIVISIONS U HCURS' 
STATISTICAL METHODSs LECTURE CAS1UO 5 Z HIlS.•STATISTICAL METHSS SCIENCE LAI CAS1U2 F S. Z HIlS. 
ENVIRONMERTAL LAII C&55.,0 F ) HRS. 
INORGANIC CHEIiISTRY CASU 15 110 ) HIlS. 
PHYSICAL CHEIiISTRY l C&5..oo F HIlS.•
'HYSICAL CHEIIISTRY II CAS..a1 II HIlS.•II0CHENISTRYs LABORATORY CA55.02 5 1 HIlS. 
IIUC"INISTRY' LECTURE CAU.U 5 ) "5.ECOLOGYs BASIC palNCIPLES CASIno II ) HIlS. 
GEUCHEIiISTRY CAUOU HIlS. 
CHIIONATOGR.TECHNOS ENVIR.ANALY CA554.0 .. • HIlS • 
ELECT~"EII TECHS ENVIR. STOY C&l5I30 •) "S. 
SPECTROCHEII TECN E.VIRON ANAL cunzo F !I HIlS. 
SCIEIltE PROCiIlAN ORIE.TATION CAS1• .a F 1 "5. 
REIIIIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION. ., HGURU 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS 'ROIl A~ONG' 
CORPUTER 'RDGRAIIIIINGs BASIC CAS31.a F .. S Z "5.,,5.CONPUTER PROGaAII.G.FORTRAN IW CAsn.!I F .. 5 ) 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS .RON ANONS' 

READINGS' INVESTIGATIONS IN•• CASUoo f II 5 I-I HIlS. 

RESEARCHING SCIENCE I"'ORIIAT'. CASH10 F II 5 ) HIlS. 

SELECT TIIO OF TNE THREE AREAS lAIR. SOIL. IIATER' 
FOR 11-11 CREOIT HOURS FRON AHONGs ... 
AIR QUALITY RESEARCH CASSO!lO so 3 HIlS. 
IIETEOROLDGY CAU121 II Z,I "5. 
SOIL ANAL YSIS CAS1590 FO z-. HIlS. 
IlATER QUALITY RESEARCH CASl96 I 6 HIlS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--U'PIII DIVISIO•• .., IlCURU 
, 
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EL ECT 3-1 IIIUU FROII THE FOL­

LOWING COURSES. CASllll. 

CAS5150. CAS5ISO. CAS5110. 

CAS5945. CA56010. CAS6240. 

CAS66II. CA56130. CAS 1010. 

CASl210. OR EQUIVALEIIT COURSES 

AS APPROVED IY ADVISCR .... 

TRANSFER CREDIT--LOMER DIVISIONI I 60 HOURS • 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Science 

with a major in Environmental Science 

is 120 hours 

NOTI IS I I 
•• VARIAILE. REQUIRED AREAS--12 TO 15 CREDIT HOURS, ELECTIVES 
--) TO 6 tREDIT HOURS. 
•••	THE COIIIINED TOTAL NUIIIER.F DEDIT HeUIIS FOR THESE ARUS 
lAIR, SOIL, WATER--I-II HOURS. AIIO ELECTIVES 15-1 HOUIISI 
IIUST IE AT LEAST 14 HOURS. 
F • FALL FO· FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS M. MINTER 
Me • MINTER ODD YEARS ME. MINTER EVEII YEARS 5 - SPRIIIS-SUIIIIER 
so - SPRING-SUllIIER ODD YEARS SE. SPRINS-SU~IIER EVEII YEARS 
aa • .,T SCHEDULED 00. ON DEliA110 •• IIULTI-COIIPETEIICY COURSE 
PRCNIRAII. SC IENCE 
IlAJUR. ENVIRONIIENTAL SCIENCE 
OPTIONI ENVIRDIIIIENTAL AIIALYSIS 
LEVEll IlASUR OF ARTS 
ADIIISS ION INFORIIA TlO'" 
A STUDENT IIUSTI II HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALtuaEjTE DE&REE .ROII 
All ACCREDITED INSTITUTIOII O. HI5MER EDUCATION. 21 IE III SOOO 
STAHDINS AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. APPLICANTS FOR ADIIISSION 
TO THE GRADUATE EMVIRONIIENTAL ANALYSIS OPTION MILL IE Ea­
PECTED TO IIEET THE UNDERGRADUATE COIIPETENCIES FOR THIS OPTION. 
ORDINARILY APPLIC"'TS MITH A IACCALAUREATE IIAJOR IN CHEIIISTRY 
AND A IIINOR IN IIATHEIIATICS DR PHYSICAL SCIENCE MILL IE 
DIRECTLY ADIIISSAILE TO THIS OPTION. STUDENTS MITH DESREES IN 
OTHER FIELDS IIAY IE ADIIITTED CONDITIONALLY PENDINS COIIPLETION 
OF UNDER&RADUATE LEVEL PREREQUISITES IN ADDITIDII TO GRADUATE 
LEvEL REQUIREIIENTS. STUDENTS NOT IIEETINS ADIIISSION CRITERIA 
IIAY PETITION FOR ADIIISSIOII THROUGH THE OFFICE OF ADIIISSIDNS. 
DE&REE REQUIREIIENTS: 
A STUDENT IIUST. II CDIIPLETE THE FOLLOWIIIG COURSES IIORMALLY 
TAKEN AT THE UNDER5RADUATE LEVEL, MHICH ARE EITHER 
PREREQUISITES fOR THE REQUIRED &RADIIATE ONLY COURSESI CASS440 
CMROIIAT05RAPHIC TECHNIQUES 14 MRS., CAS513D ELECTROCHEIIICAL 
TECHNIQUES 13 HRSI, CASll20 SPECTR8CHEIIICAL TECHNIQUES ISHRSI. 
CAS460D14101 PHYSICAL CHEIIISTRY I , II II HRSI OR THE EQUIVA- . 
LEIIT COURSES"I 21 HAVE DEIIONSTRATED COIIPETENCV IN AT LEAST 
ONE COIIPUTER LAN5UAaEI ). ACQUIRE A IIIIIIIIUII OF 32 GRADUATE 
CREDIT IIIURS 121-29 HDURS REQUIRED • 0-5 HOURS ELECTED., 4. 
ACQUIRE THE COIIPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DESREEa 5. COli­
PLETE A GRADUATE THESIS INVOLVING LAIDRATDRY/FIELD MORia 6. 
DIIIONSTRATE ACHIEVEIIINT Of THE IIINIIIUII SCIINCE DIVISION IIATH . 
COMPETENCYI 11 EARN A IIINIIIIIII 0' 24 GRADUATE CREOIT HOURS AT 
asu. A STUOENT IIAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEVEIIENT OF COllfETENCIES IY 
ALTFRIIATE IIETHOOS UPOII. APPROVAL OF AOVISOR ANa UPON IIICLUSION 
IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL. 20 HOUIISI 
RADIOISOTOPE TECHNIQUES CAS1UO S 3 "5.US CHRII5PHY/IIASS SPEC EMV ANL CASI9U M 3 MRS. 
IIIItHEIIISlRYI LAlOR""Y CAS540Z S I MRS. 
IIIItHEIIISTRYI LECTUIIE CAS540J S 3 MRS. 
PHOTIltHEIII STRY CAst-no 5 3 "5.AQUATIC CHEIIISTRY CASID90 F 4 "S.UIltHEIIISTRY 	 CAS6041 S 4 "S.&RAG THESISI PRESENTATION IN•• CASI,.5 F M S I MRS. 
&RADUATE THES I 5 CAS960D F M S 6 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--&RADUATE LEVILI I 1-9 HOURSI 
SELICT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING THREE AREASIAIR, SOIL. WATERa 
FOR 4-6 CREDIT HOURS FRail AIICNGI 
AIR QUALITY RESEARCH CAS5050 $0 3 MRS. 
IllTEDRDLDGY CAS61Z1 W 2.3 NRS. 
SOl L ANALYSIS CAS15tO Fa 4 MRS. 
WATER QUALITY RESEARCH CAS1MI S 6 MRS. 
IF 	NECESSAAY. SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROII AIIONGI II 
CUllPUTERSI L051C , OESISN CAS5'31 F W 5 2 MRS. 
COIIPUTER PR05RAIIIIINGIAPPLICATN CASII.. F W $ 1.2 HRS. 
SELIC T AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROII AIIDNG. 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION IN·... CAS5650 F W S I-I MRS. 
&RADUATE INTERNSHIP IN • • • CAS.IOO F M 5 I-~ HRS. 
ELECTIVE CDURSES--GRADUATE LEVELl I D-5 HCURS' 
ELECT 0-5 HOURS FROII CDURSES 

OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­

SITY THAT I1I5MT INCLUDE 

CASll30 , CAS1I)Z OR EQUIVA­

LENT. 

Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Science 

with a major in Environmental Science 

is 32 hours 

NOTE ISII 
•• 	EITHER &RADUATE STUDENTS IIUST HAVE ACOUIREO THE ASSOCIATED 
COIIPETENCIES AND CREDIT HOURS AS AN UNDERGRADUATE. OR THEY 
IIUST ACQUIRE THEil AS PART OF THEIR GRADUATE PROGRAII·OF 
STUDY • 
F • FALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEH YEARS M. WINTER 
Me - wINTER ODD YEARS ME. WINTEP EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUIIIIER 
SO - SPRING-SUNIIER 000 YEARS SE. SPRING-SUII"ER EVE~ YEARS 
aa. NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON OEIIAND •• IIULTI-COIIPETENCY COUR~E 
'ROIRAII' SCIENCE 
"'JaR: ENVIRONIIENTAL SCIENCE 
o,nONI HUIIAN ENVIRONMENT PLANNIIIG 
LEVELl IACHELOR CF ARTS 
AOIIISSION I"FORIIATIONO 
A STUDENT IIUST: 11 HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSCCIATES DEGREE DR AT 
LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS OF CREDIT MITH AN CVERALL ·C· OR lETTER 
GPA FROII AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTID~ OF HIG~ER EDUCATION, AND 21 
IE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
IIEETI", AOIIISSION CRITERIA IIAY PETITION FCR AD"lSSICH THRDU5H 
THE OFFICE OF AO"ISSIONS. 
DEIIREE REQUIREIIENTS' 
A STUDENT IIUST: II ACQUIRE A "INIIIU" Cf 123 CREDIT HOURS OF 
MHICH A IIININUII OF 63 HOURS IIUST IE UPPER OIVISI(" CREDIT 160 
HOURS REQUIRED. 3 HOURS ELECTEOI; 21 ACOUIRE THI CCIIPETfNCIES 
SPECIFIED FOR THIS OrGREEI 3. PARTICIPATE IN AT LEAST ONE OF 
THE 01l50lNG CURRICULUII PROJECTS DIRECTED BY HUIIAN ENVIRONIIENT 
PLANNING FACULTY; 41 DEIIONSTRATE ACHIEVEIIENT OF THE IIINIIIUII 
SCIENCE DIVISION "ATH COIIPETENCY; ANO 51 EARN A "INIIIIIII 0' 24 
CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT "AY SUISTITUTE ACHIEVENENT OF 
COIIPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE IIETHOOS UPON AP'ROVAL OF ADVISOR AND 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STU~Y PL'N. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION. · 1 42 HOURSI 
ECOLOGY. IASIC PRINCIPLES CA53150 W 3 HRS. 
ENVIRON LANO USE PLA"NING CAS5940· II 3 ·..5. 
CONTEII,..ARY URIAN ECOLOGY II CAst611 W 4 MRS. 
COIINUIIITY ENERSY PLNG' FUNOIILS C&56255 , W 4 HIlS. 
ENVIRONIIINTAL ASSESSIIENT CASS170 W 3 HRS. 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CASl562 ·F W 4 HIlS. 
PLANNINS FRAIIEWORKS CAS66l0 F 4 HIlS. 
ECONOIIIC AS'ECTS OF URI PLANNG CAS5Ill f 3 HRS. 
STATISTICAL IIETHOOSI LECTURE CAS7lJO F S 2 HRS. 
STATISTICAL IIETHS, GENERAL LAI CAS7U3 F 5 I HRS. 
COIIPREHENSIVE PLANNING STUDIO CAS641D S 4 HIlS. 
SCIENCE PROGRAII ORIENTATION CAS7""O F I HIlS. 
LAIIO USE CONTROLS CAS6l56 5 3 HIlS. 
PLANNING 'ROCESSESIA SYST VIEM CAS6990 5 3 MRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--U'PER DIVISIONI II HOURS I 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FRail AIIONG' 
ENERGY. RESOURCES' SOCIETY CAS5I501 W 3 MRS. 
ETHICS AIID ENVIRONIIENT CAS6010 F W 1-3 MRS. 
EVOLUTION MO IIAN CAS6140 FO SE 3-4 "S.GRASSIIOOTS CONCEPTS HUIlAN ECOL US6noi F 5 2.4 MRS. 
&ROWTH IlANAGEIIENT IIETHODDLOSY CA561551 WO 3 HIlS. 
EXPER IIINTL COIIIIUN , SOC CHANGE CA56lnl WC ) MRS. 
AIIERICAN URIAN HISTO_Y CAS7UOI F M 4 HRS. 
URI STUDIESI INTRa TO THE CITY CASl2lll F W 4 MRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROII AIIONGo 
CONTEIIPORARY URIAN ECOLOGY I CAS5610 F 2,4 MRS. 
PLANN INII THEOIIY US6"ODI F 4 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS 'R"" AIIONG. 
PLANNING TECHNIQUES' GRAPHICS CAS4605 5 3 MRS. 
ANTHROPOLOSY FOR PLANNERS CAS6125 S 4 MRS. 
PLANNINS IIETHODDLOGY CASl022 W 4 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS 'ROil A"ONG' 
COIIPUTER 'ROGRAIIIIINGt IASIC CAS3140 F M S 2 HRS. 
CO""'TER 'ROIIRAIINGIFCRTRAN IV CAsn45 f W S 3 MRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOUR S FROII AIICK: 
ENERIIY. RESOURCES' SOCIETY CAS51501 W ) MRS. 
ENVIRONIIENTAL LAW CA55930 F 2-" MRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROII AMONGo 
COIIIIIINITY ENERGY PLNGI A"LCTN CAS5295 5 4 HAS. 
College of Arts and Sciences 93 
LAND USE LAN SENINAR tA5652U 2-4 	 HaS. SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FRON ANON;. 
URB , .GNl PlNG: PRIN , 'RACIS CAS1940 F 3 HIlS. BEHAV.OF ANINAlS: INTRODUCTION tASSUD F MRS. 

CONTENPORARY URIAN ECOLOGY II CAS5611 N "4 MRS. 

ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPEA DIVISION. 3 H[URSI ;RASSROOTS CONCEPTS HUNAN ECOL tAS61501 F 2.4 HIlS. 

HEALTH CARE SOCIOLOGY . SHP629D F N 3 HRS. 
TRANSPORTATION SYSTENS tAS4140 F Ir3 HRS. SOCIAL PSYCHOLCGY HL05"40 F N 4.6 HItS. 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION IN ••• CAS5650 F N S I-I HAS. 
GRASSROOTS CONCEPTS HUNAN ECOL CAS6150. F S 2.4 HRS. SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FRON ANONG' 
GRONTH NANAGEMENT NETHODOLOGY CAS6155. NC 3 HRS. ASCENT OF NAN tAS5261 F 4 HRS. 
EIPERIMNTL COMNUN , SOC CHANGE CIrS617l1 110 3 fIRS. ENERGY. RESOURCES , SOCIETY tAS5850 II 3 tlRS. 
PLANNING THEORY tAS64001 F 4 HRS. ETHICS AND ENVIRONNENT CAS6DIO F N 1-] HRS. 
COUNTER-PROPAGANDA tAS645D F 3 HRS. GRASSROOTS CONCEPTS HUNAN ECOL CAS61501 F S 2.4 HItS. 
LAND USE LAN SEMINAR CAS65211 2-" HRS. GRONTH NANAGENENT NETHODOLOGY CAS61"1 NC 3 HRS. 
RESEARCH TECHNIQUES CAS6510 3 HRS. CDN~NITY ENERGY PLNG. FUNONLS CAS6255 N 4 HRS. 
URI.PLANG.INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUE CAS6599 II 3 HRS. PLANNIN; THEORY CAS640DI F 4 HRS. 
NEN COMMUNITIES DEVELOPNENT tAS6800 F N 1-4 HRS. NEN CON~NITIES DEVELOPNENT CAS6800. F II S 1-4 HRS. 
ANERICAN URIAN HISTORY CA512301 F N 4 HRS. 
URI STUDIES. INTRO TC THE CITY CAS127l1 F N 4 HAS. SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FRON ANONG' 
COMM ORG./toNMU DEVELOPNENT CA51210 S 3 HRS. CONTENPoRARY URBAN ECOLOGY I CAS5610 F 2.4 HItS. 
RESEARCHING SCIENCE INFORNAT'N CASHIO F N S 3 HIlS. GRASSROOTS CONCEPTS HUNAN ECOL CAS61501 F S 2.4 HRS. 
IDEA OF COMMUNITY tAS1550 S 3 HRS. GRONTH NANAGENENT NETHODOLOGY CAS61551 Nt ] HIlS. 

HEALTH PLANNING I SHP3540 N 3 "S. PLANNING THEORY CAS64001 F 4 tlRS. 

RESEARCH METHODS HLD5430 00 00 00 3-4 HaS. NEN CUNNUNITIES DEVELOPNENT CAS6IOOI F 1-4 HRS. 

GAME THEORY , COMNUNICATION HLD5540 N 4 HRS. 

CONNUNITY COMNNICATIDN SYSTENS HLD57l0 N 2-4 tlRS. SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FRON ANONG. 

THEORY OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEN HLD5801 N 4 HRS. GRONTH NANAGENENT NETHODOLOGY CAS61551 NO 3 HRS. 

TONARD QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS HLD6230 NO SE 2-" HItS. ANTHROPOLOGY FOR PLANNERS CAS61251 S 4 HRS. 

HUMAN SERVICE SYSTENS HLD6440 F N S 3 HAS. PLANNING PROCESSES.A SYST VIEN tAS69901 S ' 3 tlRS. 

PLANNING NETHODOLOGY CAS1022. N 4 HIts. 

STATISTICAL NETHDDS. LECTURE CASll]O F 2 HIlS. 

TRANSFER CREDIT--LDNER DIVISION: 60 HOUIIS STATISTICAL NETHS. GENERAL LAI CAS1133 F 1,2 HRS. 

RESEARCHI~G SCIENCE INFORNAT'N CASHIO F N 3 HRS. 

Minimum total number of credit hours SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRON AHONG. 
required for a Bachelor of Arts 	 ECONONIC ASPECTS OF URI PLANNG CAS51l1 F 3 HIlS. 
ANTHROPOLOGY FOR PLANNERS tAS61251 4 HRS.in Science PLANNING NETHODOLOGY CA510221 N 4 	 HIlS. 
with a major in Environmental Science SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM ANDNG. 
is 123 hours GRONTH MANAGENENT NETHODOLOGY CAS61551 NO 3 tlRS. 
LAND USE LAN SEMINAR CAS65211 2-4 HRS.NOTE lSI : URI.PLANG'INHOVATIVE TECHNIQUE tAS65991 N 3 HRS. 
NEN COMMUNITIES DEVELOPMENT CAS68001 F N S 1-4 HItS. 
I 	 CR EDI T HOURS EARNED fOR COURSES LISTED NORE THAN ONCE IN A REGIONAL PLANNING CA51261 NE 3 HIlS.CURRICUlUM MAY NOT 8E USED TO SATISFY THE REQUIAENENTS OF URI' RGNL PLNG' PRIN , PRACTS tAS1940 3 tlRS.MORE THAN ONE CONPETENCY. . 

SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMON6. 

GRONTH MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY CAS6I". NO 3 	 ..S.F • FALL FO. FALL COD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS If. NINTER LAND USE CONTROLS CAS6156 3 HRS. 
NO - NINTER ODD YEARS liE. NINTER EVEN YEARS S - SPRING-SUMMER PLANNING THEORY tAS64001 F 4 	 HIlS. 
so - S'RING-SUNNER DOD YEARS SE - SPRING-SUNMER EVEN YEARS LAND USE LAN SEMINAR CAS65211 2-4 "5.
•• - NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON OEMAND ,. NULTI-CONPETENCY COURSE URI.PLANG.INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUE CAS6599. N 3 "5.PLANNING PROCESSES.A SYST VIEN CAS6990. S 1 HRS. 
PLANNING METHODOLOGY CA510221 N 4 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM ANONG' 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION IN CAS5650 F· N S 1-8 HIlS. 
SPECIAL PROJECTS IN••• CA51600 F N S I-a tlRS. 
GRADUATE THESIS CAS9600 F N 5 I-I HRS. 
PRO&RAN. KIENCE 	 Minimum total number of credit hours 
NAJOR' ENVIRONNENTAL SCIENCE 
OPTION' HUNAN ENVIRONMENT PLANNING required for a Master of Arts 

LEVEL' NASTER Of ARTS 
 in Science 

ADMISSION INfORNATICN. with a major in Environmental Science 

A STUDENT NUST' 11 HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE DEGREE FRON 

AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION: 21 IE IN GOOD is 35 hours 

STAHUING AT THE LAST KHODL ATTENDED: AND 31 CONPLETE 

DEfiCIENCIES. AS DETERNINED IY THE STUDENT'S DEGREE CONNITTEE. 
 NOTEISI. 

IN ANY OF THE FOLLONING UNDERGRADUATE ENVIRONMENTAL-SCIENCE 
 • 	 CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED MORE T~AN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM NAY NOT aE USED TO SATISFY THE aEQUIAEMENTS OfRELATED COURSES. CAS3150 13 SHI CR CAS6255 I" SH •• CAS5a50 

12 SHI OR CAS5930 11 SHI. CAS5110 13 SHI OR CASS940 13 SHI. 
 NORE THAN ONE CONPETENCY. 
CASllJO 13 SHI. CAS1562 13 SHI OR CAS6125 14 SHI CR CAS1022 
14 SHI. ANO A COMPUTER PROGRAMMING COURSE 12 SHI--INOTE' 
STUDENTS NOT NEETING THIS CRITERICN MAY IE AONITTEO CONDITION­
ALLY PENDING RENOVAL OF DEfiCIENCIES.. STUDENTS NOT MEETING F • FALL FO. FALL 000 YEARS FE· FALL EVEN YEARS If· NINTER 
ADNISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FtR ADNISSltN T~R[UGh THE NO - NINTER DOD YEARS WE - NINTER EVEN YEARS S· SPRING-SUNNER 
OFFICE OF AONISSICNS. SO - SPRING-SUMMER 000 YEARS SE. SPRING-SUMNER EVEN YEARS 
•• - NOT SCHEOULED 00. ON DENAND •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 

A STUDENT ~ST: II ACQUIRE A NININUN OF 35 GRADUATE CREDIT 

HOURS, 21 DENDNSTRATE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE ~INIMUN SCIENCE DIVI­

SION NATH CONPETENCY; 3. ACQUIRE THE CONPETENCIES SPECIFIED 

FOR THIS OEGREEI 41 PARTICIPATE IN AT LEAST TNO OF THE ONGOING 

CURRICULUM PROJECTS DIRECTED ay HUMAN ENVIRONNENT PLANNING 

fACULTY; 51 COMPLETE A THESIS. INTERNSHIP CR SYNTHESIS 'APER AS 

A TERNINAL INTEGRATING EXPERIENCEI AND 61 EARN A NININUN Of 24 

GRAOUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT "AY SU8STITUTE ACHIEVE­

NENT OF CONPETENCIES 8Y ALTERNATE METHCDS UPON _PPROVAL OF 

ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 

PLAN. 

REIlUIRED C:OURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' 12 HOURSI 
'LANNING FRANENORKS tAS6610 F 4 HRS. 

COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING STUDIO CAS6410 S HItS. 

CONNUNITY ENERGY .LNG. APPLCTN CAS5295 S " 4 HIlS. 

REIlUIREO AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL' 2J HOURSI 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRON ANONG. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSNENT CAssno N 3 HIlS. 

ENVIRON LAND USE .LANNING CAS5940 N 3 HIlS. 
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PROGRAM' SCIENCE 
",JORI ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
OPTION: ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: II NAVE A(QUI~ED A 8ACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIG~ER EDUCATION; 21 8E IN GOOD 
STANDING Al THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; 31 HAVE ACQUIRED THE 
FOLLOWING UNDERGRADUATE PREREQUISITE COURSEMORK' "ATHE~ATICS 
THROUGH BASIC CALCULUS, AT LEAST GNE CCURSE Ih EACH GF THE 
FOLLOMING--tOMPUTER PROGRAMMING, STATISTICS AND 8.SIC ECONOM­
ICS, AT LEAST FOUR COURSES IN THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ONE 
COURSE IN fUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF ECOLOGY CNOTE: STUDENTS 
MIT" DEFICIENCIES IN ANY Of THESE AREAS MAY 8E ADMITTED 
CONDITIONALLY PENDING REMOVAL CF DEFICIENCIES PRltR TO ENROLL­
MENT 8EYOND 15 CREDIT HOURS IN THIS CURRICULUM EXCLUSIVE OF 
PREREQUISITESI. STUDENTS NOT MEETING ADMISSICN C~ITERIA MAY 
PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT MUST' 11 ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 50 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS C~l HOURS REQUIRED. 3 HOURS ELECTEDI; 2' DEMCNSTRATE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF THE MINIMUM SCIENCE DIVISICN MATH COMPETENCY' 
3' ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED fOR THIS DEGREE; ~I COM­
PLETE A GRADUATE INTERNSHIP OR GRADUATE THESIS AS A TERMINAL 
INTEGRATING EXPERIENCE; AND 5' EARN A MINIMU~ OF 2~ GRADUATE 
CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SU8STITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF 
COMPETENCIES 8Y ALTERNATE METHCoS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRAoUATE LEVEl : 27 HCURS' 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT CAS5870 M 3 HRS. 
ENVIR~MENTAL LAW CAS5930 f 2-~ HRS. 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY CAS70n F 3 HRS. 
POLLUTION CONTROL TECHNIQUES CAS7080 WO 3 HRS. 
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS CAS8831 fO 3 HIlS. 
ENVIRONMENTAL MODELING CAS88l2 IfE 3-5 "RS. 
ENVRONMENTAL MANAGEMNT SEMINAR CAS88~0 SE 3 HRS. 
METH OF ENVIRONMENTAL POL ANAL CAS9015 WO 3 HRS. 
STATISTICS. MULTIVARIATE METHS CAS71~O ) HIlS. 
SCIENCE PROGRAM ORIENTATION CAS7~~0 F 1 HIlS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 20 HOURS' 
SElEC T AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AIICNG. 
ASCENT OF MAN ·CAS5261 F ~ HRS. 
ETHICS ANO ENVIRONMENT CAS6080 F M 1-3 HRS. 
MORAL CHOICES IN CON TEMP SOC CAS65~2 ) HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG. 
BIOLOGY OF LOCAL MAMMALS CAS5510 3 HIlS. 
ECOLOGICAL METHODS CAS5810 S ~ MRS. 
EMVIRON.FLO STUOIES:IL PRAI RIE CAS5915 FE SO 3 HRS. 
LIMNOLOGY CAS6611 FE ~ HRS. 
STR UM ECOLOGY CAS7750 fO ~ HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AIIONG. 
ENVIRON LAND USE PLANNING CAS59~O M 3 HIlS. 
PLANNING PROCESSES.A SYST VIEM CAS6990 3 HIlS. 
REGIONAL PLANNING CAS7267 ME 3 HRS. 
UR8 , RGNL PLNG: PRIN , PRACTS CAS79~O F 3 HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG. 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
EPDMLGY'PRIN , ANAL OF DATA II 
CAS8565 
SHP8860 
F
.. .. .. 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AIIONG: 
fOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING 8'15101 F W S 3 HRS. 
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW lPA59~O F 3 HRS. 
SEMINAR IN PUILIC POLICY 8PII960 F M 3 HR.S. 
SEMINAR IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT IPA8970 f W S ] HRS. 
LAND 
"SA: 
USE LAW SEMINAR 
PUIILIC FINANCE' SYS ANal 
CA56521 
SHP6~90 
S
.. .. .. 
2-~ 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fRON ANONG. 
GRADUAl E THESlS CAS9600 F M S 1-8 HRS. 
GltAOUATE INTERNSHIP IN. CAS9800 F M S 1-8 HRS. 
elECTIVE COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEl. 3 HCURS' 
ELECT 3 HOURS FROM COURSES IN 
THE AIEA OF THE STUDENT'S TE~-
MIHAL INTEGltATING EXPERIENCE. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Science 

with a major in Environmental Science 

is 50 hours 

F - FALL fO. FALL ODD YEA~S FE. FALL EVEN YEARS M. MINTER 
Me - MINTER ODD YEARS IfE. WINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMMER 
SO • SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEAIS SE. S'RING-SU~ME. EVEN YEARS 
II • NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DEMAND •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Human Ecology Major This major speaks to needs growing 
out of the recognition that: (1) humans exist today in a world 
far different than that in which they developed and spent 
nearly the entirety of their existence; (2) humans exist in 
'ecological' systems (social, cultural, economic, 
psychological ... ) of their own design, in addition to their 
natural ecosystems. 
PROGRAM' SCIENCE 

MAJOR: HUMAN ECOLOGY 

LEVEL: BACHELOR OF ARTS 

ADMISSION INFORMATION' 
8ECAUSE T"IS CUlaICULUN IS UNDERGOING EXTENSIVE RE-EVALUATION 
AND SU8ST'-TIVE C~RICULAR REVISIONS, NO STUDENTS MILL BE 
ADMITTED TO THIS MAJOR DURING ACADEMIC YEAR 19BO-Il. 
PROGRAM' SCIENCE 
MAJOR: HUMAN ECOLOGY 
LEVEL' MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION' 
8ECAUSE THIS CUlaICUlUM IS UNDERGOING EXTENSIVE RE-EVALUATION 
AND SU8STANTIVE CURRICULAR REVISIGNS, NO STUDENTS ifiLL 8E 
ADMITTED TO THIS NAJOR DUliNG ACADEMIC YEAR 1910-11. 
Science Teaching Program 
Majors: 

K-12 Science Teaching (B.A. & M.A.) 

Elementary Science Teaching (M.A.) 

Secondary Science Teaching (M.A.) 

Community College Science Teaching (M.A.) 

The instructional program in Science Teaching focuses on 
the content and processes of science and related ways to 
teach them which reflect an environmental concern. It is 
designed to meet the needs of certified teachers who wish to 
improve their skills as teachers by adding to their knowledge 
of environmental sciences, gaining competence in profes­
sional education disciplines, and strengthening their cultural 
and humanistic backgrounds. It is also designed for those 
who wish to gain competence in the theory and practice of 
environmental education outside the formal educational 
settings, or for those who wish to earn an Illinois certificate 
as a School Science Specialist. 
AII'candidates for the M.A. degree in Science Teaching are 
required to complete a Terminal Integrating Experience 
(TIE) which is designed to assist the student in synthesizing 
and integrating various elements comprising his/her 
graduate study plan . The TIE usually takes the form of a pro­
ject and is planned individually by each student and his/her 
advisor. Each student is required to present his/her project 
at a science graduate seminar prior to awarding of the M.A. 
degree. 
K-12 Science Teaching Major The K-12 Science Teaching 
major is a three-year (B.A. & M.A.) curriculum designed 'for 
students who wish to acquire an Illinois teaching certificate 
in science and environmental science. The teaching cer­
tificate is gained by entitlement when the M.A. degree is 
granted . . 
The undergraduate B.A. degree in Science Teaching is in­
tended to develop the students' knowledge of science con­
tent and skills in using investigative processes. Students 
should acquire breadth and some depth in science content 
areas. Professional education courses are intended to orient 
students to the classroom and to allow them to assess their 
interest in teaching. 
Applicants for the M.A. degree in Science Teaching must 
have a B.A. or B.S. degree in scienc~, math, or engineering. 
The curriculum, consisting of science and professional 
education courses, is designed to enable students to· 
develop and teach interdisciplinary and environmentally­
oriented science curricula. Emphasis is placed on teaching 
environmental science as a method of inquiry. 
paosRAN. SCIEMtE T~ACHING 
Q.IQa. 1t-12 KIENCE TEUHI'" 

LEVEll BACHELOR OF AUS 

ADMISSIOII INFDRNATION. 
A STUDENJ NUST. I. HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SERESTER HOURS OF CREDIT IIITH All OVERALL ·C· OR BETTER 
G,A FRON AN ACCREDITED INStiTUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIONI ,. BE 
IN GDOD STaNDING AT THE LAST KHOOL ATTENDEDI AND 3. HAVE CON­
'LETED AT LEAST 6 SENESTER HOURS OF LAIORATORY KIENCE COURSES 
AND 6 SEN ESTER HOURS OF NATHENATICS. INCLUDING COLLEGE ALGEIRA. 
STUDENTS IIOT NEETING AGRISSION CRITERIA NAY PETITION FOR 
ADRISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF ADNISSIONS. 
DEIREE REQUIRENENTS.
• A STUDENT NUST. I. ACQUIRE A NINIRUN CF III CREDIT HOURS OF 
IIHICH AT LEAST 61 HOURS NUST IE AT THE UP.ER DIVISION LEveLl 2. 
College of Arts and Sciences 9S 
DERONSTRATE ACHIEVENENT OF THE NININUN SCIENCE DIVI SIGII Q TH 
CONPETEMtYI 3. ACQUIRE THE CONPETENCIES S'ECIFIID FOR , IS 01­
GREf,. I",LUDI'" THE lIlERAL EDUUTlON CON'ETENCIES SVlSUllED 
THEREIN; •• COM'LETE THE STATE OF ILLINCIS REQUIR ENINT OF lDO 
HOURS OF CLINICAL EX'ERIENCE IN EDUCATION 'RICR TO RIIISTERIN' 
FOR STUDENT TEACHING AT THE M.A. LEVELl AND 5. EARN A "INlNUN 
OF l4 CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUB STITUTE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF CONPETENCIES BV ALTERNATE "ETHCOS UPOII APPROVAL 
OF ADVISOR AND U'ON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S A"ROVED STUDY 
PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--U"ER DIVISION' I 30 HOURS. 
STATISTICAL METHOOS' LECTURE USJllO F S l MRS. 
STATISTICAL METHS. SCIENCE LAI 
RESEARCHING SCIENCE INFORMAT'N 
THEOR Y OF IUKIIILEDGE 
CASTUZ 
CASH 10 
uunl 
F 
F 
f 
II 
5 
5 
2 
3 
] 
MRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
LRNG 'ROC.CHILDREN , ADOLESCTS 
TCMIIG ELEMENTARV KHL SCIENCE 
CAS6550 
CASTIDO 
F 
f II 
5 3 
3 
MRS. 
MRS. 
ASSESSING EOUCATIONAL OUTCOMES 
ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE US 
CAS,no 
HLDJnO 
F 
II 
] 
3 
HIS. 
HRS. 
CLINICAL EXPERIENCES 
ASCENT OF MAN 
IN EOUC CASHlO 
CAUl61 F 
II 4 
4 
HIS. 
HIS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--U"ER DIVISION' I , HCURS. 
SELECT AT LEAST l HOURS FRaN ANCNG. 
ENVIRONMNTL EO.A 'RDCESS A'RCH CAS6391 l MRS. 
CLASSRM USE OF INSTR MATERIALS HLDSSJO F l-3 HIS. 
'RDGRARNED INSTRUCTIONAL MATLS HLD60lD 5 l-3 HIS. 
MODULE DEV FDR CBT HLDJ950 FilS Z-3 HAS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HQURS .ROM 
SOCIAL fOUNDATIONS Of EOUC 
HUQN SERVICE SYSTENs 
AMONG. 
CASJ540 
HLD644° 
F II 
FilS • 
HIS • 
3 HAS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--U"ER DIVISION' I 26 HCURS. 
ELECT AT LEAST 26 HOURS FROM 
AIIONG K IENCE. Q THEMATICS. OR 
CON'UTER COURSES. A MININUM OF 
14 HOURS IN THESE ELECTIVES 
NUST INCLUDE LAIORATORV OR 
FIELD INVESTIGATICN COURSES. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOIIER DIVISION. I 60 HOURS , 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Science Teaching 

with a major in K-12 Science Teaching 

is 121 hours 

NOTE IS•• 
• THIS CURRICULUN IS 'RE'ROFESSIONALI THE .-Il SCIENCE 
TEACHING CERTifiCATE 'ROGRAM IS AT THE GRADUATE LEVEL. 
F • fALL Fa. FALL DOD YEARS FE. FALL EVE II YEARS II. 1I1IITO 
MD • WINTER ODD YEARS liE. IIINTER EVEN VEARS S. SPRING-SURlIER 
SO • S'RIIIG-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE· SPRING-SUNNER EVEN YEARS 
II - IIOT SCHEDULED 00. 011 OENAIID •• MULTI-COM'ETENCY COURSE 
• 
PItOGRAIi. KIENCE TEACHING 
IIUOR. "'U KIENC! TEACHIN' 
LEVEll QSTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION. 
A STUDEIIT NUST. I. HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUReATE DEGREE IIITH 
A M~R IN SCIENCE. NATH OR EIIGINEERING FROII AN ACCREDITEO 
INSTITUTION Of HI&HER EDUCATIONI AND Z' IE III GOlIa STANDIHI AT 
THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT MEETING AONISSION CRI­
TERIA NAV 'ETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OfFICE OF 
AONIS SIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS'
A. STUOEIIT MUST. I. ACQUIRE A MINIMUN OF 39•• GRADUATE CRtOI T 
HOURS; 2. DEMONSTRATE ACHIEVEMENT Of THE MINIMUM SCIENCE Divi­
SION NATH COMPETENCYI 3. ACQUIRE THE CON'ETENCIES SPECI.lio 
FOR TillS DEIREEI •• CONPLETE A TERMINAL IIITEGRATING EXPER lfMCE . 
STUDENT TEACHING e, CH'I AND ,. EARN A MINIHUM OF ,. 'RAQUAf E 
CREDIT HOURS AT 'SU, A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVERENT Of 
CQN'ETEllCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS U'ON A"ROVAL OF ADVISOR aND 
U'ON INCLUSION IN THE .STUDENT·S A"ROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL. I . 16 HCURS. 
&AAO SEMINAR III SCIENCE EDUC CAS90.. F II 5 Z HIl S. 
'HILOSO,", OF SCIENCE CAn.lI II l HIlS. 
CURRICULUII DEVELO'NENT CAS5HD F 5 3 HIS. 
CLINICAL EX'ERIENCES IN Eoue CASlUO II Z MRS. 
ETHICS AND ENVIRONMENT CAS6010 F II 2 HIlS. 
STUDENT TEACHING IN SCIENCE CAsnoo II 5 MRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--'RAOUATE LEVEL' e 11 HauRU 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOIlAS fROM ANDIIG. 
LRNG PRDe.CHILDREN , ADOLEseTS CAS., 50 f S 1-3 MRS. 
LEARIIING 'ROCESSES' ADV TO.les CAS9050 II 3 MRi . 
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SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FNlII AIIOIIG' 
SCIElltE AND INQUIRY
TCNIIe ELENENTARY SCHL SCIEIICE 
IEYONO TEKTIOOK SCIENCE 
CASl4l9 
CASlIOO 
CUIl90 
F 
II 
~ 
S 
Z 
] 
2,] 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST] HOURS FRail AIIO~GI 
ASSESSING EOUCATIONAL OUTCOIIES 
IIEAIIIIIGFUL EVAL IEYONO TESTING 
CAnno 
CAStOIl 
F 
S 
2-] 
2-] 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROII AIIONG. 
IIIPROVING LEARNING EIIVRONIINTS 
ETHNIC IlINORITIES III THE US 
CAsnu 
HLDI9l0 II 
S 2-] 
3 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
ElECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVELl 1 12 HOURSI 
ELECT AT LEAST 12 HOURS FROII 
AIIOIIG SCIENCE, IIATHEIIATICS, OR 
COIIPUTER COURSES NUIIIERED 5000 
OR AIOvE. A IIIIIIIIUII OF 6 
HOURS IN THESE ELECTIVES MUST 
INCLUDE LAIIORATORY OR FIELD 
INVESTIGATION COURSES. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Science Teaching 

with a major in K-~ 2 Science Teaching 

is 39 hours 

IIOTEI Sli _ 
•• CERTIFICATION IN A SUIJECT AREA IIAY REGUIRE ADDITIONAL HOURS 
f • fALL Fa. fALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEII YEARS II· IIINTER 
110 - ~INTER ODD YEARS liE - MINTER EvEII YEARS S - SPRING-SUIIIIER 
so • SPRIN;-SUIIIIER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUIIIIER EVEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED 00 - ON DEIIANO ,. MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Elementary Science Teaching Major This major is designed 
to help elementary school teachers improve knowledge and 
skills related to science, environmental concerns, and 
science teaching. The instructional program focuses on the 
content and processes of science and related ways to teach 
them which reflect an environmental concern. The cur­
riculum focuses on development of skills and knowledge in 
(1) environmental science: content, investigative ability, in­
formation retrieval, and the history, philosophy, and 
sociology of science; (2) professional education: learning 
theory, curriculum development, teaching skills, and 
evaluation; and (3) interdisciplinary aspects of education: 
cultural diversity, humanistic perspectives and values. 
NaGRAII. SCIENCE TEACHING 
IIAJORI ELEIIENTARY SCIENCE TEACHING 
LEVELl IlASTER OF ARTS 
I 
ADIIISSION I.,ORIIATIONI 
A STUDENT MUST. II HAVE ACGUIREO A IACCALAUREATE DEGREE FRail 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIO~I 21 IE IN GOOD 
STANOING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; AND 31 HAVE A VALID 
TEACHING CERTIFICATE. STUDENTS NOT IIEETIIIG ADIIISSION CRITERIA 
NAY PETITION fOR ADIIISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF '01115510115. 
DEGREE REQUIREIIENTS. 
A STUDENT MUSTI II ACGUIRE A IIINIIIUII OF 3_ GRAOUATE CREDIT 
HOURSI 21 DEIIONSTRATE ACHIEVEIIENT OF THE IIINIMUII SCIENCE DIVI­
SION IIATH toIIPETENCYI " ACQUIRE THE COIIPETENCIES SPECIFIED 
FOR THIS DEGREEI ~I CONPLETE A TERIIINA~ INTEGRATI~G EXPERIENCE 
AND PRESEIIT THE STUDY AT A SCIENCE EOUCATICN GRADUATE SEIIINARI 
51 EARll A IIINIIIUII OF Z~ GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STU­
DENT IIAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEvEIIEIIT GF COIIPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE 
IIETHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADYISOR AND UPON IIICLUSICII III THE 
STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAII. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL' « II HCURSI 
GRAD SEIIINAR IN SCIEIICE EOUC CAS9061i F II S Z •• MRS. PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE CASH .. II 2 HRS. 
CURRICULUN DEVELOPNENT CAsn_o f 3 MRS. 
ETHICS AIIO ENVIRONIIENT CAS6010 F II 2 MRS. 
REIlUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE LEVEL. 11 HOURSI 
SElECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROII AIIONG' 
LRNG PROC.CHILDREII , ADOLESCTS CU6550 F 5 1-3 HIlS. 
LEARNIIIG PROCESSESI ADV TOPI~S CAS'050 II 3 HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROII AMONGI 
SCIENCE AIIO INQUIRY 
TCHNG ELEIIEIITARY SCHL SCIENCE 
IEYOND TEKTIOOK SCIENCE 
CASl4l9 
CAsnDO 
CASlI",O 
F 
II 
II 
'S 
2 
3 
2,] 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRail AIIONG: 
ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOIIES 
IIEAIIINGFUL EVAL IEYOND TESTING 
CAnno 
CAS9061 
f 
S 
2-3 
2-3 
HIlS. 
MRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FRail AIIOIIG. 
IIIPROVING LEARIIIIIG EIIVROIIIINTS CAsnu S 2-3 HRS. 
ETHNIC IlINORITIES IN THE US HLDlno II 3 HIlS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' 12 HCURSI 
ELECT AT LEAST 12 HOURS fROII 
AIIONG SCIENCE, IIATHEIIATICS, OR 
COIIPUTER COURSES IIUIIIERED 5000 
OR AIOVE. A IIINIIIUII OF 6 
HOURS III THESE ELECTIVES MUST 
INCLUDE LAIORATORY OR FIELD 
INVESTIGATION COURSES. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Science Teaching 

with a major in Elementary Science Teaching 

is 34 hours 

IIOTEISI • 
•• CAS9061 IIUST IE REGISTERED FOR TIIICE Te COIIPLETE THIS D'EGREE 
F • fALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE - FALL EVEN YEARS k. IIIIITER 
we - IIINTER ODD YEARS liE -.IIINTER EVEII YEARS S. SPRING-SUllIIER 
so - SPRI~-SUIIIIER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUIIIIER EVE~ YEARS 
•• - IIOT SCHEOULED 00. ON DERAND ,. MULTI-COIIPETEIICY COURSE 
Secondary Science Teaching Major This major is designed 
to help secondary school teachers improve knowledge and 
skills related to science, environmental concerns, and 
science teaching. The instructional program focuses on the 
content and processes of science and related ways to teach 
them which reflect an environmental concern. The cur­
riculum focuses on development of skills and knowledge in 
(1) environmental science: content, investigative ability, in­
formation retrieval, and the history, philosophy, and 
sociology of science; (2) professional education: learning 
theory, curriculum development, teaching skills, and 
evaluation; and (3) interdisciplinary aspects of education: 
cultura"1 diversity, humanistic perspectives and values. 
PR_AII' SCIENCE TEACHING 
IIAJORI SECONDARY SCIEIICE TEACHING 
LEVELl IIASTER OF ARTS 
ADIIISSIOII IIIFORIIATIONI 
A STUDENT MUST. II HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE DEGREE FRail 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIOIII 21 IE IN GOOD 
STAIIDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; &lib 31 HAVE A VALID 
TEACHING CERTIFICATE IIITH A IIAJaR IN SCIE~E. IIATH OR ENGI­
NEERI". STUDENTS NOT IIEETIIIG ADIIISSION CRITERIA _AY PETITIOII 
FOR ADIIISSION THROUGH THE OffICE Cf ADMISSIOIIS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTSI
A STUDENT !lUST. II ACQUIRE A IIINIMUII OF 34 GRAOUATE CREDIT 
HOURS! 21 DEIIONSTRATE ACHIEvEIIENT OF THE IIINIIIUII SCIENCE DIVI­
SION NATH COMPETENCY! 31 ACGUIRE THE COIIPETENCIES SPECIFIED 
FOR THIS DEIREEI ~I CONPLETE A TERNIMAL INTEGRATING EXPERIENCE 
AIIO PRESENT THE STUDY AT A SCIENCE EDUCATION GRADUATE SEIIIIIAR,
'1 EARN A IIINI!lUII OF 2_ GRADUATE CREDIT HCURS AT GSU. A STU­
DENT IIAY 5U1STITUTE ACHIEVEIIEIIT OF CORPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE 
IIETHODS UPON APPROVAL OF AOVISOR 'MD UPON INCLUSION IN THE 
STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REIlUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL. • II HOURS I 
GRAD SEIlIMAR III SCIENCE EOUC Cas'06" F II S 2 •• MRS. 
PHILOSOPHY Of SCIEMCE CASlUI II Z HRS. 
CURRICULUII DEVELOPMENT CAUHO F 5 3 MRS. 
ETHICS ANa ENVIRONMENT CAS6010 F II 2 MRS. 
REClUIREO ARUS--GRAOUATE LEVEL. II HCURSI 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRail AIIONG' 
UNG PROCICHILDRE~ , AOOLESCTS CAS6550 F 5 1-3 MRS. 
LEARNING PROCESSES. AOV TOPICS ~U90'0 II 3 HIlS. 
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SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRO" ANONG: 
SCIENCE AND INQUIRY 
TCHNG ELEMENTARY SCHL SCIENCE 
BEYOND TEXTBOOK SCIENCE 
CASHI9 
CAS1800 
CASII90 
F 
II 
II 
S 
2 
3 
2.3 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRON AIIIO~G: 
ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES 
NE~INGFUL EVAL BEYOND TESTING 
CAUBO 
CAS9061 
F 
5 
2-3 
2-3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
IMPROVING LEARNING ENVRONMNTS 
ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE US 
CAS8735 
HlO1910 II 
5 2-3 
3 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
ELECTIVE toURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL: I \2 HCURS' 
ELECT AI LEAST 12 HOURS FROM 
AMONG SCIENCE. MATHEIliATICS. OR 
COMPUTER COURSES NUMBERED '000 
OR ABOVE. A MINIMUM OF 6 
HOURS IN THESE ELECTIVES MUST 
INCLUDE LABORATORY OR FIELD 
INVESTIGATION COURSES. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Science Teaching 

with a major in Secondary Science Teaching 

is 34 hours 

NOTE I 51: 
•• CAS9068 MUST BE REGISTERED FeR T~ICE TC COMPLETE THIS DEGREE 
F • FALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS ~. ~INTER 
110 • IIINTER 000 YEARS ~E. IIINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPR 'NG-SUMMER 
SO. SPRING-SUNMER 000 YEARS SE. SPRING-SU~MER EVEN YEARS 
... NOT SCHEOULEO 00. ON OEIliANO . I. ~ULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Community College Science Teaching Major Designed for 
prospective or practicing community college science faculty 
members, this curriculum leads to the M.A. degree with 
related competency in environmental science and in com­
munity college teaching. 
PROGRAIli' SCIENCE TEACHING 
NAJORI COMMUNITY toLLEGE SCIENCE TEACHING 
LEVELl IIIASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION I.,OIII11ATION: 
BECAUSE THIS CURRICUlUM IS UNDERGOING EXTENSIVE RE-EVALUATION 
AND SUBSTANTIVE CURRICULAR REVISIONS. NO STUDENTS IIILL BE 
ADMITTED TO THIS MAJOR DURING ACADEMIC YEAR 1'10-11. 
Social Sciences Program 
Majors: 
General Studies (B.A. & M.A.) 
Urban Studies (B.A. & M.A.) 
Women's Studies (B.A. & M.A.) 
This program is designed as a conceptual framework within 
which various social, political, and cultural phenomena 
may be examined, evaluated and possibly altered through 
educational experiences within the University and in the 
community at large. Disciplines included are anthropology, 
urban history, sociology, urban studies, political science, 
and women's studies. The program provides the opportuni­
ty for students to examine "process" phenomena within 
three majors. Particular emphasis is placed upon the 
development and approval of student contracts with the stu­
dent's advisor. These contracts must reflect interdisciplinary 
resources in the University and the College of Arts and 
Sciences, the resources of various cultures, and the program 
needs and objectives of each student. 
General Studies Major Ge"eral Studies consists of inter­
disciplinary efforts focusing on both conceptual (classroom) 
and applied (field) studies. Students are expected to under­
stand fundamental social and cultural processes, institu­
tions, and value systems from historical and contemporary 
perspectives. Studies in this major are seen as including the 
issues of stability, change, growth, deterioration, and the 
notion of process itself in various cultural processes. 
PROGRAM I SOCIAL SCIEMCES 
MAJORI GENERAL STUDIES 
LE~I IACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INfORMATIONI 
A STUDENT MUSTI I. HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS IIITH AN OVERALL -c- OR lETTER GPA 
fRDM AN ACCREDITED IMSTITUTIDN OF HIGHER EDUCATION, AND 21 BE 
IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST $CHOOL ATTENDED. StUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA NAy PETITION FOR ADIilISSION THROU5M 
THE OfFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTSI 
A STUDENT MUSTI 1. ACQUIRE A MINIMUM Of 120 CREDIT HCURS Of 
IIHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUSI BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL 
141-43 REQUIRED. 11-19 ELECTED., 2. fARN AT LEAST 24 CREDIT 
HOURS AT GSU, AND " DEPENDING UPON THE STUDENT'S FOCUS IN HIS­
TORY OR SOCIOLOGY. ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECifiED FOR THIS 
DEGREE. A STUDENT IIIAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES 
IY ALTERNATE NETHOOS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISCR AND UPON 
INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED tDURSES--UPPER DIVISIONI 1 N HCURS' 
AMERICAN URIAN HISTO~V CASlZ30 f II 4 HAS. 
URI SIUDIESI INTRO TO THE CITY CA57211 f II 4 HRS. 
TECHNOLOGY' SOCIAL CHANGE CA57274 II 5 4 HIlS. 
CONTEMPORARY POliTICAL THOUGHT CAS"ZZ f II 4 HIlS. 
SOCIAL fOUNDATIONS Of EDUt CASn40 f II 4 HRS. 
SOCiOlOGY Of THE fAMILY CASn99 f 4 HRS. 
HISTORY Of ANERIC~ EDUCATION CAnlU F II 4 .. HRS. 
LIT' HISTI 1920'S CAS6"? f .... HRS. 
PHILOSOPHY Of HISTORY CA57441 II 3 II HRS. 
SOC10LOGY Of SEX ROLES tAS7.21 II "•• "5. 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION tA57'62 f II 4 •• HIlS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION. 1 •• HCURS. 
HISTORY STUDENTS MUST SELECT 6 HOURS f~OM AMCNGI •• 
AMERICAN HISTORVI 19]0'5 CAS?210 •••••• 4 "5. 
AMERICAN LAlOR HISTORV CAS121' 5 3 HIlS. 
MONEN IN AMERICAN HISTORy CAS774D f ! 3 HIlS. 
SOCIOLoGy STUDENTS MUST SELECT 4 HOURS fROM A~ONG. •• 
POlITICAL SOCIOLOIIV CAS6'U .... U 4 .HIIS. 
POLITICal PSYCHOLOGY CAS7 ..10 f 4 HAS. 
SOCIOlOGV STUDENTS MUST SELECT 4 HOURS f~M AMONGI •• 
SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION CAS7'IZ •••••• 4 HIlS. 
SOCIOLOGY Of ETHNIC RELATIONS CAS7'19 F 4 HRS. 
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SOCiOlOGY STUDENTS RUST SELECT , ~URS FIOM AMC~G' ••CONTEM'ORARY ISSUES I~ EDut CAS1462 S HRS. 
I~TROD TO NON-TIADITIONAL EDUC CAS1542 	 HItS. 
ELECT lYE COURSES--U"ER DIYISION' ' .' HCURS I 
ELECT 11-19 HOURS AS NEEDED 

TO FULFILL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 

FROM COURSES OFFERED THROUGH­

OUT THE COLLEGE AND/CR THE 

UNIYERSITY. IELECTIYES MUST 

BE A"ROYED BY ADYISOR.I 

TkANSFER CREDIT--LONER DIYISION. I 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Bachelor of Arts . 
in Social Sciences 

with a major in General Studies 

is 120 hours 

IIOTECSII 
I. 	THESE COURSES ARE INTENDED fOR STUDENTS 'URSUING A fOCUS IN 
HISTORY ANO ARE NOT REQUIREO OF STUDENTS IN SOCIOLOGY. 
•• 	THESE COURSES ARE INTENDED FOR STUDENTS 'URSUI~G A Fecus IN 
SOCIOLOGY ANO ARE NOT REQUIRED Of. STUDENTS IN .. ISTORY. 
• 	 STUDENTS NUST COM'LETE THE REQUISITE NUMIER CF CREDIT HOURS 
OF ELECTIYE COURSEMDlK TO fULFILL DEGREE REQUI~EMENTS. 
aa 	.uMBER OF HOURS REQUIRED YARIES DEPENOING ON THE STUDENT'S 
FOCUS. HISTORY. 351 SOCIDLCey. 32. 
•• 	NUMBER OF HOURS REQUIRED VARlES OE'ENDING ON THE STUOENT'S 
FOCUS. HISTORY· 61 SOCIOLOGY. 11. 
" 	 NUNBER OF ELECTIYE HOUIS VARIES DE'ENOING CN T .. E STUDENT'S 
FOCUS: HISTORY. 191 SOCleLCGY· 11. 
F • FALL FO. FALL ODD .EARS FE. FALL EYEN Y~ARS ~. ~INTER 
NO • ~INTER ODD YEARS .E - MINTER EYEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMMER 
SO • SPRING-SUNMER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUMMER EYEN YEARS 
•• - NOT SCHEDULED 00· ON OEMAND •• NULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM. SOCIAL SCIENCES 
NAJOR. GENERAL STUDIES 
LEYEL' MASTER OF ARTS 
AONISSION INFORNATION. 
A STUDENT MUST' 11 HAYE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EOUCATIONI AND 21 BE IN 
GOOD STANOINe AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. ALL STUDENTS MILL 
BE ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY 'ENDING AN INTERVIEN ~ITH A SCCIAL 
SCIENCE FACULTY MEMBER TO ASSESS ACADEMIC COALS ANO OB~ECTIYES 
ANO TO IEelN THE AOVISENENT 'IOCESS. STUDENTS NOT NEETING AD­
MISSION CRITERIA MAY 'ETITION FOR AOMISSION THiDUGH THE CFFICE 
OF ADNISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT MUST' 11 ACQUIIE A MININUN OF 34 CRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS I 21 EARN AT LEAST 24 GIADUATE CIEOIT HCUIS AT esul 
3. ACCORDING TO THE STUOENT'S FOCUS IN HISTORY O~ SOCIOLOGY. 
ACQUIRE THE CON'ETENCIES S'ECIFIED FOI THIS DEGREE; 41 CON­
'LETE A GRADUATE 'IOJECT THAT IS ACCE'TED IY AT LEAST TMO 
FACULTY REMBERS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCESI AND ,. OE'ENOING UPON 
THE STUOENT'S fOCUS. DENONSTRATE KNOMLEDeE AND COM'RE..ENSION 
Of THE PREREQUISITES S'ECIFIED. HISTORY FOCUS--ANERICAN URIAN 
HISTOIY C4 CI HItS. ANO PHILOSO'HY OF HISTORY C3 CI NlS.. 01 
SOCIOLOGY FOCUS--IASIC 501~ECT NATTEI AND 'IINCI'LES OF SOCIAL 
SCIENCES C6-IO CI HRS OF 'PPIO'IIATE UPPER-DIVISICN COURSENORK 
AS JUII5ED BY THE ADYISOR.. STUDENTS NITH A ,A IN GENEIAL 
STUDIES AT GSU HAVE SATISFIED THE 'IEIEQUISITES. STUDENTS MAY 
SUiSTITUTE ACHI.VEMENT OF COM'ETENCIES BY ALTERMATE METHODS 
U'OR A"ROVAL Of AOVISOI AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUOENT'S 
A'PROYED STUDY PLAN. 
IEQUIRED COUISES--GRAOUATE LEVEl. itil HOURS. 
SEMINAR. AMERICAN URBAN HIST CAS15U II II II 3 I NlS. 
LIT' HIST. 1920'5 'CAS6531 F 4 • HItS. 
CONTEM'ORAI. POLITICAL THDUGHT CA$l522i1 F N 4 .. HIlS. 
SOCIAL IESEAICH AND EVALUATION CA$l562i F II 4 .. HilS. 
GRADUATE 'I~ECT IN • • • CAS9960 f N 5 Z HRS. 
IEQUIIED AIIEAS--GRADUATE LEVEL. •• HOURSI 
HISTOIY STUDENTS MUST SELECT 3 HOURS flOM 'NClN" 
LOCAL HIST. RESOURCES , NTHDS CASlZn M• 3 HIlS. 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CA$l56n F M 4 HIS. 
HISTOIY STUDENTS NUST SELECT 6 HOUIS FION ANON'. •HISTDIY OF ANEIICAN EDUCATION CAS5192 F M 4 HIS. 
ANEIICAN HISTOIY' 1.30'5 CASlno II II .. 4 HItS. 
ANEIICAN LAlOR HISTORY CA 572 15 S 3 HRS. 
NDNEN IN ANEII'AN HISTOIY CASn~O F 5 3 HIS. 
HISTORY STUDENTS NUST seLECT 6 HOURS FRO" A"e~G. • 
NORK AND FAMILY LifE CAS12291 S 3 NIl S. 
CONTENPORARY POLITICAL THCUGHT CAS15221 f M 4 HIS. 
10EA Of COMMUNITY CAS1550 3 HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY OF THE fAMILY CAS1S~91 f ~ HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS MUST SELECT 3 HOUIS fRO" AMGNG. •• 
CHAD SEM IN SOCIOLOGY Of EOUC CAS8119 S 3 HRS. 
COMMUNITY STUDIES SEMINAR CASillO 4 HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY STUOENTS MUST SELECT 1 HOURS FROM AMDN6' ., 
NORK AND fAMILY LifE CAS12291 S 3 HIlS. 
SOCIOLOGY Of THE FAMILY CAS15991 F 4 HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY Of SEX ROLES CAS1821 II HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS ~UST SELECT 3 HOURS fRC~ AMCNG: II 
CONN ORG./CONMU DEVELOPMENT CAS1210 5 3 HRS. 
SOCIAL DISOIGANIZATICN CAS1512 ...... 4 HIt 5_ 
SOCIOLOGY OF ETHNIC RELATIONS CAS1519 f 4 HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS MUST SELECT ~ hOURS fROM ANCNG: •• 
POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY' CAS6541 •••••• 4 HRS. 
POLITICAL PSYCHOLCGY CAS1470 F 4 HRS. 
ELECIIVE COU~SES--GRADUATE LEVEL: U HCU~SI 
ELECT 7-10 HOURS AS NEEDED 

TO FULfiLL DEGREE REQUIRE"ENTS 

fROM COURSES OFFEIED THROUGH­

OUT THE COLLEGE ANO/GI THE 

UNIYERSITY. IElECTIVES NUST 

BE APPROVED BY ADVISCR •• 

Minimum to~al number of credit hours 
required for a Master of Arts . 
in Social Sciences 

with a major in General Studies 

is 34 hours 

NOTEISI: 
• 	 THESE 'OURSES AilE INTEMDED FOR STUDENTS PURSUIN6 A Fe,us IN 
HISTORY AND ARE NCT REOUIRED OF STUDENTS IN SOCIOLOGY. 
II 	THESE COURSES ARE INTENDED fOR STUDENTS PURSUI~G A FCUCS IN 
SOCiOlOGY AND AlE NOT REQUIIED OF STUDENTS IN HISTORY. 
, 	 CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED MORE ThAN ONCE IN A 
CURRICULUN MAY NOT 8E USED TO SATISfY ThE REQUIREMENTS Of 
NORE THAN ONE COM'ETENCY. 
iIiI 	NUMBER OF HOURS REQUIRED VARIES DEPENOING O~ THE STUDENT'S 
FOCUS: HISTORY • 91 SOCIOLOGY • 10 • 
•• NUMBEI Of HOURS REQUIRED VAllES DE'ENDING ON THE STUOENT'S FOCUS: HISTOIY • 151 SOC IOLC6Y • 11. 
n 	 NUMBEI OP ELECTIVE HOURS VARIES DEPENDING ON T~E STUDENT'S 
FOCUS: HISTORY· 101 sec ICLG'Y • 7. 
F • FALL po. FALL 000 YEAIIS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS M. NINTER 

MO • MINTER ODD YEARS ~E. NINTEI EVEN YEAIS s. SPRING-SUNMER 

SO· S'RING-SUNNEI ODD YEARS SE. S'RIN'-SU~MER EVE~ YEAIS 

• •• NOT SCHEDUlEO qo· ON DEMAND •• MULTI-CONPETENCY COURSE 

Urban Studies Major Urban Studies consists of inter­
disciplinary efforts focusing on both conceptual (classroom) 
and applied (field) studies. Students are expected to under­
stand fundamental urban systems, processes and institutions· 
from historical and contemporary perspectives. Study also 
focuses on understanding the problems, activities and ap­
proaches to action that are particularly characteristic and 
appropriate to urban communities. Studies in this major are 
seen as including the variety of concerns identified under 
labels such as urban, suburban, central city, and regional. 
PROGRAM' SOCIAL SCIENCES 
MAJOR. URBAN STUDIES 
LEVEL' IACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFoRMATIGN' 
A STUDENT MUST: 11 HAYE ACOUIRED AN AsseCIATES DE~REE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT WITH AN OYERALL ·C· OR BETTER 
GPA FROM AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTIC. OF HIG~ER EDUCATION; AMD 21 
IE IN GOOD STANDING .T THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS.aT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITICN FOR ADNISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT MUST, I' ACQUIRE A MININUM Of 120 CRECIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS NUST BE AT THE UPPER DIYISION LEYEL 142 
HOURS REQUIRED. I. HOURS ELECTEDI; 21ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES 
SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 31 EARN A MINI~UN CF 24 CREDIT HOURS 
AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SU8STITUTE ACHIEYEMENT OF COMPETENCIES 
BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON .PPRCY.L OF ADYISOR AND UP OM INCLU­
SION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROYEO STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIYISION. 
AMERICAN URBAN HISTORY 
URB STUDIES. INTRO TO THE CITY 
TECHNOLOGY' SOCIAL CHANGE 
CORTEMPORARY POLITICAL THOUGHT 
SOCIAL FOU.aATIONS OF eouc 
SOCIOLOGY Of THE FAM'LY 
POPULATION' DEMOGRAPHIC ANAL 
SOCIOL06Y OF ETHNIC RELATIONS 
CONN ORG./COMNU DEYELOPMENT 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EYALUATION 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIYISION. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM·ANO.G' 
LOCAL HIST. RESOURCES , MTHOS 
IDEA Of COMMUNITY 
ELECT lYE COURSES--UPPER DIYISION' 
ELECT AT LEAST Ie HOURS FROM 
COURSES IN THE UNIYERSITY THAT 
ARE APPROPRIATE TO ThE STU­
DENT'S PERSONAL AN~/OR PROFES­
SIONAL GOALS. ELECTIYES NUST 
8E APPROYED BY AOVISOR. 
39 HCURSI 
CAS72lD 
CAS7271 
CAS7214 
CAS1522 
CAS1540 
CASJ599 
CAS7569 
CAS75.9 
CAS7210 
CAS7562 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
II 
II 
W 
W 
W 
II 
S 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
4 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HItS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
3 HCURSI. 
CAS72e3 
CAS755D 
" 3 
3 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
11 HCURS I 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOIIER DIYISION' C 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Social Sciences 

with a major in Urban Studies 

is 120 hours 

F • FALL FO. FALL 000 YEARS FE FALL EVEN YEARS II. IIINTERK 
110 • WINTER 000 YEARS _E· IIINTER EYEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMMER 
SO • SPRING-SUMMER DOD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUNMER EVEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED 00· OM DEMAND •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
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PROGRARI SOCIAL SCIENCES 
MAJORI URBAN STUDIES 
LEVELl MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INfORMATION. 
A STUDENT MUSTI II HAYE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE fROM 
AM ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION; 2' BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. ALL STUDENTS "ILL 8E 
AOMITTED CONDITIONALLY PENDING AN INTERYIEW WITH A SOCIAL 
SCIENCE fACULTY MEM8ER TO AS~ESS ACADEMIC GOALS A~o OBJECTIYES 
AND TO BEGIN THE ADVISEMENT PROCESS. STUDE~TS NOT MEETING AD­
MISSION CRITERIA MAY PETlllON fOR ADMISSICN THROUGH lHE OFFICE 
Of ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS' 
A STUDENT MUST. II DEMONSTRATE PREREQUISITES IN T~E fOLLOWING 
AREAS IN ORDER TO COMPLETE GRADUATE REQUIREMENTS: K.aIlLEDGE OF 
AMERICAN URBAN HISTORY 14 SHI. KNO"LEDGE AND COMPPEHENSION OF 
LOGICAL AND NETHODOLOGICAL COMPONENTS Of SOCIAL RESEARCh AND 
EVALUATION 14 SH', KNOWLEDGE AND CONPREhENSI~N OF BASIC 
DENOGRAPHIC DATA SOURCES. USES, ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 14 SH'. 
STUDENTS WITH A BA IN URBAN STUDIES AT GSU WILL HAYE SATISFIED 
THE PREREOUISITES; 21 ACQUIRE A MININUN OF 32 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS e23 HOURS REQUIRED. 9 HOURS ELECTEDI IIHICH INCLUDES 
COMPLETING A GlAOUATE PROJECT, 31 ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPE­
CIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 41 EARN ' A NINIMUM OF 24 GRADUATE 
CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEYEMENT OF 
COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHCDS UPON APPROYAL Of ADYISOR AND 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROYED STUOY PLAN. 
REOUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEYEl' 
SENINAR. AMERICAN URBAN HIST 
COMMUNITY STUDIES SEMINAR 
SEMINAR IN URBAN RESEARCH 
URBAN POPULATION 
COMM ORG./COMMU DEYELOPMENT 
SOCIOLOGY Of ETHNIC RELATIONS 
GlADUATE PROJECT IN • • • 
ELECT lYE COURSES--GRADUATE LEYEL: 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS OF RE­
LATED COURSES THAT HAYE BEEN 
APPRO YEO 8Y ADVISOR. 
2J HCURSI 
CAS7515 II II II 3 HRS. 
CASBliO F 4 HRS. 
CASBlIl II 3 HRS. 
CAS7272 CU7UO " 
4 
3 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
CA51'19 4 HRS. 
CAS9960 W 1-6 HIlS. 
9 HCURSI 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Social Sciences 

with a major in Urban Studies 

is 32 hours 

F - FALL FO - FALL 000 YEARS FE· FALL EYEN YEARS ~. WINTER 
MO - ~INTER 000 YEARS liE. MINTER E'EN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMNER 
SO • SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUMMER EYEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DEMAND •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Women's Studies Major Women's Studies is a set of learn­
ing experiences guided by a feminist perspective which 
takes women's position as a prism through which to view 
society. A feminist perspective is oriented to exposing and 
changing sexist presumptions and biases, and informing 
scholarship with alternative intellectual models. 
PROGRAM' SOCIAL SCIENCES 
MAJOIU WOlltNS STUDIES 
LE'ELt BACHELOR OF AaTS 
ADMISSION INFORNATION' 
A STUDENT MUST. II HAVE ACOUIRED AN ASSODIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT WITH AN OYERALL ·C· OR BETTEa 
GPA FROM AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION, ANO Z, 
BE IN GOOD STANOING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY 'ETITION FDa ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE aEQUIREMENTS.
A STuDENT MUSI. II ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
MHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST IE AT THE UPPER OIYISloN LEYEL 14' 
HOURS REQUlaED .11 HOURS ELECTED'; Zt ACQUIRE THE CCMPETENCIES 
SPECIFIED Foa THIS DEGREE; 3' EARN A MINIMUM CF 24 CREDIT HOURS 
AT GSU. A STUDENT MA' SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES 
IY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON A'PRDYAL OF ADVISOR ANO UPON INCLU­
SION IN THE STUDEMT'S APPRD'ED STUDY PLAN. INOTE. 24 Of THE 
REQUIRED CREDIT HOURS FU~fILl CORE 
SCIENCE PROGRAM.t 
aEQUIRED COURSES--U'PER DI'ISION' 
AHERICAN URBAN HISTORY 
URB STUDIES' INTRO TO THE CITY 
TECIINOL06Y , SOCUL CHANGE 
COMPETENCIES O' THE SOCIAL 
46 HCURS' 
CA51230 
CAS7211 
f 
f 
II 
W 
4 
4 
HItS. 
lilts. 
CAS1Z74 W S 4 HIlS. 
100 College of Arts and Sciences 
CONTENPOAARY POLITICAL THOUCHT 
soc I AL FDUIIOATlIIIIS OF EDut 
SOCIOLOGY OF THE FANILY 
1I0NEN, POLITICS, , CHAN$E 
lIONel IN ANERICAN HISTORY 
IIONEN IN THE IIEDIA 
SOCIOLOGY OF SEX ROLES 
SEX ROLES RESEARCH SENINAR 
IIOMEN'S RESOURCE LAICRATORY
.REQUIRED AREAS--UPpER DIVISION. 
CAsnu F II 
CASl'~O F II 
CAUSt. F 
CASnZI II 
CASU~O F 
CAnu, 
CAUUl II 
CAn5U F 
CASU23 F II 
, HGURS I 
S 
s 
S 
" 
" 
" 
" 3 
3 
~ 
~ 
~ 
"5.HRS.
"5.HRS.
"5.HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fRDN AIIChG. 
BLACI IIOM!N IN LITERATURE 
ILl IlIIIIEN IN ANERICAN HISIORY' 
CAS'U' 
CASS110 
fC 
f 
3, INIS. HIlS. 
IIDNEN IN LAT All LITERATURE CAS66U II 3 HIlS. 
ELECTIVE CDURSES--UP'ER DIVISION' 11 HCURSI 
ELECT II HOURS fRON COUIISES 
OFfERED THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­
SITY AS APPROVED IY ADVISOII. 
T.AMSFER CIIEDIT--LDIIER DIVISION' I 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Social Sciences 

with a major in Women's Studies 

is 120 hours 

F • FALL FD. fALL COD YEARS fE. FALL EVE~ YEARS •• WINTER 
110 • IIINTER DOD YEARS .£ c WINTER EVEN YEA~S S & SP~ING-SUNMeR 
SO • SPRING-SUMMER DOD YEARS SE' SPRING-SU~ME~ EYE~ YEARS 
••• NOT StHEDULEP DO & ON DEMAND •• ~ULTI-CC~PETE'CY tCuPSE 
PROGRAN: SOCIAL SCIENCES 
MAJOR: weMENS STUDIES 
LEVEL: "'STER OF A.TS 
ADNISSION INfOllNATION' 
A STUDENT NUST. 11 HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE DE$IIEE FRDN 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION; ZI IE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. ALL STUDENTS IIILL IE 
ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY PENDING AN INTERVIEII IIITH • SOCIAL 
SCIENCE FACULTY NENleR TO ASSESS ACADENIC GCALS AND OBJECTIVES 
AND TO BEGIN THE ADVISENENT 'IIOCESS. STUDENTS NOT NEETI~ AD­
NISSION CRITERIA NAY 'ETITIOM fOR AORISSION THIIOUGH THE OFFICE 
OF ADNISSIONS. 
DECAEE IIEQUIRENENTS. 
A STUDENT NUST: 11 ACQUIRE A MININUM Of 3Z GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS IZl HOURS REQUIRED. , HCURS ELECTEDI IIHICH INCLUDES COR­
PLETING A GRADUATE PROJECT; ZI ACQUIRE THE CON'ETENtIES 
SPECIFIED fOR THIS DEGREE; ,~ EAIIN A NINIIlUM Of 2~ GRADUATE 
CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT NAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEVENENT Of 
CDNPETENtIES IY ALTERNATE NETHODS UPON AP'IIOVAL Of ADVISOR AND 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUD' Pl'N. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' Zl HCURS' 
IICNEN, POLITICS, , CH'~E CASnu II ~ HIlS. 
IICNEN IN AIIERICAN HISTOR' CASU~ f S , HIlS. 
SOCIOLOGY Of SEX ROLES CASlIZI II ~ HRS. 
SEX ROLES RESEARCH SEMINAR CASl521 f ~ HilS. 
IICNEN'S RESOURCE LABCRATORY CASTTZ3 f II S ~ HIlS. 
GRADUATE PROJECT IN • • • CAS••60 f 5 2 HilS.
" 
IIEQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 6 HCURS' 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROII ANONG' 
IIDIIl AND FAMILY LifE CASUl' S , HRS. 
soc IOLOGY OF THE fAMILY CAU'" f ~ HIlS. 
SELetT AT LEAST , HOURS fROII AMONG. 
BLACI IIOIIEN IN LITERATURE CAnu, fO , HilS. 
III 1I0000N IN AMEIIICAN HISTORY CAS5no f , HRS. 
IIOIIEN IN LAT AM LITERATURE CAS6~21 II , HIlS. 
IICNEN IN THE MEDIA CAn ~. S , HIlS. 
ELECT IVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' I 5 HIIURS' 
ELECT AT LEAST , HOURS OF RE­

LATED COUIISES THAT H.VE IEEN 

APPROVED I' ADVISOR. 

Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Social Sciences 

with a major in Women's Studies 

is'32 hours 

F • fALL fO. FALL DOD 'EARS fE· fALL EVEN YEARS II. IIINTER 
110 • IIINTER 000 'EARS liE. IIINTIR EVEN 'E.RS S. S'RIN5-SUIIMER 
SO • SPRIN5-SUMIIER ODD YEARS SE. S'RING-SUIINER EVEN YEARS 
... NOT SCHEOULED DO. 011 DIIIAND •• IIUL TI-COIIPETENCY COURSE 
CAS Course Descriptions 10 1 
College of 
Ar.ts and Sciences 
Course Descriptions 

CAS3IOO 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
1 
WILL COVER MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY IMEAN, ~EDIAN, MODEl. 

MEASURES OF DISPERSION, SKEWNESS. _URTDSIS, GRAPHICAL PRESENTA­

TION OF DATA, THE ~CRMAL A~D T DISTRIBUTIONS AND COMPUTATION OF I 

AND T SCORES AND ASSOCIATED PROBABILITIES. THIS COURSE IS HIGHLY 

RECOMMENDED FOR STUDENTS ~ITH MINI'AL MATH BACKGROUND OR FCR 

STUDENTS WHO HAVE ~OT HAD ~ATH RECENTLY, AS PREPARATION FOR THE 

STATISTICAL MET"OeS COURSE ICAS 11301. 

FALL. WINTER. SPRING/SU"ER. 

ROBERTS. 

CAS]llD 

SuRVEY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE 

] \ 
THIS GENERAL SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSE COVERS THE INTRODUCTORY AS­

PECTS CF SOCIOLCGY. THE COURSE WILL BE APPROPRIATE TO ASSIST BCG 

STUDENTS TO MEET GRAOUATIC~ REtUIREMENTS FOR THE BOG/BA DEGREE. 

FALL. 

STAFF. 

US3IZA 

ENERGY AND THE ~AY WE LIVE 

Z-4 

DESPITE A CONSENSUS THAT THE ERA OF CHEAP. AIUNDANT ENERGY IS 

OVER, WHY IS THERE STILL NC AGREEMENT ON A SOLUTION TO AMERICA'S 

GROWING ENERGY PROILEMS? W~AT ARE SOME OF THE ENERGY ALTERNA­

TIVES? WHlT IS THE LIKELY iMPACT OF THESE ALTERNATIVES ON MODERN 

SOCIETYl WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES OF OFTEN-CONTRADICTORY VALUES 

ON ENERGY POLICY? AND. WHAT EFFECT! 00 THE NUMEROUS ENERGY DILEM­

MAS HAVE ON NATICNAL A~D INTERNATICNAL POLICY? FINALLY. AT WHAT 

POINTS CAN THE INCIVIDUAL EXERCISE PERSONAL· CHOICE IN DEVELOPING 

NEW HABITS OF CCNSUMPTION THAT SUPPORT A MORE SENSIBLE ENERGY 

IUOGET AND POLICY AS WELL AS A MORE SATISFYING LIFESTYLE? THIS 

COURSE BY NEWSPAPE •• CDMBlhED WITH SPECIAL EXERCISES DEVELOPED 

FOR G.s.u. STUDENTS, ATTEMPTS TO ANSWER T~ESE QUESTIONS AS WELL 

AS GIVE SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS ON HO~ TO MOVE FORWARD IN PERSONAL 

ENERGY CONSERVATION STRATEGIES. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSCR, STAFF. 

CASl14D 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING" BASIC ISIMI 

Z . 

STUDENTS WrLL LEARN THE BASICS OF COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE, THE RE­

SULTING LOGICAL LIMITATIINS CN COMPUTING. AND PROCEDURES IN PROI­

LEM-ANALYSIS AND BASIC PROGRAMMING. 8ASIC LEVEL II WILL BE USED 

TO SOLVE A COMPLEX PROILEM IN AN EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT MANNER. 

PREREQUISITES. 

COLLEGE ALGEBRA OR EQUIVALENT. 

FALL. WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER.

HOCKETT • 

CAS3I45 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING. FORTRAN IV ISIMI 

] 
STUDENTS WILL LEARN COMPUTER BASICS. PROBLEM-ANALYSIS, AND 

FORTRAN IV TECHNIQUES AND OPERATIO~S. STUDENTS WILL SOLVE A C~M­

PLEX PROBLEM USING EITHER BATCH OR INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS. 

PRERHUISITES: 

COLLEGE ALGEIRA OR EQUIVALENT. 

FALL, WINTER. SPRINC/SUM'ER.

HOCKETT • 

CAS1l5D 

ECOlOGY. BASIC PRINlClPLU 

] 
EXAMINES THE MAJOR PRINCIPLES OF ECOLOGY, AS THEY APPLY TO THE 
FUNCTIONING OF NATURAL ECOSYSTEMS. STRESS ORGANIZATION OF BIOTIC 
COMWUNITIES, THE NATURE OF ADAPTATION, ENERGY FLCW AND NUTRIENT 
CYCLING IN NATURAL ENVIRONNENTS. T~E DECIDUOUS FOREST. THE TALL­
GRASS PRAIRIE AND SEVERAL AQUATIC ENVIRONMENTS SERVE AS PRINCIPLE 
EXAMPLES OF THESE PROCESSES. INCLUDES SOME LA8/FIELO EXPERIENCES 
AND IS OPEN TO STUDENTS THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSITY. 
WINTER. 
MULE'. 
CAS3Z69 

ORAl INTERPRETUU!h 

4 

THIS COURSE Will TEACH STUDENTS TO CRAllY SHARf WITH AN AI}OI(l.( 

WORKS OF LITERARY ART IN THEIR INTELLECTUAL. EMOTIONAL. AhO A[S 

THETIC ENTIRETIES. IT WILL INCLUDE LITERARY ANALYSIS, TECHNI GutS 

OF VOCAL AND PHYSICAL PROJECTICN WiTH T~E GOAL OF ELICITING AND 

SECURING A RESPONSE FROM LISTENERS. 

SPRIOI"SUMMER. 

DAVIS. 

tASlZl0 

MATERIALS OF MUSIC I. _EYICARe 

I 

DESIGNED TO FACILITATE I"PROVISATlCN AND AURAl SKILLS T HIIOU~H I l! 

PIANO KEYBOARD FOR MUSIC STUDENTS WITH LIMITED BACKGR UNO IN 

PUNO. 

FAlL. 

CARTER, COMMUNITV PROFESSOR. 

CAS]1Z0 

WRITING PRINCIPLES 
] , 
PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH EXPERIENCE IN AND OBSERVATION OF THE ACT 

OF WRITING AS IT IS PERFORMED BY T~E PUBliSHING WRITER. 

FALL. WINTER, SPRING/SUNME •• 

STAFF. 

CASH30 

AMERICAN LITERATURE I 

] 
FOCUSES ON THE "AJCR WRITERS, WORKS. AND RELATED BACKGROUND IN 

AMERICAN LITERATURE BEFORE 1165. 

FALL. 

RANK. 

CA 5]140 

A"E~ICAN LITERATURE II 

] 
FOCUSES ON THE MAJDR WRITE~S, WORKS, AND RELATED BACKGROu~D IN 

AMERICAN LITERATURE AFTER 1865. 

wINTER. 

FO.."N. 

CASH45 

PHOTO' TOOLS , TECHNIQUES 

] 
A COURSE IN BEGINNING BLACK AND WHITE PHCTOGRAPHY. 

SPR ING! SUMMER 

SCHANZ. PHILLIPS. 

CAS115D 

PHOTO' ADVANCED TECHNIQUES 

] 
STUDIES IN PRACTICAL SENSITOIIETRY AS UTILIZED III THE XON~ sysn". 

COURSE ~OVERS ARCHIVAL PROCESSING AND PRESENTATION TECHNI QUES AS 

WELL AS PRACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CHE"ISI'V. REQUIRED OF PHOTO &JI ­

ENTED STUDENTS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BASIC PHOTO COURSES. 

WINTER. 

SCHRANZ. 

CAS1160 

SUaVEY OF ENGLISH LITUATURE I: BEOWULF TO THE IITII C.ENTuR~ 

] 
A SELECTION OF LITERARY MASTERPIECES FRON ANGLO-SAXON ORIGIN. 

MIDDLE AGES. RENAISSANCE. 11TH THRCUGH T~E 18TH CENTURY. 

FALL. 

.NCCRAY. 
CASH6I 

SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITEaATURE II 

] 
MAJOR AUTHORS OF ENGLISH LITERATURE FROII THE ROMANTIC PERIOD TO 

THE PRESENT. 

WINTER. 

BERND. 

102 CAS Course Descriptions 
CAS376f1 
CRITICAL WRITING FOR LATINO STUDENTS 

:otUS OM DEVELOPMENT OF EN'LISH RE.DING AND WRITING SKILLS. STUD­

IES ENGLISH AND SPANISH SY~TACTIC STRUCTURES AND PROBLEMS THESE 

PRESENT IN TRANSlATlCN. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYID-Il. 

ODEN, COMMUNITY PROFE.SOR. 

tAS3767 

DEBATE AND ARGUMENTATION 

3 

DESIGNED TO ENAILE THE STUDENT TO MASTER T~E SKILLS OF ARGUMENT, 

DEBATE, AND DISCUSSION. EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACED ON THE SIMILARIT­

IES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LOGICAL AND R~ETDRICAL ARGUMENTS, DI­

ALOGUES, AND EXPOSITION. 

FAll. 

DAYI S. 

CAS 3761 
ADVANCED PU8LIC SPEAKING 
3 
THIS COURSE EXA'INES IN DEPTH SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS PRINCIPLES 
AND THE PRACTICAL APPLICATICN OF T~E PRINCIPLES. 
PRERECUISITU: 
FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH DR A BASIC COURSE IN SPEECH REGARDLESS OF 
"TU. 
WINTER. 

DAYI S. 

CASn6' 

SURVEY OF CLASSICAL RHETORIC 

"AN EXAMINATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF PERSUASIVE ORAL DISCOURSE 

FROM ANCIENT TIMES TO THE PRESENT. EXPLORATION OF HOW RHETORIC 

CEASED TO MEAN THE ETHICAL PERSUASION OF AN AUDIENCE AND BECAME 

A SPECIOUS ORATCRICAL ART FCR'. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYID-II. 

DAVlS. 

CAS3HO 

INVITATION TO LIBERAL EDUCATltN 

2 

SERVES AS INTRODUCTION TO THE LIBERAL EDUCATION COMPONENT WHICH 

HAS IEEN PLANNED BY FACULTY AND STAFF OF T"E COMPETENCY-lASED LI­

IERAL EDUCATION PROJECT AT GOVERNORS STATE. PROJECT FACULTY GIVE 

, 	 PRESENTATIONS ON THE FIVE DOMAINS CF LIBERAL EDUCATION WHICH IN­
CLUDE 10TH -KNeWING-AIOUT- AND -KNCWING-~OW-TO- COMPETENCIES. 
TRADITIONAL CCNCEPTS OF LI8ERAL ED~CATION WILL BE COMPARED TO 
THIS COMPETENCY-BASED CONCEPT. THE REVISED EDITION 11.721 OF MOR­
TIMER AOlER'S -HOW TO READ A lOOK- WILL IE USED TO DEVELOP ANALY­
TICAL AND EVALUATIVE SKILLS IN REACING WCRKS ON LIIERAL EDUCA­
TION. 
NOT SCHEDULED I~ AYIO-Il. 
JARA, IERND. 
CASJHI 

THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE

, 	 . 
AN EXPERIMENTAL MODULE DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY TO ASSIST STUDENTS 

IN ACHIEVING COMPETENCIES RELATED TO PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC 

VIEWS Of KNOWLEDGE. ORGANIZED INTO TWO DISTINCT PARTS. PART I, 

THE NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE PER SE CONSIDERS THE VARIOUS PHILOSOPHI­

CAL INTERPRETATIONS OF KNOMLEDGE AND THE PROCESS OF KNOWING; PART 

II, EVOLUTION IS DEVOTED TC A STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF EVOLUTION­

laY THOUGHT AS AN EXAMPLE CF THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENTIFIC KNOW­

LEDGE. MORE SPECIFIC RELATlONSHIPS BETWEEN PART I AND II wiLL BE 

DEVELOPED AS THE MODULE PROGRESSES. 

fALL. 

WEI, GUNTHER. 

CAS]H2 

VALUES 

) 
CONNECTS SPECifiC PROBLEMS IN PHILOSOPHY WITH -PUILIC- PROBLEMS 

SUCH AS EQUALITY AND JUSTICE IN ADPISSIDNS TO PROFESSIONAL 

SCHOOlS. WRITERS TO IE STUDIED WILL INCLUDE. DAVID HUME, HOHN 

RAMLS, JOHN STUART MILL, AND KARL .OPPER. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

lIE I. 'UNTHER. 

CASn73 

ETHICS 

] 
CLASSICAL PRDILEMS IN ETHICS ARE STUDIED PARTICULARLY AS THEY 

APPlY TO PERSON.L CONDUCT AND SOCI.L PRtBLEMS. 

FAll. WINTER. 

JARA. 

CA53'''' 

LOGIC
, 
THE COURSE WILL BE A STUDY OF THE IASIC STRUCTURE AND PRINCIPLES 

Of VALID OEOUCTION AND WARRANTED INDUCTION AND APPLV SUCH KNOW­

LEDGE IN THE ANALYSIS AND ASSESSPE~T OF PUILIC ISSUES FOUND IN 

THE MASS MEO IA. 

SPRING/SUNMER.

JARA. 

CASH75 
FILM PROJECT 
2 PINt 
FILMMAKING WORKSHOP STRESSING PERSCNAL EXPRESSION uSING 80TH IMM 
AND 16MM FILM 'S WELL AS STILL PHOTOGRAPHY AND PORTABLE VIDEO 
CAMERA AS TESTING/RESEARCH TDCLS. STUDENTS IN THIS COURSE WILL 
INTERACT WIT~ STUDENTS INVCLVEO IN GRAOU.TE FILM PRODUCTION. 

PREREGUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

MUlYNSKI. 

CAS3H6 
FILM PROJECT II 
2 PI'"CONTINUATION OF FILM PRCJECT I. 

PREREl;UISITES. 

PUMISSION. 

FALL. SPRING/SUP'ER. 

MARZY~SKI 
CAS3B50 

READING FOR 8ILING~Al STUOE~TS 

3 

CONCENTRATION ON DEVELOPME~T OF READING AND ORAL SKILLS IN ENG­

LISH AND COMPOSITICN. ALSO A CCMPAPATIVE STUDY OF ENGLISH AND 

SPANISH PHONETIC AND SYNTACT STRUCTURES. SEE CCS 3851 

NOT SCHEDULED I~ AYBD-81. 

ODEN, CO~MUNITY PRCFESSOR. 

CAS3851 
ADVANCED READING FCR BILINGUAL STUCENTS 
3 
CONCENTRATION ON DEVELOPME~T OF RE'DING AND ORAL SKILLS IN 
ENGLISH AND COMPOSITION. ALSO A CCM.ARTIVE STUDY OF ENGLISH AND 
SPANISH PHONETIC A~D SYNTACTIC STRUCTURES. 
FALL. 
DURON. 
CAS3160 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE LATINO COMMUNITY 
3 
DESIGNED TO ENOCW THE STUOENT ~ITH AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE ECO­
NOMIC STRUGGLES OF THE LATINO PEOPLES I~ THE U.S.A. THROUGH THE 
ANALYSIS OF THE ROLE THAT ECCNCMY PLAYS I~ THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
LATINC CCM"UNITY. 
NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-Il. 
STAFF. 
CA$]I~O 
ENVIRCNMENTAL SCIENCE 

2 

ECOLOGICAL. SOCIAL, ECCNtMIC. AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF HUMAN­

ITY'S DISRUPTION OF THE ENVIRtNMENT ARE THE BACKDROP FOR THIS 

INVESTIGATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE ENVIRONMENT eN THE QUAL­

ITY OF HUMAN LIFE, AND ~ATURAL 'ROCESSES ANO INTERACTIONS. STU­

DENTS THROUGHOUT T~E UNIVERSITY CA~ IECOME CtNVERSANT WITH FUNO­

AMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOlOGY, CONCEPTS. AND PRINCIPLES AND 

PRINCIPLES AND SOME PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS FOR THOSE NOTIONS. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUM"ER. 

ANDRE~S. 
CAS"OOO 

STUDENT TEACHING 

5 

DESIGNED AS A CULMINATING EXPERIENCE IN WHICH THE STUDENT IS TO 

DEMONSTRATE HIS ABILITY TO TEACH A LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE CURRI­

CULUM IN A CLASSROCM AT A SPECIFIEC LEVEL CF COMPETENCY. 

PREREeUISITES' 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRI~G/SUMMER. 

JARA. 

CAS"200 

AFRICAN-AMERICAN ~ISTORY 

3 

A GENERAL SURVEY COURSE ON THE BLACK EXPERIENCE FROM 1500-1'''1 

FALL. 

PATTON. 

CAS"215 

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 

3 

STRUCTURE AND BONDING OF INORGANIC COMPOUNDS. EXTENSION OF AClo­

BASE THEORY. COCRtlNATION CHEMISTRY, AND THE DESCRIPTIVE CHEMIS­

TRY OF SELECTED ELEMENTS. LECTURE-CISCUSSION FORMAT. 

PREREQUISITES. 

ANALYTICAL AND CRGANIC CHE~ISTRY. 

WINTER. DOD YEARS. 

BRUBAKER. COMMUNITY PROFESSCR. 

CAS"500 

MATH FOR THE ENVIRCNMENTAL SCIENCES 

"WILL COVER MATHEMATICS. ESPECIALLY APPROPRI.IE FOR USE IN THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES. TOPICS WILL IE TA~EN FROM 80TH PRE-CALCU­
LUS AND FINITE MATH AND WILL I~CLUDE SETS. REAL NUM8ERS. LINEAR 
CAS Course Descriptions 103 
EQUATIONS AND INECUALITIES. PCLYNO'IALS A~O FACTORING. FUNCTIONS 

AND GRAPHS. SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS. WEt TORS AND MATRICES. EXPON­

ENTIAL AND LOGARIT~MIC FUNCTICNS. PERIOOIC FUNCTIONS SEQUENCES 

AND DERIES. EMP~ASIS WILL IE PLACEO ON ~ATHEMATICS AS IT AIDS 

UNDERSTANDING CF ENWIRON'E~TAL PROCESSES AND AS IT RELATES TO 

SOLUTION OF ENVIRC~'ENTAL PROILEMS. EXAMPLES FROM THE PHYSICAL. 

IIOLOGICAL. AND SOCIAL SCIENCES ~ILL BE USED. 

FALL. ODD YEARS; WlhTER. 

ROBERTS. COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAH5100 

POISONOUS PLANTS 

Z 

PRESENTATION OF THOSE NATIVE AND C~LTIVATEO PLANT SPECIES THAT 

HAVE BEEN FOUND TO CAUSE TCIIC REACTIONS IN HUMANS; TAEATNENTS 

FOR PLANT POISCNIN'S. OFFERED AS A UNIVERSITY-WIDE/COMMUNITY 

COURSE. 

FALL. WINTER. SPRlhG/SUM~ER. 

tIIUlE'. 
CAHItOO 
PHYSICAL C~E'ISTRY I 
3. 10 
PROPERITIES AND T~EORIES OF GASES. MECHANISMS OF ATOMS AND MOLE­
CUL!S. MOLECULAR EhERGIES. AND T~E LAWS OF THERMODYNAMICS. LAIOR­
ATORY EXPERIMENTS SUPPLE~EhT THE THEORY ceVEREO IN CLASS. 
PRUECUISI TES' 
ANALYTICAL CHE'ISTRY AND I YEAR OF CALCULUS. 

FALL. 

CEHELhIK. 

CAS41t01 

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II 

3. 4 

CONTINUATION OF CAS4600. IhCLUOES CHEMICAL EOULIIRIA. CHEMICAL 

IONOING. ELEMENTARY KINETICS. LIQUIDS. P~ASE EQUILIBRIA. AND 

MUlTI-COMPCNENT SYSTEMS. LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS ARE AVAILABLE. 

PIIEREQUISITES' 

CA541t00. 

WINTER. 

CEHELNIK. 

CAS4605 

PLANNING TECHNIOUES AND GRAPHICS 

3 
THIS COURSE IS TO PROVIDE THE NECESSARY EDUCATION AND TECHNICAL 

SKILLS TO AID THE LOCAL PLANNER IN REVIEWING ARCHITECTURAL AND 

ENGINEER CONSTRUCTION PLANS AND TO PROVIDE GUIDANCE IN DETERMIN­

ING LOCATICN AND GWNERSHIP OF REAL PROPERTY FOR USE IN THE IM­

PLEMENTATICN OF PLANS. T~E COURSE ~ILL USE GRAP~ICAL SKILLS AS A 

MEDIUM FOR PRESENTATION. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

GIL. COMMUNITY PRCFESSOR. 

CAS4HO 

TRANSPORTATICN SYSTEMS 

1-3 

COVERS A SPECTRUM CF PRCBLEMS IN A REGIONAL INTERNODAL CONTEXT 

AND INCLUOES INTERACTIONS AMONG PRESENT AND FUTURE MODES OF AIR. 

LAND AND SEA TRANSPORTATION. READINGS. SE~INARS. GUEST EIPERTS 

AND SOME SITE VISITS. OPEN TO ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS. 

FalL. 

GIL. COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS4160 

WRITING COMPREHENSION 

3 

STUDENTS STUDY AND USE VARIOUS TECHNIQUES Of EFFECTIVE COMMUNICA­

TION TO INCREASE COMPETENCE IN WRITING SKILLS. THE GOAL IS TO IE 

ABLE TO WRITE FaR lETTER COMPREHENSION BY DEFINED AUDIENCES. 

WINTER. SPRING/SUM.ER. 

fEIINER. 

CAS4900 

INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATIONS 

1-4 ,./NC 

DESIGNED FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS WHO WISH TO ENGAGE IN INDE­

PENDENT READINGS AND RESEARCH. THE PROJECT MUST BE APPROVED AND 

COORDINATED BY APPROPRIATE PRDFESS~RCSI IN THE COLLEGE. 

PREREOUI SITES' 

!l.ERNISSION. 

FALL. WINTER. S"RING/SUM~ER. 

STAff. 

CAS500Z 

RESEARCH IN AFRICAN-AMERIC'N ~ISTD~Y 

3 
A 'RADUATE COURSE ADaRESSED TC SERIOUS RESEARCH UPON SIGNIFICANT 

TOPICS AND ISSUES RELATED TO THE ILACK EXPERIENCE IN THE UNITED 

STATES AND NORTH A,ERICA. 

falL. 

PATTON. 

CAS5003 
AMERICAN LAW AND ThE NEGRO. HISTORICAL ANALYSIS 
3 
THIS COURSE IS INTENDED TO EIAMINE THE RELATIONSHIP OF AMERICAN 

LAWS AND T~EIR IMPACT ON T~E STRUGGLE Of BLACKS IN THIS COUNTRY 

FOR EQUALITY. WHILE ATTENTICh WILL BE GIWEN TO THE U.S. COMSTI­

TUTION THE COURSE IS MAINLY CChCERhED WIT~ THE YEARS FOLLOWING 

THE CIVIL IoAR. 

FALL. 

PATTON. 

CAS5004 

STEEL DRUM CONSTRUCTION AND PLAYING PETHCOS 

Z 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED FOR THE PERSONS Io~O HAVE AN INTEREST IN 

THE STEEL ORUM MUSIC OF JA'AICA ANe TRINIDAO. THE COURSE WILL 

PROVIDE A BRIEF ~ISTDRICAL BACKGROUND OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

STEEL DRUM TRADITICN. THE MAJCR PORTION OF THE COURSE WILL BE 

CENTERED AROUND T~E ACTUAL CChSTRUCTION OF STEEL ORUMS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAFf. CO'MUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS5010 

AFRICAN HISTORY 

3 

STUDIES THE AFRICAN LEGACY ANO ITS CONTRIBUTION TO THE ANCIENT 

WORLO. THE ATLANTIC COAST SLAVE TRAOE. ceLONIAL DOMINATION. CON­

QUEST ANO RULE. 

WINTER. 

PATTOh. 

CAS5DII 

PRE-COLUMBIAN AFRICANS IN T~E NE~ ~ORLD 

3 

PRESENTS A SYSTEMATIC STUDY Of PRE-COLUMBIAN LINKS BETWEEN AfRICA 

AND AMERICA. IT UTILIZES AN INTERDISCIPLlhARY APPROACH IN EXAMI.­

ING RESEARCH IN SEVERAL IMPORTANT AND RELATEO FIELDS- DOCUMENTED 

AND ORAL HISTORY. CULTURAL ANT~ROPCLDGY. ARCHAEOLOGY. LINGUIS­

TICS, BOTANY. CERAMICS. CARTOGRAPH•• ANO CCEAHQGRAP~Y - TO PROVE 

THAT AFR ICANS MADE A SEAlES OF CONTACTS WITH AMERICAN HEMISPHERE 

DURING FIVE SIGNIfiCANT PRE-COLUMBIAN PERIODS. 

WINTER. 

ODEN. COMMUNITY PRCFESSOR. 

CAS5016 
INTRODUCTION TO MULTI-ETHNIC LITERATURE 
3 
READING AND ANALYSIS Of SELECTED NOVELS BY AND ABOUT BLACK AMER­
ICANS. APPALACHIAN WHITES. MEXICAN-AMERICANS ANO OTHER SELECTED 
GROUPS. T~E WORKS ARE EXAMINED FRO' LITERARY. SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND 
POLITICAL PERSPECTIVES. PARTICULAR EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON EDUCA­
TION. HOUSING. CHILO-REA'ING PATTERNS. PEER RELATIONS. AND CUL­
TURAL VALUES AS REFLECTED IN EIC~ AUTHOR'S WRITINGS. 
SPR ING/SUMMER.
ANTHOH. 
CAS5018 
READINGS IN MINORITY LITERATURE 
Z 
PROVIDES STUDENTS AN OPPORTUNITY TC READ SelECTED 8lACIl NOVELS 

ANO POETRY NOT INCLUDED IN ILACII LITERATURE I AND II ICAS 5120 

AND '1301. EACH STUDENT WILL HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP AN 

INDIVIDUALIZED READING PROGRA' TO REfLECT THEIR CURRICULAR NEeos. 

FALL. HINTER. SPRI~G/SU"MER. 

ANTHONY. 

CU'OZO 

LATINCS IN U.S.A. 

3 

DESIGNED TO ACQUAINT THE STUDENT WIT~ T~E HISTORICAL PROCESS THAT 

LED LATINO MIGRATIGN TO T~E U.S. AhD T~E ECONOMIC. POLITICAL. SO­

CIAL AND CULTURAL CDNOITIOhS ~HICH SHAPED THE LIFE OF THE LATINOS 

IN THE CDNTEIT CF A'ERICAN SOCIETY. 

WINTER. 

MENDOLA. 

CAS5035 

PAUL ROBESON' WORIIS~OP/SEMINA.--AC~IEVEMENTS ANO CONTRIBUTIONS 

2 P/NC

COMPREHENSIVE SURVEY OF T~E LifE AND TIMES OF PAUL LEROY ROlESON. 

SR. STUDENTS HILL EXAMINE PUBLISHEC AND UNPUBLISHED WORKS IY R0B­

ESON AND OTHERS. INCLUDING FILM AND AUOIG RECORDINGS. 

WINTER. 

vINYARD. HILL, ~ARRIS. 

CA5504B 

INTROOUCTION TO AFRICAN LITERATURE 

3 

AN EXPLORATION Of THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE DEVELOPMENT Of THE 

BLACK AFRICAN NOVEL TO CeltNIALIS" AND THE STRUGGLE FOR BlACK 

LIBERATION. 

FALL. 

ANTHONY. 
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CAS5050 
al. QUaLITY ~ESEaRCH 
1 
STUDENTS ' ..TICI,aTE IN CN-GOING aiR QUALITY 1~¥ESTIGaTION. PRO­
JECTS INVOLVE STUDENTS IN SAM'LING, FIELD AND LaBORaTORY aNALYTI­
CAL MCRK, AND THE E¥ALUATIDN AND I~TER'~ETATIDN OF DATA. STUDENTS 
a~E EX'ECTED TO S'END A NININUM 10-15 HOURS A MEEK IN THE LABOR­
ATORY AND/OR FIELD. 
'RE~EQUISITES' 
COLLEGE CHEMIS . AY aND COLLEGE 'HYSICS. 

S'RING/SUMMER, DOD YEARS. 

SIE¥ERlNG. 

CAS5052 

THE HA~LE' RENaiSSANCE 

J 
THE 'RI.ARY THRUST OF THIS NODULE IS TDMA~D THE EXAMINATID~ OF 

THE INFLUENCES OF THE ILACK VERIAl aRTS AS REfLECTIONS Of THE PO­

LITICAL TRENDS Of THE 1.20'S AND 1~'O'S. THE STUDENT MILL TRACE 

THE DEVELO'.ENT OF A ILACK 'OLITICAL NDVENENT OF THE HARLEM REN­

AISSANCE 'ERIDD AND RELATE THE INFLUENCE OF THE POLITICAL FOCUS 

TO LITERaTURE. • 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-Il. 

ANTHONY. 

tAS5DU 

THE AfRICAN NOVEL 

J 
A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF T"E LITERATURE WRITTEN IY SELECTED MAJOR 

AfRicaN MRITERS, NITH fOCUS ON THE NOVELS OF CHINUA ACHEBE. 

MUlTER. 

ANTHONY. 

CAS5060 

AfRO-AMERICAN MUSIC 

Z-J 

A SURVEY OF VARIOUS NODES OF .USICAL EX'~ESSION CHARACTERlllNG 

THE ILACK NAN'S CONSTRIIUTIONS TO AMERicaN CULTURE' WEST Af~ICAN 

SOUNDS 11619-11001, JAZZ, S'IRITUAL, GOS'EL, AND CONTEMPORARY 

SOUL. 

fALl. 

tARnR. 

CAS506' 

BlACK ORATORY. 

J 
THIS COURSE WILL ANALY1E THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ISSUES 
ADDRESSED fRO' THE PUILIC S'EAKING PlATFCRM IY ILACK SPEAKERS IN 
U.S. HISTORY. THE SPEECHES WILL IE EXANINEO FO~ THE SUPPORT AND 

DEVELO'.ENT OF IDEAS, ENOTIONAL CONTENT. AND S'EAKE~S' CHARACTER. 

faLL, WINTER. 

DAVIS. 

tAnOlA 

A~T HISTORY - EGY'TIAN 

J 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE THE STUDENT WITH AN IN-DEPTH 
VIEM OF THE IRONZE AGE EGY'TIANS AND TMEIR ARTMORK, FURTHER, IT 
MILL CONSIDER THE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE GEOGRAPHY AND RELIGIOUS 
IELIEFS UPON THE PRODUCTIOh OF THE PLlsTIC ARTS, AND RESEARCH 
MMAT EFFECT T"IS HAD U'ON THE ESTAILISH.ENT OF EARLY WESTERN 
..TISTIC EXPRESSION. 
OFFERED BASED ON DENAND. 
CONMUNITY 'ROFESSOR, STAFF. 
CAS5011 

ART HISTORY--A.ERICAN 

J 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO 'RDVIDE THE STUDENT MITH AN IN-DEPTH 

¥IEM OF A.ERICAN A~TISTS AND THEIR WORK CCVERING THE HISTORICAL 

'ERIOO FRON 1116 TO THE 'RESENT. ENPHASIS WILL IE PLACED ON 

PAINTING. IUT SCULPTURE ANa ARCHITECTURE WILL ALSO BE CONSIDERED. 

COM'ARISONS TO THE MORE CLASSICAL NORKS OF MODERN EUROPEAN ART­

ISTS WILL IE MADE ONLY TO EM'HASI1E THE UNIQUE NATURE OF NATIVE 

AMERICAN ART. 

OFFERED lASED ON DENAND. 

CD~NITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

tAS50l0 

..T OF AnO-A'EIIICANS 

Z-l 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE ..TISTIC ACHIEVEMENTS OF 'EOPLE OF AFRICAN DE­

stENY IN THE ANERICAS. lEG INS WITH A RE¥IEW OF AFRICAN ARTISTIC 

EXPRESSIONS IN NIGERIA, GHAN., AND THE CONGO AND FOLLOWS NITH 

AFRO-ANERIC.N ACCO'PLISHMENTS IN IRAIIL, SURINAN, AND THE CARlI­

lEAN. ILACK ANERICAN ARTISIS IN THE UNITED STATES ARE TREATED 

FROM COLONIAL CONTEXTS TO THE DEVELO'NENTS OF THE LATE I.IO'S. 

FALL. 

IOURGEOIS. 

CAS5019 

ARffORMS 

1 

DESISHED FOR NON-ART MAJORS, AN INTROOUCTION TO THE VISUAL ARTS. 

CONCEPTS. MEDIA. NORNS OF CRITICIS., AND ECONONICS OF ART. NILL 

INCLUDE STUDIO AND GALLERY TOURS. MUSEU. ASSI'NNENTS. AS NELL AS 

CLASSRDON LECTURES. 

MINnR. 

IGUAGEOIS. 

CASSO.O 

PRIMITI¥E ART 

2-J 

THE ART OF SUB-SAHARAN AfRICA, NORTH .AMERICAN INDIAN, AND PED'LES· 

OF THE 'ACIFIC ARE CtNPARED AND COhTRASTEt. FOCUSES ON TWEL¥E 

TRADITIONAL SOCIETIES FOR AN AhALYSIS AND CONPARISDN OF ¥ISUAL 

ART FORMS. SETTINGS AND FU~CTIC~ OF THE ARTS ARE CONSIDERED NITH 

REFERENCE TO LEADERSHIP STRUCTURES. WORLD-VIEW. DIDACTIC PURPOSE, 

AND SECURITY SY'IClS. 

SPRI~G/SU"NER. COO YEARS. 

BOURGEOIS. 

CASSOll 

ART OF THE SCUT~ PACIFIC 

2-3 

A SURVEY OF ART FRCM THE SOUTH PACIFIC INCLUDING THE ISLANDS Of 

POLYNESIA. MELA~ESIA. MICRCNESIA. AND ThE ISLAND-CONTINENT OF 

AUST.ALIA. EXAMINES THE STYLISTIC CLASSIFICATIONS. ET~NOGRA'HIC 

CONTEXTS. AND METHODS IN ~HIC~ TRAtlTIONAL OCEANIC ART IS CREATED 

AND STUOI ED. 

SPRING/SUMMER. ODD YEARS. 

BOURGEOIS. . 

CJS5085 

MODERN ART: GREAT ARTISTS 

2-4 

THIS COURSE WILL .TTENPT TC PRO¥IDE AN IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS OF A 

SELECT GROUP OF MASTER ARTISTS OF ThE 20TH CENTURY. AN EXAMINA­

TION wiLL BE MADE Cf THE LI¥ES AND MORKS CF EMINENT ARTISTS OF 

T~IS PERIOD. T~E SCCIAL. PCLITI<AL, AND ARTISTIC CLINATE IN WHICH 

THEY ~ORKED AND T~E ARTISTIC CONTRIBUTIONS THEY MADE. IN ADDITICN 

THERE WILL BE AN A~ALYSIS CF THE T~EMATIC AND STYLISTIC DE¥ELD'­

MENT AND THEORETICAL CC~CE~hS CF T~E ARTISTS. FINALLY AND IN¥ES­

TIGATION WILL BE MADE CF THE INFLUENCE T~ESE ARTISTS HAVE HAD ON 

OT HER UTI ST S. 

FALL. EVEN YEARS. 

MCRlSltJU. 

CAS5017 

THIRD WORLD AESTHETICS 

J 

A COMPARISON OF THEORIES. STYLES. AND MODES OF PERCEPTION IN THE 

¥ISUAL ARTS OF THE QRIE~T. AfRICA. AND THE WEST. 

WINTER. 

WEI. MORISHITA. BOURGEOIS. 

CAS50.D 

BUCK COMPOSERS 

2-) 

MUSIC HISTORIANS HAVE ONLY RECENTLY IEGU~ TO DEAL MITH THE CON­

TRIBUTIONS AND INfLUENCES CF BLACKS TO T~E FIELD OF MUSIC. HOM­

E¥ER. NORE ATTENTICN IS GI¥EN TO T~E BLACK MUSICIAN IN "POPULAR" 

MUSIC THAN TO THOSE IN ·CCNCERT" M~SIC. THIS MODULE fANILIARI1ES 

THE STUDENT WITH THE LIVES A~D WORKS OF ILACK MUSICIANS IN AREAS 

OTHER THAN POPULAR MUSIC. 

FAll. 

CARlER. 

CAS510D 

IlACK DRAMA 

3 

TREATS THE DRAMATURGY OF PLAYS BY ~OTABLE ILACK PLAYNRIGHTS IN 

EDUCATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL ThEATRES FROM 1900-1915. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

S~ERMAN. 
CAS5105 

SEMINAR' ORAL CCMNUNICATIC~ IN BUSINESS A~D INDUSTRY 

3 

CONSIDERATION OF SELECTED TOPICS f~ON THE THEORETICAL AND 

RESEARCH LITERATURE OF INDUSTRIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICA­

TICN; ANALYSIS Of BASIC CONNUNICATION PROBLEMS IN INDUSTRY' 

CRITIQUE Of RESEARC~ FINDI~GS AND 'ETHODClOGIES. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

SHERNAN. 

CAS510S 

READER'S T~EAT~E 

J 

THIS COURSE IN READER'S ThEATRE WILL EXANINE CRITICALLY CLASSICAL 

AND MCDERN POETRY. ORANA. AND SPEECHES. READER'S THEATRE PRESEN­

TATION IS EXPECTED FROM EACH CLASS MEMBER AS A FINAL PROJECT. 

SPRJ NG/SUMMER.

SHERMAN. 

CAS5110 

BLACK HUMOR 

3 

FOCUSES ON WORKS OF SELECTED ILACK WRITERS WHO REFLECT THE SCOPE 

AND INTENSITY Of RACIAL. PCLITICAL, SOCIAL, AND CULTURAL CONFLICT 

IN AMERICA ThROLGh hUNOR. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIo-Il. 

VINYARD. 

CAS Course Descriptions 105 
CAS5120 
BLACK LITERATURE 

3 

A GENERAL SURVEY OF BLACK PROSE FRCM 1160-1900 TO THE HARLEM REN­

AISSANCE, MITH SPECIAL ATTENTICN TO BASIC THEMES ANO NAJOR AUT­

HORS INCLUDING PAUL LAURENCE DUN8.R, CHARLES CHESTNUTT, AND JAMES 

~ELDON JOHNSON. 

FALL. 

ANTHONY. 

C15512 1 

IMAGES Of BlACKS IN AMERIC.N LITERATURE 

3 

AN EXA"INATION OF RECURRING IMAGES Of AMERICAN 8LACKS ANO THE 

LITERATURE MRITTEN BY MAINSTREAM AUTHORS, WITH SPECIAL ATTENTION 

TO THE SOCIO-POLITICAL CLIMATE IN ~HICH T~ESE IMAGES EVOLVED. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

ANTHONY. 

C155130 

BLACK LITERATURE II 

3 

DESIGNED TO PROVIDE MODELS FOR APPROACHING BLACK LITERATURE fROM 

A VARIETY Of LITERARY, AS ~ELL AS SOCID-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES, 

THROUGH A SURVEY Of POETRY A~D PROSE WRITTEN BETWEEN 1920-1910. 

WI ~TER. 

AHTHOkY. 

CAS51)] 

BLACK NONEN IN LITERATURE 

3 

DESIGNED TO INTRODUCE THE STUDENT TO THE VARIOUS WAYS IN WHICH 

THE BLACK WOMAN HAS BEEN VIEWED IN LITERATURE. 

FALL. 

ANTHONY. VINYARD. 

CAS5160 

READINGS. BLACK POLITICS AND AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM 

3 

A STUDY Of THE PATTERNS Of BLACK PCLITICS IN THE DEVELOPNENT Of 

AFRO-AMERICANS' PARTICIPATION IN T~E AMERICAN POLITICAL AND 

ECONOMIC SYSTEMS. 

SPA! NG/ SUMMER. 

DOEN. 

CAS!H10 

BLACK WOMEN IN AMERICAN ~ISTORY 

3 

A SOCIO-HISTORICAL STUDY Of THE BlACK MOMAN FRON SLAVERY TO 1910. 

AN EXAMINATICN OF THE ROLE SHE HAS PLAYED IN THE BLACK STRUGGLE 

AND HER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEIR SUR~IVAL. 

fALL. 

PAnON. 

CAS5190 

EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA 

3. 6 

EIAMINATION OF THE HISTORICAL OEVELOPMENT OF EOUCATION IN AFRICA: 

TRACING THAT DEVELOPMENT FROM THE TINE OF TRADITIONAL APPROACHES 

THROUGH THE INFLUENCES OF ISL.M. C~RISTIANITY. AND COLONIALISM. 

TO THE CONTENPOIARY MODIFICATICNS AND GOALS OF INDEPENDENT 

AFRICA" 

SPRING/SUMMER.

PRESS. 

CAS5192 

HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUCATICN 

.. 
THIS COURSE ATTEMPTS TO TRACE THE CHRONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF 

PU8LIC EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES 8Y FOCUSING OM IMPOITANT 

EVeNTS. MOVEMENTS AND LEGAL CHANGES THAT INFLUENCED THE QUALITY 

AND DIRECTION Of THE EDUCATICNAL ESTA8LISHMENT. ALONG WITH A 

GENERAL LECTURE AND DISCUSSION FOR~AT. T~E COURSE WILL PROVIDE 

THE STUDENT WITH THE OPPCRTUNITY TC DO AN IN-DEPTH STUDY OF SUCH 

IMPORTANT EVENTS. MOVEMENTS OR PIECES OF LEGISLATION. 

fALL. WINTER. 

PRESS. 

CAS51" 

EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE THIRD weRLD 

3 

ADDRESSES THE 8ROAD CONCEPT OF DEVELOPMENT FROM THE EDUCATIONAL 

PERSPECTIVE. EXANINES THE COLONIAL EDUCATIONAL LEGACY AND POST­

COLONIAL REFORM EfFORTS TO INTRODUCE NEW PR05AAMS ANO APPROACHES 

IN EOUCAT1ON MHICH AIM AT CLOSING THE RESOURCE GAP IET~EEN UR8AN 

ANO RUIIAl SECTORS. , 

WINTER. 

PATTON. PRESS, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS'201 

POLITICS AND SCCIETY 

3 

THIS -DIRECTED- READING MOOULE DEALS WITH FIVE NAIN AIIEAS IN THE 

AMEIIICAN POLITICAL AHO SOCIOECONCNIC SYSTEMS. III THE AMERICAN 

GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEM: 121 T~E AMERICAN PARTY SYSTEM' 131 SCIENCE. 

TECHNOLOGY ANO POLICY FORMATIONI 141 UR8AN PU8LIC POLICIES; 151 

PU8LIC POLICIES AND THE Bl.CK COMMUNITY. 

SPRING/SUMNER. 

OOEN. 

CAS52D2 

~ORKSHOP. PU8LIC POLICY A~ALYS1S 

3 

COURSE ~ILL EXAMINE THE VARIOUS APPROACHES TO PUBLIC POLICY 

ANALYSIS AND THEIII EFFECTS CN DECISION MAKING PROCESSES OF AMER­

ICAN PUBLIC SECTOR. 

FalL. 

ODEN, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS5211 

INTRODUCTION TO INTERCULTURAL STUDIES 

3 

A COMPARATIVE APPROACH TO RESEARCH fOR ASSEMBLING INTERCULTURAL 

RESOURCES. SPECIAL EMPHASIS WILL 8E PLACED ON PRELIMINARY DEVEL­

OPMENT Of GIIADUATE PROJECTS. FOR UNDERGRADUATES EMPHASIS WILL 8E 

PLACED ON THE UNOERSTANOING Of AFRICAN/HISPANIC CULTURES IN NA~ 

TIONAL, REGICNAL. 'NO INTERNATIONAL CONTEXTS. COMPARATIVE METHOoS 

WILL BE EMPHASllED. 

FalL. 

STAFF. 

CAS5ll8 

HISTORY OF PUERTO RICO I 

3 

A SURVEY OF THE RISE OF THE PUERTO RICAN NATION. PARTICULARLY ITS 

SU8JECTIVE ASPECT FROM THE DEVELOPMENT Of THE JI8ARDS TO THE 

GRITO DE LARES. THEMES TREATED IN THE COURSE INCLUDE THE BOUR­
80NIC REfORMS AND THE ABOLITION OF SLAVERY' THE CRIOLLOS ANO 

THEIR CULTURAL MANlfESTATICNS; THE CASES Of THE GAITO DE LARES. 

WINTER. 

OOEN. COMMUNITY-PROfESSOR. 

CAS52 19 

HISTORY OF PUERTO RICO II 

3 

THIS COURSE COVERS THE GROWTH OF PUERTO RICO NATIONALISM fROM THE 

19TH CENTURY TO THE 1950'S. SPECIAL EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACED ON 

TWO HISTORICAL PERIODS: III -EL GRITO DE LARES- OF 1861. ITS 

CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES I AND 121 THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE NATIONAL­

IST PARTY OF PUERTO RICO 119221. AhD THE ANTI-IMPERIALIST AND 

REVOLUTIONARY IMPRINT MHICH PEDRO ALBllU CAMPOS MADE ON IT. IT 

ALSO fOCUSES ON THE ENRAGEe GENERATION 11956 TO PRESENT' - THE 

SYNTHESIS OF THE TWO MOST IMPORTANT QUESTIONS Of A COLONIAL 

SOCIETY ITHE NATIONAL AND CLASS QUESTIONSI AND THE CONSEQUENT 

RISE·OF THE NEW STRUGGLE FCR PUERTO RICO'S INDEPENDENCE. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

OOEN. COMMUNITY PROfESSOR. 

CAS5220 

8LACK POLITICAL LIfE IN AMERICAN CITIES 

3 

DESIGNED TO ANALYlE AND COMPARE ILACK POLITICAL LIfE IN THE CJT­

IES FROM A CULTURAL, CLASS, AND STRUCTURAL APPROACH 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

ODEN. 

CAS5239 

PROBLEMS Of NODERNllATION IN DEVEL~PIN5 COUNTRIES 

3 

THIS COURSE SURVEYS THE GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CULTURE IN THE 

TECHNICALLY LESS ADVANCED COUNTRIES AND THE PR08LEMS ISOCIAL. 

ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL' TH.T ARISE IN SOCIETY WHEN CHANGE IS 

BROUGHT ABOUT BY WHAT IS CCNCEIVED AS MODERNllATION. 

SPRING/SUMNER.

laKE. 

CAS52U 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA 

3 

DESIGNED TO ENA8LE THE STUDENT TO UNDERSTAND THE ECONOMIC STRUC­

GLES OF THE LATIN AMERICAN PEOPLES THROUGH THE ANALYSIS OF THE 

ROLE THAT ECONOMY HAS PLAYED IN THE PAST. AND IS NOW PLAYING IN 

THE MODERNllATI~N PROCESS. IN THE POLITICAL APPARATUSES AHD 

STRUCTURES. AND 1M THE CULTURE OF LATIN AMERICA. 

~INlER. 
MENDOla. 

CAS52H 

CULTURAL DIMENSIONS' GLOBAL INEQUALTY 

3 , 

EIAHINES THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDUSTRIALllED AND UNDER-DEVEL­

OPED COUNTRIES BY LOOKING AT ONE ASPECT Of THIS RELATIONSHIP; THE 

PR08LEM OF CUlTURAL PENETRATION .ND DEPENDENCY-SPECIFICALLY THE 

GL08AL EIPANSION Of WESTERN CIVILllATION AND THIRD WORLD REAC­

TIONS TO THIS CULTURAL HEGENONY. 

~INlER. 

DURON. ANT~NY. lAKE. 

CAS5H5 
URIAN MINORITIES AND SOCIAL CHANGE 
3 
ANALYlES T~E PROBLEMS OF MIHORITIES IN A CHANGING URIAH SOCIETY. 
~ITH SPECIAL REfERENCE TO THE ADAPTATION OF RACIAL/ETHNIC MINOR­
ITY GROUPS TO CHANGING PATTERNS OF RELATIONSHIPS 8ETWEEN THE CEN­
TRAL CITY aND T~E sueUR'S ANO THEIR STRUCTURAL CONSEQUENCES. THE 
EMERGENCE Of NEM COMNUNITY POWER STRUCTURES AND ~AYS Of ACCESS TO 
RESOURCES. AND THE ACTIVE ROLE THAI THEY HAVE PLAYED AND MAY 
STILL PLAY IN THOSE PROCESSES. 
~INTER. 
ODEN. COMMUNITY PROfESSOR. 
106 CAS Course Descriptions 
unH6 
MODE~NIIATION AND CULTU~E CHANGE 

~ EXAMINATION OF THE EFFECTS CF MDDERNIIING ACTIVITIES ON CUL­

TURES AS THIS CHANGES FRC~ TRADITICNAL I~TO NEW DIRECTIONS. THERE 

WILL IE ENPHASIS ON SPECIAL CASES CHOSEN FRON SOME DEVELOPING 

NAT lOllS. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-Il. 

UKE. 

CASSH7 

CUlTURE, PERSONALITY, AND LEADERSHIP 

) 
THE COURSE IS DESIGNED TC SURVEY TtE CULTURAL AND PERSONAL INPUTS 

INTO THE NATURE Of LEADERSHIP AND TO EKAMINE THEIR RELEVANCE IN 

ANY SITUATIONS OF CURRENT I_TEREST. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-.l. 

lAKE. 

CASU... 

SOCIAl CHANGE AhD PUILIC pCLICY 

3 

TOOlS Of pU.LIC 'OLICY ANALYSIS WILL IE uTILllED TO EXAMINE RE­

LATIONSHIPS Of DECISION-RAKING IN THE pU'LIC SECTOR TO SOCIAL 

CHANGE AS IT AfFECTS NINDRITY GROUPS IN ANERICAN CENTRAL CITIES. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIo-.l. 

ODEN. 

CUS249 

SEX CHOICES AND fUTURE OF FARILY 

3 

WITH SUCH VARIED AND GROWING SEK PRACTICES IN OUR CULTURE THE 
QUESTION IS CONTINUAllY RAISED AIDLT THE FUTURE OF THE FANILY AS 

IT IS TRADITIONALLY UNDERSTCOD IN THE AMERICAN CULTURE. THIS 

COURSE WILL EXA"INE THE VARIOUS ISSUES T~AT ARISE IN CONNECTION 

WITH THE EVOLUTION OF SEX PRACTICES. 

WINTER. 

UKE. 

US5nz 

AFRICAN CIVILllATICNS 

) 
OUTLINES AFRICAN 'EOPLE AND THEIR _ARIOUS CULTURAL DIFFERENCESI 
FOCuSES ON CORRECTING MISCCNCEPTIONS OF AFRICA AND THE AFRICANS. 
READINGS FRON a WICE SELECTION OF pUllICATIONS. 

fALL. 

ODEN, COMMUNITY 'ROFESSOR. 
US5Z54 
AFRICAN POLITICS 
) 
COURSE WILL .E CONCERNED WITH STaTE POMER ANO PRO.lEMS Of -DEVEl­

O'NENT- ON THE AFRICaN CCNTINENT. EMPHaSIS WILL IE 'LACED ON UNI­
QUE pROIlENS CREATED 'Y COLONIAL OCMINATION, NEO-COLONIAlISM, AND 

THE WHITE DOMINATED COUNTRIES OF THE CONTINENT. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

ODEll. 

US5Z55 

WOMEN IN AFRICAN CULTURES 

3 

THE COURSE SEEKS TO OUTLINE THE ROLE AND CONDITION OF THE WOMAN 

IN AFRICAN CULTURE. FOR THE GRADUATE STUDENT COURSE WILL OFFER A 

CROSS-CUlTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE STATUS OF aFRICAN WONEN. 

WINTER. 

IAIIE. 

CAS'Z56 

SOC IAl PRO.UNS 

3 

A SURVEY STUDY OF THE VARIOUS ,.ESSING pRO.lENS THAT MODERN IN­

DUSTRiAl SOCIETIES, ESPECIALLY THE U.S.A., FACE TODAY, 'Y 'OCUS­

ING ON THE FLAWS AND CONTRADICTIONS IN THE FUNDANENTAl SOCIAL 

PROCESSES IRD THEIR CONSEGUENCES FCR THE .ASIC INSTITUTIONS OF 

THE SOCIETY IRD THE PSYCHOLOGY O' INDIVIDUAlS. PRO'LENS SUCH AS 

ETHNIC, RACIIL AND SEXUAL DISCRI.INATION, "OVERTY, CONCENTRATION 

O' POWER, VIOLENCE, AND THEIR INPACT IN THE FANllY, SCHOOL. WEL­

FARE SYSTEMS, LAW ENfORCENENT AND CRININaL JUSTICE SVSTENS. 

HEALTH SYSTENS, ETC., WILL BE STUDIED. 

WINTER, SPRING/SUMNER.

NEIIDOU. 

CAUZ" 

SOCIAL pROBLENS II 

) 
IN-DE'TH STUDY OF SELECTED TOPICS IN THE aREA OF SOCIAL ISSUES 

AIID STRUCTURAL PROBLENS CF THE AMERICAII SOCIETY WITH AN ENPHAIIS 

ON THE MINORITY, ESPECIALLY LATINO PERSPECTIVE. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

IIEIIOOU. 

CAS5Z61 

ASCENT OF NAN 

4 

lASED ON AN AWARD WIIINING ••••C. TELEvlSIOII SERIES WRITTEN AIIO 

""RR"ED IV LATE SCIENTIST JACOI IRONOWSI" 'ROVIDn A ""ORAIIIC 

VIEW OF NaTURE AND THE .dRCES THAT lEO TO THE EMERGENCE OF HUMAN 

INTELLICENCE WITH ITS CULTURAL AND INTELLECTUAL ACHIEYE"ENTS. 
SO EIAIIINE BRONOWSKI'S EFFCRT TO .RIDGE T~E SCIENceS AND THE HU­

MUITIES. 

FAll. 

WEl. 

CASSZ7l 
PSYCHOLOGY OF lATI~OS 
3 
A STUDY OF THE lATINO WAYS OF THINKING, FEELING, AND BEHAVING, 
WITH SPECIAL REfERENCE TO THS DEVElOpMEIIT BY THE STUDENT Of 
SKILLS SUITA.lE FOR THE SDLUTICN OF pROILEMS OF INTERCULTU~AL 
COMMUNICATION INVOLVING LATINOS AIID ME~ERS OF OTHER ETHNIC 
GROUPS. 
FALL. 
IIENDOU._ 
CA55279 

EDucaTION OF MINORITIES IN U.S. 

) 
AN EXANINATION OF HOW THE WAYS IN ~HICH NINORITIES HAVE IEEN 

VIEWED IN AIIERICAN CULTURE HAVE INfLUENCED THE FORM AND QUALITY 

THAT EDUCATIONAL PReGRANS 'ROVIDED T~EM ~AVE TAKEN AND THE CONSE­
QUENCES. 

FALL. 

"A"DN. 

"55210 

THE CIVIL RIGHTS ROVENENT. a HISTORICAL ANALYSIS 

3 

A STUDY OF THE 'LACI STRUGGLE III A'ERICA, WITH ENpHASIS ON THE 

NDVENENT ADDRESSED TO T~E SECURIIIG Of -CIVIL RIGHTS- WHILE CON­

SIDERATIONS WILL IE CIVEII TO LECISlATICNS, COURT DECISIONS, AND 

THE ILACK PROTEST PRIOR TO 1954. TtE "AJOR CCNCERII IS WITH THE 

TEN YEAR 'ERIOD FCLLOWIIIG THAT DATE. APPROACH IS ANALYTICAL. 

WINTER. 

""ON. 

CAS5291 
EFFECTIVE SUIURIAN PLANNING I~ THE , 1910'S 
2 
EACH OF THE WORKSHOPS TARGETS ON A SIGNIFICANT ISSUE FACINC CITI­
lENS AIIO LOCAL 'LAIINERS III THE 1910'S. THOSE ATTENDING WILL CAIN 
NEW INSIGHTS TO HELP THEM DEAL WIT. THESE ISSUES IN THEIR CONMU­
NITY. 

FALL. 

CORNUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

"SSZ'l5 
CONNUNITY ENERGY PLANNINGI APPLICATICIIS 
4 
SHOWS HOW PRINCIPLES OF APPROPRIATE TECH~OLOCV HAVE IEEN ANO CAli 
.E SUCCESSFULLY APPLIEO III URIAN AaEAS III THE U.S. APPLICATIONS 
TO NEET IIEEOS fOR FOOD, ENERGY AIIO HOUSING ANa TO ACHIEVE VARYIIIG 
DEGREES OF COMMUNITY SELF-RELIANCE ARE COVERED. EN'HASIS ON CUR­
RENT TECHNOlOGIES, COIIRU~ITY 'OLICY OpT'OIlS, AND THE COIIMUNITY 
PLANNI~G PROCESS. 
SPRING/SUMMER.
HAGEIIS. 
CAS529. 
All INTRODUCTION TO VILLAGE AND TOW~ PLANNING 
3 
PLANNING AT THE LCCAL LEVEL PLaYs, VITAL AND SONETIIIES NEGLECTED 
ROLE IN VILLAGE GOVERNMENT. THIS COURSE 'ROVIOES AN INTRODUCTION 
STARTED, A HISTCRY Of ITS EFfORTS, AND A REVIEW OF THE ELENENTS 
IN PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE TODAY. 
FALL. 
CONNUIIITY PROFESSOR, GIL. 
CAsnoo 
THIRD WORLD STUDIES CCNFEREIICE 
1-) PlNC 
WEEKEND WORKSHOP fOCUSING ON -SDCIET.L- AND POLICY 'RO.LENS OF 
PEOPLES IN THIRD WORLD CCM.U~ITIES ON IIATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL 
LEVElS, 

WINTER. 

ODEN. IIU. 

CAS5301 

MARRIACE IN OTHER SOCIETIES 

) 
A COMPARATIVE NODULE SURVEY'"G THE NATURE OF .ARRIACES IN NON­

WESTERN SOCIETIES. 

WINTER. 
UKE'. 
CAS530Z 
THIRD IIORLD IN PERSPECTIVE. Ah INTERDISCIPLINARY SURVEY 
) 
THE COURSE WilL EKAMINE, FROM AN IIITEROISCI'LINARY pERS'ECTIVE
AND WITH THE HEL' OF DISTIIICUISHED CUEST LECTURERS, THE IROA. 
RAIICE OF .ROBLEMS CCIIFRONTING THE THIR. WORLD IN ITS STRUCCLE TO 
ESCAPE FRaN THE CYCLE OF .OVERTV. ATTENTIOII MILL .E FOCUSED lIt 
ON THE NAJOR FORCES THAT HAVE CONTRIIUTEO TO THE UIIOEROEVELOPNEIIT 
Of THIS SECTOR OF THE CLOIE' AND IZt ON EVALUATIIIG SONE OF THE 
CAS Course Descriptions 107 
ALTERNATIVE STRATECIES '~O MOOELS ~ESOLVING THE CRISIS Of THIRD 

WORLD UNDERDEVELO"ENT. 

FALL. 

ODEN, KOfELE-KALE. 

CAS5303 

POLITICAL ECONO"Y Cf GL08AL INEQUALITY 

3 

EXPE~IMENTAL COURSE UNDER INTERNATIONAL STUDIES GRANT. 

SPRING/SUII'ER 

KOFELE-KALE, 'ILLER. aDEN. 

CA55304 

PHILOSOPHICAL FtUNDATIONS CF THIRD WORLD StCIETIES 

3 

EXPERIIIENTAL COU~SE UNDER INTERNATIONAL STUDIES GRANT. 

,/ NOT SCIOEDULEO I~ nIO-II. 
WE J. liE NOD lA • 
CAS531D 

ART OF PRE-COLU'BIAh A'ERICA I 

2-3 

A STUDY OF THE CULTURES Of IIESO-AIIERICA, CENTRAL AIIERICA. AND 

SOUTH AMERICA. AN HISTORICAL SURVEY CF ART. STRETCHING FROM THE 

PRE-CLASSIC CULTURES TO T~E ARRIVAL Of EUROPEAN CULTURES 

WINTER. 

BOURGEOIS. 

CAS5311 

ART Of FIRST .IIERICANS IAIIERICAN-I~OIANSI 

2-4 

A SURVEY OF NORTH AIIERICAN INDIAN 'RT FROM PRE-HISTORIC CONTEXTS 

TO TIOE I.TH CENTURY WITH ATTENTION TO EASTERN UNITED STATES. 

GREATER SOUTHWEST. PRAIRIES-PLAINS. AND PACIFIC COAST. 

SPR ING/SU,"ER. 

80URGEOIS. 

CAS5312 

AFRICAN ART I. WEST AfRICA 

2-3 

ART IN AFRICAN ARCHAEOLOGY AND A SURVEY Of STYLES ANO FUNCTIONS 

OF ART IN TRADITIONAL SOCIETIES OF WEST AFRICA. PRINCIPALLY GUI­

NEA COAST AND WESTERN SUDAhlC PEOPLES. 

FalL. 

BOURGEOIS. 

CAS53 13 

AfRICAN ART II' CENTRAL AfRICA 

2-] 

A SURVEV OF TRADITIONAL ART IN CENTRAL AfRICA WITH REFERENCE TO 

LEADERSHIP STRUCTURES. WORLD-VIEW. DIDACTIC PURPOSE AND SECURITY 

SYMICL S. 

FALL. 

80URGEOIS. 

CAS5314 

ART OF PRE-COLURIIAN AMERICA II 

2-] 

THE ART Of LOMER CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA FROM COSTA RICA TO THE 

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS Of THE ANDES. 

IIINTER. 

BOURGEOIS. 

CAS531'! 

ISLAMIC CIVILIZATION 

3 

THIS COURSE IIILL BE CONCERNED WITH THE EXPANSION AND DEVELOPIIENT 

Of ISLAM IN THE EARLY AFRICAN WORLD. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

aDEN. COIIIIUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CU532D 

ASIAN HISTORY 

3 

COVERS 28 POLITICAL UNITS FROM ~APAN IN THE EAST TO PAKISTAN IN 

THE IIEST; IN-OEPTH DISCUSSION ON T"E MAIN COUNTRIES. I.E•• INDIA. 

CHINA, AND ~APAN, IN THAT ORDER. SIIERIA. CENTRAL ASIA. AND THE 

NIODLE-EAST IIILL IE REFERRED TO ONLY IN RELATION TO THE SUI~ECTS 

OF THE MODULE. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

ODEN. CORMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CU5321 
CHINEse HISTORY ISIII' 
3 

STUDY OF GENERAL DEVELOP'E~T CF CHINESE HISTORY VTTH SPECIAL EM­

PHASIS ON THE 1I00ERN PERIOD SINCE '.0. 1140. stuoeNT VILL CONDutT 

TIIO INDIVIDUAL RESEARCHES CN SUI~ECT WITHIN THE CHINESE fiELD. 

ONE ON THE IIIPERIAL PAST UP TO THE END OF tHE MING DYNASTY. THE 

OTHER ON THE 1I00ER~ PERIOD. 

WINTER. 

OOEN, COMMUNITY PROfESSOR. 

CA55327 

COMPARATIVE IIETIOCDS IN CROSS CUlTURAL PERSPECTIVES 

3 

STARTING fROII THE IROAO COGNITIVE FROCESSES Of PERCEPTUAL AND 

CONCEPTUAL OISCRllIlNATICh AND COIIPARISO~. THE COURSE TAKES THE 

STUDENT IMTO T~E LcelC Of CROSS-CULTURAL ANALYSIS 6ND THE APPLI­

C.TION Of THE COMPARATIVE "eTHCD TC THE CATA Of DIffERENT DISCIP­

LINES IIITHIN THE SOCIAL AND 8E"AVICRAL SCIENCES. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

MENDOlA. 

CAS5328 

PROILEMS OF LATINe FAMILY 

1 
A STUDY df THE IIAI~ CHARACTE~ISTICS Of T~E LATINO FAMILY ANO THE 

IIAYS IN IIHICH THEY INFLUENCE THE ADAPTATION Of LATINOS TO THE AN­

GLO StCIETY. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

IIENOOll. 

CAS53n 

SOCIAL ORGANIZATICh AND COCNITION IN LATINO CULTURE 

3 

DESIGNED TO EXPLORE MODERN RESEARCH IN THE AREA Of COGNITIVE PRO­

CESSES IIHICH POINT TO DiffERENCES rETIIEEN THE LATINOS AND THE AN­

GLOS. AND TO TRACE TkE &RIGINS Of THE COGNITIVE STRUCTURES Of LA­

TINOS lACK TO TkE MAIN fEATU~ES Of THE HISPANIC SOCIETY ANO CUL­

TURE. 

FAll. 

MENOOlA. 

C155330 

ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL CUTCC'ES 

2-) 

EMPHASIZES THE SELECTION. CONSTRUCTION, AND uSE Of APPROPRIATE 

EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND IIEASURING INSTRUMENTS. TYPES Of TESTS. STA­

TISTICAL APPLICATltN. AND TEST DEVELOPMENT. 

PREREQUI 51 TES: 

COURSES IN LEARNING THEORY. TEACHI~G METHODS. AND CURRICULUM; EL­

EMENTA~Y STATISTICS IS RECOIIMENDED. 

FALL. 

LAWRE~CE. 
CAS5114 

COMPARATIVE LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE 

3 

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MAJOR IIRITERS OF DifFERENT LATIN AMERICAN 

COUNTRIES. CRITICAL ANALYSIS Of ALL IIAJOR WORKS PRODUCED SINCE 

1921. FOCUSES ON SOCIAL CO~DITIONS ANO,PCLITICAL CIRCUMSTANCES Of 

DIFFERENT LATIN AIIERICAN CGUNTRIES. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-Il. 

DURON. 

CAS5335 

CklCANO ST~UGGLE 

] 
SURVEYS THE LITERATURE PRODUCED A8CUT AND 8Y CHICANOS IN THE 

UNITED STATES. FOCUSES ON THE CHIC.NO STRUGGLE AND LIIERATION 

MOVEMENT. 

fAll. 

DURON. 

CAS5336 

COMPARATIVE LATIN A'ERICAN CULTURES 

3 

A SURVEY Of SOCIETAL AS IIELL AS RECIONAL PATTERNS Of SOCIAL OR­

GANIZATION AND CULTURE THAT EXISTS TODAY IN LATIN AMERICA. ERPHA­

SIZING PROCESSES Of CHANGE AND CULTURAL CONTACT AND ISOLATION. 

IIINTER. 

MENDOlA. 

CAS5H9 

CHICANO AND PUERTO RICAN STRUGGLE THROUGH LITERATURE 

] 
HISTORY Of THE CHICANO MOVEIIENT AND THE PUERTO RICAN EXPERIENCE 

IN THE U.S.A. STUDY Of THE IIRITINeS IY PEOPLe LIKE ALANA. IARAI5. 

IURMA, ETC. fOCUS ON CHICANO AND PUERTO RICAN LITERATURE ReFLEC'­

ING THEIR LIFE STRueeLE AND PREOCCUPATION. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

DURON. 

CAS5"'5 

LAII AND SOCIAL JUSTICE 

3 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE SOCIAL CONOIIIONS AS WELL AS THE SOCIAL fUNC­

TION Of THE L~W AS AN INSTITUTION. EMPHASIS IS GIVEN TO THE !CD­

NORIC AND POLITICAL FACTORS THAT EffECT LEGISLATIVE PROCESSES AND 

THE IIIPACT Of THE LAII UPON SOCIETY AND ITS PROILEMS. 

falL. VINTER. 

SUfF. 

CAS5)"

EDUCATIONAL OEVELOPRENT IN KENYA 

3 DR 6 

THIS COURSE VILL BE CONDUCTED IN KENYA IIITH READINes AMD ORIINTA­

TION TO TAKE PLACE PRIOR TO DEPARTURE. tHE REAOINeS IIILL PRESEN' 
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A HISTORICAL STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF EOUCATICN IN KENYA. THE 
CaNTEMPORARY COMPeNENT ~Ill ADDRESS KENYI EOUCATION IN 1.10. THE 
TRIP TO KENYA Will EXPOSE STUDENTS TO All FACETS Of THE CONTENPO­
RARY EDUCATIONAL SCENE I.ClUDI~G TRADITIONll AND NON-TRADITIONAL 
RODES OF LEARNING. VISITATIONS TO SCHOOLS, CONVERSATIONS ANO SEN­
INARS WITH MINISTRY OF EDUCATION OFFICIALS ANO EDUCATORS, IND A 
T",EE DAY HONE VISITATION WITH KENYAN TEACHERS IN RURAL KENYA 
WIll HI5HLIGHT THE EDUCATICNAL CCMPC.ENT Cf THE TRIP. VISITS TO 
GANE PIRKS, NAIROBI IND MeMBISSA MILL ROUND OUT THE TRIP. 
SPItING/SUMMER • 
PRESS. 
t155J5B 
lAN5UIGE AND PCllTICS WORKS~OP, 1.10 

2 

AN INTENSIYE SERIES OF lECTURES INC DISCUSSIONS IY VISITING 

stNOlARS ANO AUTHORS IRHETORIC, SE'ANTICS, POLITICAL SCIENCE, 

ETt.' ABOUT THE llNGUAGE OF POllTICSI STUDENT ASSIGNMENTS ~llL 

FOCUS ON THE 1910 ELECT Ie•• 

FALL. 

IIANK. 

CAS5351 

FOOO, CULTURE AND ~UNGE~ 

3 

UNDERLYI", FOCUS MILL BE ON THE POSSIBiliTIES Of HUNGER AND THE 

POTENTIAL fOR AfRICIN CULTURES TO GE~ERITE A lARGE SUPPLY OF 

FOOO. SONE READINGS 8Y ~IY Of RESEARCH kill BE USEFUL. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN IYIO-Il. 

lAKE. 

CAS"54 
COMPARATIVE NETROPCllTAN SYSTEMS, 
DESIGNED TO INTRODUCE STUDENTS TO GOVERNNENTAL STRUCTURES IN A­

NEIlICAN NETIlOPOllTAN CENTE'S. EMPH'SIS MILL BE PLACED ON NETRO­

POLITAN SYSTENS' CAPABilITY TC DELIVER SERVICES ACROSS TRAOI­

TIONlL CENTRAL CITY ANO sueUReAN APEAS. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

ODEN, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS53" 
MORKSHOP. URIAN RESOURCES--METROPOllTAN CHICAGO 

3 

THE COURSE MILL GIVE STUOE~TS A GE.ERAl UNDERSTANDING Of RE­

SOUIICES AVAILAllE TO CHICAGC GOYERNMENTIL BRANCHES IEXECUTIVE, 

lEGiSlATIVE AND DT~ER'. 

SPIlING/SUNNEil.

ODEN, CONNUNITY PROFESSCR. 

CAS"56 

THEOlCGY OF THE THIRO WORLD
, 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE FACTOIIS AND CIRCUMSTANCES THAT HAVE BROUGHT A­

lOUT AN INVOLVENENT OF C~URCHES, DENOMINATIONS, AND SECTS IN THE 

SOCIAL, POLITICAL, AND ECC.OMIC ISSUES CF THIRO MORlD NATICNS. 

SPECIAL ATTENTION WILL BE EIVEN TO THE P'DCESSES IN LATIN ANEIlICA 

IEFOIIE AND AFTER T~E MEOElLIN CONFERENCE ANO THEIR POLITICAL IN­

PLICATIONS. 

SPIIING/SUNNE'.

STAFF. 

CAn351 
CONPARATIVE URBAN REDEVELO'MENT 
3 
COURSE WILL ANALYZE THE -REOEVELOP'ENT- Cf OLDER AMER.CAN CITIES 
IN CONPARATIVE CCNTEXT. EX'MPLES OF OLDER NON-AMERICAN CITIES 
WILL IE DRAWN UPON FOR T~ECRETIClL UNOERSTANOING AND CONCEPTUAL 
CLARITY. 
WINTER. 
OOEN. 
CASS',. 

CAIIIIIEAN HISTeRY 

3 

DESIGNED TO STUDY CONPARATIVE COLO.IAl PATTERNS IN THE CARIIBEAN, 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SLAVE PCPU1ITI0.S, SOCIAL SYSTEMS. AND CONCEPT 

IIF HIERARCHY IN ThE CARIIIEAN. 

FALL. 

ODEN. 

CA553'0 
IEHAVIOR OF INIMALS: INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCES AN OVERVIEW TO THE STUDY OF ANIMAL BEHAVIOR FRON THE 

PEIISPECTIVE OF CONPARAT'VE PSYCHOLCGY AND ETHOLOGY. READINGS COV­

ER TOPICS RANGING FROM SENSATION AND PERCEPTICN TO OEYELOPMENT 

OF BEhAVIOR, NOTIVATION, AND LEARNING SOCIAL BEHAVIOR. OPEN TO 

All INTERESTED STUDENTS. 

"ALL. 

NIUU. 

" 
CAU3U 

CARI88EAN CULTURES 

1 

A COMPARATIVE STU~Y OF THE HISPANIC, AFRC-FRENCH, AND COMMCN­

WEALTH CAIlIBIEAN. E"PHASIS ~Ill BE "PLACED eN CULTURES, INSTITU­

TIONS, AND lANGUIGES. 

NOT SCHEOULEO I. A'io-il. 

OOEN, COMMUNITY PReFESSCR. 

CASH61 

ECONOMIC ANTHROPOleGY 

1 
SURVEYS THE NOOES CF ECO.DMIC ACTIYITY IN SMALL-SCALE SOCIETIES 

ANO EXANINES THE BASIC DIFFERENTIALS BETkE EN THE SHALL-SCALE ANO 

LARGE-SCALE SOCIETIES T~AT GIVE RISE TO SCME OF THE CURRENT GAPS 

8ET~EEN " THE TWO TYPES CF SCCIETIES. 

NOT SCHEDULED I. IYIO-Il. 

lAKE. • 
CAS5368 

RACE RELATIONS IN U.S.: HISTeRICAL PERSPECTIVES 

1 
A GENERAL SURVEY OF THE STIGES IN THE OEVELOPNENT OF RACE RELA­

TIONS IN AMERICA. I MA~OR CCNCERN IS WIT~ THE ORIGIN AND PERPETU­

ATION OF RACIAL IDEAS AND THE IHPACT THEY HAVE HAD UPON THE EVCl­

UTIDN Of AMERICAN SCCIETY. 

SPRING/SU"MER.

PATTOII. 

CAS5HI 

AMERICAN NEGRO SLAVERY

, 
THIS COURSE IS A GENERAL SURVEY OF THE TRADITIONAL INTERPRETA­

TIONS OF BLACK SLAVERY IN AME.ICA 'hO AN ATTENPT TO ASSESS THEN 

IN THE LIGHT OF RECENT STUGIES. 

FAll. 

PATTON. 

CAS537. 

'MERICAN FOREIG. PCllCY
, 
COURSE WILL ADORESS POST-WORLD WAR II TRE~OS IN AMERICAN FOREIGN 

POLICY AS IT RELATES TO -THIRD WDRlO- CGUNTRIES.NONALIGNNENT AND 

EAST-WEST OICHaTO'Y WilL IE ANllYZED. 

SPRING/SUM"ER

OOEN, KOEFLE-KALE. 

CAS53.0 

LATIN AMERICAN ~ISTGR' I 

3 

A SURVEY A~PROACH TO THE NA~OR PERIOOS Ih lATIN ANERICAN HISTORY. 

FAll. 

MENDOZA. 

CAS5391 

lATIN ANERltlN HISTeRY II
, 
ADVANCED SURVEY APPROACH TC THE MAJOR PERIODS IN LATIN ANERleAN 

HISTORY. " 

SPR I NG/SUNMER. 

NENDOZA. 

CASS393 
NOYEl OF THE MEXICAN REVOLUTICN 
3 
A STUDY OF THE LITERARY WORKS INSPIRED BY THE NEXICAN REVOLUTION 
AND THE SOCIETY IN MEXICO IN TIMES OF THE REVOLUTION. 
WINTER.. 
DURON. 
CASU'I5 

SOC IAL NOVEL
, 
A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF THE INDIGENOUS NOVEL IN lATIN ANERICA AS 

AN EXPRESSION AND A REACTICN CF THE OPPRESSED AGAINST THE SOCIAL, 

POLITICAL, AND ECONONIC CCNOITIONS PERPETUATED IY THE INJUSTICES 

OF THE POWERFUL ELITE. 

FAll. 

DURON. 

CAS"96 

PROTEST AND REVOLUTION IN lATIN AMERICAN liTERATURE
, 
STUDY OF THE lATIN AMERICAN NOVEL 'NO POETRY OF PROTEST AND REVO­

LUTION PRODUCED IN THE 20TH CENTURY. FOCUS ON NERUOA, VALlE~O 

PUERTO RICAN POETS, CHICANC POETS, CARPENTIER, ETC. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

DURON. 

CA553.1 

TWENTIETH CENTURY lATIN AMERICAN liTERATURE 

3 . 

THIS COURSE STUDIES LITERARY WORKS OF THE NOST OUTSTANDING lATI' 

ANERICAN WRITERS. ENPHASIS ON CENTRAL THEMES WHICH APPEAII REPEAT­

EDLY IN lATIN ANE.ICAN lITE.ATUREI DICTATO.SHIP, ALIENATION, EX­

PLOITATION, GUILT, FATALISM, ETC. 

SPRING/SUNNER. 

DURON. 
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CAS53Qa 
BEHAVIOR OF ANI~ALS: EXTENCEO FIELC STUDIES 
2.4 

INTENSIVE AND UNINTERRUPTED STUDY Cf ANIMAL BEHAVIOR IN A NATURAL 

SETTING. STUDENTS 'AY SPENC EITHER TMO DR FOUR MEE.S IN THE fIELD 

OBSERVING AND RECCROING THE GENERAL BIOLeGY AND ECOLOGY OF THE 

NORTHERN LAKE DISTRICT ~F ~INNESOT'. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS53~0. CAS5400. CA55510. CAS5.10. AND CAS~110. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

MillER. 

CAS5399 

COMPA"ATIVE THEMES IN I.ITERATURE 

3 

CONCENTRATION CN T~E STUDY OF SELECTED CONTEMPORARY LATIN AMER­

ICAN LITERARY WORKS SHARIN' COMMON THEMES ANO PERSPECTIVES. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-'I. 

DURCN. 

CA55400 

CHINESE RELIGIO~S THOUGHT 

3 

A STUDY OF THE "AJOR CHINESE RELIGIOUS THINKERS ANO THEIR MRIT­

INGS. 

NOT SCHEOULED Ih AY80-81. 

WEI. 

CAS5402 

BIOCHEMISTRY. LAICRATORY 

1 
LAIDRATORY COM'ENENT OF CAS5403. 

PRERECUI SITES. 

CAS5403 MUST BE TAKEN CCNCURRENTLY. 

SPRING/SUMIIER.

MOHBERG. 

CAS5403 

BIOCHEMISTRY' LECTURE 

3 

AN INTROOUCATICN TC 810CHEMISTRY. INCLUDING ENZYMES. REACTION SE­

QUENCES AND CONTRCL MECHANISMS. eREPLACES CAS32001. 

PREREeUISITES' 

ONE YEAR ORGANIC CHEMISTRY OR PREMISS ION. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

MOHBERG. 

CAS5404 

BEHAVIOR OF ANI"ALS' fiELD STUDIES 

3 

COVERS BASIC CONCEPTS ANO TECHNIQUES UNDERLYING THE STUDY Of AN­

IMAL BEHAVIOR IN THE fiELD. AND APPLIES THEM TO THE ACTUAL COL­

LECTION OF 8EHAVIORAL DATA IN ZOO .NO FIELD SETTINGS. 

PRERHUI SITES. 

CAS53~0 OR PERMISSION. 

MINTER. 

'IILLER. 

"S5405 

SEMINAR. COMPARATIVE URBAh FUTURE 

3 

ANALYSIS OF PROBLEMS Of URBAN PROCESSES ANO REDEVELOPHENT AS THEY 

RELATE TO CENTRAL CITY MINCRITIES ~ITHIN A CCMPARATIVE AND 

FUTURISTIC PERSPECTIVE. 

NOT 'SCHEOULEO IN AYIO-81. 

ODEN. COMMUNITY PRDfESSCR. 

CAS5401 

MEDIA: THEORY ANO ~ISTCRY CF A FREE PRESS 
2 
EXAMINES ANO COMPARES VARICUS THEORIES OF THE ROLE. RIGHTS AND 

RESPONSI81LITIES OF THE PRESS THROUGH A STUDY OF HISTORICAL AND 

CONTEMPORARY DOCUMENTS. 8EGINS WIT~ STUDY OF THE THEORY CF A 

FREE AND OBJECTIVE PRESS FROM MILTCN. JEFFERSON AND INTO THE 20TH 

CENTURY MITH APPLICATICN TC BROAOC'ST MEDIA. 

MINTER. 

STEINER. 

CAS5410 

PHOTOGRAPHy.CAMERAMCRK 

2-3 

CONCENTRATES ON THEMATIC EVCLUTION. STUOENTS USE PREMEDITATED AND 

REACTIVE VISUAL SENSIBILITY AP'ROACHES TO A SELF-IMPOSED VERBAL 

PROILEM. BASED eN THE VERBAL PROBLEM. A SERIES Of PHOTOGRAPHIC 

IMAGES IS EVOLVEO HAVING T~EMATIC CONTINUITY AND DIRECTION. 

PIIERECUI SI TES' 

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY CCUIISES. 

FAll. 

SCHRAH. 

CAS5412 

PHOTO: CRITICISM 

2 

STUDIES IN EVALUATION ANN ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES Of PHOTOGRAPHIC EX­

HIBITIONS AND PRESENTATION ALTEIINATIVES. 

PREREQUISITES. 

CAS541o. 

FALL. 

SCHUNZ. 

CA5541] 

PHOTOl CAMERAWOR. II-EQUIVALENCE STUDIES 

2-3 

THIS COUIISE INVESTIGATES T~E SOPHISTICATED CONCEPT IN VISION 

BROUGHT fORTH IN THE STUDIES Of ALfRED STIEGLITZ AND MINOR MHITE 

CONCERNING THE EMOTIONAL EQUIVALENT OF THE PHOTOGRAPH RATHER THAN 

THE SUBJECT MATTER PORTRAYED. EIPLCRATIONS INTO EMOTIONAL EQUIV­

ALENCE INCLUDE PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES Of TIIIE/SPACE RELATIONSHIP 

ADVOCATED BY WYNN IULLOC •• 

PREREeUI 51 TES. 

PERMI SSION. 

MINTER. 

SCHRANZ. 

CAS5420 

PHOTO. tOMMERCIAL APPLICATICN 

3 

STUDIES THE USE Of LIGHTING AND VIEW CAMERA TECHNIQUES IN PROD­

UCT. POIITRAIT AND PASHION APPLICATIONS. 

PRERHUI SI TES' 

8ASIC PHOTO COURSES. 

FAll. 

SCHRANZ. 

CAS5422 

PHOTO: STUOIO APPLICATIONS 

2 

AOVANCEO STUDIES IN PORTRAITURE. fASHION AND THE NUDE AS EIPRES­

SIVE SYMBOLS. 

PREREeUlSlTE S' 

CAS 5420. 

WINTER. 

SCHIIANZ. PHILLIPS. 

CAS5423 

PHOTO. ARCHITECTURAL 

2 
ADVANCED STUDIES IN AIICHITECTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL A'PLICATIONS IN 

PHCTOGRAPHY. 

PIIEREC:UI SI TESI 

CAS5420. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

SCHRANZ. 

CAS54Z5 
MULTI-MEOlA PRODUCTION I 
2 
AN ADVANCED PRODUCTION COUIISE IN CGOROINATING THE USE Of AUDIO 
ANO VISUAL MATERIALS TO CIIEATE MULTI-IMAGE PIIESENTATION. A UNIQUE 
CHARACTERISTIC Of THE PROG.AM'EO MULTI-IMAGE PRESENTATION IS THAT 
IT ENABLES THE VIEWEII TO SEE OIJECTS. EVENTS. OR SETTINGS IN 
PERSPECTIVE IMPOSSIBLE THR~UGH NOII'AL HU'AN PERCEPTION. THE CLASS 
WILL fUNCTION AS A MEDIA PIIODUCTIO~ UNIT. OPEN TO STUDENTS WITH 
PREVIOUS COURSE WOII. IN MUSIC COMPCSITION. COLOR PHOTOGltAPHY OR 
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN. 
PREREQUISITES' 
BASIC P~TO OR MUSIC COURSES. 
WINTEII. 
BURD. 
CAS5426 
MULTI-MEDIA PRODUCTION II 
2 
A CONTINUATION OF "ULTI~MEDIA PRODUCTION I eCAS5~251. THIS COURSE 
FOCUSES ON COOIIOINATING THE USE OF AUDIO AND VISUAL MATERIALS TO 
CREATE A MULTI-IMAGE PRESENTATION. THE CLASS FUNCTIONS AS A MEDIA 
PRODUCTION UNIT. OPEN TO STUDENTS WITH PIIEVIOUS COURSE WDR. IN 
MUSIC COMPOSITION. COLOR P~OTOGRAP~' OR INSTRUCTIONAL DESI'N. 
SPRING/SUMMER. 

BUilD. 

Cas54Z1 

PICTUIIE EOITING 

2 
COUIISE IN PHOTO EDITING AND LAYOUT fOR P~OTOGIIAPHY AND JOUIINALISM 

STUDENTS. 

WINTER. 

PHILLIPS. 

CA55429 

EXPEIIIMENTAL DESIGN FOR LABORATOIIY AND FIELD 

3 

BASIC RESEAIIC" DESI'NS. METHODS AND TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED IN LAI­

ORATORY , FlfLD OBSEIIVATIONS Of ANI"AL BEHAveDII. APPROPIIIATE fOIl 

BiOlOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS AS WELL AS ALL STUDENTS INTER­

ESTED IN BEHAVIOIIAL RESEARCH. 

IIINTER. 

MILLER. 

CAS5430 

PHOTO. COlOR WOR.SHOP I
, 
INTENSIYE STUDY Of fila. ONE TO FOUR COLOR TECHNIQUES IN PHOTOGRA­

PHY. COUIISE COVEIIS TRANSPARENCIES. COLOR NEGATIVES TO PRINT. CI­

BACHRONE AND EIPEIIIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND ALL PRCCESSES INVOlVED. 

SELECTION OF SUIJECT "ATTEIt IN BASED 'RIMAIIILY ON COLOII VALUE ANO 

THE SENSITIVITY TO THAT PARTICULAR 'HOTOGRA'HIC MEDIUM. 

PREIIEQUISITESI • 

BASlt PHOTO COUIISES. 

fALL. 

SCHRANZ. 

110 CAS Coune Descriptions 
CAS,UI
,"CTO' JOURNALISN 

~HE STUDY OF PHCTOGRAPHIC REPORTING IN TERMS OF ESTABLISHED JOUR­

NALISTIC STYLES INVOLVING THE PICT~E STORY. COVERAGE OF THE NEMS 

EVENT. EDITING. AND LAyOUT. 

FALL. 

PHilLIPS. 

CASSU]

PHOTO' COLOR NORMSHOP II 

3 

ADVANCED COLOR STUDY CONCERNING THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SPECIFIC 
THERE IN COLOR. PRCCESS OPTIO~S INCLUDE C-PRINTS AND POLOROID 

ONLY. 

PIIEREQUISITES. 

CAS 5UO. 

SPRING/SUNMER.

SCHUkl. 

tASS43' 

PHOTO FOR INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT lSI"' 

3 

STUDIES IN THE UTILIZATION CF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS FOR IN­

STRUCTIONAL OEVELDP"ENT. STUDENT lEARNS THE NECESSARY SKILLS TO 

PIIODUCE AN I.,ORNATIVE SLIDE/TAPE PRESENTATION FOR EDUCATIONAL OR 

IUSINESS PURPOSES. INOTEr PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENTS SHOULD TAKE 

tASS4H.' 

SPRING/SUNNER. EVEN YEARS. 

STAFF. 

tAS544D 
CHRORATOGaAPHIC TECHNIQUES FO. ENVI.DNMENTAL ANALYSIS 
,.." ST UDENTS lEARN THE THEORY OF CHRONATOGRAPHIC SEPARATIONS ALONG 

MITH SONE IASIC IXPERI"ENTAL NORK ~IT~ T~IN-LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY 

AND GAS-LIQUID CHRCNATOGAAPHY. 

PREUQUISITES. 

ANALYTICAL AND CRGANIC C~EPISTRY. 

MINIER. 

STAFF. 

tASS"4I 
PHOTO' AISTRACT TECHNIQUES, 
PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES IN USE OF SOLARIZATION. MULTIPLE PRINTING 

NASHING. POSTERIZATION. AND HIGH CCNTRAST NATERIALS. EMPHASIS ON 

AESTHETIC "PLICATIONS. 

PREREQUISITES'

IASIC PHOTO COURSES. 

FALL. ODD YEARS. 

IURD. 

tAS'452 
PHOTO JOURNAL ISN II 

J 

STUDIES IN SPECIFIC ASSIGNNENTS RELATED TO PEOPLE. PLACES AND 

EVENTS. 

PIIEREQUISITES.

IASIC PHOTOGRAPHY. 

IIINTeR. 

PHilLIPS. 

tAS5"" 
PHOTO JOURNALISM III. PHOT( ESSAY 
] 
USE OF TEAM NET HODS OF PHOTO DOCUMENTATION AND EFFORTS OF PERSON­

AL liAS ON VISUAL EOITING. TEAN IS RESPONSIILE FOR HISTORICAL RE­

SEARCH AS MELL AS PROOUCTI&N CF EX~IIITIDN. FOCUS OF TEAM PROJECT 

CHANGES EACH YEAR. 

PREREC:UISITES. 

IASIC PHOTO COURSES 

SPRIII5/SUNNER.

PHILLIPS. 

CAS,.,4 

PHOTO JOURNALISM IV' PUILICA' IGN 

] 
ADVANCED STUDIES IN PHOTO JOURNALISN. OFFERED AS A PRACTICUM. 

PREREOUISITES' 

IASIC PHOTOGRAPHY .-0 PHOTC JOURNALISN CCURSES. 

FALL. 

'HILLIPS. 

CAS'460 

PIIINTNAKING.ADVANCED PRINT"AKING PIOCESSIINTAGlIO-ETCHIII5. LITHOI 

]-4 . 

EXPLORATION AND NANIPUlATltN OF VARIOUS P.INTNAKING PROCESSES. 

EN,"ASIS ON INTAGLIO IETCHING. RELIEF •• MITH SO"E DISCUSSION ON 

THE PLANDGRAPHIC ILITHOGRAPHY. PROCESSES. THEORETIC FORNUlATION 

NILL IE FOLLOWED IY INDIVIDUAL EXPERI"ENTATION AND CREATIVE IN­

VOLVEMENT. 

'REREQUISITES. 

'ERNISSION. 

FALL. 
LACARIA. 
CA55462 ­ADVANCE PRINTMAKING 1••ooDCUT TECHhlQUES IILACK AND MHITE RELIEF. 
~~P:ASIS ON DEVELOPING TECHNICAL SKILL NITH MOOOCUT TECHNIQUES 
AND RELIEF PRINTING IN .ELATICN TO CREATING DYNAMIC IMPACT MITH 

BLACK AND IIHITE GRAPHIC INA'ERY. 

PREREQUISITES. 

PERMISSION. 

FALL. 

LAC ..... 

tAS54U 

ADVANCED PRINTMAKI~G II' CCLOR RED~CTION ~ooOCUT 

2. 3 

EXPLO.ATION OF MULTI-COLDR llaoOCUT PRINTING PRCCESSES AND TECH­

NIQUES. SUCH AS MULTI-ILCCM CCLOR PRINTING AND REDUCTION CCLOR 

PRINTING. CAREFUL CCNCERN FO. THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH AS MELL AS 

THE NEIIEST AND "OST INVENTIVE MILL IE E"PHASIZED. 

PRUEC:UI SITES' 

CAS5462 ..0 PERMISSION. 

FALL. 

UtA.... 

CAS5464 

PRINTNAKING. ADVANCED STUDIO 

2 

THIS COURSE OFFERS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCED P.INTMAKING STU­

DENTS TO PRACTICE AND IMPROVE 'RINTNAKING TECHNIQUES ANO PRODUCT­

ION LEVEL. INDIVI~UAL PRCPOSALS RECUIRED FROM EACH STUDENT IN­

VOLVING THE MEDIA FOR MHICH HE OR SHE HAS PREREQUISITE SKILLS 

MILL DETERMINE THE NATURE CF THE MCRK TO BE UNDERTAKEN FOR BE­

GINNING AND COMPLETING THE COURSE. TIIO CONPLETED PRINTED EDITIONS 

IN THE STATED "EDIA MILL IE REGUIREO. 

PREREQUISITES'

C_55460. CAS5462. CAS'4.,. CAS5'00. 

MINTER. 5PRING/SU"'ER.

LAtARlA. 

CU'470 

IEHAVIOR OF ANIMALS: ADVANCED TOPICS 

2 

FOR STUDENTS INTERESTEO IN PURSUING RESEARCH ON A SPECIAL ANIMAL 

OR 8E~_VIOR 'ATTERH'SI. 

PREREQUI 51 TES. 

CAS'404 OR PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUNMER. EVE~ YEARS. 

MILLE". 

C15'490 
AESTHETIC EDUCATION 

3 

AN INTERDISCIPLINARY A"ROACH TO ALL THE ARTS. INVOLVING THE 

SKILLS OF IMPRESSION AND EXPRESSIO~. THE SHAPING OF SENSITIVITY 

TO _NO PERCEPTION Of IEAUTY AND EXPRESSIVENESS IN ART. ARTIFAtT. 

DR NATURE THROUGH THE STUDY OF THE PROOUCT AND PROCESSES OF 

CREATIVE ACTIVITYI ANO THE OEVElOPMENT CF THE AIILITY TO PRO­

DUCE ~O.K OR 'ERFCRMANCE ITSELf. 

SPRING/SUNMER.

PAYNE. COMNUNITY P.OFESSCR. 

CUSSDO 

_OVANCED PRINTMAKING' SE.IGRAPHY 

3-4 

EXPLORATION OF VARIOUS SERIGRA'HIC TECHNIQUES EM'HASIZING DIRECT 

ARTISTIC INVOLVEMENT IIITH INAGES DEVELO'ED ON THE SILK SCREEN. 

INDEPTH CONCENTRATION MULTI-COLOR 'RINTI~G 'ROCESSES. 

PREREGUISITESI 

PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUNMER.

UCARU. 

CAS55l0 
BIOLOGY OF LOCAL MAMNALS 
3 
THE COMNON CHARACTERISTICS OF MARNALS GENERALLY; AND SPECIFIC AND 
FOCUSED ATTENTION TO THE MAMMALS Of ILLINGIS. IN TERMS OF DISTRU­
TIDN. MORPHOLOGY. 'HYSIOLOGY. AND IEHAVIOR. 
PREREQUISITES. 

CAS31'0 OR EQUIVALENT. AND PERMISSION. 

F_LL. 

MILLER. 

CA55538 
COMPUTERSI LOGIC AND DESIGN 

2 

THE FIRST COURSE FOR THOSE INTERESTED IN COM'UTING AND NOT IN­

TENDING TO TAKE A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE COURSE AS THE EQUIVALENT 
IS CO~TAINED IN EACH. INCLUDES LOGICAL AND MATHEMATICAL lASES FOR 
COM'UTERS. PROILEM-SOLVlkG AND ALGORITHMS. THE USE OF TERMINALS 
AND LIIRARY RESOURtES ..0 SYSTEMS RESOURCES. 
PREREQUISITES. 

COLLEGE MATHEMATICS. 

FALL ••INTER. S'RING/SUNMER.

HOCKETT. 
CAS Course Descriptio!'s 111 
CAS5560 

LIFE STUDY: ORA~I~G 

2-4 

DESIGNED TO DEVELCP THE STUDENT'S ABILITY TO RENDER THE HUMAN 

FO.M PfPRESENTATICHALLY AND ABSTRACTLY. STUDENTS WILL WORK IN 

~ARCOAL. VARIOUS CHALKS. PENCILS. AND INKS. 

PR EPEQUISITE 5: 

PERIIISSION. 

FALL. EYEN YEARS. 

IIORISI<ITA. 

CAS5580 

SCULP'URE: METAL I 

2 
MODULE OESIGMEO • AS CHALLENGE FOR THE 'CY.NCEO UNDERGRADUATE AND 

THE GR.DUATE LEVEL STUOEhT IN ART. EMPHASIS WILL BE ON EXPERIMEN­

TATION. RESEARCI<. CRITIQUES 'S .SSESSMENT 'S WELL 'S PROCESS. 

AUTOGENOUS ATTITuDES ••ND ATTE~OANCE. 

PRERHUI SI TES. 

PERMISSION. 

FALL. 

PAYNE. 

C.S5511 

SCULPTURE. MET'L II 

:~~NTINUAjION OF METAL II THtS COURSE DEALS wiTH ADVANCED SCULP­

TURE AND )-0 DESIGN PROBLEMS CONTINUING fROM MET'L I FCR THE GR.­

DU.TE/UNDERGRADuATE STUDENT WHO DESIRES EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE 

IN THE CATEGORY OF METAL f.BRICATlCN. EMPHASIS ON MET.L fORMING 

AND ADVANCED WELDING TECHNIQUES. 

PREREQUISITES. 

PER... SSION. 

NOT SCHEDULED Ih 'YIO-II. 

PAYNE. 

CAS5590 

AliT AND SOCIETY 

2-3 

TREATS THE PROC~SS OF ART IN TRADITIONAL SOCIETIES, STRESSING THE 

ROLE Cf .RT AS ~UMAN BEHAYIOII. CONSISTS OF EXTENSIVE READINGS CN 

THE SOCIAL. YERIAL. AND COGNITIYE ASPECTS OF ARTISTIC PReDUCTICN. 

AS WELL AS INDIGENCUS 'EST~ETIC RESPONSE. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

80URGECIS. 

CAU592 

NON-WESTERN ART SEMINAII' ••• 

2-3 

PARTICULAR NON-WESTERN ART OBJECTS .IIE SELECTED FOR OR'L REPORTS 

.ND GROUP DISCUSSION. THE OBJECT'S PELATICN TO SPECIFIC CONTEXTS 

Of HUll AN IEHAVIOR ARE INYESTIG.TEO AS WELL AS THE RAMIFICATIONS 

OF STYLE IN hOTING UNIQUENESS 'NO COMMONALITY. 

fALL. 

80uRGEOIS. 

CAS5593 

STUDIES IN WESTERN .RT (SEMINA'I 

2-) 

ART OBJECTS fROM EUROPEAN TRADITION BEFORE THE 19TH CENTURY ARE 

SELECTED FOR STUDY WITH A VIEW TO .RTISTIC THEORIES 'ND AN ANALY­

SIS OF SYMIOLIC CONTENT. 

WINTER~ 
IIOURGEO IS. 
CAS5594 
All T SINCE 1945 
2-4 
THIS COURSE WILL EXAMINE ARTISTIC ~OVEMENTS AND THEORIES OF THE 
WESTERN WOIILO SINCE 1945. EMPH.SIS WILL 8E PLACED CN THE ART OF 
THE EUROPEAN AND ARERIC.N TRADITION. HOWEVER. THE ART OF NON­
EUROPEAN CULTURES WILL ALSC BE INCLUDED. THE INTENT OF THE COURSE 
IS TO FAMILIARIZE STUDENTS WITH COhTEMPOR.RY ARTISTS. THEIR PHI­
LOSOPHIES AND THE SOCIO-POLITICAL AND INTELLECTUAL CLIMATE Of THE 
PERIOD. STUDENT WILL BE EXPECTED TO ANALYZE PAINTINGS. SCULPTURE. 
GRAPHIC ARTS AND .RCHITECTURE CROSS-CULTURALLY. 
WINTER. EVEN YEARS. 
MORISHITA. 
CAS5600 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN NATURAL RESCURCES M.NAGEMENT ON RESERV.­

TIONS 

I 
THE COURSE WILL DEVELOP AN OVERVIEW Of N'TURAL RESOURCES IN NAT­

IVE .MERICAN COMMUNITIES FOCuSING CN THE CONTROL. OEYELOPMENT. 

AND M.NAGEMENT OF RESOURCES BY TRIB.L GCVERNRENTS. 

fALL. 

COMMUNITY PROfESSOR. STAff_ 

CAS5609 

PAINTING: DEVELCPMENT OF A THEME 

2-4 

STUDENTS SELECT. THEME AND/OR MOT.f AND CRE.TE WORKS USING SAME 

TO ACHIEVE A PAINTlhG UNifiED BECAUSE OF THE DEYELOPMENT Of ONE 

THEME. 

PREREQUISITE S' 

PERMI SSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER. EVEN YEARS. 

NORISHITA. 

CAS5610 

CONTEMPORARY URBAN ECOLOGY I 

2,4 

INTRODUCES FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS AND PRINCIPLES Of HURAN eCOL­

OGY. STUDENTS LEARN HCW PCPULATIOh. ENVIRONMENT RESOURCES, 'NO 

TECHNOLOGY AffECT THE SOCIOECONOMIC 'NO SPATIAL ORG.NIZ'TION OF 

OF URBAN .RE'S INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES. 

FALL. 

HAGENS. 

CAS5611 

CONTEMPORARY URBAN ECOLOGY II 

4 

BUILDS fROM BASIC CONCEPTS IN HUNAN ECOLOGY ICONTEMPORARY URBAN 

URBAN ECOLOGY II TO A CONSIOER.TIOh Of CULTURAL' BEHAVIORAL AS­

PECTS Of EVERYDAY URBAN LIFE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE UNITED 

STATES. THE EMPH'SIS IS UPCN THE INDIVIOUAL'S EXPERIENCE AND 'ER­

CEPTION OF HER/HIS CULTURAL AND SPATI'L ENVIRONMENT AND IMPLICAT­

ION fOR URBAN PLANNING AhD DESIGN. 

WINTE' • 

HAGENS. 

CAS 56 13 

INTERIIEDIATE P'INTING AND DR.WING COMPOSITION 

2-4 

AESTHETIC EDUCATICN IS 'N INTERDISCIPLIN.RY APPROACH TO THE ARTS, 

MUSIC. VISUAL ART, DANCE, THEATRE .ND LITER.TURE, H.VING AS ITS 

GOAL THE SHAPING OF SENSITIVITY TO AND PERCEPTION OF BEAUTY AND 

EXPIIESSIVENESS IN .RT. ARTlf'CT OR N.TURE THROUGH THE STuDY 0 ' 

PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES CF CRE.TIYITY ACTIVITY. 

PRERECUISITES . 

PERMISSION. 

FALL. COD YE AIlS. 

MORISHITA. 

CAS5631 

SCULPTURE: fABRICAllCN 

2-3 

THIS COURSE PROVIDES THE OPPORTUNITY FOR INDIYIDU.L STUDENTS TD 

DEYELOP INTERMEOI'TE TO 'DVANCED SKILLS. IT ENTAILS ~IDED THeORY 

AND STRUCTUR.L .PPROACHES TC fABRICATION IN SCULPTURE. (3-01. 

PREREQUISITES. 

PHMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

PAYNE. 

CAS5650 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION Ih ••• 
I~ P/NC 
COOPERATIYE EDUCATION IS AN Off-CAMPUS LEARNING EXPERIENCE DE­
SIGNED TO EN.BLE EACH STUDENT TO 'CHIEVE COMPETENCIES IN THE AP­
PLICATION OF 'C.DEMIC INSTRUCTION IN REAL-LIFE SITUATIONS RELATED 
TO THE STUDENT'S DE'REE PRCGRAM. THE CO-OP TERM MAY BE ARRANGED 
IN A NEW JOB. AS AN INTERVAL IN A REGULAR JOB. AS A PROJECT. IN­
TERNSHIP, DR RESIDENCY. 
PRERECU I SI TES. 
PERMISSION: SCIENCE AND SCIENCE TEACHING STUDENTS. 
f.LL. WINTER. SPRING/SUMMER. 
MULE'. 
CAS56H 

PAINTING COMPOSITION 

2-3 

THIS COURSE IS FOR THE ADVANCED PAINTING STUDENT, ~ITH SPECIAL 

EMPHASIS ON THE PROBLEMS OF COMPOSITION. ALTHOUGH THE FORMAL CON­

CERNS OF PAINTING WILL IE EMPHASIZED. THE OTHER CONCERNS Of PAIN­

TING (CONTENT AND STIMULUSt Df COU~SE MUST ALSO BE · CONSIDERED. 

THE INTENT Of THE COURSE IS TO ALLCW EACH STUDENT TO PURSUE THE 

MAXIMUM I.DIVIDUAL INSTRUCTICN PERMITTED IN • FORMAL GROUP 

COURSE. 

PREREQUISITES. 

PERMISSION. 

FALL. EVEN YE.RS. 

MORI SH IT •• 

CAS5612 

20TH CENTURY ART .NO ARCHITECTURE 

2-4 

A SURVEY Of 20TH CENTU~Y ART .ND ARCHITECTURE. fAMILIARIZES THE 

STUDENT ~ITH THE ART OF THIS PERIOC. THEIR PHILOSOPHIES, AND 'HE 

SOCIO-POLITICAL AND INTELLECTUAL CLIM.TE Of THE pERIOD. STUDENTS 

ARE EXPECTED TO 'N'LYlE PAINTINGS. SCULPTURE. GR'PHIC ARTS, AND 

.RCHITECURE CROSS-CULTURALLY. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYID-II. 

MORISHIT •• 

CAS5100 

ADYANCEO PAINTING AND DRAWIN' 

2-3 

fOR 'DVANCED UNDERGRADU.TE AND 'RADU'TE STUDENTS IN PAINTING AND 

DRAWING. SPECI.L EMPHASIS MILL BE PLACED ON THE PROBLEMS Of COR­

POSITION AND THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PAINTING AND ORA~ING. STU­

DENTS MILL BE EXPECTED TO PRESENT A WRITTEN PROPOSAL STAT IN' 

THEIR INTENT FOR THIS COURSE INDICATING fORMAL PROBLEMS. '5 NELL 

AS THEIR CONCERNS. IN THE CONTENT Cf THEIR MORK. 

PREREQUISITES' . 

PERMISSION. 

WINTER. EVEN YEARS. 

MORISHITA. 

112 CAS Course Descriptions 
CAS'101 
PAINTING ANO DRA~I~G CoMPoSITICN 

2-3 

FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRleUUE STUDENTS IN PAINTING AND 

DRAMING. SPECIAL EMPHASIS IS 'lACED CN THE PRollEMS Of COMPOSIT­

ION AND THE RElATICNSHIP IET~EEN "INTING AND DRA~ING. STUDENTS 

ARE EXPECTED TO PRESENT A ~RITTEN PROPOSAL ON THE CONTENT OF 

THEIR PAINTINGS. 

'RERECUISITES. 

PER"ISSloN. 

~INTER. DOD YEARS. 

NQRIS~I". 

casn02 
ADVANCED DRA~ING: liFE STUDY AS AISTRACTION AND EXPRESSION 
2-~ 
ADVANCED liFE STUDY DRA~ING COURSE fOR STUDENTS ~Ho ALREADY HAVE 
SKillS IN RENDERING THE HUMAN fORM REPRESENTATloNAllY. SPECIAL 
EMPHASIS ~Ill BE ON THE ABSTRACT A~o EXPRESSIVE POTENTIALS OF THE 
HURAN fORM AND THE DRA~ING MATERIALS USED. STUDENTS ~Ill BE EX­
PECTED TO CREATE AISTRACT CoMPCSITloNS BASED ON THE HUMAN FORM IN 
SPACE. . 

PREREQUISITES. 

PERM ISS ION. 

FALL. COD YURS. 

MoRISIII". 

CAU7IO 

INTERMEDIATE DESIGN I' DRANING FD' GIIAP~IC IMPACT
2 . 
EXPLORATION OF GRAPHIC DRA~ING TECHNIQUES USING A ~IDE RANGE OF 

MATERI.lS SUCH 'S PEN AND INK. INK AND ~'SH. SilVER POINT. ETC •• 

THROUGH A SERIES Cf DRAfTING EXERCISES. EMPHASIS ON DEYEloPING 

DYNAMIC oRAHING SKillS AND PERSONAL SYTlE. 

PRERECUISITES. 

PERMISSION. 

WINTER. 

LACARIA. 
CAS'720 
SC UlPT URE: '-0 ~CoD 

2-~ 

ENTAilS 10TH THE APPLIED TECHNICAL OVERYIE~ AND THE ANALYSIS Of 

THEORY OF APPROACH. VARIOUS ~oRKS AND ARTISTS Hill BE OBSERVED 

THROUGH READING AND SLIDES. PlANNEC FOR THE STUDENT ~HO HAS AP­

PROACHED INTERMEDI.TE AND ADVANCED EXPOSURE IN SCULPTURE: 

REASONED INQUIRY REGARDIMG AESTHETICS Of ART FORM ANd DESIGN. 

PRERECUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FAll IN DOD YEARS. SPRING/SUMMER.

PAYNE. 

CA55721 

SCULPTURE' ART METAL 

2-3 

OFFERS TECHNIQUES IN METAL' SilVER. COPPER. AND GOLD. THE STU­

DENTS TAKING THIS "OOUlE Mill NORK ~ITH CASTING FAIRICATION AND 

OTHER FINE AU. 

PREREQUI SI TES' 

PERMISSION. 

HINTER. 

PAYNE. 

CAS'731 

ADVANCED DESIGN PRINCIPLES II. 2-0 DESIGN PROllEMS 

2 

AN EXAMINATION OF THE PRINCIPLES AND ElE"ENTS OF DESIGN HITH A 

T~o DIMENSIONAL CCNTEXT. STUDIO ASSIGNMENTS ~Ill FOCUS ON PROllEM 

SDLVING HITH THE INTERRELATED ASPECTS OF liNE. SHAPE. COLOR. 

FORM. VALUE. TEXTURE. AND SPACE. ON AN AOV.NCED lEVEL. 

PREREIIUI SITU. 

PERMISSION. 

HINTER. 

LACARIA. 
CAsn~o 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
3. ~ 

EXAMINES THE FOUNDATIONS f~R CURRICULUM. PSYCHOLOGICAL FRAMENORKS 

FOR INSTRUCTION. AND ANAlYSIS/SYNT~ESIS TECHNIQUES IN CURRICULAR 

DEVELOPMENT; ENDS WITH THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF AN INSTRUC­

TlCllAl UNIT. 

PREREQU ISITU. 

PERIIISSION. 

FAll. SPRING/SUMMER.

HOCKETT • 

CAS5751 

MATERIALS AND PRESENTATIONS ~CRKSHCP 

1. 2 

OFfERS ADYANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES IN STUDIO ARTS OP­

PORTUNITy TO UPGRADE PRESE~TATION SKillS. IT Hill OFFER MATERIAL 

EXPLORATION AND ACTIVITIES DIRECTLY RELATED TO PRESENTATION Of 

ART PORTFOLIOS AND EXHIIITION PREPARATION. AREAS OF ACTIVITIES. 

"'TTINGI FRAMING I lASES; PEDESTALS AND NATTER MOST SUITAllE FOR 

THIS ASPECT OF STUDIO PRACTICE. 

PREREQUISITES. 

PERIIISSION. 

SPRING/SUIIMU.

PAYNE. LACAR U. 

CAS'UO 
A"LI ED "US IC 
1 
PRIYATE MUSICAL STUDY IS AVAllAllE T~ROUGH GSU AND COMNUNITY PRC­

FESSORS IN THE GREATER ChiCAGO ARE •• 

PRERECUISITES: 

PERMISSION; "USIC STUDENTS ~NlY. 

fAll. ~INTER. SPRING/SUN"ER. 

CARTER. COII.MUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS5710 

CHANIER MUSIC ENSEI'llE 

1 

AN ARRANGED MODULE ~HICH Will PROVIDE READING IPERfORNANCE. EX­

PERIENCE FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN SMAll ENSENBlE lITERATURE; 

THIS EXPERIENCE SHCUlO lEAD TC PARTICIPATION IN PUIllC CONCERTS 

AND/OR REC IT ALS. 

PRERECUISITES. 

PERMISSION. 

FAll. HINTER. SPRING/SUM"ER. 

"CCREARY. 

CAS5771 

GSU CONTEIIPORARY E~SEMllE 

1 
AN ARRANGED COURSE ~HICH WIll PROVIDE READING I PERFORMANCE. EX­

PERIENCE FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED I~ 20TH CENTURY ISMAll ENSEMllE. 

lITERATURE HOPEFUllY THIS EXPERIENCE MIll lEAD TC PARTICIPATION 

IN PUBLIC CONCERTS &ND/OR RECITALS. 

PREREQUI SI TES: 

POMISSICN. 

FAll. MINTER. SPRING/SU"MER

MCCRURY. 

C155180 

CHORAL METHODS AND CCNDUCTING 

~ . 
DESIGNED FOR STUOENTS ~Ho "AY IE DIRECTING A CHOIR. EITHER C~URCH 

OR HIGH SCHOOL. AND MIll CCVER yoCAl TEC~NIQUES. CHORAL lITERA­

TURE. REHEARSAL TECHNI~UES. ANC ER_OR DETECTION. 

HINTER. 

STRUKOFF. 

ClS5790 
MUSIC THEATRE PRODUCTION 
2 
DESIGNED TO HELP THE STUDE~T UNDERSTAND THE PROllEIIS OF THE STAGE 
DIRECTOR. TH~ IASIC PARTS OF THE STAGE. TO RECOGNIZE THE HISTOR­
ICAL SEOUENCE OF MUSICAL T~EAT.E ARCHITECTURE. TO RECOGNIZE THE 
ROLE OF THE VARIOUS STAGE ARTISTS. AND TC IE ABLE TO UNOERSTAND 
STAGE DIRECTIONS. 

NOT SCHEOUlEO IN AY80-81. 

STRUKCFF. 

ClS580D 

CHORAL ARRANGING 

3 

DESIGNED TO INSTRUCT THE STUDENT I~ THE P.INCIPlES OF ~RITING FOR 

YOICES.·All FACETS OF VOCAL MRITING ARE COVERED. INClUOING THE 

TECHNIQUES OF MRITING PIANC AND INSTRUMENTAL ACCOMPANIIIENTS FOR 

THE VOICES. PROPER IIAIIUSCRIPT PREPARATIO~ FOR VOCAL ARRANGEMENTS 

I S INCLUDED. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

STRUKCFF • 

ClnlOl 

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

3 

DEVELOPS MAJOR SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS OF DIFFER­

ENTIAL EIIUATIONS. TOPICS INCLUDE FIRST-CRDER AND SIN'lE HIGHER­

ORDER EQUATIONS. liNEAR CO~STANT CCEFFICIENT EQUATIONS. AND 

SINUlTANEOUS EQUATIONS. APPLICATIONS AREAS INCLUDE PHYSICS. 

CHEMISTRY. AND IIOlOGICAl SYSTEMS. STUDENTS ARE ALSO INTRODUCED 

TO COMPUTER "ETH~OS AVAilABLE FOR SOLUTION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUA­

TIONS. 

PRUEQUI SI TES' 

DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS. IASIC PHYSICS. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYID-II. 

ROBERTS. 

CA55109 

COMPOSITION/ELECTRONIC 'USIC I 

~ 
DESIGNED TO AID TEACHERS AND COllPOSERS IN THE UNDERSTANDING. USE 
ANO ENJOYMENT OF ELECTRONIC MUSIC IN THE ClASSROOII. EMPHASIS ON 
COIIPoSITION. EACH STUDENT Mill IE REQUIRED TO REALIZE ELECTRONIC 
COIIPOSITloNS IN MUSIC CONCERTS. ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC. CLASSICAL STu­
DIO. ANp SYNTHESIZER STUOIC SYTlES. 
PRU ECU IS IT es. 

PERMISSION. 

FAll. 

NCCREARY. 

CAS51l0 

ECOLOGICAL IIETHODS 

~ 
STUDENTS lEARN AND APPLY FIELD TECHNIQUES TO COllECT AND ANAlYIE 
ECOLOGICAL DATA. EIIPHASIS IS PLACED ON DETAILING DIFFERENCES ANa 
CAS Course Descriptions 113 
SIMILARITIES AMONG A VARIETY OF TE'RESTRIAL CoMMUNTIES. FOR STUD­
ENTS IIITH BACKGROUNDS IN BASIC' ECOLOGY. TItIS IS PAIIlAAILY , FIELD 
AND LABORATORY COURSE. 

PRERECUI SI TES. 

COURSE IN ECOLOGY. DR 'ERMISSION. 

S'RING/SUMMER.

MENDelSON. 

CAS5111 

HUMAN GENETICS--ELEMENTARY 

3 

THIS COURSE IS CESIGNED fCR NON-SCIENCE .AJORS ~HO ~ANT TO 

ACQUIRE A IASIC KNOWLEDGE Of THE GENETIC.R4KE U, OF THE HUNAN 

8EING. EMPHASIS IS 'LACED CN THE Ii0LOGICAL IASIS AND SOCIAL 

IMPLICATIONS OF HUMAN GENETIC CONDITIONS SUCH AS. INDUCED 

GENETIC CHANGE. RADIATION IMPACT O~ INHERITANCE, GENETIC ENGIN­

EERING. TRANSPLANTATION PROILERS. SEX-LI~KED INHERITANCE. AND THE 

LIKE. RATHERATICAL AND CHE'ICAL ASPECTS OF GENETICS HAVE BEEN 

NI .. IMllED. 

FALL, WINTER. SPRI~G/SU~RER. 

ANDRE 115. 

CAS5118 

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF URIAN PLANNING 

3 

ANALYZES VARIOUS ECONOMIC FACTORS IMPINGING ON THE PLANNING PRO­

CESS, SUCH AS. ECDNDNICS OF URIANIZATloN. FORCES OF SUPPLY AND 

DERANO IN URIAN L4NDS. TtoE IUILDING 'INDUSTRY. THE REAL EST"E 

MARKET, CYCLICAL FLUCTUATIONS. RENTS' PRICES. PR08LENS OF HOUS­

ING. URIAN REoEVELo'RENT. REAL ESTATE I .. VESTMENT, ECONO~IC NO­

TIONS OF WELFARE. AND CoUNTERACTIO.. OF RARKET FAILURE IN THE SUP­

'L Y Of PUILIC Getcs. 

FAlL. 

TONER. ' 

CAUIlO 

CoNPOSITION/ELECTRCNIC MUSIC II 

1-4 

WILL COVER THE TECHNIQUES AND TERNINOLoGY EMPLOYED IN ELECTRONIC 

MUSIC. EACH STUDENT WILL BE REOUl9EO 30 REALIZE AN ELECTRONIC 

CONPDSITION TO 8E 'RESENTED IN A PLILIC CCNCERT. 

PREREQUI 51 TES: 

PERNISSloN. 

FALL, S'RING/SU~NER. 

NceREARY. 

CAS5121 

CoRPOS IT ION II 

3 

STUDENTS WILL 8E INVCLVEo IN CDMPOSI .. G IN 20TH CENTURY STYLES. 

THIS MILL 8E A PRACTICUM fOR ADYANCEO STUDENTS IN MUSIC. 

PREREQUI SITES. 

CASSI09 AND PERMISSION. 

MINTER. 

MCCREARY. 

CAS5130 

ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNIQUeS fOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY 

3 

THEORY AND A'PLICATION OF ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES TO ANALYSIS 

OF ENVIRONMENTAL NATERIALS. INCLUDES POTENTloNETRY. yoLTANMETRY,

AND RECENT NoDIFICATION. LECTURE PLUS 12 HRS/MEEK LA8. 

PREREQUI 51 TES' 

ANALYTICal CHEMISTRY. 

SPR ING ISUMNER. 

BRU8AKER, COMNUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS5140 

CoUNTER'OINT/FORN 

4 

EXPLORATION Of THE POLY'HONIC CONCEPTION Of ATONALITY AND TMELVE 

TONE TECHNIQUE ey MAY Of COUNTERPOINT. 

'REREQUI SITES. 

PERlnSSION. 

fALL. 

MCCREARY. 

CAS5"0 

ENERGY, RESOURCES AND SeCIETY 

3 

STUDY OF VARIOUS MET"oOS OF ENERGY 'RDDUCTloN AND THE ENVIRON­

MENTAL EFFECTS OF EACHI THE EXTRACTICN AND UTILIZATION OF THE 

MaRLO'S NA~oR NINERAL RESOURCES AND EFFECTS OF THEIR USE. STU­

DENTS SHOM THE EFFECT ON OUR ENVIRONNENT AND U.S. STANDARDS OF 

LIVING ON ENER'Y AND RESOURCE UTILIZATION. 

SUITA8LE FOR INTERESTED STUDENTS TI'ROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSITY. 

IIINTEII. 

ZALEMSKI. 

CAS5"0 

SCUl'TURE' CERARICS 

3 

INTERMEDIATE Ex'OSURE OF THEORIES OF HAN08UILT CLAY PRO~ECTS, 

CONIINES THE PROILEMS OF SCUL'TURE AND CERAMICS. 

'REREQUISITES: 

'ERNISSION. 

MINTER, S'RING/SUNMER.

PAYNE. 

CASse61 
SCUlPTURE: FIBER. CLAY. METAL 
2 

THE STUDENT MILL 'URSUE TECHNIQUES Of ICOMIINEO NATERIALSI INTER­

NEOlA FA811IC4TloN. THE NORK TO IE EXPERIENCED IIILL DEAL IIITH NAC­

RAME AND OTHEII FINE ART fl8ER TECH~IQUES, CLAY MORK NETAL. Il000, 

ETC •• IN CONIINAIICN TO COM'LETE A WORK. READINGS, SKETCHES AND 

CONPlETEO ~ORK REOUIRED. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PEIlRISSION. 

FAll. 

PAYNE. 

CAS51lA 

GUITAR I 

I 
IT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS CCURSE TC 'ROVIDE AN INTRODUCTION TO 

GUITAR PLAYING MHICH CURRENTLY EN~GYS IMNENSE 'O'ULARITY, AND IS 

A NEANS TOIIARO ~ASTERY Cf RANY FACETS OF RUSIC. 

OFfERED lASED 0" OERANO. 

CORRUNITY PROFESStR. STAFF. 

CAS5811 

GUITAR II 

I 
KNONLEDGE OF ADDITIONAL CHORDS AND ACCONPANINENT TECHNIQUES MHICH 

ARE ESSENTIAL TC GOOD GUITAR PLAYING MILL 8E COVERED IY THIS 

COURSE. 

OFfERED 8ASEO ON DE~ANO. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. STAfF. 

CASSS lC 

GUITU III 

I 
EMBELLISHNENT OF ACCoMPA~INENT STYLES TO LEND INTREST TO GUITAR 

PLAYING. AND THE USE OF SINGLE NOTE NELoOIES ARE COVERED IY THIS 

COURSE. 

OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

CoNNUNITY PRoFESSCR, STAFF. 

CAS5870 

INTERMEDIATE GUITAR 

I 
THIS COURSE .RoVIDES AN INTRoDUCTICN "To SEVERAL DIFFERENT STYLES 

OF 'LAYING MHICH ARE AVAILA8LE TO THE GUITARIST. 

OFFERED bASED C~ DEMAND. 

CoMNUNITY PROFESSOR, STAfF. 

CAS587D 

ENVIRGNMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

3 

METHODS , PROCEDURES FOR PERFORNING ENVIRONMENTAL I",ACT ASSESS­

NENT AND STATENENT MRITING. STUDY CF THE FEDERAL. STATE, AND LO­

CAL LEGISLATION DEAL IN' MITH ENVIRoNNENTAL ASSESSMENT' THE CUR­

RENT STATE OF THE ART FOR CoNPLIANCE. 

MINTER. 

SIEVERING. 

CAS5I71 

PAINTING: SPECIAL 'RoBLE~S

z-"THIS COURSE IS FOR ADVANCED UNoERG_AoUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 

IN 'AINTING. STUDENTS MILL BE E.'ECTEO TO EX'RESS THENSELVES VIS­

UALLY IN THEIR IIORKS AND DEMCNSTRATE AIILITY TO ANALYlE AND CRI­

TICllE THEIR MORKS ANO THE MORKS OF OTHERS, IN CLASS DISCUSSION, 

MRITTEN CRITIQUES, AND INDIVIDUAL PROPOSALS. 

S'RING/SUMRER. DOD YEARS. 

MORISHITA. 

CAS5111 

GUITAR' HAKING NUSIC MITH RAY TATE 

I 
AN -ACTION- IIORKSHo" MITH ENPHASIS ON LEARNING THROUGH DOING. 

TO'ICS TO IE COVERED INCLUDE TEACHING NETHOOS, INVENTING SOUNDS. 

IM'IIQVISING, ACCoR'ANINENTS TO TRADITIONAL AND CONTEM'ORARY 

SONGS, SINGlE-STRING TECHNIQUES, 'ICKING, CHORDS, FINGERIOARO 

HARNONY, ARRANGING. stALES, A.'E'GloS. INTERVALS. 

OFFERED BASED 0" OENANo. 

CONNUNITY PROFESSOR, STAfF. 

CA55118 

SONGMRITING MITH 801 GIlSON 

I 
THE COURSE MILL DESCRIIE NUSIC PUILISHING, COPYRIGHT LAM FOR 

IEGINNERS, THE NONEY ~oLLECTCRS AND SOURCES, MRITING TO ORDER, 

THE 'ROCESS AND T"E CRAFT. GIlSON AND ",OU, IIILL CRITIQUE SONGS 

IIRITTEN 8Y THE STUDENTS: 

OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS5I19 
SYRPHoN It BAND 
1 
THE GSU SYN'HONIC lAND IIILL CONSIST OF INDIVIDUALS FRON 10TH THE 
UNIVERSITY AND SURROUNDING CoNNUNITIES. THE lAND MILL 'RoVIDE AN 
OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENTS TO IECoNE FAMILIAR MITH THE 'ROBLEMS AND 
TecHNIQUES INVOLVED IN THE 'ERFORMING OF SYN.HoNIC lAND LITERA­
114 CAS Course Descriptions 
TUlE. THE lAND WILL GI~E AT LEAST ONE 'ERfORNANtE EACH TIIINESTEII 
Of THE SCHOOL YUII. 
PREREQUIS ITES I 
ND 'IIEllIOUISITES. IUT 'AIITICI'ANTS IIUST AUDITION. 

FALL. WINTEII. S'IIIM5/SUIIIIEII.

CAIITER. COllMUNITY 'ROFESSO•• 

CAS"'O 
5Su CHORA&.E 

I 

TME GSU CMORALE IIEETS FROII SE'TENIER TO A'RIL ANa IS A CHORAL 011­
5ANllATION OEVOTED TO 'ERFORIIING IIAJOR CHOIIAL WORKS. STUOENTS CAN 

RecEI~E ClEOIT fOR THIS EX'ERIENCI II UNIT/TRIIIESTERI. 

"UEQUISITESI 

PlRII IS SION. 

fALL. WINTEII. 

ST.UIUIFf. 

CAS""

HISTOn OF JAll 

z-.. 
TRACES THE DEVELO'MENTS Of JAIl fRCII ITS EARLIEST ANTECEOENTS 
THIIOU5H DIXIELAND. THE ILUES. SWING. IE 10'. COOL. TO THE '"ESENT 
AVANT-&RAOE DEVELO'"ENT. ATTENTION WILL IE GIVEN 10TH THE IIAJOR 

FORIIS. AND S'EClfIC JAZI INNOVATIO~S. 

WINTE•• 

CARTE•• 

CAssno 
ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIEMCE2-"STUGENTS LEARN TO IDENTifY EARTH IIATERIALS AND EARTH fORIIS. AND 

RELATE THEN TO ENVIRONNENTAL CeNDITIONS 'REVALENT DUAING THEil 

FORIIATIVE HISTOIIIES. SUITAILE FOIl ANY INTEIIESTED STUDENTS IN THE 

UlIVERSITY. INDE'E..ENT STUDY IflELD/lAII 'ROJECT fOR fiNAL Z 

CREOIT HOURS fOR STUDENTS WITH EAIITH SCIENCE IACKGROUND WHO 

OESIRE ADVANCED GEOLOGICAL TRAININE. 

PIIEREQUIS ITES I 

CA56920 OR EQUIVALENT. 

SPR lNG/ SUMIIEII. 

FENNER. 

CAS'900 

INSTRUIIENTAl CONDUC"NG 

J 
IN~ISTIGATES lATON TftHNIQUE AND SCORE READING fROII INSTRUMENTAL 
IUSIC ....A$lNG. IIETEII AND DIAGNOSIS WILL ,,·SO 81 INVESTICATEO. 
fALL. 

CARTER. 

tASS9l, 

EN~IIIONMENTAl fiELD STUDIESI IlllNCIS 'RAIRIE 

J 
STUDENTS EXANINE THE ILLINOIS PIIAIKIE AS AN A"RO'RIATE 'lANT 
CORMUNITV fOR E~IIIONIIENTAl STUDIES T~OUGH SELECTED fiELD IIETH­
ODS AND THE TECHNIQUES Of IDENTifiCATION. DIVEIISITY. NAP.ING. 
AND POPULATION STUDIES. IT IS STUDIED AS A~ ECOLOGICAL UNIT AND 
AS AN INDICATOR Of THE OUALITY Of OUII EMWIRONIIENT. PIIESERVEO ANO 
SOliE UN'ROTECTEO 'RAil IE REMNANTS SERVE AS fiELD STATIONS 

fall . IN EVEN YEARS. SPRING/SUNIIER IN ODD YEAU. 

IIUU·. 
CAS'.20 
JAil ENSElllLE 
I 
A lAIIGE INSTRUNENTAl ollGANIZATION ENGAGING IN THE 'EllfORNANCE Of 
TRADITIONAL AND CONTENPORARY JAZZ AND/OR ROCa IIUSIC. 'ARTICI'A­
TION Will II DITIIIIIINED IY AUDITlo,. 

'REREGUI SITESI 

PlRIII5510N. 

fAll. WINTER. SPRI'G/SUMIIER.

CARTER. CoIIIIUNny '"OFESSOR. 

CAS'921 
GSU JAil CARP 
J . 
STUDENTS WilL wOIIa IN CLINICS WITH SELECTED MUSICIANS. THIS WILL 
IE A CHANCE fall lOCAL/STUDENT TALENT TO IE EI'OSED TO 'ROfESSION­
A&. NUSICIANS IN A LEAIINING SITUATION. 

S'IIING/SUllMEII.

CARTEa. COllMUNITY 'ROfESSOII. 

CAssno 
ENWIRONIIENTAl LAW2-"EIANINES TME NAJOR ENrIRDNNENTAL lAW ISSUES AND HOW SPECifiC REAL 
WOIIlD CONTROVERSIES ARE RESOLVED. IN DRDEII fOR "sTUDINTS TO SHAPE 
AN A"ROACH TO SOLVING ENVIRONMENTAL 'RCllENS. STUDENTS Will 
STUDY JUCICIAL STRUCTUIIE AND LMI-NAKING PIIOCEDURES. 

fA&.l. 

Gil. CONNUNITY PIIOflSSOR. 

CASS'''O 

ENVIRONMeNTAL LAMO USE 'LA~MI~' 

3 

EXANINIS ECOLOGICAL DESIGN IIETHODS AND lAND USE CONTROL TECH­

NIOUES AINED AT RESOLVING THE CONFLICT IETWEEN LAND DEVElO'"ENT , 

E~llIoNMENTAL 'RoTECTloN. CONSIDERS USE CONTROL AND PIIESERVATION 

TECHNIQUES FOR SENSITI~E LANDS. 

WINTER. 

TONER. 

CASS'''' 

EN~IRONNENTAl 'ClICY ANALYSIS 
2. J 
ADDRESSES HISTOIIY ANO 'IIACTICE OF fEDERAL ENVIRONIIENTAl POLICY 
DETERNINATION ANO SONE AS.ECTS Of STATE AND lOCAL STATUTIS. TOPIC 
INCLUDES NAJOR LEGISLATION ANO liTIGATION. 'RINtI'LES OF .UlLIC 
POLICY ANALYSIS. WELfARE ECoNOIIICS A"lIED TO ENVIIICNNENTAL '110­
TECTION. HEALTH AND ECOLOGICAL RIS. ASSESSMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARDS SETTING. CUIIRENT INTEREST TO'ICS. AND fUTURI POLICY ANO 
REGULATORY NEEDS ARE ALSO CONSIDERED. O.EN TO All GSU STUDENTS. 
WINTER. ODD YEARS. 

IIDIERTS. 

CAn,u 

NATEIlIALS Of MUSIC II INTRODUCTIO~ TO CONTENPORARY IIUSIC THEORY 

2 

INTENDED AS IASIC EAII TIIAINING lEARNING NOOULE fOR STUOENTS IN 

NEEO Of AODITIONAL PRACTICE IN IASIC NUSICIANSHI'. MUSIC DICTA­

TION. fOIlN ANO ANALYSIS. SIGH' SINGING A'D IASIC NUSIC THECRY. 

fall. 

STIIU.OFF. 

CAS59" 

",TERIAlS Of NUSIC II ART Of NUSIC NOTATION 

2 

fOCUSES ON NECESSARY TDOlS fOR 'RE'ARING lESSONS IN NUSIC THEORY. 

CONPOSITIDN. AIIUNGlNG.· ETC •• CN IIUSICAl LANGUAGE AND SIGNS USED 

IN NOToGR"HY. AND ON 'AGE LAYOUT••~OTO-RE'1I0DUCTIDN EQUI'NENT.

PIlINTING AND IINDING Of FINISHED VCR_. 

FALL. 

CARTER. ColIIIUNITY 'ROfESSOR. 

CAS"61 

NATERIAlS Of NUSIC II~ 20T~ CINTUII' "AIINONIC TECHNIQUES
, 
AOVANCED "ARIIDNY INCLUDING 'OlYCHORDS. NCNTEIITIAl SONORITIES. 
NOOAl QUALITY. 'ARALlElISN AND OTH'R CONNON 20T" CENTURY HARNONIC 
TECHNIQUES.
WINTER. 

MCCREARY. 

CAS5962 

NATERIALS Of NUSIC III ORCHESTIIATICN
, 
LOOKS AT IIANGES AND S.EClfIC .1I0ILENS IN SCORING FOIl EAC" FANllY 
OfINSTRUNENTS IMDODWINDS. "ASS. 'ERCUSSIDN. ANO STRINGSI. 
MIIiTER. 

CARTER. 

CAS,.63 

NATEIIIAlS Of NUSIC III IN'ROVISATICN 

I 
INTEIINEDIATE lEVEL .IANO AND IASIC JAZZ THEORY. 
MINTU. 

CARTER. CONNUNITY 'ROfESSOR. 

CAU.... 

NATERIALS OF NUSIC IIII KEYIDARD IN.ROVISATION 

1 

DESIGNEO TO FACiliTATE IMPROVISATION ANO AURAL SKilLS T"ROUGH 

'IANO aEYIOARO fOR NUSIC STUDENTS ~ITH NORE AOVANCED IACKGROUND 

IN PIANO. 

'REREOUISITESI 

CAuno. 

SPIIING/SUNMEII.

CARTER. CONNUNITY PIIOf15SOIl. 

CASStlO 

SCORING fOil fllN AND TV 

2 

STUDIES THE EffECTS AND TECHNIQUES USED IN filII .RODUCTION. 

SPRING! SUNNEII. 

CARTER. CONMUNITY 'ROfESSOR. 

CAS6DIO 

S'ECIAL PRDlLENS IN TEACHING INSTIIUNENTAl NUSIC 

2 . 

DEALS WIT" TECHNIQUES Of TEACHING IEGINNING INSTIIUMENTAllSTSI EN­

IOUCHUIIE. POSTUIII. NATE.IAlS. ANO GROU. ORGANIIATION. 

FAll. 

CARTEl. CONIIUNITY 'ROfESSDR. 

CU603D 

TEACHING ElENENTARY NUSIC I 

Z 
O'EN TO ALL STUDENTS. C~ERS SONG CHANTS. RECORDINGS. ANO NUSIC 
TEACHING NETHODS f(1I YOUNG CHllOIIE'. 
fAll. SPRING/SUNNER.

STIIUKOff. 

CAS Course Descriptions 115 
US60n 
TEACHING ElE"E~TARY MUSIC II 
2 
OPEN ONLY TO RUSIC STUDENTS. COVERS SONG CHAATS. RECORDINGS. AND 

NUSIC TEACHING 'ET~ODS FCR YO~NG CtILDREh. 

FALL, SPRING/S~MNER. 

STIIUIIDFF. 

CAS60JZ 

CNORAL LITERATURE FOR TEACHER EDUC.TIDN 

3 

THE INYESTIGATION AND 5RADING OF C~RAL NATERIALS FOR JUNIOR AND 

SENIOR HIGH SCHCOL CHOIRS. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN A'IO-Il. 

CARTER, COMMUNIT' PROFESSOR. 

CAS6D40 

ELECTRONIC NUSIC I~ CLASSRCOM WORIISHOP 

2, 3 

DESIGNED TO AID TEACHERS AND CORPOSERS IN THE UNDERSTANDING, USE 

AND ENJOYNENT OF ELECTRONIC MUSIC IN THE CLASSRDON. ENPHASIS ON 

COMPOSITION. EACH STUDENT WILL IE 'EQUIRED TO REALIZE AN ELECT­

RONIC C~POSITION. 

SPRING/SUM"ER.

"CCRURY. 

CAS60U 

GEOCHENI STRY 

4 
DESCRIIES THE GEOCHENICAL. IICCHENIC.L, GEOLOGICAL AND IIICROIIO­
LOGICAL PROCESSES AND INTERACTIONS THAT GCCUR IN SEDINENTAR' SYS­
TENS. THE ACQUISTION OF ORGANIC AND INORGANIC CONSTITUENTS IN 
WATER, THE ORGANIC AND INRCGANIC CCNTRIIUTIONS OF ORGANISHS AND 
THE VARIOUS ORG.NIC GEOCHEMICAL 'RCCESSES IN THE SEOINENT ARE 
DISCUSSED. IIOGEOCHENICAL CYCLES OF CARea., NITROGEN, AND SUL'HUR 
ARE DEALT WITH. 

PREREI:UI SITES. 

CAS 4600 , CAS 460l OR EQUIVALEN? 

SPRING/SUNNER.

SUFF. 

CAS6050 
JAZZ IIATERIALS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION 
2 
PROVIDE ..0 OEVELO' NATERIALS FOR INSTRUCTION FOR JUNIOR AND SEN­
IOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN JAZZ HISTOR', IMPROVISATION, AND 'ERFORNING 
CLASSES. 
SPR lNG/ SUNNER. 

CARTER. 

CAS6010 

HISTORY OF STAGE COSTUNES 

3 

SURVEY OF THE DEVELO'MENT OF N.LE .ND fENALE ORESS FRON THE GREEK 

PERIOD TO THE CGIlTENPORAII.Y TINES IN TERNS OF ITS APPLICATION TO ' 

COSTUNE DESIGN FOR THEATRICAL PRoo~CTIONS. DISCUSS 1011, DESIGN. 

AND SIIETCHING OF COSTUME PLATES FOR VJRIED P~ODUCTIONS. 

FALL, 000 'EARS. 

REEVE. 

CAS60eD 

ETHICS 'AND ENVIRONMENT 
1-) 
STUDENTS ANALYZE AND A'PLY SEVERAL ETHICAL AND VALUE SYSTENS TO 
PROILENS ENERGING CUT OF E~VI'ONNEhTAL CRISIS. OPEN TO STUDENTS 
THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSITY, AND CONNUNITY PERSONS FOR CREDIT OR AS 
NDN-tREDIT IEARING NORIISHO'. ADDRESSES SONE LIIERAL EDUCATION RE­QUIRENENT S. 

FALL, WINTER. 

lALEWsal. 

CAS6O.0 

20TH CENTURY NUSIC I 

2 

NUSIC DURING THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE 20TH CENTUR'. THE NODULE 

INCLUDES POST-RONANTICIS". IM'RESSIONISN, NATIONALISN. 

FalL. 

STRUaDfF. 

CAS6DU 
20TH CENTURY NUSIC II 

2 

THE HISTORY OF NUSIC FRON l.l1-1...'. THE ~DUlE INCLUDES NEO­

CLASSICISN, EaPRESSIONISN. SURREALISN, AND THE l2-TONE SCHOOL. 

SPECIAL EN'HASIS WILL IE PLACED ON THE CITlfS OF PARIS, IERLIN 

AND VIENNA. 

WINTEII. 

ST'UaDFF. 

CAS6D.2 

20TH CENTURY NUSIC III 

2 

THE HISTOR' OF NUSIC SINCE 1.4'. T~IS NODULE INCLUDES-EX'ERIIIENT­

ALISN- ELECTRONIC NUSIC, -'USIOUE CONCII.ETE,- THE COLOGNE SCHOOL, 

ANERICA OURING THE l.'D'S, AND CURRENT TRENDS IN NUSIC CONPOSI­

TlDN. 

WINTER. 

STRUIIOFF. 

tAS6110 
IASIC SCE~IC ElE"ElTS 
) 
DESIGNED FOR STUOEIITS IN ACTINGIDI'ECTING WITH NININUN ORAWIIiG 

SKILLS, IUT NHe NEED A IIheWLEDGE Of ST'LE, FLOOR PLANS AND SCALE 

DRAWINGS FOR THE DIII.ECTING CLASSES. STUDENTS WISHING EN'HASIS IN 

TECHNICAL THEATRE ARE ALSO INVITED. 

FalL. 

RUVE. 

CAS612D 

SC ENE DES IGN 

) 
A STUDY OF RENDERING TECHNIQUES. COLOR THEOR'. WORKING DRAWINGS. 

SCEIIIC STYLES 011 VARIOUS TYPES OF ,TAGES. AND ARTISTIC INTERPRE­

TATION AS IT RELATES TO THE VISUAL ELENENTS OF THEATRE AN~ SCENE 

DESIGN. S.ECIAL ENPMASIS 'LACED UPCN THE REQulRENENTS OF CON­

POSITION. TEXTURE. THEME. AND UNITY. ) HOURS OF LAI PER WEEII RE­

QUIRED. 

NOT SCHEOULEO IN AYID-Il. 

REEVE. 

CAS6l4D 

EVOLUTION AND MAN 

)-4 

STUDIES ECOS'STEN CONCE'TS AN~ TER'INOLOGY. STUDENTS DISCUSS AIID 

NRITE ON HUIIAN ENVIRONNENT RELATIONS. THEORIES Of INHERITANCE AND 

EVOLUTIONI THAN A"LY AN ECOLOGICAL CONCEPT OF HUNAN. lASED 011 

KNOWLEDGE OF THE EVOLUTION OF ' HUNAN ECOLCGY. IN THE CRITICAL ANA­

LYSIS OF IROAD ECOLOGICAL ISSUES. 

FALL IN DOD 'EARSI S.RING/SUNNER Ih EVEN 'EARS. 

NULE'. 

CAS6nD 

GRASSROOTS CONCEPTS IN HUMAN ECOLOG' eSIMI 

2. 4 

EACH UNIT PRESENTS A DIfFERENT CONTROVERSIAL TOPIC IN HUNAN ECOL­

OG' AND ENPHASIZES CONCEPTUAL RELATIONSHIPS IETNEEII SOCIO-CULT­

URAL 'ROCESSES AND INDIVIDUAL IEMAVIOR. EACH IS ALSO DESIGNED TO 

OFFER USAILE IDEAS TO STUDENTS AND PROFESSIONALS IN ENVIRONNENTAL 

'LANNING AND DESIGN. THE COURSE WAS DEVELOPED FOR THE GSU LIIERAL 

EDUCATION PROJECT. 

FALL. SPRING/SUNNER.

HAGENS. 

US615' 

GRONTH "ANAGEMENT NETHODOLDGY 

) 
INVESTIGATES HON CONNUNITIES COIITROL THE RATE. TillING. LotATION. 

AND SIZE OF DEVELOPNENT. INCLUDES 'EVIEW OF A SERIES OF CONNUNIT' 

GROMTH NANAGENENT PLANS AND REGULATICNS. 

NINTER. ODD 'EARS. 

TONER. 

CAS6l56 

LAND USE CCNTROlS 

3 

INTRODUCTION TO LAND USE REGULATIONS. INCLUDES COVERAGE OF 

ZONING. SUIDIVISION REGULATION. AND PERFORNANCE CONTROLS. DEALS 

NITH CONTENTS. APPROACHES, AND AONINISTRATION OF LAND USE CON­

TROL s. 

S'RI NG/ SUNNER. 
TONER. 
CAS6l60 
EXPERINENTAL 10T.NY 
4 
STUDENTS STUDY THE LIFE CYCLES OF ANNUAL. IIENNIAL, AND 'ERENNIAL 
ANGIOS'ERNS, DESIGN AND INPLENENT EX'ERINENTS DEALING WITH 5RONTH 
AND DEVELOPNENT OF FLOMERING PLANTS IN CONTROLLED ENVIRONNENT 
CHANIERSI AND PARTICIPATE IN LECTURES' DISCUSSIONS CONCERNING 
THE STRUCTURE. FUNCTION, AND ECOLOGICAL ADAPTATIONS Of fLONERING 
'LANTS. 
PREREQUISITE $I 

GENERal .. OLOGY • 

FALL. 

GUNTHER. 

CAS6l65 
TECHNIQUES IN CELL IIOLOGY 
) 
PRESENTS IASIC TECHNIQUES FOR THE ISOLATION AND QUANTITATION Of 
IIOPOLYNERS AND fOR THEIR CHAAACTERIZATION I' SPECTROPHOTONET.'. 
ULTRACENTRIFUGATION AND ELECTRGPHORESIS. 
PREREQUISITES_ 

INTRODUCTOR' IIOCHENISTR' LECTURE JND LAIORATORY' 

WINTEII. 

MOHIERG. 

CAS6l1D 

NATERIALS OF STAGELIGHTING 

) 
A STUD' OF ELECTRICIT'. ELECTRONICS. INSTRUNENTATION. OPTICS. AND 
ELECTRICAL CONTROLS AS THE' PERTAlh TO THEATRE. AN INVESTIGATION 
OF COLOR THEOR'. INSTRUMENT PLACENENT. LIGHTING ANGLES. AND NOM 
TO ACHIEVE TIllE. PLACE AND .000. THREE HOUR LAI PER NEEII. 

NINTEII. 

RUVE. 
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CAS61l1 

£X'ElIM~MTAl COMMUNITIES AND SOCIAL CHANGE 

3 
EXAMINES PAST INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES AND THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO 
SOCIAL CHANGE. AND IS DIRECTED AT EVOLVI~G A MORE SYSTEMATIC AND 
EfFECTIVE METHOD Of SOCIAL CHANGE ~IA THE CREATION AND fUNCTION­

ING Of A NET~DRK Of EX'ERI~ENTAL CCHHUMITIES W~ICH THROUGH SYS­

TEMATIC 'LANNING AND E.PERI~ENTATICN WOULD SERVE AS VOLUNTARY 

SOCIAL LABORATORIES. AS TESTING GRCUNDS fOR NE~ IDEAS. AND AS 

PIONEERING VENTURES IN SCCIAL AND ENVIRON~ENTAL INTERPRETATION. 

WINTER IN ODD YEARS. 

GIL. 

C&56191 
ADVANCED AtT ING 
~ 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO 'ROvIDE THE STUDENT MITH THE OPPORTU­
NITY TO EXPLORE SOURCES CF CREATING CHARACTER AND PERFORMANCE AS 
PART Cf THE PROCESS Of ACTING. THIS ESSENTIALLY IS A 'ERFDRMANCE 
MODULE DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS IN THE INTERMEDIATE STAGE OF DEVEL­
D'MENT. 
faLL. 
SLIlTT • 
CAS62DO 
DIRECTING 
3 
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE THEORIES AND 'RINCIPLES Of DIRECTING AND 
SUBSEQUENT uSE IN DIRECTING A SERIES OF SCENES COVERING VARIOUS 
PERIODS OF EUROPEAN AND A~ERICAN T~EATRE. 
WINTER. SPRI~/SUM~ER. 

SHERMAN. 

CUU2D 

PL AlWa IT I HG 

3 

THIS CDURSE IS INTENDED fOR STUDENTS fROM THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­

SITY ~ITH A BASIC MNOMLEDGE OF THEATRE PRACTICE MHO ARE INTER­

ESTED IN LEARNING A PROCESS AND THE TECHNIQUES Of WRITING FOR T~E 

STAGE. STUDENTS WILL fOCUS ON WRITING PLCT CONSTRUCTION AND SCE­

NARIOS RATHER T~AN COMPLETED 'LAYS. 

fALL. 

SLOTT • 

CAS6Z~O 
fiELD STUDIES. OREFENOREE SMAMP 
~ 
ONLY fOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN AN INTENSIVE RESEARCH EFfORT. 
STUDENTS DEVELOP AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE HISTORY AND SIGNIFICANCE 
OF RESEAR'H ON THE VEGETATION AND GECCHE~ISTRY OF THE OKEfENOKEE 
S~AMp; ENGAGE IN PROIL~M-SOLVING RELATED TO FIELD AND LAIORATORY 
OPERATION, · DEYELOP AND IMPLEMENT EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYZE RESULTS. 
COURSE RUNS fRO" MAY THROUGH AUGUST. WITH MEETINGS IV ARRANGEMENT 
AND A TWO-MEER FIELD TRIP TO THE DREFENOREE DURING THE MONTH OF 
JUL'. STUDENTS ARE ASSIGNED A SPECifiC RESEARCH PIIOILEM IIELATED 
TO THEIR INTERESTS AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND. SUCCESSfUL COMPLETION 
INCLUDES ACTIYE PARTICIPATICN AND PURSUit OF THE ASSIGNED RE­
SEARCH PROILEM AND THE SUIMISSION AND PRESENTATION Of A THOROUGH 
IIESEARCH REPORT. 

PREREQUISITES. 

PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

GUNTHER. 

CAS625 1 
TECHNICAL THEATRE PRACTICUM 
l-~ 
DESIGNED TO GIYE STUDENT PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN PUTTING TO USE 
HIS/HER CLASSRDD" RNUMLEOGE ON A MAJOR THEATRICAL PRODUCTION. 
EACH STUDENT IS EX'ECTED Te WORR IN ONE OR MORE Of THE TECHNICAL 
PRODUCTION RDLES fOR Ne LESS T~AN SIX HOURS PER NEER PLUS ALL 
TECHNICAL/DRESS REHEAIISALS AND PERFORMANCES. MAY BE TAREN fOUR 
TIMES TOMARO THE COMPLETION Of AN UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE. 
plIEREQUI SITU: 

PERMISSION. 

fALL. WINTER. SPRING/SUMMER.

REEVE. 

C&56255 

COMNUNIT' ENEIIGY PLANNING. fUNDAME~TALS 

~ 

USES TECHNOLOGY AS fOCUS fOR EXAMINING INTERRELATIONSHIPS Of COST 
OF LIYING. ENERGY CONSUMPTION. RESOURCE DEPENDENCIES. EMpLO'MENT
AND QUALITY Of LifE IN GIVEN URIA. AREAS. EMPHASIS IS UPDN 
ETHICS AND YALUES. GLOIAL fUTURES AND 'OSSIILLITIES fOR DESCAL­
ING UNMANAGEAILE TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS. . 
WINTER. 
HAGENS. 
US6Zta 
SUMNER THEATIIE pRACTICUM 
2-~ 
CONDUCTED IN CONJUNCTION MITH THE SUMMER REpERTOIIY THEATRE PRO­
GRAM AND ALLUMS 80TH UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATE STUDENTS AN OP­
PORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE I~ AMIDE 'ARIETY Of THEATRE PRODUCTION 
ACTIYITIES 10TH ON AND Off STAGE. EMPHASIZES THE PRACTICAL SIDE 
OF THEATRE PRODUCTION. lASED ON THE PRINCIPLE-LEARNING B' DDING-. 
PREREQUISITES' 

pERMISSIDN.

SPRING/SUMMER. 

SCOTT. GILBERT. 

CAS6210 
'LAY .ROoueTtON IN S!tONDA'Y SeHOOL 
1 . 

DESIGNED FOR TEACHERS AND CTHER INCl.V IDUALS MHO NEED AN OYERYIEM 

Of THE PROCESS CF PLAY P.uCUCTION. INYOLYEO THEOR' AND PAACTICUM 

IN TEACHNIQUES AND SKILLS RELATING TO SC~OOL THEATRE PRODUCTIONS. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

GILBERT. 

CAS62eo 

eRITISH/CANADIAN T~EATRE E.pERIENCE 

2-~ 

TEN-DAY TOUR Til LONDIlN SEEING AT LEAST SIX PRODUCTIONS. ATTENDING 

LECTURES AND SEMINARS. A PAPER CONSISTING OF PRODUCTION REYIEMS. 

SEMINAR NDTES. ETC •• MtLL IE EXPECTED UPON THE STUDENT'S RETURN 

TO THE UNITED STATES. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

SLOTT. 

CASU82 

STRATFORD CANADA· THEATRE EXPERIENCE 

2 

TEN DAY TOUR TO CANADA. SEEING AT LEAST flYE PRODUCTIONS. ATTEND­

ING LECTURES AND SENINARS. A PAPER CONSISTING Of PRODUCTION RE­

YIEMS. SEMINAR NOTES. ETC •• MILL BE EXPECTED AFTER THE STUDENT'S 

RETURN TO THE UNITED STATES. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

STAFf. 

(UU90
DRAMATIC CR1TICISM 
3 . 
DESIGNED TO EXPOSE THE STUDENTS TO 'HE THEORY AND PRACTICE Of 
CRITICISM fOR T~E STAGE. SUBSTANTIAL READINGS OF THEATRICAL CRIT­
ICISM AND ITS HISTCRICAL TRADITIONS. ATTENDANCE AT CHICAGO AREA 
THEATRE PRODUCTIONS AS A IASIS FOR CRITICAL PRACTICE MEASURED A­
GAINST TRADITIONAL SYSTEM Cf CRITIClllNG PLAYS. 
III NTER. 
SLOTT. 
CASUtl 

SURVEY OF IIESTERN DRAMA I 

2. ~ 
A SURVEY Of DRAMATIC LITERATORE REpRESENTATIYE OF THE MAIN CUR­
RENT OF THEATRICAL DEVELCPMENT COVERING IIORKS fROM ANCIENT GREECE 
TO THE EARLY 19TH CENTURY ROMANTIC PERIOD. PLAYS IIILL Ie EXPLORED 
INTENT OF UNDERSTANDING AND ENCOURAGING AN AMARENESS OF THE PLAY 
SCRIPT AS A SPECIALIZED IIDRR Cf LitERATURE THAT CULMINATES IN A 
fORM Cf ARTISTIC ACTIVITY. 
IIINTER. EYEN VEARS. 
GILBERT • 
C&56292 

SURVEY D~ ME STERN DRAMA II 

2. ~ 
THIS CDURSE. AN OYERYIEII Of DRAMATIC LITERATURE. IIILL COYER A 
SELECTION Of IIORK fRO" ThE LATE 'ITH CENTUR' TO CONTEMPDRARY 
TIMES. PLAYS MILL IE EXPLORED AND CISCUSSJD IIITH INTENT Of UNDER­
STANDING AND ENCDURAGING AN AIIARENESS Of THE pLAYSCRlpT AS A 
SPECIALIZED IIORR Cf LITERATURE THAT CULMINATES IN A fORM OF 
ARTISTIC ACTIYITY. PLAYS IIILL IE E.pLORED AND DISCUSSED IIITH THE 
INTENT DF ANALYIING THE SCRIPT AS A MOR.ING ILUEpRINT fOR A 
PRODUCTION. 
MINTER. ODD YEARS. 
GI LBERY. 
CAS6300 
THEATRE HISTORY I 
3 
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS IN EACH Of THE PRIMARY PEAIODS IN THEATRE 
HISTORY. AND THE EffECT Of THESE fACTORS ON CONTEMpORAR' THEATRE. 
fALL. 

SHERMAN. 

(ASUID

THEATRE HISTORY II 

3 

fOCUSES ON SIGNifICANT fACtORS IN EACH Of THE PRIMARY PERIODS IN 

THEATRE HISTORY AND THE EffECT OF 'HESE fACTORS ON CONTEMpORAAY

THEATRE. 

IIINTER. 

SHERI"". 

CAS6'~0 
CREATIYE DRAMATICS I 
~ 
AN EXPLORATION DF TECHNIQUES AND SKILLS CDNCEANED MITH GUIDING 
PEOPLE THROUGH IMpROYISATIONAL EXPERIENCES AND THEATRE GAMES IN A 
PROCESS GEARED TOIIAIIDS STIMULATING 'HE IMAGINATION Of THE INDI­
YIDUAL. IT MILL ENCOMPASS THE fOLLCNING MATERIAL BOTH CONCEPTUAL 
AND EXPERIENTIALLY. AS FAR AS POSSIBLE IT ALSO MILL fOLLOM THE 
SEQUENCE AS STATED. THE COURSE IS ~IGHLV EXPERIENTIAL AND STU­
DENTS ARE EXpECTED To ATTEND AND ApRTICIPATE IN ALL CLASS MEET­
INGS AND ACTIYITIES. 
FALL. 

GILBERT. 

CAS Course Descriptions 117 
tAS6350 

C~EATIVE DRAMATICS P~ACTICU" 

2 

WCRK ~ITH CHILDREN IN THE GSU CHILDREN'S THEATRE CREATIVE DRAM­

ATICS PROGRAM. fCCUSING CN THE AGE GROUP MOST RELEVANT TO THEIR 

NEEDS. 

PREREQUISITES. 

CAS6340 AND PERMISSICN. 

FALL, ODD YEARS. 

GILIIERT. 

CAS637'1 

CHILOREN'S LITERATURE CONFERENCE 

I 
lHIS ONE DAY CCNFERENCE IS CESIGNEC FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN 

ASSINILATI~G NEW WAYS CF INTEGRATING VARIOUS SKILLS AND PRCCESSES 

IN THE PRESEN1ATIDN Of LITERA~Y WORKS TO CHILDREN AND YOUNG 

ADUL TS. ' 

OfFERED IIASED Oh DEMAND. 

GILIIERT. KAPLAN. 

CAS63BJ 

CHILDREN'S TCURING lHEATRE 

2-4 

AN EXPERIENTIAL INVESTIGATION &F ALL 'HASES OF A CHILOREN'S lHE­

ATRE TOURING 'LAY FROM ITS CONCEPtUALIZATION AN REHEARSAL PROCESS 

TO ACTUAL 'RDDUCTICN. THE MODULE WILL DEAL WITH DISCIPLINES, 

SKILLS. AND SPECIAL PRCIILE'S ORGANIC TO 80TH TOURING AND CHILD­

REN'S T~EATRE PRESENTATICN. STUDENTS WILL PARTICIPATE IN ONE OR 

NORE AS'ECTS OF T~E TOURlhG CCMPANY COVERING TECHNICAL. PERFOR­

MANCE. AND EDUCATIONAL FACETS OF T~E PRODUCTION. THIS NODULE WILL 

liE COVERED IN TW~121 TRIMESTERS. THE SECCND OF WHICH IS A PRACT­

ICUM. IT IS NECESSARY TC P'~TICIPATE IN T~E PRACTICUM IN ORDER TO 

RECEIVE UNITS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERIIISSJON. 

"INTER. 

GI LIIERT. 

CAS63.2 

CHILDREN'S TOURING THEATRE PRACTICU" 

4 

PARTICIPATION IN THIS NODULE IS NECESSARY IN ORDER TO RECEIVE 

CREDIT FOR CS6!10. 

"INTER. 

GI LIIERT. 

'CAS63'11 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION' A 'ROCESS APPROACH 

2 

PROVIDES EDUCATORS fROM ALL SUIJECT AREAS AND GRADE LEVELS THE 

AIILITY TO INITIATE A MEANINGFUL ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM IN THEIR 

SCHOOL OF COMMUNITY. FOLLOWS STRATEGIES DEVELOPED IIY THE U.S. 

fOREST SERVICE AND TRA~SCEhDS TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM AREAS. PART­

ICIPANTS ROOM AND 10ARD AT CAMP SA'AWA. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

ZALEWSKI. 

CAS6394 

MEDIA SUM'OSIUM' 

2 PlNC 

A WEEKEND ' WORKSHC' EXPLORING SELECTED ISSUES IN-DEPTH. fACULTY OF 

THE NEOlA 'ROGRAM ARE JOINED BY MEtlA PROfESSIONALS. SOCIAL CRI1­
ICS. COMMUNI1Y LEADERS. PUILIC OFFICIALS AS WELL AS CTHER UNI­

VERSI1Y fACUL1Y. 

FALL. 

STEINER. MUCHNIK. 

CAS6400 

PLANNING THEORY 

4 

STUDEN1S PARTICI'ATE IN A SEMINAR tlSCUSSIDN OF THE VARIOUS PRAC­

TICAL. THEORETICAL AND ETHICAL PROBLEMS' ISSUES NOW fACING THE 

DESIGN PROFESSIONS. EXAMPLES ARE DEIIANOS FOR GREATER CONCERN FOR 

'uSER BEHAVIOR' AND 'USER NEEDS.' COLlABCRA1ION IETWEEN DESIGN 

PROFESSIONALS AND BEHAVIOR-SOCIAL SCIENTISTS ANO CONTROL OF BE­

HAVIOR THROUGH DESIGN. REAOINGS AND OTHER MATERIALS ARE DRAWN 

FROM A VARIETY OF SOURCES, AND STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO CONTRI­

BUTE IDEAS AND "ATERIAlS. 

faLL. 

GIL. 

CAS6"10 

COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING STUDIO 

4 

AN EXPERIMENT IN 'LANNING EDUCATION fOR ADVANCED PLANNING STU­

DENTS. EXPLORES 'RDBLEMS THAT INVOLVE DESIGNING ENVIRONMENTAL 

SETTING AND THE ACTIVITIES DCCURRI~G IN THEM; EMPHASIZES SHAPING 

SIMULTAENOUSLY THE fORM Of BUILT E~VIRoNMENTS AND THEIR ASSOCI­

ATED INSTITUTIONS. THE THE"E Of THIS STUDIO IS ENERGY CONSERVA­

TION THROUGH COM'REHENSIVE AND LANe USE PLANNING. COMBINES A 

WOIIKSHO'-BASED PRoILEII SOLVING EXPERIENCE WITH CONCENTRATED MINI­

COURSE ON SUISTANTIVE OR SKILL ARE.S. 

SPIIINGISUMMER. 

GIL. 

C'S64~O 
ACTING STYLES AND THEORIES 

3 

STUDY OF THE WAYS IN WHICH ACTING 'ETHooS. TECHNIQUES. AND STYLIS 

ARE MODIFIED IY THE DIFFERENCES IN VARIOUS DRAIIATIC FORIIS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS 6191 OR PER'ISSION. 

WINTER. 

SLCTT • 

CAS6HD 

MAKE-UP FOR STAGE 

2 

AN EXPLORATION OF THE IASICS CF STAGE IIARE-UP. A STUDv OF lORE 

AND MUSCLE FACIAL STRUCTURE AND IIETHODS OF lEST APPLVING IIARE-UP 

INVOlVING VARIOUS AGES WILL IE INVESTIGA~ED AS WELL AS THAT OF 

AISTRACT OR FANTASY CHARACTERS. 

FALL. 

REEVE. 

CAS6450 

COUNTER-PROPAGANDA 

3 

THE STUDY OF MODERN PRO'AGANDA TECHNIQUES USED IY ADVERTISING. 

POLITICAL PARTIES AND THE GOVERNME~T' AND SPECIFIC -COUNTER­

PROPAGANDA- TECHNIQUES. DESIGNED 'PIMARILY FOR "IGH SCHOOL 

TEACHERS "HD TE~H PRO'A'ANOA ANALVSIS. 'EASUASION. CONSUIIER 
EDUCATION. ETC. 

FAL~, SPRING/SUMMER.

RANK. 

CAS646D 
LANGUAGE. TEACHI~G AND LEARNING 
3 
EXPLORATION OF CONTEM'ORARY THEOAIES OF LAN&uAGE. REAOIN' AIG THE 
TEACHING THEREOF. PARTICULARLY AS lHEV RELATE TO THE TEACHING AIG 
LEARNING Of CHILDREN. 
Nol SCHEDULED I. AYIO-Il. 
VI ~YARD. 
CAS6470 

LITeRARY CRITICIS" 

] 
MAJOR A'PAOACHES TO CRITICISM WILL IE DEALT WIT" AS A MEANS OF 

CRITIQUE LITeRATURE FROM A VARIETY OF PERS'ECTIVES ON A VAAIETY 

OF LEVELS. 

FALL. 

IERND~ 
CAS .....O 

LITERATURE OF IMMIGRANT CHILDREN 

] 
READINGS ANO ANALYSIS OF FICTION PRODUCED IV THE -IMIIIGRANT CHIL­

DREN.- THE -NHITE ETHNICS- IIRISH. ITALIAN. POLISH. ETC.I. WHO 

IM"IGRATED INTO THE U.S. IN THE LATE 19TH CENTURY. SET IN CONTE.T 

WITH - MAINSTREAM- AIIERICAN ~RITERS AND AIIEAICAN ILACR LITERA­

TURe. 

fALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

RANK. 

CAS64 .. 

PHYSICS' INTERMEDIATE 

2.4 

FOR THOSE STUDENTS ~HO NEED TO EX••NO T"IIR UNOERSTANDING OF IA­

SIC PHYSICS. INCLUDING PAINCI'LES Cf MECHANICS. HEAT. LIGHT, AND 

O.TlCS. 

'RERECUISITESI 

COLLEGE ALGEIRA. IASIC P"'SICS. AND CHEIIISTAY. IENVIRONMENTAL AN­

ALYST STUDENTS SHOULD REGISTER FDR 2 HOURS WHILE OTHERS STUOENTS 

MAV REGISTER FOR 2 OA " HOURSI. 

wINTER. EVEN YEARS. 

KI SHTA~ 

CAS6"90 
MAJOR ENGLISH AUTHORS' ••• 
3 
INDIVIDUAL ENGLISH ~RITERS ~ILL II STUDIED IN-oE'TH. THE AUTHORS 
VARYING fROM YE.R 10 VEAR. 
SPRING/SUMMER 
IIERND. 
CASnOD 

METHODS OF TEACHING ENGLISH 

] 
A METHODS COURSE DESIGNED FOR THOSE STUDENTS WHO PLAN TO TEAC" 

ENGLISH IN THE SECONOARY SCHOeL. 

FAll. 

VINYARD. 

CAS6510 

MAJOR ANERICAN AUTHOAS 

] 
INDIVIDUAL AMERICAN WRITERS WILL IE STUDIED IN-DEPTH. THE AUTHORS 

VARYING fROM YE.R TO YEAP. 

FalL. 

FDNTAN. 
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MAJOR AMERICAN AUTHO.S, STEI~eECK 

:EADING AND AMALYSIS OF THE HAJOR ~DRKS CF JOHN STEINBECK. IN­
~UDING: THE GRAPES CF MRATH. IN D~8ICUS BATTLE. TORTILLA FLAT. 

CANNERY ROM. T~E PEARL. MI~TER OF CUR DISCONTENT. OF MICE AND 

MEM. AND OTHERS. 

SPR ING/SUMIIER. 

"10K. 

CAS6512 
MAJOR AMERICAN AUTHORS; T. S. ELIOT 
] 
DEALS WITH THE MAJOR POETRY. CRITICISM. AND ORAMA OF T. S. ELIOT. 

FAll. 

BERND. 

CAS6511 

THE MORlD OF F. SCCTT FITZGERALD 

] 
THIS COURSE FOCUSES ON THE WOUo AS F. SCCTT FIT.ZGERAlO KNEW IT 

AND AS HE CREATED IT IN T~E ROARING TWENTIES AND THE DEPRESSED 

THIRTIES. T~E STUDENT M1ll FOCUS ON 1100 ERN AMERICA'S GREATEST 

ROMANTIC MRITER AND THE ARTISTIC SOCIAL IIlllEU OF THE UNITED. 

STATES IN THE TWE~TIETh CE~TURY. 

FILL. 

STAFF. 

CAS6521. 

LAND USE LAW SEMI~AR 

2-4 

PROVIDES A BROAD OVERVIEW OF THE RAPIOLY EVOLVING AND CHANGING 

STATE OF LAM CCNCERNING THE PUtLIC CONTROL OF LAND USE. BEGINS 

WITH AN ANALYSIS OF THE HISTORICIL , PHULOSOPHICAL BASIS OF CUR­

RENT lAND USE LAW. EXAIIINES FUNDAMENTAL LEGAL PRINCIPLES. ZONING 

LAM. RACIAL AND ECONOMIC DISCRIMINITION IN PLANNING AND DEVELOP­

MENT CONTROL. ANO EMERGING ISSUES IN LAND USE REGUALTION. EMPHA­

SIZES EVOLVING GROMTH ~ANAGEIIENT TECHNIQUES AND POSSIBLE FUTURE 

LEGAL ISSUES. 

SPRING/SUIIMER.

GIL. COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS65])

LITERATURE AND IIEDICINE 

3 

A TNEMATIC COURSE FOR 10TH THE ~ENERAL STUDENT AND THOSE TRAINING 

IN HEALTH CAREERS. THE CCUASE CONSIDERS ~W THE PERENNIAL PROB­

LERS OF IIEDICINE IAE IEVEALED THROUGH IMAGINATIVE LITERATURE. 

SPRING/SUIIMER. 

IERNO. KELLY. 

CAS6534 

IIIAGES OF THE TEAC~ER IN LITERATURE 

3 

THIS COURSE IS CESIGNEO TO PROviDE STUDENTS HITH OPPORTUNITIES TO 

READ A WIDE VARIETY OF FICTION IN ~HICH TEACHING IS CENTRAL TO 

THE THEilE. RATHER THAN "ERE I~CIDE~TAL CCLoRATION. 

SPR ING/SUMMEI. 

VINYARO. 

CAS6531 

LITERATURE AND hISTCR': 1920'5 

4 

PROVIDED STUDENTS MITH THE CAPAC IT' TO ANALYZE A SELECTED PERIOD 

IN TERMS OF 10TH LITERARY IND hlSTCRICIL MATERIALS. 

FalL. 

BERND. KELLY. 

CAS6531 

LITERATURE AND ~ISTORY' MCOERN EUROPE 

4 
THIS COURSE EXPLORES THE RELAT10NS.. IPS IETWEEN IDEAS MHICH HAVE 

NAD POLITICAL. SOCIAL. IND HISTORICAL IMPORTANCE AND ON THE 

DE'ELOPMENTS IN HISTORY FOR NhlCH THOSE IDEAS HAVE CONSEQUENCES

HITH EMPHASIS ON 19TH AND lOTH CENTURY EUROPE. 

FALL. 

IERND. KELLY. 

CAS6540 

LEARNING PROCESSES: IDULTS 

1-3 

EXPLORATION OF CONTE"PoRAR' THEORIES OF LEARNING AND ROTIVATION 

AND USE OF THESE ThEORIES IN INALYIING ADULT LEARNING AND IN 

PLAMNING INSTRUCTION FOR ADULTS IN COMMUNITY. CLINICAL AND/OR

CLASSROOM SETTINGS. 

FALL. 

IRUTVAN. 

C156541 

IIILE AS LITERATURE IN SOC III CONTEXT 

3 

INTRODUCE STUDENTS TO REID THE DIVERSE LITERARY GENRES OF IIIL­

ICAL LITERATURE IN THEIR SCCIAL/CULTURAL SETTING. UTILIZES THE 

RECENT KNOWLEDGE OF ARChECLoGY. LlhGUISTICS. AND NEAR EASTERN 

STUDIES. 

FAll. HINTER. 

MEl. 

CIS65'U 

MORAL cHOICES IN CONTEMPORAR' SOcIET' 

!N IN-DEPTH EXAMIIIATION OF THE CONTROVERSIAL MORAL OILEIIMAS PER­

PLEXING MODERN AMERICANS. EIGHT SC"OLAR~~RITERS EXPLeRE THE 

DILEMMAS SURROU~DIIIG SUC~ ISSUES AS CRIIIE AND PUNISHMENT. 

POLITICAL AND BUSINESS ETHICS. AND INOI~'IOUAL BEHAVIOR. 

SPRING/SUIIIIER. 

MEl. 
CAS6543 

CRIIIE AND JUSTICE 

] 
EXPLORES T"E PHENOMENON CF CRIME. CONSIDERS ITS CAUSES. THEORIES 
OF PREVENTION. AND THE INSTITUTIONIL ~EANS EIIPLOYEO TO COIIIAT IT. 
INCLUDING POLICE. COU.TS. INO CO.RECTIONS. CRIME IS INTERPRETED 
AS AN IIIERICIN PARADOXI IT IS FEiREO AND DEPLORED. YET IT PER­
SISTS AND GROWS. THIS PARADOX IS E.AIIINEC BY FOCUSING ON CULTURAL 
CONTRADICTIONS IN AMERICIN SOCIETY REGARDING CRIME. JUSTICE. AND 
PUNI ShHNT. 
NOT SCHEDULED IN ay 80-81. 
STAFF. 
CAS65H 
POliTICAL SOCIOLOGY 
4 
THIS COURSE EXaMINES THE SOC IlL. ECONOIIIC aND POLITICAL BASES OF 
POMER IN AIIERICA. ATTENTICN MILL !E GIVEN TO PLURALIST AND 
ELITIST THEORIES. CLASS INALYSIS. COMMUNITY PONER. SOCIAL CONTROL 
ANO STRUCTURIL APPROACHES TO STUDYING POHER. THIS COURSE MILL 
FURTHER FOCUS ON T .. E ANALYSIS OF T~E AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM IS 
A RESOURCE FOR CHANGE IhO IN OISTACLE TO CHANGE MITH PARTICULAR 
REFERENCE TO CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL MOVEIIENTS. 
NOT SCHEOULEO IN AYIO-II. 
IIERRI TT. 
CAS6549 

RACE. LANGUAGE. , CULTURE MeRKS..OP 

Z P/NC 

DEStGNEO PRIIIARILY TO EXAMINE THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS IETHEEN 

RACE. LANGUAGE IND CULTURE. ESSENTIALLY IN OVERVIEH OF LANGUAGE 

THEORIES AND IIIPLICITIONS FOR INNOVITIVE IIETHOOOLOGIES RESOURCES 

IIATERIALS AND HUIIAN RELATICNS. 

SPRING! SUIIMER. 

VINURD. STAFF. 

C156550 

LEaRNING PROCESSESI CHILDREN AND ADCLESCENTS 

1-3 

EXPLORATION OF CONTEMPORARY T~EORIES IN ANALYIING NORIIAL CHILO­

REN'S LEARNING DIFFICULTIES AND PLINNING INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES 

FOR O~ERCOMING LEARNING DIFFICULTIES. 

FALL. SPRING/SUIIMER.

KISHTA. 

CAS6'60 

TEACHING READIIIG I~ HIGH SCHOOL 

3 

EXAIIINES THE SKILLS ""ICH IIAY BE INCLUDED IN THE READING COMPO­

NENT CF THE ENGLISH CURRICUlUM. 

SPR ING! SU.... E •• 

FONTAN. 

CAS651D 

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES 

3 

INSTRUCTION AND PRACTICUM IN AESEARCH TECHNIQUES. RANGING FROM 

BASIC LIBRARY SKILLS TO ADVANCED METHODS OF INFORIIATION AND STOR­

AGE RETRIEVAL. 

FALL. SPRING/SUMMER.

RINK. 

CA565.. 

URIAN PLANNIN&I INNOVATIVE TECIINIQUES 

] 
OVER THE PAST DECADE VALUE CHANGES HAVE TAKEN PLACE IN A..ERICAN 
SOCIETY. FRaM UNRESTRICTED TC IIANAGED GROHTH. FROII INCREASING 
CENTRALIZATION TO I NEIGH'aRHoaO EMPHASIS. AND FROM UNRESTRICTED 
USE OF ENERGY TO A CCNCERN HITH CONSERVATION. TO ACCOIIIIODATE 
THESE TRENDS A VARIETY OF TECHNIQUES HAVE BEEN INTRODUCED IN 
URIAN PLANMING. SOME CONSIDERED HERE INCLUDE. CONCEPTS AND TECH­
NIQUES OF GROHT~ MANAGEMENT. PE.FoRIIANCE STANDARDS. 10NING FOR 
MIXED USES. TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS. NEIGHIORHOGD ZONING. 
AND ENERGY CONSERVATION THROUGH LAND USE PLANNING. 
WINTEII. 
TONER. 
CAS660D 
STUDIES IN THE ENGLISH LINGUAGE 
3 
A STUDY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE INCLUDING SUCH TOPICS AS SOCIAL 
AND REGIONAL DIALECTS. SOU~DS. GRAIIMIR. USAGE. PSYCHOLINGUISTICS 
AND SEMANTICS. 

FALL; SPRING/SUMMER. EVEN 'EARS. 

FONTAN. 
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,aS661Q
READINGS IN THE AMERICAN NCVEll MELVillE 
1 
FOCUSES 0" T~E MAJCR PATTE~NS OF T~EME, ST~UCTURE, ANO CHARACT~R­

IZATICN IN MELVILLE'S TYPEE AhD MO!Y DICK. 

NOT SCHEDULED Ih AYIO-II. 

RAhK. 

CAS6611 

LI~NOLOGY 
~ 
STUDENTS SURVEY T~f ",JOR PRINCIPLES Of LIMNOLOGY, CONCENTRATI"G 
~ THE PHYSICAL, ChEMICAL AND BIOLCGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LOCAL 
PONDS AND STREAMS. INCLUDES fIELD TRIPS. PRIMARILY FOR SCIENCE 
A"D SCINECE TEACHI.G STUDE~TS. 
PREREQUISITES: 
COURSE IN C~fMISTRY OR BIOLOGY. 
FALL, IN EVEN YEARS. 
MENOLESON. 
CAS662 I 
WOMEN I" LAT'" AMERICAN LITERATURE 
3 
A STUDY OF LITERARY WORKS PRODUCED BY WOMEN IN LATIN AMERICA AND 
A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF DT~ER WORKS WHIC~ REFLECT THE ROLE WOMEN 
PLAY IN SOCIETY. 
"INTE~. 
DURON. 
CAS6f>25 
LOCAL PLANNING AD~INISTRATICN 
3 
MOST OF LAND USE PLANNING, WHETHER UNDER FEDERAL, STATE OR LOCAL 
PROGRAMS IS OFfEN CARRIED CUT AT ThE LOCAL LEVEL. THIS COURSE IS 
AIMED AT PROVIDING T~E STUDENT WIT~ T~E CONTENT ANO PROCESS OF 
LOCAL PLANNING AND ITS ADMINISTRATION. TePICS INCLUDED ARE: LOCAL 
LONING ADMINISTRATION, SUBDIVISION ADMINISTRATION, CURRENT PLAN­
NING, AND LONG R'~GE PLANNI~G. 
SPR lNG/SUMMER.
TONER. 
CAS6630 
TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECC~D LANGUAGE 
3 
APPLICATIONS OF LINGUISTIC PRINCIPLES TO THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH 
PRONUNCIATION, STRUCTURE, AND VOCAeULARY TO NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS 
OF ENGLIS~. INCLUDES PREPARATION OF .ATERIALS AND DISCUSSION OF 
TECHN IQU ES. 
WINTER. 
STAFF. 
CAS6631 

PL AN T TAJlONOMY 

~ 
A STUDY OF THE FLOWERING PLANTS OF THE CHICAGO REGION WITH EM­

PHASIS ON INDENTIFICATION, CLASSIFICATION AND NOMENCLATURE. OPEN 

TO All STUDENTS. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

GUNTHER. 

CAS6UA 
ETHNIC/CULTURAL HERITAGE STUDIES 
3 
THIS COURSE DESCRIBES TODAY'S ETHNIC SOCIETY IN THE UNITED STATES 
AND COVERS THE NATURE OF PREJUDICE, HISTORY OF THE VARIOUS ETHNIC 
/SOCIAL GROUPS, THE INTERRELATIONS~IP/INTEROEPENDENCY IETWEEN 
THEM, AND THE POSITIVE ASPECTS OF CULTURAL PLURALISM. 
NOT SCHEDULED IN AYID-II. 
ODEN, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 
CAS66U 
LIBRARY RESOURCES FOR CLASSRCCM TE.CHERS 
3 
DESIGNED TO ASSIST SEceNDARV TEACHERS IN ACQUIRING BASIC RESEARCH 
AND INfORMATION RETRIEVAL SKILLS Ih THE AREA OF HUMANITIES, SO­
CIAL SCIENCE, ART, AND ETHNIC STUDIES. FACILITIES OF THE GSU LAC 
COLLECTIONS, LOCAL HISTORICAL RESO~RCES, ETHNIC COLLECTIONS .N 
MUSEU~S AND PERSDhS INVClVEO WITH STUDIES IN ETHNIC CULTURES WILL 
BE UTILIZED FOR RESEARCH ASSIGNMENTS. 
SPRING/SUIIMER.
VINYARD, HARRIS. 
US6666 

CONTENPORARY ISSUES Of NATIVE AMERICANS FROII A HISTORICAL PER­

S'ECTI VE 

I 
MILESTONES IN THE ~ISTORY OF AMERICAN INDIANS WILL BE SURVEYED. 

CONTEIIPORARY ISSUES wiLL BE EJIPLORED IN THE LIGHT OF INDIAN 

HISTORY. 

OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS666l 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN NATIVE 'MERICAN ART 

1 

STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO DIFfERENTIATE V'RIOUS TY'ES Of INDIAN 

ART THROUGH A 'RESE~fATICN Of WORKS OF CONTEMPORARY AMERIC AN 

INDIAN ARTISTS AND A SURVey OF TRADITIONAL TRIBAL ART. 

OffERED BASED ON DEIIAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSCR, STAff. 

CAS6668 
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN TRIIAL GOVERNMENT ON RESERVATIONS 
I 
THIS COURSE WILL A~ALYZE IhDIAN EffORTS TOWARD SELF-DETERMINAT ION 

; COLONIALISM A~D ECONOIIIC DEVELO'MENTI ANO HUMAN 'ROILEMS ON 

AMERICAN INOIAN RESERVATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

OFFEREO BASED 011 DEMAND. ' 

COMMUNITY 'ROfESSC~. STAff. 

CAS6669 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN NATIVE AMERICAN LITERATURE 

I 
INTRODUCTI~ TO LITERARY fORMS OF NATIVE AMERICANS, FOCUSING ON 

THOSE Of THE CONTEMPORARY PERIOD A~D EXAMINING THOSE THAT ARE 

PART OF THE WESTE~N LITERA~Y TRAOITION. 

FalL. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS6610 

'LANNING FRAMEWORKS 

~ 
PROVIDES THE O'PORTUNITY FCR NEW HUMAN ENVIRONMENT PLANNING STU­

DENTS TO COM'RE~ENO ITS MULTI-DISCI'LINARY NATURE. ACQUIRE A IA­

SIC KNOWLEDGE OF ITS COMPONENT PARTS, AND TO INTEGRATE AND SYN­

THESIZE THOSE ceMPONENTS I~TC A CO~ERENT. MULTI-OISCIPLINARY A'­

PROACH TO THE DESIGN Of THE HUIIAN tNVIRON~ENT CONSISTENT NITH 

THEIR OWN PROFESSIChAL GCALS. 

FalL. 

GIL. 

CAS6613 

DYNAMICS Of THE SPA~ISH LANGUAGE 

3 

STUDY OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE AT DIFfERENT LEVELS Of UNOERSTAND­

ING. BEGINNING AND ADVANCEO, fOCUSING ON DifFERENT APPROACHES AIID 

TECHNIQUES TO BECOME IIORE fLUE~T ARD PERSUASIVE IN A SECOND LANG­

UAGE. 

SPRING(SUM"ER.

DURON. 

CAS66H 

SPANISH 'HONETICS AND ' CULTURE 

3 

CONCENTRATION ON 'HONEMIC. ALLO'HONIC AND MOR'HEMIC STRUCTURES. 

INTENSIVE OR_L 'RACTICE ANO ROLE PLAYING TO MASTER SPANISH SOUNDS 

AND SYNTAX. GRADUAL INTRODUCTION TO SPANISH CULTURE. 

NOT SCHEOULED IN AYIo-ll. 

DURON. 

CAS6615 

SPANISH LANGUAGE ANO CULTURE 

3 

CONCENTRATION ON SPANISH CONCEPTS AND PHONENIC STRUCTURE. ORAL 

AND WRITTEN 'RACTICE OF THE L_NGUAGE AND FOCUS ON SPANISH 

CULTUIIAl 'NOTES. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-Il. 

DURON. 

CAS6616 
S'ANISH LANGUAGE' LITERATURE 
3 
THIS IS AN INTERMEDIATE COURSE OF S'ANISH lANGUAGE ANO CULTURE. 
IT CONCENTRATES ON FURTHER DEVELOPING READING. WRITING, AND ORAL 
SKILLS AND INTROOUCES SIM'LE COMPCSITION ANO WRITINGS ON LATIN 
AMERICAN LITERATURE. 
NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 
DURON. 
CAS66'O 

CRITICAL ANAlVSIS' LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE 

1 

STUDY OF THE MAJOR A'PROACHES TO CRITICISM wiTH AN EII'HASIS 011 

CRITICAL WRITING ANO THE STUDY OF SPANISH AND LATIN AMERICAN 

LITERARY CRtTICIS'. 

fALL. 

DURO". 

CAS6TDD 

READINGS IN AMERICAN NOVEL' ~AWTHORNE 

I 
FOCUSES ON THE MAJOR 'ATTERNS Of 'HEME, STRUCTURE AND CHARACTER­

IlATION IN HAwTHRONE'S THE HCuSE OF SEVEN GAllES ANO THE SCARLET 

LETTER. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

RAhK. 

CAS6l01 

READINGS I~ ANERI'AN NOVELl ~EMING~AV 

I 
FOUSES 011 THE MAJOR PATTERNS OF THEME. STRUCTURE. AND CHARACTEa­

IlATION IN HEMINGWAY'S fiGR WHOII THE BELL lOLLS ANO THE SUN ALSO 

RISES. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AVlo-ll. 

FONTAN. 

.... 
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AEADINGS IN AME~ICAN NOVEL. F'UL.NE~ 
I 
FOCUSES ON THE MAJCR PATTERNS CF T~EME, STAUCTURE, AND CHARACTER­
11ATION IN FAULKNER'S THE eE'~ AND TtE SCUND AND THE FURV. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

IIANK. 

cunzo 
READINGS IN AMERICAN NOVEL: T~AIN 
I 
FOCUSES ON THE MAJOR PATTEIINS OF TtEME, STAUCTURE AND CHARACTEA­
11ATION IN TNAIN's HUCKLEBER~Y FINN AND OTHER SELECTED WRITINGS. 

NOT SCHEDULED I~ AYID-II. 

VINYARD. 

(Asnu

METEOROLOGY 

Z, 3 

A GENEIIAL SURVEY OF IASIC PRINCIPLES OF ItETEORDLDGY AND THEIII AP­

PLICATION TO THE MOVEMENT OF AIR PCLLUTA~TS. THE THIRD UNIT WILL 

CONSIST OF EITHE~ A QUANTITATIVE OR QUALITATIVE EXTENSION OF THE 

BASIC PIIINCIPLES OF METECROLOGY ANe THEIR APPLICATIONS IN PROFES­

SIONAL METEOIIOLOGY OR GENERAL STUDIES. 

PIIEREQUISITESI

YEAR EACH OF COLLEGE PHYSICS AND CCLLEGE ALGEBRA, 011 CAS~601. 

NINTER. 

SIEVERING. 

(AS6725
ANTHROPOLOGY FOR PLANNEIIS 
~ 
STUDENTS LEARN HOW TO CBSERVE AND RECORD THE CULTURAL AND SOCIAL 

fEATUIIES O~ URI'N ENVIRONMENTS CST'TUS AND RITUAL, USE OF SPACE. 

E'HNICITY. POPULAR SYItIOLS AND ARCHETYPES, RELIGION, TECHNOLOGY 

AND IDEOLOGY. ETC.I THAT AilE T~E HUMAN lASES FOR FUTURE PLANNING. 

STRESSES A ItETHODOLCGY OF -IMPACT ASSESS~ENT- THAT IS USED TO 

PIIOJECT SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CONSEQUENCES CF GIVEN PLANNING OP­

TIONS. 

SPAING/SUMMER.

HAGENS. 

CU6no 

MICIIOBIAL ECOLCGY 

~ 
CONSIDeRS THE fUNCTION Of IACTERIA AND VIRUSES IN NATURAL' DIS­

TURBED ENVIIIONItENTS. PRIMAIIY EItPHASIS IS ON THE TECHNIQUES FOR 

DETECTING, CULTURING' IDENTIFYING BACTERIA. STUDENTS ARE INTRO­

DUCED TO THE BASIC MORPHCLCGY 'NO PHYSIOLCGY O~ YIRUSES AND IAC­

TERIA FROM SOIL, AIR. AND WATER. STUDENTS CONSIDER THE fUNCTION 

OF ALGAE AND fUNGI IN NATUIIAL AND CISTUReED ENVIIIONMENTS, AND ARE 

1",1I0DUCED TO THE IASIC MOil PHD LOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF ALGAE AND 

FUNGI fOUND IN SOIL, AIR A~D WATEII. 

PAEREQUISI1ES. 

GENEIIAL IIDLDGY AND CHEMISTR •• 

fALL. 

ZALEWSKI. 

CAS6JH 

ADVANCED VOICE AND DICTICN FOil STAGE/TV/FILM 

3 

THIS COURSE IS INTENDED FOil STUDENTS PREPARING FOil PEllfORMANCE ON 

STAGE, SCIIEEN OA TV IIIOADCASTING AND IS AIMED TOWARD DEVELOPING 

TECHNIQUES FOil THE IMPROVE~ENT OF VOCAL QUALITY. CONTROL, CLARITY 

AND STYLE APPIIOPRIATE TO EACH AEST~ETIC fOIlM. SPECIAL ATTENTION 

IS GIVEN TO INDIVIDUAL VOCAL PROILEMS AND TO EXERCISES AS BASIS 

FOil IMPIIOVEMENT. 

FALL. 

DAYIS. 

CA56:,. 

CHINESE CUlTUIIE' LANGUAGE AND LITEIIATURE 

, 3 
THE OIJECTIVE OF THIS COUIISE IS TO GAIN AN INSIDE UNDERSTANDING 
OF CHINESE CUlTURE THROUGH THE LANGUAGE AND LITEIIATURE. STUDENTS 
IN THIS COUASE WILL LEAIIN TO SPEAK THE LANGUAGE. IE fAMILIAII WITH 
CHINESE SENTENCE PATTERNS AND 1t0DALIliES OF EXPRESSION, AND WILL 
ALSO ENCAGE IN A STRUCTUIIAL READINC OF CHINESE LITERATURE SE­
LECTED fAOIt MAJOII LITEIIARY GENIIES. 

NOT SCHEDULED I~ AY80-11. 

WEI. 

CAS6J52 
P"ILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN CONTEItPORAIIY LITEIIATUIIE 
3­
'"IS COURSE SHOWS ~ PHILOSOPHICAL IDEAS AIlE EMIOOIED IN LITEII­

AllY WORKS Of 'RT AltO ALSO PRESENTS A METHCOOLOG' Of THEMATIC 

STUDIES IN LITERATUIIE. 

II INTER. 

WEI. 

CAS6J5~ 
READINGS IN PHILIPPINES LITERATURE 
I 
SELECTED IIEADINGS fOCUSING ON THE LITEIIAIIY ATTEMPT TO DEFINE THE 

FILIPINO IMAGE AND IDENTifY IIHICH ~AD BEEN ILUIIIIED IY OVER FOU. 

HUND.ED YEARS Of CULTURAL IMPE.I'LISIt. 

NOT SCHEDULED lit AYIO-II. 

FDNTAN. 

CAsn55 

THE SHOIll STOItY 

] 
STUDY OF THE DEVELCPMENT OF THE SHORT STCRY AS A LITERARY GENRE 

AND THE MAJOR CHANGES IN THEORY ,NO PRACTICES of THE ART. 

WINTER. 

FDNTAII. 

CAsn'6 
ASIAN-AMEIIIC'N LITERATURE 
] 
A STUDY OF SELECTED ASIAN-A~EIIICAN WIIITI~GS, DEFINING THE ASIAN­

AMERICAN AND ASIAN-AMERICAN LITERATUIIE. INCLUDES WORKS Of CHI­

NESE AME.ICANS, JAPANESE AMERICANS. AND FILIPINO AMERICANS. 

FAll. 

FONTAN. 

CAsn60 

.EADINGS IN AMERICAN NOVEL' JAItES 

I 
FOCUSES ON THE MAJOR PATTE.NS OF T~EME. STRUCTURE ANO CHARACTEII­

IZATION IN JAMES' THE AMIASSADORS 'NO THE TURN OF THE -SCREW. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

RANK. 

CAsn61 

READINGS III EN'LISH LITERATU.E 

I 
FOCUS ON PATTERNS OF THEME AND STRLCTURE IN NAJOR WOIIKS OF 

ENGLISH LITERAT~RE. 

FALL, IIINTER. SPRING/SUN'ER.

STAFF. 
CAS6HO 
SHAKESPEA.E 

3 

-THE MAJOR NORKS Of SHAKESPEARE AAE STUDIED LEADING TO DEMDNSTIIAT­
ED CAPACITY TO EVALUATE SHAKESPEARE'S wellES AS LITERATURE. 
WINTU. 
IEMID. 
CAS6111 

NATURAL REGULATION CF PCPULATICNS 

~ 
STUDENTS STUDY THE MAJOR CURRENT E'TERNAL ENVIRCNMENTAL AND IN­
TE.NAL PHYSIO-IEHAVIO.AL HYPOTHESES OF ANIMAL PO'ULATION REG­
ULATICN. READINGS COVEll THE ECOLOGY, EffECTS AND POSSIBLE MEDIAT­
ING fACTORS Of OVERC.OIIDING, AS WELL AS THE MAJOR THEORIES Of 
CONTIIOL IN STAILE POPULATICNS. MAY INCLUDE LAICRATORY DeSE~VAT­
IONS If CIRCU~sTANCES PEIINIT. 
PRERE<:UISITES. 
COU.SE IN ECOLOGY 011 ANIMAL IEHAVICR. 
WINTER. 
MENOElSON. 
C.AS6710 

TELEVISION' ADVANCED COLOR PIIODUCTION 

~ 

STUDENTS OEMONST.ATE KNOMLEDCE Of ~NIQUE ASPECTS Of COLOR IN TEL­

EVISION fROM PIIDOUCTION TECHNIQUES TO AESTHETIC JUDGEMENTSI PAO­

DUCE - 'ND DI.ECT COLOR P.ODUCTIONS IN SOPHISTICATED COlOR FA­

CILITY. 

PREREC:UISITES' 

CASJOOO, CASJ960 CII PEIIMISSION. 

WINTER. 

KIIUSE. 

(AS6J90

NATURE INTERPIIE~ATION' P.INCIPLE A~O 'RACTICE 

3 

OEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS Of VARIOUS INTERPRETA'IVE 'ROGIIAMS ON 

NATURE, HISTORY, A~D THE E~VIRCNME.T. EXAMINES T~E PRINCIPLES AND 
METHODS OF I.TE.P.ETATIVE '.OGIIAMS AND ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH 
NATURE CENTERS ANO ENVI.ONMENTAL STUDY AIIEAS. STUDENTS MILL 8E 
EX'ECTED TO OEVELO' INTERPRETATIVE MATE.IALS AND TEST THEM IN THE 
FIELD. 
FALL DUlliNG ODD YEA.S, SPRING/SUMME. DURING EVE~ Y~ARS. 
MULE', COM~NITY P.OFESSOII. 
CAS6100 

NEil COMMUNITIES DEYELOPMENT ISIMI 

I-~ 
STUDENTS INVESTIGATE THE RELEVANCE AND FEASIIILITY OF THE NEil 

TO_N CONCEPT AND THE DEVELOPMENT Of A NAllONAL URIAN G.OIITH 'OL­

ICY IN THE CONTEXT Of AMEIIIC.N PLANNINC PRACTICES AND PROILEMS 

AND ITS T....SLATION INTO PCLICIES ANO OPEIIATIDNAL F.AMEMORKS. 

STUDENTS EXAMINE THE 'LANNING AND CESIGN CHARACTERISTICS Of NEW 

COMMUNITIES AND EXPLO.E mpPOIITUNITIES fO. INCORPOIIATIN' TECHNO­

LOGICAL AND SOCIAL INNOVATIONS IN ~EM CC~MUNITY 'ROJECTS. 

FALL. IIINTER, SPRING/SUMNEII.

GIL. 

CAS6110 

MEOlA. M.ITING LAB I 

3 

WRITING SKILLS fO. JCURNALISTS. COU.SE STRESSES DEVELOPMENT Of 

BASIC IIRITING SKILLS REQUIIIED fO•• CAREE. IN PRINT AND IROADCAST 

JOUIINALISM. STUDENTS RECEIVE LAI EXPERIENCE IN NEIISII.ITIN', COPY~ 

EDITING. HEAOLI~E .ND CAPTION-IIRITIN', ETC. 

MINTER, SPRING/SUMM~. 

STElNEII. 

CASUll 
JOUR"ALISM: ~EPcaTI~G I 
:"TE~OED FDa IEGIN~ING HEMS~RI1ERSI CESIG~ED AND STRUCTURED MIT~ 
THE EXPEC1AliON ThAl SKILLS LEARNEC 110 l~E CLASSROOM MILL' IE A­

VAILAILE ON lHE IEAt. 

FAlL. 

StEINER. 

CAS6812 

JOURNALISM: REPORtiNG II 

3 

CONTINUATION OF SKILLS LEARNED IN ~EPORTING II EMPHASIS ON BEAT 

REPORTING, INTERVIEWING, SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH METHODS. ELEMENTARY 

INVESTIGATIVE REPCRTI~G TEChhlGUES ARE INTROOUCED. 

PRERE'UISJtES. 

PRIOR JDUR~ALISM ~Rltl"G. 

~II'ITER • 

STEINER. 

CAS6840 

FIL~ SEMINAR: 

'3 

SELECtED TOPICS IN FILM. FILM REVIEMS. CRITIQUES AND ANALYSES. 

SEPTEMBER-OC10IER SEMINAR DEALS MITH CHICAGO AREA FILMMAKERS. 

FALL. SPRING/SU~"ER. 

MARlYNSKI. 

CAS6852 

PHCTO: HISTORY 

'3 

THE STUDY OF PHCTOGRAPHIC ~ISTORY IN TERMS OF CHE"ICAL AND PHYS­

ICAL DISCOVERY AS MELL AS AESTHETIC. DOCUMENTARY. AND ceMMERCIAL 

APPLICATIOh. 

FALl. 

SCHRANZ. GILIERt. 

CAS68•• 

ORtlltHOLOGY 

3 

STUDEH'S EXPLORE THE MAJCR PRINCIPLES OF AVIAN IIOLOGY AND LEARN 

TO IDENTIFY THE MAJORITY OF MIGRANT AND RESIDENT IIRD SPECIES OF 

THE CHICAGO AREA. 

PREREC;UISITES. 

PERMISSION. 

~IN'ER. 
MENDELSON. 
CAS6.00 

ORNithOLOGY II 

'3 

CONTINUATION OF CAS68••• 

PREREGU ISltE S. 

CAS68.9 OR PERMISSICN. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

MENDElSON. 

CAS6.20 

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTS' C~ARACTERISTICS AND DEVELOPNENT 

2 

STUDENTS DESCRIBE' ENVIRChME~TS IN TERMS OF SOIL. TOPOGRAPMY. 

CLIMATE AND LOCAL MATER. ThEIR DEVELOPMENtAL HISTORY AND POSSIILE 

FUTURES ARE EMPHASIZED. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

FENNER. 

CAS6']0

MEDIA. NRITING FOR RAOIC AND TELE~ISIDN 

3 

EXERCISES AND SCRIPT MRITING FOR THE RADIO AND TELEVISION MEDIA. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

SCOTT • 

CAS6'32 

FILM AND FILMNAKE~S I
2 . 
A FILM ANALYSIS CLASS DEALING NITH SMORT FILMS MADE AS A FILM­

MAKERS PERSONAL EXPRESSION. EAC~ SEES ION MILL CONCENTRATE AROUNO 

ONE FILMMAKER M~O MILL IE PRESENT IN THE CLASS. MOST OF THE 

FILMMAKERS ARE FRO" THE CHICAGO ARfA. AT LEAST ONE CLASS NILL IE 

RELATED TO CURRENI GSU GRAUDAT~ FILM PRODUCTION. 

~IN'ER. ODD YEARS. 

MARlYNSKI. 

CAS6.33 

fiLM AND FILMMAKE~S II 

2 

CONTINUATION Of CAS6.32. 

NINTE~. EVEN YEARS. 

MARlYN SKI. 

CAS6935 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE FCUNOATICNS 
3 
ORGANIZES ACTIVlllES IN 'HYSICAL S(IENCE THAT REFLECt THE ~AY 
THE SCIENTISTS AS ~E~L AS GROMING CHILDREN SEARCH FOR MEANING ANO 
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ANSMERS IN TME .oRLD AROUND T~EM. REQUIRES THE ELENENTARY SCHOOL 
tEACHER TO INTERPRET T~E C~ILD'S Q~ESTIOhS IN A MANNER THAT HAS 
RELEVANCE fOR THE liND Of INQUIRY NklCH RESULTS 1M THE ORGANIZED 
INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES. PROVIDES CPPORTUNITY fOR DEVELOPING A pos­

ITIVE SCIENTifiC AtTITUDE. AND USI~G SKILLS IN TME PROCESS OF 

oISCOV EIIY • 
FAlL. 
KISHTA. 
CAS693'9 

MEDIA: WRITING FOR FILN 

3 

ADVANCED SCRIPT M~ITING CLASS FOR STUDENTS NHO UNDERSTAND TERMI­
NOLOGY. PRODUCTIO~ FUNOANENTALS. A~D C~EAlING VISUAL SEQUENCES 

FOR fILM. 

PRERHUISltES. 

MRITING CLASS IN FILM AND lELE~ISICN OR EXPERIENCE IN SCRIPT 

MRITlhG FOR FILM O~ TELEVISION. 

NINTE~. EVEN YEARS. 

STAFF. 

CAS6,40 
PHYSICLoGIC SY5TE"S I 
'3 
CONTE"T INCLUDES GENERAL CELL FUNCTIONS. INTEGRATIVE FUNCTIONS OF 
NERVOUS SYSTEM. REGULATING ~ECHANISMS AS THESE APPLY TO HUMAN AND 
OTHER MAMMALIAN SYSTEMS. 
FALL. ~INTER. 
MCHIERG. 
CAS695D 

PHYSICLOGIC SYSTE-S II 

3 

A STUDY OF CARDIOVASCULAR. PULMONA~Y. REhAL AND GASTROINTESTINAL 

PHYSIOLOGY INVtLVING ICTH THEORY A~D LABORATORY APPLICATIONS. 

PREREI;UI SITES: 

CAS6940. 

FALL. MINTER. 

MOHIERG. 

tAS6.60 
BROADCASTING IN ANERICA 

'3 

AN EXAMINATION OF THE DEVELOPMENT. STRUCTURE. CONTENT. CONTEXT. 

AND INFLUENCES OF THE IRCADCAST MEtIA. 

IIINTER. 

MUCMNIK. COM"UNITY PROFESSOR. 

Cas6.61 ­
MEDIA: IROADCAST JCURNALISM 
3 

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES FOR THE IROAoCAST JCURNALIST. TRAMSLATES 

THEORY IMTO PRACTICAL REALITY CF CCVERING STORIES FOR IADIO AND 

TELEVISION. LAIORATORY EXPERIENCES ARE AN ESSENTIAL PART OF TME 

COURSE. 

PREREQUI SI TES. 

PRIOR MEDIA OR JOURNALISM COURSE. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

MUCHNIK. COMMUNITY PROFESSCR. 

CAS6962 

MEDIA. ANIMATICN 

'" 6INTRODUCTION TO THE IASIC TECHNIQUES OF CREATING ANIMATED fiLMS 

USING SUPER IMM. STUDENTS EXPLORE TMO AND THREE DIMENSIONAL 

ANIMATED FORNATS AND DEVELOP A FOU~DATION IN ANIMATION THEORY ANO 

'ROOUCTloN BY COMPLETING EXERCISES AND A FINAL PROJECT. 

MIN1ER. 

NARZYNSKI. COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS6.7D 

MASS , COMMUNICATIONS LAM 

2.4 

IDENTFIES. DETAILS. AND EVALUATES 'AIIOUS CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN 

MEDIA LAM FROM TME PERSPECTIVE OF THE COR"UNICATOR. INCLUDES FREE 

SPEECH PRINCIPLES. FIRS.T AMENDMENT ISSUES. L1IEL. IROADCAST REGU­

LATION. RIGHT OF PRIVACY, CO'YRIGMT. FAIR TRIAL/FREE PRESS. 

FALL. 000 YEARS. 

MUCHNIK. 

CA56'171 

MASS COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH 

z ... 
THIS COURSE NILL FIRST EXAMINE PAST AND CONTEMPORARY MASS MEDIA 

EFFECTS RESE"CH AND ~ILL LOOK AT IIHAT HAS IE EN DONE. MHY. AND 

MITM MHAT SUCCESS. TME TRENDS IN IESEARCH. 10TH tHEMATICALLY AID 

METHODOLOGICALLY MILL BE STUDIED. STUDENTS MILL DESIGN A SIGNifi­

CANT 'ROJECT MHICM INVESTII;ATES MASS MEDIA IN SOME AREA OF THEIR 

CHCICE. 

MINTER. 

STEINER. 

CAS6.11 

MEDIA: URIAN JOUI"ALIS" 

3 

EMPHASIZES REPORTING OF VARIOUS ASPECTS Of NODERN URIAN SOCIETY. 

STUDENTS HAVE OPPORTUNITIES TO ATTEMPT · INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING Of 
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TRENDS SUCH AS to"SU"E~ISM, EtDlO'Y, 'OVERII"ENT, AIID lAtE lElA­

TleNS. 

PREIIEQUISITES' 

PIIIOIl JDUIINALISM CD~SE. 

SPltING/SUMMEIl.

STEIIIER. CDIIMUNITY PROfESSOR. 

CAS6'1]
NEOlA TEAN fiELD PRCJECT 
4 P~ 
ADVANCED PRODUCTION STUDENTS MA~E APPLICATION AND ARE SELECTED 
fOR A NEOlA TEAM. THE NEOlA TEAN DEVELOPS AN INTERRELATED SET Of 
NEOlA PIIOJECTS AROUND A SPECifiC E~VIRONMENT. A IEE~ OR NORE IS 
SPENT 011 LOCATION aT ADDITICNAL COST TO THE STUDENT. FINAL PIID­
JECTS AilE THEN PRESENTED fGII PUILIC EXHIIITION AND DISPLAY 
SPRlN5/SUMMU. 
NUCHNI~. STAff. 
CAS6nD 
. PLANNING PROCESS' A SYSTENS VIEII 
] 
PIIOVIDES A fRAMEIIOR~ IIIT~IN WHICH THE DEVELOPMENTS IN uRIAN THE­

OilY AND PRACTICE CAN IE RELATED TO THE URGENT PROILERS Of UNDER­

STANDING AND PLANNING Of CITIES ANt REGICNS. THROUGH THE DEVELOP­

MENT OF A SYSTE_IC fRAME Of REfEREhCE fRGM IIHICH TO VIEN THE 

TOTAL ENVIRONMEhT. THE CCUIISE SEE.S TO DEVELOP AN AWARENESS Of 

THE CRUCIAL IMPORTANCE Of THE PROCESSES Gf CHANGE IN THE HUNAN/

URIAN ENVIROhMENT. THE UhDERLYING REASONS fOR T~EM. THEIR NANNER 

Of ACCOMPLISHMENT. AND THE COMPLEX WEB Of.INTERACTIONS BETwEEN 

HUMAN GROUPS AND SETTLEMENTS. 

SPIII"'/SUMNER.

GIL. 

CASlOOO 

TELEVISION PRODUCTION 

4 

FUNOANENTAL PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES IN COLOR STUDIO. STUDENTS DE­

SIGN. wRITE. PRODUCE BASIC FORMATS INCREASING IN COMPLEIITY. CREN 

ALL POSITIONS INCLUDING CA_EIIA. LIGHTING. AUDIO. VIDEO SwITCHEIl. 

AND DEHONSTRAtE CREATIVE AIILITY. 

wINTEIl. SPRING/SUM_ER.

MUCHNI •• 

CASJ002 

~OII.SHOP' TELEVI~ICN I 

THIS COURSE wiLL PROVIDE A fUNDAMENTAL IINCIILEDGE Of TELEVISION AS 
A COMMUNICATIONS MEDIUM AND AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE ADVANTAGES OF 
ITS USE AS AN EDUCATIONAL TOOL. HAhOS-ON EXPERIENCE wiLL IE GIYEN 
III THE OPERATICh Cf TELEVISIGN EQUIPMENT AND THE OPPORTUNITY TO 
PLAN AND PAIITICIPATE IN PRACTICAL CLASSIIOOM TELEVISION PROJECTS. 
OfFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PIIOFESSCR, STAFF. 
CASJDO)
NOR.SHOP, TELEVISICN II 
1 
THIS COUIISE NILL BEGIN NHERE TELEVISION NOR.SHOP I ENDED. A MORE 
ADVANCED APPROACH TO THE USE OF TELfVISION AS A COMNUNICATIONS 
TOOL NILl IE EXPLCRED. PROJECTS wiLL CENTER AROUND THE DESIGN AND 
OEVELOPNENT Of INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRA_S FOR CLASSROOM USE; AND 
utiLIZE ALL TELEVISIOM AN'O MEDIA EeU"NENT AVAILABLE TO THEN. 
OFFEIIED lASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. STAFF. 
CASl005 

TELEVISION' REMOTE COLOR TECHNIQUES 

) 
CONSIDERATIONS Of NON-STUDIO PRODUCTION USI'" MINI-CAM TYPE 

EQUIPMENT. PRAG"ATIC APPRCACH TO PROILEMS OF ENG CELECTRONIC 

NENS CATHERINCI AND EFP CELECT.ONIC FIELD PRODUCTIONI. 

. PltEREQUISITES' 

CAS1000 011 PEIIMISSION. 

fALL. 

• RUSE.' 
CASJD21 

1lE0IA AND SOCIETY 

] 
SUIIVEYS THE DEVELOPMENT AND INFLUEhCE OF tHE MASS MEDIA INCLUD­
INC IROADCASTING. fiLM. AND PRINT. E.AMINES IMPACT OF MEDIA IN 
TEIIMS OF ITS IMPACT eN SOCIAL. ECONONIC, LINGUISTIC, AND CUL­
TURAL STRUCTURES. 

FAl.L. 

STEINER. 

CASl022 
PLANNING METHODOLOGY 
4 
THE PLANNING PROCESS HAS BECOME INCREASIMGLY COMPLEX AS NORE AMe 
MOllE fACTORS HAVE IEEN RECCGNIZED 'S RELEVANT TO IT. THIS COUilSf 
IIEVIEwS AND EXPLCRES THE ROLE OF SOME PLANNING AND EVALUATION 
METHODS IN THE OVERALL PLAhNINC PRCCESS. TOPICS COVERED INCLUDE' 
GOAL AND ATTITUDE SUIIVEYS, ASSESSIN' PllalAIILTTY AND UTILITY, 
FRANEWOIIKS fOR ·UND-USE. ENVIRONMENUL, ECONOMIC, AND SaCUL IN­
PACT ASSESSMENT OF DEVELOPMENT PLANS; COST-BENEfiT ANALYSIS, THE 
PLANNING IALANCE SHEET, AND THE CO.LS ACHIEVEMENT MATRIX. 

NINTEII. 

GIL. 

tAS1025 

MEDICAL PHYSICS 

4 

PROVIDES STUDENTS IN THE HEALT~ SCIE~CES wiTH A BAC.GROUND IN 

PHYSICS THAT IS GENERAL IN SCCPE ANC STRESSES APPLICATIONS WHICH 

MILL IE IMPOIlTAhT IN THEIR PROFESSICNAL NOR., SUCH AS A .NON­

LEDGE OF LIGHT MICROSCOPES, CENTRIfUGES, ELECTRON MICRCSCDPES, 

RADIATION DETECTIOh SVSTEMS, AND TtE PHYSICAL LAwS RELATING TO 

CHEMICAL, BIDCHE~ICAL. AND PHYSICLCGICAL APPLICATIONS. 

PREREeUI SITES' 

COLLEGE ALGEBRA OR PERMISSION. 

wiNTER. 

USHU. 

CA$lDU 

ENVIRCNMENTAL CHERISTRY 

] 
STUDENTS MILL STU~Y CHE~ICAL PRINCIPLES IN THE CONTEXT OF THEIR 

APPLICATIONS TO ENVIRONMENTAL PRDILEMS. THIS COURSE IS INTENDED 

FOR STUDENTS NHO HAVE SOME CHEMICAL BAC.GROUNO AND A fAMILIARITY 

NITH ENVIRONME~TAL CONCEPTS AND PRC8LEMS. TOPICS wiLL INCLUDE' 

ENVIRONEMTNAL CRIGINS, ENERGY, AIR AND NATER POLLUTICN, AND MIN­

ERAL RESOURCES. 

PREREQUISITES. 

GENERAL CHERISTRY. 

fALL. 

SUFF. 

CAS70,o,O 

PLANT MICROENYIRONRENTS, SUMMER PHENOPHASES 

4 ~ 

RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN SEASO~Al CHANGES IN YARIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL 
FACTOIIS AND THE D~YELOPMENT OF EARLY SUMMER PHENOPHASES INCLUDING 
SEEDLING ESTAILISHMENT. FLOWER FOR,ATION AND FRUIT SET. LECTURE 
AND LABORATOIIY MEETINGS CONCENTRATE CN T~E ECOLOGY Of PLANT-PLANT 
AND PLANT-ANIMAL INTERACTIONS AS MELl AS THE ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSI­
OLOG~ OF THE EARLY SUMMER PHENCPHASES. LATE SUM_ER PHENOPHASES OF 
FRUIT RIPENING AND SENESCENCE ARE (OVERED IN LECTURE AND DISCUSS­
ION. 
PREREQUISITES. 

CAS6160, OR ANY OTHER COURSE IN INTRODUCTORY 10TANY. 

SPRING/SUMMER, IN COD YEARS. 

GUNTHER. 

CA57D50 
PLANT MICROENVIRONMENTS, SPRING PHENOPHASES 
2 
STUDY OF VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND HON . THEY RELATE TO THE 
SPRIMG PHENOPHASES Of BUD SPROUTING AND SEED GERMINATION. LECtURE 
AND LABORATORY MEETINGS COhCENTRATE ON FIELD METHtDS OF MEASURING 
FACTORS SUCH AS SOIL NUTRITICN. NATER, TE_PERATURE, AND LIGHT US­
ING CONTINUDUS MONITORING SYSTEMS AT REGUALR INTERVALS. STUDENT6 
ALSO STUDY THE ENVIRON~EhTAL PHYSICLCGY CF SEED GERMINATION AND 
BUD SPROUTING IN DEPTH USING MATERIALS TA.EN DIRECTLY FROM CUR­
IIENT SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE. 
PREREQUISITES'
CAS616D. OR ANY OTHER COURSE IN INTRODUCTORY 10TANY. 

wiNTER. 

GUNTHER. 

CA57052 

TOPICS IN POPULAR CULTuRE I 

2 
EXAMINES THE NATURE OF PCPULAR CULTURE T~ROUGH MAJOR TOPICS 011 
THEMES INCLUDING MOVIES. MUSIC. SPCRTS. AND POLITICS. ALSO EXAM­
INES HaN POPULAR CULTURE FCSTEIIS PCLITICAL AND SCCIAL CHANGE. 
SPRING/SUMMER.

STEINER. 

CAS7D6D 
PLANT GROwTH AND OEVELCP_EhT 

4 

COYERS THOSE AREAS Of PLANT PHYSIOLOGY NOT DEALT WITH IN EXPERI­

MENTAL IOTANY, I.E •• THE MCLECULAR AND SUBCELLULAR asPECTS OF 

GRONTH AND DEVELOP"ENT • 

PREREQUISITES. 

CAS616D 011 INTIIODUCTORY BOTANY. 

SPRING/SU""EII. EVEN YEARS. 

GUNTHEII. 

CASlD" 

SOILS IN ILLINGIS 

] 
A STUDY OF SOILS IN ILLINCIS IN RtLAtlON TO THEIR TAIONOMY. 

ECOLOGY. AND LAND-USE PLANNING. EXAMINES C~ARATERISTICS Of THE 

GaEAT SOIL GROUPS, ASSOCIATIONS ANC SERIES IN RELATICN TO SOIL 

FORMING PROCESSES AND VEGETATIONAL ECOLOGY. LAB ANa FIELD SUR­

VEYS INCLUDE 10ENTlflCATICh AND MAPPING CF SOILS IN ILLINOIS. 

INCLUDES A DISCUSSION OF THE IIANAGEMENT Cf ILLINOIS SOIL~ AS A 

NATURAL RESOURCE IRPOIITANT IN liND-USE DECISIONS. 

PREREQUISI TES' 

CAS 3150 OR EQUIVALENT. 

FALL, EVEN YEARS. 

MENDELSON, MUlE', COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CA5707' 
JESUS, MAIIX AND ANERICA 
] 
A SUIIVEY AND COMPAIIISDN CF THE 10ECLCGIES OF JESUS CHRIST, aARL 
MARX, AND THE U.S.A., INCLUDING POPULAR INAGIN~ AND OFFICAL PRO­
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NOUNCE~ENTS Faa T~E 'UII'CSE Cf HEL'ING STUDENTS DISCOVER MHAT 
HA'PENS TO 'EOPLE AND IDEAS ~EN ·DO'"ATIS~ AND -INSTITUTIONAL­

IZATION- SET I~. 

MI"TEII. 

STAff. 

CASlOIO 

POLLUTION CO"TIICL TECHNIQUES 

3 

REVIEMS SAM'LING AND CCNTIIGL TECHNIQUES AND INSTRUMENTATION fOil 

AlII AND MATEII POLLUTIC~ CCNTIICL. ESPECIALLY USEfUL TO ENVIRON­

~ENTAL NANAGENENT AND ENVllleNNENTAL ANALYST STUDENTS. 

'REIlECUISITES. 

COLLEG~ ALGEeRA, .ASIC CeLLEGE CHEPISTRY. 

NINTER, DUlllhG COO YEAIIS. 

SIEVERING. 

tAS70'0 

RELIGION AND HUMAN SEXUALITY 

3 

STUDENTS EXAMINE JENISH. RCMAN CAT~CLIC. 'ROTESTANT, OCCULT. SE­

CULAR. AND EASTEIIN REllGICUS ATTITUDES, TEACHINGS. AND 'EHAVIOR 

REGARCING SEX-IIELATEO TO'ICS. 

FALL. 

STAFF. 

CA571Z9 

CONPUTER 'ROCRARMINGI AO~ANCEC 

2. 3 

STUDENTS SELECT ACVANCEO TECHNIQUES IN A KNONN CONPUTER lANGUAGE 

OR lEARN TO USE PASCAL, APl, CR 'L/l. C'ERATING SYSTENS AND DATA 

STRUCTUIIES AilE ALSC TO'ICS CF CHCICE. 

PRERECUISITES' 

CAS 3140, CAS 3145. OR CAS 553. AND CAS 8119 OR EOUIVAlENT, 

'ERMISSION OhLY. 

IIINTER. 

HOCKETT. 

tAS1130 
STATISTICAL IIET~OOSI LECTURE 
2 
THIS COURSE NILL PIIDVIDE A ceMMON lECTURE ON STATISTICAL ~ETHOOS 
INCLUDING OESCRI'TIVE STATISTICS, PIICIAIlllTY, INTERVAL ESTIMA­
TION, HYPOTHESIS TESTING, ANDVA, REGRESSICN AND CORRELATICh AND 
NON-'ARANETRIC ANALYSIS. DESCRI'TI~E STATISTICS IS HIGHLY 
RECONMENOED FOR STUCENTS IIITH MINI'Al MATH .ACKGROUND OR FOR STU­
DENTS NHO HAVE NOT HAD NATH RECENTLY. CCHCURRENT REGISTRATION IN 
EITHER STATISTICAL NET~ODSI GENERAL LAI 011 STATISTICAL METMOOSI 
SCIENCE LAS IS ALSO REOUIRED. 
CAS STUDENTS. THOUGH OTHERS NAY ENIIOLl. 
PIIERECUISITES: 
COLLEGE AlGEIRA OR SCIENCE DIVISION MATH COMPETENCY I COheUIIRENT 
IIEGISTIIATION IN CAS71lZ Gil CAS7133. 
FALL, S'RING/SUNNEII.
ROIERTS, CONNUNITY PROfESSOR. 
CAS'UI 

CHILDREN AND TELEVISION 

3 

EXPLORES CHllOREN'S TELEVISION 'ROCRA"NING AND ITS IM'ACT; EVAL­
UATES SUCH 'ROGRANMING I" TERNS 0' ITS PRODUCTION QUALITY, SOCIAL 
VALUES, AND EDUCATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT ATTRIBUTES; IDENTIFIES RE­
SOURCES OF CHllORER'S TELEVISION 'IENING IN RELATION TO OEVElO'­
MENT ATTRIIUTESI IDENTIFIES Rf10UIICES OF CHILDREN'S TElEVISON 
VIENING IN IIElATICN TO OEVELO'NENT Of T~f CHILO. 
FAll. 

GlllERT, "UCHMIK. 

tAS1U2 

STATISTICAL NETHooS' SCIENCE lA' 

2 

THIS lAI COURSE NllL 'lIeVIOE '1I0ILEM SOLVING AND AN AP'lICATIONS 
fOCUS fOR SCIENCE STUDENTS fOil THE NETHOOS lEARNED IN lECTURE. 
STUDENTS Nill ALSO lEARN USE ef CO"UTER-IASED STATISICAL 'ACK­
AGES. 'ARTICULAR EMPHASIS NllL IE 'lACED ON SAM'LING. ANOVA AND 
IIEGaESSION ANO CORIIELATICN. 

PREREQUISITES. 

CONCURRENT REGISTRATION IN CAS 71S0 AND SCIENCE OI'ISION MATH 

COM'ETENCY. 

fALL, S'IIING/SUNMER.

ROIERTS, MilLER, MENDELSON. 

CASllU 

STATISTICAL METHODS. GENE~'L lAI 

I, Z 
THIS LAS COURSE Nill 'lIeVIOE 'IIOllEN SOLVING AND AN A"LICATIONS 
fOCUS IN IEHAVIOIIAl, SOCIAL AND HEALT~ SCIENCES fOR THE METHODS 
LEARNED IN LECTURE. STUDENTS NILl ALSO LEARN USE OF CO"PUTER­
lASED STATISTICAL 'ACKAGES. STUDENTS IIEGISTERING fOR TNO CREDIT 
HOURS NILl COVEl TC'ICS IN NORE DE'TH AND NllL IE EXPOSED TO SOME 
ADVANCED METHODS AND USE OF SUCH METHODS IN THIS FIELD Of STUDY 
IY USE Of THE PRIMARY lITERATUIIE. 

PREIIECUISITES. 

CONCURlElil REGISTRATION IN tAS 7UG. 

fAll. S'RING/SUNMER.

ROIERTS. COMRUHITY PROfESSCI. 

CAS11~O 
STATISTICSI NULT'VAR'ATE "£TMCOS 
~HIS COURSE NILL CCVER A VAIIIETY Of NET MOOS FDa ANALYSIS OF RUL­

VAIIIATE DATA IheLUDING RULTIPLE IIEGIIESSION AND CORIIELATION, 

CANONICAL CORIIElATION, DIStIIlNINANT ANALYSIS, MULTIVARIATE ANAL­

YSIS Of VAIIIANCE. fACTOR ANALYSIS .ND MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS Of 

CATEGOIIICAL DATA. THE COUIISE NILL fE LECTUIIE-LAI NITH EXTENSIVE 

USE Of COMPUTEII .ASEO STATISTICAL PACKAGES SWCH AS S'SS. 

'REUQU ISITES. 

CAS 7130 OR EQUIVALENT. 

S'RING/SUMMEII.

IIOIERTS. COMMUNITY PIIOfESSCR. 

CAS1150 

NASS NEOlA AND PCllTICS 

3 

INVESTIGATES THE USE AND III'ACT Of MASS NEOlA, ' ..TICUlARLY THE 

ElECTIIONIC ..OACCAST NEOlA, U'ON T~E 'OLITICAl PROCESS. CONSIDERS 

10TH THE ROLE AND fUNCTION OF NEOlA AS NEll AS SPECIFIC CASE STU­

DIES. PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS GIVEN CUIIIIENT POLITICAL CA"'AIGNS. 

FALL, EVEN YEAIIS. 

NUC""IK. 

CASH6Z 
"EDIA NRITING lAI II. FEATURE AND RE'IEN NRITING 

3 

AN ADVANCED NIIITING MODULE FOil STUCENTS INTERESTED IN CAREERS IN 

'ROFESSIONAL JOURNALISM. lAI NORK EM'HASIZES THE INTERRElATION­

SHI' CF STYLE AND CONTENT IN JOURNALIST ~RITING. 

PREREOUISITESI 

PEIIMISSION 011 '1I10R JOURNALISN. 

FALL. 

STEINER. 

CA51190 

CHICAGO MEDIA LAltlATORY 

2 

USES THE CHICAGO NEOlA ENVIRONRENT FOil ON-SITE SENINARS AND 08­
SEIIVATION OF 'RODUCTION 'ROCESSES .T VAIIIOUS TELEVISION, RADIO, 

FILM, AND PRINT MEDIA OUTLETS. STUCENTS OE'ELO' THEIR ONN CASE 

STUDY AND PAIITICI'ATE IN CLASS PLA~NEO SEMINAII AT GSU. lIMIT-16. 

NlliTER. 

MUCHNIII. 

CAS"" 
MEDIA 'RODUCTION 'RACTICUM 
2-8 
IN ONE AREA OF SPECIALTY, THE STUDENT Nill IE ASSIGNEI TO ~RK 
IN GSU'S INSTRUCTICNAl CCMMUNICATICNS CENTER UNDER SU'EIIVISION 
OF A FUll-TIME ICC STAFF NENIER AND ICC "EOIA FACUlTY MEMIER. 
EX'ERIENCE IN THOSE ..EAS UNIQUE TC THE 'RODUCTION HOUSE Nill IE 
EM'HASIZEO. EVALUATION Nill IE lASED U'ON SPECIFIC ASSIGMMENTS 
RELATED TO ON-GOI"G PROJECTS OF THE ICC. 
PREIIEQUI 51 TES. 

'1I10R PIIOOUCTION COURSES I~ AREA Te WHICH STUDENT IS TO BE 

ASSIGNED. 

FALL. NINTER, SPIIING/SUMMEII.

STAFF. 

CASl210 
RAOIOISOTO'E TECHNIQUES 
3 
INCLUDES AN INTIIOOUCTION TO RADIOACTIVITY THEOIIY. INTERACTIONS OF 
RADIATION NITH "ATTER, USE Of DETECTION EOUIPMENT AND APPtICA­
TIONS OF IIAUIOCHEMICAl TECHNIQUES TO CHENICAl AND ENVIIIONNENTAl 
PIIOIUMS. 

'REREQU IS ITES I 

CAS4601, OR ANALYTICAL CHENISTRY AND 'HYSICS AND CALCULUS. 

SPRING/SUNMER.

STAFf. 

tA5122D 

AESTHETICS 

3 

fOCUSES ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF AESTHETICS IN MAJQII 

PHILOSOPHICAL SCHOOLS AND ..AlYSIS OF CONCEPTS AND THE SOLUTION 

OF 'IIOILENS THAT ARISE NHEII ONE CO"TEM'LATES AESTHETIC OIJECTS. 

fALL. 

NEI. 

CAS1229 

NORK AND fANllY lifE 

1 
THE COURSE NILL ANALYZE FANILY LlfE/NORK NONlD ARTICULATION. AN 
IlilTIAl HISTORICAL OVERVIEN Of CHAIIGE FRON A PRE-INDUSTRIAL ECON­
OMY Nill INfORM SUISEQUENT EFFORTS TO ANALYIE EffECTS Of OCCUPA­
TIONAL SEGaEGATlON ON liEN'S AND IIONEN'S IOOIK ROLES. CONSEQUENCIS 
Of S'ECIFIC OCCUPATIONAL EIIPERlENCfS OF HOMEN ANO CONTENPORARY 
FAMILY CONSTELlATlON/HORK NORLO OPTIONS fOR DULING NITH CHANGE. 
SPRING/SUNII!R

GRCSS. 

CAS 1230 

AMERICAN URI.. HISTOIIY 

4 

HISTORICAL EXAMINATION OF THE INDUSTRIAL CITY TO 194G NITH EIIPNA­

SIS aN IIIGRATION. IIACHINE 'OlITICS, ANa VARIDUS RE'ORII NOWENENTS. ' 

FALL. NINUII. 

KELLY. 
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CAS1266 

lEGAl PROTEe" C~ 

3 

STUDY OF IHE EXTENI 10 MHICH THE LEGAL INTERESTS OF THE ORDINARY 
INDiViDUAL ARf PROIECTEO IN HIS/HER LEGITIMATE CONCERNS IN OUR 

CUL I"RE. 

FAll. 

lAU. 

CAST167 

kEGIONAl PLANNING 

3 

BRGAD COVERAGE OF REGIONAL PLANNING. ITS 8ASIC CONCEPTS, TECHN­
IQUES ANALYSIS, AND PLA~NING ~ETHCOS. 

MINTER, EVEN YEARS. 

TONER. 

CA51Z69 

LEGAL PROIECIICh II 

3 

'PRACTICAL EXAMINATION OF LEGAL PROTECTIOh SERVICE& AVAILABLE IN 

OUR SOCIEIY. INCLUDES VISitS TC VARICUS CENTERS OF RELEVANCE NITH 

EMPHASIS ON REAL LIFE ESIIMATIONS 'ND EXPERIENCES. 

PRfREQU'1 SITES: 

CAs1266. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN A,'O·'I. 

laKE. 

CASTllO 

AMERICAN HISIORY, 1930'S 

~ 

EXAMINATION OF AMERICAN ~lsTO~Y FROM THE CRASH OF 'z, TO THE END 

OF NORLD WAR II WITH EMPHASIS ON T~E ECONOMY, THE NEW DEAL. AND 

THE HCMEFRCNT DURING IHE k.R. 

NOT SCHEDULED I~ AYIO-II. 

KEll Y. 

CAS12l1 

URBAN STUDIES' INIRODUCTICN TO IHE CITY 

~ 
APPRAISAL AND ANALYSIS OF URBAN GROkTH AND DYNAMICS IN RELATION 

10 GOVERNMENI AND POLIIICs, SOCIAL AND ECCNOMIC LIFE, ENVIRON­

MENIAL ISSUes AND .THE SlRUClURE CF ThE URUN ENVIRONMENT. AN 

INTERDISCIPLIN.RY APPRCACH TC IHE SIUDY OF AMERICAN URBAN 

ENlllltONMENH. 

FAll, kINHR. 

MCCLelLAN. 

CA51H2 

UllIAN POPUUTlCN 

~ 
INTENDED FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS INTER­

EsTE~ IN APPLYING TECHNIQUES Of POPULATION ANALYSIS IN URBAN 

SEn INGS. 

PREREQI.iISIHS. 

CAS 7569. 

WINTER. 

JESSE... 

CAS12H 

TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL CHANGE 

~ 
EXAMINES THE IM'ACT Of SIGNIFICANT TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES UPON 

SOCIAL STRUCTURES, LIFESTYLES, INSTITUTIONS, AND COMMUNITIES, 

STARTING WITH T~E NEOliTHIC AGRICULTURAL REVOLUTION AND CULMINA' 

TING IN CONTEMPCRARY UR8AN sysTEPS.

WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER.

JESSEII. 

CAS12ID 

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION/COMRUNITY DEVELO'MENT 

3 

ANALYZES NOTIONS Of PONER, COMMUNITY STRUCTURE, COMMUNITY DEVEL­

OPRENT, AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FCR COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND 

RENEW.L. 

SPRING /SU"MER.

STAfF. 

CA57213 

LOCAL HISTORY. RESOURCES AhD METHODS 

3 

AN EXAMINATION OF IASIC RESOURCES .NO METHODS FOR LOCAL AND COM­

MUNITY HISTORY. STUDENTS kiLL BE I~VCLVED NTIM SPECIFIC ResEARC~ 

PRolEClS. 

MINTER. 

SIAFF. 

CA51,05 

AMERICAN LABCR HISTORY 

3 

DEalS NITH THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN LABOR FROM GOMPERS AND THE AFL 

TO lOUIS AND THE CIO. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

KELLY. 

CAS7Z81 
NOIIEII'S SERIES 
3 
SPECIAL ISSUES REFLECTING NONEN'S POSITICN IN CONTENPORARY SOCI­

ETY MILL 8E STUDIEC. 

SPRING/SUMIIER. 

GReSS, STAFF. 

CA 5 1300 
RE'DIIIGS AND INVESTIGATIChS IN ••• 
I-I 
THIS IS AN OPEN COURSE TYPICALLY A~ IN-DEPTH STUDY, MHICH ANY 
STUOE~T IN THE UNIVERSITY CA~ ENTEa IN CCNSULTATION WITH A PRO­
FESSOR, PERFORMANCE 08JECTIVES AND CREOIT ~ILL 8E IIEGOTIATED ON 
AN INDIVIDUAL B.SIS. THIS COURSE IS AVAILABLE TC ANY STUDENT ~HO 
WISHES TO EXPLCRE AN AREA GF KNOWLEDGE EhCONPASSEO 8Y CAS, 
REGAROLESS QF PRIOIt PREP.RAIICN OR COLLEGIAL AFFILIATION. NO 
LIMITATION IS PLACED ON IHE NU~8ER OF TIMES A STUDENT MAY ENROLL 
IN A READINGS AhD INVESTIGATICNS CCURsE, AS LONG AS PROGRESS IS 
COMMENSURATE WITH THE CREDIT RECEIIIED. 
PREREQUISITES: 
PERNISSIeN. 
FALL, WINTER, SPRlhG/SUMMER. 
StAFF. 
CASHID 

RESEARCHING SCIENCE INF~.M'TION 

1 
HELPS DEVELOP AND INPRCVE s~ILLS FCR BASIC LIBRARY RESEARCH. NORK 

DEALS MITH ORG.NIZATION CF SCIENCE REFERENCE SOURCES, AND MITH 

TECHNIQUES FOR FINDING SPECIFIC INFORMATIO~; INCLUDES OVERVIEW 

OF CURRE~T AND PROJECTED INFOR"ATICN STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYS­

TEMS, AND GIVES PRACTICE IN SE.RCH TECHNIQUES AND IN DEVELOPING 

COMPREHENSIVE BI8LI0'RAP~IES. OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS. 

FALL, MINTER, SPRING/SUMNER.

HNNEIl. 

CASHII 

OPEN EDUCATION' T~EORY 

2 

INVESIIGATES T~E BASIC ASS~NPTICNS UPON MHICH OPEN EDUCATION IS 

BUILT AND EXANINES SOME EX.MPLES OF ADNINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS 

FOR I"PLEMENTING f~DSE ASSUMPTIONS. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AY80-11. 

PRESS. 

CASHU 
PHILOSOPHY OF sCIEIICE 
2 
THIS COURSE IS ABOUT SCIENCE AND A'PLYING INQUIRY PROCESS OF SCI­
ENCE. IT DEalS WITH THE N.TURE OF SCIENTIFIC LAMS, THE ORIGIN CF 
THEOIlIES AND THE INPLICATICNs OF T~ESE TC ~SCIENCING.· PAST AND 
PREsEIIT SCIENTIFIC DEVElCPMENTs ~ILL 8E STUDIED TO IROADEN THE 
UNOERsTANDING OF WHAT SCIENCE IS, ~OW IT NOR~S, AND HOW IT INTER­
ACTS kiTH SOCIETY. 
MINTER. 
ZAHWS~I. 
CASHI9 
SCIENCE AND INQUIRY 
2 
SCIENCE AND SCIENCE TEACHING ARE DIRECTLY RELATED BY THEIR GOALS 
AND METHOOS. STUDENTS EXAMINE THE ~ATURE OF SCIENCE FROM HISTOR­
ICAL, 'HILOSOPHICAL, AND SCCIOlOGICAL PERSPECTIVES, THEN ELECT TO 
EITHER DEVELOP SKILLS IN TEACHING SCIENCE BY INQUIRY OR GO MORE 
DEEPLY INTO THE ETHICS AND SOCIOLOGICAL IR'ACT OF SCIENCE. 
MI NTER. 
IIISHU. 
CASHZO 
CLINICAL EXPERIENCES III EDUC.TIDN 
2, ~ 
STUOENTS WILL PARTICI'ATE IN CLASSROOM ANC SCHOOL OBSERVATIONS TO 
BECOME FAMILIAR WITH INSTRUCTIONAL ORGANIZATION AND MANAGE RENT 
SCHEMES. OISERVATIONS MILL FOCUS Oil T~E ROLES AND RESPONSIBIL­
ITIES OF THE CLASSROOM TEACHER AS THE MA~AGER AND FACILITATOR OF 
LEARNING. sTUDE.TS MIll PARTICI,.TE IN T~E INSTRUCtIONAL PROCESS 
BY DEVELO'ING AND TEACHING LEARNING 'CTIVITIES A'PROPRIATE FOR 
INDIVIDUAL AND sM~LL GRCUP INSTRUCTION. T~E COURSE PARTIALL' 
fUlfILLS THE STATE OF ILLINCIS REQUIREMENT OF 100 HRS. OF 
CLIIIICAL EXPERIENCE IN EDUCATION PRIOR TO REGISTERING FOR 
STUDEN! TEACHI~G. 
PRERE'UISITES. 
C'S 6550 OR CAS 9050. 
MINTER. 
ZALENSKI. 
CAS7~40 
SCIENCE PROGRAM ORIENT.TloN 
I 
FORMALIZES AND SYSTEMATIZES T~E INTRODUCTION OF STUDENTS TO CAS' 

ENVIIlONNENTAL SCIENCE CURRICULA. STUDENTS EXPLORE THIS INTERDIS­

CIPLINARY REILM THROUG~ 'ROBLEMsCLWING ACTIVITIES AND RELATED 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES. 

FALL. 

MULE'. 
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CAS1521CASl"U SEX ROLES RESE"C~ SERINaR
'HILOSOPHY Of "ISTC~Y 
;TUOENTS wiLL EXARINE THEORETICAL DISCUSSION AND EMPIRICAl IIlYE S­~EAlS MITH PROILERS OF PATTE~NS IN T~E "ISTORY OF NANKINO. NATURE TIGATIONS Of SEX RCLE ORIENTATION AND IEHAVIOR INCLUDING 110­OF HI~TO~ICAL CHANGE. VALUE, PURPOSE, AND NEANING OF VARIOUS HIS­ SOCIAL RESEARCH. SOCiaLizaTION AND CHILO REaRING PRACTICES.TORICAL P"ASES. SOCIAL. ECCNORIC, AND POliTICAL CORRELATES OF SEX ROlES. ANDMINlER. CHANGING SEX ROlE ORIENTATIONS. IASEO O~ THIS IACKGROUNO. StU­MEl. DENTS MILL fORMULATE. CARRY CUT ANC REPORT ON AN ORIGINAL RE­
SEARCH PROJECT. THIS PROJECT wiLL PROYIDE STUDENTS MITH INSTRut­
TION IN SANPLING. INSTRURENT CCNSTRUCTIO~. COMPUTER ANALYSI~. AND(A57""2 RESULTS INTERPRETATICN. 

3 

19TH CENTURY ARERTCAN MRITERS 
fAll. 

A STUDY Of SELECTED MO~KS Cf CCOPER. "AM THORNE, ANO RELVILLE. IIERRITT. 

READING. DISCUSSION, AND MRITI~G ARE ESSENTIAL AClIVITIES. 

SPRING/SUNRU. 

fONTAN. 
 US1522 CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL THOUGHT 
"THIS COURSE wiLL PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW OF 19TH AND 20TH CENTURYCASH60 

OPEN EOUtATIONI I'PLENE~TATltN 
 POliTICAL THOUG~T INCLUDING SOCIALISR. NATIONALISM. fASCISR, 

2 
 LIIERTA~IANIS" A~D fE"INI5'. 

A STUDENT-OIRECTED COURSE CffE~ING AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXANINE FALL, MINTER. 

P~LERS ASSOCIATED wiT" I'PLE'ENTING T~E OPEN CLASSROOR AND MERRI TT. 

GROUP PROJECTS OE'CNSTRAIING VARIO~S APPROACHES to ITS 

I NPLENENtATION. 

PRERECUISITESI CA51539 

CA57UI. 
 PHILOSOPHY OF "AN 

NOt SCHEDULEO IN AYIO-II. 3 

PRESS. 
 A STUDY OF THE VARIOUS PHILOS~PHIC'L INQUIRIES INTO THE ~ATURE Of IIAN---HIS POMERS. CAPACITIES. AND POTENTialiTIES AS A IEING. 
IIAN CAN ONLY IE WHAT -HE IS- IUT W~EN THE CLASSICAL VIEW Of RAM 
THAT HAS UNDERGIRDED MESTERN THROUGHTS AND INSTITUTIONS IS IH­CASTHE I"" CREASINGLY BEING QUESTIONEt wlT~ NEW -IRAGES Of RAN- BEING PRO­FUtURE Of HIGHER EDUCAtIO~ POSED fROII VARIDUS INTELLECTUAL ANt CULTURAL OUARTERS. THERE IS A 2 NEED TO RETHINK AND RE-EXARINE TaAtltlCNAL BELIEFS ON THIS 

EtC. \ OUESTION. 

NOt SCHEDULED I~ AYID-II. WiNTER. 

PRESS. JARA. 

EXPLORATION OF VARIOUS ALTERNATIVE FUTURES OF HIGHER EDUCAtiON. 
CAS1HO 

CONTERPORARY ISSUES IN EDUCAtlCN SOCIAL fOUNOATIUNS Of EDUCATICN 

3 

CAS1462 
A LOOK AT THE ISSUES AND PRDILENS ~O" FACING THE EDUCATION ESTAB­ " AN EXAIIINATION OF THE INFLUENCE Of SOCIETY ON SCHOOLS ANO Of TME 
LISH"ENT. USE Of TAXES fCR PRIVATE SCHOCLING. HOW CAN ME RAKE INTERACTION IETWEEN SCHOOLS ANO STUDENTS. SPECIAL ATTENTION ON 

OUR SCHOOLS NoRE ~ESPONSIVE TO A SCCIETY IN RAPID CHANGE? HOM 00 THE INFLUENCES OF THE CHURCH. STATE. FARILY. AND EDUCATIONAL 

WE IRP~OVE THE QUALIT' Cf TEACHE~ EDUCATION? M~AT IS THE NEM PHILOSCPHIES Of THE PAST. 

ROLE OF THE TEACHER? tHE ACTUAL L~GISIICS AND eRGANllATION OF fALL. MINTER. 

tHE COURSE WILL BE DISCUSSED .ND ofCIOED UPON AT THE fiRST REET­ PRESS. 

ING. 

SPRING/SUNNER.

PRESS. CA575"2 

INTRODUCTION TO NC~-TRADITION'L ED~CATION 
CA5746] '" ARE THE ALTERNATIVE NCN-TRADITIONAL APPROACHES TO EOUCATIQN?WHAT 
EDUCATION DEVELOP'ENT IN T~E tHI~D MORLe HOM CAN ME DISTINIGUISH REAL CHANGE fROR FAODISII? THESE QUESTIONS 
) AND RANY RORE WILL IE DISCUSSED IN A COURSE THAT IS GEARED TO AA 
AN INtRODUCTION TO DEVELOPRENt Of THE tHIRD NORLD fRON AN EDUCA­ EXARINATION OF DiffERENT POSSIBLE 'PPROAC~ES Te MASS PUILIC IOU­
TIONAL PERSPECTIVE IN AN HIStO~ICAl CCNTEXT. CATlO". 
MIUER. FAll. 
PRESS. 4'RESS. 
CA51550 

POliTICAL PSYCHoLOG' 

CASH10 IDEA OF CORNUNITY 
" AN EXARINATION OF PERSONALITY FACTORS MHICH AFFECT POLITICAl IE- INTERDISCIPLINARY 
) 
APPROACH TO CDNNUNITY STUDIES ANO ANALYSIS. 

HA'IORI SELF-ESTEER. POMER 'OTIVATICN. RACHIAVELLIANISR. AUTHOR­
 All EXAIIINATION OF POLITICAL. SC~IOLDGICAL. RELIGIOUS IDEAS Of 

ITA~IANISM. LIIERAlISR. AND CCNSER'ATISN. COMMUNITY. STUDENTS ALSO EIPLoRE FUTURE POSSIBILITIES FOR THE 

FAll. IDEA OF CORRUNITY IN AIIERICA. 

RERRITT. SPRING/SURRE~. 

NCCLElLAN. 
CASH90 

SINULATIONS AND GARES CASl552 

] IIULTIPLE PROJECTS IN ·CONRU"ITY RESEARCH 
EXANINATION Of SINULATICN AND GARES AS TEACHING AND TRAINING ) 

TOOLS. STUDENTS MILL PARTICIPATE IN A RANGE OF SIRUlATION GANES DESIGNED TO ACQUAINT THE STUDENT WITH-'IRST-HAND EXPERIENCE AlOUT 

AND EXARINE THE USE. EVALUATION, 'NO IUILDING Of SINULATION COIIRUNITY NEEDS AND ~ESOURCES THROUGH INCIYIDUAL PROJECTS MHICH 

'ARES. FOCUS ON SPECIFIC AREAS. 

~T SCHEOULED IN A'IO-II. FAlL. 

StaFF. IIENOOZA_ 

CASl5U U51559 
INTEGRATIONI POLICIES AND PRACTICES DATA ANAlYSIS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES USING SPSS 
2 )-6 
AN EXARINATICN qF CURRENT AND DEVELOPING ISSUES. POLICIES ANO AN INTRODUCTION TO ACCESSING AND A"ALYZING QUANTITATIVE OATA FOR 
PRACTICES RELATED TO COMMUNITY AND NEIGH80RHOOD INTEGRATION. ~~~o~~:D::E~H:NS~~~~.~~ IEH~YIOR SCIENCES.STUDENIS MILL EXA"INE OISCRIRINATltN AND SEGRE'ATION IN RESIDEN­

TIAL AREAS AND THE INSTITUTIONAL. POLITICAL AND SOCIAL OYNANICS RERRITT. 

IN THE PRONOTION AND RAINTENANCE OF RESIDENTIAL INTEGRATION. ,. 

SPRIIIG/SUIU!ER.

NCCLELLAN. StAFF. 
 CA57562 
SOCIAL RESEARCH ANO EVALUATION 
CASl5U " ,TUOENTS MILL DEVELOP HYPOTHESIS, APPLY ALTEaNATIYE SANPLING P'D­
SERINARI ARERICAN URaAN HISTORY CEOURES. CONSTRUCT ATTITUDINAL SCALES; ASSESS EIPERIRENTAL DE­

) SI'NS, CONDUCT A IllLloGRAPHICAL SEARCH, CRITIQUE ARTICLES IN 

THIS COURSE PRESENTS A HIS10RICAL . eXARINATION OF THE EFFECT OF SCHOlARLY JOURNALSI EIIPLoy DESCRipTION STAIIS1ICS, A~ UTILize 

NODERNllATION ON URIAN INSIITUTIONS AND YALUES. CONTENT ANIlYSIS. INTERVIEMING ANO OISERVATION TECHNIQUES. 

~T SCHEDUlED TO IE CfFEREt IN AY'O-II. FALL. WINTU. 

KELLY. IIERRITT. 
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usn63 
PUBLIC OPINION TRENDS 
2.4 
STUDENT MILL ANALYZE ATTITUDES ON A TOPIC OF THEIR CHOICE IASEO 

ON A SERIES OF NATIONAL SURVEYS. T~E FOCUS MILL IE CONPARING 

GROUPS I I.E •• URIAN AND' SUBURBAN RES IDENTS MEN AND MDMEN. lUCKS 

AND M"ITESI ON A SET OF PSYC"DLDGICAL TRAITS. SOCIO-PDLITICAL 

ISSUE POSITION OR VOTING PATTERNS CVER A NUNIER OF YEARS. STU­

DENTS WILL LEARN TO ASSESS THE DATA ON THE CONPUTER USING S'SS. 

TO PRESENT AND INTERPRET ARRAYS OF DATA AND TO PREPARE A REPORT. 

NOT SCHEDULED I~ AYIO-II. 

IIERRIlT. 

CA5756"1 
POPULATION AND DENOGRAPHIC ANALYSI! 

4 

POPULATION DATA. SOURCES. USES AND LIIIITATIONS ARE CONSIDERED. 

EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON 1I0RTALIlY. FERTlLIlY. ANO N·!GRATION. EX­

PLORATION OF DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES AND PRACTICAL IRPLICA­

TIONS ARE CONSIOERED. THE ROLE OF POPULATION PROCESSES IN URBAN 

DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE IS STRESSED. 

FalL. 

JESSEN. 

CAS7582 
SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION 
4 
A CONSIDERATION OF MAJOR PROCESSES OF SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION IN 
URIAN SOCIETY. THEIR CAUSES. IIIPACTS AND CONSEQUENCES AS THEV 
INFLUENCE AND ARE INFLUENCED BY CH'NGES IN SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND 
VALUE SYSTEMS. 
NOT SCHEDULED I~ AYIO-BI. 
JESSE~. 
CA575." 
SOCIOLOGY OF ETHNIC RELATICNS 

4 

ANALYZES ETHNICITY AS A DINENSION CF SOCIAL STRATIFICATION AND 

ITS IM'LICATIONS FOR INTER- AND I~TRA-'RGUP CONFLICT. 

FALL. 

JESSEN. 

CA575U 
SOCIOLOGY OF STREET CRIIIE 

J 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE CAUSES. PATTERNS. PEOPLE INVOLVED. PUILIC 

. REACTION. PROCESSING IY POLICE AND CDURTS. TREATMENT OF OFFENDERS 
AND VICTIIIS AND 'REVENTICN OF STREET CRINES. TOPICS MILL INCLUDE 
VIOLENCE. THEFT. SEX CRIIIES. DRUG AND ALCOHOL AIUSES. ARSON. KID­
NAPPING. FAIIILY DISPUTES. JUVENILE DELINCUENCY. CIVIL DISORDER. 
ANO PORNOGRAPHV ANON' OHERS. THE PERSPECTIVE ME TAKE MILL IE 
THAT OF SOCIOLO'ISTS IN DEALING MITH THESE TOPICS. STUDENTS MILL 
ALSO IE HELPED IN DEVELOPIN' 'RACTICAL APPLICATIONS TO THEIR 
OCCUPATIONS • IF DESIRED. 

OFFERED lASED ON DE~AND. 

CONMUNITY PROFESSOR. STAFF. 

CA57590 
SOIL ANalYSIS 

2-4 

STUDENTS LEARN THE ANALYTIC PROCESSES INVOLVED MITH STUDYING SOIL 

ECOSYSTEMS AND SOIL FERTILITY. 

PRERECUISITES. 

ORGANIC CHENISTRY AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRYI ALSO CAS5440 IF TAKEN 

4 HOURS. 

FALL. DURING ODD YEARS. 

STAFF. 

CA5759Z 
SOCIOLO&Y OF CRIIIE 

4 

CONSIDERATION OF VARIOUS AND DIFFERENT IEHAVIOR PATTERNS IDEN­

TIFIED AS CRIIIINAl, THEIR EXTENT. CIFfERENTIALS, CAUSES. ANO 

POPULAR CONCEPTICNS/NISCCNCEPTIONS SURROUNDING THEil. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

JESSEN. 
CASJ593 
SOCIOLOGY OF POVERTY 
4 
SOCIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATION OF THE EXTENT, CAUSES. IMPLICATIONS 
AND EFFECTS ON THE INDIVIDUAL ANO SOCIETY OF POVERTY. AN INVES­
TIGATION OF CO~DITIONS COllMONlY ASSOCIATED MITH POVERTY AND THEIR 
INTER-RELATICNSHIPSI AN EXANINATIO~ OF THE QUESTION CONCERNING 
THE CONCEPTS OF A SUI-CULTURE OF PCVERTY. 
IIINTER. 
JESSEN. 
CA5759'9 
SOCIOLOGY Of THE FAIIILY 
.. 
AN ANALYSIS OF CONTEII'ORARY FANILY LIFE MIT" A VIEII OF ITS HIS­
TORICAL UNDER' INNINGS. CROSS-CULTURAL C~IIPARISDNS IIILL AID IN 
THE INTERPRETATION OF IIARRIA'E FOR'S. PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIPS 
AND OTHER FAIIILY DINENSIONS. 

FALL. 

GROSS. 

. 

tA51600 
SPECIAL PRCJECTS I~ •••1-'THIS IS AN OPEN COURSE. TYPICALLY PRCJECT-CENTERED. WHICH ANY 
STUDENT IN THE UNIVERSITY CAN ENTER IN CONSULTATION MITH A PRO­
FESSOR. PERFORIIANCE OIJECTIVES AND CREDIT WILL IE NEGOTIATED ON 
:~S~~~I~~O~:~L~::I~~ !:~~ ~~U::~lt~D::A~~~~~~A~~E~N:yS~~~E:!D"HO 
IIHICH IS THE OIJECT OF AN ACTION-oRIENTED PROJECT AS ONE OF THE 

PRIIIARY INVESTIGATIVE NECHANISNS. ~C LIIIITATION IS PLACED ON THE 

NUNIER OF TillES A STUDENT NAY ENROLL IN A SPECIAL PROJECT AS LONG 

AS PROGRESS IS CONNENSURATE IIITH T~E CREDIT RECEIVED. 

PRERE'UISIlES' 

PERM IS 51 ON. 

FALL. IIINTER, SPRI~G/SUNIIER. 

STAFF. 

CASHOD 

URIAN POLITICS 

J 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE CRITICAL ISSUES OF URIANIZATICN CONFRONTING 

AMERICAN POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS. AND OVERVIEW OF THE NATURE AND 

SCO'E OF THE URIAN POLICY. THE NAIN OlJECTIVE IS TO SUPPLY THE 

STUDENT IIITH TOOLS FOR THE ANALYSIS CF PCLITICAl EVENTS IN THE 

URIAN COMNUNITY. 

FALL. 

OOEN. 

CASHD3 
"INORITIES AND URIAN LAlOR MARaET PARTICIPATION 

3 

URIAN LAlOR MARKET IIILL IE ANALYZED TO EXPLAIN RELATIONSHIP Of 
"INO~ITIES TO THE LAlOR fORCE. SPECIAL EMPHASIS MILL BE PLACED 
ON PROBLENS OF STRUCTUIAL U~EMPLOY.ENT, -CUAL- LABOR IIARKETS. AND 
PROILEMS OF -UNCOCUIIENTED- ALIENS. 
FALL. 
OOEN, COMMUNITY PRCFEssoa. 
CASH15 
READINGS IN fEIIINISH 

1, 2 

AN EIANINATIDN OF ALTERNATIVE THEORIES OF MOMEN'S POSITIONS IN 

SOCIETY AND PRESECRIPTIONS FDa SOCIAL CHANGE. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

MERRITT. 

(AS7nD

S'ECTROCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES FOR ENVIRONME~TAL ANALYSIS 

305 
MODERN O'TICAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS fROM IIICaOMAVE TO GRAMMA-aAY 

ARE THEORY TOPICS COVEaED IN CLASS. HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE MITH THE 

A.A., UV-VIS. la, ANO FLUCRESCENCE SPECTaOMETERS ARE AVAILAILE 

THROUGH COMPaE"ENSIVE LAIC_ATORY EXPERIMENTS. 

PREREQU I SITESt 

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTay AND ~NE YEAa Cf ORGANIC CHENISTRY. 

FALL. 

CEHELNIK. 

(AS 7721 

1I01lEN. POLITICS, AND CHANGE 

4 

AN OVERVIEII OF ALTERNATIVES TO IIONEN'S POSITION IN CONTEMPORARY 

SOCIETY. SUIJECT "ATTEa IIILL INCLUDE MOMEN IN POLITICS. 1I0NEN IN 

MANAGEMENT, NOMEN IN SOCIALISII_ LEGAL CHANGES, AND ALTEaNATIVE 

SexUAL O'TlONS. 

IIINTER. 

IIERRITT. ,aoss. 

CAS77ZJ 

1I0NEN'S RESOURCE LA.ORATCRY 

1-4 , PINC 

DEALS IIITH THE 1I0aK AND O'ERATION Of A HOMEN'S REsouaCE CENTER. 

STUD~NTS GAIN 'RACTICAL IXPEallNCE UNDER SupeRVISION WITH 

SPEC~FIC PROJECTS EMANATING FaCII T~E CENTER. 

PREREQUlSlTESt 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, HINTER, SPRIN&/SUNNER.

GROSS. 

CAS1HO 

NONEN IN AIIERICAN HISTCRY
, 
EXAMINIES THE HISTORY OF A.ERICAN MONEN FaDM THE COLONIAL 'ERIOD 

TO THE PRESENT HITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON ~OM AND IN MHAT WAYS THE' 

'-'0 SIT ION- OF 1I0MEI> HAS CUNGEO. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMEa.

KELLY. 

CAS7742 
MOIIEN IN LITERATURE, 
ANALTSIS OF THE POSITION OF 1I0llEN IN LITERATURE AND OF FEMINIST 

LITERARY CRITICISN. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAFF. 

J 
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tASU_3 
~MEN IN RELIGICN 
3 
.ANALYSIS OF WOMEN'S POSITltN IN THE HISTtRY OF RELIGIOUS ANO tON-
TEMPORARY toNSECUE~CES. 
NOT SC~EDULED Ih AYIO- II. 
STAFF. 
CAS77411 
~MEN IN THE MEDIA 
J 
EXAMINES AND CRITIQUES RCLE OF wOMEN IN THE MEDIA, BOTH IN CON­

TENT AND PROOUCTIC~. "ATICNAL MEDIA AS wELL AS SPECIFIC wOMEN'S 

CHANNELS ARE USED, lOT" IN HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY CONTEIT. 

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH IS EMP"ASIZEO. 

SPR ING/SUMMER.

STEINER. 

CA51750 
STREAII ECOLOGY 
-
SURVEYS tHE CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL AND IIOL~ICAL ASPECTS OF FLOwiNG 

WATER. AIMED AT PReVIOING T"E THEORETICAt AND PRACTICAL SKILLS 

NECESSARY TO CHARACTERIZE STREA" E~VIROkMENTS. LECTURE-DISCUSSION 

AND flELC WORK BY ARRANGEMENT. 

PRERECUI SIlES. 

INTRODUCTORY ECOLCGY A~D PERMISSIO~. 

FALL, DURING DOC YEARS. 

"ENDElSON. 

CAS7751 
WOMEN IN LAW 
J 
A DISCUSSION OF THE LEGAL BASIS CF WOMEN'S POSITION IN C~TEAPO­
RARY SDCIETY WITH EMPHASES 0" DISCRIMINATION, fAMILY AND SEIUAL 
LAw. 
NOT SCHEDULED I~ AY80-ll. 

GROSS, COMMUNITY PROFESSCR. 

CAS780D 
TEACHING ELEMENTARY SCHOtL SCIENCE 

J 

. STUDENTS PREPARE Tt USE MODERN SCIENCE TEACHING MATERIALS AND 

STRATEGIES, AND T"ROUGH THEIR ANALYSIS, TEACH LESS TO CHILDREN, 

AND A"ALYZE THE RESULTS CF THE INSTRUCTICN. 

PRERECUISITES' 

CAS655D OR EQUIVALENT, Z SCIENCE CCURSES. AND PERMISSION. 

fALL, IoINTER. 

SIEMRI!. 

CASll21 
SOCIOLOGY Of SEX RCLES 
4 
AN EXAMINATION Of HISTORICAL AND CCNTEIIPCRARY VIEwS Of ORIGINS 
AND CI!NDITIONS AffECTING wCMEN'S PCSITlth IN SOCIETY. 
WINTER. 
GROSS. 
CA57822 
GENDER. SEX ROLES AND LANGUAGE 
3 
LANGUAGE 10TH REfLECTS AND CREATES SOCIAL REALITY. THIS PReMISE 
wiLL GUIDE THE ANALYSIS OF RILATIONS~IPS A~G GENDER. SEI ROLES 
AND LANGUAGE WHICH wiLL BE THE FCCLS Of THIS CCURSI. 
NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-Il. 
STAff. 
CAS7124 

URBAN STUDIES faR $ECONDAR' SCHOOL TEACHERS 

4 
A CONSIDERATION OF URIAN PHENOMEN' ANO THEIR APPLICATION TO 

STUDY IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL. IlItlUDING THE EIAMINATION OF a,­

PROPRIATE URBAN STUDIES, LITER~TURE. TEACHING, AND RESEARCH TECH­

NIQUES. SIRULATIONS AND GA'IS. AND lEARNING STRATEGIES. 

NOT SCHEDUlED IN AYIO-Il. 

JESSEN. MCCLELLAN. 

CAS71'0 

ELITES AND ARERICAN DERGCRACY 

3 

DESIGNED TO EXPLAIN THE IASIC CONCEPTS Of ELITE THEOR' IN TERNS 

Of ELITE RECRUITMERT AND CIRCULATICN, ARERICAN POLITICS fROM THE 

PERSPECTIVE Of ELITE THEC«IES. RUlING ClASS THEOR'. ELITE THEDR',

STATE CA'ITAlISM THEORY, AND ELITE THEOR' AND DEROCRATIC ACC~­

TABILITY IN AMERICAN 'OLITICS. 

IUNTER. 

ODEN. 

CA57132 

URIANIZATION IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD 

3 

DESIGNED TO SURVII THE PROIlEMS THAT ARISE FOR URBANIZING 

SOCIETIES IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AY IO-'I. 

lAKE. 
USlln 
ANTHaCPOlOG' Of 'OLITICAl INSTITUTICNS 

3

wILL STUOY POlITical INSTITUTIONS IN SMALL SCALE SOCIE,IES • 

NOT SCHEOUlEO IN AYIO-ii. 

UKE. 

CA51UI 

LATIN AMERICAN CULTURE A_D SOCIETY 

1 
THE STUDY Of THE CULTURAL HERITAGE OF THE LATINO IN THE U.S.A. 

THE AFRICA_S. THE SPANIARD, ANe THE INDIAh AS CREATCRS OF A NEw 

PEOPLE AND T~E SOCIAL AND POLITICAL FORCES wHICH HAVE PREVAILED 

THROUGH HISTORY. 

NOT SCHEOULEO IN AVIO-II. · 

DURCN. 

CAnln 
INTERCULTURAL REseARCH MET~CDS 
3 
COURSE ~ GRADUATE RESEARC~ TECHNIQUES AhD METHODOLOGY AS .IT 
RELATES TO COMPARATIVE AND CROSS-CLlTURAL PHENOMENON. TEC~IOUES 
fOR IM'LEMENTING INTERDISCIPliNARY RESEARCH WILL BE EMPHASIZEa. 
NOT SCHEDULED Ih AY80-.I. 
OOEN. COMMUNITY 'RCfESSOR. 
CAnl"O 

PH'TOGRAPHIC THEORY 

PHYSICal ANO CHEMICAL FOUNDATIONS Of THe 'HOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS IN­
-CLUDING COM'OSITION OF MATERIALS. CPTICS. SENSITOMETRY. THEORY 

AND PRACTICAL A"LICATIONS. BACRGRCUND IN PHOTOGRAPHY AND/OR SCI­

ENCE RECOMMENOED. 

WINTER. 

BRUBAKER. 

CAS7I49 

CUlTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
, 
THIS IS AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE TO THE SCOPE Of ANTHROPOLOGY FOR 
10TH THE UNOERCRAOUATE ANO GRADUATE STUDENT. THE GRADUA'E S'U­
OENT wILL IE GIVEN AN C'PORTUNITY TO MAKE A SPECIAL STUDY OF A 

PARTICUlAR SMALL SCALE SOCIETY • 

fAll. 

UKE. 

CAnlSO 
ELECTRONIC MUSIC II 
3 
SANE AS ELECTRONIC COMPOSITION I NITH THE AOOITION ' HAT STUDENTS' 
COMPOSITIONS wiLL IE PRESENTEO IN , PUBLIC CONCERT. 
PREREOUI SI TESa 
CAS'IOII OR 'ERMISSION. 
wINTER. 

MC:CRURY. 

CAnl,. 
STUOIO RECORD IN' TEC~IOUES 
1-4 
THIS COURSE wiLL PROVIDE STUOENTS WITH THE APPLIED TECHNIQUES OF 
THE RECORDING STUOIC FRaN 10TH THE TECHNICal AND PERFORMANCE AS­
PECTS OF ~TUOIO RECORDING. 
wINTER. 

IItCRURI. 

CA57no 

STUDENT TEACHING/CISERVATICN IMUSICI 

I 
PRIOR TO STUDENT TEACHING, ALL STUDENTS INTENDING TO APPLY fOR A 
TEACHINS CERTIFICATE ARE REQUIRED TO CISERVE 32 HOURS OF K-12 
MUSIC INSTRUCTION IN FDUR 141 DIFfERENT SCHOOl SYSTEMS. OISERVA­
TI~S ARE TO INCLUDE VOCal, GENERAL AND INSTRUNENTAL INSTRUCTION 
:~S~=~C~~~:~NTARY' NIODLE SCHOOL. 'NO SECCNDARY LEVELS OF MUSIC 
fAll. 

STRUKOFF. 

CA57IU 

STUDENT TEACHING' MUSIC
, 
DESIGNeD fOR STUDENTS 'URSUING A CERTifICATION PROGR" IN HJSIC. 
PREREQUlSlTESa 

'ERMISSIDN. 

FAlL ... INTER. 

STRUKOFF. 

CU7IIO 
THEATRE NANAGEMENT 
3 
AN OVERVIEW OF THE -IUSINESS OF THE THEATRE- COVERINC PUBLIC 
REUTl~S•. AOYERTUINS. IUOGETS, lex 01'1' ICE TECHNIQuU. ETC. 
FIELD TRI'S DESIGNED TO CFFER THE C"ORTUNIT' TO INTERVIEII "'N­
ae.., aN 10TH EaUCATIONAl ANO CORNERCIAl THEATRE IN THE CHICACO 
ARU. 

NINTER. 

REEVE. 
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unlet 
STAGE M'NAGf~E~T 
3 

FOCUSES ON TME VARIOUS ASPECTS Of STAGE ~ANAGEMENT AND THEIR DIF­

FERENCES FOR EOUCATICNAL CCMMUNITY AhD PROfESSIONAL THEATRES. 

FALL, COO YEARS. 

REEVE. 

U 57900 

SURURIAN HOUSING 

3 

AN INVESTIGATION CF ~SlhG AhO O(YELOPMENT ISSUES IN SUBURBAN 

AREAS. STUDENTS WILL WORK WITH RESOURCE PERSONS RELATED TO REAL 

ESTATE, HOUSING AND OTHER COM~UNITl OE¥ELCPMENT FACTCRS. 

WINUR. 

STAFF. 

CAn9Z0 

Ca.(E' TS AND TMEORl IN SCCIOLCGY 

4 

OESI~EO TO INTRODUCE STUDENTS TO TME THREE BASIC CONCEPT AREAS 

IN THE SOCIAL 6CIENCES IGEhERAL. SELf-OTMER. AND STRUCTURAL CON­

CEPTSI AS WELL AS THEORY CCWSTRUCTIDh TEC~NIQUES. 

SPR ING/SUIIMER. 

JESSE". 

CA519H 

URBAN SOCIEty 

3 

A STUDY OF THE OE¥ELOPMENT OF CONTEMPOARY URBAN COMMUNITIES IN 

RESPONSE TO TECMNCLOGICAL. OE~OGRAP~IC. POLITICAL AND SOCIAL 

CHANGE; THE ~ATIAL .ATTEahING AND DEMOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE Of CDN­

TEM.ORARY URBAN COMMUNITIES AS A BASIS fCR THEIR SOCIAL AND 

fNVIRCMMENTAL PROBLEMS. 

NOT SCHEOUIEO IN AY80-11. 

JESSEN. 

C&51940 

URBAN AND REGIO"AL PLANNING' PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES 

:TUOV AND ANALYSIS OF CURRENT MtTHCDS. TECHNIQUES. AND .RACTICES 

OF LAND-USE-ORIENTEO URBAN PLANNING. EMPHASIZES CURRENT LAND USE 

CONTROL IN URIAN PLANNING. INCLUDING ZONING. SUBDIVISION CONTROL. 

SITE PLANNING. TRANSPORTATION PLANNING ANa THE GENERAL PLAN. SUCH 

AREAS AS POPULATION. ECOhOMIC. AND LANO-USE STUDIES. QUANTITATI¥E 

METHODS AND SOCIAL SERVICES PLANNlhG ARE COVERED. 

FALL. 

TONER. 

tA51960 

TELEVISION DIRECTING 

4 

STUOIO·ORIENTEO COURSE ON THE TECHNIQUES OF TELEVISION DIRECTING 

IN A VARIETY Of FORMATS. ~ELO IN COLOR TELE¥ISION STUDIO. 

PRfREQULSITES'

CAS1000 OR PERMISSION. 

FAlL. 

SCOTT. 

CASl961 
MATER QUALITY RESEARCH 
6 
P&RTICIPATION IN INTEROICIPLINARY WATER QUALITY IN¥ESTIGATIDN IN-· 
¥aLVING FIELD SAMPLING. LAICRATORY ANALYSIS. AND EVALUATION AND 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA RELATED TO IIDLOGICAL. CHEMICAL. AND PHYS­
ICAL INDICATORS Of WATER QUALITY. 
PRERECUISITES. ' 

PERMISSION DR ANALYTICAL C~EMISTRY OR AQUATIC IIDLOGY. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

PUUKER. 

U51990 

CDOPERATIVE EDUCATION ••• 

I-I PIN(

PLANNED AND SUPERVISED WORK-EXPERIENCE WITH COMPANY OR AGENCY TO 

HELP THE STUDENT 10EMTIfY AND CLARIFY CAREER AKD ACADEMIC GOALS. 

NEEDS LEAD TIME FOR PLACEMENT AN~ (OUNSELLING.

PREREQUI SITE S: 

• ERMISSION Of ADVISOR AND COOPERATIVE EDUCATION COORDINATOR. 

FALL. WINTER. SPRING/SUMMER.

JARA. 

CA51"1 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION••• 

I- I P/NC

SAME AS CAS1990. 

" U EQUISITES' 

P RMISSION OF ADVISOR AND COOPERATIVE EDUCATION COORDINATOR. 

' AIL. WINTER. SPRING/SUM~ER. 

JARA. 

U Sl992 

Coo'ERATIVE EDUCATION••• 

I-I PIN(· 

SAME CCSl990 .· 

'IlUEeUI SI YES. 

, I MISSION OF ADVISOR AND COOPERATIVE EDUCATION COORDINATOR. 

'ALL. WINTER. S.RING/SUM'ER. 

JA". 

unoOl 
WORKSHOP. CREATI¥E DRAMATICS IN T~E CLASSROOM 
I 
THROUGH PARTICIPATION STUDENTS IN THIS COURSE WILL LEARN THE 

NATURE OF CREATIVE DRAMA AS A TOCL fCR TEACHING. AND AS A PRI"ARY 

BASIS FOR THE A••RECIATICN OF THE THEATRE IN LATER YEARS. 

PREREGU\sITES: 

PSYCHOLCGY OF EDUCATION «OhE YEARI OR TWC YEARS TEACHING EXPERI­

ENCE. 

OFfERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAff. 

USl009 

AMERICAN PUILIC ADDRESS 

4 

. THIS COURSE WILL VIEW S'EA~ING AS , fORCE IN AMERICAN HISTORY. 
IT WILL INCLUDE THE RHETORICAL STUDY OF SELECTED SPEAKERS IN 
RELATION TO SOCIAL AND PCLTTICAL ISSUES FROM COLONIAL TIMES TO 
1865. DESIGNED fOR STUDENTS W~OSE PRIMARY EM'HASIS IS NOT SPEECH 
OR CORMUNICATICNS. 
SPRING/SUMRER.
DAYIS. 
CAS8010 

SCULPTURE I: GRAD~A1E SEMINAR 3-0 CcSIGh 

Z 
DEALS WITH AD¥ANCED SCULPTURE AND 3-0 DESIGN 'ROBLEMS. IT IS DE­

SIGNED FOR THE GRAtUATE STUDENT ~HO DESIRES EXPERIENCE AND 

KNOWLEDGE IN THE CATEGORY Cf METAL fABRICATION. 

PRERECUISI1ES' 

PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMIIER. 

PAYNE. 

, 
CASI030 

CONTEMPRARY ISSUES 

2 

A GRADUATE SEMINAR EXPLORING A SELECTED IS'UE IN MEDIA. COII­

MUNICATION. OR PO.ULAR CULTURE. OffERED EACH TRIMESTER BY 

fACULTY OF T~E REDIA COMMUhlCATIONS PRO'RAM. 

FALL. WINTER. 

STEINER. MUCHNIK. 

CASIOU 
ADVANCED CONDUCTING 
3 . 

EMPHASIS ON BATON TECHNIGUE A,O SC~RE READING OF MAJOR INSTRU­

MENTAL AND CHORAL COMPOSITIONS. P~RASING. METER. AND STYLE ARE 

CLOSELY INVESTIGATED. T~IS COURSE IS DESIGNED fOR THE AD¥ANCEC 

GRADUATE MUSIC STUCENT. 

SPR I NGI SUMRER. 

CARTER. MCCREARY. STRUKOff. 

CASI05D 
PAINTING . AN ·ANALYTICAL "PRUCH 
2-3 
COURSE FOR ADVA"CED GRADUATE STUDENTS IN PAINTING. THE PRIMARY 
INTENT Of THIS COURSE IS T& DISCUSS AND ANALYZE THE DEVELOPMENT 
AND WORKS Of THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN THE COURSE 
AND DISCUSSION OF THE PROILEMS IN PAINTING IN GENERAL. STUDENTS 
ARE EXPECTED TO EXPRESS THERSELVES ¥ISUALLY IN THEIR WORKS AND 
DEMONSTRATE AIILITY TO ANALYZE AND CRITICIZE THEIR WORKS AND THE 
~RKS OF OTHER STUDENTS IN CL'SS DISCUSSION AND INDIVIDUAL 
PROPOSALS. 
PREREQUISITES' 
PERMISSION. 
FALL. EVEN YEARS. 
MORISHITA. 
CASino 

PAINTING. ANALYSIS AND COMPOSITIOh 

2-3 

AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO .AINTrMG AND COMPOSITION WILL IE EM­

PLOYED. STUDENTS WILL IE EXPECTED TO ARTICULATE ON THEIR OEVEL­

OPMENT AND ARE EX'ECTEO TO PRESENT.THEIR FORMAL AND THEMATIC COH­

CERNS IN A WRITTEN PROPCSAL. PAINTINGS WILL IE BASED ON THE PRD­

POSALS SUIMITTED IY THE STUDENT. 

PREREQUISITES' 

PERMISSION • 

WINTER. E¥EN YEARS. 

MORI SI4I". 

CASl090 

AQUATIC CHEMISTRY 

.. 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF AQUATIC SYSTEMS. INCLUDING INTERACTIONS 
IETWEEN CONSTITUENTS TREATED ACCORDING TO RIGOROUS EQUILIIRIUM. 
fORNOALATIONS AND GRAPHICAL APPROXIMATIOhS. EMPHASIS ON ACID­
BASE. REDOX. SOLUIILITY. AhD COMPLEXATIGh. LECTURE fORMAT WITH 
COMPUTER asSIST • 
• REREQUISITES ' 

CAS 4601 OR EGUIVALENT. 

fALL. 
IRUIAKER. 
CasI095 

URIAN HOUSING AND LEGAL SYSTERS 

3 

AN ANALYSIS Of FEDERAL AND STATE PUBLIC LAW AS IT AffECTS THE 
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HOUSING MARKET. SPECIAL ANALYSIS WILL IE PLACEO ON RFSOURCES 
AVAILalLE THROUGH THE fEOERAL GOVERNMENT HOUSING PROGRAMS. 
FALL. 
STAFF. 
CAS8100 
GRADUATE PAINTING COMPOSITION 
~;:CIAL EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON THE STUOENT'S ABILITY TO EMPLOY 
COMPOSITIONAL ELEMENTS AND PAINTING. THE DEVELOPMENT OF PAINTING 

COMPOSITIONS WILL BE AC~IEVED IY A NUMIER CF PREPARATORY STUDIES 

AND SKETCHES AND fiNAL CCMPGSITIGNS ARE TO BE PRESENTED IN THE 

PAINT INGS. 

PRERE~UI 51 TES. 

PERMISSION 

WINTER. 000 YEARS. 

MORISHITA. 

CAS8120 
GRADUATE DESIGN' TWO DIME~SIC~AL 

2-3 

AN ADVANCED REITERATION OF LINE. S~APE. COLOR. FORM. TEXTURE. 

PATTERN ANO SPACIAL DYNAMICS ON , TWD-OIPENSIONAL PLANE USING THE 

GRID SYSTEM AND OTHER ADVA~CED DESIGN TECHNIQUES. EMPHASIS ON 

DESIGN WITH TYPE. COLOR THEORY. AND THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT AND 

TRANSFDRMATICN CF VISUAL SYMBCLISM. 

PRUE'UISITES' 

PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER. EVE~ YEARS. 

LAtARIA. 

CASII130 
PRINTMAKIMG' GRADUATE I~TAGLID 
2. 3 
ALLOWS THE GRAOUATE STUDENT TI~E Te PERFECT COMPETENCIES FROM 

INTERMEDIATE THROUGH ADVANCED. THE STUDENT IS EXPECTED TO WORK 

WITH THE PROFESSOR VIA CLASS SESSICNS ANC IMDIVIOUAL CRITIQUES IN 

MEETING THE GRADUATE INTAGLIO COMPETENCIES. PROPOSALS ON THE 

PART OF EACH "STUDENT FOR INDIVIDUAL WORK ARE ALL I~HERENT fOR 

BEGINNING AND CCMPLETI~G THIS COURSE. 

PRERECUISITES. 

PERMISSION. 

WINTER. 

UtARIA. 

CAS8165 

CRITICAL ANALVSIS OF ILACK LITERATLRE 

2 

AN EXAMINATION OF SELECTED THEORIES ABOUT THE NATURE AND PURPOSE 

OF ILACK WRITING. PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS GIVEN TO A REVIEW OF 

SELECTED CRITICAL THEORIES AND THEIR APPLICATION TO PARTICUlAR 

IIUCK WR IT INGS. 

PREIIECUI 51 TES . 

PERMISSION. 

WINTER. 

STAFf. 

CASII6I 
CIlITICAL ANALYSIS CF AFRICAN LITERATURE 
2 
AN EXA~INATION OF SELECTED THEORIES ABOUT THE NATURE AND PURPOSE 
OF AFRIGAN WRITING. PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS GIVEN TO A REVIEW OF 
SELECTED CRITICAL THEORIES ANC THEIR APPLICATION TO PARTICULAR 
AFRICAN WRITINGS. 

PREREQUISITES. 

PERMISSION. 

IUNTER. 

STAFF. 

CasIllO 
WORKSHOP. MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION 
3 
THIS WORKSHOP IS DESIGNED fOR GRADUATE STUDENTS. PAOSPECTIVE OR 
EXPERIENCED EDUCATORS. T~E PARTICIPANTS WILL OISCUSS RESEARCH AND 
ANALYZE IN-OEPTH THE GROUP LIFE FACTOR AND COPING SKILLS DEVEL­
OPEO IIY VARIOUS ETHNIC/RACIAL GROUPS IN A CULTURALLY PLURALISTIC 
SOCIETY - I.E•• THE NATURE OF THE ETHNIC/RACIAL/SOCIO-ECONOMIC
GRDUPS OF STUOENTS AND FAMILIES THAT MAKE UP A SCHOOL COMMUNITY 
IN CHICAGO AND HOW THESE GROUPS LE'R~ED HOW TO SURVIYE IN OUR 
SOCIETY. THE WORKSHOP IS INTENDED TO HELP TEACHERS RECOGNIZE AND 
UNDERSTAND CULTURAL OR GROUP LIFE SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES. 
ESPECI ALLY AS THEY RELATE TO GROUPS ~HO SPEAK A SECOND LANGUAGE 
OR DIALET AND TO DEVELOP A~ AWARENESS OF UNIVERSAL CHARACTERIS­
TICS OF HUMAN GROUPS. 

WINTER. 

ODEN. 

CASIIIlI 
URIAN LAND ECONCNICS 
3 
COURSE WILL EMPHASIZE THE DYNaNICS OF LAND PLANNING. PROPERlY 
DEVELOPMENT '5 IT AFFECTS URBAN REDEVELOPMENT. EMPHASIS WILL IE 
PLACED ON SPECIAL EfFECTS OF THESE PROCESSES ON URiaN GHETTOI1A­
TlON. 
WINTER. 
ODEN. COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 
CASIIlZ 
ADNINISTRATION AND ORGaNIZA110NI lAll~ I 
! SURVEY OF POSSIILE STRUCTURAL ARRANGENENTS CONDUCiVE TO THE 
~TRENGTHENIMG OF THE CAPACITY OF THE LATINO COMMUNITY TO DEal 
SUCCESSFULLY WITH THE VARICUS ECONCNIC. POLITICAL. SOCIAL. AS 
WELL AS CULTURAL PROILEMS IT FACES IN MOOERN ANERICAN SOCIE1Y. 
FALL. 
ODEN. COMMUNITY PROFESSCR. 
CASlin 
AONINISTIIATION AND ORGANIZ'TION. LATINO II 
] 
A SURVEY Of POSSILIE STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENTS CONDUCIVE TO THE 

STRENGTHENING OF THE CAPACITY OF T~E LATINO CONNUNITY TO DEAL 

SUCCESSFULLY WITH THE VARICUS ECONCMIC. POLITICAL. SOCIAL. AS 

WELL AS CULTURAL PROBLEMS IT FACES IN MODERN AMERICAN SOCIETY. 

WINTER. 

ODEN. CD~MUNITY PRCfESSOR. 

caSlI14 

ETHNICITY. CULTURE AND PCLITICS 

]
THIS COURSE SEEKS TO IROADLY EXPLORE THE INTERRELATICNSHIP IET­

WEEN ETHNICITY. CULTURE AND POLITICS. ETHNICITY SEENS TO IE A 

CDNST.NT FACTOR CN THE PGLITICAL SCE~E. 

FALL. 

ZAKE. 

caSlIl5 

ANTHROPOLOGY OF LAW. POLICE A~D SOCIETY 

.. 
SURVEY OF CHANGE IN THE SYSTEMS OF LAW FROM SMALL SCALE TO LARGE 
SOCIETIES ANO THE GROWTH OF TYRANNY OF THE LAW ENfORCEMENT SYS­
TE~. 
WINTER. 

lAKE. 

CAS8I16 
CULTURAL AMTHRCPOLDGY. MuSEUM AND FILM RESOURCES 
] " 
USES ·COMMUNITY RESOURCES· TO UNDERSTAND SOME ANTHROPOLOGICAL 

CONCEPTS THROUGH THE STUDY OF MUSEUM PRO~ISIONS AND AVAILAILf 

FILMS. AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE CULT~E OF A GIVEN PEOPLE THROUGH 

ART FCRMS. 

FALL. 

LAKE. 

CASIII19 

GRADUATE SENIN'A IN SOCIOL~GY OF EOUCATICN 
] 
THIS COURSE WILL IE CONDUCTED '5 A "'AOUATE SEMIMAR FOCUSING ON 
THE RECIPROCAL RELATIDNS~IP IIETWEEN SOCIAL. POLITICAL AND ECON­
OMIC GROUPS IN SOCIETY AND THE EDUCATIC~AL ESTAILISHMENT. 
SPRING/SUMMER.
PRESS. 
CASIIIIO 

COMMUNITY SIUDIES SE~INAA 

.. 
AN EXAMINATION OF THEORIES AND NETHOOS IN COMMUNIIY STUDIES AS 
RELATED TO SUBURIAN. RURAL AND CE"TRAL CITY COMMUNITIES. STU­
DENTS WILL BE EXPECTED TO ANALYZE 'NO E~ALUATE THEORIES AND 
METNDDS AS THE lASES FOil COMMUNITY RESEARCH ANO ACTION. '&RADU­
ATE ONLYI MAY liE LI~KED TO Z C~EDIT HOURS OF RESEARCH IN CDRMU­
NITY STUD I ES •• 
PREREQUISITES. 

PERMISSION. 

FAll. 

MCCLELLAN. JESSEN. 

CASII18 I " 
CONMUNITY STUDIES RESEARtH 
] 
AN APPLICATION OF THEORIES AND MET~ODS IN COMMUNITY STUDIES AS 
RELATED TO SUIUReAN. RURAL AND CENIRAL CITIES COMMUNITIES. STU­
OENTS WILL PARTICIPATE IN STRUCTURED COMMUNITY RESEARCH ANO/OR
ACTION PROJECTS. 
PREIIEQUISITES. 

PERMISSION. 

NOT SCHEDUU"D IN AY 10-111. 

MCCLELLAN. 

CAS8l112 

SEMINAR IN URIAN RESEARCH 

] 
STUDENTS SELKT 'ND PURSUE URIIAN RuaTED RESEARCH PROJECTS UNDU 
GUIDED READING AND SUPERVISION PRO'.A~. 

PRERECUI 51 lE5& 

CAS 11110. CAS '562 DR PERMISSION. 

WINTER. 

JESSEN. MCCLELL'N. 
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toR'UTEA 'IOGRAMMING: A••LICATIONS 

I. Z 
STUDtNTS A••LY KNDMLEDGE OF COMPUTING SYSTEMS, 'AOILEM-ANALYSIS, 
AND 'lOGRAMMING. IASIC DR FORTRAN COMNANDS ARE LEARNED AND 
A'PLIED TO THE SOLUTION OF AN ADVAhCED ANe CDN'LEX 'ROIL EN SET 
• ORTH IY A tOMMITTEE OF .ACULTY RE'RESENTING THE STUDENT'S MAJOR 

ARU OF STUDY. 

PREREIIUISITES. 

CAS 5531 OR CONCURRENT. NOT O.EN TC STUDENTS TAKING IASIC OR 

FORTRAN AS UNDERGRADUATES EXCE'T MITH 'ERMISSION OF THE INST.UC­

TOR. 

'ALL, NINTER, S'RING/SUNNER. 

HO(KEn. 

CASIl9D 

IEYOND TEITIDDK SCIENCE 

Z,J 

, 	 THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO HELP ELENENTARV AND SECONDARY TEACHERS 
DEVELO' THE SKILLS NECESSARY TO CD IEYOND SCIENCE TEITIOOKS. AC­
TIVITIES AND NILL IE UTILI lED ENPH'SIZING INEX'ENSIVE SINPLE -EV­
ERYDAY- EQUIPNENT. ACTIVITIES AND CONCE'TS NILL FOCUS UPON IN­QUIRV AATHEA T~AN 'REFIGURED CONCLUSIONS. THIS COURSE IS FOR STU­
DENTS SEEKING A SCIENCE NETHODS COURSE E"'HASIIING -HONE- EQUI'­
NENT. 
SPRING/SUNNEII.
ZALENSKI. 
case.. I 

SCULptURE I GRADUAlE STUDIO 

Z-J 

THE STUDENT. IN CONSULTATION NITH THE NAJOR PROFESSOR, DEVELO.S 
IDEATIONS/tHEORIES AND ACHIEVES TECHNICAL SKILLS TO IE USED IN 
ALL 3-D STUDIO THENES THROUGHOUT TENUIIE FOR HIS/HER H.A. DEGaEE. 
THE STUDENT HOVES FREELY FRON ONE "ATERIAL TO ANOTHER IIINGING 
HIS/HER IDEATION INTO TECHhICAL. T~EORETICAL EIISTENCE. HE/SHE
NILL EI'LORE OIFFEIIENT NEOlA ON A PIIOILEN-SOLVING AND NEANINGFUL 
NANNER. THE IDEAS NILL IE REQUIRED TO IE THE STUDENT'S ONN. THE 
PROFESSOR NILL IE THERE TO HELP 1"LENENt THEN THROUGH THE 
vUlEe NEOla. 
'REREQUI 51 TES_ 

A DEGREE IN ART NITH NAJOII IN SCUL'TURE AND PEIIMISSION. 

NINTEII. 

"YNE. 

CaslZOO 
SENINAR ON THE ILACK NONAN 
Z 
FOCUSES ON S'ECIAL ISSUES IN THE EXPERIENCE OF THE ILACK NDNAN. 
PARTICULARLY THOSE 'OIITRAYED IN LltERATUIIE AND NEOlA. 
PRERECUISITESI 

'EANISSION. 

FALL. 

ANTHONY. VINYARD. 
caSIUO 
GRADUATE SENINAR. PAINT IN' 
Z 
FOR ADVANCED GII'DUATE STUDENTS IN PAINT IN' FOR THEIR GRADUATE 

EXHIIIT. TO INCLUDE. IUT NOT IE LINITED TO. FURtHER DEVELO'NENT 

OF A THEME AND/OR IMAGERY AND FURT~ER MASTERY OF TECHNICAL 

SKILLS. 

PREREClUISITES. 

'ERNI SSIDN. 

S'RlNG/SUMMER.

MORISHITA. 

CaslZ30 

CON'ARATIVE THEATRE AND DRAMA. NELDDIIANA 

3 

THE -THIRD FOIIN- OF DRAMA FRON NELOORANAS OF EURI'IDES TO TRAGIC 

CONEDIES AND MELOORANAS OF NOOERN TELEVISION AND MOTION 'ICTURES. 

'REREOUIS ITES' 

CAS 6JOO OR CAS 6Jl0. 

FALL. 

SHettMAN. 

casun 
CON'ARATIVE DRAMA. TRAGEDY 
J 
THIS COURSE EXANINES THE ~EVElOPNENT OF TRAGEDY FRON 'THE 'REEKS 
TO ARTHUR NILLER. 
PREREQUISITES'
CAS 6JOO 011 CAS 6JIO. 

MINTEII. 

SHl!RMAN. 

casino 
GRADUATE SENINAR. PRINTMAKING 

Z 

AN INTENSIVE SURVEV OF PRINTMAKING IN THt ZOTH CENTURY. RESEARCH 
ANO DISCUSSION NILl REVOLVE AROUND HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE. TECH­
NOLOGICAL ADVANCES AND CONTEN'ORARV TRENDS AND 'ROCESSES. 
ENPHASIS ON DEVElO'ING AIILITV TO ARtiCULATE KNOWlEOGEAILY AIOUT 
STUDENT'S CRA.T. 
PREREQUISITES. 

'ERNISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMU. 

LACAKIA. 

tA51255 
tONNUNICATIONS FOR CLASSROCM TEACHER 
] 
'REPARES TEACHERS TO RECOGNIZE' UTILIZE THE IASIC PRINCIPLES OF 

ORAL CONMUNICATIONS FOR T"EMSELVES , THEIR STUDENTS. THE COURSE 

CONTENT MILL INCLUDE 'ARTICI'ATION IN DISCUSSION. 'UILIC S'EAK­

ING. AND IDENTIFICATION OF S'EECH ~CN-'LUENCIES • 

FAll, MINTER, S'RlhG/SUMMER.

DAVIS. 

caSIlOO 

GRADUATE RESEARCH SEMINA.. MUSIC 

3 

STUDENTS STUDY RESEARCH 'ETHOOS IN MUSIC. LEARNING THEORIES AID 

STATISTICAL PROCEDURES, tURRICULUN OEVELC'MENT. EDUCAtiONAL OB­

JECtiVES. MEDIA IN EOUCATICN. AND CTHER 'ROIlEMS. 

NINTER. 

CARTER. 

~:!~~:~E RESEARCH SEMINAR. iHEATRE 
~ 
STUDENTS NILL STUDY RESEARCH 'ETHoes IN THEATRE. 
FALL. 
SLon. 
CUIU7 

GIIAOUATE SEMINAR IN TECHNICAL THEAT.E 'RoeueTleN FOR DIIIECTOIIS 

~ 
THIS MODULE IS DESIGNED TO 'IIE'ARE THE GRADUATE THEATRE STUDENT 
TO IE AILE TO CO'E AND IE ceNVEIlSAhT NITH THE THEAtllE FACILltV. 
ITS DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION' SCENERV. ITS DESIGN AND CONStRUC­
TION; STAGE LIGHTING, ITS DESIGN AhD CONSTRUCTION; SAFETY, OIlGAN­
IZATION; TOURINGI 'IIICINGI AND CONVERSION OF USEFUL S'ACE 'OR 
THEATIIE. THE MODULE IS ALse DESIGNED TO INFORM THE STUDENT OF THE 
IIILIOGIIA'HY AND OTHEII IESEARCH "ATERIALS AVAILAIlE to SOLVE 
MOST TECHNICAL T~EATRE 'ROILEMS WHICH MAV AalSE WHilE 'RE'AAING A 
'IIODUCTION AND COMTINUE THE DEVELO'NENT OF RESEARCH SKILLS NECES­
SAllY FOR GIIAOUATE LEVEL 'IICJECTS. 
S'R ING/SU"MEII
IIEEVE. 
CAS1330 

GRADU.TE DIRECTING SEMINAR 

I-~ 
STUDENTS NILL DIRECT A OME-ACT 'LAY. 
'REREQUISITES: 

'ERMISSION. 

S'RING/SUMMER.

SLon. 
CASn)]
GIIAOUATE flL" 'RODUCTION I 
I-~ "NC 
FLIMMAKING NOIIKSHO' 'ROOUCING UNIVE.SITY AND OUTSIDE S'ONSOREO 

FILMS. STUDENTS MILL 'ARTICI'ATE IN A COM'LEX CREATIVE 'AOCESS 

OF MAKING A FILM THROUGHOUT RESE'-CHING IDEAS. NRltING. SHGOtlNG 

AND EDITING ANALYSIS. 

'REREQUISITES_ 

PERMISSION. 

FALL. NINTER. SPRING/SUMMER.

MARnIiSKI. 

CASIJJ~ 
GRADUATE FILM PRODUCT.IGN II 
I-~ "NC 
CO.TINUATION OF CAS.333. 

'RUEQUISITE5I 

'ERMISSION. 

FALL. SPRING/SUMNEI.

URlVNSKI. 

CASI~OO 
CULTUIIAL ANTHRO'OLDGYI SPECIAL TOPICS 
] 
EXPLORATION OF ANTHRO'OLOGICAL A"ROACHES TO THE STUDY OF SOCIETW 
AND TO FOCUS ON A S'ECIAL ADA'TIVE STIIATEGV OF SOCIETY. 
FALL. 

STAfF. 

CAS8513 

'HOTO: CAMERANORK III--'HOTOGRA'HY FOR T~E MASSES 

3 

EXAMINES THE VARIOUS tOMMUNICATION FACILITIES ~AILA'LE TO tHE 

CONTEMPORARV 'HOTOG.A'HER fNAILING ~IM/HER TO HAVE A GREATER 

NUMIER OF PEOPLE EX'OSED TO HIS/HER NORK. ACTIVITIES INCLUDE 

THE ACtUAL CONSTRUCTION AND DIS'ERSEMENT OF A LIMltEO EDITION 

'DIITfOLio OR 'RINTED MONOGRA'~. T~E LANS ANO IIESTRICTIONS 

COVERiNG "'ILlCAtlON RIGHts MILL 'LSO IE STUDIEO •. 

...EREQUI 51 TESI 

PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMNER. 

'HILLI'S. 

CAS Course Descriptions 131 
CAS8S30 
PHCTQGAAPHY: GAACUATE SENINAR 
~O'ICAL SENINAR DESIGNED TL PROVIDf A SYNTHESIZING INTERDISCI­
PLINARY fORU- fCR DEVELOPING tHt GRAUDAtE PROJECt. 

PRERECUISI1ES: 

PERMISSION. CAS~~30. tAS~' ~ I. I hC CIS~'8D. 

fALL. WINlEA. 

SCHRANZ. PHILLIPS. 

CAS8550 

PROBLEMS IN INTERNATIONAL 'OLITICS I: WCRLO IMPERIALISM 

3-~ 
EXAMINES THE BEHAVIOR Of PEOPLES A.D NAtiON-STATES AT THE GLOIAL 

LEVEL IN AN EffCRT TO IDENtifY tMQSE PROBLEMS THAT THREAtEN THE 

SURVIVAL OF MANKIND AND SERJOUSL' LNDERNI~E GLOBAL PEACE. 

NOt SCHEDULED I. A'80-11. 

ODEN. KOFELE-KALE. 

CA5I565 

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALT~ 

3 

ENVIRCNMENUL PCLLIJUNTS A~D OISUH AGENTS IN tHE PHYSICAL ENV­

IRONMENT AAE RELATED TO ~U"AN HEALT~; AND. ENVIRONMENTAL CCNTROLS 

AND DISEASE PREVENTleN ARE EXA.I~E[ ~ELATIVE TO INOIVIOUAL CARE. 

LAWS. AND GOVER~.E~t AGF~[IES. 

FALL. 

ZALEWSKI. 

CASB585 

GRADUATE THESIS PRESENTATICN IN ••• 

1 
STUOENTS COMPLETING THEIA f.AAeUATE T~ESIS WILL PRESENT A SEMINAR 
ON THEIR RESEAACH PROJECT IN A fCR.At SI_ILAR TO A PRESENTATION 
Of A PAPER AT A PROFESSIONAL .~EllhG. STUDENTS SHOULO EMAOLL 
OURING THEIR FINAL TAINESTER Of THESIS AESEAACH OR FOR THE fOL­
LOWING TRINESTER. 
'REAE~UISlres: 

CAS ~6DD OR CONCUAAENt EhACLL.ENt. 

FALL. WINTEA. S'RI~G/SUMNEA. 

STAFF. 

CASIlDD 
GRAOUATE RESEARCH SEMINAA: INTERCULTUAAL STUOIES I 
] 
DESIGNEO TO ALLaH THE StUDENT TO DC IN-OEPTH ANALYSES OF SELECTED 
ASPECTS OF THE SOCIO-PGLITICAL. [CrNCMIC. AND HISTORICAL DEVELO'­
MENTS OF THE CULTUAES Of AFRICAN. ~ISPANIC. AND ASIAN PEOPLES. 
INCLUOING THE STUDY Cf PRD8LE_S. PCWEA AND ISSUES IN AMERICAN 
CENTAAL UABAN AREAS AND IN SELECTEC CEVELGPING COUNTRIES. THIS 
COURSE HAS AN INTERDISCIPLINARY ANC CCMPARATIVE fOCUS. 
fALL. SPRING/SU"MER. 
STaff. 
CA58135 
IMPROVING LEARNING ENVIACN.E~lS 
2-] 
'HELPS TEACHERS EXAMINE AND PRACTICE STATEGIES FOR PROVIDING NON­

THREATENING AND SU"ORTIVE LEARNIN~ ENVIRONMENTS. EM'HASIZES 

S~ILLS FOR IM'ROVI~G INTERPERSONAL RELATICNSHIPS AND FOR FOSTER­

ING GROMTH AND EXPRESSION CF CREATIVITY AND SELf-CONFIDENCE. 

SPRING/SUMMEA.

SIEMRC. 

CASI150 

MICROSCO,y. LIGHT AND ELECTRO~ 

2-4 

PREPARAflON AND STUDY Of SPECIMENS. INCLUDING INTERPRETING OF UL­

TRASTRUCTURE ARE THE MAI~ ACTIVITIES IN T~IS COURSE. THE EFFI­

CIENT USE OF LIGHT AND SCA.NING ELECTRON NICROSCOPES IS STRESSED. 

PREREQUISITES : 

PERMI5SIOII . 

NINTER. DOD YEAR S. 

MULE' • 

CU8110 
fIELD INVESTIGATION IN EAA T" SCIENCE 

1 

PARTICIPANTS WILL DE SIGN AND CARRY-OUT A fiELD STUDY RELATED TO 

THE GEOLOGIC HISTORY ANO PRESENT-DAY LANDFORMS AND NATUAAL 

RESOURCES OF THE CHICAGO AAEA. ,STUtENTS ~ILL PRE'ARE A PAPER AND 

DELIVER A SEMINAR CN THE INDEPENDE~T STUDIES CONDUCTED. 

PREREQUISITES: 

STUDENT MUST HAYE PERMISSICN fROM OIRECTeR OF THE PRE-COLLEGE 

TEACHER DEVELOP~E~T IN SCIENCE. NSF GRANT. 

OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. STAFf. 

Casl17 1 

CURRICULUM DEVEL OPMENT I~ EART~ SCIENCE 

1 

P..TICIPANTS MILL OEVELOP. I~PLEME~T. AND EVALUATE EARTH SCIENCE 

CURRICULUM MATERIALS RELATED TO THE GEOLCGY AND NATURAL RE~CES 

Of THE CHICAGO AREA. 

PREREQUI SITES: 

STUDENT MUST HAYE PERMISSICN FROM CIRECTCR OF THE PRE-COlLE'E 

TEACHEA OEVELOPMENT IN SCIENCE. NSF GRANT •• 

OFFERED lASED ON DE.AND. 

COMMUNITY PROfESSOR. STAFF. 

CUllIO 
ENVIRoNMENtAL EDUCAtION' IIOLOGICAL fIELD SCIENCE 
~HIS IS A FIELD COURSE OfFERED At CAM' SAGAMAU. fIELD METHODS of 

INVESTIGATION ARE USED TO COM'ARE HA8ITATS, StUDY VARIATIONS IN 

PLANT COMMUNITIES. AND INVESTIGATE THE EfFECTS Cf POLLUTION. 

S'RING/SUMIIEII. 

SIERMO. COMMUNITY 'ROFESSOR. 

CASino 
ENVIRCN"ENTAL EDUCATION' EARTH SCIENCE 

2 

THIS IS A FIELD COURSE OFFERED AT CAMP SAGAMAU. EMPHASIS IS 

'LACEO ON RELATIONSHIPS 8ETMEEN LA~O fORNS , GEOLOGIC PROCESSES. 

LOCAL EXAM'LES ARE USEDI MA'PI~G SJILLS ARE INCLUDED. 

fALL. S'RING/SUMMER.

SIERMC. COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS8193 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION' FOREST IN_ESTIGATIONS 
2 
THIS IS A FIELD COURSE OFFERED AT CAMP SAGAMAU. PARTICI'ANTS HILL 
EXAMINE IN DEPTH LCCAL FCREST CONNUNITIES USING SEVERAL METHODS 
Of ANALYSIS INCLUDING 'DINT-QUARTER TRANSECTS. AGE CLASSIFICATION 
IY CORRELATICN NITH DIAMETER CLASS, VARI'ILE AND FIXED PLOT 
SAMPLING AND EVALUATING INFLUENCES OF MICROCLIMATE. STUDENTS 
ENROLLING IN THIS COURSE SHOULD HAVE SOME PRIOR fiElD EXPERIENCE. 
PREREeul SI res. 
SOME fiELD MOR~. 
fALL. ODD YEARS, S'RING/SU~MER. EVEN YEARS. 
SIERNC. COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 
CAsn~5 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION. INVESTIGATIONS IN ~IMNOLOGY 
2 
AN INTENSIVE MEE~ OF FIELD INVESTI5ATION 8ASED AT CAMP SAGANAU. 
COM'ARING ELEMENTS OF REAL LIMNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS INCLUDING RIVU­
LETS. CREEKS, MARSHES. 'CNOS, AND LA~ES CF LENTlc ANO LOTIC ENVI­
RONMENTS. E.'HASis IS ON CHARACTERISTIC MACRD-INVERTEIRATES. VER­
TEBRATES. CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL 'RCPERTIES OF AQUATIC ENVIRON­
NENT--HHETHER NATURAL OR INFLUENCEC BY HUMAN ACTIVITIES. 
'REREeUISI TES: 
CASIllO OR 'ERMISSION. 
S'RINS/SUMMER. 
SIERMO. COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 
CAS..DO 

ENVIRONMENTAL EOUCATION' TERRESTRIAL 810LOGY 

2 

'HIS IS A MEE~-ENO FIELD COURSE TAUGHT AT CARP SAGANAU. 10ENTIFI­

CATION OF 'LANTS AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES IS USED TO DEVELO' 

UNDERSTANDING OF REGIONAL ENVIRONNENTS. TEACHING AP'LICATIONS ARE 

MADE. 

FALL, WINTER. S'RING/SUMMER. 

SIERNC. CONMUNITY 'ROFESSOR. 

CASl8] I 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTENS ANALYSIS 

3 

MILL PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEM ANALYSIS AS 

APPLIED TO ENVIRONMENTAL 'R08LEM SOLVING. TO'ICS INCLUDE. STE'S 

IN SYSTEMS A'PROACH. SETTING OBJECTIVES. NEASURE OF PERFORMANtES. 

ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS, ENVIRONMENTAL MCDELS. OPTIMIZA11ON 

TECHNIQUES AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS. SUITABLE FOR ALL SCIENCE . 

DIVISION STUDENTS AND INTERESTED STUDENTS THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­

SITY. ' 

PREREQUISITES. 

CAS113D. CAS1132, DR 8PA3462. 

FALL DOD YEARS. 

R08ERTS. 

CASIIl2 

ENVIRONMENTAL MODELING 

]-5 

MILL 'ROVIDE A MORE IN-DEPTH FOLLOW-UP TO SYSTEMS ANALYSIS MODELS 
INTRODUCED IN CAS 1831. STUDENTS MILL LEARN CONCE'TS AND IIETMODS 
OF ECOSYSTEM. AIR QUALITY. WATER QUALITY. LAND USE. QUEING AND 
::;~~:DM~~~I:~Z~~~~:E~O~~:'C:~!:.~:~E::~~I:!~~I::OH!:~~::T~ 
EXPERIENCE MITH COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAMS FOR ALL TYPES Of 

IIODELS COVERED. 

PRERECUISITES' 

CAS 1131 AND PER"ISSION. 

MINTER. EVEN YEARS. 

R08ERTS. 

CU..4D 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 

3 

PROVIDES FORUII FOR REPORTING AN ANALYSIS. SIMULATION OR OTHER 

QUANTI'ATIVE METHODS A"LICATION TO PROVLENS ,RELATED TO ENVIRON­

MENTAL QUALITY ASSESSMENT AND NANA5ENENT. STUDENTS HILL EN"'! IN 

GROUP PROBLEM SOLVING AND/oR CONDUCT ENVIRONMENTAL NDDELING 

STUDIES AS A LAlORATeRY COMPONENT FOR THIS COURSE. 

'REREQUISITES. 

CASlIlZ. 

FALLI SPRING/SUMMER. EVEN YEARS. 

ROBERTS. 

132 CAS Course Descriptions 
tAU'U 
GAS CHROMATOGRA'HY/MASS S'ECTROMETRY fOR ENVIRONMENT.L ANALYSIS 
] 
THE THEORY AND 'RACTICE Of GAS LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY/MASS S'ECTR­
OMETRY, ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES ARE ROUTINELY USED FOR ANALYSIS. 
• REPLACES CAS545]1. 

'REREQUISITES' 

tAS5440. 

IIiNTER. 

STAFF. 

(151911

EtOLOGY AND CONSERVATltN GRADUATE SE~INAR 

2 . 

REVIEMS THE LITERATURE RELATED TO tURRENT AND tLASSltAL ISSUES IN 

EtDLOGY , tONSERVATIDN. E'CH STUDE~T SELEtTS AN ISSUE, RESEARtHES 

THE LITERTURE ON IT, THEN IN A SENIN.R SETTING, 'ROVIDES AN 

ORAL REPORT. AND SUIMITS TC F.CULTY A MRITTEN REPORT Of FINOINGS. 

PREREQUISITE 5: 

'ERMISSION. 

FALL, MINTER, SPRING/SUNMER. 

GUNTHER. 

(159050 

LEARNING PROCESSES. AOVANCEO TCPltS 

] 
APPLIES AOV'Nt&D tOGNITIVE-OEVELOP~ENT'L IPIAGETIANI THEORY TO 

ISSUES OF PROGR.M AND INSTRUCTIONAL CESIGN IN THE IREA OF SCIENtE 

TEACHING. STUDENTS INVESTIGATE IN'LltATIC~S OF PIAGET'S THEORY 

FOR INSTRUtTION AND PROPOSE .NO tO~DUtT A GUIDED. MINI-RESEARCH 

OR MINI-CURRICULA PRoJEtT USING THIS NoDEL. 

PREREQUISITES.

CAS6540 DR tAS6550 ANa WRITTEN PER~ISSICN. DR EDutATIONAL PSy­

CHOLOGY. 

MINTER. 

I\ISHTA. 

(lS9066

NAINSTREANING AND THE tLASSRODM TE.CHER 

2-] 

THIS MoOULE IS DESIGNED TO HELP ELENENTARY AND SECONDARY TEAtHERS 

INTEGRATE THE HANDICAP'ED STUDENT INTO THE REGULAR tLASSRoOM. 

AtTIVITIES MILL PRCVIDE PRAtT ICE I~ ADA'TING REGULAR LEARNING 

AtTIVITIES TO THE NEEDS Of THE HANCltA'PED MITHDUT LIMITING THE 

NoN-HANDltA'PED STUDENTS. 

OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

IAlEMSKI, tDMNUNITY PROFESSOR. 

(lS90n

MEANINGFUL EVALUATION IEYDND TESTI.G 

Z-] 

PROVIDES INSIGHTS INTO MAYS TO IM'ROVE T~E 'ROtESS OF MEASURING 

AND GRADING 'UPIL AtHIEVEMENT. MEETS THE EVALUATION tDM'ETENCY OF 

stlENCE AND HEALTH EDutATICN MHEN TAKEN FOR FULL tREDIT. MEETS 

toMPETENtY REQUIREMENTS IN THE TEST AND MEASUREMENT AREA FOR ANY 

OF GSO'S TEAtHERS EDUCATICN 'RDGRA'S. 

SPRING/SUMNER.

KISHU. 

t159061 

GRADUATE SENINAR IN StlENtE EDUtATION 

2 P/NC

STUDENTS MILL REVIEM tURRE~T RES EARtH IN SCIENtE EDUtATIDN AND 

tRITIQUE ITS MORTH AMb IMPLICATIONS. THEY MILL DEVELOP A RESEARtH 

DR EVALUATIVE PROJECT AS A TERMINAL INTEGRATING EXPERIENCE. 

PRESENTATION OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT IS A REQUIRENENT fOR GRADU­

'TlDN. 

'REREQUISITES: 

'ERNIS5IDN. 

FALL. MINTER, S'RING/SUNNER.

KISHTA. 

(lS.075

METHODS OF ENVIRONMENTAL pel ICY ANALYSIS 

J 
THIS toURSE Mill COVER NANY OF THE SAME TOPICS AS THE tDUR~E 
ENVIRONMENTAL 'ClICY ANALYSIS, HOWEVER, THE MAJOR FOtUS Mill IE 
ON ADVAftCED ANALYTICAL AND SYNTHESIIING METHODS A'PlICAIlE TO 
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ANALYSIS. MET~DDS SUtH AS tDST-RISK-IENEFIT 
ANALYSIS. PR08A.llITY ENtDOING, DECISION ANALYSIS, tDMPUTER SIM­
UL.TION AND OPTIMIZATION METHODS MilL IE EXPLORED. STUDENTS Mill 
CHOOSE A CURRENT ENVIRONME~TAL PCLICY FOR 'PPlltATloN OF ONE DR 
MORE OF SutH "ETHoCS. 
'REREQUISITESI 
'ERMISSION. 
MINTER. ODD YEARS. 
ROBERTS. 
C159160 

oRN.MENTAl HORTICULTURE: PROGRAM DEVELDPMENT/S'ECIAl To'ICS 

1 
AN ORNARENTAL HORTICULTURE MoRKSHo, FOR TEAtHERS OF StlENtE AND 

A5RltULTURE TO PROVIDE FIELD ElPERIENCE IN HORTICULTURE PRoGR•• 

DEVELOPMENT. SElEtTED HORTltUlTURAl METHCOS AND TECHNIQUES CUR­

RENTLY USED IN THE INDUSTRY AND IN SCHOOLS Mill IE DEMONSTRATED. 

INtlUDES A DIStUSSIDN .ND ANALYSIS OF SElEtTED tURRICUlA MATER­

IALS USED IN ILLINOIS HIGH StHOOLS AND COllEGE HORTICULTURE PRO­

GUMS. 

FALL, S~ING/SUNMER. 

MULE. 

tAS'170 
PHOTOCHEMISTRY 

3 

A STUDY OF THE l.MS OF PHOTOCHEMISTRY, USING MODERN SELECTED TOP­

ICS. l.IOR.TORY ElPERIMENTS GIVE 'R.tTIC.l EXPERIENtE TO THEORIES 

tOVERED IN CL'SS. REPl'CES E.S6510 • 

PREREQUISITES. 

CAS4601 DR CAS"ZO. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

tEHElhIK. 

tAS9490 

FIELD IIOLOGY 

Z-3 

STUDENTS MILL UTllllE A NUMIER OF INDEPEhDENT AND SEQUENTI'l OUT­

DOOR IIOLOGY INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES TO PROMOTE THE UNDERSTAND­

ING OF EtOlOGltAl RElATltNSHIPS. FIELD AtTIVITIES Mill BE USED TO 

INVESTIGATE THE INTERREl.TICNSHIPS '~D I~TERAtTIONS OF PLANTS, 

ANIMALS. AND THE PHYSltAL ENVIRONMENT. I~ClUOING NAN'S ROLE IN 

THE NATURAL StHEME. FROM T~ESE FIELD AtTIVITIES. STUDENTS Will 

IEGIN TO DEVELOP lEARNING EXPERIENCES FCR YOUNGSTERS IN GR.DES 4­
10. STUDENTS tAN ceTAIN THE T~IRD tOUR DURING THE FAll TRIMESTER. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

SIERMO. 

C15960D 

GRADUATE THESIS 

I-I 

SOME SCIENtE AND SCIENtE TEACHING CURRICULA REQUIRE, DR 'IVE THE 

O'TION OF. A THESIS FOR DEGREE tOMPlETION. THIS IS A FORMAL UN­

DERT'KING FOR MHltH CREDIT IS AllOCATED. AND TOWARDS WHltH END A 

FORMAL SET OF 'OlICIES AND PROCEDURES NUST IE FCllOMEO. A BOCKlET 

DESCRIIING S.ME IS AVAllAllE I~ THE tCllEGE OFFICE. 

PRERECUISITES. 

PERMISSION. 

FAll. MINTER. SPRlhG/SUMMER~

STAFF. 

CAS9700 

STUDENT TEACHING I~ SCIENCE 

5 PINt 

STUDENTS PREPARE FOR. AND ENGAGE IN. ROUTINE CLASSROOM INSTRUt­

TloN AND FACULTY DUTIES IN AN ELEMENTARY, JUNIOR HIGH. DR ~IGH 

SCHOOL. 

PREREQUISITES. 

GR.DUATE STUDENTS IN K-12 StlENtE TEAtHI~G ONLY; PERMISSION. 

MINTER. 

SIEMItO. 

CAS.IDO 

GRADUATE INTERNSHIP IN •••
1-'AN INOE'ENOENT, PRltTlt'L, STUOY THAT IS OPEN TC All STUDENTS. 

IT INVOLVES MORK FOR CREDIT. AND OFTEN MITHOUT PAY, IN SITU.TIONS 

SIMll.R TO APPRENTICESHI'S--MHERElh STUDENTS HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY 

TO UTllilE aTTaiNED SKillS IN PROFESSIONAL SETTINGS SIMll.1t TO 

THOSE IN MHICH THEY COULD FIND THE~SElVES AFTER GRADUATION. SUP­

ERVISION BY FAtUlTY OR OTHER PROFESSICNAlS RESULTS IN ADDITIONAL 

lURNING. 

PREREQUISITES. 

'ERMISSION. 

FAll, MINTER. SPRING/SUMNER.

STAFF. 

CAS99DO 

GRADUATE REAOlhGS IN ••• 

1-6 PINt 

FOtUSES ON INDE'ENDENT INTENSIVE READINGS. READINGS DONE IN • 

S'EtIFIED AREA UNDER tHE DIRECTION OF THE APPROPRIATE CS FAtUlTY. 

REPORT OF fiNDINGS, OIStUSSIONS ANC/OR READING lOGS DETERMINED BY 

THE STUDENT AND FAtULTY coeRDINATORISI. 

PREREQUI SITES. 

PEitMISSIDN. 

FALL. MINTER. SPRING/SUMMER.

STAFF. 

CAS9930 

GRADUATE RESEARtH 

1-6 PINt 

DESIGNED FOR GRAOUATE STUDENTS MHO MISH TO UNDERTAKE INDEPENDENT 

PROJECTS RELATED TO THEIR DEGREE PROGRAMS. PROJECT MUST IE AP­

PROVED AND tOOROIN.TED IY THE APPROPRIATE PROFESSORISI IN THE 

COLLEGE. 

PREREQUISITES. 

PERMISSION. 

fALL, MINTER, SPRING/SUM.ER. 

STAfF. 

CAS9960 

GRADUATE PROJECT IN ••• 

1-6 PINt 
INDEPENDENT RESEARtH tOURSE FCR GRADUATE STUDENTS tOMPlETING 

THEIR CULMIN.TING 'ASTER'S PROJEtT OR THESIS. 

PREREQU I SITES. 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, MINTER, SPRING/SUMMER.

STAFF. 
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CAS9'!lA 
MICROCOMPuTERS AND THEIR ECUCATIONAl APPLICATICNS 
2 
STUDENTS Will STUOY THE ~ATURE AND USES Cf MODERh ~IC~OCOMPUTERS 
AS APPLIED TO SCH~Ol NEEDS. fRCM A~ ADMI~ISTRATOR'S VIEW. THE 
PROCESSES Of APPLICATIOh. CCST-EffECTIVENESS. AND SELECTION Of 
ACTUAL HARDWARE WILL 8E COVERED. 
P,ERECUISITES' 
fOR CURREIH.L Y EMPLOYED SCHCCL AD"I~ ISTRAlCRS OR THOSE WHO ARE IN 
TRAINING. 
OFFERED lASED C~ DE~AND. 
tG~MUNITY PROFESSOR. STAFF. 
CAS998A 

TERRESTRIAL 810LCGY' AUTUMN 

1 
THIS IS A FIELD STUDY COURSE DESIG~ED FOR TEACHERS. HERE IS AN 

OPPORTUNITY TO EXA~INE THE ST'UCTU'ES AND PAtTERNS TO IE FOUND IN 

THE NATURAL WORLD AS SEEh AGAINST THE IACKGRCUNO OF AUtUMN. 

ACTIVITIES WILL I~CLUDE USING CICHCTOMOUS KEYS fDA PLANT AND 

INSECT IDENTIFICATION. ASTRONCMY OF ThE FALL SKIES. E.AMINATION 

OF A RESTORED PRAIRIE, "IG'ATC'Y II~D IDENTfFICATION AND "APPING 

SKILLS. TECHNIQUES FOR MONITORING [F A NATURAL SITE WILL SE PRES­

ENTED. THE COURSE wiLL OfFER CLASSROOM ACtiVITIES IN MATHEMATICS. 

LITERATURE. AND RELATED ARTS. AN INQUIRY PROCESS APPROACH WILL IE 

USED THROUGHOUT T~E ~EEKENC. 

FALL. 

COMMUNITY PRCfESSC'. STAFF. 

CAS9980 

TERRESTRIAL IICLCGY' WINTER 

1 

AN OUTDOOR EDUCATICN WORK$HCP EaPLCRING ThE UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES 

FOR WCNDER, DELIGhT. AND MYSTERY ALLOWEC CNLY BY WiNTER. AWARE­

NESS ACTIVITIES IN TRACKING. WINTER LITERATURE, ENERGY IMPLICA­

TIONS. ASTRONOMY, SNOw. ICE. AND TREE AND TWIG IDENTIFICATIOh 

WILL IE PRESEhiED. 

WINTE' 

COMMUNITY PROfESSCR, STAFF. 

CAS9Ul 

TERRESTRIAL SIOLCGY, SPRI~G 

1 

AN OUTDOOR EDUCATICN wORKSHOP CESI&NED TO PROVIDE BACKGROUND 

INfORMATION AND ACTIVITIES fOR EXPLORING THE EMERGENCE ASPECIS Of 

THE SPRING SEASCN. WEATHER. ASTRONC"Y. POND WATER. PLANT IDENTI­

fiCATION, ANIMAL STUDIES, AND LITERATURE RELATED TO SPRING WILL 

BE CO~ERED. 

SPA lNG/SUMMER.

CO"MUNITY PROfESSCR, STAff. 

CAS9'182 

TERRESTRIAL IICLCGY, SUM'ER 

1 
AN OUTOODR EOUCATICN WORKSHCP CESIGNEO TO PROVIDE BACKGROUND 
INfORMATION AND ACTIVITIES FOR EXPLORING IhE EMERGENCE ASPECTS 
OF THE SUMMER SEASON. WEATHER. ASTRCNOMY. POND WATER. PLANT IDEN­
TIFICATION, ANIMAL STUDIES. AND LITERATURE RELATED TO SUMMER WILL 
BE COYfREO. 
SPRING/SU~MER. 
HOCKETT. COMNUNITY PROfESSCR. 

[ 
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College of 
Arts and Sciences 
Course Index 

ACTING STYLES AND THEORIES CAS 6430 

ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANllATICN. LATINO CAS 1112 

AD"INISTRATION AND CRGA~llATICN' LATINC II CAS un 

ADVANCE PRINT"A~ING I.~OOOCUT TECHhlOUES 18LAC~ AND WHITE RELIEFI 

CAS 5462 

ADVANCED ACTING CAS 6191 

ADVANCED CCNDUCTING CAS 1041 

aDVANCED DESIGN PRINCIPLES II' 2-D DESIGN PROBLEMS CAS 5731 

ADVANCED DRAWI~G' LIFE STUey AS ABSTRACTICN AND EXPRESSION 

CAS 5702 

ADVANCED PAINTING AND DRA~ING CAS 5700 

ADVANCED PRINTMAKING II' CCLOR REDUCTION MDOOCUT CAS 5463 

aDVANCED PRlhTMAKING' SERIGRAP~Y CAS 5500 

ADVANCED PUILIC SPEAKING CAS 3761 

ADVANCED READING FOR BILINGUAL STUDENTS CAS 3851 

ADVANCED VOICE AND DICTICN FOR STAGE/TV/FILM CAS 67]3

AESTHETIC EDutATIOh CAS 5490 

AESTHETICS CAS 7220 

AFRICAN aRT I' WEST AFRICA CAS 5312 

AFRICAN ART II' CENTRAL AFRICA CAS 5313 

AFRicaN CIVILIZATIONS CAS 5252' 

AFRICAN HISTCRY CAS 5010 

AFR IcaN POL IT ICS CAS 5254 

AFRICAN-AMERICAN ~ISTORY cas 4200 

AfRD-4NERICAN N~SIC CAS 5060 

AIR QUALITY RESEARCH cas 5050 

AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY CAS 5379 

AMERICAN HISTORY. 1930'S CAS 1270 

aNERICAN LAlOR HISTCRY CAS 72B5 

AMEP.ICAN LAW AND THE NEGRO. HISTORICAL ANALYSIS CAS 5003 

AMERICAN LITERATURE I cas 3730 

aMERICAN LITERATURE II cas 3740 

aNERlcaN NEGRO SLaVERY cas 5371 

AMERICAN PUBLIC ADDRESS CAS 1009 

AMERICAN URBAN HISTCRY cas 7230 

AN INTRODUCTION TO VILLAGE AND TOWh PLANNING CAS 5296 

ANTHROPOLOGY FOR PLAhNERS CAS e725 

ANTHRQPOLOGY OF LAM. POLICE AND SOCIETY CAS 1175 

ANTHROPOLOGY Of PCLITICAL INSTITUTIONS CAS 7'3]

AP.PLIED NUSIC cas 5760 

aOUATIC CHEMISTRY cas 8090 

aRT AND SOCIETY CAS 5590 

ART HISTORY - EGYPTIAN CAS 501a 

ART HISTORY--AMERICAN CAS 5078 

aRT OF AFRO-AMERicaNS CAS 5070 

ART OF FIRST AMERICANS IA"ERICAN-INDIANSI CAS 5311 

ART OFPRE-COLU"BIAN AMERICA I cas 5310 

ART Of PRE-COLUMBIAN AMERICA II CAS 5314 

ART OF THE SOUTH PACIEIC CAS 50'1 

aRT SIMCE 1945 CAS 5594 

ARTFORMS cas 50T9 

ASCENT OF NAN CAS '261 

ASIAN HISTORY CAS 5320 

ASIAN-AMERICAN LITERATURE cas 6756 

ASSESSING EOUtATIONAL DUTCC"ES cas 5330 

USIC StEHIC ELEMEIITS CAS 6110 

IEHAVIOR OF ANIMALS. ADVANCED TOPICS CAS 5470 

BEHAVIOR OF ANIMALS' EXTENDED FIELt STUDIES CAS 5391 

IEHAVIOR OF ANIMALS. FIELD STUDIES CAS 5404 

BEHAVIOR OF ANINALS. INTRODUCTION CAS 5360 

BEYOND TEXTIDDK SCIENCE CAS 1190 

BilLE AS LITERATURE IN SCCIAL CD~TEXT CAS 6541 

BIOCHEMISTRY. LABCRATCRY CAS '402 

IIDCHENISTRY. LECTURE cas ~40] 

BIOLOGY OF LOCAL MAMMALS CAS '510 

BLAC~ CO"POSERS CAS 50~0 

BLACK DRAMA CAS SlOO 

BLAC~ HUMOR CAS '110 

BLACK LITERATURE I CAS '120 

BLACK LITERATURE II CAS 5130 

BLACK ORATORY CAS 5065 

BLACK POLITICAL LIFE IN AMERICAN CITIES CAS 5220 

BLACR MOMEN IN AMERICAN ~ISTORY CAS 5170 

BLACK ~OMEN IN LITERATURE CAS 51l]

BRITISH/CANADIAN THEATRE EXPERIENCE CAS 62'0 

BROAOC,STING IN A"ERICA CAS 6960 

CARII'EAN CULTURES CAS 5]62

CARIIBEAN HISTORY CAS "59 

CHAMIER MUSIC ENSE"'LE cas 5770 

CHICAGO MEDIA LaBORATORY CAS 7190 

CHICANO AND PUERTO RICAN STRUGGLE THRPU&H LITERATURE CAS "3' 

CHICANO STRUGGLE CAS 5335 • 

CHILOREN ANO TELEVISION CAS 7131 

CHILOREN'S LITERATURE CCNFEREIICE CAS 637. 

CHILDREN'S TOUIING THEATRE CAS 6311 

CHILDREN'S TDURING THEATRE PRaCTICUM cas 6312 

CHINESE CULTURE. LANGUAGE AND LITERaTURE CASU51 

CHINESE HISTORY ISIMI CAS 5321 

CHINESE RELIGIDUS THOUGHT CAS 5400 

CHORAL ARRANGING CAS 5100 

CHORAL LITERATU~E FOR TEACMER EoucaTION CAS 6032 

CHORAL METHODS AND CONDUCTING CAS 5710 

CHReNATOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES FOR ENVIRONMENTA~ ANALYSIS CAS 5440 

CLINICAL EXPERIEIICES IN EDucaTION CAS 7420 

COMMUNICATIONS FOR CLASSROO" TEACHER CAS 12'5 

CONNUNITY ENERGY PLANNING' APPLICATIChS CAS 52.' 

CDMMUN1'Y ENERGY PLANNING. FUNDAME~TaLS CAS 62'5 

COMMUNITY ORGANI1ATION/CCMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CAS 7210 

COMMUNITY STUDIES RESEARCH CAS 1111 

CONNUNITY STUDIES SEMINAP cas IlIa 

COMPARaTIVE ORA"A' TRAGEDY CAS 1235 

COMPARATIVE LATIN AMERICAN CULTURES CAS 533. 

COMPARATIVE LATIN A"ERICall LITERATURE CAS 5334 

COMPARATIVE METHODS IN CROSS CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES CAS '3Z7 

COMpaRATIVE METROPOLITAN SYSTEMS CAS 5354 

COMPARATIVE THEATRE AND ORAMA' MELCDRA"A CAS 1230 

COMPA~ATIVE THEMES IN LITERATURE CAS 539. 

COMPARATIVE URIAN REDEVELOPMENT CAS 5357 

COMPOSI'ION II CAS 5'21 

COMPOSITION/ELECTRONIC PUSIC I cas "09 

COMPOSITION/ELECTRONIC "USIC II CAS 5120 

COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING STUOIO CAS 6410 

COMPUTE~ PROGRAMMING. ADVANCEC cas 7129 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING. APPLICATIONS CAS 1119 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING. IASIC ISIMI CAS '140 

COMPUTER PROGRA"MING' FORTRAN IV ISIMI CAS 3145 

' COMPUTERS' LCGIC AND DESIGh CAS 55" 

CONCEPTS AND THEORY IN SOCIOLOGY CAS 7.20 

CONTE"PORARY ISSUES IN EDUCATION CAS 7462 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN NATlVE AMERICAN ART CAS 6667 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN NATIVE AMERICAN LitERATURE CAS 6669 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN NATURAL RESCURCES "ANAGEMENT ON RESERVA­
TIONS CAS '600 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN TRIIAL GOVERNMENT ON RESERVATIONS 

CAS 666' 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES OF NATIVE AMERICANS FROM A HISTORICAL PER­
SPECTIVE CAS 6666 

CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL THOUGHT cas 7522 

CONTEMPORARY URIAN ECOLOGY I CAS 5610 

CONTEMPORARY , URIAII ECOLOGY II CAS 5.11 

CONTEMPRARY ISSUES CAS 1030 

CDOPERATIVE EDUCATION IN... CAS 5650 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION... CAS 7991 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION... CAS 7992 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION... CAS 7990 

COUNTER-PROPAGANDA CAS 6450 

COUNTERPOINT/fOR~ CAS 5B40 

CREATIVE ORAMATICS PRACTICUM CAS 6350 

CREATIVE ORAMATICS I CAS 6340 

CRIME AND JUSTICE CAS 6543 

CRITICAL ANALYSIS CF AFRICAN LITERaTURE CAS 116' 

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF BLACK LITERATURE CAS 116' 

CRITICAL AN.~YSIS' LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE CAS 6690 

CRITICAL MRITI~G FOR LATINO STUDENTS CAS '7•• 

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY CAS 714' 

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY' MUSEUM AND FILM RESOURCES CAS '176 

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLCGYI SPECIAL TO'ICS CAS 1400 

CULTURAL DIMENSIONS. GLOIAL INEQUALTY CAS 5244 

CULTURE, 'ERSONALITY, AND LEAOERSHIP CAS 5247 

CURRICULUM OEVELOPMENT CAS 5740 

CURRICULUM OEVELOPMENT Ih EART~ SCIEIICE CAS 1771 

DATA ANALYSIS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES USING 5'55 CAS 7'" 

OEIATE AND ARGUMENTATION CAS 3767 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS CAS 3100 

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS CAS 5101 

DIRECTING CAS 6200 

ORAMATIC CRITICISM CAS .2.0 

DYNAMICS OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE CAS ••73 

ECOLOGICAL METHGOS CAS '110 

ECOLOCV AND CONSERVATION GRADUATE SEMINAR CAS 1917 

ECOLOGY: BASIC PRINICIPLES CAS 3150 

ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY CAS 5'67 

ECONOMIC AS'ECTS OF URBAN PLANIIING CAS "II 

ECONOMIC DEVELO'MEIIT IN LATIN ,"ERICA CAS 'Z43 

ECONOMIC OEVELO'MENT OF THE LATINO COMMUNITY CAS ' ..0 

EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE T~IRD WORLD CAS 5195 

EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT IN T~E THIRD WORLD CAS 7463 

EDUCATION OF MINORITIES III U.S. CAS 
 '2" 
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA CAS '1.0 

EDUCATIONAL DEVELO'MENT IN RENya CAS "'A 

EFFECTIVE SUBUR'AN 'LANNING IN THE 1910'5 CAS '2" 

ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY CAS '1'0 
I I 
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ELECT.ONIC "USIC II CAS '150 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC •• CLASS'COM WORKSHO' CAS 6040 

ELITES AND AMERICAN DE~DCRACY CAS 1.30 

ENERGY AND THE _,, ME LIVE CIS. 3121 

ENE'GY, RESOURCES AND SOCIETY CAS 5850 

EMVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMEN' CAS 5.10 

ENVIRCNMENTAL CHE~ISTRY CIS 1031 

ENVIRCNMENTAL EART~ SCIEhCE CAS ~••O 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDGCATIONI A PROCESS APPRDICH CAS 63.1 

ENVIReNMENTAL EDUCATION' BIOLOG.CAL FIELD SCIENCE CAS .110 

ENVIRCNNENTAL EDUCATION. EA"H SCIENCE CAS .1.0 

ENVIRCNNENTAL EDUCATION. FCREST I~~ESTIGA'IDNS CAS '1'3 

ENVIRCNMENTAL EDUCATION' INVESTIGATIO~S Ih LIMNOLOGY CAS .1.' 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION. TERRESTRIAL BIOLCGY CAS .100 

ENVIRCNNENTAL FIELD STUDIES. ILLIN[IS P'AIRIE CAS "15 

ENVIReNNENTAL HEALTH CAS 15t5 

ENVIRONMENTAL LAND USE PLA~NI~G CIS 5940 

ENVIRON"ENTAL LAW CAS 5.30 

ENVIRCNNENTAL "ANAGEMENT SEMINAR CAS 8'40 

ENVIRDNNENTAL MODELING CAS 1'32 

ENVIRCNNENTAL PCLICY ANALYSIS CAS 5'45 

ENVIRCNNENTAL SCIENCE CAS 31.0 

ENVI'DNNENTAL SYSTENS ANALYSIS CAS 1131 

ETHICS CAS 3113 

ETHICS AND ENVIRONMENT CIS 6010 

ETHNIC/CUlTURAL HERITAGE STUDIES CAS 666A 

ETHNICITY, CULTURE ANO peLITICS CAS 1114 

EVOLUTION AND ~AN CAS 6140 

EXPERIMENTAL 'OTANY CAS 616C 

'EXPERIMENTAl COMMUNITIES AND SOCIAL CHAhGE CAS 6111 

EXPERIMENTAl DESIGN FOR LAIORATORY AND fiELD CAS '42' 

FIELD IIOLOGY CAS '4.0 

FIELD INVESTIGATION IN EARTH SCIENCE CAS 11'0 

FIELD STUDIES' OKEFENOKEE SNA~P CAS 6240 

FILM AND FIL"MAKE'S I CAS 6~32 

FIL" AND flLMNAkERS II CAS t.33 

fiLM PROJECT I CAS 3775 

fiLM PROJECT II CIS 3'16 

FILN SENINAR. • •• CAS 6140 

fOOD, CULTURE AND HUNGER CAS '351 

GAS CHRONATOGRIPHY/MISS SPECTRCHETRY FOR ENVIRONNENTAL AMILYSIS 

CAS ..U 

GENDE', SEX ROLES AND LAN5UIGE CIS 1.22 

GEOCHENISTRY CIS 6041 

GRlOUITE DESIGN. two DINE.SIONIL CIS 1120 

GRIDUATE DIRECTING SEMINI' CAS Il30 

GRIOUATE flLN PRODUCTION I CIS 1333 

GRADUAtE FILM PRODUCTION II CAS 1334 

GRAOUltE INTERNSHIP IN • •• CAS .100 

GRADUAtE PAINTING COMPOSitiON CAS liDO 

GRADUATE ~DJECt IN • •• CAS 9960 

GRAOUITE READINGS IN • •• CAS 9900 

GRADUATE RESEARCH CAS ••30 

GRIOUAIE RESEARCH SENINAR' INTERCULIURAL STUD.ES CAS noo
GRADUATE RESEARCH SEMINAR. NUSIC CAS .300 

GRAOUATE RESEARCH SENINAR. THEATRE CAS 1320 

GRADUITE SENINAR Ih SCIENCE EDUClllGN CIS .061 

GRADUATE SENINI. IN SOCICLCGV Of EaUCITION CIS Ill. 

GRADUATE SENINAR IN TECHNICAL THEATRE PRODUCTION FOR DIRECTORS 

CASIlU 

GRADUAIE SENINAR' PAINTING CIS .220 

GRAOUI1E SENINA': PRINT.AKING CAS 1250 

GRADUATE THESIS CIS .6ao 

GRaoulTE THESIS PRESENTATION IN... CAS 1515 

GRASSROOTS CONCEPTS IN HUMAN ECOLOGV .SIN' CAS 6150 

GRONTH NANAGENENT NETHGOOLCGY CAS 6155 

GSU CHORALE CAS 'liD 

GSU CONTE"PORARY EN SENILE CAS 5771 

GSU JAZZ CANP CAS 5.21 

GUITAR' NAklNG "USIC NITH RAY TITE CAS 511' 

GUITAR I CAS 5,7A 

GUI1AR II CAS 51'B 

GUITAR III CAS 5"C 

HISTORY OF ANERICAN EDUCATION CAS 51.2 

HISTORY Of JAZZ CAS 5••• 

HISTORY OF PUERTO RICO I CAS 5"1 

HISTORY Of PUERTO RICO II CAS 5Z1. 

HISTORY OF STAGE COSTUNES CAS 60'0 

HUNAN IENETICS--ELENENTARY CIS 5111 

IDEA CF CO~MUNITY CAS '550 

'"AGES OF ILACKS IN ANERICAN LITERATURE CAS 5121 

IMAGES OF THE TEACHER I~ LITERATURE CAS 6514 

INPROYING LEARNING ENYIRORRENTS CAS 1'35 

INDEPENDENT IN~ESTIGATIONS CAS 4'00 

INORGANIC CHENISTRY CAS 42a5 

INS'RUMENTAL COhOUCTING CAS 5.ao 

INTIGRATIONI POliCIES AND PRACTICES CIS '512 

INTERCUlTURAL RESEARCH NE'HOOS CAS 'I" 

INTERNEDIATE DESIGN I. DRINING fOR GRA'HIC I.,ACT CAS 5'10 

INTERNEDIATE GUITIR CIS 5.70 

INTERNEOIATE 'AINTING AND ORINING CONPOSITION CAS 5611 

INTRODUCTION TO AfRICAN LITERATURE CAS 504B 

INTRODUCTION TO INTERCULTURAL STUDIES CAS 5211 

INTRODUCTION TO MULTI-ETHNIC LITERATURE CAS 5016 

INTRODUCTION TO NON-TRADITIONAL EDUCATION CAS ,,.2 

INVITITION TO LIIE'AL EOUCATION CAS 3"0 

ISLANIC CIVILIZATION CAS 51a. 

JAZZ ENSENILE CAS 5.20 

JAZI NATERIALS FOR' TEACHER IDUCATION CAS 6050 

~ESUS, NAR. AND ANERICA CAS '019 

JOURNALISN. REPORTINI I CAS 6111 

JOURNALISH. REPORTING II CAS 6112 

LAND USE CONTROLS CAS 6156 

LAND USE LAM SENINAR CAS 6521 

LANGUAGE AND POlI"C~ WORRSHO', 1910 'AS 5l5' 

LANIYAGE, TEACHING AND LEARNING CAS 6460 

LAtiN ARE' leAN CULtURe 'NO SCCIE1Y cas 1838 

LATIN ANERICAN ~ISTCRY I CIS S39C 
LATIN ANE"CAN hiSTORY II CIS S3~1 
LA TlNOS IN U.S.A. CAS 5020 

LAW AhD SOCIAL JUSTICE CIS 5345 

LEARNING PROCESSES. ADULTS CIS 6540 

LEARNING PROCESSES. ADVANCED TOPICS CAS 9050 

LEARNING PROCESSES' CHILORE~ AhD ADCLESCE~TS CIS 6SS0 
LEGAL PROTECTIO. I CIS 7266 

LEGAL PROTECTICh II CAS 126~ 
LIBRARY RESOURCES fOR CLASSROC~ lEACHERS CAS 6662 

LIFE STUDY: ORA~I~G CAS 5560 

LIMNOLOGY CAS 6611 

LITERIR' CRITICIS~ CAS 6470 

LITERITURE AND HISTORY' MCOER~ EUROPE CAS 653. 
LITJRATURE AND HISTO.Y. "20'5 CAS 6531 

LITERATURE AND MEDICINE CIS .533 

LITERATURE OF I~MIGRANT CHILeREN CIS 6480 

LOCAL HISTORY. RESOURCES AhO METhODS CAS 7213 

LOCAL PLANNING ADMINISTRATICN CAS 6625 

LOGIC CAS 1714 

::~~~T:::::~:NA:~T~~:SClA~:~O~:I~E~CHER C~S '066 
IIAJOR ANERICAN AUTHORS: STEI~IECK CAS 6S1l 

MAJOR ANERICIN AUT~ORSI T. S. ELIOT CIS .512 

NAJOR ENGLISH AUTHORS. • •• CAS ~490 

NlKE-U' FOR STAGE CAS 64~0 

NARRIAGE IN OTHER SOCIETIES CAS 5301 

MASS COMNUNICATICNS LAW CIS 6.70 

MASS COMMUNICATICNS RESEIRCH CAS 6971 

NASS "EOIA AND POLITICS CIS 7150 

MATERIALS AND PRESENTATIONS ~CRKSHCP CAS S7S1 

NATERIALS OF MUSIC II ART OF NUSIC kOTATICN CAS 5.52 

NA.ERIALS OF MUSIC I: INTRCDCCTID~ TO CCNTEMPORARY MUSIC THEORY 

CIS 5951 

NITERIALS OF MUSIC I. kEYIOARD CIS 327C 

NATERIALS OF NUSIC II. I~PRCVISATIC~ CIS 5.63 

NATERIALS OF MUSIC II: ORC~ESTRATICN CAS 5.62 

NITER IlLS OF NUSIC II. 20Th CENTUR' ~A'~OhIC TECHNIQUES 

CIS 59" 
MATE"ALS OF NUSIC III. KEYBCARD INPROVISATIUN CAS 5964 

MATERiAlS OF STAGELIGHTI~G CIS 6170 

NATH FOR THE EN~IRCNMENTIL SCIENCES CIS 4500 

NEANINGFUL EVALUITION IEYCNO TESTING CAS 9067 

MEDIA AND SOCIETY - CAS 7021 

NEOII PRODUCTION PRACTICUN CIS 7195 

NEOlA SUNPOSIUMI • •• CAS 6'.4 

NEOlA TEAN FIELD PRCJECT CIS 6.13 

MEDIA WRITING LAI ' II. FEATURE ANC REVIEW WRITING CAS 7162 

NEOIAI ANINITICN CIS 6962 

NEOlA: IROADCAST JOURNALISN CIS 6.61 

NEOlA' URIAN JCURNALIS" CAS 6911 

NEOlA. WRITING Fa. RADIO AND TELEVISION CAS 6930 

MEDIA. THEORY AND HISTORY CF I FREE PRESS CAS 5407 

NEOlA' WRITING FOR FIL~ CAS 6.'. 

NEOlA. WRITlhG LII I CIS 6110 

NEOICIL PHYSICS CAS 7025 

METEOROLOGY CAS 6121 

METHODS OF ENVIRONMENTIL PCLICY ANILYSIS CAS .075 

NETHOOS OF TEACHlhG ENGLIS~ CIS 6500 

NICROIIAL fCOLOGY CAS 6730 

NICROCOMPUTERS AND THEIR EDUCITIONIL APPLICATIChS CAS "lA 

MICROSCOPYI LIGHT AND ELECTRC~ CIS 8750 

MINOPITIES AND URBAN LABOR NARKET PARTICIPATION CAS 170) 

NODERN ART. GREAT ARTISTS CIS 5015 

NODERNIZATION AhD CULTURE CHI.GE CAS 5246 

NORAL CHOICES IN CONTENPORARY SOCIETY CIS 6542 

NULTI-NEDIA PROOUCTICN I CAS 5425 

NULTI-NEOU PRODUCTION II CIS 5426 

MULTIPLE PROJECTS IN COMMUNITY RESEARCh CAS 1552 

NYSIC THEATRE PRODUCTION CAS 57.0 

NATURIL REIYLATION OF POPULAflCNS CAS 6111 

NATURE INTERPRETATION' PRINCIPLE A~D PRACTICE CAS .'.0 

NEW CONNYNITIES DEVELD'~ENI 151M' CIS 6.00 

RON-ME STERN ART SENINAR. • •• CIS 55.2 

NOVEL OF THE NEXICAN REVCLUTICh CAS 53.3 

OPEN EDUCATION' I.PLENE~TITIO~ CIS 7460 

OPEN EDUCATION. THEORY CIS 1411 

ORAL INTERPRET IT ION . CAS 326. 
ORNANENTAL HORTICULTURE. PROGRAN DEVELCPMENT/SPECIIL TOPICS 

CAS .160 

ORNITHOLOGY I CAS 61•• 

ORNITHOLOGY II CIS 6.00 

PAINTING AND DRINING CONPOSITION CAS 5701 

PAINTING CONPOSITION CAS 5671 

PAINTING' AN ANALYTICAL APPRCACH CIS 1050 

PAINTING. ANALYSIS AND CONPOSITIO. CIS 1010 

'AINTING. OEVELGPMENT OF A THENE CAS ,to. 

PAINTING. SPECIAL PROILEMS CAS 5"1 

PAUL ROlESON' MORKSHOP/SEMINAR--AC~iEVENENTS AND CONTRIIUTIONS 

CAS S035 
PHILOSOPHICIL FOUNDATIONS OF THIRD WORLD SOCIETIES CAS 5304 

PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN CONTE~PORA'Y LITERATURE CIS 61'2 
PHILOSOPHV OF HISTCRY CAS 7441 

PHILOSOPHY OF NAN CAS 7539 

PHILOSOPHY Of SCIENCE CIS 7411 

'HOTO FOR INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT ISI~I CIS 543. 
PHOTO JOURNALISM II CAS 5452 

PHOTO JOURNALISN II', PHOTC ESSAY CAS 5453 

PHOTO JOURNALISM I~. PUILICATION CAS 5454 

PHUTO. IISTRACT TECHNIIIUES CAS '.41 

PHOTO: ADVANCED TECHNIOUES CAS 3750 

PHOTO' ARCHITECTURAL CAS 5423 

PHOTO. CANERlWORK II-EIlUIVALENCE STUOIES CAS 5413 

PHOTO: CA"ERANORK 'I'--PHOTOGRAPH' FOR THE NlSSES CAS 1513,

PHOTO, COLOR WORKSHOP I CAS 5430 

CAS Course Index 137 
PHCTO. COLOR WORKSHOP II CAS 543' 

PHOTO& COMMERCial apPLicaTION cas 5420 

PHOTO' CRITICIS~ cas 5412 

PHOTOs HISTORY cas 'a52 

PHOTOs JOURN'lISM I cas 5431 

PHOTO: STUDIO APPllCATIChS cas 54Z2 
PHOTO: TOOLS 'TECHNIOUES cas 3'45 
PHOTOCHE~ISTRY cas 91'0 
PHOTOGRaPHIC THEORY cas '.40 
PHCTOGRAPHY' GRaDUaTE SE~INa, cas 1530 
PHQTOGRaPHY'CAMERaWORK I CAS 5410 
PHYSICAL CHEMIST~Y I CAS 4600 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II cas 4601 
PHYSICAL ENYIRONMENTS. CHARACTERISTICS ANO DEVELOPMENT CAS 6920 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE fOUNOATIONS CAS 6935 
PHYSICS. INTERMEDIATE CAS 6411 
- PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTENS I CAS 6940 
PHYSIClOGIC SYSTE~S II C.S 6950 
PICT""E EDITING CAS 542a 
PLANNING fRA~EWCRKS CAS 66ro 
PLANNING METHOOClCGY CAS lOl2 
PLANNING PROCESS •• SYSTEMS VIEW CAS 6990 
PLANNING TECHNIQUES AND GRaPHICS CAS 4605 
PLANNING THECRY CAS 6400 
PlANl GROWTH ANO DEVELOPMENT CAS 1060 
PLANT MICROENVIRONMENTS: SPRING PHfNCPHASES CAS 1050 
PLANT MICROENYIRONMENTS. SUMMER PHfNOPHASES CAS 1040 
PLANT TAIONOMY US 6631 
PLAY PRODUCTION IN SECONDARY SCHCOl CAS 'ZIO 
PLAY~RITING I cas 6ZZ0 
POISONOUS PLANTS CAS 4'40 
POLITICAL ECONOMY Cf GlCIAl INEQUALITY CAS "03 
POLITICAL PSYCHClOGY CAS 1410 
POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY CAS 6541 
POLITICS AND SCCIETY CAS 5101 
POLLUTION CON1Ral TECHNIQUES CAS !010 
POPULATION ANa DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS CAS 1,.9 
PRE-COlUMllaN .FRICANS IN THE NEW WORLD CAS 5011 
PRIMITIVE A~T CAS 50ao 
PRINTMAKING' GRAOUAIE INTAGllC CAS 1130 
PRINTMAKING: AOV'NCEO STUOIO CAS 5464 . 
PRIN1MAKING.aovANCEO PRINTNAKING PRQCESSCINTAGLIO-ETCHING. LITHO. 
CAS 5460 

PROBLENS IN IN1ERNaTIONAl POLITICS II NO'LO IMPERIALISM 

CAS .,50 

PRalL EMS Of l.TINO FAMILY CAS 5'2' 

PROILEMS Of MOOERNllATleN IN OEVElCPING CCUNTRIES CAS 5239 

PROTEST .NO REVOlUTICN IN LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE CAS 5396 

PSYCHOLOGY OF LATINOS CAS 5211 

PUlllC OPINICN TREaDS CAS 156' 

RACE RElATIONS IN u.S •• HISTeRle.L PERSPECTIVES CAS 536. 

R.CE. lANGUAGE. , CUlT""E ~R.SHOP C'S 6549 

RADIOISOTOPE TECHNIOUES CAS '310 

REAOER·S 'HE.TRE CAS 5101 

READING fOR BILINGUAL STUDENTS CAS 3.50 

READINGS ANO INVESTIG.TIOhS IN... CAS 'JOO 

READINGS IN AMERICAN NOVEL. faUlKNE_ CAS 6101 

READINGS IN AMERICAN NOVEL' HAWTHORNE CAS 6'00 

READINGS IN AMERICAN NOVEL' HEMINGWAY CAS 6101 

READINGS IN AMERICAN NOVEL' JAMES CAS 6'60 

REAOINGS IN AMERle.N NOVEL' TW.IN CAS '120 

READINGS IN ENGLISH liTERATURE CAS 6'61 

READINGS IN fEMINISM CAS 1115 
READINGS IN MINORITY LITERATURE CAS 501' 
READINGS IN PHILIPPINES liTERATURE e.s 6'" 
READINGS IN THE AMERICAN NOVEll MELVillE CAS 6610 
READINGS. lLacK POlTTICS ANO AMERICAN POLITICAL SYS1EM CAS '160 
REGIONAL PLANNING CAS 1161 

RELIGION AND NUMAN SEXUALITY CAS '090 

RESEARCH IN AfRICAN-AMERICAN HISTORY CAS SOOZ 

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES CAS "'0 

RESEARCHING SCIENCE INFORM.TION CAS '410 

SCENE DESIGN CAS 6110 

SCIENCE AND INQUIRY CAS '419 

SCIENCE PROGRAM ORIENT.TION CAS '440 

SCORING fOR fILM "0 TV US 5910 

SC"'''URE II GRADUATE SEll I Nail J-o DESIGN CAS .010 

SCUlPTURE! GRAOUAlE STUDIO CAS Iln 
SCUlPTURE ••RT MET'l CAS 5121 
SC",PTURE. CERAIIICS· CAS 5160 

SCUlPTURE! fA.ICATlc;II CAS 5631 

SCULPTURE. fiBER. CL.Y. METAL US 5.61 

SCUl"URE' IIETAl I US ".0 

SCUlPTURE' METAL II CAS 5"1 
SCULPTURE: 3-0 ~O CAS 5'20 

SEIIINAR III URB.N RESEARCH CAS 11t2 

SEMINAR ON THE IlACK WOM.N CAS .200 

SEMINAR. AMERICAN URBAN IIISTORY CAS 1515 

SEIIINAR. COMP.R.TlvE UR.AN fU1URE CAS 5405 
SEIIINAR. ORAL CCN~UNICATIDN IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY e.s 5105 
SEX CHOICES AND fUTURE Of fAMILY CAS 5249 
SEX ROLES aESEARCH SEMINAa CAS 7!ll 

SHAKESPEARE C'S "'0 

SIMUlATIONS ANO GA'ES CAS 7.90 

SOCIAL CHANGE AND PUILIC POLICY ' CAS '24' 

SOCIAL DISORGANIZAtiON CAS '512 

SOCIAL fOUNDATIONS Of EDue.TICN CAS 7540 

SOCIAL NOVEL CAS "95 

SOCIAL ORGANllATION AND COGNITION IN lATIND CULTURE CAS 5J29 

SOCIAL paalLEIIS I CAS 5256 

SOCIAL PROIlEMS II CAS 515' 

SOCIAL RESEARCH ANa EVAlUA71CN cas 756l 

SOCIOLOGY Of CRIME CAS "92 

SOCIOLOGY OF ETIINIC RELATleNS CAS 75.9 

SOCIOLOGY OF POVERTY CAS 759' 

SOCIOLOGY Of SE. ROLES CAS "'1 

SOCIOLOGY Of STREET CalME C.S l'.A 
SOCIOLOGY OF THE fAMilY e.s '599 
SOil ANALYSIS C'S '''0 
SOILS IN IlliNOIS C'S '065 
SONGWalTING WITH BOI 611S0. CAS 'B'I 
SPANISH lANGUAGE 'L1URATURE CAS "'6 
SPANISH lANGU.GE AND CULTU~E CAS 6675 
SPANISH 'HONETICS AND CULTURE CAS "'4 
SPECIAL PROBLEIIS IN TEACHING INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC CAS 6010 
SPECIAL PROJECTS IN. .. cas 7600 
SPECTROCHEMICAL TECHNIOUES fOR ENVIRONME.TAl AN'lYSIS CAS "20 
SIAGE MANAGEIIENT CAS l.al 
STATISTICAL METHOOS' GENERAL lAI CAS 'I" 
STATISTICAL METHODSI lECTURE CAS 71'0 
STATISTICal METHODS' SCIENCE ~AI CAS 'l'Z 
STATISIICS: MULTIVARIAT! ME INCas CAS '140 
STEEL aRUM CONSTRUCTION ANa PlAYI", METIIODS CAS 5004 
STRATfORD CANADA THEATRE EXPERIENCE CAS 621Z 
STREAM ECOLOGY CAS "50 
STUDENT TEACHING CAS 4000 
STUDENT TEACHING IN SCIENCE CAS "00 
STUDENT TEAtHING/CISERVATION CMUSIC' CAS 7.70 
STUDENT TEAtHING' MUSIC CAS 7.71 
STUOIES IN THE ENGLISH lANGUaGE CAS 6600 
STUDIES IN WESTERN ARI CSEMINAR' CAS '593 
SIUDIO RECOROING. TECHNIQUES CAS 7"1 
SUBURBAN HOUSING CAS '900 
SUMMER THEATRE PRACTICUM CAS 6260 

SURVEY OF CLASSICAL RHETORIC CAS '769 

SURVEY Of ENGLISH LITERATURE II IEOWUlf TO THE 1,TII elNTURY 

CAS )l60 

SURV~Y ~ ENGLISH LIIERATURE II CAS 3761 

SURVEY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE CAS '110 

SURVEY OF WESTERN ORAliA I CAS 6291 

SURVEY OF WESTERN ORAliA II CAS 629l 

SYMPHONIC BANO CA~ 5.19 

TEACHING ELEIIENTARY MUSIC I CAS eOID 

TEACHING ELEMENTAay ~USIC II CAS 60Jl 

TEACHING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE CAS '100 

TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE CAS "'0 

lEACHING REAOING IN HIGH SCHOOL CAS 6'60 

TECHNICAL THEAIRE PRACIICU' CAS 6251 

IECIINIQUES IN CEll BIOLOGY CAS 61t' 

TECHNOLOGY ANO SOCIAL CHaNGE cas­ 72'. 
TELEVISION DlaECTING CAS '960 
IEL~VISION PRODUCTION CAS 7000 

TELEVISION. AOVANCED COLOR PRODUCTION CAS .110 

TELEV·ISION' REMOTE COLOR TKIINICIUIS CAS 'OH 

TERRESlRIAl .IOLOGY' SPRING CAS 9"1 

TERRESTRI.l II0lOGY, SlIMIIER CAS 9912 

TERRESTRI.L II0lOGY, AUTUMN CAS 99.A 

7ERRESIRIAl II0lOGY. WINIER CAS .'.0 

THE AFRTCAN NOVEL CAS 505' 

THE CIVil RIGHTS MD¥EMENT. A HISTORICal ANalYSIS CIS '210 

THE fUTURE OF HIGHER EOUCATION cas 
'''I 
THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE CAS 'O'Z 

THE SHORT STORY CAS 6"5 

THE WORLD Of F. sCali FITZGERALD CAS 6513 

THEATRE HISTORY I CAS 6'00 

THEATRE HIS70RY II CAS .Jl0 

THEATRE MANAGE liE NT CAS 11.0 

THEOLOGY Of THE THIRO MaRLO CAS 5'56 

THEOR' OF KNOWlEOGE CAS J7'1 

THIRO WORLD .ESTHETICS CAS '0.1 

THIRD WORLO IN PERSPECTIVE. .. INTEaDISeIPll..ay SURVEY 

CAS 5302 

THIRD WORLD SIUOIES CONfERENCE cas 'JOO 

TOPICS IN POPUlA. CULTURE I CAS '052 

~~::~~~~~A~~~~U::S~:;~N A~::I~!:OlITERATURE CAS ,'.1 
UReAN AND REGIO.Al PLANNING' palNCIPLES AND PRACTICES CAS , ..0 
URIAN HOUSING AND lEGAL SYSTEMS CAS .0.' 
URIAN lANO ECONOMICS CAS .1'1 
URBAN MINORITIES ANa SOCIAL CHANGE CAS 5'.5 
UReAN PLANNING. INNOVATIVE TECHNIOUES CAS ., .. 

URea", POLlIICS CAS noD 

UReAN POPULATION CAS "'Z 

URIAN SOCIETY CAS "'1 

UR ... STUDIES fOR SECONOAay stMODL TEACHERS e.s 7.,.
URIAN SIUDIES. INTRODUCTICN TO THE CITY CAS "'I 
""IANltATION IN THE DlVElOPING MORLD CAS '.32 
VALUES CAS Jl'2 

WATER QUALITY RESEAaCH CAS "61 

WOMEN IN AfRICAN CUllURES C~S "5' 

WOllEN IN AIIERICAN HISTORY CAS "60 

WO~EN IN lATIN AIIEalCAN llTERATuaE CAS 6621 

WOllEN IN LAW CAS "'I 

WOMEN IN LITERAIURE CAS '142 

WOllEN IN RELIIIGN CAS 1'4' 

WO~EN IN THE MEOlA CAS "49 

WOME"'. POLITICS. AND CMA~E CAS 'IZI 

WOMEN'S RESOURCE lAIORAtORY CAS l'Z' 

WOIIEN'S SERIES CAS 72.' 

WORK AND fAIIIlY liFE CAS 1'29 

WORKSHOP. caE.TIVE DRAIIATICS IN T~E CLASSROOM C.S lOOA 

woaasHOP. IIUl71CUlTURAl EOueAIION CAS 11'0 

WORKSHOP' PUlllC POLICY ANalYSIS 'CAS 5202 

WORKSHOP. IELEVISION I CAS lOOZ 

WOR.SHOP. IELEVISION II CAS 7001 

WORKSHOP' UReAN RESOURCES--MEtROPOlITAM CIII'A&O CAS 'J" 

WRIIING COMPREHENSION CAS 4.eO 

WRITING PRINCIPLES CAS J'ZO 

19TH CENTURY ARERICAN WRitERS CAS '44Z 

20TH UNTURY ART AND ARC"nEUURE CAS 5671 

20TH CENTURY MUSIC I CAS 60.0 

lOTH CENTURY "USIC II CAS 60.1 

lOTH CENTUaY MUSIC III e.s 6092 

The College of 
Human Learning 
and Development 
.Programs 
Communication Science· 

Human Relations Services· 

Human Services 

Psychology 

Education 

Educational Administration 

and Supervision 
The College of Human Learning and Development prepares 
students to be professionally competent and self­
actualizing, students who can function within the present 
day realities of society and the environment. 
The College provides coursework in the general areas of 
human relations, human growth and development, 
psychology, education, human services, communications, 
bilingual/bicultural education and educational administra­
tion and supervision. 
Certifications and/or 

Accreditations 

Programs within the College having certification include: 
Human Relations Services Program 
School Counseling: Endorsement on existing teaching 
certificate. 
School Psychology: Separate certificate 
Education Program 
Illinois State K-9 Elementary Teaching Certificate (B.A.) 
Illinois State Transitional Bilingual Teaching Certificate 
(B.A.) 
Educational Administration and Supervision Program 
State of Illinois General Administrative Endorsement 
State of Illinois General Supervisory Endorsement 
State of Illinois Chief School Business Official Endorse­
ment 
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Communication Science 
Program 
Majors and Options: 
Interpersonal Communication (B.A. & M.A.) 
Leisure Systems (G) 
Intercultural Communication (G) 
Therapeutic Communication (G) 
Organizational Communication 
(G) 
Educational Technology (B.A. & M.A.) 
Media Producer (G) 
Mediated Teaching (G) 
Instructional Developer (G) 
The Communication Science Program addresses the study 
of the creation, perception and effect of information com­
municated in an interpersonal, intergroup or organizational 
setting and disseminated through the various communica­
tion media. Emphasis is upon the study of communication 
as a transactional process, on socio-psychological research 
and methodology that allows the communicator to assess 
the effects of communication, and on the behavioral ap­
plications of cummunication to busines!., education, coun­
seling, and human relations services. Specifically, the Com­
munication Science Program is concerned with: (1) scien­
tific analysis of communication process, communication ef­
fects, and disturbances in communication process; (2) scien­
tific development and production of contexts, interpersonal 
interactions, organizational and institutional settings, and 
media in or through which communication can occur; and 
(3) application of communication science and theory to pro­
blems of communicating a message to an audience and 
determining its impact. 
Common to all areas are: (1) an overview of the area, (2) 
theory and research, (3) a choice of interdisciplinary learn­
ing at the University, and (4) practical experience in the 
special skills. 
Interpersonal Communication Major Interpersonal Com­
munication deals with face-to-face communication transac­
tions. The major goal of this area of study is to help students 
develop their interpersonal communication skills and 
discover ways to use those skills more effectively. Students 
may be familiar with people who teach communication, 
facilitate groups for therapeutic or training purposes, or 
perhaps work as 'trouble-shooters' in managerial positions. 
Each one effectively listens and presents ideas in ways ac­
ceptable to other people and, thus, demonstrates com­
petencie!. in interpersonal communication. 
Career opportunities are found in government, in social ser­
vice, advertising, management, public relations, health and 
teaching. In government, students prepare for jobs as com­
munication specialists, public opinion experts, campaign 
managers, speech writers, pollsters, personnel workers, and 
U.S. Information Agency workers. 
The study of Interpersonal Communication, at the master's 
level, is divided into four specific options: (1) Intercultural 
Communication, (2) Leisure Systems, (3) Organizational 
Communication, and (4) Therapeutic Communication. 
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PROCRARI tORRUNltATION SCIENtE 
RAJORI INTERPERSONAl CONNUNltATICN 
OPTIONI INTERPERSONAL GENERALIST 
LEVELl IACHELOR OF ARTS 
AONISSION INfORNATIONI 
A STUDENT NUST. 11 HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOtlATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS OF tREDIT ~ITH A ·C· OR BETTER GPA FROM 
AN ACtREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATICN, ZI BE IN GOOD 
STANalNG AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. TO BE ADNITTED TO THE 
RA~R. STUDENTS RUST COMPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BEfORE THE 
END OF THE FIRST TRIMESTER OF REGISTRATION. STUDENTS NOT NEET­
ING AOMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR AOMISSIC~ THROUGH THE 
OFfiCE OF AORISSIONS. 
DESREE REQUIRERENTS. 
A STUDENT NUST. I. ACQUIRE A NINIRUN Of IZO ·CREDIT HOURS Of 
~HICH AT LEA'T 60 HOURS NUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL 136 
HOURS REQUIRED • Z. HOURS ELECTED., Z. ACQUIRE THE 
CORPETENCIES SPECifiED fOR THIS DEGREE: 3. EARN A NININUN Z~ 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSUI ~. TAKE AT LEAST eME COURSE fROM 
THREE Of THE FOUR OPTIONS UNDER THIS NAJOR. INTERCULTURAL COM­
NUNICATI0N. ORGANIZATIONAL CONNUNICATION. T~ERAPEUTIC 
CONMUNlCATlDN. AND LEISURE SYSTENS. A $lUDENT NAY SUBSTITUTE . 
ACHIEVENENT Of CONPETENtlES BY ALTERNATE NETHtDS UPON APPROVAL 
OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' HCURS. 
fNONNfl CONCEPTS HUNAN CONMUN HLOS190 II S MRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION' 33 HCURS. 
SELEtT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
GAME THEORY , CONMUNICATION HL055~O ~ ~ HAS. 
tULTURE C COMNUNltA. PROtESS HLDSJ30 F 3 !IRS. 
THEORY Of COMRUNICATION SYSTEN HL05101 II ~ HRS. 
HURAN CONSCIOUSNESS HLD5 ••0 ~ 3 HRS. 
PSYCNOCYBERNETICS HL06100 F ~ HRS. 
SERANTICS , CORNUNltATION HLD6150 II 3 HRS. 
INTRO TO INTERCULTURAL COMNUN. HLD6Zl0 f 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROR ANONG' 
THEORY , ANAL OF COMMU CONTEMT HL06ZIO II 6 HRS. 
tORRUKICATION RESEARtH HLD6ZI0 F 3 HRS. 
$ELECT AT LEAST lZ HOURS FROM AMONG. 
ADVERTISING AS CONMUNltATION HLDSSIO liE 3 HRS. 
ADV STRAT , CONSUMER BEHAVIOR HLD'600 ~O ) HRS. 
APPLO APRCHS TO HUNAN COMMUN. HLD'6.0 FE Z-~ HRS. 
COHRUNITY COMMRICATION SYSTEMS HLDS1l0 II Z-. HRS. 
CULTURE C MESSAGE DEVELOPMENT HLDSHO S 6 HRS. 
CORPLEX ORGANIZATIORS HLD'1I0 lID SE Z HRS. 
HUNAN VALUES HLD5S'O II ) HIlS. 
IRPACT OF CYIERNATION HLDS160 S 3 HRS. 
SOCIOlOCY OF SPORT HLD6110 II 1 HAS. 
TOIIARD QUALITY 
IIORII , LEISURE 
GROUP DEtlSIDNS HL06HO 
HLOn50 
liD ~E 
S 
Z-~ 
1 
HRS. 
HRS. 
INAGING PROCESS IN THERPTC COR HLDU.O S 1 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS fRDR ARONG. 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GRDIITH HLD5950 f ~ S Z HIlS. 
LAI IN PERSONAL GROIITH HLD6090 F II S Z HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 1 HOURS FROM ARUNG • 
INTROD SOCIOMTRY , PSYCHODRAMA 
CORNUNltATIDN SENSITIVITY 
HLD55l0 
HLD5l00 
S 
S 
Z-l 
1 
HIlS. 
HAS . 
NDNVERIAL tORNUNICATION 
EXPLRTNS IN SELF. CULT. , COMM 
HLD60Z0 
HL01530 
S 
S 
3
.-1 !IRS. HRS. 
RET IVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: z. "CURS' 
ELECT AT LEAST Z. HOURS fRON 
COURSES OFFERED THROUGH THIS 
RAJOIt OR fROM HURAN SERVICES 
CURRICULUR IN HLD AND FRON 
AMONG LIIERAL EDUCATION 
COURSES OFfERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY. 
TRANSfER CREDIT--LOIIER DIVISION. I 60 HOURS 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Communication Science 

with a major in Interpersonal Communication 

is 120 hours 

f • FALL fO· fALL ODD YEARS fE - FALL EYEN YEARS ~. IIINTER 
MD • IIINTER ODD YEARS liE - IIINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMRER 
SO. SPRING-SURRER 000 YEARS SE. SPRING-SUNRER EVEN YEARS 
II • MDT SCHEDULED 00. ON DERANO I - RULTI-CORPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAN' CONRUNICATICN SCIENCE 
RA~R: INTERPERSONAL CONMUNltATICN 
OPTION. ' LEISURE SYSTERS 
LEVEL' MASTER OF ARTS 
ADNISSION INFORMATION. 
A STUDENT RUST: II HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE OE&REE FROM 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION, Z. BE IN &000 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENOED. STUCENTS NOT REETING THE 
AONISSI~ CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION TMRCUGH THE 
OfFICE OF AORISSIONS. TO BE AONITTEO TO THE NAJOR STUDENTS 
MUST CORPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BEFORE THE END OF THE FIRST 
TRINESTER OF REGISTRATION. 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I. ACQUIRE A NINIMUN OF l~ &RADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS 121 HOURS REQUIRED +13 HCURS ELECTED., Z. ACQUIRE THE 
CONPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; II CONPLETE AT LEAST 
ONE COURSE FROR THREE OF THE fOUR CPT IONS I~ THE INTERPERSONAL 
COMRUNICATION.MAJO): INTERCUlTURAL CONNUNICATION. THERAPEUTIC 
CONRUNICATION. ORGANIZATIONAL CO~RUNICATION, AND LEISURE SYS­
TEMS; ~. HAVE ACQUIRED THE CONPETENCIES SPECIFIEC IN HL05790; 
AND 5. EARN AT LEAST Z. GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. GRAOUATE 
STUDENTS 8ECOME CANOl OATES FOR A DEGREE UPCN ACCEPTUCE C'F THE 
GRAOUATE PROJECT PROPOSAL BY " lEAST Tile fACUL TV NEMBERS 
IN THE MAJOR. A STUOENT NAY SUBSTITUTE AC~IEVE~ENT OF 
COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHCOS UPON APPROVAl Of ADVISOR ANO 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUOENT'S A;PROVEO STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE LEVEL: ZI HCURS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
FNORNTL CONCEPTS HUNAN CONMUN HL05190 ~ 3 HRS. 
CONN AESTH VAlUES THRU SPCRT HL09000 II 3 HRS. 
LAB IN TA IN THE CLASSROO~ HLD9D~O 1 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROM AROhG: 
INTERCULTURAL VAR COMRUN RSRCH 
SPORT CORMUNICATION sYSTENS 
HlD6010 
HLD'lO.O 
II
.. .. II 
~-6 
1 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT 1 HOURS FRtN COURSES IN DESIGN: •• 
ORGANIZATIONAL PUBLIC COMMUN. HLOB03D II 2-. HRS. 
THERAPEUTIC COMNUNICATION HLOI050 1 HAS. 
CUl/CONMU 
SOCIOLOGY 
, THE CLASSRM rCHR 
OF TOURISR 'LEISURE 
HLOIIZO 
HL09010 
1 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT 1 HOURS FRON COURSES IN PRODUCTION: •• 
CULTURE , RESSAGE DEVELOPNENT HL051.0 S 6 HRS. 
COUNTER-STRESS ALT FOR ADULTS HLD9030 II II II 3 HRS. 
SELECT 3 HOURS FROM COURSES IN LOGISTICS' •• 
COMPUTERS IN EOueAlICN HLDl560 F 3 HRS. 
SELECT) HOURS fROM COURSES IN UTILIZATICN' 
TV FOR INSTRCTN , TRAINING II HLOlleO 
•• 
w HRS. 
SELECT 1 HOURS FROM COURSES IN DISSEMINATION' •• 
II0RK , LEISURE HL01350 3 HRS~ 
CONRUNICATION OF INNOVATIONS HLOIZOO F 3 MRS. 
SELECT 2 HOURS FRON COURSES IN ORGANIZATION MANAGER£NT: •• 
NEOlA IN ORGANIZATIONS HLOSOZO 2 HRS. 
INTERCUl CORNUNICATION IN ORGS HL090Z0 liE Z HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROR AMONG. 
NONVERBAL COMNURICATION Hl060Z0 1 HIlS. 
CONRUN , HURAN SEXUALITY HLOBllO f ) HRS. 
CUlTURAL ASPECTS OF ~NTl HLTH HlOBlIO 3 HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST. HOURS FRON AHONG • • , 
INDEPENDENT STUDY HLD1500 F W S 1-6 HRS. 
GRAD PROJ INTERPERSONAL CORM HLO'l.OO FilS ~-e HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVELl 1) HCURS' 
ELECT AT LEAST 13 HOURS FRON 

GRADUATE lEVEL LIBERAL EDUCA­

TION COURSES OFfERED THROUGH­

OUT TME UNIVERSITY. 

Minimum total number of credit hours 

req~ired for a Master of Arts 

in Communication Science 

with a major in Interpersonal Communication 

is 34 hours 

NOTEIS •• 
•• 	STUDERT SHOULD SELECT AT LEAST • HOURS FRON AACNG TIIO OR 
RORE OF THE fOLLO~ING AREAS. GESIGN, PRODUCTICN. LOGISTICS. 
UTILIZATION. DISSEMINATION. OP ORGANIZATION NANAGIRE"'. 
ICORPETENCIES )-1' 
II 	STUDENTS NAY ENROLL IN THE CouRSE OESIGNEO TO FULfiLL THE 
TERMINAL PROJECT REQUIRENENT ONLY AFTER COMPLETING COURSES 
SPECIFIED OR THEIR STUDY PLAN. 
F • FALL FO. FALL 000 YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS W· WINTER 
WO • WINTER 000 YEARS WE. WINTER EVEN YEARS S· SPRIMi-SUMMER 
SO • SPRIMi-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE. S'RING-SUPMER EVE~ YEARS 
•• • NOT SCHEDULED 00. ~ DEMAND •• MULTI-COMPETENCY CD~SE 
'ROGRAM, COMMUNICATION SCIENCE 
MAJOR I INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION 
OPTION. INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATIC~ 
LEYELI MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INfORMATIO~. 
A STUDENT MUST. I. HAVE AtQUIRED A IACtALaUREaTE DEGREE FROM 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION; 2. 8E IN GOOD 
STANDIRG AT THE LAST stHOOL ATTE~DED. STUDE~TS NOT MEET IN' THE 
ADMISSION tRtTERIA MAY 'ETITION FOR ADMISSIC~ T"RCUGH THE 
OFFltE OF ADMISSICNS. TO IE ADMITTED TO THE MAJOR STUDE~TS 
NUST COMPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN IEFCRE THE END OF THE FIRST 
TRINESTER OF REGISTRATIO~. 
DEGREE REQUIREME~TS' 
A STUDENT NUST. I' ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 36 GRACUATE CREDIT 
HOURS 12. HOURS REQUIRED. 1 HOURS ELEtTED', 2. ACQUIRE THE 
tONPETEMCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 3. COM'LETE AT LEAST 
ONE COURSE FROM THREE OF THE FCUR O'TIO~S I~ THE INTER.ERSONAL 
tONNUNICATION MAJOR. INTERCULTURAL CONNUNltATION. THERAPEUTIC 
CONRUNICATIDM. ORGANIZATIONAl toMMUNICATION. AND LEISURE SYS­
TEMS; 4' HAVE ACQUIRED THE CDM'ETENCIES S.ECIFIED IN HLD5790. 
ANO 5. EARN AT LEAST 24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. GRADUATE 
STUDENTS IECONE CANDIDATES FOR A DEGREE U'~ ACCEPTANCE CF THE 
GRADUATE 'ROJEtT PRO'OSAL IY AT LEAST TWO FACULTY MEMIERS 
IN THE NAJOR. A STUDENT MAY SUISTITUTE AtHIEVEME~T OF 
tUNPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE METHeDS U'ON A"ROVAL OF ADVISOR AND 
U'ON INCLUSION IN THE STUDE~T'S A'PROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REIlUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE LEYEL' 2. HOURS. 
SELKT AT LUST 6 HOURS FRON AHONG' 
CUL TURE , CONNUNICA. 'ROCESS' 
FNDNNTL CONCEPTS HUNAN CONNUM 
HUNAN CONSCIOUSNESS 
INTRO TO INTERCULTURAL CO"NUN. 
HLD5J3D 
HLD5nO 
HLD514D 
HLD6Zl0 
F 
F 
F 
W 
W 
3 
3,
, 
MRS. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST , HOURS FROM A"ONG' 
INTERCULTURAL VAR tOMMUN RSRCH HLD6010 W 4-6 HIlS. 
CORNUNICATION RESEARtH HL06210 F S 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FRON AHO~G. 
CULTURE , MESSAGE OEYELO'"ENT 
EX'LRTNS IN SELF. CULT. , CON" 
CUL/CONNU , THE CLASSRM TCHR 
COMNUNICATION OF INNCVATIONS 
HLD5J40 
HlD1530 
HLDIUO 
HlDIZOO F 
S 
S 
S 
6 
4-1 
3, 
MRS. 
HIlS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
CULTURAL AS'ECTS OF MNTL "LTH "LOlllO 3 HRS. 
INTERCUL COMMUNICATION IN ORGS HlD.020 WE 2 MRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FRON ANOMi. 
ADVERTISING AS COM"UNICATION HLD"IO WE 3 HIlS. 
CO"'LEX ORGANIZATIONS 
SENANTICS , CONNUNltATION 
TOwARD QU.LITY GROU' DECISIONS 
S~V STRESS THRU OUTWARD IDUNO 
NEOlA IN ORGANIZ.TIONS 
ORGANIZ.TIONAL PUILlt tOMNUN. 
THER.'EUTIC CONNUNICATION 
TV FOR INSTRCTN , TRAINING II 
COUNTER-STRESS ALT FOR ADULTS 
HLD5110 
HLD6UO 
HLD6nO 
MLOnoo 
HLDIoao 
HlDI030 
"LDIO'O 
HlDllIO 
HLO.030 
F 
F 
IS 
WO SE 
W 
WO SE 
s 
W 
W 
IS IS 
2 
3 
a-4, 
2 
2-4,
,
, 
"S. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HO~S Faa" AHORG. 
CONRUNICATION SENSITIVITY 
LAI IN INTER'ERSONAL GROWTH 
NONVERIAl to""UNICATION 
"LDnOO 
HLD'.50 
HLD60aO 
F 
F 
S 
W S 
S 
3 
2 
3 
MRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
LAI IN 'ERSONAL GROWTH HlD60.0 F W S a MRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AHO~G'" 
INDE'ENDENT STUDY 
PRAtTICUN IN THERA'EUTIC to"MU 
HLD1500 
HlDIZ40 
F 
F 
W S 
S 
1-6 
4-1 
MRS. 
HIlS. 
GRAD 'ROJ INTER'ERSONAL CON" NLD.400 F W S 4-1 "S. 
ELKT IVE toURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 7 HOURS. 
ELECT AT LEAST 7 HOURS FROM 
GRADUATE LEVEL COMMUNICATION 
AND HUMAN SERVICES CURRICULUM. 
AND LIIERAL EoutATION COURSES 
OFFERED 
SITY. 
THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­
• 
Minimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Master of Arts 
in Communication Science 
with a major in Interpersonal Communication 
is 36 hours 
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NOT:!S~:UDENTS NAY ENROLL IN THE COURSE DESIGNED TO FULFILL THE 
TERMINAL .ROJECT REQUIRENENT ONlY AFTER COMPLETI~G COURSES 
S'KIFIED ON 'HEIR STUDY 'LAN • 
F • FALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE. fALL EVE~ YEARS H· HINTIR 
WO • HINTER ODD YEARS HE. HINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRIMi-SUNNER 
SO • S'RIMi-SUN"ER ODD YEARS SE. S.RIN5-SUMMER IYEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED DO. ON DEMAND •• NULTI-COP'ETENCY COURSE 
PROIiIIM. CDMUNICATION stlEMCE 
NAJOR. INTERPERSONAL CONNUMICATI'R 
O.TION. THERAPEU'IC COMMUNICATION 
LEVEL' NASTER OF ARTS 
AD"ISSION INfOR"ATION. 
A STUDENT NUST' 11 HAYE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREA'E DIGaEE fRON 
AN ACCREDITID INSTITUTION OF HIGHER lDUCATION, al IE IN IOOD' 
STANDING AT THE LAS' SCNDDl ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT "liTIN' '"' 
AD"ISSION CRITERIA MAY 'ETITION FOR AD"ISSION 'HROUGH THE 
OFFICE Of ADMISSIONS. TO II ADMITTID TO THI MA~OR S'UDENTS 
MUS' CON'LETI A SIUDINI STUDY .LAN IIFORE IHI ERO OF 'HI FIASI 
TRINISTER Of REGISTRATION. 
DEIAEE REQUIRE"INTS. 
A STUO!NT RUST. 11 ACQUIRE A "INIMUM OF 16 GRADUATI taEDIT 
HOURS 110 HOURS RIQUIREO • 6 NDURS ILECIEOI. 2. ACQUIRE 'HE 
COMPITENCIES S.ECIFIED FOR 'HIS~EGaII. " COMPLETI A' LIAST 
ONE COURSE FRON THREE OF T"E FOUR O'TIONS IN lHI INTER.ERSONAL 
CONNUNICATION MAJOR. INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION. 'HERR'EUTIC 
CO'IIIU'IICATION. ORGANIZATIONAl toMUNICATlCN. AND LEISURE SYS­
TINS. 41 HAYI ACQUIRED 'MI COM'E'ENCIES S.ECIFIED IN HLD5J1D. 
ANO 51 EARN AT LEAST 24 'RADUATE caealT HOURS AT GSU. IAADUA'E 
STUDINTS IEtO"E CANDIDATES FOR A DEGREI U.ON KCE.UIICE Of 'HE 
GRADUnE PRD~ECT .ROPOSAl IY n LEAST TNO FACUL lY NEllalRS 
IN THE MAJOR. A S'UDEN' "AY SUBSTITUTE AtHIEYEMENT Of 
COMPETENCIIS IY ALTERNATE "ITHCOS UPON A'PROVAL O' ADVISOR AND 
U'ON INCLUSION IN 'HE STUDINT'S A'PRaYED STUDY .LAN. 
REQUIRED ARIAS--GRAOUATI LIVIL. I 10 NGURU 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FRO" ANONGI 
CUL'URE & CONNUNICA. PAOCISS 
FNDNNTL CONtE.TS HUNAN CONNUN 
IMlNAN CONSCIOUSNESS 
HLDnJO 
111.0"90 
HLDH40 
F 
F H 
H 
S 
J 
J 
I 
..s. 
..S. 
HRS. 
'HERA.EUTIC CO"MUNICATION 11&.010'0 F I HRS. 
SELECT n LUST 4 lIDuas FIIOII RHONG' 
INTERCULTURAL VM ~ IISIICH 
RSRCH YM IN INIER.IRSNL CO.. 
IILM010 
1IL1I6120 
H 
sa 
4-6 
4-6 "S. ..S. 
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SELEer AT LEAST 6 HOUAS FAOM AMONG. PROGRAAI COAAUNltATION SCIENCE 
APPLO APAtHS TO HUMAN COMMUN. HL056~0 FE 2-4 HItS. MA~R. IMTERPERSONAL tOMMUNICATION 

CONMUNITY tOMMNICATION SYSTEMS IIL05710 II 2-4 HAS_ OPTIOM. ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION 

HUMAN VALUES HL05150 II 3 HRS. LEVEL I MASTER OF ARTS 

EXPLATNS IN SELF, tULT, , tOMM HL07530 5 4-1 HAS. 

IMAGING PROCESS IN THERPTC tOM HL01540 5 3 HRS. ADMISSION INFORMATION: 

tOMMUN , HUMAN SEXUALITY HLOlno F 3 HRS. A STUDENT MUST: II HAVE AtQUIAED A BAttALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
TV FDA INSTRCTN , T~AINING II HLOlllO II 3 HAS. AN AttAEOITEO INSTITUTION OF HIGIIER EDUCATION; 21 BE IN GOOD 
CULTUAAL ASPECTS CF "NTL HLTH HL08ZIO 5 3 H~S. STANOING AT TilE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT MEETING THE 
AOMISSION tAITEAIA MAY PETITION FOR AOMISSICN THACUGH THE 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AAONG. OFFltE OF ADMISSIONS. TO 8E ADMITTED · TC THE MAJOR STUOENTS 
CULTURE' MESSAGE OEVELOPAENT HL05140 S 6 HAS. MUST tOMPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BEFORE THE END OF TilE FIRST 
IMPACT OF CYIERNATION HL05860 5 3 HRS. TRIMESTER OF REGISTRATION. 
NONVERIAL tOMMUNltATION HL06020 5 3 HRS. 
SEMANTltS , COMMUNltATION HL06150 II 3 HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT HL06l70 II 3 HRS. pEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
CUL/tOAMU ' . TIIE tLA~SRM TtHR HLOIIZO 3 IIRS. A STUDENT MUST. II ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 36 GRAOUATE tREOIT 
COMMUNltATION OF INNCVATIONS HLOIlOO F 3 HRS. HOURS 130 HOUAS REQUIRED + 6 HGURS ELEtTEDI; 21 ACQUIRE THE 
COUNTER-STRESS ALT FOR ADULTS IILD9030 II II II 3 HItS. COMPETENCIES SPEtlFIED FOR THIS DEGREE, 31 tONPLETE AT LEAST 
ONE tOUASE FROM THREE OF THE FOUR OPTIONS IN THE INTERPERSONAL 
SELEtT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AMONG' tONHUNltATION MAJOR. INTERtULTURAL tOMMU~ICATION, THERAPEUTlt 

INTROD SOCIONTRY , PSYCHODRAMA HL055 10 2-3 HRS. COMMUNltATION. ORGANIZATIONAL tOMNUNltATICN. AND LEISURE SYS­

tOMAUN'CATION SENSITIVITY HLD5700 F 3 "S. TEMS; 41 HAVE ACQUIREO THE CONPETENCIES SPECIFIEC IN HLD5790; 
LAI IN IMTERPERSONAL GROIITH HLD5950 F II 2 HRS. AND 51 EARN AT LEAST 24 GRADUATE . CREDIT HCURS AT 6SU. GRAOUATE 

LAI 1M PERSONAL GROIITH HLD609D F II 2 HRS. STUOENTS BECOME CANDIDATES fOR A DEGREE UPCN ACCEPTANCE OF THE 

COMMNCTN IIKSP HUMAN SEXUALITY IILOl6U F l-Z HRS. GRADUATE PRO~ECT PROPOSAL IY AT LEAST TIIO FACULTY MENBERS 

IN THE NAJOR. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF 
se LECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AMONG'" CONPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE NET HODS UPON APPRO~AL OF ADVISOR AND 
PRACTltUN IN THERAPEUTlt COAMU HL01240 F S 4-1 IIRS. UPO.. I.NCLUUO.. IN THE STUDENl"S APPROVED STUDY PL.N. 
iRAO PRO~ INTERPERSONAL COM" IILD9400 F II S· ~-I HRS. 
ELECTIVE tDURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' 6 HCURSI REIlUIREO AREAS--GRAOUATE LEVEL' 30 HOURS I 
ELEtT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG. 

iRADUATE LEVEL tOMMUNltATION GAME THEORY' COMNUNICATIOM HLD5540 II 4 HRS. 

AND HUMAN SERVltES tURRltULUM. CUL TURE , CONHUNlCA. PROCESS' HLD5730 F 3 HRS. 

AND LIIERAL EDUtATlON tOUASES F..DNNTL CONCEPTS HUMAN COMNUN HLD5790 F II 3 HRS. 

OFFERED THRDUGHOUT THE UNIVER- THEORY OF COMNUNltATION SYSTEM HL05l01 II 4 HRS. 

SITY. 
SE~ECT AT LEAST ~ HOURS FRON AMONG. 
INTERCULTURAL VAR CONNUN RSRCH HLlf6010 II 4-6 HAS. 
RSRCH VAR IN INTERPERSNL COMM HL061Z0 SO ~-6 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM ANONG'Minimum total number of credit hours INTROD TO COMPUTER APPLltA'S. HL056ll II SC 2-3 HRS. 

required for a Master of Arts COMMUNITY tOMM.. ltA110N SYSTENS HL05710 II 2-4 HRS. 

COMPLEX ORGANIIATIONS HL05710 110 SE 2 HRS.
in Communication Science MANAGING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS HL05990 S 2-4 HAS. 
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION HL07560 F HRS.with a major in Interpersonal Communication 3 MEDIA IN ORGANIZATIONS HLO.020 F 2 HRS. 

is 36 hours ORGANIZATIONAL PUILIC COMMUN. HLO.030 II 2-4 HRS. 

INTERtUL CONNONICATICN IN ORGS HL09020 liE 2 HRS. 

SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG' 
CLASSRM USE OF INSTR MATERIALS HLD5570 F 2-3 HAS.MOTEISI: AOVERTISING AS tONMUNltATION HL05580 liE 3 HRS.II STUDENTS AAY ENROLL IN TilE tOURSE DESIGNED TO FULFILL THE 

TERMINAL PROJEtT REQUIRENENT ONLY AFTER COMPLETING CDURSES 
 APPLO APRtHS TO HUNAN COMRuN. HL056~O FE 2-4 HAS. 
SPECIFiED ON THEIR STUOY PLAN. CULTURE' MESSAGE DEVELOPMENT HL05740 S 6 HRS. INPACT OF CVBERNATION HLD5I60 S 3 HAS. 
INSTRUCTIONAL Dn_T • .CJESIION HL059 10 F SE 5 HAS. 
SENANTICS , COMNUNICATlON HL06150 II 3 HRS.F • FALL FO. FALL 000 YEARS FE. FALL E~EN YE.RS II. IIINTER REGENERATIVE RECREATION HLD7210 II II II 2 HRS.MU • IIINTER 000 YEARS liE. IIINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUNMER EXPLRTNS IN SELF. CULT. , COMN HL07530 S 4-B HRS.so • S'RING-SUNNER 000 YEARS SE. SPRING-SUPMER EVE~ YEARS THERAPEUTlt CONNONICATION HLOI050 F 3 HAS.as - NOT StHEDULEO 00' ON DEMAND •• MULTI-tOMPETENCY tOURSE TV FOR INSTRCTN , TRAINING II HLDIlIO It 3 HRS. 
CONMUNICATION OF IN..OVATIONS HLOUOO F 3 HAS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FRON ANONG GROUP I CR II. 
GROUP" 
UI IN INTERPERSONAL GROIITH HL05950 F II 5 2 "5.UB IN PERSONAL GROIITH HLD6090 F II S 2 HAS. 
GROUP III 
COMAUMICATION SE.. SITIVITY HLDnoo F 5 3 HAS. 
NONVERBAL COMMUNltAT 10.. HL06020 S 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AMONG: II 
INDEPENDENT STUDY HLDnoo F II S 1-6 HRS. 
iRAD PROJ INTERPERSONAL COIIM HL09400 F II S ~-8 HRS. 
ELECTIVE tOURSES--GRAOUATE LEVELl 6 IICURSI 
ELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FRON 
GRADUATE LEVEL COMNUNltATION 
AND HUMAN SERVltES CURRltULUM. 
AND LIIERAL EDUCATION tOURSES 
OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE U.. IVER-
SIlY. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Communication Science 

with a major in Interpersonal Communication 

is 36 hours 
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NOT:~S~:UDENTS NAY ENROLL IN THE COURSE DESIGNED TO FULFILL THE 
TERMINAL PROJECT REQUIREMENT ONLY AFTE. CO"LETING COURSES 
S'ECIFIEO ON THEla STUDY 'LAN. 
F • FALL FO. FALL COD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS N· NINTER 
NO • NINTER 000 YEARS NE. NINTE. EVEN YEARS S· S'RIN5-SUMMER 
SO • S'RING-SUMMER 000 YEARS SE· S'RING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEOULEO 00' ON DEMAND •• ~ULTI-COM'ETENCY COUR~E 
Educational Technology Major Educational TechnOlogy in­
volves people, problems and solutions in human learning. It 
designates the field known in the past as audio-visljal in­
struction, educational media, instructional communications 
or industrial training. Educational Technology is a process 
involving people, procedures, ideas, devices and organiza­
tion for analyzing problems in human learning and devising 
solutions to those problems. Such problems are analyzed 
and solved through research and theory, design, produc­
tion, evaluation and selection of learning materials, logistics, 
utilization, and dissemination. Solutions to these problems 
take the form of messages, 'people, materials, devices, 
techniques, and settings. All of these functions are coor­
dinated by varying degrees of organizational management 
and personnel management. The educational technologist 
is the "people" part of this process and contributes to the 
systematic analysis and solution of human learning pro­
blems. 
The undergraduate curriculum in Educational Technology is 
designed for students with either some or no experience in 
the Educational Technology field . The curriculum is geared 
to individuals who want to learn what the field is about, 
prepare for a technician level job upon graduation and/or 
go on to one of the three graduate career options: Media 
Producer, Mediated Teaching or Instructional Developer. 
PROGRAM' COMMUNICATION SCIENCE 
MAJOR" EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
O'TIDN' INSTRUCTIONAL GENERALIST 
LEVEL' BACHELOR CF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST, I. HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASS~CIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT NITH A ·C· OR lETTER GPA FROM 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION I 2. IE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. TO IE AOMITTED TO THE 
MAJOR, STUDENTS MUST COM'LETE A STUDENT STUDY 'LAN IEFORE THE 
END OF THE FIRST TRIMESTER OF REGISTRATION. STUDENTS NOT MEET­
ING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY 'ETITION FOR ADMISSION THROU'H THE 
OFFICI Of AOMISSIGNS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT NUST. I. ACQUIRE A NINIMUN OF llD CREDIT HOURS Of 
HHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL t~~ 
HOURS REQUIRED 016 HCURS ELECTED •• l. ACQUIRE THE CON'ETENCIES 
SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 3. EARN AT LEAST 2~ CREDIT HOURS AT 
GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT CF CO"ETENCIES IY 
ALTERNATE NETHOOS U'ON A"ROVALOF AO'ISOR AND U'CN INCLUSION 
IN THE STUDENTS'S AP'ROVED STUDY 'LAN. 
REQUIIIED CDURSES--UP'ER DIVISION. I 31 HClURSI 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HLDSDlO F S 
" 
HIlS. 
FILM , TV DOCUMENTARY 
FNDHNTL CONCEPTS HUMAN CDMMUN 
HLD5620 
HLDSl90 
f 
f N S' 
3 
] 
HRS. 
HRS. 
INSTRutTIONAL DVL'MNT: DESIGN HLD5tl0 F SE S MRS. 
'HOTO: TOOLS 
FILM 'RDJECT 
FILM PROJECT 
AND 
I 
II 
TECHNIQUES CASH~' 
CASsn, 
CAUl76 
F 
F 
N 
5 
S 
5 
3 
2 
2' 
HRS. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
'HOTO fOR INSTRUCT'NAL SU"ORT CAS54l9 SE 3 HRS. 
TELEVISION PRODUCTION CASlOOO N S 4 HRS. 
TV AND ITS USE IN THE COMMUNTY HLD6190 ' 5 2 MRS. 
CLASSRM USE OF INSTR MATERIALS HLD55l0 F 2-l HRS. 
INTROD TO CON.UTER A'PLICA·S. HLD'611 N SO 2-3 HRS. 
ReQUIRED AREAS--U"ER DI'ISION: C. 1 HOURS. 
SELECT At LEAST l HOURS FROM ANON5' 
'ROO.IMP.E'AL IN INSTR DVLPRNT 
E'ALUATION TRAININ5 'ROGRAMS 
HLD"3D 
HLDIl" 
H 
H 
Z, ...5. l1li5. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROM AMONG' 
MEDIA' HRI'I", fOR RADIO , TV 
MEDIA. NRITING FOR FILM 
CAS6930 
CAS6Ut NE 
,
, HIlS. l1li5. 
SELECT AT LEAST l HOURS FROM AMONG' 
CONMUNICATION SENSITI'ITY 
LAB IN INTER'ERSONAL GRONTH 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROHTH 
HLDSlDO 
HLO"50 
HLD6DtO 
F 
F 
F 
H 
N 
S 
S 
5 
1 
2 
2 
"5.HIlS. 
HIlS. 
ELECTI'E COURSES--U"ER DIVISION' C 16 HOURS. 
ELECT AT LEAST 16 HOU_S FROM 
COURSES OffERED THIIOUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY ,EXCLUSIVE OF 
IN THIS 'ROGRAM. TO MEET 
THOSE 
THE 
LIBERAl EDUCATION AND COLLEGI­
AL COMPETENCY REQUIREMENTS •• 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LONER DIVISION' • 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor o~ Arts 

in Communication Science 

with a major in Educational Technology 

is 120 hours 

F • FALL FO. FALL 000 YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS N· MINTER 
NO • NINTER ODO YEARS NE. NINTER E'EN YEARS S. S'RIN5-SUNNIR 
so • S'RING-SUMMER 000 YEARS SE· S'RING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
I •• NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DENAND •• MULTI-COM'ETENCY COURSE 
'ROGRAN' CONMUNIC'AlION SCIENCE 
MAJOR. EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
OPTION, MEOlA .RODUCER 
LEVEL' MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORNATION. 
A STUDENT NUST. I' HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIONI 2. If IN 8DOO 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. TO IE AOMITTED TO~THE 
MAJOR, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE A STUDENT STUDY 'LAN BEFORE ,HE
END OF THE FIRST TRIMESTER OF REGISTRATION. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADNISSION CRITERIA NAY 'ETITION FOR AOMISSION THIIOUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT MUST. 11 ACQUIRE A MININUM OF " GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURSI l. ACQUIRE THE CON'ETENCIES S'ECIFIED FOR THIS DeIIlEI 
31 EARN AT LEAST Z~ GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU...ADUATE 
STUDENTS BECONE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREE AFTER ACCE'TANCI O' 'HI 
GRADUATE PROJECT .RO'OSAL FCRM FOR 'HEIR FINAL 'RO~ECT DR 
'RODUCTION. _ A STUDENT NAY SUIST nUTE ACHIEVlIIINT GI' 
COM'ETENCIES IY ALTERNATE METHODS UFON ..PROVAL OF ADVISOR &NO 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S A"ROVED STUDY PlAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVELl ( II HOURS. 
THEORIES OF EDUCATIONAL TECH MLOlill F 
" HRS.INSTRUCTIONAL DVL'"NT. DESIGN HLD"IO F 51 , HRS. 
TV FOR INSTRCTN , TaAINING II HLOIIIO N S ..5. 
CURRENT DEVEL IN EDUC TECH HLDUll F II 1 HRS. 
'ROF A'PLICATN OF EDUC TECH HUIiIl 5 1 "S.
'RACTICUM IN EDUC TECHNOLOGY HLDIDtD FilS ~-... "5. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRAD~ATE LE'ELI IT HOURSI 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM ANONG. 
PROD.IMP,E'AL IN INSTR DVL'""T HL05t]D II 2 ..S. 
E'ALUATIQN TRAINING .ROGRAMS HLDU,", II S "5. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG' 
MEDIA. NAITING FOR RADIO' TV CASUlD S S HIlS. 
NEOlA. lIalTING FOR FILM CAS69]9 NE l ..S. 
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SELECT 'T LE'ST 10 HOURS FRON 'NONG' 
NULTI-NEOI' PAODUCTICN I CASS~u II 2 HAS. 
NULTI-NEOI' PRODUCTION II CASSU6 2 HIlS. 
TELEYISION' ADY COLOR 'ROD CASUIO II ~ HAS. 
NEDI" ... IMUON CAS6962 II ~.6 HRS. 
TELEYISION DIRECTING C4U960 F ~ HRS. 
"'..,UATE FILN PRODUCTION 
UADUATE FILN PRODUCTIOtI 
I 
II 
U5I'U 
usn,,, 
F 
F 
II S 
5 
1-" 
1-~ 
HAS. 
illS. 
PROGRANNI. INSTRUCTIONAL NATLS HL06DIO S 2-' HIlS. 
IMPORNATN NAPPING NTHo-ANAL IIR HLDIl76 S 2-] HAS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HaURS FROM ANONG' 
LA. IN INTERPERSONAL GROIITH HLDS9S0 F II 2 HAS. 
LA. IN PERSONAL GROIITH HL06090 F II 2 HAS. 
Minill}um total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Communication Science 

with a major in Educational Technology 

is 35 hours 

NOTEISI. 
II STUDENTS NAY ENROLL IN THE COURSE DESIGNED TO FULFILL THE 
TERNINAL PROJECT REQUIRENENT ONLY AFTER CON'LETING COURSES 
SPECIFIED ON THEIR STUDY PLIN. 
F • FALL po. FALL 000 YEARS FE. FALL EVER YEARS II. ~INTER 
lID • IIINTER 000 YEARS liE ' · IIINTER EYEN YEARS S· S'RING-SUMNER 
so • SPRING-SUMNER ODD YEARS SE - SPRING-SUMNER EVEN YEARS 
.. - NOT SCHEDULED DO - ON DENAND I. NUL TI-COIIPETENCY COUIISE 
PRIICIIAI!' CON_ICATION SCIEIleE 
M.IOR. EDUCAnONAL TECHNOLOGY 
OPTION' NEOlA TED TEICHING 
LEVEL' NASTER OF ARTS 
ADNISSION INFORNATION' 
A STUDENT NUST' 11 HAYE ICQUIRED A .ACCALAUREITE OEUEE FRON 
... ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EoutATIONI 2. IE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. TO.E AONITTED TO THE 
M~. STUDENTS NUST COMPLETE A STUDENT STUOY PLAN IEFORE THE 
ENO OF THE FIRST TRINESTER OF REGISTRATION. STUDENTS NOT 
NEETI", AONISSION CRITERIA NAY PETITION FOR AONISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADNISSIONS. 
DEUEE REQUIRENENTS. 
A STUDENT NUST. 11 ACQUIRE A NIIINUN OF 'S GRAQUATE CREOIT 
HOURS U2 ItOUIIS REQUIRED. ] HOUR,S ELECTEOII 21 ACQUIRE THE 
CONPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DECRIEI]1 EARl AT LIAST 2~ 
"'IOUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. GNAOUITE STUDENTS IECONE 
CIllO IDATU FOR A DEGREE AFTER ACCEPT ANCE OF THE GIIAQUATE 
PRWECT PROPOSAL FORI fOR THEIR FINAL PROJECT OR PROOUCTIOtI. A 
STUDeNT NAY SUISTUUTE ACHIEVENENT OF CORPUENCIES 'Y 
ALTERNATE NETHOOS U,,* APPROYAL OF IDVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION 
IN THI STUOENT'S A'PROVED STUDY PLA~. 
RE.IUO COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL. 26 HOURS. 
THEORIES OF EOUCATIONAL TICH 
INSTRUCTIONAL OVLPNNT. DESIGN 
I'ttIITO FOIl INSTRUCT'NIL SUPPORT 
PROGRANNED INSTRUCTIOIAL NITlS 
TV FOR INSTRCTN , TRAINING I 
CLASSRN USE OF INSTR NATERIALS 
PL....CONDUCTlEVALUATE IIOIIISHOP 
CURUNT DEVIL IN Eout TECN 
PRICT ICUN IN Eout TECHNOLOGY 
HlOIUI 
HLOS910 
CAS5439 
...06010 
HL06200 
HLOS57D 
HL07209 
HlOllll 
HLDI090 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
II 
II 
II 
SE 
SE 
S 
S 
S 
" 
HRS. 
S HIlS. 
3 HIlS. 
2-] HAS. 
2 HRS. 
2-] illS. 
2-3 HRS. 
1 HIlS. 
"-611 HIlS. 
UGUIRED AREAS--GIIADUATE LEVEll 6 HCURS. 
SELEC T AT LEAST ] HOURS FROII ANONG' 
COCHITIYE PSYCH APPlO TO INSTR 
STRATS AOULT ED IN TRNG, , INST 
HLOS16D 
HLOn., II 
S ,-"
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST , HO\IIIS .RON ANO",' 
RATLS ELI , SEC LI. PRE 1-12 
IEVAL RATLS fOR TNE CLASSROON 
EYALUATIOtI TRAINING PAOIRANS 
HLOS91G 
HLDln, 
NLOU14 
F 
lIE 
II 
] 
] 
] 
illS. 
NRS. 
HRS. 
kECnYE COURSIS--GIIADUATE LIEVElI I 3' HOURSI 
ELECT AT LEAST , HOURS fRON 
COURSES IN TNE AREAS OF OAGA­
NIUTIOtIAL. PERSONNEL AND/OR
CORNUNICAtlOtl ....GENENT TO 
FULI'ILL DEGRIE UQUIRENENTS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Communication Science 

with a major in Educational Techology 

is 35 hours 

NOTEIS .. 
II 	STUDENTS NAY ENROLL IN THE C~URSE OESIGNED TO FULFILL THE 
TERNINAL PROJECT REGUIRENENT ONLY AFTER CORPLETING COURSES 
SPECIFIED ON THEIR STUDY 'LAN. 
• - FALL FO. FALL GOD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS II. IIINTER 
110 • IIIHlER 000 YEARS liE. IIINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMNER 
so - SPRING-SUNNER 000 YEARS SE· SPRING-SU'NER EVE~ YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEOULEO 00. OtI DENAND I. RULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAN. CONNUNIUTION SCIENCE 
MoIDR' EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
OPTION' INSTRUCTIONAL OEYELOPER 
LEYEL, NASTER OF ARTS 
AONISSION INFORNATION. 
A STUDENT NUST' 11 HAVE ACOUIRED A 8ACCALAUREATE DEGREE F~ON 
AN ACCREOITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCAIION; 21 8E IN GOOD 
'STANOING AT THE LlSI SCHOOL AlTENOED. TO IE AOMITTEO TO THE 
NAJOR, STUDENTS NUST CONPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN 8EFORE THE 
END OF THE FIRST IRINESTER CF REGISTRATION. STUDENTS NOT 
NEETING AONISSION CRITERIA NAY PETITION FOR IOMISSION THROUGH 
THI OFFICE OF AONISSIONS. 
Of5llEE REQUIRENENTS. 
A STUDENT NUST' 11 ACOUIRE A NININUN OF ]S GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS, 2' ACOU~E THE CONPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREEI 
" EARN AT lEAST 2" GRAOUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. GRADUATE 
STUDENTS IECONE CANDIOATES FOR OEGREE AFTER ICCEPTANCE OF THE 
GRADUATE PROJECT PROPOSAL FORN FOR IHEIR FINAL PROJECT OR 
PRODUCTION. A STUOENT NAY SU8STITUTE ACHIEVENENT OF 
CONPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE NETNCOS UPON IPPROYAL OF ADYISOR ANO 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUOENT'S A"ROVED STUOY PLIN. 
REQUIREO COURSES--GRADUITE lEVEL' 21 HCURSI 
THEORIES OF EOUCAIIONAL TECH HlOllll F ~ HIlS. 
INSTRUCTIONAL DVL'NNT. DESIG" "lOS910 F SE S HIlS. 
NEOlA' IIRITING FOR RAOIO , TY C156930 5 ] HAS. 
CURRENT DE VEL IN EOUC TECH HLOIUl II 1 MRS. 
PROF APPL ICAlN OF EDUC TEC~ HLDllll 1 HAS. 
NNGNNT Of INSTRCT~L OEYElOPNT HLDlln II ] MRS. 
PRICT ICUN IN nut TECHIIOLCGY ...08090 F II S "-611 _So 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE lEVEL' 1~ HCURS' 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FRaN ANONG. 
PROD.IN'.EVAL IN INSTR OWLPNNT HlOS930 II 2 HRS. 
EYALUATION TRAINING PROGRINS HLDIlI~ II ] HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST ] HOURS FRON ANONG,
STRlllS ADUL T EO IN TRNG , INST HLDl56] II 3 HIlS. 
SOLYG TRNG I INST PERF 'RILNS HlOlllS so 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST" NOURS FRON ANO~. 
NULTI-NEOIA PRODUCTICN I CAU"U II 2 _5.NULTI-NEOIA PRDOUCTION II CAS5"26 2 HRS. 
TELEYISION DIRECTING CAU960 F HRS. 
PROiRANMEO INSTRUCTIONIL NATlS HLD6010 S 2-]" HAS. INFORNATN NIPPING NTHO-ANAL IIR HLOIU6 S 2-3 HRS.TY FOR INSTRCIN & IRAINING II HLOIiIO .. ] NRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST] ItOIIItS FRON ANONG' 
CLASSRN USE OF INSTR NATERIAlS HLDSS70 F 2-] MRS. 
PLAN.COtIOutTlEYALUATE WORKSHOP ...07209 S 2-] HIlS. 
SELECT AT LUST 2 HOURS nON ANDNG' 
LAI IN INTERPERSOHAL GROIITH HLD5950 F • 5 2 illS. LA8 IN PlRSONIL GROIITH HL060'l0 F S 2 illS.
" 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Communication Science 

with a major in Educational Technology 

is 35 hours 

NOTE IS" 
II 	STUDENTS MY E_OLL IN THE COURSE DESIGNED TO FULFILL THE 
TERNINAl PROJECT RfOUIRENENT CNLY AFTER CONPLETING COURSES 
SPECIFIED ON THEIR STUDY PLAN. 
f ••ALL fO - FALL 000 YEARS FE. FilL EYEII YEARS II. IIINTER 
110 - IIINTER ODO YEARS liE. IIINTER EYEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMNER 
ser- SPRING-SUMNER 000 YEARS SE. SPRING-SUIINER EVEN YEARS 
IS - NOT SCHEDULED 00. 011 DEM ...O I. NULTI-COMPETENCY C_SE 
Human Relations Services 
Program 
Majors and Options: 
School Psychology(M.A.} 
School Counseling (M.A.) 
College (G) 
Secondary (G) 
Elementary (G) 
Human Relations Services - Gen~ralist 
(M.A.) 
Community Psychology (G)' 
General Psychology (G) 
Counseling Psychology (G) 
Human Relations Services is a graduate program which 
prepares professionals for a variety of settings. Counseling, 
therapy, human relations, and group work competencies 
enable students to understand behavior and attitudes and to 
assist people. School counseling, school psychology, com­
munity college counseling, general agency or institutional 
work, community psychology, family therapy, corrections, 
social welfare, and the teaching of psychology at the high 
school or junior college level are possible employment 
areas. 
The various majors and options in the Human Relations Ser­
vices Program are described below. 
School Psychology Major The School Psychology major 
prepares the student to be an authority on behavior in the 
school. This means that the school psy,hologist must be 
able to apply psychological principles within the school set­
ting. Governors State University emphasizes a "con­
sultative" approach to JJroviding these services. School 
psychologists must be able to identify, evaluate, and 
remediate or offer solutions to the many problems that 
school children exhibit in learning, development, behavior, 
and in crisis situations. School psychologists are trained to 
be sensitive not only to the needs of both the "exceptional" 
and "normal" child, but also to the professional staff, the 
administration, parents, and community. They are trained to 
work ith a wide range of professionals as w.ell as to under­
stand their own limitations. Being a consultant, the school 
psychologist knows when to seek outside help to assist in 
problem solving. The school psychologist is prepared to 
assist in the formulation of the Individual Educational Plan 
(lEP) and, in many instances, must synthesize a wide range 
of psychological findings into a well organized plan of ac­
tion. 
The extensive nature of this major typically requires a 
minimum of two and one-haff years oi part-time study. The 
major has obtained entitlement status from the Illinois State 
Board of Education. This status will allow graduates to 
receive the Type 73 Certificate upon recommendation by 
the University. 
College of Human learning and Development 145 
paOGRA": HUMiN atLATIC~S stavlcts 
MAJOR: SCHoeL PS~CHOLOGY 
LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS 
AOMISSION INFORMATICN' 
A STUDENT MUST: 11 hAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DECREE fROM 
iN ACCREDITEO INSTITUTION Of HIGHER EDUCATION: 21 BE IN GOOO 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. APPLICA.TS MILL IE 
ADMITTED CONDITIO.ALLY TO THE PROGRAM UNTIL COMPETENCIES IN 
STATISTICS AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY HAVE IEEN ACQUIRED. INOTEI 
CREDIT HOURS EARNED IN THESE COURSES CANNOT IE USED TO fULfiLL 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS.' STUDENTS MILL BE AOMITIEO 10 THE MAJOa 
ONLY AFTER: I. COMPLETION OF HLD 6510. "LD 5400. ~LD 15~O. ~D 
6~30. iND Z' RECOMMENDATION BY THREE FACULTY MEMI'RS IN HUMAN 
RELATIONS SERVICES NHO HAVE REVIEMED COMPETE~CIES ACQUIRED IN 
THE ABOVE FOUR COURSES. STUDENTS NOT'MEETING ADMISSION 
CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR ADMISSICN THROUGH I"E OFFICE OF AD­
MISSICNS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS'
A STUDENT MUST. 11 ACQUIRE A ~I~IMUM Cf 57 GRADUAIE CREDIT 
HOURS 154 HOURS REQUIRED. 3 HCURS ELECTEDI; 21 CCMPLETE ALL 
THE COURSE REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHOOL PSYC~OGY AS ESTABLISHeD 
BY THE ILLINCIS OFFICE OF EDUCATIO~; 31 ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREEI ~I OBTAIN 
RECOMMENDATION OF MAJOR FACULTY AFTER REVIEM OF ~ORK OO~E AT 
PRlCTltUM SITE; 51 EARN A MINIMUM 'F Z~ CREDIT ~OURS AT 'SUo 
A SlUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE AChiEVEMENT Of COMPETENCIES IY 
ALTERNATE METHDOS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND U'[~ I.CLUSION 
IN THE STUDENT·S APPROVED STUDY PLA~. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL' I 51 HOURSI 
HUMAN APPR AISAL HLD6430 F N S 3 HIS. 

CONSULTATION' SCHL STAFF OEV HLOlno F M 3 HIS. 

BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS HLDUIO F .. S 3 HIS. 

ADL£RIAN FAMILY COUNSELING HL01560 M S 3 HIS. 

PRAtT PARENT STDY GROUP LDRSHP HLOlno F S 3 HIS. 

PERSONALITY THEORY HLD5330 F .. 3 HIS. 

CNSLNG /; PSYCHOTHRP~: INTROD. HLD6510 F M S 3 HIS. 

INDIV CNSL' , THERAPY: CHILD HLD85~D F .. S 3 MRS. 

GROUP COUNSELING CHILO HLon70 S 3 HRS. 

HUMAN NEUROPSYCH I' BRAIN fUNC hLOlS90 M 3 HIS. 

HUMAN NEUROPSyr.H IIICLIN ASMNT HLDI6DO M 3 MRS. 

INDIV ASMIIT I, INTELLIGENCE HLDI610 F 3 HIS. 

PRINCIPLES. TEtH , ADMIN PPS HLD8620 F .. 3 MRS. 

INDIVID ASSESSMENT lit 'UNAL T "L01690 F 3 lIAS. 

BEGIII CNSLG , HUMAN RELTN SKL HLDano F S 3 HRS. 

PRACTltUM IN SCHOOL PSYChOLOGY HLDtHD F " 6 HIS. 

REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL' I 3 HOURS I 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMO~G: 
. 	COMIIUN 11~ pnCHOLIlGY HLOUSO f M S 3 HIS. 
SOC ChANGE' MINORITY GROUPS hL069ID S 3 HIS. 
URBAN OY".AMICS "&.06950 F N S 3 MRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL' I 3 HCURSI 
ELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM 

COURSES IN THE UNIVERSITY THAl 

ARE APPROPRIATE TC IHE STU­

OENT'S PERSONAL AND/CR PROFES­

SIONAL GOALS. ELECTIVES MUST 

BE APPROVED BY ADVISOR. 

Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Human Relations Services 

with a major in School Psychology 

is 57 hours 

f • FALL FO· FALL ODD YEARS fE· fALL EVEI YEARS M. MIIiTER 
NO • MINTER 000 YEARS ME· MINTER EVEN YEAR! S. SPRING-SUMMER 
SO • SPRIIiG-SUIMER ODD YEARS SE· S'RIN'-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
I •• NOT SCHEOULED 00· ON DEIAMD •• MULTI-COM'llENCY COURSE 
146 College of Human Learning and Development 
School Counseling Major The major in School Counseling 

prepares professionals to work in elementary and secondary 

schools and colleges as counselors, guidance workers, 

career and vocational counselors. Students may also be 

qualified for other positions such as admissions, deans, and 

administrative support staff. 

Students are admitted from a variety of backgrounds, but ex­

perience in educational settings is extremely helpful in seek­

ing employment. 

The major provides an academic core in psychology and 

counseling. There are opportunities for specialization in the 

elementary, secondary, and college counseling options, and 

. in areas of special interest to individual students. 
The options in elementary and secondary counseling 
prepare the student for "certification" by the Illinois State 
Board of Education. However, such certification is an en­
dorsement on an existing teaching certificate which must be 
obtained by the student prior to application for the endorse- , 
ment. The endorsement is not a separate certificate. Cer­
tification is not available or required for the option in col­

lege counseling. 

The coursework that leads to certification is quite prescribed 

in order to meet state requirements. Electives are available 

beyond the basic requirements. Students not seeking state 

certification in elementary or secorldary school counseling 

have more flexibility in their program. All students must 

complete a practicum in a school setting for one Trimester 

which is typically a minimum of one full day per week. 

..OCRAN. HUNAN RELATIO~S SERVICES 

RAJDR. SCHOOL COUNSELING 

OPTION' COLLEGE 

leVEL' MSlEIl OF ARTS 

AONISSION INFOIIMTION' 
A STUDENT NUST' II ~AVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROII 
AN ACCREDITED INSTrTUTION OF HIGHER EOUCATIONI 21 IE IN GODD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. AP'LICA_TS VILL 8E 
AONITTEO CONDITIONALLY TO THE 'ROGRAII UNTIL CCNPETENCIES IN 
STATISTICS AND RESEARCH NETHOOCLOGY HAVE IEEN ACQUIIIED. INOTE' 
CREDIT HOURS EARNED IN THESE COURSES CANNOT IE USED TO fULFILL 
DEGREE REQUIIIENENTS.I STUDENTS NOT NEETI~G AONISSIGN CRITERIA 
MY 'ETITION FOR AONISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF 'D~ISSICNS. 
DEGIIEE IIEQUIREIIENTS, 
A SIUOENT NUST. II ACQUIRE A MINIMUII OF 45 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS 139 HOURS REQUIRED. 6 HOURS ELECTEDI; 2 ••CQUIRE 
THE CON'ETENCIES SPECIFIED FCR THIS DEGREEI 3. caTAIN 
RECONNENDATION OF NAJaR FACULTY AFTER REVIEV GF VCRK DONE AT 
'RACTICUM SITEI 41 EARN A NININUN OF Z4 CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A 
STUDENT NAY SU8STITUTE ACHIEYENENT OF CON'ETENCIES IY ALTERNATE 
RETHODS UPON A"ROVAL OF ADVISOR AND U'ON INCLUSION IN THE 
STUDENT'S A"ROVED STUDY PLAN_ 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL' I 30 HOURS. 
CONSULTATION' SCHL STAFf DEV HLD.510 f II 3 HilS. 
CN$LNG , 'SYCHOTHII'Y, INTROD. HLDnlO F v 5 3 HRS. 
INFOIIHATION SERVS IN GUIDANCE HLDI511 'S 3 HilS. 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE COUNSELING HlDI5Z0 v 3 HIlS. 
ADVANCED TECHNIQUES' HLD1530 00 00 00 '3 HIlS. 
INDlv CNSLG , THERA". ADULT HL01545 F II 3 HilS. 
GROU' COUNSELING CHILO HLDI51D S 3 HItS. 
'RACTICUR IN SCHL CSLNG , GDNS HLOl64D F II 6 HilS. 
IEGIN CNSLG , HUNAN RELTN SilL HLDUZO F V 5 3 HIlS. 
IIEQUIIIED AREAS--GRAOUATE LEvEL' 9 HOURS 1 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fRON ANONG. 
"URAII A"IIAISAL HL06430 F II 5 3 HIlS. 
LIFE STYLE'ANALYSIS HLOl650 S ) HIlS. 
PRSHALITY , VOCAT ASSESSNENT HLDIUO 5 3 HIlS. 
uuer At LEAST 3 HOURS FIIOH AIIONG' 
CO~ITY PSYCHOLOGY HLDU'O F II S 3 HIlS. 
sac CHANGE' HINOIlITY GaQUPS HLD6910 5 3 HIlS. 
..IAII DYNAIIICS HL06950 F II S 3 HIlS. 
SILECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fRON AMO_G' 
RsaCH ADUNCE , SEI ROLES KLDnll II 4-6 HRS. 
LIFE S'AN DEVELOPHENT HLOI2JO F 3 HIlS. 
ELECTIVE COUItSES--GIIADUATE LEVELl • HCU1ISI 
ELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FRDN 

COURSES IN THE UNIVERSITY THAT 

ARE APPROPRIATE TO THE STU­

DENT'S PERSONAL ANO/GR PROfES­

SIONAL GOALS. ELECTIVES NUST 

IE A"ROVEO IY ADVISOR. 

Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Human Relations Services 

with a major in School Counseling 

is 45 hours 

f • FALL FO. FALL 000 YEARS FE. fALL EvEN YEARS ~. ~INTER 
MO • IIINTER 000 YEARS ~E. IIINTER EVEN YEARS S· SPRING-SUNNEII 
SO • SPRING-SUNNER 000 YEARS SE. S'IIING-SURNEIl EVEN YEAIIS 
••• NOT SCHEOULED 00. ON DEHAND •• IIULTI-COIIPETENCY COURSE 
,PJlQGRAA' HUNAN RELATIONS SERVICES 
MJOR' SCHOOL COUNSELING 
OPTION' SECONDARY 
LEVEL' NASTER OF AIITS 
ADHISSION INFORNATION' 
A STUDENT NUST. I. HAVE ACQUIREO A IACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROH 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHEII EOUCATIONI Z. IE IN GOOD ' 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. A'PLICANTS IIILL IE 
ADNITTED CONDITIONALLY TO THE 'RGGRAN U~TIL CON'ETENCIES IN 
STATISTICS AND RESEARCH NETHOOOLOGY HAVE IEEN ACQUIRED. INOTE: 
CREDIT HOURS EAIINEO IN THESE CCURSES CA"NGT IE USED TO FULfiLL 
DEGREE REQUIRERENTS.I STUDENTS NOT NEETING ADNISSION CRITERIA 
NAY PETITION FOR ADNISSION THROUGH THE eFFICE OF , .DNISSIGNS. 
OEGltEE REQUIRENENTS. 
A STUDENT NUST. I. A'QUIRE A HININUN OF 45 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS 139 HOURS REQUIRED. 6 HCURS ELECTED'I Z. S~CII EVIDENCE 
THAT ALL REQUIRENENTS fOR ILLINCIS OFFICE OF EDUCATION TEACHER 
CERrlFICATION HAVE IEEN HET' ,. ACQUIRE THE COIIPETENCIES 
SPECIFIED FOil THIS OEGREEI 4. OITAI" REceNHENOATION OF "A~ 
FACULTY AFTER REVIE~ OF IIORK DeNE AT PRACTICUN SITEI 5. EARN A 
HININUII OF Z4 CREDIT HOUIIS AT GSU. A STUDENT H'Y SUISTITUTE 
ACHIEvENENT OF COHPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE HETHODS UPON A"IIOVAL 
OF DIVISION AND U'ON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S A.PRovED STUDY 
PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GIIADUATE LEVEL: 36 HIlURSI 
HUNAN A"IIAISAL HLD64JO f II 3 HIlS. 

CONSULTATIa. , SCHL STAFF DEV HLD8510 f V J HRS. 

RSRCH ADLSNtE , SEX ROLES HLD6311 II 6 HIlS. 

CMSLNG , 'SYCHOTHII'Y' INTIIOO. HLD'''O F II 3 HRS. 

INFOIlNATION SER'S IN GUIDANCE KLDlSll 3 IfIIS. 

INDlv CNSLG , THEIlAPY' ADULT HLD.,U F V 3 HilS. 

GROUP COUNSELING CHILO HLDISTO 5 J HIlS. 

PIlINCIPLES. TECH' ADNIN 'PS HLOl6Z0 f II 3 "S. 

PIlACTICUM IN SCHL CSLNG , GUNS HLDIUO f II 6 HIlS. 

IEGIN CNSLG , HUNAN RELTN SKL HLDnzo f II . 3 HIlS. 

REQUIRED AREAS--GIIADUATE LEVEL. 3 HOUIIS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FIION AHONG, 

CONNUIIITY PSYCHOLOGY HLon50 filS 3 

soc CHANGE , NINORITY GROUPS HLD6910 S 3 

URIAII OYNAHI('s HL06.5D F V S J 

ELECTIVE COuaSES··GRADUATE LEVEL' 6 HCUIIS. 
ELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS IN THE 
AP~ICATION OF COUNSELIMG 
SULLS. 
ELECT AT LEAST 3 HOUIIS fROM 

COURSES OFfEIlED IV THE UNIVER­

SITY IIELATED TO CAIIEEII GOALS. 

Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Human Relations Services 

with a major in School Counseling 

is 45 hours 

f • fALL fD. fALL DOD 'EARS fE. FALL EYEN YEAIIS V. IIINTER 
l1li • II I'" Ell 000 YEARS VE. VINTEII nEN nARS S. SPRIII4i-SUNNEIt 
SO· SPRING-SUNMER 000 YEARS SE. SIIJIING-SUIINER EYEN nAIls 
sa • NOT SCHEOUI.ED OD. ON DENAND •• NULTI-COIIPETENCY COURSE 
..OGRAMI HUNA. RELATIONS SERVICES 
MAJOR I SCHOeL COUNSELING 
OPTIONI ELEMENTARY 
LEVEL' MASTER OF ARTS 
AOMISSION INFORMATION I 
A STUDENT NUST, I. HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE OESREE FRON 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EOUCATIGNI 2. IE IN GODD 
STAHOING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTINOEO. APPLICANTS MILL IE 
AOMITTEO CONDITIONALLY TO THE PAOGRAM UNTIL CGMPETENCIES IN 
STATISTICS AND RESEARCH METHOOOLCGY HAVE 'EE~ ACQUIRED. INOTEI 
CREDIT HOURS EARNED IN THESE CCURSES CANNCT IE USED TO FULFILL 
DEGREE AEQUIREMENTS.' STUDENTS NOT MEETING AOMISSION CRITERIA 
MAY PETITION FOR AOMISSION THROU&H THE OFfICE Of AONISSIGNS. 
DEGREE REOUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT NUST, I. ACQUIRE A MININUM Of 45 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS, 2. SHOM EVIDENCE THAT ALL REQUIREMENTS fOR ILLINOIS 
OffiCE Of EDUCATION CERTlflCATICN HAVE IEEN MET, J. ACQUIRE 
THE COMPETENCIES SPECIfIED FOR THIS DEGREE, 4' OITAIN 
RECOMMENDATION OF MAJOR FACULTY AFTER REVII_ Of MCRI DONI AT 
PRACTICUA SITE; 5r EIRN A MINIMUM Of 24 CREDIT HOURS AT GSU •• 
STUDENT NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMINT OF COMPETENCIES IY 
ALTERNATE METHODS UPON AP'ROVAL Of OIVISIGN AND UPON INCLUSION 
IN THE S'UOENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REOUIREO COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL' I 42 HCURSJ 
H,,"AN APPRAISAL 
CDNSULTITIOI , SCHL 
IEHAVIOR PROILENS 
STAFF DEV 
HLD6UO 
HLOeslO 
HLDU10 
F, 
F 
M 
-
M 
5 
S 
J, 
] 
HRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
ADLIRIAN FAMILY COUNSELING HLDI"O M S ] HIlS. 
PRACT PAR EN' STDY GROUP LORSH' HLDlnO f S ] MRS. 
CAAEER EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS HLD6JJO F S ] MRS. 
CNSLNG , PSYCHO'HRPY' IN'100. 
INOIV CNSLG , 'HERAPY' CHILO 
AD' INDIV THEAAPY 'ECH' CHILO 
HL06"O 
HLOn40 
HLDnU 
f 
f 
N 
M 
M 
S 
S 
] 
]
, 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
GROUP COUNSELING CHILO HLDl5lD S ] MRS. 
PRINCIPLIS. TECH' ADMIN "S HLD.6Z0 F II ] HRS. 
PRAC'ICUM IN SCHL CSLNG ,
IEGIN CNSLG , HUMIN RELTN 
GONS 
SIL 
HLDI640 
HLDIlZO 
F 
f 
M 
M 5 
6 
J 
MRS. 
MRS. 
REQUIRED IREAS--GRADUA'E LEVEL. J HCUASJ 
SELECT A' LEIST J HOURS FRON ANCKG' 
COIIIIUIIITY PSYCHOLOGY HL06"O F N S J MRS. 
SOC CHANGI , NINORITY 
UAIAN DYNANICS 
GROUPS HLD69 10 
HLD6"0 F II 
5 
S 
J 
] 
MRS. 
HAS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Human Relations Services 

with a major in School Counseling 

is 45 hours 

F • FALL FO· fALL ODD YEARS fE· fALL E'EN YEAAS II. IIIN'Ea 
110 • IIINTER ODD YEARS ME. WINTEA EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMNER 
so • SPRING-S,,""ER ODD YEARS SE· SPRING-SUMNER EVEN YEARS 
... NO' SCHEDULED 00· ON DEMAND •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Human Relations Services - Generalist Major The 
Generalist major prepares individuals to enter counseling 
and psychology related professions with a special focus on 
disadvantaged and urban community settings. Students may 
choose to receive skill preparation for direct service to 
clients; for research, diagnostic and evaluative services; for 
directing professional development within agencies; and for 
community intervention. Possible employing agencies and 
institutions include mental health clinics and hospitals, 
governmental social agencies, public and private schools, 
community colleges, community intervention programs, 
and correctional institutions. Students can also choose to 
prepare for advanced graduate work at other institutions. 
The graduate curriculum includes classroom instruction, 
library work, observation of professionals in the field, actual 
experience in research or evaluation, and supervised work 
with clients and agencies or a thesis. 
Students select one of three options offered: Community 
Psychology, General Psychology, and Counseling 
Psychology. 
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..eMiA"'l HUIWI RtUnOilS SERVltES 
...ilia I SE.RiLl ST 
OPllONI CONMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY 
LEVELl NASTEA Of ARTS 
ADMISSION INfORMATIONI 
A STUDENT NUSTI I. HAVE ACOUURED A ..CCALAUREATE DEQREE fRON 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF "I6MER EDUCATION I AND 2. IE IN 
GOOD STANOINe AT THE LAST SCHODL ATTENDED. STUDENTS MDT 
MEETINS AOMISSION CAITERIA MAY PETITION fOR ADMISSION TMROUIH 
THE OfFICE Of ADMISSIONS. ALL A'PLICANTS ARE ADMITTED 
CONIITIONALLY UNTIL COMPETENCIES IN STATISTICS HAVE IEEN AC­
QUIRED. CNOTEI CREDIT HOURS EARNED IN THIS COURSE CANNOT IE 
USED '0 fULfiLL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS., 
DEQREE REQUIREMENTSI 
A S'UDENT NUSTI I. ACQUIRE A MINIRIM Gf JI QRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS Of WHICH AT LEAS' 12 HOURS NUST IE IN GRAOUA'E ONLY 
COURSES, 2. COMPLETE A SUPERVISED FIELD .RACTICUNI J. ACQUIRE 
THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS OEGREEI 41 OITAIN RECOM­
MINDATION Of PRO'RAM FACUL'Y AfTER .EVIe. OF WORK DONE AT 
PRACTlC,," SITU 51 EARN AT LEAST 24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT 
GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF CD~PI!1ENCIES IY 
n TERNATE IInttCIOS UPON APPROYAL OF THE DIVISION AND VlON INCLU­
SION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN~ 
REOUIREO COUASES--GRADUA'E LEVELl C 20 HOURS. 
COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY 
GROUP DYNAMICS , IN'ERVENTIDN 
CRISIS INTERVEN'ION 
HLOU50 
HLDI5IO 
HL06410 
F M 
W 
S 
S 
S 
J,
, 
MRS. 
lIAS. 
MRS. 
ADVOCACY IN HUMAN SERVICES HLD1D1D W Z lIAS. 
CONSULTATION' SCHL STAff DEV HLOUIO f II J MRS. 
SUPIIIVISED fULD PRACHC,," HLOlno f II 6 lIAS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE LEVELl 1. HCURSt 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS FROM AIIONGI 
RESEARCH METHODOLOG' IN HLD 
EVALUATION OF HUNAN SERVICES 
HUNAN APPUI SAL 
HL05400 
HLDU40 
HL06UD 
F 
f 
F 
II 
M 
S 
S 
J-4,
, 
HRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
APPLUD RESEARCH HLDnoo f J lIAS. 
,SELECT 
LAI 
" 
IN 
LEAST 
PANSN 
J HOURS fllllll AIIONG. 
PWRISELF-NN5IINT HLD5J40 00 00 CO 1-2 lIAS. 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
CONNUNITY ORGANIZATION 
'AGM DSGN , CHANGE IN HUIIAN $V 
SOC CHANSE , MINORITY GIIIIUPS 
HLOM40 
HL06150 
HLD6I60 
HL06910 
F 
f 
f 
II 
W 
S 
S 
S 
4.6,
,
, 
lIAS. 
MRS. 
lIAS. 
MRS. 
SELECT A' LEAST 6 HOURS fROll AIIONG' 
IEHAVIOR PROeLEIIS HLD6J10 f II S J lIAS. 
RSRCH AOLSNCE , sea .OLES 
CNSLNG , PSYCHOTIlAPY' INTROO. 
PRCT.IN BASIC SELf-HELP suav S 
LifE SPAN DEVELOPRENT 
HLD6UI 
HL06510 
HLOlllO 
HLOIlJO 
W 
f W S
.... II, S 
4-6, 
J-6, 
lIAS. 
MRS. 
.S. 
HRS. 
ADLERIAN fINILY COUNSELING HLOI,.O II S J MRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fROM AIIONGI 
GENERIC HUNAN SERVICES 
REALITY THEUPY 
INDIV CNSLG , THERA'YI ADULT 
IEGIN CNSLG , HUNAN RELTN SIL 
HLD6110 
HLD7410 
HLD"45 
HLOI120 
f 
f 
F 
W 
II 
II S 
,
,
,
, 
MRS. 
lIAS. 
lIAS. 
lIAS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Human Relations Services 

with a Generalist major 

is 38 hours 

f • fALL fO· FALL 000 YEARS fE. FALL EVER YIARS W. WINTO 
110 • IIINTER DOD YEARS ME. WINTER IVEN YEARS S. SPU....SURIIER 
so • SPRING-SUIIIII!R 000 YEUS SE. S..I....SUMER EftR YEARS 
I •• HOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DENMIO •• RlLTI-COIIPITEIICY CDUaSl 
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,.OCUII: MUIIAII REUTlOIIS SERVICES 	 MOTelS. : 
, CREDll HOURS E~NED FOR COURSES LISTED RORE lH_N ONCE IN AIlAJOAI ~NEA&LI 51 CURRICULUN MAY NDT IE USED TO SATISFY T~E REGUIREMENTS OFOPTION' GENERAL 'SYCHOLOGY 
LEVell MASTER OF ARTS NORE THAN ONE CON'ETENCY. 
ADMISSION INFORIIATIONI 
A STUDENT MUSTI 11 HAVE ACQUURED A BACCalAUREATE DEGREE FRDH F • FALL FO. FalL 000 YURS FE. fALL EVEN YEARS II. IIINTER 
All ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF ~IGHER EDUCATION; _NO 21 IE IN NO • IIINTEIl ODD YEARS ~E. NINTER EVEN YEARS S. S'RING-SUMNEII 
COOO STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT so • SPRING-SUNNER ODD YEARS 'SE • S.RING-SU'NER EVEN YEARS 
IIEETING ADIIISSION CRITERIA NAY 'ETITION FCR ACNISSION T~ROUGH ••• NOT SCHEDULED 00· ON DEIIAND •• RUL11-CONPETENCY COURSE 
THE O'FICE OF ADIIISSIONS. ALL A"LICANTS ARE ADNITTED 
CONDITIONALLY UNTIL COMPETENCIES IN STATISTICS HAVE BEEN AC­QUIRED. (NOTE I CREDIT HOURS EARNED IN THIS COURSE CAhNOT IE 
USED TO FULFILL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 1 
DEtaEE REQUIREIIENTSI 
A STUDENT IIUST. 11 ACQUIRE A IIININUN OF 31 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS OF MMICH AT LEAST 1Z HOURS NUST IE IN 'RADUATE ONLY PROGRAN. HUNAN RELATIONS SERVICES 

COURSES. Z' EARN AT LEAST Z. GRADUATE CREDIT HOU'S AT GSU, 31 
 MAJOR. GENERALIST 

ACQUIRE THE COIIPETENCIES S'EClfIED FOR THIS DEGREE; AND ., CON­
 O'TlOIU COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY 

PLETE A GRADUATE TERIIINATING PROJECT ,THESIS. THAT IS ACtEPTED 
 LEVEL' MASTER OF ARTS 

IY AT LEAST 3 FACULTY IIEIIBERS IN THE DIVISION. A STUDENT IIAY , 

SUiSTITUTE ACHIEVEIIENT OF CGII'ETEMCIES BY ALTE'NATE RETHODS 
 ADNISSION INFORNATION. 

U~ A'PROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSICN IN THE STUDENT·S 
 A STUDENT NUST. 11 HAVE ACQUURED A IACCALAUREATE DEGREE FAON 
A"ROVED STUDY 'LAN. 	 AN AccREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION' ANO 2. IE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
NEETING ADNISSION CRITERIA NAY PETITIOII FOR ADNISSIDN THROUGHREQUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE LEVEL' ,. HDURSI THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. ' ALL APPLICANTS ARE ADNITTED 
CONDITIONALLY UNTIL CO"'ETENCIES IN STATISTICS HAVE IEEN AC­SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROII A~N" QUIRED. (NOTE' CREDIT HOURS EARNEO III THIS COURSE CANNOT BEADVANCED EK'ERINENTAL 'SYCH HL05060t II HIlS. USED TO FULFILL DEGREE REQUIRENENTS.IRESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLD HLD5.00t F N 3-.• HRS. 
EVALUATION OF HUIIAN SERVICES HLDU.O f 3 HRS. DEGREE REGUIRENENTS'HUNAN APPRAISal 	 HLD6UO F II 3 HRS. A STUDEIIT NUST. 11 _CQUIRE A HININUN OF 31 GRADUATE CREDITSTATISTICS IN IEHAVIOR STUOIU HLD1760t II 3 HIlS. HOURS OF NHICH AT LEAST 12 HOURS NUST IE IN GIIADUATE ONLY 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRON ANONG. COURSESI 21 COMPLETE A SUPERVISEe FIELD PRACTICUR. 31 ACQUIRE 

ETHICSI 'ROFESSIONAL STANDARDS HLD51.0 " 2 HRS. THE CONPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGIIEE; ., OITAIN RECON­

'SYCHOLOGY OF IIOMEN HLDS360 F HIlS. NENDATION OF PAOGRAN FACULTY AFTER REVIEII OF IIORK DONE AT
3-.•'SYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING HLD53l0t F S I!RS. PRA[TICUII SITE; 51 EARN AT LEAST 2. GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD5••0. f II ••6 HRS. GSU. A STUDENT NAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEVEME"T Cf COIIPETENCIES BY 
COIIMUNITY 'SYCHOLOGY HL0635D FilS 3 HIlS. ALTERNATE NETHODS UPON A"ROVAL CF THE OIVISION AND UPDII INCLU­
BLAta/NH soc ~ DEL HUNAN SERVS HLD6730 N S • HRS. SION IN THE STUDEIIT'S A"ROVED STUDY 'LAN. SOC CHANGE ~ IIINORI TV CROUPS HLD6.10 S 3 HIlS. 

URIAN DYNAMICS Hl06950 F N S 3 HIlS. 

POU' COUNSELIIIG CH Il 0 HLDI"O S 3 HAS. REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' ( 21 HOURS I 

GROUP O'lllAHICS ~ IIITERVENTION HLOnlO II S 3 HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROII AIIONG. COIINUIIITY 'SYCHOLOGY HLD6350 F ." 3 HRS. LIFE S'AN DEVELO'MENT HLDIZ30 F 3 HIlS.ADOLESCENCE 	 HLD50.0t CD , OD CD 2 HAS. CNSLNG ~ 'SYCHOTHR'Y' INTROO. HLD"IO F N 3 HRS.CHILO DEVELO'MENT HLD511n F 5 3-~ HRS. GROUP DYNANICS , INTERVENTION HLD1580 II 3 HRS.COiNlTIVE 'SYCH A'PLD TO INSTR HLD5160 S 3-~ HRS. BEGIN CNSLG , HUNAN RELTN SKL HLD8720 F II 3 HRS.LEARNING COGNITION II HLD5320 N ~ HRS. SUPERVISED FIELD 'RACTICUN HLDIl.O F N 6 HRS.
'ERSONALITY THEORY HLD5330 F N 3 HRS. 
'SYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGIIIG HLD537n F S HIlS.3-. REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL' 17 HCURStIEHAVIOR PROILEIIS HLD6J10 FilS 3 HAS. 
RSACH ADlSlltE ~ SEll ROLES HLD6311 II ~-6 HRS. SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AIIONG'LIFE STYLE AIIALYSIS HLDI"O 3 HIlS. HUIIAII APPRAISAl 	 HLD6.30 F N 3 HAS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AIIONCI RSRCH LIT CSLNG ~ PSYCHOTHRPY HLDnDO II 3 HRS. 
INDEPENDENT STUDY HlDnoo FilS 6 HRS. 
PRACT ICUII IN SCItl CSlNG , GONS HLDI6.u F N 6 HIlS. SELECT AT LEAST •• HCURS FRON ANCHG, 
'RACTICUN IN SCHOOL 'SYCHOlOGY HLDIl.O F 6 HRS. GROU' THERAPY IN TA HLOl2ll F 3 HRS. 
6 HRS.SUPERVISED FIELD 'RACTICUN HLDIl.D F N S 	 ADVANCED TECHNIQUES: • • • HLD.,3O 00 00 CD 3 HAS. 
INDIV CNSLG , THERA'Y' CHILD HLDIMO F N S ] HAS.SELECT AT LEAST 1. HOURS FROR AIIONG' ADV INDIV THERA'Y TECH' CHILO HLOIS.' N 3 HIlS. HIlS. 	 II ,CHILD DEVELO'"EIIT HLD512Dt F INDIV CIISLG , THERA'Y' ADULT HLD15.5 F 3 HIlS.THIDAIES , TREATNENT CHILD I HlDS130 F II HRS. FANIL' THERAPY TECHNIQUES HLDlSn 5 3 HRS.fREUD III CONTEXT HLD5H1 F HRS. ADV INDIV THERA'Y TECH' ADULT HLD.,., S ] 	 HAS.HOTIVATION , EIIOTIONAL DVL'NIIT HLDS1'O HRS. ADLERIAN FARILY COUNSELING HLDI560 N S 3 HIlS.CONCE'T ACOUISITICN HL05110 N HIlS. IEHAVIOR THERA'Y HLDI5" S 3 HRS.THeoRIES, TREATNT EliOT DISTURI HLD5200 F N HRS. GROUP COUNSELING CHILD HLD.,lD S 3 	 HRS.II0fEEDIACK , SELF-REGULATIOII HLD5202 DO 00 CD HRS. GROU' COUNSELING' ADULT/ADOL HLD8515 II 3 	 HRS. 
THEORIES' TREATMENT ADULTS HLD5210 N HRS. NARRIAGE COUNSELING HLDI660 II 3 	 HAS.
HUNAN NEIIORY 	 HLD5250 F HRS. 

LEARNING COGNITION I HLD5310 F 
 HIlS. 
'SYCHOSOCIAL AS'ECTS OF AGING HLD'3l0t F S HRS. 

HOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLDRERNG HLD'31O 00 00 CO 
 HRS. Minimum total number of credit hours 
"Y'ERTNSNI IIECHANISMS , TRTNNT HLD53'O •••••• HRS. 	 required for a Master of ArtsSOCiAl 'SYCHOlOGY HLD'••Ot F II HRS. 

SPCL FLDS IMVR HODIFICATIOII ' HlD5.50 DO 00 CD 
 HRS. in Human Relations Services PRINCI'LES Of IE"AVIOR CHANGE HLD'UO F S HRS. 

'SYC" Of PERSON 'ERCE'TION HlD1UO 5 
 HIlS. 	 with a Generalist major 
ADlERIAN F~ILY COUNSELING HLDI"O N HRS. is 38 hours HUNAN NEUROPSYCH II IRAIN FUNC HLDI"O II HAS. 
SElECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FRDN 'AIIONGI 
ADOLE SCElltE HlD50.ut DO DO 00 2 HIlS. F • FALL FO. FALL 000 YEARS FE· fALL EVEN YEARS II. IIINTER
A."ANCED E*'ERINENTAl 'SYCH HLD5D6n II HIlS. NO • NINTER 000 YEARS NE. NINTER EVEN YEARS S. S'RING-SUNNER3-.•RISEARCH NET"ODOLDGY IN HLD HLD,.OOt F N S HRS. SO • S'RING-SUNMER 000 YEAIIS SE· S'RING-SUNNEII EVEN YIARS
RSRC" NTHD HlD. EN'H soc 'SYCH HLD5..0 II • -6 HRS • ••• NOT SCHEDULED 00· 011 DENANO •• NULTI-CDMPETENCY CDURSESTATISTICS HL05..1 F II 3-~ HilS. 

HUNAII NEURO'SYC" IIICLIN ASNNT HLD1600 N 3 HRS. 

INOIV ASIINT I' INTELLIGENCE HLDlnO F 3 HIlS. 

INOIVID ASSESSNENT III 'RSNALT HLDI"O F 3 HRS. 

RSAC" LIT CUNG , 'SYCHOTHR" HLDnOD II 3 HRS. 

MUllAN NWROPSYC" III. REHAB IF HLDIlI0 ] HRS. 

STATISTICS IN IEHAVIOR STUDIES HLOll60t N 3 HIlS. 

Minimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Master of Arts 
in Human Relations Services 
with a Generalist major 
is 38 hours 
Human Services Program 
Majors: 
Human Justice (B.A.) 
Social Work (B.A.) 
Human Services is an undergraduate program which 
prepares the student to wort< in a variety of human service 
delivery settings. The program is for students who wish 
careers in human justice or social work. 
The program provides classroom, self-instructional, and real 
life experiences in the development of knowledge about 1) 
human development, 2) social problems as they relate to in­
dividuals, groups and larger communities in the society, and 
3) the intervention strategies utilized by human service 
delivery systems to help people and to work toward positive 
social change. 
Human Justice Major The Human Justice major prepares 
human service workers for careers dealing with social pro­
blems in general and the criminal justice system in par­
ticular. While covering the traditional aspects of the 
criminal justice system, e.g., the courts, corrections, and ­
law enforcement, the Human Justice major includes 
sociological and anthropological as well as social 
psychological perspectives on the subcultures in which in­
dividuals are studied and helped. The student is expected to 
assume some responsibility for individuals in a living­
learning setting in one or more public agencies, organiza­
tions, or institutions. 
A mastery of the essential core of human service delivery 
systems and human justice theory is essential. The Human 
Justice major presents justice as a dimension of the broader 
human area and prepares the student for a number of dif­
ferent fields in the delivery of justice: Corrections, Courts 
Management, Environmental Control, Consumer Protec­
tion, Law -Enforcement, Prevention and Program Develop­
ment. 
PROGRAM' HUMAN SERVICES 
NAJOR, HUMAN JUSTICE 
LEVEL: IAC"ELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INfDRMATICNI 
A STUDENT MUST' I' HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR 60 
SENESTER HDURS OF CREDIT IIITH A ·C· OR lETTER GPA f.ON AN 
ACCREDITED INSTITUTION Of HIG"ER EDUCATION; 2, IE IN GDOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT "EETING AD­
MISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR ADMISSION THIIOUGH THE OFfiCE 
OF ADMISS IONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I, ACQUIRE A MINIMUM Of 120 CREDIT HOURS Of 
IIHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL 
IS) HOURS REQUIRED • 7 ~CURS ELECTED., 2. ACOUI.E THE 
COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 3' EARN AT LEAST 2~ 
CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUISTITUTE AC"'EVE"ENT Of 
COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON A'PRCVAL Of ADVISOR AND 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT·S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
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REQUlRED tOuaSES--UP'ER DIVISIO.' c 51 "tUne 
GENERIC HUNAN SERVICES 
IIfUlSH' SOC PLK FOR "IIIIAH SP' 
UIIIAH DYMAN ItS 
THEORIES OF CRI"INOLOGY 
JUVENILE DELlNQUENCY 
IIOMN 1M 'RlSON 
.lCISN' IHDl'ID , 'NSTITU'NAL 
CULTURE AND STRESS 
FNONHTL -COHCE'TS HUNAN CONNUM 
'NST.UCTIONAL OWlPNHT, DES'GN 
CONN fOR INOIV lilT" S,et NEEDS 
INTERDISCIPLINARY TElN IIO~ 
"Lb6110 
"LD6110 
HLD69!10 
HLDll" 
"LD6?U 
HLD61ll 
HLD6110 
HLDlllO 
HLD!I190 
HLD!l910 
"LDllU 
HLD.IOO 
f 
F 
f 
F 
f 
F 
F 
F 
F 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
5 
5 
5 
SE 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
.6 
3, 
3 
3 
HIlS. 
taS. 
tiltS. 
taS. 
HIlS. 
KRS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
PR," DSGN ~ CHlNGE 'N HUNAM $V 
NEil DI"eNSIONS 1M CORRECTIONS 
PR"TICIIII IN HUNAN SERv,ces 
"LD6160 
HL01050 
"LD)IU 
f 
f 
f 
II 
II 
5 
5 
3 
) 
6 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--U"ER DIYISIONI I 1 HCURS. 
ELECT AT LEAST 
THIIOUGHDUT THE 
, HOURS fRON 
UNIVERSITY. 
OffeRED THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­
SITY INOTEI COURSES IN CON­
STITUTIONAL LA~ A.E RECOMMEND­
ED'. 
TR ...SfER CREDIT--LOMER DIVISIONI I 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

J'equired for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Human Services 

with a major in Human Justice 

is 120 hours 

f - .M.L fO. fALL DOD YEARS FE. FALL EYEII YEPS II. IIINTER 
110 - IIINTER ODD YEARS liE. IIINTER EVEN YElRS S· SPRING-SUM"ER 
sa • SPRING-IUII"ER OlIO YEPS SE. SPR'NG-SUIIMfR Eftll 'EllIS 
II • NOT stHEIlULED 00. OIl DPAND •• NUll I-COIIPETENCY couaSE 
Social Work Major Social workers are concerned with an 
array of human social problems, and are involved in the 
delivery of services designed to prevent or resolve them. 
They may also intervene to aid the enhancement of normal 
developmental and growth processes. Thus social work in­
tervention is with -the community, the handicapped, the 
delinquent, the troubled student as well as the school 
system, the couple seeking to adopt, the family needing 
counseling, the emotionally disturbed, and many other in­
dividuals, groups and systems. 
All students in the major are required to complete suc­
cessfully a 300 hour supervised practicum. 
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PRGSRAM: HUMAN SERVICES 
NAJOR. SOCIAL WORK 
LEVEL. IACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION' 
A STUDENT NUST, 11 HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIAtES DEGREE· CR 60 
SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT WITH A ·C· OR lETTER G'A FROM AN 
ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIONa 21 BE IN GOOD 
STAHOIMG AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS .oT MEETING AD­
MISSION CRITERIA MAY 'ETITIOII FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE 
OF ADMISSlOIIS. 
DEsaEE REQUIREMENTS' 
A STUDENT MUST' 11 ACQUIRE A MINIMUM CF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST IE AT THE U'.ER DIVISION LEVEL 
16' HOURS REQUIRED. 13 HOURS ELECTEDII 21 COMPLETE A 'ROGRAM 
A"ROVED 300-HOUR SU'ERVISED PRACTICUMI 31 ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES S'ECIFIED FOR 'THIS DEGREEI 61 EARN A MINIMUM OF 
26 CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT Of 
COM'ETENtIES 1'1 ALTERNATE METNCDS UPON AP'ROVAL OF ADVISOR AND 
UPON INCLUSION IN 'HE STUDENT'S A'PROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' I 41 HOURSI 
GENERIC HUMAN SERVICES HLD6no F 3 HRS. 
URIAN DYNAMICS HLD6"0 F " W S 3 HRS. fiELDS Of WELfARE SERVICES HLDlUO 3 HRS. 
AIMORMAL PSYCHOLOGY HLDS030 f II" 3-6 HRS. 
RACISM' INDIVID £ INSTITU'NAL HLD6IIO f 5 3 MRS. 
RESEARCH METHODOLCGY IN HLO HLDS60D f 5 3-6 HU. 
S"TISTICS HLD'6ll f " 3-6 HRS. COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIGN HLD6no f 3 HIlS. " 5 INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM WORK HLD6IOO F 3 HRS. 
PRGM DSGN £ CHANGE IN HUMAN SV HL06160 W 5 3 HRS ••SOC SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS . HLD6920 f lit 3 HRS. 
PR"TICUM IN HUMAN SERVICES HLOIIIl f .. S 6 MRS. 
'RACTICUM SEMINAR IN .HUM SERV HLD'''' f 2 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UP'ER DIVISION. I 6 HOURSI 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROM ANONG,
SOCIAL 5ERVICES TO CHILDREN HL06930 f 3 MRS. 
OVERVIEW Of CRMNL ~USTICE 5'15 HLDJ030 f S 3 HRS. 
SOCIAL ~ UR8AN PLANNING HLDJIIO 5 3 MRS. 
SOCIAL POLICY HLDll9l F 3 HRS.
" SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROM AMONG: 
ADULTHOOD HLD'O'O W 2 HRS. 
CHILO DEVELO'MENT HLDS120 F 5 3-6 MRS. 
PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS Of AGING HLD'HO F S 3-6 MRS •. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION, I 13 H(URSI 
ELetT AT LEAST 13 HOURS fROM AMONG' 
LA. IN IASIC HUMAN RELATIONS HLOSIIO F S 2 MRS. 
ADMIN £ SUPER IN HUMAN SERVS. HLD6nD f " 3 MRS. SOC CHANGE £ MINORITY GROUPS HLD6910 S 3 HRS. 
'ROU' PROCESS HLD6910 DO 00 00 3 HRS. 
OR OTHER &DuaSES OffERED 1'1 
THE UNIVERSITY RELATED TO 
CAREER GOALS. 
TRANSFER CREDIT-LOWER D'lVISION. I 60 HOURS • 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

requirf!d for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Human Services 

with a major in Social Work 

is 120 hours 

f • fALL fa. FALL ODD YEARS FE. fALL EVEN YEARS W. WINTER 

WO • WINTER ODD YEARS WE. WINJER EVEN YEARS S. S'RING-SUMMER 

so • S"IMII-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE· S'..Na-SUMER EVEN YEAIIS 

••• HOT SCHEDULED 00· · ON DEMAND ,. MULTI-COM'ETENCt COURSE 

Psychology Program 
Majors and Options: 
Psychology/Personat Growth (B.A.) 
Personal Growth (U) 
Psychology (U) 
Mental Health (B.A.) 
The undergraduate program in Psychology presents the 
study of human behavior from a multi-disciplinary perspec­
tive with an emphasis on systems of psychology and human 
development. The curriculum provides students with a 
knowledge of the factors which affect human behavior and 
the techniques which treat behavioral and psychological 
disorders. The 'program provides many opportunities for 
development of special interests, personal growth, and 
research in the behavioral sciences under faculty supervi­
sion. Students may major in either Psychology/Personal 
Growth or Mental Health. 
Psychology/Personal Growth Major The Psychology/Per­
sonal Growth major presents a broad, theoretical and em­
pirical background in psychology as well as experiences in 
human relations training and development. Undergraduate 
students who expect to do graduate study in psychology 
should select carefully the courses which will qualify them 
for admission . Graduate programs commonly require 24-30 
hours in psychology including statistics, research 
methodology, cognitive learning, developmental 
psychology, experimental psychology, social psychology, 
and abnormal psychology. Students are often required to 
take standardized tests such as the Graduate Record Ex­
amination or Miller's Analogy Test in November or 
December of the year prior to admission to the graduate 
program. Options available in this major are Personal 
Growth and Psychology. 
PROGRAN' PSYCHOLO'Y 

MA~R' PSYCHOLO'Y'PERSONAL 'Ro"TH 

O'TION' PlRSONAL 'ROWTH 

LEVEL' IACHELOR Of ARTS 
ADMISSION INfORMATION' 
A STUDE"" MUST. 11 HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS Of CREDIT IIITH AN OVERALL .C. OR 8ETTER 
"A fROM AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTI~N Of HIGHER EDUCATION. 21 IE 
IN GOOD STAHUIN' AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDEO. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR ADNISSION THROUGH 
THE OffiCE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DE'REE REQUIREMENTS:
A STUDENT MUST, 11 ACQUIRE A MINIMUM Of 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
IIHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST IE AT THE UP'ER DIVSION LEVEL 
I 19 HOURS REQUIRED • 6, HOURS ELECTEDII 21 ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES S'EClfIEO fOR THIS DEGREE, 31 EARN AT LEAST 26 
CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. STUDENTS 'LANNIN' TO ATTEND 'RAGUATE 
SCHOOL SHOULD, IN ADDITION TO REQUIRENENTS, INCLUDE A RESEA.cH 
'RO~ECT AS PART Of THEIR ELECTIVES. A STUDENT M.Y SuaSTITUTE 
ACHIEVENENT Of CON'ETENCIES 1'1 ALTERNATE MET"ODS UPON A'PROVAL 
Of AOVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S A'PROVED STUDY 
PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UP'ER DIVISION' I l' HOURS I 
PERSONALITY THEORY HLO'330 f II 3 MRS. 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLO'Y HUSDJO f 5 6 MRS. 
'RINCI'LES OF IEHAVIOR CHANGE HLO'6'0 f S 3-4 MRS. 
SOCIAL PS'lCHOLOGY HLDS66D f II 6,6 MRS. 
REQUI RED AREAS--U'PER DIVISION' 6 HClUIIS I 
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ELECTIVE COURSES--U'PER DIVISIO.' I ZI HGURS.SELECT AT LEAST TMO LABS MITH DIFFERENT INST.UCTORS AND 
ELECT AT LEAST 21 HOURS FRDNCD....UTE AT LEAST " HOURS FROM AIleNG' 1-2 HRS. AMONG THE FOLLOMING SUGGESTED 

LAB IN BASIC HUNAN RELATIONS HLD5110 F M S 

LAB AUTHEM MOMAN/MAN RELATIOMS HLD5100 00 00 CO 2 MRS. COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 

LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS HLD5300 F M S 
 2 HRS. OF HLO. OR FRON AIION4O OTHER 

LAI IN PRNSM PMRISELF-MNGMNT HLD53"O 00 00 &0 
 1-2 HRS. COURSES OfFEREO TMROUGHOUT THE 

HYPERTNSN' MECHANISMS , TRT""T HL05390 •••••• 1 MRS_ UNIVERSITY TO .ULFILL REQUIRE­

LAI IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING HLD5"90 F M 5 
 3 MRS. MENTS FOR THIS CURRICULUNS 

LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROMTH HLD5950 F M S 
 2 HRS. 

LAB IN PERSONAL GROMTH HL06090 F M 5 2 HRS. ALTERN HELPING MODES IIONEII 
 HL05D9D 00 00 DO 3 MRS. 
LAI IN HIDDEN FEELINGS' MEIaG HLOT"60 F S 2-] MRS. THEORIES , IREATMEIIT CHILD HLD!JUO F II HRS. 
FREUD IN COITEXT HLD5141 F S "Z MRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: I "1 HCUR5. COGNITIVE PSYCH A'PLO TO INSTR HLDS160 S 3-4 HilS. 
CONCEPT ACQUISITION HLD51 TO II ,-.. MRS. 
ELECT AT LEAST "1 HOURS FRO~ ETHICS. RIGHTS OF TEACHERS HLD'19J 00 00 00 1 MRS. 
AMONG THE FOLLOMING 5UG5E5TED IIOFIEDIACK , SELF-REGULATION HLD'ZOZ 0000 OD 4 MRS. 
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE EX'ER , IIESRCH IN 'ERSONALITY HLD!lZ2D ...... MRS • 
OF HLD. OR FRON ANCNG OTHER FAMILY COUNSELING HLO'UD II J-4" MRS. 
COURSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE FAMILY UM • HLD5211 M 3 HilS. 
UNIVERSITY TO FULFILL REQUIRE'­ HUIlAN MENORY 1II.05Z50 F "5.MENTS FOR THIS CURRICULUM. LEARNING COGNITION II HLD5JZD II " MRS. 
'SYCHOLOGY OF IIOIIEN HLD'J60 F " MRS. 
ALTERN HELPING MODES MOMEN HLD5090 00 00 00 3 HRS. NOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLDRIRNG HLO'3IO 00 DO 00 "2 MRS. 
THEORIES' TREATMENT CHILD HL051l0 f M HRS, SPCL FLDS 1M.,. MODIFICATION HLD"'50 DO 00 GO ,-" MRS. 
FREUD IN CONTEXT HLO'U1 f S "2 MRS. PSYCH OF 'ERSOH 'ERCE'TIOII 111.01..,0 5 4 MRS. 
CO,"ITIVE 'SYCH A"LD TO INSTR HLD!J160 S 3-" MRS. 
CONtEPT ACQUISITION HL05110 .. 3-" MRS. 

ETHICS' RIGHTS OF TEACHERS HL05193 00 00 00 1 MRS. TRANSFER CREOIT--LOIIER DIVISION. 60 HOURS 

IIDFEEOIACK , SELF-REGULATION HLD"DZ 00 DO 00 MRS. 

EX'ER , RESRCH IN PERSONALITY HLD5Zl0 MRS.
...... " 
FAMILY COUNSELING HL05Z30 M ]-"  HRS. Minimum total number of credit hours FAMILY LAM 	 HLD5U1 M ] MRS. 
HUMAN MEMORY 	 HLD5Z50 ;: HRS. required for a Bachelor of Arts 
LEARNING COGNITION II HLD53Z0 M " HRS. 
'S1CHDLOGY OF MOMEN HLD5360 F " MRS. 	 in Psychology 
MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLDRERNG HLD"IO 00 00 ClD 2 MRS. 
SPCL FLOS IH.,. MODifiCATION HLD''''O 00 00 00 ,.." 
" MRS. with a major in Psychology/Personal Growth 

PSYCH OF 'ERSON PERCEPTION HLDY"30 S HRS. , is 120 hours 

" 
TRANSfER CREDIT--LDMER DIVISION' 60 HOURS 	 F • FALL FD. FALL 000 YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS II· III.TEII 
110 • MINTER 000 YEARS liE. !lIIITER EVEII YEAIIS S· S'RING-SUNNIR 
so • SPRING-SUMNER DOD YEARS SE. S'RING-SUNNER EVEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULEO DO. ON DEMAND •• NULTI-CO"'ETENCV COURSEMinimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Bachelor of Arts 
in Psychology 

with a major in Psychology/Personal Growth 

is 120 hours 

f • FALL fO. FALL ODD YEARS fE. FALL EVEN YEARS II· MINTER 

MO • MINTER 000 YEARS ME· IIINTER EVEN YEARS 5. SPRING-SUMNER 

SO. S'RING-SUMMER 000 YEARS SE. SPRING-SU~MER EVEN YEARS 

••• NOT SCHEDULED 00· ON OEMAND •• MULTI-CO.... ETENCY COURSE 
Mental Health Major Recent trends and legislation in men­
tal health have been to provide services in the community 
'ROGRAM. 'SYCHOLOGY 
NAJOR. PSYCHOLOGY /PERSOIIAL GIU!"TH 	 and to provide treatment in the least restrictive environment 
OPTION. PSYCHOLOGY 
LEVEL' BACHELOR OF ARTS 	 possible. There have also been trends to broaden the 
perspective of mental health from providing services to ADMISSION INfORMATION' 
A STUDENT MUST: 11 HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT mental patients to providing services to persons experienc­
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS Of CREDIT IIITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR BETTER 
GPA fROM AN ACCREDITED IIISTITUTIOII Of HIGHER EDUCATIOIII 2. IE ing emotional difficulties because of economic hardships, 
IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT family problems, physical and/or social handicaps. MEETING AOMISSION CRITERIA -.Y PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. A person with a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology specializing 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. in Mental Health can seek employment in both privately 
A STUDENT MUST' 11 ACQUIRE A NININUN OF 1Z0 CREDIT HOURS OF 
MHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS NUST IE AT THE UP'ER DIVISIOII LEVEL 13Z and publicly funded agencies providing mental health ser­
HOURS REQUIRED. ZI HOURS ELECTED.; ZI EARN AT LEAST 2" CREDIT vices. Typically they will be supervised in providingHOURS AT GSUI 31 ACQUIRE THE COM'ETENCIES S'ECIFIED fOR THIS 
DEGREE. STUDENTS 'LANNING TO ATTEIIO GRADUATE SCHOOL SHOULD. counseling to clients/patients, and in assisting to highly
IN AOOITION TO REQUIREMENTS. IIICLUDE A RESEARCH P.O~ECT AS PART 
, OF THEIR ELECTIVES. A STUDENT NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVENENT OF trained mental health professionals. 

COM'ETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHCDS U'ON A"ROVAL Of ADVISOR AND 

UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUOENT',S APl'ttOVED STUDY PLAN. 'ROGRA" , PS'fCttDLOGY 

MAJOR, MElltAL HEALTH 
LEVELl BACHELOR OF ARTS 
REQUIRED COURSES--U'PER DIVISION. I Z9 HIIUR5I 
ADMISSION IIIFORNATION' 
PERSOMALITY THEORY HLD5nO f M 3 MRS. A STUDENT Nust. 1. HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATIS DEGREI OR AT 
'f LEAST 60 SINESTER HOURS OF CReDIT IIITH All OVERALL ·C· 011 lETTeRADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HL05010 S MRS. 

PRINCI'LES OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE HLD5"'0 F S 3-"  MRS. G'A FRON AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIOIII Z. Ie
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY HLO'''''O f II ".6 MRS. 	 III GOOD STAIIOI'" AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT HLD5120 F S 3-" MRS. 	 NEET ING AOMISSION CR ITEIIIA NAV PETITION filii AIIIUSSIOII THRDU&II 

LEARNING C05NITION I HLD'J10 F S MRS. 	 THE OF. ICE OF AONISSIONS. 

ABIIORIIAL PSYCHOLOGY HLO'030 F II 3-"  HRS. 
STATISTICS HLO'''ll F II l-" HRS. DEGREE REQUIREMENTS I • 
ETHICS. PROFESSIONAL STAIIDARDS HLDn.O II 2 HRS. A STUDENT l1li5" 11 ACQUIRE A MINI_ OF 120 CREon HOlaS OF 

MHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS _T IE AT THE UPPER DIVISIOII LEVIL 1'5 
REIlUIRED AREAS--UP'ER DIVISION' 3 HCiURS' HOURS REQUIRED. Z5 HOURS ELECTED •• Z. ea.N AT LE'St Z" CIIO.T 
HOURS At GSU. II ACQUIIIE THE CON'ETEICIES SPECIFIED FOIl ,MIS
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM ANCNG. DEGREE. STUDENTS 'U..ING TO ATTENO GRADUATE SCHODL ......... 
ADVANCED EIPERINENTAL 'SYCH HL05060 II MRS. IN AOOITION TO RE~IRENENTS. INCLUDI A RISEARCH 'RO~ICl AS "'T 
RESEARCH NETHOOOLOGY IN HLD HLD'''OO F II l-"  MRS. OF tHEIR ELECTIVES. A STUDEIIT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIIIIReMf Gf RSRCH MTHO HID. EIIPH SOC PSYCH HLD5UO II "-6 MRS. CO'.UEllCIEs .., AUIRNATE "It..OS UPOII ......VAL OF AOVIIOII .. 
RESEARCH NETHODS HLO'''30 00 00 00 3-" MRS. UPON INCLUSIOII III T"I stUDINT'S APPROVED StUDY PLAN. 
I 
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REQUllIEo COUIISES--UPPER DIVISION. I 31 HCURS! 
'ERSONALITY THEOIIY 
ADVANCED GENERAL 'SYCHOlOGY 
'RINCI'LES OF IEHAVIOR CHANGE 
LEARNING COGNITION I 
LAI IN HIDDEN fEELINGS' MEANG 
AINORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
ETHICS. 'ROFESSIONAL STANDARDS 
ETHICS. RIGHTS MENTAL PATIENTS 
ETHICS. ISSUES IN HUMAN SRVCS. 
THEORIES, TREATMT EMOT DISTURB 
LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 
HL05330 F 
HLolOlO F 
HL05""O f 
HLo5JI0 F 
HLOlUO f 
HL05030 f 
HLD51.0 
HL051'11 
HLD5lU , 
HLD52DO F 
HLD5JOO F 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
S 
S 
S 
5 
5 
J 
"J-  
"2-3 3·"
2 
1 
2 
"2 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
REIIIIREO AREAS--U"ER DIVISION. I 
" 
HOUIISI 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS 
THEOIIIES , TREATMENT 
THEORIES' TREATNENT 
FROM AMONG' 
CHILD I 
CHILO II 
HLD5UOI F II 
HLD5l"O 00 00 00 " 
" 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
THEORIES' TREATMENT ADULTS 
'RACTICUM IN LDRSH' IN TRS ANL 
HL05ZlQ 
HLDnlo F 
II 
II S "1-2 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
/ 
SELECT AT LEAST 
ADUlTHOOD 
2 HOURS FROM ANDNG' 
HLD5050 .. 2 HRS. 
CHILD OEVELO'MENT 
MOTIVATION' EMOTIONAL OVL'~T 
'SYCNOSOCIAl AS'ECTS Of AGING 
RSRCH AOLSNCE , SEX ROLES 
HLD5120 
HL05150 
HL05HO 
HLDnll 
F 
F 
II 
S 
5 
S 
3-" 
3-" 
J-" 
"-6 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--U'PER DIVISION. • 25 HOURS I 
ELECT AT LEAST 25 HOURS FROM 
AMONG THE FOLLOIlING SUGGESTED 
COURSES OfFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF HLO, OR FROM 
COURSES OFFERED 
AMONG OTHER 
THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY TO FULFILL REQUIRE­
NENTS FOR THIS CURRICULUM' 
ALTERN HEL'ING MODES IIONEN HL050'lO 00 DO DO 3 HRS. 
THEORIES , TREATMENT CHILO I 
FREUD IN CONTEXT 
COINITIVE 'SYCH A"LO TO INSTR 
CONtE'T ACQUISITION 
ETHICS' R-IGHTS Of TEACHERS 
HL05UOI F II 
HL05l'" f S 
HL05l60 S 
HLD5110 II 
HL051'l3 00 00 00 
"2 
3-" 
3-" 
1 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
IlaFEEOIACK , SELf-REGULATION 
E.'ER , RESRCH IN PERSONALITY 
FAMILY COUNSELING 
FAMILY LAII 
HL05202 
HL05Z20 
HLD5Zl0 
HL052Jl 
00 00 DO
...... 
II 
II 
" 
"3-  
J 
HRS. 
HRS • 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HUNAN MENDRY HLD5250 F 
" 
HIlS. 
LEARNING COGNITION II HL05320 II 
" 
HRS. 
'SYCHOlOGY OF MOMEN HL05J60 f 
" 
HIlS. 
MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLDRERNG 
S'CL FLOS IMVR MODIfICATION 
PSYCH OF 'ERSON 'ERCE'TIDN 
HL05l80 
HLO'''50 
HLDlno 
DO 00 DO 
DO DO CD 
S 
23-" 
" 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
TR~SFER CREOIT--LDIIER DIVISION' I 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hOllrs 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Psychology 

with a major in Mental Health 

is 120 hours 

NOTEI SI. 
CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED NDRE THAN ONCE IN A 
CURRICULUN MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE REQUIRENENTS OF 
MORE THAN ONE COM'ETENCY. 
• 	 CREDIT HOURS EAIINEo FOR COURSES LISTED MORE THAN ONCE IN A 
CUIIRICULUM MAY NOT IE USED TO SATISfY THE REQUIREMENTS OF 
NORE THAN aNE COM'ETENCY. 
F • fALL Fa. FALL ODD YEAIIS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS II. IIINTER 
MO • IIINTER 000 YEARS liE. IIINTER EYEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMMER 
so • SPAI~SUNNER ODD YEARS SE· S'RING-SUMMER EVEN YEAIIS 
IS. NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DENANO •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Education Program 
Majors and Options: 
Elementary Education (B.A. & M.A.) 
Bilingual/Bicultural Education (G) 
Early Childhood Education (G) 
Language and Reading (G) 
Mathematics Education (G) 
Social Studies Education (G) 
Special Education (G) 
Bilingual/Bicultural Elementary 
Education (B.A.) 
Special Education (B.A.) 
The purpose of the Education Program is to serve the needs 
of the urban and suburban schools and school districts 
within the Governors State area. The thrust of the Education 
Program is to prepare elementary teachers for the existing 
and changing conditions of all schools. Special focus is 
given to the forces of discrimination, unemployment, pover­
ty and other negative forces affecting the lives of children. 
The underlying philosophy of the program focuses on .n­
dividualized teaching and learning. 
Elementary Education Major The undergraduate Elemen­
tary Education major prepares teachers for urban elemen­
tary schools. This undergraduate curriculum is approved by 
the State of Illinois to recommend awarding the K-9 elemen­
tary teaching certificate and the BA degree to students who 
demonstrate achievement of identified program competen­
cies. The competencies cover both professional education 
and subject matter fields: 1) education in SOCiety, communi­
ty, and school; 2) humanistic classroom teaching and ad­
ministrative skills; 3) aesthetic inquiry; 4) reading; 5) 
mathematics; 6) science; 7) social studies; 8) health and 
physical education. 
Within each of the above categories, a number of specific 
areas is identified. Students are expected to demonstrate 
achievement in each of the_ areas before being recommend­
ed for graduation and certification. 
The graduate major is deSigned for the student who wishes 
to pursue an advanced program of study to improve his/her 
teaching skills and who wishes to develop a highly in­
dividualized program to meet those ne~ds. The program 
contains six core competency areas and several career op­
tion areas ot special interest. The core areas are: 1) com­
petency based teaching; 2) urban teaching/learning en­
vironments; 3) advanced psychologyllearning theories; 4) 
communications/human relations; 5) curriculum; 6) urban 
studies. . 
The career option areas allow students to concentrate in 
language and reading, mathematics education, e1:lrly 
childhood education, bilingual/bicultural education, social 
studies education, or special education. 
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PROGRAM' EDUCATIDN 
MA~' ELEMENTARY EOUtATlDH 
LEVEll IAtHELOR CF ARTS 
ADMI SSIDN INFDANATltN' 	 •
A STUDENT MUST: II HAYE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT MITH AN OYERALL ~C· CR lETTER 
GPA FROM AN ACtREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIDHI AND 21 
IE IN GODD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION tRITERIA MAY PETITION FCR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. AFTER IEING ADMITTED. EACH STUDENT 
IS REQUIRED TO TA~E ASSESSMENT TESTS IN T~E AREAS OF' READING. 
MATHEMATICS. MRITING. ANO COMMUNICATION S~ILLS. THAT INFORMA­
TION MILL IE USED FOR ADYISEMENT ANO FOR ENROLL IN' THE STUDENT 
IN A PROGRAM OF STUOIES. A PROGRAM OF STUDIES USING THE 
ASSESSMENT INFORMATltN MAY INtLUDE SPECIAL ASSIG~MENTS MITHIN 
COURSES. ASSIGNMENT TO THE UNIVERSITY'S CENTER fOR LEARNING 
ASSISTANCE. AND/OR FOR ASSIGNMENT TO NEEDED CCLLEGE COURSES. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS'
A STUDENT MUST. II ACQUIRE A MINIMUM CF 120 CREGIT HOURS OF 
MHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEYEL 
141 HOURS REQUIRED • IZ HOURS ELECTEDI--NOTE' TC MEET STATE 
CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE 7. 
HOURS OF GENERAL EDUCATION COURSEWCRK. THIS COURSENDR~ NUST 
IE DISTRIIUTED AMOWG COMMUNICATION IINCLUCING ORAL' MAITTEN" 
SOCIAL SCIENCE IGENERAL ANO DEYELOPMENTAL 'SYCHCLOGY. U. S. 
HISTORY AND MINORITY HISTORYI. HUMANITIES IINCLUDING ART AND 
MUSIC., SCIENCE INATURAL AND PHYSICALI. HEALTH .ANO PHYSICAL 
EDUCATIDH. AND MATHEMATICS IFUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICSI, 21 
DEMDHSTRATE COMPETENCY IN IASIC COMNUNICATION ANO MATHEMATICAL 
SKILLS APPROPRIATE FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHINGI 31 ACQUIRE 
THE COMPETENtIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; •• 4. EARN AT LEAST 
24 CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT 
OF COMPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR 
AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' I U kCURSI 
TEACHING ELEMENTARY MUSIC I 
HEALTH CONCERNS CLASSRM TCHRS 
LANG CONCERNS OF CLASSRM TCHAS 
MATH IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL I 
NATH IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL II 
PHYS , RCRTNl AC T ELEMEN SCHl S 
READING INSTR IN SCHL SETTINGS 
TCHNG ELEMENTARY StHL SCIEMCE 
PRACTICUM IN CLASSRM TEACHING 
INDIVIDUALIZATION 
DEVTL DIFFERENCES IN SPEC EDUC 
MODULE DEV FOR CBT 
CLASSRM USE OF INSTR MATERIALS 
URI ELEM SCHL' STRUC 'CONTEXT 
SOCIAL FDNS Of URIAN EDUCATION 
LAB IN HUMANISTIC TCHNG SKILLS 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIYISION' 
CAS6D3D F S 2 HRS. 
HLD7660 S 2-3 MRS. 
HLD4660 F M S 3 MRS. 
HLD46U F W S 1 MRS. 
HLD4642 F M 2 MRS. 
HLD7260 F Z HRS. 
HLD462D F M 3 MRS. 
CAS7800 F M 3 HRS. 
HLD4610 F W 5 HRS. 
HLD4610 
HLD4612 
HLD7950 
F 
F 
F 
N 
M 
2 
3 
2-3 
"S. 
"S. 
HRS. 
HLD5570 F 2-3 HRS. 
HLD4610 F 3 HRS. 
HLDn70 F M S 3 HRS. 
HLD3010 F S 3 HRS. 
4 HCURS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS 
AESTHETIC EDUCATIDN 
PSYCHOLOGY OF ART IN 
FROM AMO~G. 
EDUCATION 
CAS5490 
HLonlO F 
, S 3 
3-4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
IF NEEDED SELECT AT LEAST ONE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE COURse.,
ECOLOGY: IASIC PRINCIPLES CASlISO II 
PO ISONOU S PL All IS CAS4540 F M S 
IEHAV.OF ANIMALS. INTRODUCTION CASS360 F 
PUNT TAXONOMY CAS6631 S 
OR OTHER EQUIVALENT COURSES. 
3 
2 
4 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
"S. 
HRS. 
IF NEEDED. SELECT AT LEAST ONE 
ENERGY, RESOURCES , SOCIETY 
ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENCE 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
CAuno 
CAS5890 
COURSEI 
W 
S 
I 
3 
2-4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
PHYSICAL ENVIR.CHARACTER , DEY 
PHYSICAL SCIENtE FOUNDATIOWS 
OR OTHER EQUIYALENT CCURSES. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM ANONG. 
SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES 
soe STUDIES STRAT- IILINGUAL 
IF NEEDED. SELECT AT LEAST ONE U.S. 
AMERICAN URBAN HISTORY 
AMERICAN HISTORY' 1930'S 
OR OTHER EQUIVALENT COURSES. 
CAS'920 S Z HRS. 
CAU935 F 3 HAS. 
HLDnlO 
HLDn81 
F M 
S 
2-3 
2-3 
HRS. 
"S. 
"ISTORY COUR SE • II 
CAS7230 
CAS727D 
F M
.... tt 
4 
" 
HRS. 
MRS. 
IF NEEDED SELECT AT 
AFRICAN-AMERICAN 
LEAST DHE ,MINORITY HISTORY COURSE. 
HISTORY CAS4200 F 
II 
3 HAS. 
ILK IIOMEN IN AMERICAN HIS~Y C*55170 F 3 HRI. 
RACE RELA U.S"HIST .ERSPECT CASS368 3 HRS. 
AMERICAN NEGRO SLAVE~Y CAU3l1 F 3 HIlS. 
ED IMPLIC ILACK HIST , CULTURE 
ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE US 
OR OTHER EQUIVALENT COURSES. 
HLD7650 
HLDJ970 
F M 
M 
3-4 
3 
HRS. 
"S. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--U.'ER DIVISIOR' 
AS "EEDEO TO FULFIL DEGREE RE­
QUIRE"ENTS. ELEcT REMAI"ING 
HOURS FROM tOURSES LISTED 
AIOVE OR OTHER COURSES OFFEREO 
BY THE UNIVERSITY. 
13 HOORSI 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOIIE~ OIVISION' '60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Arts 

in Education 

with a major in Elementary Education 

is 120 hours 

HOTEtSl. 
I 	 STUDENTS NOT HAYING COMPLETED BIOLCGICAl AND/OR PHYSICA~ 
SCIENCE COURSES PREVIOUSLY ARE REQUIRED 'IR ADDlllON TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. TO COMPLETE AT LEAST ONE COURSE 
IN 	 EACH AREA TO MEEl CERTIFICATION REQOIREMENTS. 
II STUDENTS NOT HAVING CO..LETEO U. S. HISTORy AND/OR MINORITY 
HISTORY COURSES PREVIOUSLY ARE REQUIRED 'IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTSI TO COMPLETE AT LEAST ONE COURSE 
• IN EACH AREA TO MEET CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS. 
•• 	STUDENTS NUST COMPLETE 100 HOURS OF PRE-PRAtTICUN C~INICAL 
E.,ERIENtES. 
F • FALL FO. FALL 000 YEARS FE. FALL EVE. YEARS M. IIINTER 
110 • IIINTER 000 YEARS ME. IIINTER EYEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMMER 
so • SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUHMER EVEH YEARS 
II • NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DEMAND I. MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGIIAM. EOUCATION 
"AJOR. ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
OPTION. IILINGUAL/IICUlTUNAL EDUCATIOH 
LEVEL. MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION' 
A ~TUOENT MUST. II HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DeGREE FaQR 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION. 2. 8E IN GOOD 
STANOING AT THE LAST 5tHOCl ATTENOEO. AP'LICANTS SHOUlD HIIYE 
ACCESS TO A ClASSROOM SITUATION IN MHICH THEY IIILL IE AILE TO 
OISERVE AND INTERACT WITH STUDENTS. STUDENTS NOT MEETING 
AOMISSION CRITERIA MAY 'ETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE 
OFFICE OF AONISSIONS. 
OEIREE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT NOSTI II ACQUIRE A MI"IMUM OF 32 GRADUATE CRIDIT 
HOURS '29 HOURS REQUIREO • 3 HCURS ELECTED.; Z' .CGUIRE TME 
COMPETENtIES SPECIFIED ' FOR THIS DEGREE 'A STUDENT RAY 
SUISTITUTE ACHIEYEMENT OF COM'ETENCIES IY ALTERNATE METHODS 
UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AHO UPON . INCLUSION IN THE STUOENT'S 
APPROYED STUDY PLAN. I 31 EARN A MININOM OF 24 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS AT GSUI ..0 41 COMPLETE A FINAL PRO~ECT CUl"INATI.G 
EX'ERIENCE RELEYANT TO THEIR S'ECIFIC CAREER O.TICN. CNCTE' 
THE' FINAL CIAMINATING ElI'ERIENtE PRO.tEtT IS IN ADDITION TO 'ME 
REQUIRED 32 &aADUATE CREDIT HOURS •• 
aeQUIREO AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL. 
SELECT AT LUST 3 HOUIIS FROM AIIClNGI 
INSTRUCTIONAL DYLPMNT' DESIGN 
NOIIUl E DEY fOIl cn 
COMTINUDUS 'ROG-MASTERY LRNING 
SELECT AT LEAST • HOURS FROM AMCNG' 
RESEARCH METHODOC.OGY IN HlD 
RSRCH MTHD HLO. EM'" SOC PSYCH 
RESEARCH METHODS 
R5tH METHY IN HLDI EM'" EL ED 
RstH MTHDLGYI ROG , MRTG INSTR 
SE~EtT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROII AMON" 
EYAL OF "RM~'TN IDEOLOGY IN HI 
'SCHOOL-C_UY RELATIONS 
C"'O , FAMILY IN THE COlI_lTV 
TEACHERItOMMUNITY RELATIONS 
EO IMPlIC LF STYlS IN URI COMM 
SELK T AT LEA'ST 3 HOURS FROM .IIONG' 
"AINSTREAMING FOIl REGUlAR EDtT 
DIFfER SUNG PLANSITEM TeHNG 
SURV EARLY C"'~ Eout PRD'MS 
cURR ISSUES IN IILINGUAL/It ED 
IND 'REKNDRG'N cURR , INS taCT. 
C 	 29 HOURS. 
,HL05910 F SE HIlS. 
HlD79'0 F M S MRS.2-. 
HLD9500 F S HIlS.• 
HlD5400 F II S .-, "S• 
HLD5410 M 4-' HIlS. 
HlD54JO 00 DO 00 • -4 "S• 
HL09610 F II 3 ..S. 
H~D9'1l S 3-4 "S. 
HLD,.,I F 2 HIlS. 
HU7960 F M "S.•HlDIOU F M ..s.•HUI016 F II S I HIlS. 
...D96901 F II S ..S.• 
HlD7194 F II S J ..5. 
...07640 F S "S.•
....,,1501 M J "S. 
""oll9OS S I-A ..5. 
H~OID121 S .. .S• 
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IN EACH OF THE FOLLOMINS FOUl COlE AIEAS, STUDENTS A'E ETHNIC RINORITIES IN THE US 
ED IIIPL IC LF STn S IN URI CDRM 
HL0797U 
HLD969U F 
" 
II 
EX'ECTED TO IDENTIFY 'IOFESSIONAL OBJECTIVES AND SELECT 
toURSES ~'IO"IATE TO ACHIEVE THER. A RIRIIlUR OF Tile 
SELECT AT ~EAST 9 HOUIIS OF IILINGUAL/BICULTURAL Eoue'TION 
COURSES FROR ARCNG' 
tREDIT HOURS OF IIISIIUCIION AI 'SU IS IEQUIIEO 
AlEA AS A"ROVED BY AN ACADERIC ADVI SOl. 
SELECT AT LEASI 2 HOURS FROR 
III UCH TCNRG EN'LISH AS A SECONO LAN' 
SOt STUDIES STIAT­ BILINGUAL 
PSYCH IRPLCTN BILNG/ICLT ED 
CURR ISSUES IN IILINGURL/BC ED 
RONG STRAT IN IILINGL ' CLASSRR 
CAS6630' 
HLDn .. 
HL07UO' 
HLD7I90' 
HLOT9101 
III 
5 
S 
S 
3 
2-) 
3 
3-4 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
'SYCHOLO'Y/LEARNIN' THEORIES COUISESI 
LEARNINS ~ESSES: ADULTS US6540 
LINS 'RQtICHILDREN , ADOLESCTS CAS6550 
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY HLO'030 
ADVANCED EX'ERIRENTAL 'SYCH HLD5060 
F 
F 
F III 
III 
5 
1-)
1-) 
3-4 
4 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
ETHNIC RINORITIES IN THt US 
SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUC. 
TtHG SOC STOS,RATH,SCI TO NES' 
ELECTIVE COUIISES--GRADUATE LEVEL. 
HLD7970. 
" HLD1• ." F 
HLOIOI5. F liE 
) HCUPSI 
) 
Z-3 
3-5 
HRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
AOVANCED iENERiL PSYCHOLOGY 
CHILD DEVELOPRENT 
NOTIVATION , ENOTIONAL DVL'MT 
CONCE'T ACQUISITION 
__ RENORY 
HLD50TO 
HLD5120 
HLD515D 
HLDSllD 
HLD5Z50 
F 
F 
F 
III 
5 
S 
5 
4 
3-4 
3-4 
3-4 
4 
HIS. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
IF STUDENTS NEED ADDITIONAL 
HOURS TO FULFILL THE )2 CRE,DIT 
HOUR DEGREE REQUIREREIIT, THEY 
SHOULD SELECT ADDITIONAL 
COURSES FROR THOSE LISTED 
LEAININ' COGNITION I HLD5310 F 5 4 MRS. ABOVE. 
LEARNIIIi COiNITION II HLD53Z0 III 4 HRS. 
'EISONALITY THEDlY HLD5330 F III 3 HIS. 
PSYCIICILOiY OF IIIOREN 
'SYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING 
NOTHElHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLDREING 
RSICH AOLSNtE , SEX ROLES 
NUIIAN A"UISAL 
HLD5360 
HLDUTO 
HLD5J80 
HLDUll 
HLD6UO 
F 
F 
OD 
F 
5 
00 CD 
III 
III· S 
4 
3-4 
Z 
4-6 
3 
HIlS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Master of Arts 
in Education 
CHARACTEIISTICS RENTALLY RETD 
PSYCH IR'LCTN BILNG/ICLT ED 
PSYCHOLOiY OF ART I N EDUCATION 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSNENT 
HLD6nO 
HLDlI401 
HLO"IO 
HLOIUO 
F 
F 
F III 
5 
3 
3 
3-4 
) 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
with a major in Elementary Education 
is 32 hours 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS FROR NOTEISI. 
I CREDIT HOURS EARNEO FOR COURSES LISTED "ORE' T~AN ONCE IN A 
CORNUNICATIONS/NURAN IELATIONS COURSESI 
LAI AUT HEN IIIONAN/RAN RELATIONS HLD5100 
LAI IN IASIC NUNAN RELATIONS HLD5110 
OD 
F 
00 CO 
II 5 
I-Z 
Z 
HIS. 
HRS. 
CURRICULUN NAY NOT BE USED 
RORE THAN ONE CORPETENCY. 
TO SATISFY THE REQUIRERENTS OF 
FARILY COUHSELIN& 
LAI IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 
LAI IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING 
INTROD SOCiONTRY , PSYCHODRANA 
APPLD A'RCHS TO HURAN CQRRUN. 
COIlllUNICA TlON SENSIl! YITY 
HLD5Zl0 
HLDUOO 
HL054.0 
HLD"IO 
HLD5640 
HL05l00 
F 
F 
FE 
F 
II 
II 
II 
3-4 
Z 
3 
Z-3 
Z-4 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
MRS. 
F • ~ALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE z FALL EVtN YEARS II. "INTER 
"0 • IIINTER DOD YEARS ~E. WINTEP EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUHRER 
so • SPRING-SURlIER DOD YEARS SE. SPRING-SU~"ER EYEh YEARS 
II • ~T SCHEOULED 00. ON DENAND I. RULTI-COM'ETENCY COURSE 
CULTURE' CDRNUNICA. 'ROCESS HLD5l30 F 
FNORNTL CONCEPTS HURAN CONMUII HLD5l.D F 
LAI IN INTER'ERSONAL GROIITH HLD5950 F 
LAI IN PEISONAL GROIIIH HL06090 F 
TOIIARD QUALITY GROU' DECISIONS HLD6Z30 
IENAVIOR PROILENS HLD6110 F 
IACISRI INDIVID , INSTITU'NAt HLD611D F 
ADVOCACY IN HURAN SERVICES HLDTOIO 
'ONS OF NRRL'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS HLOlll1 F 
COM FOI INOIV IIITH S'EC NEEDS HLOTIIZ F 
LAI IN HIDOEN FEELINGS' REANG HLD7460 F 
aaoup BYNARICS , INIERVENIION "'01510 
saECT U LEAST Z HOURS FION CURRICULUH COURSES: 
CURIICULUM DEVELO'RENT US5T40 F 
TCHNC ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANG US6630' 
NATLS ELE , SEC LII 'IE K-12 HL05910 F 
TV AIID ITS USE IN THE CORNUNTY HLD6190 
TV 'OR INSTRCTN , TRAIIIIIIG I HL06200 F 
ED 'ROC FOR TUIIIAILE MEIIT Nt, HLD6UO F 
PHYS , RCRTNt ACT ELEREN SCHLS HLD7260 F 
HEALTH CONCEINS CLASSRN TCHRS HL01660 
SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES HLDnlO F 
TOPIC 5 III RATH EDUCATION HLOlIlO 
SURV EARLY CHLDHD EDUC PRiPRS HLDTnOI 
INOIV IIISIR ' 'LURAL' LRN' ENV HLDl901 
lONG STRAT IN IILINGL CLASSRM HL0l9101 
CUIII , IIISTR III EARLY CHLO ED HLOltzo F 
ETHNIC RINORlTlES IN THE US HLD7970' 
II 5 
II S 
II S 
110 SE 
III 5 
S 
II 
II 5 
S 
II S 
II 
5 
II 
S 
5 
5 
II 
II 
II 
S 
S 
II 
II 
3 
3 
2 
2 
Z-4 
) 
3 
Z 
) 
3 
Z-)
3 
3,4 
J 
) 
Z 
2 
3 
Z 
2-3 
2-3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HIS. ,
HRS. 
' HIlS. 
HIS. 
HIlS. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HRS .. 
HIS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
'ROiRAII' EDUCATION 
NAJOR' ELERtNTARY EDUCATION 
O'TION' EARLY CHILDHOOO EDUCATION 
LEVEL' RASTER OF ARTS 
AONISSION INFORMATION. 
A STUDENT MUST, II HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEiREE FRa.. 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION; 21 Bt IN iOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENCED. APPLICANTS SHOULD NAVE 
ACCESS TO A CLASSRDDR SITUATIOII Ih IIHICH THEY "ILL IE AILE TO 
OISERVE AND INTERACT IIITH STUDENTS. STUOENTS NOT REETIIIi 
ADNISSION CRITERIA RAY PETITION FOR ADNISSICN THIICUGH THE 
OFFICE OF AOMISSleNS. 
DEiREE REOUIRERENTS: 
A STUDENT RUST, II ACQUIRE A RI_INUN CF 32 GR'DUATE CREDIT 
HOURS IZ. HOURS REQUIREO • 3 hCURS ELECTEDI, 21 .CQUIRI THE 
COR'ETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE CA STUDENT RAY 
SuiSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COM'ETENtIES BY ALTERNATE RETHCDS 
UPDR A"ROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPC~ INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 
S'ANIS" LANGUA'E ARIS INSTRUC. 
METHODS INSTI EO MTLY REIID 
1110 'IEKNOI'TN CUll , INSTICTN 
TCHe soc SIDS,RATH,StI TO NESP 
EVAL IIATLS FOR THE CLASSRDOII 
ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUC 
CURaE", TOPICS IN READING 
SUPeRVISION CLASSRooR TEACHERS 
TEAC"I", IASIC ARITHIETIC 
TCHe EllRICHNT RUH IN ELU SCH 
CUIIIICULUM III UIIAN SCHOOLS 
_ STRAT FOIl INDIV INSTRUC 
ION' REMEDIATION IN CLASSRooR 
TCHNC RDNI IN CONTENT AIEAS 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROR URIAN 
LAII EMF , THE CONSTITUTION 
tRINE AND JUSTICE 
AMERICAN UIIAN HISTORY 
AIIEIICAN HISTOIY. 1930'S 
ual STUDIES. INTIO TO THE CITY 
COIIII DRG./COMMU DEVELOPRENT 
URIAN POLITICS 
sot CNAME , RINORI TY GROUPS 
URIAN DIIIAM IC 5 
LIFE PLAN ...oRNT IN _AN SIIV 
ED IMPLIC .LACK HIST , CULTURI 
PIA'ETIAN TYPE ISlClI-llATH ED 
sotlAL FDNS OF UIIIAN EDUCATION 
TCHe MAT" TO LOll ACHV'G STDS 
CUIA ISSUES IN IILllliUAL/IC ED 
HLD791,. F 
HLD.Dl1 S 
HLDIDllI 5 
HLDIOI,. F liE 
HLDlln liE 
HLD9505 S 
HLD9510 F II 
HLD9540 II 
HLD9550 
HLD9560 
HLD9590 
HLD9UO F 
HLD9640 II 
HLD9650 II 
STUDIES COURSES. 
IPA5914 .... .. 
CA565U .... .. 
CAS72]O F II 
CAS7Z70 .... .. 
CAS7Z71 F II 
CASUIO S 
CAS noD F 
HLII6910 S 
HLD6950 F III S 
IILDTOOO II 
HLD7650 F II 
IILD7740 II 
HLD7no f II S 
IILD7I1l F S 
1ILD71901 S 
Z-3 
3 
4 
J-5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
) 
) 
]-5 
4 
3-4 
J 
3 
4 
4 
4 
J 
) 
3 
) 
3 
3-4 
3 
3 
3 
.3-4 
HIS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
HIS. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. ' 
MRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HIlS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
MRS. 
HIS. 
MRS • 
APPROVED STUDY PL.NI; )1 EARN A 'INIRUN OF 24 GR.OUATE CREDIT 
HOURS AT GSUI AND 41 CORPLETE A FINAL PROJECT CULRINATING 
EXPEIIENtE RELEVANT TO THEIR SPECIFIC CAREER OPTICN. CNOTE. 
THE FINAL CULRINATING EXPERIENCE PROJECT IS IN ADDITION '0 THE 
IEQUIRED 32 SRADUATE CREDIT HOURS.I 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE LEVEL' 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROR ARONG' 
INSTRUCTIONAL DVL'NN1. DeSIGN 
MODULE DEY FOR CIT 
CONTINUOUS PIOG-RAS'ERY LRNING 
SELKT AT LEAST 3 HOUIIS FRON AMONG. 
RESEARCH RETHODOLOGY IN HLD 
ISICH RTHD IILD' EIIPH SOC PSYCH 
RESEARCH METHODS 
RStH METHY IN HLD. EM'" EL ED 
RSCH RTHOL'Y: ROG , IIRTG INSTR 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FIIOR ARONG. 
EVAL OF NRRL'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS 
SCHOOL-tORMUNITY RELATIONS 
29 HOURSI 
HLD5910 F 
HLDl950 F II 
HLD9500 F 
HLD5400 F II 
HLD5UO II 
SE 
S 
S 
S 
HLD5UO 00 OD DO 
HLD96ID F II 
HLD96 11 S 
HLD6851 F 
HL01960 F III 
5 
Z-3 
3 
3-4 
4-6 
]-4 
3 
3-4 
2 
3 
HIS. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
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SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FRON URIAN StUDIES COURSES, 
LAW EMF , THE COMST'TUTION .'A"14 •••••• 3 ..SCHLD , fAMILY IN THE COMMUNITY HLDI01" f 
II 3 HIlS. 
TEACHERICOMMUNITY RELATIONS HLDI016 F .. S 3 HItS. CRINE AND JUSTICE CAS65'" ••••••ED IMPLIC LF STYLS IN URB CONM HLD96901 F II 5 3 HRS. 
, 
"5.HIlS. 
SELECT AT LUST 3 HOURS fRON ANONG' 
ANERICAN URIAN HISTORY CAnno F II 
ANERICAN HISTORY' 1'3D'S CAS7ZTO •••• II " HIlS. 
NAINSTREAMING FOR REGULAR EOCT HLD71'i~ f II S 3 HRS. URI STUDIES' TO THE CITY F II "INTAC CAS727' HIlS. 
DifFER STFNG 'LANS/TEAN TCHNG HLD16~O F 5 3 HRS. CONN ORG./CONRU DEVELO'NENT CAS7210 S "3, HIlS. SURV EARLY CHLDHD EDUC PRGP~S HL018501 II 3 HRS. URIAN POLITICS CAn70D f HIlS. 
CURR ISSUES IN BILINGuAL/IC ED HLDU'lOI S 3-~ HIlS. SOC CHANGE' NINORITY GROUPS HLD6910 S 3 illS. 
IND PREKNDRSTN CURR , INSTRCTN HLDIOUI S ~ HRS. URIAN DYNANICS HLD6"0 f 
" 
5 1 HIlS. 
LIFE PUN Mll&NNT IN HUMAN SEIIV HLD70ilO 3 HIlS. 
ED IMPLIC ILACK HIST , CULTURE HL07650 f 
." 3-" HIlS. PIAGETIAN TYPE RSRCH-MATH ED HLD7no II 3 HIlS. 
SOCIAL fDNS OF URIAN EDUCATION HLD7770 f II 5 3 HIlS. 
IN EACH OF THE FDLLOIiING FOUR CORE AREAS. STUDENTS ARE TCH' MATH TO LOll ACHV'G STDS HLOTlll f S 3 HIlS. 
CURR ISSUES IN IILINGUAL/It ED HLDTI'IOI 5 3-" HIlS. EXPECTED TO IDENTIFY 'RDFESSIONAL OIJECTIYES AND SELECT ETHNIC NINORITIES IN THE US HLD797D1 3 HIlS. 
ED INPLIC Lf STILS IN URI CONN HLD96901 F .. 5 3 HItS. " COURSES AP'RO'RIATE TO ACHIEVE T.I4EM. \ A MINIMUM CF T~O 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
CREDIT HOURS OF INSTRUCTION AT GSU IS REQU IRED IN EACH 
COURSES fROM ANDNG.AREA AS APPROVED IY AN ACADENIC ADVISOR. DRG. Of DAY CARE CENTERS HLDlno 5 3 HIlS. 
PARENTING: THE EARLY YEARS HLD7UI F 5 3 HIlS. 
SURV EARLY CHLDHD EDut PRGPMS 'HLD7I5D1 3 HIlS. 
NODELS OF COG DEV IN IRLY CHLD HLDn,o " 5 3 HRS. EARLY CHILDHooD EDUCAllON HLD19~ 5 3 HIlS. 
PSYCHOLOGY DF ART IN EDUCATION HLD79101 f J-" HIlS.SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS fRON NUTR, EO, , INTELLECTUAL DEV HLD1911 S 3 HIlS. 
HIST/PH EARLY CHLDHO EDUCATION HLDIoao F 3 HRS.PSYCHOLOGY/LEARNING THEORIES COURSES' IND PREKNDR'TN CURR , INSTRCTN HLDIOUI 5LEARNING PROCESSES: ADULTS CAS65~O F 1-3 HIlS. " HIlS.CHLD , fANILY IN THE CDNRUNITY HLDIOUI F II 3 HIlS.LRNG PROC'CHILDREN , ADDLESCTS CAS6550 F S 1-3 HRS. EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSNENT HLDI6'DI F II 3 HIlS.ABNORMAL 'SVCHOLOGY HLD5030 F II 3-~ HRS. CURRENT ISSUES EARLY CHLDHO ED HLD..ao F 5 3 HIlS.ADVANCED EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH HLD5060 II ~ MRS. 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD5010 F S ~ . HRS. ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEYEL: ] HCURSICHILD DEVELOPNENT HLD5120 F S 3-" HItS. NOTIVATION , EMOTIONAL DVLPMNT HLDS150 S 3-" MRS. IF STUDENTS NEED ADDITIONALCONCEPT ACQUISITION HLDSI10 II 3-~ HRS. HOURS TO fULFILL THE 32 CREDITHUNAN IlENORY HLD5250 f HAS.
" 
HOUR DEGREE REQUIRENEIT. THEYLEARNING COGNITION I HLDSHO F S ~ HAS. SHOULD SELECT ADDITIONALLEARNING COGNITION II HLD5320 II ~ HIlS. 

PERSONALITY THEORY HLDSl30 f II · 3 HAS. 
 COURSES FRDN THOSE LISTED 

PSYCHOLOGY Of liON EN HLD5360 F ~ HRS. 
 AIOVE. 

PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING HLD5310 f S 3-" HRS. 
NOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLDRERNG HLD5310 00 00 ''0 2 HRS. RSIICH ADLSNCE , SEX ROLES HLDUll II ~-6 HRS. Minimum total nulliber of credit hours 

HUMAN APPRAISAL HLD6~30 F II 3 HRS, 
 required for a Master of ArtsCHARACTERISTICS MENTALLY AETO HL06810 F 3 HRS. 

PSYCH INPLCTN BILNG/BCLT ED HL018~O 3 HIlS. in Education

PSYCHOLOGY Of ART IN EDUCATION HLD1'lIOI f 3-~ MRS. 

EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSMENT HLDlnOI F II 3 HRS. with a major in Elemerrtary Education 

is 32 hours
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM 
COMMUNICATIONS/HUNAN RELATIONS COURSES. NOTElSl. 
LAI AUTHEN 1I0NAN/MAN RELATIONS HLD5100 00 00 CO 1-2 HRS. I CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED HDRE T~AN ONCE IN A
LAI IN IASIC HUNAN RELATIONS HLD5110 f II 5 2 HIlS. CURRICULUN MAY NOT IE USED TO SATISFY THE REQUIRENENTS DF 
FAMILY COUNSELING HLDSZlO II 3-" HRS. NORE THAN ONE CONPETENCY. LAI IN WRANSACWIONAL ANALYSIS HLD5300 F II 5 2 HRS,
LAI IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING HLD5~90 F II S 3 MRS. 
INTROD SOCIOMTRY , PSYCHODRANA HLD5510 S 2-3 HRS. F • FALL FO. FALL DOD YEARS FE· fALL EVEN YEARS ~. IIINTER 
A'PLD A'RCHS TO HUNAN CONNUN. HLDS6"O FE 2-~ HRS. 110 • IIINTER OOD YEARS liE. IIINTER EYEN YEARS s. SPRING-SUNNERCDNNUNICATION SENSITIVITY HLDSTOO F S 3 HRS. SO • SPRING-SUNNER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUNNER EVEN YEARS 
CULTURE' CONNUNICA. PROCESS HLD5l30 F 3 HIlS. ••• NOT SCHEDULED DO. ON DEMAND •• MULTI-CDNPETENCY COURSE 
FNDNNTL CONCEPTS HUNAN CONNUN HLDSnO f II 5 3 HRS. 

LAI IN INTERPERSONAL GROMTH HLD5950 F II S 2 HIlS. 

LAI IN PERSONAL GROMTH HLD60'lO F II S 2 MRS,

TOWARD QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS HLD6230 110 SE 2-~ HRS. 
 PROGRANI EDUCATIONIEHAVIOR PROBLENS HLD6310 f II S 3 HIlS. NA.IOU ELENENTARY EDUCATIONRACISN' INDIVID , INSTITU'NAL HLD..IO F S 3 HRS. OPTIONI LAN&UA'E AND READINGADVOCACY IN HUNAN SERVICES HLDTOIO II 2 HRS. LEVEL' MASTER DF ARTSFDNS OF NRNL'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS HLDllll f II 3 HIlS.

CONN FOR INDIV IIITH SPEC NEEDS HLDll12 f 3 HIlS.

LAB IN HIDDEN fEELINGS' NEANG HLD1~60 f S 2-3 HRS. 

GROUP DYNANICS , INTERVENTION HLD"IO II 5 3 HRS. ADMISSION INFORMATION I 

A STUDENT NUSTI II HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE DEIIEE .ION 

SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM CURRICULUM COURSES. AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHIII EOUCATICNI ZI IE IN 500D
CURRICULUM DEVELO'MENT CAS51~ F 3." HRS. STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. A'PLICANTS SHOULD ",VE
TCHNG ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANG CAS6630 II 3 HRS. ACCESS TO A CLASSRooN SITUATION IN IIMICH THEY "ILL IE AILE TONATLS ELE , SEC LII PRE K-12 HLD5910 f 3 HRS. DISERVE AND INTERACT IIITH STUDENTS. STUDENTS NOT NEETINGTV AND ITS USE IN THE COMMUNTY HLD61'10 S 2 HRS. ADNISSION CAITERIA NAY PETITION FON ADMISSION THRDUIM THETV FOR INSTIICTN , TRAINING I HLD6200 f II 2 HRS. OFFICE Of ADNISSIONS.ED PROC fOR TRAINAILE MENT HCP HLD6I"O F S 3 HIlS.
PHYS , RCRTIIL ACT ELEMEN SCHLS HLD7260 F S 2 HRS,

HEALTH CONCERNS CLASSRM TCHRS HLD1660 S 2-3 HIlS. 

SOCIAL SWUDIES STRATEGIES HLDUIO f II 2-3 HRS.
TOPICS IN NATH EOUCATION HLDlIIO II S 3 HRS. DEIIEE REQUIRENENTS: 
SURV EARLY CHLDHD EDUC PRGPNS HLD71501 II' 3 HRS. A STUDENT NUSTI II ACQUIRE A NININUN D. '2 IIADUATE CREDIT 
INDIV INSTR • PLURAL' LRNG ENV HLDnOa HOURS 129 HOURS REQUiReD. 3 HtURS ELECTEDI; 21 ACQUIRE THES 3 HRS.
RONG STRAT IN BILINGL CLASSRN HlD7910 S 3 HIlS. CONPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE IA STUDENT NAY CURR , INSTR IN EARLY CHLD ED HLD7'l20 F II SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF CDNPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE NETHODS3 HIlS.ETHNIC NINDRITIES IN THE US HLD79701 II 3 HRS. UPON APPROVAL DF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 
SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUC.· HLD79U F 2-3 HItS. APPROVED STUDY PLANI; 31 EARN A MININUN DF Z~ II.DUATE CAEDIT METHODS INSTR ED ""TLY RETRD HLOIOII HOURS AT GSUI AND "I CDM'LETE A 'INAL 'RDJECT CULMINATINGS 3 HRS. 
IND 'REKNDRGTN CURR , INSTRCTN HLDIDUI S HItS. EXPERIENCE RELEVANT TO THEIR SPECIFIC CAREER OPTION. lNOTEI 
TCNG SOC STOS.NATH,SCI TO NESP HLD.015 F liE 3-5" HIlS. THE FINAL CULNINATING EXPERIENCE PROJECT IS IN ADDITION TO THE 
HLDIl13 liE 3 HRS.EVAL NATLS FDR THE CLASSRDON REQUIRED ]2 ,RADUATE CREDIT HOURS.I 

ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUC HLD9505 S 3 HIlS,
CURRENT TOPICS IN READING HLD'l510 f II 3 HRS.
SUPERVISION CLASSRooN TEACHERS HLD95~O II 3 HRS. 

TEACHING IASIC ARITHNETIC HLD9550 S 3 HRS. REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVELl Z9 HOURS I 

TCHG ENRICHNT NATH IN ELEN SCH HLD9560 S 3 HRS.
CURRICULUM IN URIAN SCHOOLS HLD9590 5 3 HIlS. SELECT AT LEAST , HOURS FRON ANONGI 
RONG STRAT FOR INDIV INSTRUC HLD96l0 F 3-5 INSTRUCTIONAL DVLPNNTI DESIGN HLD5no • 5 HIlS.HIlS. SE 
RDNG RENEDIATIDN IN CLASSROON HLD96~O II HRS. NODULE DEY fOIl CIT . HLD7"O F II S . HIlS.2-'TCHNG RDNG IN CONTENT AREAS HLD9650 II 3-"  HRS. CONTINUOUS PROG-NASTERY LRNI.G HLD950D , 5 3 HIlS. 
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HAS.tURAltULUH IN UAI .. SCHOOLS HLD.S'O SSfLEtT AT LEAST 3 HOURS taOM AMOH5 ' RONG STRAT FOR INDIV INS' AUC HlD"!OI' F tlRS,aE SEARCH METHODOlOGY IH HLD HL D5400 filS HRS. 
HL05410 II HAS. ADNG RENEOIATION IN CLASS~OON HL096401 .. HRS.RsatH NTHD HLD. EMPH SOt PSYtH HRS. TCHNG RDNG IN CONTENT AREAS HLD'6501 II HRS.RESEARtH METHOOS HLD5430 00 00 CD 

R 5tH IlETHY IN HLD' EN'" EL ED HLD9610 f II HRS. 

~tH NTHDLGY' RDG , kRTG INSTR HLD.61U 
 HRS. SELEtT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM URBAN STUDIES COURSES' LAII ENF , THE CONSTITUTION BPA5914 •••••• 3 HAS.
...1 ..CRINE AND JUSTICE CAS6543 3 HAS. 
EVAL OF NRML'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS HLD61" f 2 HAS. 
SELEtT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRON AMONG. AMERltAN URBAN HISTORY tAn230 F II 4 HAS. 
StHOOL-tONNUNITY RELATIONS HLD1960 F II 3 HRS. AMERICAN HISTORY: 1930'S CAS1210 ••• 1 •• 4 HRS. 
CHlO , fAHILY IN THE COMMUNITY HLDIDU f II 3 HAS. URB' STUDIES, INTRO TO THE tlTY CASl21l f II 4 HRS. 
TEAtHER/COMIlUNITY RELATIONS HLDI016 f II s 3 HRS. CO"" ORG./CONNU OEVELOP"ENT CAS1210 3 HAS. 
ED INPlIC LF S,TYLS I" URI CONN HLD96901 f II S 3 HRS. URBAN Pill IT ItS CAsnoo F 3 HRS. SOC tHANGE , "INORITY GROUPS HI.0691D 5 3 HAS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROM AMCNG: UAIAN DYNA"ltS ' HLO..5D FilS 3 HAS. 
HAINSTREAMING FOR REGUlAR EOtT HLon", f II 5 3 MRS. LifE PLAN "NGNNT IN HUMAN SEAV HLD1000 II 3 HAS. 
DIFfER STfNG PLANS/TEAM TtHNG HLD1640 F 5 3 HRS. ED I"PLIC BLACK HIST , CULTURE HLD7650 F II 3-4 MRS. 
SURV EARLY CHLDHO EDUC PRGPNS HlDlI501 II 3 HRS. PIAGETIAN TYPE RSRCH-NATH ED HLDn40 II 3 MRS. 
tURR ISSUES IN IILINGUAL/lt ED HL07I.OI S 3-4 MRS. SOCIAL FONS OF URIAN EDUCATION HLD7no FilS 3 MRS. 
IND PREKNDRGTN tU~R , INSTRtT" HLDIOUI 5 4 HRS. TCHG KATH TO LOW ACHV'G STDS HLDlIll F 5 3 HRS. 
CUAR ISSUES IN BILINGUAL/IC ED HLDlI901 S 3·4 HRS. 
IN EACH Of THE FOLLOIIING FOUR tORE AREAS, STUDENTS A.E ETHNIC "INOAITIES IN THE US HLDI9101 II 3 HAS. 
ED INPLIC LF STYLS IN UAB CO"" HLD96901 filS 3 MRS. 
EXPEtTED TO IDENTifY PROfESSIONAL OBJEtTIVES AND SELEtT 
SELECT AT LEAST. MRS Of READING , LANGUAGE AATS COURSES ' 

COUR SES APPROPRIATE TO ACHIEVE THEN. A NININUM Of TIIO LANGUAGE, TEACHING' LEARNING CAS6460 •••••• 
 MRS. 
CURRENT TOPltS IN READING HLD95101 F II MRS. 
'RED IT HOURS Of INSTRutTION AT GSU IS REQUIRED IN EACH CLINICAL PRACTICU" IN READING HLD95lZ f HRS. 
READING DIAGNOSIS HL0953D F HRS. 
AREA AS APPROVED IY AN AtADEMlt ADVISOR. RSCH NTHDLGY, RDG , MRTG INSTR HLO.6111 5 HRS. 
RDNG ST~AT FOR INDIV INSTRUC HLD96301 F MRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS fRON HRS. 
TCHNG ADNG IN CONTENT AREAS HLD,9"OI II 
RONG RENEDIATION IN CLASSAIlON HLD96401 II 
HRS. 
PSYCHOLOGV/LEARNING THEORIES tOURSES' 
HRS. a ECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEll 3 HCURS. 

LRNG PROt:CHILDRE" 'ADOLESCTS CAS6550 f 5 

LEARNING PROtESSES' AOULTS tAS6540 f 
HRS. 

ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY HL05030 f .. 
 HRS. IF STUDfNTS NEEO ADDITIONAL 

ADVANtED EXPERIMENTAL PSYtH HLD5060 II 
 MRS. HOURS TO FULFILL THE 32 CREDIT 

ADVANtED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD5010 f 5 
 HRS. HOUR DEGREE REQUIRENENT, THEY 

tHILD DEVELOPNENT HLD"20 F S 
 MRS. SHOULD SELECT ADDITICNAL 

MOTIVATION' EMOTIONAL DVLPNNT HL05150 5 
 MRS. COUASES FRON THOSE LISTED 

CONtEPT ACQUISITION HLD5110 II 
 HRS. ABOVE. 

HUNAN MENORY HLD5250 F 
 HRS. 

LEARNING COGNITION I HLD5310 F 
 HRS. 

LEARNING COGNITION II HLD5320 II 
 HRS. 

PERSONALITY THEORY HLD5J30 F .. 
 HRS. Minimum total ,number of credit hours 
PSYCHOLOGY Of 1I0NEN HLD5360 f 

PSYCHOsotlAL ASPEtTS Of AGING HL05Jl0 f 5 

MRS. 
required for a Master of ArtsMRS. 

NOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLORERNG HLD5380 00 OD Oil 
 HRS. in Education HRS. 

HUNAN APPRAISAL HLD.430 F II 5 

RsatH ADL SNtE , SEX ROLES HL06311 II 
HRS. with a major in Elementary Education 
MRS. 

PSYCH IMPLCTN BILNG/aCLT ED HL07140 

CHARAtTERISTICS NENTALLY RETD HLD6170 f 
MRS. is 32 hours 
HRS. 

EARLY CHILOHOOD ASSESSNENT HLD1630 f II 

PSYtHOLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION HLD7.10 F 
HRS. HOTElS. : 
• CREDIT HOU~S EAANED FOR COUASES LISTED "ORE TtAN ONCE IN ASElECT AT LU ST 2 HOURS FRON CURRICULUM NAY NOT 8E USED TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF 
NORE THAN ONE CONPETENCY.CONMUNICAT IO NS/HUNAN RELATIONS tDURSES: 

LAB AUTHEN IIDNAN'NAN RELATIONS HLD5100 CO 00 CD 1-2 MRS. 

LAI IN .ASlt HUNAH RELATIIlNS HLD5110 filS 2 HRS. 
 F • FALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE. fALL EVEN YEARS II. IIINTERFANl lt COUNSELING HLD52JO II 3-4 HRS. 110 • IIINTER ODD YEARS kE. IIINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMNERLAB IN TR ANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS HL05300 f II S 2 HRS. SO • SPRING-SUN"ER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SU'NER EVE. YEARSLAB IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING HL054.0 f .. 5 3 HRS. 
••• NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DEMANO ,. NULTI-CO"PETENCY COURSE
.NTROD SOtlOHTRY , PSYCHOORAMA HLD5510 5 2-3 HRS. 

APPLO APRtHS TO HUNAN tONNUN. HL05640 FE 2-4 MRS. 

CONMUNICATION SENSITIVITY HL05100 f S 3 MRS. 

CULTURE' CONNUNICA. PROtESS HL05130 F 3 HRS. 

FNOMNTL CONCEPTS HUMAN CONNUN HL057.0 F .. 5 3 HRS. PROGRA": EDUCATION 

LAI IN INTERPERSONAL GROIITH HL05.50 filS 2 HRS. 
 "A~R: ELENENTARY EDUCATIONLA. IN PERSONal GROWTH HLD60.0 FilS 2 HAS. OPTION' NATHENATICS EDUCATION
TOIIARD QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS HL062JO 110 SE 2-4 HRS. LEVEL' NASTEA OF ARTS 

BEHAVIOR PROI~ENS HLDnlO filS 3 HRS. 

RAtlSN, INDIYIO , INSTITU'NAL HLD6Iea F S 3 MRS. 
 AD"ISSION INFORNATIDN.ADVOCACY IN HUHAN SERVICES HLOIOIO II 2 HRS . A STUDENT MUST: I. HAVE ACOUIREO A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROMFONS OF NRNL'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS HLOllll F II 3 NRS. AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION; 2. IE IN GoODCONN FOR INOIV IIITH SPEC NEEDS HLD7112 F 3 HRS. STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. APPLICANTS SHOULD HAVELAI IN HIDDEN FEELINGS , MEANG HL07460 f s 2-3 MRS. AttESS TO A CLASSROOM SIT~ATION IN IIHICH THEY IIILL BE ABLE TOGROUP OYNAMICS , INTERVENTION HlO.5.0 II s 3 HRS. OISERVE AND INTERACT IIITH STUDENTS. STUDENTS NOT NEETING 
AONISSION CRITERIA "AY PETITIIlN FOR ADMISSION TMR[UGH THE 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FRON CURRICULUM COURSES' OFFICE OF ADNISSICNS. 

CU~RICULUN DEVELOPNENT CAS"40 F 5 ,,4 HRS. 

TCHNG ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANG CAS6630 II 3 HRS. 

NA TL S ELE , SEC LIB PRE K-12 HLD"IO F 3 HRS. DEGREE AEQUIRENENTS:

TV &ND ITS USE IN THE COMMUNTY HL061.0 2 HAS. A STUDENT MUST: II 4CQUIRE A NINI~N CF 32 GRADUATE CREDIT 

TY fOR INSTRCTN , TRAINING I HL06Z00 F II 2 MRS. HOURS 129 HOURS REQUIRED. 3 HOURS ELECTED.; 2. ACOUIRE THE 

ED PROt FOR TRAINAILE NENT NtP HLD6840 f 5 3 HRS. COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE CA STUDENT NAY 

PHYS , RCRTNL ACT ELENEN SCHlS HL07260 F S 2 11M. SUBSTITUTE ACHIEYENENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS 

HEALTH CONCERNS CLASSRM TCHRS HLDJ660 5 2-3 HRS. UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON ' INCLUSION IN THE, STUDENT'S 

SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES HLonlO F II 2-3 HAS. APPROVED STUDY PLAN'; 3. EARN A ~ININUN C~ 24 GRADUATE tREOIT 

TOPICS IN NATH EDUCATION HLD1810 II 3 MRS. HOUAS AT GSUI AND 4. to"PLETE A FINAL PRIlJECT CULMINATING 

SURV EARLY CHlDHO EOUC PRGPMS HLOIUOI II 3 HRS. EXPERIENtE RELEVANT TO THEIR SPECIFlt CAREER GPTION. CNOTE. 

I NDIV INSTR ' PLURAL' LRNG ENV HL01.01 S 3 HRS. , THE FINAL CULMINATING EXPERIENCE PROJECT 'IS IN ADDITION TO THE 

RONG STRAT 1M BILINGL CLASSR" HL01910 S 3 MRS. REQUIRED 32 GAAOUATE tREDIT HOURS.' 

CUM , INSTR IN EARLY CHLD ED HLD7920 F II 3 HRS. 

ETHNlt MINDRITIES IN THE US HL019701 II 3 MRS. REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 29 HCURU 

SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUC. HLD7983 F 2- 3 HRS. 

METHODS INSTR ED MNTLY RETRD HlDIOll 3 MRS. SELECT AT LEAST 1 HOURS FRON ANC.G. 

IND PREKNORGTN CURR , INSTRCTN HLOIOlll 4 HRS. INSTRUtTICNAL DVLPNNT. DESIGN HL05910 F SE 5 MRS. 

TtNG soc STDS,NATH.SCI TO NESP HlD.015 F liE 3-5 HRS. MODULE DEv fOR C8T HLOI<;50 f II S 2-3 HRS. 

EYAl NATLS FOR THE tLASSROON HlDIl73 liE 3 HRS. CONTINUOUS PROG-NASTEAY LRNING HL09500 F 5 3 HAS. 

IS SUE S IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDut HlD9505 3 MRS. 

CURRENT TOPICS IN READING HLO.5101 F II 3 AT LEAST 3 HOURS AMONG:
HRS. SELEtT FROMSUPERVISION CLASSRooN TEAtHERS HLD9540 II 3 HRS. RESEARtH NETHODOLCGY IN HLD HLD5400 F II MRS.TEACHI", 8ASIt ARITHMETIC HL09550 S 3 MRS. RSRCH ..THO HLO: ENPH SOt PSYCH HLD5410 .. HRS.TCNG ENAIC""T NATH IN ELE" SCH HLD9560 5 3 MRS. RESEARCH METHODS HL05430 00 00 00 HitS. 
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RSCH IIET"Y IN HLOa EMP" EL EO 
RSCH MTHOLCYI R~ , ~RT~ INSTR 
SELECT AT LEAST , HOURS FlOII AMGIICa 
EYAl OF NAIIl'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS 
SCHDOl-CONIIUNITY RELATIONS 
CHLO , IfAIIIlY IN THE COMNUNITY 
TEACHER/COIlNUNITY RELATIONS 
ED IIIPLIC LF STYLS IN URI CONM 
SELECT AT LEAST , HCURS FROII AIIC.C. 
IIAINSTREAIIINC fOR RECUlAR EOCT 
DIFFER STFNG PlAIIS/TEAII TCHNC 
SURV EARLY CHLOHO EOUC PRCPIIS 
CURR ISSUES IN Illl.CUAl/IC ED 
INO PREINORCTII CURR , INSTRCTN 
HL09610 F II 
HL096 11 S 
HL06"1 F 
HlOl'i60 F M 
HLOIOU F M 
HLOIOI. F M S 
Hl096901 FilS 
"LOT .... F 
Hl0l6.. 0 F 
"lOT.,OI 
HLOTltol 
HLO.OUI 
M S 
II 
S 
S 
S 
IN EACH OF THE FOLlOMINC FOUl COlE AIEAS, STUDENTS ARE 
3 
3-" 
Z 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
,-.. 
.. 
HAS. 
HAS. 
HIlS. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
"'5. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
"'S. 
HAS. 
HIS. 
SELECT AT LEAST l HOURS fRON uRIAIl STUOIES ' CCURSESI 
LAII ENf , THE CONSTITUTION .PAS.... • ••••• 
CRIIIE ANO JUSTICE CASIS.. , •••••• 
AIIERICAN URIAII "ISTOR' CASTZJO F II 
AIIERICAII HISTORYI 1'30'5 CASTZTO •••••• 
URI STUDIESI IIITRO TO THE CITY CASTZTl f " 
COIlA OR~./COIIAU OEVELOPIIENT CASTZIG S 
URIAII POLITICS CASTTOO F 
SOC CHANGE , MIIIORITY CIOUPS HL06910 S 
URIAN OYIIAIIICS HtOinO F " S 
LIFE PLAN """'liT III HUIIAII SER' HlOTODO " 
ED IIIPLIC lUCK HIST , CULTUIIE HL0l650 F II 
PIA~ETIAN T'PE RSRCH-IIATH ED HLOTT..OI" 
SOCiAl FOIlS OF URIAIl EOUCATIOII HLonTO FilS 
TCNG IlATH TO LOll AtHV'G STOS HLOTILll F S 
CURR ISSUES III IILIIICUAl/IC ED HLOT.toI S 
ETHIIIC IIIIIIIRITIES III THE US HlOT9TOI" 
ED IIIPUC LF STn 5 IN URI COIIII HLO"901 F M S 
,
,
.. 
.. 
..,
,
, 
3,
,...
,
,
,
,-..,
, 
.5.
"5. 
..s.
"5.
"5. 
..5. 
..5. 
..S. 
..5.
....
..5.
.S.
"5.
.S. 
MRS. 
..5. 
MRS. 
EXPECTED TO IDENTIFY PROFESSIONAL CIJECTI'ES AND SElECT 
COURSES APPIOPRIATE TO ACHIEVE THE~. A MINI~ OF TMC 
CREDIT HOURS OF INSTRUCTION AT ~SU IS REQUIRED IN EACH 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS OF IIA1"EMATICS EDUCATION COU.SESa 
STATISTICAL IIETHOOS. LECTURE CASlUO F 5 
PIA~ETIAII T'PE RSRCH-IIATH EO HLOll .. OI" 
lOP IC S III M TH EDUCATION HlOTll01 II 5 
TCNG ",TH TO LOll ACHV'G STOS KLOTILLI F 5 
TEACHIIIG IASIC ARIT""ETIC HlD9'501 S 
2 
, 
, 
, 
, 
l1li5.
"5. 
HIlS.
"5.
.5. 
AREA AS APPRO'EO IY AN ACADEMIC AD'ISOR. ""' ENRIC""T IlATH III EUM SCH HLon..1 S , l1li5. 
SELECT AT lEAST 2 HOUIS FRON ELECTIVE COURSES--~AOUATE LEVELl , HeUIISI 
PSYCHOl~Y/lEARNINC THEORIES COURSEsa 
LEARNINC PROCESSES a ADULTS CAS6S.. D 
lRNC PROCaCHILDREN 'ADOlESCTS CAS6550 
AlIIIIRIlAL PSYCHOlOCY HlO 5030 
ADVANCED EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH HlOS060 
ADVANCED CENERAl PSYCHOLOCY Hl050l0 
CHilD DEVELOPMENT HLOSIZO 
IIIITIVATION , E~TIONAl OVlP""T Hl05150 
CONCEPT ACQUISITION HLOSnO 
HUNAN "EMOIY HlOSZ50 
LEARNINC COGNITION I HlDULO 
F 
F 
F 
f 
f 
If 
F 
M 
II 
II 
5 
S 
5 
5 
S 
1-'1-3 
]-.. 
.. 
..
,-..3-"3-"
.. 
.. 
HIS.
"'5.HRS. 
HIS. 
MRS. 
KlS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
MRS • 
MRS. 
IF STUDENTS NEED ADDITIONAL 
HOURS TO FULfiLL THE ]2 CREDIT 
HOUR OE~REE REQUIIIEIIENT, THEY 
SHOULD SELECT ADDITIONAL 
COURSES FRON THOSE LISTED 
ABDVE. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Master of Arts 
LEARNING 'COGHL TlON II 
PElSONAlI TY THEORY 
PSYCHOLOGY OF MOIIEN 
PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF ACINC 
MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHlDREANC 
RSICH AOLSNCE , SEX ROLES 
~AN APPRAISAL 
CHARACTERISTICS IIENTAlLY RETD 
PSYCH l",lCTN IllNC/ICLT ED 
PSYCHOL~Y OF ART IN EOUCATION 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSIIENT 
HLDUZO 
HlOS"O 
HlOn60 
HlOS3l0 
HLOS310 
Hl06311 
~06"'0 
HL06UD 
HlDT...O 
HLOT91D 
HLO.6'0 
F 
F 
f 
00 
F 
F 
F 
F 
M 
II 
S 
00 CO 
M 
II S 
II 
.. 
3 
43-" 
2
"-I]
,
,
,-.. 
3 
HRS.
"'5.HIS. 
HAS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
MRS.
"'S.HRS. 
HRS. 
NOTE IS" 
in Education 
with a major in Elementry Education 
is 32 hours 
• CREDIT HOURS EARIIED fOil COURSES LISTED MOllE T~N ONtE III A 
CURRLCULUM NAY IIOT IE USED TO SATISFY T~E IIEQUIREIIEIITS OF 
NORE THAN ONE COMPETEIICY. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROII 
COIlRUNICATIONS/HUIIAN RELATIOIIS CCURSES. 
LA. AUTIlEN II01lA"'"AN RELATIONS Hl05100 
lAI IN IASIC ~ RELATIONS HlO'IIO 
FAIIILY COUNSELING HlOUJO 
LAI IN TRANSACTIONal AIIALYSIS HLO'300 
lAI IN ASSEaTI'E.ESS TRAINING HlO'''90 
INTROD SOCIONTRY , PSYCHODRAIIA HLOS'LO 
APPlO APRCHS TO HUIIAN COIIIIIIN. HL05640 
00 00 CO 
FilS 
II 
f M 5 
FilS 
5 
FE 
I-l 
Z 
3-" 
Z 
, 
2-' 
Z-.. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HItS.
.-S. 
HIlS. 
MRS. 
f • FALL FO. If All 000 YEARS FE . fALL EVEII YEARS M. IIINnR 
MO • IIINTER ODD 'EARS ME. IIINUR EVEN YEARS S. "RI",-SWIIIR 
so • SPRING-S_EII ODD YEARS SE. SPIlING-SUIIIIER EVEN YEARS 
.. • IIIIT SCHEDUlED 00 - 011 OEMANP •• IlULTI-CO.... ITENtY COURSE 
CONIlUNICATION SENSITI'ITY 
CUlTURE' COIIIIUNICA. PROCESS 
Hl05TOO 
Hl05T30 
F 
F 
S ] 
3 
MRS. 
HilS. 
PRO&RAIII EOUCATION 
NAoIDRI ElEIIEIlTAIIY EDUCAl ION 
FNOIIIITl CONCEPTS HUIIAN COIIAUN 
LAI IN INTERPEISONAL CROIIT" 
HlDST9D 
HLOS9S0 
F 
F 
M 
M 
S 
S 
I 
2 
IIIIS. 
..... 
OPTIONI 
LEVELl 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
IIASTER OF ARTS 
LAI IN PERSONAl GROMTH 
TO...RO QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS 
IEHAVIOR PROILEIIS 
RACISlla INDIVIO , INSTITU'NAL 
ADVOCACY IN HUNAN SERVICES 
FDNS Of NRIIl'TN 10EOL~Y III HS 
CO,," FOR INDI' IIITH SPEC NEEDS 
lAI IN HIDDEN fEELINCS , IIEAII~ 
~IOUP OYIIAIIICS , INTERVENTIOII 
Hl06090 
Hl06230 
Hl06310 
HlOI••O 
HLOTOIO 
HlOTIII 
HlOTLLZ 
HlOT46D 
HlD"IO 
F M S 
110 SE 
F M S 
F S 
II 
FilS 
F 
F S 
M S 
Z 
2... 
] 
, 
Z 
, 
, 
Z-, 
, 
"'S. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
HIS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
HAS. 
MRS. 
ADIII SS 1011 IIIFORNA HUN. 
A STUDE liT ~STI L. HAVE ACQUIIIEO A ..CCAlAUREATE OE~EE ,... 
All ACCREDITED IIISTITUTIOII Of HIGHEII lDUCATION. 21 IE III $DOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. APPLICAIIIS SHOUlD KAYE 
ACCESS TO A ClASSROOM SITUATION III IIMICH THEY IIILL IE AIlI TO 
OISER'E AND IIITERACT IIITH STUDEIITS. STUOEIITS NOT REETI", 
AOMISSIOII CRITEIlIA MAY PETITIOII FOR AOIIISSION TMRDU'" THE 
OFFICE OF ADMISSIOIIS. 
SELECT AT LEAST l HOURS FROII CURRICULUII COURSES. 
CURRICUlUII DEVELOPMENT 
TC""~ ENGLISH AS A SECOIIO L"'~ 
IIA TLS EU , . SEC L11 PRE 1-12 
TV AIIO ITS USE III THE COIlllUNTY 
CAsn..o f 
CASIUO 
HLOstlG f 
HL06 ..0 
II 
S 
5 
I,,, 
, 
I 
l 
MRS. 
HilS. 
"'S. 
HIS. 
OE~EE REOUIREIlENTSI 
A STUDENT MUSTI 1. ACQUIRE 
HOURS eZ9 HOURS REQUIRED. ] 
COMPETENCIES SPECifiED FOR 
A IIINIIIUM Of JZ GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS ELECTED.. ZI .COUIIIE TME 
THIS OI~EE IA STUDINT NA' 
TV fOR INSTRCTN , TRAIIIING I 
ED PROC fOR TRAIIIAILE MENT HeP 
,"YS , RCRTNl ACT EUMEII SCHLS 
Hl06Z00 
HLD6I.. O 
HLOU60 
F 
F 
f 
M 
5 
5 
Z 
3 
2 
"'S. 
"'S. 
"'S. 
SUiSTITUJE ACHIEVEMEIIT Of 
UPOII "PROVAl OF ADYISINI 
APPIIOVEO STUDY PLANI. JI 
CDIIPETENtIIS IY ALTER...TE METHODS 
AIIO UPOII INCLUSION III T"E STUOEIITo 5 
EAltIl A ~IIIINUN Gf 2 .. GRADUATE CIIIDIT 
HEAlT" CONtERNS CLASSAN "MRS 
SOCIAL STUDIES STRATE~IES 
TOPICS III IlATH EDUCATION 
SUR' EARLY CHLIIIIII EOue PIICPII5 
INOIV INSTR ' PLURAL' L.IIG EIIY 
HLOll.O 
HLOUIO f 
Hl07l10' 
HUl.,OI 
HLOltOL 
II 
M 
M 
S 
5 
S 
Z-,l-' 
, 
, 
3 
MRS. 
MRS.MRS. 
MRS. 
HAS. 
HOURS AT ~SUI AND ... COIIPUTE A FIliAl PRO.lECT CULMIIlATI", 
EXPERIENCE RELEVA.T TO THIIII SPECIFIC CAREER OPTION. INOTEI 
THI FINAL CULIIIIIAT111~ EXPERIENCE PIIG.IECT IS III ...ITION T. THI 
REQUIRED 'Z ~ADUATE CREDIT HOURS.' 
RONC STRAT IN IILLNGL CLASSR. 
CURl , IIISTR IN EARLY CHLO ED 
ETHNIC MINORITIES III THE US 
SPAIIISH LANGUA~E ARTS IIISTRUC. 
IIETHODS IIISTR ED ...TLY RETRO 
1110 PItEKIIOA5TII CUR. , INSTIICTII 
TC", soc STOS,MATH,SCI TO IIESP 
EVAL IlATLS fOR THE CLASSROOII . 
ISSUES III SOCIAL STUDIES EOut 
CURREIIT TOPICS IN REAOI", 
SUPERVISIOII CLASSIIOON TEACHEIIS 
TEACHING IASIC AltITHIIETIC
"HC ENRIC""T IIATH III EU. SCH 
CURl ICUlUII III URIAN SCHOOLS 
R~ STRAT FOR IIIOIV INSTRUC 
Ra.; REIIEOIATIOII III CLASSROOII 
TCHNG RONC IN CONTEIIT AREAS 
HlOT9LO 
HlOlt20 F 
HLOl9l01 
HLOl91) f 
MLOIOLL 
HUIOIZl 
HLOIOIS f 
HLDlIU 
...09505 
HL095LO f 
HlO9'''O 
HlO95501 
Hl09S601 
HL09590 
HL09UO f 
HL096.. 0 
HL09650 
S 
M 
M 
S 
S 
ME 
liE 
5 
M 
M 
S 
S 
I 
M 
M' 
, 
3 
, 
Z-, 
, 
" 
'-S 
, 
,0'3 
, 
, 
,
'-5 
.. 
,-.. 
HIS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
HAS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
· HRS.
"5.HIS.
"'S.MRS. 
IIIIS. 
MRS. 
HIS. 
MRS. 
HAS. 
MRS. 
REDUIREO AREAS--GRADUATE lEVELa I Z' HCURSI 
SELECT AT LEAST , HOURS FIIOII ANC.~I 
IIISTRUCnOIlAL _P..." OESlCI! 
NOOUU DEV FOR CIT 
CONTINUOUS PII~MASTERY LRNING 
SELECT AT LEAST , HOURS fRON AIIIINGa 
RESEARCH METHOOOL~Y IN HLO 
RSlC" MTHO HLOa Ell'" soc PS'CH 
RESEARCH METHODS 
RSCH METMY III ...01 EII'H EL ED 
RSCH IITHOL~'. RO& , WRTC .NSTR 
SILECT AT LEAST J HCURI FROM AIIOIIGI 
"'0'910 F Sf 
KLD"'O F " 5 
...09500 F S 
HlO'''OO 
HLO'UO 
Hl05UO 
HL09110 
"L09611 
filS 
M 
0000 eo 
F M 
s 
EVAL OF IIRNL'TII IDIOLOGY III HS ...01151 F 
SCHOOl-CO-..n, IIELAn~S HLO"" F " 
, 
Z-J, 
Z 
J 
"5.MRS.
.5. 
MRS. 
l1li5. 
l1li5.
"5. 
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/itS. 
] /Its.CHLO , FARILY IN THE CONNUIITY HLOIOI] F II 3 TEACHERItORMUNIIY RELATIONS HLOIOl6 F II S 
ED IMP&. IC Lf STYL S IN URI COIIII HL096901 F II S 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROII AMC~'s 
MAINSTREAIIIN' FOR REGULAR EDtT HLOll9. f II S 3 HRS. 
DifFER STF'" PLANS/TEAN TCHN' HL016"O f 5 3 HRS. 
SURV EARLY CHLOHO EOUC PR'PIIS HL07l501 II 3 HIlS. 
CURR ISSUES IN IILINGUAL/IC ED HL07l901 5 3- . HIlS. 
ING PREKNDRGTN CURR , INSTRCTN HLDIOUI ·5 • HRS. 
IN EACH OF THE FDLLDIIING FOUR CORE AREAS, STUDENTS ARE 
EXPECTED TO IDENTIfY PRCfESSIONAL OBJECTIVES AND SELECT 
COURSES APPROPRIATE TO ACHIEVE THEN. A NINIIIUN Of TIIO 
CREDIT HOURS OF INSTRUCTION AT UU IS REQUIRED IN EACH 
AREA AS APPROVED IY AN ACAOEIIIC ADVISOR. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS fROII 
PSYCHOLOGY/LEARNING THEORIES COURSES. 
LEARNING PROCESSES. ADULTS CAS65.0 f 1-3 HRS. 
LR'" PAUCsCHILDREN , ADOLESCTS CAS6550 f S 1-3. IIIIS. 
AlNORIlAL PSYCHOLO&Y HLD5D30 f II 3-. HRS. 
ADVANCED EXPERIIIENTAL PSYCH HL0506D II HRS.•ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HL05DlO f 5 illS.•CHILD DEYElOPNENT HlDnzo f 5 3-. HRS. 
HOTIVATION , EHOTIONAl DWLPIINT HlD5150 5 ]-. MRS. 
CONCEPT ACQUISITION HlD51l0 II 3-. HRS. 
HUNAN IIENORY HlD5250 f HRS.•lURNING "CO&NI TION I HLD5310 f S illS.•lEARNI'" COGNITION II HlD']20 II HRS. 
PERSONALITY THEORY HlD5330 f II 3 MRS. 
PSYCHOLOGY Of IIONEN HlD5360 f MRS. " •P$VCHOSOC IAL ASPECTS Of AGING HlD5110 f S 3-" HIlS. 
HOTHERHOOO'S ROLE IN CHlDRER'" Hloneo 0000 CD 2 illS. 
RUCH ADLSNtE , SEX ROLES HlD6l11 II .-6 HRS. 
HUIIAN APPRAISAL HlD64]) f II 3 l1li5. 
CHARACTERISTICS NENTAllY RETD Hl06no f 3 HRS. 
PSYCH IIIPLCTN IllNG/ICLT ED HlDlI.O 5 3 HRS. 
PSYCHOLOGY Of ART IN EDUCATION HlDl910 f 3-" HRS. 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSNENT HlO86]D f II HRS., 
SELECT A' lEAST 2 HOURS fRDII 
COIlMUNICATIONS/HUIIAk RELATIONS CCURSES: 
LAI AUT HEN IIOIIAN/IIAN RELATIONS HlD51DO 00 00 [0 1-2 illS. 
lAB IN IASIC HUIIAN RELATIONS Hl05110 f II S 2 HRS. 
fANILY COUNSELING "LD5230 II 3-. HRS. 
lAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS HLD5300 f II 2 HRS. 
lAI IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING HLD5.9D f II ! 3 HRS. 
INTROD SOCIONTRY , PSYCHODRAIIA HLD55 10 2-3 MRS. 
APPLD APRCHS TO HUNAN CONMUN. HlD56.0 fE 2-4 HRS. 
COMMUNICATION SENSlll'ITY HLD5100 f 3 HRS. 
CULTURE' COIIIIUNICA. PROCESS' HlD5130 f 3 illS. 
fNONNTl CONCEPTS HUIIAN CONNUN HlD5190 f II 5 3 HRS. 
LAI IN INTERPERSONAL GROIITH HlD5950 f II S 2 MRS. 
LAI IN PERSONAL GROIITH HlD6090 f II 5 2 HRS. 
TOIIARD QUALITY 'RCUP DECISIONS HLD621D 110 SE 2-4 HRS. 
IEHAVIOR PROILEIIS HLD6l1D f II 5 3 HRS. 
RACISII. INDIYID , INSTITU'NAl HLD.lao f S 3 "S.ADVOCACY IN HUNAN SERVICES ltlDlD1D II 2 HRS. 
fDNS Of NRNt'TN IDEOlO'Y IN HS HlDnH f II 3 HRS. 
CONII fOR INDI' IIITH SPEC NEEOS HLDlI12 f 3 HilS. 
LAB IN HIDDEN fEELINGS' IIEANG HlDU.O f 5 2-] illS. 
'ROUP DYNAIIICS , INTERVENTION HLDnlO II "s 3 MRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS fROII CURRICUlUII COURSESs 
CURRICULUII DEVElOPIIENT CAS".O f 5 3,4 HRS. 
TCHNG ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANG CAS6630 II 3 HRS • 
NATLS ElE , SEC III PRE K-lZ ...05910 f 3 HRS. 
TY AND lIS USE IN THE COllNUNTY HL06190 5 2 HIlS. 
TY fOR INSTRCTN , TRAINING I HLD6200 f II 2 HRS. 
ED PROC fOR TRAINAllE IIENT HeP Hl06I.0 f 5 3 HRS. 
PHYS , RCRTNL ACT ELENEN SCHlS HlD1260 f 5 2 HRS. 
HEALTH CONCERNS CLASSRII TCHRS HL01660 5 2-3 HRS. 
SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES HlDlno f II Z-3 HRS. 
TOPICS IN IIATH EDUCATION HLD7Il0 II 3 HIlS. 
SURV EARLY CHLDHD EDUC PRGPRS HlDl1501 II 3 HRS. 
INDIY IRSTR ' PLURAL' ' lRNG ENY HLDl901 3 HRS. 
RONS STIlAT IN IILINGl CLASSRII HLDl91D 3 illS. 
CURR I INSTR IN EARLY CHLD ED HlD1920 f II 3 MRS. 
ETHNIC lllNORlllES IN THE US HLOl9l01 II 3 HIlS. 
SPARISH LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUC. HLD1913 f 2-3 illS. 
NETHODS INSTR ED IINTLY RETRD HLD.Oll S 3 HRS. 
IND PREKNORGTN CUR" , INSTRCTN HLDI0121 5 HRS. 
TC", SOC STDS,NATH,SCI TO NESP HLDIOlS f liE ]-5• HRS. 
EYAL NAllS fOR THE CLASSROON HLD.IU liE ] HRS. 
ISSUES IN soc IAL STUD IES EDIIC HlD950'1 3 HRS. 
CURRENT TOPICS IN READING HlD9510 F II 3 HRS. 
SUP!RYISION ClASSROOII TEACHERS HLD95U II 3 HRS. 
TEACHI'" IASIC ARITHIIETIC HLD9550 3 illS. 
TC", ENRICHaT RATH IN ElEN SCH HLD9560 3 HRS. 
CURaICULUN IN URIAN SCHOOLS HLD9590 3 HRS. 
RDMG STRAT FOR INDIY INSTRUC HLD96lD f. 3-5 HIlS. 
IlDNG REIIEDIATION IN CLASSROON Hl096.0 II HRS. 
TCHNG RDNG IN CONTENT AREAS HLD9"0 II 3-.• HIlS. 
URI STUDIES. INTRO TO tHt CIT~ USU111 , , illS. 
CONN ORG./COMNU DEYELDPMENT CASl210 " 3 MRS. 
URIAN POL IT IC 5 cunoo F 3 HRS. 3 /itS.SOC CHANGE ~ IIINORITY GROUPS 14106910 
URIAN D~NAIIICS Hl06950 II 3 MRS. 
liFE PLAN NNGII'" IN HUNAN SEIlV HLDlOOO II 3 HRS. 
ED IIIPLIC BLACK HIST , CULTURE HLDn501 f II 3~" HRS. 
PIAGETIAN TYPE RSRCH-MATH ED HLDlHO II 3 illS. 
SOCIAL FDNS OF URIAN EDUCATION HlDnlO F II S 3 HRS. 
TCHG HATH TO lOW ACHV'G STDS HlDTlIl F S 3 HRS. 
CURR ISSUES IN IIllINGUAL/IC ED HlD1I901 5 3-. HIlS. 
ETHNIC NINORITIES IN 'HE US HlDl9lDI II ] HRS. 
ED IIIPllC Lf STYLS IN URI COII~ HlD96901 F II 5 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST 9 .HOURS OF SOCIAL STUDIES COURSESs 
AIIERICAN POLITICAL l~OUGHT .,A5950 II 3 HIlS. 
Il POL lifE IN AIIERICAN CITIES CAS5220 3 HRS •.. .. .. 
RACE RElA U,S"HIST PERSPECT CAS 53.. 5 3 HIlS. 
liT ~ HIST. 1920·5 CAS65l1 F ~ illS. 
AIIERICAN URIAN HISTORY CAS12301 F II • MRS. ANERICAN HISTORY: 1930'S CAS12l01 .. .... • HIlS • URI STUDIES. INTRO TO THE CITY CAU21U f II 4 HRS. 
PHllOSOPH~ Of HISTORY CAU••1 II 3 HRS. 
ED IIIPllC IlACK HIST ~ CULTURE HlDl6501 f II 3-. HRS. 
ETHNIC IIINORITIES IN THE uS HlD19lDI II 3 HRS. 
ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUC HlD950Sl 5 3 HRS. 
ELECT IVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' 3 HCURSI 
·If STUDENTS NEED ADDITIONal 

HOURS TO fUlfILL THE 32 CREDIT 

HOUR DEGREE REQUIRENENT, THEY 

SHOULD SELECT ADDITIONAL 

COURSES fROII THOSE liSTED 

AIOVE. 

Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Mast~r of Arts 

in Education 

with a major in Elementary Education 

is 32 hours 

NOT:CS~:EDIT HOURS EARNED fOR COU~SES liSTED IIORE T~N ONCE IN A 
CURRICUlUN IIA~ NOT IE USED TO SATISfY THE ~EQUIAENENTS Of 
IIORf THAN ONE COII'ETENCY. 
F • fAll FO - FALL COD YEARS fE. FALL EVEN YEARS II. IIINTER 
110 • IIINTER ODD YEARS liE· IIINTER EYEN YEA~S S. S'RING-SUIIMER 
SO - SPRING-SU""ER ODD YEARS SE. S'RING-SUNIIER EYEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED 00· ON DEIIAND ,. MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
'ROGRAII. EDUCATION 
NAJOR. ELEMENTARY EDUCATICN 
OPTION' SPECIAL EDUCATION 
LEYEl. IIASTER Of ARTS 
ADIIISSION INfORMATIONs 
A STUDENT NUSTa II HAYE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE DEGREE FRON 
AN ACCREDITEO INSTITUTION Of HIGHER EDUCATIDN, 21 IE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. APPLICANTS SHOULD HAVE 
ACCESS TO A CLASSROON SITUATION IN IIHICH THEY IIlll IE AILE TO 
OBSERYE AND INTERACT IIITH STUDE~TS. STUDENTS NCT MEETING 
ADMISSION CRITERIA IIAY PETITION fOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE 
OFfiCE O' ADNISSICNS. 
DEGREE AEQUIREIIENTS. 
A STUDENT IIUST. 11 ACQUIRE A NININUN Of 32 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS C29 HOURS REQUIRED. 3 HOURS ElECTEDI, 21 ACQUIRE THE 
CONPETENCIES SPECifiED fOR THIS DEGREE CA STUDENT IIAY 
SUIISTITUTE ACHIEYEIIEN' Of CONPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE NETHODS 
UPON AP'ROVAL Of ADVISOR AND UPC~ INCLUSION IN THE STUOENT'S 
APPROYED STUDY PLANI, 31 EARN A IIININUN Of Z. GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS AT GSUI AND '" COIIPLETE A fiNAL PROJECT CULIIINATING 
EXPERIENCE RELEVANT TO THEIR SPECIFIC CAREER CPTICN. CNOTE. 
THE fiNAL CUlIIINATING EXPERIENCE PROJECT IS IN ADDITION TO THE 
REQUIRED 32 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS.I 
AEIlUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVELS 29 HCURSI 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fRO II AIIONG. 
INSTRUCTIDNAL DvL'NNT: DESIGN HLD5910 f SE 5 HIlS. 
MODULE DEY fOR CIT HlDl950 f II S 2-3 HIlS. 
CONTINUOUS PROG-NASTERY LRNING HlD9500 f S 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROII ANONG. 
RESEARCH METHODOLCGY IN HLD 
RSRCH NTHD HlU: EIIPH SOC 'SYCH 
HL05.00 
HLD5.10 
f II 
II 
3-" 
• -6 
HRS. 
HRS • 
RESEARCH IIETHODS HLD500 00 00 CD 3- . HRS. 
RSCH IIElHY IN HlD: EIIPH El EO HLD9610 f II 3 illS.SEL!CT AT LEAST 2 HOURS fRON UR'A~ STUDIES CCURSESs RSCH MTHDLGY: RDG , IIRTG INSTR HLD9611 3-. HRS.LAII EMf , THE CONSTITUTION .... .. ) HIlS.lI'A'91"CRIIIE AND JUSTICE 3 HRS •.. .. ..CAS""3 SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROII AIIONG.ANERICAN URI.. HISTORY CAS1na. f II illS. EVAL OF NR~'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS HlD615U F 2 MRS.ANERICAN HISTORY. 1930'S CAU2101 .. II .. "• HRS. SCHOOL-CON UNITY RELATIONS HLDl96D F II 3 HRS. 
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CHLO , FARILY IN THE toRRUMITY 
TEACHERICOMMUNllY RELATIONS 
ED IRPLIC IF STYLI IN URI CORII 
HlO.OU F 
HLDIOl6 F 
Hl096901 F 
II 
II S 
II S 
SELECT AT lEAST 3 HGURS FRDR ARONG. 
RAINSTREARING FOR REIUL" EDtT 
DIFFER STFNG PLANS/TEAR TCHNG 
SURV EARLY CHLOHO EOUC PRG,RS 
CURR ISSUES IK IlllkGUAl/8C ED 
INO PREKNDRGTN CURR , INSTRtTN 
HlO1l941 F 
MlD1640 F 
HLD1I501 
HlO1l901 
MlDID121 
II ! 
5 
II 
IN EACH Of THE FOLlOlllNG FOUR CORE AREAS, STUDEIITS A~E 
EX'ECTEO TO IDENTIFY PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVES AND SElfCT 
3 
3 
J 
1 
3 
33-_ 
" 
HAS. 
!IRS. 
!IRS. 
!IRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
!IRS. 
AIIERIUN HIS10RYI 1910'S 
va. SIUDIESI INTRO TO THE CITY 
CO"" ORI./COMMU OEVElOPRENT 
.UN POL IT itS 
sot CHANGE , NINOaIlV IiIIOUPS 
va8loN DYNANICS 
liFE PLAN MNCNNT IN HUMAN SERV 
ED IIIPL It lUCK HI ST , CULTURE 
PIAIETIAN TY'E RSRCM-IIATH ED 
SOCIAL FDNS OF URIAN EDUCATlOIf 
TCH& RATH TO lOll ACHV'I STDS 
CUIUt ISSUES IN IIllNGUAL/1t ED 
ETHNIC NINORITIES IN THE US 
ED INPLIC IF STVlS IN •• COMR 
CAS1Zl0 •••••• 
usnll F II 
CASnlO S 
cunoo F 
HLD6910 S 
HlM.50 filS 
HLD1000 II 
HlD1650 F II 
Ml01140 II 
HlDnl0 filS 
HlD1Ill F S 
HLD'I'O! 5 
HU1UO! II 
HLD96901 filS 
4 
4 
J 
3 
3 
J 
3 
3-4 
3 
3 
I 
3-4 
J 
J 
IIRS. 
IllS. 
I . 
HIl S.
"S:r.:. 
ttlS.
.... 
III'S .
"'5.I. 
:1. 
COURSES APPRD'RIATE TO ACHIEVE THER. A RINIRUN CF TIIO SELECT AT lEAST. HOURS OF S'ECIAl EOutATION COURSES I 
CREDIT HOURS OF INSTRUCTION AT GSU IS AEQUIRED 
AREA AS APPROVED IY AN ACAOEIIIC ADVISOR. 
SELECT AT lEAST 2 HOURS fROII 
IN OCH 
'SYCH DIAG IND IIITH S.EC NEEDS 
SUR ExCPTNl CHllDaEN , PRGRA"S 
EO 'ROC FOR TRAINAllE NENT HC' 
EVAl OF NARL'T" 10EOLGaY IN HS 
CHARACTERISTICS NENTAllY RETD 
RAINSTREANING FOR REGUl" EOCT 
HlD"61 II 5 
Hl0612D f 
HlD6I"O! F S 
HLD6.,1I f 
HlD61701 f 
HlDll9... FilS 
3 MaS. 
3 MaS. 
3 "5. 
2. HAS. 
I "5. 
3 HAS. 
RETHODS INSTR ED RNTlY RETRD HlDIOlli S 3 HAS. 
'SYCHOlOIY/lEARNING THECRIES COURSES. 
lEARNING PROCESSES: ADULTS CAS6540 
lRNG PROC'CHllDaEN 'ADOLESCTS CAS6550 
F 
f 
1-3 
1-3 
HAS. 
HRS. 
NETH TCHG lRNG DISABLED INOIV 
CHAR DF lRNG DISAllED STUDENTS 
TCH& STUDENTS III IEHVA DISORO 
HlD.660 
Hl096l01 
HlD9112 
II 
II 
S 3 
I 
I 
..5. 
"5. 
HAS. 
ABNORIIAL 
AOVANCEO 
PSYClfOlOGY 
EIPERIRENTAl PSYCH 
HlD5030 
Hl05060 
F II 
II 
3-" 
4 
HAS. 
HRS. 
'RACTICUM: NllDlY HANOIC"D II HlD99.D F II " HAS. 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 
CHILD DEVElO'IIENT 
HlD5070 
Hl051Z0 
f 
f 
S 
5 
" 
3-~ 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE COUASES--IAADUATE lEVEL' 3 HCURSI 
NOTIVATION , ERDTIONAl 
CONCEPT ACQUISITION 
HUIIAN IIEIIORY 
lEARNING COGNITION I 
OVl'MNT HLD5150 
HlD51l0 
HLD5250 
Hl05310 
F 
F 
5 
S 
3-" 
3-~ 
" 
~ 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HAS.HAS. 
If STUDENTS NEED ADDITIONAL 
HOURS TO FULFIll THE 32 CREDIT 
HOUR DEGREE REQUIAERENT. TMEY 
SHOULD SELECT ADDITIONAL 
lEARNING COGNITION II 
'ERSONAlITY THEORY 
Hl05320 
Hl05330 F 
II 
II " 3 HAS.HRS. 
COURSES FROM THOSE lISTED 
AIOVE. 
PSYCHOLOGY OF IIONEN 
'SYCIfOSOClAl ASPECTS OF AGING 
HlD5360 
HlDU10 
F 
f S " 3-~ HRS.HRS. 
1I0THERHooO'S ROlE IN CHlORERNG 
RSACH AOlSIICE , SEX R(oLES
HUIIAN A'PRAISAl 
CHARACTERISTICS NENTAlLY RETO 
Hl05310 
Hl063 11 
CD 
Hl06430 F 
HL068701 f 
00 CD 
II 
II 
2 
"-6 
1 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Master of Arts 
.SYCH III'lCTN IllNG/BClT ED 
PSYCHOLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION 
EARLY CHilDHOOD ASSESSIIEIIT 
CHAR OF lANG OISAllEO STUDENTS 
Hl071"0 
HLOl910 
HLDI630 
HlD96101 
F 
F M 
II 
S 3 
3-" 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
in Education 
with a major in Elementary Education 
is 32 hours 
SELECT AT lEAST 2 HOURS FROII 
COIIIIUNICATIONS/HUMAN RELATIONS COUASES. 
lAI AUTMEN MOIIAN/IIAN RELATIONS Hl05l00 
lAI IN BASIC HUIIAN RELATIONS HL05110 
FAIIllY COUNSELING HLD5230 
lAI IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS Hl05300 
00 00 CD 
FilS 
F 
M 
II S 
1-2 
2 
3-" 
2 
HAS. 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
NOTEU," 
1 CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES llSlED MDRE THAN ONCE IN A 
CUlUtICULUR RAY NOT IE USED TO SATISFY THE REGUIAENENTS OF 
!lORE THAN ONE COM'ETENCY. 
lAB IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING 
INTROD SOCIONTRY , 'SYCHOORANA 
A"lD APRCHS TO HUIIAN CONIIUN. 
COMMUNICATION SENSITIVITY 
CULTURE' COMIIUNICA. 'ROCESS 
FNDNNTl CONtE'TS HUIIAN COIIIIUN 
Hl05"9D 
Hl05510 
HLD56"O 
HLD5l00 
HL05730 
HlD519D 
F 
FE 
F 
F 
f 
II 
M 
S 
5 
S 
3 
Z-3 
2-" 
3 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
HAS. 
HAS. 
HRS. 
F • FALL FO· FAll ODD YEARS FE. FAll EVEII YEARS II. IIINTER 
110 • IIINTER ODD YEARS liE - IIIIITER EVEN YEARS S. S'RINI-SUMNER 
so • SPRING-SUMNER l1li0 YEARS SE. SPRING-SUNNER EVEN YEARS 
II - NOT SCHEOULED 00· ON DENAND •• RUlTl-CO.~TENCY COURSE 
lAI 
lAI 
IN INTER'ERSONAl GROIITH 
IN 'ERSONAl IROIITN 
HlD5950 
Hl06090 
f M S 
FilS 
2 
2 
HAS. 
HAS. 
TOMARO QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS 
BEHAVIOR 'ROBLENS 
RACISM' INDIVID , INSTITU'NAL 
ADVOCACY IN HUIIAN SERVICES 
fDNS OF NRNL'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS 
CONN fOR INOIV IIITH SPEC NEEDS 
HlD6Z30 
Hl06310 
HlD6'BO 
HlD7010 
HlDlIII 
HLDll12 
F 
F 
F 
F 
110 SE 
M- S 
5 
II 
II 
2-" 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
HAS. 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
Bilingual/Bicultural Elementary Major This major is an 
undergraduate curriculum designed for bilingual students 
who have completed two years of undergraduate work and 
LA. IN HIDDEN FEELINGS' REANG HlD7"60 f 
GROU' DYNAMICS' INTERVENTION HlD15.0 II 
SELECT AT lEAST 2 HOURS FAOR CURRICUlUR COURSES' 
CURRICULUM OEVElO'MENT 
TCHNG ENGLISH AS A SECOND lANG 
NATlS ElE , SEC III PRE K-12 
TV AND ITS USE IN THE COIIIIUNTY 
TV FOR INSTRtTN , TRAINING I 
EO PROC FOR TRAINABLE NENT ~. 
'HYS , RCRTNl ACT ElEIIEN SCHlS 
HEALTH CONCEANS ClASSRN TCHRS 
SOCIAL STUDIES STRATeGIES 
TO'ICS IN NATH EDUCATION 
SURV EARLY CHLDHO EDUC 'RG'MS 
INDIV INSTR ' PLURAL' lRNI ENV 
RDNG STRAT IN IlllNGl ClASSRII 
CURR , INSTR IN EARLY CHLD ED 
ETHNIC RINDRITIES I~ THE US 
S'ANlSH lANGUAGE ARTS INSTRut. 
HETHOOS INSTR ED IINTlY RETRO 
IND 'REKNDAGTN CURR , INSTRCTN 
TCHG SOt STDS,IIATH,SCI TO NES' 
EVAl MATlS FOR THE ClASSRooII 
ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDut 
CURRENT TD.ICS IN READING 
SUPERVISION CLASSROOM TEACHERS 
TEACHING BASIC ARITHMETIC 
TCKG ENRICHlfT IIATH IN ElEII SCH 
CUARICUlUII IN URBAN SCHOOLS 
RDNG STRAT FOR INOIV INSTRUC 
RDNG REIIEDIATION IN ClASSROON 
TCHNG RONG IN CONTENT AREAS 
CAS5l~0 f S 
tAS6630 II 
HlO"ID F 
HL06190 
HlM200 F II 
HlDU"OI F S 
HlD1Z60 f S 
HlDl660 S 
HlDlleo F II 
HlOJlI0 II S 
HLD71501 II 
HLD7901 
HLD1910 
Hl01920 F II 
• HLD19lDI II 
HlD1983 f 
HLDIOlll 
HlOIOlZl 
HlDBOIS F ME 
HlDl1n ME 
HL09505 
HlD9510 F II 
Hl095"O II 
HLD'''O S 
HLD9560 S 
Hl09"O 
HlD9630 F 
Hl096"0 II 
Hl09650 M 
SELECT AT lEAST Z HOURS FRON URBAN STUOIES CCURSES, 
lAIl ENF , THE CONSTITUTION IPA59.~ II I ••• 
CRIME AND JUSTICE CAS65'" .,., I. 
AReRICAN URIAN HISTORY CAS7230 F M 
2-3 
3 
"" 3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2-3 
2-3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
I 
3 
2-3 
3 
" 3-5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3-5 
4 
3-4 
3 
3 
" 
HRS. 
HAS. 
HRS.HAS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
HAS. 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
HAS. 
HAS. 
HAS. 
!IRS. 
"5. 
HRS.HAS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
fIRS. 
HAS. 
HAS. 
HAS. 
-.S. 
-HRS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
!IRS. 
wish to teach in an elementary bilingual program. Students 
are prepared in learning methods and techniques for non­
English speaking and culturally different children. 
'RoaRAN, EDUCATION 
RUOR, IILlNGUM.IIICULTURAL ELENENT ARY'EDutATlON 
lEVEL' IACHElOR OF AATS 
AOIIISSION INFoRIIATIGN. 
A STUDENT NUSTI 11 ACQUIRE AN ASSOCIATES OEIREE OR " LlAST .. 
SENESTER HOURS OF CREDIT IIITH AN OVERAll -c- OR lETTER I.A 'ION 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EOUtATlONI II IE IN IOCID 
STANDING AT THE lAST SCHOOl ATTENaEDI 31 IE FLUENT AND llTIAATE 
IN ENGLISH ANa AT lEAST ONE OTHER lAMlUAIE. STUDENTS NOT 
NEETIMI AOIIISSION CAITERIA RAY 'ETITION FOR AOMISSION-TNIDUIH 
THE OFFICE OF AOIIISSIONS. AFTER IEING AOMITTEO EACH STUDENT IS 
REQUIRED TO TAKE ASSESSNENT TESTS IN THE AREAS UP ' REAOINI. 
NATHEIIATICS. MAlTING. AND COIfAUNICATION S_lllS. THAT 
' INFORIIATION MIll IE USED FOR ADVISEIIENT AND FOR ENROLllNI THE 
STUDENT IN A 'ROGRAII OF STUDIES. THIS PAOIAAII IIA' INCLUDE 
S'ECIAl ASSIIMIfENTS IIITHIN COURSES. ASSIINIIENT TO THE UNIYEA­
SITY'S CENTER FDA lEARNIMI ASSISTa.tE. ANalOR ASSIGNNENT TO 
NEEDED COllEGE COURSES. 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTS' 
A STUDENT RUST' II ACQUIRE A IIININUII CF 120 CRECIT HOURS OF 
IIHICH AT lEAST 60 HOURS MUST IE AT THE U"ER DIVISION lEVEL 
--NOTE' TO IIEET STATE CERTIFICATION REQUI8EIIENTS STUDENTS ARE 
AEQUIAED TO COMPLETE 11 HOURS OF IENEAAl EDUCATION couaSEIIDRK. 
THIS COURSEIIDRI MUST BE OISTRIIUTEO ANON. CONIfUNICATIDN 
IIICLUDING ORAL ANO IIRITTENI, SOCIAL SCIENCE .IENfRAl AND 01­
VU. 'NENTAL PSYCHOlI..'. U. S. HISTORY AND lliNORIT' HIST_Vl. 
HUNANITIES CIMelUDINI ART AND IIUSICI. SCIENtE C",TUAAl AaD 
'HYSICAL I. HEALTH ANO 'HYSICAL EDUCATION, AND NATHENATICS 
160 Collese of Human L aminl and Development 
I.UNDARENTalS OF RAT"ERaTICSI, ZI DERCNSTIIATE COR'ETEWCV IN Special Education Major This major provides the learner laSIC CDNRUNICaTIDN AND MAT"EMATICAl SKIllS a"IID"laTE .DR 
ILERENTIaV stHOOl TEaCHING; " ACGUIIIE T"E CDM'ETENCIES S'ECI­ with an opportunity to focus on theoretical knowledge and 
FlED .aa THIS DEGREE--. ~I EIIIN AT lEAST Z~ CRIDIT HOURS AT 
GSU a STUDENT MAV SUISTITUTE ACHIE'ERE~T OF CDM.ETEMCIES IY practical skills for delivery of intellectual, physical, 
ALT!IINATE RETHODS U'ON A"ROYAL OF AOVISD' AND UPON IMClUSION psychological, or sociological services to individuals with IN THE STUDENT'S AP'"D'ED STUDy PLAN. 
special needs including mental retardation and related 
RHU laEO CDU.SES--UPPEII DIVISION, I 57 HCURSI dysfunctions. These special needs may apply to infants, 
cu.a ISSUES IN IILINGUAl/lt ED HLDT..O S ,-- HIlS., children and adolescents. IIONG STIIAT IN IlllNGl CLASSIIR IIlDl'IlO 	 S HIlS.,TCIING ENGLI StI AS A SECOIlO UNG CAS6UO II l1li5. 
F HIlS. Emphasis is on the development of philosophical assump­S'ANISH lANGUAGE "TS INST.ut. HLD79U 2-' 

sac: STUDIES 51"T- IILlNGUAL HLOnl1 S 2-' HIlS. tions, theoretical positions, and practical skills to prepare 
TEACHING ElENENTAIlY MUSIC I CAS60'0 F 	 S 2 HIlS. 
HEILTH CONCERNS CLASSIIM TCHIIS HLD7f>60 	 S 2-' HilS. students to clearly articulate and apply the principles of nor­,lANG CONtEIlNS OF ClASSRM TC""S HLO_f>60 F II 	 S HIlS. 
RATH IN ELEMENTARy SCHDDL I HlO~6~1 F II 	 S , HIlS. malization. 
MATH IN ELENENTUY stMDOL II HlD~6U F II 2 HIlS. 
PHVS , IICIITNL ACT ElEMEN stHLS HLOU60 F 	 S 2 IIIIS. The Special Education major prepares students for employ­,IIUOING INSTil IN stHL SEn IIIIiS IIlD~6ZD F II HIlS. 

TCHN5 ElENENTAIIV stilL SCIENCE CAnlOO F II HilS.
, ment and/or continuation of professional training in the 
'IlICTICUM IN ClASSRN TEACHING HLO~610 F II 5 HIlS. educational, mental health, or vocational settings and 
INOl,lDUAllzaTION HLOUIO F II 2 HRS., related community systems.OE'Tl OIFFEIlENCES IN S'EC EDut HlD~612 F HIlS. 

NODULE DE' FDR CII HLD7950 F II 2-) HilS. 

ClaSSRM USE OF INSIII MATERIALS HLD5570 F Z-J HIlS. 
'_RAil, EDUCATION 
..I ELEN stHL' nlluc .. CONTEXT IIlD~UO F ) HIlS. RA.-. SPECIAL EDUCATIONSOCIAL FONS OF ..IAN EoutAT ION HlonlO F II ) HIlS. 
, 	 LEVEL' IACHELOR OF lilTSlAI IN HUMANISTIC TCNNI SKILLS HlD'OIO F ) "5. 

ADMISSION INFORMATION.
I' NEEDID. STUDENTS SHOULD CON'lETE' II A STUDENT MUST, II HAVE ACOUIRED AN ASSOCIATES aEGlEE 011 ATETHNIC MIMDIIITIES IN THE US HLOT970 II HRS. lEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CIIEDIT IIITH AN OVEllalL ·C· ell lETT Ell 
G'A FIIOH AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTIO~ OF HIGhEIl EDUCATION; ANO 21aEGUlaED laEAS--U"EIl OI'ISIOM' 3 HCUllSI IE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
HEElING aDMISSION CRITERIA HAY 'ETITION FOil IDMISSIDM THROUGHSELECt AT LEAST 3 HOURS FIIOM ANDIIGI THE 0•• ICE OF ADNISSIONS.AESTHETIC EoutATION CAS5~'O S HRS. 

'SVCNOLOGV OF AliT IN EoutATIDN HlDT.IO F HilS. 
 OEGIIEE REQUIIIEIIENTS~ . 
• - A SIUDEN' IIUS" 11 ACOUIIIE A MINIIIUM OF 120 CIIEDIT HCUIIS OFI. NEEDED SELECT aT lEAST DNE II0lOGICAL SCIENCE COUIISE'. WHICH AT lEAST 60 HOUIIS MUST IE AT THE U"EII DI'ISIGN lEVEl; Kca.OGYI IASIC '"INCI'LES CASIUO II 3 21 	 ACOUIIIE THE OUTCONE COM'ETENCIES S'ECIFIED FOIl THIS eIGlEE;POI SGOIS PLANTS CASU~O FilS 2 II COMPLITE A STUDENT 'EaCHING EA'EIlIENtE; ~I Ela. A NINIIIUMIEHII'.O' ANIRALS. INTIIODUCTION CAS5360 F • 
,u,n TUONDMV 	 CAS6UI ~ OF 2~ 'REOIT HOUIIS IN IIESIOENCE A' GSU. A STUDENT IIAY SUISTITUTE ACHIE'ERENT OF COM'ETENCIES IV ILTEII.ATE METHODS011 OTNEII EQUl'AlENT COUIISES. UPON A"RDVAl Of AD'I5011 AND UPON INClUSICN IN 'HI STUDENT'S 
A"IIDVED STUDY 'lAN.IF NEEDED. SELECT AT LEAST ONE 'HYSICAL SCIENCE CO...SE, ~ 
.ap. USOIJICES .. SOCIETY CAnno II ) REQUIIIED COURSES--U"EII DIVISION' I 'I H'UIIS' 

'HYSICAL ENVIRICHAIIACTEII .. DEV CAS6.20 5 2 

ENYlaONNENTIL EAIITH SCIENCE CAS5••0 	 5 ,-~ 
, TEACHIHG ELEMENTaRY MUSIC I CAS60)0 F 5 Z HIlS.'HYSICAL SCIENCE FOUNDATIONS CAS6935 f HEALTH CONtEIlNS ClASSll1I TCHIIS HLd'r660 	 I 2 HIlS.011 OTNEII EOUl'AlENT CDURSES. INTROD TO COIIIIUN DISCIlDElS SHPU)5 . • 5 ) HIlS. 
HATH IN ELENENTA.Y SCHOOL I HlD~6~1 F II 5 3 HIlS. 
HATH IN ELEHEN'AIlY SCHOOL II HLD~6U F II Z HIS."' INS.EII CIlEDIT--lOllEIl DIVISION: • 60 HOUIIS I 
'HYS , RCUNl aCT EUIlEN stHLS HlDlZ60 F 2 HIS. 
IIEIDING INSTil IN StHl SETTINGS HL~620 F II 3 HIlS. 
TC_ ELEIlENTARY stHL SCIENCE CASlNO F II J HIlS. 
PRACTICUH IN ClASSll1I TEACHING HlD~610 F II 5 HIS.Minimum total number of credit hours INDIV IDUAL IIAT 10M HlO~610 • II 2 HilS.
required for a Bachelor of Arts PIlICTlCUH IN SPECIAL EOUC I HLO"" F 5 HIlS. 
'IlICTlCUH IN S'EC IAl EDUC II HL01'" • 3 "5.in Education . 	 CHlaACTERISTICS IIINTAllV IIETO HLO..TO F , HIlS. 
ED '"OC 'OR TllallllalE IIENT Nt, HlD6I~O F 5 3 HIlS.with a major in Bilingual/Bicultural Education SUII UCPTNl CHILDIIEN , 'RcaMS HLD6IZD F 	 S 3 "5.is 120 hours 	 SOCIAL .DNS OF UIlIAN EDUCATION HlOlno FilS 3 HIlS. 
'SYCH DlaG INO NITH S'EC NEEDS Hl06UI II 5 3 HIlS. 
IIEGUIIIED AREAS--U"EII DIVISION' , HCURSIIIOTEfSl. 
SELECT AT lEAST 2 HOURS FROII ANONG'I 	 STUDENTS IIOT HA'ING COM'lETED IIOLOGICAL ANO/OII 'HYSICAL AESTHETIC EDUCATION CIS5490 	 5SCIENCE COUIISES '"EVIOUSlY AilE REOUIIIED 'IN ADDITleN TO PSVCHOLOGY OF AliT IN EDUCaTION HlDl••O FOTNER DEGREE IIEQUIIIEMENTSI TO CON'lETE AT lEAST 	 ONE COURSE 
IN EACH AIIEA TO MEET CERT •• ICATION REIUIIIEMENTS. IF 	 NEEDED. SELECT AT lEAST ONE IIDLOGICal SCIENCE COURSE' 
ECOLOGY' IASIC '"INCI'lES CAS3150 II 3 HIlS.II STUDENTS IIOT HAVING COM'lETED A HISTORV COURSE ON POiSONOuS 'UNTS CASU40 F II 2 HIlS.NIIIOIlITIES IN THE u.S. 'REVIOUSlV ARE REQUIIED liN ADDITION IEMlV.OF ANIMAlSI INTIIODUCTION CAS"60 F ~TO OTHEII DEGREE IIEOUIIIENENTSI TO CON'lETE HL01.10--ETHNIC "5.PUNT T..CIIOIIV CAS6U1 	 5 .. HIlS.MllIOalTIES 1M THE U.S. 
IF NEEDED, SELICT AT lEAST ONE 'HYSICAL SCIENtE COUIISE •
•• STUDelTS MUST CDM'lETE 100 HOURS OF '"E-'"ACTICUM CLINICAL 
EX'ERIENCES. 	 ENERGY, IIESOUIICES , SOCIETY CAS'.'O II HilS. ENVIRONIIENTAl EallTH SCIENCE CAS51.0 5 HIlS. 
'HYSICaL ENYIRICHARACTEII .. DE' CAS"ZO 5 HIlS.F • fiLL '0 ••All ODD YEIaS FE. fill EYEN yuas II. IIINnll PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOUNDATIONS CAS6.15 F HIlS.
.. . NINTea ODD YEAIIS liE. IIINTEI EVEN YEAIIS s. S'RIN5-~EII 

lilt • SPIIING-SUMNER ODO VEIaS SE. SPRING-SUNMEI E,n VEIaS 
 SELECT aT lEAST 2 HOURS .11011 ANONG:II • ..,T SCHEDUlED OD. ON OEIlANO I. *1U I-COIIPETENCY COUIISE SOCial STUDIES STRATEGIES HlDlllO F II 2-3 HIlS. 
SOC STUDIES STRaT- IlllNGUal HlDfl.1 2-3 HilS. 
IF 	 NEEDED, SllECT A' lEAST ONE U. S. NISTORY COURSE. 
allERICAN UIlIAN HISTOIlY CAS12'0 F N ~ HIlS. 
AIIEIlICAN HISTORV. 19)0'5 CASlno I..... ~ HIlS. 
IF NEEDED, SELECT AT llAST ONE MINORITY HISTCRY COUIISE. 
AFRICAN-AMEIlICAN HISTORY CAS~200 F 3 HIlS.,. •. sarl?:- , ILK ~N IN AIIIRICAN HISTOIlY CAS5110 f 3 HRS. 
IIACE IIELA U.S.'HIST 'ERSPECT CAS53.. , "S.AIIERICAN NEGRO SUVEIIY CISU" F , HIlS. 
ED IRPLIC BLACK HIST , CULTURE HlD1650 F II ,-~ HIlS. 
ETHNIC MINOR' TIES IN THE US HlDl.lO II 3 HilS. 
SELECT AT lEAST 2 HOURS FROM ANOIIG' 
INSTRUCTIONAL D'l'...T. DESIGN HLD5910 F SE 5 • HIlS. 

NODULE DEV fOIl CII HLD79!1C1 FilS 2-3 HIlS. 
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SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LAI IN HUMANISTIC TCHNG SKILLS 
FOMS Of NRML'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS 
. ELKTIVE COUllSES--UPPER DIVISIOII: 
HLDJOIO F 
HLDrl11 f W 
I HCUIIS. 
S 
S 
J 
1 I 
MRS. 
MRS. 
HOTElS .. 
•• A STUDENT MAY OITAIN DUAL teRTIFICA'ION IN IOT~ ElEMENTARY 
CK-9' AND SPECIAL EDUCATIOII CTRAINAILE MENTALLY HANDICAP­
PED •• 
DEVTL DIFfERENCES IN SPEC EDUC 
PltIIlCIPLES Df 8EHAVI01t CHANGE 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION. I 
HLD4612 
HLD5410 
60 HOURS 
f 
f S 
3 
J 
I 
I 
MRS. 
HIlS. II STUDENTS NOT HAVING COMPLETED 810LOGICAL ANOIOR 'HYSICAL 
SCIENCE tOURSES 'REVIOUSLY ARe REQUIRED CIN ADOITIOII TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTSI TO COMPLETE AT LEAST ONE COURSE 
IN EACH AREA TO MEET CE«TIFICATION REQUIREMEIITS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Bachelor of Arts 
in Education 
with a major in Special Education 
is 120 hours 
II STUDENTS HOT HAVING COM'LETED U. S. HISTORY AMOIOR MINORITY 
HISTORY COURSES PREVIOUSlY ARE REQUIRED CIII aoCITIDN TO 
OTHER DECREE REQUIREMENTS. TO COR'LETE AT LEAST OIlE COURSE 
IN EAtH AREA TO MEET CERTIFICATIOII REQUIREIIEIITS. 
I OPTIONAL----STUDENTS .LANNING '0 CONTINUE FOR' ,R'DUATE 
STUDY IN SPECIAL eDUCATION AT GSU A'E ADVISED T~'T THIS 
COURSE IS A REQUIRED PREREQUISITE. 
f • FALL FO. fALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS W· WINTIIt 
MD • WINTER 000 YEARS WE. WINTER EVEII YEARS S. SPRING-SUMNeR 
SO • SPRIN&-SUNHER DOD YEARS SE· SPRING-SUMMER EVE~ YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED OD. 011 DEMAND I. MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
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Educational Administration 
and. Supervision Program 
Majors: 
Educational Administration (M.A. at C.S.U. *) 
Educational Supervision (M.A. at C.S.U. *) 
Chief School Business Officials (M.A. at 
C.S.u. *) 
Community College Administration (M.A. at 
C.S.U.*) 
· Degree approval and award at Chicago State University 
Chicago State University, Governors State University and 
Northeastern Illinois University cooperatively offer a Master 
of Arts Degree program with majors in Educational Ad­
ministration and Supervision areas. This program preP<tres 
students for positions as educational administrators and 
supervisors including school business officials. The Ad· 
ministration and Supervision Program is designed to offer 
basic preparation for students interested in obtaining middle 
management level administrative and supervisory positions 
and to upgrade skills of people presently at work in such 
positions. The program will qualify students for such posi· 
tions as chief school business official, elementary, middle 
school and secondary principal, assistant principal, cur­
riculum coordinator, supervisor of instruction, director of 
special programs, department chairperson and others. In­
cluded are courses for upgrading the skills of practicing ad­
ministrators and supervisors. 
Four majors are possible under the 33 credit hour Master of 
Arts Degree in Educational Administration and Supervision 
in schools: Educational Administration, Educational Super· 
vision, Chief School Business Official, il:nd Community Col­
lege Administration. The courses, competency statements, 
or experiences which have been developed for a student's 
acquisition of knowledge, attitudes, and skills are presented 
under: a) content for the specialty, b) theory relevant to the 
specialty with direct experience in professional practice, c) 
research, and d) cognate studies. 
pa05AAN. EDutATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND supeRVISION
NAJOa' EDUCATIONAL ADNINISTRATICN 
LEVEL. NASTER Of AIITS 
AONISSION INfORNATION' 
A STUOENT NUST HAVE. II A IACCALAURE'TE oesaEe .RON AN 
ACCREDITED INSTITUTION Of HIGHER EDUCATION AND A IPA Of 3.0 ON 
A 4.0 SCAL~ fOR THE LAST 60 HOURS. UNOERIllAOUATE STuo" 
CSTUDENT IIITH A LillIE II G" NAY IE ACCE"ED CONDITIONALLY,. 
STUOENTS IIIADUATING fRON UNDER&aAOUA'E INSTITUTIONS IIHICH 00 
NOT GIVE IIIADES IIILL Ie ADNITTED UNCONDITIONALLY.I,'I TMC 
YEARS Of VERifiED fULL-TINE TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN SCHOOLS 
RECOGNIZED IY THE ILLINOIS OffiCE Of EDUCATIO~I 31 IIRITTEN 
UCONNEIiDATlIIIS "ON TMC SCHOOL OffiCALS. A NAlIIIUII Of NINE 
CREDIT HOUltS DF ACCEPTAILE &IIAOUATE CREDIT NAY IE 'RAIiSfERRED 
INTO THIS PROIIIAN. 
DEIREE REQUIRENENTS.
A STUDEIIT NUST. 11 ACQUIRE A NININUN Of]' 8aADUA'1 CRIDIT 
HOURS, 'I CONPLETE 1'-1' HOURS AT CHICAGO STATE U~IVERSITY, AND 
THE IALANCE AT GOVERNORS S'ATE AND/OR NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS 
UNIVERSI'YI 3. CONPLETE A SU'EIIVISED 'Rac'ICUN, 4' 'ASS A CCII­
'REHEIISIVE ERANINATION; 5. NEET THE fEDERAL AND S'ATE 
CONSTITUTIIII ERANINATION REQUIRENENT, AND 61 CO",LETE TNE PRO­
GRAN Of STUDY OUTLINED fOR THIS DEGREE. THE DEGREE IIILL IE 
ISSUED IY CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRaoUATE LEVEL' I •• HCURSI 
SELECT AT LEAST ONE COURSE IN EACH Of THE fiVE CORE 
CO",ETENCY AREAS IA-EI' 
AREA A. ADMINISTRATIVE AIIO OR&IIIIIZATIONAL THEORY 
INTROO TO Eou[ ADMINISTRATION HL091Z0 f S ] HIlS. 
OR CI411 AT CSU OR EOfN4'1 
AT UNI. 
AREA I. SUPERVISION AND INSTRUCTIO~AL SYSTEIIS 
SU'ERVISION CLASSROON TEACHERS HlD9'40 II ] .S. 
OR C14., AT CSU OR EDfN4'4 
AT UNI. 
AREA C' HUNAN IIELATIONS SKILLS 
LAI IN IASIC HUNAN RELATIONS HLOU1D filS , HIlS. 
OR CI494 AT CSU 011 EDfMIJ 
AT Ulil. 
AREA D. LIfE STYLES AND LEARNING 

LR-' PICC.CHILDREN C ADOLESCTS (Rsn,o F S 

OR CI46' AT CSU OR EOfN401 
AT UNI. 
AREA E. SCHOOL-C:ON_ITY RELATIONS 
SCHOOL-C:ONNUNITY RELATIONS HL01960 f II ] .S. 
OR [1491 AT CSU DR EOfN4]1
AT UNI. 
SELECT '-9 HDUAS fAGN ANONG THE fOLLOWING COURSES IN THE 
CONTENT FOR THE SPECIALTY AREAS. •• 
COLLECTIVE IARIAIIiING .,.,4Z' S , HIlS. 
CURRICULUN OEVELO'NEIIT CAS5140 F 5 ',4 HilS. 
LAI III 'IINSN PllR/SELf-NNGNNT HL05J40 OD 00 CO 1-' HIlS. 
IIiSTAUCTIOIiAL DVL'NNT. DESIGN HLD'910 ~ IE , HRS. 
'ROO,IN',EVAL IN INSTR DVLPNNT HLD'.,O II , HRS. 
LAI IN INTER'ERSONAL GROIITH HLDS950 f II S , HIS. 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROIITH HLD6090 f II S , HAS. 
NNGNNT Of INSTRCTNL DEVELD'NT HLOll n II , HIlS. 
ELEN SCHL AONN , SU'ERVISION HLD91Z' f S 3 HAS. 
SCHOOL LAII HLD91"0 S , HIS. 
GOVT 'OLICIES IN THE PUlL SCHL HL09141 S ] HAS. 
OR THE fOLLOlllNG COURSES AT 
CSU' CI"', CI"'. CI'.l,
CI',', CI'.', CI'14, CI'I'. 
CI465. CI414, ANDIOR CI4.',
ORAT 
. UN" COUN4M. EOfN] 12. 
IIIFII"lD, 
EDFII"Z3, 
EDFII"'Z. 
ICSE"Z'. 
EOF*,I •• 
EDF.... Z •• 
EDF....33. 
ICSE"ZZ. 
E"'II"22. 
EOfIlU•• 
EUDU". 
AIIIIIIII 
ICSE"Z4. 
If IIEEIIID. SELECT 3 HOURS III RESEARCH fROII AII~II~I 
RUEUCH IIETHOIIOLDGY III HLII HLD5"OO f II S 3-" IIIIS. 
III CI3.' AT CSU oa EOfN"Z' 
AT l1li1. 
SELECT. HOURS Of SUPERVISED PRACTICUII FROII ~GI 
paACT
PRACT 
III ADMII 
III AOIIII 
'SUPERVISIOII 
, SUPERVISION 
I 
II 
IILD.... 
HLD•••Z 
filS 
filS 
1 
1 
HRS. 
MIlS. 
oa CI"" AIID CI"" AT CSU OR 
EOf ....'" AIID EDfll"35 AT l1li1. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--&IIADUATE LEVEL' I 3-' HOURS. 
ELECT '-6 HOURS Of COGNATE 
STuelES AS NEEDED TC fULFILL 
DEIREE REGUIREIIEIITS. ELECTIVES 
IIUST IE APpaOVED 1'1 ADVISIII. 
Minimum total number at crt'dit hours 
required for il Master at Art 
in Educational Administration and Supervision 
with a major in Educational Administration 
is 33 hours 
illiTE IS .. 
, 	 STUDEIITS TAKIII~ THIS cnuaSE IIUST EARN All ADDITIONAL CREDIT 
HOUR fROII AIION~ THE CONTENT SPECIALTY COURSES OR ELECTIYES. 
•• 	YARIAaLE: 2'-30 CREDIT HOURS DEPEIIDIN6 ON COURSE SELECTIOII. 
THE COllalllED TOTAL CIIEDIT HOURS fOR ALL CCURSE~OIlK NUST IE 
AT LEAST 33 HOURS. • 
" 	 THE UNIVEIISITY ADVISOR lIiLL ADYISE THE STUDEIIT AIOUT COURSE 
EQUIYALEIICIES IETIIEEN INSTITUTIOIIS. 
... FALL fO. falL DOD 'lEARS fE. FALL EYEII 'lEUS ", IlII1TEIi 
~ • IIINTER ODD YEaaS ~E' NINTER EVEII YEARS S· spalll~-SUIIIIEII 
so - SPRING-SUIIIIER ODD YEARS SE' SPRIN~-SU'"ER EVE~ YEARS 
II • IIOT SCHEDULED 00' 011 DEIIAND I' IIUl T I -CO.,ETENCY COURSE 
PROGIIAII: . EDUCATIONAL ADlIlIIISTRATloII AIID SUPERVIS ION 
IIA_. EDUCATIONAL SUPERVI SloII 
LEVEL. IIASTER Of ARTS 
ADIIISSION INfoRIIATIOII: 
A 	 STUDENT IIUST HAVE. 11 A IACCALAURE_TE DEGPEE FRolI All 
ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HI6HEa EDUCATIOII AIIO A GPA Of 3.0 ON 
A 	 ".0 SCalE fOR THE LAST 60 HOURS UNDEa'IIADUATE STUD'll 
I STUDENT IIITH A LOIiEa GPA IIAY BE ACCEPTED CCIIDITloNALLY; 
STUDENTS GRADUATIN6 fROII UIIDEa6aADUATE INSTITUTIONS IIHICH DO 
IIOT . GIYE GRADES NILL IE ADIIITTED UNCONDITIONALLY.'; 2. T~ 
YEAas Of VERifiED FULL-TIME TEACHING EIPERIENCE IN SCHOOLS 
RE~NIZEO ay THE ILLINOIS OFfiCE OF EDUCATIOII; 3. NIIITTEII 
IIECOIIIIENDATIONS FROII TNO SCHceL OFFlcaLS. A IIAIIIIUII Of NINE 
CREDIT HOURS Of ACCEPT aiLE GRADUA7E CREDIT IIAY BE TRANSFERaEO 
IIITO THIS paDGaAII. 
DEGaEE REGUlaEIIEIITS: 
A STUDENT IIUST. •• ACQUIRE A IIIIIIIIUII OF 33 GRAIIUATE CREDIT 
HOURSI ZI COMPLETE 15-1B HOURS AT CHICAGO ST.TE U_IYERSITY. AND 
THE IALANCE AT GOVERNORS STATE AIIDIOR NCRTHEAS'E~N ILLINOIS 
UNIVERSITY I ,. COIIPLETE A SUPE~VISED PRAtTICUII; '"~ PASS A COM­
PREHENSIVE EXAIIINATIOII; 5. IIEET ThE fEDERAL AND STATE 
CONSTITUTIOII EIAIII"ATION REQUIREIIENT, AND 6. COMPLETE THE pao­
GaAII Of SlUDY OUTLINED FDa THIS DEGREE. THE DEGREE MILL aE 
ISsueD BY CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GaAOUATE LEVEL. 00 HCURS. 
SELECT AT LEAST OIlE COURSE IN EAC~ ~F THE FIVE ceRE 
COMPETENCY AREAS ,A-E': 
AREA A. CURRICULUII 
CURRICUlUII DEVELOPIIENT 
OR CI352 AT CSU OP EDFN~I" 
('AS51"O F S 3." Has. 
AT UNI. 
AaEA I: SUPERVISION AIID INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTE'S 
SUPERVISION CLASSROOII TEACHERS HLD9S"O N HIlS. 
OR cl"az AT CSU oa EDfll"2" 
AT UNI. 
aaEA C: HUll AN RELATIONS SKILl~ 
LAa IN IASIC HUIIAN aELATIONS HLOSll" f II 2 MRS. 
OR CI"9" AT CSU 011 EOFN"13 
AT Ulil. 
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UEA 01 LIFE snus AIID UUIIIIIG 
La", PROCICNILIIIEII , ADDLESCTS CAS65SD f S 1-J HIlS. 
01 CI46Z AT CSU OR EDfIl"DI 
AT UIII. 
AREA EI SCNOOL-tDRRUIIITY RELATIOIIS 

StMODL-tOIlMUIIITY RELATIOIIS HLD1960 f II 
 3 MIlS. 
01 C1491 AT CSU OR EDFII"Jl 
AT l1li1. 
SELECT ,-. HOURS FROII AIIOIIG THE FOLLOIII'" COURSES III TME 
COIITENT FOR TNE SPECIALTY AREAS I " 
. ,COLLECTiVE IUGAIIIING 1"5"25 S l1li5 • 
LAI III PaNSII PllR/SELf-II"'"IIT HLDU40 00 00 00 1-2 lIAS. 
IIISTRUCTIONAL DVLPIIIITI DESIGII HLD591D f SE 5 MRS. 
PROD.IIIP,EVAL III IIISTa DVLPIIIIT IILO'93D II 2 IIIIS. 
LAI III IIITERPERSOIIAL GaOIiTH HLD595D f N S 2 HRS. 
UI III PERSOIIAL GROIITN . HLD60.0 f II 5 2 IIIIS. 
IIII&IINT Of IIISTRCTNL DEVELOPIIT HLDlln M 3 l1li5. 
CURRICULUII III UalAII SCHOOLS Hun.D 5 3 l1li5. 
SCHOOL LAII HLD""O 5 J MRS.,GOVT POLICIES IN THE PUlL StNL HLD""I 5 NRS. 
oa THE fOLLOWI'" COURSES AT 

CSU' C1355. C1356, C1357. 

C1311. CI'IZ. CI'.3. CI'.... 

CI3.5. CI"'''. AIIII/OR CI"'51 

OR 	 AT 
UNII COUII,,5•• EDf1l351. 

EDFN"ID. EDfll"", EOfN"'I, 

EDfN"ZZ. EDfll"Z3. EDfN"3Z. 

Ellfll"33. ICSE"Zl. ICSE"Z3. 

AIIDIOR ICSE4Z". 
IF NEEDED. SELECT 3 HOURS IN aESEAaCH fRCII A~CNG: 

aESEARCH IIETHODOLOGY IN HLD HLD5"OO f N S 

OR CU'7 AT CSU oa EDFN"Z9 

AT 	 UNI. 
SELECT • HOUas Of SUPERVISED PIIACTICUII fROII AIION5 • 
paACT IN AOII" ,SUPERYISION I HLD•• ll f N 5 3 IIIIS. 
PRACT IN ADIIN , SUPEaYISION II HLD••IZ FilS 3 l1li5. 
OR CI...' AIIO CI"61 AT CSU oa 
EOf."'" AIID EDfN"35 AT l1li1. 
ELECTIVE couaSES--5aADUATE LEYELI '3-6 HOURS. 
ELECT 3-6 HOUU OF C~IIIIATE 

STUDIES AS NEEDED TO fOlF ILL 

DEGREE REQUIREMEIITS. ELECTIVES 

IIUST IE APPROYED ay ADVlsoa. 

Minimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Master of Arts 
in Educational Administration and Supervision' 
with a major in Educational 'Supervision 
is 33 hours 
NOTEIS', . 
• 	 STUDENTS TAKIIIG THIS COURSE IIUST Eaa" _N ADDITIONAL CREDIT 
HOUR fROII AIIOII5 THE CONTENT SPECIALTY CDuaSES 011 ELECTIYES. 
•• YAaIAiLE' 27-30 CREDIT HaURS DEPENDING 011 COURSE SELECTION. 
THE COIIIIIIED TOTal CREDIT HOUNS fOR ALL COUNSEIIOM IIUST IE 
AT 	 LEAST 33 HOURS. 
II 	THE UNIVERSIT' ADVISOR NILL ADVISE THl STUIlENT AIOUT COURSE 
EQUIYALENCIES IETIIE~N INSTITUTIOIIS. 
f • fALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS fE. fALL EYEN YEAaS ~. MINTER 
~ - MIIITER ODD YEARS liE. IIINTEa EVEII YEARS S. SPRIN5-SURRIa 
SO • SPRING-SUMEa OQD 'lEUS SE' SPRI.-SUIIIIER EYEII 'lEUS 
II • NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DEIIARD I' MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
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PIOGaAM. EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND SU'ERVISION 
RAJOR' CHIEF SCHOOL BUSINESS OFFICIAL 
LEVEL' MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION. 
A STUDENT MUST HAVE' II A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM AN 
ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND A GPA OF 3.0 ON 
A 4.0 SCALE FOR THE LAST 60 HOURS UNDERGRADUATE STUDY I 
I STUDENT WITH A LtWER GPA MAY BE ACCE'TEO CtNOITIONALLY; 
SlUOENTS GRADUATING FROM UNDERGRADUATE INSTITUTIONS WHICH 00 
.aT GIVE GRADES wILL BE AD'ITTEO UNCONOITIONALLY.II 21 TWO 
YEARS OF VERIFIED FULL-TIME TEACHING EX'ERIENCE IN SCHOOLS 
RECOGNIZED BY THE ILLINOIS OFFICE Of EDUCATION, 31 WRITTEN 
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM TWO SCHGOL OFFICALS. A MAXIMUM Of NINE 
CREDIT HOURS Of ACCEPT AILE GRAOUATE CREDIT MAY BE TRANSFERIEO 
INTO THIS PROGRAM. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT MUST. II ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 33 GRADUATE CREDIT 
~SI ZI COMPLETE 15-11 HOURS AT CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY, AND 
THE IALLANCE AT GOVERNORS STATE AND/OR MCRTHEASTERM ILLINOIS 
UNIVERSITYI 31 COMPLETE A SUPERVISED PRACTICUMI 41 PASS A COM­
'REHENSIVE EXAMINATIONI 51 MEET THE FEDERAL AND STATE 
CONSTITUTION EXAMINATIOM REOUIREMENTI AND 61 COMPLETE THE 'RO­
&RAM Of STUDY OUTLINED FDA THIS DEGREE. THE DEGREE WILL IE 
ISSUED 8Y CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GUDUATE LEVELs '1 Z4 HCURSI 
SELECT AT LEAST ONE COURSE IN EACH OF THE FIVE CORE 
CONPETENCY AREAS IA-EI: 
AREA A. ADMINISTRATIVE AND ORGANllATIONAL THEORY 
FOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING .,.,101 F . W 3 HRS. 
OR CI31Z AT CSU OR EOFN43Z 
AT UIII. 
AREA I. SUPERVISION AND INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS 
COLLECTIVE IARGAINING 11'''425 3 HIlS. 
OR CI'I4 AT CSU. 
AREA C' HUMAN RELATIONS SKILLS 
LAI IN IASIC HUNAN RELATIONS HL05l10 W Z HAS. 
OR CI494 AT CSU OR EOFN413 
AT UNI. 
AREA D. LIFE STYLES AND LEARNING 
LRNG 'RIIC:CHILDREN 'ADDLESCTS CAS6550 f 1-3 HRS. 
DA CI46Z AT CSU OR EDFN401 
AT UNI. 
AREA E. SCHOOL-tOMMUNITY RELATICNS 
SCHllOl.-tO,,"UNITY RELATIONS HLDT960 f W 3 HAS. 
OR CJ491 AT CSU OR EDfN431 
AT UNI. 
SELECT 0-9 HOURS FROM AMONG THE fCLLOWIMG COURSES IN THE 
CONTENT FOR THE SPECIALTY AREAS. II 
RANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIYES .,.,402 f 3 HAS. 
MANAGEMENT INfORMATIOM SYSTEMS 1,.,4LZ F , HIlS. 
FINANCIAL REPORTING THEORY lI'A1130 •••••• 3 HRS. 
AUDIT THEORY ~ PHILOSO'HY l"IlTO 5 3 HRS. SEMINAR IN URBAN GOYERNMENY IPUUO F W S 3 HIlS. 
CURRICULUM DEYELO'MENT CAS5HO F 5 3.4 tlRS. 
LAI IN 'RMSH PWRISELF-MMGMNT HLD5340 DO 00 CO l-Z HRS. 
'ROQ,INP,EYAL IN INSTR DVL'MNT HLD'930 W Z HIlS. 
LAII IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH HLO'.50 F W 5 Z HAS. 
LAI 1M 'ERSONAL GROWTH HL060.0 F W S Z NAS. 
MN,"NT OF INSTRCTNL DEYELOPMT HLOun W 3 HRS. 
SUPERYISION CLASSROOM TEACHERS NLO.540 II 3 HRS. 
CURRICULUM IN URBAN SCHOOLS HL""O S 3 HIlS. 
INTROO TO EOUC ADMINISTRATION HLHIZO' f S 3 HRS. 
CSU' CI3'Z, C1411, CI4IZ, 

C1414, C1415, C1311, C1313. 

CI3.,. 'S3Z'. BA311. IA31., 

BA3ZD. "340, AND/OR IA35T, 

DRAT 
UNI' ELE0414. EOfN4Z1, 
EOfN4Z2. EOfN423, EOfN4Z4. 

EOFN433. COUN4'6, EOfN416, 

ICSE4Z1, ICSE4Z3. ICSE4Z4, 

EOFN410. BMG306. IMG3Z3, 

IMC3Z4, AND lOR BMG341. 

IF NEEOEO. SELECT 3 HOURS IN RESEARCH FROM A.aNG. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLD . HL05400 F W HIlS. 
OA CI39J AT CSU DR EDfN4Z9 
AT UNI. 
SELECT 6 HOURS Of SU'ERYISEO 'RACTICUN FROM AMONG' 
'RACT IN AONN ~ SUPERYISION I HLD'.ll filS 3 HRS. 
'RAtT IN ADMN ~ SUPERVISION II HLD••12 f W S 3 HRS. 
OR CI46T AND CI461 AT CSU OR 
EOfN434 AND EOFN435 AT UNI. 
ELECTIVE COURSE5--GRADUATE LEYELI • HOURS I 
ELECT • HOURS Of COGNATE 
STUDIES FROM ANONC THE IUSI­
NESS MANAGEMENT AREA. 'COURSES 

ARE TO BE CHOSEN FRO' ABOVE 

CSU'S -BA- COURSES, GSU'S 

-IPA- COURSES ANOIOR UNI'S 

-IIMG- COURSES. 

Minimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Master of Arts 
in Educational Administration and Supervision 
with a major in Chief School Business Official 
is 33 hours 
NOTEI SI' 
• 	 STUDENTS TAKING THIS COURSE "UST EARN AN ADDITIONAL CREDIT 
HOUR FRO" AMONG THE CONTENT SPECIALTY CCURSES CR ELECTIVES.I. THE UNIYERSITY AOVISO« WILL AOYISE THE STUDE~T ABOUT COURSE 
EQUIVALENCIES BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS. 
F • FALL FO· fALL 000 YEARS FE· FALL EYEN YEARS W. WINTER 
NO • WINTER 000 YEARS WE ~ WINTER EYEN YEARS s. SPRING-SUM"ER 
so • S'RING-SUMNER 000 YEARS SE. SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON OE"AHD •• "ULTI-CO"PETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM' EDUCATIONAL AO"INISTRATION AND SUPERVISION 
MAJOR. CONNUNITY COLLEGE AO"INISTRATION 
LEVEL' MASTER OF ARTS 
AO"ISSION INFORMATI~N' 
A S','UOENT MUST HAYEI 11 A IACCALAUREATE DEG~EE FRDII AN 
AtCREOITEO INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EOUCATIO~ AND A GPA OF 3.0 ON 
A 4.0 SCALE FOR THE LAST 60 HOURS UNOERGR"AOUATE STUDY; 
(STUDENT WITH A LewER GPA "AY IE ACCEPTED CONDITIONALLY, 
STUDENTS GRADUATING FRO~ UNDERGRADUATE INSTITUTIONS WHICH 00 
NOT GIYE GRADES wILL BE ADMITTED UNCONDITIONALLY.I; 21 CGLLEGE 
EXPERIENCE IS OESIRAILEI 31 WRITTEN RECOM"ENDATICNS FRO" TWO 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. A MAXIMUM Of NINE CREDIT HOURS CF ACCEPTAILE 
GRADUATE CREDIT MAY IE TRANSfERRED INTO THIS 'ROGRA". 
DEGREE REOUIRE"ENTS' 
A STUDENT MUST. II ACQUIRE A "INtAU" CF 33 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS, ZI COM'LETE 15-11 HOURS AT CHICAGO STATE UNIYERSITY. ANO 
THE BALANCE AT GOYERNORS STATE ANOIOR NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS 
UNIYERSITY; 31 COM'LETE A SU'ERYISED PRACTICU"I 41 PASS A COM­
'REHENSIYE EX""INATIONI 51 "EET T~E FEDERAL AND STATE 
CONSTITUTION EXA"INATION REQUIRE"ENT; AND 61 COMPLETE THE 'RD­
GRAN OF STUDY OUTLINED fOR THIS DEGREE. THE OEG~EE MILL BE 
ISSUED BY CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY. 
REOUIREO AREAS--GUDIIATE LEVEL. I 30 HQURSI 
SELECT AT LEAST ZI HOURS DEVOTED TO THE fiVE CORE 
COMPETENCY AREAS IA-EI' 
AREA A' ADMINISTRATIVE AND OR5ANIZATIONAL THEORY 
INTROO 10 EOUt ADMINISTRATION 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE AD"N 
OR CI411 AT CSU OR EDFN421 
n UNI. 
HLD.IZO 
HL09131 
F 
M 
S 3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
AREA I' SUPERVISION AND 
SUPERVISION CLASSROOM 
THE CO"NUNITY COLLEGE 
OA Cl41Z AT CSU OR 
n UNI. 
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTE_S 
TEACHERS HL09540 
HLo.no F 
EDFN424 
W 3 
3 
HAS. 
HAS. 
AREA C, HU"AN RELATIONS SKILLS 
LAI IN BASIC HUNA. RELATIONS 
DA C14.4 n CSU OR EDFN413 
AT UNI. 
HLO'IlO F · W Z HRS. 
AIIEA 01 LifE STYLES AND LEARNING 
LEARNING 'RGCESSES. ADULTS 
OA CI46Z AT CSU DR EOFN411 
AT UNI. 
CAS.,40 F l-3 illS. 
AIIEA E. SCHOOL-tOMMUNITY RELATICNS 
SCHOOL-COMNUNllY RELATIONS 
DR Cl49l AT CSU OR EOFN431 
AT UNI. 
HLDTUD F W 3 HIlS. 
SELECT 6 HOURS FRO" A"ONG THE FOLLOMING COURSES IN THE 
CONTENT FOR THE SPECIALTY AREAS. 
COLLECTIYE IARGAINING 
-ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL DUTCOMES 
CURRICULUM OEYELO'"ENT 
LAB IN 'RNSH 'VA/SELF-MNG"NT
LAI IN INTERPERSONAL GROIITH 
LAI IN 'ERSONAL GROWTH 
GROUP DYNANICS , INTERYENTION 
EO IMPLIC LF STYLS IN URI COM~ 
CSUI C135Z, CI3'5. C1311. 
CI3IZ, C1314, ANOIOR CI46', 
OR AT 
II 
1"5425 
CAS5330 
CA55140 
HlO'340 
HLD"50 
HL06090 
HL0I5.0 
HLD9690 
F 
F S 
GO 00 CD 
F W S 
FilS 
II 5 
F W S 
3 
Z-3 
3,4 
I·Z 
Z 
2 
3 
3 
HRS. 
IIIIS. 
illS. 
HRS. 
NRS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
I 
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IF 
UNI: EDFN'lZ. !DfN410. 
ELED414. EDFN416. IC5E421. 
ICSE4Z'. ICSE4Z4. EDFN4Z •• 
EDfN4Z•• EDFN43Z. EDFN4J].
ANDIOII COUN4,.. 
NEEDED. SELECT 3 ICIURS liN RESEARCh FRGM AMCNGI 
IIESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLD , HLD540D F M 
011 cn., AT CSU OR EDFIMZ. 
AT UNI. 
S 
011 C141. 011 CI415 At tSu; OR 
EOfN422 OR EDFN4U AT UNI. 
SELECT 6 HOURS OF SUPERVISED PRACTICUM fROM ANCNG: 
PRAtT IN ADAN 'SUPERVISION I HLU..ll F N 
PRACT IN ADIIN , SUPERVISION II HLU..12 F N 
OR CI461 AND CI461 AT CSU OR 
EDfN434 AND EDfN6]' AT UNI. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVELl (6 I HOURS I 
" 
S 
S 
SELECT 6 HOURS Of SUPERVISED PRACTICUM FIIDM ANONGI 
PIIACT IN ADMN 'SUPERVISION I HLD•• ll F M 
PIIACT IN ADMN , SUPERVISION II HLD••12 f N 
OR CI461 AND CI461 AT CSU 011 
EDFN434 AND EDfN43S AT UNI. 
S 
S 
3 
, 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GIIADUATE LEVEL' 3 HCURSI 
ELECT 3 HOUII' OF COGNATE 
STUDIES AS NEEDED TO fULFILL 
IEGltEE REQUIREMENTS. ELECTIVES 
MUST IE APPIIOVED IY AOVISOII. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Arts 

in Educational Administration and Supervision 

with a major in Community College Administration 

is 33 hours 

NOTE lSI : 
STUDENTS TAKING THIS COUIISE NUST EAIIN AN ADDITIONAL CIIEDIT 
HOUII FIIOM AMONG THE CONTENT SPECIALTY COUIISES CII ELECTIVES. 
II THE UNIVEIISITY ADVISOII MILL ADVISE THE STUDENT AIOUT COUIISE 
EQUIVALENCIES IETNEEN INSTITUTIONS. 
F • FALL fO' FALL ODD YEARS FE' FALL EVEN YEIIIS N. NINTEII 
110 • NINTER ODD YEARS ~E' NINTER EVEN YEAIIS S. SPRING-SUMMEII 
so • SPIIING-SUMNER ODD YEAIIS SE. SPRING-SUl'MER EVEII YEARS 
II • NOT SCHEOULED 00. ON DEMAND I· MULTI-COMPETENCY COUIISE 
Certification Curricula For students who already possess a 
master's degree and are interested in certification only, in· 
dividual programming will permit candidates to qualify in 
the State of Illinois for either the General Administrative en­
dorsement, the General Supervisory endorsement or en­
dorsement for Chief School Business Official. The program 
also meets the Chicago Board of Education cOurse reo 
quirements for its administrative or supervisory positions 
and is particularly designed to prepare a person for the Prin­
cipal's Examination, which is a requirement for the Prin­
cipal's Certificate in the City of Chicago. 
PROGIIAM' EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION 
~. EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATIGN 
LEVEL: CERTifiCATE 
ADMISSION INFORMATION. 
A STUDENT NUST HAVE. l' A MASTeR DEGREE fROM AN ACCIIEDITEO 
INSTITUTION OF HIGHEII EOutATIONa Z, TIIO YEAMS Of VEIIFIED FULL­
TIME TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN SCHOOLS RECOGNIIED IY THE ILLINOIS 
OffiCE OF EDUCATIONI 31 NIIITTEN RECOMMENDATIONS FIIDM TNO SCHOOL 
OFFICIALS; 4' EVIDENCE OF SUCCESSFUL COMPLETleN Of THE 
ILLINOIS AND UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION EXAMINATIGN. 
DE5aEE REQUIREMENTS. 
THE SEQUENCE OF COUIISES SPECIFIED IS DESIGNED TO PREPAIIE 
STUDENT FOR STATE CERTIFICATION. CERTJFICATION IS ANAIIDED IY 
,THE STATE Of ILLINOIS. A STUDENT MUST ACQUIRE A .INI~M OF Zl 
'IIADUATE CIIEDIT HOURS IN THE fiVE AREAS SPECifiED FOR THIS 
CER11flCATE (1' HOUIIS REQUIRED • 6 HOURS ELECTED'. 
!lEQUIUD AIIEAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 15 HeUR5I 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS IN EACH AREA LISTED IELON' 
AIIEA AI ADMINISTRATIVE AND ORGANIIATIGNAL THEOIIY 
INTROD 10 EDUC ADMINISTIIATION HLD.IZO F 3 HIS. 
OR C14.1 AT CSU OR EDFN4Z1 
AT UNI. 
AIIEA I' SUPERVISION AND INSTIIUCTIONAL SYSTEMS 
SUPERVISION CLASSROOM TEACHERS HLD9540 N HRS. 
OR CI4IZ.AT CSU OR EDFN4Z4 
AT UNI. 
IREA t. SCHOOL ADMtNISTRATION 
ELEM SCHL ADMN & SUPEIIVISloN HLDUaz f J HIlS. 
ELECT AT LEAST • HOURS FROM AMONG. •COLLECTIVE IARGAINING 1"5US S 3 HIS. 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT CAS5740 f S 3.4 . ..5. 
LRNG PROCICHILDREN , ADOLESCTS CA56550 f S 1-3 lIAS. 
LAI IN IASIC HUNAN IIELATIONS HLD5110 F N S Z lIAS. 
LAI IN PRNSH PMII/SELf-MNGMNT HLD5l40 00 00 OD 1-Z "S.INSTIIUCTIONAL DYLPMNT, DESIGN HLD5.10 F SE 5 HaS. 
PIIOD.IMP.EVAL IN INSTil DVLPllNT HLDS.'O II 2 "5. 
LAI IN INTEIIPERSONAL GIIOMTH HLDS.SO f M S Z HIS. 
LAI IN PEIlSONAL GIIONTH HLD60.0 f M S Z ..5. 
SCHllOl-tOIlllUNITY IIEUTIONS HLDJUO F N 3 HIS. 
MNGIINT OF INSTRCTHL DEVELCPMT HLDl1n II ] HIS. 
CURIIICULUM IN URIAN SCHOOLS HLD95.0 5 ] HIS. 
SCHOOL LAM HLDU40 S ] HIS. 
GOVT POLICIES IN THE PUlL SCHL HLU.141 S .J "5.011 THE fUlLOMING COURSES AT 

CSUI C1352. CI3'5. C1311. 

CI3IZ. C1313. C1314. C1315. 

CI465. C146Z. C1491. C1494. 

011 AT 

UNI' ELED414. EDFN410. 

EDFN433. EDFN4]Z. COUN4'6. 

EDFN416. EDFN4ZI. EDfN4Z•• 

EDFN401. EDFN431. EDfN413. 

ICSE421. ICSE4Z3. ICSE4Z4. 

Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Certificate 

in Educational Administration 

fs 21 hours 

NOTU SI' 
II PIIACTICUN COURSEIIOIIK NUST IE TAKEN AT THE INSTITUTION IIITH 
IIHICH THE STUDENT IS ASSOCIATED AND SHOULD IE TAKEN AFTEII 
COMPLETING IIEQUISITE COUIISEIIORK IN AilE AS A-t. 
I 	 THE UNIVEIISITY ADVISOR IIILL ADVISE THE STUDENT AIOUT CQUIISE 
EQUIVALENCIES IETIIEEN IIISTITUTIONS. 
F • FALL fO. FALL DID YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS N' III..EII 
lID • IIINTEII ODD YEAIIS liE. NIIITEII EVEN YEAIIS S' SPIIING-SUIIIIEII 
50 • SPIIING-SUNMEII DOD YEARS SE' SPIIING-SUMMEII EVEII YEAIIS 
II • NOT 'SCHEOULED 00' ON DEMAND I. MULTI-COMPETENCY CDUlSE 
PROGIIAM' EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTIIATION AND SUPEIIVISION 
AA~RI EDUCATIONAL SUPEIIVISION 
LEVEL. CEIITIFICATE 
ADMISSION INFORMATION I 
A STUDENT MUST HAVE. 11 A MASTER DEGREE FIIOM AN ACCIIEDITED 
INSTITUTION OF HIGHEII EDUCATION I ZI TIIO YEAIIS OF VERFIEO FULL­
TINE TEACHING EXPEIIIENCE IN SCHOOLS IIECOGMIIEO IY THE ILLI~IS 
OFFICE OF EDUCATIONI ]I IIIIITTEN RECOIIMENOATIONS fllOM TMO SCHOOl 
OFFICIALS; 4' EVIDENCE OF SUCCESSfUL COMPLETION OF TME 
ILLINOIS AND UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION EXAMINATICM. 
DEGREE REQUIIIEMENTS. . 
THE SEQUENCE Of COUIISES SPECifiED IS DESIGNED TO PIIEPARE 
STUDENT FOil STATE CEIITIFICATION. CEIITIFICATION IS AIIAROED IY 
TME STATE Uf ILLINOIS. A STUDENT NUST ACQUIIIE A IIININUM OF 1. 
GRADUATE CIIEOIT HOUIIS IN THE FIVE AREAS SPECIFIED fOIl TNIS 
CEIIT IFICATE. 
IIEQUIRED AIIEAS--GIIADUATE LEVELl 11 HCUIl51 
SELECT AT LEAST] HOUIIS FRON EACH AREA LISTED IELON. 
AIIEA A, CUIIRICULUM 
CURIIICULUM DEVELOPMENT CAS 5740 f S 

011 CI35Z AT CSU 011 EOFN414 

AT UNI. 

AIIEA II IIESEARCH 
IIESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLD HLD5400 f N S ]-4 HIS. 
011 CI'97 AT CSU 011 EOFN4Z. 
AT UNI. 
AIIEA C. ADMINISTRATIVE AND OR5ANIIATIONAL THEDIIY 
INTROD TO EOut ADMINISTRATION HLD.IZO F S ] HIS. 
011 CI411 AT CSU 011 EDFN4Z1 
AT 	 UNI. 
AIIEA D. SUPEIIVISION AND INSTRUCTIONAL SYStEMS 

SUPERVISION CLASSROOM TEACHERS HL09S40 II 
 ] "S. 
011 C141Z AT CSU OR EDFN4Z4 
166 College of Human Learning and Development 
AT UNI. 
SfLEtT 6 HOURS OF SUPERVISED PRACTICUN .RON ANONG' 
PRatT III ADMN ~ SUPERVISION I HLD9911 F M 
'RACT IN ADMN ~ SUPERVISION II HL099LZ F M 
OR CI461 AND CI468 AT CSU OR 
EDFN4)4 AND EDFN435 AT UNI. 
•• 
S 
S 
) 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
011 THE 
CSU' 
IU40 
OR AT 
FOLLOMIIiG COUlSES AT 
IIA3L8, IA3L~, IA320, 
ANDIOR "'51; 
UNI. 8",341, 8NG'06, 
ING323, ANDICR IMG324. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Certificate 

in Educational Supervision 

is 18 hours 

IIOTEI SII 
•• PRAtTICUN COURSEMORK MUST 8E lAKEN Al THE INSTITUTION MITH 
IIHICH THE STUDENT IS ASSOCIATED AND SHOULD BE TAXEN AFTER 
CONPLETING REQUISITE COURSEkORK IN AREAS A-O. 
F • FALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS ' FE • FALL EVEN YEARS M. MINTER 
110 - MINTER ODD YEARS ME. MINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUNNER 
so - SPRING-SUNNER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUNNER EVEN YEARS 
., • NOT SCHEDULED 00· ON DENAIID •• NULTI-CONPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM' EDUCATIONAL ADNINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION 
N~R' CHIEF SCHOOL IUSINESS OFFICIAL 
LEVEL' CERTIFICATE 
AOIIISSION INFORNATION' 
A STUDENT NUST HAVE' 11 A PASTER DEGREE FRON 'N ACCREDITED 
INStltUIION OF HIGHER EDutATIOli1 21 TkO YEARS OF .VERIFIED 
SCHOOL BUSINESS NANAGENENT EXPERIENCE; 31 -I MAITTEN 
REtONNENOATIONS FRON TMO SCHOOL OFFICIALSI 41 EVIDENCE OF 
SUCCESSFUL COMPLETICN OF THE ILLIN'IS AND UNIT~D STATES 
CONSTITUTION EXANINATION_ 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTS' 
THE SEQUENCE OF COURSES SPECIFIED 15 CESIGNED TO PREPARE 
STUOENT FOR STATE CERTIFICATION. CERTIFICATION IS ANARDED 8Y 
THE STATE OF ILLINOIS. A SlUDENI NUST AtQUIRE A PININUN OF 21 
laADUATE CREOIT HOURS AS SPECifiED FOR THIS PROGRAN OF STUDY 
11' HOURS REQUIREO • 6 HOURS ELECTEDI. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL. 15 HOURSt 
SELECI AT LEAST 3 HOURS IN EACH AREA LISTED IELDM' 
aREA A. ACCOUNTING 
FOUNDAIIONS OF ACCOUNTING 8PA'101 F M S ) HRS. 
DR CI)12 AT CSU OR EDFN4'Z 
AT UNI. 
AaEA I' COLLECTIVE IARGAINING 
COLLECTIVE IARGAINING IIP.,425 S 3 "S.
DR CI)14 Al CSU. 

aREA C. ADNINISTRATIVE AND ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY 
IN TROD 10 EOUC ADNINISTRATION HLD9120 F 3 "S. 
DR CI4Il At CSU OR EDFN4Z1 • 
AT UNI. 
SELECT 6 HOURS OF SUPERVISED PRACTICUN FROP AN'NG' " 
PRatT IN ADMN ~ SUPERVISION I HLD9.11 F II 5 3 HRS. 
PRACT IN ADMN , SUPERVISION II HLD.912. M S 3 HRS. 
OR CI461 AND CI468 AT CSU OR 
EOFN434 AND EDFN43' AT UNI. 
ELECllVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL. I 6 I HOURS I 
ELEel AT LUST 6 HOURS FROII ANOIIG. • 
NANAGEIIENT IIY OIJECTIVES IIPU402 F , "5. 
IIANAGEIlENT INFORIIATION SYSTENS 8'U412 . F 3 IIIIS. 
fiNANCIAL REPORTING THEORY 8PA'1)0 II •••• 3 HRS. 
AUDIT THEORY' PHILOSOPHY 8PU110 S 3 HRS. 
SEIiINAR IN URIAN GOVERNNE~T BPA8.20 F M S 3 HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Certificate 
in Chief School Business Official 
is 21 hours 
NOTE 1St . 
., PRACTICUM COURSEMORX MUST BE TAKEN AT THE INSTITUTION MITH 
MHICH THE STUDENT IS ASSOCIATED AND SHOULD IE TAKEN AFTER 
CONPLE'ING REQUISITE COURSEkORK IN AREAS A-C. 
I 	 THE UNIVERSI1Y AOVISOR MILL ADVISE THE STUDENT AIOUT COURSE 
EQUIVALENCIES 8ETMEEN IIiSTITUTIONS. 
F • FALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS M. MINTER 
NO - MINTER ODD YEARS ME - MINTER EV~N YEARS S. SPRING-SUNIIER 
SO. SPRING-SUMNER 000 YEARS SE. SPRING-SUPNER EVE~ YEARS 
., - NOT SCHEOULED 00. ON DEIIANO •• NULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
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HLD3010 HLD4641 

LA8 IN HUMANISTIC TEACHlhG SKILLS NATH IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL I 

3 P/NC 3 

STUDENTS WILL LEAR~ T~E 'HILDSOPwr AND PSYCHOLOGY Of HUNANISM, STUDIES THE CONTEhT OF THE ELEMENTARY MAT~EMATICS CURRICUlUM WITN 

LEA~N ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE THEIR OWN AffECTIVES STATES IfEELINGS EMPHASIS ON MEANINGS, APPLICATIONS ANO PROBLEM SOLVING THROUGH 

AND INNER LlfEI,CESIGN HUMANISTIC LEARNI~G EVENTS fOR CHILDREN IN THE USE OF ceNCRETE MANIPULATIVE MATERIALS. 

CLASSRCONS, EXPERIENCE C~ILDRE~, LIVE IN lHE CLASS AND LEARN fALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUM_ER. 

ABOUT AND CECIDE UPCN A STRATEGY Of HUMANISTIC CLASSROOM DIS­ CHANG. 

CIPLINE. 

fALL, SPRING/SU~NER. 
 HLD4642CRISP/N. MATH IN ELEMENTARY SCHoeL II 
2 
PRE.ARES PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS 10 PLAN AND IMPLEMENT ELEMENTARYHLDU 11 

P~ACTICUM IN HU_AN SERVICES 
 MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION. STUDIES TECHNIQUES OF DIAGNOSTIC/PRE­SCRt?TIVE TEACHING, DESIGNING ACTIVE LEARNING EXPERIENCES, ADAPT­6 P/NC ING INSTRUCTION TO PUPILS' LEARNING STYLES AND TO THE CULTURALAPPLY AND INTERGRATE T~EORETICAL KNCWLEDGE AND SKILLS RELATED TO BACKGROUNOS OF URIAN CHILDREN.SOCIAL CONTEXT, LifE SPAN DEVELOPMENT, EVALUATICN, AND INTER­ PREREQUISITES'VENTION STRATEGIES IN A ~U~AN SERVICES SETTING. 

fALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 
 HLD4641 OR PERMISSION. FAlL, WINTER.STAff. CHANG. 
HLD4610 HLD4660PRACllCUM IN CLASSROC~ TEACHING 

5 P/NC 
 ~ANGUAGE CONCERNS CF CLASSROOM T,UCHERS 
UTILIZES APPROPRIATE TEACHING TECH~ICUES AND DEMONSTRATES SKILLS 
.WHILE TEACHING ELE~E~TARY CHILeREN IN A SCHOOL SETTING, UNOER PROVIDES PRESERVICE TEACHERS WiTH A BACKGROUND IN METHODS OF TEA­
SUPERVISION. TAKEN CCHeURRENTLY WITH ~LD4680. IHING LANGUAGE ARTS. 

PREREQUISITES. 

0 FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

PERMISSION. 
 EAGLETON, GHAZI. 
fALL, WINTER. 

STAff. 
 HLD4680 
INDIVIDUALIZATICN 
HLD4611 2 . PIIIt 
READING PROBLEMS. DIAGNOSING ANO REMEDIATING DELINEATES VARIOUS APPROACHES TO INOIVIDUALIZEO READING AND MAT" 
3 INSTRUCTION. DEVELOPS PROGRAMS FOR USE WITH SPECIFIC STUOENTS At 
INTRODUCES UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS TO lEC~NIQUES FOR DIAGNOSING UTE PRACTICUN SITE. FIELD WCRK REQUIRED. 

AND REMEDIATING CLASSROOM REACING PROBLE~S. 
 PREREQUISITES I PEIINI SSION.PREIIEQUI SITE S' 
o FALL, WINTER.HLD4620 DR EQUIVALENT. 

WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 
 CHANG. 

GOOSIIY. 

HLD503AHLD46 I 2 

DEVELOPMENTAL DIFFERENCES IN SPECI_L EDUCATION 
 THE ALLEVIATION OF DEPRESSION, A HOLISTIC APPRDAC" 
1 1-2 P/Mt 0 
THIS COURSE IS BOTH DIDACTIC AND EIPERJE~TIAL. PARTICIPANTS ~ILL 
PLANNING, IM'LEMENTING AND MONITORING INSTRUCTION TO SPECIAL 
PREPARES PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS TO PARTICIPATE MORE EFfECTIVELY IN LEARN OEFINITICNS ANO THEORIES OF rEPRESSION, ~HAT IT IS. ITS 

NEEDS IEXCEPTICNALI LEARNEIIS IN THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE INSTRUC­
 CAUSES. SYMPTOMS, AND ITS CURE. THEY WILL BE INVITED TO EXPLORe 

TIONAL SETTING, IREGULAR EOUCATION CLASSROOMI. IT PROVIDES THEN 
 THEIR OWN SYMPTOMS, LOOK AT THENSELVES, AND lEG IN TO ALLEVIATE 

WITH SEVERAL DEVELO'ME~TAL CO~STRUCTS WHICH DESCRIIIE A CONTINU~M 
 THEIR OWN FORMS OF DEPRESSION. THEY WILL ALSO LEARN SONE WAYS OF 
OF LEARNING BEHAVIORS DISTRIBUTED ACROSS THE THREE LEARNING ~:~:~~~I~~~ERS' ESPEC IALLY S'CHOOL STUDENTS. BEIUN 10 alLEVIATE 
DOMAINS ICDGNITIVE, AFfECTIVE, AND PSYCHOMOTOR •• IT AIMS AT CON­ OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND.TRASTING THE TRADITIONAL CATEGORICAL APPROACH TO SPECIAL EDUCA­ CIIISPIN.TION IN ORDER TO ILLUSTRATE THAT DIFfERENCES IN DEVELOPMENT Of 

SPECIAL LEARNERS ARE DIFFEIIENCES I~ DEGREE RATHER THAN DIFFER­

ENCES IN KIND ACROSS THE LEARNING COMA INS. HLD5030 

FALL. 
 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
SHERICK. 3-4 
THE STUDY OF ABNORMAL BE~AVIOR IS MEANINGFUL IN UNDERSTANDING HOM 
IIEHAVIOR IS ~ERCEIVED IIY OTHERS BOTH WITHIN ANO OUTSIDE OF AHLD4620 C~LTURE. APPRECIATION HOW THESE PERCEPTIONS CHANGE OVER TIMe CAM 
READING INSTRUCTION IN SCHCDL SETTINGS IE HELPFUL IN GRASPING HOW THE IIEHAVIOR IS HANOLED WITH IN A ID­
3 CIETY. ULTINATELY, UNDERSTANDING T~E ORIGINS OF IEHAVIOR THi' AaI 
FAMILIARIZES STUDENTS WITH THE PRINCIPLES WHICH UNDERLIE AP­ DEFINED AS - AIINORMAL- CAN LEAO TO lEITER COMPREHENSION OF Mal TO 
PROACHES TO READING INSTRUCTION, PROVIDES PRESERVICE TEACHERS PREVENT THIS IIEHAVIOR. 

WITH INSIGHT INTO ~ETHeDS eF lEACHING READING. fALL, WINTER.
FALL, WINTER. 
 GALE.
CONlEY, EAGLETCN, GHAZI. 
HLD5040HL04630 ADOLE SCENCE 
URBAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL' STRUCTURE AND CONTEXT 2 
3 STUDENTS REVIEW TWO THEORIES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL OEVELOPMENT. 1___1­
INDENTIFIES AND DESCRIIIES CLASSROO' AND SCHOOL PROCEDURES, TEA­ TIGAIE NAJaR PROIILEMS AND CIIISES Of AOOLESCEwcE, AND INVESTI IATe 
CHER ROLES, AND CURRICULUN SVSTEMS IN URIAN ELEMENTARV SCHDOLS. COMNUNllV RESOURCES AVAILAIILE TO ADOLESCENTS. 
FALL. OFFERED lASED ON DENAND.
STAFF. PRESCOTT • 
168 CHLO Course Descriptions 
"'D'O' O 
AllUU HCOD 
~tUDENtS APPLYING tHEORIES OF 'DUll DEVELOPMEN1AL ISSUES, RE~IE~ 
MAJOR PRDILEMS OF 'DUllHOOD, I~D I~VEStIG'tE AVAILAIILI1Y CF RE­
SOURCES FOR IDULl DEVELOPMENt IN LCC'L ce~MuNltIES. · 
~INlER. 
'Rescen. 
HlD5060 
ADVANCED EXPERI~EN1AL PSYCHDLCGY 
4 
StUDENtS ~ILL EXAMINE Al LEASl FIVE RESEARCH DESIGNS. tHEY ~ILL 

EitHER READ, 'RDPOSE OR DO RESEARC~ USlhG ONE OF tHOSE DESIGNS. 

STUDENtS NAY APPLY StAtlSllCAL 'ROCEDURES IN COMJUNCtlDN WitH 

tHOSE DESIGHS. 

IIINlER. 

'IIOCDWARD. 
HLD5D10 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 
4 
StUDIES 'HE IASIC CDNCE'1S IN VARIOUS CON1EIt IREIS OF PSYCHOLOGY 

: DEVELOPMEN1AL PSYCHOLOGY, LEIRNING, ME~ORY, LINGUAGE, SEhSAtlON 

, 'ERCE'TION, ~tIVltION, PERSCHILltY, SCCIAL 'SYCHOLDGY, GROU' 

DYNAMICS, 'HYSIOLCGICAL E1C. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

IIOCD~UD. 
HLD5no 
ALTERNAllVE HEL'ING MODES FOR WOMEN 
3 
DESCRIIES SEVERAL AL1ERNAliVE RESOURCES OFfERING HE'LTH SERVICES, 
THE GROUPS SERVED IND FUNCtiONS 'ROVIDED CE.G. RA'E CRISIS LINE, 
HOt LINE. GYNECOLOGICAL CLINIC. DRUG COUNSELING. RUNAIIAYS. 01­
'VDRCE COUNSELING. CONSCIOUSNESS-RAISING 'ROU'S. FEMINiSt THERA'Y. 
FLEIIILE CAREERS. GAY LIIEIA1IDNt. 
OFFERED IISED ON DEMAND. 

JENKINS. 'RESCCll. 

HLD5l00 
LllORAtORY 1M AUT~ENlIC IIOM'N/MAN RELATIONS 
1-2 PlNC 
'ARTICI'AtE IN IN ENCOUNtER GROU' IND IDENtiFY SEI ROLES, STEREO­
tY'ES. INJUNCTIONS AND MYSllFICltlDNS IND DESCRIIE tHE EFFECT 
ON IEHAVIOR. fEELINGS. EX'ECTAtIONS. IELIEFS AND SELf-CCNCE't. 
INDENtlFY AN ISSUE FOR PERSONAL &RC~1H AND REPORt PROGRESS. SEE 
ClunONS. 

OFFERED lASED OM DEMAND. 

JENKINS. CRISPIN. 

HlDSlIO 

LAI IN IASIC HUMAN RELAtlCNS 

Z PlNC 

FOCUSES ON tHE IN1ERACtlCN Of 'EO'lE IN I GROU'SEtTING. PARTIC­

UlAR AttENTION IS 'liD to tHE FEELINGS tHAt INFLUENCE THE INTER­

ACTION OF 'EO'LE. THE GDIL OF tHE LAI IS to HEL' 'EOPLE IECOME 

MORE A~ARE OF IEHAVIOR. 'ARTICULARLY WHILE INtERACTING IIITH 

'EO'LE. HO~ IT IFFEC1S OTHERS. AND lHE UNDERLYING FEELINGS IN­

VOLVED. THE LII IS AN D"OR1UNltY 'OR STUDENtS TO IECOME AWIRE OF 

THEIR IEHAVIOR AND FELLINGS. INO to OEVELO' MORE EFFECllVE WAYS 

OF EI'RESSING THOSE FEELINGS AU1HENlICILLY. 

FALL. IIIN1ER. SPRING/SUMMER.

GALE. 

HLD5UO 

CHILD DEVELO'MENT 

3-4 

StUDY OF tHEORIES AND LANGUAGE OF ~MIN DEVELOPNENT. PRENATIL IS­

SUES. AVAILAlILI1Y OF CHILDREN'S RESOURCES IN THE COMMUNI1Y. 

~LEDGE OF CHILDREN'S IEHAVIDR RE'ERtOIRE. COGNITIVE. 

ENOTIDNAL ..0 'HYSICAL GRD~tH. 

FALL. S'RING/SUMMER.

'REScon. 

HLD'UO 

THEDRIES , TREATMENl OF EMOTIONAL DIS1URIANCE IN CHILDREN I 

4 
ROLE 'LAY CHILDREN IIltH EMOTIONAL DIFfiCULTIES AND THERIPIST' 

HELPER. A'PlY THEDRIES IN ANALYSIS OF INTERACTION. MAlE I NATUR­

ALISTIC OISERVlllON OF A CHILD. DESCRIIE CHARACTERISllC CLISS­

RoaR AND HURE IEHAVIOIS OF SOME CHILDREN. ENCOUNtER GROUP FORMAT. 

SEE ClUTlONS. 

'REREGUISITES. • 

HLDSZOO. 

FALL. ~INlER. 

JEIIIIIMS. 

HlDn40 
tHEDRIES , TREltMENT OF EMOTIONAL IIStUlllNCE IN CHILDREN II 
'ARTICI'AtE IN ROLE PLIYING, IN .. ENCDU.TER'TR'INING CROU'. IN 
CONSULtATION. AND ANALYZE tHERI'Y lR"SCRI'TS INFERRING THOUGHTS, 
FEELINGS. EXPECT'TlalS MOTI",IN' BENAVICR AND lNOEN11fYlNG DES­

STRuctlVE AND T~ER"EUtlt ISPEclS tF COM~Nlt'tIOM 1I11H CHILoaEN. 

SEE ClUlI CNS. 

PRERECUISIlES' 

HlD5130 AND HLD5200. 

OfFERED IISED O~ OEM IND. 

JENKINS. REIEC •• 

HLC5L41 
FREUD IN CONTEXT 
2 
STUDENTS WILL READ PAPERS IY FREUD AND CONTEMPORIRIES, IIILL LEIRN 
TO INALYZE CURRENT WRITI~GS I~ THE LIGHt tF '-A THEORY. WILL 
IIRITE AND DISCUSS THEIR I"ILYSES OF IHESE MATER IlLS. INO IIILL 
REID 'NO DISCUSS MA1ERIAL CN THE IIIDER IPPLICAIILITY OF THIS 
THEORY. 
'RERECUI $I TES: 
HLO 5130 AND HlD 5140 CR HLO .510 CR 'ERMISSION. 
FALL, S'RING/SUMMER. 
SCH~ARTl. 
HLD5L41 
CULTURE AND PE.SC~ILITY 
3-4 
S1UDENTS INDENtlFY VARIAILES .ES'O~SleLE FOR 'ERSONALITY TRAITS 
AND IEHAVIORS AMONG MEMIERS OF DIFFERENT CULTURES. STUDIES THE 
INFLUENCE OF CULTURE ON MEN1AL HEALT~. CHILDREARING PRACllCES AND 
INTER - GROU' PERCE'TICNS. STUDENtS tl.ING IT FOR 4 HOURS MILL DO 
FIELD WORK IMONG ,DIFFERENT ET~NIC 'ROUPS IN THE CHICAGO IREA. 
OfFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 
IIHITUER. 
HL05150 

MOTIVAllON , EMOTICNIL DEVELO'MENl 

3-4 

EXAMINES AND AP'LIES THEORIES OF MOtiVATION. MORAL DEVELO'MENT. 

AND EMOtiONAL OEVELO'MENt. 

S'RING/SUIIMEII.
WILSO... 
HL05160 

COGNlllVE 'SYCHOLOCY A'PLIED TO INS'RUCTION 

3-4 

REL'TES CURRENl THEORIES Cf CDM'RE~ENSIDN AND KNOIILEDGE ACGUISI­

TIDN TO INSTRUCllDNAL MAtERIALS AND 'RDCEDURES. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

WILSON. 

HL05170 

CDNCE'T ACGUISITIC.. 

]-4 
RELATES THEORIES OF CONCEPtS AND GENERATIVE THEOIlIES OF CONCE'TS 
AND lHE RELATION OF THESE lHEDRIES TC 'ERCE'TION AND COGNITION. 
MINTER. 

WILSON. 

HLDntO 
E1HICS: 'ROFESSIDNAL STANDARDS IN RESEARCH IND SERVICE CSIMI 
2 
PROFESSIONAL Sl..CARDS IN THE CONDUCT Of RESEARCH IIITH HUMAN SUI­
JECtS AND IN 'ROVIDING 'ROFESSloNAl HUMAN SERVICES. 
IIINTER. 

JENKIU. 

HlD'191 
E1HICS' RIGHtS OF MENTAL PA1IEN1S 'NO RIGHtS TO STANO TRIAL CSIMt 
I 
lHE RIGHtS OF MEN1AL 'AlIENTS AND RIGHtS TO STANO TRIAL FOR 

CRIMES. 

MINTER. 

JEIIKINS. 

HLD'192 

ETHICS. ISSUES IN HUMAN SERVICES CSIMt 

2 PINe 

DISCUSSION OF FILM ON AFFIRMAtiVE ICTION, ALCOLOLISM, DEATH AND 

DYING. AGING. 'ROCESS. PHYSICAL AND MENtAL HANDICI"ING COND­

ItiONS, RA'E. AIORtlCN, tHE JUStIC! SYStEM, HOS'ITAL-StAFf-'At­

lENT R"UTIONS . 

IIINtER. 

JENX INS. 

HLD'193 
ETHICSs RIGH1S OF TEACHERS IN tHE 'EACHING 'ROFESSION CSIMI 
I 
THE alGMTS AND RES'ONSIIILllIES Of TEACHERS. 
OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 
JUKIU. 
4 
HLD'ZOOTHEORIES , TREATMENT OF EMOTICNAL DISIRUIANCE I 
:ARTICIPATE IN ENCCUNTER/TRAINING SRCUP, APPLY THE THEORIES Of 
ROGERS, ELLIS, PERLS, FRCM~-REICHMAN, LAI~G, HALEY. SCHATZMAN TO 
PERSONAL AND CASE ~ATERIALS AhD THtlR OWN EIPERICNCE; ANALYZE AN 
ENCOUNTER GROUP EPISOOE WHEN FEELI~GS WERE CONCEALEDI ANALYZE A 

CHARACTER FROM THE LITERAT~RE. . 

FALL. WINTER. 

JENKIMS. SCHWARTZ. 

HLD5Z0Z 
IIOFEEOIACK , SELF-REGULATICN 
STUOENTS LEARN TO IDENTIFY AND DESCRlIE DIFfERENT SYSTEMS OF" 
elOfEEOIACK AND SELf-REGULATICh ANa THEIR EMPIRICAL AND THEOR­

ETICAL lASES, AND THEIR CLINICAL APPLICATIONS. 

OFFERED lASED ON DE~AND. 

STAFf. 

HL05210 

THEORIES' TREATMENT Of EMOTIONAL DISTURIANCE IN ADULTS II 

ROLE PLAY ADULT CLIENTS DISPLAYING TYPICAL PATHOLOGY AND PRACTICE 

RESPONDING THERAPEUTICALLY TO THE CLIENTS. PARTICIPATE IN AN EN­

COUNTER/T.AINING GROU'. AhC IN PEE. COUNSELING. AND ANALYZE THE­

IlAPY TRANSCRIPTS INFERRING THOUGHn, FEELINGS, EXPECTATIONS MOTI­

VATING eEHAVIOR AND IDENTIFYING DESTRUCTIVE ANa THERAPEUTIC AS­

PECTS OF CONMUNICATICN. SEE CAUTIO~. 

PREREQUISITES. 

HLD5Z00. 

WINTE•• 

" 
JENUhS. 
HL05Z20 
EIPERIMENTATION , RESEARCH IN PERSCNALITY THEORY 
STUDENTS APPLY THE EXPERIMENTAL METHCO TO THE STUDY OF PERSOM­
ALITY PROCESSES. PROJECTION. ATTRIIUTION. AGGRESSION. SELF­

CONTIICIL. 

" 
NOT SCHEOUlEO IN AYIO-Il. 
STAFF. 
HLD5230 
FAMILY COUNSELING
J-"FOCUSES ON THEORIES OF FAMILY THERAPY, ESPECIALLY THE ROLE. FUNC­
TION. AND EFFECT OF THE INDIVIDUAL IN T~E FANILY UNIT AND THE 
EFFECT OF THE FAMILY ON THE INOIVIOUAL. 

WINTER. 

GALE. 

Hl05231 
FAMILY LAII 
3 
EXAMINES THE GROUNOS FOR DIVORCE AND THE CIRCUMSTANCES IIARRANTING 
A CHANGE IN CHILD CUSTODY. CHILD AIUSE, THE lEST INTEREST OF THE 
CHILDREN. AND THE IMPOSSIIILITY OF DOMESTICATION. 

IIINTER. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. STAFF. 
HLO!l2!10 
HUMAN MEMORY 
" SUMMARIZE. ANALYIE. SYNTHESIIE AND EVALUATE RESEARCH IN HUMAN 
MEMORY. IN ADDITION. THE STUDENT N'Y EIT~ER COMPLETE A RESEARCH 
:~~~:~;.OR DEMONSTRATE THE DEVELO"ENT OF ONE OR NORE MENONIC 
fAll. 

IIOCOWARO. 

HlO!llOO 

LAI IN TRANSACTICNAL AN.LYSIS 

2 P/NC

THE STUDENT IIILL LEARN THE MAJOR T~ECRY AND CONCEPTS Of TRANSAC­

TIONAL ANALYSIS AND APPLY THESE TO HIS/HER OliN eEHAVIOR. 

fALL. IIINTER. S'RlhG/SUNMER.

CRISPIN. 

HLO!l310 

LEARNING COGNITltN 

"EXANINES LIMITATIONS OF SNGRT-TERM MENORY. TRANSFER OF INFORMA­
TION TO LONG-TERM NENORY. ORGANIIATION OF aNOIiLEDGE. THE NATURE 

OF COGNITIVE PRCCESSES. 

FALL. SPRING/SUNNER.

III LSOh. 

HLD5320 

LEARNING COGNITICN II 

"EXANINES NODES OF REPRESENTATION. RELATICN 0' LANGUAGE ANO 
THOUGHT. COMPREHENSION. 'NO ME.NINS. 
IIINTE•• 

WILSON. 
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HLD5no 
PERSONALITY THEeRY 
)
EXAMINES THE VARIOUS T~EORETICAL APPROACHES TO DEfiNING PERSONAl­
ITY' PSYCHOANALYTIC, HUMANISTIC, IEHAVIORISTIC, AND saclAL LEARN­

ING. 

FAll ••IINTER. 

SCHIiAlTZ. 

Hl05140 

~~~ IN PERSONAL PO~ER , SELF-MANAGENENT 
 PlNC 
LEARN TO TAaE RESPONSIIILITY FOR O~E'S OWN SELF-NANAGENENT 
ISSUEIS' ANO SITUATIONAL PCIIE. 'CSITICNS. 
. OFFERED lASED ON OEPiNO. 
CRISPIN. 
Hl05360 
PSYCHOLOGY OF IIOMEN 
STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF 'HYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL VARIAeLES 
ON THE IEHAVIOR OF IIONEN IDEPENOENCE. AG'RESSION, SELF-ESTEEN, 
MOTIVE TO ACHIEVE, ETC •• ANO DISCUSSION OF SOCIA~ ANO NENTAL 
HEALTH ISSUES CURRENTLY 4FFECTING kO,EN'S IIELF..E. STUDENTS 
" 
TARING THIS ClASS FOR" UNITS IIILL PARTICIPATE IN AN INDIVIDUAl 
OR GaOUP PROJECT. GRAOUATE STUDENTS IIILL IIRITE A SCHOlAALY PAPIA 
ON IIOMEN·S STUDIES. 
FALL. 

IIHITAKER. 

HLD5310 
PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING3-"STUDY OF IASIC CONCEPTS AND THEORIES OF AGINGI EVALUATION OF THE 

IMPACT OF SOCIAL, 1I000GICAL ANO PSYCHOLOGICAl VARIAILES ON AGING 

ADULTS. ANALYZE ASPECTS OF OLDER ADULTS, LIFE STYlE, ANO elANINI 

tOMNUNITY RESOURCES fOR THE AGED. 

FALL. SPRING/SUNMER.

PRESCtTT. 

HLD5310 

MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHILDREARING 

2 

EXPLORES MOTHERHOGO FRaN T~E IIRTH 'ROCESS TO THE TINE OF THE 

-E~PTY NEST- IIITH ENPHASIS ON THE NOTHER'S EXPERIENCE ANO HOW IT 

IS SNAPEO IY SOCIAL FACTORS. 

OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

HLD5390 

HYPERTENSION. MECHANISNS , TREATME~T 

J 

STUDENTS LEARN AIOUT THE VARIOUS SOCIOLOGICAL, PSYCHOlOGICAL. AND 

PHYSICAL CAUSES OF HTPERTEhSION, T~E CURRENT TREATNENT MOOAlITIES 

FOR THIS DISORDER AND WAYS TO IDENTIFY STRESS ANO TENSION IN 

THEIR OliN LIVES. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-'I. 

SUfF. 

HLO!l"OO 

RESEARCH METHOOOLOGY IN HLD
3-"IDENTIFICATION OF THE STEPS IN THE RESEARCH PROCESS AND A'PLIC~-
TION OF EACH STEP TO A RESEARCHAeLE PROILEN OF STUDENT'S CHOIC~. 

FALL, IIINTER, SPRING/SUN~ER. 

IIOCO RD. 

HL05410 

:~:EARCH NETHOOOLOGY HlO' ENPHA~IS ON SOCIAL PSYCHOlOGY 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE STEPS IN THE RESEARCH PROCESS AND APPLICJ­
TION OF EACH STEP TO A RESEARCHAeLE PROILEN DEALING IIITN SOCIAL 
'SYCHOLOGICAL PROILEMS. STUOENis T,alNG THIS CLASS FOR " UNI'S 
IIILL IIRITE A RESEA'CH AEPORT. 
IIINTER. 

11M I "aER. 

HLO!I"l1 
STATISTICS3-"DESIGNED TO PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH SKILLS I. APPlYING STA'ISTICS 
FOR USE IN PSYCHOLCGY OF ECUCATION. 

FAll, IIINTER. 

CUNNUNITY PROFESSC•• 

HL05"30 
RESEARCH METHODS3-"USE OF RESEARCH NETHODS IN RELATION TO SCHOOL, CONMUNIT', OR JUe 

IN TEAN RESEARCH 'ROJECT INVOLVING 'LANNING SYSTENAIIC 08SIAVA­

TlON DR DATA COllECTION, DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTAlION IIF RE­

SUlTS. 

OFFERED lASED ON OENAND. 

PRUCCTT • 
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HL051100 
III.M440 ADVERTISING STRATEGY AND CONSUMER eEHAVICR 
sotlAL PSYCHOLOGY
.... 
eVALUATION Of METHODS Of IMQUIRY A~D IDENTlfl~ATION Of LEVELS OF 
ANALYSIS AS APPLIED TO PROILE'S Of THOUGHT AND BEHAVIOR IN AMER­
ICAN SOCIETY. STUDENTS IDENTifY VARIABLES AND EVALUATE PROCESSES 
Of INTERPERSONAL RELATICNS AND COM'UNICATIONS. SOCIAL POWER. 
PERSUASION. DECISICN MAKING. ATTITUDE CHANGE. GROUP MEMBERSHIP. 
ITC. SAADUATE STUDENTS WILL ALSO ICENTIFY AND DESCRllf COMMUNITY 
APPLICATIONS Of SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. 
fALL. IIINTIR. 
IIUtAKER. 
HLHUO 

"ICIAL fiELDS III BEHAVIOR NODIFICATION 

3-.. 

REVIEII AND EVALUATE CLINICAL LITERATURE ON THE USE Of BEHAVIOR 

THERAPY TECHNIQUES AS APPLIED TO PSYCHOTIC IEHAVIOR, FEARS AND 

PHOIIAS. SEXUAL DEVIANCE. ALCCHOLISM, INSOMNIA. AND OIESITY. 

OffERED lASED O~ DEMAND. 

STaff, 

HLDS..l1 

LifE CYCLE DEVELOP'ENT 

J 

IXPLORATION OF THEORIES Of HUMAN DEVELOPMENT THROUGHOUT THE LIFE 

SPAN AND THE APPLICATION Of THESE TO SELECTED EXAMPLES. 

OffERED lASED ON DEMAND •• 

STaff. 

HLD' .. ID 
PRINCIPLES OF IEHAVIOR CHA~GE 

3-4 

STUDY Of THE THEORY Of IEHAVICR NOtiFICATION AND PROCEDURE~ TO 

OBSERVE AND RECORD IEHAVIOR. TO ACCELERATE AND DECELERATE 8EHAV­

lOR, AND TO TEACH NEil IEHAVIOR. 

fALL. SPRING/SUMMER. 

STafF. 

HLH4to 

LAI IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING 

J P~C 

eXAMINE CONCEPTS Of ASSERTION TRAINING AND DEVELOP COGNITIVE AND 

IENAYIORISTIC SKILLS TO REPLACE MALADAPTIVE RESPONSES. PROVIDES 

ReI...RCEMEIIT AND SOCIAL NET~RRS TO INSURE THE CONTINUITY OF 

CONTINUITY OF NEilLY AcaUIRED IEHAVIORS. 

PIIEREQUISITES. 

PIRMI5510N. 

fALL. IIINTER. SPRIMG/SUMMER. 

WlIIAUR. 

HLD"IO 
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOMETRY AND PSYCHCDRA'A 
Z-J 
THIDRY Of SOCIOMETRY AND PSYCHOORA'A AS uSED BY EDUCATORS. MENTAL 

HlALT" PRACTITIONERS. NURSES. AND CONSULTANTS IN BUSINESS THROUGH 

DIRECT EXPERIENCE IN CLASS. STUDEHTS DESIGN, ADMINISTER. AND EVA­

LUATE A SOCIOMETRIC TEST; PARTICIPATE IN PSYCHODRAMA IIARMUPS AND 

CRITIQUI PSYCNDDRAMATIC DENONSTRATIONS. EXPERIENCED STUDENTS MAY 

IE SELECTED TO DEMONSTRATE SELECTED PSYCHODRAMATIC TECHNIQUIES. 

PRIREaUISITES. " 

Z MUMAN RELATIONS LAIS OR EGUIVALE~T CONPITENCIES. 

SPIIING/SUMMER.

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

HLD"40 
GAME THEORY AND COMMUNICATION 

4 

eXAMINES MODELS FOR GAMES OF STRATEGY, FOR VARIOUS lERD-SUM AND 

NDM-llRO-SUM GAMES I A'PLIES THE IASIC AlGORITHMS Of GANE THEORY 

TO STRATEGieS IN CeNMUNICATION INTERACTICNS INVOLVED IN THE RE­

SOLUTION Of SOCIAL. ECONOMIC. MILITARY A~D OTHER PROBLEMS. 

IIINTU.

""'DY. 
HLD'!I1D 

CLASSROON USE OF INSTRutTICNAL NATERIALS 

Z-J 

EXANINes PJOPER 'ROCEDURE IN DESIG~ING LESSONS AND IMPLEMENTING 

INSTRUCTION USING MATERIALS; C'ERATE EQUIPMENT; 'RODUCE SIMPLE 

"TYpes Of MATERIALS. IGRAD.I SET U, INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING STA­

TION USI", MATERIALS. MATERIALS. fiLM. TV , VIDEOTAPE. FILMSTRIP. 

SLJDES. AUDIOTA,e/RECOROS. OVERHEAD TRANS •• COMBINATIONS. 

f4LL. • 

STILNICRI. SILlER. 

HLD"'O 

Al¥IRTISING AS COMMUNICATION 

l 
eXARIII.S THI NATURE AND PROCESS OF COMNUNICATION." IDENTifY POTEN­
TiAl APPLicaTION Of THEORIES ef CO,,yNICATION IN AOVERTISING; 
~~::~ RNOIILIDGE Of COMRUNICATION 'ROCESS TO 'ROILEMS OF ADYERT­
IIINTER. EVEN YEARS. 

ADU. 

] 
DRAIIS FROM BEHAVIORAL SCEINCES CONCEPTS TC EXPLAIN CONSUMER BE­

HAVIOR. DECISIO~ PROCESS MODELS. APPLICATION Of RESEARCH TECH­

NIQUES TO EXAMINE PSYCHCLCGICAL. SCCIOLCGICAL AND CULTURAL AS­

PECTS OF CtNSU~ER BEHAVICR AS RELATED TO ADVERTISING STRATEGY. 

SYNTHESll£ CONCEPT A~D IM'LICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING. 

MINTER, ODD YEARS. 

KONG. 

HLDSlIll 

INTRODUCTION Te CC'PUTER APPLICATICNS 

2-3 

INT~ODUCES BASIC C(MPUTER CONCE'TS AND FUNCTIONS AS THEY ARE A­

VAILABLE AT THIS UNIVERSITY. EXANI~ES PROCEDURES FOR SORT, MERGE. 

MODIFY "AND CREHE TWO TYPES OF DATA SETS. PUFORM Tile DATA ANAL­

YSfS, CLASSIFY Tile TYPES OF I~STRUCTIONAL PReGRAMS. ACCESS TIIO 

INSTRUCTIONAL SETS AND PROCESS DATA SELECTED BY THE STUDENT. 

WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. ODD YEARS. 

SUFF • 

HLD562C 
fiLM AND TV DOCUME~TARY 
3 
DESCRIBES STYLE A~D INFLUENCE tF REY FILM NAKERS IN EVALUATION Of 
DOCUMENTARY. IDE~TIF' FILN MAKING TECHNI~UES USED TO DOCUMENT 
EVENTS AND ANALYlE ISSUES. DESCRIIE EFFECTS DOCUMENTING~ILM HAS 
ON PERCEPTltN CF EVENTS ANC ISSUES. G.AD - IDENTlfY/ANALYlE A 
SPECIFIC AREA IN CCCUMENTI~G FIL~. 
FalL. 
STElNICKI. 
HlDSII'O 

APPLIED APPROAChES TO HUMA~ COMMUNICATIONS 

2-' 
IDENTIFIES ELE~ENTS OF HU'AN COMMlNICATION FAILURES. SYNTHESIZES 

AP'ROACHES TO T~EORY. UNDERGRADUATES PARTICIPATE IN SENINAR 

GROUPS DESIGNED BY GRADUATE STUDENtS. 

FALL, EVEN YEARS. 

STAFF. 

HLD5100 

CO~MUNICATIO~ SENSITIVITY 

3 

EXAMINES COMNUNICATION IEHAVIOR. PReCESSES OF SENSITIVITY TO VAR­

IOUS COMMUNICATIONS; FEEDBACK. EMPATHY. LEVELS OF INTERDEPENO­

EMCE, PERCEPTION, INFERENCE, CISERVATION. SELECTIVITY PROCESSES. 

RELATIVE EFfECTIVENESS OF ClfFERENT C~ANNELS. RUNOR TRANSNISSION. 

FALL, SPRING/SU'MER.

KONG. 

HLD5JlO 

COMMUNITY COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
2-"EXAMINES COMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND POWER STRUCTURE OF A REAL 

COMMUNITY, AND THE ASSUNPTIONS NEEDED TO UNDERSTAND THE RELATIOI­

SHIP BETWEEN PUILIC 'ND INTERPERSONAL MESSAGES IN THE COMMUN­

ITy. EACH MEETING CONSISTS OF SENINAR REPORT BY STUDENTS AfTER 

THEY HAVE COMPLETED 3D HCURS OF 51' • FIELD SURVEY weRK. 

IIUTER. 

STAFF. 

HLD5J30 

CULTURE AND COM'U~ICATltN PROCESS 

3 

EXAMINES DIFFERENT CULTURES OF THE WORLD, CUSTOMS. PHILOSO'HY AIO 

RELIGION, SOCIAL INSTITUTICNS, LANGUAGE. VALUES AND ATTITUOES. 

RELATES CULTURE Tt PERSONALITY. VERIAL/NONVERIAL COMMUNICATION 

BEHAVIORS, AND IHE PERCEPTION AND ~SE Of TIME AND SPACE. EXPLORES 

THE PROCESS AND EFFECTS OF CULTURE-CONTACT AND PRESENT A SYNTHE­

SilEO VI£W ON ThE fUTURE OF INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION. 

FAll. 

KIM. 

HLD5HO 

CULTURE AND NESSAGE DEVELOPMENT ISI~I 

6 
UTILllES THEORIES OF INTERCULTURAL CCMMUNICATION IN DESIGNING 
MESSAGES FOR AUDIENCE Of SAME CULTURE ANC Of DIFFERENT CULTURES. 
DEVELOPS MESSAGES fOR INFORNATIVE COMNUNICATION AND PERSU.SIVE 
COMMUNICATION IN IITERPERSCNAL. SMALL-GROUP. AND MASS COMMUNICA­
TION SITUATIONS. TESTS EFfECTIVENESS OF THE MESSAGES IN REAL SET-" 
""GS. 
PREREIIUISITES: 

HLDSJ'iO. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

KIM. 

hL05H5 
INTERCUlTURAL COMMUNICATIO~ IN HUMAN SERVICES fOR INDOCHINESE 
6 
THE COURSE WILL COVER BASIC INTRAPERSCNAL AND INTERPERSONAL COM­
MUNICATION CONCEPTS UNDEPLYING EFFECTIVE CASEIIORR. USEFUL SOCIAL 
WORK TECHNIQUES, AND TREATMENT MET~ODS, THE INfLUENCE Of CULTURE 
AND COMMUNICATION IEHAVICRS ON THE PROCESS AND EfFECTS Of SOCIAL 
SERYICE OELIYERY. AND OTHER ISSUES CRITICAL TO INTERCULTURAL CON­
MUNICATION AND COUNSELING CF INDOCHINESE REfUGEES. 
FALL, WINTER, SPRI~G/SUMMER. 

KIM, CORMUNITY PROFESSCR. 
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HL05910 ~~~:~~~LTURAL THE~APEUTIC COMMUNIC.TION SKILLS FO~ INDOCHINESE INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT. DESIGN 
5 ~HIS COURSE IS CESI~EO TO DEVELOP SKILLS OF INTERCULTU~AL CON­

MU-ICATION. THIS COURSE CC'PLEMENTS AND BUILDS ON THE couaSE 

ENTITLED .INTE~CULTURAL CCMMU~ICATION IN HUMAN SERVICES FO~ 

INDOCIOINESE". 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLD5145. 

FALL. WINTER. SP~ING/SUMMER. 
KIlO. CON-UNITY P~CFESSCR. 
HL05aD 
TECHNOLOGY AND WC~LC COMMUNIC.TION 

3 

EXPLORES CURRENT STATE OF TECHKOLOGY IN INTE~NATIONAL COMNUNICA­

TION SYSTEM INCLUDING SATELLITE. TRANSPO~TATION AND NASS MEDIA. 

ANALYIES IMPACTS OF TECHNOLOGY/CO'MUNICATION CN TRADITIONAL AND 

NATIONAL CULTURE~ AND PE~SCNALITY. EXAMINES INPLICATIONS FO~ fU­

TURE DIRECTIONS OF INTERNATIONAL CCMMUNICATION. 

OFFE~ED lASED D~ DENAND. 

PURDY. 

HLD5180 

COMPLEX ORGANIIATICNS 

2 

EXANINES COMMUNICATION ~ELATIDNS~IPS AMO~G TASK. PE~SON. NAINTEN­

ANCE AND STATUS NETWORKS A~D DEVELCPS INFORNATION P~OCESSING 

ST~ATEGY TO EN~ANCE THE ACCOMPLISHMfNT OF AT LEAST TWO OF THE O~­

GANIZATIONAL GOALS. SIM CN COMPUTER REQUIRED BEFO~E SIM'S ARE 

DESIGNED IY STUDENTS IN MEETI~GS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLD51~D OR EQUIVALENT. 

wINTER ODD YEARS. SPRING/SUMMER EVEN YEARS. 

SUFF. 

HLD519D 
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS IN HUMAN COMM~NICATIDN ISIMI 

3 

THE COMMUNICATICN PROCESS CN THE IASIC LEVELS AND CONTEXTS OF 

COMMUNICATION IS EXAMINED. THEORIES AND ~ESEA~CN TECHNIQUES IN 
COMMUNICATION SCIENCE A~E ANALYZED. VERIAL. NONVERIAL. AND IN­
TERCULTURAL COMMUNICATIOh BEHAVIO~S ARE EXAMINED. THE VITAL 
ELECTRONIC AND MASS COMMUNICATION P~OCESSES ARE ANALYZED IN LIGHT 
OF THEIR SIGNIFICANT BROAD RAMIFICATIONS. A RESEARCH PRO~ECT 
CONtERNIHG A COMMUNICATICN TRANS.CTICN SELECTED IY THE STUDENT IS 
CARRIED OUT. 
FALL. WINTER. SPRIKG/SUMNER.
PURDY. 
HLDSIOI 
THEORY Of COMNUNICATIDN SYSTEMS 

4 

STUDIES CYIERNETICS. GENERAL AND INFORNATION SYSTENS AND ASSOCI­

ATED COMMUNICATICN PROCESSES; EXANINES CONNUNICATION AND INFORN­

ATION TRANSNISSIDN AND PROCESSING IN SYSTEMS CONFIGURATIONS! IN­

VESTIGATES IIDLOGICAL. P~YSICAL. SCCIAL. AND OTHE~ PHENOMENA IN 
TERNS OF INTER.CTING SYSTEMS. 

WINTE•• 

PURDY. 
HL05121 
READI~G AND DISCUSSION IN ~UMAN DEVELOPMENT 
2 
EXANINIES DEVELOPMENT ISSUES THROUGH THE LIFE CYCLE wITH SPECIAL 
ATTENTION TO CURRENT INPDRTANT ADV.NCED LEVEL TOPICS fE.G. FANILY 
VIOLENCE. MOTHERHCCD. ETC.I. 
SP~ING/SUMMU. 
SUFF. 

HLD5840 , 

HUNAN CONSCICUSNESS 

3 

STUDIES THE NATURE AND FUNCTIONING OF HUHAN MIND. MA~R NODES OF 

HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS. MEANS Of EXTENDING HUNAN CONSCIOUSNESS. AND 

THERAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS OF T~E NE~LY EXTENDED CONCEPTS OF HUNAN 

CONSC IOUSNESS. 

wiNTER. 

SARAL. 

HLD5850 

HUMAN VALUES 

3 

EXAMINES THE CONCEPT ·VALUE· AND EXPLORES THE STUDENT'S OMN VALUE 

STRUCTURE AND THE RESULTANT .E~AVICR PATTERNS. AND THE OlffE~ 

ENCES IETWEEN VALUE SYSTEMS SUISCRIIED TO IY DIFfERENT PEOPLE. 

WINTER. 

SARAL. 

HLD5860 

IHPACT OF CYBERNATION 

3 

EXPLORES THE SOCIOPSYCHOLOGICAL INPACT Of THE CYBERNATED CONNUN­

ICATICN ENVIRONMENT AND EXANINES EFFCRTS TO CONTROL AND EXECUTE 

COHPLEX OPE~ATIONS 8Y USE OF COMPUTE~S COUPLED WITH AUTONATIC 

NACHINERY; ASSESSES THE RANY ADVANTAGES AND IENEFITS IUT ALSO 

NA~OR DIVERSE PROBLEMS MHICH THIS IMPACT GENERATES. AND PROPOS­

SES SOLUTIONS TO THE GRC~ING PRDILEMS. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

PURDY 

DEVELOPS DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR AN INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEN INCLU­

DING' NEEDS ASSESSNENT. LEARNE~ AND SETTING ANALYSIS. TASK/CGN­

TENT ANALYSIS. IEHAVIORAL CI~ECTIVES. EVALUATION INST~UMENTS. 

LEARNING HIE~ARCHIES. INST~UCTIONAL STRATEGY. INSTRUCTIONAL 

EVENTS. NEOlA SELECTION. PRESCRIPTIONS FCR MEDIA. PLAN FOR SYSTEN 

OPERATION; IGRADUATESI 10 THEDRY. 

FALL. SPRING/SUMNER. EVEh YEARS. 

SILlE~. 
HLD5.30 

PRODUCTION. IMPLEMENTATICN. EVALUATION IN INSTRUCTIONAL DEV~LOP­

MENT lSlMI 

2 

PERFORN SECOND HALF OF 10 196CEZS- PRODUCTION. II HOURI - SELECT­

ION. STEPS. TIME. COSTS. RESPONSIBILITIES. TREATNENTS/STC~Y 

10ARDS IN NEOlA P~DDUCTICN! I'PLEMfNTATICN AND EVALUATION fl 

HOU~I PLANS FOR OPERATION .ND MANAGEMENT OF INDIVIDUALIZED SYS­

TEMI PLANS FOR FORMATIVE UD SUMMUIVE EVALUATION OF SYSTEN.' 

PREREQUI SI TE S. 

HLD~.IO OR PERMISSION. 

wINTER. 

SILlER. 

HLD59S0 

LA.ORATO~Y IN INTE~PERSOKAL GRCWTH 
Z "NC 
STUDENTS IDENTIFY THEIR INTERPE~SDNAL COMMUNICATION STRENGTHS 

AND AREAS OF DIFFICULTIES. AND INTERPERSOhAL CONMUNICATION PROCE­

SSES THROUGH M~IC~ T~EY INITI.TE. PAINTAIN. AND TEIRINATE A 

REUTIDNSHIP. 

FALL. wiNTER. SPRI~/SUMPER. 

SUAL. 

HLD5980 

NATERIALS FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY LIIRARIES PRE K-IZ
, 
IDENTIFY AND USE SELECT IaN SOU~CESI fORNULA CRITE~IA FOR SELEC­

TION; EXANINE AND EVALUATE NATE~IALS; ANALYZE ELEMENTA~Y AND SEC­

ONDARY IGOKS IN LIGHT Of CURRENT SCCI'L ISSUES; DEVELOP A LITEIA­

TURE MODULE fOR ELENENTAIY AND SECCNDARY LEVEL STUDENTS. 

fALL. 

KAPLAN. 

HLO,••A 

AUTONATION IN LIIRARIES 

2 

THIS COURSE INTRODUCES T~E TERNINOLOGY AND PRINCI'LES OF IIILID­

GRAPHIC DESCRIPTION. FOCUSES ON THE UTILIZATlaN OF CONPUTEI 'SYS­

TENS FOR THE CREATICN Of A MACHINE-READAILE BIILIOGRAPHIC DATA 

lASE. AND ENPHASIZES P~ACTICAL EX'E~IENCE USING THE OCLC SYSTER. 

OfFERED lASED UN OENAND. 

CDNNUNITY PROFESSOR. STAFf. 

HLD59~O 
MANAGING CONNUNICATION SYSTEMS 
2-4 
STUDENTS IDeNTIfY NINE FEATUIES. NINE POSTULATES AND FOUR N[T­
WORK OIAG~ANS OF A FUNCTlaNING HUNAN ORGANIZATION. APPLY At 
LEAST ONE THEORETICAL APP~CACH '0 IMPROVING THE NANAGEIIENT Of ~ 
NUNICATION MITHIN AN ORGANIZATION CF THEI~ CHOICE. AND SUBNIT TME 
SUGGESTION FOR ADOPTION IY THE MENIERS. CONSISTS OF SIMULAtiONS 
AND SENINAR REPORTS IY STUDENTS. 

S'RING/SUNNER.

SUFF. 

HL06010 

INTERCULTURAL VARIAILES IN CCHMUNleATION RESEA~CH 

4-6 

EXANINE MA~O~ ~ESEARCH RETHODS fOR STUDIES OF INTERCULTUIAL CON­

~ICATIONI SU~VEY. INTENSIVE INTERVIEwING. PARTICIPANT OISEI­

VATION. FIELD EXPERIMENT AND CONTENT ANALYSIS. EX;LAIN KEY ELE­

MENTS IN THE PUlL UHED INTE~CULTURAL CONNUNICATION RESEA~CHI THE­

ORY. HYPOTHESIS. SANPLING. MEASUREPENT. TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE AND 

INTERPRETATICN OF FINDINGS. STUDENTS CESIGN ARD IMPLEMENT IIS­
SEARCH IN THEIR OWN AREA OF INTEREST. ' 

PREREQUISITES. 

HLD5400 OR EQUIVALENT. 

WiNTER. 

KIN. 

HLD60Z0 
NONVERIAL CONNUNIC.TION 
3 
STUDENTS EXANINE NDNVERIAL ELEMENtS OF HUNAN CONMUNICATIONI BODY 
MDVENENTI SPACE IfMAVIOR. TIME ORIENTATION AND IIANAGENENt. AIS­
THETIC AND ENVIRDNHENTAL fACTORS IN THE ANERICAN CULTURE. AS WILL 
AS IN OTHER CULTURAL G~OUPS. STUDEhTS ANALYZE NONVER.AL AS'ECTS 
OF MO~K. STUDY. SPORTS. LEISU~E OR OTHEI INtER'ERSONAL SEttl..S. 
IN TE~NS OF THEil FUNCTION. VALUES AND MEANING. AFTE~ DEVELD'ING 
SENSITIVITY. AND KNOWLEDGE IN NONVERBAL IEHAVIOR. STUDENTS MILL 
INTERACT WITH OTHE~S f.OM THE SANE AND DI.FERING IACKGRDUNDS. 
THEY WILL ANALYZE AND EVALUATE THOSE INTERACTIONS FOR NONVERIAL 
CONNUNICATION EFFECTIVENESS. 

SPRING/SUNNER.

KIN. 
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ML06OIO 
PaoGRA~EO INSTRUCTIONAL "ATERIALSz-,
DES lIN, "RITE, TEST AND REVTSE PI ~ATERIALS, I",LUDING. DEFINE 

'I, SELECT TO'IC, ANALYZE TAS./CONCEPT, ANALYZE LEARNER, "RITE 

IEHAVIORAL.OIJECTIVES AND 'RE-AND POST-TESTS, SELECT 'ROGAA"MING 

'ARAD.G" AND NED.A. ORDER CONTENT, "R.TE FRAMES/.TEMS, ED.T 'RO­

GRAM, "R.TE INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL. GRAD. ANALYZE ,. THEORIES AND PI 

EFFECTS. 

'RERE,UISITES' ~ 

IILD '.10 DR PERMISSION. 

S'RIIIG/SU""ER.

SIllER. 
HL06O.0 
LAIDRATORY IN PERSONAL GROkTH 
Z ~~ 
IDENT.FICATION OF 'ERSONAL GRO"TH ISSUES IN TERMS OF LIFE GOALS 
AND 'R.DR'TIES, AND INTRAPERSCNAL CO"MUNICATION PROCESSES THROUGH 
MMICH MEANING AND VALUES ARE ASSIG~ED TC VARIOUS OIJECTS OR 
EVENTS IN STUDENT'S LIfE. 

FALL, "INTER, S'RING/SUIIIIER. 

URAL. 

HLD6l00 
PSYCHOCYIERNETICS, 
!IANINES STRUCTURE ANO FUNCTIONS OF HUIIA~ IRAIN, ASSOCIATED IN­
rRAPERSONAL COM"UNICATION, aND "ENTAL 'RtCESSES OF THE CVIERNETIC 
SUCCESS AND FaILURE "ECHANISMI INVEST.GATE, D.STINGU'SH AND AS­
SESS LEVELS AND aLTERED STATES CF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO THEIR PSYCHO­
PHYS.OlOGICAL IASIS. 

FalL. 

'UROY. 

HL06120 

RESEARCH VAAlalLES IN INTER'ERSONAL CO""UNlcaTION 

4-6 
ElaNINES NET HODS Of STUDYING INTERPERSONaL CQNNUNICaTION AS A RE­
LATIONAl SYSTEN. CRITIQUE. ANALYZE aND DESIGN S'ECIFIC 'RO'OSALS. 
SELECT AND IR'LE"E~T ONE STUDY AND kRITE A 'UILISHaILE RE'ORT qF
AN INTER'ERSONAL, lEISURE SYSTENS, ORGaNIZATIONaL DR THERAPEUT(C
COMMUNIcaTION STUDY OF HUMaN CCNNUNlcaTIOh. 

S'RING/SUNNER, ODD YEaRS. 

STAFF. 
HLD61SO 

SENANTICS AND CONIIUNICATIGh
, 
DlSCRIIES LaNGUAGE as NA' OF REFERENT 'HENDNENA aND OIJECTS. aND 

LEVE~S OF alsTRacTION AS RELaTED TC THOUG~T, EI'ERIENCE AND IE­

KAVIOR. ElaNINI ahO aSSESS THE IIIPACT OF VERIAL AND NONVERIAI 

COMMUNICaTION IEHAVIOR. INDIcaTE AND DEVELOP CLEAR aNO EFfECTIVE 

CONMUNlcaTION IN TERNS OF aRTICULATE 'ATTERNS OF S~EECH aND LAN­

GUAGE USAGE. 

"INTER. 

PURDY. 
HLD6110 

SOCIOLOGY OF S'CRT 

J 

STUDIES INFLUENCES OF S'ORT ON SOC.ETY AND 'SYCHO-SOCIAL ASPECTS 

OF SPECTAToaS aND 'ARTICI,aNTS IN S,oaT. 

"INTER. 

LO"E. 

HL06ltO 
TV AND ITS USE IN THI COMNUNITY 
Z 
IDENTIFIES EIISTING AND/OR POTENTIAL AREAS .N THI COIINUNITY 
"HERE TV IS/COULD IE USED as a CHANGE OR DOCUNEhTATION AGENT. 0'­
ERATE LON-tOST VIDEO EOUI."ENT, 'ROOUCE ChE TV 'ROGRAN FOR A S'E­
CIFIC CONMUlITY SITUATION DR DOCIIIIENTATION aREA, aND EVALuaTE EF­
FECTIVENESS OF TV NaTERIALS IN A S.ECIFIC VIOEOTA'E SITUATION. 
S'RIH/SUNNER.

STELNICKI. 

ML06Z00 

TV FOR INSTRUCTION aND TRaINING I 

z 
OETERNINES a..RO'RlaTE USES FeR TV IN a LEARNING SITUATION IN THI 
CLASSRDON. DEMONSTRaTES .NONLEOGE IN LON-LEVEL TECHNIcaL PROILENS 
AND THEIR SOLUTICNS; O'ERaTES LD" COST VIDEO EQUI'NENT. 'RODUCES 
ONE TV 'ROGAAN fOR a SPECIfiC CONTENT AREa a"RO'RIATE TO A 
CLASSROOM SETTING. 
FALL. "INTER. 
SlELNIUI. 
HLD6ZI0 
THEORY AND ANALYSIS OF CONNUNICATICN CONTENT 
6 
ANALYZES FRANE"OR. FOR STUDY OF $V.IOLIC IEHAV.OR. ACQUISITION 
~TION AND CON'REHINSICN OF LANGUAGE. INCLUDES THEORY OF NES­
SAGE aNALYSIS, OUALITA'IVE AND QUANTITA'IVE NETHODS, SURVEy NETM­
DDS OF CONTENT ANALYSIS. TECMNICAL 'ROILENS, 'ROIL ENS OF INFERE­~:~::~!aIILI", VALIDI'Y. STUDENTS "RITE AND IMPLENEN' RESEARCH 
"INTER. 
RONG. 
HLD6230 

TONARC QUaLITY GRCuP OECISIC N! 

2-4 

STUDIES THE EFFECTS OF FEEOlaCK THROUGH THREE CHANNELS IN TASK­

ORIENTED GROUPS ANC CREaTE AT LEAST THREE paTTE~NS OF INFLUE",E 

USED IN SI"ULATED GR REAL DECISI~N-IIAKlhG GROUPS. THE DYNANIC EF­

FECTS OF RISK .NO FEEDIACK TEC~NIQUES ON THE DEVELOP"ENT OF GROU' 

DECISION MILL Ie APPLIED. 

"INTER DOD YEAR!, SPRING/Sb••E' EVf~ YEapS.

STAFf. 
HL06Z7D 

TNTROCUCTT~N TO INTERCULTUR'L to-.l~ltATlth
, 
OVERVIEM OF CDllllUNltATICN TRANSACTIONS BET~EEN NEMIERS Of DlfF­
E'ING CULTURES; DEfINITIONS, ~ODeLS, YALijES, BELIEfS, CUSTC"S aND 
ATTITUDES WHIC~ AFFECT I~TERCbLTUR'L COM~UNICATICN. PELATES CUL­
TURE TC SOCiaL 'ERCE'TIDN .ND COMNUNICATICN PATTERNS. EXAMINES 
CULTURE-SPECIFIIC AS "ELL AS UNTVEPSAL "OCES OF CONMUNICATIDN. 
IDENTIFY FACTORS T~AT T.PECf ffFECTTYE IhTERCUlTdRAL UNDER­

STANDlhG. 

FALL. 
KTII. 
HlD6Z1D 

CO"MUNltATION RESEARCH
, 
DEFTNES AREas OF CGMMUNICATION RESEARC~, BASlt CONCEPTS, TERNS,
AND PROCEOUR ES. STUDeNTS IDENTIFY AND DISCUSS IIETHODS AND IN­
STRUNENTS, T~EIR STRENGTfS, WE.KNESSES, AND APPLICATIONS. THEY 
MRITE a RESEARCH PROPOSAL, I~PLEME~T • DESIGN .hO ANaLYZE ANOTHER 
LEARNER'S kORII. 

FALL, S'.ING/SUMIIE'.

KOIIG. 
HLD6JIO 
IEHAVIOR PROBLEPS, 
STUDENTS LEARN TO CLASSTFY, ANALYZE AND RE"EDTATE THE TY'ICAL IE­

HAYIOR PROIIEMS EX'ERIENCED TN T~E HCME AND CLASSROOM, AND aSSIST 

TEACHERS IN CaRRYI~G OUT · T~IS 'ROCEDURE. 

FaLL, MINTER, SPRI~G/SUIIMER. 

PAPpaS-NIKClas, ~TEG. 

HL06'l1 

RESEARCH IN ADOLESCENce AND SEX ROLES 

4-6 

STUDENTS REVIEM AND CRITIQUE CUR'ENT lITERATURE ON AOOLESCENT 

DEVELC'NENT AND SFX·ROlE LEaR"TNG 'S IT RELATES TO IDENTITY 

FORMATION AND INTI_acy ISS~ES. CAREfUL INTERPRETATION OF RE­

SURC,. IS STRESSED. IMPtlCAT ICHS FOR TItE STUDENT AND FOR THE 

COUNSELING PROFESSIONS aRE DISCUSSED. 
WINTER. 

"'TTESON. 

HLD6'IZ 

COIIIISELING AND GUIDANCE TN INTERNATIONAL PERS'ECTIVE
, 
INCLUDES A IALahCE Of LECTVRES, REaDING ASSIGNMENTS, AND CON­
PARaTIVE RESEARCH STUDY .ND WRiTING RELaTED TO COUNSeLING, 
GUIDANCE aND/OR EOUCATIGh IN CCUNTRTES CTItER THa" THE UNITED 
STATES. INVOLVES CC~DUCT Gf CROSS-CULTURAL COUNSELING INTERVIEMS. 
SPRING/SUMMER.

HILL. 

HL06no 
CAREER EDUCATION Ih SCHOGLS 
1 
COVERS COLLECTION, ORGANIZATTCN AND INTERPRETATION OF EDucaTIONAL 
AND OCCUPATIONAL DATA FOR 'ERSONAL CAREER DEVELOPMENT, AS "ELL AS 
HELPING PUPILS AND TDENTIFYING CURRENT TItEORIES OF CAReER DEVEL­
O'NENT. 

FALL, S'RIN'/SU~MER.

lANK, KENNEDY. 
HLDU40 
EVALUAIION OF HUMAN SERVICES, 
S1UOY OF STRalEGTES TO GAlh ENTRANCE INTO HUMAN SERVICE SYSTEMS 
AND TO IM'LENENT EvaLU"TOII PRCGRA.S. 
fAll. 
ROGGE. 
HLD6150 
CO~MUNI'Y 'SYCHCLCGY, 
STUDIES COMRUNI'TES, 'HETR RELATIOhS~IP TO lOCAL. COUNTY AND 
fEDERAL GOVERNMENTS, AND T~ETR ROlE TN 'ROILEN SOlVING. STUDENTS 
DIAGNOSE AND aSSESS COMMUNITY PROIIE.S AhD ATTITUDES. DESCRIIE 
THE 'OLITICAL 'CHER STRUCTURE Of T~E CDM~UNITY AND ITS RELaTION­
SHI' TO HUNaN SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEMS. 
FALL, MINTER, SPRING/SUNMER.
IIOlF. 
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HLD6ltD 
CO~fLICT RESCLU'IC~ 
3STUDY Of THE OYNA~ICS Cf GaOUp paOGaESS A~D APPLICATION TO CON­

FLICT RESCLUTIC~ Ih INSTITUTICNAL 'NO CC~~UNITY SETTINGS. 

SPRlltG/SUMMER. 

LE .. IS. 

HLD6HO 

CCCPEaAT1VE EDUCATIOh 

1-8 "NC 

AN INDIVIDUALIZED CCURSE CF INSTaUCTION OUTSIOE THE UNIVERSITY 

CLASSROOM TO 'AIN PRACTICAL CAREER E.PERIENCE IN THE STUDENT'S 

CHOSEN AREA Of INTEREST. T~E CO-OP TER~ "AY BE ARRANGED IN A NE~ 

JOB. AS AN I~TE~V'L IN A REGULAa JCB AS A PaCJECT. INTERNSHI' OR 

RESIDE~CY. 
PRERHUISITES: 
PER"ISSIO~. 

fALL ... INTER. S'RI~"SUMMER. 

TALIOTT • 

HLD6HI 

COOPERATIVE EOUCATIC~ 

1-8 P/~ 

AN INDIVIDUALIZED CouaSE OF IhSTaUCTICN CUTS IDE THE UNIVERSITY 

CLASSRO~ TO GAIN PRACTICAL CAREER E.PERIENCE IN THE STUDENT'S 

CHOSEN AREA Of INTEREST. THE CO-OP TERM MAY IE ARRANGED IN A ME~ 

~~;iD:~c:~ INTERVAL IN A REGULAR JCB AS A 'RDJECT. INTERNSHI' OR 
PREREQUISITES: 

PERil I SSIDN. 

FALL. NINTER. SPRlhG/SUM"ER.

TAUDTT • 
HLDn12 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 
I-I P/NC
AN INDIVIDUALIZEe COURSE OF INSTRUCTION OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY 
CLASSROOM TO GAIN PRACTICAL CAREER EXPERIENCE IN THE STUDENT'S 
CHOSEN AREA Of INTEREST. THE CO-OP TERM ~AY BE ARRANGED IN A NEN 
JOI. AS AN INTERVAL IN A REGULAR JCI AS A PROJECT. INTERNSNIP OR 
RESIDENCY. 

PRERE~UI SItE S1 

PERMI SSIDN. 

fALL. MINTER. SPRlhG/SUMMER.

TALBOTT • 

HLD6l10 

CONNUNITY "ENTAL ~EALT~ SEIIINAR 

1 

DESIGNED TO SERVE PROfESSICNAlS ANt PARAPROfESSIONALS TO STUDY 

THEIR COMMUNITIES AND PLAN IMPROVE,ENTS IN MENTAL HEALTH SER­

VICES. COMMUNICATION AMONG A'ENCIES IS STRESSED. USUALLY 

OFFERED AS A NORKS~CP CR IhSTITUTE. 

"RINGISUMMEI • 

HUGHES. ROGGE. MATTESON. 
HL~~IO 
CRI11S INTERvEhTI&~ 
J 
HUMAN SERViCE MCRKERS LEARh CRISIS INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES AND 
HOM TO uSE CO""UNITY RESCURCES fOR CRISES SUCH AS DEATH. DRUS IN­
DUCED COLLAPSE. SUICIDE IHREATS. P~YSICAL ABUSE. RUNANAY CHILDREN 
AND OTHER PSYCHCLCGICALLY STRESSFUL EVENTS. 

SPR HIG ISU""ER. 

"A"ESON. 

HLC6~15 
LAB IN ALTERNATIVE LifESTYLES AND THE HELPING PROFESSIONS 
1 
THIS COURSE COM81NES NUMAN RELATIONS AND ACADEMIC CLASSROOM 

METHODS TO INfcaM STUDENTS AICUT SC"E Of THE ALTERNATIVE lifE­

STYLES OCCURRIMG Ih OUR CULTURE. T~ PROVIDE EXPERIENCES IN NEET­

ING PEOPLE LIVING ALTERNATIVE STYLES. AND TO DEVELOP A RELATIVELY 

SAfE SETTlltG IN NHICH TO EXPLORE O~E'S ONN FEELINGS AND aEACTIOMS 

TO THEIR I~PLICATICNS fOR CNE'S PaCfESSIONAl ~K. 

PItfRHU IS 11 ES. 

HLDI12D OR PERMISSI&N. 

WINTER. 

MAITESON. 

HL06420 

GUiDANCE fOR CHILDREN 

3 

A COURSE DESIGNED fOR TEAC~ERS TO CEVELDP AND IMPLEMENT GUIDANCE 

ACTIVITIES IN TNE CLASSROOM. INClUelNG VALUE CLARifiCATION 'Ro­

CEDURES. 

SPRING/SU"MER.

Hill. ROGGE. 

HL064~O 
HUMAN APPRAISAL (sill,, 
OffERED AS A SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE. SELECTION AND ADMIN­
ISTRATION OF EVALUATION DEVICES AND TECHNIQUES INCLUDING StAND­
ARDIZED GROUP "EASURES OF INTEllIGEhCE. APTITUDE AND ACHIEVE"ENT,
APTITUDE AND AC~IEVEMENI; INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION OF THE 
RESUlTS. 

PRERE C:U IS ITES. 

SU" STICS. 

fALL. NINTER. SPRlhG/SUN,ER. 
ROGGE. 
HLD'~.O 
HUMAN SERVICE SYSTENS 

3 

EXAMINES TNE OR'ANIIATIONAl AND ADIIINISTRATIVE PROCESS. DEVELOP­

NENT Of SHORT AND LONG RANGE 'ROGRANS AND DiffERENtiAtES POS.T.VE 

AND NEGATIVE EfFECTS OF HU~.N SERVICE SYSTEMS. 

fALL. NINTER. SPRING/SUN~ER. 

HILL. KENNEDY. ~ATTESON. 

HLO.450 

HUNAN SYSTEMS CHAhGE 

3 

COVERS PHILOSOPHY AND HISTCRY OF HUNAN SYSTENS CHANGE. STUDENtS 

PRESENT A MaITTEN STRATEGY FOR CH.hGE AND DIAGNOSIS OF A SYSTER. 

fALL. WINTER. 

MATTESON. PAPPAS-NIKOlAS. LENIS. 

HLD"OO 
BEHAVIOR PROILEMS fCR ClASSRCCM TEACHERS, 
SHOWS HOW TO CHANGE IEHAVICR AND ATTITUDES IN T~ CLASSROO~I HOM 
TO DIAGNOSE AND REORIENT THE TYPICAL IEHAVIOR PROILENS EXPERI­
ENCED IY TEAC~ERS. 
SPRING/SUMNER.

NEIG. PAPPAS-NIKOLAS. 

HlD"'D 

COUNSELING' PSYCHOTNERAPY. INTRODUCTION ISINI 

3 

INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO THE FIELD OF COUNSELING PSYCHOTHERAPY. 

COVERING MAJOR THEORIES AND TECHNIQUES. ETHICS. EMPLOYNENT GPPOA­

TUNTIES. CLIENT POPUlATICNS. AND lEGAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

FALL. NINTER. SPRING/SURMER.

ROGGE. HILL. 

HLD6110 

ACADEMIC COMNITTEE SENINAR IN HUMAN SERVICES 

2 

PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS TO RECEIVE ADVICE. GUIDANCE 

AN~ .ASSISTANCE fROM KNONLEDGEAILE PERSON. I.E•• HUMAN SERVices 

FACUlTY. PRACTITIONERS .ND CLIENTS. STUDE~TS RECEIVE HELP IN 

~~::~lfYING CONPETENCIES AND 'ETHOGS OF ACQUIRING AND EVALUAT.NI 

falL. 

SUFf. 

HL0611Z 
JUVENILE DELINDutNCY, 
EXPLORES A VARIETY Of CONCEPTS ANO DEFINITIONS Of JUVENILE DE­
LINQUENCY AND THE GOVERNNENTAl RESPONSE TO THE PROllEM. DISCUSSES 
THE PSYCHOlOGICal VARIAllES NHICH CONTRIIUTE TO DELINQUENCY ..0 
APPROACHES TO ••EVENTION. CONT.OL. HANDll.G. AND TREATNENT. 
WINTEII. 
GOLDENSTEIN. 
HlDU., 

NOMEN IN 'RISON
, 
IIONEN IN PRISON ARE. FOR THE NOST PART. A fGllGOTTEN" A. OVU­

LOOKED ASPECT OF THE CRININAl JUSTICE SYSTENt NHO THEY ARE. MMAT 

THEIR FUTURE IS LIKELY TO IE. THE .ROllENS THEY ~ACE ..0 THE N"­

NER IN THICH THEY ARE RE~AIILITATEO AND REINTEGRATED lACK INTO 

THE COllHUNITY ARE E.ANINED. 

Fall. 

GOLDENSTEIN. 

HLD61Z0 

ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERYISION IN HUNAN SERVICES

, 
EXANINES ADMINISTRATIVE THEORIES AND PROCESSES MMICH ARE IASIC T. 

All HUNAN SERVICE AGENCIES THROUGH THE ENPLOYNENT Of lECTURES. 

GROUP DISCUSSION. WORKSHEETS. ASSIGNED READINGS. AND NOOIFIED 

T-GROUP METHCOS. 

FALL. 

IGLINE. 

HL0613D 

IlACK/WHITE SOCIETY ..0 THE OiLIVE.Y Of HUMAN SERVICES 

4 

EXAMINES THE ASSUMPTIONS. "'THS. IElIEFS. STEROTYPES. tECH• • IUIS. 

AND STRATEGIES NECESSaRY TO .ACILIT.TE THE MMITE WDIRER/IlACI

CLIENT. BlACK weRKERINHITE ~IENT. MMltE NOIKEa/WHITE CLIENT ... 

THE ILACK WORKER/IlACK CLIENT RELATIONSHI" 

WINTER. SPRING/SUNNER.

auRGUT. 
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III.D6750 
CO~U.ITY ~GANIZATIDN 
J 
PROYIOES A CONCE'TUAl FRANEMORK FOR EIANINING CDN~NITY ORGANIZA­

TIO. 'RACTICEI DESIGNED TO EIAMINE THE INTERVENTION 'ROCESS AT 

THE CONMUNITY lEVEL IN OPOER TO EFFECT C~ANGE. STUDENTS EIPlORE 

coacE'TS OF CONMUNITY. 'OWER. CHANGE. AND SYSTEMS. 

FALL. SPRING/SU~MER. 

10LINE. 

HlIM761 

.SYCHOlOGICAl DIAGNOSIS OF INDIVID~AlS ~ITH S'ECIAl NEEDS 

J 
elANINES IASIC ASSUM'TIDNS. AS$ISS~ENT "OCEDURES. TECHNIQUES.

AND INSTRUMENTS IN THE EVALUATION ~f INDIVIOUALS MITH SPECIAL 

NEEDS EN'HASIZING PRESCRI.TIVE AIlllTY ASSESSNENT AND 'OTENTIAl 

LeVEL OF FU.CTIONING. DESIGNED FOR THE HUNAN SERViCE MORKER AND 

S'ECIAL EOUCATI~N TEACHE.S. REQUI.EO FOR CERTIFICATION. 

'RE.fOUI SI TESI 

HlO .120 AND HlO 6170 OR HLO 9670. 

WINTER.SPRING/SUMNER.

RElECK. 

HLD6l10 

GBIERIC HUNAN SERVICES 

J 
ANALYZES HISTORICAL A"RCACHES AND CURRENT STATUS OF HUNAN DELIV­
ERY SYSTENS MITH PARTICULAR EN'HASIS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION. SDCIAl 
MELFARE AND HUNAN ~US~ICE. EI'lDRES AlTERNATIYES TO EXISTING 
HUMAN SERYICI DELIVERY SYSTENS MHICH NAII~IZE HUNAN RIGHTS. 

FALL. MINnR. 

RElECI. 
111.06.00 

INTEROISCI.LINARY TEAN MDR. 

:'''IN'S THE CDNCE'T Of INTEROISCI.LINARY HUNAN SERVICE TEANS 

WITH "IENTS. CDNMUNITY NENIERS. CONSUNERS AND ~THER INTERESTED 

PERSONS AS .OTENTIAl TEAN NENIERS. ANALYZES THE TEAN PIOCESS. IN­

CLUOING FACTOIS WHICH CONTRIIUTE TD TEAM EFFECTIVENESS ANO THOSE 

MMICH RESTRICTS ITS FUNCTI[hl~G. 

FAll. 

STAFF. 

111.0...0 
WORKSHO' IN SDCIAl PLANNING FOR HU~AN SERYICES 
J 
FACiliTATES THE INTEROISCI'lINARY SHARING OF EI'ERIENCES IN HUNAN 
SERYICES DELiVeRY SYSTENS. fOCUSES ON THEDRIES AND EX'ERIENCES 
HHICH AllON STUDENTS TO OEYElO' ADDITIONAL CDM'ETENCIES IN SEL­
ECTED ARUS. 
FALL. 

GOLDENSTEIN. 

HU6IZO 

SUAYEY OF EXCE'TIDNAl CHllDRE. AND PROGRA~S
, 
EXARINES THE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS ANO REQUIREMENTS OF UNIQUE SCHOOL 

AGE INOIYIOUALS ACROSS A S.ECTRUN OF HANOICAP'ING CONDITIONS. 

FAll. SPRING/SUNNER.

SHERICK. HO'KINS. 

111.061.0 

~OUCATIONAl .ROCEDURES FOR THE TRAINAllE MENTAllY HANOICA'PEO 

IDENTIFIES THE .ROGAANNING AREAS AND PROFESSIONAL PROCEDURES RE­
QUIRED TO .lAN AND INPlENENT A"ROPRIATE INSTRUCTIONAL '.OGRANS 
fOR THE NOOERATElY TO SEYERELY MENTALLY RETARDED. THE 'lANNING. 
CODAOINATING 'NO MANAGENENT COMPETENCIES ARE CONSISTENT HITH S.E­
C.FIC FEDERAL NANDATES CCIVIL. RESIDNETIAl AND EOUCATIDNALI MHICH 
ASSUAE THESE INDIYIDUALS THE RIGHT TO INCIYIDUAL TRE'TMENT 'lANS 
ARD ACCESS TO CONNUNIT, AND 'UlliC EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS. 
,.IRIDUISllESa 

111.06120. 'LSD KNOHLEDGE OF CONPETENCY .ASEO S'STENS. 

FAll. S'RING/SUMNER.
STAFF. 
HLO.." 
EYAlU'TION OF NORMALIZATION 10EOLO" IN HUNAN SERYICES 
Z 

UT'lIZES TECHNIQUES FOR EVALUATING HUN'N SEAVICE AGENCIES USING 

THE PROGAESSIYE 'NAL'SIS OF SOCIAL SEAYICE SYSTEMS. 

PREA EQU IS I TESI 
HLonn. 
F'U. 
REIECK. 
111.06160 

PROGRAN DESIGN AND CH'NGE IN ~UN" SEAVICES
, 
EXAKINES EDUCATIONAL GOAlSI EDUCATIONAL ACTIYITIES FROM HHICH CA­
REl' COMP.TENCIIS CAN IE 'C~IEVEO, AND EYALUATION 'ROCEOURES FOR 
H..... SEIIYICE IfCIIURS. 

PUaEQUISITISI

.EIIIISSION. 

FAU, ''''''EA. SPRIIIG/SUNMER. · 

IOLOENSTE III. 
HL06UO 
CHARACTERISTICS OF lHE RtNtALLY PllAROEO 
] 
OESeR liES AND EYAlUATES AlTERN.TIYE EXPLANATIONS OF MENTAL RET'R­

DATION EFFECTS U.ON FANILIES, CO""~NITIES AND 'UBlIC POLICIES. 

STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO INTE.ACT ~ITH NENTALlY RETARDED ADULTS 

PRE'ARING TO SEEK ENPLOYHE_T IN THE CONNU.ITY AT lARGE. 

FALL. 

RElEC•• 

Hl06leO 

RACISNI INDIVIDUAL AND IIISTITUTIONAl CSI~I 

] 
EX'NINES lITER'TURE AND COIIOITIOIIS HHICH ARE RELATED TO INDIVID­

UAL AIIO INSTITUTIONAL RACIS~. 

FAll, S.RING/SUNNE•• 

BURGEST • 

HL06I'IO 
INTRODUCTION TO ORGANIZED HU~AN SEPVICES 
1 
.ROVIDES FOR THE 1~'lE.ENTATION OF THE INTEGRATION OF THEORETICAL 
'.PROACHES TO HUNAN SERVICES IN REAL liFE SETTINGS. 
FALL. 
GOLDENSTEIN. 
HlD6900 
SOCIOLOGY OF CORRECTION 
] 
EXAMINES RESEARCH ON THE SOCIAl-'SYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CON­

FINEMENT. PARTICULARLY AS IT RELATES TO CORRECTIONS. THE 'RISON 

AS A SOCIAL SYSTE~ IN AND [F ITSELF MIT~ ITS OMN NORHS AND PECUL­

IARITIES IS EXANINEO. A CRITICAL AhAlYSIS OF SINllARITIES IETKEEN 

.RISONS AND OTHER SUBSYSTEMS · SUCH AS, NE.TAl HOS'ITALS. ETC •• 

MILL IE NAOE. 

MINTER. 

ST"f'F. 

HL06910 

SOCIAL CHANGE ANO NINORITY GROUPS
, 
EXAMINES SIGMIFICANT SOCIAL IIO'ENE~TS. lANOIIARK EYENTS. GOVERN­
NENT 'OLICY, AND THE IN'.CT OF .ARTICULAR INOIYIDUALS MHICH HAVE 

AfFECTED THE STATUS AND C'PORTUNITIES OF ~INO"TY GROUPS. 

SPRING/SUMNE•• 

SUFF. 

Hl06920 

SOCIAL SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS UINI· 

1 

EXAMINES THE A'PROACHES AND ST.ATECIES FOP PROVIDING , WIDE RANGE 

OF SOCIAL SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS. STUDENTS Mill ENGAGE IN INTER­

YIEMING. COLLECTING DATA. OIAGNOSlhG AND PLANNING TREATNENT FOR . 

SELECTED INDIVIDUALS. 

FAll. HINTER. 

IURGEST. 

Hl069'O 

SOCIAL SERVICES Ie CHILORE~
, 
THIS NODULE IS DESIGNED FOR THE STUDENT INTERESTED IN UNOERSJ ..o­
ING THE DELIVERY OF HUNAN SERYICES TO CHilDREN. IT Mill FAIIllIAR­
IZE THE STUDENT WitH THE IROAD ORG.NIZATION OF CHilO MElFARE 'RO­
GRAMS ..0 THE EXISTING SET OF SOCI'l SERVICES DESIGNED TO HEl' 
THE CHilO ANO HIS FANllY. THE STUDENT Hill EXANINE ANa EVALUATE 
THE EXTENT TO IfHICH CURREIIT SOCIAL SERVICES FOR FARlllES AND 
CHllOREN ARE 'ROllEN-SOlVINI. THE EFFECTS OF ECONOMIC. SOCIAL AND 
POlITIC'l OEVElCPNENTS U'Oll PAST AND 'RESENT-DAY SERVICES, 
'OLICIES AND FUTURE PLANNING Of SERVICES fOR CHILDREN MIll ALSO 
IE EX'lORED. 
F'lL. 
CONN... ITY PROFESSOR. 
Hl06'1'O 

URBAN DYN'NICS CSINI 

] 
IDENTIFIES AND 'NAlYZES THE OPERATION OF SOCIAL, POLITICAL, ECON­
OMIC. 'SYCHOlOGICAl. AIIO '~YSICAl FORCES IN AN URI'N COMNUNITY 
ANO HOW THESE AFFECT THE LIVES OF THE .EOPlE NHO llYE THERE. 
FAll. HINTER. S.RING/SUIINER.
10LINE. 
Hl06'110 

GROU, 'ROCESS 

1 
THIS COURSE MILL 'ROVIDE All OYE'VIEW AND INSIGHT INTO SMALL GROU' 
THEORIES ANO PROCESSES THROUGH THE ENPlO'~ENT OF HOOlflEO T-GROUP 
METHODS AND YIOEo-TAPES CF THE CL'SS SESSIONS. 
OFFERED IASEO ON OENANO. 
STAFF. 
. HLD6990 
THEORETICAL 'RACTICES OF H~MAN SERVICES 
'ROYIOES" OP'ORTUNITIES TO INTEIAATE THEORIES OF HUNAN LEARNING 

AND DEYELO'MENT WITN 'RACTICUN I ••ERIENCES IN HUMAN SERVICES AG­

ENCIES. 

F'LL, HINTER, SPAINI/SUNNER.

STAFF. 
HLOJOOO 
lifE PLAN MANAGE~Eh' II ~UMAN SERVICES 
:.AMINES THE RAhGE OF HUMAh SERVICES NECESSARY TO SUPPORT THE 

MAXIMIIATICN Of HU~AN POTENTIAL fOR INDIVIDUALS ~ITH SPECIAL 

NEEDS fROM INfANCY THROUGH OLD AGE ~ITHlh THE lEAST RESTRICTIVE 

LIVING AND lEARhlh6 SETTINGS. 

PRERECUISITES. 

HlDll1l. 

"INTER. 

SHERICK. 
HlDl010 
ADVOCACY IN HUMAN SERVICES 

2 

EXAMINES ADVOCACY SCHEMES AND CHANGE MODELS AND HOM THEY AffECT 

THE DELIVERY Of SEIVICES AND QUALITY Of LifE fOR HUMAN SERVICE 

PROfESSIONALS .ND ~UMAN SERVICE CO.SUMERS wiTH PERCEIVED HANDI­

CAPS ANDIOR UNIQUE SOCIAL hEEDS. 

"INTER. 

REBECN. 
HLD1030 
OVERVIEW Of THE CRI_INAl ~USTICE SYSTEM 

3 

EXAMINES THE VARIOUS STAGES Of THE CRIMINAL ~USTICE SYSTEM. CUR­

RENT LITERATURE. PRACTICES. AND OE~IATIONS fROM POLICIES. 

FALL. SPRING/SUMNER.

STAFF. 
HlDl0'0 
NEI DINENSIONS IN CORRfCTICNS 
!NALYZE CURRENT APPROACHES USED IN FEDERAL. STATE AND lOCAL Co*­
RECTIONAL AND RELATED AGENCIES. DISCREPANCIES IETWEEN NEW THE­

ORIES IMPlENENTEO IY CRIMINAL ~STICE DECISION-MAKERS. AND THE 

ACTUal OUTCOME OF THEORETICAL AP~ICATICNS. 

fALL. 

GOLDENSTEIN. 

HLD1110 
SOCIAL AND URIAN PLANNING 
:XANINES CONCEPTS OF URBAN PLANN'NG IN AMERICA AND ITS RE­
LATIONSHIP TO SOCIAL MELfARE. OfFERING A CRITICAL EXANINATION OF 

ADVOCACY PLAhNlhG AND MA~CR SCCIAL ISSUES. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

BOLINE. 

""01111 

fOUNDATIONS OF NOR_ALIIATICN IGEOLOGY IN ~UMAN SERVICES 

3 

DEfiNES AND APPLIES P«INCIPLES OF hORMALIZATOON IDEOLOGY TO ~AN 

SERVICE SYSTEMS DESIGNED TC DELIVE. SERVICES TO PERSONS WITH UN­

IQUE LEARNING. OO~ICILLIARY. VOCATIONAL. AND/OR SOCIAL NEEDS. 

fIELO~ORK REQUIRED. 

FALL. MINTER. SPRlhG/SUM~ER.

REBECN. SHERICK. 

HLDJ 112 
COMMUNICATION FOR INDIVI~UALS .ITH SPECIAL NEEDS 
3 
fOCUSES ON IUILDING RELATltNSHIP SKILLS IETIEEN STUDENTS AND IN­
DIVIDUALS .. ITH UNIQUE LEARhlNG AND SOCIAL NEEDS. STUDENTS EXPLORE 
THEIR FEELING AND HOM IT FEELS TO IE THE HELPER. HElPEE. AND AS 
MELL AS HOM TO PROSELYTIZE POSITIVE ATTITUDES TOMARO OISAILED IN­
OI¥IDULS. 

FALL. 

REBECK. 

Hl07120 

FIELDS OF MELFARE SERVICES 

l 
EXANINES THE IROAC FIELD CF SOCIAL MElFARE SERVICES AND THE TECH­

NIQUES.USEO IN THE -PROFESSltNAl- PRACTltE SETTING. 

MIIoTER. 

BOLINE. 

HLD1.121 

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AND GRANTSMANSHIP 
3-"THIS COURSE MilL EXAMINE THE PRACTICES AND PROCEOURES IN DEVELOP­
ING GRANT PROPOSALS FOR HUMAN SERVltE PRGGRAMS. RESOURCES FROM 
PRIVATE AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND FOUNDATIONS WilL IE AVAllAILE 
TO ASSIST STUDENTS IN THEIR EFFORTS TO DEVELOP THIER DIN SKillS, 
AND KNOILEDGE. 
SPRING/SUMMER.

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

HlDllSD 
EAaLY CHILDHOOD OEVElOP~ENTAl GISA.llITlfS. BIRTH THROUGH AGE 
THREE 
3 
EXAMINES Tl'E DIVERSITY AND QUALITY OF DIRECT ANOIOR SUPPORTIVE 
HUMAN SERVICES EXTENDED TO INFANTS AND YOUNG CHILDREN NITH MILO 
TO SEVERE DISAIILITIES; ASSESSES A~D DESIGNS INTERVANTION STRA­
TEGIES IN CHilO CARE FACILITIES. flElDMCRK IS REOUIRED. 
CHLD Course Descriptions 175 
KNOWLEDGE OF HUMAN lEARNlIoG 'ROCESSES AND CHilO OEVElOPMEN' . 

PREREQUISITE $I 

HLD'12D AND CAS6"0 OR EQUIVALENT. 

NOl SCHEDULED IN AYIO-Il. 

SUfF. 

""0115'

PRACTICUM SEMINAR IN HUMAN SERVICES P/It 

~HIS COURSE IS DESIGNED '0 INCRElSE THE SYNTHESIS IETwEEN TH, 

PRAC'ICE Of THE fiELD EXPERIEhCE AND THE THEORY OF ACADEMIC 

INSTRUCTION FOR STUDENTS ENROLLED IN '"EIR PRACTICUM SETTING. 

THIS SEMINAR MUST IE TAKEN COhJOINTlY MI'H THE PRACTICUM EXpIR­

IENCE. 

FALL. 

IURGEST. 

HlD1IJO 

PRACTICUM IN IASIC SELF-HELP SURviVAL SKillS FOR THE RODERATELY 

AND SEVERELY HANDICa'PEC 1.0IVIOUAlS 

3-6 P/NC

EXAMINES INDIVIDUALIZED PRCGRA~S IHICH MAXIMIZE THE SOCIAL COR­

PETENCE SKilL REPETORIES Of PERCEIVED HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS FOR 

A VARIETY Of SETTINGS. UTiliZES THE PRINCIPLE Of NORMALIZATION TO 

ESTAallSH AND RAINTAIN AGE AND CUL'URE APPROPRIATE IEHAVIORS AND 

APPEARANCES TO "ANDICap'ED INCIVIDUAlS. 

PRERECUISITESI 

HLD1111. HlD6IJO. AND A KNCMlEDGE Cf CO~PETENCY-IASED SYSTERS, 

PERMISSION. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-81. 

SUFF. 

HlDnn 

PSYtHOlOGY OF HANDICAPPI~G tONDITICNS 

3 

EXPLORES 'HE EFFECTS Of VARIDUS DISAlllNG CONDITIONS UPDI A SPIC­

TRUM OF IEHAVICRS ASSOCIATED 11TH liVING AND WORNING IN A REAL 

MORLD. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIo-ll. 

SUFF. 

HLDn91 

SOC IAL POLICY 

3 

FOCUSES ON THE lEGAL IASIS FeR SCCIAl 'OllCY IN THE UNITED 

STATES. HISTORICAL AND PHllOS'HICAl ANTECEDENTS Mill IE EXAMINED. 

CURRENT ISSUES A SCCIAl POLICY THAT MILL MEET ThE CURRENT NEEDS 

OF THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE FOR SOCIAL 'ROVISION IllL IE DISCUSSED. 

AS WEll AS 'ARGETS AND TECHNIQ~ES IN SOCIAL POLICY CHANGE. FIELD 

RESEARCH. 

FAU. MINTER. 

STAFf. 

""071'"MAINSTREAMING FCR REGULAR EDUCATORS 
l 
INVESTIGATES THE lEGAL AND lEGISLATIVE FOUNDATIONS OF CONTER"'­
ARY SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL PeLICY WHICH HAS ATTEMPTED TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION AND INSURE EQUAL 
CATIONAl , SYSTEMS fOR ALL H.NDICAPPED. 
FALL. MINTER. SPRI~G/SUM~ER. 
SHERICK. 
ACCESS TO THE 
. 
VARIOUS EDU-
HLDn., 
'HEORIES Of CRIMINCLOGY 
l 
THIS COURSE EXARINES HISTORICAL ANe CURRENT CRIMINOLOGICAL TMeoaw 

AND PRACTICE. STUDENTS Illl ANALYZE CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES OF 

CRIME AND CRIMINAL IEHAVIOR AND SOCIETY'S RESPONSE TD THESE. .. 

IMPORTANT ASPECT Of THE COURSE Will DEAL WITH AN EXANINATION Of. 

THE lAW. OFFENDERS. VICTIMS. FORMS Of CRIME. AND THE CRIMINAL 

~USTICE SYSTEM. STUDENTS .Ill IE EXPECTED TO CONSIDER VARIOUS 

ASPECTS OF CRININOlOGICAL THEORY AND FORMULATE THEIR OWN PERSPEC­

TIVE WHICH TAKES INTO ACCDUMT SOCIETAL PRESSURES AND RESEARCH 

ABOUT CRIME. REHAIIlITATION. AND RECIDIVISM. 

WINteR. 

GOLDENSTEIN. 

HLDU" 

PLANNING. CONDUCTING' EVALUATING WORKSHOPS 

2-3 

DESIGNED TO INCREASE THE EFFECTIVE~ESS OF NQRKSHOPS. THIS COURII 

GIVES PROGRAM COORDINATORS. PROJEC' DIRECTORS. ADMINISTRATORS. 

AND ANYONE MHO CONDUCTS WORKSHOPS THE OPPORTUNITY TO lEARN AIOUt 

AND APPLY SOUND PRINCIpLES FOR EVERY STEP OF TNE NORKSHOP . .... 

PLANNING THE lEARNING DESIGN AND HIRING CONSULTANTS TO SCHEOULIN1 

COFfEE BREAKS AND PAYING THE IllL. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

SILlER. STElNIC.I. 

HLD721D 

REGENERATIVE RECREATION 

2 

EXPLORES THEORIES Of PUY THERA'Y AND HOI THEY CAN IE "PLott, 

FOR THE AlLEVIATICN Of STRESS. THE INTER-RELATIONSHIP Of PLAV 

THERAPY. RECREATID•• AND THE REGENERA'IVE QUALI'IES Of NATURE 

ARE STUDIED FOR THEIR CONTRIIUTION OF COUNTER-STRESS. 

NOT SCHEDULED I~ AYIo-ll. 

lOllE. 
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HLD126D 
PHYSICAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES FDR ELENENTARY SCHOOLS 
2 

SATISFIES CERTIFI~A110N REQUIRENENIS FDR URIAN TEACHER EDUCATION. 

TEACHING SKILLS IN THE GYNNASIUN ARE ACOUIRED WI1H A SENSITIVI1Y 

FOR CREA1IVE USE OF LESSCN TI~E ANC PLANNING. 

FALL, SPRING/SU'~ER. 

LOWE. 

HLDnDO 
SURVIVAL SIRESS THROUGH DU1MARD BOLND 

3 

DESCRIIES lHE PHILOSOPHY, HISTORY. IASIC CONCEPIS AND CHALLENGES 

INIERGRAL 10 OU1WARD 10UND PRDGRANRING. MORKS IN AND IUILDS A 

lEAN FOR ADAPTIVE SURVIVAL SIRESS IN FIELD EXPERIENCES AND PRE­

SE.TS A PLAN FOR USING l~E PROGRAN'ING I~ A SPEC.FIC SETTING. 

SPRING/SUII..ER. 

SUFF. 

HLDn50 
NORK AND LEISURE 
3 
EXAMINES VARIOUS ASPECIS CF NCRR RECOGNlllNG ELEMENTS LEADING TC 
STRESS DR ANXIE1Y. DETERMINES ELEIIENIS OF STRESS IN LEISURE. ANA­
LYlES THE MORK-LEISURE DIC~OTONY, AND REP~R1S ON A NAJOR TEXI 
DEALING NI1H THE NCRK-LEISURE DICHC1CNY. 
SPRING/SUNNER.

GRINSLEY. 

HLDnlD 

CULTURE AND SIRESS 

6 

EXANINES CONCEPIS OF CULTURE CHANGE, ADAPIS PERSONAL BEHAVIOR TO 

VALUES HELQ IY FOREIGN CULIURES IC~DSS-CULIURAL ANALYSISI. IDEN­

llflES AND . EXPLAINS CULIURAL HISICRICAL ACCOMNODA1ICN 10 SIRESS 

AND DISASIER. 

SUING/SUIINER.

LONE. 

HLDH6D 

LAIORA1ORY IN HIDDEN FEELI~GS AND 'EANI~GS. 

2-3 

EXANINES THE PROCESS IY NHICH PEDPLE CONFUSE DIHERS AND PROIECT 

lHEMSELVES USING CON1RAOIC1CRY S1ATE~ENTS MHICH ARE OFIEN ACCUSA­

TORY AND GUILT EVDRING. GRADUAIE STUDENTS DEVELDP AND EXECUIE A 

PROJECT ILLUS1RA1ING lHE N'SlIFICATION PROCESS. 

fALL. SPRING/SU'"ER.

JENKINS. 

HLDlUD 

RULIIY THEUPY 

3 . 

APPlY lEC""IOUES AND SKILLS OF REALITY THERAPY IN COUNSELING SES­

SIONS MI1H AOULTS. STUDY CDNCEPIS AND ORIENTATIONS OF GLASSER. 

HARRINGTON AND HALEY TDNARD NENTAL HEALT~. INCLUDING NDRK MI1H 

fA'UlIES. 

PREREQUISITE $I 

HLD 1120 OR HLD 15~D. 

SPRING/SUNIIU.

NAllESON. 

HLDnDD 

IIIOEPENDENT STUDY 

1-6 P/NC
A SELF-MANAGED PRDJECI TO LEARN tONPE1ENCIES lD "EEl PERSONAL 
IN1RES1S OR PERSONAL NEEDS. NRI1TE~ PRDPCSAL NITH CDIIPE1ENCIES 10 
IE AITAINED SHOULD IE SUIIIITTED lD THE fACULTY MEMIER NITH THE 

EXPERIISE 10 GUIDE LEARNI~C IN THE AREA MHICH T~E COIIPETENCIES 

ADDRESS. FUTHER INFORNATION IS AVAILAILE IN THE HLD STUDENT 

RECORDS AND INFOR"ATIDN GFFICE. 

PREREIIUlSlTESa 

PERIIISSION. 

FALL. NINTER, SPRING/SUMPER.

STAFF. 

HLDn3D 

EXPlORATIONS IN SELF, CULIURE AND CONNUNICAIION 

~-I 
DEFINES lHE CONCEPTS SELF. CULIURE AND CONIIUNICATION, COMPARE AND 
CONTRAST ANERICAN CUL1URAl ASSUMP1IDNS AIDUT THE CONCEPIS -KNOW­
LEDGE- ANO CONSCIOUSNESS MI1H lHDSE fRO" Al LEASI ONE DTHER CULT­
URE. INVOLVES VISII 10 ANCTHER CCU.TRY. 
PRERIQUISITESI 

PERIIISSION. 

SPRING/SUMIIER.

SAUL. 

HLD75~D 
IMAGING PROCESS IN THERAPEUTIC COIIMUNICA110Na THEORY AND AP­
lICATlONS 
3 
IMACING PlOCESS REPRESENIS A NAJOR SYSTEII 1M lHE IRAIN'S ENCDOING 
AND TRANSPORMATION OF INfORMAl ION. lHIS COURSE MILL ATIEMPT 10 
EXAMINE IMAGERY AS A IASIC HUIIAN CAPACITY POSSESSING ENDRIIOUS 
POTENllAl fOR THERAPEUTIC CDNAUNICATION. TOPICS 10 IE COVERED 
INCLUDE RELAIIONSHIP IETNEEN IIIAGERY. fA"TASY A~D OTHER IASIC 
PSYCHOLOGICAL PlOCESSES. SPECifiC USES Of I"AGERY IN THERAPEUTIC 
AND CREAllVE COPNUNICATICN, AND ITS CONTRI~lION TO PERSONAL 
CRONTH AND SELf-DEVELOPMENT. SIUDENTS MILL STUDY lHE NAIURE A.D 
SIRUCTURE Of IMAGING PROCESS. EXPLCRE THE IMPllCATIGNS OF GUIDED 

AS NELL AS SPO~1AhECUS INAGERY FOR T~ERAPEUTIC COMMUNICAIIDN, A'­

PLY I~AGING PROCESS 10 SELECIED THERAPEUllC CON1E.1S AND ASSESS 

EFfECllVENESS OF SUCH APPLICAIIONS. 

PPEREC:UISITESJ 

HlD51~O, HLD60.0, HLDID5D, HLDI21D, OR PER"ISSIDN OF INSTRUCTOR. 

SPRING/SUIIIIIER. 

SARAL. 

HLDl"O 
COMPUIERS IN EDUCAIION 

3 

INIRODUCES lHE S1UDEhT 10 lHE USES OF l~E COMPUIER IN "ANAGING 

AND SUPPORIING EDUCATIONAL P~CGRAMS. SIUDENTS NILl DESCRIBE THE 

CO"PONENIS OF A CO"PUTER S'S1EM, DE_CNS1RA1E FA~ILIA"11Y MI1H 

COMPUIER lERMINCLDGY, CDNS1RUCl FLCNCHA~TS, PRODUCE COMPUTER PRD­

GRAIIS, DESCRIIE lHE DEVELDPNENI CF CAl ~YSIEMS, AND DESIGN AN IN­

S1RUCllDNAL PACUGE. 

FALL. 

SUFF. 

HLDl"l 
INNOVATION PROCESSES IN EDUCATIO~ 

3 

IDENllFIES IASIC PRINCIPLES. lECHNIQUES AND THECRIES OF lHE IN­

TRODUCTION, DIFFUSIOh AND MANAGENE~T OF INNOVATIONS IN EDUCA1IDN 

SEnINGS. ANALYlES, SURVEYS, AND S'fCIFIES SOLUIIDNS 10 SPECIFIC 

EDUCAIIDNAL PRCILE~S AND DEVELDPS A PLAh CF ACTION. 

NINlER. 

SUFF. 

HLDlS6)

STRAIEGIES OF ADULT EDUCA1ICN IN l~AINlh' AND INSIRUCTION 

3 

IDENTIFICA1IDN AND APPLICATION DF PRINCIPLES OF ADULT EDUCATIDN 

TO DEVELOPIIIENI DF lRAINlhG AND INSIROCTIONAL PRCGRA"S AND PRO­

DUCIS. A PRACTICALLY tRIEN1ED COURSE FDR THOSE WOAKING NI1H ADULT 

LEARNERS IN INDUSIRIAL AhD EDUCAllCNAL SEllINGS. 

IIINIER. 

SlELNItI<l. 

HLD762D 

BLACK VALUES AND URIAN TEACHER EDUCAIION 

~ 
FOCUSES DN THE UNDERSTANDING DF It_C. VALUES AND ACCOMPANING CUL­
lURAL INFLUENCES DN LEARNlhG Ih ELEMENTARY SCHOCLS. IDENTIFIES 
THE NEEOS DF IlACK CHILDRE~ IN PAR1ICULAR AND EXAIIINES LEARNING 
ENYIRCNMENTS NEEeEt TO ~ELP A CHILt "EALIIE HIS FULL POTENIIAL. 
IiINIE". 
BURGESI. 
HLD76",O 

OlFFERENTIA1ED SIAFFING PL_NS , lEAIli lEACHING 

) 
EXAIliINES A VARIE1Y OF INS1RUCliONAL 'ROGRAMS DEVELOPED 8Y VARIO~S 

TEAM lEACHING "CDELS/SIAFF.

FALL. SPRING/SU"NER.

lONERS. 

HLD765D 

EDUCATIDNAL IM'LICAIIONS Df ILACK ~ISTDRY , CULIURE 

3-~ 

COVERS PAS7 AND PRESENT ROLES PLAYED IY 'LACK PEOPLE IN AIIERICA 

AND lHEIR NOTEWORTHY CDNTRIIUlIONS. DISCUSSES EFFECTS AND IM'LIC­

ATIONS OF EDUCATIO"AL AND CTHEPS I~SlllUTIDNS' lREATIIIENl DF BLACK 

PEDPLE IN ANERICA. 

FALL. WINlER. 

IItLEIICRE. 

HLDlIID 

HEALlh CONCERNS Df CLASS~DCM TEACHERS 

2-3 

CREATES LEARNING ACllVlllES FDA PUPILS l~Al lEACH CONCEPTS OF 

PAEVENllVE HEALT" AND IN1E"VENlION BASED ON ECOLOGICAL PRIN­

CIPLES. lOPICS Of DRUGS, REPRODUCIION, NU1RllION. DISEASE. AND 

SAFElY ARE INCLUDED. 

SPRING/SUNNER.

ROGGE. 

HLD76lK 

CONMUNICATION , CHANGE FOR THEAAPISIS AND EDUCATORS 

2 

lHERE IS CURRENTLY A LeT CF INTERESI IN THE COUNSELING STYLES 

POPULARIIED IY GRINOEA 'I_NDLER. T~E CDURSE PICKS UP ON THIS, 

IN A FO...AT NHICH SHOULD APPEAL lD AREA lhERAPISTS AND EDUCA10AS, 

VIENING II IN lHE CON1EXT CF PREVICUS CCM"UNICA1IDN RESEARCH AND 

fAlIlLY SYSTEIIS lREATMENT. 10 IE CAUG~l OhE-11IliE ONLY. 

OFFERED lASED ON DEIIAND. 

CDNIIUNITY PROfESSCR. SIAFF. 

HLDlUII 

CONFLICT NANAGEIIENT AND CRISIS IN1ERVENliON IN THE CLASSRDDM. 

PART 1·1 

I 
THIS COURSE IS DEVOTED TO lHE ROLE CF ENCOURAGEIIENT IN TEACHING. 
PERSONAL lTV DEVELOP"EN1, LEARNING tEvELOPNEN1, lHE PRINCIPLES Of 
CHlD Course Descriptions 1" 
ENCOURA'EMENT T"E EFFECTS Of eNCO~RAGeMehT AND DISCCURAGeMe~T. 

T"e use OF GR~UP WCRK IN A C~ASSROCR. ANO TO HELPING PARENTS IE­

COME ENCOURAGERS TO THEIR C~I~OREN. BOT~ THEORY AND TECHNIQUE 

WI~l BE EMP"ASTlEC. I 

OFFERED BASED ON De~AND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESS,R, STAFF. 

~~!;~~P' UNDERSTA~DING ' , DEA~ING ~ITH DEPRESS TON 
:HE PURPOSE OF THIS WORKS~CP IS TO PROVICE THE ~ATEST INfORMATICN 

ABOUT MENT~ DEPRESS leN WHICH AfFECTS ABCUT 201 OF THE AMERICAN 

POPU~ATION, ANY AGE OR SeCIOECONOMIC GROUP, ANO HAS MANY CAUSES 

BOTH THE PH~SIC~CGICA~ AhD PSYCHC~(GICA~. 

OFFERED IASEO ON DERAND. 

COMMUNITY PRCFESSCR, STAFF. 

HL01673 
WDRKSHCP: SEMINAR FOR CAREER A~ARE~ESS 
:ROVIDING CAREER AWARENESS IS A FUNCTION OF BOTH TEACHERS AND 
COUNSELORS. THIS WCRKS~CP VILL IN~CLVE WCRKERS WITHIN AND OUTSIDE 

THE SCHOOL SETTING 

OFFERED BASEO O~ DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSCR, STAFf. 

HLo16l5 

WORKSHOP: EDUCATOR'S ROLE IN SOCIAL CHANGE 
:HE PURPOSE OF THIS WORKS~OP IS TO EXAMINE THE CHANGING ROLE OF 
EDUCATOR IN TODAY'S DRUG ORIENTED SOCIETY, TO HELP CLARIFY INOIV­
IDUAL VALUES, ATTITUDES, AND IE~IEfS ~HICH CAN eE HELPFUL IN 
' ASSISTING STUDENTS. AND TO ESTABLIS~ A FUTURE FCUNDATION fOR 

EDUCATORS IN THE COMMUNITY. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROfESSCR. STAFf. 

HlDl616 

WORKSHOP' THE SCIENCE OF HELPING 

1 
MAKING REfERRALS AND INTERVENTIONS WITh STUDENTS. PARENTS. AND 

CO-WCRKERS IS AN IMPORTANT ROLE Of TEACHERS ANO OTHER COMMUNITY 

PERSONS. THE PURPCSE OF THIS kCRKS~CP IS Te ~ELP DETERMINE THE 

ROLE AND INVOLVEMENT W~lCN TEAC~ERS AND CTHERS SHDU~D UNDERTAKE, 

AND TO PROVIDE INFoRMATICN ABOUT ALTERNATI~ES AND A'AILABLE 

RESOURCES. 

OFFERED BASEC Gh DEMAND. 

Co~MUNITY PRoFESSCR. STAFF. 

HLolUl 

WORKSHOP: CONFLICT ~ANAGE~ENT ~ND (RISIS INTERVENTION 

I 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS WCRKSHCP IS TO PRO~ICE INFORMATION, METHODS, 

AND PLANNING SKILLS FOR TEAC~ERS Te HELP THEM MINIMllE CRISIS 

CONOITIONS AND MANA'E ceNFLIC1S IN hORMAL C~ASSRCOM SITUATIONS, 

ESPECIAL~Y THOSE W~ICH INVCLVE STUCENTS UNDER ThE INFLuENCE OF 

DRUGS. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PRCFESSCR, STAFF. 

HLDl61B 

WORKSHCP. SURVEY CF DRUGS 

1 
A SURVEY OF STREET DRUGS, TERMINOlCGY. SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS Of THE 
DRUG ABUSE WILL IE THE FecuS OF THIS COURSE ALONG WITH THE 
METHODS Of INTERVENTION. T~E PURPOSE OF THE COURSE 15 TO 
FAMILIARIZE SCHCoL PERSONNEL, POLICE AND CTHER COMMUNITY MEMBERS 
WITH THE DRUG CYLTURE. T~E COURSE kiLL IhCREASE THE PARTICIPANTS 
UNDERSTANDING AND ABI~ITY TO ACT W~EN ~ECGGNIZING INDIVIDUALS 
AND/OR SITUATIONS RELATED TC SUBST'~CE .BUSE. 
OFFERED BASED Gh DEMAho. 
COMMUNITY PROf EsseR, STAFF. 
H~D16l' 

NORKSHOP.' CoNMUhlCATloN AND LISTENING SKIL~S 

1 
SUISTANCE ABUSE IS OFTEN A SYMPTOM OF A LA.OF.R PROBLEM. DRUG 

RE~ATED PROBLEMS ARE SELDOM T'LKED ABeUT BEC'USE THE PECPLe 

INVO~VEO ARE NOT AILE TO CGMMUNIUTE. aE PURPCSE OF THIS COURSE 

IS TO FOSTER COMMUNICATICN AND ~ISTENING SKILLS AND TO PROVIDE 

STUDENTS VITH PR'CTICE IN PRceLE~ SCLVING. 

OfFERED lASED C~ DEMAND. 

CoNMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF 

HLDl6" 

DRUG ABUSE AND TREATMENT III: fUNDA~ENTAL FACTS AND INSIGHTS 

3 

AN INTRODUCTDRY COURSE ON CRUG ABUSE AND PRIMAR' REMEDIATION Ftd 

COUNSELORS AND TNERAPISTS. 

OFFERED BASED oh oE~AND. 

CO~NUNITY PROfESSOR, STAFF. 

HLolUB 

DRUG ABUSE AND TREATMENT .IV: COUNS~LOR lRAINING - SHORT lERM 

CLIENT SYSTEMS 

3 

THIS COURSE IS CESIGNED TO PREPARE COUNSELORS FOR INITIA~ CONTACT 

WIT" SUBSTANCE ABUSERS. IT WilL HELP DEFINE COUNSELOR'S ROLE IN 

ORDER TO NORE CLEARLY RECCGMIZE CLIENT PRtalERS. 

OFFERED BASED CN oERAND. 

COMNUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

H~D16ec 
WORKSHOP' IEH'~ICR ~ANAGE'ENT 
~HIS COURse IS INTENDED TO INCREASE THE PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE OF 

TEACHERS OR TEACHERS-IN-TR'INlhG I~ ~REATlve BEHAVIOR NANAGENE~T. 

IN THIS COURSE, STUDENTS wIL~ ASSISTED IN THE ATTAINNENT OF SELf­

CONFIDENCE, HUNAN RELATIONS SKILLS. AND THE COORDINATION OF Ef­

fECTIVE lEARNING ACTIVITIES. PARTICIPANTS NIL~ CONSIDER TME DI­

MENSIONS OF BEHAVIOR OF THE LEARNING FACIILITATOR WHICH AfFECT 

LEADERSHIP AS VEL~ AS TEAC~ER-STUoENT INTERACTIONS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

HILL. 

H~D16'o 
WORKSHOP: EASTERN PERSPECTIVES ON PSYCHOTHERAPY 
~ASTERN PHI~OSoPHY IS HAVING A ~AR'E IMPACT ON WESTERN PS.CHlLD­
GY. A NUMIER QF THERAPISTS AND EoUC.TORS ARE INTEGRATING THE 

CONCEPTS OF EASTERN .HILeSCPHY IN THEIR T~ERAPEUTIC ANO EDUCA­

TIONAL APPROACHES. THE PRESENT CO~RSE IS DESIGNED TO OFFER 

EASTERN PERSPECTIVES eN SUCH PERENhIA~ QUESTIONS AS THE NATURE Of 

CONSCIOUSNESS. PERSONA~ IDENTITY, ~ENTAL, ENOTloNA~ AND SPIRITUAL 

WE~L-BEING AND TG EXPLORE THEIR THERAPEUTIC IMPLICATIONS IN THE 

WESTERN CONTEXTS. 

PRERE~UISITES. . 

A COURSE IN THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATIONS, hUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS OR 

THEORIES OF COUhSELING, OR PERMISSION Of INSTRUCTOR. 

OfFERED lASED O~ DEMAND. 

SARA~. COMMUNITY PROFESSCR. 

H~ol6lo 

WORKSHOP: THE ~AW, EDUCATICN, AND CRUG AIUSE 

I 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO FOCUS ON THE lEGAL IMP~ICATIONS OF 

DRUG AIUSE IN OUR SCHoC~ SYSTEMS. SPECI'L ATTENTION WILL IE GI VEN 

TO THE LEGA~ RIGHTS AND RESPONSIIILITIES Of STUDENTS, TEACHERS, 

COUNseLORS AND ADNINISTRATORS. 

OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

CoMNUNITY PROFESSCR, ST.FF. 

H~Dl6U 
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN INOIAN EDUC.TTON 
I 
THIS COURSE WILL EXAMINE THE PROGRESS OF INDIAN EDUCATION IN 
RE~ATIDN TO ITS WHITE EDUCATIONAL COUNTERPARTS. ESPECIAL~Y IN THE 
FIELD Of HIGHER EDUCATION. INCLUDED WILL BE A STUDY Of ~E'AL 
BASIS FOR INDI'N EDUCATloN.L PROGR.MS, BOTH IN URIAN AREAS ANO ON 
RESERVATIONS. 
FAL~. 

COMMUNITY 'RofE~SOR, STAFF. 

H~Dl612 
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN HUMAN RESOURCES-NANAGEMENT ON RESERVATIONS 
1 
AN oveRVIEW OF HUMAN RESOURCES AVAILAllE ON RESERVATIONS WI~~ IE 

P'ESENTED, ENPHASIZED IY EXANINATICN OF CASES Gf HUMAN SERVICE 

oE~IVERY SYSTENS. IMPORTANT ISSUES FACIN' TRIBA~ GOVERNNENTS IN 

THEIR RELATICNShl'S WITH FEDER'~ AND STATE HUMAN SERVICE POLICY 

WI~l IE EXPLORED. STUDENTS WIL~ BE EXPECTED TO SPENO CONSloERAI~E 

TIME VIEWING VIDEOTAPES IN THE NAES ~IIRARY AND RESOURCE CENTER. 

FAll. 

CoMMUNIT, PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLo16U 

COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP ON HUMAN SE.UALITY 

1-2 P/NC 

MOST SEX RELATIONSHIPS ARE NARRED !Y THE LACK Of SPONANEITY AN. 

HONEST CON~ICATloN. THIS WORKSHOP WILL FetUS ON GENERAL AspeCTS

OF HUNAN SEXUALITY WITH AN EMPHASIS ON I~TERPERSONAL RELATION­

SHIPS AND PSYCHC-SOCIAL FUNCTIONS. 

FALL. 

SARAL. 

H~D1614 
WORKSHOP: CAREER ALTERNATIVES FOR EDUCATORS 
I 
CAREER P~ANNING IS A PROCESS FOR ORGANIZING PERSONA~ RESOURCES 

AND SKILLS IN ORDER TO FottS T~EM CN SONE Of THE SIGNIFICANT 

NEEDS OF SOCIETY. THIS COURSE DRAWS fRON THE E.PERIENCE AND LEAR­

NING OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE AN~YZED T~E Jol NARKET AND HAVE MOR... 

WITH MANY PEOPLE WHD ARE ENGAGED IN THE PERSONAL STRUGG~E fOR 

INDIVIDUAL SURVIVAL IN A FRI'hTENINGLY CONP~EX AND OFTEN UNCOM­

TROLLA~E ENVIRONMENT. EFFECTIVE PLANNIN' IS AN ENORMOUS AI D '0 

THE INDIVIDUAL WHO IS COMIN' TC 'RIPS WIT~ THE ' fUNOANENT~ 

QUESTION: WHO IS IN CHAR'E Of MY LIFE' 

OFfERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
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HLDll]D

ORGANIZATION Of DAY CARE CENTERS ISI~I 

~OENTIFIES AND DESCRIBES T~E LEGAL. AOMI~ISTRATIYE ..0 STRUCTURAL 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE OEYELCPMEhT AND I~PLEMENTATION OF QUALITY 

CHILO CARE SERYICES. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

NI UMAN. 

HLOll31 
PARENTING. THE EARLY YEARS 
:ARENTS AND TEACHERS, SIGNIFICANT ADULTS IN THE LIYES OF YOUNG 
CHILDREN. CAN MORE EFFECTIYELY FOSTER EARLY DEYELOPMENT NHEN THEY 
ARE INFORMED AND CCNFIDEhT OF THEIP SKILLS. THIS COURSE NILL 
HIGHLIGHT THE NEEDS OF C~ILORE~ FRCM BIRTH TO SIX YEARS; NILL 
EX'LORE A YARIETy ' OF NAYS ADULTS MIGHT ~EET THOSE NEEDS; AND NILL 
EXAMINE PARENTING AS AN ADULT OEVELOP~EhTAL STAGE. 
fALL. " S'RING/SUPMER.
NITZMAN. BEAR. 
HLD7740 

'IAGETIAN TYPE RESEARCH IN ~ATH EOLCATICh 

:ISCUSSES PIAGET'S THEORY OF CHILO OEVELCPMENT AS IT RELATES TO 

THE GRONTH OF MAT~EMATICAl CONCEPTS AND SKILLS IN CHILDREN, ITS 

USE IN CURRENT MAT~EMATICAL CURRIC~LUM DEYELOPMENTS. 

II INTER. 

CHANG. 
HLOlno 

SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS CF URBAN ECUCATIOh ISIMI 

:TUDIES PAST AND CONTEMPORARY INFLUENCES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
PUeLlC SCHOOLS IN AMERICA. PHILOSOP~IC BASES OF AMERICAN EDUCA­
TION AND EXPLAIN TRAOITIOMAL. PROGRESS lYE, AND EXISTENTALIST 'HI­
LOSOPHIES AND THEIR IMPLICATICNS FCR TEACHING CHILDREN IN URBAN 
SCHoeLS. 
FALL. NIHTER. SPRING/SUMMER. 

MCLEM"RE. 

HLOlllO 
SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES 

2-3 ,

EXAMINES SOCIAL SCEINCE EDUCATION CONCEPTS RELATED TO TEACHING 

STRATEGIES; DEMeNSTRATES SKILLS IN TEACHING PROBLEM-SOLVING AND 

CASE AHALYSIS AS NELL AS TtE USE ~F A VAPIETY OF INNOVATIYE TECH­

NI DUES. 

FALL. NINTER. 

MCLEMORE. 

HLOnl! 

SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES-IILINGUAL 

2-3 

DEVELOPS SKILLS USED IN TEACHlhG SCCIAL STUDIES TO CHILDREN. EM­

'HASIS IS ON THE DEYELOPME~T CF C~ILDREN'S SELF-CONCEPT THROUGH 

AN UNDERSTANDING OF THEIR CULTURAL BACKGROUND. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

DURON. 

HLDlllO 

TO'ICS IN MATH EDUCATION 

3 

DEVELOPS AN INDEPENDENT PROJECT ON A MATH TOPIC AND PROPOSES 

STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING MITH 'ANIP~LATIYES AHD GAMES. 
NINTER. SPRIMG/SUMPER.

10NEIIS. 

HLD1Ul 
TEACHING MATHEMATICS TO LON ACHIEYING STUCENTS 
3 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED FOR IN-SERYICE. PRE-SERYICE TEACHERS COR­
CE~ED NITH TEACHING MATHEMATICS TC SLOII LEARNERS. THE COURSE 
FOCUSES ON THE MATHEMATICAL CHARACTERISTICS AHD THE NEEDS OF SLON 
LEARNERS. MODELS FOR TEACHING MATHEMATICS TO SLON LEARNERS. 
TEACHING TECHNIQUES AHD STRATEGIES. 'NO DIAGNOSTIC AND EVALUATIVE 
PROCEDURES IN MATHEMATICS • 
• ALL. SPRING/SUMMER.

CHANG. 

HL07l40 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION 
3 
IDENTIFIES FACTORS. PROBLEMS, MATERIALS AND INSTRUCTIONAL 
STRATEGIE~ .PPROPRIATE TO THE EDucaTION OF IILINGUAL-BICULTURAL 
CHILDREN. 
SPIING/SURRER.
SUFF. 
HL01.,0 
SURVEY OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EOUCATIOh PROGRAMS 
3 
STUDENTS OBSERYE AND ANALyZE DIFFERENT FACILITIES FOR CHILDREN 
0-6 YEARS. SMALL GROuPS IIILL IDENTIFy THE N~EDS OF YERY YOUNG 
CHILDREN. SITE VISITS NILL PROVIDE THE BASIS FOR STUDENT ASSESS­
MENT OF HON YOUKG CHILOREN'S NEEDS ARE IEING MET. 

IIINTER. 

lEAR. 

HLDlIeo 

CURRENT ISSUES IN 'ILINGUAL-BICULT~RAL ECUCATION 

:;:SENTS AN INTEPOISCIPLINARY OYERYIEII OF BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL 

EDUCATION. STUDENTS NILL elscuss ANe HI'tLIGHT CURRENT ISSUES 

RELATED TO THE IM'LE~EhTATICN. PHILOSO'~Y. HISTORY. CULTURE. AND 

LEGISLATION OF BIL INGUAL-B-ItULTURAl EDU"TlOIU AND CONTRAST THEM 

NITH TRADITIONAL EDUCATICh. 

SPRING/SUI'MER.

REYES. DURON. 

HL0190l 
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTICN FOP A PLURALISTIC LEARNING ENViRONMENT 
3 
DESIGNED TO TEACH THE STUDENT SKILLS IN PLANNING FOR INSTRUCTION 
IN A PLURALISTIC LEARNING ENVIRONMENT. TtE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
THE FIVE MOST VISIILE ETHNIC GROUPS IN OUR SOCIETY NILL BE 
ANALYZED. ANALYSES OF THE CHARACTERISTICS NILL BE RELATED TO 
CHOOSING APPRO'RIATE TEACHNG METHCCOLOGIES. MATERIALS AND RE­
SOURCES FOR THESE GROUPS. 
SPRING/SUMMER. 
STAFF 
HLOlno 
READING STRATEGIES IN THE BILINGUAL CLASSROOM 

3 

DEVELOPS AND/OR ENH,"CES TtE PARTICIPANT'S KNOVlEGE AND SKILLS 

ASSOCIATED VITH INSTRUCTION OF READlhG I~ THE BILINGUAL tLASS­

ROOM. STUDENTS ~ILL PLAN AND IMPLE~ENT READING STRATEGIES. 

SPRING/SUMIIER.

REYES. 

HL01920 

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTICN IN EARLY C~ILC~OOD EDUCATION 

3 

EXAMINES UNIQUE QUALITIES CF EARLY lEARhlhG ANO BASIC COMPETER­

CIES EXPECTED OF YOUNG CHILDREN. T~E FUhCTION AND IMPLEME~TATION 

OF INDIVIDUALIZATION. LEAR~ING CENfERS. PLAY. AND MOVEMENT EDUCA­

TION 'RE EXAMINED. EMPHASIS IS ON DEVELOPMENT OF CURRICULUM I, 

THE URBAN PRE-.I~OERGARTEN SETTI~G. 

FAll, NINTER. 

VITZMAN. 

• HLDT930 
MODELS OF COGNITIVE DEV~LOPMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOCO EDUCATION 
3 
SELECTS SEVERAL THEORIES TO ANALYZE AND CONTRAST; TRANSLATES ONE 
THEORY INTO A'PROPRIATE ACTIVITIES TO FOSTER LEARNING. THI~KING. 
AND PROBLEM-SOLVING IN URIAN PRESC~COLERS. 
SPRING/SUMMER.
lEAR. 
HL07940 

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 

3 

ANalYZE TMENTIETH CENTURY THEORIES OF EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT 

AND LEARNING. THESE THEORIES .RE RELATED TO CLASSROOM OBSERVA­

TIONS AND REPORTS CF CHILDREN'S DEYELOPMENT OF PHYSICAL. tOGNI­

TIYE AND SOCIO-EMOTIONAL SKillS. 

SPR lNG/SUMMER. 

BEAR. 

HLon,o 

MODULE DEVELOPMENT FOR COMPETENCY-lASED TEACHING ISIMI 

2-3 

CONSTRUCTS AL( ELEMENTS Of A COMPETENCY-BASED TEACHING IIODULE IN 

A PROfESSIONAL OR CONTENT AREA IY USING PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES. 

fALL. MINIER. SPRING/SUMRER.

BONERS. 

HLDT960 

SCHOOL-tOMMUNITY RELATIC~S 

3 

ANALYZES COMMUNITIES BOTH AS LEARNING RESOURCES fOR THE SCHOOL 

AND AS A MA~OR DETERMINANT OF SCHOCL CURRICULUM. VITH SPEICAL 

ATTENTION TO FAMILY CULTURAL V'LUES. GRADUATE STUDENTS CARRY OUT 

A PRO~ECT IN A SCHOOL COMMUNITY. 

fAll. MINTER. 

MICHEL. 

HL01910 

ETHNIC MINORITIES IN lHE UNITED STATES 

3 

'RESENTS '" OVERVIEII OF ETHNIC MINCRITY GROUPS IN THE UNITED 

STATES IIITH A RULTI-ETMNIC APPROAC~ TO CURRICULUM. REV lENS CON­

CEPTS. METHODS. TECHNIQUES. NATERI_LS. AND RESOURCES ABOUT THESE 

GROUPS. 

NINTER. 

REYES. 

HLD7910 

PSYCHOLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION 

3-4 

PREPARES TEACHERS TO REC~GNIZE AND INTERPRET NORMATIVE AND IDIO­

SYNCRATIC ELENENTS. IN THE ART OF PRESCHOOL. PRIMARY. AND ELEMENT­

AllY SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN; 'ROVIOES PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN DE­

SIGNING. IMPLEMENTING. AND EVALUATING MEANINGFUL ART EXPERIENCES 
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TO PROVIDE CREATIVE. SELF-DIRECTED PROILEN-SOlVING ACTIVITIES FOR 
YOUNG CHILOREN. FCR GRADUATE CREDIT. STUDE~TS CCLLECT AND INTER­
PRET THE ART WCRR CF AN INtlVIDUAl CtILD. NOTE' UNDERGRADUATE 
STUDENTS REGISTER FCR 3 HOURS. G"D~ATES FOR , HCURS. 
FALL. 
lEAR. 
HLD1'IU 
NUTRITION. EDUCATIC~. AND I~TELLECTYAL DEVELOPMENT 
1 
REVIEWS THE RELEVANT LITERATURE AND RESEARCH ON IHE EFFECTS OF 

NUTRITIONAL FACTORS ON PHYSICAL ANt C[GNITIVE DEVELOPMENT ANO THE 

ACCOMPANYING EtUCATIONAL IMPLICATIChS. 

SPRING/SUNIIER.

STAFF. 

HLDJ981 

SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS THE IILINGUAL-IICYLTURAL CLASSROOM 

2-1 

DEVELOPS SPANISH LANGUAGE SKILLS OF LISTENING. SPEARING. READING. 

AND WRITING FOR SPANISH-SPEAKING CtILDRE~. STUDENTS DIAGNOSE AND 

REliED lATE LANGUAGE INFERENCE IN THE FIRST AND SECOND LANGUAGE. 

FAlL. 

DURON. 

HLD1918 
P~ACTICUM IN SPECIAL EDUCATIOh 
5 PlNC 
THE PRACTICUM WILL PROVIDE THE P~SPECTIVE SPECIAL EDUCATOR THE 
["ORTUMITY TO SYNTHESIIE ALL CSIHE HAS LEARNEO ANO TO TRANSLATE 
IT INTO PROFESSIONAL SKILLS Ih TlACHING EXCE.TICNAL LEARhERS. IT 
PROVIDES THE UNIQUE AND CHALLENGING CPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIENCE THE 
:::~~N~~~:R~=~A~~~~S:~~: ~:~~~~~L~:A::~N~E:~~E:~AC~ING. WHILE Ex-
PREREQUISITES'
HlD61'D. HLD.610. HLD61'O. OR HLD9112 AND HL06161 AND HLC4612 FOR 
UNDERGRADUATES. 
fALL. 
HOPKI~S. 
HLD1989 

'RACIICU" IN S'EC IAt EDUCA T1C~ II 

3 PlNC 

THE PRACTICUM MILL PROVIDE THE P~SPECTIVE SPECIAL EDUCATOR THE 

O'PORTUNITY ·TO SYNIHESIZE ALL CSIHE HAS LEARNED AND TO TRANSLATE 

IT INTO PROFESSICNAL SKILLS I. TEACHING EXCEPTIONAL LEARNERS. IT 

PROVIDES IHE UNIDUE AND CHALLE~GING CP'ORIUNITY TO Ex'ERIENCE THE 

VITAL INIEIRELATICNSHIPS BET~EEN LEARNI~G AND TEACHING. MHILE Ex­

PERIENCEING IHE DUAL RCLE CF SCHCLAR AND TEACHER. 

PREREQUISIIES: 

HlD61,O. HLD.610. HLD6.'D. OR HLD9Jl2 AhD HLD6161 AND HLD'612 fOR 

UNDERGRADUATES. 

FALL. 

HOPK INS. 
HLD1'~A 
BLACR CHILD III THE SUIURIAN SCtOOlS 
1 
THIS Sy.. ,OSIU" MILL FOCUS CN THE .. ANY 'ROILE .. S OF THE ILACK CHILD 
LIVING AND GOING TC SCMDOl IN SUBURBAN SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL CO....U­
NITIES. INTEGRATION OF THE ILACK C~ILD IhTO PUBLIC SCHOOLS IS NCT 
JUST A LEGAL 'RCBLE"- IT IS SCCIAL. 'SYCtOLOGICAL AIID HUMAN. ALL 
OF THESE ASPECTS MILL BE EX'LORED IN THE SYMPOSIUM. 

OFFERED eASED ON DEMAND. 

.. ICHEL. 

HLDIOIO 

HISTORY AND 'HILOSt.HY Of EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 

1 
EXAMINES HISTORICAL AND PHILOSO,HICAL ICEAS AIOUT THE NATURE AND 

IMPORTANCE OF EARLY LEARNING. STueENTS ~ILL EXANINE AND DISCUSS 

THEIR ONN ATTITUDES AND GOALS FOR EARLY EDUCATICN. 

FALL. 

MIUMAN. BEAR. 

HLD.Oll 

METHODS Of INSTRUCTION FOR THE EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED 

3 

IDENTIFIES 'ROCEDURES TO 'LAN AND IM.LEMENT INSTRUCTIONAL PRC­

GRA .. S FOR INDIVIDUALS OESCRIIEO AS FUNCTICNING IN A MILDLY METAR­

OED MANNER. THE CD..'ETENCIES ARE CCNSISTENT MITH A RECENT FEDERAL 

MANDATE TO IIIITIAIE INSTRUCTIONAL PlANNING FROM 'RE-DETERMINED 

EDUCATIONAL GOALS CIEPI. 

PREREQUI 51 TES. 

Hl061Z0. HLD6870. ALSO. KNOMLEOGE OF CO".ETENCY BASED SYSTEMS 

AND ..ETHODS FOR TEACHING IASIC ACADEMIC SKILLS. SOME fiELD CI­

SEAVATION IS IIECUIREO. 

S'R ..IG! SU....ER. 

HO'KINS. 

HLDI012 

INDIVIDUALIZING 'REKINOEPGAATEN CURRICULU~ ANO INSTRUCTION

, 
IDENTifiES IASIC COMPETENCIES EIPECTED CF 'RE-KINDERGARTEN AGE 
CHILDIIEN IN EACH CCNTENT AREA. ANALYZES ~URRICULAR IIATERIALS AND 
INSIAUCTIDNAL TECHNIOUES. AND CISI6NS ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS 
FOR EACH CCNTE~T AREA. 
.REREeUI SITE SI 
HLDT9Z0 AND HlO'9l0 OR 'ERNISSIO~ CF INSTRUCTOR. 

SPR IIICi / SU.... EII. 

BEAR. ~ITl"AN. 

HLOIOll 
CHILD AND FAMILY IN THE CO~MUNITy 
3 

ANAlHES STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTltNAL CHARACtERISTICS OF URIAN CO.... 

MUNITIES. FAMILY LIFE. AND CHILOIIEARING 'RACTltES ANO CONSIDERS 

THE EFFECTS OF THESE FACTORS CN SCHCOL IIEADINESS AND StHOOl 

ACHIEVEMENT. 

FALL. IoINTEIl. 

IoIUMAN. BUR. 

HLoaOl5 
TEACHIIICi SOCIAL STUDltS. SCIENCE. AND IIATHEIIAIICS TO NON-INILISH 
. SPEAKING STUDENTS1-'EXAMINES ELE"ENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES. SCIENCI ANO ..AIHE..ATICS CUR-
RICUlA. STUDENTS ItILL IDENIIFY AIIO CESCRIBE CULTURALLY RELEVa.t 
CUR~ICULUM ANO "ATERIALS. 'NO EXAMINE. CRITIOUE AND RECOMMIND OR 
ADAPT COIIIIERCIALLY PREPARED IIATERIALS FOR TUCHI .. SOCIAL . 

STUDIES. SCIENCE A~O "ATtENATICS. 

FALL; WINTEII. EVE~ YEARS. 

REYES. DURCN. 

HLD8D16 

TEACHfR/COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

3 

IDENTIFIES. DESCRIBES AND ANALYlES COMMUNITY FORCES T"AT INfLU­

ENCE THE ROlE OF EOUCATICN IN I"AT COMMUNIIY, CONMUN.IY AGeNC.IS 

AND INSTITUTIO~S AND HOW TtEY ASSIST IN TEACHING ANO LEA..... ARI 

THf ..AJOR FOCUS. 

FALL. ItINTER. SPRING/SU..MER. 

STAff. 

HLOI020 

MEDIA IN ORGANIZATIONS 

2 

DESIGNS AN INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM USING SPEECH. VIOEOTA.E. fL.R. 

AUDIO. OR SLIOETAPE. MEDIATED PRCGIIA.. S FCII OIlSANIZATIONAL 

CEVEt!!'''ENT. 

FALL. 

STAff. 

HLDI010 

ORGANllATIONAL PUBLIC COIIIIUNICATIO~
2-'DESCRIBES PUIlIC RELATICNS AIID CONIRASTS .UIlIC CONMUN.CATOR 

SKILLS IY A CASE .RESENTATION OF THE ..ESSAGES ANO NID•• USED 11­
TIoEEN TNO 011 MORE CRGANIZATIONS; AP.LIES 'ERI TO T"E DES.5M Of A 

CAMPAIGN TO IN.ROVE 'ERCE'IION OF AN ORGANIZAT.ON IY .TS PUBL.CS. 

PREREQUISITES. 

HL05600 OR EQUIVALENT. 

MI NTER. 

STAFF. 

HLDI050 

THERAPEUTIC CO~"U~ICATION 

1 
DEFINES .SYCHO.ATHOLOGY IN TER .. S OF IIITEA.EASOIIAL 'NO INIRA'II­
SONAL COMMUNICATION OISTRUtAIICES, IDENIIFIES I"ERA.euT.C .II'EI­
VENTICNS IHAT I~'ROVE THE CUALITY CF INTER'IISONAL TRANSACtiONS. 
DISTINGUISHES IETMEEN DEFENSIVE AIID FACILITATIVE COIlRUNICAt.ON. 
FALL. 
SAUL. 
HLDI090 

PRACTICUN IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

'-6 PI"DESIGNS AND INPlEMENTS A 'ROJECT IN A AIAL WORLD INSt.TUTION...... 
CLUDING DEVELO'MENT'" 'RO.tSAL ••ERFORM 10 Tet" COMPEteNC.IS suc-
CESSFULLY. ACCE'IS HIGH LEVEL OF RESPONSIIILITY fOR .~ett...... 
TERACTS WITH OT~ER .EO'LE IN FACILITATIVE NA'-IR. USES A.'.....­
ATE ..ANAGENENT STRATEGIES. 

PREREQUISITES. • 

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLtGY CONTIIACT ' AIID A'.ROVID .ROPOSAL_ 

fALL. MINTER. S'RING/SU~MER.

SILlER. STELNICKI. 

HLDe120 
CULTURE/COIIIIUNICAIION AND THI CLASSRCOH TIACHEI 
3 
APPLIES THEORIES AIID CONCEPlS OF INTERCULTURAL CGRNUN.CATION 10 
URBAN SCHOOL SETTINGS. EX.MIIIES RELATIONSHI' BltWEIN CULtURI. 
SOCIALIZATION AND EDUCAIIO~. IDENTlfllS CULTURAL ILEMINTS ..0 
VERIAL/NONVERBAL CCllllUNICATION II"AVIORS THAT IIIPIOI UNDlRStAND­
1118 AMONG TEACHERS/STUDENTS. OEIIlO.S S.ICI.IC RltNOOS to I...... 
COMMUNICATION EffECTIVENESS IN THE CLASSRODII_ 

SPR ING! SUII"ER. 

KI". 
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" LD8l!O 
COMMUNICATION AND NUMAN SEXUALIIY 
:XAMINES SEXUAL DYSFUNCTIONS IN TE.MS OF INTERPERSONAL IND INTRA­
PERSO~AL COMMUNICATION DISTURBANCES; PERSONAL, SOCIAL AND CUL­
T~AL NORMS AND VALUES IN IHE AREA CF I~TE~PERSCNAL SEXUALITY. 
FALL. 

SUAL. 

HlDllll 

THEORIES OF EDUCATICNAL TEC~NOLCGY 

" EXPLORES THE REAL ~ORLD IM'LICATIO~S OF THESE DEFINITIONS/THE­
aRIES OF EOUCATICNAL TECNNCL~GYI -AV- EDUCATION, EARLY SYSTEMS 

A'PROACHES, FI~N'S INSTPUCTI~NAL TECHNOLCGY, COMMISSION ON IT, 

INSTRUCTIONAL SCIENCE PROCESS/SYSTERS, DIT RODEL, ANALYZE PHILO­

SOPHICAL ISSUES IN EDUCATICANL TEC~ONOLOGY, CERTIFICATI~N GUIDE­

LINES IN EDUCATIONAL TECHCNOL~GY, AND STUD&NTS COMPARE, CONTRAST 

AND APPLY THEORIES OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNDLCGY. 

FALL. 

SIUER. 

HLDU73 

EVALUATION OF MATERIALS FeR THE CLASSPCC' 

3 

ANALYZES MEDIA CCNTENT FOR GOAL VALIOITY PRESENTATION, FAIRNESS, 

LEVEL OF SO'HISTICATIO~ AND EVALUAIE VALIDATION PROCEDURES USED 

IN TESTING MATERIALS. DESIGN A LEARNER NEEDS ASSESSMENT, EVALUATE 

HAROMARE, DEYELOP GUIDELINES FeR MATERIALS ASSESSMENT, AND APPLY 

FORMATIYE/SUMMATIVE EVALUAIICN. 

MINTER, EVEN YEARS. 

STELMICKI. 

HLOIU6 

INFORMATION MAPPING-TM MET~OD OF A~ALYTIC MRITING
Z-'INfORMATION MAPPING-TM IS A METHO~ OF ORGANIZING AND DISPLAYING 

MRITTEN INFORMATICN TO FACILITATE SCANNING AND REIRIEVAL. THE 

METHOa MAY IE APPLIED 10 SELF- INSTRUCTIONAL MAIERIALS, TEACHING 

AIDS, RE'ORI MRITING, AND REfERENCE DOCUMENTS. T~E PURPOSE Of 

IHIS COURSE IS TO PRESENT IHE PRINCIPLES .ND IECHNIQUES OF INFOR­

MATION "APPING-TM TO THE DEVELOPNE~T OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS. 

PRUEQUI SI TES: 

HLa 5910 OR PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

SILlER, SIELNICKI. 

HLDlll1 

MANAGEMENt OF INSTRUCIIONAL DEVELO'MENI 

3 

ANALYZES MANAGEMENI fACICRS AFfECTING SUCCESSFUL 10, INCLUDING 

ROLE Of OEYELOPER, ORGANIZAIIDN AND PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SIRUCT­

URES, CHANGE STRATEGIES, 10 O.IENTATION AND IRAINING PROGRAMS, 

IMTERPE_SONAL SKILLS IN MORKING MTI~ CTHERS IN 10, AND liME, 

COSTS, CDST-EfFECTIYENESS, AND IUOGEIING FOR 10 PROJECTS. 

PRE~EQUI SItES : 

Hl05910 OR 'ERMISSION. 

MINTER. 

SILlER. 

HLalnl 

EDUCATIONAL IECHNOLOGY ADMINISTRATION NORKSHO'

, , 
IDENTIFY MEDIA CENIER ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERNS. ASSESS CENTER Ef­

FECTIVENESS, EYALUATE MEDIA DELIYERY SYSTEMS, ANALYZE PROILEMS 

IN MEDIA CENTER O'ERATIONSI DEFINE SCOPE OF REDIA O'ERATIONS, 

aESIGN A MEalA CENIER SYSIEM FD. A SPECIfiC EDUCATIONAL INSTITU­

TIONAL OR INDUSI.IAL SEITING. 

SPRING/SUMMER. EVEN YEARS. 

STELNICKI. 

HLDIIIO 

TY ~R INSTRUCTleN AND TRAINING II

, 
THIC COURSE INYOLYES THE DEYELOPRENt AND PRODUCTION OF A TELE­

YISUAL UNIT OF INSTRUCTION SPECIFICALLY FOR EDUCATIONAL/INDUS­

TRIAL SETTINGS AIMED AT SOLYING LEARNING AND/OR PERfORMANCE PROI­

LEMS. SRALL SIUDIO PROOUCIICN INCLUDES INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN 

PRINCI'LES, GRA'HICS, S'ECIAL EFfECIS. MULIIPLE AUDIO INPUTS AND 

OTHER TECHNIQUES. 

'REREQUISIlESI 

HlD619D OR HLD6200 OR PERMISSleN. 

MINTER. 

SIELNICKI. 

HLDIlI! 

CURRENT DEYELDPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL IECHNCLDGY 

I 
ANALYSIS AND A"LICATION Of IDEAS PRESENIED Al EDUCATIONAL TECH­
NOlOGY 'ROFESSIONAL MEEIINGS HELD IY ~ATICNAL, REGIONAL. STAlE OR 
LOCAL PROFESSIONaL SOCIETIES. ORGANIZATIONS aR ASSOCIATIONS. 
FALL. IIINTER. 

STELNICKI, SILlER. 

HLDIU" 

EYALUATING IRAINING PRCGRAMS
, 
ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS' CURRENT IRAINING PROGRAM IN TERMS OF ITS 
ADEQUACY IN REE'ING NE ED, MA.~ET, PE~FOR"ANCE. ceST-EFFECTI VENESS 

AND DRGANIZAIIONAL CRIT ER I A, AND IDENTIFICAT I ON OF SOURCES FOR 

REMEDY INC DEFICIENCIES I~ l"E PROGRAP. 

WINTER. 

STELNICKI, SILeER. 

"LOllI' 

SOLVING TRAINING A~D INSIRUCTIONAl PERfOR~ANCE PROILEMS 
] 
ANALYSIS AND DEYELOPMENT CF SDLUTICNS TO PRDIlEMS IN TRAINING OR 

EDUCAIION WHICH ARE RoeTEO IN PERFC.NANCE RAI"ER THAN LEARNING, 

AND M"ICH REQUIRES TECHNOLOGIES 'EYO~D I~DSE LEARNED IN HLD 5910, 

INSIRUCTIONAL DEVELCP"ENT: CESIGN. 

PREREtUI SItE S, 

HLD 5910 D~ PERPISSIDN. 

SPRINGfSUNMER. ODD YEARS. 

SILlER. 

HLDI181 

PROFESSIONAL APPLICATIONS OF EDUCAIIONAL IECHNOLOGY 

I 
CAREER GOAL SETTlhG IN EDUCATIONAl TECHNOLOGY IY INTERACTION ~ITH 

PEOPLE PERfORMING EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY JOIS IN INDUSTRIAL, 

MEDICAL, UNIYERSIIY, CCNSULTING CO'PANY, AND SPECIAL EDUCATION 

SEITINGS. TRAYEL IC SETTINGS FOR SEMINARS IIITH EXPERTS MAY BE 

RECUIRED. 

PRERECUISITES: 

AT LEASI II UNITS COMPLETEC IN EDUCATIDhAL TECHhDLOGY MAJOR. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

SILlER, STELNICKI. 

HLDIZOO 

COMMUNICATION Of INNOVATIONS 

3 

SURVEYS SOCIAL/PSYCHOLOGICal T~EORIES AND PRACTICES OF INNOYA­

liONS. ANALYZES MEIHODS AND PROCESSES OF COMMUNICAIION THE DIF­

fUSION PROCESS IN EDUCATION, ' AGRICULIURE, INDUSTRY, SOCIAL PRO­

IMPLICATIONS Of INNDYATIONS. eESIG~S A C~'PREHENSIYE C~UNICA­

I'PLICAIIONS Of INNOVATIONS. DESIGNS A COMPREHENSIVE CORMUH-CA­

TICN PROGRAM FOR INTRODUCI~G AN IN~DVATIDN IN A REAL COMMUNIIY OR 

ORGAN IZA" ON. • 

fALL. 

KIM. 

HLDIZIO 

CULIURAL ASPECTS Of MENIAL ~EALI~ 

3 

SIUDIES -MENIAL HEALIH" AS A CULTURE-IOUND CONCEPT, COMPARES AND 

CONTRAST AMERICAN CULl URAL ASSUMPTION AICUT MENTAL HEALTH WITH 

.THOSE FROM Al LEAST CNE CTNER CULT~RE. 
SPRING/SUMMER. 
SARAL. 
HLDB230 
LifE SPAN DEYELCPMENI 
3 
THIS COURSE IS CESIGNED TO PRESENT DEYELOPMENTAL ISSUES ACROSS 
THE LIFE SPAN AS A FRAMEMDRK FCR T~E COUNSELOR'S AND PSYCHCTHER­
APIST'S CONSIDERAIICN Of DEVIATICNS AND elSORDERS IN HUNAN fUNC­
T1DNlhG AND ACAPTICN. NORNATIYE DAU. RESURCH AND SPECUlIT.lON 
CONCERNING EXPECTABLE LifE ISSUES, DEYELCPNENTAL PROCESSES AND 
IHE -NORMAL- RANGE Of VARIATICN ARE PRESENTED. 
fALL, SPRING/SUP'ER.
SCHWARIZ, PRESCCTT. 
HLDIZ31 
GROUP THERAPY IN IA 
3 • PINe 
IHIS COURSE IS THE TA GROUP IHERAPY MODEL CREATED IY ERIC IERNE. 
THE STUDENT IIILL IE AT TIMES BOTH T"E TH(RAPIST .AND THE CLIENT. 
THE CONTENI INCLUDES ALL TA CO~CEPIS. THE NAJOR FOCUS IIILL IE 
HERE/NOW SCRIPT MORK. AMARENESS ANC REDECISIDN IY CDNTRACIS. 
PREREQUISITES: . 

HLO 5300 OR SEM. lOllY I.I.A.A. 

FALL. 
CRISPIN. 
HLDIHD 

PRACTICUN IN THERAPEUTIC CCMMUNICA'IDh

"-I PI."DESIGNS AND IMPLEMENTS AN AOYANCED PROJECT IN THERAPEUTIC COMMUN­
ICAIION. ASSESSES I~E EFfECTIYENESS OF THE PROJECT IN TERNS OF 

INTERPERSONAL AND INTRAPERSDNAL AII'RENESS OF THOSE INYOLVED IN 

THE COMMUNICATICN INIERACTIDN. 

PREREQUI SI IES' 

APPROVED PROPOSAL. 

fALL. SPRING/SUMNER. 

SARAL. ' 

HLDI340 

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SEMINAR 

] 
EXPlORES PERSONAL AND INTERPERSONAL DYNAMICS INVOLYED IN MENTAL 

HEALT .. FOR SIUDENTS. TEACHERS. AND NUNAN SERVICE IIORKERS. DEFINES 

ANa ANALYZES CHARACTERISTICS OF CO'NUNITIES AND THEIR RELEYANCE 

TO COMNUNIIY ME~TAL HEALT~. 

NOI SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

Hill. 
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HLOUOO 
APPLIED RESEARC~ 
J 
A REVIEM Of RESEARCH. AND fCRNALllATICN Cf RESEARCH DESIGN. 

'REIlEeuISITES. 

STATISTICS. 

faLL. 

SUODICK, SUff. 

HlOUIO 

CONSUllATICN ANC SCHOOL STAff OE~ELOP"ENl 

3 

E~ANINES T~EOIlIES, fUNC1IDNS. AND SKillS REQUIIIED Of CONSULTANTS 

IN SCHOOLS AND OlHER SE1IINGS. APPLICATICNS Of COUNSELING SKillS, 

IN A FIELD SEIliNG. DE~ELe'~Ehl IS E~PHASllED. 

PIIERU;UI 5 ITES , 

HlD,seo. HLOI5~O. 

fALL. IIINTEII. 

lANK. ~GHES. IICGGE. 

HLD15l\ 

INfOll~ATIDN SEIIVICES IN GUIDANCE 

3 

PROVIDES IACRGROUND fOR PRCfESSICNAlS 'TE'CHERS. COUNSElOllS. 

OTHEIISI TO ORGANllE VOCAIICNAl INfCIlNAIIGN, ENPDlYNENT TRENDS. 

AND PEIlSONAl INfOR'ATICN fCR EffECIIVE USE IY SlUOEN1S AND 

AOuLlS. 

SPRING/SUNNER.
TAllon. 
HlDUZO 
CONNUNIIY COllEGE CCUNSEllhG 

3 

DESIGNED FOR SIUDENIS 10 lEARh IEC~IQUES AND STRATEGIES Of 

COUNSELING APPRDPRIAIE fCR CDNNUNIIY COllEGES, AREA VOC.TIONAl 

CENTERS. AND PRCFESSIOANl SCHeClS. SIUDENIS AilE EXPECTED 10 

SPENO CONSIDERAllE TINE IN AN Cff-CANPUS SETTING. 

IlIIITEIl. 

III EG. TAllon. 
HLDU30 
ADVANCED TECHNIQUES •••• 
] 
STUDEN1S NUST IIDRR IIIT~ CLIENTS FRCN THEIII OliN SCHOOLS 'IF SO EII­

PlOYEDI OR IN SONE SCHOOL SETTING, lEARNING SPECIFIC COUNSELING 

TECHNIQUES .,HllE 8EING CISER~EC AND TAPE IIECeRDING THE SESSIONS 

fCR tRITIQUE. 

PREIIECUI 51 TES. 

HlO 15~D OR HLD 15~5 OR 'ERNISSICN. 

OFFERED IASEC eN DENAND. 

STAFf. 

HL015~O 

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING' THERAPYc C~llD 

~E~ElO'S SRlll IN COUNSEllhG. ANAlYllkG THE PROCESS AND IIIINGING 
AeDUT DESIIIEC AND EffECTIVE C~'NGE IN T~E 'E~AVIOR AND ATTITUDES 
OF CLIENTELE. 
PREIIEQUISITES, 

HlD .5.0. HLD l'lO. ~lD Il30. 

fAll. MINt Ell. S'RIN'/SUII~ER.

STAFF. 

HlDI5U 
AOVANCED INDIVIDU.l THERAP' IECHNIQUES. CHilD 
3 
STUDENTS Mill DEIIONSTIIATE ADVANCED INtEIlVIEMING SRlllS IN DOIN' 
INDIVIOUAl THEIIAPY IIITH CHllDRENI ~Ill IE AilE TC ·A'PlY RElEVANl 
TAEATIIENI TECHNIQUESI IIlll IE AilE TC A"lY THEIII KNOMlED'E Of 
RELEVANt T~EORIES TO T~E feRNUlAllCN OF lREATNENT 'lANS fDA MOIIK 
MltH CHllORENI IIlll IE AilE Tt EVALUATE tHE EFFEC11VENESS OF THE 
TIIU111EN1. . 

PIIEIlEeUISIlES. 

HlD 15~0. 

MINtEll. 

SCHMARtZ. IIOlf. JEIIKINS. 

"lD"'"INDIVIDUAL COUNSEL IN' AND lHERA'Y' ADULT 
3 
STUDENTS Mill DElltNStRATE IASIC SKILLS IN DOIN' INDIVIDUAL COUN­
SELING ANa INDIVIDUAL PSYC~OTHEAA" 1I11H ADULTS AND MilL IE AILE 
TO A"LY THEIII ..OIlLEDGE Of RELEVANT THECIlIES TO THEIII IIOIIK MITh 
AOULl CLI ENTS. 
'REIIEGUISIUSC 
~D .5.0. HlD 17l0. ANa ~lC Il30. 
fAll. IIINT ER. 
STAff. 
HlDI541 

fAIIllY THEIIA'Y IEC~NIQUES
, 
STUDENTS Mill DE~NSTIIATE IASIC INTEIIVIEMIN' SKilLS IN ODINC 
fAIIll' THERA'YI MilL IE AILE 10 "PL' IIElEVANT TIIEATIIENT tECHNI­
QUESI Mill IE AilE TO APPl' CONCEPTS AND tECHNIQUES OF fANllY 
THIll A" TO THE fOllllUlATICN Cf TREATIIENT STRAllGIES MITK fAIIlllES 
AND .,Ill IE AilE tC EVAlUA1E tHE EffECTIVENESS Of THE TREAtllENT. 
PIIERECUISI1ESI 

HlO .,.0 011 HLD .5.5. 

SPRING/SUIINEII.

lIeLf. IIA"ESC... 

HLOU'. 

AOYANCED INDIVIDUAL lHERAPY TECHNleUES' ApuLT 

3 
STUOENIS IIILL DEIIONSlilA1E ADVANCED INtERVIEMING SKILLS IN DOINC 
INDIVIDUAL THERA" MllH ADUlISI IIILL IE AILE TO APPLY APPIIO'IlIATI 
lREAtllENT lECHNIQUES AND EVALUATE I~EIR EffECTIVENESSI MILL II 
AilE 10 "PLY THEIR RNOMLEOGE Of IIELEVANT THEOIlIES TO IHE fOllllU­
lATIO.. Of TIIEAI"ENT 'LANSe 
PREIIECUISITES. 
HlD U45. 
SPRING/SUIIIIEIl.
STAff. 
HLDU60 

ADLERIAN fANllY CCu..SELING 

3 

STUDENTS CONDUCT A "INI-fA~ILY CDUhSELING SESSI~AND CASE STUDY. 

IDENTifYING THE CONSTELlAIION Of FA~ILY INIERACTION. 

PREREQUISITESI 

HlD .310. HlD 15.0. HlD .5.5. 

IIINTER. S'IIING/SUIIIIER.

NUOLAS. IIIEC. 

HlDIU5 

IEHAVIOII THERAPY 

3 

ADVANCED STUDY AND A'PlICATICN Of IE~A'IOIIAL tHEAAPY T'CHNleuIS 

MITH ADULTS AND CHILDIlEh. 

PREREl:UISI1ES. 

HlO 15.0 OR HlD I"'. 

SPRING/SU"~EII. 
DIIII1110ff. 

HLDU10 

GIIOUP COUNSEllNGC CHilD 

3 

STUDIES THE NAJOR CIIOUP COUNSELING THEORIES AND A'PIIOACHES. 

"AJOII AUTHGRS IN THE fiELD. S'ECIFIC GIlOU' COUNSEL IN' TECHNIOUIS. 

STUDENTS ANAlYlE THEIII 'AIITICI'AIICN IN TIIO CIIOUP COUNSELING 

EX'ERIENCES. AND CRITIQUE AND ANAlYIE AN GN-GOIN' GROUP IN ~HICH 

THE lEARNER 'AIITICI'ATES. . 

PREREQUIS ITE S' 

HlD .510. HlD .5.0. 

SPRING/SUllIIEIi. 

IIOG'E. IIATTESON. RENNEDY. 

HlD1510 
CROUP DYNA~ICS , INTEIIVENTIGN 
3 
A'PLICATION Of IASIC RNCMlEOeE OF THE lIelES. fUNCTIONS AIIO ~ 
ICS AIIONG CROU' LEAOEIIS AND ,IIOU' 'AIITICI'ANTS, COVEIIS CROUP 
'IIOCESS THEORY. AND THE IIESEAIICH PERTAINING TO GIlOU' IIIOCESSI 
STUDENTS ANAlYIE THI INTEIIACTION MITHIN A liVE ,ROU' USINI A VAL­
ID INSTIIURENT TO OIJECTIVELY ASSESS THE CYNAIIICS Of A '"OUP. 
PREIlECUlSl1ESc 

HLD 1720. 

MINIIII. S'IiING/SUR"EIl. 

IIATTESON. NIKOLAS. RI....EOY. 
HLOUU 
GIIOU' COUNSEL INC. ADULT/ADClESCENT 
3 
STUDENTS Mill DEIIO.StIlA1E IASIC INTERVIEMINe SRILLS IN DDINI 
GROU' COUNSELING Gil GIIOUP THERAPY IIITH ADOLESCENTS AND ADULIS. 
Mill IE AilE T' AP'lY IIELEVANT TIIEATIIENI TECHNIGUIS ~ITH CIIOUPS. 
IIllL IE AILE TO A'PLY CCNCI'TS AND TECHNIDUES Of CROUP THERAIY 
TO tHE fORNULATION Cf tlllATIIENT PLA"S AND EVALUATE THEIII IPPIC­
TIVENESS. 

PIlEilEeUlSltESI 

HlD .510 AND HLD 1"5. 

MINTEII. 

II"nSON. 

Hl015.0 
HUIIAN NEUROPSYCHOLOGY I. IIiAIN fUNCTION 
3 
E~PLa,ES THE THEOIlIES AND ANALYSIS Of IIIAIN fUNCTION. STRUCTUIE 
AND IliA IN IEHAVIOR IN IIELAlIGNSKI'S. 
'AERECUIS ItES' 
HL01430. 

IIINTU. 

MUCHES. Dllllll1Cff. 

HLDI600 
HUNAN NEUAO'SYCHClCGY III CLINICAL ASSISS"ENT 
3 
STUDENTS lEARN TG AOIIINISTEIl. SCOIIE AND INTIR'RE' S'''OAaDIIED 
PRDCEDUIES IN DIACIIDSIS Gf "AIN DAIIACE A.. D IN'E8IATI FINDINIS 
Mltll OTHEII IIEASUIIES OF PEIlSONALITY. 
'IIEIlEQUISItE5I 
HLOU90. 

MI ..TU'. 

ItUGHE S. 01 II I1I1CfF • 
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MLD.61D 
INDI'IDuaL A5SESS~ENT I. IkTELLIGE~CE 
:. INTeRSIVE. CULMINATING TRAINING IN I~CIVIOUAL ASSES SNlNT 
INCLUDI NG NECESS"Y SKILLS ANC KNOWLEDGE TO CONoutT A CONILETI 
CASf STUDY OF 'ROBLEMS TYPICALLY REflRRED TO THE stHOOL PSYCHOLD­
GIST. MAKE A'PROPRIATE RECOMMENDATIONS fCR TREATNENT OR REMEDIA­
TlGII. 

PRfReGUISITES' 

IIUM'O. 

'ALL. 
~HES. OIMITRCFF. 
I1U116Z0 
PRINC iPlES. TECHNIGUES AND ADMINISTRATION OF PUPIL PERSONNEL 

SERVatES 

J 
5TUDEIITS SYNTIIESllE. CONCURRENTLY ~ITH THE COUNSELING PRACTICUN. 

IASIC PROILENS OF OEVELOPING A RATIONALE AND PROGRAN FOR GUIDANCE 

SERVICES. ANALYSIS AND EVALUTIGN Of METHGCOLOGY; INTEGRATE ADMIN­

ISTRAIION PRACTICES ANO THEORY. ANALYlE CHANGING PATTERNS OF 

SCHOOl ORGANllATIDN~ 

PRERnUISITES' 

CONCURRENT WITH COUNSELlkG PRACTIC~M. 

' All. WINTER. 

Hill. 

HLDI.'O 

EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSMENT 

] 
STUDIES THE HISTORY AND ISSUES OF EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSNENT. 

' RDVIDES EX'ERIENCES IN SELECTING. AD~INISTERING. AND INTERPRET­

I NG VARIOUS ASSESSMENT TECHNICUES AND MATERI~S. 

FAll. WINTER. 

lEAR. 

IIUI."D 
PRACTICUII IN SCHOCL COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE 
• P/~C 
APPlY AND INTERPRET CONSULTING AND [DUNSELING SKILLS ANO THEORY 
I. A SUPERYISED OFF-tAPPUS SETtiNG. 

' IIEREGUISITES. 

ALL OTIIER PROGRAM REQUIRENENTS SATISF.CTCRILY CCM'LETED. NUST 

~ A MINIMUM CF 20-32 FULL DAYS IN A SCHOOL SETTING. 'ERMIS­

SIOII. 

falL. ~INTER. 

R05GE. lANK. KENNEDY. 

IILDlno 
LifE STYLE ANALYSIS 

1 

COWERS ANALYSIS OF LIFE STYLE DATA OF SELF AND CLIENTS. PREPAR­

AT ION Of CASE STUDY REPORT ON THE LIFE STYLE DIAGNOSIS OF 'RACT­

ICUII CLIENTS. 

pqaeCUISITES' 

"LDIS6 • • 

SPlIING/_MER. 

IIII'. 
HLD.610 

MARRIAGE COUNSELING 

] 
DtS IGNID TO 'RESENT MODELS OF MARRIAGE COUNSELING. DEMONSTRATION 
A~ WORKSHO' WITII CPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE COUNSELING 
SUSION. 
PReRIQUISITES. 

lila .5.0 AND HLD 8''''. 

III1TER. 

NATIESON. ROGGE. 

IIlD"T. 
'RACTICUN IN 'ARENT STUDY GROUP LEADERSHI' 
J P/~ 
STUDINT INITIATES. DEYELOPS. CONDUCTS. AND NAINTAINS A SUCCESSfUl 
TIIMIIEIK ' ..ENT STUDY GROU'. USING OIJECTIYE KATERIALS. TRAINING 
'ARINTS TO IDENTIFY PRDILE'S IN THE MOME AND PROVIDE ELEMENTARY 
REORIENTATION .*ING ABOUT CHANGE I~ THEIR IEHAVIOR AND THE IE­

NAYlOR Of TIIEIR CIIILDREN. 

'RfIlEGUISITES' 

IILD 6310 AND IILD 85.0. 

fALL. S'RING/SUMMER.

IIIEG. PAP'AS-NIKOL.S. 

HLD16.0 

PIRSONALITY AND VOCATIONAL ASSES~fNT 

J 
COVIRS SELECTION. ADMINISTRATION AND INTERPRETATION OF MEASURES 
Of INTELLIGENtE. APTITUDE. YOCAII0~AL AND EDutATIONAL CHOICE USED 
'Y COIIIIUNITY COLLEGE AND YCCATloNAL COUNSELORS. 
SPRING/SUMER. 
d IG. 
HLD... O 

TNDIV IDUAL ASSESSMENT II. 'ERSONALITY 

1 
AN INTENSIVE. CUL~INATING · TRAINING IN INCIYIDUAL ASSESSNERT IM­
CLUDING NEtESSARY SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE TO CONOUCT A CDN'lETE CASE 
STUDY OF PROILENS TYPICALLY RE.ERRED TO THE stHGOL PSYCHOLOGI ST . 
NAKE A"RO'RIATe RECON"E -aATC I'S fCR TREAT"ENT AND REMEDIAT IOM. 

PRERECUISITES' 

HlD"'30. 

FAU. 

HUGHES. DIMITRCFF. 

HLD81DD 

RESEARCH LITERATURE IN CCUNSELING 'NO PSYC~DTHERAPY 
3 
'ROY IDE CoUNSELCRS AND PSYCHeTHERAPISTS ~ITH "ETHODS AND CRITERIA 

TO LOCATE AND EYALUATE AESEARC~ LITERATURE ON COUNSELING AND 

PSYCHOTHERAPY A_O Te MODIFY THEIR CWN COUNSELING STYLES. 

WINTER. 

JENKINS. MATTESCN. ROGGE. 

HLDlllO 

HUNAN NEUROPSYCHOLOGY III' REHABILITATION 

3 

AP'LY CONCEPTS OF ~UMAN NEURD'SYCHOLOGY TO PROGRAMS OF REHABILI­

TATION FOR PERSONS WITH YARIOUS KI~DS OF IAAIN DAMAGE AND RELATED 

PERSONALITY DISCRDEAS. 

PRERecUISITES. 

HLD .590 AND 8600. 

S'RlNGlSU"MEA. 

HUGHES. 

HLD8120 

IEGINhlNG COUNSELING' HUMAN AELATICN SKILLS 

3 P/~ 

A REQUIRED MODULE FOR ALL I~O~ING HRS STUDENTS FULfiLLING THE 

HUNAN RELATICNS LAI REQUIREMI~TS AhD BEGINNING COUNSELING PRO­

CESS. IN ADDITICN. STUDEhTS WILL DEYELOP THEIR LEARNING CONTRACTS 

ANO ASSESS PERseNAL AEASOHS FCR ENTERING THE PROGRA". 

PREREGUISITES: 

HLD 65'0 DR CONCUARENT ENRCLL'ENT. 

FALL. WINTER. SPRlhG/SUM'ER.

STAFF. 

HLD81"D 

PRACTICUH IN SChOCL PSYCHCLOGY 

6 P/~C 

STUDENTS APPLY CORE COM'ETENCIES I~ A SCHCOL SETTING; CAl DIAGND­

SIS OF PSYCHGLOGICAL. seCIAL. LEARNING PROBlEMS; CII PRESCRI'­

TIONS FOR TEAM ACTICNS; CCI [CNSULTATIONS WITH ADULTS; COl COUN­

SELING SESSIONS; CEI GUIDANCE ACTIVITIES. DEMONSTRATE CO"PETENC­

IES IN INDIVIDUAL AND GRCUP DIAGNOSTICS AND PROVIDE APPRCPRIATE 

REFEARAL OF STUDENTS wIT~ LEARNING PROBLEMS. 

fUl, 

HUGHES. ol"ITACFF. 

IIlDIl60 

STATISTICS IN IEHAVICR STUDIES 

3 

EXAMINES THE NDA"AL OISTRIIUTION. 'liE STANDARO NORMAL DISTRIIU­

TIOR AND APPLICATICN OF THESE DISTAIIUTIONS TO IEHAYIORAL SCIE~E 

PROIlE"S; TEST OF HYPOTHESES USING THE FOLLOWING PARANETRIC 

TESTS. T-TEST. ANALYSIS CF "RUNtE. 

~INTER. 
ROGGE. SUDDleK. 
HLOlno 
INSERVICE TRAINING LEADERSHIP 
3 
COURSE DESIGNED TO TRAIN IIUMAN SERVICE PROfESSIONALS TO DESIGN 
AND PROVIDE LEADERSHIP FOR CONTINOUS AND OAGANIZEO STAFf DEVELOP­
MENT IN • V.RIETY OF SETTlhGS. 
SPRING/SUMMER.

1t0GGE. MAnESON. 

HLDIlIO 
PRAtTICUM IN GRDU' LEADERShl' IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 
1-Z ,,~ 
STUDENTS WILL USE THEIR KNtWLEOGE CF TA TO AtT AS GROUP LEADERS. 
UNDER SUPERYISION. IN A LAIORATORY IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS. 
'REREQUISITES:
LAI IN TA. OR PASSING A TAIOI TAUG~T IY A CERTIFIED MEMBER OF 

THE ITAA. AND PERMISSION OF ThE INSTRUCTOR. 

FALL. wiNTER. S'RING/SUMMER.

CRISPIN. 
HLDI1'lO 
SUPERVISED FIELD PRACTICUM 
6 PlNC 
PARTICIPATE CI20 HCUItS UNDER SUPERYISION' IN A FIELO PLACEMENT 
AS A HUMAN SERVICES HEL'ER. 
PItERICUISITES: 

HLD.510. HLDI'''O AND PERMISSICN. 

FALL. WINTER. SPRING/SUHNER.

MATTESON. PAPPAS-NIKOLAS. 

HLDIIO" 
WORKSHOP. WHOLISTIC EOUtATIDN 
3 
THIS IS A COURSE IN HEL'ING OTHERS IY HEL'ING SELF. THE EX'EIt­
IEIItE IS DESIGRED TO CREATE A POSIT lYE ENYIRONNENT WHICH SU'PORTS 
THE SELF-EXPLDRATIGN AND RISK-TA.I~G NECESSARY TO REMOVE THI 
IARRIERS TO SELF-AIIARENESS. SELF-LCYE. ARD SELF-EXPRESSIONS, AND 
'ERSONAL ANO 'ROfESSIO~AL EffECTIVENESS. THE COURSE IS AN INTEN­
SIVE EX'ERIENCE I~ REOISCOVERING V~ VE REALLY ARE ANO LEARNING 
TO fULLY ACCE,T. LOVE. ANa NURTURE OUR TOTAL SELf. A PRIMARY 
fOtUS VILL IE TRANSfERRING THESE SRILLS TO CLASSROOM USE IN OROER 
TO CREATE CLASRCOM ENVIRCNMENTS IN VHICH 10TH STUDENTS AND TEAC~ 
ERS EXPERIENCE A REOUCTICN Ih NEGA1IVE STRESS AND AN INCREASE Ih 
EfFECTIVE ACAOEMIC AND SCCIAL LEAR.ING. TC ARRIVE AT T"IS GOAL. 
VE VILL uSE METhCOS AND CChCE'TS FROM METAPHYSICS. GESTALT. COM­
MUNICATION THEORY. TET. GUIDED FANTASY. MEOITATION. DREAM-INTER­
PRETATION. RELAXATION TRAINING. ORGA~IZATIONAL CLIMATE DEVELOP­

MENT. CLASSRCO' GCAL STRUCTURING. RATIOhAL-EMOTIVE T"ERAPY. ANa 

TRANSACTIONAL AhALYSIS. 

OFFERED lASED ON DE'AND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSCR. STAFF. 

HLD..05 
WORKSHO'I vRITING IN THE ELENE.TARY GRADESI NOTIVATICN , TEC~ 

'''CUES 

Z " A CON'LETE APPRCACH TO TEACHING WRITING S.ILLS FCR GRAOES 1-5. 
INCLUDING INTROOUCING TOPICS. NORR S.ILLS. NECHANICS. AND EVALUA­
TICN. UPON CONPLETID~ Of T~E CDURSE. STUDENTS MILL IE AILE TO 
STRUCTURE WRITING LESSCNS FOR CHILCRE~ T~AT ARE NEANINGFUL AND 
COMPLETE. IT NILL INCLUDE NOTIVATICNAL TECHNIQUES. LANGUAGE 

EXPERIENCE. LITERARY fORMATS. AND EVALUATION TOCLS. THIS IS A 

DEVELOPMENTAL APPRCACH TO 'HE 'EAC~I~G CF THE vRITITNG S«ILLS. 

OFFERED lASED Ch OEMA.D. 

COMMUNITY PNOfESSOR. STAFF. 
HL09000 
COMMUNICATING AESTHETIC VALUES T~RCUGH SPORT 

J 

INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO ALTERNATIVE VALUES ASSOCIATED VITH SPDR' 

THROUGH 'HE ANALYSIS Of SPCRT DOCU'ENTARY flLNS AND RELATED 

TEXTS, TESTS ANAREhESS OF CCNCEPTS ATTAC~EO TO THE IEAUTY OF 

SPORT, DlfFERBlTIATES IETVEEN -SUBJECTIVE- AND -OIJECTIVE­

AESTHETICS, CONSTRUCTS A NeOEL lASED ON THE AESTHETIC COMPONENTS 

Of SPCRT. 

fALL. MINTER. 

LOVE. 

HL09010 

SOCIOLDGY Of TOURISM AND LEISURE 

J 

PRESENTS THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL fUNCTICNS OF TOURISN IDENTI­

fIED AND DEFINED AS A C~NUNICATIOhS LESIURE SYSTEM. ~ECOGNIZES 

AND DESCRIIES DIFfERENT MODES OF TDURISN AS THEY ACCOUNT FOR 

STRESS AND COUNTERSTRESS ALTERNATI~ES IN LEISURE. OESIGNS A MODEL 

'OR ANALYSIS Of TOURISM AS A FUNCTIO~AL LEISURE SYSTEM. VARIAILE 

CREDIT COURSE' THE PRACTICUM fEATURE CAN IE SATISFIEO IN ALTER­

NATIVE vns. 

FALL. 

LONE. 

HL09OZ0 

INTERCULTURAL CONNUNICATID~ IN ORGINIZATIONS 

Z 
EXANINES THE PUILISHEO NATERIALS Of ORGANIZATIONS NITH 80TH IN­
TERNATIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL RELATlO"NS _ITHIN THE ORGANIZATlDNS. 
ANALYZES T~E RELATIONAL RULES AND THE DEGREE Of INTERCULTURAL CO­
MMUMICATION fACILITATED IY THE ORGANIZATIONS. USING A SELECTED 
ORGANIZATION. DATA MILL IE DITAIHEa TO TEST ONE NOOEL Of INTER­
CULTURAL CONNUNICATION NITHIN THAT ORGANIZATION. 
NINTER. EVEN YEARS. 
ItIN. 
HL090JO 

COUNTER-STRESS ALTERNATIVES FOR Aa~TS 

3 

EXAMINES THE EfFECTS Of SOCIAL STRESS IN URIAN SOCIETY. DEFINES 

COUNTER-STRESS ALTERNATIVES IN PLAY FOR ADULTS. 10ENTI'IES AND 

ANALYZES PSYCHOLOGICAL VARIAILES A.D THECRIES SUPPORTIVE OF COUN­
TER-STRESS ALTERNATIVIS I~ PLAY ANa STRUCTURES A NODEL fOR THI 
PSYCHOLOGY Of PLAY AND HUNCR. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN nlO-I1. 

LONE. 

HL090~0 

SPORT COMNUNICATIO~ SYSTENS
, 
10lNYlfliS PSYCHOLOGICAL VARIAILES SPIClflC TO SPORT. DEfINES THE 
NATURE OF SPORT AS A NATURAL LAIORATORY fOR PSYCHOLOGICAL INVIS­
• IGATION. CONSTRUCTS A NODEL Of SPCRT PSYCHOLOGY. AND OINONSTRA­
TES RESIARCH TECHNIQUES TO TEST THE NDDEL Of SPCRT 'SYCHOLOGY. 
NOT SCHEDULEO IN AYlO-I1. 

LONE. 

HL09041 
S,oaTS NaNAGENENT CONNUNICATION SYS1ENS 
I-~ 
NEETS THE NEEDS OF STUDENTS NHO ARE IN'ROVING THEIR S.ILLS IN 
S'ORT AONINISTRATION Of RICRIATIVE FIELDS. STUDENTS NILL A~ALYZE 
VARIOUS AOII.ISTRATIVE A~O LEADIRS~I' STRUCTURIS. AND DeVELOP A 
CON'LITE NANUAL OF O'ERATI~G ,aaCEDURES FOR THE SPORT S'ECIALTY. 
S'RING/SUNNEII.
LOMI. I •• STAFF. 
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HLD'OtOLAI IN TRANSACTIONAL AN.LVSIS 1M T~E CLASSR~ "Nt 
~TUOENTS LEARN IASIC 'HEORY AND CO~CE'TS Of TA. AP'LY THESE TO 
THEIR OMN IEMAVIORS. AND LEARN A S'STEN fOR RECOGNIZING THE le­
HAVIORS AND THE GA~ES Of T~EIR STUtE~TS---TONARD MORE EFflCTIVE 

CLASSROOM MANAGENE~T. GRAD~ATE O~L" 

SPRING/SUMNER. 

CRlSPI~. 
HLD'1I0 I~TERCULTURAL AS'ECTS CF NCDERN OLY'PISN 
~EFINES THE V~LUE IASIS CF THE SYRIOLIC AhD NOOERN HISTORIC 
GROMTH OF OLYM'ISM AS A NORLD CONCE'T. DEVELO'S A MODEL' EITaA­
POLATES THE EFFECTS OF I~TERCULTURAL INTERACTIONS DURING AND 
AFTER THE GAMES O~ 'ERSONAL. NATIO.AL. AND TRANS~ATIONAL LEVELS. 

FALL. S'RING/SUNMER. 

LONE. 

HL09~OO 
GRADUATE 'ROJECT I~ I~TER'ERSOhAL CONMU~ICATION 
~-. PIC OEMONSTRATES THE AIILITY TO SYNTHESIZE GRADUATI COURSINGRR IY OE­

VELO'ING AND COM'LETING A PROJECT IN A REAL"SETTING. EVALUATES 

AND DOCUMENTS THE PROJECT UTLIZING AND OENONSTRATING AN ACCI'T­

AILE LEVEL Df CONMUNICATIO~. DESIG~. ORGANIZATIONAL. AND RESEARC" 

SRILLS. 

fALL. NINTER. SPRI~G/SUMMER. 

STaff. 

HLD"DO 

CONTI~UOUS PROGRESS--NASTERY LEARNI~G 

3 

S'UOENTS CONSTRUCT A RATIO~ALE ANO DEVELOP PLANS fOR IN'LENINTA­

TION OF AN INDIVIDUALIZED CONTI~CUS 'ROGRESS LEAR~ING 'ROGaAN 

fOR U••A~ CHILDREN. 

FALL. SPRING/SUMNE~. 

SUFf. 

HLD95D5 

ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION 

3 

COVERS RECE~T TRE~DS AND ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION AND 

DEVELCPNENTS IN SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULA. 

SP~ ING/SUNNER.

MCLENCRE. 

HL09510 

CURRENT TOPICS IN READING 

3 

OESCRIIES ~ESOURCES AVAILAILE TO EDUCATORS INTERISTEO IN KIEPING 

AIREAST OF CURRE~' TOPICS IN READI~G AND TEACHES NETHOOS FOR OD­
ING READING RESEARCH. 
fALL. VINTER. 
CO~LEY. 
HL 095 12 
CLINICAL PRACTICUN I~ READING 
4 PIC 
PROVIDES A SUPERVISEO EIPERIENCE IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND RINIDIATI.. 

OF READING PROILENS. 

'REREGUI SI TE SI 

HLD9510. HL09']O. HLD9'~. HLD9.'O. HLD5910 OR 'ERNISSION. 

FALL. 

NILLIANS. GOOSIY. 

MLDn]O

READING DIAGNOSIS 

] 
IDENTIfiES FACTORS NHIC~ INHIIIT SUCCESS IN RIADING AND ..aLYIES 

RISULTANT READING DIFfiCULTIES. STRENGTHENS SKILLS I~ IMPLENENT­

ING DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES IN CLASS'OOM SITTINGS. 

FALL. 

MILLIANS. GODSIY. 

HLD95~O 
SUPERVISION Of CLASSRODM TIACHERS 
] 
OESCRIIES NAJOR ELENENTS Of A SU'E~VISDRY RILATIONSHI'. STUDEN' 
DEVELOPS AND OENUNSTRATES AIILIT' TO FACILITATE LEaa~ING IITNIIN 
ADULTS • 
NINTER. 
IROTTNAN. 
HLa9550 
TEACHING IASIC ARITHNETIC 
] 
STUDIES THI IASIC ARITHMITIC NHICH UNDEIILIIS THE ILININT..Y 

SCHOOL CURRICULUNI COVERS A"RO'RIATI TICHNIQUES FOR DIAGNOSINI , 

INSTRUCTING ..SIC ARITHMETIC CONCI'TS TO CHILDRE~ USING A VARIITY 

OF CONCRETE NANI'ULATIVI a.TERIALS. EXANINES CURRINT EL....TARY 

SCHOOL MATHERATICS CURRICULA AND aATERIALS INCLUDINI IANIS ... 

LAIORATORY ACTIVITIES. 

S'RING/SUMaIR

CHANG. 

184 CHLD Course Descriptions 
HLD"6DTEACHING ENRIC~~EHT NATHEN_TICS IN ElENE~TARY SCHOOL 
~oVIRS APPRoPRI.TE DIAGNOSTIC AND INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES FOR 
NON'ARIT~ETIC ElENENTS Of N_THENATICS IhClUOING GEONETRY. GRAP~ 
ING. AlGEIRA, PROIAIlllTY, ~ETRIC 'EASURENENT, AND PRoIlEN 
SOLVING. 

PREREQUISITES'

HlO 95'0 OR EQUIV_lENT 

SPRiNG/SUNNER.

CHAIIG. 

HloU61 

TEACHING FOR ENRICHNENT IN READING ANO NATHENATICS 

2 

THIS COURSE IS CESIGNEO TO EX'ANO TEACHERS' SKIllS IN DEVELOPING, 

IMPlENENTING ANa EVAlU.TING CURRIC~lUN, CChSISTENT MITH THE GOALS 

AND OIJECTIVES OF A PARTICULAR SCHeOl DISTRICT. 

SPRING/SUNNER.

MllllANS, CONNUNITY PROFEsseR. 

HlO9S62 

MORKSHOP IN DIAGNCSTIC/'RESCRIPTIVE TEAC~ING 

4 PlIIC 

THIS COURSE OFFERS AN ON-SITE SElF-I~STRUCTIOIIAl STAFF DEVElOP­

NENT PRDGRAN III DIAGIIOSTIC/PRESCRIPTIVE TEACHIIIG. OIJECTIVES AND 

ACTIVITIES MERE PLANNED FOR PURPOSES OF EXPANDING THE RANGE OF 

KNDMlEDGE, AIlllTIES AND SKillS UTiliZED BY A LOCAL EDUCATIONAL 

AGEMCY TO INPlENEhT AN EFFECTIVE I~CIVIDUAlIZEO INSTRUCTIONAL 

PROGRAN. 

PREREQUISITES. 

'RIOR CDllAIORATIVE 'lANNING BETMEEN LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCY A,O 

GSU EDUCATION FACULTY. 

SPRIIIG/SUNNER; HOMEVER, TUCIIERS UlL CONPLETE CDURSE AClIVH1ES 

THROU5HOUT TilE YEAR. 

MlllUNS. 

HlD"'O 

CURRICUlUN IN URIAh SCHOCLS
, 
IDEIITIFIES FACTORS AFFECTING CURRICULUN OEVELOPIIEIIT; STUDENTS EX­

ANINE A CURRICULUM SYSTEII IN CURRENT USE; DEVISE MODIFICATIONS 

APPROPRIATE TO SPECIFIED GRCUP OF CHILDREh. 

SPRING/SUNNER.

IRDTTIIAN. 

HLD9610 

RESEARCH NETHoOoLOG' IN HU,AN LEAR~ING AhD OEVELO'IIENT. ENPHASIS 

IN ElENENTARY EaUC_TION
, 
DEVELO'S RESEARCH TECHNIQUES FOR USE III ClASSRooIIS. STUDENTS MILL 

IDENTifY ClASSROON PROIlENS, DESIGN A RENEDIATION STRATEGY, IN­

PlENENT DESIGN, ANALyZE DATA, ~RITE REPCRT. 

FAll, MINTY. 

SUfF. 

HLD96l1 

RESEARCH NETHDDCLoGY; READING AND MR1TING INSTRUCTION 

]-4 

ENAILES THE ClASSROON TEACIIER TO FCCUS ON A PRoIlEII RELATED TO 

READING INSTRUCTION, OETER~INE • SYSTEII_TIC APPRoACII TO THE PRo­

ILEN TO IIIPROVE CLASSRCoN TECHNIQUES AND RESEARCH IN READING. 

PREREQUISITE $I 

111.09510. 

SPRiN" SUMNER. 

CONLEY, EAGLETON. 
111.119630 

READING STRATEGIES FOR INDIVIDUALIZING INSTRUCTION 

3-5 
REVIEIIS liTERATURE eN INDIVIDUALIZATION AND THE lANGUAGE-READING 
PRotESS, STUDIES PUPil V.RIAIllITY, DEYElOPS A IIANAGEIIENT SYSTEII 
TO FACiliTATE PERSONALIZED DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUCTION IN A SPECIFIED 
llARNING ENVIORNNE~T. 
'REREQUISITES.
111.09510, HlO9HO. 

falL. 

CONUY. GHAZI. 

HLD9640 
READING REIIEDIATIOII IN THE ClASSRoOII 
4 
lIT ENDS SKILLS IN THE USE OF OiA&HCSTIC INFORNATION FOR PURPOSES 
OF PlANNllIG AND IIIPLEIIENTIIIG A PROGRAN FOR REIIEDIATING READING 
DiffiCULTIES IIHICH OCCUR Ih THE CLASSROCN. 

PRERECUISITES, 

IIL"'ID. HlD9'30. 

IIINTU. 

IIllliAIIS. GHAZI. 

IILD9"D 
TEACHING READING IN THE C.IITEIIT AREAS 
]-4 
DEWELOPS -DIRECT CDNTENT AREA- REACING lESSONS. REVIEMS liTERA­
TURE ON COIITINT AREA READIIIG INSTRUCTION. CONSTRUCTS IIINI-'Asa 
CINTERS FOR DIA&NOSTIC AND PERSOIIAllZED READING IN THE CONTENT 
AREAS. 

PREREQUISITE $I 

HlD9'10 , IIlD9"O. 

IIINTER. 

CONLEY. GooSIY. 

HlD9660 

IIETHoOS OF TEACHING lEARhlhG DIS_BlEC INCtVIOUAlS

, . 
EXAIIINES THE PROFESSIONAL PROCEDURES REQUIREO TO PLAN AND IIIPlE­

IIENT APPROPRIATE INSTURCTICNAl PRoGRAIIS fCR INDIVIOUALS DESCRIIEO 

AS HAVING SPECIFIC lEARNING OISAIllITIES. THE PLANNING. COORDI­

NATING AND IIANA'E"ENT CO~PETENCIES ARE CONSISTENT MITH A RECENT 

FEDERAL IIANDATE TO INITIATE INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING FROII PREDETER­

IIINEO EDUCATIONAL GOALS IIEPI. FIELD CISERVATICN REQUIRED. 

PRERHUISITES. 

HlD6BZO. HlD~70 AhD KNo~lEDGE OF CQIIPETEhCY-BASED SYSTEIIS AND 

IIETHOoS OF TEAC~lhG OF IASIC ACAoE~IC SKillS. 

SPRING/SUNNER.

SUFF. 

HLD9670 

CHARACTERISTICS OF lEARNlhG DISAllEC STUDENTS
, 
EXANINES T~E THEORETICAL FOUNOATlohS OF lEARNING DISAIlllTIES AND 

ATTEIIPTS TO REl_TE THE VARIOUS CONSTRUCTS TO SUCH ISSUES AS CAU­

SATION. PREVENTION AND SELECTION OF APPROPRIATE 'SYCHOEDUCATIO~Al 

MEANS TO IDENTIFY SPECIFIC lEARNlhG PRCBLEIIS. ADDITIONAL ATTEN­

TION IS GIVEN TO T~E EFFECTS OF THESE INDIVIDUALS UPON HIS DR HER 

FAlIllY AND CO"~UNITY. 

PRERECiUISITES' 

HlD6120 AND Hl06761. 

MI NTEII. . 

SHER ICK. 

tiL09690 

EDUCATIONAL IIIPLICATloNS OF liFE STYLES Ih URBAN COIlNUNITIES
, 
DESCRIIES VARIOUS LIFE STYLES AND ANALYZES DIFFERENT lEARNING EN­
VIRONIIENTS. DESIGNED TO PReVIOE TE_CHERS .ND ADIIINISTRATORS IIITH 
INfDRIIATION THAT MILL ASSIST T~EII IN PlAhNING FOR INSTRUCTION. 
FALL. MINTER. SPRlhG/SUII'ER.
SUfF. 
HLD9712 
TEACHING STUDENTS ~ITH IEHAVIOR GISoRDERS 
3 
THIS COURSE EXPLORES THE COIIDITIOIIS MHICH INITIATE AND IIAINTAIII 
INAPPROPRIATE SOCIAL IEHA'loRS MHICH IIITER~ERE MITH lEARNING IN 
THE ElEIIENTARY SC~GOL. YARlOUS APPROACHES TO PROGRAII PLANNING AND 
IMPlEIIENTATICN ARE EIAlIlNEo FOR GROUPS AS MEll AS fOR INDIVID­
UALS. 
MINTER. SPRING/SUII'ER.
HOPKINS. 
HLD972A 
WORKSHOP. COII~NICATION SYSTE'S FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Z 
THIS IIORKSHOP MilL lEAL IIITH TRAINING EDUCATORS. PARAPROFESSION­
ALS, AND SUPPURT STAFf ~~o IICRK ~11H EICEPTIONAl NEEDS IY USING 
THE EDUCATIONAL ANO THERAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS Of THE CYIERNETIC 
CoNIIUNICATIONS SYSTEII. 

OFFERED lASED ON DENAND. 

CONIIUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

Hl09721 
MORKSHOP, IIATCHING TEACHER LEARNER STYLES 
3 
THIS COURSE SHARES VARIOUS IIETHODOlOGIES IN PRESENTING NATERIAl 
IN THt ClASSRDON. IT INVOLvES NATCHING TEACHER AND lEARNER 
STYLES. IEING AIIARE THAT CHilDREN LEARN IN DIFfERENT IIAYS. AND 
HAVING VARIOUS TECHNIQUES AVAILAllE. A TEAtHER CAN ADAPT PRtSlN­
TATloNS AND lEARNING NETHODS TO fll A CHllo'S CoIIPETENCIES. IN­
TERESTS AND NEEDS. IIAYS IN IIHICH TrE CURRICUlUN CAN IY SYNCHRO­
NIZED MITH INDIVIOUAl DIFFERENCES IIILL IE E.AIIINED AND EIPlORID 
TO IIA.IIIIIE lEARNER'S EFFECTIVENESS. 
OfFERED lASED ON DEIIAND. 
CollllUNlTY PROFESSOR. STAff. 
HLD972C 

WORKSHO', POSITIVE ATTITUDES TOWARDS LEARNING
, 
DESIGNED TO FACILITATE IN TEACHERS SKillS TO INVOLVE STUDINTS IN 
CLASS ACTIVITIES. Mill UTILIZE TECHNIQUES IN DISCUSSION. REIN­

fORCENENT. liSTENING. AND CISERVATION. 

OFfERED lASED ON DEIIAMD. 

CoNNUNITY PROfESSOR, STAFF. 

Hl091ZE 
MORKSHOP, PSYCHIATRIC ASPECTS Of DlvCRCE 
2 
'HIS CDURSE OFFERS LEGAL, IIEDICAl. AND IIENTAL HEALTH PERSONNll AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO E.ANINE PSYCHIATRIC CAUSES AND IIESUlTS OF DIVORCE. 
PARTICIPANTS IIllL EVALUATE AND IRO_DEN THEIR PERSONAL SKILLS IN 
INTERPRETATION. DIAGNOSIS. AND A'P'OPRIATE INTERVENTION. AS NEll 
AS GAIN GREATER UNIERSTANOING OF THE KNOlIlEDGE AND SKillS OFflRED 
IY OTHER PROfESSIONALS IN .ELATED FIELDS. 
OfFERED lASED ON DENAMD. 

COIINUNITY PRoFESSO•• STAFF. 

",-0972'
fiNANCIAL AID IhfCRRATIDN fOR ~IGH SCHDCL COUNSELORS 
!oST ~IGH SCHOOL CDUNSELCRS HAVE LITTLE ACCESS TO INfORMATION RE­

LATING TO INDIVIDUAL FARILY ~UESTICNS RfGARDING fORMS COMPLETICN 

AND FUNDING SOURCES. THIS "OR~SHOP FOCUSES ON .IHfORUTlCH RELAT­

ING TO SPECIfIC FAMILY SIT~ATIONS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS TO 

APPLICATION FDRRS. ALSO INCLUDED I~ THE ~ORKSHOP WILL 8E A LIST­

ING OF FI~ANCIAL AID SOURCES OF A GENERAL NATURE AND SOURCES Of A 

MORE SPECIFIC NATURE USI~G A CDRPUTER DATA BASE LOCATED AT GSU 

ENTITLED GUIDANCE INFDRMATICN SYSTER IGIS •• 

FAll. 

STAff. 

HLD972H 

..DRKSHDP IN HELPING THE .ROBlEM ST~DENT ISEMINAR. RATIONAL 

ERDTIVE EDuCATICN. 

) 
THE INSTITUTE fCR IATIONAL LIVING IN NEW YORK TOOK THE PHILO­

SOPHY AND TECHNIQUES Of RaTIONAL E~CTIVE PSYCHCTHERAPY AND AP­

PLIED IT TC LEARNING AND EPDTICNAl RESPONSES IN CHILDREN. THEY 

HAVE DEVELOPED T~E -LIVING SC~DDL- WHICH COMBINES TEACHING THE 3. 

R'S .. ITH RATIONAL THINKING. THIS CCURSE .. ILL 'RESENT THIS MODEL 

.. ITH TECHNIQUES YO~ CAN UTILIZE IN YCUR CWN CLASSROOR. RATIONAL 

EMOTIVE EDUCATICN "CRRS ~ELL ~ITH CHILDREN IN GRADES .-12. 

DFfEREC BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSCR. STAFf. 

HLD472K 

WORKSHOP' GIfTED EDUCATIOh/INCIVICUALllATION 

2 

THE PURPOSE OF THE FIRST LEVEL GRACUATE CCURSE IS TO INTRODUCE 

STUDENTS ENROLLED I~ THE crURSE TO T~f BASIC PHILOSOPHY AND 

RATIONALE APPROPRIATE IN "CRKING WITH T~E GIFTED LEARNER AND TO 

PROVIDE THE STuDEhTS .. ITH ~EANINGf~L STRATEGIES ANO DELIVERY 

SYSTEMS IN EFfECTIVELY IPPLEPE~TING A SOUND INDIVIDUALIZED 'RO­

GRAM IN THEIR PROfESSIONAL SETTING. THE CDURSE REQUIRES THE STU­

DENT TO DEVELOP, I~PLERENT, PRACTICE AND EVALUATE A SPECIfIC PLAN 

Of ACTION IN THEIR PROfESSIONAl SETTING. 

OFfERED BASED Dh DEMAND. 

CDMRUNITY 'ROFESSCR, STAFF. 

HLD972R 

"ORKShOP' INfORMAL READING INVENTCRY--REVIEW AND EXPANSION 

1 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED fOR TEACHE'S "HO HAVE COMPLETED THE DIS­
TRICT .59 READING CLINIC OR RIGHT-TO-READ SPONSORED INfORRAL 
READING INVENTORY COURSE. TOPICS COVEREC IN THIS COURSE .. ILL IN­
CLUDE REVIE.. Of DIAGNOSTIC .ROCEDURES AND A REV IE.. Of THE PRO­
CEDURES fOR ADMINISTERING IRI'S AND DEVELD'ING REMEDIATION PLANS 
AND PROGRAMS. 

fALL, "INTER, SPRI~G/SUMRER. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFf. 

HLD9720 

IIORKSHD.' DISCIPLINE-A CARING FOR ~UALITY 

3 

POSITIVE MEANS OF DISCIPLINE BASED ON THE BASIC DERDCRATIC 'RIN­

CIPLES OF MUTUAL RESPECT AhD THE NEED ·FCR SOCIAL DlDER "ILL BE 

DISCUSSED AND DEMONSTRATED IN DE.TH I~ THIS COURSE. 

OFFERED BASED ON DERAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9722 

"ORKSHOP: MOTIVATICN FOR BASIC SKILL-TURNING KIDS ON TO BASICS 

2-! 

IN THIS COURSE PARTICIPANTS ~ILL E.'ERIE~CE DOZENS OF STRATEGIES 

DESIGNED TO REINFORCE AND DEVELOP BASIC SKILL CONCEPTS THMOUGH 

THE uSE OF 'OPULAR MUSIC, NOVIES, 'ARES, CONTEST, -ACTION- AND 

OTHER TECHNIQUES ••ARTICIPANTS "ILL SHARE SOME OF THEIR O.. N 

TECHNIQUES DURING THE CCURSE. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSCR, STAFF. 

HLD9723 

WORKSHOP. LEARNING TDGET~ER , ALONE I 

2 

THIS ACTIVITY-CENTERED "CRKSHDP "ILL DEMONSTRATE HO" TO AP'RO­

PRIATELY USE COOPERATION, COMPETITION AND INDIVIDUA~IZATION AT 

ALL AGE LEVELS TO IMPROVE BASIC AC~IEVEMENT, POSITIVE SELF-ESTEEM 

CONSTRUCTIVE CONfLICT, A~D HUNANISTIC DISCIPLINE. THE USE OF THIS 

APPROACH "ITH NAINSTREARING PROGRAPS WILL ALSO BE EXPLORED. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD972' 

WORKSHC •• CREATIVE CLASSRDCM MANAGEMENT 

3 

UTILIZATION OF BEHAVIOR MODIFICATICN TRAINING AND APPLIED TECH­

NIQUES IN CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT IN THE EDUCATION OF CHILDREN ..ITH 

LEARNING AND BEHAVIOR DIFFICULTIES. 

OFFERED BASED ON DERANO. 

CORNUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9726 

IIORKSHD" MASTERY LEARNING 

I 
THIS COURSE 15 DESIGNED TO PROVIDE A THOROUGH INTRODUCTION TO THE 
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MASTERY LEARNING AND COM.ETENCY lASED EDUCATION MOVENENT MHICH 
HAS BEtONE A TOPlt THROUGHOUT THE (OUNTRY. THE COURSE "ILL 
PROVIDE 'ARTICI.ANTS "ITH A KhCWLEDGE OF tHE THEORY, RESEARtH, 
AND .RACTICAL EX'ERIENCE I~ DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS ANO 
TESTS fOR IM'LE~E~TING MASTERY LEARNING AND CIE. HANOS-DN EX'ER­
IENCE .. ITH A CO~'UTER MHIC~ HAS BEfN DESIGNED TO NANAGE SUCH A 
PROGRAR IN SCHOtLS MILL ALSO BE PRCVIDED. 
OFFERED BASED O~ DERAND. 
COMMUNITY PROfESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD972B 

MORKSHOP' BASIC RES.CNSI8ILITY TRAINING 

3 

THE IM'ORTANtE OF MAKING INDIVIDUALS RESPONSI8LE FOR THEIR ONN 

BEHAVIORS, ·DECISltNS, SUCCESSES ANO fAILURES "ILL IE CLOSELY 

EXAMINED. THE .RIMARY FOCUS OF THIS NORKS~OP MILL INCLUDE • 

RATIONAL THINKING/LIVING STRATEGIES, BASIC PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR 

.RACTICAL apPROACHES TC "eDIFYING fEHAVIOR, SPECIFIC RATIONALE 

AND TECHNIQUES FOR APPLICATION OF RESPONSIBILITY IN THE 

CLASSRCOM. 

OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

CDMtlUN ITY PROf ESSCR, STAFF. 

HLD9H9 

MORKSHO., INNOVATIVE A.PROACHES TO REAOING , ..RITING INSTRUCTION 

1-3 

THE PROCESS AND APPLICATIO~ Of REACI~G A~D MRITING SKILLS IS A 

COURSE IN DIAGNOSTIC AND CCRRECTIVE TECHNIQUES USED IN CLASSRooN 

TEACHING. TEACHERS WILL BE GIVEN A BASIC UNDERSTANDING Of CON­

CEPTS AND .RAC TICAL TOOLS WlicH CU BE TA !lORE 0 TO THE IR stu­

DENT'S NEEDS. IN THIS EXPERIENTIALLY-BASED WORKSHOP, PARTICI.ANTS 

WILL CONSTRUCT AND SHARE EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES AND DEVICES. 

OFfERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

CONMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFf. 

HLD9UA 

"ORKSHOP' RAKING CLASSRoeN GROUPS ~RK I 

1 

EACH OF US CAN BE .ART Of RANY GROU'S DURING OUR MEEK, BUT FOR 

THE CLASSROOM TEACHER, ..ORKING MIT~ GROUPS IS A DAILY 1.00 TO 

3'00 OCCURRENCE. TO BE A..ARE OF AND TO BE ABLE TO USE GROUP PRG­

CESS DYNANICS EFFECTIVELY IS A CRITICAL SKILL. THIS IS ESPECIALLY 

TRUE IN THOSE SCHOOLS WHERE INCREISED CLASS SIZE IS, IRONICALLY, 

THE RESULT Of DECLINING ENROLLMENT AND MAINSTREAMING PRESSURES. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

CONMUNITY 'ROFESSCR, STAff. 

HLD97!B 

MORKSHO., MAKING CLASSROtM G.OU.S IIORK II 

1 
CONTINUATION OF MAKING CLASSROOM GROU.S ~OIK .aRT I. 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLD973A. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD973C 

SPORTS CONNUtlICATIDN SKILLS fOR COACHING IIASEIALL' 

1 
THE NATIONAL CC..ERENCE ATTRACTS MANY .ARTIGI'ANTS fOR FULFILLING 

PROfESSIONAl AND EDUCATIONAL GbALS "ITHIN THE DONAIN OF IASEIALL. 

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES NADE AVAILAILE ARE fRAMED TY.ICALLY AS 

SYMPOSIUMS, CLINICS, AND MCRKSHOPS. IT IS THE 'UR.OSE Of THE 

COURSE TO NAXIMIZE THE LEARNING OP.DRTUNITIES FOR CONfEIENCE 

"RTICIPANIS. 

OfFERED 8ASED ON DEMAND. 

CDRMUNITY · PROFESSCR, STAFF. 

HLD973H 

INVESTIGATING THE LEARNING STYLES CF CHILDREN 

3 

THIS COURSE "ILL 'ROVIOE TEACHERS ~ITH PROCEDURES fOR ANALYZING 

LEARNING AND BEHAVIOR, PROOCUEDURES FOR IDENTIFYING LEARNING 

S\YLES Of CHILDREN 'INfORMAL · .ROCEDURES., AND METHODS fOR DEVel­

OPING INSTRUCTIONAL RECORNENDATIONS FOR TEACHING CHILOREN eASED 

ON ASSESSMENT OF THE LEARNING STYLE. 

SPR ING/ SURMER. 

COMMUNITY PROfESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9UD 

WORKSHOP. READING 

1 
THIS COURSE "ILL ACQUAINT TEACHERS "ITH THE CONTENT, SEQUENtE aND 
METHODS OF TEACHING READING. ThE COURSE ~ILL ALSO ACQUAINT 
TEACHERS MITH RETHODS TO DIAGNOSE ANO TREAT CHILOREN'S SKILL 
ABILITIES AND tlEEDS IN lEADING. ME MILL ALSO EXPLORE CONTEMPORARY 
ISSUES AND METHODS IN THE AREA OF 'EAOING. GEARED TO TEACHERS IN 
K-5. . 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMNUtilTY 'ROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9739 
NORKSHOP, TEACHER EfFECTIVENESS TIAINING 
2-] 
TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING IS A COURSE IN CLASSROOM COMMUNIC­
ATION AND 'ROBLEM SOLVING, IN ,,"IC~ THE IIORTH Of HUNAN IEINGS IS 
U"ERMOST. ANO NO CNE -LOSES-. THE SKILLS ARE DESIGNED 
TO INVITE STUDENTS TO IE RES.ONSIILE, AND TO .ARTICI.ATE IN ~ 
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ISION-MAKING ANO PROaLER-SOLVING PROCESSES. THE EXPERIENTIALLY­

BASED ~OR&SHOP PROViDES OPPORTUNITY TO PRACTICE THE SXILlS AND 

EXPERIENCE-EFFECTIVENESS IN TEACHER-STUDENT RElATIONSHIP. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

CO""UNITY PROFESSCR, STAFF. 

HLD9H3 

MQRKSHO': ACTICM RESEA'C~ fCR ICTI~E TEIC~ERS 

2 

THIS COURSE EXAMINES THE RESEIRCH PROCESS IN AN EOUCATIONAl MIL­

IEU. ' ..TICIPANTS MILL BE REQUESTEC TO IDENTIFY PRDDLE~S, DEVELOP 

RESEARCH DESIGNS, COLlECT 'NO ANILYIE DITI AND DEVELOP CONClUS­

lOllS. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

CONMUNITY PROFESSCR, STAFF. 

HL09744 

~ORKSHOP' HEETING NEEDS Cf EXCEPTICNAl CHILDREN IN THE REGULIR 

CLASSROOM
, 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE TEICHERS ~ITH THE DIAGNOSTIC, 

INSTRUCTIONAl AND EVILUATICN SKILLS hECESSIRY Tt EFfECTIVELY 

TEICH EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN ~ITHIN THE CLASSROOM. COURSE PIRTICI­

PANTS ~Ill BE ACTIVElY AND EXPERIEhTIAllY INVOlVED IN THE ACQUIS­

ITION OF DIAGNOSTIC, INSTRUCTIONAl, IND EVAlUITION SKILlS AS A 

RESUlT OF APPlYING THEN DIRECTlY TC STUDENTS IN THEIR CLASSROOM. 

OFFERED BASED Oh DEMIND. 

CONMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAfF. 

Hl09746 

MORKSHOP' GIFTED EDUCATION-AOMINISTRATICN 

1 
THE FOCUS OF THIS COURSE IS THE ST'GES FOR INITIITING AND IMPlE­

MENTING A GIFTED PROGRAM. TOPICS IhClUDED ARE' BEGINNING AND 

IMPLEMENTING I GIFTED PRCGRAN, WRITING GOALS, OBJECTIVES. ACTIVI­

TIES, EVALUATION DESIGNS, ORGAhlZATIONAl "ODELS. AND SELECTING 

PERSDhNH. 

OFFERED BASED ON OENANO. 

CONNUNITY PROFESSCR, STIFF. 

HLD97H 

~ORKSHCP: PERSCNAl GRO~T~ FOR EDUC.TCRS 

2 . 
THROUGH INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCES, GRCUP ICTIVITIES AND FIElD EXPER­
IENCES, EACH STUDENT ~ILL !E TAUGHT TO BECOME MORE INNER-DIRECTED 
IND TIME CONPETENT. THE THEORETICAl IDEAS Of MASlOW, ROGERS, 
CONIS, SHOSTROM, ROllO MIY, RIYNONO GALE, CHARLES HAMPDEN-TURNER, 
AND OTHER ACTUILIZING THEORISTS IRE PRESENTED A~O DISCUSSED. THE 
EMPHASIS OF THIS FIRST LEVEl GRAOUATE COURSE IS ON THE CONTINUING 
INTEGRITION Of CONCEPTS IND EXPERIENCES TC~ARO THE GOAl OF fULlER 
SElf REIllZATION AND THE DEVElOPMENT OF UNTAPPED CAPACITIES. 
OFFERED BASED CN DENINO. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STIFF. 
HL09HI 

~RKSHOP' THEORIES' TECHNIQUES OF ~UMANISTIC EDUCATION 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS CENTRAL TO T~E PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN­
ISTIC EDUCATION, T~E MOST fREQUENTLY USED STRATEGIES IN HUMAN­
ISTIC EDUCATION, AND RESEARCH ON T~E EFFECT OF HUMANISTIC TECH­
NIQUES ~ILl BE PRESENTED. T~IS COURSE Mill EMPHASIZE THE SElf­
DISCOVERY OF PARTICIPANTS IN RElATICN TO THEIR O~N HUMAN VALUES 
AND ATTITUDES. THIS IS BIiT" I PERSCNAL GRGWTH CGUIISE AND AN 
INTRODUCTION TO HUNANISTIC EDUCITICN. 
OFFERED BASED ON DENIND. 
COMNUNITY PROfESSOR. STIFF. 
HL0915D 

;ORKSHOP, MOTIYATING THE NO EfFORT STUDENT 

THIS CO~SE WILl EXAMINE WAYS THAT -NO-EFFORT- STUDENTS CAN BE 

TURNED ON TO THEIR PO~ER AND TO THE RICHhESS OF LEARNING. THIS 

COURSE INCLUDES A REVIEW OF RESEINCH, SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES AND 

STRUCT~ES, AND A CHANCE TO DESIGN/APPLY/EVAlUATE METHODS FOR 

YOUR STUDENTS. 

OFFERED .ASEO ON DENAND. 

t .OMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HL097" 

MaRKSHOP' VALUES CLARIFICATION AND MORAL CEVELCPMENT 

1-) 

THIS CO~SE WILL ADDRESS THE TEACHER'S APPROPRIATE ROLE IN THE 

STUDENT DEVElOPING PERSOhAl ETHICS AND RElATE VALUES ClARIFICA­

T,ION/NOUL DEVELOPNENT TO SOlVING SUCH CUSSROOM PROBlEMS IS 

ROTIVATION, DISCIPLINE, RESPthSIBlllTY, AND BASIC EDUCATION. 

OffERED lASED ON DENAND. 

COMNUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HlD9756 
~ORKSHOP' HUNAN CREATIVITY 
1 
WHAT IS CREATIVITY? CAN IT IE TAUG~T. CAUGHT, OR ARE YOU BORN 
~ITH IT? CAN CREATIVITY EVER BE NEGATIVE? ARE PEOPlE MCRE LIKELY 
TO BE NORE CREATIVE AT SOME AGES T~AN OThERS? HOM DO YOU VALUE 
VOUR D~ CREATIVITY? THAT OF STUDEhTS? DCES CREATIVITY Al~IVS 
EVIDENCE ITSELF IN A PRODUCT? THIS INTRODUCTORY COURSE ~ILl 
PROVIDE A BASE FOR A FDLLO~-UP ClASSROON IPPlICATION. 
OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSC., STAFF. 
HLC9757 
WORKSHOP: TElEYISICN EFFECTIVE~ESS TRAINlhG 
1 
TELEVISION EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING ~Ill FCCUS ON THE UTLIZATICN OF 
TV AS A TEAChiNG TCOl. CCNSIDERATIChS Mill 8E GIVEN TO PRIME TIME 
PROGRAMS CN COMMERtlAL AND PUILIC hET~ORKS AS MELl AS INSTRUC­
TIONAl TV. PARTICIPANTS ~ILl EXAMlhE AVAILABLE RESOURCES AND THE 
VARIOUS ORGANIZATIONS PREPARING STLDY MATERIALS. PARTICIPANTS 
Will DEVElCP CLASSROOM MITE~IAlS TC FIT THEIR PARTICUlAR EDUCA­
TIONAL NEEDS. T~E CCURSE IS AlSO IhTENDED TO DEVEL~P CRITICAl 
VIEWING SKIllS. 
OFFEREO 8ASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMU~ITY PROFESSCR, STAFF. 
Hl09HO 

:ORKSHOP' LEARNING TOGET~E~ , ALONE II 

PARTICIPANTS Will CC~TINUE TO DEVElOP ANO REfiNE THEIR KNO~LEDGE 

AND SKILLS RElATED TO INPLEMENTING CCOPERATIVELY STRUCTURED 

CLASSROOM ENVIRCNMENTS WIT .. PlRT ICULIR EIIPHASI·S IN ESTABLISHING 

TRUST AND DEVELOPlhG LEADERSHIP CAPA8IlITIES. 

PRERHUISITES. 

HLD '17 B. 

OFFERED BASED Oh DE~AND. 

COMMUNITY PR(FESSOR. STAFF. 

HlD'I762 

WORKSHOP: THE RElUCTANT LEARhER 

2 

THIS COURSE FOCUSES ON THE STUDENTS ~HO ~EED SPECIAl HELP; THE 

STUDENTS WHO ARE NOT ACHIEVING IN SCHCCL BECAUSE OF EMOTIONAL 

BEHAVIOR OR ATTITUDINAL PRCBlE'S. THE CONTENT WILl INClUDE 11 

THEORETICAL CO~SIDERATIChS, 21 PRACTICAl SOlUTIONS, 31 SUPPORT 

FOR .TEACHERS WHO ARE DISCOURAGED OR CVERW .. ElMED. AND ~I FOLLOM-UP 

FOR S~GGESTICNS MACE. 

OFFERED 81SEC C~ OE"ANO. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. STAFF. 

HL097H 

WORKSHOP: CREATIVE MRITI~G FeR lEA.hERS 

3 

THIS FIRST-LEVEl GRADUATE CtURSE IS CESIGNED TO HElP PARTICIPANTS 

ENRCLlED IN THE COURSE 8ETTER UNDEPSTAND THE HISTORY, RATIONAlE, 

URGENT NEED, DEVElCPMENT IND CURRENT STATUS OF CREATIVE WRITING 

lEARNING PRDGRAIIS. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMIND. 

COMNUNITY PROFESSOR. STAFF. 

HLD'IH5 

WORKSHOP' PROCESS lEAR~I~G FCR fUTlRE 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO HElP EDUCITORS 8ETTER UNDERSTAND THE 

HISTORY, RATIONalE, URGEhT "EEC,' DEVELOPMEIIT AND CURRENT STATUS 

OF PROCESS-CENTERED lEARhlNG PROGRAMS IN THE USA. FUTHER, THE 

COURSE MILl PRESENT NOT CNLY I VARIETY OF AlTER~ATIVE APPROACHES 

TO PROCESS-lEARNING BUT I SPECIFIC lEARNING MODEl FOR AGES '-20. 

OFFERED BISED ON DEMIND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STIFF. 

HLD9766 
WORKSHOP: GROUP DYNAMICS/CIRClE DISCUSSICN 
3 
PARTICIPANTS Will IE EXPCSED TC THE INTERPERSONAl RElATIONSHIPS 
THEORY THAT UNDERLIES THE ~UNIN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM DEVElOPED 8Y 
BESSELL AND PAlONARES. T.. IS THEORY EMPHISIZES THE DIMENSIONS OF 
AWARENESS, MASTERY, SOCIAl INTERACTION, AhD GROUP DYNANICS STRUC­
TURE CALlED THE -MAGIC CIRCLE-; ~ITHIN W~ICH STUOENTS DEVElOP 
AWARENESS, NASTERY AND SCCIAl INTERACTIC~ SKillS. 
OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
HlD'IHI 
WORKSHOP' INDIVIDUAllZATICh INSTRUCTION 
3 
THIS WORKSHOP FOCUSES ON TECHNIQUES FOR "EETING INDIVIDUAL 
STUDENT NEEDS. THESE TECHNIQUES INClUCE IDENTIFYING THE lEARNING 
STYLES OF STUDENTS, TESTINC DIAGNO!ES, DEVElOPING MATERIALS FOR 
REMEDial AND CORRECTIVE TEAC~I.G, AND ESTA8llSHING MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEIIS. 
OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD97t9 

~ORKSHOP: ADMINISTRATION' SUPERVISION Of SPECIAL EDUCATION 

THIS COURSE IS INTENOEO FOR PRESENT IDNINISTRATION PU8lIC . SCHOOL 
PERSONNEL, PRINCIPAlS, ETC., AS MEll AS THOSE INVOlVED IN OR 
INTERESTED IN All lEVElS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION AND 
SUPERVISION. T~E CCURSE PRESENTS Ah OVERVIEW OF CURRENT SPECIAl 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION PITTERNS IN USE lHRCUGHOUT THE COUNTY. 
SPECIAl FOCUS IS GIVEN TO PROGRAM eRGANllATION, STATE lAWS AND 
ADNINISTRATION PIT TERNS. 

OFFERED lASED ON DEMANO. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSCR, STAFF. 

HL09170 
NORKS~OP IN JEAN PIAGET ANO T~E EOUCATIO~AL PRCCESS 
! STUOY Of THE INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT Cf T~E CHILO - AGE 0 TC 
12 - STRESSING T~E EARLY C~ILC~CO ASPECTS ACCORDING TO JEAN 
PIAGET'S GENETIC EPISTEMCLCGY. IMPLICATIO~S fOR THE EDUCATIONAL 
PROCESS -- AT HCRE IfATHER, ~'THER, EXTE~CED FA~ILY RELATICN­
SHIPS.: -- AT SC~~CL I_UPSERIES. D'Y CARE. PRESCHOOL. ELEMENTARY 
UP TO lRO GIIADE. SPECIAL ECUCATI(;N •• 
OffERED BASED O~ DE~AND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSCR, STAFf. 
HLD'I171 

MORKSHOP, POSITIVE 8EHAVICR fOP EXCEPTI(;~AL CHILDREN 

:HIS MORKSHOP eASED ON A UNIQUE -APPRCACH TO DEALING WITH BEHAVIOR 
PROBlEMS IN THE CLASSROOM WILL fCC~S ON THEORETICAL APPROACHES 
TO THE CONCEPTS Of -NORMALITY-, -HEALTH-, -RESPO~SIBILITY" AND 
-POWER" AND CN PRACTICAL TEC~NIQUES TC TURN BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS 
INTO CLASSROCM ME~TAL HEALT~. 
OffERED BASEC Ch DE~ANO. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSCR, STAFF. 
HL09172 

MORKSHOP: ORGAhIZI~G A RESPONSIVE (LASSROOM 

2 

THIS ~ORKSHOP IS FCR TEACHERS WHC ~ANT TC TUNE INTO STUDENTS' 

INTRESTS AND USE T~EM AS A 8ASIS FCR TEAChiNG. PARTICIPANTS WILL 

COVER INSTRUCTICNAL TEC~NIOUES THAT PROM(;TE AND ENtOURAGE STUDENT­

INVOLVEMENT AND CPP(;RTUNITIES FOR TEACHERS TC CCNSTRUCT MATERIALS 

fOR T~EIR CLASSRCCMS. 

OFFERED BASEC ON OE~ANO. 

CO~UNITY PROFESSOR. STAFF. 

HLD9Jl]

MaRKSHOP: STRENGTHENING T~E MCME-S(~CCL RELATICNSHIP 

1 
THIS COURSE, OESIG~EO TC HELP TEAC~ERS IECOME MORE EFfECTIVE IN 

DEALING WITH PARENTS. WILL EMP~ASIZE THE IMPORtANCE OF STRONG 

HOME-SCHOOL RELAtICNSHIPS. MANY PRCVEN StRAtEGIES IN POSITIVELY 

DEALING WITH AND WINNING T~E SUPPORT AND APPROVAL OF PARENTS WILL 

BE DEMCNSTRATEO ANC PRACtiSED. 

OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSCR. StAFF. 

HL097U 

WORKSHOP' INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCAtlCN PROGRA"- DIAGNOSTIC, PRESCRIP­

tiVE, EVALUATIVE 

2 

tHE PURPOSE Of tHIS NOR_SHCP IS TO PRDVICE TEAC~ERS WITH SKILLS 

WHICH WILL E~A8LE THEM TO COPE ~It~ THE REALitIES OF MAINStREAM­

ING AND THE PROCESS OF PREPARING A~O USING INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCA­

tiONAL PLANS MA~OAtEO 8Y PUILIC LAk 'I~-1~2. 

OFFERED lASED O~ DEMAND. 

COMMUNity PROfESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD97IJ 

WORKSHOP, tEACHING READING IN THE CCNTE~T AREAS 

I 
READING SKILLS COMMON to ALL CONTENT AREAS AS NELL AS SPECIALIZED 

SKILLS fOR NAtHENAtICS, S(;CIAL StUCIES, ETC. MILL BE DISCUSSED. 

PARTICIPANTS WILL eE INVOLVED IN ACTIVITIES WHICH CAN BE INtORPO­

RATED IN CONtENT AREA CLASSRO(;M LESSONS. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

CONMUNltY PRDFESSCR. StAFf. 

HL09J.. 

WORKSHOP: GIFTED EDUCATION STRATEGIES •••• 

I 
THE fOCUS Of tHIS COURSE IS T~E DEVELOPMENT Of APPROPRIAtE CUR­

RICULUM FOR MEETING THE NEEDS Of IDENTIFIED GiftED STUDENTS. 

tOPICS INCLUDED AREI VARICUS APPRO'C~ES T(; DIfFERENTIATING CURRI­

CUlUM BASED ON ILOON. GUILfORD, AND WILLIAMS, CREATIVE QUEStiON­

ING TECHNIQUES, AND APPROPRIAtE MATERIALS FOR GIfTED. 

OfFERED BASED O~ DEMAND. 

CDNMUNITY PROFESSCR~ STAff. 

HlD9719 

WORKSHO', CREATIVE DRA"ATICS I~ THE CLASSROON 

I 
THE OVER-ALL OBJECtiVE OF THIS COURSE IS TO MOTIVATE tEACHERS 

TOWARD A CLOSER RELATIONSHIP WitH CHILDRE~I AND TO PROVIDE SOME 

WORKAILE TECHNIOUES AND MATERIALS FOR DEVELOPING THIS NEW 

DIIIEIo$lON. 

OFfERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

CO~MUNITY PROfESSCR. STAFF. 

HL09"O 

MaRKS~OP: 100 WAYS to IM'ROVE SELF-CONCEPt 

] 
SELf-ESTEEN INCREASINGLY DEPENDS UPON OUR PERSONAL EXPERIENCES IN 

DAILY LifE AND LESS UPON PRAISE fROM OTHERS. WORKSHOP PARTICI­

PANtS ~llL LEARN A NEW THECRY OF "ACHING lHAl TAKES tHIS DEVEL­

OPMENT INtO ACCCUNT. SKILLS FOR INCREASING SELf-ESTEEM AND THEIR 

RELAtiONSHIP TO RellVATICN AND DISCIPLINE IN tHE CLASSRDOM WILL 

IE EXPLOItED. 

OFfERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAff. 
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HLD'l7'l2 

WORKSHOP' GIFTED EOUCATICN IDE~'IFIC"IC. 

:HE fOCUS Of THIS COURSE IS THE ESTAILISH~ENT Of A STEP IV STEP 

PRCCESS fOR IDENtifYING YOUR 'IFTEt STUDENTS. TGPICS INCLUDED ARE 

: DEflNITICNS OF GifTEDNESS. CHARA(TERISTICS, AN OVERVIE~ Of ILL­

INDIS GIFTED PROGRAN. ~ETHCDS AND INSTRUIIENTS fOR IDENTifICATION. 

DffERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROfESSCR, STAff. 

HLD97~3 
WORKSHOP' WRITING IN THE ELEME~TAR' GRAOES 
2 
DESIGNED TO fOSTER UNOERSTANOING Of THE HISTORY, DEVELOPMENT AND 
CURRENT STAtUS-(;F CREATIVE WRITING LEARNING PROGRANS. ALTERNATIVI 
APPROACHES TO HELPING SlUDEhTS WRI1E CREATIVELY NILL BE EXPLORED 
AND. SPECifiC LEARNING 'OCEL fOR 'GES 3-20 PRESENTED. THIS 
COURSE WILL NOT OEAL MIt" CTHER LA~GUAGE ARTS COMPONENIS. 
OffERED BASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNity PROfESSOR. SlAFf. 
HLD97'1~ 

WORKSHOP: DIAGNOSTICS fOR THE LEAR~lhG DISABILITY TEACHER 

1 
STUDENTS LEARN TO CONDUC1, ADMINiStER MAJOR DIAGNOSTIC INS1RU­

MENTS, SCORE AND INTERPRET TEST PERFORMANCES. UTILIZE OBSERVA­

TIONS fOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES AND CEVELCP INSTRUCTIONAL DIJEC­

TIVES fROM DIAG~OSTIC fiNDINGS. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROfESSCR. StAFf. 

HL09796 

MaRKS~CP: LEARNING tOGETHER AND ALCNE III 

1 
PARTICIPANTS MILL CONtiNUE TO DEVELOP AND REfiNE THEIl KNQWLED8E 

AND SKILLS RELAtED to IMPLEMENtiNG CCOPERAtlVELY STRUCTURED 

CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS IN REGARD TC PAINSTREAMING MITH PARTICULAR 

EMPHASIS ON CONSTRUCTIVE CCNfLICT RESOLUTION ANa ;ROUP COMMUNICA· 

TlC!tI SKILLS. 

PRERECUISITESI 

HLD9123. HLD91.0. 

OFFERED BASED ON DENAND. 

COMMUN ITY PROFESSOR, SlAff. 

HLD9Jn 

MORKSHOPI ENERGY , STRESS IN tHE CLASSROCM 

1 
EMPHASIS ON PROfESSIONAL SUPPORT GROUPS AS A MEANS Of REDUclM& 
ISOLATION ANO MANAGING JOI-RELATEC StRESS. PARTICIPA'ION IN A 

PROfESSIONAL SUPPORt GROUP MODEL WILL BE fEATURED. 

OfFERED lASED C~ OE~AND. 

COMMUNity PROFESSOR, STAFf. 

HLD91Dl 
WORKSHOP: WRITE CNI NEW ~AYS/NEW YEAR 
1 
A SPECifiC LEARNING HODEL fOR CREATIVE WRITING WILL IE DEVELOPED. 
S'UDENTS WILL LEAR~ HOM '0 I'PLENE~' AND EVALUATE A SINILAR- PRD­
GRA" IN THEIR OWN PROfESSICNAL SETTING. 

OfFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9110 

CURRENT ISSUES IN EARLY C~ILD"OOD !DUCATION 

] 
DOCUMENTS DiffERING VIEWPOIN'S 01 SEVERAL CURRERT ISSUES. STU­
DENTS WILL EXANINE THE DECISION-MA.ING PROCESS ANO CURRERT S'AtUi 
Of ISSUES. TAKE A PUILIC STANO ON tNE ISSUE TO INFLUENCE 'MOSI 
RESPONSIBLE FOR DE1ERMINING ITS DUICONE. 
FALL, SPRING/SUNNER.

BUR. 

HLD9120 

INTRODUcTION TO EDUCATIONAL AD~INISTRATION 

] 
DESCRIBES ORGANIZAIION Of EDUCATIO•• AD'INSTRATIVE TASKS, LEA...• 

SHIP IEHAVIOR, RGLES Of SC~L PERSONNEL AND POLICY FORNA'IOR 

STUOENTS WILL APPLY CONCEPTS TO A SCHOOL SETTING. 

fALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

IRG"MAN. 

HL09IZZ 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADMINIS1RA'ICN AND SUPERVISION 

] 
INTRODUCES 'HE PROSPEC'IVE ADIIINISIRATOR TO THE VARIOUS fEATURES 
Of AN ElEMEN'ARY SCHOOL. THE ORGANIZATIONAL S'RUCTURE, CURRICUlUM 
DESIGNS, INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNS, AND AOMINISTRATIVE ROlES AND RES­
PONSIBILITIES WILL BE INOEN'lfIED, ANALYZED AND DISCUSSED. 
fALL, SPRING/SUMN'R.
MICHEL. 
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H~D9nQ 
lHE CDNMUNITY CC~lEGE 
] 
STUDIES THE CDRMUNITY CDl~EGE AS A UNIQUE TYPE OF EDutATIDNA~ IN­
STITUTION. SURVEYS T~E HISTORICA~ CEVE~CPMENT. PHllOSOPHICA~ 
lASES. CONTROl. CURRICUlU~. AND ST~GENTS fCUND I~ COMNUNITY CD~­
leGE SYSTEM. 
FA~~. 
DEER. 
HlD'II3l 
COMMUNITY CO~lEGE ADMINISTRATION 
] 
EXARINES CO~~EGE ADMINISTRATION. I~(~UDING PC~ICY-SETTING. IN 

AREAS Of CO~~EGE OPERATIONS. 'ARTICULAR ATTENTION IS GIVEN TO AD­

NINISTRATION IN A PUIllC C~~MUNITY CeLLEGE. 

PRERECUISllES' 

HlD912D. H~D913D. 

IIINTER. 

DEEM. 

H~D9I"O 

SCHOO~ ~AII
, 
EX~ORES THE lEGAL IASIS OF THE st~OOl AND TME RELATIONS IETIIEEN 
SOCIA~ 'RDIlENS AND FEDERAL AND STATE C~URT DECISIONS. INC~UDES 
lE'A~ RIGHTS OF ADRINISTRATCRS. TE'C~ERS. PARENTS AND STUDENTS 
ALONG IIITH COURT DECISIONS ON DUE PROCESS. EQUA~ITY. AND MAL­
PRACTICE. 
SPRING/SURNell.
MICHEL • 
H~09l'" 
GOVER"RENT PO~I(IES IN T~E PU.~IC SC~OO~ 
J 
IDENTIFIES THE I"F~UENCES CF THE SlATE AND FEDERA~ GOVERNRENT ON 
THE SCHOO~ AND T~E FCRCES IFfECTING ITS OPERATION. DESIGNED AS A 
CORPANION COURSE TO ~lD T~6DI HO~E~ER. T~ERE ARE NO PREREQUIS­
I lES. 
SPIIING/SURMER.
RICHEL. 
HlD'!'!I! 

PIIACTICUM IN ADMINISTRATIC~ AND SUPEIIVISICN
, I PlIcC 
PIIOVIDES A SCHOOL SETTING IN IIHICH T~E SIUDENT DEVE~OPS AND UlIl­
IZES A VAIlIETY OF AONlhlSTRATICN A~O SUPERVISORY SKI~lS UNDER 
SUPERVISION. CCNSIDERS BUDGET. CURlIlCUlUM AND PERSONNEL MA"EIIS. 
PREREQUISITES: 

PERMI SSION. 

fAll, IIINTEII. SPRING/SUMMER.

IROTTMAN. MIC~El, REYES. 

HlD'!'!12 

PRACTICUM IN ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISICN II 

3 PlNC 
PROVIDES AN EXTENDED EXPERIENCE IN A SCHCO~ SETTING IN IIHICH THE 
STUDE"T DEVELOPS A~O UTiliZES I VARIETY Cf ADMINISTRATIVE AND SU­
PERVISORY SKillS UhDER SUPERVISICN. CONSIDERS EVALUATION TECH­
NIQUES. CO~lECTIVE BARGAlhlhG. PUBLIC RELATIONS. AND PREPARATICN 
Of REPORTS. 

PREREQUISITES. 

PERMI SSION. 

fAll. IIINTER. SPRlhG/SUH'ER.

IROTTMA". MICHEL. REYES. 
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A8NOR~AL PSYC~tLCGY ~LC 503C 
ACADEMIC CONMITTEE SE~INAR IN ~UMA~ SERVICES HLD 6110 

ADLERIAN FAMILY CCUNSELI~G ~LD 8560 

. ADNI~ISTRATIO" AND SUPERVISION IN ~UMAN SERVICES HLO 6120 

ADCLESCENCE HLO 50~0 
AOULT~OOD HLO 5050 

ADVANCED EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHCLCGY HLO 50eo 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY ~LO ~010 
_OVANCED INDIVIDUAL THERAPY TECHNI'UES: ADULT HLD 8549 

AOVANCEO INDIVIDUAL THERAPY TECHNI'UES. C~ILO ~LO 8543 

AOVA~CEO TECHNIQUes: • •• ~LO 8~30 
ADVERTISING AS COMMUNICATION HLD 5580 

ADVERTISING STRATEGY AND CONSUMER rEHAVIOR HLD 5600 

AOVOCACY IN ~U"A~ SERVICES ~LO 1010 

ALTERNATIVE ~ELPING MODES FOR WOME~ HLO 5090 

APPLIED APPROACHES TO HUMAN CONMUNICATIONS HLO 56~0 
APPLIED RESEIRC~ HLD 8500 

AUTOMATION I~ LI8RARIES HLO 599A 
8EGIN~ING COUNSELING' HUMAN RELATION SKILLS HLO 8120 

BEHAVICR PROBLEMS HLO 6310 

BEHAVIOR PR08LEMS FOR CLASSROOM TEICHERS HLD 6500 

8E~AVIOR THERIPY HLO 8565 

BIOFEE08ACK 'SELF-REGULATICN HLO 5202 

BLACK CHILD IN T~E SUBURBAh SC~OOLS HLC 199A 
8LACK VALUES AND URBAN TEACHER EDUCATION HlD 16Z0 
"lACK/WHITE SOCIETY AND THE DELIVERY OF HUMAN SERVICES HlO 6130 

CAREER EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS HlO e330 
CHARACTERISTICS OF LEARNING 0lSA8LEC STUDENTS HLO 9610 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED HlO 6110 

CHILO AND FAMilY Ih THE COM"U~ITY "lO 1013 

CHilD DEVElOP-ENT HlO 51Z0 

ClASSRCOM USE OF INSTRUCTI~NAl MATERIALS HLO 5510 

CLINICAL PRACTICUM IN READING HlC 951Z 

COGNITIVE PSYCHOlCGY APPLIED TO INSTRUcTION HlO 5160 

COMMUNICATING AESTHETIC VALUES T~RCUGH SPORT HlO 9000 

COMMUNICATION , C~ANGE FOR THERAPISTS AND EDUCATORS HlO 161K 

CO~UNICATION AND HUNAN SEXUALITY HLO 8130 

COMMUNICATION FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS HLO 1112 

COMMUNICATION OF INNOVATlo~S HlO 8200 

COMMUNICATION RESEARCH HlO 6ZI0 

COMMUNICATION SENSITIVITY ~lD 5100 

CO~UNICATION WORKSHOP CN HUMAN SEJUAllTY HlO 1613 

COMMUNITY COllEGE AOMINISTRATION HlO 9831 

COMMUNITY COllEGE COUNSELING HlO 85Z0 

CONMU~ITY COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS ~lO 5110 

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTh SEMINAR ~LO 8340 
(OMMUhITY MENTAL HEALT~ SEMINAR ~lO 6380 

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION HLO 6150 

COMMUNITY PSYCHOLcGY HlO 6350 

COMPLEX ORGANIZATICNS HLO 5180 

COMPUTERS IN EOUCATICN HLO 1560 

CONCEPT ACQUISITION HlO 511C 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT AND CRI~IS INTERVENTION IN THE CLASSROOM. 

PART II ~lO 161M · 

CONFLICT RESOLUTION HlO 6360 

CONSULTATION AND SCHDOl STAFF DEVELOPMENT HlO .510 

CONTEMPORARY Issues IN HUMAN RESOU~CES-MANAGEMENT ON ~ESERVATIONS 

HlO 1682 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN I~OIAN EDUCATION. 

CONTINUOUS PROGRESS--MASTERY LEARNING 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION hlO 6310 

COOPERATIVE EOUCAllON HLO 631Z 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION hlO 6311 

COUNSELING' PSYCHoTHERAPY' INTRODUCTION 

COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE IN INTERNATIONAL 

COUNTER-STRESS AL HRUT IVES FOR AOUl·TS 

CRISIS INTERVENTICN HLO 6410 

CULTURAL ASPECTS OF MENTAL HEAlT~ HLO 

CULTURE AND COMMU~ICATICN PROCESS HlO 

CULTURE AND MESSAGE DEVELOPMENT ISIMI 

CULTURE AND PERSO~AlITY hlO 5143 

CULTURE AND STRESS HlO 1310 

CUlTURE/COMMUNICATION AND THE CLASSRoOM 

HlO 1681 

HLO 9500 

IS 1M I Hloneo 

PERSPECTIVE HlO 631Z 

"lO 9030 

'210' 

5130 

HlO 5140 

TEACHER HLO 8120 

CU~RENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY HlO .111 

CURRENT ISSUES IN 8IlINGUAl-8ICUlTURAl EDUCATION HlO 1190 

CURRENT ISSUES IN EARLY CHllOHCOO EOUCATICN HlO 9110 

CURRENT TOPICS IN READING ~lO 9510 

CU~ICUlUM AND INSTRUCTIGN IN EARLY CHllOHOOO EDUCATION 

HlO 1920 

CURRICULUM IN UR8A~ SCHO~lS "LO 9590 

OEVELCPMENTAl DIFFERENCES IN SPECIAL EDUCATION HLO ~61Z 
DIFFERENTIATED STIFFING PLANS' TEAM TEACHING HlO 16~O 
DRUG _8USE ANO TREATMENT .IV: COUNSELOR TRAINING - SHORT TERN 
CLIENT SYSTEMS ~lD · '6'8 
ORUG A'USE AND TREATMENT III. FUNDAMENTAL FACTS ANO INSIGHTS 
HlO 168A 
EARLY CHilDHOOD ASSESSMENT HLO 8630 

EARLY CHilDHOOD DEVELOPMENTAL DISABiliTIES' 81RTH THROUGH AGE 

THREE HlC 1150 

EARLY CHilDHOOD ECUCATION HlO 1940 

eDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF 8LACK ~ISTORY 'CUlTURE HlO 1650 

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF liFE STYLES IN UR8AN COMMUNITIES 

HlD 9690 

EDUCATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR THE TRAINAILE MENTALLY HANDICAPPEO 

HlO 6840 

eDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY ADMINISTRATION WORKSHOP HlO 1111 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION A~O SUPERVISION HlO geZ2 
ETHICS: I SSUES IN HUMAN SERVICES I SIMI HLO 5l9Z 
ETHICS. PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS IN RESEARCH AND SERVICE ISIMI 

HlO 5190 

ETHICS. RIGHTS OF MENTAL PATIENTS AND RIGHTS To STAND TRIAL ISIMI 

HlO 5191 

ETHiCS: RIGHTS OF TEACHERS IN THE TEACHING PlOFESSION (SIMI

HlO 5193 

ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE UNITED STATES HlO 1910 

EVALUATING TRAINI~G PReGRA'S HlO 8114 

EVALUATION OF HUMAN SERVICES HlO 6340 

EVALUATION OF MATERIALS FOR THE CLASSROOM H10 e113 
EVALUATION OF NORMALIZATION IDEOLOGY IN HUMAN SERVICES HlO ..51 

EXPERIMENTATION' RESEARCH IN PERSONALITY THEDlY HlO 5Z20 
EXPLORATIONS IN SELF. CULTURE AND COMMUNICATION · HLO 1530 

FAMILY COUNSELING HlO 5Z30 . 
FAMILY LAM HlO 5Z31 
FAMilY THERAPY TECHNIQUES ~lO 8541 

FIELDS OF WELFARE SERVICES HLO l1Z0 

FilM AND TV DOCUMENTARY HlO 5620 

FINANCIAL AID INFORRATION FOR ~IGH SCHOOL COUNSELORS HlO 911G 

FOUNDATIONS OF NORMAllZATICN IDEOLOGY IN HUMAN SERVICES 

HlO 1111 

FREUD IN CONTEXT HlD 5141 

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS IN HUMAN COMMUNICATION ISIMI HlO 5190 

GAME THeORY AND CORMUNICATION HlO 5540 

GENERIC HUMAN SERVICES HlO 6180 

GOVERNMENT POLICIES IN THE PUlllC SC~Ol HlO ge41 

GRADUATE PROJECT IN INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION NLO 9400 

GROUP COUNSELING. ADULT/AOCLESCENT HLO e5e5 

GROUP COUNSELING. CHilO HLO 8510 

GROUP DYNAMICS' INTERVENTION HlO 85.0 

GROUP PROCESS HlO 6910 

GROUP THERAPY IN TA HlD .Z31 

GUIDANCE FOR CHilDREN "LO 6420 

HEALTH CONCERNS OF ClASSROON TEACHERS HLO 1660 

HISTORY AND PHilOSOPHY OF EARLY CHilDHOOD EDUCATION HLO 1010 

HUMAN APPRAISAL (SIMI ~lO 6430 

HUNAN CONSCIOUSNESS hLO 5140 

HUMAN MEMORY HLO 5Z50 
HUMAN NEUROPSYCHOLOGY I. BRAIN FUNCTION HlO e590 
HUMAN NEUROPSYCHOlOGY II. CLINICAL ASSESSMENT HlD"OO 
HUMAN NEUROPSYCHOLCGY III. REHAftLITATION HlO 111~ 
HUNAN SERVICE SYSTEMS hLO 6440 

HUMAN SYSTEMS CHANGE HLO 6450 

HUMAN VALUES HlO ,e50 

HYPERTENSION' MECHANISMS' TREATNENT HlO 5390 

IMAGING PROCESS IN THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION. THEOR' AND AP­
llCATIONS HlO 1540 

IMPACT OF CY8ERNATION HLO '.60 

INDEPENDENT STUDY HlO 1500 

INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT I. INTELLIGEhCE HlO 1610 

INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT III PERSONALITY "lO 1690· 
INOIV10UAL COUNSELING' ThERAPY' CHILO "LO 1540 

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING AND THERAP'. ADULT HlD I'" 
INOIVIOUAlIZATI&N HLO 4610 

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION FOR A PlURALIS'IC LEAaMINC ENvlRONNENT 

HLD 1901 

INDIVIDUALIZING PREKINDERGARTEN CURRICUlUM AND INstRUCTION 

HLO .Oll 
INFORMATION MAPPING-TR METHOD O. INAlYTIC MRITING HLO Ill. 
INFORMATION SERVICES IN GUIDANCE HlO I'll 
INNOVATION PROCESSES IN EDUCATION HlO 1561 

INSERVICE TRAINING LEADERSHIP HLD 11~0 
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INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELD'NENT. DESI'N HLD "10 
INTERCULTURAL AS'ECTS Of ~CDE.N OL'MPIS~ "LD '110 
INTERCULTURAL COR~UlICATION IN HUNAN SERVICES fOR INDOCHINESE 
HLD " .. , INTERCULTURAL CO~NUNICATIDN IN ORG'NIIATI~NS HLD 9020 

INTERCULTURAL T~ERAPEUTIC CORRUNIC.TIDN ~ILLS FOR INDOCHINESE 

HLD '146 

INTERCULTURAL VARIAILES IN CD~MUNICATIDN RESEARCH HLD 6010 

INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM NGRK "LD 6800 

INTROD"CTION TO COII'UTER APPLICUICNS HLD 5611 

INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION HLD 9120 

INTRODUCTION TO INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION HLD 6210 

INTRODUCTION TO ORGANllED HU~AN SERVICES HLD 6190 

INTRODUCTION TO SOCIO"ET.Y AND 'SYCHOORA"A HLD 5510 

INVESTIGATING THE LEARNING STYLES CF CHILDREN HLD 913H 

ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCAYION "LD 9505 

JUYENILE DeLINQUENCY HLD 6112 

LAI I~ ALTeRNATIVE LIFESTYLES AND THE HELPING PROfESSIONS 
HLD 6415 

LAB IN ASSeRTIVENESS TRAINING HLC 5.. 90 

LAB IN BASIC HUNA" .ELATIONS HLD 5110 

LAB IN HUNANISTIC TEACH IN' SKILLS HLD 3010 

LAB IN ,eRSONAL PONER" SELf-NANAceNENT HLD 53..0 

LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS HLD 5300 

lAI IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS IN T~e CLASSROON HLD 9060 

lAIORATORY IN AUTHENTIC NOIIAN/MAN RELIT IONS HLD 5100 

lABORATD«Y IN HIDDEN fEELINGS AND MEANINGS. HLD , .. 60 

LABORATORY IN INTER'ERSONAL 'RONTH HLD 5950 

LAIORATORY IN 'ERSONAL GRC_TH HlC 6090 

LANGUA'E CONCERNS Of CLASSROOM TEACHERS HLD .. 660 

LEARNING COGNITION I HLO 5310 

lEARNING COGNITIO~ II HLD 5320 

LIFE CYCLE DEVELO'MENT HLD 5"'1 

lifE 'LAN MANAGEMENT IN HUMAN SERVICES HLD 1000 

LIFE S'AN DEVELO'MENT HLD 1230 

LifE STYLE ANALYSIS HlO 1.50 

NAINSTREANIN' FOR RECULAR EDUCATORS HLD 119 .. 

NANAGEMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELO'NENT HlD 1171 

NANAGINa COMMUNICATION SYSTEIIS HLD 5990 

NARRIAGE COUN'ElIN' HLD '660 

NATeRlALS fOR ELENENTARY ANO SECONDARY LI8RARIES 'RE K-12 

HLO "10 

NATH IN ElENENTARY SCHOOL I NlD ..... 1 

NATH IN ELENENTARY SCHOOL II .HLD .....2 

NEOlA IN OR'ANIIATldNS HLD 1020 

NETHODS OF INSTRUCTION fOR THE EDUCA8lE MENTALLY RETARDED 

HLO lOll 

NETHODS Of TEACH IN' LEARNING DISAILED INDIVIDUALS HLD 9660 

NOOELS OF COCHITI¥! DEVELO'NEN,T IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCAUON 
HLD 7930 

NODULE DEVELO'"ENT FOR CON'ETENCY-IISEO TEACHING (SINI HLD 79'0 

NOTHE,"OOD'S ROLE IN CHILDREARIN' ~LD 5310 

IIOTIVATION , ENDTIDNAL DEVELO'NENT HLD 5150 

NEN DINENSIONS IN CORRECTIONS HlO '050 

NONVERIAL CONNUNICATION HLD .020 

NUTRITION. EDUCATIOW. AND INTELLECTUAL OEvelO'NENT HLD 7981 

OR'ANIIATION Of DAY CARE CENTERS (SIMI HLD 7730 

OR'ANIIATIONAL 'UILIC COPMUNICATIO~ HlD 1030 

OVERVIEW Of THE CRININAL JUSTICE SYSTEN HlO 1030 

PAReNT IN" THI EARLY ,EARS HlO 7731 

'ERSONALITY AND VOCATIONAL ASSESSIIENT HlD 1610 

'ERSONALITY T~EORY HLD 5330 

'HYSICAL ANO RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES fOR ELEMENTARY SCHOO~S 

HlO 72.0 

'IA'ETIAN TY'E RESEARCH IN MATH ·EDUCATION hLD 77.. 0 

'lANNI ... CONDUCTING' EVALUATIN' NDRKSHC'S HLO 1209 

'RACTICUM IN ADMINISTRATION AND SU'ERYISION HLO 9.11 

'RACTICUM IN ADNINISTRATION A~O SU'ERvISION II HLD 9912 

'RACTICUM IN 'ASIC SE.F-HEl' SURYIVAL SKILLS fOR THE MODERATELY 

AND SEVERELY HANDIC.'PED INDIVIDUALS HLD 7110 

'RACTICUH IN CLASSRDOM TEACHIN' ~LD ... 10 

'RACTICUM IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOlO'Y HLD 1090 

'RACTICUM IN CRoU' LEADERSHI' IN T.ANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 

HLD 1"0 

'RACTICUN IN HUNAN SER¥ICES HLD 3111 

PRACTICUI IN 'ARENT STUDY 'Rou, lE.DERSHI' HLD 1.70 

'RACTICUN IN SCHDol COUNSEL IN' AND 'UIDANCE HLD 16 .. 0 

PRACTICUN IN SCHOOL 'SYCHOlO'Y HlD 17.. 0 

'RACTICUM IN S'ECIAL EDUCATION I HLD 1.1. 

'RACTICUN IN SPECIAL EDUCATION II HlD 7'19 

'RICTICUM IN THlRA'E_TIC COMNUNICAT10N ~LD 12 .. 0 

'RICTICUN SENINAl IN HUMAN SER¥ICES HlD 7159 

'RINCIPlES OF 'EHAYIDR CHAN'E HLD ' ...0 

PRINCiPlES. TICHNIIUES AND AD~INISTRATION OF 'U'll 'ERSDNNEl 

SIR¥ICES HlD 1.20 
PRGDUCTION. IM'LENENTATION. EYALUATIDN IN INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELO'­
MENT (SIMI HlD '.30 

'ROfESSIONAl A'.LICATIDNS DP EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY HlD 1117 

'RDGRAN DESleN ANO ChAN'E IN HUNAN SERVICES HLD 61.0 

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTIONAL MATER IlLS "LD 6010 

'SYCHOCY'ERNElICS HlD .100 

'SYCHOlDGICAL DIAIIGSIS OP INDIVIDUALS NIT" S'ECIAL NEEDS 

"LD un 
'SYCHDLDCICAl IMPLICATIONS OF IllINCUAl-BICUL1URAL EDUCATION 

HLD "40 

,$YCHOlOCY OF ART IN EDUCATION HlD 7.10 

'SYCHDLOCY OF HANDICA"IN' CONDITICNS HLD 7171 

'SYCHDLDCY OF MONEN "lD "60 

'SYCHOSOCIAl AS'ECTS OF A'INC HLD 5370 

RICISN. INDIYIDUAL AND INSTITUTION.l (SIM' HLO 'liD 

READIN' A~ diSCUSS'" IN HUNAN DE¥ElD'MENT HlD 51Z7 

R.a.IN. DlalMOll l ~lD 9530 

'EADIN' INSTRUCTION IN SCHCOL SETlIN'S ~D 4620 

READ IN' 'IDllENS' OIACNOSIN' AND RENEDIATIN' HlD ..611 

READINC RENEDIATION IN T"E CLASSROOM HlD "'0 

IIADINI STRATE'IES FOR INDIVIDUAllllNG INSTRUCTION HLD ••30 

READING STRATEGIES IN T~E BILINGUAL CLASSROOM HLD 7910 

REILITY ThERIPY ~LD 7...0 

REGENERATIVE RECREATION ~LD 1210 

RESEARCH IN ADOLESCENCE AND SEX ROLES HD63l1 

RESEARCH LITERATURE IN COUNSEL IN' IND PSYCHOTHERAPY HLD 1100 

RESEARCH HETHODDLCGY HLO: EMPHASIS CN SCCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 

HLO 5.. 10 

RESEAPCH METHODOLCGY I~ HLD HLO 5~00 

RESEIRCH METHODCLCGJ IN ~URAN LEARNING I~D DEVELOPMENT. EMPHASIS 

IN ELEME~TIRY EDUCATIO~ HLD ~61C 

RESEIRCH METHODOLCGY' READING AND ~RITING INSTRUCTION HLD 9611 

PESEARCH "ET~ODS HLO 5~3C 

RESEARCH VARIAILES IN INTERPERSONAL ceMMUNICATION HLD 6120 

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AND GRANTSMANSHIP ~LD 7121 

SCHOOL LA~ HLD 9...0 

SCHOOL-COMNUNITY RELATIONS ~LD '960 

SEHANTICS AND COMMUNICATION HLO tl50 

SOCIAL AND URBI~ PLA~~ING HLD 7110 

SOCIAL CHINGE AND MINO.ITY GRCUPS HLD 6910 

SOCIIL fOUNDATIONS Of URBAN ECUCITICN (SIMI HLO 7770 

SOCIIL 'OLICY HLD 7191 

SOCIAL PSYCHCLCGY HLD 5~~0 

SOCIAL SERVICES TC CHILD.EN HLC t930 

SOCIAL SERVICES re INDIVIDUALS ISIMI "La 6920 

SOC IlL STUDIES STRITEGIES ~LC 77.0 

SOCTAL STUDIES STRATEGIES-BILINGUAL HLO 7781 

SOCIOLCGY Of CORRECTION ~LD t900 

SOCIOLOGY Of SPCRT HLD 6170 

SOCICLGGY OF TOURISM AND LEIS~RE ~LD 9010 

SOLVING TRAINING AND INSTRUCTIONAL PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS 

HLD 8115 

SPANISH LINGUAGE ARTS T"E 8ILINGUAL-IICULTURAL CLASSROOM 
HLO 7983 

SPECIAL FIELDS IN 8EHAVICR MODIFICATION HLD 5450 

SPORT COMMUNICITION SYSTEMS HLD 90 ..0 

SPORTS COMMUNICATION SKILLS fCR COICHING (BASEBALLI HLD 9HC 

SPURTS MINIGEMENT COMMUhICATIC~ SYSTEMS HLD 90.. 1 

STATISTICS HLO 5~11 

STITISTICS IN 8EHAVIDR STUDIES HLD B7tO 

STRATEGIES Of ADULT fOUCATICN IN TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION 

HLD 1563 

SUPERYISEO fiELD PRACTICUM ~LD 17~0 

SUPERVISION OF CLISSROOM TEICHERS HLO 9'''0 

SURVEY OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCITIO~ PROGRIMS HLO 7.50 

SURVEY Of EXCEPTICNAL CHILDREN ANO PROGRAMS HLD 6820 

SURVIVAL STRESS THROUGH OUTNARD eOUND HLO 1300 

rEACHER/COMMUNITY RELATIO~S ~LD eDI6 

TEICHING 'ASIC ARITHMETIC "LC 9550 

TEACHING ENRICHMENT MATHEMATICS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL HLO 95.0 

TEACHING FOR ENRICHMENT IN READING AND MATHEMATICS HLO 9561 

TEACHING MATHEMATICS TO LOW ACHIEYING STUDENrs HLD 7111 

TEACHING READING IN THE CONTENT IREAS "LD 9650 

TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES, SCIEkCE ••ND MAT~EMATICS TO NON-ENGLISH 

SPE.KING STUDENTS HLD 1015 

TEACHING STUDENTS WITH BEHAVIOR DISORDERS HLD 9'12 

TECHNOLOGY AND ~ORLD CO"~U~ICITION HLD 5760 

THE ALLEVIATION Of DE'RESSION, A HCLISTIC A"ROACH HLD 'O'A 

THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE "LD 9110 

THEaRETICAL PRACTICES OF HUMAN SER~ICES HLD 6990 

THEORIES' TREATMENT OF EMOTICNAL CISTRUBINCE I HLD 5200 

THEOR I ES , TREAT MEN' OF EMOT'ltNAL CISTURBANCE IN ADULTS II 

HLD ,2l0 

THEaRIES , TREATMENT OF EHOTICNAL DISTURBINCE IN CHILDREN 

HLD 5UO ' 

THEORIES' TRE.TMENT OF EMOTIONAL DISTURBINCE IN CHILDREN II 

HLD 51 .. 0 

lHEORIES OF CRIMINOLOGY hLD 7195 

THEORIES OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY HLD 8171 

THEORY AND ANALYSIS OF CCMMUNICATICN CONTENT HLO 6210 

THEORY OF COMMUhlCATIDN SYSTEMS ~LD 5801 

THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION HLD 1050 

TOPICS IN M'T~ EDUCITICN HLD 7810 

TOWARD QUALITY 'RCUP DECISIONS HLO 6230 

TV AND ITS USE IN THE COMMUNlry ~LD 6190 

TV fOR INSTRUCTION AND TRII~I~G I HLO 6200 

TV FOR INSTPUCTION .ND TRAINING II HLD 8110 

URBIN DYNAMICS (SI"I HLO 6~50 

URBAN ELEMENTIRY SCHCOl. ST.UCTURE AND CGNTEXT HLD ..630 

WONEN IN PRISON HLD 671' 

WORK AND LEISURE HLO 7'50 

WORKSHOP IN DIAGNOSTIC/'RESCRIPTIVE TEAC"IN' HLO 9562 

NORKSHOP IN HELPIN' THE PROILEM STUDENT (SEMINAR: RATIONAL 

EMOTIVE EDUCATIONI HLD 972H 

WORKSHOP IN JEAN PIAGET AND THE EOUCATIO~Al PROCESS HLO 9770 

NORKSHOP IN SOCIAL 'LANNlhG FCR ~M_N SERVICES HLO 6810 

WORKSHOP: 8EHAVIOR MANAGEMENT HLD 76BC 

WORKSHOP: EISTERN PERS'ECTlvES ON PSYCHCTHERA'Y HLD 7••0 

WORKSHOP: GifTED EDUCATION/INOIVIDUILIZAtION HlO 972K 

NORKSHOP: GROUP OYNANICS/CIRCLE DISCUSSICN HlO '76' 

NDRKSHOP' INFORMAL READING INVENTORY--REVIEW AND EXPANSION 

HLD '72R 

NORKSHOP: ICTICN RESEARC~ FOR ACTIVE TEACHERS HlD 9'''' 

WORKSHOP: ADMINISTRATION' SUPERVISION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 

HLD 9769 

NORKSHDP: IISIC RE'SPONSIUlI" TR'IINING HLO 972. 

NORKSHO': CAREER ALTERNATIVES FOR EOUCATCRS HLD 761 .. 

WORKSHC', COMMUNICATION AND LISTENING SKILLS HlO 7679 

NORKSHOP: COMMUNICATION SYSTE"S FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION HLD 972A 

NO.KSHO': CONFLICT MANAGEMENT AND (RISIS INTERVENTION HLD 7.11 

NORKSHOP: CREATIVE CLASSRCCM "ANAGEMENT HLO 9725 

NORKSHD': C.EATIVE DRA"ATICS IN THE CLASSROOM HLD .,1. 

WORKSHO': CREATIVE WRITING FOR LEARNERS HLO 976.. 

WORKSHOP, DIAGNOSTICS FOR THe LEIR~ING DISABILITY TEACHER 

HLD 979 .. 

NOR~SHOP: OISCIPLINE-A CARING FOR CUALITY HlD .120 

WORKSHOP, EDUCATOR'S ROLE IN SOCIAL CHANGE HLO 7675 

__~~~ ______________~______________~__~~~__~______~________~~ ________________--., _.l
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WO~KSHCP: E"E~" , ST~ESS IN t~E CLaSS~CCM HlO 9797 
WO~SHO'I GIFTED Enuc'TI~ IOENTIFJCaTJt~ HLO 9792 
WO~KSHOP: GIFTED EDUC'TICN ST~'TEGIES•••• HLO 9718 
MOAKSHOP: GIFTED EOUC'TION·aO'INJSTAaTIC~ HLO 9746 
WORKSHOP, HUM'N C~EaTlvIT' HLD 9756 
WORKSHOP I INCIVlouaLlzaTION I~ST.ueTION HLD 9768 
WO~KSHOP' I"OIVIOUALIZEO F.CUCaTI~ PROG'A~· DIaGNOSTIC. '~ES~IP­
TIVE. EvaLuaTIVE ~LO 9783 
WORKS MOP , IN~vaTIVE a'PROACHES TO REaDING , W~ITIMG INSTRUCTION 
HLO 9729 
WORKSHO" LEa.NING TOGET~ER , aLONE I ~LO 97~' 
WORKSHOP' LEARNING TOGETHER' aLONE II "LO 9760 
WORKSHOP' LEARhlNG TOGET"ER aND aLCNE III HlO 9796 
WP~KS"OP' MaKING CLass.ceN G'CUPS ~RK I HLO 973a 
wbAKSHOP' MAKING CLaSS'OCN GROuPS ~~. II HLO 9738 
WORKSHCP: NaSTER, LEARNI~G ~LO 9726 
WORKS~OPI MaTCHI"G TEAC~E~ LEARNER STYLES HLO 9721 
WORKSHOP' MEETI"G NEEDS OF EXCE'Tlc~aL CHILDREN IN 'HE REGULaR 
! CUSSROCM HLO 9744 
WORKS"CP: NOTlvaTING THE NO EFfO'T STUOE~T HlO 9750 
WORKSHOP' ~OTIVATION FOR easlc SKILL·TU~hING KIDS ON TO B'SICS 
HLO 9722 
WORKSHOP: OR"NIZING a ~ESPCNSIVE CLASSROCN HLO 9772 
WORKShOP, PE~SONAL GROWT~ FOR EDucaTORS HLD .747 
WORKS"OP, POSITIVE atTituDES TcwaRCS L£aR~ING MLO 972t . 
WORKSHOP: POSITIVE IEHaVlcR FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILOREN HLO 9771 
WO~KSHOP' P~CCESS LEA~~lhG FOR FUtLRf ~LO '765 
WORKSMOP, PSYCHIAt'IC ASPECTS OF DIVORCE HLO 972£ 
WORKSHCP: READING "LD '7'0 
WORKSHCP: SEMJNA~ FOR caREER a~a~ENESS HLO 767' 
WORKSHOP, STRENGTHENING THE HOME-SCHCOL AEL'TIONSHIP HLO 9773 
WO~KS~OP: SURVEY CF DRUGS HLO 7678 
WORKSHCP: TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS TA'ININ' HlO 97'9 
WORKSHOP, TEaCHING REaOI~G Ih THE CCNtENT aREas HLO 9787 
WORKSHOP, TELEVISION EFfECTIVENESS TRaiN IN' HLO 9757 
WORKSHOP, THE LAW. EDucaTION. AND DRUG aauSE HLO 7680 
WORKSHOP' THE RELUCTANT LEaR~ER ~LO 9762 
wORKSHOPI THE SClfNCE OF ~ELPlhG ~LO 7676 
WO~KSHOP' THEORIES' TECHNI'UES OF HUMaNISTIC E~UCATION 
HLO 9748 
WORKSHOP: UNOE~STAhOING , DEALING WITH DEPRESSI~ HlO 7672 
WORKSHO': vaLUES CLARifiCATION aND NO~Al DEVELOPMENT HLO 975' 
WORKS"OP' WHOLISTIC EOUCATICN HlC ••04 
WORKSHOP' WRITE ON' NE~ ~AYS/NEW YEaR "LO 9801 
wORKSHOP, WRITING IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES HLD '79' 
WORKSHOP' WRITING IN THE ELEMENTaRY G~AOES' NOTlvaTION , TECH­
NIOUES HLO 8105 
WORKSHOP' 100 .ATS TO INPROVE .SElF.ceNCE'T HLO 9790 
I I 

School of 
Health Professions 

Programs 
Allied Health 
(B. H.5. & M. H .5.) 
Health Services 
Administration 
(B.H.S. & M.H.S.) 
Nursing 
(B.S.N. & M.S.N.) 
The School of Health Professions (SHP) is concerned with 
the health personnel needs of the region and the State. Pro­
grams within the School provide instruction in Allied 
Health, Health Services Administration, and Nursing at both 
the baccalaureate and master's level. The School also pro­
vides continuing educational services to personnel in the 
health-related professions. In the School of Health Profes­
sions a student can select the following majors: Alcoholism 
Sciences, Allied Health Science Education, Communication 
Disorders, Health Services Administration, Medical 
Technology, Nursing Practice, Restorative Nursing, Nurs­
ing Teaching or Nursing Administration. 
Special Procedures 
Retention and Dismissal A student is retained in the School 
of Health Professions as long as academic good standing in 
the University is maintained, and ability is shown in basic 
skills which will allow completion of the course of study. 
A student may be dismissed from the programs in the School 
of Health Professions if: 
1. 	 the student violates academic responsibility as stated in 
the University's Academic Responsibility Policy of 
September 9, 1975. . 
2. 	 the student does not meet the competencies in any 
practicum/clinical course in the specified manner and 
time. 
Readmission The student may petition for readmission into 
the program in the School of Health Professions, but must 
obtain approval from the coordinator of the program, and 
the Director of the School of Health Professions. 
Prerequisite and Recommended Courses Prerequisite 
courses are identified only where kn0~ledge of total.subject 
areas are considered necessary to successfully undertake 
the course . Recommended courses are identified when 
knowledge of portions of the subject areas are necessary, 
but these portions may be acquired by ' a student through 
various methods. All courses will be offered assuming 
mastery of the background indicated. The student must 
make the decision as to personal preparedness in the case of 
recommended courses; in case of doubt, consultation with 
the instructor is encouraged. 
School of Health Professions 193 
Comprehensive Evaluation Before a student can graduate 
with a master's degree from a program in the School of 
Health Professions, the terminal comprehensive evaluation 
must have been passed at the 85% level. The evaluation will 
be given by the faculty of the program major in which the 
student is registered. 
Certifications and/or 
Accreditations 
The Medical Technology major is accredited by tbe Council 
on Allied Health Education Accreditation in cooperation 
with the National Accrediting Agency for' Clinical 
Laboratory Sciences. After completion of the Medical 
Technology curriculum, the student is eligible to take na­
tional certification examinations such as given by the Board 
of Registry of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists. 
The graduate Health Services Administration major is ac­
credited by the Accrediting Commission on Education for 
Health Services Administration. 
The Communication Disorders major is in process for en­
titlement by the Illinois State Board of Education and by the 
American Speech and Hearing Association. 
The Nursing major is approved by the Illinois Departmentof 
Registration and Education. The process for NLN accred/ta­
tionis in progress. 
After receiving the MHS in Allied Health with a major in 
Allied Health Science Education, option in School Health 
Education, the individual can apply for certification by 
transcript as a health teacher with the Illinois Department of 
Registration and Education. 
Allied Health Program 
Majors and Options: 
Allied Health Science Education (B.H.S. & 
M .H.S.) 
Health Professions Education (U & G) 
School Health Education (G) 
Alcoholism Sciences (B.H.S.) 
Communication Disorders (B.H.S. & 
M.H.S.) 
Medical' Technology (B.H.S.) 
The Allied Health Program is designed to meet the health 
personnel needs in several disciplines. An individual can 
major in: Allied Health Science Education, Alcoholism 
Sciences, Communication Disorders, or Medical 
Technology. 
Allied Health Science Education Major This major has two 
options: Health Professions Education and School Health 
Education. Health Professions Education is intended for per­
sons trained in a health field recognized by the American 
Medical Association who wish to function as professional 
educators. Undergraduate admission is limited to fields 
where there is no bachelor's degree in that health field 
available in the Chicago metropolitan area. Graduate admis­
sion is for persons trained in an AMA recognized health field 
who have a bachelor's degree. Nurses may enroll in the 
graduate major. This option is suited to allied health profes­
sionals who plan to function as clinical and didactic 
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educators, and nurses who plan to function as educators 
outside of nursing school settings. The School Health Educa· · 
tion option is offered at the graduate level only. It is for 
teachers with a previously demonstrated commitment to 
teaching who wish additional preparation in teaching health 
education. Career opportunities will be mainly for teachers 
already employed in a school system who wish additional 
flexibility in the type of teaching responsibilities they can 
undertake. The School Health Education option is recom· 
mended only for persons who are certified to teach K·12 in 
the State of Illinois. . 
PRO'RAM' ALLIED HEALTH 
..JOR' ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION 
OPTION' HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION 
LEVEL. BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
ADMISSION INFORMATION' 
A STUDENT MUST' II HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASStCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS "ITH A~ OVERALL -C- OR lETTER GPA FROM 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIONI 21 BE IN 'ODD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; 31 HAVE A tIPLOMA. CER­
TIFICATE OR DEGREE MAJOR IN A RECOGNIZED ~EALTH FIELD 
CACCORDING TO THE MOST RECENT ALLIED HEALTH EDUCATION DIRECTORY 
PUILISHED IV THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATIONI; 41 hAVE EITHER 
ACTUAL OR ELIGIIILITY FOR REGISTRATICN OR LICENSURE IN A HEALTH 
FIELD IF APPROPRIATE. STUDENTS NOT MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA 
NAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE CFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DE;REE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT MUST. II ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL 13. 
HOURS REQUIRED • 22 HOURS ELECTEDII 2. ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 31 COMPLETE A TERMINAL 
INTE'RATING EXPERIENCE THAT FOCUSES ON HEALT~ PROFESSION 
EDUCATION ISSUESI 51 EARN A MINIMUM OF 24 CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. 
A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY 
ALTERNATE MEfHOOS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION 
IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION' 31 HOURSI 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG' 
HEALTH PLANNING I 
HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION 
HEALTH CARE IN AFRICA 
HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS I 
HLTH 5 EO. SPEC ISS COMM HLTH 
SHP3540 
SHP4090 
SH'63001 
SHP63111 
SHP63521 
F 
F 
W 
" 
" 
5 
SO 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
HU. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG' 
EPIDEM' PRIN , AMAL OF DATA I 
HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS I 
SHP39201 
SHP63111 
II ••
F " 
•• 3 
3 
HRS. 
HaS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM ANONG' 
HLTH S.REC OEVEL ALD HLTH PRAC SHP52BDI 5 2 HRS. 
HEALTH CARE SOCIOLO'Y 
HLTH PROf EO. CU.R TRNOS 
HLTH 5 EO' SPEC ISS CCMM 
, ISS 
HLTH 
SHP6Z901 
SHP63Z01 
SH'U521 
F " 
" 
5 
S 
3 
4 
2 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM ANONG. 
HLTH PROF EO'VALUES CLAR 
PORNOGRAPHV,CENSORSHIP , 
TECH 
SOCTY 
SHP4100 
SHP10901 
F 
FE 
" 2 
3 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 5 HOURS FROM AMONG. 
STATI STiCS I 
STATISTICAL METHODS' LECTURE 
BPAJ46 I 
CAS1l301 
F 
F 
" 5 
5 
3 
2 
HRS. 
HRS. 
STATISTICAL METHS. 'ENERAL LAI 
EPIOEM' PRIN , ANAL OF OATA I 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLD 
usn331 F 
SHP39201 II 
HL054DO F 
S 
II SI 
" 5 
1,2 
3 
3-4 
HaS. 
HaS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMO~" 
EPIDEM' PRIN , ANAL OF DATA I 
HLTH S'REC OEVEL ALD HLTH PRAC 
COOPERATI VE EDUCATION IN••• 
SHP392DI 
SHP52101 
SHP5650 
II II SI 
5 
W 
3 
2 
1-8 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HLTH PROF EOI CU.R TRNOS , ISS 
·HEALT H PROF.EOUCI PRACTICUM 
SHP63201 
SH'71101 
" 4 
4 
HRS. 
MRS. 
SELEC T AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM ANONG' 
HEALTH EDUCATION SKILLS 5HP31901 F 3 HRS. 
HEALTH PROFSN ED INSTRUCTION 
HlTH PROF EO. CURR TRNOS , ISS 
HEALTH PROE.EOUC' PRACTICUM 
SH'3192 
SH'63201 
SHP71101 
" 
" 
3 
4 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELlC T AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG' 
STATISTICAL METHODS. LECTURE US1I3DI F 5 2 HRS. 
STATISTICAL METHS' GENERAL LAI 
HEALTH EDUCATION SKILLS 
E'IOEM. 'RIM , ANAL OF DATA I 
...nt PROf EO' CU.R TRNDS , ISS 
HLTM 5 EO. S'EC ISS COMM HLTH 
cun331 F 5 
SHP31401 F 
5"'39201 ., II II 
SH'63201 " 
SHPU521 
1,2 
3 
3 
4 
2 
HRS. 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
FROM AMCNG' 
USB5"5 F ] HAS. 
INTROO TO COMMUN OISCROERS 
HLTH S'REC DEVEL ALO HLTH PRAC 
HEALTH CARE SOCIOLOGY 
5"'42]5 F 
SHP52801 
SHP62901 F 
" 
5 
5 
] 
2 
] 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HEALTH CARE IN AFRICA 
HLTH PROF EO' CURR TRNOS 
PORNOGRAPHY,CENSORSHIP , 
, ISS 
SOCTY 
SHP6]001 
SH"3201 
SHP10901 FE " 
SO ] 
4 
] 
HRS. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG' 
LEARNING PROCESSES. ADULTS 
HEALTH PROF.EDUC' PRACTICUM 
C&56540 
SHP11101 
F 
5 
1-]
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONGI 
ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES 
HLTH 5 ED . ASSESSMT CLIN INSTR 
CAS5330 
SHP5150 
F 
" 
2·] 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' 22 HCURSI 
ELECT 8 HOURS FROM SHP5650, 
CAS5403, CAS6920, CAS6935, 
CAS6940. CAS1565. CAS1025. 
CAS5811. SHP6355. HLD5440 OR 
EQUIVALENT COURSES OFFERED IN 
THE PHYSICAL. BIOLCGICAL AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES THAT ARE 
APPROPRIATE · TO THE STUDENT'S 
PROFESSIONAL ANOIOR PERSONAL 
GOALS. ELECTIVES MUST BE 
APPROVED BV THE ACADEMIC 
ADVISOR. 
ELECT 14 HOURS FROM LIBERAL 
EDUCATION COURSES OFFERED 
THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSITY. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: I 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Bachelor of Health Science 
in Allied Health 
with a major in Allied Health Science Education 
is 120 hours 
MOTElS.' 
1 	 CREDIT HOURS EARNfD FOR COURSES LISTED MORE THAN ONCE IN A 
CURRICULUM MAV .aT BE USED TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF 
MORE THAN ONE CDMPETENCV. 
F - FALL FO - FALL 000 VEARS FE' FALL EVEN VEARS W' "INTER 
ND • "INTER ODD YEARS WE . "INTE' EVfN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMMER 
so - SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE· SPRING-SUR~E' EVEN YEARS 
II - NOT SCHEOULED 00· ON DEMAND • - MULTI-CONPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAMI ALLIED HEALTH 
MAJOR: ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION 
OPTION' HEALTH PAOFESSICNS EDUCATIC~ 
LEVEL: MASTER OF HEALT~ SCIENCE 
ADMISSION INFORMATION. • 
A STUDENT MUST. II HAVE ACQUIRED A 8ACCALAUREATE tEGREE FROM 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF hiGhER EDUCATION. 2. BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; ]. HAVE A DIPLOMA. 
CERTIFICATE OR DEGREE MAJOR IN A RECOGNIZED ~EALT~ FIELD IAC­
CORDING TO THE MCST ~ECENT ALLIED ~fALTH EDUCATION DIRECTORY 
PUBLISHED BY THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATIO~'; A~O 41 EITHER 
AC,TUU OR ELIGIBILITY FOR REGlSTRATlth CR lICHSURE IN A 
HEALTH FIELD IF APPRtPRIATE. STUDENTS NOT MEET INC ADMISSION 
CRITERIA HAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THRoueH T.E OFFICE OF 
ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT MUST. II ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 32 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS; 21 ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FO. THIS DEGREEI 
]1 COMPLETE A TERMINAL INTEGRATING EXPERIENCE THAT FOCUSES ON 
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION ISSUES; 41 EARN A ~I~IMUM OF 24 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUOE~T MA. SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE MfTHODS UPON APPROVAL 
Of ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSI~N IN THE STUDENT'S APpROVED STUDY 
PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 5 HCURSI 
EPOHLGY'PRIN & ANAL CF DATA II SHPB.60i U U U ] HRS. 
LEARNING PROCESSES. ADULTS CAS65~0 F 1-3 HaS. 
REQUIRfD AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL' 21 HOURSI 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AM[NG'
HLTH S.REC DEVEL ALD HLTH PRAC SHP5280 5 2 HRS. 
HEAL TH CARE IN AFRICA SHP63001 SO 3 HRS; 
HLTH S EO' SPEC ISS COMM HLTH 5H'6352 5 2 HRS . 
SELECT Af LEAST 3 HO~RS fROII A~O~G. 
HEALTH CARE IN AfRICA SH"300. SO HRS. 
HLTH PROf ED. C~RR T'NOS , ISS SH'6320 II 4 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HO~RS fRDII A~hG. 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH CASI565 f 3 HIlS. 
HLTH paOfSNS EO.CCNTIN~ING ED SHPl020 II 6 HRS. 
E'OMLGy.'RIM , ANAL Of DATA II SH'1860. IS .. .. 3 HRS • 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HO~RS fRtll AIIC~GI 
PORNOGRAPHY.CENSORSHIP , SOCTY SHP10.0 FE 3 HRS. 
HLTH PROf EO'VAL CLA'F TECH II SH,.100. f HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST ] HO~RS fROII AIIO_G. 
HUMAN GENETICS--ELEMENTARY CASsell f II S 3 HitS. 
'HYSICS: INTERMEDIATE CASU81 liE . 2.4 HRS. 
MEDICal PHYSICS CAS1025 II 4 H~S. 
COOPERATIVE ED~CATION IN ••• SH'5650. II I-I HRS. 
HEALTH ED~ PROGRAM 'LANNING SHPI0251 4 HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROII Allt~G' 
CURRICULU~ DEVELOPMENT CAS5140 f ].4 HRS. 
HEALTH ED~ 'ROGRAM PLANNING SHPl025. f 4 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 I1OU'S fR~M APC~G: 
LEARNING 'ROCESSES: ADV TOPICS CAn050 II ] HRS. 
COO'ERATIVE EOUtATIO~ IN ••• SH"650. II I-I HRS. 
HEALTH PROF.EOUt. PRACTICUII SH'1110. 5 4 HRS. 
HLTH PROf EO'VAL CLA'F TECH II SHPI700. 4 HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMO~G' 
ASSESSING ED~ATIONAL tUTtOIlES CAS5HO f 2-' HIlS. HLTH 5 EO. ASSESSIIT tLIN INSTil SH'5350 II 4 HRS. 
SELEtT AT LEAST .. HOURS FROM AIIOhG. 
COOPERATIVE EDUtATIO~ IN ••• SM'5650. II I-I HilS. 
HEALTH PROF.EDUC' PRACTltU~ SH'l1 10. 4 HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 
required for a Master of Health Science 
in Allied Health 
with a major in Allied Health Science Education 
is 36 hours 
f • fALL fO. FALL 000 YEARS fE. fALL EVE. YEARS k. _INTER 
WD • IIINTER ODD YEARS liE. IIINTER EVEN YEAR! S. SPRING-SUMMER 
SO • SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE. SP~ING-SUPIIER EVE~ YEARS 
II • NOT SCHEOULEO 00 . ON OEMANO •• IIULTI-tOPPETENCY tOURSE 
'R05RAM, ALLIED HEALTH 
MAJOR. ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCE ED~ATION 
O'TION' SCMOOL HEALTH EDUCATION 
LEVEL' MASTER Of HEALTH SCIENCE 
ADMISSION INfORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST. 11 HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE fROM 
AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION Of HIGHER EOUCATION; 2. BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; ]' MEET ILLINOIS STATE 
TEACHE~ CERTifiCATION REQUIREMENTS. STUDENTS NOT 'EETING ADMIS­
SION CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE Of 
ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT MUST. I. ACQUIRE A III_IMUM Of 36 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS; 2' ACQUIRE THE COMPETE_CIES SPECIFIED fOil THIS DEGREE; 
]1 COMPLETE A TEIIMINAL INTEGRATI_G EXPEIIIENCE THAT fOCUSES 0_ 
HEALTH PROfESSIONS EOUCATIO_ ISSUES; 4' EAIIN A MINIMUM Of 24 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 6' HAVE THE EQUIV_LE_T Of AT 
LEAST ]0 HOURS OF SCIENCE OR HEALTH COURSES. A STUO~_T MAY 
SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT Of COMPETENCIES BY ALTERhATE METHODS 
UPON AP'1I0VAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSICN I~ THE STUDENT'S 
APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIREO COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL' 11 HCURS' 
CURRICULUM DEVELD'ME_T 
HEALTH ED~ PROGRAM 'LANNING 
HLTH PROf EDIVAL CLARf TECH II • 
CAS5740 
SHPlO25 
SHPUOO 
f 
f 
F 
3.4 
4 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL. 25 HCURS' 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS fllON AMCNG' 
HL TH S'REC OEVEL ALD HLTH ,IIAC SHP5210 
HLTH PROF EOI CURR TRNOS , ISS SHP6320 
SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAMS SHPI023 
II 
2 
4 
] 
HRS. 
HilS. 
HRS. 
SelECT AT LEAST 2 HCURS FROM AMONG: 
HEALTH CARE SOCIOLOGY 
HLTH SED. SPEt ISS tONM HLTH 
SH'62.0. F 
SH'6352 
II 3 
2 
MRS. 
HRS. 
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SELECT AT LEAST 10 HOURS fRO~ AIIOhG' 
HUIlAN GENET-ICS--ELEIIENTARY CASSlll II S 3 HIlS. 
PHYSICS. INTERMEDIATE CAS64U liE 2.4 HItS. 
'HYSIOLOGIC SYSTEIIS I CAS6.40 f II 3 HIlS. 
IIEOICAL PHYSICS CAS1025 II 4 HIlS. 
ALCOHOLISM:THEORIES , INTRVIITN SHPS4C;O 2 HIts. 
SUIST ANCE ABUSE SHP6355 " 3 HItS. 
NUTRITION SH'61'10 f " 2 HItS. 
EPOMLGY:PRIN , ANAL Cf OATA II SH'B..OC .... II 3 HIlS. 
LANGUAGE DISORDERS Of tHILOREN SHP'I120 3 HItS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROM AMChG. 
STATISTltAL METHODS. LECTURE CASl130 f S 2 HIlS. 
STATISTICAL METHS. GENEIIAL LAI CAST In F S 1.2 HItS. 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATIOII CA57562 f II ~ HIlS. 
EPOMLGY IPIIIN , ANAL Of DATA II SHPlI60• J HIts..... II 
SELECT AT LUST 2 HCUIIS fROM AMCNG. 
LRNG PROC.CHILOREN , ADOLESCTS CAS6550 f 1-3 HIlS. 
LEARNING PROCESSES' ADV TO'ICS CAS'I050 II 3 HItS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HCURS fROM AMONG' 
ASSESSING EDUCATIOIIAL OUTtOMES tAS5330 f 2-3 HilS. 
MEAIIINGFUL EVAL BEYOND TESTING CAS'I061 S 2-3 HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROM AMCIIG: 
·HEALTH CARE SOCIOLOGY SH'62.0. 5 3 HItS. 
HEALTH tAIIE EtONOMICS II S"Pl630 " II SE 3 HItS. 
EPONLGY.PRIN , ANAL Of DATA II SH"160' IS II II ] HIlS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 
required fora Master of Health Science 
in Allied Health 
with a major in Allied Health Science Education 
is 36 hours 
NOTEIS •• 
• 	 CREDIT HOURS EARNED fOR COURSES LISTED MORE T~AN OIlCE III A 
tURIIltULUM !lAY NOT BE USED TO SATISfY THE REQUIREMENTS OF 
MORE 'HAN ONE COII'ETENCY. 
f • fALL fO. fALL ODD YEARS FE. fALL EVEII YEARS II. ~IIITE. 
110 • "INTER 000 YEARS "E. IIIIITER EVEII YEAIIS S. S'RING-SUllAEII 
so • S'RING-SUMIIER 000 YEARS SE. S'RIIIG-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
II • MOT SCHEOULEO 00. ON DEIIANO •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
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Alcoholism Sciences Major This major is designed to pro­
vide educational learning experiences for two specific 
groups of students: those working in the field of alcoholism 
who desire to upgrade their skills and knowledge, and those 
seeking to enter this newly developing professional .career 
area. The curriculum itself consists of a number of 
alcoholism specific courses and is based on a philosophy 
that emphasizes personal growth along with professional 
development and preparation. The Alcoholism Sciences 
major is structured around a core set of courses. After com­
pleting the core courses, a student may focus on counseling 
or administration. Both prepare individuals theoretically as 
well as practically. 
A unique feature of the Alcoholism Sciences major is its 
strong link with leaders in the field of alcoholism who serve 
on an advisory council. This working relationship forms a 
basis for the Areawide Alcoholism Training Network (a pro­
ject of the Alcoholism Sciences faculty) which provides 
educational services to various constituency groups in the 
community. 
Although the major is designed to prepare career profes­
sionals in the field of alcoholism, many of the individual 
courses are of general interest to all University students. 
PRQ5aAM. ALLIED HEALTH 
IIA.IIIII. ALCOHOL I SM SC IENCES 
LEVEL' IACHELOII Of HEALTH SCIENCE 
ADMISSIOM INFOIIMATION' 
A STUDENT MUST. II HAVE ACQUIIiED AN ASS~CIATES DEGIIEE 011 60 
SEMESTEII HOUIIS NITH AN OVEIIALL ·C· 011 lETTER GPA fROM AN AC­
(IIEOITED INST ITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION I ·ANO 21 BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT MEETING AD­
MISSION CRITERIA MAY 'ETITION FOR ADMISSICN THRDUGH THE OFFICE 
Of ADMISSIONS. 
IEGREE IIEQUIREMENTS' 
A STUDENT MUST: II ACOUIIiE A "ININUM OF 12~ CIIEDIT HCURS OF 
NHICH AT LEAST ,~ HOURS MUST IE AT. THE U"ER DIVISION LEVELl 
21 AClUIIiE THE COMPETENCIES S'ECIFIED FOil THIS DEGREEI 31 
~LETE A SUPERVISED 'IIACTICUM EXPEIIIENCE AT AN AP'RDVED FIELD 
SITEI ~I EAIIN A MINIMUM OF 2~ CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT 

MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT Of COM'ETENCIES IY ALTERNATE METHODS 

UPON A'PROVAL OF ADVISOII AND UPON INCLUSICN IN T~E STUDENT'S 

A"IIOVED STUDY 'LAN. 
REQUlIiED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' I 6~ HOURSI 
SClC IOLOGY OF THE FMILY CAsn99 F ~ HRS. 
ALCOHGL AND SUBCULTURES SHP'015 F 3 HRS. 
ALCOHOLISM. CURIIENT CONCEPTS SHPS060 F N 5 2 HIlS.
ALCOHOLISM:BIDLOG.BASES IEHAV. SH"~O' N 3 HIlS.ALCOHOLISM.THEORIES , INTRVNTN SH"~90 N 2 HIlS.AIIYANCED GENERAL 'SYCHOLOGY "LD'OlO F ~ HRS.ALCOHOLISM. COMM'TY SEIIV , ORG SHPJOU 3 HRS. 
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM ADMINISTRN 5..3011 N 3 HIlS.MEALTH CARE ORGMIZATION SHP~O~O F N 5 ] HRS.ALCOHOLISM. COMMUNICATN SKILLS SHP]U' F ~ HIlS.ALCOHOLISM COUNSELOR'S ROLE SH'~610 3 HIlS. 
ALCOHOliSM' THERAP AP' , TECH S..JOI' N 3 HIlS.ALCOHOL' IIECOVERY , SEXUALITY SHPUO' 3 HIlS.
ALCOHOLISM' SELF-HEL' GROU'S SHP'3~0 F 2 HIlS.PSYCHOPHARMACOlOCY SHPlIl5 3 HRS. 
ALCOHOLISM. COMM'lY ED , PRYIN S..30U N 3 HIlS. 
ILTH '1IaF ED'YALUES CUll TECH SH'41oo F N 2 HRS.ALCHLSM CNSLG FIELD 'IIACT I SHPUOI f N 3 HIlS. 
ALCILSH CNSLG FIELD 'RACT II SH'~202 F N ~ HRS. 
ALCILSM CNILG FIELD 'IIACT III SH'UOJ F N 3 HIlS.ALCILSM CNSLG FIELD 'RACT IV SHP~20~ F N ~ HRS. 
TIIANSFEII CREDIT--LONER DIVISION' I 60 HOUIIS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Health Science 

in Allied Health 

with a major in Alcoholism Sciences 

is 124 hours 

• • 'ALL FO. FALl ODD IEAIIS FE· FALL EVEN nus N. NI NTER 
MD - NINTER 000 YEAIIS NE. NINTEII EVEN YEARS S. SPIiING-SUMMEII 
SIll - S'IiING-SUMMEII DID YEAIIS SE. SPRING-S\lMMER EVEN YURS 
.. • NOT SCHEDUlED 00· ON DEMAND •• MULTI-CONPEJENCY CQUASE 
Communication Disorders Maior The field of Communica­
tion Disorders provides rehabilitative services for persons of 
all ages with speech, language and hearing disorders. 
Speech pathologists work in a variety of settings, including 
hospitals, schools, institutions for the disturbed or retarded, 
publ.ic and private facilities for the handicapped, etc. Clients 
served in these facilities may present disorders of articula­
tion, voice, language, or stuttering. Speech pathologists pro­
vide diagnostic, therapeutic and consultative services, func­
tioning individually or as members of medicai-educational­
rehabilitative teams. 
Training in Communication Disorders includes many 
aspects of both normal and abnormal human development. 
Knowiedge of normal communicative processes is 
necessary to an understanding of communicative problems; 
competencies in speech and language development, 
speech, language, and hearing disorders are covered in 
behavioral characteristics and clinical management of 
speech, language, and hearing disorders are covered in 
courses dealing with specific problems, e.g., stuttering, 
voice disorders, aphasia, etc. Supplementary skills and in­
formation are obtained from a variety of related areas, such 
as behavior modification, special education, counseling, ex­
perimental psychology, medicine, clinical psychology, 
statistics and research design, SOciology, and allied health 
professions. . 
PIIOGRAM, ALLIED HEALTH 
"A.IIIR. COMMUNICATION DISORDERS 
LEVEL ...CHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
ADNISSION INFORMATION. 
A STUDENT MUST. II HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR 60 
SEMESTER HOUIIS NITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR lETTER GPA FROM AN AC­
CREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION, AND 21 IE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NCT MEETING AD­
NISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR ADMISSICN THROUGH THE OFFICE 
OF ADNISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
••A STUDENT MUST' 11 ACQUIRE A MINIMUM CF 120 CREDIT HCURS OF 
NHICH A MINIMUM OF 60 HOUIIS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL 
I~I HOUIIS REQUIRED • 12 HOURS ELECTEDI, 21 "IUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES S'ECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 31 EARN • MINI"UM OF 
2~ CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; ~I COM'LETE ~2 CREDIT HOURS OF LONER 
OR UPPER DIVISION COURSENORK TO S.TISFY T~E FOLLONING LIBERAL 
AIITS AND SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS: LANGUAGE ARTS II SHI, SOCIAL 
SCIENCES IINCLUDING A COURSE IN' A"ERICAN !tISTCRY CR GOVERNMENT! 
16 SHI, HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 13 SHI, SCIENCEI 
MATHEMATICS 16 SHI, HUMANITIES 16 SHI, PLUS ELECTIVES 113 SHI 
I~ THESE "'EAS; 'I COMPLETE 10 CREDIT HOURS CF LOWER OR UPPER 
DIVISION COUIISENORK IN THE FOLLONING AREAS. "ISTORY AND PHILO­
SOPHY OF EDUCATION 12 HRSI, STRUCTURE .ND FUNCTION OF SCHOOLS 
16 HRSI, ANO EDUCATIONAL PSYC"CLOGY (2 HIlS'. A STUDENT MAY 
SUISTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES IY ALTE~NATE METHODS 
U'ON AP'ROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UP~N INCLUSICN IN THE STUDENT'S 
A'PROVED STUDY 'lAN. 
REIlUIRED COUIISES--UPPER DIVISION: I 39 HClURSI 
'HONE TICS 
S'EECH ~ LANG. DEVELO'MENT 
HEAIIING SCIENCE 
ANALYSIS OF VERIAL BEHAVIOR 
SPEECH PHYSIOLOGY 
SOCIOLINGuISTICS 
INTROO TO COMMUN DISORDERS 
"'TICULATION OISORDERS 
DIAG MTHOS IN CONNUM DISORDERS 
INTROD TO CLINICAL AUDiOlOGY 
INTROD TO REHABILITATIVE AUDIO 
SUR EXCPTML CHILDREN , 'RGRAMS 
HEALTH CARE OIIGANllATION 
S"~520 
SH'~no F 
SH'~210 F 
SHP30~1 F 
SHP4135 f 
SHP~125a 
SH'42351 F 
SHP3 ..5 
SHPJ6201 
SHP~2]OI 
SH'~2~O 
HLD6B20 F 
SHP~0901 F 
N 
N 
N 
N 
5 
5 
5 
5 
S 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
a 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--U'PER DIVISION: I 9 HCURSJ 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONGI 
STATISTICAL METHODS: 
RESEAIICH METHODoLOGY 
STATISTICS 
LECTUIIE 
IN HLD 
CAUllO F 
HLo,~OO. F 
HLD'41l1 F 
N 
N 
S 
5 
2 
3-4 
3-~ 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
H,!S. 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS FROM AMONGa 
A'NORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
PERSONALITY THEORY 
HLD5030 
HLD5330 
F 
F 
N 
N 
J-~ 
J 
HRS • 
HIlS. 
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SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROM AMONG: 
CHILD DEYELOPNENT 
PSYCHOSOCIAL AS'ECTS OF AGING 
LIFE CYCLE DEYELO~ENT 
HLD5120 
HLO'31D 
HLO'4H 
F 
f 
00 DO 
5 
S 
CO 
3-~ 
)-4 
) 
IIRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELEtT AT LEAST I HOURS FROM AMONG' 
STATISTICAL NETHS' GENERAL LAI 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLD 
STATISTICS 
CASTU) f 
HLD'4DDt f 
HLO'411t f 
II 
II 
S 
S 
1.2 )-4 
)-4 
HRS. 
taS. 
HRS. 
ELECT lYE tDURSES--UPPER DIYISION' 12 HOURSI 
ELECT 12 HOURS FROM AIIIING 
COURSES OfFERED THROUGH THIS 
MA~OR DR FROM AMONG LIIERAL 
EDutATION tOURSES OFFERED 
THROUGHOUT THE UNIYERSITY •• 
TRANSFER CREDIT--L~ER DIYISION: I 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Health Science 

in Allied Health 

with a major in Communication Disorders 

is 120 hours 

NOTElSI: 
• 	 STUDENTS IlHO HAYE NET CONPETENCY AND COURSE REQUIREMENTS
THRDUSH TRANSfER Of CREDIT MUST TAKE A COMPARAILE NUNIER Of 
tREDIT HOURS Of ELECTIYES AT THE UPPER DIYISION LEYEL SO 
THAT THEY NEET THE REQUIRENENT Of 60 tREDIT HOURS Of UPPER 
DIYISION COURSEIIORK. 
t 	 tREDIT HOURS EARNED fOR COURSES LISTED NORE THAN ONCE IN A 
CURRICULUN MAY NOT IE USED TO SATISfY THE REQUIRENENTS Of 
NORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY. 
•• THIS CURRICULUM IS PREPROfESSIONAL; PREPARATION FOR THE 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS CERTifiCATE IS AT THE GRADUATE 
LEVEL. 
F • fALL fO· FALL 000 YEARS fE· fALL EYEN YEARS II· IIINTER 
110 • IIINTER 000 YEARS liE. IIINTER EYEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUNNER 
so • SPRING-SUNMER DOD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUNMER EYEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED 00· ON DEMAND •• NULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAN: ALLIED HEALTH 
MAJOR: COMMUMICATION DISORDERS 
LEYEL: NASTER OF'HEALTH SCIENCE 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: 1. HAYE A IACCALAUREATE DEGREE fRON AN 
ACCREDITED INSTITUTION Of HIGHER EDutATIONI 2. IE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDEDI 31 HAYE A G'A OF 2.T' OR 
lETTER ON A 4.0 SCALE FOR ALL UNDERGRADUATE IICRK ATTEMPTED 
PRIOR TO THE AllARD Of A IACCALAUREATE DEGREE; 4. SUIMIT THREE 
LETTERS Of RECOMMENDATION FRON FACULTY IN THE STUDENT'S NA~OR 
INDICATING THAT THEY IIOULD ACCE'T THE APPLICANT INTO THEIR OlIN 
PROGRAM. HENCE. POTENTIAL AIILITY AS A GRAOUATE STUDENT IN THE 
PROGRAN AND TO CARRY, OUT 1I0RK IN THE fiELD. ALL STUDENTS IIILL 
IE ADMITTED CDNDITIONALLY PENDING YERIFICATICN Of ADEQUATE
SPEECH AND HEARING TO FUNCTION AS A SPEECH 'ATHOLOGIST. 
STUDENtS NOT MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA NAY PETITION FOR AIIIIIS­
SION THROu&H THE OfFICE Of ADNISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS' 
A STUDENT MUSTa II HAYE MET ALL UNDERGRADUATE COMMUNICATION 
DISORDERS CURRICULUN REQUIREMENTS I 2. ACQUIRE A MININUM Of 41 
GRAOUATE CREDIT HOURS; 31 ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES S'EClfIED 
FOR THIS DEGREEI 41 PASS A IIRITTEN COMPREHENSIYE EXAMINATION 
OVER ALL UNDERGRADUATE AND GRAOUATE CDMPETENCIESI ,. COMrtETE 
A TERMINAL INTEGRATING EXPERIENCE IIHICH INCLUDES .T LEAST 'Z, 
SPECIFIED HOURS OF CLINICAL PUCTlCUil IN speeCH PATHOLOGY AIIO 
AUDIOLOGY, 61 EARN AT LEAST Z4 GRADUATE CREDIT HGURS AT GSU. 
A STUDENT NAY SUISTITUTE ACHIEYENENT OF COMPETENCIES IY 
ALTERNATE METHODS UPON A.'ROVAL Of ADYISOR AND UPCN INC .SION 
IN THE STUDENT'S A'.ROVED STUDY PLAN •• 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 41 HDURst 
VOice DISORDERS SH'991D S , taS. 
LANGUAGE DISORDERS OF CHILDREN SHP9120 5 , taS. 
STUTTERING SEMINAR SHHTZO 5 ) taS. 
APHASIA SEMINAR SHPlD15 f ) IIRS. 
IHVR PRIN COMNUN. DISORDERS S",1160 II 3 HRS. 
~ONM DISORDERS CRANOFACL ANGML SHPIZII 5 , IIRS. 
MOTOR S'EECH DISORDERS SMPlzeO F , taS.,
'RACT SPCH PATH: PUILIC-SCHooL SH'9210 f II 5 IIRS. 
'RAtT IN SPCH 'ATH. MH CENTER SH'9251 F II ' 5 , IIRS. 
PRACT IN SPCH .ATHI HOSPITAL S",U'D F II S , IIRS. $PtH ~ LANG OF HEARING IM'AIRD SH.9'60 II J IIRS. 
CLINICAL AUDIOLOGY SHPlUO F ) IIRS. 
ADVANCED REHAI. AUDIOLOGY SH,.OOO II J IIRS. 
PRAtT IN AUDIOLOGY ASSESSMENT SHP9Z41 F II 5 I IIRS. 
PRACT IN AUDIOLOGY REHAI SHP9Z42 F II S Z IIRS. 
HIST. PHIL' 'RFSNL AS'ECTS CD SH'9DIl F IIRS., 
SPECIAL PRO~ECTS IN ••• SHP160D F II 5 I IIRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Health Science 

in Allied Health 

with a major in Communication Disorders 

is 48 hours 

Nones.. 
• THIS 'RDFfSSIONAL CURRICULUM ENAILES GRADUATES TO AP'LY fOR 
STATE AND NATIOANL CERTIFICATION. 
F • fALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS II. IIINTER 
MO • IIINTER ODD YEARS liE. IIINTER EVEN YEARS S. S'RING-SUNMfR 
SO • S'RING-SUMMER ODO YEARS SE. SPRING-SUMNER EVEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED DO. GN DEMAND •• ~LTI-CONPE1ENCV COURSE 
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Medical Technology Major This major is a two-year profes­
sional curriculum which prepares students for careers in a 
variety of .c1inical laboratory settings. The curriculum in­
cludes clinical practice that is integrated with didactic con­
tent. The major seeks to provide instruction and evaluation 
based upon: identified competencies, current needs within 
the profession, and responsiveness to individual needs. The 
clinical laboratory experience will give the student the op­
portunity to perform simple and complex laboratory 
analyses, to gain knowledge of principles of clinical 
medicine, and to recognize the importance of quality 
assurance. Didactic material integrated with the laboratory 
work will help the students develop skill in data correlation, 
decision making, and problem solving. While developing 
technical competency, students are provided learning op­
portunities that introduce them to the expanding role of the 
medical technologist, such as in the areas of teaching, 
research, administration, and interdisciplinary education . 
The Medical Technology major is fully accredited by the 
American Medical Association Committee on Allied Health 
Education and Accreditation. Graduates are eligible for na­
tional and state certifying examinations. Most medical 
technologists are employed in clinical laboratories of 
hospitals and medical centers. Job opportunities are 
availahle in other areas such as in medical sales, industry, 
research, and education. 
P.u8AARI AlliED HEALTH 
MA~I MEDICAL TECHNDLC~Y 
LEVEL' "CHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
AORISSION INFORMATION' 
A STUDENT RUST. 11 HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSO(IAT(S DEGREE OR 60 
SERESTER HOURS MITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR BETTER GPA FROM AN AC­
CREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION; 21 BE Ih ~D 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; 31 HAVE EARNED CREDIT 
WITHIN THE PAST , YEARS, WITH A ~RADE OF ·C. OR BETTER, IN THE 
FDLlOMING PREREQUISITE COURSES. INORGAIIIC CHEMISHY ,. SHI. OR­
GANIC CHENISTRY '~SHI, BIOlO~Y OR ZCDlDGY 'I SHI, COLLEGE 
ALGEIRA '3 SHI, AND NltaOBIOLO~Y ,~ SHI, 'NOTE' IN ADDITION, 
apPLICANTS SHOULD HAVE EARNED CREDIT IN THE FOlLOMING AREAS. 
HUMANITIES '6 SHI, SOCIAL SCIENCES '6 SHI, AND ENGLISH CORPOSI­
TION OR RHETORIC ,. SHI; MOREOVER, IT IS RECO~MENDED THAT 
APPLICANTS TANE ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY OR AN ADDITI~NAL COURSE IN 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY '3 SHI, AND SCNE PHYSI(S.I; ~I SUBMIT 2 
STANDARD REFERENCE FORMS FROM PREVIOUS SCIENCE INSTRUCT~'S; 51 
COMPLETE AN INTERVIEM TO ASSESSI COMMITMENT TC CAREER GOALS IN 
MEDICAL TEC~lOGY, ACCURACY OF ACADEMIC RECORD, AND SELF­
ASSESSRENT OF POTENTIAL FOR SUCCESS IN THE FIELD; AND 61 HAVE 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE PRIOR TO ADMISSICN TO CLINICAL 
FACILITIES. TWELYE STUDENTS ARE AONITTED ANNUALLY ~OR THE FALL 
TRINESTER. STUDENTS WHO REET All REQUIREMENTS Mill BE AORITTEO 
OM A FIRST CONE. FIRST SlRVEO BASIS UNTil · ENROllMENT IS 
FillED. STUDENTS MITH FOREIG. TRANSCRIPTS NUST HAVE THEM EVAL­
UATED TNRO~H THE NATIONAL ACCREDITING AGENCY FeR CLINICAL 
LAIORATORY SCIENCES 'NAAClSI. STUDENTS NOT NEETING AONISSION 
talTERIA NAY PETITION FOR AONISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF 
ADR ISSION S. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS' 
A STUDENT NUST. 11 ACQUIRE A ~INIMUM OF 12~ CREDIT HOURS OF 
MHICH AT lEAST .~ HOURS MUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION lEYEll 21 
ACQUIRE THE CONPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 31 EARN AT 
lEAST 2~ CREDIT HOURS AT GSUI ~I COMPLETE C~E SEMESTER OF ANA­
lYTICAL CHENISTRY. OR A SECOMO SEMESTER CF ORGANIC CHERISTRY, 
OR A 3 CREDIT-HOUR UPPER OIYISION CHEMISTRY ELECTIVE. A STUOEMT 
NAY SU.STITUTE ACHIEVENENT OF COMPETENCIES 'Y ALTERNATE 
RlTNODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPOh INClUSICN IN THE STU­
DENT ' S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION. I 53 HCURSI 
.IOCHENISTRY: lECTURE 
PHYSiOlOGIC SYSTENS I 
PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTENS II 
INMUNCLOGY 
CllN lA. SC:NEO TECH PRACT 
CllN lA, SCI' HENATOlOGY I 
CllN LA. SCI: CHENISTRY I 
CAS5~D3 
C&56940 
C&56950 
SHP~205 
SHP3330 
SHPU31 
SHP3332 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
II 
II 
M 
5 3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
CllN lAI SCII NICROIIOlOGY I 
CllN lAB SC'NEO TECH PRACT II 
CllN lA, SCl,RENAl PHYS , URNl 
CLIN LA. SCIl CHEMISTRY II 
SHPnu 
SH'3340 
SHP3Hl 
SHP3342 
F 
M 
II 
W 
1 
3 
1 
1 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
CLIN lA. SCI, MICROBIOLOGY II 
.ClIN lA, SC,MEO TECH PRACT III 
CllN LA. SCI' .lOOO .ANK I 
SHPUU 
SHPU'O 
SHP3"1 
M 
5 
5 
1 
3 
1 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
CllN LA. SCI: HENATOLOGY II SHPl352 5 1 HRS. 
CllN lAB 
CllN lAB 
CllN lA. 
SC'NEO TECH PRACT IY 
SCI.HEMAT'Y/COAGlTN
SCI: CHEMISTRY III 
SHP)]60 
SHP33.. 
SHP3362 
F 
F 
F 
3 
1 
1 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
CllN lA. SCI' NICRO.IOlOGY III SHP3363 F 1 HAS. 
CllN lA. SC'NEO TECH PRACT V SHP331D M 3 HRS. 
CllN LA. 
CllN lAB 
SCI, 
SCI: 
MICR~.IOlOGY IV 
'lOOO BANK II 
SHP3311 
SHP3312 
II 
M 
1 
1 
HU. 
HRS. 
CllN lAB SCI. CHEMISTRY IV S..33J3 M 1 HRS. 
CllN lA. SCINEO TECH PRACT VI 
REOICAL PHYSICS 
HEALTH PROFSN EO INSTRUCTION 
SHPUIO 
CA57025 
SHP3192 
II 
M 
5 3 
~ 
3 
HRS. 
IIRS. 
HRS. 
CONPUTERS. lOGIC ~ DESIGN CAS5UI F II 5 2 HRS. 
CLIN lAB SCI: INTIIO LAB NGMT SHPU., 5 1 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION ' I HCURSI 
SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOURS FROM ANONG. 
STATISTICS I 
STATISTICAL METHODS: LECTURE 
'''3461 
CA57UO 
F 
F 
II 5 
5 
3 
2 
HRS. 
HRS. 
STATISTICAL METHS, GENERAL lAB CASlin F 5 1,2 HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST 2 HOURS FRON AMONG: 
HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION SHP~090 F M 5 3 HRS. 
HLTH S'REC DEVEL AlO HlTH PRAC SHP5210 5 2 HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOURS 
COMNUNICATIONS I 
FROM AMONG' 
..n.Ol F M 5 3 HRS • 
MRITING PRINCIPLES CASlUO F M 5 3 HRS. 
HEALTH EDUCATION SKillS SHP3190 F 3 HRS. 
ELECT IVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION. 3 HCURSI 
ELECT 3 HOURS FROM COURSES IN 
SCIENCE. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOMER DIVISION. , 60 HCURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Health Science 

in Allied Health 

with a major in Medical Technology 

is 124 hours 

F • FAll FO. FAll ODD YEARS FE· FAll EVEN YEARS M. WINTER 
we • MINTER ODD YEARS ME. MINTE~ EVEN YEA~S S· SPRING-SUMMER 
SO • SPRIIIG-SUNRER DOD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUNMER EVEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DENAND •• NUlTI-COIIPETENCY COURSE 
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Health Services 
Administration Program 
Major and Option: 
Health Services Administration (S.H.S. & 
M.H.S.) 
Mental Health Administration (G) 
(The purpose of this program is to prepare students to 
become administrators of health service organizations and 
programs. The students are trained not only to manage and 
develop organizations and programs. but also to improve 
community health status and well-being. The program has 
two emphases: the achievement of the knowledge and skills 
essential for being competent administrators. and the com­
mitment of establishing attitudes and values toward fulfill­
ment of health care goals. 
Health Services Administration Major This major is design­
ed to train administrators for unit or department head posi­
tions in large and complex health care institutions such as 
hospitals, and for executive director positions in small 
and/or less complex health care institutions such as cliniFs 
and nursing homes. 
The graduate Health Services Administration major is 
designed to prepare students to assume middle manage­
ment and top executive positions in large health care institu­
tions after the requisite years of experience. The graduates 
from the master's program may find employment with 
hospitals, long-term care institutions, mental health institu­
tions or programs, health maintenance organizations, 
prepaid group practices, and neighborhood health centers, 
as well as a variety of governmental and private health care 
programs, such as HEW offices, PSRO's, Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield, AHA, health insurance agencies, and other health 
care facilities. The graduate major is fully accredited by the 
Accrediting Commission on Education for Health Services 
Administration. 
PR05aAN. HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 
NA~R: HEALT" SERVICES ADNINIST~ATICN 
LEVEll BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE . 
ADMISSION INFORMATION. 
A STUDENT NUST. 11 HAVE AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE O~ 60 SENESTER 
HOURS OF CREDIT ~IT" AN OVERALL ·C· OR lETTER GPA FROM AN AC­
CREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION; AND 2. IE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NeT MEETING AD­
MISSION CRITeRIA NAY 'ETITIDN FOR AONISSICN THROUGH THE OFFICE 
OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST. 11 ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREOIT HOURS OF 
MMICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS NUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL e]l "OURS REQUIRED. 2] ~U~S ELECTED., 2. ACQUIRE
THE CONPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; ANO 41 EARN A MINI­
MUM OF 24 CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. STUDENTS ~HO HAVE ~CT COMPLETED 
A COURSE IN MEDICAL SCIENCE MUST TAKE SHP64.5. A STUOENT MAY 
SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE METHODS 
UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSICN IN THE STUDENT'S 
APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION. e 21 HCURSI 
HEAUH CARE ORGANIZATION SHP4090 F ~ S ] MRS.HEALTH CARE ECONORICS I SH"]11 F ~ ] MRS.HEALT" CARE SOCIOLeGY 5HF6290 F ~ 5 ] MRS.
HEALTH CA~E' LEGAL ASPECTS l"UZl F ] . MRS. 
F IUNCIAL ACCOUNTING IPUI01 F ~ S ] MRS.HEALTH PLANNING I SH.] 540 II ] MRS.HSA. fiELD E.PERIENCE I SH.42OD 5 ] MRS. 
AREAS--U"ER DIYISION. • . 16 HOURS. 
SELEcT AT LEAST 2 HOURS 'ROM ANONGI 
ETHICS AND ENVIRONNENT CAUOIG F ~ 1-] HRS. 
ET"ICS' P~OfESSIDNAL STANDARDS HLD51'l0 ~ 2 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS 'ROM AMGN'I 
STAll STICS I 1"]461 F II S ] IIIIS. 
STATISTICAL METHODS' LEcTURE CASlUO F S 2 MRS. 
STATISTICAL METHS: GENERAL LAI CASUll F 5 102 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST , HOURS FROM ANONG, 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CAsn62 F ~ 4 MRS. 
RE SEARCH METHODDLOG YIN HLD HLD5400 F II S 3-4 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM ANONG: 
COM'UTER PROGRAMMING' IASIC CAU140 F ~ S 2 litiS. 
COM'UTER PROGRAMNGIFCRTRAN IV CA5]145 F II S 3 MRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST ] HOURS FRUN ANONG. 
PRINCIPLES OF RANAGERENT 1"3401 F ~ S 3 MRS. 
HEALTH SER.ADNNI PRINCIPLES SHP4!190 3 MRS....... 
SELECT AT LEAST ] HOURS FROM ANDIIG. 
PERSONNEL NANAGEMENT 1"]420 II 3 MRS.,
.UILIC 'ERSONNEL AUNINISTRAT'N I.A4930 F ~ S MRS. 
HSAIPERSONNEL ADNN/LAIOR RELAT SH"420 ~ 3 MRS. 
ELECTIVE CDURSES--UPPER DIVISIONI e u HCURS. 
ELECT AT LEAST 23 CREOIT HOURS 
FROR AMONG SHP5650, SHP6214,
SHP6490, SH'6]10, SHP354I, 

SH']542, SHP1000, SHP1005, 

SHP10I0, AND/OR OTHER COURSES 

IN THE UNIVERSITY THAT ARE 

APPROPRIATE TO THE STUDENT'S 

PERSONAL AND/OR PROFESSIONAL 

GOAL S AND THE U URAL EOUCA­
TION REQUIREMENTS. ELECTIVES 

MUST IE APPROVED IY ADYISOR. 

TRANSFER CREOIT--LO~R OIVISIDN, e 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Health Science 

in Health Services Administration 

with a major in Health Services Administration 

is 120 hours 

F • FALL FO * FALL ODD YEAlS FE. FALL EVEN YE'RS II. ~1.rlA 
MD * IIINTER ODD YEARS ~E. VINTER EYEN YEARS S. S'RINC.~ 
SO • SPRING-SUNMER ODO YEARS SE. SPRING-SURMER EVEN YEARS 
II • NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DERAND •• -UlTI-CORPETENCY couaSE 
200 School of Health Professions 
..05RAMI HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATIoN 
MAJOR I HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATICN 
LEVELl MASTER Of HEALl" SCIENCE 
ADMISSION INFORMATION. 
A STUDENT MUST' 11 HAVE A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM AN. 
ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIONI AND ZI BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. 31 HAVE A GPA Of Z., ON 
A 4.0 SCALE FOR THE LAST 60 HOURS OF UNDERGRADUATE COURSEWORK; 
AND 41 MEET EVALUATION STANDARDS THAT CCNSIDER TY'E AND AMOUNT 
OF WORK EX'ERIENCE, SKILLS POSSESSED, POTENTIAL I~ FIELD AS AD­
DRESSEO BY STANDARD REFERENCE FORMS AND COURSEWORK TAKEN AND 
DEGREE RECEIVED. CREDENTIALS REQUIRED INCLUDE 3 STANDARD REF­
ERENCE fORMS AND A COM'LETED QUESTIONNAIRE. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING AOMISSIDN CRITERIA MAY 'ETITICN fOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OfFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT NUST' 11 ACQUIRE A MININUM OF 41 GRADUATE CREDIT 
NOURS 139 HOURS REQUIRED, 9 HOURS ELECTEOI; 21 ACQUIRE THE 
CON'ETENCIES S'EClfIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 31 EARN A MINIMUM OF 
2~ GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 4' 'ASS A COM'REHEMSIVE EXAN­
INATION OVER GRADUATE CONPETENCIES. STUDENTS· WHO HAVE NOT 
COM'LETEO A COURSE IN ECONOMICS MUST ADO 1 CREDIT HGUR OF 
SH'6915 OR EQUIVALENT TO THEIR COURSE OF STUDY. STUDENTS WHO 
HAVE NOT COM'LETEO A COURSE IN COM'UTER SCIENCE AND MEDICAL 
SCIENCE MUST TAKE CAS 3140 OR CAS 31~5 AND SHP 6495, STUDENTS 
IlHO HAVE NOT COMPLETED A COURSE IN STATISTlC'AL METHODS MUST 
TAKE CAS 1130 AND CAS 1133 eR EQUIVALENT. A STUDENT MAY 
SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT Of COM'ETENCIES 8Y ALTERNATE METHODS U,­
ON A"ROVAL OF ADVISOR AND U'ON INCLUSICN IN THE STUDENT'S 
AP'ROYED STUDY 'LAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEYEL' 33 HOURSI 
HEALTH CARE SOCIOLOGY SH'6290 f II 5 3 HIlS. 
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS CASlUl fO 3 HIlS. 
HEALTH CAREl LEGAL ASPECTS BPA5121 F 3 HRS. 
He DRG , ADMN' 'RoaS-ISSU-'OLS SHPl930 F W 3 HRS. 
HEALTH 'LANNING II SHPI360 F W 3 IIRS. 
HEALTH CUE ECONOMICS II SHPl630 II SE 3 HIlS. 
HS'TL , HLTH SERV ORG. ADMIN. SHPlOl0 F W 3 HRS. 
NSA. MANAGEMENT THEORIES SH'.970 II 5 3 HIlS. 
fOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING 11'1.5101 f II 5 3 HRS. 
HSAI FIMANCIAL MANAGEMENT SH"950 F 5 3 HRS. 
HSA. FIELD EX'ERIENCES II SHPl990 F S · 3 HRS. 
REQUIIIED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL' 6 HCURSI 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRON AHONG' 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CAS756~ E II ~ HIlS. 
He 'ROGRAM EVALUATION SHPl9~1 W 3 HIlS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG. 
CONCE'TS , ISSUES IN PUB ADMN 8P...901 F W HRS. 
H5A.PERSDNNEL ADMN/LAeoa RELAT SH'U20 W HRS. 
ELECTive COURSES--GIIAOUATE LEVEL' 9 HCURSI 
ELECT 9 HOURS FROM SH'62.~, 

SH'6370, SH'6~90, SHP7000, 

SH'700', 5H'7010, SH'1010, 

SH'1015. SH'1630, SH'.9Z0, 

SH'1961 AND/OR OTHER COURSES 

IN THE UNIVERSITY THAT ARE 

A"RO'RIATE TO THE STUDENT'S 

'ERSDNAL AND/OR 'ROFESSIONAL 

GOALS AND AP'RovEO 8Y ACADEMIC 

AOVISDR. 

Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Master of Health Science 

in Health Services Administration 

with a major in Health Services Administration 

is 48 hours 

F • FALL FO. FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS II· WINTER 
110 • IIINTER 000 YEARS WE - IIINTER EWEN YEARS S· SPRING-SUNMER 
so • SPRIN5-SUMNER ODD YEARS SE· S'RING-SUMMER EVEM ~EARS 
... ,.,T SCHEDULED 00. ON DEMAND •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
'RQGRAN. HEALTH SERYICES ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR. HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATICN 
O'TION' MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
LEVEL' NASTER Of HEALTH SCIENCE 
ADN!S~~~~E~~O:~~~~ON' l' HAVE A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM AN 
ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIO~I AND Z' liE IN GOOD 
STANOING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. 31 HAVE A G'A OF Z.5 ON 
A ~.O SCALE FOR THE LAST 60 HOURS OF UNDERGRADUATE COURSEIIDRK; 
AND ~, NEET EVALUATION STANDARDS THAT CONSIDER TY'E AND AMOUNT 
OF IIORK EX'ERIENCE, SKILLS 'OSSESSEO, 'OTENTIAL Ih FIELD AS AD­
DRESSEO IIY STANDARD REfERENCE FORMS AND COURSEWQRK TAKEN AND 
DEGREE RECEIVED. CIIEDENTIALS REQUIRED INCLUDE 3 STANDARD REF­
ERENCE fORMS AND A COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY 'ETITIDN FDR ADNI5SION THROUGH 
THE OffiCE Of ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT MUST. 11 ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF ~5 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS; 2' ACQUIRE THE COM'ETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 
31 EARN A MINIMUM OF 2~ GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSUI ~'PASS 
A COM'REHENSIVE EXAMINATION OVER GRADUATE COM'ETENCIES. STU­
DENTS WHO HAVE NOT COMPLETED A COURSE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE ANO 
MEDICAL SCIENCE MUST TAKE CAS31~0 DR CAS3145 AND SHP6~95. STU­
DENTS WHO HAvE NOT COMPLETEO ·A COURSE lN STATISTICAL METHODS 
MUST TAKE CAST130 AND CAST133 DR EQUIVALENT. A STUDENT MAY 
SUIISTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES IY ALTER~ATE METHODS 
UPON A"ROVAL Of ADVISOR AND U'DN INCLUSICN I~ THE STUDENT'S 
A"ROVED STUDY 'LAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEvEL. J3 HCURS' 
HEALTH CARE SOCIOLOGY SH"290 F II S 3 HIlS. 
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS CAS8831 FO 3 HRS. 
HEALTH CARE' LEGAL AS'ECTS B'A5lZ1 F 3 HilS. 
HC ORG , ADMNI 'ROBS-IS5U-POLS SH'8930 f II 3 HIlS. 
HEALTH PLANNING II SH'1360 F W 3 MRS. 
HEALT~ CARE ECONOMICS 11 SH'1630 II SE 3 HRS. 
HSPTL , HL," SERV ORG. ADMIN. SHPlOl0 F II 3 HRS. 
HSA. MANAGENENT THEORIES 
fOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING 
SH""O 
BPA5101 F 
II 
II 
5 
5 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HSA' fINA",IAL MANAGEMENT SH,.950 F 5 3 HRS. 
HSA' FIELD EXPERIENCES II SHPl990 F 5 3 HilS. 
IIEQUIREO AIIEAS--GIIADUATE LEVEL' 12 HOURS' 
SUECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS F~DM AMONG: 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CAST562 F II ~ HIlS. 
He PROGRAM EVALUATION SHPl9U II 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FItOM AHOMG. 
CONCE'TS , ISSUES IN PUB 
HSA"ERSONNEL AOMN/LAIOII 
AOMN 
IIELAT 
11""01 
SHP6420 " II 
5 3 
3 
HRS. 
HilS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG. 
HSA. NNTL HLTH , DEVEL OISAILT SHP5012 W 3 HIlS. 
HSA. MNTL HLTH AOMINISTIIATIONNt'" S. MNTL HLTH ECON , ADMIN 5""014 SHP626~ f SO 3 3 HIlS. HRS. 
Minimul}1 total number of credit hours 
required for a Master of Health Science 
in Health Services Administration 
with a major in Health Services Administration 
is 45 hours 
• - fALL FD ••ALL DOD YEARS FE. FALL EYE~ YEARS II. IIINTER 
lID • IIINTEIl ODD YEARS WE. IIIN1ER EVEN YEARS S. S'RING-SUMMER 
SO • S'RING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
••• NOT SCHEDULED 00 - ON DEMAND •• MULTI-COM'ETENCY COURSE 
Nursing Program 

Majors: 

Nursing Practice (B.'S.N.) 

Restorative Nursing (M.S.N.) 

Nursing Teaching (M.S.N.) 

Nursing Administration (M.S.N.) 

The Nursing Program provides opportunitles for registered 
nurses from either an associate degree program or a 
hospital-based program or a baccalaureate program to 
develop knowledge, skills, and attitudes for growth in a 
changing profession . . 
Nursing Practice Major This undergraduate major is design­
ed to prepare registered nurses to function effectively at the 
first professional nursing level in improving health care 
delivery in a variety of settings through an upper division 
curriculum leading to the Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
degree. The major is planned to articulate with the associate 
degree in nursing or its equivalent, which is the foundation 
upon which professional nursing can be built . . The 
undergraduate nursing major has as its purposes the 
development of a generalist in nursing functioning in a 
variety of settings; provision of theoretical bases for profes­
sional nursing leadership and expanded scope of practice; 
and provision of a foundation for continuing personal and 
professional growth. 
"";UII. IlURSIIiG 
NAJURI NURSIIIG PRACITCE 
LEVEL. 'ACHELO~ OF SCIENCE IN IIURSING 
ADIIISSION INFORMATION' 
A STUDENT MUST. 11 HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSCCI'TES DE'REE OR 60 
SEIlESTER HOURS NITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR lETTER SPA FRDII AN AC­
CREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIOII, 21 IE III GOOO 
STAIIDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED, 31 ~AVE PASSED T.E -CON­
PETEIICY ASSESSNENT FOR ADMISSION- TEST I 41 CONPLETED 
PREREQUISITE OR COREQUISITE COURSE~QRK NHICH INCLUDES' ANATOIIY 
AND PHYSIOLOGY C4 SHI. NICRClIOLOGY C4 SHI, GENERAL CHEIlISTRY 
C4 SHI. ORGANIC CHEIlISTRY C4 S~I. ENGLISH CONPOSITION/RHETORIC
C6 SHII NUIlANITIES ELECTIVE 13 SHI, GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY C3 SHI. 
GEIIERAL SOCIOLOGY C3 $HI. SOCIAL SCIENCE ELECTIVE C3 SHI. 51 
HAVE A CURRENT ILLIIICIS LICENSE TO PRACTICE AS , REGISTERED 
NURSE; 61 HAVE MALPRACTICE/LIAIILITY INSURANCE IN FORCEI 71 
HAVE PRACTICED AS A REGISTERED IlURSE FOR AT LEAST T~ YEARS 
NITHIN THE PAST FIVE YEARS, OR H'VE GRADUATED FROM .. APPROVED 
PROGRAM OF NURSIIiG NITHIII THE LAST TNO CALEIIDAR YEARS. AND II 
EITHER HAVE AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE IN IIURSING FROM 'N A~REDITED 
INSTITUTIOII OF HIGHER EDUCATION NITH AN APPROVED PROGaAM III 
IIVRSIIIG, OR A DIPLOIIA FROII AN APPROVED NURSIII' PROGRAM. 
DIPLONA GRAOUATES MUST EARll LOMER DIVISION IURSIII' CREDIT IY 
SUCCESSFULLY PASSING THE AMERICAN COLLEGE TESTING CACTI PRG­
FICIENCY EXAMIHATIOIl III MATERNAL AND CHILD NURSIRe CAA'4531. 
ADULT NURSING CAA.5541 ANO PSYCHIATRIC/MENTAL HEALTH NURSING 
CAA'5031 NITH A STAND.RD SCORE OF 45 OR AICVE 011 EACH TEST. 
AFTER PASSING THESE THREE EXAMINATIONS THE DIPLCMA STUDENT IIILL 
RECEIVE A TOTAL OF 26 LONER DIVISION CREDIT HOURS. STUDENTS 
NITH FOREIGN CREDENTiAlS NUST HAVE TAK~ 'NO RECEIVED A MIIlIIlUM 
SCORE Of 450 011 TOEFL. STUDENTS IIOT MEETIIIG ADIIISSION CRITERIA 
MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF 'DMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDEIIT NUST. 11 ACDUIRE A "INI~M OF 12J CREDIT HOURS OF 
_ 	 NHICH AT LEAST 67 HOURS MUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISIOII LEVEL C62 
HOURS REQUIRED, 5 HOURS ELECTEOI. 21 ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES 
SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 31 EARN AT LEAST 24 CREDIT HOURS AT 
GSU. A STUDEIIT "AY SUISTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF CDIIPETEIICIES IY 
ALTERIIATE NETHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPOII INCLUSION 
III THE STUOEIIT'S .APPROVEO STUDY PLAN. 
School of Health Professions 201 
REQUII.ED COURSES--UPPER OIVISIOII' , 62 HCURU 
IIOCHEIiISTRYI LECTURE 
PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTEMS I 
PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTEMS II 
IIURSINGI HEALTH ASSESSllEIiT 
CRS5403 
CR56.40 f 
CRS"50 F 
SHPlIDI. 
II 
II 
S 
S 
~, 
3 
4 
MRS. 
!IRS. 
...5. 
MRS. 
IIURSING' CONCEPTS ~ PROCESSES 
IIURS' CARE III DISTRII SETTIIiGS 
SHPUIO F 
SHP<UIO. f 
N 4 
5 
MRS. 
HRS. 
IIURSs CARE III EPISODIC SET'.'S SHP43lui F 5 MRS. 
IIlIRS, PRIN IINGIIT OF CL/PT CARE 
IIURSs SR SEIIIIIAR , PROJECT 
LIFE CYCLE D1VELOPNEIIT 
IIURS. TEACHIIIG CLIEIITS/FAMILY 
HEALTH CARE ORGRNI'ATIOII 
SHP444... F 
SHP4455. F • 5 
HL05471. DO DO CO 
SHP4460. .. 5 
S..,40.0 F II S 
3 
4 
J 
3 
3 
MRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
!IRS. 
HEALT" CARE ECOIIOIIICS I SHPUll F II J HRS. 
IIURS, THERAPEUTIC COMIIUIIICATII 
STATISTICAL IIETHOOS, LECTURE 
STATISTICAL IIETHSI GEIIERAL LAI 
SIIP44., 
CRSlUO 
CAsnn 
F 
F 
F 
5 
S 
s 
3 
2 
1.2 
MRS. 
MRS. 
MRS. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY III HLO HL05400 F II S 1-4 MRS. 
HL Til PROF ED_VALUES CLAR TECII SHP4100 F II 2 MRS. 
IIURS, THE COLLA.ORATIVE ROLE SHP4no II 3 MRS. 
ELECT lYE COURSES--UP'ER DIVISION, 5 HOURS I 
ELECT 5 HOURS FROM LIBERAL EO­
UCATIOII COURSES OFFERED 
THROUGHOUT TilE UNIVERSITY. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LONER DIVISION' I 60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

required for a Bachelor of Science 

in Nursing 

with a major in Nursing Practice 

is 127 hours 

F • FALL FO - FALL 000 YEARS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS II. IIINTER 
110 • IIIIITER 000 YEARS ~E. IIIIITER EVEII YEARS S. SPRIIIG-SUIiMER 
so • SPRIIIG-SUMNER ODD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUNIIER EVE. YEARS 
ff • NOT SCHEDULED 00· ON DE"'"~ •• MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
202 School of Health Professions 
Restorative Nursing Major This graduate major in nursing is 
designed to prepare graduate students who can function ef­
fectively as clinical specialists in resto~ative nursing. The 
graduate major provides advanced theoretical ba~es and 
specialized practica. 
PRO;RAMI NURSING 
MA~. RESTORATIVE NURSING 
LEVEll MASTER Of SCIEIltE IN NURSING 
ADMISSION INfORNATION. 
A STUDENT NUST. ' 11 HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAURE~TE OE5IEE IN 
NU«SING fRON AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION Of HIGNER 10UCATION, 21 
IE IN SOOO STANOING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED, 31 HAVE A 
CURRENT AND VALID ILLINOIS LICENSE TO 'RACTICI AS A REGISTERED 
NURSE' 41 HAVE MAL'RACTICE/LIAIILITY INSURANCE IN fORCEI 51 
HAVE TWO YEARS Of REGISTERED NURSING 'IACTICE ~ITHIN THE 'AST 
FIVE YEARS. OR HAVE GRADUATED ~ITHIN THE LAST TWO CALENDAR 
YEARS, ., HAVE EARNED A G'A Cf 3.0 ON A 4.0 SCALI FOR ALL UN­
DERGRADUATE NURSING COURSES. ISTUOENTS NOT ~EETING THIS 
CRITERIA ~ILL IE ADMITTED CONOITleNALLY RENDING EITHER SUCCESS­
fULLY ~'LETING 12 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS fROM AIIONG. HL053TD 
131. SH,.110 131. IPAI460 131. CAS6TZ5 141. AND CAST5•• 141, OR 
SCORING AT OP AIOYE THE 50TH PERCENTILE ON EACh Of THE NLN 
ACHIEVE"ENT TESTS.I; TI COMPLETE A 'ERSONAL INTE.VIE~ WITH A 
NURSING fACULTY NEMIER TO ASSESS COII"ITIIENT TO CAREER GOALS 
ANO POTENTIAL IN CAREER flELDI II SUIIIIT THREE LETTERS OF REC­
O"MENDATIDN fRON NURSING PROfESSIONALS AOORESSING LEADERSHIP 
POTENTIAL. ~ORK EX'ERIENCE AND COMNUNICATION SKILLS. STUDENTS 
~ITH CREDENTIALS FROM A fOREIGN OCUNTRY IIUST HAVE TAKEN AND 
RECEIVED A IIININUM SCCRE OF 550 ON THE TOEfL EXANINATION. STU­
DENTS NOT MEETING ADNISSION CRITEIIA MAV PETITION fOR 
AOIIISSION THROUGH THE OfFICE Of ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE IEQUIREIIENTS. 
A STUDENT MUSTI 11 ACOUIRE A MINIMUII OF. 3. GRADUATE HOURS Of 
CREDIT 13T HOURS REQUIRED. 1 HOUR ELECTEOI, 21 ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SPECifiED fOR THIS DEGREE I 31 COIIPLETE 
SUCCESSfULLY A TERMINAL INTEGRATING EXPERIENCEI 41 PASS AN ORAL 
COII'REHENSIVE EXAMINATION OVER GRADUATE COM'ITEIltIES. STUDENTS 
MAY SUiSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT Of. CO"'ETENCIES IY ALTERNATE "ETHODS 
UPON "PROVAL Of ADVISOR AND UPON IIItLUSIGN IN THE STUDENT' 5 
A"ROVEO STUDY PLAN. 
REOUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVELl I n HOURS I 
NRSNG' ADV HEALTH ASSESSMENT SHP.OTOI W 6 MRS. 
NlSNG.TM'LNNTN RESTOR NlSG 
NUlSING. THEORIES' NODELS 
MOL 5"'91001 
SH"1501 .. 
W S
.. .. 
5 
4 
HRS. 
HIS. 
'HYSIOLOiY Of AGING SH"1101 f 3 HRS. 
'SYCHOSOCIAL AS'ECTS Of AGING HL05JlGa f S 3-4 HIS. 
STATISTICAL RESEARCH DESI5N IPAI4611 F 3 NRS. 
SOCIAL RESEAlCH AND EVALUATION 
MaING. eliN. TCHNG STIATEGIES 
NRING.ORIENT. to FUNCTNL ROLES 
NURSING RESEARCH SEMINAl 
CAST5621 f ~ 
SHP.OIO .... .. 
SH"110 ~ ' S 
SH"14O ~ 
4 
2 
1 
2 
HIS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
MRS. 
REIIIIRED AREAS--GRADUATE ,LEVEL. 4 HOUISI 
SELE~T AT LEAST 1 HOUR fROII ANONG. 
ANTHIOPOLOGY fOR 'LANNERS CAS6lZ5I S 4 HIS. 
SOCIOLOiY Of THE fAIIILY CU"... f 4 HIS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROfl ANONG. 
ANfNROPOLOiY 
SOCIDLOiY Of 
.OR 'LANNERS 
THE fAIIILY 
CAMun 
CASn... f 
s 4 
4 
HRS. 
HIS. 
ELECTIVE CDURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL. 1 HDURst 
ELKT 1 HOUR fR.,.. COURSES 
FERED fOR GRADUATE CREDIT 
Of­
THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSITY AS 
A"ROVEO IY ADVISOR. 
Minimum total number of credit hours 

rquired for a Master of Science 

in Nursing 

with a major in Restorative Nursing 

is 38 hours 

F • FALL FO. fALL ODD YEARS Fl. fALL EVEN YEARS ~. ~INTER 
~ • ~INTER ODO YEARS WE. ~INTER EVEN YEARS S. S'IING-SUMNER 
10 • SPIING-SUMP Doli YEARS $I!. SPRING-SUNIIER EVEN YURS 
II • NOT SCHEDULED DO. ON OINAND •• "LTI-COIIPETEIltY COURSE 
Nursing Teaching Major This graduate major in nursing is 
designed to prepare graduate students. who can function 
effectively as teachers of nursing. This major provides ad­
vanced theoretical bases and specialized practica. 
'ROiRAMI NURSING 

NAJORI NURSING TEACHING 

LEVELl MASTER Of SCIENCE IN NURSI~G 

ADIIISSION INFORMATICN. 
IECAUSE THIS CURRICULUII IS UNDERGOING EXTENSivE PE-EVALUATION 
AND SUBSTANTIVE CURRICULAR REVISICN, STueENTS AO~ITTED Te 
THIS MAJOR SHOULD CONTACT EITHER tHE OIRECTO"S OffiCE, SCHOOL 
Of HEALtH PROFESSIONS, OR THE NURSING PPOGRAM CooPDINATCR. THE 
4ONISSION CRITERIA fOR THIS MAJO~ ARE THE SAME AS THOSE LISTED 
fOR THE MAJOR IN AEStORATIVE NURSING. 
Nursing Administration Major This graduate major in nurs­
ing is designed to prepare graduate students who can func­
tion effectively as administrators of nursing services. This 
. major provides advanced theoretical bases and specialized 
practica. 
PROGRAM I NURSING 
NAJORI NURSING ADMINISTRATION 

LEVELl NASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 

ADNISSION INfORIIATIO~' 
IECAUSE THIS CURRICULUM IS UNDERGC1NG EXTE~SIVE RE-EVALUATION 
AND SUISTANTIVE CURRICULAR REVISICN, STUDENTS ADMITTED TO 
THIS IIAJOR SHOULD CONTACT EITHER THE DIRECTOR'S OffICE, SCHOOL 
Of HEALTH 'ROFESSIONS, OR THE NURSING PAD GRAM COORDINATCR. THE 
ADIIISSION CRITERIA fOR THIS MAJOR ARE THE SAME AS tHOSE LISTED 
fOR THE MAJOR IN RESTORATIVE NURSING. 
SH P Course Descriptions 203 
School of 
Health Professions 

Course Descriptions 

SHP3042 
ALCOHCLISM. CO~MUNITY EOUCATICN ANC PREVENTION 
l 
HISTORY OF ALCOHOLISM EDUCATICN IN THIS CCUNTRY; DEFINITIONS AND 

PHILOSCPHIES OF PRIMARY A~C SECONDARY PREVENTION; METHODS. CHAN­

NELS AND EVALUATlfh OF EOUCATICN PROGRAMS. A VARIETY OF PERSONS 

HAVING PRACTICAL UPER rENCE IN THE FielD ARE INVITED TO SPEAK TO 

THE CLASS. 

PRERHUI SITES' 

SHP5060 DR SHP'49C. 

III~TER. 
JONES. 

SHP3043 

ALCOHOLISM' COMMUNITY SERVICES AND ORGAhlZATIONS 

1 

C~VERS KINOS OF LCCAL AND NATICNAL SERVICES IN THE ALCOHOLISM 

FIELD. INVESTIGATION CF CCMMUU" AGENCIES. AND THE NECESSITY OF 

INTERAGENCY COOPERATION ANC INTEGRATION OF SERVICES ARE STRESSED. 

PREREOUISI TES. 

PERMI SSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

JO.. ES. 

SHP30"" 

ANALYSIS OF VEReAL BEHAVICR 

3 

APPLIES BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES T~ THE ANALYSIS OF NORMAl SPEECH AND 

LANGUAGE IEHAVICR. 

FAll. 

LOIoE. 

SH"OII 

ALCOHCLISM PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION 

1 

PROVIDES AN ORDERLY PROGRESSION OF DIDACTIC AND INTERPERSONAL EX­

PERIENCES THROUGH WHICH STUDENTS CAN DEVELOP THE AIILITY TO PLAN. 

IMPLEMENT AND EFFECTIVELY MANAGE AN ALCOLOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM. 

PRERECUI SI TES. 

PERMISSION. 

WINTER. 

VAN DOREN. 

SHP]085 

ALCOHOLISM: THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES AND TECHNIQUES 

J 

~AJOR THERAPEUTIC APPROAEHES AND TECHNIQUES IN ALCOHOLISM ARE AN­

ALYZED AND EVALUATED. THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF SPECIFIC MOD­

ELS OR TECHNIQUES AND THEIR THERAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS TO THE RE­

COVERING ALCOHCLIC ARE ceVERED. AS ARE VARIOUS ASPECTS Of HUMAN 

IEHAYIOR. E.G •• DEPRESSION. ANXIETY. AND PSYCHOSIS. INTERRELAT­

IONSHIPS. THERAPEUTIC APPRCAC~ES. AND TREATMENT OF ALCOHOLISM 

AND OTHER AREAS OF ~MAN BEHAVIOR ARE ALSC CONSIDERED. 

PREREQUISITES' 

SHP5D6D OR EQUIVALENT. 

IIINTER. 

FRY. COMMUNITY PROFEsseR. 

SHP31DI 

NURSlkG. HEALT" ASSESSMENT 

4 

IIDRK IN CLINICAL AND CLASSRoeM SETTINGS IS DESIGNED TO DEVELOP 

SKILL IN THE PHYSICAL. SOCIAL. AND PSYCHOlOGICAL ASSESSMENT Of 

CLIENTS. STUDENTS ACOUIRE THEORETICAL AND TECHNICAL BACKGReUNO 

EXAMINATleN AND DIAGNOSIS. 

PRERECUISITES. 

SHP4280. SHP'403. SHP694D. SHP6950. ~L05~11. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

EDWARCS. 

SHP3135 

AlCOHOLISM' COMMUNICATlOh SKILLS 

~ 
A RECOVERY PROCESS FOR ThE ALCOHOLIC IS PRESENTED IEGINNING WITH 
ISOLATION THROUGH INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP INVOLVEMENT TO RELATED­
NESS. IIITHIN THE CONTEXT OF THE RECOVERY PROCESS. THE STUDENT 
LEARNS THE IMPORTAkCE OF HUMAN COM'UNICATION THROUGH ENHANCED 
AIIARENESS OF SELF ANO OTHERS. WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF A COMMUNICA­
TIONS GROUP. THIS CCURSE IS DESIGNED TO AFFORD STUDENTS THE OP. 
PORTUNITY TO EXPERIENCE A SIMULATEC RECOVERY PROCESS OF THE ALCO­

HOLIC. DEVELOPRENT OF INTRAPERSONAL AND INTERPERSONAL CONNUNICA­

TION SKILLS IIILL FCCUS ON INTEGRATING COGNITIVE. AFFECTIVE AND 

BEHAVIORAL FUhCTIO~ING. 

PREUCUISITES' 

PERMI SSION. 

FALL. 

JONES. 

SHP3115 

ARTICULATION DISORDERS 

3 

STUDENTS STUDY TYPES OF ARTltULATICN DISCRDERS AND THEIR REM­

EDIATION TECHNIQUES; ADMINISTER AND INTERPRET SCREENING AND DIAG­

NOSTIC TESTS OF A~TI'ULATI(". 

PREREQUISITES' 

SHP~l)5. SHP4520. SHP41]0. 

MII"ER. 

FCRNER. 

SHPJl90 

HEALTH EDUCATION SKILLS 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO ASSIST THE UNDERG~AOUATE SHP STUDERT 

TO DEVELOP THEIR ACADEMIC MRITING SKILLS. EMPHASIS IIILL IE PLACED 

UPGN INTROOUCING T~E STUDENT TO AN ACCEPTAILE REfERENCING STYLE 

USED TO DOCUMENT POSITION. TE~M AND ~ESEARCH PAPERS. ASSIGNMENTS 

MILL INCLUDE SEVERAL SMALL RESEARC~ PROJECTS DESIGNED TO EXPOSE 

THE STUDENT TO VARIOUS LIIRARY INFCRMATltN SOURCES. 

FAll. 

BRUTVAN. 

SHP31'il 

HEALTH PROfEssIONS EOUCATICN INSTRYCTION 

) 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO INTRODUCE HEALTH PROFESSIONS STUDENTS 

TO THE SKILLS AND PROCESSES INVOLVED IN HEALTH PROfESSIONS EDUCA­

TION IN 10TH CLINICAL AND DIDACTIC SETTINGS. THE COURSE IS IN­

TENDED TO DEVELCP SKILLS I~ PLANNI~G HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION 

PROGRAMS. DELIVERING HEALT~ PROfESSIONS EDUCATION PROGRAMS. 

BEING AN EFfECTIVE CONTRIBUTOR TO THE INSIRUCTION TAKING PLACE IN 

CLINICAL. DIDACTIC AND IN-SERVICE pROGRA~. AND EVALUATING 

HEALTH PROfESSIONS EOUCATICN PROGRAMS. 

PRERHuISIlES. 

ENROLLMENT IN ALLIED HEALT~ DR NYRSING PROGRAMS. 

IIINTER. 

HERllMAN. 

SHP3HO 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM 

3 

THIS COURSE IS THE FIRST Of A SERIES OF SIX PRACTICUMS MHICH 

COVER THE PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF CLINICAL LAIORATORY 

SCIENCE. THE STUDENT MEDICAL TECHNtLOGIST MILL BE INTRODUCED TO 

ANALYTICAl TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES. AND IS EXPECTED TO CORREL­

ATE THESE WITH THE IASIC SCIENTifiC PRINCIPLES UPON MHICH THE 

METHODOLOGIES ARE lASED. THE fOCUS OS STUDY WILL IE IN THE AREA 

Of CLINICAL CHEMISTRY. HEMATOLOGY AND MICROIIOLOGY. LAIORATDRY/

01 SCUSSION. 

PREREQUI SITE S' 

ENROLLMENT IN THE MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY CURRICULUM. 

FAll. 

PRIEBE. 

SHPUJI 

CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIENCE. ~EMATGLOGY I 

1 
THIS COURSE IS THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF LECTURES IN CLINICAL 

HEMATOLOGY ANO IS A PART Of THE CLINICAL MICROSCOPY UNIT. HEMA­

TOLOGICAL STUDIES IE.G. THE COMPLETE ILOOD COUNT I ARE ONE Of THE 

MOST COMMON LABCRATORY PROCEDURES. T"US. IT IS ESSENTIAL FOR THE 

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY STUDENT TO UNDERSTAND THE FUNCTION AND 

MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS Of T~E VARIOUS CELLULAR ELEMENTS Of 

THE BLOOD. THIS CDURSE IIILL ceVER SPECIMEN COLLECTION AND PRE­

SERVATION. HEMATOPOIESIS. MO~PHOLOGY. FUNCTION AND CYTOCHEMISTRY 

Of THE CELLULAR COPPONE..TS eF BLeoc TISSUE. 

PRERECUI 51 TES: 

ENROLLMENT IN MEDICAL TECH~OL'GY. 

FAll. 

PRIEBE. 

204 SHP Course Descriptions 
SH'U32 
CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIENCE' CHE~ISTRY I 

~HIS COURSE IS THE FIRST OF THE LECTURE SERIES IN CLINICAL CHEM­

ISTRY. CORCE'TS DISCUSSED ARE INSTRUMENTATION, MATHEMATICAL 
AP'LICATIONS AND QUALITY CCNTROl. CA'IOHYCRATE ANALYSIS, FLUID 
AND ELECTROLYTE IAlANCE AND ACID-lASE IAlANCE ARE STUDIED FROM A 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND TECHNClCGICAl YllM'ClhT. 
PREREQUISITES: ' 
E",ULLMENT IN MEDICAL TECH~CLCGY. 
FALL. 
PRiElE. 
SHPUH 
CLINICAL lAICRATORY SCIENCE. MICROIIOLOGY I 
~HIS COURSE IS THE FIRST IN T~E SE'IES OF CLINICAL MICROIIOLOGY 
LECTURES. IT IS IM'ORTANT FOR THE ~EDICAL TECHNOLOGIST TO COM­
PREHEND AND A"lY THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL VARIAILES AS THEY 
RELATE TO THE RECDYERY AND IDENTIFICATION OF .ATHOGENIC NICRo­
ORGANISMS. THE ORGANISMS EMPHASIZED IN THIS MODUlE ARE THE GRAM 
POSIT lYE COCCI, GRAM NEGATIVE COCCI, GRAM PoSITIYE IACILLI, AND 
ORGANISNS 'RIMARllY RECCVERED FROM THE UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT. 
'REIIECUISIT ESI 
ENROLLMENT IN MEDICAL TECH~CLCGY. 

FALL. 

'RIUE. 

SH"340 
CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIENCE. MEDICAL TECHhOLOGY 'RACTICUM II 
3 
THIS COURSE IS THE SECCND CF A SERIES OF SIX WHICH COVER THE 
PRACTICAL AND T~EDRTETICAL STUDY OF CLINICAL LAIoRATORY SCIENCE. 
THE STUDENT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST Will IE INTRODUCED TO MORE ANA­
LYTICAL TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES, AND IS EX'ECTED TC CORRELATE 
THESE WITH THE IASIC SCIENTIFIC 'RINCIPLES UPON MHICH THE METHO­
DOLOGIES ARE lASED. THE FOCUS OF STUDY WILL IE IN THE AREA OF 
CLINICAL CHENISTRY, URINALYSIS AND MICRDIIOLOGY. LECTURE/LAIORA­
TORY/DISCUSSION. 
'REREGUI 51 TES' 
SH"33D. 
WIIlTER. 
PRIEIE. 
SH'''~l 
CLINICAL LAICRATORY SCIENCE. RENAL PHYSIOLOGY AND URINALYSIS 
a 
IN THIS COURSE RENAL PHYSIOLOGY, 'ATHO'HYSIOLOGY, AND URINE EXAM­
INATION ARE PRESENTED. CORRELATION OF lAIORAToay RESULTS TO THE 
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF RENAL FUNCTION. IIETAIOllC DISCRDERS AND OTHER 
DISEASES IS STRESSED. 
PREREQUISITES. 
SH' ]UI.
WINTER. 
PRIEIE • 
SH"HZ 
CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIENCE. C~E~ISTRY II 
a 
THIS COURSE IS THE SECOND OF THE CLINICAL CHENISTRY lECTURE 
SERIES. IT WILL COVER THE PHYSIOLOGICAL AND IIDCHEIIICAL PRINCI­
'LES, LAIORAToRY 'RDCEDURES. AND CLllIlCAl SI5HI.ICANCE O' 'RoTEIN 
AND ANINO ACIDS, HEIIOGlOII~, A~D EhZYMES DETERMINATaONS. 
'REREQUI5I TES. 
SHP ]33Z.
NINTER. 
'RI EIE. 
SH']]~3
CLINICAL lAIoRATORY SCIENCE. MICRO'IOlOGY II 
~HIS COURSE IS THE SECOND OF THE MICROIIOLDGY lEC1URE SERIES. THE 
AREAS OF EM'HASIS ARE GRAN NEGATIVE IACTLLI. ACID 'AST IACllll. 
ANTIIIOTICS, SPRIOCHETES. AN~ Vl'Al AGEIITS. 
'RERECUISITES. 
SH' 3333. 
IIIIITER. 
PRIUE. 
SH'U50 
CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIENCE' IIEDICAl TECHNOLOGY 'RACTICUII III 
lHIS CDURSE IS ONE OF A seRIES O' SIX PRACTICUIIS WHICH COVER THE 
PRACTICAL AND THEORfTICAL STUDY O' CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIENCE. 
THE STUDENT REDICAl TECHNOLOGIST IIILL IE INTRODUCED TO FURTHER 
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES AIID 'ROCEDURES. AIIO IS EI.ECTED TO CORREL­
ATE THESE NITH THE IASTC SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS U'ON WHICH THE 
IlETHODDLOGIES ARE lASED. 
PREREWISITES. 
SH'J]~Q. 
SPR lNG/SURliER.
PRIEIE. 
SH,,,,a 
CLINICAL LAIDRATORY SCIENCE. ILOOo IAII' I 
~OOD lANK IS ONE OF THE IICST III'ORTANT SERVICE AREAS, IN THE 
CLINICAL lAIORATORY. IT IS IIIPE'ATIVE THAT THE MEDICAL TECHNOL­
OGIST UNDERSTAND THE IMMUNoHE~ATOLeGICAL CONCEPTS AND THEIR 
A'PLICATloh TO THE A"'C"IATE SELfCTIDN OF BloCD OR BLOOD COM­
PONENTS FOR PATIENT ADMINISTRATION. THIS lEtTuPE SERIES IS AN 
' INTRODUCTION TO IMNUIIOHEIIATOLCGY, T~E ILCCD GROUP SYSTEMS, DONOR 
PROCUREIIENT. AND ceMPATIIILITY TESTING. 
PREREC:UI 51 TES: 
SH' ~Z05. 
S'RING/SUMNER.
PRIEIE. 
SH'3352 

CLINICAL lAICRATORY SCIENCE' ~EMATCloGY II 

'a 
THIS COURSE IS A CCNTINUED STUDY OF THE CELLULAR ELEMENTS CON­

TAINED IN ILCOD MITH AN EIIPHASIS ON THE , ~EIIATDlDGIC DISORDERS OF 

ERYTHROCYTES. LEUltCYTES, AND THEIR PRECURSORS. THE ANEIIIAS AND 

LEUKEMIAS ARE FURTHER EII'HSIZED NITH CASE STUDIES TO ceRRELATE 

LAICRATORY RESULTS MITH PATHOPHYSICLCGY. 

PRERECUISITES. 

SH' ]Ha.

SPRING/SUMMER. 

'RIEIE. 

S"P3360 
CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE. MEDICAL TEC~NOlOGY .RACTICUII IV 
] 
THIS COURSE IS ONE OF A SERIES OF 511 NHICH COVER THE PRACTICAL 

AN~ THEORETICAL STUDY OF CLI~ICAL LAICRATCRY SCIENCE. THE STU­

DENT IIEOICAL TECH~OLO'IST WILL IE INTRODUCED TO FURTHER ANALYTIC­

AL TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES, AND IS E"ECTEO TO CORRELATE THESE 

WITH THE IASIC SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS UPON WHICH T~E IIETHODOLoGIES 

ARE lASED. LECTURE/LAICRATC'Y/DISCbSSION.

PRERECUI SHES. 

SH""D. 

FALL. 

COLEIIIN. 

~~~::~!L LABOUTORY S(IENCEI HeMITOLOGy/CDAGULATION III 
a 
THIS COURSE IS THE lAST IN THE SERIES Of LECTURES IN THE AREA OF 
CLINICAL HEIIATeLeGY NITH THE EM'HASIS ON ~EHOSTASIS. AS A PRO­
FESSIONAL MEDICAL 'ECHNeLoGIST, THE STUDENT WILL BE REQUIRED TO 
'ERFORII CLINICAL HEIIATOLOGY AND HE~STASIS DETERIIINATIONS CN 
'ATIENTS. THUS, THE STUDENT RUST IE ABLE TO UNDERSTAND AND 
INTER'RET THEORETICAL CONCE'TS AND APPLY THIS KNOWLEDGE TO THE 
LAIORATORY 'ROCEDURES. 

'REREQUISITES. 

SH' ]35l.

FALL. 

COLENAII. 

SH'U6Z 
CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE. CHEMISTRY III 
I 
THIS COURSE IS THE THIRD I~ THE CLINICAL CHEIIISTRY LECTURE 

SERIES. THE EII'HASIS IS CN THE 'HYSIOLOGY AND IIOCHEIIISTRY OF 

SELECTED ORGA_ SYSTEIIS. IN ADDITION, THE 'RINCIPLES AND MODE Of 
O'ERATIOII OF CONTINUOUS-FLCW A~D DISCRETE SAIIPLIIiG ANALYSERS WILL 
IE PRESENTED. ALSO IIiSTRUMENTATION AND 'RINCIPLES OF RADIO-INHUNE 
ASSAY WILL IE INTRODUCED. 

'RIRnUI 51 TES. 

SH' UU• 

• ALL. 

COLEIIAN. 

SHPun 
CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIENCE' MICROIIOLOGY III 
1 
THIS UNIT NILL PRESENT PARASITOLOGY AIID SEROLOGY NITH EN'HASIS ON 
THE CORRELATION OF THE HUMA~ 'MMUNE 'ESPCNSE NITH LAIORATORY 
'ROCEDURES. 
PREREQUISITES. 

SH' JH].

FALL. 

COLEMAN. 

SH'3310 

CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIENCE. MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUII V 

) 
THIS COURSE IS CNE OF A SERIES OF 511 'RACTICUMS WHICH COVER THE 
PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF CLINICAL LAIORAToay SCIENCE. 
THE STUDENT IIEOICAL TECH~OLOGIST NILL IE INTRODUCED TO FURTHER 
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES A~D PROCEDURES, AND IS EXPECTED TO CORREL­
ATE THESE WITH THE IAS,IC SCIENTIFIC. CONCEPTS UPON NHICH THE 
NEHTODOLDGIES ARE lASED. THE fOCUS OF STUDY NILL IE IN THE AREAS 
OF CLINICAL CHEIIIST.Y, MICRDIIOLOGY AND IIIIIUNOHEIIATOLOGY/ILDOD
BANI. LAIORATORY/DISCUSS'C~.
PREREQUISITES. 

SH'''60. 

WINTER. 

COLEIIAII. 

SHP Course Descriptions 205 
SHP33l1 
CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE' _ICROBIOLOGY IV 
1 
THIS COURSE IS THE FOURTH OF A SERIES OF LECTURES IN CLINICAL 

MICROIIOLOGY. ThE T~EORETICAL COheEPTS CF THE METHODOLOGY USED 

FOR THE ISOLATICN AND 10ENTIFICATICN OF ANAEROBIC BACTERIA AND 

FUNGI ' ARE EMPHASIZED. ALSO. T~E DISEASE PATTERNS PRODUCED BV THE 

ANAEROBES AND FUNGI GROUPS ARE PRESENTEe. 

PREREeUISITES. 

SHP 336]. 

WINTER. 

COLEMAN. 
SHP3372 
CLINICAL LABCRATO'Y SCIENCE. BLOOD BANK II 
1 
THIS IS THE SECOND OF THE TWO-PA'T BLOOD BANK LECTURE SERIES. THE 
IMMUNOHEMATOLOGICAL CONCEPTS CCVERED IN BLCOD BANK I WILL BE 
APPLIED TO PROBLEMS IN CCMPATIBlllTY TESTING. ANTIBODY IDENTIFI­

CATION. HEMOLYTIC DISEASE OF T~E NEWBORN. AND PRENATAL TESTING. 

PREREQUI 51 TES. 

SHP 3351. 

IIINTEIl. 

CCLEMAN. 

SHPnn 
CLINICAL LABORATOIlY SCIENCE. ChEMIST'Y IV 
1 
THIS COURSE IS ThE LAST OF ThE CLINICAL CHEMISTRY LECTUilE SERIES. 

THE COUilSE IIILL ADORESS ENDOCRINE FUNCTION IIITH EMPHASIS ON HOR­

MONE ANALYSES. LIPID AND LIPCPRCTEIN DETERMINATIONS. DRUG AND 

TOXIC SUISTANCE SCREENI~G. AND AMNIOTIC FLUID ANALYSIS. 

PRERHUISITES' 

SHP 33U. 

IIINTER. 

COLEMAN. 

SHP3380 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE. MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM VI 

3 

THIS COURSE IS THE lAST OF A SERIES OF SIX PRACTICUMS MHICH 

COVER THE PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF CLINICAL LABORAT~ 

SCIENCE. THE STUDENT MEDICAL TECHNCLOGIST IIILL BE EXPECTED TO 

REVIEW THE CONCEPTS AND TEST PERFORMANCE STUDIED IN PRIOR MOD­

ULES AND TO CORRELATE ThESE WITH T~E BASIC SCIENTIFIC CONCEPT 

UPON IIHICH T~E PET~COOLOGIES ARE BASED. EMPHASIS WILL BE UPON 

PROBLEM SOLVING. JOI RESPONSIBILITY. EFFICIENCY. AND ORGANIZA­

TION. LABORATORY/DISCUSSION.

PRERE'UISITES. 

SHP3310. 

SPRING/SUM"ER.

COLEMAN. 
SHP3385 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE' INTRODUCTION TO LABORATORY MANAGE­

MENT 

I 
THIS lECTURE SERIES. IIHILE NCT ALL-I~ClUSIVE. ADDRESSES SEVERAL 

AREAS IIITHIN THE SCCPE OF TODAY'S CLINICAL LABORATORY MANAGER. 

PREREeUISITES. 

SMP 3310 OR PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

COLEMAN. 

SHP3540 
HEALTH PLANN ING 
3 
A HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF HE'LTH PLANNING IN THE UNITED 
STATES. PRINCIPLES. POLICIES. AND TOOLS RELATED TO THE PLANMING 
PROCESS INCLUDING THE AUTHCRITY. STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF HEALTH 
SYSTEMS AGENCIES ARE EXAMINED. CURRENT ISSUES AND PROBLEMS 
FACED BY PLANNING AGENCIES ARE CONSltEREO. 
PREUC:UISITESI 

SHP40~0 AND CA~11]D OR EQUIVALENT. 

MINTER. 

GARDNER. 

SHP3541 
HSA. BASIC ORIENTATION TC THE FIELt OF LC~G TERM CARE 
] 
THE COURSE PROVIDES A, BA$jC ORIENTATION TO THE FIELD OF LONG TERM 
CARE. IT INCLUDES HISTORICAL DEVELCpMENT. ISSUES AND PROBLEMS AND 
THE IMPACT OF CURRENT HEALTH CARE POLICIES AND PROGRAMS ON THE 
FIELD. ALSO EXAMINED ARE ISSUES RELATING TO DISEASES. CARE. TREAT 
AND REHABILITATION OF THE CHRONICALLY ILL. AGED AND DISABLED. 
FALL. 
GARONER. 
SHP3542 
HSA. LO~G TER~ CARE. SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
] 
THIS COURSE IIILl COVER THE PROILEMS. ISSUES. AND ADMINISTRATION 
OF SEVERAL LONG TERM CARE INSTITUTIONS. IT IIILL EXPLORE THE NEED 
FOR ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS I~ LCNG TERM CARE. AND EXAMINE THE NEED 
FOR PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE. ALSO EXAMINED IIILL BE THE CURRENT 
POLICIES AND PROGRAMS AND THEIR LEGAL IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOP­
MENT AND NANAGEMENT CF LONG TERN CARE FACILITIES. 
MI~TER. 
GARDNER. 
SHPlUO 
DIAGNOSTIC METHODS IN COPMuNICATIO~ &ISORDERS 
3 
EXAMINES ADMINISTRATION AND INTERPRETATION OF TfSTS DESIGNED 'TO 

ASSESS COMMUNICATICN SKILLS 'E.G•• ARTICULATION, INNER. RECE'TIVE 

AND EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE. AUolTORV OISCRIMINATIONI. PARTIALLY SAT­

ISFIES SCHOOL OF HELATH SCIENCE CORE COMPETENCIES. 

PREREQUISITES. 

SHP3115. SHP4l35. S~P4520. SHP4T30. 

IIINTER. 

JONES. M. 

SHP3920 
EPIOEPIOLOGY. P'INCIPLES ANO ANALYSIS OF DATA I 
] 
FOCUSES UPON PRINCIPLES AND T~EIR uSE IN EVALUATING EPIDEMIOLO­

GICAL OATA. INCLUDES AN INDEPENDENT PROJECT APPLYING EPIDEMIOLO­

GICAL PRINCIPLES TO THE STUOENT'S INDIVIDUAL PRCFESSION. 

PREREeul 51 US. 

CAUBO. 

NOT SCHEDULED IN AYIO-81. 

STAFF. 

SHP399A 
INTIlOOUCTION TO ThE HEALTH PROfESSIONS 
] 
THIS COURSE IIILL EXPLORE THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL GROIITH ON 
THE HEALTH INDUSTRY AS A II~OLE. EACH STUDENT MILL ALSO EXPLORE 

THE TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES AND GROIITH IN ~IS/HER OlIN CHOSEN PRO­

FESSION IIH1LE PROJECTING T~E FUTURE NEEDS OF THAT AREA OF 

SPECIALIZATION. 

IIINTER. 

CORNES«Y. COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

SHP40'0 
HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION 
] 
PROVIDES A BASIC UNDERSTANDING Of THE ORGANIZATION Of THE HEAlTH 

CARE DEliVERY SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES ANO THE COMPONENIS Of 

THIS SYSTEM. REQUIRED fOR ALL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN HEALTH 

SCIENCE. PARTIALLY SATISFIES SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCE CORE COM­

PEnNUIS. 

FALL. IIINTER. SPRING/SUMMER.

STAFF. 

SHP4100 

HEALTH PROFESSICNS EDuCATION. VALuES CLARIFICATION TECHNIQUES 

2 

EXPOSURE TO A IIIOE VARIETV OF TEACHING STRATEGIES THAT HAVE IN 

COMMON A PHILOSOPHICAL BASE THAT TRIES TO INCORPORATE THE PER­

SONal GOALS AND VALUES OF LEARNERS IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROtESS. 

FROM THE MANY 'VALUES CLARIFICATION TECHNIQUES' DISCuSSED. PART­

ICIPANTS SELECT STRATEGIES THAT 'PPEAR TO HAVE THE NOST PGTENTIAl 

FOR T"EIR PARTICULAR TEACHING NEEDS. 

FALL. IIINTER. 

HERTZMAN. 

SHP4200 

HEALT~ SERVICES ADMINISTRATION. FIELD EXPERIENCES I 

3 

THIS COUilSE IS DESIGNED TC PROVIDE THE STUDEN1S IIITH 1ERMlNAL 

INTEGRATING EXPERIENCES OF ClASSROON LEARNING AND EXPERIENCES 10 
THE FIELD OF piACTICE. THE COURSE ~ILL REiNfORCE AND MEVIEII COMP­
ETENCIES GAINED IN HSA AND GIVE STUDENTS AN OPPORTUNITY TO 
ACHIEVE PROFESSIONAL GROIIT" AND AD~INISTRATIVE SKILLS. 
PREREQUI SITES. 

ADVANCED STUDENTS IN UNDERGRADuATE HSA ONLY. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

GARDNER. 

SHPUOI 

ALCOHOliSM COUNSELING FIELD PRACTICUN I 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE STUDENTS IIITH A SUPERVISED 

FIELD PRACTICUM IN IIHICH T~EY CAN DEVELOP TNE PROFESSIONal 

SKILL TO INITIALLV ASSESS AND COUNSEL INDIVIDUALS ANO 1HEIR 

FAMILIES SUfFERING fRON THE EffECTS OF ALCOHOL AND AIUSE. " 

PREREQUISITES. , 

'ERMUSION. 

FALL. IIINTER. SPRING/SUMMER. 

VAN DIlREN. 

SH'UOl 
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING FIELD PRACTleUM II 

4 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE STUDENTS IIITH A SUPERVISED 

.IELO ""ACTICUM EXPERIENCE IN "HIC~ lHEV CAN LEARN TO 

EFFECTIVElY USE INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP COUNSeliNG 10 INITIATE 

NEEDED AND DESIRED SELF-EXPLORA110N IN INDIVIDUALS ANO FAMILIES 
SUFFERING FROM ALCOHOliSM AND ALCOHOL ABuSE. 
PREREQUISITES. 

PERMISSION. 

FALL. "MIN'ER, SPRING/SUMMER.

VAN OOREN. 
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5"'4203 
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING FIELD PR.CTI(UM III 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DESI'NED T~ 'ROVIDE STUDENTS MITH A SUPERVISED 

FIELD 'RACTICUM EX'ERIENCE IN NHIC~ THEY MILL HAVE THE OPPOR­

TUNITY TO LEARN HON TO KEE' ACCURATE AND UP-TO-DATE CLIENT 

RECORDS. AND IN MHICH '~EY CAN LEARN TO NEGOTIATE AN EFFECTIvE 

TREATMENT 'L.N MITH CLIENTS SUFFERING FROM ALCOHCLISM OR ALCO­

HOL ABUSE. 

'REREQUISITES: 

'ERMISSION. 

FALL. MINTER. SPRING/SUMMER. 

VAN DOREN. 

SH'''20 .. 
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING FIELD PRACTICUM IV 
.. 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO 'ROVIOE STUDENIS NITH A FINAL FIELD 

PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE IN MHICH IHEY CAN INTEGRATE THE COUNSELING 

SKILLS PREVIOUSLY ACQUIRED IN 'RACTICUMS I. II. AND III. AS NELL 

AS ADDING STILL OTHERS TO THEIR THERAPEUTIC REPERTOIRE. 

'REREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL. MINTER. SPRIN~/SUMMER. 

VAN DOREN. 

SHP.. 205 

IMMUNOLOGY 

2 

INTRODUCES THE IASIC CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGY OF IMMUNITY. IH­

ClUDING IMMUNE RES'ONSES. 'NTIGENI(ITY. ANTIIOOY STRUCTURE. ANT­

IBODY REACTIONS. MECMANISMS OF CELLULAR IMMUNITY. AND HYPERSEN­

SITIVITY REACTI~NS. 

'REREQUISITES. 

COLLEGE II0lO'Y AND COLLEGE CHEMISTRY. 

MINTER. 

CORNESKY. 

SHP.. 210 

HURING SCIENCE 

3 

STUDY OF SOUND GENERATION AND TRANSMISSION. MEASURING SOUND. ANA­

TORY AND AND PHYSIOLOGY OF TME HEARING MECHANISM. PSYCHOACOUSTICS 

PSYCHO'HYSICAL METHODS. AND ACCUSTICS OF SPEECH. 

FALL. 

LUIINSKY. 

SHP"230 

INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL AUDIOLOGY
, 
EIAMINES AUOIOMETRIC ZERO .NO SENSATION LEVEL. PLOTTING AUDIO­

NETRIC DATA. AUOIOMETRIC INSTRUNEN'ATION. CALI8RATIDN. PURE TONE 

THRESHOlD TESTING. IASIC S'EECH AUDIOMETRY. 'ARTIALLY SATISFIES 

CORE COM'ETENCIES fOR T~E SCHCOl Of HEALTM SCIENCES. 

'REREQUISITES' 

SH'4210. 

S'RING/SUMMER.

LUIINSKY. 

SH'UJ5 

INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION DISORDERS 

3 

STUDY Of THE FOUR MAJOR TY'ES Of COMMUNICATION DISORDERS. THEIR 

EFfECTS ON THE COMMUNICATIVELY 1M"IRED INOI'IDUAL AND BASIC RE­

NEDIATION 'RO'RANS. 'AiTIALLY SATISfiES CORE COM'ETENCIES fOR THE 

SCHOOL OF HEALTM SCIENCES. 

FALL. SPRING/SUMMER 

H1l0E.UND. 

SH'424O 

INTRODUCTION TO REMAIILITATIVE AUDIOLOGY 

3 

STUDY O' NORMAL SENSORY PERCE'TION. SPEECH PERCEPTION. HEAR IN' 

AIDS. S'EEcH READ IN' AND AUDITORY TRAINI~G. 

'REREQUISITES' 

SH'4210. 

S'RINC/SUMMER

LUll NSIY. 

SH'''2IO 

NURSING' CONCEPTS AND PROCESSES 

'RO'IDES STUDENTS MITH THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATION fOR SU.SQUENT 

NURSIN' COURSES. STUDENTS EXAMINE SEVERAL APPRO'CHES TO THE CON­

ce'TUAL IASIS O' NURSING 'RACTICE. 

.ALl. IIINTER. 

LAMRENCE. 

SHP"HO 

;URSIN" CARE IN OISTRIIUTIVE SETYINfS 

STUDENTS ANALYZE AND 'ARTICI'ATE IN PROfESSIONAL NURSE RELATION­

SHI'S IIITH FAMILIES IN V.RIED COMMUNITY HEALTH SETTINGS. COURSE 

HAS A CLINICAL COM'ONENT; hELPS MEET SCHCOL OF MEALTH SCIENCES 

CORE COM'ETENCIES. 

PREREQUISITES' 

S",310&. SHP..Z.O, SHP....O. SH'6'50, HLD'.. ll. 

'ALL. 

EOIlAROS. 

5H'4311 

NURSING. CARE IN EPISODIC SETTINGS 

5 

USING A CONCE'TUAL fRAMEMORK AND T~E NURSING 'RGeESS. STUDENTS 

OEVELO'~ IMPLEMENT. AND EVALUATE A~ IN-DEPTH 'ATIENT CARE PLAN. 

HAS A CLINICAL CO"'ONE~T. ANO HELPS MEET SCHOOL Of MEALTH 

SCIENCES CORE CCMPETENCIES. 

PREREQUISITES' 

SHP3101. SHP4ZI0. S"P6'40. SHP69'0. ~LO'''71. 

fALL. 

"AUL. 

SHP.. HO 

NURSING: THE COLLAICR.TIVE ROLE 

3 

STUDENTS EXAMINE THE ROLE .NO fUNCTIONS Of THE PROFESSIONAL NURSE 

I~ THE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS IN A CHANGING SOCIETY. THEY 

IN THE HEALTH C.RE DELIVERY SYSTEMS IN A CHAN'ING SOCIETY. THEY 

LEARN MECHANISMS Tt MORE EFFECTIVELY USE HEALTH CARE OR'ANllA­

PROfESSIONAL NURSING. COURSE HELPS MEET SCHOOL Of HEALTH SCI­

ENCES CORE COM'ETENCIES. 

PREREQUI 51 TES: 

SHP4280. SHP..090. SHP....65. 

NINTER. 

UIrRENCE. 

SHP....... 

NURSING' PRINCIPLES ~f MANAGEMENT Of CLIENT/PATIENT CARE 

J 

STUDENTS EXAMINE MA"AGERIAL 'RINCIPLES APPROPRIATE fOR ·USE IN 

HEALT~ CARE SETTINGS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

SHP.. Z80. 

FALL. 
MAUL. 
SH' .... " NURSING' SENIOR SEMINAR AND PROJECT 
4 
TERMINAL INTEGRATING EXPERIENCE FOR THE UNOERGRAOUATE NURSING 

PROGRAM. STUDENTS DEvELOP A PROJECT CESIGNED TO OENONSTRATE IN­

TEGIATION AND PROFICIENCY IN ALL NURSING 'ROGRAM COM'ETENCIES. 

PReIIEQU ISITES' 

ALL OTHER REQUIRED NURSI~G COURSES. 

FALL. SPRING/SUMMER.

JOHNStN. . 

SHP4.. 60 

NURSING: TEACHlhG CF CLIENTS/fAMILIES 

3 

STUDENTS LEARN TO IDENTifY INSTRUCTIONAL NEEDS Of CLIENTS AND 

FAMILIES. FORMULATE OIJECTIVES. DE_ELOP. APPLY AND EVALUATE IN­

STRUCTIONAL · APPROACHES A~O CUTCO'ES. 

PR EREIlU I 51 TES: 

SHP"ZIO. 

NINTER. SPRlhG/SU~~ER 

EOIIAROS. 

SHP4.. 65 

NURSING' THERAPEUTIC COMMUhlCATION 

1 
STUDENTS EXAMINE A SERIES Of STYLES OF THERAPEUTIC CDNNUNICATION 

THAT FORN THE 8ASIS FOR NURSING ASSESSMENT AND EffECTivE NURSING 

INTERVENTIONS. THEY LEAR~ PRINCIPLES Of vERBAL AND NONvERIAL COM­

MUNICATION TO ASSIST THEM IN THE ASSESSMENT 'ROCESS. 

PREREOUI SITES: 

SHP 4Z.0 OR CONCURRENT Re'ISTRATIO~. 

FALL. SPRING/SUMNER.

MAUL. 

SHP45Z0 

PHONET ICS 

3 

STUDIES THE TRANSCRIPTION Of S'EEC~ USING THE INTERNATIONAL PHO­

NETIC ALPHAIET AND THE MANNER. TYPE. AND PLACE Of ARTICULATIQN OF 

EACH Of THE SOUNDS Of APERICAh SPEECH. 

SPRI NG/ SU ....ER 

HILDEBRAND. 

SH'4"D 

HEALTH SERVICE ADMINISTRATION, PRI~CIPLES 

3 

DEALS NITH THE THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL ENVIRONMENT IIITHIN IIHICH 

HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATORS O'ERATE. THE ISSUES INVESTIGATED ARE 

ORGANllATION STRUCTURE, EMPLOYEE M[TIVATION. SUPERVISION AND MAH­

AGEMENT TECHNIQUES. ­
NOT SCHEDUlED TO IE OFFERED IN AYIO-Il • 

.STAff. 

SHP .. 603 

ALCOHOLISM' PHYSIOLOGY' PHARMACOLOGY 

1 
THIS COURSE IS INTENDED TO GIVE NURSES AND OTHER HUMAN SERViCE 
PROfESSIONALS A COM'REHENSIVE OVERVIEII Of THE PHYSIOLOGICAL AND 
PHAMMACOLOGICAL EffECTS Of ALCOHOL ON THE BODY. ALSO. THE ACTION 
OF ALCOHOL ANO DRUG CO..IINATICNS NILL BE covERED. PREViOUS KNOll­
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LEDGE Of THE SY~PTC~ATOLCGt AhD DISEASE '~OCESS CF ALCOHCLISN 

WILL BE HEL'FUL IN UNDE~ST'NDING T~E CONCEPTS PRESENTED IN THIS 

COURSE. 

OFFERED BASED Ch DENAND. 

CONMUNITY PRCfESSCR. ~TAFF. 

SH, .. 670 

ALCOHOLISN COUNSELCR'S ROLE 

3 

DESIGNED TO CLARIFY THE TASKS OF ALCHOLISM COUNSELING AND 1TS PO­

SITION AS A NEWLY RECOGNIZED PROFESSICN. IhDLUDED IS A BRIEF HIS­

TCRY ~ ALCOHDLISN COUNSELING. ITS TASKS. KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS. 

AND A LOOK AT T~E INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAN APPROACH AS PART OF THE 

RE~ABILITATICN PRCCESS. 

S,RlNG/SUMNER. 

F~Y. 
SHP47Z5 
SOCIOLINGUISTICS 
3 
COVERS THE MAJOR SOCIOLINGUISTIC CONCEPTS AND APPLIES THEM TO THE 
ANALYSIS OF DIALECTICAL DifFERENCES .ND T~E CULTURES FRON ~HICH 
THEY WERE DERIVED. PARTLY MEETS CORE CON'ETENCIES REQUIRED BY 
SCHOOL OF HEALT~ SCIENCES. 
PREREC:UISITES' 
SHP....30. 

IIINTEIl. 

HI LOEBRAND. 

SHP4730 

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE OEVE(O'MENT 

3 

STUDY OF THE STAGES CF LANGUAGE DEVELO'"ENT FIlO~ A PSYCHOLINGUIS­

TIC VIEW'OINT: RELATES COG~ITION TO LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT; ASSESS­

MENT OF THE PHONOLCGICAL. MCIlP~OLOGICAL. SYNTACTICAL AND SEMAN­

TICAL ASPECTS CF • L'NGUAGE SA~PLE. 

FALL. 

JOIoES. N. 

SHP.. 735 

SPEECH PHYSIOLeGY 

3 

EXAMINATION OF AN.TONY AND PHYSIOLCGY OF RESPIRATION. PHONATION. 

ARTICULATION, AND THE NERVOUS SYSTEN. 

FAll. 

FORNER. 

SHP"995 

INDEPENDENT APPIl.ISALS 

3 

THIS MDRKSHOP WILL EIA"INE WHAT SKILLS. ABILITIES AND VOCATIONS 

HAVE IEEN OITAINEO THROUGH LIFE EX'EIlIENCE AND ~OW TO EQUATE THEM 

TO UNIVERSITY C~EOIT. P~OFESSIONALS MHO A~E IN THE PROCESS OF 

SEEKING CERTIFICATION IN T~EI~ FIELD WILL BE ABLE TO OBTAIN SOME 

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES OF T~E CERTIFICATICN 'ROCESS BY CONTINUING 

THEIR FOR~AL EDUCATION THROUG~ LIFE EXPERIENCE CREDIT. 

OFFERED eASED ON DENAND. 

CO~MUNITY 'ROfESSCIl, STAFF. 

SH"OOA 

INTRODUCTORY SPCRTS MEDIClhE 

2 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED FCII COACHES. PHYSICAL EDUCATION INSTRUC­

TORS AND PARKS AND RECREATION 'ERSCNNEL. THE CONTENT WILL DEAL 

WITH THE STANOAIIDS OF CARE AND SAFETY FOR ATHLETES. 

OFFEIlED BASED OR DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP501D 

EDUCATIONAL AS'ECTS OF SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DEVELOP~ENT 

3 

THE STUDY OF HOR~AL .NO DISORDERED SPEECH AND LANGUAOE DEVELOP­

~EIIT W·ITH SPECIAL E~PHASIS ON asPECTS RELEVANT TO CLASSReOM 

TEACHERS. S'ECIAL EDUCATORS. EARLY CHILOHOCD TEACHERS AND SCHOOL 

ADMINISTRATORS. 

FALL, S'RING/SUNNER. 

~. JONES, HILOEIRAhD. 

SHP50lZ 

HSA: ~ENTAL HEALT~ AND OEVELOP~ENT'L DISAIILITIES 

3 

THIS tOURSE PROVIDES A GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE FI~LDS OF 

~ENTAL HEALTH AND ~ENTAL RETARDATICN.IT INCLUDES A REVIEW OF THE 

HISTORY OF THE DEVELOP~ENT ON EACH IN THE UNITED ST.TES; AND AN 

ANALYSIS OF THE ORGANIZATICNAL CHARATERISTICS AND PHILOSO'HIES OF 

MANAGE~ENT DO~INANT IN EAC~. THE NECESSITY TO INCLUDE THE CO~UN­

ITY .ND THE FA~ILY IN T~E DECISIOH-~AKING PROCESSES AND THE 111­
PACT OF THIS ON PROGRAM AD"INISTRATION IS ASSESSED. 

WINTER. 

WHITTEMORE, CO~~UNITY 'RCFESSOR. 

SHno", 

HSA. IIENTAL HE~LTH AD~INISTRATION 

3 

THIS COURSE DEstlllBES T~E UNIQUE seCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT OF 

~ENTAL HEALTH AND OEVELO'E~NTAL DISABILITIES 'ROGRA~S AND DIS­
CUSSES THE CCNCC~MITANT MCDIFICATICNS THAT ARE REQUIRED I ffOIE 

SUBSTANTIVE AREAS OF GEIoEIIIC "ANAGE~ENT CONTENT "LANNING, 

PERSONNEL. GOVERNAIoCE. CC~NUNICATICNS, INFORMATION SYSTEMS. ETC. ' 

CAN BE SUCCESSFULLY A'PLIED TO MEET THE S'ECIFIC REQUIREMENTS Of 

THE MENTAL HEALTH SETTING. 

FalL. 

WHITTEIIORE. 

SHP5D15 

ALCOHtL AND SUBCULTURES 

3 

ASSISTS ALCOHOLISM COUhSELCRS NORKING IN A METRD'OLITAN AREA WMO 

ARE IN CONTACT WITH 'ERSONS FROII 'ARIOUS CULTURES AND NUST IE 

ABLE TC UNDERSTAND THE CULTURALLY DETERMINED VALUES, LIFESTYLES, 

AND EXPECTAT1eloS UNDERLYING T~E 8E~AVIOR CF THEIR CLIENTS TO Ie­

COME 'WARE OF T~EIR OWN BIASES SO T~EY ~AY ASSIST THEIR CLIENTELE 

tOME AW.RE OF T~EIR OWN BIASES SO THEY IIAY ASSIST THEIR CLIENTELE 

IN THE IIOST APPROPRIATE "A~NER. STUDENTS THIlOUG~DUT THE UNIVER­

E.G •• ALCOHCLISII SCIENCES. ~OIlEN'S STUDIES, AND BILINGUAL/BICUL­

TURAL STUDIES ARE ENCOURAGED TC EN~CLL. 

FALL. 

FRY. 

SHP5018 

ALCOHCLIC PATIENT, NURSING PERSPECTIVE 

1 

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF ALCOHOllSII, S'EC IF ICALLY. FOR NURSES. ALCOIIOL­

ISII IS DEfiNED AS A DISEASE, THE SIGNS AND SYIIPTOIIS ARE OUTLINED, 

AS WELL AS APPROACHES TO INTEIIVENTION AND TREATIIENT. THE COURSE 

IS INTENDED TO GIVE THE NURSE INFOR~ATION AND A BASIC UNDERSTAII~ 

ING OF ALCOHOLIS~ SO T~AT S~E/HE WILL BE ~RE EFFECTIVE WHEN 

ENCOUNTERING PATIENTS WHO ARE SUSPECTED DR KNOWN TO BE ALCOHOLIC. 

FALL. WINTER, S'RI~G/SU~"EIl. 

JO"ES, L. 

SHPS060 

ALCOHOLISN' CURRENT CONCEPTS 

2 

AN OVERVIE~ OF THE FIELD OF ALCOHOLIS~ INCLUDING DEFINITIONS, 

PHYSIOLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ALCOHOL 

OSE. TREATIIENT OF ALCOHOLISM AND PREVENTION AND EDUCATION III THE 

ALCOHOLISM FIELD. MATERIAL IS SELF-INSTRUCTIONALIZEO AND CLASS 

MEETS fOR DISCUSSION/SE~INAR. 

FALL, WINTER. SPRIIoG/SUM"ER.

JONES. L. 

SHPSZOA 

DIACNOSING ' ALCOHOLIS~' PRACTIC.L GUIDELINES 

1-2 

DESIGNED TC PROVIDE AN UNDERSTANDING OF AND THE ABILITY TO IMPLE­

IIENT DIAGNOSTIC NETHDDS FOil DIFFERENTIATING 'HYSIOLDGICAL ALCD­

HOLIS~ IEA~LY. MIDDLE, AND CHRONIC STAGESI, NOII'HYSIDLOGICAL AL­

COHOLISM 'ALCOHCL ABUSE AND ALCOHOL DE'ENDENCE. AND MULTIPLE 

DIAGNOSIS 'ALCO~OLIS~ PLUS OTHER DISEASE •• 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY 'ROFESSOR. STAfF. 

SHPSZOB 

BREAST CANCER UPDATE 

1 

THE PURPOSE OF THIS 'ALL-DAY CCNfERENCE IS TO ~UE STUDENTS AIIARE 

OF THE CURRENT ATTITUDES AND TREATNENTS CONCERNING BREAST CAIICER 

AND TO ALLEVIATE SOME OF THE FEAR 'ND MISCDNCE'TIOIIS T"AT SUR­

ROUND IT. SINCE THIS CONFERENCE MILL PRESENT THE LATEST INFORIIA­

TION ON TREATMENTS AVAILAILE IT SHOULD BE OF S'ECIAL INTEREST TO 

NEMBERS OF THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS. 

SPRlHC/SUN~ER. 
KAPLAN. CONNUNITY PROFESSOR. 
SHP5Z0S 

ALCOHOLISM' RECOVERY AND SEXUALITY
3 . 
AS HUMAN SEXUALITY IS AN IIIPDRTANT COIlRELATE TO RECOVERY FROII AL­

COHOLISN. A LITERATURE SURVEY STRESSES THE ALCOHOLIC, BIOLOGICAL 

FUNCTIONS. SOCIETAL ATTITUDES 'lYC~LIGICAL/SEXUAL PROILEMS, AND 

PERSONAL ATTITUDES. MEDIATED 'RESE~TATIDNS AND SELF-AMARENESS Ea­

ERCISES. FURTHER DESENSITIZATION AND VALUES CLARIFICATION LEAD to 

PERSONAL OR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH IN 'RE'A.ATION FOR ALCOHDLIS~ 

COUNSEL ING. 

SPRING/SUMNER.

JOhES. L. 

SHPS21A 
ALCOHOLIS~: DYSFUNCTIONAL FA~ILIES 
3 • 
EACH FAMILY OPERATES OIl A SYSTEM MUCH LIKE A ~'ILE. WHEN ONE 
MERIER OF THE FANILY IS IN A DYSFUNCTIONAL STATE DUE TO ILLltESS 
OR CRISIS, OTHER IIEMBERS OF THE FA'ILY STE' IN TO KEE' THE FARtlY 
IN BALANCE ANO FUNCTIONAL. WHEN THE ILLNESS OR CRISIS· IECDIES A 
CHAONlt CONDITION. LIKE ALCOHCLISII, THE FAMILY IIENIERl OF1eN 
ADOPT RULES AND BEHAVIORS THAT TEND TO ENAILE THE COIIOlllON 10 
CONTINUE. IN ORDER TO CHANGE THE BEHAVIORS, EACH FAMILY IIIMI.. 
NEEDS TO EXPLORE HIS CONTRIBUTION TO THE ILLNESS. IT IS NOT 
ENOUGH TO TREAT JUST THE DYSFUNCTIONAL NENIER. 'HIS COURSE WILL 
EXAMINE THE DYNAMICS OF THE fAMILY SYSTEII AIID LOOK AT THE eP rs 
Of ALCOHOLISM ON THIS SYSTE~. 
PREREC:UI 51 TES: 
SH' 5 .. 90, SHP 5060, 011 'ERMISSION. 
OFFERED BASED ON DENANO. 

COM~UHITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
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SH"UI 
taEATING AlCOHOllSRI CLINICAL SKIllS TRAINING1-'DESIGNED TO DEVELOP COUNSEL IN' SKIllS FO. uSE MITH AlCOHOllSR 

PATIENTS IN A CLINICAL SETTING. 

OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSCR. STAFF. 

SHPUIC 

COUNSELING FOR RELAPSE 'REVENTION
1-'DESIGNED TO DEVELOP SKIllS I~ ALCO~OlISN 'REVENTION AND INTERVEN­
TION FOR THE PROFESSIONAL CCUNSElOR. 

OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

CORMUNITY PROFESSOR. STAFF. 

SH"UE 

COUNSELING FOR FA~llY RECOVERYI.'DESIGNID TO PROVIDE UNDE_STANDING aF THE FAMilY RES'ONSE TO ALCO­
HOLISM AND METHCDS TO FAClll~ATE RECOVERY IN THE ALCOHOLIC. INDI­

VIOUAl FAMILY MEMIERS. AND THE FAMILY UNIT. 

OFFERED lASED C~ DE~AND. 

CO""UNITY PROFESSCR. STAFF. 

S."22A 

ALCOHOLISM IN THE METROPOLITAN AREA 

3 

COMMUNITY MORKERS IN METRO AREA CHICAGO ARE FACED MITH THE MIS­

CONCEPTION THAT NARCOTICS. AMPHETA~INES. IARIITUATES. AND MARI­

JUANA ARE THE MAJD_ 'ARTS Of CHICAGO'S -DRUG PRoIlEM-. ALCOHOL IS 

IY FAR, THE MOST AIUSED DRUG Of THE LOT. THE PURPOSE OF THIS 

COURSE IS TO PRESENT AN OVERVIEM OF THE fIELD Of ALCOHOLISM. 'RO­

VIOING THE STUDENT MITH A IASIC MORKING KNOMlEDGE Of THIS MOST 

CRue (AL SUIJEt T • 

OFfERED IASID ON DENAND. 

CORHUNITY 'ROFESSCR. STAff. 

SHP"U 

SPEECH-lANGUAGE AND ~EARING DISORDERS FOR TEACHIRS 
) 
THE COURSE MilL FOCUS ON SCHOOL AGE CHilDREN MITH COMMUNICATIVE 

DISORDERS. AND THE ROLE OF THEIR TEAC~ERS. AUDIO AND VIDEOTAPES 

MIll IllUSTRATE THE DISORDERS AND PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FCR 

TEACHERS MILL IE ~ADE. 

OFFERED lASED CN DERAND. 

CONRUNITY PROfESSOR, STAFF. 

SH"nc 

TOTAL .CONMUNICATION FOR 'ETARDED C~llDREh
, 
DESIGNED FOR S'ECIAl EDUCATORS. TEACHER ASSISTANTS AND SPEECH 
'ATHOLOGISTS. THE COURSE MILL INCLUDE DEVElO'MENT Of A 1000 MORD 
SIGN LANGUAGE VOCABULARY. ASSESSMENT OF THE CHILO'S READINESS TO 
~ICATE. AND SOCIAL AS'ECTS OF SIGNING. ALTERNATE CONMUNI­
CATION SYSTEMS MILL IE CoR'ARED. A~D NEECS OF EACH CHILD MilL IE 
CONSIDERED. 

OfFERED lASED ON DERANO. 

C~UNITY 'ROFESSoR. STAfF. 

SH'SUO 

RAHUAl CORRUNICATICN 

3 

THE COURSI COVERS CoNCE'TS AND A"LIEo RETHOOS IN RANUAl CONAUHI­

CATION/SIGN LANGUAGE. A"lICATIONS Of T~E CONCE'TS TO VARIOUS 

CLINICAL 1A0U'S ARE CONSIDERED. MITH ER'NASIS ON THE HEARING IR­

PAIRED. THIS COURSE IS FOR SPEECH 'ATHOLOGISTS. TEACHERS. 

AIDES. ETC. 

OfFERED lASED ON DERAND. 

CONNUNITY 'ROFESSOR. STAFf. 

SH"UE 
AUDIOLOGY FOR NCN-AUOIOlC'ISTS, 
DESIGNED fOR TEACHERS. NURSES. SPEECH 'ATHOlOGISTS. PHYSICIANS. 

HEALTH CARE MOR.ERS. AIDES OR 'ARENTS. T~E COURSE Mill REVIEM 

HEARING PROCESSES AND HEARING TESTING AND EM'HASIIE A"lIEO CON­

SIDERATIONS OF HEARING lOSSES. EDUCATIONAL AND REHAIlllTATIVE 

'ROCEOURES. 'lUS HEARIW' AID SELECTION AND USE. MIll IE COVERED. 

OfflRED lASED ON OENAND. 

CO~ITY PROfESSOR. STAff. 

SH"UG 

~ANGUAGE DIVElOPRENT. DISORDERS AND DIALECTS fOR TEAC~ERS 

THI COURse IS DESIGNED .oR ClASSKQDN TEACHERS AND S'ECIAL EDUCA­

TORS. IT RIVIENS lANSUAGE OIVElOP'I~T AND DISORDERS IN CHllORIN 

AND CONTRASTS A VARIETY Of DIAlICTS. lANCUAGI INFLUENCES ON 

IDUCATION ARI ALSO CONSIDERED. 

OF.ERIO IASIO O~ DENAND. 

CONNUNITY 'RDfESSOR. STA.f. 

SH"UH 

OIATH AND OYIN' fOR THE HEAlT~ CRRI PROflSSIONAL
, 
T"IS COURSI IS DESI'"ID TO NEl' T"E PROfESSIONAL UNDERSTAND CUR­
RINT ATTITUOIS TONARO DEATH. llARN TO COPI NITH DEATH AND DEAL 
NITH IT COM'ASSloNATELY ?IT PROfESSICNAllY. AND lEARN MAYS TO 

HEl' THE .AMllY AND 'ATIENT DEAL .IT~ A TERMINAL IllNESS. 

OffERED lASED CN DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROfESSCR. STAff. 

SHP523M 
S'EECH-lANGUAGE PATHOLeGY AND AUDICLOGY, INTRODUCTION fOR AllIED 
PRCfESSlONALS 
3 
THIS COURSE Nlll PRCVIDE Ah eVERVIEM CF T~E SPEECH AND HEAR INC 
PROFESSION FOR PERSONS IN RElATEC FIELDS. IT WILL COVER THE 
VARIOUS COMMUNICATIVE PRellENS AND T~EIR CAUSES. NITH SUGGeSTIONS 
OF ·MHAT UNTRAINED PERSCNS CAN DO. PROFESSIONAL ROLES Of SPEECH 
PATHOLOGISTS AND AUDIOLOGISTS ~'LL IE REVIENED. 
FAll. 
COMMUNITY PROfESSCR. STAff. 
SH"'IO 
HEAlT" SCIENCES. RECENT CEVElOPMENTS IN AllIED HEALTH PRACTICI2 _ 
.A SURVEY Of MAJOR ISSUES AND PROeltMS RELEVANT TO ALLIED HEALTH 

PRACTITIONERS. STUDENTS EX'lORE ISSUES AND PROBLEMS PARTICULAR TO 

THIIR SPECIFIC ALLIED HEALTH DISCIPLINE. 

S'RlNG/SUIIIIER.

COLEIIAN. 

SHP5Z<;O 

HOSPICE. AN ALTERhATIVE ~A' TC CARE fCR T~E DYING 

I 
THERE IS A GRONING INTEREST IN HOSPICE CARE FOR THE DYING ANONG 
HEALTH PERSONNEL. GRIEVANCE CCUNSELORS AND STATE HEALTH PLANNING 
IOARDS. THE PURPOSE OF THIS COURSE IS TC DEFINE HOSPICE CARE AND 
UPOATE INfORMATICN ON ESTAILISHING. fINA~CING AND LICENSING A 
HOSPICE. 
"IMTER. 
'ARONER. FR'. 
SHP5HO 
ALCOHOLISM. SELF-HELP GRCUPS 
2 
FOCUSES ON TMElVE STE'S ANO THE TNELVE TRADITIONS Of ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS AS NELL AS THE KNCNLEOGE AND SKIllS NECESSARY TO EffEC­
TIVELY REFER FAMILY. FRIENOS. AND/CR CLIENTS TO THE APPROPRIATE 
SElf-HELP GROUP. CTHER SELf-~ELP ,-au,s "Ill IE REVIENEO IRIEflY. 
fAll. 
VAN DOREN. 
SHP5"O 
. HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION' ASSESSMENT Of CLINICAL INSTRUCTION 
4 
CONSIDERS THE S'ECIAl PROllENS AND CONSTRAINTS INVOlVEO IN ASSES­
SING CLINICAL INSTRUCTION. ANO fOCUSES UPON EVALUATION TECH­
NIQUES DESIGNED TC DEAL NITH THESE S'ECIAl 'ROIlEMS. INTENDED fOR 
INDIVIDUALS MHO ARE TEAC~ING CR CO~TEMPLATE TEACHING 1M A HEALTH 
FIELD NHERE THEY NIGHT HAVE NEED TO EVALUATE THE EFFECTIVNESS Of 
CLINICAL INSTRUCTION. 
PREREC;UISI TES. 
THE INOIVIOUAl STUDENT MUST HAVE T.AINING IN SORE HEALTH FIELD 
ANO TEACH OR PLAN TO TEACH IN A CLINICAL SETTING. 
MINTER. 
IAU"AN. 
SHP5405 

ALCOHOllSMI BIOLOGICAL BASES Of IEHAVIOR 

) 
EXPLORES THE 'HYSIOlOGICAl AND NEUROLOGICAL THEORIES THAT ARE 

UTILIZED TO EXPLAIN HUPA~ FUC~TICNING. 

PREREQUISITES. 

PERIIISS ION. 

IIINTER. 

fRY. 

SHP5410 

CAREER 'ATHS AND lIfESTYLE CHOICES
, 
EXPLORES CAREER/lifE PLANNING. IEGINNING NITH THE IDENTifiCATION 
Of PERSONAL SKIllS. ASSETS. AND GOALS. THEN INVESllGATING THE 
NEIOS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF TH! DEVElO'ING SOCIETY. STUDENTS 01­
VElO' A PERSCHAl ~AN FOR USING ANa NAR.ETING THEIR SKillS IN RE­
SPONSE TO SELECTED SOCIETAL NEEDS. FOR All STUDENTS NISHING HEl' 
IN DIRECTING THEIR ACAOE~IC 'ROGRAPS TOMARO INTEREST IN' AND RI­
MARDING CAREER CPPORTUNITI!S. 
~INTIR. 
VAN DCREN. 
SHP5490 

AlCOHOllSMI THEORIES AND INTERVENTION METMOOS 

Z 
'HllOSOPHY ANO IH'lICATIONS OF T"E DISEASE CONCEPT Of AlCOHOLISN. 
EN'HASIS ON THE KNOlIlEDGE AND S.lllS NECESSARY TO INTERRUPT THI 
DIS!ASI PROCESS IEfORE T~E ALCOHOLIC ASKS FOR HELP. OPEN TO All 
STUDENTS. 
NINTER 

JOIIES. l. 

SHP Course Descriptions 209 
SHP55tA 
DRUG INTER~CTIONS fOR ~EALT~ PROfESSIONALS 
I 
DESIGNED TO PROVIDE A BASIC UhDERST~NOING OF DRUG INTER~CTIONS. 

l",lUOING NECHANIS~S. CUTCCNES. CETECTION. PREVENTION. TREATNENT. 

AND NEDICAL LITERATURE SOURCES FDR ~EAlT~ PROFESSIONALS INVOLVED 

IN P~TIE~T C~E ACTIVITIES OR~G THERAPY. 

PRERHUISITES. 

BACKGROUND IN A HEALTH FIELD. 

OFFERED BASED Oh DENAND. 

CONNUNITY PROfESSCR. STAFf. 

SHP5S68 

INPlENE.TING AN AISENTEEIS~ PRCGRA~ IN ,NURSING 

I 
THIS COURSE IS CESIGNED FOR THE NURSING NANAGER. SUPERVISOR AND 

ADNINISTRATOR AS ~Ell AS HOSPITAL PERSONNEL NANAGERS TO PRCVIOE 

THE CCHCEPTS AND PRI",IPlES hEEDED TC cehTROl ABSENTEEISN IN 

NURSING SEPARTNENTS. 

SPRING/SUROIER.

CORNE SKY. CO~NU~ITY PRCFEsseR. 

SH'5650 
COCPERATIVE EDUCATION IN •••1-'COOPERATIvE EDUCATICN IS AN OFF'CA~PUS lEARNING EXPERIENCE DE­
SIGNED TO ENAILE EACH STUDENT TO ACHIEVE CCNPETE",IES IN THE AP­

PLICATION OF ACAOENIC INSTRUCTION IN REAL-LIFE SITUATleNS RELATED 

TO THE STUDENT'S DEGREE PRCGR~~. T~E CO-OP TERN NAY BE ARRANGED 

IN A NEV JOI. AS Ah INTERVAL IN A REGUllR JCI. AS A PROJECT. IN­

TERNSHIP. OR RESIOENCY. 

IOINTER. 

IIRUTYAN. 

SHP62~4 

HEALTH StIENCE. MENTAL ~EALT~ ECO~C~ICS AND ADNINISTRATION 

:5 

SURVEYS THE ECONONICS OF THE NENTAL HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 

FRON COLONIAL ANERICA TO T~E PRESENT. ENPHASIZES ADMINISTRATiVE 

100PlICATICNS OF CURRENT LEGISLATIOh. COSTS OF NENTAl HEALTH. AND 

'NORE EFfECTIVE ADNINISTRATICN OF NENTAl HEALTH CARE FACILITIES 

AND PROGRAMS. CESIGNEO FCR STUDENTS IN ~EAlTH SERVICES ADMINISTR­

ATION ANO IN OTHER CURRICULA THROUEHCUT THE UNIVERSITY. 

SPRING/SURNER. IN COO YEARS. 

OIALEC. 

SHP62.4 

HEAlT~ CARE ANO POLITICS 

3 

PROVIDES AND UNDERSTANOlhG OF THE FEDERAL. ST.TE. AND lOCAL lEG­

ISLATIVE. REGULATORY. AND POLITICAL PROCESSES. ANO THEIR AFFECT 

ON THE HEALTH CARE SYSTE~ AND ITS 'RCFESSIONS. PROVIDES THE TOOLS 

TO INTERACT IOITH THOSE 'RCCESSES. 

SPR JI'''SUNNER. 

GARONER. CCNNUNITY PROfESSCR. 

SHP62'10 

HEALTH CARE SOCICLCGY 

J 

DEALS IOITH HEALTH CARE 'ROCESS IN A SOCIOLOGICAL PERS'ECTIVE. IN­

CLUDES: SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ASPECTS OF HIAlTH AND IllNESS IENAV­

lOR. CONCEPT OF SICK ROLE 'NO CEVIANCE. PATTERNS OF HEALTH SERV­

ICES UTiliZATION. PROFESSION ANO HEALTH CAREER. HOSPITAL SOCIAL 

STRUCTURE. THE CO~NUNITY CF HEALTH ORGANIZATION. ANO COMPARATIVE 

NEDICAl CARE SYSTEMS. NEET! PART OF THE SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES 

CORE CONPETENCIES. 

fAll. IOINTER, S'RING/SUN~ER . 

RHEE, ~ITTENORE. 

SHP6JOO 

HEALTH CARE IN AFRICA 

J 

TOPICS INClUOED ARE. OETERPINAMTS OF HEAlT~ CARE IN DEVELOPING 

AFRICAN COUNTRIES ANO ~ON THEY AffECT DECISIONS AIOUT HEALTH CARE 

DELIVERY IN SUCh CCURTRIES; HON THESE DETERNINANTS DIffER FROM 

THOSE OF DEVELOPED COUNTRIES; HOIO CULTURAL IIIAS AffECTS THE NORK 

Of NESTERN HEALTH PROfESSICNAlS IN DEvElO'IN5 AFRICAN COUNTRIES; 

AND SPECifiC HEAlT~ ISSUES. NAY BE OF PARTICULAR INTEREST TO S1U­

DENTS IOITH INTEREST IN AFRICAN STUCIES. ~EAlTH SCIENCE INTERNA­

TIONAL HEALTH. AhD NOMEh'S STUDIES. 

SPRING/SUNNER. Ih COD YEARS. 

HERllMAN. 

SH'63 11 

HEALT~ CARE ECGhO~ICS I 

3 

S1UOENTS A'PlY ECONCMIC AN'lYSIS lC HfAlTH ~ND MEALTH CARE SERV­

ICES. EXANINES TNE CONCEPT OF HEALTH AS HUNAN CAPITAL. INVESTI­

GATES SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE SUPPLY. OENANO. DISTRIIUTION, AND 

ECONOMIC INP~CT OF HEALTH CARE DELIVERY. STUDENTS IfCONE fANlllAR 

NITH THE lITERATURE Of HE~lTH ECONOMICS. CONTRIIUTES TO HEAL TN 

SCIENCE CORE CONPETENCIES. 

FALL. IOINTER. 

MAUC. 

SHP6320 
HEALTH PROfESSIONS EDUCATION. CURRENT TREhDS AND ISSUES 
4 
FOCUSES ON CURRENT DEVELOPNENTS -IN NEDICINE. NURSING. AND THE AL­
liED HEAll~ 'ROFESSIONS OUTSIDE PRI~ARY CR SECOhDARY SCHOOL SET­
TINGS. INTENDED FOR INDIVICUAlS CU_RENTlY OIlTAINING TRAINING I. A 
HEALT~ 'ROfESSION. OR AS TEACHERS CF HEALTH 'ROFESSIONAlS. AND 
FOR INDIVIDUALS NHO HAVE CCMPlE1ED THEIR TRAINING AND VISH TO RE­
NAIN CURRENT. 
PREREQUISITES. 
OPEN TO ANYONE ~ITH SUFfiCIENT BACJGROUNO TO IE ABLE TC READ A.D 
DISCUSS CURRENT lITERATU_E AI~UT HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION. 
~INTER. 
, BRUTUN. 
SHP6352 
HEALTH SCIENCE E~UCATION' SPECIAL ISSUES IN COIliNUNITY HEALTN 
2 
STRESSES ORGANIZATIONAL PAT1ERNS A~D FUNCTIONS CF VOLUNTARY AND 
GOvERNIIIINT HEALTH AGENCIES. A~D FU~CTIONS Of VOLUNTARY 'GOVERN­
NENT ~EALTH AGENCIES. , AND ROlE OF THE SC~Ol HEALTH TEAM. IN A 
'ROBlEN-ORIENTED IDENTifICATION AND ANALYSIS OF CONMUNITY HEALTH 
PROGRAMS IN THE GREATER C~ICAGO AREA. 
SPRING/SUNNER.
IRUTUN. 
SHP6355 

SueS1ANCE ABUSE 

3 

EXANINES T~E PHYSIOLOGICAL. PSYCHOLOGICAL. AND SOCIOLOGICAL 

ASPECTS Of ORUS AIUSE. EX'lORES THE ~ISTORICAL AND Cm.TEN'ORARY 

P~TTERNS Of ORUG A.USE. EXAIliINES PAST AND PRESENT DRUG AaUSE 

TRE~TIIIENT NODAllTIES AND ANALYZES THE CHARACTERISTICS. fORCES. 

AND INSTITUTIONS AT THE leCAl. STATE. AND NATIONAL lEVEL THAT 

AfFECT THE DELIVERY OF DRUG AIUSE SERVICES. EXPLORES THE lEGAL 

AND ETNICAl ISSUE IN DRUG AIUSE. 

WINTER . 

GARDNER. CONMUNITY PROfESSOR. 

SHP6310 

HE~lTH SERVICES AOMINISTRATION'-COPNUNICATION NETNORKS NITHIN AC­

MINSTRATIVE STRUCTURES 

3 

INTRODUCES SOME IASIC THEORIES AND CONCEPTS OF CONMUNICATION. AND 

DEIliONSTRATES THEIR APPlICATIC~ TC THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES 

THAT ARE PREVALENT TODAY. 'ROVIOES AN O"ORTUNITY FDR STUDENTS 

TO. IIIONITOR THEIR OMN CONMUNICATIO~ IENAVIORS; lEARN A RATIONALE 

FOR THE CONNUNICATION IEHAVIOR OF CTHERS; AND STUDY THE fUNCTIONS 

OF CONMUNICATOON NITHIN CRGANIZATleNll STRUCTURES. 

SPRING/SUMIliER. 

HAlEC. COIIIIIIUNITY PROfESSCR. 

SHP642D 

HEALTH SERVICES ADNINIS1RATION" 'ERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION ANO lAI­

OR RELA"CNS 

3 

fOCUSES ON HUNAN RESOURCE NANAGEMENT. 'ROG.ANS AND POliCIES. AD­

DRESSES RECRUITMENT Of NEAlTH 'ROFESSIONALS , AUXlll~IES. NANPO­

NER REGUIREMENTS. STAFFING. TRAINlhG. DEVELOPMENT. EXAMINATION OF 

QUALifiCATIONS ST~NOAROS. PERFOR~AhCE REV lEN. MOTIVATION, AND EN­

PlOYEE NORALE. NETHOOS Of DEvElOPI~G lEADERSHIP IN SUPERVISORY 

HEALTH IIIANAGERS. ISSUES Of NAGE ~NC SALARY ADMINISTRATION, AND 

UNIONIZATION PROllEIliS ALSO ARE DISCUSSED. 

NINTER. 

MALEC. COIliNUNITY PROfESSOR. 

SHP649D 

HEALTH SERVICES AOHINISTRATIONI PUBLIC fiNANCE AND SYSTEIliS ANALY­

SIS 

3 

STUDENTS A'PlY THE IASIC CONCEPTS Cf PUlllC FINANCE AND SYSTEM 

ANALYSIS TO PROllEIliS OF PUIllC AONINISTRATION. NHllE PROIlENS OF 

TAX 'OlICY. PUlllC PROVISION Of GOODS AND SERVICES. AND COST-aEN­

EflT ANALYSIS ARE IIliPORTA.T TO All PuallC SEC10R AOHINISTRATORS. 

SPECIAL EM'HASIS IS PLACED ON THE PUBLIC ~EAlT~ CARE DELIVERY 

SECTOR. lHIS COURSE MA' IE Of SPECIAL INTEREST TO STUDE.TS IN 

THE COllEGE Of IUSINESS AND PUBLIC SERVICE. 

NoT SCHEOUlED IN A'IO-II. 

~AlEC. 
SH'6495 

MEDICAL SCIENCEI INTRODUCTION 'SIIII' 

2 

THE PURPOSE Of THIS COURSE IS TO PROVIDE A IAlANCEO SURVEY Of 

MEDICAL SCIENCE. IASIC 'RI~CIPlES THAT UNDERLIE NECHANISMS Of 

HEALTH AND DISEASE FRON CDNCE'TION TO DEATH Nlll aE DISCUSSEO. 

STRESSING THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS Of TOUl PAn.ERNS. 

FAll. 

CORNESRY. 

SHP6..0 
NU1RIT 1011 
2 
THIS COURSE lUll PROVIDE KNflllLEDGE NECESSAR' fOR NUT*'TlON AND ' 
DIET THERAn. CULTURAL. ECONONIC 'NO SOCIAL FACTORS OF FOOD 
HAIITS WIll IE DISCUSSED. 
FAll. 

IRUTVAN. SUFf. 

110 SHP Course Descriptions 
SH".. ' HEALTH ECONOMICS. PRINCIPLES 
~ESIGNEO TO INTRODUCE T~E tERMINOlOGY AND CONCEPTS OF ECONOMICS 

AS APPLIED TO hEALT~ CARE. SUC~ AREAS AS CEMAND, SUPPLY, HUMAN 

CAPITAL, AND FINA~ING MILL BE COVERED. T~IS COURSE OR A SIMILAR 

COURSE IS A PREREQUISITE FCR HEALT~ CARE ECONOMICS II 'SHPB61DI. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

MalEC. 

SH"OOO 
A~ULATORY CARE ISSUES, PLANNI~G A~D I~PLEMENTATION 
] . 
STUDENTS wiLL EXA"IN' T~' CHANGING ~EALTH CARE POLICY F~AMEMORA 
ANO T~E SHIFT TOWARDS AMBULAT~RY CARE SER~ICES. PRI"ARY CARE, 
ILLNESS PREVENTION AND HEALTH PRCMCTICN ISSUES WILL BE ADORESSED. 
STUDENTS MILL BECONE KNOwLEDGEABLE ABOUT AMBUlATORY CARE FORMATS 
SUCH AS NEIGHBORHOOD HEALT~ CENTERS, "NO'S AND OUT-PATIENT DE­
PARTMENTS. THEY WILL STUDY PRCGRA' CHARACTERISTICS SUCH AS MEDI­
CAL RECOROS AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES. FINALLY THEY MILL BE 
PROVIDED MITH A CCNCEPTUAL RODEL Of I~E PLANNING/IMPLEMENTATION 
PROCESS WiTH ATTENTION GIVEN Te SKILL DEVELOPME~T IN THE POLI­
TICAL. NEGOTIATING AND MAR.ETI~G ASPECTS OF THE PROCESS. 
FALL. 
STAFF. 
SH"005 
HSA: AMBULATORY CARE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT 
] 
RENEWED INTEREST IN AMBULATORY CARE ~AS CREATED A DEMAND FOR 

KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE IN ORGANIZING AND MANAGING SUCH PROGRAMS. 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE THE STODENT MITH TECHNICAL 

KNOWlEDGE TO ORGANIZE, DIRECT, ceORDINATE. PLAN AND CONTROL AM­

BULATORY CARE PROGRAMS. T~E FOCUS MILL BE ON MEOICAL GROUP MAN­

AGEMENT MITH APPLICATIONS AND ILLUSTRATIONS DRAWN FROM HMO PRO­

GAAMS. TOPICS INCLUDE. ·GOVERNANCE. THE MEDICAL STAFF, LOGISTIC 

SYSTEMS. FACILITY DESIGN, ~HE ROLE OF ThE ADMINISTRATOR, AND RAR­

AETING. ATTENTION MILL BE PAID TO THE AOMINISTARTIVE DIMENSION 

OF PRIMARY CARE PRACTICE. 

MI"TER. 

STAFF. 

SH"010 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS FCR HCSPITALS 
3 
COMPUTER BASED MANAGEMENT INFORMATIO" SYSTEMS 'MISI IN HOSPITALS 
HAVE ONLY RECENTLY BECOME A VIABLE COMPC~ENT IN A tOTAL MANAGE­
MENT PROCESS. T~E FUTURE OF EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT ~SPITAL 
ADMINISTRATION WILL REQUIRE A GREATER KNCMLEOGE AND UTILIZATION 
OF MIS. THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO I"VESTIGATE THE CURRENT STATUS 
OF MIS AS WELL AS PREPARE STUCENTS FCR T~E COMPUTER ASSISTED MAN­
AGEME"T PROCESS OF THE FUTURE. A KNDMLEDGE OF BASIC COMPUTER 
SCIENCE IS REQUIRED AND IT IS RECO'MENDEC THAT THE STUDENT HAVE 
ANOMlEDGE AN~/OR EXPERlf~CE I~ HCSPITALS. 
PRERE~UISITES. 

BASIC KNOMLEDGE OF COMPUTER LtGlt A"D DESI~N. 

WINTER. 

MALEC. 

SHPJD90 

PORNOGRAPHY. CENSORSHIP AND SCCIETY 

1 

FOCUSES UPON CURRENT ISSUES SURROUNDING PORNOGRAPHY AND CENSOR­

SHIP I" CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY. ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN CLASS 015­
CUSSIO" AND RIG~ROUS ANALYSIS OF CURRENT CRITICISM, LITERATURE, 

MOTION PICTURES. TElEVISIO" AND RADI~ IS EXPECTED. ACTIVITIES FO­

cus ON ASCERTAINING THE RA"GE OF VIEWPOINTS ABOUT A GIVEN ISSUE. 

SEEING MHERE THE INDIVIDUAL'S POSITIONS LIES MITHIN THAT RANGE, 

AND GATHERING EVIOE~E TO SUPPORT' CRITICIZE THAT POSITION. OPEN 

TO INTERESTED STUDENTS THRCUGHCUT THE UhIVERSITY. 

FALL, EVEN YEARS. 

HERUNAN. 

SHP111D 

HEALTH PROFESSICNS EDUCATION: PRACTICUM 

4 

THIS IS THE TERMI"AL INTEGRATING EXPERIENCE FOR ALLIED HEALTH ED­

UCATION STUDENTS TO WHOR ThE COURSE IS LINITED. STUDENTS ARE TO 

DEMONSTRATE THEIR ABILITY TO APPLY WHAT THEY HAVE LEARNED TO IN­

STRUCTION IN THEIR SPECIFIC FIELDS. STUDENTS PLANNING TO ENROlL 

SHOULD CONTACT T~E PROFESSOR NO LATER THAN MARCH, SO THAT A SUIT­

ABLE PLACEMENT CAN BE ARRANGED BY THE TIME THE COURSE BEGINS. 

PREREIIUI SITES. 

PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

HERTZMAN. 

SHP1115 

PSYCHCPHARMACOLCGY 

] 
STUDENTS REVIEM THE FU~TICNS OF T~E HUMAN NERVOUS SYSTEM BEFORE 

EXPLORING THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY. FOR EACH 

CLASSIFICATION OF PSYCHOACTIVE DRUGS. STUDENTS EXAMINE THE HIS­

TORICAL PATTERNS OF USE AND DEVELOPMENT. THE PHYSIOLOGICAL MECH­

ANISMS OF ACTIC., AND THE VARIOUS EFFeCTS RESULTING FROM DRUG 

USE. 

PREREQUISITES. 

P"MI5510N. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

VAN OGREN. 

SHP1245 
REALITY THERA'Y FOR COU~SELCRS AND THERAPISTS I 
2 

REALITY THERA'Y IS A MAY T~ GAIN AND MAINTAIN A SUCCESFUL IDEN­

TITY. THE TECHNIQUES OF THE THE~APY ARE NOT SOLELY RESTRICTED TO 

THE 'ROFESSIONAL THERAPIST BuT "AY BE EFFECTIVELY APPLIED BY ANY­

ONE MISHING TO GAl. AND TO HEL' CT~ERS GAIN AND MAINTAIN SUCESS­

FUL IDENTITIES. CONTRASTS CN hOM REALITY THERAPY DIFFERS FROM 

CONVENTIONAL PSYCHCThERAPY ANC VARIOUS APPLICATIONS USEFUL IN 

MORKI"G MITH JUVENILE DELI~QUENTS. CRIMINAL OFFENDERS. THE EMO­

TIONALLY U'SET, ALCOHOL AND DRUG AeUSERS, AND OTHERS EXHIBITING 

·FAILURE IDENTITIES· WILL BE FEATURED A~D DEMONSTRATED. 

OFFERED BASED C~ DEMAND. 

CO~MUNITY PROFESSCR, STAFF. 

SHP72~6 

~EALITY THERAPY FOR,COUNSELCRS AND THERAPISTS II 

REALITY 'HERAPY IS A BROAD NEM MOVEMENT I~ THE -PEOPLE HELPING­

FIELD. REALITY THERA'Y SEEKS TO C~ANGE ~UMAN BEHAVIOR IN THE 

DIRECTION OF GREATER PERSONAL STRE~GT~ AND RESPONSIBLITY. THE 

PATHWAY TO SUCCESS IS T~ROUGH DEVELOPING AN ABILITY TO MAKE AND 

MAINTAIN GENUI"E HUMAN RELATICNSHIPS AND !Y SEEING ONESELF AS A 

MQRTHMHILE PERSON. THIS COURSE, TAUGHT I" WORKSHOP FASHION, EM­

PHASIZES ADVANCED APPLICATICN OF REALITY THERAPY TECHNIQUES. 

PRERHUISITES. 

SHP7245. 

OFFERED BASED CN Df"AND. 

COMMUNITY 'ROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP1300 
READINGS AND INVESTIGATIO~S I~ ••• 
l-B 
THIS IS AN O'EN COURSE TYPICALLY A~ Ih-DEPTH STUDY, WHICH ANY 
STUDENT IN T~E UNIVERSITY CAN ENTE' IN CC~SULTATION MITH A PRD­
FESSOR. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES AND CREDIT MILL BE NEGOTIATED ON 
AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS. THIS COURSf IS AVAILABLE TC ANY STUDENT WHO 
WISHES TO EXP~CRE AN AREA CF KNOWLEDGE ENCOM'ASSED BY SHP, 
REGARDLESS OF PRIOR PREPARATICN OR COLLEGIAL AFFILIATION. NO 
LIMITATION IS PLACED ON THE NUMBER OF TI~ES A STUDENT MAY ENROLL 
IN A READINGS AND INVESTIGATIONS CCURSE. AS LONG AS PROGRESS IS 
COMMENSURATE WITH ThE CREDIT RECEIVEC. 
PRERECUISITES: 
PfRMISSIO". 
FALL, WINTER, S'RI~G/SUMMER. 

STAFF. 

SHP16DD 

SPECIAL PROJECTS I~ ••• 

I-I 

THIS IS AN OPEN COURSE, TYPICALLY PROJECT-CENTERED. WHICH ANY 

STUDENT IN THE UNIVERSITY CA~ ENTEP I~ CCNSULTATION MITH A PRO­

FESSOR. PERfORMANCE OBJECTIVES AND CREDIT wiLL BE NEGOTIATED ON 

AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS. THIS CCURSE IS AVAILABLE TO ANY STUDENT WHO 

WISHES TO EXPLORE AN AREA CF KNOWLEDGE EhCONPASSED BY SHP AMD 

WHICH IS THE OBJECT OF AN ACTICN-ORIENTEO PROJECT AS ONE OF THE 

PRIMARY INVESTIGATIVE MECHANISMS. ~C LIMITATION IS PLACEO ON THE 

NUMBER Of TIMES A STUDENT MAY ENROLL IN A SPECIAL PRCJECt AS LONG 

AS PROGRESS IS COMMENSURATE WIT" T~E CREDIT RECEIVED. 

PREREIIUISITES. • 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, MINTER. S'RINC/SUMMER.

STAFF. 

SHPBDOA 

CURRENT TRENDS IN PUBLIC SCHOOL S'EECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY 

3 

THE COURSE IS DESIGNED FOR SCHOOL SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS, FOCUSING 

ON RECENT DEVELCPMENTS IN CIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES 

AS WELL AS ON PROfESSIONAL ISSUES SUCH AS PUBLIC LAW 94-142. 

PREREQUISITES. 

BACHELOR'S OR MASTERS' DEGREE IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SH'BDOB 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CHILD~OOD LINGUAGE DISORDERS
, 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED fOR SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOlOGISTS AND MILL 

EMPHASIZE CURRENT CLINICAL PRACTICE IN LANGUAGE DISORDERS AND 

RELATED CONDITIONS. REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE AND PRESENTA­

TIONS WILL COVER DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES. 

PREREQUISITES' 

BACHELORS OR MASTERS DEGREE IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY. 

OFFERED lASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SH"OOD 

PROfESSIONAL ISSUES IN SPEECH AND hEARING FEE FOR SERVICE 

SETTINGS 

3 

DESIGNED fOR SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS AND AUDIOLOGISTS THE COUASE WILL 

COVER A WIDE VARIETY OF ISSUES IN THE DELIVERY Cf SPEECH AND 
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HEARl"' SERVICES IN HOSPITALS, NURSING HO~ES, CLINICS AND PRIVATE 
PRACTICES, I~LUDI~G ET~ICAL, LEGAL AND BUSINESS CONSIDERATIONS, 
ADVERTISI"G, RECORt KEEPI~', TAXES, ACCOUNTI"G, PRODUCT MANAGE­
~E"T IND MARKETlhG. 
PRERE'UI 51 TES: 8ACHELO~'S OR MASTER'S DEGREE IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY OR AUDIOLOGY. 

OFFERED 8ASEC GN DE~AND. 

COMMUNITY PROfESSCR, STAFF. 

SHPBOOE 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CRGANIC SPEECH DISCRDERS 
1 
DESI,"ED fOR THE PRACTICING CLINICIAN IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY, THE 

COURSE MILL REVIEW RECE~T LITERATURE IN CRANIOFACIAL ANOMALIES, 

LAkYNGECTOMY, DYSP~AGIA, AhO ~YCFUhCTIONAL PROBLEMS. ETIOLOGIES 

AND THERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES FCR CRGANIC DISCRDERS MILL BE CON­

SIDERED. THE COURSE MILL HELP TD "UPDATE" CLINICIANS AND MAY BE 

CONSIDERED A FCLLO~UP TC TYPICAL GRADUATE COURSES IN ORGANIC 

SPEECH DISCRDER5. 

PRERECUISITES: 

8ACHELOR'S OR MASTER'S DEGREE IN SPEECH P.THOLDGY OR AUDIOLOGY. 

OFfERED 8.SED Ch DE~.NC. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSCR, STAFF. 

SHP800F 
SuPERVISION IN SPECI.L EDUCATICN fCR SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS 
1 
THE COURSE IS CESIGNED TO PREP.RE SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS TO ENGAGE ­
IN THE SUPERVISION Of PU8LIC SCHOOL SPEECH THER.PY PROGRAMS. 

COVERS RULES AND REGULATIChS IN SPECI.L ECUC.TION; PROGRAM PLAN­

NING, 8UDGETING INC HIRI~G; SUPERVISION ~f SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS; 

AND INTERDISCIPLINARY .~D COMMUNITy REL.TICNS. 

PRERECUI 51 TES: 

8.CHELOR'S OR MASTER'S DEGREE IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY. 

OFrERED BASED Ch DENA"D. 

COMMUNITY PRCfESSCR, ST.ff. 

SHP8000 
• OV.NCED REHA81LITATIVE AUDIDLCGY 
3 

EXAMINES THEORETICAL ASPECTS Of SPEECH PERCEPTION, HEARING AID 

SELECTION, COUNSELING THE ~E.RING IMPAIRED CLIENT, MATERIAL DE­

VEL&PMENT AND PRCGRAM DEVELOPMENT FOR AURAL REHA8ILITATION. 

PRERHUI 51 TES: 

SHP~210, SHP4240. 

WINTER. 

LU8INSKY. 

SHP800' 
MORKSHOP: ADOLESCE~TS, ALC&HCL AND .BUSE 
2 
EVIDENCE POINTS TO ALCO~OL .5 THE hUM8ER ONE DRUG CHOICE AMONG 
YOUTH. THIS COURSE WILL ~EIP SCHCOL PERSOhNEL DEAL ~ITH THE 
ISSUES OF USE ANO ABUSE Of ALCC~CL AND ~ITH THE YOUTH FOR MHDM 
IT IS A PROBLEM, THROUGH 'CCUMULATID~ OF KNOWLEDGE, EDUCATIONAL 
PREVENTION, AND INTERVENTICN. THE CVERLYING CONCERN WILL FCCUS ON 
MHAT THE SCHOOL'S RESPONSIBILITy IS IN HELPING ADOLESCENT 
ABUSERS. 
OfFERED B.SEC Oh DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSCR, STAff. 
5HP8010 

HOSPIT.L AND HEALT~ SERVICE ORGANIIATION ADMINISTRATION 

1 
UNIQUE PROBLEMS 'NO CHARACTERISTICS OF HEALTH CARE CRGANIIATIONS 

--PRIMARILY HOSPITALS--ANO THEIR I~PLICATIONS ON MANAGEMENT AND 

RELATIONS ~ITH THE COM~UhITY. FE.TURES GUEST SPEAKERS, PRACTI­

TICNERS, C.SE-STUDY AN.LYSIS, AND CLASS PARTICIPATION. 

PREREOUI 51 TE 5: 

SHP8910, SHP89JO. 

F.LL, WINTER. 

STAFF. 

SHPBOU 

HEALTH PlAhNING: .DV.NCEO 

] 
ORGANIIED TO SIMULATE A ~E'LT~ PLAhNING .GENCY, STUDENTS ASSUME 
AGENCY PLANNING POSITIONS .ND PLAN SELECTED SUISYSTEMS OF THE 
HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTE~. STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN AN IN-DEPTH 
ANALYSIS OF THE DEVELOP"ENT AND .PPLICATICN OF SOCIAL CHANGE THE­
ORY fOR HE.LTH PLANNING. 
P~EREQUISITES' 
SHPI160, .ND CASJl10 OR EOUILVANEN1. 

FAll. 

GARDNER. 

SHP8020 
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATICN' CONTINUING EOUCATION 
6 
INTENDED FOR THCSE CCNCERNED WITH PLANNING, DEVELOPING, IMPLENEN­
TING, OR EVALU.TING CONTINUING EDU(ATION PROGRAMS FOR THE HEALTH 
PROFESSIONS. EDUC.TIONAL STRATEGIES AND ISSUES OF ADULT EDUCA­
TION .P'ROPRIATE TO CONTINUING EDUC.TION AND CONSIDERED, AND EACH 
INDIVIDUAL PLANS HCM TO .PPLY THEM TO HIS/HER SPECIfIC FIELD. 
PREREOUISITES: 
STUDENTS MUST MEET THE OUALIFICATICNS FOR ADMISSION TO ONE OF THE 
GRADU.TE CUARICULA Ih THE SCHCOL OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS AT GSU. 
MINTER. 

HEATZMA.N. 

SHPlD2) 

SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAMS 

) . 
THIS COUASE MILL 'RESENT A~ eVERVIEM Of THE PRINCIPLES. PHILOSO­
PHY AND DEVELOPMENT OF SCH(OL hEALTh PROGRAMS IN THE UNITED 
STATES. EMPHASIS MILL IE PLACED UPC~ THE CONCEPTS Of HEALTHFUL 
SCHOOL LIVING AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOL HEALTH PRO­
GRANS. SPECIAL ATTENTICN MILL IE PAID TC DEVELOPING A TEAM FRAME­
MDRK ANONG TEACHER, HEALTH SERVICE PERSO~NEL. PARENTS AND PUPILS. 
PREAHUI SI TESI 
STUDENTS MUST IE CERTifiED TEACHEAS ENROLLED IN THE SCHOOL HfALTH 
EDUCATION OPTION O~ HAVE PE~MISSIO~ OF THE INSTRUCTO~. 
S'RlNG/SUII .. EII. 

8RUTVAN. 

SHPBOH 

HEALT" EDUCATION 'ROG~AM PLAN~ING 

~ 

THIS COURSE MILL EXPOSE THE SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION STUDENT TO 

CURIIENT APPIIOACHES INVOLVED IN THE OEvELCPMENT AND EVALUATION OF 

HEALTH EOUCATION CUIlIlI&ULAR DESIGNS. CURRICULUM ASSESSNENT TECH­

NIOUES MILL IE DISCUSSED. SPECIAL 'TTENTION MILL IE PAID TO THE 

PHILOSOPHICAL AND HISTORICAL FCUNDATIONS TO HEALTH EDUCATION. 

fAll. 

BRUTYAN. 

SHPeO" 

APHASIA SEMINAR 

1 

EXPLORES ETIOLCGY AND LI.GUISTIC "ANIFESTATIONS OF APHASIAI NOR­

MAL AND DYSFUNCTIONAL NEUROANATONICAL P~OCESSES. STUDENTS PEAFOR" 

A DIFFEIIENTIAL DIAGNOSIS Of .'KASI. AND CEVELOP A THERAPEUTIC 

PROG..... 

PRERECUISITESI 

SHP~2)'. SHP4J30. 

FALL • 

JONES, N. 

SHPBI10 

ALCOHOLISNI ASPECTS Of PERSCNALITY I~TEGRATION 

3 

IRIEfLY IEVIEMS THE STAGES Of CHILD AND ADOLESCENT DEvELOPNENT. 

THEN STUDIES IN DEPTH THE 'REDICIT'ILE CRISES OF THE ADULT LIFE 

CYCLE. SELF-DISCLOSING TY.ES OF EXERCISES ARE USED TO HELP RELUE 

STUDENTS' PERSONAL EXPERIENCES TO THE DEVELOPMENTAL C~ISES OF 

ADULT lifE. 

PREREOUI SITES, 

PERNISSION. 

FAll. 

VAN DOREN. 

SHPIl6D 

·BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN COM"UNICATICN DISORDERS 

) 
APPLIES BEHAVIORAL CONCEPTS TO EVALUATIO~ AND NANAGENENT OF 

SPEECH AN~ LANGUAGE PIICILE'S. 

PIIEREOUI SITES. 

SHP3041. SHP'620. 

MINTER. 

LOME. 

SHPIl9A 

ALCOHOL , ALCOHOL DEPENDINCV WORKS~P 

Z 

THIS COURSE HAS IEEN DESIGNED FOR Za-ZS TEACHEIIS. COUNSELING ANO 

GUIDANCE AND SPECIAL HEALTH 50UCATION PE~SO"'EL ANO MILL IE 

CONDUCTED IN· N(NE MEEKLY THREE HOUR SESSIONS PlUS SIX IIDNTHS 

POST TIIAINING EVALUATION SESSICN. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEKAND. 

COMNUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFf. 

SHP1200 

ALCOHOLISM' COUNSELING CHARACTEIlISTICS 

3 

EFFECTivELY COUNSELING ANOTHER PERSON IIEeulRES MORE THAN A MDAl­

INC KNOMLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING Of 'SYCHOTHERA'EUTIC NETHODDLOIY. 

THE 'ROFESSIONAL COUNSELCR NUST PRCSSESS 'ERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

THAT CDRRELATE ON A HIGH LEVEL MIT. CLIENT IMPROVENENTS. CKARAC­

TE~ISTICS EXAMINED INCLUDE, EM'ATHY, GENUINENESS. RESPECT. seLF­

DISCLOSURE, AND SELF-ACTUALIZATICN. FOCUS IS ON SELF-EXPRESSION 

AND MAXIMIZATION OF THUSE T.AITS FOR 'ERSONAL ANO PROFESSIONAL 

USE. 

PR£REOUI SITES' 

PERMISSION. 

MINTEI. 

FRY. 

SHP1210 
CLINICAL AUDIOLOGY 
3 . 

IIEVIEM OF 'URE TONE THRESMOLD AND SPEECH AUOIORETRY.IN-oePTH ST­

UDY OF AUDITORY PATHULOGY. STUDY OF NETNGDOLOGY FOR SITE-DF-LES­
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IONS IESI. I"PEDANtE AUDIC~EI~~. AhD DlfFltUlT-IO-IESI PAI IENIS. 

DEVElO'MENT OF SKillS IN CLINICAL INTERVIEWING AND REPORT 

IIRI1ING. 

PREREQUISIIES: 

SH'UIO. 

FALL. 

LUIINSKY. 

SHPUIO 
MOTOR S'EECH OISC~DERS 

3 

INVESIIGATION OF THE MOTCR SPEECH CISOROERS RESULTING FRON VARI­

OUS TY'ES Of NEUROl051CAl IMPAIRMENT. INCLUDES DIFfERENTIAL 

OIAGNOSIS ANO REMEDIATION CF THE O'SARIHRIAS AND APRAXIA. 

PRERECUI SITES. 

SH'30~1. SHP3115. SHP~135. 

FALL. 

FClIINE~ • 

SH'IZII 
COMMUNICATION OISCROERS IN CRANOFACIAl ANCMALIES 

3 

EXANINES CLEFTS OF liP AND PALATE AND RELATED SYNOROMESI SPEECH 

AND HEARING CONDITIONS RELATED TC TONSilS; THE VARIOUS TY'ES Of 

NASAL QUALITY PROBlE~S AND ASSOCIATED ARTICULATION ERRORS AND 

DESCRIBES THERAPY FOR THEM .NO DESCRIBES THE ROLE OF EACH MEM­

BER OF A CRANOFACIAL REHABlllIAIION STAFF. 

'REREQUISItES. 

SKP3~1. SH'3115. SHP4210. SHP~135. 

SPRIN5/SUMMER.

FCRNER. 

SHP1360 

HEALTH PlANNIN5 II 

3 

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL A"ROACHES 10 HEALTH PLANNING. REVIEWS 

FUNCTIONS AND ROLE OF HEALT~ 'lANNING/SYSTEMS AGENCIES IN THE 

HEALIH CARE DELIVERY SYSTE~. AND STUDIES ~ETHODOLOGIES USED IN 

OEVElC'ING HEALTH STAIISTICS. DATA SOURCES. DATA INTEGRATION. AND 

DATA MANAGENENT FOR HEALTH PLAN OEVELOPNENT. A DETAilED STUDY OF 

IHE PLAN OEVElOPNENT. PLAN IM'lENEhTATICN AND PRO~ECT REVIEII 'RO­

CESS. DEVELOPMENT OF A HEALTH ' SYSTEMS PLAN AND STUDY OF THE MAN­

A5EMENT TECHNIQUES REQUIRED 10 DIRECT A HEALTH PlANNIN5 AGENCY. 

'REREQUISI1ES. 

CAS713D OR EQUIVALENT. AND SH'19'0. 

FALL. WINTER. 

GARDNER. 

SHPl630 

HEALIH CARE ECCNONICS II 

3 

OESI5NED 10 HAVE GRADUATE STUDENTS A"lY IASIC ECONONIC TOOLS OF 

ANALYSIS 10 THE SOLUTION ANOIOR ENllGHIENMENT Of HEALIH CARE DE­

l IVERY PROILENS. 

'REREC:UI 51 IES. 

SH'6915 OR CON'ETE~CY IN B.SIC EtoNOMIC CONCEPTS. OR PERMISSION 

Of COOROINnOR. 

WINIER. S'RING/SUMNER OURlhG EVEN YEARS. 

MAUC. 

SH'1700 

HEALTH 'ROFESSIONS EOUCATICN. VALUES CLARIFICATION IECHNIQUES II 

~ . 
STUDENTS WilL BE EX'OSED TO A IIIDE VARIETY Of TEACHING STRATEGIES 

WHICH CAN IE SUISUMEO UNDER IHE IITlE OF ·VAlUES ClARlflCAIION 

IECHNIQUES·. IIHAT IHESE SIRAIEGIES HAVE IN CDNMON IS A PHllDSO'­

HICAL BASE IHAT TRIES TO INCOR'ORATE IHE PERSONAL GOALS AND VAL­

UES OF lEARNERS IN THE EDUCAIIONAL PROCESS. FRON TNE MANY .VALUES 

ClARJFICAIION TECHNIQUES. DISCUSSED. EACH PARIICI'ANT WILL SELECI 

SIRAIEGIES IIHICH AP'EAR TO HAVE IHE NOST 'DTENIIAL fOR HIS/HER

PARIICUlAR IEAC~IN5 NEEDS. FOR GRADUAIE SIUDENTS ONLY. 

fALL. 

HERTZNAN. 

SH...60 

E'IOENIOLOGY. 'RINCI'LES AND ANALYSIS Of DATA II 

3 

INCLUDES 10lH OESCRI'TIVE .NO ANALYIIC EPIOENIOLDGY. fOCUSES UPON 

'RiNCIPLES AND THEIR USE. IN EULUAIING EPIDEMIOLOGICAL DnA AND 

CASES. . 

'REREQUISIIES. 

CASlUO. 

NOI SCHEDULED IN AYIO-II. 

SUFF. 

SHPl920 

HEALIH CARE DELIVERY' UIILIZATIOM .NO QUALITY CONIROl
, 
!XANINES HISIORICAl AND lEGISLAIIVE OEVELO'NENTS IN QUAllIY ASSU­
RANCE fUNCIIONS. AND EVAlU.IES VARIOUS UTlllZAIION AND QUALITY
ASSURANCE NElHODS USED IN HE.lTH C.RE ORG.NIZATIONS. SIUDENIS IE­
COME fAMILIAR IIITH VARIOUS AS'ECTS Of PROfESSIONAL SIANDAROt RE­
VIEII ORG.NIZAIIDNS C'SRDSI. 

'REREQUISI1ES. 

SH'1930 OR SH'19~0. 

S'IIING/S,,"MER.

RHEE. 

SHPI'I3D 
HEALTH CARE ORG'NIZAIION AND AOM IN ISI.AIION' PROBLENS. ISSUES AND 

POLICIES 

3 

HEALTH CARE AONINISTRATO~S REQUIRE A GREAT DEAL OF UNDERSIANOING 

AND KNOIIlEOGE CF THE CURRENT ~EAlT~ ' CARE DELIVERY SYSTEN. SONE 

S?STEMS DIRECTLY AND OTHEIIS IhDIRECTlY AffECT EVERYDAY FUNCTIONS 

OF HEALTH CARE CRGANIZATIONS. THE AONINISTIIATOII'S UNDERSTANDING 

AND KNOIllEOGE OF THE ISSUES AND PRCBlEMS INVOLVED IN THE tURRENT 

HEALTH CARE CEllVERY SYSTEMS ~Ill ~ElP I~ DEVELOPING. IMPLEMENT­

ING. AND EVALUATING HEAlT~ POLICIES AND PRCGRAMS. AND FINAllY. 

PREDICTING FUTURE CHANGES CF T~ESE POLICES ANO PROGRAMS. 

FAll. ~INTER. . 

RHEE. 

SHPl94 I 

HEALIH CARE PROGRA' EVAlUATICh 

1 

GENERAL AND SPECifiC BACKGROU~DS IN EVALUATING ~EAlT~ CARE 'RO­

GRAMS ARE ATTAI~ED TMROUGH STUDY Of: T~E CONCEPT OF PROGRAN. AN­

ALYSIS OF EVALUATION SYSTEN MODELS. MEASUREMENT, tAUSALITY IN 

PROGRAM EVALUATION. ADVANTAGES AhO CISAOVANTAGES OF INTERNAL AND 

EXTERNAL EVAlUATICNS. AND ANALYSIS A~D C~ITIQUE OF PUBLISHED 

EVALUATIONS. AND AhAlYSIS AND CRITIQUE OF PUBLISHED EVALUATION 

STUDIES. . 

PREREQUI SI TES: 

CAS1130 OR EQUIVALENT. 

IIINnR. 

RHEE. ~HITTEMORE. 

SHPI950 
HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION. FlhANCIAl MANAGEMENT 
3 • 
APPLIES BASIC SKillS AND COMPETENCIES OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT TO 

THE HEALTH CARE FIELD. CHARACTERISTICS Of HEALTH SERvltE ADMINIS­

TRATION ARE EXPLORED ~ITH SPECIFIC ~EfEREkCE TO THE PROBLEM OF 

FINANCING HEAlT~ CARE DELIVERY. 

PREREC:UJSITES: 

BPA'101. SH'I'I10. 

FAll. SPRING/SUNNER.

MALEC. COMMUNITY PROFESSCR. 

SHPI'I61 
HEALTH SERVICES ADNINISTRATIC~' lECTURE SERIES 
3 
DISCUSS WITH HEALTH PRACTITICNERS 'ANY OF THE ISSUES AND PROBLENS 
Of THE CONTEMPORARY AHERIC.N HEAlT~ CARE DElIVER~ SYSTEM. MA~R 
TOPICAL AREAS INCLUDE THE RtlE OF 'OVERNMENT. VALUE AND ETHICAL 
CONSIDERATIONS. THE HOSPIT'l AND T~E CONSUMER. AND ISSUES Of MAN­
POIIER, FINAHCrNG AkD QUALITY Cf CAPE. 

'REREQUISITES: 

GRADUATE STANOI~G IN HEALT~ SE~VltES ADMINISTRATION OR PERMISS­

ION. AUDITORS ARE ENCOURAGEC AND MEltONE. 

FALL. 

MAUC. 

SHPI91D 

HULlH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION' MAhAGEMENT THEOR.IES 

3 

CONSIDERS MANAGEMENT IN A ~EALTH SERVltE SETTING. INCLUDING HOS­

PITALS. NEIGHBORHOOD HEAlT~ CLINICS. NURSING HOMES. MENTAL HEALTH 

CENTERS AND O'HERS. DRAIIS UPDN ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY AND ITS 

APPLICATION TO THE HEAlT~ CARE SETTING. 

IIINTER. S'RING/SUNNER.

STAff. 

SHPI'I'IO 

HEALTH SERVICES ADNINSTRATION: fiELD EXPERIENCES II 

3 

'ROVIDES STUDENTS IIITH TER~INAl INTEGRATING EXPERIENCE THROUGH 

IIORK IN HEALTH CARE FACiliTIES. STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO A'PlY 

THEORIES AND '1IIN~I'LES Cf Cl.SSROOM lEARNING TO HEALTH CARE 

FIELOS WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF THE SUPEIIVISOR. THE fiELD EXPERI­

ENCES Will PROVIDE O'PORTUNITIES fOR DEVELOPMENT. INTEGRATION AND 

REINfORCEMENT Of COMPETENCE. ADV..CED HEALTH SERVltES ADMINISTRA­

TICN GR.DUATE STUDENTS ONLY. 

PREREQUISITES'

'ERMISSION OF PROFESIOR AT lEAST T~EE MONTHS IN ADVANCE. 

fAll. S'RING/SUNMER.

GARDNER.RHEE. 

SHP9011 

HISTORY. 'HllOSOPHY. AND PROfESSIONAL ASPECTS OF COMMUNICATION 

01 SORDERS 

3 

STUDY Of THE HISTORY OF THE FIELD. INflUENCES Of RELATED DISCIP­

LINES AND THE CURRENT STAT~S OF CE~TIFICATION. LICENSURE. THIRD­

'ARTY 'AYMENTS. ETC. 

PREREC:UISITE S. 

5H'3620. SHP4230. SHP9120. SHP9'170. SHP4135. 

fAll. 

LDIIE. 

SHP90U 
ALCOHOLISM' COUlSEllNG THECRY .ND PRACTICE 
1 
REVIEIIS 'SYCHOTHERAPEUTIC THEORIES FROM TRADITIONAL TO CURRENT 
A"RDACHES. EXAMINES CHARACTERISTIC RESISTANCE MECH.NISHS AND IE­
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HAVIO~Al DEFECTS ceMMON TO MANY ALeCHCLles. SPECIFIC TREATMENT 

GOALS AND APPROAC~ES ARE APPLIED I~ STUDENT PARTICIPATORY ROLE 

PLAYS TO LEARN HOW THERAPE~TICALLY IC DEAL MIT~ THE ABOVE PRtlLEM 

AREAS. 

PUREGUI SITES: 

PERIIISSION. 

FALL. 

FRY. 

SHP'I070 

NURSING. ADVANCED ~EALTH ASSESSMENT 

6 
STUDENTS DEVELOP SKILLS I~ ASSESSI~G THE BIOPSYCHDSOCIAL STATUS 

OF CLIENTS, AND ACGUIRE THEtRETICAL AND TECHNICAL SKILLS I~ 

ARRIVING AT A NURSING DIAGNOSIS AND INTERVENTION PLAN. 

PREREQUISITES: 

SHP '1150, SHP '1180 OR CAS ~~03 I~AY BE TAKEN CONCURRENTLY'. 

IIIUE'. 

LEFTWICH. 

SHP'I080 
NURSING: CLINICAL TEACHI~G STRATEGIES 
2 

STUDENTS DEVELOP KNOIILEDGE AND SKILLS IN ASSESSING CLIENT AND 

FAMILY NEED FOR HEALIH l~fCRMATION , SELF-CARE SKILLS, IN DEVEL­

OPING AND IMPLEMENTING PLANS FOR CLIENT INSTRUCTION AND IN EVAL­

UATING T~E IMPACT Cf THAT INSIRUCTION ON CLIENT BEHAVIOR. TECH­

NIQUES APPROPRIATE FCR TEACHING INCIVIDUAL CLIENTS, fAMILIES AND 

GROUPS ARE GAI~Et. 

NOT SCHEDULED AYI0-81. 

LA~RE~tE. 
SHP'IIOO 

NURSING. IMPLEMENTATION CF RESIORATIVE NURSING MODELS 

5 

THE TERMINAL INIEGRATING EXPERIENCE FOR THE MASTERS NURSING PRO­

GRAM. STUDENTS APPLY RESIORAII~E NLRSING FRAMEWORKS AND TECH­

NIQUES TO CLIEMT CARE IN A VARIETY OF HEALTH CARE SETTINGS. STU­
DENTS DEMCNSTRATE INTEGRATION AND PRCFICIENCY IN ALL THE NURSING 

MASTER PROGRAM CO~PETENCIES. 

PREREQUISITES' 

PERMISSION IflNAL COURSE IN NURSING CURRICULUM'. 

IIINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

LEFIWICH. 

SHP'IIIO 

NURSING. ORIENTATICN TO FU~CTIONAL RCLES 

I 
STUDENTS EXAMINE IHE VARIETY OF NURSING fUNCTIONAL ROLES PRAC­

TICED ey MASTERS PREPAREC PROFESSICNAL NURSES. 

IIINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

LAWRE~CE, A. 

SHP'I120 

LANGUAGE DISCRDERS CF CHILDRE~ 

3 

EXAMINES eOTH IN TERMS Of LINGUISTIC BE~AVIOR AND DIAGNOSTIC 

CLASSIFICATIONS THE VARICUS LANGUAGE elSCRDERS OF CHILDREN; DE­

SIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION CF THERAPY PROGRAMS eASED ON PSYCHOLING­

UISTICS AND LEARNI~G THECRY. 

PIIEREOUI SIIES: 

SHP_235, SHP_130. 

SPR ING/SUMMEII.

JONES, M. 

SHP'I140 

NURSING RESEARC~ SEMINAR 

2 

STUDENTS ACQUIRE A THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAME Of REFERENCE 

fOR RESTORATIVE NURSING PRACTICE. IHEY EXAMINE AND SYNTHESIZE 

CONCEPTS AND THEORIES fROII NURSING AND CTHER APPROPRIATE DISCI­

PLINES IN FORMING A PHILOSCPHY AND PRACTICE FRAMEIIORK FOR NURSING 

PRAClleE. 

"INlEil. 

LEFTIll CH. 

SHP'I150 

NURSING: IHEORIES AND MODELS 

STUDENTS ACQUIIIE A THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAME OF IIEfERENCE
-FOil RESTOIIATIVE NUIISING PRACTICE. STUDENTS EXAMINE ANO SYNTHESIZE 

CONCEPTS AND THEOillES FROM NURSING AND OTHER APPROPRIATE DISCIP­

LINES IN FOIIMING A PHILOSOPHY AND PIIACTICE faAME~oaK fOil NUIISING 

PRACTICE. 

NOT SCHEDULED AY80-11. 

LEFTlIICH. 

SHP'IIBO 

PHYSIOLOGY OF AGI~G 

3 

THE IIOLOGICAL PHE~OMENA INVOLVED IN HUMAN AGING ARE IIEVIEIIEO AS 

PROCESSES BEGINNING ~ITH CGNCEPTIO~, AND CONTINUING TO DEAIH. 

STUDENTS AilE EXPOSED TO CU~RENT IIESEAIIC~ AND LITEIIATURE ON AGING. 

PII£REQUISITES' 

CAS5_03, CAS69_D, CAS6'150. 

FALL. 

CORNESIIY. 

SHP'I210 
P~ACTICUM IN SPEECH PATHeLCGY, PUlllC SC~COL 

~ 

~EQUI~ES 100 CLINICAL CLCCK HOU~S OF SPEECH PATHOLOGY P~ACTICU" 

IN A PUBLIC SC~OL SETTING. INCLUDED ARE 'ROUP AND INDIVIDUAL 

THERAPY, SCREENING. ANO OIAG~CSTICS. 

PREREt:UISITES. 

SHP30~1. SHP3620. SHP4210, SHP_235, SHP_135. SHP'I120, SHP'I'Il0, 

AND PERMISSICIo. 

FALL. MINTER, SP'I_G/SUM~E' 

HILDEBRAND. 

SHP'l2~1 
PRACTICUM IN AUDIOLOGY, ASSESSMENT 
I 
AT LEAST TIIENTY OF THE REOUIRED fl~TY HCU~S OF AUDIOLOGY PilACtl­

CUM FOR STUDENTS SEEKING PROFESSICNAL CA.EEIIS IN CONNUNICAtlOM 

DISORDERS MUST IE IN AUDIOLOGICAL AsseSSMENT. THIS COUIISE IS GIY­

EN OFF CAMPUS. 

PREREGUI SJ res. 

SHP_230. SHP~2~0, AND PERMISSICN. 

FALL, MINTER. SPRING/SU~~ER. 

LUBINSKY. 

SHP'IH2 

PRACTICUM IN AUDIOLOGY: REHAllLITAtlON 

2 . 

AT LEAST TIIENTY OF THE REQUIRED FIFTY HOURS OF AUDIOLOGY PIIAC11­
CUM FOR STUDENTS SEEKING PROfESSIO~AL CAREE~S IN COMMUNICATION 

DISORDERS MUST BE IN REHABILIIATIVE AUOICLOGY. THIS COURSE IS 

GIVEN OFf CA~PUS. 

PREREQUISITES' 

S"P_230, SHP~240. AND PERMISSION. 

FALL. ~INTER. SPRI~G/SUM~ER. 

LUIINSKY. 

SHP'l250 

PRACTICUM IN SPEECH PATHeLeGY: HOSPitAL 

3 

EXPERIENCE IS OITAINED IN INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP THE~APY, DISGNOS- , 

TICS. CONSUlTATIONS. AND I~TERDJSCIPLINARY STAfFINGS IN A MEDICal 

SEI TI~G. 

PREREQUISITES: 

SHP'I251, AND PERMISSION. 

FALL, IIINTER, SPRING/SUMME'. 

FORNE'. 

SHP9HI 

PRACTICUM IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY' MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 

3 

EXPERIENCE IS 08TAINED IN INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP THERAPY, DIAGNOS­

TICS. CONSUlTATIONS, TIIAINING CF PARAPROFESSIOMALS. AND INTE~DIS­

CIPLINARY STAFflNGS IN ~E~TAL HEALtH SETTING. 

PRUEeul 51 TES' 

SH~2ID. AND PERMISSION. 

FALL. IIINTER, SP~I~G/SU"'ER. 

JONES. M. 

SHP'I560 

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE OF THE HEARING IMPAI.ED 

3 

STUDIES VOICE AND ARTICULATION VARIATIONS' Of lHE "EARING-IMPAIIIED 

PERSON. SEMANTIC AND SYNTACTIC STRUClUilE CF LANGUAGE OF THE DEAF, 

SIGN LANGUAGE. APPROACHES TO DEAF EDUCATION, SPEECH AND LANGUAGE 

T"ERAPY fOR THE DEAf CHILO. 

PREREQUISITES. 

SHP_23D, SHP_520. S~P_130, 5HP_135. 

WINTER. 

LUIINSKY. 

SHP'I60D 

GRADUATE THESIS 

1-8 

SOME CURRICULA IIEQUIRE, OR GIVE THE OPTION OF. A THE$IS fOil OE­

GIIEE COMPLETION. THIS 15 A FOIIMAL UNDERTAKING FOR ~HICH CIIEDIT IS 

ALLOCATED, AND TOWAIIOS WHICH END A FORMAL SET OF POLICIES AND 

PROCEDURES MUST BE fOlLOWED. A 800~lET OESCillBING SAME IS AVAIL­

ABLE IN THE OfFICE. 

PRE~EQUI SI YES. 

PERMISSION. 

FALL. MINTEII. SPRING/SUMMER.

STAFf. 

S",9120 

STUTTEillNG SEMINA' 

3 

EXAMINES THE VARIOUS THECillES OF STUIT!IIING ANOT"EIII coaaES~o­

ING THEIIAPIES, CURIIENT STUlTEillNG RESEAIIC~. DEVElOPMENT AND IR­

PLEMENTATION OF A STUTTEillNG THEIIAPY PRD'"AM. 

PUIIEQUISITES: 

S"P_235. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

LO"E. 

114 SHP Course Descriptions 
SlfPttoO 

I IEUSHIP 

1-1 

AN INDEPENDENT. PRACTICAL. STUDY T~AT IS OPEN TO AlL STUDENTS. 

IT INYOLYES MURK FOR CREDIT. AND OFTEN MITHOUT PAY. IN SITUATIONS 

SIMILAR TO APPRENTICESHIPS--MHEREIN STUDENTS HAYE AN OPPORTUNITY 

TO UTILIZE ATTAINED SKILLS IN PROFESSIONAL SETTINGS SIMILAR TO 

THOSE IN MHICH T~EY COULO FIND T~E~SELVES AFTER GRAOUATION. SUP­

ERVISION IY FACULTY OR OT~ER PROFESSIONALS RESULTS IN AOOITIONAL 

lEARNING. 

PREREOUI 51 US . 

PERM I SSION. 

FALL, MINTER, SPRING/SUMMER.

STAff. 

SHP"10 

AlCOHOll~: .TRAINING METHCOOLCGY A'D OELIVERY SKILLS 

3 

PREPARES PROfESSIONALS IN T~E AlCO~OlISM FIELD Te PERFORM 'RO­

GRANNATIC LEARNING NEEDS ASSESSMENT, TO SELECT' DESIGN INSTRUC­

TIONAL MEHTODS. AND TO SPECIfY TRAINING GCALS AND THEIR RELATION­

SHIPS TO MEANINGFUL EV'LUATICN. EMPHASIZES PRACTICE OF SKILLS AND 

USE OF FELLOM STUDENTS AS TEACHING AND CRITICAL RESOURCES. 

PREREQUI SI TES. 

PERMISSION. 

FAll 

JONES, L. 

SH"tlD 
VOICE DISORDERS 

3 

CLASSIFICATION OF CAUSES AND ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS Of VOICE 

PROIlEMS ANO DESIGNING OF THER.PeuTIC PROCEDURES. 

PREREQUISITES: 

SHP~ZID. SHP~Z3', SHP~135. 
SPRING/SUMMER.

FOIINER. 

SH P Course Index 215 
School of 
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Course Index 

ADVANCED REHABILITATIVE AUCIOLOGY SHP 80JO 

ALCOHCL & ALCOHCL CE~ENOENCY ~CRKS~CP SHP 819A 

ALCO~CL AND SU8CULTURES S~P 5015 

ALCCHCLIC PATIENT' NUASING PERSPECTIVE SHP 5018 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING FIELD PRACTICU~ I SHP 4201 

ALCOHCLISM COUNSELING FIELC PRACTICUM II SHP 4202 

ALCOHOLIS~ COUNSELING FIELD PRACTICUM III SHP 4203 

ALCOHCLISM COUNSELING FIELC PRACTICUM IV SHP 4204 

ALlOHCLISM COUNSELCR'S ACLE SHP 4670 

ALCOHCLISM IN THE METROPOLITA~ AREA SHP 522A 

ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM ADMINISTRATIO~ ShP 3011 

ALCOHCLISM. ASPECTS OF PERSCNALITY I~TEGRA'ION SHP 8110 

ALCOHtLISMI BICLOGICAL lASES CF BEHAVIOR SHP 5405 

ALCOHOLISM. COMMUNICATION SKILLS SHP 3135 

ALCOHellSM. CO~MUNITY EOUCATlCh ANC PREVEUION , SHP 3042 

ALCOHCLISM. COMMUNITY SEAVICES AND CRGANllAllONS SHP 3043 

ALCCHOLISM. COUNSELING CHARACTERISTICS SHP 8200 

ALCOHCLISM. COUNSELING IHECRY ANC PRACIICE SHP 9040 

ALC~HOLISM. CURRE~T CChCEPIS SHP 5060 

ALCOHOLISM' OYSFUhCllONAL FAMILIES SHP 521A 

ALCOHCLISM. PHYSIOLCGY & PhARMACOLCGY SHP 4603 

ALCCHCLISM. RECCVERY AND SE~UALITY SHP 5205 

ALCOHCLISM' SELF-HELP GROUPS SHP 5340 

ALCOHOLISM. THEORIES AND INTEAVENTICN METHODS SHP 5490 

ALCCHOLISM: THERAPEUTIC APPACACHES AhO TECHNIQUES SHP 3015 

ALCCHCLISM. TRAINING MET~OOOLCGY ANO OELIVE~Y SKILLS SHP 9910 

AM8ULATORY CARE ISSUES, PLAhNING AND IMPLEMENIATION SHP 7000 

A"AL Y 5 I S OF VEP 8AL 8EHAV lOR SHP 3048 

APHASIA SE~INAR SHP 8085 

ARTICULATICN OISCRDERS SHP 3115 

AUDIOLOGY ~OR NCN-AUOIOLOGISTS S~P 523E 

BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN COMMUNICATICN OISCAOERS SHP 8160 

BPEAST CA"CER UPDATE S~P 5201 

CAREER PATHS AND LIFESTYLE CHCICES SHP 5410 

CLINICAL AUDIOLCGY SHP 1210 

CLINICAL LAICRAIORY SCIENCE: BLOOD BANK I SHP 3351 

CLINICAL LABCRATORY SCIENCE. BLOOD lANK II SHP ]]72

CLINICAL LABCAATORY SCIEhCE: CHE~ISTRY I SHP ]]32 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: CHE~ISTRY II SHP 3]42

CLINICAL LA80RATORY SCIENCE. CHE~ISTRY III SHP 3]62 

CLINICAL LABCRATORY SCIENCE' CHE~ISTRY IV SHP ]]73 

CLINICAL LASOAATORY SCIENCE: ~EMATCLCGY I SHP 33]1 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE' HEMATOLOGY II SHP ]352

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: HEMATOLOGY/CCAGULATION I!I 

SHP 3361 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE' INTRODUCTION TO LABORATORY MANAGE­

MENT SHP 3315 

CLINICAL LAIORAIORY SCIENCEl MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM 

SHP 3330 

CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIENCE. MEOICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM II 

SHP 3340 

CLINICAL LABOPATORY SCIE~CE' ~EOICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM III 

SHP 3350 

CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIENCE. MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM IV 

SHP 3360 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIEWCE' MEDICAL TEC~~OLOGY PRACTICUM V 

SHP 337Q 

CLI~ICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE' ~EOICAL IECH~OlOGY PRACTICUM VI 

SHP 3310 

CLI"ICAL LAIORAIORY SCIENCE' ~ ItR0810LO'Y I SHP 3n3 

CLI"ICAL LA8CRATORY SCI ENCE' ~ICROIIOLOGY II SliP n43 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE. MICRoeIOLO;Y III SHP 3363 

CLINICAL LA8CRAIORY SCIENCE: IIJCRoelOLOGY IV SHP 3371 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE. RENAL PHYSIOLOGY AND URINALYSIS 

SHP 3341 

COMIIUNICATION DISORDERS IN CRA"OFACIAL ANCIIALIES SHP 1281 

CCOPERATIVE EDUCAIION IN... SHP 5650 

COUNSELI"G FOR FA"ILY RECCVERY S~P 521E 

COU"SELING FOR RELAPSE PREVE"TION SHP 521C 

CURRE"T IRE"OS I" PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEECH-LAhGUAGE PAT~OLOGY 

SHP 800A 

DEATH ANO ' DYING FOR THE HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL SHP 523H 

OIAG"OSING ALCOHOLISM: PRACTICAL GUIDELINES SHP 520A 

DIAGNOSTIC METHODS IN COM~UNICATION DISCRDERS SHP 3620 

DRUG INTERACIIONS FOR HEALTH PROFESSIO"ALS SHP 556A 

EDUC~TIONAL ASPECTS O~ SPEECH A"O LANGUAGE OEVELOPIIENT SHP 5010 

EPIDE~IOLOGY' PRINCIPLES AND ANALYSIS OF DATA I SHP 3.20 

~PIDE~IOLOGY' PRI"CIPLES ANO ANALYSIS OF DATA II SHP 8160 

GRADUATE ThESIS SHP 9600 

HEALTH CARE AND PCLITICS SHP 6214 

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY. UTILIZATION AND QUALITY CONTROL SHP 8920 

HEALTH. CARE ECO~OMICS I SHP 6311 

HEALTH CARE ECONO~ICS II SHP 1630 

HEALTH CARE IN AFRICA SHP 6300 

HEALT~ CARE ORGANIZATION SHP 4090 

HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION' PROILEMS, ISSUES AND 
POLICIES SHP 8930 

HEALTH CARE PRCGRA~ EVALUAllOh np 1941 

HEALT~ CARE SOCIOLCGY SHP 6290 

HEALT~ EcrNOMICS: PRINCIPLES SHP 6915 

HEALT~ EOUCATIC~ PROGRAM PLANNING SHP 8025 

HEALTH EDUCATION SKILLS SHP 3190 

HEALTH PLAhNING I SHP 3540 

HEALT~ PLAhNING II SHP 8360 

HEALIH PLANNING' AOVANCEt S~P 8015 

HEALTH PROFESSICNS EOUCATICN INSTRUCTION SHP 3192 

HEALT~ PROFESSICNS EDUCATIO"' CONTINUING EDUCATION SHP 8020 

HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION. CURRENT TRENOS AND ISSUES 

SHP 6320 

HEALTH PRO~ESSICNS EDUCATION: PRACTlCU" SHP 7110 

HEALTH PROFESSICNS EDUCATION' VALUES CLARIFICATIO" TECHNIQUES ' 

SHP 4100 

HEALTH PROFESSICNS EDUCATICN' VALUES CLARIFICATION TECHNiquES II 

SHP 8700 

HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION. ASSESSME"T OF CLINICAL INSTRUCTION 

SHP 5350 

HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION' SPECIAL ISSUES IN COMMUNITY HEAlTH 

SHP 6352 

HEALTH SCIENCE' MENTAL HEALTh ECONCMICS AND ADMINISTRATION 

SHP 6264 

HEALT~ SCIENCES. RECENT OEYELOPMENTS IN ALLIED HEALTH PRACTICE 

SHP 5280 

HEAL TH SERVICE AOIIINISTRATICNl PRINCIPLES SHP 4590 

HEALT~ SERVICES 'OMINISTRATION' FIELD E~PERIENCES I SHP 4200 

HEAL TH SERVICES AO~I"ISTRATICh. COMMUNICATION NETWORKS ~ITHIN AO­

MINSTRATIYE STRUCTURES SHP 6370 

HEAL TH SERVICES AOMINISTRATIONl FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SHP 1950 

HEal T~ SERVICES AOMI"ISTRATIO"' LECTURE SERIES SHP 1961 

HEAL TH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION: IIA~AGEME~I THEORIES SH' 1970 

HEALTH SERVICES ACMINISTRATION' PERSONNEL AOMINISTRATION ANO LAe­

OR RELATICNS SHP 6420 

HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION' pueLIC FINANCE AND SYSTEMS ANALY­
SI S SHP 6490 

HEALTH SERVICES AOMINSTRATION. FIELD EXPERIENCES II SHP 19.0 

HEARING SCIENCE SHP 4210 

HISTORY, PHILOSCPHY, AND PROFESSIONAL ASPECTS OF COMMUNICATION 

DISCROERS SHP 9011 

HOSPICE' AN ALTERNATIVE _AY TO CARE FOR THE DYING SHP 5290 

HOSPITAL AND HEALTH SERVICE OR;ANIZATION ADMINISTRATION 

SHP 8010 

HSA. AMBULATORY CARE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT SHP 7005 

HSA: LONG TERM CARE, SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT SHP 3542 

HSA. BASIC ORIENTATION TO THE FIELD OF LO_G TERM CARE SHP 3541 

HSA. MENTAL HEALTH AOMINISTRAIION SHP 5014 

HSA: MENTAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPIIENTAL OISAIILITIES SHP SOU 

IMMU"ClOGY SHP 4205 

IMPlE~ENTING AN A8SENTEEIS~ PROGRA~ IN NURSING SHP 5568 

INDEPENDENT APPRAISALS SHP 4995 

INTERNSHIP SHP 9100 

INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL AUOICLDGY SHP 4230 

INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SHP 4235 

INTRODUCTION TO REHAIILITATIVE AUDIOLOGY SHP 4240 

INTRODUCTION TO THE HEALTH PRCFESSIONS SHP 399A 

I"TROOUCTOPY SPORTS ~EOIClhE SHP 500A 

LANGUAGE OEVELO'MENT, OISO.OERS AND DIALECTS FOR TEACHERS 

SHP 523G 

LANGUAGE DISORDERS OF CHILDREN S~P 9120 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR HOSPITALS SHP 7010 

MANUAL COMMUNICATION SHP 5230 

MEDICAL SCIENCE. INTROOUCTICN ISIMI SHP 6495 

MOTOR SPEECH OISCROERS SHP 1280 

~URSING RESEARCH SEIIINAR SHP 9140 

NURSING. ADVANCED HEALTH ASSESSMENT SHP 9070 

NURSING. CARE IN DISTRIIUTIVE SETTINGS SHP 4310 

NURSING: CARE IN EPISODIC SETIINGS SHP 4311 

NURSING' CLINICAL TEACHING STRATEGIES SHP 9010 

NURSING. CONCEPTS AND PROCESSES SHP 4210 

NU~SING. HEALT~ ASSESSMENT SHP 3101 

NURSING: IMPLEMENTATION Of RESloRATIVE NURSIMG MODELS SHP 9100 

NURSING: ORIENTATICN TO FUNCTIONAL ROLES SHP 9110 

NURS1N'. PRINCIPLES CF MANAGEMENT OF CLIENT/PATIENT CARE 

SHP 4446 

NURSI"G. SENIOR SEIIINA. AND PROJECT SHP 4455 

"URSING' TEACHING OF CLIENTS/FAMILIES SHP 4460 

"URSING: THE COLLAeCRATIYE ROLE SHP 4330 

NURSING. THEORIES AND 1I00ELS SHP 9150 

"URSING: THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION SHP 4465 

NUTRITION SHP 6190 

PHONETICS SHP 4520 

PHYSIOLOGY OF AGIWG SHP 9110 

PORNOGRAPHY, CENSORSHIP AND SOCIETY SHP 7090 

216 SHP Course Index 
'I.CTICUM IN AUDIOLOGY. '~SISSMENT SH' 'Z~I 
'IACTICUN IN AUDIOLO'Y, IEH'IJLITATIC~ SH' .Z.2 
'IACTICUN IN S'EECM PAT"ClCGY, HCSPITAL SH' .Z50 
PI'CTICUM IN S'EECH PATMOLDlY, NENTAL HEALTH CENTEI $H' .Z51 
'IACTICUH IN S'EECH PATMDLDGY, 'UILIC SC~OOL SM' 9Z10 
'IOFESSIONAL ISSUES IN S'EECH AND "EAIING fEE fOI SEIVICE 
SETTINGS SM' 1000 
'SYCHC'HAINACOl.CGY SH' un 
IEADINGS AND IHVESTIGATIO~S IN... S~' 7JOO 
IIALITY THElA'Y FOI COUMSELOIS ANO THElA'ISTS SH' 7Z.5 
IEALITY THEIAPY fOI CQUhSELCRS AND T"ERA'ISTS II SH' 72•• 
IECENT OEVELO'MENTS IN C~ILDHOOO L'NGUAGE OISORDEIS SH' IDOl 
IECENT OEVELO'MENTS IN OI''',C S'EECH DISCROEIS SH' lODE 
SCHOOL HEALTH 'ROGRANS S"' 102)
SOCIOLINGUISTICS SH' 47Z5 
SPECIAL 'IOJECTS IH... SH' 7600 
SPEEC~ AND LANGUAGE DEVELO..EHT SH' .7JD 
S'EECH AHD LANGUAGE OF T"E HEAIIHG IN'AIREO SH' .5.0 
S'EEC~ PHYSIOLOGY SH' 47'5 
S'EECM-LAHGUACE AND "EARING OISORDEIS FOR TEACHEIS SH' 5ZJA 
S'EECH-LANGUAGE "THOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY, IHTIODUCTION FOR ALLIED 
'ROfESSIONALS SH' 'ZI~ 
STUTTER IN' SEMINAR SM, 97Z0 

SUISTANCE AIUSE SH' .15' 

SU'ERVISION 'N S'ECIAL EDUCATION FCR S'EECH PATHOLOGISTS 

S"' 100f ' 
TOTAL CONNUNICAT.C" FOR IETAROED C~ILDIEh SH' 'Z'C 
TREAT'NG ALCOHOL'SM, CLIN.CAL SKILLS TRAINING SH' 5Z11 
VOICE OISORDEIS SH' 9970 

VOIKSHO'. ADOLESCENTS. ALCOHeL ANO AIUSE SH' lao, 
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Administration 

President's Office 
President ....... .. . ' .. ... .. . ...... . ... .. . . .. .. . ..... . . . .. ... . . . .. . . . ....... . .... . . . .... . Leo Goodman-Malamuth II 

Executive Assistant to the President .... . .......................... .. ...................... . . . . . ....... Beverly Beeton 

Assistant to the President and Affirmative Action Officer .... . .. . ... . . . ............. _....... _......... . ...... Esthel Allen 

Director, University Relations ............................. _. .. ... .. ... . . .. . . . . .. ... .... .. .. .. ......William H . Dodd 

Academic Affairs 
Provost and Vice President .. . ............................... : ............ . . .. .. _....... _..........Curtis L. McCray 

Special Assistant to the Provost . ..... . ...... .. ....... .. ........ .. ........................ . - ... . . . . William J. Kryspin 

Associate Vice President for Research .. . . . __ ... _.. . .. .. ... . ... .. ...... .. .. ... . . ..... . . _ ...........Sheadrick Tillman III 

Dean, College of Business and Public Administration .. . ................... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... . . _ ... _. . .. . Robert L. Milam 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Dean, College of Human Learning and Development ... .. ... .. . ...... . ..... . ........ . ... . .. . . _.. .. ... . _ .... Roy Cogdell 

Director, School of Health Professions .. . ........ . ... . ....... .... ......... .. ..... . .... . . . _ . . ... .. _. Robert A. Cornesky 

Dean, Special Programs and Continuing Education . .......... . .. . . . .. : ........ . ........ . ....... . .. . .. Richard J. Vorwerk 

Director of Assessment and Coordinator of BOG and UWW . . _ ........ ... ....... .. .. ... ... . _ .. . _ . .. _.. .Otis O. Lawrence 

Director, Community Services _.. . ... .. .... _......... . .... . .... . . _ .. ........... . .. . . . . ... ........... _Hector Ortiz 

Dean, Student Affairs and Services ............ .. ... . .... . . . .. . . . . . .. .. _... _. . . .... . _ ...... .. _. .. _.... . .. Frank Borelli 

Associate Dean, Student Development .... .. ..... _...................................................Burton Collins 

Director, Admissions and Student Recruitment ........................... _......... .. . . _.. . _ ...... . .... Richard Pride 

Coordinator, Community College Relations . . ................... . . .. . . .... . ................ . .... . .....Thomas Deem 

Registrar .. . ..... . ......... _... _. ..... .. _. . . ... . .. .. .. .. .... .. ... . . . .. _... . _ . .. . . .... ... _.. Richard Rainsberger 

Director, Financial Aids .......... . .............. . ............ . .. . .... ... .. . .................. . . Herbert Robins'bn 

Director, Student Activities . .. _.. . .... . _ ........... _...... .. ..... _... _. ........... _. .... . ....... Tommy Dascenzo 

Director, Instructional Communications Center ... _......... . . . .... . ........ . . . ..... . .. ... ......... . Ralph Kruse (Acting) 

Director, University Library ....... . . . . . .... . ... .. ........... . ..... _... _..................... _.. . .... _.. Jean Singer 

Administration 
Vice President .... -................... . ...... _. . ........ .. ... ... ... ... . . _ ... . . . ............ . .. _.. Melvyn N. Freed 

Business Manager ..... . . . .......... . ............. .... ..................... . ..... _... _.... _. ... _Richard Lazarski 

Director, Personnel .... . ...... __ ................................................................ _. Barbara Clark 

Director, Public Safety .... . . .. .. .. .. .... .............................................. .. ...... .. .. . Norman Love 

Director, Physical Plant Operations ............................ . .............. . ...... _.... _.. . _ William Wickersham 

Institutional Research and Planning 
Vice President ..... . . . .... . ............... . ........ .. ... . .... . ... : .......... . ........ . . . ... . ....Virginio L. Piucci 

Associate Vice President ........... ... ................................ . ........... _....... . ... . ... Gerald Baysore 

Coordinator, Budget Planning . . .. . ............ , . .................... . ... .. .. . ... . .... . .. . ... , . .... _... _.Jay Kahn 

Coordinator, Institutional Research ...... . ............... _....... _. .... . ...... .. ...... .... .. .. .. . . . . Alan L. Bennett 

Coordinator, Information Systems ....... . ................ . .................... . ......... ... .. ... . .. .. Ronald Miller 

220 Professional and Administrative Staff 
Professional and 
Administrative Staff 
T. 	DAVID AINSMCRT~ 
ceDRDINITOR OF INSTRUCTle~AL DEVEloP'ENT. ICC 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF I~STRUCTICNAL CoN'UNICA­
TloNS. ICC 
N.A •• UNIVERSITY OF ST. AhOREMS. 1961 
PH.D •• UNIVERSITY OF SOUT~ERN C.LIFDRNIA. 1970 
E$THEL AllEN 
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDE~T ANO AFFIR".TIVE ACTIO~ 
CFFICEP 

ft.A •• OLIVET COlLEGE. 1965 

~.A., GOVERN~RS STATE UNIVERSITY ••972 

TEO F. ANOREMS 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF EhVIRoNNENTAL SCIENCE. CAS 
B.A •• EHP~RII STATE UNIVERSITY. 19~0 
N.S •• UNIVERSITY OF I~MA. 1942 

PH.D •• ~HIC STATE UNIVERSITY, 1941 

CURA B. ANTHONY 
UNIVERSITY PROfESSOR OF ETHNIC STUDIES. CIS 
B.A •• HORGAN STATE COLLEGE. 1~. 
N.A •• UNIVERSITY OF ILLINCIS. 1'5~ 

PH.D •• N~RTH~ESTERN UNIVERSITY. 1.72 

NARTHA ARMSTRONG 
HEAD. REFERENCEISUBJECT SPECIALIST. UL 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF LIBRIRY SCIENCE. UL 
A.A. 	 THOR~TON JUNIOR COLLEGE, 1.5. 
B.S•• UNIVERSITY OF ILLINCIS. 19.1 
".S.L.S•• UNivERSITY OF ILLINOIS, 1971 
CERTIFIED Bl0-HEDICAL LleR.RI'N. UNIVERSITY OF 
ILlINOI S. 1972 
IRA BAhK 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF "U"AN RElAT1CNS SERVICES, 
CHLD 

B.A., MESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY ••••~ 

".A., MAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY. 1966 

PH.D •• IIAYNE ST.TE UNIVERSITY, I~'O 

DONN. URBER 
HEAD. LIRCULATION/NEDI •• UL 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF LIBRARV SCIENCE. UL 
B.A •• GOVER~CRS STATE UNIVERSITY ••974 

" •••• GDYERN~RS ST.Tf UNIVERSITY, 1976 

'ERALO C. BAYSORE 
ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT. INSTITUTIONAL RESEARC~ 
AND PUNNING 
U~IVfRSITY PROFESSOR OF HUNAN LEARNING .NO DEVEL­
OPMENT. CHLO 
B.A•• OAK~lA IIESLEYAN UNIVERSITY. 1962 

".A•• UNIVERSITY OF DENVER. 1963 

ED.O •• UNIVERSITY OF DENVER. 1971 

ROIERTA ". BUR 
UNIVERSITY 'ROFESSDR OF EARLY C~ILDHOOO EDUCATION. 
CHLO 
I.A•• MILLS CCLLEGE ••963 

'H.O•• UMIVERSITY OF CHICAGO ••9.7 

JOttN 	 M. BECII 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF EOUCATICN. CHLO 
B.A., lNOIANA UNIVERSITY OF 'ENKSYLVANI •••936 
R.A., UNIVERSITY OF CHICA,e. 19~' 
PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, 195] 
IEVERLY BEElON 
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT TO T~E 'RESIDENT 
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M.A •• GOVER~CRS STATE UNIVERSITY. 1913 

PAUL 	 R. SCHRANZ 

UNIVERSITY 'ROFESSOR OF PHOTOGRAP~Y. CAS 

8.F.A •• OHIO UNIVERSITY. 1910 

II.A •• GOVERNCRS STATE UNIVERSITY. 1913 

M.F.A •• NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY. 1911 

TERRI SCHWARTZ 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLCGY, CHLO 

8.A •• REED CCLLEGE. 1910 

LAMARR SCOTT 

TELEVISION PRODUCER. ICC 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF TELEVISIOh. ICC 

8.S•• CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, 1912 

M.A •• CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, 1913 

FARUUK SHUBAN 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
CBPA 
B.C., ALEXANDRIA UNIVERSITY, 1960 

M.S., SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, 1966 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. 1912 

AIDA 	 SHEKI8 
U.IVERSITY PROFESSOR OF 8USINESS AOMINISTRATION. 
caPA 

8.A., ALEXANDRIA UNIVERSITY. 1960 

M.8.A., INDIANA UNIVERSITY. 1'6~ 

PH.D•• UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. 1910 

C.M.A., INSTITUTE OF HAN.GEME~T ACCOUNTING. 1915 

C.P.A., STATE OF TENNESSEE, 1916 

NANCY IENTON SHERICK 
UNIVERSITY 'ROFESSOR OF SPECIAL EOUC,TION. CHLO 
B.A•• OHIO STATE UN~ERSITY, 1947 

M.EO •• PENNSYLVANIArSTATE UNIVERSITY. 1961 

EO,.O .. PENNSYlVAN A STATE UNIVERSITY. 1.13 

At FONSO SHE RMAN 

UNIVERSITY P~OFESSOR OF THEATAE, CAS 

I.A., TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY. 19!1 

N.A., TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY. 1953 

PH.D., INOIA~A UNIVERSITY. 1964 

JOEl 	 SHINAULT 
CETA COOROINATOII 

I.A., NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, 1912 

M.A., ATLANTA UNIVERSITY. 1919 

OONNA L. SIEHRO 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF SCIENCE EDUC'IICN. CAS 

8.S.EO., CONCORDIA TEACHERS COLLEGE, 196' 

M.S.EO., NORTHERN ILLlhtlS UNIVE~SITY. 1910 

PH.D •• UNIVERSITY OF IOWA. 191~ 

HERIIAN S I EVERtNG 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF ENGINEER1~G SCIENCE, CAS 
8.S•• UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. 1966 

M.S •• UNIVERSITY OF ILLINCIS, 1'67 

PH.O•• UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. 1911 

KEN~ETH H. SilBER 
UNIVE~SITV PROFESSOR OF CCMMUNICATION SCIENCE, 
CHlD 
8.A •• UNIVERSITV OF ~OC~ESTER. 1~65 . 
M.S •• UNIVERSITV CF SOUTHERN CALIFOR~IA, 1~6T 
PH.n •• UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALlfOPhIA, 1969 
JEAN H. SINGER 
DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY LIBRARV 
UNIVERSITY PROfESSOR OF LIBRARV SCIENCE, UL 
8.E •• CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY, 1'46 

M.A.L.S., ROSAPV COLLEGE, 1970 

Mel SLCTT 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF THEATRE, CAS 

B.A., OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, 1'58 

M.l •• OHIC STATE UNIVERSITV, 1960 

PH.D., CHIC STATE UNIVERSITV, 1~66 

8ARRARA ~MITH 

ASSISTANT DEAN. SPECIAL PROGRAMS' CChTINUING 

EDUCAT ION 

B.A •• UNIVERSITY OF OE~VER, 1951 
M.A .. UNIVERSITV OF DEI<VER, 1953 
LINOA C. STEINER 
UNIVERSITV PROFESSOR OF JCURNALIS~, CAS 
8.l •• UNIVERSITY OF PENNSVLVANIA, 1972 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF ILL INC IS. 197~ 

MICHAEL STELNICKI 

DIRECTOR OF PRODUCTIO~, C~lD 

UNIVEPSITY PROFESSOR Of CCMMUNICATIOh SCIENCE, 

CHlO 
8.A., DEPAUL UNIVERSITV. 1961 
M.A., NDRTHMESTERN UNIVERSITV, 1~68 
ED.D., NORTHERN IllINOIS UNIVERSITY, 1geo 
CARL 	 P. STOVER 

UNIVERSITV PROfESSOR OF PU8LIC SERVICE, cePA 

8.A•• STA~FORD UNIVERSITY, 1969 
M.A •• UNIVEPSITY OF MINNESOTA, 1'73 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF 'INNESCTA, 1971 

RUDOLF STRUKOFF 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF VCCAL MUSIC, CAS 

B.M.E •• ANOREMS UNIVERSITY, 1960 
M.MUS•• MICHIGAN STATE U~IVERSITY, 1964 
PH.D., MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, 1910 
DAVID SUOOICK 

PSYCHOMETRIST, STUOENT DEVELOPMENT 

UNIVERSITY PPOFESSOR IN STUDENT DEVELOP~EhT 

8.S., ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY, 1965 

~.A •• UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLCRAOO, 1966 

PH.D •• UNIVERSITY Of NCRTHERN CClCRADO, 1969 

CAROLYN J. TAL80TT 
COORDINATOR, COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, CHLD 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF HUMAN RELATICNS SERVICES, 
CHLD 
8.S., 80WliNG GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY, 1950 
M.ED., UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI. 1~62 
ED.D., UNIVERSITY OF TCLEOO, 191~ 
II. CATHER INE TAYlOR 
ASSISTANT 	 DIRECTOR, AD~ISSIONS , STueENT RECRUIT­
MENT 
8.A •• UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, 1910 
N.A •• GOVERNORS . STAT~ UNIVERSITY, 1973 
OIIRI S THURSTON 
UNIVERSITY RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, TEAC~ER CO~PS GRANT 
CHLD 
8.A., CHICAGC STATE UNivERSITY, 1918 
SHEAORICK TILLMAN III 

ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIOE~T, RESEARCH 

8.S., SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNivERSITY, 1~61 

M.S.ED., SOUTHERN ILLlhCIS UNIVERSITY, 1~10 

EO.D., NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY. 1919 

WILLIAM TONER 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF ENVIRON~E~TAL PLA~NIIIG, 

CAS 

8.S•• CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, 1~10 
II.P.A •• CALIFeRNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, 19T1 
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SHANNON TROY 
REFERENCE lI8RARIAN, UL 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF LIBRARY SCIENCE, Ul 
8.A., NAZARETH COLLEGE, 1962 
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF ROC~ESTER. 1964 
M.L.S., RUTGERS UNIVERSITY. 1966 
JORDAN A. TSOLAKleES 
UNIVERSITY PPOFESSOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
CBPA 

B.S., UNIVERSITY OF THESSALONIKI, 1.56 

M.S., MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, 1962 

PH.D., MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, 1'68 

DALE 	 J. UNOERMCOD 
UNIVERSITY RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, TEACHER CORPS GRANT 
CHLD 

8.A., UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, 1~64 

M.A., UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, 1966 

KENNETH VAN DOREN 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF ALCOHOLISM SCIENCES, SHP 

8.A., BROCKLVN COLLEGE, 1~49 

M.A., WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY, 1951 

DALE 	 M. VELKOVITl 

LECTURER, CBPA 

B.S., SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, 1977 

M.8.A., SOUT~ERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, 1971 

C.P.A., STATE OF ILLINCIS, 1919 ' 

ALMA 	 MALKER VINYARD 

UNIVERSITY PROfESSOR OF ENGLISH, CAS 

8.A., CLARK COLLEGE, 1964 

M.S., UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE, 1.69 

PH.D•• UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE, 1973 

RICHARD J. VORMERK 

DEAN, SPECIAL PROGRAMS' CONTINUING EDUCATION 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF PUlllC ADMINISTRATION, 

CBPA 
8.A., UNIYERSITY OF NOTRE DANE, 1956 

M.A., lOYOLA UNIVERSITY (CHICAGOI, 196]

M.A., INOIANA UNIVERSITY, 1966 

PH.O., INOIA~A UlIVERSITY, 1971 

ANTHONY WEI 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY, CAS 

8.A., SALESIAN UNIVERSITY, 1951 

M.A., SALESIAN UNIVERSITY, 1.62 

S.S.L., PONTIFICAL BleLICAL INSTITUTE, 1~64 

PH.O., UNIVERSITY OF FREIBURG, 1~69 

M.L.S., UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH, 1.11 

JANE 	 WELLS 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF BUSINESS AONINISTRATION, 

CBPA 

8.A., IIAR'GARET COLLEGE, 1966 

II.S., UNIVERSITY Of IOWA, 1967 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, 1910 

SANDRA WH IT AK ER 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLCGY, CHlD 

B.A., WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY, 1959 

M.A •• WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY, 1967 

PH.D., IIICHI'AN STATE UNIVERSITY, 191] 

KENNETH R. WHITTEIIORE 

CHAIRPERSON, DIVISION OF HEALTH SERVICES 

ADMINISTRATION, SHP 

UNivERSITY PROFISSOR Of HEALTH SERVICES ADMINIS­
TRATION, SHP 

ft.A., ST. lAWRENCE UNIVERSITY, 1956 

M. DIV.. TUFTS UPHVERSITY, 195~ 

PH.D., EMORY UNIVERSITY, 1911 

WllllAII WICKERSHA~ 

DIRECTOR, PHYSICAL PLANT OPERATIONS 

I.S.II.E., UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. 1961 

KEIIIIETH F. WIEG 

UNIVERSITY PROfESSOR OF HUIIAN LEARNING AND DEVEL­

OPMENT, CHLD 

8.8.A., UNIVERSITY OF ~ISCONSIN, 1~41 

8.0•• NORTHweSTERII LUTHERAN THEOLOGICAL SEMIIIARY. 
1951 

N.S., UNIVERSITY OF OREGCN, 1961 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY Of OREGON, 1973 
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,fCCY £LfANOR WILLIAMS 
DIRECIOR TEACHER CORPS GRANT. CHLD 
UNIVE~SITV P~OFESSO' Of ECUCATICN, C~LO 
a .s., UNIVERSITY OF ILLINCIS. 1~51 
M.S •• UNIVERSITY Of CHICAGO. 1.12 

PH.D •• UNIVE~SITY OF CHICAGO. 1••0 

aUFO~D E. WllseN 

UNIVERSITY P~OFESSDR OF PSYCHCLCGY. C~LD 

I.A •• UNIVER\ITY OF NEVADA. 1.61 
PH.D •• UNIVERSITV OF ~EVAOA. 1.11 
AUDREY WITZMAN 

UNIVERSITY PROfESSO~ Of ECUCATICN, C~LO 

8.A •• EUREKA COLLEGE. 1.'. 
M.ED •• NATIONAL COlL£GE Of EDUCATION, 1..2 
PH.D •• NO~TH~ESTERN UNIVERSITY, 1.16 
lONN WOLf 

UNIVERSIIY LECTURER OF HU~AN RELATIONS SE.VICES, 

CHU 

a.A •• UNIVERSITY Of CHICAGO, 1.10 
M.S•• YALE UNIVERSITY, 1.11 

PH.D •• YALE UNIVERSITY. 1.1, 

ADDISON WOODWARD 

CHAIRPERSON. DIVISION Of PSYCHCLOGY AND 

COUNSELING. CHLD 

UNIVERSITY P~OfESSOR OF PSYCHDLCGY. CHLD 

B.S •• C.W., POST COLLEGE. 1.64 
M.A •• CONNECTICUT COLLEGE. 1.66 

PH.D •• UNIVE'SITY OF TORONTO, 1.'. 

S.J. 	lUYIM.AZI ZA~E 
UNIVERSITY PROfESSOR OF CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY. CAS 
L.l.8•• UNIVERSITY OF Lo~DON, 1.51 
BARRISTER-AT-LAW. GRAYS INN. lONDON 
M.COMP. lAW, UNIVERSITY Cf CHICAGO, 1.5. 
PH.D •• NORTHWESTERN UNIVE.SIIY. 1"1 
LEON 	 J. ZALEWSKI 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF SCIENCE EDUC.TION, CAS 

8.5•• CALIFORNIA STATE CelLEGE. 1.65 
M.ED•• INDIA~A UNIVE.SITY Of PENNSYLVANIA, 1.6. 
PH.D•• UNIVERSITY OF IOWA. 1.14 
PANELA lENER 

~~!?~I~~D~~~:O~:~:~:SI~~= 1.6. 

liNDA K. ZIENANN 

UNIVERSITY P'OfEsseR Of NURSING, SHP 

8.S.N•• OHIO STATE UNIVERSTIY, 1.62 
M.S.N•• GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY, 1.,. 
State of Illinois Board of Higher Education 
William B. Browder, Chairman, Lincolnshire 
Diego Redondo,M.D. Vice Chairman, Deerfield 
Warren H. Bacon, Chicago 
Rey Brune, Moline 
Leon Davis, Chicago 
Gaylord Donnelley, Chicago 
William D. Forsyth, Jr. Springfield 
John Gilbert, Carbondale 
Hugh Hammerslag, Rockford 
Carol Lohman, Springfield 
David Murray, Sterling 
William Norwood, Elk Grove VII/age 
Jane Hayes Rader, Cobden 
James Unland, Pekin 
Merle Yontz, Peoria 
Joseph Maltese, Chicago (Student) 
Alternates 
Dominick J. Bufalino, Norwood Park Township 
Robert J. Lenz, Bloomington 
Toussaint L. Hale, Jr. Chicago 
Dan M. Martin, Chicago 
Carol Kimmel, Rock Island 
Robert Saal, Murphysboro 
State of Illinois Board of Governors of State 
Colleges and Universities 
Dominick J. Bufalino, Chairman, Norwood Park 
Township 

Donald Waiters, Executive Director, Springfield 

Daniel Alvarez, Chicago 

James Althoff, McHenry 

Lowell Fisher, Fairview 

. Mrs. William Froelich, Jr. Gridley 
Mrs. Fremont Kaufman, LaSalle 
John Warner,llI, Clinton 
Student Board Members 
Bernard Johnson, Chicago State University 

Terry Teele, Eastern Illinois University 

(fo be elected), Governors State University 

Kim Rohter, Northeastern illinois University 

Scott Clarke, Western Illinois University 
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ABNtRPAL PSYCHCLOGY ~LO 5030 

ACADEMIC COH~ITTEE SEMINAR IN HU"A~ SERVICES HLO 6710 

ACCCUNTING AND CO.PUTER INTEGRATIC~ BPA 5130 

ACCOU~TING FOR AONINISTRATIVE CONTROL BPA 8101 

ACCOUNTING FOR HEALTH SERVICE ORGA~ILATIONS 8PA 51~0 

ACCOUNTING FOR NON~PROFIT AND PUBliC SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS 

BPA 5150 

ACCOU~TI~G INFORM'TION SYSTEMS BPA 8120 

ACCOU~TING THEORY BPA 3110 

ACTING STYLES AND THEORIES CAS 6430 

ADLEAIAN FAMILY CCUNSELING ~LD 1560 

ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATICN: LATINO I CAS 8112 

AOPINISTRATION 1100 ORGAhIZITICN. LATI~C II CAS 8173 

IDMINIST~ATION AND SUPERVISIO~ IN eUSINESS EDUCATION BPA 8122 

ADMINISTRITION AND SUPERVISION IN ~UMAN SERVICES HLO 6120 

ADMINISTRATIVE LA~ BPA 5~~D 

ADCLESCENCE ~LD 'O~O 

:g~~~~~O~RI"~~~K:~~O I n.OODCUT TECHN IQUES (BLACK AND IIHITE Ret IEf. 
CAS 5~62 

AOYANCED ACCOUNTlhG BPA 4110 

ADvANCEn ACTI~G CAS 61~1 

ADVANCED CONDUCTI~G CAS 1041 

ADVANCED CONSU.ER ECONOMICS FCRU~ BPA 5205 

ADVANCED DESIGN PRINCIPLES II: 2-0 CESIGh PROBLEMS CAS 5131 

ADVANCED DRAWING: LIFE STUDY AS ABSTRACTION AND EXPRESSION 

CAS 5702 

A~VANCED EXPERINE~TAL PSYCHOLCGY HLO 5060 

ADVANCED FINANCIAL MANAGEPE~T BPA 5320 

aDVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLCGY HLO 5010 

ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL THERAPY TECHNICUES' ADULT ~O 85~~ 

ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL THERAPY TECHNICUES' C~ILO HLO 15~3 

ADVANCED PATNTING AND DRaWING CAS 5700 

ADVANCED PRINTMAKING II' CCLOR REO~CTION WOODCUT cas 5~63 

ADVANCED PRINTPAKING' SERIGRAP~Y CAS 55DO 

ADvaNCED PUILIC SPEAKING cas 31.1 

aDVANCED READING FOR BILINGUAL STUDENTS CAS 3151 

ADVANCED REHABILITATIVE AUDICLCGY SHP 1000 

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES' • •• ~LO 1530 

ADVANCED VOICE AND OICTICN FOR STA'E/TV/FILM CAS 6733 

ADVERTISING BPA ~550 

ADVERTISING AS CO"PUNICATION HLO 5510 

ADVERTISING STRATEGY AND CONSUMER IEHAVICR HlO 5.00 

ADVOCACY IN HUNAN SERVICES HLO 7010 

AESTHETIC EO~ATION CAS 5~~0 

AESTHETICS CAS 7220 

AFRICAN ART I' WEST AFRICA CAS 5312 

AFRICAN ART II' CENTRal AFRICA CAS 5313 

AFRICAN CIVILIZATICNS CAS 5252 

AFRICAN HISTORY CAS 5010 

AFRICAN POLITICS CAS 5254 

AFRicaN-AMERicaN ~ISTORY CAS 4200 

AFRO-AMERICAN M~SIC CAS 506C 

AIR QLAllTY R(SEARCH CAS 5050 

ALCOHCL , ALCOHCL OEPENOENCY WORKS~P SltP IIU 

ALCOHCl aND SUICULTURES SHP 5015 

ALCOHOLIC PATIENT. NURSI~G PERSPECTIVE SHP 5011 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING FIELD PRACTICUM I SHP ~201 

ALCOHOlISM COUNSELING FIELD PRACTICUM II SHP 4202 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING FIELD PRACTICUM III SHP 4203 

ALCOH[LISM COUNSELING FIELD PRACTICUN IV SHP 4204 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELOR'S RClE SHP 4610 

AlCOHCLIS~ IN THE METROPCLITA~ AREA SHP 522A 

ALCOltCLISM PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION SHP 30BI 

AlCOHClISM. ASPECTS OF PERSONALITY INTEGRATION SHP BIIO 

ALCOHOLISM. BIOLCGICAL BASES [F BE~AVIOR SHP 5405 

AlCOH[lISM' COPMUNICATION SKillS SltP 3135 

ALCOHCLISM. COMMUNITY EOUCATIC~ AND PREVE~TION SHP 3042 

AlCOHOLISM. COMMUNITY SERVICES AND ORGAN'IUTJONS 'SHP 3043 

ALCOHOLISM. COUNSELING CHARACTERISTICS SHP B200 

AlCOHCLISM: COUNSELI~G T~ECRY AND PRACTICE SHP 90~D 

ALCOHOLISM' CURRENT CONCEPTS SHP 5060 

ALCOHOLISM' DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILIES SHP 521A 

ALCOHOLISM: PHYSIClOGY ,PH.RMACOlCGY 5~P ~'03 

ALCOHCLISM. RECOVERY AND SE_UAl'TY SHP 5205 

ALCOHCllSM' SELF-hELP GROUPS SHP '340 

ALCOHOLISM. THEORIES AND INTERVENTION MET~OOS SHP 5490 

ALCOHClISM. THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES ANO TECHNIQUES SHP 3015 

ALCOHtLlSM' TRAINING MET~OOOlCGY AND DELIVERY SKILLS SHP 9~10 

AlGE8RA 8PA ]~D' 

ALTERNATIVE HELPI~G MODES FOR ~OMEN HLO 50~0 

AMIUlATORY CARE ISSUES, PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION SHP '000 

AMERICAN FOREIGh P[lICY CAS 5379 

AMERICAN HISTORY. 1~30'S CAS 7270 

AMERICAN LAlOR HISTORY CAS 7285 

AMERICAN lAII AND THE NEGRCI HISTORICAL ANAlYSIS CAS 500' 

APERICAN liTERATURE I CAS 3130 

AMERICAN LITERATURE II CAS 3740 

AMERICAN NATIONAL GOVERNMENT IPA 390Z 

AMERICAN NEGRO SLAVERY C'S 5371 

AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT IPA 5950 

AMERICAN PUBLIC ADDRESS CAS 1009 

AMERICAN URBAN ~ISTORY CAS 7Z30 

AN INTRODUCTION TO VIllAGE AND TOlIN 'lANNING CAS 5296 

ANILYSIS OF FINANCIAL STATEME~TS IPA 1360 

ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 8PA ~375 

ANALYSIS OF VERIAL IEHAVIOR SHP 3048 

ANTHROPOLOGY FOR PLANNERS CAS 6725 

ANTHRCPOlOGY OF lA~1 POLICE AND SOCIETY CAS 8175 

ANTHRtPOlOGY OF POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS CAS 7B33 

APHASIA SE_INAR SHP 1085 

APPLIED APPROACHES TO HUMA~ COMMUNICATIONS HlO 5640 

APPLIED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING BPA II~O 

APPLIED MUSIC CAS 5160 

APPLIED REGRESSICN ANALYSIS IPA 8466 

APPLIED RESEARC~ HlO 1500 

APPRAISALS': THE ECONONIC VALUATION OF LA~O ePA 4607 

AQUATIC CHEMISTRY CAS 1090 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES' TERMINOLOGY USE IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICA 

BPA 3606 

ART A~D SCCIETY CAS 5590 

ART HISTORY - EGYPTIAN CAS 507A 

ART HISTORY--AMERICAN CAS 5078 

ART OF AFRO-A"ERICANS CAS 5070 

aRT OF FIRST AMERICANS IANERICAN-I~OIANSI CAS 5311 

ART OF PRE-COLUMIIAN AMERICA I C'S 5310 

ART OF PRE-COLUMBIAN AMERICA II CAS 5314 

ART OF THE SCUTH PACIFIC CAS 5011 

ART SINCE 1945 CAS 559~ 

ARTFORMS CAS 5019 

ARTIC~LATION OISCRDERS SHP 3115 

ASCENT OF MAN CAS 5261 

ASIAN HISTORY CAS 5320 

astAN-AMERICAN LITERATURE CAS 675. 

ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES CAS 5330 

AUDIOLOGY FOR NON-AUDIOLOGISTS S~, 513E 

AUDIT CONCEPTS AND STANDARDS BPA ~140 

AUDIT THEORY AND PHilOSOPHY IPA 1170 

AUTOMATION IN liBRARIES HlO 599A 

BASIC SCENIC ELEME~TS CAS 6110 

BEGINNING COUNSELING' HUMAN 'ElATION SKilLS HlO .720 

BEHAVIOR OF ANI"AlS. ADVANCED TOPICS CAS 5470 

BEHAVIOR OF aNIMALS' EXTENDEO FIElt STUDIES CAS 5'91 

BEHAVIOR OF ANIPAlS' FIELD STUOIES CAS 540~ 

BEHAVIOR OF ANIPALS: INTRODUCTION CAS 5360 

IEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN COMMUNICATION OISCROERS SHP 1160 

IEHAVIOR PROIlEMS HLO 6310 

IEHAVIOR PROBLEMS FOR CLASSROOM TEACHERS HLO 6500 

BEHAVIOR THERAPY HlD "'5 

BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH IN IUSINESS IPA 4~2Z 

BEYOND TEXTBOOK SCIENCE CAS 1190 

BIBLE 'S liTERATURE IN SOCIAL CO'TEXT CAS 6541 

BIOCHEMISTRY' LABORATORY CAS 540Z 

BIOCHEMISTRY' lECTURE CAS 540] 

BIOFEEDIACK 'SELF-REGULATION HLt 5202 

IIOLOGY OF lOCAL MA"MALS cas 5510 

BLACK CHilO IN THE sueUR BAN SCHOOlS HlO 799A 

ILACK COMPOSERS CAS 50~0 

BLACK DRAMA CAS 5100 

ILACK HUMOR CAS 5110 

BLACK LITERATURE I CAS 5120 

IlACK liTERATURE II CAS 5130 

BLACK ORATORY CAS 5065 

IlACK POLITICAL lifE IN AMERICAN CITIES ' CAS 5220 

BLACK VAlUES AND URIAN TEACHER EDUCATION HlO '6Z0 

BLACK MaMEN IN ANERICAN ~ISTORY CAS 51'0 

BLACK WOMEN IN LITERATURE CAS '133 

BLACK/WHITE SOCIETY AND THE DELIVERY OF HUMAN SERYICES HlO 6730 

BREAST CANCER UPDATE SHP '201 

BRITISH/CANADIAN THEATRE EXPERIENCE CAS 6280 

IROAOCASTING IN A"ERICA CAS 6960 

BUSINESS AND THE PUILIC INTEREST BPA 14~1 

BUSINESS CO"NUNICATION IPA 3703 

BUSINESS lA~ I IPA 31Z5 

BUSINESS LAII II BPA 3126 

BUSINESS POLICY IPA ~~9~ 

CAlCU!. US FOR IUSINESS 8PA H~ 

caPITALIZATION THEORY' TECHNIQUES BPA 4601 

CAREER EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS HLO 6330 

CAREER PATHS AND liFESTYLE CHOICES SHP 5410 

CARIBBEAN CULTURES cas '362 

caRIBBEAN HISTORY CAS '3'9 

CHAMBER MUSIC EN SENILE CAS 5770 

CHARACTERISTICS OF LEARNI~G DISAIlEO STUDENTS HLO 96'0 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MENTAllY RETaRDED HLO'I'O 

CHICAGO MEOlA lAICRATORY CAS 7190 

CHICANO AND PUER TO RICAN STRUGGLE THROUGH liTERATURE CAS "it 

tHICANQ STRUGGLE CAS 5335 

CHilO AND FaNllY IN THE C~MUNITY HLO 101' 

CHilO DEVELOPMENT HLO 5110 

CHILDREN ANO TELEVISION CAS 7131 

CHilDREN'S liTERATURE CONFERENCE CAS 63'9 

CHilDREN'S TOURING THEATRE CAS 6311 

CHILDREN'S TOURING THEATRE PRACTICUM CAS 631Z 
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CHINESE CUlTU.EI l lNGUAG E AND LITE. ca1 6'51 

CHINESE HISTORY 151M' CAS 5)21 

CHINESE RELIGIOUS T ~QGGHT CAS 5400 

CHORAL ARR'NGI~G CAS 5100 

CHORAL liTERATURE FOR TfAC~ER EOUC'TICN CAS 60)2 

CHORAL METHOOS '~O CONbUCTI~G CAS 5TI0 

CHROMATOGRAPHIC TEC~IQUES fOR ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS cas 5440 

CLASSROOM USE Of INSTRUCTICNAl MATERIALS HlO 5510 

CLINICAL AUOICLCGY SHP 1210 

CLINICAL EXPERIENCES TN fOUCATI ON CAS 1420 

CLINICAL LalORATORY SCIFNCEI Blor BAN~ I SHP ))51 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: 8LO~0 BAh~ II SH. ))12 

CLINICAL LA r.a ITOR' SCIfNee. C"fMISTRY I SM. ]H2 

CLINICAL LAB OR ATORY SC I fNeE I CI'EMI STRY II SMP H4Z 

CLINICAL lAIORATORY SCIENCE. C~EPISTRY III S~P ]]62 

CLINICAL lAIORATORY SCIENCE' C~E'ISTRY IV SHP ))1) 

CLINICAL lAIORATORY SCIENCE: "f"ATrICGY I SHP 3))1 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SClfNCE' "fMATClOGY II SHP ))52 

CLINICAL LAIORATORY SClfNCE. ~EMaTCLOCY/trAGUlATION III 

SHP n61 

CLINICAL lABORATORY SClfNCE' INT 'OCUC TIOh TO lA80RATa~y MANAGE­

MENT S~P n85 

CLINICAL lAle'ATORY SClfNCE' MEDICAL TEC~NOIOCV PRACTICUM 

SHP H30 

CLllIlCAL lAlORITORY KUNCE. "fOICAI lECt-NOLOGY PRAClICIl" II 

SHP ])40 

CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIENCE . "(OICAl TfCH~OlOGY PRACTICUM III 

SHP n~o 

CLINICAL LAIORAIORY SCIENCE. "EOICAL TECHNOLOGY 'RACTICUM IV 

. SHP 3360 

CLINICAL IAlORATORY· SC lfNCf. PEDICAL TEC~"OIOGY PRACIICUM V 

SliP )]70 

CLINICAL lAIORATORY SCIENCE. MEDIC'l TECHNOLOGY 'RACTICUM VI 

SH. nlo 

CLINICAL lABORATORY SC I fNeE: ,ICROIII' I OGY I SM. 33)3 
CLINICAL lAIoRATOR' KIfNU: MICROUOIOGY II SHP n4) 
CLINICAL lABORATORY SCIENCE: MICROIIOIOGY III $H' )]6) 
CLINICAL LAIORATORY SClEhCf' "ICIIOetOIOGY IV SHP nl1 
CLINICAL LAIo'ATORY SCIENCE. RENAL PHYS ICLOGY AND URINALYSIS 
SHP ]HI 

CLINICAL PRACTICUM IN RE ADING ..109512 

COGNITIVE 'SYCHOLfGY APPLIED TO INSTRUCTION HLO 5160 

COLLECTIVE IARGAINING IPA 5425 

CQNRERCIAl lANK MAhAGEMENT ePA 8310 

COMNUNICATING AESTHETIC VALUES THROUGH SPORT HlQ 9000 

COMMUNICATION' CHANGE fOR T~ERAPISTS AND EDUCATORS HLO '61. 

COMMUNICATION AND HUMAN SEXUALITY ~ID 1130 

CONNUNICATION DISORDERS IN CR'NOFACIAI Ah'MAlIES SHP 8211 

COMMUNICAIION FOR INDIVIDUALS ~ITH SPECIAL NEEDS HID 1112 

CDMNUNICATION Of IMNOVATIONS HLD 1200 

COMNUhlCATION RESEARCH HlO t280 

COMMUNICATION SfNSITIVllY ~ID 5100 

COMMUNICATION ~ORKSHOP ON HUMAN SEXUALITY HlD 161) 

COMNUNICAIION' fOR CLASSROOM TEACHER CAS 1255 

COMMUNICATIOMS I IPA 3101 

COMMUNICATIONS II BPA )102 

CORRUNITY COlllGE ADMINISTRATION ~ID 91)1 

COMNUNITV COLLEGE COUNSfll"G HtD 1520 

COMMUNITY COMMUNICATION SYSTE'S t-LD 5710 

COMMUNITY ENERGY PLANNINGa APPLICATIONS CA~ 5295 

CONNUNITY ENERGY PLANNINC: fUNDAMf~TALS CAS 6255 

CONNUNITY MENTAL ~EAITH SE'INA. ~LC 6)10 

COMMUNITY MENTAL ~EALTH SEMINA. HlD 1340 

COhMUNITY ORGANIIATION HLD 6150 

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION/COMMUNITY DEVfl0PMENT CAS 7210 

COMMUNITY PSYCHOICGY ~LO 6J50 

CORMUNITY SIUDIES RESfARCH CAS 1111 

COMMUNITY STUDIES SEMINAR CAS 1110 

COM'ARATIVE ADMINISTRATICN IPA 5915 

CeM'ARATIVE DRA"A' TRAGEDY C'S 12]5 

COM'ARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS 8'A ~2]~ 

COMPARATIVE lATIN A"ERICAN CULTURES CA ~ 5JJ6 

COMPARATIVE lATIN AMfRICAN LITERATURE CAS 5))4 

COM'ARATIVE METHODS IN CROSS CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES CAS 5]27 

COM'ARATIVE METRO'OlITA~ SYSTEMS CAS 5]54 

COMPARATIVE THEATRE AND DRAMA. ME100RAAI CAS 1210 

COMPARATIVE T~EMfS IN llTfRATURf C A~ " 99 

COMPARATIVE URIAN REOFWEL r'~E~1 rA~ ~ " 

COMPENSATIO~ 'ND IhCENTIVE SYSTF.S PI ~~2) 

COM'LEX ORGAN IIAIIONS HLD 5710 

COMPOSITION II CAS 5821 

COMPOSITION/ELECIRCNIC MUSIC I rl" "Q9 

COMPOSITION/ELECTRONIC MUSIC II fA .,~O 

COMPREHENSIVE PU~NlhIO STUDIO I \ 6410 

COM'UTER PROGRAMMING: AOVANCEG C. ~ 1129 

COMPUTfR PROGRAMMING. APPLICAI ," S CAS 1119 

CQNPUTER PROGRAMMING. IASIC 151M' cas 3140 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING' CDICl I'A ]~12 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING. FORT'AN IV ISIM' CAS ]1~5 

COMPUTER SIMUlATleN MODELS IPA 1462 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS IPA 4462 

COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION HiD 1560 

COM'UTERS' LOGIC AMO OESIGN CAS 55)' 

CONCE'T ACOU ISITI~N HlD 5110 

CDNCEPTS .AND ISSUfS IN PUIllC ADMI~ISIRAI I BPA 890L 

CONCEPIS AND TH£ORY IN SOCIOICGY CAS 7920 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT AND CRISIS INTERVENIION IN THE CLASSROOM. 

PA,I II HID 767' 

CONflICT .ESOlUIICN HlO 6160 

CONSTITUTIONal LA~' CIVil Lllf.TIES I'A '909 

CONSTITUTIONAL lA~' INTERGtvr.__ fN IAl RELATIONS IPA ~940 

CON~T'UCTION PROCPE'S PI I G. COST ESTIMATION BPA ]607 

CONSULTATION AND SCHnrL STAff OEVE IOPMENT HLO 1510 

CONSUMER IEHAVIOR IPA 3520 

CONSU'ER ECONOMICS IPA 3210 

CONTE"'ORARY ACCOU~TING ISSUES ANO PRCBlEMS BPA 5120 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN IUSINESS EOlCATION IPA 8101 

CONTEPPORARY ISSUES IN EDUCATION . CAS '462 

caNTEMPORARY ISSUES IN HUNaN RESOURCES-MAhAGEMENT ON RESE.VATIONS 

HlO 16U 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN INOIAN EOUCATION ~ID 1611 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN NATIVE 'MERICAN A~T CAS 6661 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN NATIVE AMERICAN liTeRATURE CAS 6669 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN NATURAL REseURCES PANAGEMENT ON RESERVA­
liONS CAS 5600 

CONTEMPOaARY ISSUES IN T.IIAl GOVERNMENT tN RESERVATIONS 

CAS 6668 

CONTEMPORARY I.SSUES Of NATIVE AMERICANS nOM A HISTORICAL PER­
SPECTIVE CAS 66t6 

CONTE.PORARY POLITICAL THDUG~I CAS 7522 

CONTEM'ORARY UReA~ ECOLOGY I CAS 5610 

CONTEMPORARY UR!Ah ECOIOG' II CAS 5611 

CONIEMPRIAY ISSUES CAS 1010 

CDNTINUDUS PROGRESS--MASTERY L~ARNING "LD 9~no 

COOPERATIVE EOUCATION ,'A 8001 

COD'ERATIVE EDUCATION IPA JCOI 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION IPA 4001 

CCOPERATIVE EDUCATION ~lO 6310 

COOPERATIVE EOUCAIION HLO 6)12 

COOPERATive EDUCATION HLD 6311 

COOPERATIVE EOUCATION IN... CAS 5650 

COOPERATIVE EOUCATION I.... SHP 5650 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION... CAS 1990 

r.DO'ERATIVE EOUCAIION... CAS 1991 

COOPERAIIVE EDUCATION... CAS 7992 

COST ACCOUNTING I IIPA )1~1 

COST ACCOUNTING II IIPA 31)2 

COUNSELING ~ PSYCHOTHERAPY. INTRODUCTION (SIM' HID 6~10 

COUNSELING ANO GUIDANCE IN INTERNATIONAL PERSPFCTIVE HlO 6312 

COUNSELING FOR FAMilY RfCOVERY S~P 521E 

COUNSELING FOR RElA'SE PREVENTION SHP 521C 

COUNTER-'ROPAGA~DA CAS 6450 

C~IER-SIRESS AlTERMATIVES fOR AO~lTS HlO 9030 

COUNTERPOINT/fORM CAS 5140 

CREATIVE ORARATICS 'RACTICU" CAS 6)50

CREATIVE DRAMATICS I CAS 6)40 

CRIME AND JUSTICE CAS 65~3 

C.IMINAl JUSTICE ORGANllATION AND PRCCESS BPA ~910 

C'ISIS INTERVENTION HtD 6410 

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF AfRICAN liTERATURE CAS 1161 

CRITICAL AN'LYSIS Of IlAC. LITERATURE CAS 116' 

CRITICAL ANALYSIS: LATIN AMERICAN liTERATURE CAS ..90 

C.ITICAL ~RITING fOR lATINO STUDENIS CAS 3166 

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY CAS 7149 

CUlTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY. "USEUN AND fiLM RESOURCES CAS 1116 

CULtbRAL ANTHROPOLCGY. SPECIAL TOPICS CAS 1400 . 

CULTURAL ASPECTS Of MENTAL HEALTH HLD 8210 

CULTURAL DIMENSIONS. G~OIAl INEQUAITY CAS 5244 

CULTURE AND CO""U~ICATICN 'ROCESS ~lD ")0 

CULTURE AND MESSAGE DEVElOP"ENT ISIM' tlD "40 

CULTURE AND PE.SC~ALITY HLD 51~) 

CULTURE AND STRESS HLD 1)10 

CULTURE/COMMUNICATION AND THE CLASSROOM IEACHER" HLO 1120 

CULTURE. PERSONALITY. AND LE'OERSHIP CAS 52~7 

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL TECHhCLOGY HlII 1I1I 

CURREN' ISSUES IN IllINGUAL-IICULTURAL EDUCATION HlO 1890 

CURRENT ISSUES IN EARLY CHILDHCOD EDUCATION HLO 9110 

CURRENT TOPICS IN RfAOlhG HLD 9510 

CURRENT IRENOS IN PUlllC SCHOCl SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY 

SHP aOOA 

CURRICULUM ANO INST.UCTICN IN EARLY CHllCHOOO EDUCATION 

HlD 1920 

CURRICULUM OEVELO'MENT CAS 5140 

CURRICULUM DEvELOP.EMT IN EARTH SCIENCE CAS 1111 

CURRICUlUM IN URIA~ SCHeelS HlC 9590 

Oil' AltAlYSIS IN " •• SIICUL SCIENCES USING SP~S CAS 7559 

DATA lASE MANA,F_l' pp , 5411 

II~.TH AND D"N~ FrR T"I' HEAL n CIa( PROfESSIONAL SHP 5UH 

OEIIATE ANO ARGUMENTATION CAS ]167

OECISI!!N T~EORY IrA 1~61 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS CAS )100 

OEVELOPMENUl OlfFERENCES IN S'EClAl EPIICATIDN HlD 46LZ 

DIAGNOSING ALCOHOLISM' PRACTICAL GUIDEll~fS 5HP 5'-OA 

OIAGNOSTIC METHCDS IN COMMUNICATION OISCRDERS SHP 3620 

DlffEIIENTIAL EQUATIONS CAS 5101 

DiffERENTIATED STAfFING PLANS' TEAM TEACHING HLD 1640 

DIRECTING CAS 6200 

·OUMAIIC CRITICISM CAS 6290 

ORUG A8USE AND TREAIMENT .IV: COUNSELOR T'AINING - SHORT TERM 

CLIENT SYSTE"S HlD 76'1 

DRU& AIUSE ANO TREATMENT III' fUNO'RENTAl fACI ~ AND INSIGHTS 

HLO 7611 

DRUG INTERACTIONS fOR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS S~' 556' 

DYNAMlCS Of THE SPANISH lANGU AGE CAS 661] 

EARLY CHilDHOOD ASSESS"ENT HlD It)O 

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVElOP"ENTAl DISAIllITIES: IIRTH THROUGH AGE 

THREE ~lO 1150 

EARLY CHilDHOOD EDUCATION HlD 1940 

University Course Index 233 
ECOLOGICAL METHCOS CAS 5.,0 

ECOLOGY ANO CONSERVATlCN GRADUATE SEMINAR CAS 89'n 

ECClOGY: BASIC PRINICIPlES CAS 31~0 

EceNOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY CAS 5361 

ECONOMIC ASPECTS CF URBAN PlA~NI~ CAS 5BII 

ECONCMIC DEVELOPMENT 8PA B215 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN lATI~ AMERICA CAS ~24] 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE lATI~O CC~MU~ITY CAS )860

ECONDMICS FOR 8USINESS A~D Co~SUMER EDUCATORS BPA 5203 

ECONC~ICS FOR TEAC~ERS BPA 5202 

EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE T~IRo WCRlO CAS 5195 

EDUCATION DEVElCPMENT I~ T~E T~IRD WORLD CAS 746] 

EDUCATION Of MINORITIES IN U.S. CAS ~27. 

EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS Cf SPEECH ANO lA~GUAGE OEVElOPMENT SHP 5010 

EDUCATIONAL OEVElCPMENT IN AFRICA CAS ~1.0 

EDUCATIONAL DEVElCPMENT IN KENYA CAS 535A 

EDucn 10NAL IMPLICATIONS CF .BlACK HSTORY , CIIL TURE 1It.0 1650 

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF liFE STYLES IN URSAN COMMUNITIES 

HlO '16'10 

EOUCATIONAl PRCCEOURE~ FOR THE TRAINA8LE MENTAllY HANDICAPPED 

HlO 6B40 

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY ADMINISTRATION WORKSHOP 1It.0 8118 

EFFECTIVE SU8UR8AN PLANNING I~ THE 1980'S CAS 5298 

ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES FOR ' ENVIRONME~TAl STUDY CAS 5830 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC II CAS 1850 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC IN ClASSReOM ' WORKSHOP CAS 6040 

ELEMENTARY SCHCCl ADMINISTRATICN A~O SUPERVIsION HlD 9.22 

ELITES AND AMERICAN DEMDCRACY CAS 7830 

ENERGY AND THE ~AY WE lIVE CAS ]12A

ENERGY MANAGEME~T 8PA 5440 

ENERGY. RESOURCES ANO SOCIETY CAS 5850 

ENGINEERING ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 8PA 5415, 

ENVIRCNMENTAl ASSESSMENT CAS 5Bl0 

ENVIRCNMENTAl CHEMISTRY CAS 1037 

ENVIRONMENTAL EART" SCIEhCE CAS 5890 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: A PRCCESS APPRCACH CAS 6391 

ENVIRCNMENTAl EDUCATION: BIOlCGICAL FIELD SCIENCE CAS .710 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATIOh. EART~ SCIENCE CAS 8790 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: FOREST INVESTIGATIONS CAS 1793 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION' INVESTIGATIONS Ih LIMNOLOGY CAS B795 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION' TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY CAS 1100 

ENVIRONMENTAL FIELD STUDIES: ILllNCIS PRAIRIE CAS 5915 

ENVIRCNMENTAl "EAlT" CAS 1565 

ENVIRONMENTAL lAND USE PlAhNING CAS 5940 

ENVIReNMENTAl LAW CAS 5930 

ENVIRCNMENTAl MANAGEMENT SEMINAR CAS 1140 

ENVIRONMENTAL MOOELING CAS 8832 

ENVIRCNMENTAl POLICY ANALYSIS CAS 5945 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE CAS ]190 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS CAS IB31 

EPIDEMIOLOGY: PRINCIPLES AhO ANALYSIS OF DATA I SHP )920

EPIDEMIOLOGY: PRINCIPLES AND ANALYSIS OF DATA II SHP 1860 

ESTATE PLANNING BPA 4]65

ESTATE PLANNING SPA 8]20

ETHICS CAS ]773 

ETHICS AND ENVIRONMENT CAS 6010 

ETHICS: ISSUES IN HUMAN SERVICES 151M' HLO 5192 

ETHICS. PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS IN RESEARCH AND SERVICE ISIM' 

HlD 5190 

ETHICS. RIGHTS OF MENTAL PATIENTS AND RIGHTS TO STAND TRIAL ISIMI 

HLD 5191 

ETHICS: RIGHTS OF TEACHERS IN THE TEACHING PROFESSION ISIM' 

HlD 519] 

ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE UNITED STATES HlO 1970 

ETHNIC/CULTURAL HERITAGE STUOIES CAS 666A 

ETHNICITY. CULTURE AND POLITICS CAS 8174 

EVALUATING TRAINING PROGAAMS HlO 1114 

EVALUATION OF HUMAN SERVICES HlO 6]40 

EVALUATION OF MATERIALS FOR THE CLASSROOM HlO Ill] 

EVALUATION OF NCRMALIZATIO~ IDEOLOGY IN ~UMAN SERVICES HlO 6851 

EVOlUTIO~ AND MAN CAS 61_0 

EXPERIMENTAL BOTANY cas 6160 

EXPERIMENTAL COMMUNITIES A~O SOCIAL CHaNGE CAS 6111 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR LA80RATORY AND FIELD CAS 54Z9 

EXPERIMENTATION' RESEARCH IN PERSCNA~ITY THEORY HLO 5220 

EXPLORATIONS IN SELF. CULTURE AND CO~MUhICATION HlO 1530 

FAMILY COU~SELING ~LO 5230 

FAMILY lAW HlO 5Z31 

FAMILY THERAPY TECHNIQUES HLD 8541 

FIELD 810l0GY cas 9490 

FIELO EXPERIENCE' 8USINESS EDUCATIC~ SPA 4190 

FIELD INVESTIGATICN IN EARTH SCIENCE cas IHO 

FIELD STUDIES: OKEFENOKEE SNA~P CAS 6240 

FIELDS OF WELFARE SERVICES HlO 7120 

FILM AND FI~M~AKERS I CAS 69]2 

FilM AND FilMMAKERS II CAS 69)] 

FilM AND TV ~OCUMENTARY HLD 5620 

FILM PROJECT I CAS ]775 

FilM PROJECT II CAS 3776 

FILM SEMINAR: • CAS 6840 

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING IPA 3101 

FINANCIAL oliO INFOR~ATICN FOR ~IGH SCHeCl COUNSELORS HlO 972G 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS I'A 5]'0 

FINaNCIAL MARKETS IPA 8]30

FINANCIAL MARKETS BPA 4]10

FINANCIAL REPORTING THEORY ePA 1130 

FOOD. CULTURE aND HUNGER CAS 5351 

FORTRAN PROGRAMMING IPA 3481 

fOUNDATIONS OF ACCOU~TING BPA 5101 

FOUNDATIONS OF ECOhOMICS ePA 5201 

FOUNDATIONS OF MANAGEMENT 8PA 5401 

FOUNDATIONS Of .aR~ALIZATION ID EOL CGY IN ~U-AH SERVICES 

HLO 1111 

FOUNDATIONS OF STATISTICS I'A 5410 

FREUD IN CONTEXT HLO 5141 

F.UIIOAIIENTAl CONCEPTS IN HUMAN COIIMUNICUION ISIM. HlO 5790 

GAME THEORY ANO COIIMUNICATlcN HlD 5540 

GAS 'CHROMATOGRAPHY/MASS SPECTROMETRY fOR ENVIRONMENTAL ANALY SI S 

CAS 1912 

GENOER. SEX ROLES AND lANGUAGE CAS 71ZZ 

GENEAIC HUMAN SERVICES HlD 6710 

GEOCHEMISTRY CAS 6041 

GOVERNMENT AND THE PUlllC IPA 5"0 

GOVERNMENT POLICIES IN THE PU~IC SC~Ol HLO 9.41 

GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING, IUDG INC AND fiNANCE 8PA 4150 

GRADUATE DESIGN. TWO DINENSIC Al CAS 1120 

GRA~UATE DIRECTING SEMINAR CAl 8330 

GRADUATE filM PRODUCTION I CAS 13]3

GRADUATE FilII PRODUCT 1011 II CAS 1]]4 

GRADUATE INTERNSHIP I N • •• CAS 9100 

GRADUATE PAINTING COMPOSITION CAS liDO 

GRADUATE PROJECT IN • •• CAS 9960 

GRA~UATE PROJECT IN INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION HLO 9400 

GRADUATE READINGS IN • • • CAS 9900 

GRADUATE RESEARCH CAS 99]0 

GRAOUATE RESEARC~ SEMINARS INTERCULTURAL STUDIES I CAS I lOO 

GRA~UATE RESEARCH SEMINAR . ~USIC CAS .300 

GRADUATE RESEARCH SEMINAR. THEATRE CAS 1320 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN SCIENCE EDUCATION CAS 9068 

GRAOUATE SEMINAR IN SOCIOLOGY Of EDUCATION CAS 1179 

GRAOUATE SEMINAA IN TECHNICAL THEATRE PRODUCTION FOR DIRECTORS 

CAS 8327 

GRADUATE SEMINAA. PAINTING CAS 1220 

GRAOUATE SEMINAR. PRINTMAKI~G CAS 1250 

GRADUATE THESIS CAS 9600 

GRADUATE THESIS S~P 9600 

GRADUATE THESIS PRESENTATION IN... CAS 1515 

GRASSROOTS CONCEPTS IN HUMAN ECOlOCY lSI'" CAS 6150 

GROUP COUNSELING' aOUlT/AOCLESCENT HlO .585 

GROUP COUNSELING: CHILO HlD 1510 

GROUP OYNAMICS 'INTERVENTION HlD .510 

GROUP PROCESS HLD 6970 

GROUP THERAPY IN TA HlD IZ]1

GROWTH MANAGEME~T METHOOOlOGY CAS 6155 

GSU CHORALE CAS 5110 

GSU CONTEMPORARY EhSEMllE CAS 5171 

GSU JAZZ CAMP CAS 5921 

GUIOANCE FOR CHILDREN ~lC 6420 

GUITAR, MAKING MUSIC WITH Ray TATE CAS 5871 

GUITAR I CAS 517A 

GUITAR II CAS 5171 

GUITAR III CAS 517C 

HEA~T~ CARE AND POLITICS SHP 6214 

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY: UTI~IZATIOII AND QUALITY ceNTROl SHP .920 

HEALTH CARE ECOND"ICS I SHP 6311 , . 

HEALTH CARE ECONORICS II SHP 1']0

HEALTH CARE IN AfRICA SHP 6300 

HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION SHP 4090 

HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION AND AOMINISTRATIONI PROllEMS. ISSUES AND 

POLICIES SHP 19'0 

HEALTH CARE PROGRAM EVALUATION SHP 1941 

HEALTH CARE SOCIOLOGY SHP 6290 

HEAL TH CARE. lEGAL ASPECTS ' 8PA 5121 

HEALTH CONCERNS OF CLASSROOM TEACHERS HlO 1660 

HEALTH ECONOMICS' PRINCIPLES SHP 6915 

HEALTH EOUCATION PROGRAM PLANNING SMP 1025 

HEALTH EDUCATION SKlll~ SHP ]190

HEALTH PLANNING ISH' 3540 

HUl TH. PLANNING II SHP 1360 

HEALTH PLANNING' ADVAheEO S~P 1015 

HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION INSTRUCTION SHP 3192 

HEALTH PROfESSIONS EDUCATION. CONTINUING EOUCATION SHP 1020 

HEALTH PROFESSIONS EOUtATION. CURRENT TRENDS AND ISSUES 

SHP 6]20 

HEALTH PROfESSIONS EDUCATION' PRACTICUM SHP 1110 

HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION' VALUES CLARIFICATION TECHNIQUES 

SHP 4100 

HEALTH PROfESSIONS EDUCATION: VALUES CLARIFICATION TECHNIQUES II 

SHP 8700 

HEALTH SCIENCE EOUCATIOII' ASSESSMENT Of C~INICAl INSTRUCTION 

SHP 5350 

HEALTH SCIENCE EOUCATIO~' SPECIAL ISSUES IN COMAUNITY HEA~TH 

SHP 6352 

HEALTH SCIENCEI MENTAL HEALTH ECONOMICS ANO ADMINISTRATION 

SHP 6264 

HEALTH SCIENCES: RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN A~lIEO HEA~TH PRACTiCe 

SHP 5210 

HEALTH SERVICE AOMINISTRATIONI PRIIICIPlES SHP 4590 

HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION: FIE~O EXPERIENCES I SHP 4200 

HEALTH SERVICES ADMIN ISTRATIONS CONMUNICATION NETWORKS WITHIN AD­
MINSTRATIVE STRUCTURES SM' 6310 

HEALTH SERVICES AOMINISTRATID~I FlhANCIAl MANAGEMENT SH' "'0 

HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION S lECTURE SERIES SH' 1.61 

HEA~TH SERVICES ADMINISTRATIONS MANAGEMENT THEORIES SHP ..IO 

HEALTH SERVices ADMINISTRATION. 'ERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION AND LAl-

OR RELATIONS SHP 6420 

HEAlT~ SERVICES ADMINISTRATION' PUILIC FINANtE AND SYSTEMS ANAL9­
SIS SHP 6490 . 
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HEALTH SERYICES AD"INSTRATIONI FIELD EX'ERIENCES II SH' 1990 

HEARlhG SCIENCE SHP _210 

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF EARlY CHILDHOOO EDUCATION HLD 1010 

HISTORY Of A"ERIC'N EDUCAT.CN CAS 5192 

HISTORY OF JAZZ CAS 5119 

HISTORY OF LAW ENFORCE"ENT : lfl9-19oo I'A 5912 

HISTORY OF LAW ENFORCE"ENT TO If.9 I'A 5911 

HISTORY OF LAW ENFORC~"ENT. CHICAGO AND SUIURIS I'A 59.' 

HISTORY OF 'UERTO RICO I CAS 521. 

H1STOIY OF 'UERTO RICO II CAS 5219 

HISTORY OF STAGE COSTUMES CAS 6070 

HISTORY. 'HILOSO'HY. ANO PROFESSIOhAL AS'ECTS OF CONMUNICATION 

DISCRDERS SHP 9011 

HOSPICE. AN ALTERNATIYE MAY TO CARE FOR THE DYIN, SH' '290 

HOS'ITAL ANO ~EALT~ SERVICE ORGANIZATION AD"INISTRATION 

SHP 1010 

HSA. A"BULATORY CARE SYSTEM "ANA'E"ENT SMP 7005 

HSA' LONI TER" CARE. SYSTE~S "A",GE"ENT SMP ,~a 

HSAI BASIC ORIENTATION TO THE FIELD CF LO~G TER" CARE SMP 35_1 

HSA. MENTAL HEALT~ AD"INISTRATION SH' 501_ 

HSA' MENTAL HEALTH ANO DEVELOPMENTAL DISAIILITIES SM' 5D12 

HUMAN A"RAISAL 151M' HLD 6_30 

HUMA" CONSCIOUSNESS HLD 51_0

=:::: =:::~:CS-;~~~;~:~ARY CAS 5111 

HUMAN NEURO'SYCHOLOGY I: IRAIN FUNCTION HlO .590 

HUMAN NEURO'SYCHOLDGY II. CLINICAL ASSESS"ENT HLD 1600 

HUMAN NEUROPSYCHOLOGY Ill' REHAIILITATION HLD 1710 

HUNAN RELATIONS OF , THE OFFICE I,A _701
HUMAN SERVICE SYSTEMS ' ~LO • __0 

HUMA~ SYSTEMS CHAN'E HLD 6_50 

HU"AN VALUES ~LD 5.50 

HYPERTENSION' NECHANIS"S 'TREATMENT HLO 5'90 
IDEA OF COMNUNITY CAS 7550 

IMAGES OF ILACKS IN A"ERICAN LITERATURE CAS 5121 

I"AGES OF THE TEACHER IN LITERATURE CAS 6"_ 

I"AGING 'RDCESS IN THERA'EUTIC CO""UNICATIONI THEORY AND A'­
LICATIONS HLD 75_0 

I""UNOLOGY SH' _205 

I"'ACT OF CVIERNATIDN HLD 5160 

I"'LEME",I", AN AISENTEEISN 'ROGRA" IN NURSING SM' 5561 

I"'ROVI", LEARNING ENVIRON"ENTS CAS 17'5 

INDE'ENDENT A,,.AISALS S~' _995 

INDE'ENDENT INVESTIGATID'S CAS _900 

INDEPENDENT STUDY HLD '500 

INDE'ENDENT STUDY. IPA _010 

INDE'ENDENT STUDY. I'A _020 

INDE'ENDENT STUDY. I'A .020 

INDE'ENDENT STUDY. ," , ePA 1010 

INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMEWT I' INTELLIGENCE ~LD 1610 

INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT II. 'ERSONALITY HLD ItIO 

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING' THERA'Y, C~ILD HLO 15_0 

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING AND THERA'YI ADULT HLD 1545 

INDIVIDUALIZATICN HlD -'10 
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION fOR A 'lURALISTIC LEARNI", ENVIRON"ENT 
HlD 7901 

INDIVIDUAL IUN' 'REKINDERGARTEN CURRICULU" AND ' INSTRUCTION 

HLD IOU 

INDUSTRIAL E",INEER1", AND "ANAGE"ENT I'A _6_0 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING "ETNDDS AND CONTROLS I'A 561_ 

INDUSTRIAL "ARKETING I'A 5572 

INFORMATION MA"ING-T" NET HOD Of ANALYTIC MRITI", HLD 1116 

INFOR"ATION RETRIEVAL I'A __6' 

INfORNATIDN SERVICES IN GUIDANCE HLD 1511 

INNDYATION 'ROCESSES IN EDUCATION ~LD 7561 

INNOVATIVE NETHODS IN IUSINESS EDUCATION .,A 1109 

INOR'ANIC CHENISTRY CAS _215 

INSERVICE TRAINING LEADERSHI' HlO 1770 

INSTITUTIONAL NANAGE"ENT. HEALTH AONINISTRATION I'A t606 

INSTRUCTIONAL OEVELO'NENT. DESIGN HlD 5910 

INSTRURENTAL CONDUCTIH CAS 5900' 

INSURANCE AND RISK MANAGENENT I'A _'70 

INTE'RATION' POLICIES AND 'RACTICES CAS 7512 

' INTERCULTURAL AS'ECTS Of NOOERN OLYN'ISR HlO 9110 

INTERCU~~~~_~DNNUNICATION IN HUN.N SERVICES fOR INDOCHINESE 

INTERCULTURAL CONNUNICATIDN IN ORG'NIIATIONS HlD 90Z0 

INTERCULTURAL RESEARCH NETHODS C'S 71'9 

INTERCULTURAL THERA'EUTIC CONNUNIC.TION SKILLS FOR INDOCHINESE 

HLD 57_6 

I",ERCULTURAl VARIAILES IN CONMUNICATION RESEARCH HlD 6010 

INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAN MORK HLD 6100 

INTERNEDIATE ACCOUNTING I I'A '151 

INTERNEOIATE ACCOUNTING II ,'A 3152 

INTERNEDIATE DESIGN I: ORANIN' fOR ''''HIC I"'ACT CAS 5710 

INtER"EDIATE 'UITAR CAS 5170 

INTER"EDIATE NACROECONONICS I'A _210 

INTER"EDIATE 'AINTING AND DRAMING CONPOSITION CAS 561. 

INTERNATIONAL IUSINESS I'A 5_90 

INTERNATIONAL ECONONICS I'A _230 

INTERNATIONAL NARKETIN' I'A .520 

INTERNATIONAL DRGANIZATICNS I,A 4901 

INTER~SMI' SH' 9100 

INTROOUCTION TO AFRICAN LITERATURE CAS 5041 

INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL AUOIOLO'V SH' 42'0 

INTRODUCTION TO CONNUNICATION DISORDERS SMP 42" 

INTRODUCTION TO CDNPUTER A"LICATIONS HlO 5611 

INTRDOUCTION TO CDN'UTER 'ROGRANNIN' , I'A '402 
INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL ADRINISTlATION MlO 9820 

INTRODUCTION TO INTERCULTURAL CORNUNICATICN HLD 6210 

INTRODUCTION TO INTERCULTURAL STUDIES CAS 5211 

INTRODUCTION TO NULTI-ETHNIC LIJER.TURE CAS 5016 

INTRODUCTION TO NON-TRADITION.L EDUCATION CAS 1542 

INTRODUCTION TO 0'ERAT1ChS RESEARCt I'A 4660 

INTRODUCTION TO ORGANIZED ~UNAN SERVICES HlO 6190 

IIITRODUCTION TO 'UILIC AONINISTRUION I,. 3901 

INTRODUCTION TO REHAIILITATIVE AUOIOLO'Y SH' 4240 

INTRODUCTION TO SOCIONETRY AND 'SYCHODRA~A HlD 5510 

INTROOUCTION TO T~E HEALTH PRCFESSIONS SHP 399A 

INTRODUCTORY S'ORTS NEDICINE SHP', 500A 

IIIVESTIGATING THE lEARNING STYLES CF CHILDREN HLD 9'3H 

INVESTNENTS IPA 4390 

IIIVESTNENTS .'A 1'50 

INVITATION TO LIIERAL EoutATIC. CAS 'ffO 

ISlANIC CIVllIZ.TICN CAS 5'19 

ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION IIlD 9505 

JAZZ ENSENllE CAS 5920 

JAil MATERIALS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION CAS 6050 

JESUS. NARX AND A"ERICA CAS 7079 

JOURNAllSN' REPORTING I CAS 6111 

JOURNALISN' RE'ORTIN, II CAS .112 

JUVENilE DEllNQUENCV HLO 6'lZ 

lAI IN 	 ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES AND THE HELPING PROfESSIONS 

HLD 6U5 

lAI IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAININ' lilt 5490 

LAB IN IASIC HUNAN RElATIO.S HlD 5110 

LAI IN HUMANISTIC TEACHING SKillS HlD 3010 

lAI IN 'ERSONAL PONER 'SELF-NANAGENENT HlD 5'60 

LA. IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS HlC 5300 

LAI IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS IN T~E CLASSROON HlD 9060 

LAlOR ECONONICS IPA IZ10 

LAlOR RElAT1CNS I'A 4421 

LAIORATORY IN AUTHENTIC NOMAN'NAN RElATIOhS HlO 5100 

lAIORATORY IN HIODEN FEELI.GS ANO 'EANINGS. HlD '_60 

lAIORATORY IN INTER'ERSONAl GROWTH HlO 5950 

lAIORATORY IN 'ERSONAl GRO~TH HLO 6090 

LAND USE CONTROLS CAS 615. 

LANO USE LAN SEPI~AR CAS 6521 

LANGUAGE AND 'OlITICS ~ORKSHO'. 19.0 CAS 5'51 

LANGUA'E CONCERNS OF ClASSROON TEACHERS HlD 4660 

LANGUAGE DEVElO'NENT. OISORDERS ANC GIALECTS FOR fEACHERS 

SMP 52IG 
LANGUAGE OISORDERS OF CHILDREII St, 9120 

lANGUAGE. TEACHING AND LEARNING CAS 6460 

lATIN AMERICAN CULTURE AND SOCIETY CAS '1'1 

lATIN ANERIC.II HISTORY I CAS 5,.0 

LATIN ANERICAN tlSTORY II CAS 5'91 

lATINOS IN u.S.A. CAS 5020 

LAM ANO ORDER. CRI~E IN THE STREETS IPA 59.7 

LAN AND SOCIAL JUSTICE CAS 5345 

LAN ENFORCENENT AND THE CONSTITUTION I'A 5984 

LAN ENFORCENENT AND THE 'HETTC IPA 5915 

LEARNING COGNITICN I HlO 5'10 

lEARNIH COGNITION II HLO 5320 

LEARNING 'ROCESSES' ADULTS C'S 6540 

lEARNING 'ROCESSES' AOVANCED TO'ICS CAS 9050 

lEARNIH 'ROCESSES. CHllOREN AND ADOLESCENTS CAS 6550 

lEGAL 'ROTECTION I CAS '266 

lEGAL 'ROTECTION II CAS 7269 

LIIRARY RESOURCES FOR CLASSROCN TE'CHERS CAS 6662 

liFE CYCLE DEVELO'NENT HLD 5471 

lifE INSURANCE e'A 5'40 

lifE 'LAN NANA'ENENT IN HUNAN SERVICES HlO 1000 

lifE S'AN DEVElO'NENT HLO 12'0 

LifE STUDV. ORA~IN' CAS 5560 

lifE STYLE ANALYSIS HLD 1650 

LINNOLOGY CAS 6611 

LINEAR 'ROGaA~"ING I'A 4461 

LITERARV CRITICISN CAS 6_70 

LITERATURE AND HISTORY, NCDERN EUIO'E CAS 65'1 

LITERATURE AND HISTORY. 192D.S C'S 6531 

liTERATURE AND ~EDICINE CAS 65" 

liTERATURE OF INNIGRANT CHILOREN CAS 6410 

LOAMS AND DISIURSENENTS. NORTGAGES IPA '60' 

lOCAL IOVERNNENTAL SYSTENS IPA 4920 

LOCAL HISTORY: RESOURCES AND NETHOOS CAS TZU 

lOCAL 'LANNING ADNINISTRATION CAS 662' 

LOGIC CAS JlH 
NAINSTREANING AND THE ClASSROON TE.CHER CAS 9066 

NAINSTREANIN' fOR REIULAI EDUCATORS HlD 7194 

NAJOR ANERICAN AUTHORS CAS 6510 

MAJOR ANERICAN AUTHORSI STEINIECK CAS .511 

NAJOR ANER1CAN AUTHORS' T. S. ELIOT CAS 6512 

MAJOR EN5lISH AUTHORS' • •• CAS 6490 

MAKE-U' FOR STAGE CAS 6440 

NANAGENENT IY OeJECTIVES I'A 5402 

NANAGENENT INFORNATION SYSTENS I'A 5_12 

NANAGENENT INFORNATION SYSTENS FOR HDS'ITAlS I,. 5413 

NANAGEMENT INFORN.TION SYSTENS fOR HOS'ITALS SHP 1010 

NA",'ENENT Of INSTRUCTIO.Al DEVELO'~ENT HLD un 

NANAGERIAl ACCOUNTING I'A '102 

NANAGERIAL ECONONICSI THE ECDNDNICS OF THE FIRN I,. 4220 

NA",'IH CDNNUNICATION SYSTENS HLD 5990 

MANUAL CO~MUNICATIC~ S~P 523C 

MANUFACTURING PROCESSES IPA ]441 

MAA~ETING FOR NCN-PROFIT OAGANIZATIONS BPA 5510 

MAAKETING LOGISTICS ANO OISTRleUTICN ePA 4540 

MARKETING MANAGEMENT. PROOUCT ANO PAICE STRATEGIES ePA 45]0 

MAR~ETING RESEA'CM BPA 4560 

M'RAIAGE CCUNSELING HLD 1660 

MAR'I'GE IN &T~EA SOCIETIES CAS 5301 

M'SS COMMUNICATIONS LAM ~AS 6910 

MASS COMMUNIC'TIONS AESEARCH CAS 6911 

"ASS MEDI' ANO PCLITICS CAS 1150 

MASTER'S AESEARCH PAPER IPA 1991 

MATERIALS 'NO PRESENTATICNS kC'~SHCP CAS 5151 

MATERIALS FOR ElEME~TARY 'NO SECCNCARY LIIRARIES PRE K-12 

HLD 5980 

MATERIALS Of MUSIC I: ART Of MUSIC NOTATION CAS 5952 

MATERIALS OF MUSIC I' INTRODUCTIO~ TO CONTEMPORARY MUSIC THEDaY 

CAS 5951 

MATERiAlS Of MUSIC I. KEYBOARO CAS ]21e 

MATERI'LS Of MUSIC II' IMPReVISATICN C'S 5963 

MATEAIALS OF MUSIC II. ORC~ESTRATICN C'S 596Z 

MATERiAlS OF MUSIC II. ZOTH CENTURY HARNONIC TECHNIQUES 

CAS 5961 

MATERI'LS OF MUSIC III. KEYIC'RD IMPROVISATION CAS 5964 

MATERI'LS OF ST'GELIGHTING CAS 6110 

MATH FOR THE ENVIRCNMENT'L SCIENCES CAS 4500 

M'TH IN ELEMENTARY SCHoeL I HLD 4641 

MATH IN ELEMENT'RY SCHOOL II HLD 464Z 

N'TAICES AND LINEAR 'LGEIRA IPA 8463 

ME'NINGFUL EV'LUATION IEYOND TESTI~G CAS 9061 

MEDIA AND SOCIETY CAS 7021 

MEOlA IN ORGANllATIONS HLD 10ZO 

MEDI' PRODUCTION PR'CTICUM C'S 1195 

MEOI' SUNPOSIUM. • •• CAS 6394 

MEDI' TEAM fiELD PROJECT CAS 6913 

MEDIA WRITING LAI II: fEATURE 'NO .EVIEM MRITING CAS 1162 

MEOI': 'NIMATIC~ CAS 696Z 

MEDIA. IAOAtt'ST JOURNALISM CAS 6961 

MEDI" URIAN JCURN'LISM CAS 6911 

NEDIAI WAITING FCR RAOIO 'NO TELEVISION CAS 6930 

MEOlA' THEORY 'No HISTORY OF A FREE PRESS CAS 5401 

MEDIA: MRITlhG fOR fiLM CAS ·6939 

MEDIA. WRITING LAB I CAS 6110 

MEDICAL PHYSICS CAS 70Z5 

MEDICAL SCIENCE' INTRODUCTION (SIMI SHP 6495 

MERCHANDISE IUYING IP' 5531 

METEOROLOGY CAS 61Z1 

METHODS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PCLICY 'N'LYSIS CAS 9015 

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION FOR THE EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED 

HLD lOll 
METHODS OF TE'CHING I'SIC IUSINESS IPA 415Z 
METHOOS OF TEACHING BOOKKEEPI~G AND RELATED SUIJECTS IPA 4154 

METHDCS OF TEACHING BUSINESS NON-SKILL SUBJECTS IPA .103 

METHODS OF TEACHING IUSINESS SKILL SUIJECTS IPA 1104 

METHoes OF TEACHING ENGLISH CAS t500 

METHODS OF" TEACHING LEARhlNG DISAILEC INDIVIOUALS HlO 9660 

METHODS of TEACHING OFFICE SKILL SUBJECTS IPA 4153 

MICROBI'L ECOLOGY CAS 6130 

MICROCOMPUTERS 'NO THEIA EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS CAS 991A 

MICROSCOPY. LIG~T AND ELECTRON CAS 1150 

MINORITIES AND URBAN LAlOR MARKET PARTICIPATION CAS 1103 

MODELS OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 

HLD 7930 

MODERN ART: GREAT ARTISTS CAS 5015 

HOOERNllATION AND CULTURE CHANGE CAS 5Z46 

MODULE DEVELOPMENT FOR COMPETENCY-lASED TEACHING ISIMI HLO 1950 

MONETARY ECONOMICS IPA IZZ5 
MONEY AND IANKING BPA 3250 

MORAL CHOICES IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY CAS 654Z 

MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHILDREARING HLD 5310 

MOTIVATION' EMOTICNAL DEVELCPMENT HLD 5150 

MOTOR SPEECH OISORDERS SH' .210 

MULTI-MEDI' PRODUCTICN CAS 54Z5 

MULTI-MEDIA 'AOOUCTION II CAS 5426 

MULTiPlE PROJECTS IN CO~MUNITY RESEARCH CAS 155Z 

MUSIC THEATRE PRODUCTION CAS 5190 

NATUR'L REGULATION OF POPULATIONS CAS 6111 

NATURE INTERPRETATION: PRINCIPLE A~D PRACTICE CAS 6190 

NEM COMMUNITIES DEVELOPMENT CSIMI CAS 6100 

NEW OIMENSIONS IN CCRRECTIONS HLO 1050 

NON-WESTERN ART SEMINAR. • •• CAS 559Z 

HONVE'IAL COMMUNICATION HLo 6020 

NOVEL OF THE ME.ICAN REVCLUTICN CAS 5393 

NURSING AESEARCH SEMINAR SHP 9140 

NURSING' ADVANCED ~IALTH ASSESSMENT SHP 9010 

NURSING: CARE IN DISTRIIUTIVE SETTINGS SKP 4310 

NURSING' CARE IN EPISODIC SETTINGS SHP 4311 

NURSING' CliNICAL TEACHING ST.ATEGIES SHP 9010 

NURSING. CONCEPTS AND PROCESSES SHP 4210 

NURSING. HEALTH ASSESSMENT SHP 3101 

NURSIMG. IMPLEMENTATION OF RESToaATIVE NUASING MODELS SHP 9100 

NURSING. ORIENTATION TO FUNCTIONal ROLES SHP 9110 

NURSING' PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT OF CLIENT/PATIENT CARE SHP 4446 

NURSING. SENIOR SEMINA. AND PROJECI SMP 4455 

NURSING. TEACHING OF CLIENTS/FAMILIES SHP 4460 

NURSING' THE COLLAICRATIVE .CLE SHP 43JO 

NURSING' T~EORIES AND MODELS SHP 9150 

NURSING' THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICA110N SHP ~465 

NUTRITION SHP 6190 

NUTRITION, EDUCATION, AND INTELLECTUAl DEVELOPMENT HLo 7911 
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OFFICE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT IPA ]701

OfFICE SYSTEMS IPA 4702 

OPEN EDUCATION. I"PLEMENTATION C'S 7460 

OPEN EDUCATION' T~EORY CAS 1411 

ORAL INTERPRETATION CAS 3269 

ORGANIZATION AND AOMINISTRATION OF COOPERATIVE IUSINESS eOUCATION 

paOGRAMS IPA ••01 

ORGANIZATION OF DAY CARE CEMTERS ISIMI HLO 11]0

ORGANIZATIONAL IEH'VIOR IPA 4400 

ORGANIUTlON'L PUILIC COMMUNICATION HlO 1030. 

ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT/SPECIAL TOPICS 

CAS 9160 

ORNIT~OLOGY I CAS 6.99 

ORNITHOLOGY II CAS 6900 

OVERVIEW OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM HLo 10]0 

PAINTING AND OR.MING COMPOSITION CAS '101 

'AINTING COMPOSITION CAS 5611 

PAINTING. AN ANALYTICAL APPRC.CH CAS '050 

PAINTING. ANALYSIS AND COMPOSITIO~ CAS 1010 

PAINTING' DEVELCP.E.T OF A THEME CAS 5609 

PAINTING: SPECIAL PROILEMS CAS 5111 

P'RENTING' THE EARLY YEAAS· ~LO 7731 

PATTERNS IN FORCEASLE RA'E IPA 5~'6 

PAUL ROlESON; WORKSHOP/SEMINAA--AC~IEVEMENTS AND CONTRIIUTIONS 

CAS 5035 

'ERSONALITY ANO VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT HLO 1610 

PERSONALITY THEORY HLO 5no 

PERSO~NEL MANAGEMENT IPA 34Z0 

PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THIRO WORLD SOCIETIES CAS 5304 

PHILOSOPHICAL T~EMES IN CONTE'PORAAY LITERATURE CAS 6752 

PHILOSOPHY OF ~ISTCRY CAS 1441 

PHILOSOPHY OF MAN CAS 15J~ 

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE CAS 141. 

PHGNETICS SHP 45Z0 

PHOTO FOR INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPO.T ISIMI CAS 5439 

PHOTO JOURNALISM II CAS 545Z 

PHOTO JOURNALISM III. PHOTO ESSAY CAS 5453 

PHOTO JOURNALISM IV. PUILIC'TIDN CAS 5454 

PHOTO' AISTRACT TECH~IQUES CAS 5~41 

PHOTO. AOV,*CEO TECHNIQUES CAS ]150 

PHOTOI ARCHITECTURAL CAS 5423 

PHOTO. CAMERAWORK II-EQUIVALE.CE STUOIES CAS 5413 

PHOTO. CAMERAMORK III--PHCTCG.AP~ FOR T~E MASSES CAS 151]

PHOTO. COLOR MORKSHOP I CAS 5430 

PHOTO: COLOR WORKSHOP II CAS 5433 

PHOTO' COMMERCIAL APPLIC'TICN CAS 5420 

PHOTO. CRITICISM CAS 541Z 

PHOTO. HISTORY CAS 615Z 

PHOTO' JOURN'LISM I CAS 5431 

PHOTO' STUDIO APPLICATIONS CAS 54Z2 

PHOTO. TOOLS 'TECHNIQUES CAS ]145

PHOTOCHEMISTRY CAS 9170 

PHCTOGRAPHIC lHEORY CAS ' 1140 

PHOTOGRAPHYI GRAOUATE SEMINA. CAS 1530 

PHOTOGRAPHY.CAMERAMC.K I CAS 541e 

PHYSICAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES fOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 

HLO 1260 

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I CAS 4600 

PHYSICAL CMEMISTRY II CAS 4601 

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTS. CHARACTERISTICS AND OEVELOPMENT CAS 69Z0 

PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOUNDATIONS CAS 6935 

PHYSICS. INTERMEDIATE CAS 6411 

PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTEMS I CAS 6940 

PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTEMS II CAS 6950 

PHYSIOLOGY OF AGING S~P 9110 

.IAGETIAN TYPE RESEARCH IN M"H EDUCATION HLO 1140 

PICTURE EOITING CAS 5421 

PLANNING FRAMEMoRKS CAS 6610 

PLANNING METHODOLOGY CAS 70ZZ 

PLANNING PROCESS' A SYSTEMS VIEW CAS 6990 

PLANNING TECHNIQUES AND GRAPHICS CAS 4605 

PLANNING THEORY CAS 6400 

PLANNING, CONDUCTIMG , EVALUATING WORKSHOPS HLD lZ09 

PLANT GROWTH AND OEVELOPMENT CAS 7060 

PLANT NICROENYIRONMENTSI SPRING PHENOPHASES CAS 1050 

PLANT MICROENYIRONMENTS. SURMER PHENOPHASES CAS 1040 

PLANT TAKONOMY CAS 6631 

PLAY PRODUCTION IN SECONOA.Y SCHODL CAS 6210 

PLAYWRITING I CAS 6220 

POISONOUS PLANTS CAS 4540 

POLICIES AND STRATEGIES OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCE IPA 14.. 

POLITICAL ECONOMY OF GLOIAL INEQUALITY IPA 5~30 

POLITICAL ECONOMY OF GLCIAL INEQUALITY CAS 530]

POLITICAL PSVCHOLCGY CAS 1410 

'OlITICAL SOCIOLOGY CAS 6541 

POliTICAL THEORY IPA 4910 

POLITICS AND AOMINISTRATlch IPA 5911 

POLITICS 'NO SOCIETY CAS 5Z01 

POLITICS OF THE ILLINOIS STATE LEGISLATURE IPA 5912 

POLLUTION CONTROl TECHNIQUES CAS 1010 

POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHIC A.ALYSIS CAS 1569 

PORNOGRAPHY, CENSORSHIP AND SCCIETY SHP 7090 

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT I.A 5310 

PRACTICUM IN ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION I MlD 9911 

PRACTICUM IN AoMINISTRATICN AND SUPERVISION II HLo 9912 

PRACTICUM IN AUOIOLOGV. ASSESSMENT SH' 9241 

PRACTICUM IN AUDIOLOGY. REHAIILITATION SHP 9Z~Z 

PRACTICUM IN IASIC SELF-HELP SURVIVAL SKILLS FOR TNE NOOERATELY 

ANO SEVERELV HANDICAPPEe INCIVIDUALS "Lo 1110 
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PRACTICUN IN IUStNESS EOUC.TICN ePA 48.1 

PRACTICUM IN ClASSROON TEACHING ~lO 4tl0 

PRACTICUM IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY HlD 1090 

'RACTICUM IN GROU' lEADERSHIP IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 

HlD nlo 

PRACTICUN IN HUMAN SERVICES HlO '811 

'RACT1CUM IN PARENT STUDY GROUP lEADERSHIP HlO 1610 

PRACTICUM IN SC~l COU.SElING AND GUIDANCE HlD 8640 

PRACTICUM IN SCHOOL PSYChOLOGY HlO 1140 

PRACTICUN IN S'ECIAl EDUCATION I HlD 1911 

'RACTICUN IN SPECIAL EDUCATIO~ II ~lC 1989 

PRACTICUN IN S'EECH PATHClCGY, HOSPITAL SHP 9250 

PRACTICUM IN SPEECH PATHOlCGY' MENTAL HEALTH CE~TER SHP 9251 

PRACTICUM IN S'EECH 'ATHClOGY' 'UIlIC SetOOl SHP 9210 

'RACTI'UM IN THERAPEUTIC CCMMUNICATION HlD 1240 

PRACTICUM SEMINAR IN HUMAN SERVICES HlD 115. 

'RE-tQlUMIIAN AFRICANS I~ TtE NEM ~CRlD CAS 5011 

'RIMITlvE ART CAS SOlO 

'RIIiClPlES AND PROILEMS' IN IUSINESS EDUCATION lPA 4851 

'RINCI'lES OF IEH'VIOR CHANGE Hlt 5410 

PRlliCIPlES OF FINAIiCIAl "ANAGEMEIIT BPA 3'01 

PRINCIPLES OF "ACROECONO"ICS I'A '202 

PRINCIPLES OF "ANAGEMENT I'A 3401 

'RIIiCIPlES OF "ARKETING IPA '501 

'RINCIPlES OF MICROECONOMICS IPA '201 

'RINCIPLES. TECHNIQUES AND AO_INISTRATleN OF PUPIL PERSONNEL 
SERVICES HlO 1620 

PRINTMAKING. GRACUATE INTAGLIO CAS 81'0 

'RINTMAKING' ADVANCED STUDIO CAS 5464 

'RINTMAKING.ADVANCED PRINTMAKING PROCESSIINTAGlIO-ETCHING. liTHO' 

CAS 5460 

PROIAIILITY IPA 8464 

PRDIlEMS IN COST ACCOUNTING .,. It60 

'ROBLEMS IN FINANCI.l MANAGE"ENT IPA nOI 

PROIlEMS IN INDUSTRIAL REl.TICNS IPA 8425 

PROIlE"S III INTERNATIONAL _AIIIGE~E~T lPA 1401 

PROBLEMS IN IIiTERNITIO.Al 'OlITICS I lPA 5931 

'ROBLEMS IN INTER.ATIONAl 'OlITICS I: WORLD IMPERIALISM 

CAS 8"0 
PROIlEMS IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS II lPA 5n2 
'ROIlE"S IN MANAGEMENT INFORM.TION SYSTEMS IPI 8480 

PROIlENS IN "ANAGERIAl ECONOMICS I'A 8201 

PROIlENS IN MARKETIIiG "A.AGEMENT IPA 1501 

'ROIL EMS IN ORGA.IZATIONAl IEHAVIOR IPA 8400 

PROIlE"S IN PERSO.NEl "ANAGE"ENT I" 8420 

'ROBLENS IN 'RODUCTION NANAGE"ENT IPI 8440 

PROBLE"S IN TAX ACCOUIITING I'A 1110 

PROlLE"S OF lATINO FAMILY cas 5321 

PROIlEMS OF MOOER.IZATIOII IN OEVElCPING COUNTRIES CAS 5239 

PRODUCTION AND INVEIITORY CONTROL IPA 444' 

'RODUCTION MANAGEMENT IPA ]440 

'ROOUCTION PR08lEMS A.O ANALYSIS I'A 5416 

PRODUCTION. 1"'lENENTATION. EVALUATION IN INSTRUCTIONAL OEVELO'­
MENT lSI"' HlO 5.30 

PROFESSIONAL APPLICATIONS CF EDUCATIOIiAl TECHIiOlOGY HLO 1181 

PROFESSIONAL ISSUES IN SPEECH AND HEARING FEE FOR SERVICE 

SETTINGS SHP 1000 

'ROGRAM OESIGII AND CHANGE IN HUMAN SERVICES HlO 6160 

'RaGRAMMEO INSTRUCTIONAL NATERIAlS HlO 6010 

'ROT EST AND REVOLUTION IN lATIN AMERICAN lITERATURE CAS 5396 

PSYCHOCYIERNETICS HlD 6100 

'SYCHOlOGICAl DIAGNOSIS OF INDIVIDUALS MITH S'ECIAL NEEDS 

HlD 6161 

PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPllCATICNS OF BllINGUAl-IICULTURAL EDUCATION 
HLO 1140 

PSYCHOLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION HlD 1910 

PSYCHOLOGY OF HANOICAP'ING CO~OITICNS ~LD 1111 

PSYCHOLOGY OF LATINOS CAS 5211 

'SYCHOlOGY OF WOMEII HlD 5]60 

'SYCHO'HARMACOlOGY SHP 1115 

'SYCHOSOCIAl ASPECTS OF AGING HLO 5310 

PUlllC FINANCE I'A 4205 

'UILle. O'INION TRE.OS CAS 156]

PUILIC PERSON.EL ADMINISTRATION 'PA 49]0 

PUIllC POLICY ANALYSIS I'A 4960 

'UILIC SA.ETY AOMIIiISTRATICN IPA 5.10 

RACE RElATIO.S IN U.S., HISTORICAL PERS'ECTIVES ~AS 5361 

RACE. lANGUAGE. , CULTURE WORKSHO' CAS 6549 

RACISN' INDIVIDUAL AND INSTIT~TIONAl ISIM' HlD 6110 

RADIOISOTO'E TECHNIQUES CAS 1210 

READER"S THEATRE CAS 5101 

READING AND DISCUSSIOII IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT HlO 512T 

READING DIAGNOSIS HlO .530 

READING FOR BILINGUAL STUDENTS CAS '150 

READING INSTRUCTIO. III SCHOOL SETTIIiGS HLO 4620 

READING PROILENS, DIAGNOSING AND REMEDIATING HLO 4611 

READING REMEDIATION IN THE ClASSROON HLO 9640 

READING STRATEGIES .OR INDIVIDUALIZING INSTRUCTION HLO .630 

READING STRATEGIES III THE IlllNGUAl CLASSRDON HLD 1910 

READINGS AND INVESTIGATIONS I.... CAS 1300 

READINGS AND INVESTIGATIONS IN.. . SH' 1]00 

READINGS IN AMERICAN NOVEL' f'ULKNER CAS 6102 

REAOINGS IN AMERICAN NOVELl HAWTHORNE CAS 6100 

READINGS IN ANERICAN NOVEL' HENINGWAY CAS 6101 

READINGS IN ANERICAN NOVEL' JANES CAS 6160 

READINGS I. ANERICAN NOVEL. TMAIN CAS 6120 

READINGS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE C'S 6161 

READINGS IN fEMINISM CAS 1115 

READINGS IN NINORITY lITERATURE CAS 5011 

READINGS IN 'HILIP'INES lITERATURE CAS 6154 

READINGS IN THE AMERICAN NOVELl MELVILLE CAS 6610 

READINGS. BLACK POLITICS AND ANE RICAN PCllT ICAl SYSTEM CAS 5ltO 

REAl ESTATE LAW BPA '602 

REAL ~STATE 'RINCIPlES AND PRACTICES IPA 3601 

REAL ESTATE 'RoPERT' MANAGEMENT ePA 4606 

REALITY THER.PY ~LD 14eo 

REALITY THERAPY FOR COUNSELORS AND TtERAPISTS I SHP 1245 

REALITY THERAPY FOR COUNSElCRS AND T~ERAPISTS II SHP 1246 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CHllDHCOO l.hGUAGE DISORDERS SHP 8001 

RECENT OEVElOP_ENTS IN CRG.IIIC SPEECH DISCROERS SHP lODE 

RECORDS ADMINISTRATION I'A 3102 

REGENERATIVE RECRE.TION tlO 1210 

REGIONAL PLANNI~G CAS 12~7 

RELIGICN AND HUMAN SEXUALITY C~S 10.0 

RE'ORT AND TECHNICAL WRITING BPA ]104 

RESEARCH IN ADOlESCE.CE AND SEX ROlES ~lD 6]11 

RESEARCH IN AFRICAN-AMERICAN HISTORY CAS 5002 

RESEARCH IN IUSINESS EDUCATION IPA 1102 

RESEARCH lITERATURE IN CCUNSELING .110 'SYC~OTHERAPY , HlO 1100 

RESEARCH METHODClCGY HlO. EM'hASIS ON SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 

HlD 5HO 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HlO HLO 5400 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HUMAN lEAR~I~G '~O DEVELOPMENT. EM'HASIS 

IN ELEMENTARY EOUCATIOh HlD 961C 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY' READING AND ~RITING IIiSTRUCTION HlD 9611 

R'ESURCH METHODS HlO 54'0 

RESEARCH TECHIIIQUES CAS 6510 

RESEARCH VARIABLES IN INTERPERSOIiAl COMMUNICATION HlO 6120 

RESEARCHING SCIENCE INFORMATIC~ (AS 1410 

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AIIO GRANTSMANSMI' ~lO 1121 

RETAIL LOCATION PLANNING STRATEGY BPA 5542 

RETAilING OPERATIONS AIIO ~AIIAGEPEIIT BPA 5539 

RETAILING POLICIES IPA 5540 

RETAilING STRATEGIES AND STRUCTURES BP. 55'7 

SAFETY MAIIAGEMENT BPA '4.6 

SALES ORGA.IZATIONS IPA 5510 

SALES TECHNIQUES , REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE IPA 3605 

SCENE OESIGII CAS 6120 

SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAMS SHP 802' 

SCHOOL LAM HlD 9840 

SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS ~lO 7960 

SCIENCE AND INQUIRY C'S 1419 

SCIENCE 'RoGRAN ORIENTATIO~ CAS 1440 

SCORING FOR FILM AhO TV CAS 5.70 

SCUl'TURE I: GRADUATE SEMINAR '-0 DESIGN CAS 8010 

SCULPTURE' GRADUATE STUDIO CAS '1.1 

SCULPTURE. ART PETAL CAS 5121 

SCULPTURE. CERA~ICS CAS 516e 

SCULPTURE. FA8RICATlCN C'S "'I 

SCULPTURE. FIBER. CLAY. METAL CAS '161 

SCUl'TURE' NETAl I CAS 5'80 

SCULPTURE. METAL II CAS"81 

SCULPTURE. '-0 MOCO CAS 5120 

SECURITY AIIALYSIS I'A 5]50

SELECTION AND 'LACEMENT Of PERSONNEL B'A 4424 

SEMANTICS AND CONMUNICATION HlD tl50 

SEMINAR IN ACCOUNTING IPA 11.0 

SEMINAR IN AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS AND VALUES 8'A 8910 

SEMINAR 1M BUSINESS EOUCATICN BPA 8105 

SEMINAR IN OFFICE EDUCATION IPA '106 

SEMINAR IN PUILIC IUOGETING 8PA 8220 

SEMINAR IN 'U8lIC NANAGEMENT IPA 1910 

SEMINAR IN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION THECRY I'A B940 

SEMINAR IN 'UILIC PCll'Y IPA 8.60 

SEMINAR III RESE'RC~ METHODS BPA '.30 

SEMINAR IN SMALL IUSIIiESS ADMINISTRATION IPA 340A 

SEMINAR IN URIAN GOVERNMENT IPA 1920 

SEMINAR IN URBAN RESEARC~ CAS 11e2 

SENINAR ON THE ILACK WoPAN CAS 1200 

SEMINAR: ANERICAN URIAN HISTCRV CAS 1515 

SEMINAR. COMPARATIVE URBAN fUTURE CAS 5405 

SEMINAR. ORAL CONNUIIICATION III IUSINESS AhO IN~USTRY CAS '105 

SEX CHOICES AND fUTURE OF fAMILY C'S 5249 

SEX ROLES RESEARCH SENINAR CAS 1521 

SHAKES,EARE CAS 6T10 

SIMULATIOMS AND GAMES CAS 74.0 

SINGLE fAMILV RESIDENTIAL A'PRAISAl IPA '604 

SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT BPA 8495 

SOCIAL AND UR8AN PLANNING HLO 1110 

SOCIAL CHANGE AND NINORITY GRCUPS HlO 6910 

SOCIAL CHANGE AND PUIllC POLICY CAS 5241 

,SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION CAS 1512 

SOCIAl .0UNDATlCNS C' EDUCATlCN (AS 1540 

SOCIAL fOUNDATIONS Of URBAII EDUCATIOII 151M' HlD 1110 

SOCIAL NOVEL CAS 5]'5 

SOCIAL ORGANllATIO. AND COGNITION IN lATINO CULTURE CAS 5329 

SOCIAL POLICY HLO 11.1 ' 

SOCIAL PROBLEMS I CAS 5256 

SOCIAL 'ROBLEMS II CAS 5251 

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY ~lD 5440 

'SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CAS 1562 

SOCIAL SERVICES TO CHILDREN HlO 69]0 

SOCIAL SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS lSI"' tLD 6920 

SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES HLO 1110 

SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES-BILINGUAL HLO 1111 

SOCIOLINGUISTICS SH' 4125 

SOCIOLOGY Of CORRECTION ~LD 6900 

SOCIOLOGY Of CRIME CAS 1592 

SOCIOLOGY OF ETHIIIC RElATICNS CAS r'l. 

SOCIOLOGY 'OF POVERTY CAS 15.] 
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SOCICLCGY Of SEX ~CLES CAS 7121 

SOCIOLO~Y Of SpeRT HLO 6170 

SOCIOLOGY OF STREET CRIME CAS 759A 

SOCIOLCGY OF THE FAMILY CAS 75'9 

SOCIOLOGY OF TOURISN AND LEISURE ~LD 9010 

SOIL ANALYSIS CAS 7590 

SOILS I~ ILLI~CIS CAS 7065 

SOLVING TRAINI~G AMD INSTRUCTIONAL PERfORMANeE PROBLEMS 

HLD .115 

SONr.W~ITING ~ITH ICI GIISC~ CAS 5871 

sPANlsl' LANGUAGE' L "EUTURE CAS 6676 

SPANISH LANGUAGE A~D CULTURE CAS 6675 

SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS THE .ILINGUAL-IICULTURAL CLASSROOM 

HLD 7913 

S'ANISH PHONETICS AND CULTURE CA~ 667~ 

SPECIAL FIELDS I~ IEHAVIOR MODIFICATIO~ HLD 54'0 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS I~ TEAC~lhG INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC CAS 6010 

S'ECIAL PROJECTS IN... CAS 7600 

SPECI'L PROJECTS I~... S~P 7600 

SPEf.TROCHEMICAL TECH~ICUES FO~ ENVIRCNMEHTAL .NALysIS CAS 7720 

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE CEVELC'ME~T ~~P 4730 

S'EECH AND LANGUAGE OF T~E ~E'RING IMP. IRED SHP 9560 

SPEEC" PHysleLCGY SHP 4735 

sPEEC"-LANGUAGE AND "EARING DISORDERS FOR TEAC"ERS SHP 523A 

SPEECH-LANGUAGE P.THCLOGY AND 'UOICLOGY' INTRODUCTION FOR ALLIED 

P~OFEsSICNALs S~P 523M 

speRT COMMUNICATIC~ SYSTEMS HLD 90~0 

SPORTS COMMUNICATION SKILLS FCR CO'C"ING IUSEULL I HLD 9nc 

SPORTS MANAGEMEhT CCMMU~lcn ION SYSlEMS HLD ~041 

STAGE MANAGEMENT CAS 7•• 1 

ST.TISTICAL DATA PRCCESSING ePA 5409 

STATISTICAL MET~CCS. GENER.L LAI US 7133 

STATISTICAL MET"OOS: LECTURE CAS 7130 

STATISTICAL METHODS. SCIE~CE LI. US H32 

STATISTICAL RESEARCH DESIGN IPA .461 

'STATISTICS HLD 5411 

SUTI STICS I BPA 3461 

SUTlSTlCS II IPA 3462 

STATISTICS IN IEH.VICR STUDIES HLO .7tO 

STATISTICS' MULTIVARIITE METHCtS CAS 7140 

STEEL ORUM CONSTRUCTION AND PLAVING 'ETHCDS CAS 5004 

SIRA~EGIES OF ADULT EDUCATION IN T.AINING AND INSTRUCTION 

HLD 7563 

SIRATFORD CINADA THEATRE EX'ERIENCE CAS 6212 

STREA' ECOLOGY CAS 7750 

STUDENT TEACHING CAS 4000 

STUDENT IEACHIHG IN SCIE~CE CAS 9700 

STUDENT TEACHING/C.SE.VATION (MUSICI CAS 7.70 

sTUDENI TEACHING. MUSIC CAS 7171 

STUDIES IN THE ENGLISH LIMGUAGE CAS 6600 

STUDIES IN ~ESTE.~ ARI ISE'INA.' CAS 5593 

STUDIO RECORDING TECHNIQUES CAS 7.51 

STUTTERING SEMI~IR SHP 9720 

SUBSTANCE AIUSE SHP 6355 

SUBURBAN HOUSI~G CAS 7900 

SUIURIIN POLICY ISSUES IPA 5921 

SUMMER IHEATRE PRICTICUM CAS 626e 

SUPERVISED FIELD PRACIICUM HLD 1790 

SUPERVISION IPA 4425 

SUPERVISION IN SPECIIL EOUCATICN FCR SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS 

SHP 800F 

SUPERVISION OF CLASSRCOM IEICHERS HLO 9540 

SUPREME COURT IN AMERICAN POLITICS IPA 5914 

SURVEY OF CLASSICAL RHETCRIC CAS 3769 

SURVEY OF EARLY C~ILOHOCO EDUCATIO~ PROG~AMS ~LO 7B50 

SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITe~ATURE I' BEOWULF TO THE 11TH CENTURY 
CAS 3760 

SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE II CAS 3761 

SIl~VEY OF EXCEPTIONal CHILDREN AND PROGRA,S HLO 6820 

SURVEY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE CAS 3110 

SURVEY OF WESTERN O~AMA I CIS 6291 

SURVEY OF ~ESTERN DRAMA II CIS 6Z92 

SURVIWAL STRESS THRCUGH OUT~ARD 10~ND ~LO 7300 

SYMPHONIC lAND CAS 5879 

SYSTE' ANALYSIS ePA 34'5 

TAX ACCO~NTlhG I ePA 4121 

TAX ACCOUNTING II BPA 4122 

TEACHER/COMMUNITY RELATICNS ~LO e016 

TEACHING BASIC ARITHMETIC ~LD 9550 

TEACHING ELEMENTARY MUSIC I CAS t030 

TEACHING ELEMENTA~Y MUSIC II CAS 6031 

TEACHING ELEMENTARY SCHOCL SCIENCE CAS 1100 

lEACHING ENGLISH IS A SECOND LINGUIGE CIS 6630 

TEACHING EHaICHMENT MATHEMATICS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
 HLO 9560 

TEACHING FOR ENRICHMENT IN RE.OING AhO MATHEMATICS HLO 9561 

TEACHING MATHEMATICS TO LOW ACHIEVING STUDENTS HLO 7111 

TEACHING· READING IN HIG~ SCHCCl CAS 6560 

TEACHING READING I~ THE CO~TENT ARfAS ~LO 9650 

TEAC~ING SOCIAL STUDIES. SCIENCE, IhO MATHEMATICS TO NON-ENGLISH 
SPEAKING STUOENTS HLD 1015 

TEACHING STUOENTS ~ITH BEHAVIOR 01SCROERS HLD 9712 

TECHNICAL THEATRE PRACTICUM CAS .251 

TECHNIQUES IN CELL 810lCGY CAS 6165 

TECHNOLOGY ANO SOCIAL CHINGE CIS 7274 

TECHNOLOGY AND WORLD COMMUNIC.TION ~LD 5760 

TELEVISION OIREtTING CAS 7~60 

TELEVISION PROOUCTICN CIS 7000 

TELEVISION. 10VANCED CtLOR PROOUCTION CAS 6710 

TELEVISION. REMeTE CCLO. TECNNIQUES CAS 7005 

TERRESTRIAL II0LoGY. SPRIHS CAS .911 

TERRESTRIAL IIOLCGY. su~~eR CAS ••IZ 

TERREStRIAL 11000GY. AUTUMN CAS ~"A 

TERRESTRIAL IIOLOGY, ~INtER CAS .9.0 

THE AFRICAN NOVEL CAS 50" 

THE ALLEVIATION Of DEPRESSION, A HOLIStiC APPROACH HLO 50SA 

THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT. A HISTORICAL ANALYSIS CAS 'Z.O 

THE COMHUNITt COLLEGE HLO 9"0 

THE FUTURE OF HIGHER EOUCATIOM C.S 7461 

THE HARLEM .ENAISSA~E cas 5052 

THE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT CF MANAGEMENt THOUG~T IPA 1406 

THE HISTORY OF ECCMDRIC THOUGHT ePA 4240 

THE SHORT STORY CAS 6755 

THE NORLO OF F. SCCTT FITZGERALD CAS 6511 

THEATRE HISTORY I CAS 6JOO 

THEATRE HISTORY II CAS .Jl0 

THEATRE MANAGEMENT CAS TIIO 

THEOLCGY OF THE THIRD ~ORLO CAS 5J56 

THEORETICAL PRACTICES OF HUMAN SERVICES HLO 6••0 

THEORI~S , TREATMENT OF EMCTICNAL DISTRueANCE I HLO 5200 

THEORltS ·' TREATMENT OF EMCTICNAL DISTURIANCE IN AOULTS II 

HLD 5210 

THEORIES' TREATMENT OF EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCE IN CHILOREN 

HLD 5UO 

THEORIES' TREATMENT OF EMOTICMAL DISTURBANCE 1M CHILDREN II 

HLD 5140 

THEORIES OF CRI'lhCLOGY ~LO 1195 

THEORiES OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY ~LO .171 

THEORY AND ANALYSIS OF CO~MUNICATICN CONTENT NLO 6210 

THEORY OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS ~LC 5101 

THEORY OF KNCWLEDGE CAS J771 

THERA~UTIC COMMUNICATldN HLO 1050 

THIRD ~ORLO AESTHETICS CIS 50.7 

THIRD NORLD IN PERS'ECTIVE. AN INTEIOISCIPlINARY SURVEY 

CAS 5302 

THIRD WORLD 1M 'ERSPECTIVE. IN INTERDISCIPLINARY SURVEY 
lPA 59Jj 

THIRD ~ORLO STUDIES CONFERENCE CIS 5JOO 

TOPICS IN MATH EDUCATION HLO 7110 

TO'ICS IN POPULAR CULTURE I CAS 1052 

TOTAL CONMUNICATION FOR RETIROEO C~ILORE' SHP 52JC 
TO~A*O QUILITY GRCUP DECISIONS HLO 62JO 
TRADE-OFFS. AN ECONOMICS COURSE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 
8PA 5204 

TRANSPORTAT ION SYSTEMS "CAS 4740 

TRE'TING ALCOHOLISM. CLINICAL SKILLS TRAINING SHP 5211 

TV AND ITS USE 1M THE OOMMUhlTY tLD 61.0 

TV FOR INSTRutTION AND TRAINING I HLO .200 

TV FOR INSTRUCTION AND T~AINING II HLO 1110 

TWENTIETH CENTURY LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE CAS 5391 

U.S. 'NO ILLINOIS ELECTIONS BPA 591J 
URIAN AND REGIONAL PlANNING, PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES CAS ,..O 
URBAN OYNANICS ISIMI ~LO 6950 

URBAN ECONONIC OEVELO'NENT IPA 4610 

URIAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL' STRUCTURE AND CONTEXT HLO 46'0 

UR8AN FUTURES lPA 5920 

URBAN HOUSING A.O LEGAL SYSTEMS CAS B095 

URBAN LAND ECONOMICS CAS .171 

URBAN LAND INVESTMENT ANALYSIS IPA 660. 

URIAN MINORITIES 'NO SOCIAL CHANGE CAS 52~5 

URIAN PLANNING' INNO_ATIVE TECHNIQUES CAS .599 

UR8AN POLITICS CAS 7700 

URIAN POPULAtiON CAS 7272 

URBAN PROPERTIES A'PRAISAL A'PLICAtIONS IPA 4611 

URBAN SOCIETY CIS 7931 

URI.. STUDIES FOR SECONDARV SCHOOl TEACHERS CAS 1126 

UR8AN STUDIES. INt.OO~TICN TO THE CIty CAS 7Z11 

URIANIIATION IN THE DEVELOPING NORLD CAS l1J2 

VALUES CAS 3172 

VOICE OISOROERS SHP 9970 

WATER QUALITY RESEARCH CAS 7961 

WOMEN IN AFRICAN CULTURES CIS 5255 

WOMEN IN AMERICAN ~ISTORY CAS 1140 

WOHEN IN LATIN AMERICAN LitERATURE CAS 6621 

WOMEN IN LA~ CAS 7751 

WOMEN IN LITERATURE CAS 1762 

WOMEN IN PRISOM "LO 671J 

WOMEN IN RELIGleN CAS 174J 

WONEN IN THE MEDIA CAS 776. 

WOREN, POLITICS. AND CHANGE CAS 1721 

WOMEN'S RESOURCE LAIORATCRY CAS 7123 

WOMEN'S SERifS CAS 1217 

WORK 'NO FAMILY LIFE CAS 1229 

WORK ANO LEISURE HLO 7150 

WORKSHOP IN OlAGNOSTIC/PRESCRI'TIVE TEACHING HLO 9162 
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WORKSHOP IN HEL.ING THE 'ROIlEM STUDENT ISEMINARI RATIONAL 
EMOTIVE EDUCATION' ~LD 972H 
WORKSH~' IN JEAN 'IAGET AND THE EOUCATID~AL PROCESS HLO 9770 
WORKSHOP IN SOCIAL 'LANNING FOR WU'AN SERVICES HLD 6110 
WORKSHO'. IEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT HLD 761C 
MDRKSHO'I CREATIVE DRAMATICS IN T~E CLASSROOM CAS 100A 
MDRKSHO'I EASTERN PERSPECTIVES ON PSVC~CT~ERA'Y HLD 1610 
WORKSHOP, GifTED EDUCATION/INOIVICUALllATION HLO 912K 
WORKSHOP I GROUP DYNAMICS/CIRCLE DISCUSSION HLD 9766 
WORKSHO', INFORMAL READI~G INVENTORY--REVIEV AND EXPANSION 
HLD 972R 
MDRKSHO'I ACTICN RESEARCh FOR ACTIVE TEACHERS HLO 914' 
WORKSHO'I ADMINISTRATION' SUPERVISION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 
HLO 9769 , 
WORKSHOP , ADOLESCENTS. ALCOHCL AND AIUSE SH. 1005 
WDRKSHOPI IASIC RESPONSIBILITY TRAINING HLO 9721 
WORlsHO'1 CAREER ALTERN AT IVES FOR EDUCATORS HLO '7684 
WDRKSHOPI COMNU~ICATIDN AND LISTENING SKILLS HLD 7619 
WDRKSHOPI COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS fOR SPECIAL EDuCATION HLO 912A 
WORKSHO', CONfLICT MANAGEMENT AND CRISIS INTERVENTION HLD 7677 
IURKSHO. ' CREATIVE CLASSRCCM 'ANAGEMENT HLO 9725 
WORKSHOP' CREATIYE DRAMATICS IN THE CLASSROON HLO 9719 
WOR KSHOP' CREATIVE VRITING fOI LEAR~ERS HLO 9764 
waJKSHOPI DIAGNOSTICS fOR THE LEAR~ING DISAIILITY TEACHER 
HLD 9794 

WORKSHO'I DISCIPLINE-A CARING fOR 'UALITY HLD 9120 

WORKSHOP, EDUCATOR'S ROLE IN SOCIAL CHANGE HLD 1675 

WOR KSHO.' ENERGY' STRESS IN THE CLASSROO' HLD 9797 

NORKSHOP' GifTED EDUCATICh IDENTIFICATION HLO 9192 
NORKSHDP, GIFTED EDUCATION STRATEGIES •••• HLO 9788 
NORKSHO" GifTED EDUCATION-AONINISTRATIC~ HLO 9746 
WORKSHOP, HUNAN CREATIVITY HLD 9756 
~ORKSHO" INDIVIDUALIZATION INSTRUCTICN HLO 9761 
NORKSHOP' INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION 'RDGRAM- DIAGNOSTIC. PRESCRIP­
TIVE. EYALUA11VE ~LO 911)
WORKSHO'. INNOVATIYE A'PROACHES TO READING' WRITING INSTRUCTION 
HLD 9729 

WORKSHO" LEARNING TOGETHER , ALONE I ~LD 97~) 

WORKSHOP' LEARNING TOGETHER' ALONE II ~LD 9760 

WORKSHOP: LEARNING TOGETHER AND ALtNE III HLD 9796 

WORKSHOP, MAIING CLASSROtN GROUPS WORK I HLO 97,A 

vORKSHOP, MAKING CLASSROCM GAtUPS ~OA~ II HLO 97). 

WDRKSHOP' MASTERY LEARNlhG HLO 9126 

MDRKSHOP, MATCHING TEACHER LEARNER STYLES HLO 9721 

WORKSHO'. MEETING NEEDS Of EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN IN THE REGULAR 

CLASSROON HLO 9144 

WORKSHO'I "OTIVATING THE NO EFFOR7 STUDENT HLO 9150 

WORKSHO', MOTIVATION FOR BASIC SKILL-TURNING KIDS ON TO IASICS 

HLO 9722 
WDR~SHO" MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION CAS 1170 
WORKSHOP, ORGANIZING A RESPONSIVE CLASSROOM HLO 9772 
WORKSHOP' .ERSONAL GROVT~ FOR EDUCATORS HLo 9747 
WORKSHO'. 'OSITIVE ATTITUDES TCNARoS LEARNING HLO 972C 
WORKSHO •• POSITIVE BEHAVIOR FOR EXCE'TIONAL CHILDREN HLo 9711 
WORKSHO', 'ROCESS LEARNING FOR FUTURE ~LD 9765 
WORKSHO" 'SYCHIATRIC AS.ECTS OF DIVORCE HLO 972E 
WORKSHO'. 'UILIC 'OLICY ANALYSIS CAS 5202 
WORltSHO'1 RUOING ' .. LO 9730 
WORKSHO'. SEMINAR FOR CAREER A~ARE"ESS HLD 76n _ 
WORKSHO'I STRENGTHENING THE HOME-SCHCOL RELATIONSHI' HLD 9773 
WORKSHO'I SURVEY OF DRUGS HLO 7671 
VORKSHO" TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING HLO 91)9
WORKSHO" TEACHING READING IN THE CONTENT AREAS HLO 9717 
WORKSHO', TELEVISION EffECTIVENESS TRAINING HLO 9757 
WORISHO" TELEVISION I CAS 7002 
WORKSHOP, TELEVISION II CAS 700)
WORKSHO" THE LAW. EDUCATION. AND CRUG AIUSE ~LO 7610 
WORKSHO'. THE RELUCTANT LEARNER ~LD 9762 
WORKSHOP I THE SCIENCE OF HELP\NG HLo 7676 

WORKSHO' , THEORIES' TECI'NIOUES OF HUMANISTIC EDUCATION 

HLO 9141 
WORKSHO'. UNDERSTANOIN' , DEALING ~ITH DE'RESSION ,HLO 7672 
WORKSHO" URIAN- RESOURCES--METROPOlITAN CHICAGO CAS 5)55
MORKSHO'I VALUES CLARIFICATIOM A"O MORAL OEVELO'MENT HLO 975' 
WORKSHO•• WHOLISTIC EDUCATION HLO 1104 
WORKSHO', WIITE ON. NEv WAYS/~EW YEAR ~LD 9101 
WORKSHO" NRITI~G IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES HLO 979)
WORKSHO" WRITING IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES. MOTIVATION' TECH­
NIQUES HLO ..05 

MORKSHO', 100 MAYS TO IM'ROYE SELF-CCNCEPT HLD 9790 

WRITI"G COM'REHENSION CAS 4160 

"ITING PRINCIPLES CAS 3720 

19TH CENTURY AMERICAN WRITERS CAS 7.42 

20TH CENTURY ART AND ARCHITECTURE CAS 5672 

20TH CENTURY MUSIC I CAS 6090 

20TH CENTURY MUSIC II CAS 6091 

ZOTH CENTURY MUSIC III CAS e092 

Campus facilities Map 239 
Isillaar 
16 Instructional Communications Center 1 Board of Governors Degree Program Office 
2 Gymnasium 
1 YMCA Office 
17 Cafeteria 2 Computer Center/lnfonnatlon Systems 

3 Swimming Pool 
 18 Bookstore jAc:c:eSI via 1st floor elevator) 

.... Child Care Center 19 Multi-Media Center 3 University Ubrary 

5 Handball Court 20 Music Recital Hall 4 Communication & Social Science Faculty 
6 Personnel Office 21 Arts & Humanities Faculty 5 SHP Director 
7 Department of PubliC Safety 22 University Commons 8 SHP Faculty 
8 Financial Aids 22a Faculty SHP 7 Science Faculty & Lebs 

8.ISAS o.an 
 23 Art Studios 8 CAS Dean 
10 Cashier 24 Community Services 9 Community College Relatlona 
11a Reglstr ... ·s Office 25 Science Faculty & Labs 10 Center for learning Aaalltanc:a 
11b Admissions and Recruitment Office 26 CAS Commons 
12 Student Affairs and Services 27 Greenhouse 
13 Engbretson Hall 28 Special Programs 
3r.llaar 
1 College of Business and Public Administration 

2 BPA Dean 

3 College of Human Learning and Development 

4 HLD Dean 

5 Office of Research 

6 University Relations 

7 Office of Institutional Research and Planning 

8 University Provost 

9 President's Office 
 43•• 
14 Theatre 
15 Hall of Governors 
29 SHP Faculty 
Main Stairway lRam,p_--I_ 
and Elevator 
7 
3 
17 
MaIn Slalrway 
and Elevator 
3 
C 
t!J 
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Special Nondegree .... .. , , .... . .................. 21 
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Admissions and Student Recruitment .. . , . . ............ 17 

African Cultures, , ... . . ... . , , , ... , ... .. , ... . . . . ' .. , .78 

Historical Studies, . . .. . , ...... . .. . .......... , .... 81 

Humanistic Studies , .. ... , . . .. , ..... ...... . .. . . . . 80 

Socio-Political Studies ' . . .. .. ... '.... .. ............79 

Alcoholism Sciences , .... , . .... . .. . ..... .......... 196 

Allied Health ........ , .. . . .. . ........ . .. .. ...... . 193 

Allied Health Science Education ... .. ..... ..... . ..... 193 

Alumni .... . ................ . .. .. .. . .. : ..... . .. . .. 9 

Applied Studies. , , . . . , ..... .. . ....... . .... . ..... .. 88 
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